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By Opposing Toll-TV Now Are Webs
Killing Off Possible Golden Goose?

As Deadline Nears in Union Hassle

. . ■
.—f
Washington, Nov. 5.
Virtually the entire battery of 4*
Will the television broadcasting
NBC labor lawyers is working *
The success of “Curse of Frank¬
Parents
Sue
on
Horror
industry
be
committing suicide if
against a deadline of midnight to¬ TV’s Goodson & Todman
enstein,” the British entry recently
succeeds, through legislation, in
morrow (Thurs.) to straighten out
in U. S. by Warner Bros.,
Pix After Boy, 9, Dies it
Buying R.I. Newspaper released
stopping the Federal Communica¬
a jurisdictional dispute between
has quickened the horror film
Chicago, Nov, 5.
tions Commission order authoriz¬
the Radio Sc Television Directors /Television production company cycle in foreign lands. Almost
Family of a nine-year-old boy ing a three-year trial run of sub¬
Guild and the National Assn, of of Mark Goodson & Bill Todman every major U. S. film company
who
died
of
a
ruptured
artery in a scription tv?
is
on
the
verge
of
entering
the
Broadcast Engineers & Techni¬
has contracted for the delivery of
cians. If the network, which has newspaper field. Deal for pur¬ one or more horror films for dis¬ theatre lobby here recently is suing
This question is being asked here
hen working intensively on the chase of the Pawtucket (R. I.) tribution in the international mar¬ the theatre and a film distrib for in the light of what is considered
problem since Saturday (2) after¬ Times, with assets rated at $3,000,- ket. These pictures, it has. been admitting children to horror pix. a realistic appraisal of the Bartles¬
noon, fails to mediate the differ¬ 000, is near conclusion, through discovered, have a global appeal Suit blamed the death on fright.
ville experiment and Its bearing
Attorney David Relff Is asking on future developments in wire
ences between the two unions by Allen Kander brokerage. '
have the ability to rack up tall
G-T and a few associates are and
$25,000 for the parents of the hoy, or closed circuit feevee.
that time, the unresolved situation
coin in almost eveiy sector of the •Stewart
seeking
100%
ownership
of
the
Cohan,
from
Essaness
As¬
ite expected to deteriorate into an¬
world.
This appraisal, which, assumes
other phase of wobbly camera paper, the only daily in Pawtucket.
The horror-pix appeal even ex¬ sociates, owners of the Lake The¬ that film exhibitors and other op¬
shots, sudden intruslohs by voices They will not settle for less than tends to television. Columbia's atre, and from United Artists erators
will soon move into the
80%
ownership
of
the
90-year-old
Corp., distributors of "Black
on the studio intercom system and
Screen Gems subsid has had a solid
field, indicates that closed
the loss of whole segments of ’net¬ newspaper, with Goodson & Tod¬ success with its package of 52 Uni¬ Sleep” and “Creeping Unknown,” wire
circuit
tollvision
will give free tv
man,
apart
from
fellow
investors,'
the- chillers Involved. Suit argues
work programming.
versal oldies, selling them to 70 that films should have been desig¬ plenty of competition, that costs
. Eight between RTDG, which rep¬ taking at least 50% ownership.
stations in. a matter of weeks, and nated “adults only” and charges of wire installation will not prove
resents tv program directors, and
there are at least four new shocker defendants with “negative mali¬ prohibitive (and might he met In
NABET, union for technical di¬
series in the works for next fall.
ciousness” in showing the reels to a variety of ways), and that wire
rectors end cameramen at NBC,
. Unique aspect of the current ! juves.
operators may be able to sew up
exploded last Friday (1) and al¬
cycle' is that one production com¬
the most important source of sub¬
legedly accounted for the disrup¬
pany, Britain’s Hammer Film Pro¬
scription
programs — Hollywood
tion of several NBC tv stanzas on
ductions, has emerged as the fore¬
product.
Friday,' Saturday and, again, on
most supplier of the eerie films.
Bartlesville, it’i felt here. Is only
Sunday, when the temporary truce
Hammer, headed by a.father and
scratching the surface of its po¬
was supposedly in effect
son team, James and Michael Car¬
tential and may well be pulling
RTDG last Friday exercised for
reras.
have
or
have
had
deals
to
its punches. With three channels
the first time the right of its di¬
produce horror films for United
available, it’s being asked, what’s
rectors to talk, withqut the help of
Artists, Columbia, Universal, 20thto prevent an operator from using
a third patty, to network camera¬
Fox,
Paramount
and
Warner
Bros.
one of them for public service ana
men during unrehearsed tv shows.
Frederick Loewe and Alan Jay
Carreras admits frankly that
another for sponsored programs,
Right also extended to direct gab Lerner, authors of “My Fair
while devoting the third for feevee
between program directors and Lady,” who own 30% of the show the pictures were made for teenage
audiences, “That’s the-only mar¬
shows?
(Continued on page 78)
between them, are working out a ket that exists today,” he said. He
Carrying the Bartlesville system
“multimillion dollar capital gains” attributed the success to his1 com¬
Apropos of the recent film trade
deal with- Columbia Broadcasting pany’s films to the fact that they attention to the public expectation to hundreds of cities, large and
small,
and particularly to one-sta¬
System, which financed the legit
(Continued on page 19)
that all ^theatrical releases will tion and two-station markets, it
musical for $350,000 and owns
soon be on television; market re- can be seen that the number of
40% of it.
- searcher Albert E. Sindlinger has program services which can be sup¬
The CBS takeover of all prop¬
made known a report prepared for plied to most - communities via
erty rights will afford the authors
a client, showing that 36,000,000
(Continued on page 19)
an opportunity to “keep some of
potential theatre admissions were
Henry J. Kaiser, Mike Todd and the loot” which, otherwise, as now
lost In the United? State? during
Sylvester L, ..(Pat) Weaver Jr, have constituted, is straight income, and
July because of thiaj misconception.
joined forces in, a new .enterprise, taxable in the. highest brackets. For
~ Of all persons wijo said they had
the building of revolutionary alu¬ example, among other unexpected
considered attending a theatre dur¬
minum domes for big. screen film Windfalls, in this day and age of
ing that month, Sindlinger’s sam¬
specs, stage and concert entertain¬ meagre'sheet'music sales, the au¬
ple analysis showed that 2?%
ment, and all types of auditorium thors received some $40,000 in
stayed away because they antici¬
revenue from music and score
events.
pated that the pictures in. local
Enterprise grew out of the pre¬ sales alone, in.addition to.mechan¬
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
In the first such pitch directly theatres could be caught not too
miere of “Around the World in icals and kindred income.
Arthur Godfrey‘is operating on
much later on their, home screens.
Producer.. Herman Leyifi, who and ^exclusively rimed at the legit This measures oufr to 36,000,000 radio and tv under what he calls
80 Days.” in the -Kaiser Aluminum
field.
International
Telemeter
has
sold
2Q%
of
his
30%
ownership
to
Dome at -the Hawaiian Village
“a self-imposed censorship.”
lost ticket sales.
Hotel vacation eentre. Together, an investor in Philadelphia for set a demonstration of its home toll
The public has been educated to j He says “a while back” he de¬
in Honolulu, they organized Hie around $400,090, is reported not television system for 75 stage pro¬
cided
he couldn’t say anything
(Continued
on
page
79)
ducers
in
New
York
next
Tuesday
new firm on an equal partnership having qualms about it because he
about his favorite crusade, a big¬
basis. The first project Will be to already declared himself that (12). Demonstration Is to he con¬
ger,
stronger,
better-paid Air
ducted
by
Raul
MacNamara,
Tele¬
design and build a pilot dome as a “this is the first time. I ever got
Force, because the radio and tv
forerunner of multi-purpbse audi¬ $325,000 ail in one lump sum meter v.p., in collaboration with Big Disk LP Salute
nets
are
“caught
in the switches”
the
League
of
N.
Y.
Theatres.
which
I
can
keep.”
%
torium theatres that can bie effected
On Irving Berlin’s 50th of power politics in Washington,
Intention, as stated. by - Para¬
throughout the U.S. and the world.
mount Pictures, which controls ‘The record ’ industry * is giving D. C.
Weaver/ former prez of NBC,
Godfrey broadcast from Frisco
Telemeter, is to Convince the round Irving Berlin a big LP salute to
was * named president and man¬ Disney May Produce,
actor; impresarios that home toll commemorate his 50th anni as a last week and last Thursday (31)
aging director -of ’the new enter¬
!
\'
Kaye
M.C.
Oscarcast
cleffer.
Already
in
the
groove
are
spoke
about the Air Force to 500
represents a way of reaching great¬
prise.- * ’New* ’post will’ not affect
Walt . Disney may produce this ly-multiplied audiences. Key angle, packages from Epic (Jay Blackton), persons at a combined lunch meet¬
other Weaver enterprises, his Pro¬
RCA
Victor
(Reg
Owen),
Dot
(Pat
ing
of
the Commonwealth Club,
year’s
Academy
Awards
presenta¬
of
course,
is
that
the
home
viewers
gram -Service,' or his other duties:
With-Kaiser-^he is radio and tv di¬ tion over NBG which, for the first would pay, aldng with the pew oc¬ Boone), Mercury (Sarah VaUghan- the Efisco Chamber of Commerce,
• Billy Eckstine) and Joe Bushkin the Down Town Assn, and the Air
rector of Kaiser Industries.
. time, is being underwritten by the cupants.
Meanwhile, demonstrations of (Capitol). Also in the works is a Force Assn.
•The first prototype dome In ■Ha-'] industry instead of its former Gen¬
waii, designed and built by Kaiser eral Motors (Oldsmobile) sponsor¬ Telemeter will be given ’concur¬ Berlin roundup for Ella Fitzgerald
Chatting with newsmen, Godfrey
launched. into an impassioned
Aluminum 8c Chemical Corp., was ship. Working with Disney would rent with the Theatre Owners of on the Verve label.
On the pop front, Berlin is riding global-diagnosis which included a
erected in only 20-working hours, at be trained, video producers.
America convention at the Ameri¬
Danny- Kaye is up as the emcee, cana Hotel, Miami Beach, Nov. 20- with “Sayonara” title song of the fervent plea for the Air Force’s
a structural erected cost of about
Keep Strategic Air Command. He said
$4 per square foot. It seats up to ■with auxiliary. conferenciers to 23. Par is taking over a suite at Warner Bros, pic, and
2,000 persons, is 49V£ feat high,] punctuate the proceedings, instead the inn for fhe showings as well as Running Away From You.” RCA that as a result of his global think¬
145 feet in diameter and puts of the one-man master of cere- an exhibition booth on the floor of Victor has the film’s soundtrack ing he is nq longer welcome at the
16,500 square feet under cover. .* monies as heretofore!?
(Contipued on page 63)
j
the TOA trade show.
(Continued on page 70)

Lemer&Loewe
Dicker Cap Gain
Setup for "Lady’

Kaiser, Todd ft Weave’s
New Shew Biz Votnre;
Aluminum Theatre Domes

“See It Soon On TV’
Misconception Is

Tdemeter Eyes
B way Legit As

Godfrey Firing Again;
Hits Air Censorship,
Tower, Politics and Ike’
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London Trades’ Merger

Continual Changes In Copyright
Values Affect All Show'Biz

London, Nov. 5.
Britain's • two daily film trades,
the Daily Film Renter and the Cin¬
ema, are to amalgamate as from
next Monday (11) under the title
The Daily Cinema. Sam Harris,
[ chairman nf the Cinema, *will be
editor-in-chief, and Bernard. Char! man, editor of the Renter, will hold
a similar job in the new paper.
C. H. B. Williamson and R. Ver¬
non Beste will be associate editors.
According to an official an¬
nounce last week, the amalgama¬
tion has been made necessary by
conditions in the industry and
neither paper would' have been
able to continue without a substan¬
tial increase in. rates, both for ad¬
vertising and subscriptions.

The continual. change taking +
place in show business is putting ■
...
y A
an added emphasis on the proper1 (JrSOD WttleS UWH
drafting of contracts. That was the 1
v
point driven home by attorney
Herbert T. Silverberg in an ad¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
dress at the California Copyright
Conference on the Coast last week. j
Orson Welles has virtually comSilverberg’s speech, "Rights of pleted a secret “Don Quixote” film
Authors, Composers and Perform- ^
rpTM«jp
ers In Television and Motion Pic- , Pr°Ject and may have it in release
tures To Which They Contribute,” .before Mike Todd even begins caststressed the point that "We don’t! sng hia much advertised film verknow how they're going to show : sion of the classic,
pictures m the future" and that a :
wni h* nr«pntway should be found to develop \
WeUes version will be present
property riglits in a performance j ed first on CBS-TV as a spectacwork. Also to he ironed out, he ular and will be released theatrisaid, is publicity rights as related | cally later. He has been working

‘Quixote’ Jumps Todd

rf wSer"i****^^‘V^Uon
medium than originally contracted and directed the film in addition
constitutes an “invasion of pri- to starring in it with Patty Me-,
vacy" and “publicity rights”is one, Cormack.
of the newer problems confronting j
CBS helped provide financing in
the courts in the changing show. return for getting the rights to
business scene.
; show it first as a spec.
The attorney also stressed the!
----“
Importance of international agree- j
ment on who owns the copyright [Q
Uami/)/!
of a picture. “If only for expedi- APA fCIUCC "681
•> Silverberg
KilvnrLnr* said*
said. “only
“nnlv one
nnp , WVV
1 VIUVV *
ency,”
;
man should own the copyright and
i
that man is the producer." The
i
U.S. goes along with this concept
:
hut in Fra’nce, for example, direc¬

Rules More Rigid

tors, writers and sometimes per-!

~,n__ not 9Q

“’.^rlinl0 the COp-'-righS
Regulations for next ye^ venownership act.
....
' ice Film Festival likely will4 see a
As far as the recording business
the more rigid selection
is concerned, Silverberg said^that; svslemt first adopted for the 1956
the area of law covering phono-; e'Vent. This is the unofficial view
graph records is still in confusion. here fbllowing a meeting of the
He pointed out that the courts . festjVat organization committee,
have gone both ways in trying to ■,
fias forwarded a proposed
establish whether a phonograph is set of reguiations concerning the
a publication. Fact that a disk still, 1958 iest for approval by FIAPF,
can’t be copyrighted will eventual-, the International Producers Assoly have to be straightened out by ciation> at its next meeting in
a new approach from the courts. paris Nov
There’s a trend in the law, Sil- j Though the extent of the changes
verberg pointed out, that’s in keep- asked for was not disclosed, it's felt
ing with the shifting show biz pat-;
(Continued on page 79)
terns. In the past judges used to *
take a case and decide it on the
law. Now, however, the judges are
tfying to decide who is right and
then find a legal justification for .
their view.
!■
The address was attended by a
show biz cross-section including •
Louis Armstrong, who needs
representatives of the film, radio., c_„orQl
bodyguards during his
tv, and recording Industries.
* severa
I present South American tour^ to
protect him from overzealous fans,
has wired his manager Joe txlaser,
:head of Associated Booking Corp.,

Satcbmo’s 8.0. in B.A.
& Yogi Berra’s Mask

Examine Catholics’
Conscience About
Race Prejudice

An examination of conscience on
racial tolerance for Catholics, pre¬
pared by Monsignor Carl P. Hensler and printed in the weekly bul¬
letin of St. George's Church in
Pittsburgh, ask,ed as one of five
points, “Would you patronize hotels, restaurants, theatres
and
places of amusement that refused
admittance to Negroes simply be¬
cause of their color?”
The National Catholic Conferj ence News Service, In a story on
the “questionnaire,” reported that
Monsignor 'Hensler also inquired:
“What would you do if a respect¬
able Negro family bought or rented
the house next to yours? Would
you object to them moving, in?"
He likewise asked “Would you
rather miss Mass on Sunday than
go to a church the parishioners of
which are colored?" “Would you
receive Holy Communion from a
Negro priest?" “‘Would you go to
Confession to him?"
• Monsignor Hensler called white
supremacy “pure myth" from both
the religious and scientific view¬
points”; said the Negro, in the
North and in. the South, has been
the Victim of discriminatory treat¬
ment “to keep him in his place?"

E. Germany Bans All
Yank Show Biz; Party
Meeting Gets Warning

Radio Moscow Raps Cleve.
Scribe For Goof Answers for some ad^ed protective measrri fTrmn,
iA.s i
. a . : ures while going to and from the
10 liuuK S 4utfl Amu IjOlZ; theatre in Buenos Aires.

Cleveland, Nov. 5.
|
Radio Moscow blamed Cleve-1
land Press radio-tv columnist Jim Frankel with upsetting the big
Soviet 40th anniversary quiz con-i

Wednesday* November 6, 1957

Glaser, known as the unofficial
manager of the N. Y. Yankees, was
asked by Armstrong to send one
of Yogi Berra’s catcher’s masks
“to protect his chops."

test*
l Armstrong is one of the biggest
Frankel, who printed the an-;hits of any of the American jazz
iwers to Radio Moscow’s quiz, was ! performers to play that country,
charged with having goofed when \ Tour has already been extended an
he said the last registered case of \ additional week, and * there will
unemployment in the Soviet Union \ probably fie more extensions if
(Continued on page 79)
f some U. S. dates can be juggled.
11/4

I

Frankfurt, Nov. .5.
Influences of the Western (U. S.,
that is) “enemy" in show biz, in¬
cluding tele, Tadio, light music,
popular jazz records, music publish¬
ing and the theatre are all being
banned as part of a new culture
purge in East Germany, according
to reports. East German govern¬
ment is tightening its controls over
intellectuals, with new demands
that the people under Russian dom--]
ination stay away from American
influences in the field of entertain¬
ment. The Communist Party just
ended a two-day conference in East
Berlin with over 1,000 cultural
leaders present.
And the- party
orders were to end “Western influences” in the field of entertain¬
ment.
Recently, East German radio sta¬
tions had been playing popular
(Continued on page 70)
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Ambassador’s Takeover
By Webb & Knapp Jan. 1
The $10,750,000 takeover by Wil¬
liam Zeckendorf’s Webb & Knapp
of the Hotel Ambassador, on New
York’s Park Ave., is slated for
Jan. 1* when the sum total, less a
$500,000 advance, is due. There is
a 60Aiay grace period post—Jan. 1.
There have been reports, unveri¬
fied, that Zeckendorf is dickering
for Max Blouet, w.k. international
i host at the £otel George V, Paris,
i to come to New York and operate
the Ambassador.

See Bin?rs Darling
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
Marquee at: the RKO Hillstreet Theatre is cued to the
headlines.
It reads “Mrs. Bing Crosby—
Kathryn Grant—in*‘Operation
Madball.”’

>

Prods., Give Youngsters a Chance
De Mille Feted like
Statesman in Beilin
Berlin, Oct. 29.
Paramount’s vet producer-direc¬
tor Cecil B. DeMille, currently in
Europe for “10 Commandments,”
came to Germany for four days'
and was honored as if hie were
a top-rank international statesman.
In Kronberg (West Germany), he
was received by Federal Chancel¬
lor Konrad Adenauer. He was the
first international picture person¬
ality to be granted a priyate audi¬
ence by the German statesman.
DeMille was received by the new
Lord Mayor here. A few hours
later, the German League for Hu¬
man Rights gave a gala reception
‘for him when he was made honor¬
ary member.

| Jabs TV as
| Of Hitch-Hikers
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
“Television is an industry of
hitch-hikers, carbon copyists and
brain-pickers,” 20th-Fox producer
Jerry Wald told an audience qf 200
at the San Francisco Press Club
last Friday (1) night.
In a humorous but cutting at¬
tack on video, Wald accused tele¬
vision workers of having “no cour¬
age of their own, of being victims
of the men in the empty gray flan¬
nel suits.”
He defined TV as “the place
where you see the pictures you’ve
been trying to avoid for years.".
By contrast, he said the film in¬
dustry has “learned the hard Way"
that “the public doeesn’t know what
it wants so you give the jpublic what
; you want” This, he said, is the
films’s greatest strength.
‘The public prefers seeing a bad
picture for nothing at home than
going out to pay to see a bad film.
“The problem is to get away from
the. assembly-belt proluct ... I
once had a teacher who advocated,
‘Always
write
a.
masterpiece.
There’s
always a market
for
them.’"

Sinatra Stars Sinatra
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Frank Sinatra will star in an in¬
die film to be made under the
banner of Frank Sinatra Produc¬
tions at Warners late next year.
Property has not yet been selected.
Sinatra’s next film assignment is
VKings Go Forth,” Frank Ross
production* for United Artists re¬
lease, in which he co-stars with
Tony Curtis and Natalie Wood.

James Cagney warned perform¬
ers: “in my age bracket to stop
kidding themselves” and to give
young actors a chance to advance
in the film industry. He particu¬
larly cautioned his “age group" to
avoid over-exposure and to limit
theft screen appearances td per¬
haps two pictures a year.
Noting the changes that Rave
■taken place in the industry—from,
the. contract days when studios
made 50 to 60 pictures annually
to the present-day freelance status
—Cagney related that he was care¬
fully rationing his screen appear¬
ances to two a year. Television
and legit have been ruled out by
the veteran actor. “I’m too old to
have to go to theatre. every night
for a long run. It’s just too tough
for me at this stage.” In addition,
he said it would be unfair for him
to sign up for a play and then, if
it’s a hit, to decide to leave after
a short run.
Cagney, who earlier this, year
appeared as Lon Chaney in Univer¬
sal’s “Man of a Thousand Faces,"
is currently working on location in
N. Y. for another U film, “Never
Steal Anything SmalL" Latter, is
based on the Maxwell Anderson
play,
“The Devil’s Hornpipe,"
which tells the story of a crooked
labor boss. Locations are being
filmed on the Brooklyn waterfront.
Unusual aspect of “Never Steal
Anything Small" is that the crook¬
ed labor boss, played by Cagney, 4
takes over -complete control of the
waterfront by singing his way.to
labor ezardom. This is the first
time in seven years that Caghey
has sung on the screen. Last tiine
was in ‘The West Point Story."
He has eight numbers, all told, in(Continued on page 7Sf)

Film Theatres May Pull
Blackout March 26 For
Oscar Awards Telecast
. In a dramatic move without
precedent, America’s film^theatres
will take a holiday on the night of
March 26 if plans now in the talk
stage materialize. As originated on
the Coast and already informally
endorsed by some exhibitors in
New York, the proposal calls for:
the shuttering of theatres across
the country, during the period of
the- Academy Awards television
program.
Author of the idea is obscure; it
somehow was advanced at a recent
meeting of prominent filmites on
the Coast and, instead of immedi¬
ate brush usually given radical sug¬
gestions, was greeted with surpris¬
ing enthusiasm.
Those upbeating the project en¬
vision darkening theatres with
lighted marqueds, latter suggest¬
ing that the public catch the tv’er
at home. Hope, of course, is to
build the greatest audience ever for
the Oscar telecast which, under film
industry sponsorship for the first
(Continued on page 79)
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Hazards In TJMbustng’
Are the companies overstressing, attention to their big budgeters
and neglecting the In-betweeners, or are the top films suffering
precisely because the push is spread too thinly on all releases?
Distribution, execs, long concerned with that question, say both
things are true, though it depends on the company/ Ultimate
determining factor of course is the distrib’f view of the market
and the state of his release sked.
Some execsv feel that the industry on the overall is too anxious
to make a go of the multi-million dollar items which, if they flop,
involve painful losses. Thus, time and energy is poured primarily
into these top budgeters and the lesser productions are allowed to
fend for themselves, supported by the normal exertions at the
sales and ad-pub end.
Some argue that this possibility logical but unequal distribu¬
tion of efforts costs the industry millions in revenue annually
and is apt to grow in importance as more and more independents
go into production and release vi.a the majors.
Recent Warner Bros, more in releasing ad-pub personnel is
cited in support of this theory. One of the reasons given was
-that the number of top WB pix didn’t justify such a large staff
and that the in-between release didn’t require it.
At the opposite end, there are those Who maintain that there
can be too much of an effort on all - films. Whereas Metro Is
cited as an example of a distributor where'a small picture can get
‘‘lost,” 20th-Fox is put up as a candidate in the “push ’em all” cate¬
gory. While this doesn’t necessarily imply that the big ones ai'e ne¬
glected, it does implay a questonable use in the division of manhours.
Every picture is “plugged” intensively, and on some of the release
the efforts are consciously wasted, though 20th execs argue that
the company is dedicated to the support of every release, regardless
of its potential.
The opposite attitude is exemplified by the companies that refuse
to take on foreign films. They argue that the extra effort re¬
quired to sell an importa, if expended on an important American
film, will pay off four or five times, though the manpower used is
•precisely the same.

Religious Film Festival

Advance Roaring
Another British film distributor
will venture upon regularized pub¬
licity handouts concerning its prod¬
uct and stars ahead of actual re¬
lease. This is Lion International,
sales offshoot of British Lion. Its
official, Victor Hoare, is currently
In the States.
The British company has re¬
tained the New. York public rela¬
tions firm of Solters, O’Rourke and
Sabinson to handle the publicity
and exploitation of its upcoming
productions in the U. S.
The J. Arthur Rank Organiza¬
tion, which has established its own
American releasing Company, has a
full-time bally staff working on its
releases. In addition to publicizing
current entries, the Rank outfit is
also plugging away at future pro¬
ductions and films currently before
the cameras in England or on lo¬
cation.
Solters, O’Rourke and Sabinson
are kicking off their campaign for
Lion International with “Our Vir¬
gin Island,” starring American per¬
formers John Cassevetes and Sid¬
ney Poitier. The film, being shot
on location in the Virgin Island, is
a Countryman production which
•Lion International is releasing.
Lion International, which han¬
dles the product o£ a number of
British producers, prefers to deal
with all types of American distribs, both majors and indies.

U, Metrotone Reels
One After Jan. 1
Merger of the newsgathering fa¬
cilities of Universal newsreel and
Hearst_ Metrotone’s News of the
Day should be effected soon after
the first of the year. It’s learned.
Negotiations have been going on
steadily, including talks with the
unibnsr Plan is to have both Uni¬
versal and Metro continue to put
out separate reels for tlie time be¬
ing. However, reels’ content will
be largely the same.
Purpose of the semi-merger is
to out costs since these reels—
and all others—are running in the
red.
Actually, there is only ope
more theatrical reel, Fox Movie¬
tone, put out by 20th-Fox.

Washington,.Nov. 5.
The 5th annual Religious
Film Festival opens at the Appollo Theatre, in Vienna, this
Friday (8).
Festival, which is slated to
run a week, will offer films on
religious themes and affiliated
problems.
Pictures will be
both of a cultural and an en¬
tertainment nature, including
the American entry, “Full of
Life. France, Sweden, Japan
‘are among other countries en¬
tered.

'OF
The road to riches is partly
paved with gimmicks. Inexpensive
exploitation product, including tlje
horroramas and outer-space en¬
tries, have done well during 1957.
“Curse of Frankenstein/’ shoe¬
string hudgeter ($270,000) import¬
ed from England, and firmly
rapped by the critics, likely will
gross over $2,0Q0,D00. This is spec¬
tacular, being well above the
amount of coin racked up by many
a Hollywood “A” production.
“Portland Expose,” which had a
certain amount of flash appeal in
that it tied in with the headlines
about inquiries into the rackets,
was put together at a cost of
$150,000. The gross in the domes¬
tic market alone will he $600,000.
“Attack of the Crab Monsters”
and “Not of This Earths were pro¬
duced by Rober Conn an for Allied
Artists, each with a slenderized
bankroll of $85,000. They were put
put as a package by AA and the;
domestic gross will he about
$800,000.
'
Last year Paramount dropped
George Pal from its producer ros¬
ter for the . reason the company
couldn’t make money with the type
of material (“When Worlds Col¬
lide,” etc.) in which he specialized.
But aware of the current goings-on
at the boxoffice, this same company
now has entered a deal with Wil¬
liam Alland to make three sciencefiction pictures. And, by way of
hitbhing a ride on Sputnik, Par,
like other outfits, is reissuing its
hack-number sci-fi epics.
The public is buying freaks; pic¬
tures about normal people too
(Continued on page 16)

Oct. 31 Board of Loew’s Like This:
, Nobody Angry, Skip 2 Dividends
-

---'-+

UA’* 12% Interest
United Artists is paying an
interest rate of 12% on its
$3,500,000 borrowings.
Money was advanced by
Loew’s, RKO and United Par¬
amount chains.

Germany Seen As
Source for Kids
Filins in U.S. A.
Attempt to interest U. S. exhibi¬
tors in a series of children’s films
made in Germany will be made by
George Margolin, foreign producer
representative, who last week re¬
turned to N. Y. from .a 10-week trip
to Italy, Germany and France.
Margolin reported he had seen a
series of the children’s films turned
out by Herbert Schonger at his
studio near Munich and that he
would dub one and import it to
test reaction. Schonger outfit, ac¬
cording to Margolin, Is the only
one in Europe doing outstanding
v/ork in the juvenile field.
As for the German industry gen¬
erally, Margolin noted that it was
probably the most active and vital
in Europe, but that the pictures
held little export potential.
“It
isn’t much different from 1936,” he
(Continued on page 10)

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Hollywood hasn’t kept pace with the rising audience intelli¬
gence, according to Anthony Quinn, so filmgoers have turned in
increasing numbers to foreign or “arty” films.
“When you see a foreign picture and don’t understand the lan¬
guage,” he contended, “you must draw^from your imagination, as
you did with silent pictures. But now Hollywood gives its audi¬
ences too much and leaves nothing to the Imagination.”

RKO Semi-Banker
Of 3 Pix; Playoff
Mostly in Europe National Boxoffice Survey
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
RKO is partly financing three in¬
die features, two to he produced by
Ben Bogeaus and one by Samuel
Fuller. Move is being made pri¬
marily to supply product for dis¬
tribution on the foreign market,
with eventual use of the films on
television contemplated.
On Bogeaus’ two-pic deal, RKO
is bankrolling to the tune of $450,000 each on the product which will
each carry a $600,000 budget.
“Typee” is one.of the Bogeaus pix.
Fuller will produce “Verboten,”
with a $250,000 budget, and on that
one RKO is putting Up everything
but the completion bond guarantee.
Pix will not necessarily he re¬
leased by Universal in this country,
although U is releasing other RKO
product. RKO will make a release
deal later. As for tv’ing the pix, it’s
planned to eventually televise them
on RKO prexy Thomas O’Neil’s five
.channels and sell them to tv.

New Pix Perk Trade; ‘80 Day*’ Champ, ‘Time’ 2d,
‘Ball’ Third, ‘Wonders’ Fourth, ‘Joker’ Fifth

Some tapering off of the flu films this session in that sequence.
scare in some sectors and release The latter two were higher in
ratings last stanza.
of additional strong product is
“Pal Joey” (Col) still shapes as
helping first-run film, biz In nu¬ one of the potentially big newcom¬
merous key cities covered by ers, being smash in Chi, great in
Variety currently. Better showing N.Y. and socko in L.A. “Les Girls”
at the wickets is being made in (M-G), substantiating its great
the face of milder weather in showing (now in 5th week) at N.Y.
many sections.
Music Hall, also teed off in Chi
The same as last session, “Around with a smash session.
the World In 80 Days” (UA) is again
“Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank),
leading the procession at the box- while modest in Portland, is rated
office. The Mike Todd opus is con¬ big and standout newcomer in Den¬
tinuing on top of the heap despite ver. “Hunchback of Notre Daine”
some sharp competition from some (AA), another newie, is fine in
newcomers. One of these, “Time Frisco but only fair ih Portland.
Limit” (UA), is pushing up to great
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) shapes
second position. And it may be promising. It is big in Cincy, fine
in Frisco and socko in Washington.
heard from more in the future.
“Operation Mad Ball”
(Col) Pic is only mild in Detroit, “Story
WALLIS REPEATS PRESLEY
again is finishing in third spot, of Mankind” (WB) looms mild to
same as a week ago. “Seven Won¬ slow in most spots where initially
20th Must Hold TEnougfi Rope* For ders of World” (Cinerama) is fin¬ playing this round.
“10 Commandments” (Par), socko
Four Months
*
ishing fourth. It was fifth last
in N.Y., is smash in L.A. where it
session.
is
topping the first week on mul¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
“Joker Is Wild” (Pari is landing
Hal Wallis has exercised his con¬ fifth place as against second last tiple-run engagements. “Doctor at
tract rights to preempt the services round. “Search for Paradise” (Cine¬ LargeV (U), shapes fine in Balto
and sock in Chi. “My Man God¬
of Elvis Presley; postponing by at rama) is capturing sixth moneys
frey,” from same company, is solid
least five months 20th’s "Enough
“Raintree County” (M-G), now in Pitt.
Rope,” which the latter studio had
“Until They Sail” (M-G) is rated
hoped to start this month with out on reserved-seat runs In four
keys, is winding up . seventh. slim in L.A. “Portland Expose”
Presley.
Presley reports to Wallis at Par¬ “Amazing Colossal Man.” which was (AA) is rated puny in Minneapolis.
amount in January, to make either favored by highly imaginative bally “Run of Arrow” (U) looks modest
"Rodeo’'’ or “Sing You Sinners,” in some locales, is winding up in Buffalo.
“Lost Continent”' (Indie), good
the latter being the new title on eighth. “Three Faces of Eve”
-“A ^ Stone for Danny Fisher.” (20th), fourth last stanza, rounds in Cincy, looms okay in Detroit and
Portland. “Black Scorpion” (WB)
Scripts on both, have been com¬ out the Big Nine currently.
“Perri” (BV), “Slaughter on 10th looms light in Pitt and Frisco.
pleted,with the main character in
(Complete Boxoffice Reports
“Sinners” having been switched Avenue” (U) and “Story of Esther
Costello” (Col) are the runner-up on Pages 8-9).
.from a fighter to a singer.

Although Loew’s newly-expand¬
ed board voted last week to by¬
pass two quarterly dividend pay¬
ments, the effect did not have as
serious a consequence as usually
occurs when a corporation foregoes
a divvy payment.
The value of
Loew’s shares only dipped a half a
point, down from 12 to 11%. The
fact that the shares did not drop
more sharply is attributed to the
advance preparation made by the
company for such an eventuality.
The action did not catch Wall
Street or the company’s stockhold¬
ers completely unaware.
Loew’s
public relations had
planted the negative information.
Early Thursday (31), immediately
after the previous day’s board
meeting, stockholders received let¬
ters informing them that there
would he no dividend payments
for the first and second quarters
of the current fiscal year. Most
letters were received before the
stock market opened for business.
Apparently the board meeting
on Wednesday (30), the first since
the special stockholders’ meeting
at which the board was increased
from 13 to 19, was completely do¬
cile.
Joseph Tomlinson, the 'Ca¬
nadian industrialist who owns 180,000 shares of stock, gave no hint
of his next move. Board meeting
(Continued on page 19)

$4 New Years Eve
Scale at Palace
For THver Kwai’
Looks like the picture business
is climbing closer to legit’s level of
admission
prices.
Columbia’s
“Bridge on the River Kwai,” which
bows Dec. 18 at the Palace The¬
atre, New York, on a roadshow
basis, has posted a scale of up
to $4 per ticket for New Year’s
Eve.
Ten performances are to be
given weekly, one each night with
three matinees. Afternoon show¬
ings are priced up to $1.50 on
Wednesdays and $2.50 Saturdays
and Sundays.
Sunday through
Thursday evenings range up to
$2.50 and Fridays, Saturdays and
holidays up to $3.

Jack Cummings As
Indie Via Metro
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Discussions are underway be¬
tween Metro and Jack Cummings
Productions on financing-releasing
deal for indie headed by late Louis
. B. Mayer’s nephew. Cummings
was Metro ‘producer for some 30
years prior to forming own indie.
William Ludwig is veepee of
indie.
He was producer-writerexec at Metro for 20 years, believed
longest any writer has ever toiled
at a major studio. On indie’s agen¬
da is “Paint Your Wagon,” origi¬
nally purchased by Mayer, plus
tentatively titled “Will Adams
Story,” to be lensed in Japan.

K. T. KELLER RESIGNING?
He Is Rated Mayer’s Man On
Loew’s Board of Directors
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
* K. T. Keller, a member of the
Joseph Tomlinson faction on
Loew’s Inc. board of directors, is
expected to resign at the: next
meeting of the board.
Keller, former chairman of the
hoard of the Crysler Corp. and
longtime friend of the late Louis
B. Mayer, was believed to be a
Mayer representative on the board.
With the death of the former. Met¬
ro production chief, Keller is be¬
lieved to feel that there is no long¬
er any purpose for his serving on
the board.
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NO LONGER HABIT, GOTTA BE AN EVENT: Chaplin Peevishly Bans Yank Press
SELZNICK SLANT ON FILMS’ FUTURE
By ALBERT SCHARPER
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Paris DividedonKingr In New York’—Says
U. S. Producers Say Worse About U. S.

GENE MOSKOWITZ

Paris,.Nov. 5.
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Ctiarles Chaplin, according to his'distribution outlet here. Cinedis,
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Director Preston Sturge* on the state of comedy: “Good business*

planning a book on “The Catholic Viewpoint on Censorship” via Dou¬
bleday . . . Rodney Biuh» 20th’s promotion topper, last week marked
his 20th’s year with the company ... Emile J. Lustig planning to preem
his “Captain von Koepenick” at the World Theatre, before Christmas
.
Trade and government reps of Italy, France and Germany due to
huddle with West German Minister of Economics Dud wig Erhard at
Bonn Nov. 26 to discuss Common Market questions.
Indie designer Sanl Raw re film ads: “We design our ad campaigns
like firecrackers. You put ’em together, light 'em, and then toss 'em out
and hold your ears.. The bang, if it comes, doesn’t last long.” . . . Mag¬
na’s. “South Pacific” into the Criterion March 15 . .. France’s Jules Det¬
ain (“Rififi”) up to direct the film version of Francoise Sagan’s “Those
Without Shadows.”
Msgr. Thomas F. Little, exec secretary of the National Legion of
Decency, informs Variety that none of the 10 Legion-condemned for¬
eign films during the year ended Oct. 1 was “recommended” by Ro¬
man Catholics abroad. Several were popular successes however. In past
years there have been several instances of the American Legion con¬
demning films which had Catholic endorsement overseas. No such cases
arose in 1956-57.
Montreal - bora William Shatner, cast, by Metro for one of “The
Brothers Karamazov,” has been given co-star hilling, along with Yul
Brynner, Claire Bloom, Maria Schell, Lee J. Cobh, Richard Basehart
and Albert Salmi. Shatner’s father’s a Montreal clothing manufacturer.
Talent agent David Graham, N.Y-based for many years, lit out for
the Coast some months ago to hook up with the Sacramento .Music Cir¬
cus for the summer. That chore finished and having “fallen in love1
With California, his yen is now happily satisfied by an affiliation With
the Wm. Shiffrin agency in H’wood (outfit handles many film stars) . .
Jesse L. Lasky, at a conclusion of a replay, via NBC-TV Wednesday
(30V, of a “This Is Your Life” half-hour originated live last June, join-;
ed Ralph Edwards to report that he had since received ‘‘20,000 let¬
ters” endorsing his proposed “The Big Brass Band” picture dealing
with high school bands. “I'want to.promise them it will be made," the
Veteran producer declared.
Jeff Chandler with June Allyson-in “Ride a Tiger” at . Universal . . .
William Bowers to script “H6w to Break into the Movies” for producer
A1 Zugsmith at Metro , . . Lindsley Parsons is reactivating “Far Wan¬
derer” and Will put it before the cameras early next year with Sterling
Hayden starred . .Jeff Richards opposite Mamie Van Doren in “Born
Reekless” for Lakeside Productions at Warners . . „ Grant Williams,
under contract to Universal for the last two years, was granted his re¬
lease ... Newcomer Connie Stevens, signed to play opposite Jerry Lewis
in “Rock-A-Rye Baby,” won a non-exclusive pact with Paramount call¬
ing for one picture "a year and an option for a second, for seven years
. , . Diane Jergens loaned by 20th-Fox to Jaguar Productions for the
co-femme lead in “Island of Lost Women” ...
U.S. Color Lab Inc. has been authorized to manufacture motion pic¬
tures film, with office in New York. Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
value. Directors are Garvin P. Kiernan, Charles M. Caldwell-and Joseph
Ames Thompson, c/o United States Corp. Company, 50 Broad Street.
Flock of rumors already afloat anent a successor to the late Charles
J. Feldman at Universal, . .Jerry Pickman excited about the film Jbusiness potential in Tokyo (60 theatres back to back in one area that makes
Times Square look like the hintrlands in comparison), lie’s back in
town after his first visit to the Orient. .. There's to be no copying Mike
Todd as the first anniversary of “Ten Commandments” at .the Criterion
is marked. Just a buffet luncheon at the theatre Friday (8).
Allied Artists; which had a loss of $1,783,000 in its past fiscal year,
which ended June 30, may have turned the corner. Company is thought
to have operated on a profit basis in the first quarter of the new year.
- George Stevens’ “Giant’ Via Warner Bros, has rolled up.a $15,000,000 domestic gross to date ... At 20th-Fox, the talent hunt fora young
girl to play the lead in Stevens’ “Diary -of Anne Frank” continues, with
large numbers of young hopefuls flooding the castirfg department. Stev¬
ens says he’s willing to cast an unknown. Any bets?
New American Library plans to issue three editions," totaling 2,100,000 copies, of Erskine Caldwell’s “God's Little Acre,” prior to the re¬
lease of the Anthony Mann-Security-United Artists film version early
next summer’. . . Publicist Gabe Sumner engaged to Jean Leiblich of
Youngstown, O . . James Mason and Dorothy Dandridge,, who played
starring roles in “Island in the Sun,” will, be .reunited as the costars of
“Infamy,” suspense drama to be produced and directed for Metro by
Andrew L. Stone from his original story . . . Universal, which has been
shooting Erich Marla Remarque’s novel, “A Time to Love and A Time
to Die,” as “There’s a Time to Love,” has decided to stick in the or¬
iginal title . . . Producer Alan Pakula arriwed in NY. this week after
a two-week trip to France, Germany, Spain and Morrocco* in connec¬
tion with his forthcoming production, “That Others May Live,” based
on Elliot Arnold's upcoming novel, “Rescue.” ...
It’s a small world dept: Henry Lester had heard that Use Kubaschewsld of Germany’s Gloria Films was in New York. He wanted to get in
touch with her,.but didn’t know where. Then he walked into a liquor
store uptown and the cleric boasted of having many,theatrical customers.
“As a matter of fact, I’m making up an order for one of them right
now,” he said. Lester looked at the label. It was addressed to Mrs.
Kuhaschewski at the Sherry-Netherlands,. End of coincidence.
Three unit publicity men have been assigned by Warner Bros, for up¬
coming pic. Phil Gersdorf isr working on “Kind Sir” in London, Irwin
Franklyn will handle "Across the Everglades” and- Carl Combs “The
Nuns Story” in the Belgian Congo ‘... Paul Henreid’s “Cabaret” opening
a German film series at the new 72nd St. Playhouse in Manhattan to¬
night (Wed.). German diplomatic reps will attend. New house com¬
petes with the long-established Casino Theatre on 86th St. .Isn’t the
Casino planning to go into the distribution of Gefman films?
;
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Arties ‘Sink or Swim’ With N.Y. Times;
Public Whistles To Crowther Tune

!! New York Sound Track
men detest humorists/'
Dave Karr’s future within Loew’s a matter of some spec .. . « He’s
the former Washington legman for Drew Pearson who has developed
as an expert on proxy inrfighting and who is now very close-to Joe
Vogel . . . Prentice-Hall and Hawthorn Books’ royalty checks to au¬
thors accompanied by the following printed quote On a small slip of
paper: “Royalties are nice and all-that but shaking the beads brings
in money quicker. , . Gypsy Rose Dee, author” . . ,
Rev. Harold Gardiner (on the staff of America,, the Jesuit publication)
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The question of the availability
of films appears to be'the predom¬
inant woe of exhibitors judged
from the comments and discus¬
sions at Allied States Assn.'s con¬
vention last week at the Concord
Ho+ei in Kiamesha Lake, N. Y.
Repeatedly speakers, as subse¬
quent resolutions, indicated that
the Allied members, mostly made
up of small town and subsequentrun situations, felt that they were
not getting important pictures in
time to cash in on the national
publicity expended for the films.
The consensus pf opinion among
the delegates gathered for the con¬
vention was that the film com¬
panies were deliberately withhold¬
ing important pictures from the
smaller situations (either for spe¬
cial holiday bookings or other
reasons) and were scuttling the
time-honored clearance systems.
Paramount was a particular
target of the Allied exhibs. It was
charged that Par’s releasing pol*
icy on “The Ten Commandments’
was harmful to the theatres in
the smaller communities since they
were unable to hook the picture
during the period when interest in
the property was at its peak. Many
theatremen felt that by the time
‘10 C’s” arrives at'their theatres,
the value of the buildup the pic¬
ture has received will be substan¬
tially dissipated. There was fear,
too, that the example set by Para¬
mount will soon be followed by
other film companies as evidenced
by the two-a-day policy estab¬
lished by Metro and Columbia for
“Raintree County” and “Bridge on
the River Kwai” respectively.
Seeking a solution to the avail¬
ability and clearance problem. Al¬
lied gave notice that it will con¬
centrate 'its -efforts in future ar¬
bitration negotiations towards se¬
curing a broadened definition of
clearance to limit to reasonable
lengths the actual time between
prior-run and subsequent-run the¬
atres.
Abram F. Myers, Allied hoard
chairman,
in
outling
Allied’s
(Continued on page 16)

Lots of Cobum
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Whoduniteer Victor Rosen,
an ex-newspaperman, is wind¬
ing up a two-year chore of
wiling the biag of Charles
Coburn. MCA will agent the
work as soon as Rosen has
boiled down the manuscript.
First draft ran 1,700 pages.
Deal is simmering for SatEvePost to carry a two-part spread
of highlights from the book,
which will be marketed as
‘You’re Only Young Once.”
Book will cover career of
Coburn - from his show biz
baptism at age 13 as a program
boy at the old Savannah (Ga.)
Theatre, By_ 17 he was man¬
ager of the house; at .21 he
turned actor, in 1898. Book
is being primed for publica¬
tion next year, when Coburn
will celebrate his 60th thespie
anniversary.

Cause and effect in the foreign
film field,, as exemplified last week
by the review of the N. Y. Times*
Bosley Crowther of the Italian “Cabiria” and the film’s performance
at the boxoffice, again has .indie
distributor circles humming.
It has proven to them, once
again, the extent to which the
Times is paramount in determin¬
ing the success or failure of im¬
ports in the N. Y. arties. Some
accept the paper's influence philo¬
sophically. Others rile at the
power of one man—in this instance
Crowther—to virtually determine
not only the success or failure of
a foreign picture, but also to thus
control What in-recent years have
become very large Investments in
overseas pix.

It’s an accepted fact that, with
the top imports, the Manhattan run
is as important as ever in that it
very often sets the tone for the rest
of the country, both in terms of
exhibitor and critics’ reaction. Thus
an “artie” flop in N. Y. rarely has
j a chance to make a go of it in the
rest of the U. S., though some ex¬
ploitation films actually do better
by opening out-of-town, away from
the N. Y. reviewers and, incident¬
ally, also away from the Roman
Catholic Legion of Decency which
usually doesn’t rate films until
they show up on either of the
Coasts.
In the case of “Cabiria," which
stars Guiletta Massina and was ac, claimed when it was shown at the
Plan is afoot for the Samuel j Cannes film festival earlier this

60 Prelim Dates
ForTorgy&Bess’
On Hard Ducats

Goldwyn organization to handle j?®a£ (J!ya
^ for
U. S. distribution), virtually every
distribution initially of the pro• paper except the Times liked the
duceris “Porgy and Bess,” which is picture.
The only semi-negative
now in the preliminary planning; review came from Crowther, who
stages. It’s thought that the Gold- * followed up this Sunday (3) with
wyn company, of which James Mul- ; additional criticisms, extending invey is president, intends to road- j cidentally not only to “Cabiria" but
show the picture on its own in up
(Continued on page 20)
to about 60 situations, with the sub¬
sequent release to he taken over by
an established distributor. In this
connection, it’s noted that Metro,
distributor of Goldwyh’s most re¬
cent picture, “Guys and Dolls," has
made overtures about taking -over
’Porgy,”
If the current plans materialize,
it would mark the first time that
Goldwyn entered the field of dis¬
tribution. The angle, of course,
is the obvious one. The money
values of roadshowing are estab¬
Discouraged with the odds of¬
lished more than ever via “Ten
Commandments” and “80 Days fered by Broadway and the legit
Around the World.’ Further, Gold- stage, Peter Lawrence and Jerry
______
_ ( Leider have formed Rima Producwyn
is said to feel no need for a
major distribution tieup with this I tions and. plan to produce a numkind of market approach.
J her of film, properties both in* the
It’s further reported that “Por-1 States and abroad,
gy” is to he lensed in the Todd-AO ’
First film, to be scripted and di¬
process.
j rected by Preston Sturges, will be
Goldwyn, of course, is free to i base<L on
Shaplen’s long
call the releasing turns in that he ■
arranges for his own financing in- ! JJU®^
X?5fSSOn ^
dependent of any distributor.
bms l? de late thirties, who later
F
■ ■
* was shown to have been an ex-con¬
vict. Comedy will be shot in New
York. Sturges called it “a piece
of Americana” and said it was the
i type of comedy that hadn't been
attempted.
jj attempted.

Legit Producers

Drug Magnate

Tix-Sindlinger

Film industry has suffered its
sharpest boxoffice decline in re¬
cent years as a result of the prev¬
alence of Asiatic flu and the pub¬
lic's fear of catching the bug at
theatres.
Albert E, Sindlinger,
market analyst, disclosed results of
a survey showing United States at¬
tendance fell to 30,240,000 during
the week ended Oct, 26. compared
with 42,000,000 in the comparable
week of 1956.
Reached by telephone in Chi¬
cago while en route to the Coast,
Philadelphia-based Sindlinger said
his investigations showed that a
loss of 10,000,000 tickets was di¬
ft
r
J
Ml
l.L l This will be Sturges’ first Amerrectly attributable to the flu
f Of
Oi neaitfl ?ican film in quite a few years. His
scare. ' Particularly hard hit were
a vt
\T
c.
j last was “Diary of Major Thompsuch metropolitan areas as New
Mmneapolis, Nov, 5.
son>» (called “The French They are
York and Chi.
Because, he says, he wanted to • a Funny Race” here) W’hich he
During this same week, Sind- spare his blood pressure, Bennie | made in France. ,
linger’s company counted 32.621,Berger,who quit this year as pres- j
Lawrence and Leider both are
(Continued on page 20)
■
°* tb j l°cal independent ex- rooted in the stage and this is their
f hibitors body—a post he held for] first filmic effort Lawrence pro- •
almost its entire existence—didn t J duced “Peter Pan” in 1950 and had
Pretidenf of th* MPAA
attend the national Allied States j “Shinbone Alley” running earlier
annual convention last week.
this year. Leider was his assistant.
ERIC JOHNSTON
It Was the first such meeting Film is due to roll in early 1958.
Berger ever has missed. An Allied
Other properties lined up at®
pats occMt or tho Industry's
States director, Berger still be¬ “Take Me to Your President,”
Saadiy Jafcila#* la his
lieves in belligerency toward “of¬ based on the Leonard Wibberley
place OR
fending” film companies and he has novel and dealing with disarma¬
been critical of incumbent Allied ment. It’ll probably be done in
bigwigs’ conservatism. And with Britain. Duo also plans to make
conservatives taking over the or¬ “Okinawa,” a war story with an
ganization here in the Twin Cities, ambitious budget.
tod, he has clammed up and taken
Lawrence said the Broadway
a* back seat.
onoriicr Editorial Foataro
gamble wasn’t worth the effort
fit tho spcomiitq
“There are so many things “On the stage, you can’t make
wrong in the film industry that I money with the kind of things you
52d Anniversary Number
fegred my blood would be boiling want to do. And the other kind of
during convention discussions and thinks you don’t want to do. In
of
that wouldn’t be good for my films, oqce you get your property
health, so I stayed away,” explains • on film, at least you stand a better
Berger.
j chance.”

Berger Stayed Away
From Allied Convention
liood

Jubilees for
Everybody

* * *
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FILM REVIEWS

In Ban Francisco of Cary Grant,
The HiutelLbeek «(
Hay Walston and Larry Blyden, a
Notre Bame
trio of naval air aces of the Pacific
(C'SCOPE—COLOR)
war. Grant, the reckless leader of
the triumvirate^ cooly^ circumvents
Old-fashioned pieturizatlon of
red tape to let stateside after an
Yictor Hut© classic.
extensive tour Of duty, with the in¬
tention of loving it up for four
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
days. He does, meeting and falling
Allied Artists release of Robert and
Raj mood Hakim production. Stars Gina in love with Suzy Parker in the
Lollobrlglda, Anthony Quinn; features process and winning her away from
Jean Danet, Alain Cuny, Danielle Dumont. stuffy tycoon. Leif Erickson.
Jean Tissler, Maurice Sarfati, Robert
Ilirsch, Philippe Clay. Directed by Jean
Ralston meanwhile has been vic¬
Delannoy. Screenplay. Jean Aurenche, torious in a campaign to be elected
Jacques Prevert, based on novel by Victor
Hugo; camera (print by Technicolor), a congressman and Blyden has had
Michael Kelber; music, Georges Auric; little luck in the quick romance de¬
editor, Henri Taverna. Previewed Oct. partment. News that their carrier
23, '57. Running time, 103 MINS.
has been sunk, however, sends
Esmeralda..
Gina Lollobrlgida
Quasimodo .Anthony Quinn them back to the war, ignoring the
Phoebus ....Jean Danet chance for extended . shore leave
Claude FroUo . Alain Cuny for Grant and Blyden via speaking
Fleur de Lys..
Danielle Dumont
Louis XI .
Jean Tissier tours of war plants and Walston’s
Jehan Frollo .. Maurice Sarfati opportunity to become a civilian
Gringoire . .
Robert Hirsch
Clopln Trouilleiou. .. Philippe Clay as a result of his elections. There
are occasional and bitter refer¬
This version of the Victor Hugo ences to wartime profiteers, an an¬
classic,.although beautifully photo¬ gle which dominated much of the
graphed and extravagantly pro¬ play, but the passage of time has
duced, is ponderous, often dull and dulled the sting and they serve
far overlength. Subject as presented now only to slow the comedy
overcome
this, Epstein„
is old-fashioned for today’s Ameri- . slightly.
- To
--.vcan audiences, and film will have ! has come up with sharp dialog that
to be strongly sold. The Gina j frequently cues solid chuckles.
Lollobrigida name may help in !
Stanley Donen has directed with
some situations.
‘
; a fine feeling for the comedy asActress is co-starred with An- : pacts and the film unspools smooththony Quinn, who plays the Quasi-!
Grant is slick and satisfying*]!!!
modo role previously enacted by j the key role and both Walston and
Lon Chaney (in Universal 1923 l^yden register with conviction,
version) and Charles Laughton !Mlss Parker is decorative but with(RKO, 193d). Rohertand Raymond! out any emotional quality in the
Hakim as producers seem more in- ifole. And Jayne Mansfield ^wanders
dined to offer spectacle than con-!in and out to supply good humor,
centrate on pointing up story line eye app£a*
emphasis on warwith any degree of freshness, and weary~pilots’inclinations in a good
direction by Jean Delannoy is j portrayal There s also good work
static rather than alert to making | from Erickson and, in much smallsum total more than a pageant of | or parts, from Nathaniel Frey as a
color and crowds. From a produc-; Chief Petty officer; Werner Klemtion standpoint, however, film is j per®5 as a RRQ officer seeking to
costly mounted.
feather* a post-war nest; and Jack
orders ATJl
somewhat miscast as a nan e Gy psy; tracked by wine, women and song,
gnl of 15th Century Pans, but oc-,
Wald»s overall production superS1is good
the fibn has a
<5?
1 professional flavor, aided by such
I technical assists as Milton Krasth® G>psy girl from hanging and s ner»s DeLuxe color lensing and
5h?e
wh?rp ShI?CrIpenmpq \ Robert Simpson's editing. Lionel
w 52 A S tic ^ 5 !
did the score and teamed
^PhpAe^mnracc\nneVfgltVhp
; with Carroll Coates for the title
infthnc
1 tune which the McGuire Sisters
r°ie. IBs makeup is not as extrtme :s{ng over the opening and closing
as either of the two previous char—
Kap.
acterizations.
Alain Cuny, the alchemist who ;
Decision at Sundown
comes under the spell of Esmer-:
(COLOR) v
afda, the Gypsy, and frames her for I
an attempted murder she did not {
One of the better of the new¬
commit, is called upon for a near- |
fangled westerns.
Randolph
caricature of the part, scarcely con- j
Scott following, plus good stag¬
vincing in today's market. Jean i
ing and story values, promises
Danet as captain of. the guard for »
okay returns.
whose stabbing Esmeralda is sen-t
tenced to the gallows, and Maurice j
Hollywood, Oct 25,
Sarfati, a struggling poet whom;
Columbia Pictures release of ^ ScottEsmeralda marries to have him • Brown Production. Stars Randolph Scott;
from execution by the Gypsies, • co-stars John Carroll, Karen Steele,
Valerie French; with Noah Beery, John
lend capable support.
Archer. Andrew Duggan, James WesterColor photography by Michel field, John Litel. Ray Teal. Vaughn TayKelber is cleverly handled andjior, Richard Deacon. H. M. Wynant. ProRene Renoux’ production design j duc«i hy Harry J^ Brown. Directed by
it..
Budd Boetticber. Screenplay by Charles
catches the spirit of the time of I Lang Jr;, from Vernon L. Fluherty story.
Louis XI. Music by Georges Auric . Camera (Technicolor),
*— Burnett
"-^ Guffey;
]
editor, A1 Clark; art . director, Robert
provides melodic hacking. Whit.
I Peterson; music. Helnv Roemheld. Pre¬

!£S

viewed, Oct. 24, '57. Running time. 77
MINS.
Bart Allison . Randolph Scott
Tate Kimbrough ..John Carroll
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
Lucy Summerton'. Karen Steele
Ruby James .... Valerie French
Cary Grant and Jayne Mans¬
Sain ........ Noah Beery
Doctor Storrow ..... John Archer
field In amusing comedy about
Sheriff Swede Hansen.... Andrew Duggan
war aces loving up a short
Otis .
James Westerleld
leave in San Francisco; okay
Charles Summerton...John TAtel
Morley Chase ..
... Ray Teal
boxoffice.
Barber .. Vaughn Taylor
, Zaron .
Richard Deacon
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
! Spanish .
H. M. Wynant
Twentieth-Fox release of Jerry Wald : Abe
Guy Wilkerson
Production. Stars Cary Grant, Jayne Mans- '
field, Suzy Parker, also stars Leif Erick¬
This entry stacks up as one of
son; features Ray Walston, Larry Blyden..
Nathaniel Frey, Werner Klemperer, Jack the better of the new-fangled west
MuUsmey-. Directed by Stanley Donen; erns. ■ Top billed Randolph Scott,
screenplay, Julius Epstein from the book
"Shore Leave" by Frederic Wakctu<tn with strong and loyal following,
and the play version "Kiss Them for ale" bolstered by generally high stag¬
by Luther Davis; camera (DeLuxe Color),
Milton Krasner; editor. Robert Simpson; ing quality by director Budd Bae.tmusic, Lionel Newman. Previewed Oct. ticher and strong story values, in¬
30, 37. Running time, 102 MlNSj
dicate a substantial return on the
Crewson .: Cary Grant investment.
Alice..
Jayne Mansfield
There are flaws, however, which
Gwenneth.-. Suzy Parker
Eddie Tumbill ..
Leif Erickson should be duly noted. Occasionally.
Mae (Lieut. McCann).Ray Walston Boetticher’s attempts to stretch out
Mississip...Larry Blyden
C.P.O. Ruddle . Nathaniel Frey suspense results in lag in story¬
Commander Wallace. .Werner Klemperer telling pace. Also, climax stoutly
Ensign Lewis.Jack Mullaney defies belief, aggravated by fact
H.AJ. Pilot ..
Ben Wright
Gunner...Michael Ross that similar situations have already
Roundtree . Harry Carey Jr. been used in a couple of telepix
Nellson........ Frank Nelson
gebbie ..
Caprice Yordan this season. (With tv concentrating
uclllc...Ann McCrea on the west this season, this par¬

Kins Them for Me

ticular problem of plot exposure
It has taken a dozen years and promises to get worse for theatri¬
a transition from printed page to cal pix makers, before it. gets any
stage to screen to lend commercial better.)
possibilities to Frederic Wakeman’s
Complex screenplay by Charles
first novel, "Shore Leave.” It was Lang Jr., from Vernon L. Fluherty
moderately successful as a book tale, spans a single 'day in cow
and eked out a short tun on Broad¬ town of Sundown. Scott, a mys¬
way as a play by Luther Davis, terious, revengeful gunman, rides
under the title of “Kiss Them For into town. He’s after unsavory lo¬
Me.” Now, with virtually all of cal wheel John Carroll, who’s slat¬
the serious material excised to hew ed to marry local belle Karen
closely to a comedy line and with Steele on that day. Scott breaks
Cary Grant and Jayne Mansfield up the wedding and is beseiged
as marquee bait, the film version with sidekick Noah Beery by Carproduced by Jerry Wald for 20th- roll’s henchmen. Step by step, it
Fox release looks like okay box- develops that Carroll, in his noneoffice.
too-scrupulous past, had stolen and
Julius Epstein’s glib screenplay-, later discarded Scott’s wife (since,
:ng of the basic material now em- j______
_
dead); and that she hadn’t_ been
ihasfates the comedlc aspects of the I unwilling, a fact Scott cannot face.
iectic, four-day "informal” leave} But with first overt resistance to

GervaiM
A French import scheduled
to be tradeshown today (Wed.)
in New York, “Gervaise” was
reviewed by. Variety Sept. 19,
1956, at the Venice Film Fes¬
tival.. Mask, opined that the
Maria Schell starrer is "replete
With stature and gloss for art
spots, and has prospects for
wide appeal to the distaff ele¬
ment.”
Directed by . Rene Clement,
film is based bn Emile Zola’s
novel, “L’Assomoir”
(The
Trap). Story, reviewer pointed
out, is a "two-hour naturalistic
study of the life and hard
times of a lower class woman
under the Second French 'Em¬
pire.” Critic praised Clement’s
direction and noted that Miss
Schell’s performance, as the
woman is “penetratingly effec¬
tive” at times and “overtechnlcal” at.others.
Continental Distributing is
releasing the Agnes DelahayeSilver Films-CICC production
in the U.S,
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ing as the pint-sized Nelson. True,
he snarls, Jboils with hatred and is
unrepentant. But he merely seems
to be going through the motions
and his performance never matches
the acting found in gangster clas¬
sics more than two decades ago.
More impressive is
Carolyn
Jones' portrayal of Rooney’s loyal
moll. She’s a plain jane who’s
attracted to him by some strange
affection. But with the FBI closing
hi on the wounded Rooney, it is
she who kills him when he admits
he would even shoot down small
boys. This death scene in a ceme¬
tery, with which the film ends, is
especially raaudhn.
Sir ' Cedric Hardwicke, another
versatile actor, turns in a fine
characterization of a drunken phy¬
sician who administers to the medi¬
cal needs of the DilUnger mobsters.
Good support is suppUed by Lea
Gordon as No. 1 desperado. Dill5n7
ger, Anthony Caruso as Jienchman
John Hamilton and Jack-Elam as
the gang’s suave mastermind who
devised the modus operandi ~Gf
various bank jobs.
Gilb.

The Tall Stranger
Carroll’s iron. control over the
town, the other natives' get rest¬
less. Upshot is wholesale revolt
and townspeople even out odds
against embattled Scott.
But in
showdown with Carroll, his ina¬
morata. Valerie French, plugs Car¬
roll in the shoulder^ thus prevent¬
ing a gimfight.
Pic ends in downbeat note, with
town now rid of Carroll. However.
Scott, who also pulls, out, is still
bitter over truth’s he’s been forced
to acknowledge, plus fact that
buddy Beery had been killed by
treachery during the gunplay.
Role is an offbeat one for Scott,
but be carries off the gunman’s
frustrated rage very well. Carroll
makes convincingly menacing
heavy in the suave tradition. Miss
Steele, as his understandably con¬
fused fiance, shows much promise
of things to come. Miss French’S
motivations aren’t always convinc¬
ing. but she’s a good actress who
exoloits the role fully.
Among rest of large and -good
cast, Beery is outstanding as the
illfated sidekick, with John Archer,
Vaughn Taylor, Richard. Deacon.
Andrew Duggan and John . Litel all
contributing strong support.
Fine Technicolor lensing by Bur¬
nett Guffey and other behind-camera credits show a high degree of
professional skill.
Kove.

Baby Face Nelson
Timely (a la Anastasia hood
stuff) exploitation entry with
Mickey Rooney name for mar¬
quee dressing.
United Artists release of a Fryman-ZS
<A1 Zimbalist) production. Stars Mickey
Rooney; co-stars Carolyn Jones. Sir Cedric
Hardwicke. Leo Gordon, Anthony Caruso,
Jack Elam, John Hoyt; features Ted De
Corsia, Elisha Cook Jr., Thayer David,
George Stone. Directed by Don Siegel.
Screenplay, Irving Shulman and Daniel
Mainwaring- from story by Shulman;
camera. Hal Mohr; editor, Leon Barsche;
music. Van Alexander. Tradeshown. N.Y.,
Get. 25, '57. Running time *5 MINS.
Nelson... Mickey Rooney
Sue. . - Carolyn Jones
Doc Saunders^.'.... Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Jerry... Chrise Dark
Roeca :._.... Ted DiCorsia
MJtc . ..Emile Meyer
Hamilton .
Tony Caruso
DilUnger ..- ' Leo Gordon
Miller...Drn Terranova
Fatso ..
Jack Elam
Bonner . Dabbs Greer
Johnson ....
Bob Osterloh
PoweU ....
Dick Crockett
Aldridge .
Paul Baxley
Connelly.
Thayer David.
Vickman ............... Ken Patterson
Preston .
Sol Goree
Duncan..
Gil Perkins
Harkins ..
Tom Fadden
Aim Saper ..
Lisa Davis
Parker w ♦..***.** - John Hoyt
Van Meter .. Elisha Cook
Bank Guard ..Murray Alper
Mr. Hall.. i--George Stone
Kearns .... .
Hubie Kerns

With the barbershop murder of
mobster Albert Anastasia still fresh
in the headlines.United Artists has
a hot exploitation picture in “Baby
Face Nelson.” It might even start
a new gangster film cycle. Marquee
dressing is provided by Mickey
Rooney who essays the title role.
Nelson, in case anyone’s memory
may have been dimmed by the
years, was a member of the notori¬
ous Dillinger gang that scourged
the midwest circa 1933. Dillinger
himself was biopiced by the King
Bros, some 12 years ago. Now it’s
Nelson’s turn and the Irving Shulman-Daniel Mainwaring acript
makes • him a ruthless,k triggerhappy, coldblooded killer..
Of necessity, in the interest of
historical accuracy, the cast wears
depression days styles and the
footage is replete with chase
scenes involving Model A Fords,
and dated “touring” ears. These
aspects, incidentally, cause this A1
ZimbaHst production to be strongly
reminiscent of oldtime action films
now shown on video.
The versatile Rooney whose
varying roles in his long career
have ranged from Puck (“Mid¬
summer Night’s Dream”) to Pinocchio is not particularly convinc¬

All Mlae to Give
(COLOR)
Old wuaiiie-ud-ndl* “Day
They Gove Babies Away” has
strong ©Motional appeal hut
very elongated.
Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Universal release of Sam Wiesenthal
production. Stars Glynis Johns. Cameron
Mitchell, Sex Thompson, Patty McCor¬
mack;
features Ernest
True*. Hope
Emerson, Alan -Hale, Sylvia Field, Royal
Dane, Seta Shaw. Directed by Allen
Reisner. Screenplay, Dale and Katherine
Eunson, baaed, on former's - Cosmo mag
story;."The Day They Gave Babies Away";
camera, William Shall; editors, Alan Crotland Jr., Bettie Mosher; music. Max
Steiner. Previewed Oct. 22, ’57. Running
time, 103 MINS.
Mamie .. Glynis Johns
Robert
...Cameron Mitchell
Robbie .................. Rex Thompson
Annabella..
patty McCormack
Dr. Delbert ...
Ernest Truex
Mrs. Pugmire ..Hope Emerson
Tom CuUen . Alan Hale
Leila Delbert.
Sylvia Field
Howard Tyler .
Royal Daho
Mrs. Runyon ..Reta Shaw
Jimmie ..
Stephen Wootton
Kirk
.. Butch Bernard
Elizabeth -..
Yolanda White
Katie Tyler .. Rita Johnson
Mrs. Ralden... Ellen Corby
Mrs. Stephens .. Rosalyn Boulter
Mr. Stephens.. Francis DeSales
Bobbie ...-r Jon Provost

(C’SCOPE-COLORr
Good western in an old-fash¬
ioned shoot-’em-up vein.
Hollywood, Oct. 23.
Allied Artists Production and Release.
Stars Joel McCrea, Virginia Mayo; fea¬
tures Barry-KeUey, Michael Ansara; -with
Whit Bi&sfeU, Janies Dobsbn. George Neise.
Adam Kennedy, Michael Pate, Leo Gor¬
don, others. Produced by Walter MirjLsch.
Directed by Thomas Carr. Screenplay by
Christopher Knopf, from a story by Louis
L'Amour; camera; Wilfred Cline; editor,
William Austin; art director, David Milton; music, Hans Salter. Previewed Oct.
22, '57. Running time, 12 MINS.
Bannon .
Joel McCrea
Ellen..
Virginia Mayo
Bishop ..
Barry Kelley
Zarata ... Michael Ansara
Judson .. Whit Bissell
Dud.....James Dobson
Harper .
George Neise
Red.Adam Kennedy
Charley.Michael. Pate
Stark
Leo Gordon
Cap .
Ray Teal
WUl - . Philip Phillips
Pagones .
Robert Foulk
Mary ...... Jenifer Lea
Chavez ..
George J. Lewis
Barrett ..
Guy Prescott
Murray .. Ralph Reed
Purcell.Mauritz Hugo

‘AH Mine To Give” is a tearjerger. Vastly overlong in its
meandering buildup to the climax¬
ing sequences which give warmth
and certain enchantment to the
imfoldment, film still should De
well received by both distaff and
family audiences. Extreme length
of 103 minutes will create certain
booking difficulties.
Picturization of Dale Eunson’s
Cosmo mag story, “The Day They
Gave Babies Away,” done years
ago on radio’s Columbia Workshop,
concerns the efforts of .the eldest
of six children, aged 12, to find
homes on Christmas Day for his
small brothers and sisters after
the death the day before of their
widowed mother. Present script of
Eunson and his wife, Katherine,
now precedes this episode with a
long recital of the trials of the
parents, Glynis Johns and Cam¬
eron Mitchell, when, as young, im¬
poverished Scottish immigrants,
they arrive in a small Wisconsin
frontier settlement jnd start their
family.
1
Allen Reisner, tv director mak¬
ing his bow in motion pictures,
manages interesting characteriza¬
tions from cast and Sam Wiesen¬
thal comes up with suitable pro¬
duction values. Both Miss Johns
and Mitchell are excellent, and Rex
Thompson, as the youngster re¬
sponsible for placing the children
left in his charge, before the county
can take over, delivers strongly.
Stephen Wootton and Patty McCor¬
mack also score interestingly in
moppet roles, and strong support
is offered by Ernest Truex, Sylvia
Field, Hope Emerson, Alan Hal*
and Royal Dano.
Technical credits are headed by
William Skall’s tine color photog¬
raphy,
Wh.it.

•This is primarily an old-fash¬
ioned shoot -’em - upr slug-it-out
western, although “modernized” to
include references to rape, housed j
of ill-fame, illegitimacy and a few
“Damns” and “Hells,” unheard of
in the old oater format.
As such, it may offer audiences
welcome relief from the current
crop Of “adult westerns,” in which
the stress is on extensive and wordy
psychological probings. The heroes
are quickly and cleverly estab¬
lished as heroes, the villains as vil¬
lains, and then the plot moves on.
Also making considerable differ¬
ence is that Christopher Knopf
screenplay, from a Louis L’Amour
story, while containing some gaps,
is generally well-plotted and moti¬
vated and director Thomas Carr
utilizes these advantages with
brisk skilL B.O. chances seem okay
Gun Battle at Monterey
in a wide variety of situations.
Reduced to essentials, story line
Very minor entry for western •
is the old one about the cow baron
market.
and the intruding homesteaders. In
this ease, homesteaders are a band
Hollywood, Nov. 1.
of emigrating Southern' veterans
Allied Artists release ol .Carl Hittlemaa
(time' is post-Civil War), who. pick
production.
Stars
Sterling
Hayden.
up Joel McCrea, a returning Union, Pamela Duncan, Ted de Corria, Mary Beth
vet, who has been brutally shot Hugh; features Lee Van Cleef, Charles
Pat ComiOey, Byron Foulger,
from ambush and left to die, Mc¬ Cane,
Mauritz Hugo, X Stanford Jolley. Directed
Crea is half-brother to heavy- by Hittleman, Sidney A. Franklin Jr.
handed rancher Barry Kelley, on Screenplay, Jack Leonard. Lawrence
Refner; camera. Harry Neumann; editor,
whose land the wagon train is led Harry •'Coswick; music, Robert Wiley
through sinister machinations of Miller. Previewed Oct, 28, *37. Running
scouts George Neise and Mauritz rime, 47 MINS.
Turner . Sterling Hayden
Hugo.
Maria..
Pamela Duncan
McCrea attempts peacemaker’s Reqo ..
Ted de Corsia
..
Mary Beth Hughes
role between factions, but winds Cleo
Kirby...Lee Van Cleef
up in the middle. It develops that Mundy . Charles..Cane
Neise-Hugo axis is tied, up with Frank ... Pat Coralskcy
Carson ...Byrop Fotllger
outlaw hand led by Michael Ansara Charley
. Mauritz Huge
(who’s the unknown who shot down< Idwall ....I. Stanford Jolley
McCrea in the opening scene), and
are using the settlers in an intri¬
“Gun Battle at Monterey”—the
cate cattle-rustling scheme. Even¬ title bearing no connection with
tually, things are resolved in a subject matter—is a minor western
bang-up gunfight,- during which entertainment It suffers from a
Kelley strangles Ansara before ex¬ contrived plot and performances
piring himself, and Neise and the which neither ring true nor evoke
entire baddie crew are otherwise interest Pic’s sole asset is star
eliminated. Whereupon, McCrea name of Sterling Hayden for mar¬
invites the emigrants to Settle on quee lure;
what’s now his land, and- takes up i
The Carl Hittleman production is
with Virginia Mayo, a somewhat! premised along lines so hoary they
soiled belle who’s trying to turn creak; and Hittleman and Sidney A.
over a new leaf.
j Franklin Jr;,, in their dual direGfiotf
McCrea, who knows his way add little to Jack Leonard-Lawaround a western script, enacts the rence Resner Screenplay.
hero with customary authority and
Hayden, shot in the back and’left
conviction. Miss Maya do.es a good for dead by Ted de Corsia,: his
jqb as the offbeat heroine (for a partner in a. holdup in Monterey,
western). Kelley is toprate as Mc- seeks vengeance after his recovery.-'
Crea’s blustering, but good-hearted
‘Hayden fails to give a definite
half-brother-. Leo Gordon, Michael' performance, with result small in¬
Pate, Adahi Kennedy; Whit Bissell, terest attaches to the unfoldment,
Ray Teal, Robert Foulk and George and de Corsia’s characterization is
J, Lewis lend strong support and overplayed: Pamela Duncan^ as the.
Ansara, Neise and Hugo are adept Mexican girl who saves h?s life, and
at their villainy;
Mary Betti Hughes, dealer in,the
DeLuxe color photography, isn’t casino, are at good as their few
always even in quality from shot lines permit. Lee Van. Cleef is
to shot. Additionally, background heavy as de Coriia’s gunman em¬
music of Hans . Salter, While apt ployee, and Charles Cane is- a
enough, has a tendency to over¬ drunken she “f.
power in yolume, perhaps a sound¬
Technical credits*ar.e standard.
editing fault.'
Kove.
'
WhiU
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Lombroso, in Madrid, Foreshadows
Republics New Foreign Future
B y HANKWERBA

vmem

mmr
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
Metro’s musical “Les Girls" has
been sold away from the' much big¬
ger United Paramount and RKO
Theatres in the Twin Cities to the
400-seat Minneapolis and 600-seat
St. Paul Worlds, independently
operated by Ted Mann.
Mann was awarded the picture
on competitive bids. It opens here
Nov. 8 and in St. Paul a week
later. No decision has been made
yet as to whether the World here
will raise its after-5 p.m. $1.25 for
this . attraction.

PICTURES

Q»«s ** Wfflim MPEA;
Spanish &nbargo Is Still Standing;
U.S. Film Execs Emotionally Shaken

Madrid, Nov. 5.
R&mot: ‘I'll Sue !
Herbert J. Yates will continue
Madrid, Nov. 5. .
to helm Republic Pictures and. the
The
sale of RKO to the.
----—--►
By FRED HIFT
company is embarking on a global
Ramos Brothers legally took
comeback both in production and
Japanese Repeating
Behind-thwcenes efforts by Eric
place
on
Oct.
14,
Jose
Garcia
distribution, Republic's'Continental
...
Johnston and the film companies to
Ramos told Variety on.Qct.
manager for Europe and Near
en? f
*et BK0 to cal1 off its Spanish
31 in the presence of RKO
East Henry Lombroso stated here.
W-rln
deal—or at least the part of it makEuropean topper Joseph Bell.New policy, he said, is bringing
ing available RKO films to the
fort and European sales man¬
2 Tan3
Spaniards—were
crowned
with
Republic into partnership with
ager Charles Rosmarin. Ros-,
powerful producers-distributors all
?od
oh*
JS?
^
nwivn
success
last week. RKO prexy Tom
marin had full authority to'
2?ii
AnO’Neill, at a meeting with Johnover the world and Yates' "happy
sign on behalf of RKO and
ston and several of the prexies in
marriage" union with foreign film
submitted • documents tp that
the Motion Picture Export
Gotham, agreed to cancel all or
interests has already resulted in
effect both to government offi¬
As£”‘ •
. ..
^
^ part of the Spanish arrangement
launching of Globe Films Inti in
cials and the Ram-os - broth¬
’which would have splintered the
France, Italy and Spain, of Im¬
ers.
Motion Picture Export Assn.’*
perial Films Inti in Sweden and
Ramos further stated,,, that
Brazil. Imperial Brazil has its owrl
take into aMount^ericS
“common front" in Spato
the Oct. 14 transaction gave
extensive Latin American distrib
opinions in the selection of the
, At,tbe sair*® time, the MPEA
him and his brother all but 10
network. British Lion joined the
pictures' to be shown.
board was told a projected deal
shares of RKO Hispano Stock,
new Republic realm last year.
Japanese plan to bring in
th? saJ,e
a block of Republic
all physical property formerly
Greek distrib Michaelides and Dol¬
stars for the event which is
films m Spam probably wouldn t
owned by RKO and 18 pictures
lar Films in Beirut (for the Near
2°
on an outright purchase basis.
Minneapolis, Nov.- 5.
part and parcel of the Japa80 through.
Larou8UEast) extends. the new Republic
Except for a blocked peseta
nese industry's export drive.
Griffith Johnson, MPEA, v.p.,
In its second run Of Minneapolis
nese.
domain in the Mediterranean area.
account, RKO has no other in¬
and first round of St. Paul neigh- .
-r*...
. ..=5 has joined MPEA’s ltalo rep
These, 'Lombroso said, are just
A*‘
,
_
Charles Baldwin in Spain. They"!
terests in Spain today.
borhood houses uhder a unique ~. -t.
n
v
Chtirles
some of the more outstanding as¬
..I....
try to work out a deal for all the
Citing Variety reports (Oct.
sales plan that has the two cities
In
Ivh a I AVflAll Im
In
sociations.
30) on MPEA efforts to force
respectively zoned into four and .IIIIIUN llfl'lUllll 111
majors.
MPEA members have
Republic junked its overseas dis¬
wM
maintained an embargo on shipRKO .cancellation of the -Spain
three widely separated areas for
trib agencies over the .past two
-- •«
—_
- f
- ,
% ments to Spain for over two years,
years.
deal, *^ Ramos said he would
competitive bids, “The Ten Comyears as the Hollywood parent com- {
turn over the matter to his
|y
wholly,
mandments” continues to gamer
py V
y ■
( Iavma
Iaima *f\*L|It>s
I nnln Its k^11
1)6611 Partly,
P^rtiy. but not wholly.
pany limited operations to televi¬
lawyers and government au¬
Twin Cities’ subsequent-run prece11. I . Vll(||||S t/alllC
effective since several companies
sion and Consolidated Laborato- j
kad to
t0 continue
Con^nue f0
WVMIW VWMIV had
to honor committhorities should MPEA sue- . dental grosses.
ries, Yates himself, on the verge
lf#
No other picture hrfs remotely
ments with local distributors and
ceed.
of a sell-out, was convinced by Re¬
17LI.f1...thus
went
on
shipping
for many
Of the 18 pictures acquired
approached the “Commandments’ ”
|7—^ UTA f1««»Avv*L tbus
public’s execs and foreign reps to
takes' for local subsequent runs.
flir fl|N
months.
from' RKO, Ramos’ Radio
rein the new production-distribu¬
Films will distribute eight as
Second round of four successfulO’Neill’s
O Neill s agreement to reconsldtion scheme for a two-year try. ’
fast as import licenses are
ly bidding theatres playing it day
Before Julius Gordon,
Gordon president
oresident er
of RKO facilities (and
“ the
thf Mle
fle,of
land
received from the government
Globe, Imperial and miscellane¬
and date here are charging the
®^
to l°cal
local Spanish
Spanish interests
interests
r*« “Da , m
films) to
same $1.25 admission as did the of Jefferson Amus. Co., Beaumont, has ^de implications going way
and the product arrives.
ous; Lombroso continued, will spur
Republic with two major advant¬
initial quartet before them and a 50-theatre chain in the southwest beyond the immediate issue of the
they, like their quartet of prede- (it was originally over 90 houses), Spanish embargo.
There was a
ages in that (1) Republic will once
cessors, also are obligated to hold returned to his Texas base, he also feeling among top execs that on
again control a world-wide release
it for a minimum two-we_ek run.
explored the cable-theatre aspects RKO’s move might hinge the enorganization entirely free of ris¬
The first round of local outlying of the picture business. Like many tire future of the MPEA as a funcing, profit-consuming overhead and
(2) Republic will partner. with
houses held the DeMille picture a an exhibitor, with a grim eye on tioning and effective entity abroad,
third week although their bids dwindling boxoffice, he is inspec- ’Companies are sharply aware of
leading film-makers in all coun¬
didn’t require them to do so.
ting the home-theatre potential, the need for an association and
tries where there are going film
In St. Paul the three day and th’s time as a franchise-owner of the necessity of convincing Indusindustries to bolster its producer
date neighborhood theatres, the whichever cable-system . appeals tries and governments
abroad
status at home and abroad and fill
first to play “Commandments” most to! him, rather than as a thea- that the industry is capable of comthe Republic distrib gap in the
since its downtown eight-week non- tre operator.
'
mon action,
U. S.: dollar market.
Attractive Arrangement
reserved seat engagements, are
But it was at the Allied States
Honestly Unaware
He. felt the arrangement was
_
I convention in Kiamesha Lake,
RKO move in Spain, apparently
With the general decline of the charging $1.25.
equally attractive to European com¬
Before being released anywhere; NY> last week, that Gordon ad- taken in honest ignorance of the
panies since Republic will sponsor stock market and the shares of else in the territory, “Command^ ■ vanced the depreciation-of-proper- ramifications, gave the impression
and/or support film ventures over¬ Loew’s Inc. in particular, the ac¬ ments ran 13 weeks -at the local t . proffralIli His main point is (1) that such common action was Imseas, guaranteeing world-wide dis¬ tual stake of Joseph Tomlinson, the
Lyric as a hard-ticket $2.25
there is precedent under the possible to achieve when the chips
tribution
on ' profit-split terms
Canadian industrialist who has attraction. Its first release to the 102B Section of the Excess Profits are down. This belief, if it spreads
through the Repuhlic-Globe-Impeuptown theatres occurred several Law and (2) it can’t hurt the Gov- overseas, can seriously hurt the
rial network. Bepublic will also been challenging the Loew’s man¬ months after the end of its down- ern]tneut on its tax structure. By U. S. companies and certainly
facilitate coproduction deals be¬ agement, in the company is actu¬ town engagement.
keeping the theatres in busmess it would tend to influence the policy
tween, for example. Globe of Ifaly ally very thin, based on.the $250,'
perpetuates revenue anew rather of those whose interests oppose
and Globe Iberica by financing in 000,000 Value of Loew’s.
Charles Schlaffer, ad agency th
^ the theatres’ properties were those of the American outfits,
In other words, say execs conpart or by supplying American ele¬
Tomlinson has stated that he operator reelected secretary-treas- ^ecked and the lo^s charged off.
ments needed to give, the produc¬ purchased his 180;000 shares at an
Hp^^10n his
For the first time, argues Gor-l cerned with the foreign market.
Mental Illness and Health . . . his
.
lei
the RKO
_if it had remained
tion world market flavor.
average price of $18.50 for a total third
term in office..
. _(Contmhed on page 16)_ toe MO ^e-,f it ha^r™d
First coproduction of this nature, cost of $3,340*000. Of . the total,
4 almost completely In the Can al¬ however, approximately $1,400,000
*
I given the impression abroad that
ready, is “Le Piege” (The Trap), represented a margin loan, making IV* * *1
•
ft ’ •
Iir
FI
J
' the MPEA is a pushover since its
Lombroso noted, and stars Raf Tomligson’s total cash outlay $1,^r^ivS^rd^.s^e/ari.eS
coming up within the next 12 940,OOO. With Loew’s shares cur¬
Charles Yanel (France), with* Gal¬ rently hovering .at about $11.50
of policy adopted by the majority.
lic Charles Brabant directing for mark; .the value of Tomlinson’s
4
•
- IT" I •
1Y a
__
f 17
1- MPEA board meet last Friday
Globe Omnium Films of Paris and shares has decreased about-*$7- per.
Globe Film Int’l of Rome teamed share, making the. total' value of
with another ltalo company, Elec- his holdings now, at about $2,070,
u
.
.
the morning meeting with O’Neill.
tra Films. These three companies 000. Deducting bis marginal loan
^
Madrid, Nov. 5*
producers limited U. S. imports to Once informed of the situation,
5.
have
11
more
coproductions of $1,400,000, Ms equity in the com¬
Spanish producers who one week 80 dubbed films per year and 15-20 RKO showed a most cooperative
coming up within the next twelve pany is about $670y000,.rated as ago were still exploring possibili¬
possibili- additional with sub-titles, with attitude, the board was told,
months. Subsequent project, “You ’Very sniSll’’ considering the $250,-: ties of a
* film settlement With
Johnston-O’Neill
with the seven MPEA agencies and United
Find Him, I’ll Fix Him," will star 000,000 value of the Loew’s empire. Motion Picture Export Assn., were Artists each getting 8 or 7 of the
Question was raised of Johnentry ston’s role in the whole thing,
Jeff. Hunter/Dawn Adams, Eleanor If the market continues to decline, f bluntly advised by independent dis¬
dis- 80. "Calling
Calling for immediateimmediate-entry
Rossi Dfago and either Magali Noel Tomlinson may -have to “pony up" trip spokesmen here to shun the of U. S. pix, they suggested an Johnston and O'Neill met someeffective release
or Jeanne (Grisbl) Moreau with additional sums , to hold his Loew’s • disputebr-face
disputefor-face distributor interven¬
interven- effective
release date
date of
of next
next East¬
East- times in September to discuss
’58 to avoid risk of RKO’s future role in the industry,
an ltalo director.
tion in matters of film production er or Sept '58
shares. In addition, if he continues tiQix
Here jn Madrid on Oct. 23, cere¬ to'press his fight vigorously, he will polipy that might alter the exten¬
exten- fatal competition with this season's O’Neill asked Johnston whether
invest¬ the MPEA could in any way object
monies were held in the offices be faced by considerable legal fees sive protection now'enjoyed
now enjoyed by the fare in which local distribs investof Spain’s strongest independent and other costs involved in the native film-makers.
film-makers.'
ed heavily.
to RKO’s closing of some overseas
„
distributor Dipenfa-FUmayer (see staging of a proxy fight,
Producers’ attempt to mediate a
Delegation, formed by Producer offices.
Approached on such a
Variety,. April .24) to marie the
nCw 'pact
pact - started a.
a month ago Assn, prexy Jorge Tussell'and two general level, Johnston reportedly
birth of Globe Films Int'I Iberica.
when a successful exhib-producer 0f
of Spain’s leading producers, Ce- stated that MPEA had no control
Antonio Lopez, president of the
entente increased obligatory screen - sareo Gonzalez (Suevia Films) and over what member companies did
BACK$ WITH CASH
new organization, is also tqp man
time for native releases .from six Jose Luis de Navasquez (Charmar- in this respect.
And there the
in Dipenfa-Filmayer.to nine weeks and harmony bebe¬ tin), also asked that, in the event subject was dropped,
Field Modernize* As Act of
Formerly distributing its product
tween the two Industry branches of pact failure, import license fees
If O’Neill had Spain in mind
fees,
Future Faith
through CEPICSA, Republic films
carried over to push for re-estab¬
re-estab- for European films be increased when he talked with Johnston, he
will now be released exclusively
lishment
lishmeht of normal film relations substantially and brought in line didn’t say so. And Johnston apMinneapolis, Nov. 5.
by Globe in Spain. In a distrib
with
America’s
Motion
Picture
Ex¬
Ex- with
With fees paid by U. S. companies,
companies. parently didn’t press further. JohnThere still are veteran local
deal that will have deeper reper¬
port Assn, to ri'd
rid the industry of They reasoned that Continental ston didn’t report this conversacussions than the sale.of RKO here neighborhood subsequent-run vet¬ plaguing instability resulting from product, in the partial absence of tion to the board. This later g3ve
last week, 30-50 Republic films, eran exhibitors who apparently the U,
U. S. suspension of film ship¬
ship- American competition, was
was earnearn¬ rise to rumors that Johnston had
recently sold by Republic to Buddy still are sufficiently confident re¬ ments to Spain.
. ing ss
.as much as Hollywood prodprod¬ known about the Spanish deal all
Rogers, will bpcome available to garding exhibition’s prospects to
Main producer argument was uct (and more).
'
along, but had kept it to himself,
Globe Iberica in a deal to be ar¬
that the official aid fund had ’ Final producer petition, as a last At a later ’point, when faced with
ranged between Globe and Rogers expend substantial sums in im¬ reached a crisis deficit at a time resort measure, asked government the uproar over his Spanish action,
proving their Outlying showhouses.
just as fast as the new; local com¬
when bank credit had been sussus¬ film toppers to restore -a pre-1953 O’Neill « said to have expressed
After completing, the last stage pended nationally on government policy of giving import licenses to his surprise, saying that he had
pany 'ban collect import .licenses
of a Iong-range*modernization and order.
from the Spanish government.
Producers could neither producers themselves who, in turn, indicated to Johnston what was
beautification program that neces¬ get sindicatp
Lots* U.S. Product
sindicate loans for new projproj¬ would again be authorized to seli
sell coming.
.With this impressive quantity of sitated a four-day shuttering, the ects nor classification premiums the documents on the open marThere is now a report (unconmar¬
U; S. product dumped on the 1,200-seat de luxe St. Louis Park with which to pay mounting debts,
debts. ket to all bidders, including MPEA firmed so far) that RKO also is
Spanish market, Glebe will act* as reopens Friday (8> with “The Sun As aid fund coffers are filled prin¬
prin- agencies in Spain.
planning to close shop in France,
a film supply clearing house for Also Rises" in.the earliest 28-day cipally from U. S. fifin'
film import Iili¬
Asked to Wait
part of the overall move to liquiOther local distribs/ Mtherto un¬ clearance slot
cense charges, quicker solution,
Government asked producers to date its entire foreign setup,
successful in collaring hard-to-get
argued. was
Was immediate entry await a final distrib association
Prior to the board meeting, sevOwned by Harold Field, a pi¬ they argued,
I£ S. films embargoed by the Mo¬ oneer exhibitor who’s also the of MPEA product.
vote fon
on peace proposals initiated eral foreign managers of the comtion Picture Export AsSh. Dipenfa- owner of an Iowa theatre circuit,
Producers’ Delegation
by Enrique Aguilar,*
Aguilar,*Universal
Universal manman¬ panies strongly favored that RKO*
Filmayer will naturally have first the St Louis* Park even before
An official producer delegation ager in Spain, which had already be expelled from the MPEA for Its
call bn Globe acquisitions. Some these. improvements, made at a called
called on government film author!authori¬ been favorably voted by the disdis¬ failure to adhere. to the embargo
of the Republic pix expected to substantial cost, was one of the ties
ties and discussed proposals for trib group execs. Before a deter- resolution. In the minds of most
(Continued on page 14)
settlement.
Formula backed by
(Continued on page 18)
(Continued on page 14)
city’s most attractive showhouses. settlement.
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PICTURE GROSSES .

Wednesday, November 6, 1957

‘Notre Dame’NSGOiG,
LA. Okay Despite Rain;‘Had Ball’
Hub Climbs; 'Colossal* Amazing 27G,
Port; ‘Graf Spee’ 6G
Mild $21,000;‘Joey’Torrid 25G, 2d
'Woman* Sock 18G, 'Ramtree $22;000
IO C s Up To Mighty 38G.H.O.
Key City Grosses

Portland, Ore., Nov. 5.
Town has some strong product
this round but it’s not helping.
“Joker Is Wild" still is okay in
Boston, Nov. 5.
Second
inning
at
Paramount.
“Around World in 80 Days” con¬
Action at; the wickets is improv¬
tinues to amaze for 29th round at
ing this week with.inrush of new
the Broadway.
"Hunchback of
product and tapering of flu scare.
Notre Dame” at the Fox looms only
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
“Time Limit” is nice at the State
Estimated Total Gross
fair while “Graf Spee’ is mild at
Fair first-run biz is expected this
and Orpheum. “Amazing Colossal
Liberty.,
round despite a rainy weekend and
This Week ....$2,302,500
Man” shapes terrific at Paramount
Estimates for This Week
the flu threat. Failure -of any new
(.Based on 21 cities and, 239
and Fenway. “And God Created
Broadway (Parker) (980; $2.00films to display much strength puts
theatres, chiefly prsc runs, in¬
Woman” is .wow at the Gary.
$2.50) — “Around World” (UA)
emphasis on two holdovers and a
“Young Stranger”- is lofty at the
cluding N. Y.)
Estimated Total Gross
(29th-wk). Lofty $8,500. Last week,
pair of hard-ticket pix for continu¬
Kenmore.
Total Gross same Week
This Week.$504,500
$9,300.
ing hefty returns:
“Raintree County” is ahead in
{Based
on
21
theatres)
Last
Year.$2,781,600
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1*1.50)
“Ten Commandments" is leading
second week at the Astor on hold¬
(Based on 22 cities and 234
Last Year ..$613,700
—“Hunchback of Notre Dame”
the field with a fine $38,000 or a
over scene. “Around World” leads
(Based on 23 theatres)
theatres.)
(AA) and “Naked In Sun” (AA).
bit over in second session in three
city with a heavy take at the Saxon.
Fair $6,500. Last week, “Three
theatres to top initial week. “Pal
“Seven Wonders” is perking nicely
Faces of Eve” (20th) and “Copper
Joey” shapes hotsy $25,000 in sec¬
at the Boston as last weeks loom.
Sky” (20th), $6,300.
ond Egyptian stanza. “Seven Won¬
Estimates, for This Week
Guild (Indie)- (400; $1.25)—“Lost
ders of World” is big $26,700 in
Continent” (Indie) (4th wk). Oke
21st week at Warner Hollywood
Astor (B3cQ) (1,872; $1.65*2.75)
$1,500. Last week, $2,300.
while “Around World in 80 Days”
—“Raintree County” (M-G) (3d wk).
i Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90looks tall $26,300 at Carthay in
Third. Week ends Thursday (7). Sec¬
: $1.25) — “Pursuit of Graf Spee”
ond week was solid $22,000. JLast
46th round.
i (Rank) and “Hell Canyon Outlaws”
“Operation Mad Ball” heads
week, $21,000.
j (Rep). Mild $6,000. Last week,
newcomers with a mild $21,000 in
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90*1.25)
! “Slaughter On 10th Ave.” (U) and
three houses. “Until They Sail” is
Cleveland, Nqv. 5.
,
Providence, Nov. *5.
—“Sins of Casanova” (Times) (2d
! “War Drums” (U), $4,-400.
slim $12,000, also in three spots.
wk). Nice $4,500. Last week, $6,500.
First-run trade is very uneven
State’s
“Time
Limit”
and
Elm¬
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1Estimates for This Week
this session, with “Time Limit”
wood’s fourth week of “Around
Boston (SW-Cinerama)
(1,354;
State, Pantages, El Key (UATC- doing best with a nice take at the $1.50)—"Story of Esther Costello” the World” are best in a fairly ac¬ $1.25*2.65) — "Seven Wonders”
RKO-FWCk (2,404; 2,812; 861; 90- State. “Three Faces of Evfe” is (Col) and “Young Don’t Cry” (Col). tive ’week here.
Albce is good (63d Wk). Hotsy $16,500. Last week,
Slim
$6,000.
‘
Last
week,
“Forty
$1.50'—“Until They Sail” (M-G) rated okay at the Allen but other
with
“Amazing Colossal Man” *17,500.
and “Silken Affair” (DCA). Slim newcomers are not getting far. Guns” (20th) and "The Deerslayer” while the Strand’s 2d of “The
Copier (Indie) (961; 90*1.25)—
■
.
$12,000. Last week. State with I “Abominable
Snowman”
paired (20th), $6,100:
Is Wild.’” Majestic is taking an¬ “Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO)
Paramount
(Post-Par)
(3,400;
90Hollywood, Uptown, “Battle Stripe” with "Ghost Divider’’ is just pass¬
other flyer into the let’s scare (7th *wk). Sixth was oke $3,500. Last
iNTA)
and
"Armored Attack” I able at Hfpp. “Around World in $1.25)—“Joker Is Wild”, (Par) and them fare for a 3-day stand.
week, $4,300.
• NTA> (reissues), $20,000. Pantages, 80 Days” still is fine in 21 st week “Monte Carlo Story” (UA) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60*1.25)—
“Helen Morgan Story” (WB) and at the Ohio as is 'This is Cinerama” Okay $8,500. Last week, $9,800.
“Brothers in. Law” (Cont) (5th wk).
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 65-80)"Johnny Trouble” (WB) (2d wk), in 18th round at the Palace.
“Amazing Colossal Man” (AI) and Fourth week slick $5,500. Last
$3,000. El Hey with Hillstreet, New
Estimates for This Week
“Cat Girl” (AI). ' Healthy $7,500. week, $6,300.
Fox. "Quantez” 'U) and “Unholy
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90*1.25)—
Fenway (NET) <1,378; 60*1.10)—
Last week, “Satellite in' Sky”
wife” «U), $9,000.
‘Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Okay
(Indie) and “Destination Moon' “Amazing Colossal Man” (AI) and
Hillstreet, Hollywood, Ritz <RKO- $10,000 or near. Last week, “Story
“Cat Girl” (AI). Moppet lurer
(Indie), $3,000.
FWCi (2.752; 756; 1,320; 90*1.50) of Esther Costello” (Col) and “Par¬
Elmwood (Snyder) (745; $2*2.50) smash $9,000, backed by heavy
—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and son and Outlaw” (Col), $9,000.
—“Around World in 80 Days” radio, tv, film-newspaper exploita¬
“Parson and the Outlaw” (Col).
Embassy (Community) 11,200; 70(UA) (4th wk).
Happy $11,000 tion. Last week, “Devil’s Hairpin”
Mild $21,000 or near. Last week. 90)—“Vampire” (UA) and “Mon¬
(Par) and “Mr. Rock and Roll”
looms. Third week was same.
Ritz with Orpheum, Iris, “Man of ster That Challenged World” (UA).
1,000 Faces” <U> and “Forbidden Light $3,600, Last week, “Broth¬
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80)— (Par), $3,500.
San. Francisco, Nov. 5.
- Gary (Sock) (1,340; 9O*1;80)—
‘Unknown
Terror”
(20th)
and
Interlude” (U) (1st multiple run), ers Rico” (Col) and “Kid Domino”
First-run biz here currently Is
God
Created
Woman”
Just "And;
$10,800.
(Coiv, $6,000.
very mixed, with reaction running ‘Back From Dead” (20th).
(Kings). Wow $18,000. Last week,
Downtown Paramount, Hawaii,
Hipp (Telem’t) (3.700; 90*1.25) from excellent to the lowest of set for three-day stand and so-so “Story of Esther Costello” (Col)
$3,500.
Last
week,
“Armored
At¬
Uptown tABPT-G&S-FWC) (3,300; —“Ghost Divider”
(20th)
and year. “Jailhouse Rock” looks fine
(2d wk),'$5,500.
2,106; 1,715; 90-S 1.50)—“The Cy¬ “Abominable
Snowman”
(20th). at Warfield while “Hunchback of tack” (WB) and “Battle Stripe’'
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85*1.25)
clops” (AAV and “Daughter of Dr. Routine $12,000. Last week, “Op¬ Notre Dame” - shapes fancy at (WB), $5,000.
—“Young Stranger” (RKO) (2d
Jekyll” «AA). Pale $14,000 or less. eration Mad Ball” (Col), $14,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—| wk). First week ended Thursday
United Artists. “Armored Attack,
Last week. Downtown Paramount,
Time Limit” (UA) and “Hidden
Heights Art (Art Theater Guild) an oldie, is rated splendid at the
(31) was boffo $9:000.
(Continued on page 18)
(925; $1.25)—“Oedipus Rex” (In¬ Fox. “Story of Mankind”' looms Fear” (UA). Lofty $12,000 or near.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60*1)—
die). Near average $2,800. Last only mild at Paramount. “Perri” Last week, “Until They Sail” “Amazing Colossal Man”. (AI) and
week, “Nana” (Indie) (3d wk), shapes great at Stagedoor. “Black (M-G) and “Big Caper” (M-G), “Cat Girl” (AI). Wow $18,000. Last
$7,500.
2400
Scorpion” looks only sliri) at St.
week, “Devil* Hairpin” (Par) and
Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
Lower Mall (Community) (500; Francis as is “Value for Money” at
“Mr. Rock- and Roll” (Par), $9,500.
50-90) — “Sinners” (Indie)
and arty Bridge. “Around World in 80 65-80)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and
Memorial (RKO) (3,lS0; 75*1.25)
“Stowaway
Girl”
(Par)
(2d
wk).
“Tempest in Flesh” (Indie), Okay Days” still is great in 45th stanza
i—"Young and Dangerous” (20th)
Good $6,500. First was $9,500.
in OJ
> I*
■ 7r!$3>200Last week, “Street of at Coronet.
smd “Rockabilly Baby” (20th).
LU,
IU'Shame” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,800.
Estimates for This Week
Opened Wednesday (31); out Sat¬
7
7
*
O A*. *1 o=
Ohio /T_\
(Loew) (1
(1,244;
$1.25*2.50)
urday (2) and house went to oldies,
Baltimore, Nov. 5.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90-—“Around World” (UA) (21st wk).
“Seven. Year Itch,’ (20th) and “No
Action was slow here this frame
$1,25)—“Unknown Terror” (20th)
Passable
$12,000.
Last
week,
Business Like Show Business”
with holdovers still crowding the
and. “Back From the Dead” (20th).
(20th) on Sunday (3). Slow $8,000
market. Most of hew product is on $13,000.
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,523; Low of year, $6,000. Last week,
for split week. Last week, “Three
the drab side. “Young and Dan¬
$1.25*2.40)—"This Is Cinerama” “Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Check¬
Faces of Eve” (20th) and “Raising
gerous” paired with “Rockabilly
point”
(Rank)
(3d
Wk),
$9,000.
a Riot” (Indie), $13,000.
Baby” died fast at the New and (Cinerama) (18th wk). Still okay
Fox (FWC) <4,651; $1.25*1.50)
$11,200 after $12,500.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90were pulled after three days.
Toronto, Nov, 5.
State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)— “Armored Attack (Indie) and “Bat“Time Limit,” which just opened,
$1.25)—“Story of Mankind” (WB)
.
tie
Stripe”
(Indie)
(reissues).
Nice
With
the
exception
of
“Time
shapes big. “Esther Costello” at “Time Limit” (UA>. Nice $14,000. i $13,000. Last week, “3 Faces of Limit” and “Perri,” both big, new¬ and “Woman in Dressing Gown”
Last week, “Sea Wife”
*
Hippodrome and “Story of Man¬
■
;’ Eve” (20th) ^nd “Copper Sky” comers are dipping badly, this ap¬ (WB). Drab $8,000. Last week,
$5,000.
kind” at the Stanley arc rated
(Continued on page 18)
plying to “Across the Bridge” and
Sail man (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)— (2^)**12,500.
cool. “French Are Funny Race” “Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par) and
Barfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$L25) “High Tide at Noon,” both slow.
at the Cinema and “Doctor At
Holdovers
loom
big.
“Joker
Is
Girl” (Par). Slow $5,-! ~
,.T
Large" at Playhouse are pleasing. “Stowaway
000. Last week, “Joker is Wild” j $17,000, Last week. Invisible Boy^ Wild” in fourth frame still is solid,
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” is fine
“This IsOinerama” still is capacity
(Par), $7,500.
I
(Continued, on page 18)
in second Mayfair stanza.
in second round at the University.
Estimates for This Week ,
Estimatea for This Week
Denver, Nov. 5.
Century (Fruchtman) 13,100; 50Carlton (Bank) (2,518; 60-$l) —
“Pursuit of Graf Spee” shapes
$1.25)—“Forty Guns” (20th) and
“Across Bridge” (Rank). Sad $8,000. standout here this stanza, with a
“Deerslayer” i20th>. Dull $3,500.
Last
week,
“Sun
Also
Rises”
(20th)
big take at Paramount It holds.
Last week, “No Down Payment”
(3d wk), $9,000.
Other newcomers are fair to light
•20th) i2d wk), $5,000.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 50Downtown, Glendale, Scarboro, “Around World in. 80 Days” goes
$1.25)—“French They are Funny
State (Taylor) (1,054, 995; 694; 698; into 26th week at Tabor. “Joker
Race” (Indie). Nice $3,500, Last
50-75)—“Street of Sinners” (UA) Is Wild” looms big enough in.
week.
“Stowaway
Girl”
(Par),
and “Joe Dakota” (UA). Light $13,- second round to win a tlrrd at the
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
week, “Teen-Age Thunder” (How- 000. Last week, “Portland Expose” Denham.
2 000
One of scantiest and least Im¬ co) and "Carnival Rock” (HowcoJ, (AA) and “Death in Small Doses”
Film Centre (Rappaport) <8Q0;
Estimatea for This Week
$1.25-$2.25>—“Around World in 80 posing lineup of newcomers hi re¬ $3,700.
fAA). $16,000.
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70*1.25) —
Days” (UA) (46th wk). Good $8,- cent weeks, promises to hold down
Lyrkj (Par) (1,000; 85-90)—“Three
Hyland (Rank) (1,357; $1)—“High “Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (2d
000 after near same last week.
| Loop (aggregate takings. None of Faces of Eve” (20th) (m.o.). Here Tide at Noon” (Rank). NSG $4,000. wk). Tall $9,000. Last week,
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 50- few fresh entries is calculated to after prosperous State initial canto. Last week, “Affair to Remember” $10,500.
'
S1.25>—“Triple Deception” (Rank) I cause ticket window rushes.
Fine $7*000. Last week, “Teenage (20th) (7th wk), same.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,249; 70-90)
The numerous holdovers, how¬ Doll” (AA) and “Undersea Girl”
2d wk*. Fine $4,000. Last week,
Imperial <FP) (3,344; 60*1.10)— —“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk).
ever,
continue
to
demonstrate
53.000.
(AA), *$3,500.
“Joker Is- Wild” (Par) (4th wk). Good $9,000. Stays on. Last week,
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300; I strength and brighten the boxoffice
$14,000..
Radia City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— Fine $10,000. Last week, $11,500.
Town’s two hardi0-$1.25'—“Story of Esther Cos-1 picture some.
Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-90) —
International (Taylor) (557; $1)—
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d
ticket
attractions,
“Seven
Wonders
ello*’ <Colv. glow $6,000. Last!
wk). Has caught on well. Nice “Smallest Show on Earth” (IFD) “Abominable Snowman” (20th) and
week, “Joker Is Wild” (Par) ’ (3d of World” and “Around World in $9,000. Last week, $11,500.
(4th wk).
No change on that “Ghost Diver” (20th). Fair $11,000
[80 Days,” in their 65th and 17th
wk). $7,000.
$4,000 gross.
or less. Last Week, “Perri” (BV),
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75Little (Rappaport* *300; 50-$1.25) weeks, respectively, are still plenty
Loew* (Loew) (2,098; 60-$l) —
12 000
—“Hired Gun” iM-G*. Okay $2,- hot. Also, on the profit side are 90)—“PortIandrExpQse” (AA). Puny “Time Limit” (UAT. Good $14,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 70-90) —
$5,000.
Last
week,
"Perri”
(BV),
“Joker
Is
Wild,”
winding
up
a
J0Q. Last week, “Rising of Moon”
Last week, “Until They Sail” (M-G) “Only French Can” (Indie). Big
6
000
stunning four-week run,, and “Op¬
WB> (2d wk>, $1,300.
(3d wk), $4,500 in 4 days.
$5,000. Holds. Last week, on re¬
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 65-85)—
Mayfair -Hicks) (980; 50*1.25>— eration Mad Ball” and “Three
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75*2.40) — issues.
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U) Faces of Eve” in their second stan¬ “Kelly and Me” (U) and “Night “Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 70-90)—
<2d \vk>. Light $4,000. Last week, zas. Flu’s prevalence is' still an ad¬ Runner” . (U). Tepid $3,000. Last (12th wk). Slipping to good $13,000 ‘Amazing Colossal Man” (AIP) and
verse b.o. factor.
week, “Young and Dangerous” after 11 weeks’ tumaway capacity
$8,500.
’CatGlrl” CMP). Light $7,000 or
(20th)
and
“Rockabilly
Baby”
(20th),
Estimates for This Week
New (Fruchtman) (1,600; 50biz at $15,000 weekly.
near. Last week, “Invisible Boy”
$1.25)—“Time Limit" (UA). Torrid
Academy (Mann)- (847; $1.50- $3,800.
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)—“Per¬ (M-G) and “Boone, Trail B^zer”
•S7.000 for 4 days.
In ahead. $2.65) — “Around World” (UA)
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90) — ri” (BV). Smash $8,000. Last week, (Rep), $6,000.
“Young and Dangerous” «20th) and M 17th wk). They’re still splattering “Quantez” (U). Helped by Friday “living Idol” (M-G), $3,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2.200; 70•‘Rockabilly Baby” i20th>, $1,000 in [black ink, and looks to continue to night preview of “Escapade in
Uptown (Loew) (2,096; 75*1.25) 90)—^’Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank)
3 days.
• : do so for some time. Stunning $13,- Japan” (U). Light $5,500 in 6 days. —“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U) and “Outlaw’s Son” (UA). Big $15;Playhouse (Schwaber'* <400; 50--; 500. Last week, $14,000.
Last week, “Three Faces of Eve” (2d wk). Mild $5,500. Last week, 000. Stays. Last week, “Time
S1.25'—“Doctor at Large” <U) (2d;
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; (20th), $9,500.
$9,500.
Limit” (UA) and “Bop Girl” (UA),
wk>. Nice S3.000. Last week, same.} $1.75*2.65) — “Seven Wonders”
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
University (FP) (1,233; $1.50- *14,000.
Stanley (SW* .3.200; 50*1.25)-) (Cinerama) (65th wk). In 16th 85)—“Fernandel the Dressmaker” $2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” (Cin¬
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25*2.50) —
Story of Mankind” (WB). Slow I month and continuing to make b.o. (Indie).
Mediocre $1,500.
Last erama) (2d wk). Sellout, and turn- “Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
$4,000. Last week, “Invisible Boy” | hay, with no end of run in sight week, “Happy Road” (M-G), $1,200,, away biz, at wow $24,000. First was (25th wk). Fair $5,500. Holds. Last
!M-G), $6,000.
'yet. Sturdy $10,000 or near. Last
World. (Mann) (400;. 85*1,25)—; same.
week,. $7,500.
Town (SW-Cinerama) . 1,125)—= week, $10,500.
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (4th wk).
York (FP) (877; $1.25*2)—4'*10
Veme Art (Sher-Shulman) (442;
“This is Cinerama” (Cinerama) j
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— Giving way Friday (8) to “Les Commandments” (Par) (50th wk). 75-90)—“Third Key” (Rank). Good
(10th wk). Pushed to kep $10,000 s “Gunsight Ridge” (UA) and “Val- Girls’” (M-G>. Fine $4,000. Last Holding steady at $3,500. Last $L200. Last*week, “Nana”-(Indie)
via extra shows. Last week, $9,000.1 erie” (UA).
Light $4,000.
Last week, $5,000.
week, ditto.
(2d wk), $1,600.

Broadway Grosses

Time’ Slick 12G,
Cleve.; ‘Eva 10G

Time Lusty 1%
Prov.

$17,000 inFrisco

Balto Blah; 'Costello’

$

.

Dim $6,000,‘10th Ave.’
lime rancy

‘lime’ Tops Newcomers
In Toronto, Loud 14G;
‘Perri’8G,‘Joker’10G

‘Graf Spee’ Lofty 1%
Dearer; 'Ere’ Big 9G,

New Pix Not Helping Mpk.; ‘80 Days'
Big 13^G, 17th, ‘Wonders’ 10G, 65th

$,

.
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PICTURE CROSSES

,Ja d?c“ wi^wlB way Off Again Albeit "Joey Great
^lMTBne’Mo24G,MNk:e
5/o,DUO; lime Iran 15b, Star 12G,
Girls Big 135G, Woman Wow 21G
30G, Doctor 8^G, ‘Joey Sock 32G s s:
“Jailhouse

Washington, Nov. 5.
Rock" at Capitol

There are three other newcomers,
but all are on slow side. “Escapade

AAA

</'!• 1

^T1*

9 ¥>•

mild in. two houses. The two long-

Chicago, Nov. 5. 4Fast business, fop a change,
marks the launching of powerful
product here this week. No less

he^the'oM®’*

at the Woods, heading for a longStemmed $31,000. “Operation Mad
Ball” at the Chicago is a nifty
$30,000 or over.
“Pal Joey” at
State-Lake stays smash In second.
“Time Limit” looks sock $24,000
opening session at United Artists.
Pace-setter of newcomers on,
near north side is the Esquire with
’(Doctor at Large,” with hot $8,500.

1 ftfA

:
Return of unseasonably mild
**}d weather plus the absence, of any
r.i;-,-*.. Am AI^«^
big newcomers is giving Broadway
LlillilIICI
WCI
be2 ST holdo^r 52s
film t11^^ « sluggish appearance
Film gross estimates as re^timat^ for TUs Week
currently despite a slight lift from
AmbaMadJr (Swf (85-$110) —
semi-hohday yesterday (ElecS?key" «
“S^5 Mamldiid” (WB) Not so tiqnJ?ay)* °nly £ew ^tmts are
2^^3 500 Lart week “Onerl- ?‘arty tteatres Second session of
sIiar®
w^n
SSfMadBril’MColT$5 500?
PS Jqey/ ^ ho]d^ remarkably
pltymg percentage^ hence the
TJauital (^w> (3 43? 85-81.25) 2®“
P** ^P1*?1’ with a great
estimated figures are net m—“jShousrRSk"^
(M-G) Socko
Socko ^6,000 In prospect.
—“Jailhouse
Rock” (M-G).
come.
.•‘ ,
S23
00o Tast
wSk “Time
“TkSe Limit”
Lh£t°
"Time Limit*’ 'continued fast
$23,000.
Last week,
The parenthetic admission
mA? $14,000.
*14000
'
*
with $15,000 in second round at the
(UA),
prices, however* as indicated,
1 raMmbia
(Loew) (1,154;
(1154* 70-90)
70-90) Victoria. It starts the third week
Columbia (Loew)
include the U. S. amusement
_J®M?rl faOuick”(UA^ and today (Wed.). “Tin Star” wound
tax,
“rhir»t/a fVmfidential” (UA) Aver- UP its. first holdover session at the
■
- a
QT
“40 Guns” State with a good $14,200, and goes
•
flofhv
“rnnner SlcV' (20th) into a third week today. Second,
it°£i ftnd Cqppe? 5ky
■
week of “Amazing Colossal Man"
* kvitii'a rn'icm n #«n* 8^-41:25)_ at the Paramount looks like light
inJ«W* ,(in?Disao- $20,000. It is being replaced by
Dointte^ 16 500-desnite favorable “Story of Mankind" on Friday (8).
S^lacSn
L^t
“L«. Girl,- with stageshow Is

15

.cr£r£bf sJSif DalT Boff $20,000,
overs are in delicate shape. “Perri’

1J££g?VSt

IV.I. ‘Tltul» D* 17f

World in 80
Days” in 31st at Todd’s Cinestage
and “Seven Wonders of World”
in 46th round at the Palkce have
survived the flu scare with hardly
a aeratch
T'Hmafem for This. Week
Estimates for This week
CMearo (B&K) (3,900;^ 90-$ 1,50)
Op^ation M»d BalL
fCoW*
Socko $30,000. Last week. Until
.They Sail (M-G) (2d wk)r $9,500
iys* m,*
t
ft o*n.
ri’iW5
90-11.25) — ^^tor
Large
fRank)- 4<_Smash
$8,500. „Last
week
Silken
Affair
(DCA),
..C?arrlc^
VStory of Mankind

!■» D^I/G
.
Detroit, Nov. 5.
J Spotty biz contmues among the
deluxers here this session. ‘'Operation Mad Ball” shapes great at the
Michigan and. “Time Limit” looks
SWeH at the Palms. But “Stopover
Tokyo” is slow at the Fox and
“Giant Claw” looms only average
Broadway-CapitoL
“Jailhouse
Rock” proved itself to be a week-end *P«cial in first week at the!
Adams and Is now finding the going
“Story of Esther Costello”
okay ^ second round at the
Madison. “Lost Continent” is good

^ ^IlSmates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25)—“Stopover Tokyo” (20th)
“d “Ride Violent Mile” (20th).
■/?'slow $12,000, Last week, “Three
Faces of Eve” (20th) and “Under
RrSst Fire” (20th>, same.
^
■
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
00_*1 SSWOnAratinn Mad
Ball”
(Continued on page 18)
»0-$1^5)—“Operation
BaU”
-^
(Col). Great $20,000. Last week,
n i .
n
•_
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Stow(WB).

hHld

^rtlnUM °n *
^

_

pa.« (iifiMi350; 8541.25)—
“Three Faces of Eve" (20th) (2d
wk). Slight $7,000 for final 6 days
after $10,000
410 000 last
1«nrf week.
WMlf.
after
Plasa (T-L) (275;*iW-$L35>-“His
First Affair” (Indie) (2d wk). So-so
$1,500 after $2,800 last week.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 90-$lJ25)
Thin $2,000 In final 5 days after
$3^000 last week.
_
.oN
UpteRm(SW) (1,100; $l:25-$3)—
«Around
4 A1i ftrtrt r JpA)
M __ (31st: wk>.
Great $14,0(W^Last week ditto.
(S^-Ginerama) (1,300,
$1.20-$2.40) — Seven Wonders
(Cmeramak (45th wk). btays at
steady $8,000 for second consecutive week, and here until after
Jan.
Jan* 1.
!*
-— -;T

ft

t Yf

4 4/1

idthAve/HotllG,
L’ville; ‘BaK Same
K ''sll0rt cut 10 H6U"

Pitt Perkinghespite
Strike; Time’ Loud 14G,
‘Godfrey’ Fat 6^G,2d

{(If If A vta
MAf | 11
iUUt/iVC«. ftlUl liUt

V* .««
I rurallA*
ft. Y1||0
U TlllVy

t&i
pitLr.,1, Vnv A
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
^ i“story of Esther Costello” (Col)
^ ?eBbJdleSS peopT^*5.tn- ™
Oke $8,000. tast week,
ting tired of
homel and
coming out again to see what other
pt^ple look like. At *ny rate
things are shaping up a Jit .this
week, «nd inperking.
"Time Unit on Jeels
of fine notices, is going big at the
Penn and will hold.
hold, Both
Hotn “My
'My Man
Godfrey” at Fulton and “Three
Faces of Even” at Harris are almost equaling first stanza’s figures
on holdovers.
Longrunners,
“Around the World” at Nixon and
“Search
“Search for
for Paradise”
Paradise” at
at Warner.
Warner,
also are up shghtly.
’_
foe
Fulton
5V(Shea) (1,700, _80-$1.25)—
fii wkT
‘My Man
Heading for fancy ^-SOO same as

- rhanre^a/enH^5:

Wt,

M

in

fm

7

DaII

Vania
nail ijdlllC
HlUi UlUlftV
r
t m at
c
Louisville,
Louisville, Nov.
Nov. 5.
5.
Patrons here are responding to
the strong product now on view
here, with general upturn at the
wickets.
C)peration Mad Ball,
Logo’s entry, indicates one of best
lakes in weeks. “Slaughter on 10th
Ave.” and “Dual Breed” at Rialto
looms fine, also. Holdovers of
“Joker Is Wild” and “Raihtree
County” both are potent.
Estimates for This Week
(Loew’S-Fourth Ave.)
(Loew’s-Fourth
Brown (Loew’S-Fourl
$1.25-$2)—“Raintree
(1,000; $1.25-$2)—-“Raintree
Coun(L000;
$1.25-$2>—“Rainti
Had sellout
ty” (M-G) (5th wk). Hi
Saturday (2) and looks nice
ni
$11,000
after
week's $12,000.
■ter last week’s
KenterW (Switow)
(Switew) (1,200;
(1^2
(1^200;
50-85)
Kentucky
—“Joker
-“Joker IS Wild” (Par) (3d wk).
Nice
$5,000
after
$7,000
Nice $5,(K>0 after $7,000 in
in second.
s«ond.
Loew’s
Loew
s (Loew UJU
UA) (3,000; 50-85)
TWQ4* .Ball”
u«n» (Col).
rr*«n
—_ “Operation Mad

V Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
9o_$i.25)_‘;Giant Claw” (Col) and
..Night World Eiploded” (Col),
Average $12,000. Last week, “Armored Attack” (indie) and “Battle
strike» (indie), $10,000.
TAited Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25_“Aronnrf World in 80 Davs”
?uaT (45tlT^
$13 oOO LaS week $13 500
?1XdSs SaSS)5 (1700* 90_ “Jailhouse Rock” iM-G)
*d ^Hired Gun” (M-G) (2d wk)
..S’
giowb!g to mild $8,500. Last week,
sl5 ^
Musjc Hall (SW-Cinerama) di2na. $1.50-$2;65)—“Seven
*1.50^2:65)—“Seven Wonders
205>
Wonders
of World” (Cinerama) (66th wk).
okay $llj200. Last week, $10,800. Rousing $11,000. Last week. “Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Tip On
tom doesn’t fall out in next few “Lost Continent” (Indie). 6ke $8,- Dead Jockey” (M-G), $5,000.
days. , ,rr
Mary Anderson (People’s. (1,200;
000. Last
» s
on fcl OKI OlfU.
JUilAL week,
WCCX., “Forbidden
JUJ.Ui.UUCU InterJLilLCi. Harris (Hams) (2,165, 80-$1.25) $ude»» /tj\ *4 ktuv $n second week
50-85)^— “Guns^UtJRJgge" (TJA)
“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (2d lude
in secDncl weeK* and “Girl m Black Stockings”
wk). Holding up nicely and should
S"fa0QSc^MUA)^d-Outo“s
dome very close to last week’s $6,> I L.L C7 CAA
S01?’ (UAJ $4 500
Outlaw’s
000.
Can’t hold* again because
iIDI6 Ufm f/,jUU,
Rialto (Fmirth Avenue) (3 000*
house has Jack Lemmon coming in
t 1 1
/rt
j nir on
10th Ave”
50-8^—“Slaughter on lOthAve.”
for a personal Thursday to prelndDI&.! EVft (JR Oil 50-85)_“Slaughter
cede “Operation Mad-Ball” (Col),
E.TC UA OU fro and -rSISS Rr«d" (2Mh).
plus Roy Acuff and Grand Ole
on a locked booking, opening next
Indianapolis, Nov. 5.
day.
Biz is only fair at most first-runs Opry Stars on stage Saturday• Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)— here this stanza. “Around World Sunday (2-3), scaled at 99c. Helped
“Third Key” (Rank) (3d, wk). Good in 80 Days” in. 13th. week at Lyric, to account for big weekend trade,
staying power at $2,000. Last still is the leader but has slowed and fine $11,000 indicated on week,
week, $1,900.
up some fronj recent torrid pace. Last week, “Land Unknown” (U)
, Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.24-$3)— “Three Faces of Eve” at Circle, and “Midnight Story” (U), $8,500.
“Around World” (UA) (30th wk). and “Time Limit” at’ Loew’s are
--—
Inching upwards again, but not okay. “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” is <LW Pnfont $Q
much, but at least encouraging in sluggish at the Indiana,
,
view of house’s decision to hold it
Estimates for This Week
12G, 2d
until end of year. Around $7,600.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60Buffalo
Nov
5
Last week, $6,500.
*
90)—Three Faces of Eve” (20th)
First-run biz Is not too exciting
Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25)— and “Taming Sutton’s Gal” (Rep).
‘■“Time limit” (UA). Heading for Okay $8,000. Last week, “JokerTs herelhisroUDd15 “Three Faces Of
great $14,000 or close.
Wild” (Par), vtnd "Triple Decep- Eve,” fine at Center, looks best
newcomer. “Cyclops” with “DaughSquirrel HUl (SW> (900; 85-99)— tion” (Rank), $7,500.
“Doctor at Large” (U) (2d wk).
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90) — ter of Dr. Jekyll” looms fairly good
Getting big weekends with lively “Slaughter on 10th Avenue” (U) at Lafayette. “Joker Is Wild”, is
$2,806 or over this session. Last and “Unholy Wife” (U). Tepid sturdy in second session at Par.
week, $3,160.
$5,000. ‘Last week, «“Deerslayer” “Search For Paradise” is lively in
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$L25)—, (20th) and “Forty Guns” (20th), fourth week.
“Black Scorpion” (WB) and “Black $7,000.
Estimates for This Week
Patch” (WB). Doing absolutely
Keith’s <C-D>. (1,300; '75-$1.25)—^
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
nothing and will come nut after 6 “Man of 1,000 Faces” (U) (2d wk). “Run of Arrow” <U) and “That
days at dismal $3,500. Last week, Oke $4,500. Last week, nice $8,500. Night” (U). Mild $10,600. Last
“Joker Is Wild” (Par) (2d wk),
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85) — week, “Time Limit” . (UA) and
$7,000.
"Time 'Limit” (UA). and “Hidden “Hidden Fear” (Indie), $11,000.
Warner CSW) (1$00; $1.20-$2.40> Fear” (UA). Good $7,500. Last
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70—"Search , for Paradise” (Cine- week, “Invisible Boy” (M-G) and 90)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) *md
rama) (4th wk). Group bookings “Tip on Dead' Jockey” (M-G>, “Pawn-*”
“Pawnee” (Rep) iM
(2d -urfrl
wk). Sterrlv
Sturdy
coming along after a lot of ad- $7,000,
$12,000. Last week, $17,000.
verse factors including flu and
Lyric (C-D> (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
Center (AB-PT) 12,000; 70-90)—
“Three
Faces
of
Eve”
(20th).
Fine
transport strike. Up to around “Around World” (UA) (13th wk).
(Continued on page 18)
$10,000. Last week- $0,500.
. IStout $11J000. Last week, $14,600.
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ro.und completed Sunday (3) was
terrific $21,000. Initial week was
record $24,800.
Radio City Music Hall (RockefeUers)
(6.200;
90-$2.75) —“Les
Girls" (M-G) with stageshow (5tli
wk). Present week ending today
(Wed.) is heading for big $135,000.
Fourth week was $136,000, a bit
below hopes. Stays a sixth, with
“Don't Go Near Water" (M-G)
opening Nov. 14.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.501
—“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(56th wk). The 55th stanza ended
yesterday (Tues.) was capacity $41,000 in 12 performances. The 54th
week was $37,700 for. 11 shows.
Plaza (Drecher) (525; $1.50-$2)“Love in Afternoon" (AA) (11th
wk). This session finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for fancy
Tht 10th week was $9,500.

“&V-

«W»

“a flmI ^ag“show“th^fwk). PreSS
-

-

.

Klrf week winding up tomorrow (Thurs.)

$7SeiriS shmS Jt th? arty
"i'S
Guild. "Cabifig” hit a socko $14.- Them for M*“ raSth, S.s ™
200 in initial found at the arty dif?a)
P
Fri'
Tina At+c
“lornce
UpMffaM fir»_
i.
_
, ____ __
“Across Bridge”
ished first week at the Sutton with “Ti^Sta^Mpir) (3d°Vk)^S^S^d
a nice $10,500. “And God Created rouSd fmished yesterdav (TuS)
Woman” held with terrific $21,000 was £ood *14 200 or nftar Fh^
in second session at the Paris. !! kS fine'^7 500 or SnJS?
Sreater than many opening weeks ablykhelow ex^ectan^y.
at
at this
tms arty
arty house.
nouse.
j
Sutton (R&B) (561: 95-$1.75)—
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue'
Avenue” “Across Bridge” (Rank) (2d wk).
opene(j
opened yesterday
yesterday (Tues.)
(Tues.) at
at thi
the i First
session
ended
yesterday
Astor
after “Helen
“Helen Morgan
Morgan
Story1 (Tues.)
Astor after
ahead.
iuvifiau Story”]
uuca,; was
Wd5 nice
mcc $10,500.
u,uuu$ In
.
siipped to a mild $7,500 in 6-day “Alligator Named Daisy1
fifth week.
Palaqe brought in (4th wk), $4,600.
vstory of Esther Costello" also
Trans-Lux 52d St.
St (T-L) (540; $1yesterday after about four weeks $1.50)—“Colditz Storv” (DCA) <2d
an(j a half of a profitable run with wk). This round shapes sturdy
“jet pilot.” The Roxy brings in $7,700. First week, $10,500,
“Kiss Them For Me” with a new
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)
stageshow Friday (8) after four —“Time Limit” (UA) (3d wk). First
weeks with “My Mjm Godfrey.”
holdover stanza ended yesterday
Extra Election Day performance (Tpes-) was fast $15,000 or close.
for both “10 Commandments” at Initial week was $18,500, a bit
the Criterion and “Around World below hopes.
in 80 Days" at the Rivoli are helo-■
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.600;
*ng these hard-ticket pictures. “80 $L80-$3.50>—“Search for paradise”
Days” landed a capacity 541,000 in (Cinerama) (7th wk». Sixth frame
12 performances of 55th week ended Saturday (2) was a big S32,while “Commandments” is heading 000. The fifth week was S34,400.
for great *30,000 or close- in curWorld (Times) (400; 95-S1.50)—
rent (52dv round for 16 shows. “Devil’s Daughter” (Times) <2d wk).
Initial week ended Thursday (31)
“Search For Paradise” was a big
hi
$32iooo in sixth frame at the Wa;
War- was smart $6,500. In ahead, “it
Der
c
ner, nof
not taking in Election Day or
Happened in Park” (Ellis) ilOth
any extra
extra shows.
shows.
wk-11 days), down to $4,200 but
v y,..
, TM<I
winding
Estimates for
This W.A
Week
winding a
a very
very strong
strong longrun.
longrun.
Estimates for This Week
-:— -.
„ „
x
,
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)— __
_ T
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue” ^U). If f
r ||AffairH
affffnrfl Rllf
Rjif- <T^np,
‘ | imp7
Opened yesterday (Tues.). Last a,'/‘ Ldggdl
"“So®1 U
u PUl
HUl lUUd
lllilC
VA1^l
week, “Helen Morgan Story” tWB)
v * l ir j flikA*
OOflU OJ.UOU, TlO 11061S
(5th wk-6 days) was mild $7,500
week.
u
1Ar, <n
, « . Qfx
after $10,500 for fourth full week,
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
UeD
fHCCS fair OU
(550; $1.25-$1.80)—“Sins of Casa-1
Casar
*
,
e
nova” (Times) (3th
D
,
Kansas City Nov. 5.
(5th wk). Fourth
stanza ended Saturday (2) was fine ...Bright spot in current stanza is
.Time Llnut at the Midland, giv$8,500. Third was $10,200.
Karnn„t
?-,^ f4on.
os nig house second week in a row of
Baronet 0
(Reade)
(430; «i
$1.2570)
70) — “Deadlier
Than Male” bullish blz* “Devil’s Hairpin” at
ri;’,uA "Z..
H.ea<iue* . Fourth
..lviaie
Jc^Iy
(sthSlwk)
Jes- ^aram°unt, “xMan of a Thousand
sion ended /Monday (4> ^as Sir Faces” at three Fox Midwest theaThird $4 800 “Gervaie” ^es and “From Hell It Came" in
(Cont)* oDens Mondav ’(11)
foUr Dickinson theatres are all so"twa1
<?<«
so or slow. Art houses likewise
m moderate, with “Rising of
Moon” at the Khno and “Devil’s

lUu,

to hold
gSlt 878.000 oi
close pirst ^ J57 g05f consid.
eraWy below hopes, but a terrific
opening weex
week in view or
of general
conditions.
.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; $1.80$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(53d wk). This round winding tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for a
sock $30,000 in 16 performances..
The 51st week, $30,500 for 15
shows.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
— “Cabiria” (Lopert) (2d wk).
Initial session ended Sunday (3)
was sock $14,200.
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —
“Silken Affair” (DCA) (2d wk).
First stanza finished yesterday
(Tues.) was big $7,500.
■
Normandie (Trans-Lux) ?592; 95$1.80) — “Perri” (BV) .(6th wk).
Fifth session ended Monday (4) was
sturdy $6,500. Fourth was $6,800.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2) —
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col).
Opened yesterday (Tues.). Last
week, “Jet Pilot” (U) (4th wk), was
okay $10,000 after $12,000 in third
week.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1$2)—“Amazing Colossal Man” (AI)
(2d-final wk). This round ending
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like light
*90
OOrt Viref
tOTIWW “Sfnrgr
$20,000.
First wsc
was $27,000.
“Story
of Mankind” (WB) Sens Nov. 8.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)—“And God Created Woman”
(Kings) (3d wk>. First holdover

«fe RockhiU not so
strong. Fox Midwest has turned
^re® suDsequent-runs, Apollo,
tu
“dA
fl^-™nf«“Armored AtUc^-^
Battle Stripe, pair of oldies that
1S
week for lack of product,
Weather was rainy over weekend,
Estimates for This Week
Apollo, Brooksidc, Vista (Fox
Miawest) (1,050; 900; 750; 75-85)—
“Armored Attack”
(NTA)
and
“Battle Stripe” (NTA) (reissues).
Okay $7,500. Last week, subs**
quent-run.
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive*
in, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(700; 750; L100 cars; 900 cars; 75c
person)—“From Hell It Came”
tAA) and “The Disembodied” (AAJ.
Light $4,000. Last week. Gun Is
Quick” (UA) and “Buckskin Lady”
(UA), same.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
“Rising of Moon” (WB). Modest
$1,500. Last week, “Third Key”
(Rank) (3d wk), $800.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)—
‘Time Limit” (UA) and “Monte
Carlo Story*’ (UA). Bright $9,000,
best of week in city. Last week.
"Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and
“TVhiana qtnrv” (Col) same
-IV3113
iV07’.
. (1194*
..
Mt^nrr (SW-Cinerama)
^
m
WorId
(Cinerama)
(11th wk).
(Continued on page 18)
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Allied Artists Repeat-at-intervals
Plan on 'Friendly Persuasion
Exhibitors have been notified by
Allied Artists that William Wyler's
production
of
“Friendly
Per¬
suasion" will be taken out of re¬
lease next month. Film company
hasn’t made any announcements
about policy but it's believed the
plan is to reissue “Persuasion" on
an elaborate basis from time to
time, beginning sometime next
year, just as Metro does with
“Gone With the Wind" and as Walt
Disney has several back-number
productions on and off the shelf.
Prompting the AA policy is the
curious / boxoffice pattern
that
“Persuasion" has followed in the
States over the past year. Open¬
ings weren’t particularly strong but
subsequent-run business down the
line was unusually big. In other
w ords, the sub-runs w’ere commensurately far better than the initial
dates, then a wave of re-bookings
followed.
After the territorial
playoff, showcases played the pic¬
ture for a second time or took it on
for the first time despite the fact
that a competitor dated it at the
beginning, all with good b.o.* re¬
sults.
In the light of this kind of ex¬
perience, A A thinks it has some
kind of annuity in the property,
particularly since the “Persuasion"
story line fit’s about Quakers in j
Civil War) Is timeless.
t
The Wyler pic was brought in at j
a negative cost of $3,200,000. AA’s
domestic gross so far is $4,800,000.
Foreign rights are held by Loew’s.

Hollywood, Nov. fi.
I
Margo into “The Hell-Bent Kid”
| at 20th-Fox . . . Harmon Jones will
j direct “Bullwhipped,” which Rom! son-Broidy Productions rolls next
„
....
week for Allied Artists .,. Warners
’ . ‘ .\
signed Neva Patterson to play
Suzy Parker, recently signed to ,
stran(e
.<Too Muoh. Too

Suzy Parker in HITar’

Vednesday, November 6, 1957

San Francisco Might Re U.3. Site—One for Asia
Likely To Be ‘Enfranchised’
--!-'-—-f

'

■

Paris, Nov. 5. •
Trade sources here indicate the
International Federation of Film
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Producers has just about settled
Consolidated
Film
Industries
on1 a plan which would limit the
seven-year options by 20th-Fox,' Soon,” the Diana Barrymore biopic
yesterday broke ground for a new free world to five film festivals
will be one of seven stars m The j
Arthur Hunnicutt signed to cotwo-story addition to lab’s present .annually. Three would he the es¬
Big War,” being produced by Jerry j * * •
■
.
r
__
Wald for 20th-Fox. Robert Wag- star Wlth Mamie Van Doren and 35m building. Structure, to cost tablished European festivals at
$500,000, will be completed in five, Cannes, Venice and Berlin. The
ner is also one of the topliners.' Jeff Richards in “Bom Reckless
fourth would probably be in the
Film is due to roll after first ofI which Howard Koch will direct and months."
the year.
Edna Anhalt is cur-i Aubrey Schenck produce .. ..Cara
Annex will provide additional U. S. and San Francisco, which
rently writing the screenplay.
I Williams- set for a leading role in color- processing facilities in antici¬ will launch an “unsanctioned” fes¬
After sneak of ^Oth’s “Kiss Them i “Never Steal Anything Small” at pation of increased vlemand on part tival next month, might have the
of industrial, educational and reli¬ inside track.
for Me,” at Inglewood recently, ■ Universal . . .
_
The fifth festival would be
Miss Parker was upped to share _ Bob Jacobs, 19-year-old USC gious film producers, according to
somewhere in Asia—where is still
star billing with Cary Grant and • journalism major, cast by. 20th-Fox Sid Solow, vp-general manager*
unknown.
Jayne Mansfield Wald said. .
!
a^zMe ta^Eock^Bye Baby,”
Idea is to drop the Edinburgh
Producer and Miss Parker go to; Jerry Lewis’ York Production for
Festival so that it would revert to*
Frisco as guests of the Press Club j paramount . . . Producer-director
what it basically is, anyway, a kulthere tomorrow (Nov. 6). in con-: R0ger Corman will make three
tur klatch.
nection with “Kiss.”
j films for Allied Artists and two for.
Plans are still tentative, of
-I American International Pictures in
course. But the feeling, is that the
I the next six months . . . Former
Western Hemisphere must be rep-,
i N.Y. crime reporter Herbert Abbot
resented, being prime film pro¬
Spiro inked by Regal Films to do
ducer, and that San Francisco, re¬
a screenplay on syndicated crime.
moved from tensions of both Hol¬
London,
Nov.
5.
Untitled film will roll in December
Daily Express and its companion . lywood and New York, would make
I with Gene Fowler Jr, directing . . .
Perlbefg-Seaton acquired rights to paper, the Sunday Express within an ideal site/ It’s also felt that
“Fright 3 to Hell 5," by French the space of 24 hours, both Asian market is growing more and
author Vahi-Katcba, for produc- slammed the British taxation sys¬ more important and that establish¬
Continuing its retrenchment pro-1 tion at Paramount . . .^lllake Ed- tem regarding, admissions tax andv ment of a major, sanctioned festi¬
val there would help picture in¬
gram which involves the streamlin- i wards will direct
The Perfect .income tax payments from enter-,
Furlough” at Universal . . .20th- tainers.
The
Sunday Express dustry significantly.
ing of its world-wide operation,
Fox- renewed Rick Jason’s contract. grieved the fact that one artist was
Warner Bros, is eliminating the poJames Stewart inked by Warner allowed to owe so much tax that
sltions of domestic district sales
Bros, for top role in “The FBI she wound up in the bankruptcy
managers.
Story,” Mervyn LeRoy production court.
The sum Involved was
At its peak, WB had eight dis¬ scripted by John Twist. . . George $1,200. But .this, the paper claimed,
trict
sales manager, including Nader replaces Jeffrey Hpnter in was . nothing -compared with the
Canada. It’s expected that one or Universal’s “If I Should Die,” due “huge amounts” owed by some of
two of the eight posts will be main¬ to latter’s illness . . . U bought the bigger names in. show business.
tained, . presumably the one in “The Wild Innocents,’’ original by The leader went on to complain
Hollywood,' Nov. 5.
He’s been forcedtosue in courts'
Canada.
Duties of the district Sy Gomberr . . . “Wild Heritage" that this was not fair.
manager included the supervision is final tag for U’s "Death Rides
for
damages
because.
Panorama Pic¬
“Would any ordinary salary
of several branch offices. It’s an¬ This Trail"-... Jaguar Productions'! earner be allowed, to pile up a debt: tures Corp. failed to comply with
ticipated that the Film Row man¬ set Alan. Napier for “Island pf of that size?” the paper queried. California State workman’s com¬
laws.
Gene
Nelson*
agers will take on the extra duties. Lost Women,” for Warner Bros, re¬ Editorial suggested that some form pensation
lease . . . Vince. Barnett snagged
So far WB has eliminated the role in WB’s “0iri on the Run" . .. of taxation should be introduced charged last week. He filed a $75,Hollywood, Nov. 5.
OQO
suit
in
Superior
Court
here
for
In an unusual pre-opening pre¬ district sales posts in New York Kim Hunter draws femme, lead in which “will ensure that these
caution for a film, Sam Spiegel and Philadelphia? Norman Ayeres, Ganna way International’s'" “Maybe spoiled darlings have to pay up on damages-and lost, earnings, result¬
ing
from
location
accident
last
planed to Tokyo to show a print of who was eastern district sales man¬ Smith” . . . Sandy. Howard Produce I the dot line like the rest of us do."
“The Bridge on the River Kwai" ager, was made an assistant to east¬ tions, N.Y. production outfit, has’ I
The following day, the Daily Ex¬ Aug. 5,-in Tennessee, during lens¬
to Japanese authorities. Columbia ern division manager Jules Lapi- joined Gannaway International for- press editorially told of the plight ing of “Natchez Trace," ip which
;
release will bow in Tokyo around dus, William Mansell, central dis¬ a feature picture prograni . ...| [Of small picture theatres because la horse fell on.him.
He was hired for three ..firm
Christmas time.
trict sales manager with headquar¬ Boris Fetroff has skedded pair of I Of heavy admissions tax, stating
weeks
at
$2,500
a
week,
with coDuring the shooting of the film, ters in Philly, was made Philiy indies for January and February I that "some houses were still being
star billing, Nelson discloses. But
the Japanese government appoint¬ branch manager. Charles Beilan, lensing, “YOUng and Deadly" and; forced to go dark despite tax re¬
before
a
single
foot
of
film
was
“Robot,
Man,
U.S.A.”
.
.
.
William
lief, meted out by the Chancellor
ed official technical advisers who former branch manager and a WB
exposed, accident occurred and he
worked with the company location- staffer for more than 25 years, re¬ Broidy switched title of “Seven of the Exchequer in the last Budg¬
Guns
to
Sin"
to
“Seven
Guns
to
hasn’t
been
able
to
work
since,
et. Paper suggested that Vivien
ing in Ceylon. Now, the Nipponese signed when he was demoted to
Mesa" * . . Don Megowan goes into Leigh* who “made her name Nelson contends. He suffered *
will study the completed film, both branch sales chief.
Paramount’s “The Buccaneer."
through the cinema," ought to fractured pelvis, shock and other!
from the aspect of its impact on • Ben Kalmenson, WB’s executive
switch to the defense of the over¬ injuries, and is seeking $10,000 forthe Japanese market and its pos¬ v.p. who had been on the Coast,
taxed
small theatres now that the medical, bills, plus, another $65,006
sible effect on the Japanese poli¬ summoned the company’s sales top¬
legit St. James’ Theatre is doomed. for loss of earnings while recoup¬
Repeats As Mayor
tical scene.
pers to a quickly-called meeting in
ing^ according to complaint.
Lethbridge, Alta., Nov. 5. .
Spiegel will return here next Chicago last week. Attending the
Defendant firm has mam offices
W
meeting were Bernatd Goodman,
Lethbridge Theatre operator
weekend.
in Meredian, Miss., according to.
v.p. of Warner’s distribution com¬
and .president of the Leth¬
•Nelson’s attorney, Arthur Katz of
pany; Roy Haines, general sales
bridge Theatre company, A. W.
Fink, Leventhal and Lavery law
manager; 'Jules LapiduS, eastern
Shackleford, has been elected
firm. Despite fact that Panorama
and Canadian division manager;
mayor of the city.
failed to comply with Calif.. work-.
He served as mayor from
ttAfKTHH? iw* O. Williamson, southern diviman’s compensation laws, he’ll file,
r liumio flntlVrHiL j sion manager, and Ralph Iannuzzi,
1943 to 1946 and again from
additional action with State Labor.
1953 to 1955.
Paris, Noy. 5.
Warner Bros., which fired some ' midwest division manager.
Board for additional compensation,*
According to Marc Spiegel, Mo¬ Katz said.
25 homeoffice white collarites, in¬
tion Fmture Export Assn., rep
cluding secretaries and clerks, and
here/ as soon as a new Gallic gov¬
then immediately rescinded the
ernment is installed the' Frenchorder, is attempting to find new
American Film Accords will auto¬
jobs for the staffers given the
Rochester, N. Y.
matically be accepted. Spiegel said Editor, Variety;
original pinkslipping notice.
that the dues paid to the govern¬
The white collarites are being
Your Mike Todd story was terri¬
Playoff Stalled on 60% First Week—50% Second mental Centre Du Cinema would fic. However, you state that “most'
sounded out by the personnel de¬
be raised to give, the French more
partment if they would be wiling
of them [newspapermen and disk
'Week Demands Credited to Minority Owners
funds to do with it as they see fit, jockeys] were junketed at the
to take other jobs if WB can find
either to invest it in their own host’s expense . .
new positions for them in other
productions or in getting that
companies or industries.
Not a deejay I met had his tab
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
simply told them 20th was going to much discussed “depth" distrib in
picked up ... But worse than that,
It’s thought that the original fir¬
Herman Wobber, recently retired take over merchandising the pic¬
America.
we
were.not given the same cour¬
ings were rescinded to halt the Western division manager of 20th- ture. Then Spyros Skouras called
The French were originally get¬ tesies as the press. We were given
adverse public relations which Fox, has received a written go- Wobber, who retired only last sum¬
stemmed from earlier firings Of ahead from Spyros Skouras to ar¬ mer but was supposed to be on ting $2,000,000 and, with the raise, no opportunity to make tapes . . .
some 40 pub-ad staffers. It’s un¬ range the rest of the stalled play¬ deck for “special assignments," to would get $5,000,000. As for the our'seats were collectively much
derstood that the proposed firings off of the Cinemascope “Oklahoma.” New York. Wobber’s first “special French handing out of some of the worse than the newspaper folks
are connected with WB’s move to
Wobber was scheduled to leave assignment" was the “Oklahoma!” 110 dubbing visas to various U.S. . . . and, in short, even though we
companies on a merit basis, for were actually “covering" the event
new homeoffice headquarters on for Atlanta last Sunday (3) to sell plavoff.
for our shows, we were not in¬
Fifth Avenue. At its present site film In the
Southeast, where
But Wobber, in New York last production or distribution aid to
on W. 44th St. WB occupies some C’scope version of the Rodgers and month, said he wouldn’t take on French pix, this is expected to be cluded In any of the press gettogethers either before, during, or
a
small
amount
which
would
not
10 floors of space.
At its new Hammerstein
musical has had the job without written “final
after, the shindig.
location, the entire homeoffice op¬ practically no exposure to date.
authority” to make deals. He re¬ upset the divvy balance 'twixt the
The guys firom R6c3iester;for ex-'
majors
to
any
great
degree.
So
it
eration will be confined to a floor
What’s delayed playoff, appar¬ turned to Frisco and when New
ample, not only paid their own ■
and a half.
ently, is insistence of minority- York phoned him a fortnight later looks like a face saving setup with
way, but had to pay their replace¬
French
getting
"
coin
and
Yanks
Preparations are currently being share owners, George Skouras, Ted and asked him when he was going
ments while they missed their
made for the move. Real estate O’Shea and, to a lesser extent, Joe to start, Wobber replied he was their coveted 110 visas.
shows* This must have been true
agents are already advertising for Schenck, on 609o first week, 509b waiting for his letter of authori¬
generally.
lease of the space in the old WB second week, and sliding scale for zation.
And when you stop to think of it,
building. Inculded in the offering subsequent weeks, with no engage¬
Fe pot it pronto and promptly
I think the deejays probably gave
Is the 110-seat WB screening room. ment to. run less than four weeks. packed bis bap.
much more advance publicity to
Result of this insistence has been
Feeling at 2Qth is that you can’t
the event than the papers (that is
that 20th-Fox was forced to renege force a four-week run into what is
outside N. Y.L All us guys talked
Hollywood, Nov. 5,
on numerous contracts around the ordinarily a splitweek situation,
for weeks in advance about the
.Bill Perlberg has been named to
country, because such areas .as the that you have to m*ke the best
affair; newspapers hardly itemed
Southeast simply wouldn’t meet deal vou can. But 20th execs also chairman a Screen Producers Guild it. So while you’re adding up all
these terms.
fQel that “Oklahoma!” oueht to do committee which will explore all the beefs of everyone, please add
Board of directors of Stanley
Twentieth, with $3 million sunk huc-ine** somewhat comparable to facts of the problem involved in just one more: the deejays—who
Warner Corp. last week declared , a in uicture. has so far gotten only “The Kinp and I,” Jhat an area producers receiving a cut of any sure help put over the tunes of the
quarterly dividend payment of 25c. a 35% to 37% coverage of possible o,t«h as the
which ^e- post-1948 pix sold to television.
picture—although no one can claim
per share .on the company’s com¬ plavoffs.
t’Vered around $3 milt’on on “The
SPG prexy Samuel Engel had credit for that angle—but we sure
mon stock.
Situation pot so bad that Spyros King and I.” ou«bt .to
0 long headed the committee, but relin¬ got lost in the shuffle.
Melon is payable Nov. 27 to Skouras finally called his brother V.’P" toward
20th’s $3 quished his post because of other'
Mott Nusbaum
stockholders of record Nov. 12.
George, and'O’Shea, on the carpet, million for “Oklahoma!"
guild activities.
1
(WBBF, Rochester)

WB-Overhead Cuts
District Chiefs

Consolidated’s Annex

Bitter British
Comment Re Tax

Gene Nelson’s Injuries
On Location Prompts 75G
Suit Versus Panorama.

Trying Out ’Bridge’ On
Japanese; Sam Spiegel’s
Special Trip to Tokyo

Soon as French Have
Themselves a Government,
Yank Deal Gets Going

WB SEEKS TO ALLAY

Wobkrs Special Chore: 'Oklahoma

Deejays No Todd Cuffos

PERLBERG HEADS SPG’S
TV SIDE-MONEY PROBE

'YAlUITV'r LONMN OPFftl
• St. Mart**'* «**•, Tr*fal««.r Uiu*r*
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Fear ‘King’ Jumped (fan
West End Bullish But ‘Crowd'So-So
Hugh Costs, Dilatory Tactics Seen
On ‘Exceptional’ Rating
For Italian Playdates
Slowing U.S. Yen for Prod, in Paris
Tall 10G, 3d, ‘Godfrey Hep 7G, 2d
Mex Film Deal With
Paris. Nov. 5.

4—

There is a disaffection with Yank
majors and indies for producing
films in France, it’s reported here.
Burgeoning production abroad is
being, moved more to Italy, West
Germany. Great Britain and vari¬
ous other outlying foreign terri¬
tories, and away from France.
Though 11 American films were
made partly or in their entirety
in France this year, with “Me and
the Colonel” (CoU with Danny
Kaye starting this week, Yank pro¬
duction prospects for next year
look bleak with only one or two
in the planning stages.
Three reasons are given for this
trend away from Paris studios.
The main problem is the skyrocket¬
ing costs, with labor and overtime
pushing up budgets way ahead of
similar setups in other European
countries.
Secondly, most Yank
directors say French, film workers
are as good as any others, but con¬
stant breaks and a more general
“laissez-faire” attitude tends to
slow things down. The noon-toseven 30-hour week is fine but this
usually means starting without any¬
thing being ready. And-this means
an additional loss in time.'
Added factor is that though
France seems to have the easiest
ethical censorship, the more strin¬
gent political censoring can: cause
trouble. Jose Ferrer’s “The Dreyr
fuS Case” tM-G) was. not allowed
to be done' here due to army sen¬
sitivity, and ditto “Paths of Glory”
<UA), which dealt with a coward¬
ly French officer "during the first
World War/ Sources kay that films
like “On the - Waterfront” " (Col)
and “Attack” (UA) could not have.
heOn.made here.
Favoring French. Shooting ,_are
the fine coa*pCfatioB, a good pool
of English speaking actors, and
the atmosphere and color ofParis.
French get tough policy with, the
Motion Picture Export Assn, on
f greater reciprocation^ in Yank mar' kets,. cutting Yank import. ’ threats
and. the brewing Common Market
Film setup may be factors too in
thjs "shift to other European pas¬
tures.
,. • ■ '

METRO LOSES
_ $46,500.
T AY A mAII TU .inIHI r
InA AvilviY UVtniLL
Santiago, Qct. 29.
Chilean Supreme Court upheld
the government's claim against
Metro for 34,000,000 pesos (approx¬
imately $46,500), reversing the
decision of the Court of Appeals
with regard to interpretation -of tax
laws as they affect Metro's .local
operations.
Whether M-G imports pix for ex¬
hibition rights only or whether it
is an- Importer paying for imported
goods was the basis for hassle.

Kaiser Wins Point fa
Honolulu 'Days’ light
Honolulu, Oct. 29,
City attorney’s ruling has paved
the way, pending any further legal
complications, for Henry J. Kaiser
to go ahead with his showing of
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
in his Alumintfm Dome on Ha¬
waiian
Village
hotel grounds.
Ruling was that exhibition of pix
in the Dome is within normal opH
eration>_ of an auditorium, if it
doesn’t become its principal use.
Some,
including
-Consolidated
Amus. Co. had contended such
showing would violate the zoning
variance which permitted him to
build the Dome. Although Con¬
solidated protested Kaiser's plan
to show the Mike TOdd opus, the
Dome has housed several concerts
and other paid-gate itage. shows
without criticism.
Less than 24 hours before the
city attorney’s ruling Was issued,
Consolidated had launched an un¬
precedented attack on the Kaiser
project with fullpage newspaper
ads. Ad claimetftthat Kaiser’s ad¬
vertised admission stale ($3.50 top)
is substantially ahead of nine
other cities where pic is being
shown in 35m version and said the
chain is “still willing” to show the
production at $2.50 top in one of
its own houses.
“80 Days” will
Open Nov, 1,

Bed China Marks Time
Mexico City, Oct. 29.
No sale has been made yet on
the pending deal to sell Red China
a block of Mexican pix, according
to Alfonso Pulido Islas, manager
of Cinex, the semi-official distribu¬
tor.
Awhile back it was disclosed that
Peipin interests would seek select¬
ed Mexican films, on a cash basis,
to amuse the Red Chinese. But
nothing at all has developed in the
proposition, Islas said.

Big Aussie Fib

Rome, Oct. 29.
Question of so-called “excep¬
tional pictures” is rapidly becom¬
ing a controversial One in Italo
film Circles.
“Exeeptionals” are
those, which for expense of pro¬
duction or other rare values as de¬
termined and approved by vote of
a special Italian board set up for
that purpose in the recent AGlSANICA agreement are released
from rental restrictions. Thus,
these are free to negotiate own
ceilingless terms. Pact also re¬
stricts total of such items to one
per year per distributor.
First controversy has developed
on “A King in New York,” which
Cineriz i$ releasing in Italy. Pic
has been submitted for considera¬
tion as an “exceptional” for some
time, but the board so far has ap¬
proved only “10 Commandments”
(Par).
Meanwhile, “King” I» re¬
ported in release at special rental
terms.
Repeated official exhib
bulletins have. warned that “only
pix definitely approved by board,
could negotiate higher rentals.”
Any violations of the agreement
(via
pre-approval
negotiations)
would tend to void and invalidate
the AGIS-ANICA terms.
So far, in addition to the “Com¬
mandments” and “King,” latter
still unapproved by the board, the
following pix are up for the topdrawer nomination: “Sea Wall”
(Rank);
“Pride
and
Passion”
(Dear);
“Sayonara”
(WB), and
“Girl’ and the Palio” (Cevenini
and Martino). _
Board, at least to-date, appears to
be reluctant to approve any more
pix
beyond
“Commandments,”
which got its pkay some time ago,
and is now going into special ad¬
vanced-price release in Rome and
Milan.. No mention- has -'^et been
made ‘ concerning
the ‘ board’s
screening of ‘ the CHaplin pic,
which has ended its key city firstruns.
'

Sydney, Oct. 29.
Thanks to American and British
film producers the Aussie pix in¬
dustry, currently stymied, is tipped
to reach a. top peak early in the
new year. 20th-Fox is behind the
new
Anthony
Kimmins’
pic,
“Smiley With, a Gun,” following
the solid success scored by the
original “Smiley.”
Kimmins is
here now selecting local talent and
location.
WB will bow into the local field
with .“The Sundowners,” starring
Gary Cooper, and Deborah Kerr.
Fred Zinnemann will direct this
one Down Under,. Cooper was out
here during the last World War
on a jungle loop run-around.
Associated British-Pathe moves
a production unit here to film lo¬
cation shots for “Sarah Deane,”
listed as the biggest film to be
produced by a British unit far-re¬
moved from its home base.
The Frank Launder-Sydney Gilliat production team is setting “The
Wrecker” for production here fol¬
lowing completion- of the 'adapta¬
tion of the Robert Louis Steve nson-f
Lloyd Osborne yam, “The Wreck
of the Flying Scud.”
Local “producers also are setting
plans for a top production upbeat
Rome, Oct. 29.
here next year, including Charles’
Eleven countries are repped at
Chauvel, and the Chips Raffeirty- the current (Nqv. 5-7) UIEC (In¬
Lee Robinson combination. Home- ternational Federation of Exhibi¬
brew talent sees plenty of work tors Associations) meeting ip Ma¬
on tap in the new year, likewise drid. They are Austria, Belgium,
local technicians presently sitting Western Germany, Britain, Luxem¬
on the sidelines waiting for cam¬ burg, Holland, Spain, U. S. and
eras to start grinding after5
Switzerland.
lengthy layoff.
A preliminary meeting of the
commission studying the interven¬
tion of the various exhib groups in
pic production is slated to be held
under the direction of Dutch dele¬
gate (and Federation Prexy) Mediema on Nov. 4.
•Madrid, Qct. 29.
The Spanish Minister of Infor¬
Four new projects go into the mation Will officially.open the con¬
film production mill, next week to clave Nov.-5.
end a- twomonth industry stand¬
The line of topics up for dis¬
still.
cussion follows changes in asso¬
Two of the four are patterned ciation bylaws; naming of an ad¬
along the lines of “Ultima Cuple” ministrator for international youth
(Last Song), a yesteryear pop song film center; intervention of exhib
revival that continues to show associations in production; experts
amazing b.o. strength after six report; general debates, and au¬
‘months
of
showcasing
here. thor’s rights and “droits voisins.5
“Cuple” star Sarita Montiel will
repeat' in “La Violetera” (Buy My
Violets) opposite Raf Vallone. Ar¬
gentine vet Louis Cesar Amadori
will direct for Benito Perojo Pro¬
ductions. Screen star Lola Flores
will revive still another group of
London; Nov. 5.
nostalgic *song favorites in “Maria
Sir Arthur Jarratt has been con¬
de la O” for Suevia Films. Gustavo firmed as new permanent prexy of
Rojo (Rocco in Metro’s “Action of the Kinematograph Renters Socie¬
the Tiger”) will co-star.
ty, succeeding Sir David E. Grif¬
Prominent
Spanish
director fiths, who died suddenly last
Rafael Gil formed his own produc¬ month. Sir Arthur, at his own re¬
tion company, Coral Film, for
quest, will serve in an unpaid-ca¬
“Viva lo imposible” (Live the Im¬ pacity. In order to accept his new
possible) and cast includes Paquita post, Jarratt will have to ankle his
Rico, Italo Aldo Fabrizzi and pop¬ job as managing director of the
ular comedian Gila.
This starts
government - owned British Lion
soon at CEA Studio. Also jumping
Films and all its associate compa¬
off next week is “Tigre de Cham- nies. However, he will be able to
beri” (Chamber! Tiger) which
retain his other varied interests in
pairs another popular comedian
the picture industry.
Jose Luis Ozores with French
He is a director of Sapphire
actress Helene Remy. This is for
Films, the British ielefilmery. He’s
C. B. Films release.
also chairman of George Hum¬
phries Ltd., a processing'company,
Texas Theatre Razed
and holds a similar position with
Cooler, Tex., Nov. 5.
Mole-Richardson, equipment manu¬
Sparks Theatre, operated by.
Henry Sparks, has been destroyed facturers. Fbr many years, Jarratt
in a fire which started with 'an has played a major part in indus¬
try relations with the Admiralty
explosion in a grocery store.
Also damaged were a clothing and holds the rank of captain. He’s
firm, hardware store and cafe in deputy chairman of the Royal
Naval Film Corp.
the town square.

11 Countries At

SPAIN PIX PROD. BACK
TO NORMAL AFTER LAG

Jarratt Confirmed As
KRS Permanent Prexy

London, Oct. 29.
Apart from one or two disappoining results, Wes. End first-rn n
were in a bullish mood last week.
Mexico City, Oct. 29.
“Bridge on the R’ver Kwai” shapes
Claire Booth Luce's “The Wom¬
smash $14,600 in ? „ fourth Plaza
en,” done into Spanish by Jose
Ramirez
and
titled
“Mujeres” session on a two-a-day run.*
(“Women”), grossed $79,500 dur¬
“Pride and Passion” looks a
ing the seven solid months it ran stout $10,000 in its third London
at the Five de Diciembre, little the¬ Pavilion round.
A staunch new
atre here. It’s one of the current opener was “Bolshoi Ballet” at th«
legit clicks.
Gaumont, also on a two-a-day,
Mrs. Luce and Ramirez have where the first frame clicked to a
shared 50-50 on 10% of that gross, surprise $11,900. “Around World
“author’s right.”
Ramirez is in 80 Days,” a little below capacity
dramatic
translator-adaptater. at matinees only, finished its 17th
Payment was made by the National Astoria Week at well over $18,006,
terrific.
Actors. Union (ANDA).
Among West End newcomers,
“Face in the Crowd” looms onlj
average at the Warner with arounc
$7,500 in opening stanza. “My Mar
Godfrey” held' trim at $7,006 in
second Leicester Square week
“Three Faces of Eve," which gave
20th-Fox its worst opening roune
at the Carlton since they leased
Rome, Oct. 29;
tiro theatre some years back, still
War and Peace” (Par), released is mild in secontf week.
locally by Lux Films, looks to end
Estimates for Last Week
up far and away the top grosser
Astoria (CMA) (1,474; $1,20-$2.15;
of the year In this country, on the
basis of 16 key-city figures gathered ['-—“Around World in 80 Days" (UA;
to date or over $921,000. It is being (17th wki. Over 18,000, with ca¬
followed, at a distance, by two pacity at evening perfonnantes
but matinee trade slightly affected
Yank-made pix, only now goingj,
^ .
into regular-price initial runs after | ^ flu eP1-demeic*
a past season of special releases:!
Cameo-Royal (Indie) (417; 50“Giant” (WB), now hitting some; 1-20)—“Flesh is Weak” (Eros) (13th
$384,000 for the key-city circuit. j.'vh), Close at $14,000 this round,
and' ‘Friendly Persuasion” (AA) {^exceptional for length ofrun. Ha*
(Metro releases here), with- some been doing surprise" business since
its opening when it held at around
$163,000 for same run.
Behind these leaders, the situa¬ $7,000 for some time. Holds indef.
tion is less rosy, at least to date.
Carlton (20tli) (1,128; 70-$2.15-—
Two Italian -items, “II Conte Max" “Three Faces of Eve” (20th > (2d
(Cineriz) and “La Nonna Sabella" j wkJ. Mild $3,700. First weik, $2,(Titanns), are leading the boxoffice 5 800. “Sun Also Rises" <20th» folrace. They have easily toDped the j lows on Oct. 31.
$75,000 mark in key first-runs, j
Casino (Indie) (1.337; 70-$215'—
which brands them successes in s “Cinerama Holiday" (Robim (91st
this country. Another, “The Nights , Wk». Big $17,000.
of Cabiria’ (Par), looks to make it j
|
Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70i—
soon.
“Little Hut” (M-G) (2d wk>. Stout
Five Yank films also have made
$14,000.
Opening
toame
was
toe magic c'rcle. They are “Love
$16,000.
in Afternoon’’ (AA), “Little Hul"
Gaumont
(CMA)
(1,500;
50-$1.70)
(M - G), “Affair to Remember"
(20th), “Desk Set” (20th) and —“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) <2d wk>.
First was
^'Island In -Sun” (20th). Chaplin’s Boff $11,000 or near.
“A King in New York” (Cineriz) $11,900:
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
also seems headed for this box(1,376; 5Q-$1.70 >—“My Man God¬
office class.
frey” (Rank) (2d wk). Neat $7,000.
First week, $7,800. ,
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217;
50-$1.70>—“Pride
and
Passion”
(UA) (3d wTk>. Great $10,000. Sec¬
ond week, $10,600.
Madrid, Oct, 29. . • Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
The full pattern of U, S. picture (2,200; 50-$1.7Q)—“Robbery Under
roadshow exploitation made its"-in¬ Arms” (Rank): (4th wk). Average
itial entry in Spain with the preem $5,500. Third week, $5,60u. “Joker
Oct. 25 of “80 Days Around is Wild” (Par) follows on Cct. 31.
World” (UA) at the Madrid show¬
Odeon, Marble Lrch
(CMA)
case Palacio de la Musica, and (2.200; 50-$1.70)—“One That Got
the film Industry here carefully eyed Away” (Rank) (3d wk).
Steady
results.
United Artists and its $6,100. Second was $7,000.
Spanish distrib partner, C. B.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 95-$2.80»—
Films, handling “80 Days” for Mike “Bridge on River Kwai" (Coli i4th
Todd, were pioneering all along the wk). Smash $14,000 or close. Third
line.
was 14,600.
Most . serious obstacle encount¬
Rialto 120th) (592; 50-$1.30»—
ered was government hesitation to “Forty Guns” *20th* (2d wk'. Fair
pkay double the usual admission $3,500. Opener was $4,000. “The
prices. George Ornstein, C. B. top¬ Birthday Present” tBL» follows
per Bori and exhib detailed and re- Oct. 31.
detailed the cost involved in in¬
Rite (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30'—“Tea
stalling Todd’s 2-1 seamless screen, and Sympatliy” (M-G) (2d wk).
multi-channeled sound, etc., plus Solid $3,600. First was $4,000.
reduction ef house capacity from
Warner (WB> (1,785; 50-$1.7u 1,900 seats to 1.300. Government “Face in Crowd” (WB' (2d \vk>.
finally consented.
First frame hit an average $7,500.
Another exploration exploitation
aspect which perhaps aroused the
most interest was release of Todd,
film here in the original version j
with Spanish sub-titles. Not in aj
decade has a Yank subtitled ver-1
sion been shown but move appar-!
Singapore, Oct. 29.
ently was forced on Todd and UA
With location shooting at one of
when Cantinflas, who has exclusive
the
city’s
celebrated
haunted
rights to dub himself in Spanish,
houses scheduled to roll for a film
reportedly asked an exorbitant
of
the
Cathay
Organization’s
Keris
price for his dubbing services.
Ornstein also announced that “80 Film Studios, the cast and techni¬
Days” would be shown only in cians refused to work in the build¬
Madrid and Barcelona (preemed ing until a Malay priest chanted
Oct. 27) during the 1957-'58 sea¬ prayers to “drive away the evil
son and that, a concentrated ad- spirits.”
Long in disuse, the 16-room man¬
publicity campaign will get under
way to tap surrounding provinces. sion reportedly was used as a “tor¬
Perhaps the most daring deviation ture house” during the Japanese
from local mores- is the swatch in occupation of Singapore. L. Krishperformance time. For years, ses¬ nan, director of “Di-mana Gajrh
sions have started at 7 p. m. and Bediri Tegak” (Where the Elephant
11 p. m. to preserve time-honored Stbod), said his stars and staff
late dinner tradition. “80 Days” would not work until after tht
ceremony.
starts at 10 p. m.

Luce’s *W omen* Grosses
?79,50Q in Mex City

‘War”57Topper
At Italy’s B.O.

SUB-TITLED VERSION
OF‘DAYS’FOR SPAIN

Until Unhex Locatioa
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NATIONAL TELEVISION’S Novelty:TrendA wayfrom Trends
Octobers Business Down Flu;
PAIR GETS ‘SATURATION’
Wayne Helps Tilot/ Despite Critics;
'Joker/ ‘Eve’ and 'Sun’ in Running
(Variety’s regular weekly
boxoffice reports are summar¬
ized'each month, retrospective¬
ly. Based on an average of 24
key situations, the source data
constitutes an adequate samp¬
ling of current releases but is'
not, of course, fully definite.
An index of relative grossing
strength in the U.S.-Canada
market, the monthly report does
not pretend to express total
rentals,)
Just when the nation’s cinemas
were getting a taste of relief from
the Indian Summer weather and
the dullness indicative of students
returning to school, the Asian flu
clouted the first-runs over the
country last month. Resultantly,
many distributors were not anx¬
ious to release their strongest pro¬
duct under such conditions. This
probably accentuated the biz downbeat. Result Was a very spotty biz
picture for October. .
“Around the World in 80 Days”
(UA) again led the national boxoifice making five different months
it has finished on top. Ballyhoo
in advance of the Mike Todd anni
party in Madison Square Garden,
N.Y., is credited with boosting the"
advance seat sales in key cities cov¬
ered by Variety.
“Jet Pilot” (U) though drubbed
by critics in bigger situations cap¬
tured second place 4by a healthy
margin, possibly a tribute to John
Wayne. “Joker Is Wild” (Par) was
coming up strong in final weeks
of the month. “Joker” took third
position, cinching this spot by its
burst of strength the final session
in October.
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬
erama) wound up fourth, the same
as in September, attesting to its
sustained strength. This is remark¬
able in view of the fact that the
new Cinerama, "Search For Para¬
dise,” already lias been launched
in three or four keys.
“Three Faces of Eve’M20th) finished fifth although not-so. big on
some of its initial playdates. “Sun
Also Rises,” also from 20th-Fox,
took sixth place. It was third in
September.
“10
Commandments”
(Par),
which was fifth in September, rated
seventh money. Cecil B. DeMille
epic was playing in only three or
four big key first-runs of those cov¬
ered by Variety as the month end¬
ed. since it is starting multipletheatre dates or initial nabe firstruns in many keys.
v “Until They Sail” (M-G) was
eighth-place winner. “Helen Mor¬
gan Story” <WB) captured ninth
place. “No Down Payment” (20th)
rounds out the Big 10 Ifct*. ‘Black
Scorpion” (WB) is the ‘runner-up
film for the month.
(
Several strong pictures were
launched in representative key
cities, mostly late in the month,
and many of them promise better
intake at the wickets. “Pal Joey”
(Col) looms*as a blockbuster, judg¬
ing from its showing in Chicago,
N.Y. and L.A.', initial three cities
where preemed. “Time Limit” (UA)
also shapes as a big newie, being
great in N.Y., fine in Denver and
Washington and sharp in Buffalo
the first week out.
“Les Girls” (M-G> also shapes as
a potential grosser in view of its
run at the N.Y. Music Hall where
now in its fifth session despite all
the handicaps. “Raintree County,”
also from Metro, is rated big
fur openiqg week in Chi, sturdy in
Louisville on longrun, is hefty in
Boston but not so big in third L.A.
round. "Search For. Paradise” (Cin¬
erama) did well enough on first
four launchings but doesn’t seem
as big as “Seven Wonders Of
World’' (Cinerama).
“Tin Star” (Par) opened big in
N.Y. "My Man Godfrey” (U) is do¬
ing better in several key cities than
in N.Y. It’s been tested in only
about four keys. “Slaughter on 10th
Avenue” (U>, also new, is rated
swell on preem week in Detroit,
fine in Toronto and Buffalo and
okay in Balto.
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col),
another newcomer, hotsy in De¬
troit and fast in Philly, shapes good
in Washington and okay in Boston.

4-

Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
First oldies ever to land satura¬
tion hookings in the 12 local ear¬
liest 28-day clearance slot neigh-j
borhood houses. is the National j
Television Associates* “Armored
Attack”-“Battle
Stripe”
combo
bill, being distributed in this ter¬
ritory by Donald Swartz.
NTA acquired the pictures from
United Artists and 20th-Fox, re¬
spectively, re-named and re-edited
them. Gross garnered downtown
by this pair in a United Paramount
first-run theatre, the Lyric, ac¬
counts for the current policy devia¬
tion by the nabes.
It's possible that other Twin
Cities’ neighborhood houses will
follow the 28-day theatres’ lead so
that it’ll have complete neighbor¬
hood saturation.

j

October’s Germ-Beaters
1. '“Around World” (UA).
2. “Jet Pilot” (U).
3. “Joker Is Wild” (Par).
4. “7 Wonders” (Cinerama).
5. “3 Faces of Eye” (20th).
6. “Sun Also Rises” (20th).
7. “Commandments” (Par).
8. “Until They Sail” (M-G).
9. “Morgan Story” (WB).
10. “No Down Payment” (20th).

"Operation Mad Ball” (Col), an¬
other new entrant launched the
final week in the month, displayed
enough power to cop third place
in that session. It showed good to
wow business in some seven keys.
“Interlude” (U), now billed as “For¬
bidden Interlude” in many spots,
did well enough two different
weeks, finishing ninth in one and
as runner-up pic in another.
“Pajama Game” (M-G), second in
September, managed to cop a fifth
National Allied States Assn, and
place one week last, month. “In¬
visible Boy” also from Metro, has Theatre Owners of America may be
not been startling thus far, being having difficulties in merging two
a runner-up pic the last week in large organizations, but it isn’t pre¬
venting units of the rival associa¬
Octobertions. from getting together.
Kansas-MissOuri units of Allied
and TOA will have a joint conven¬
tion in Kansas City March 3-5.
Boards will huddle separately, but
there will be combined open meet¬
ings. Observers hei'e believe the
Chicago, Nov. 5.
Sharp drops in September film ] joint session may well be the fore¬
house attenudance here this year runner tq an eventual merger of
are shown by city’s 3% amusement both outfits.
tax collections made fluring Octo¬
ber. Theatres paid $79,355 on Sep¬
Universal has prepared a special
tember grosses as against $102,224 guide for classroom discussion on
for same month last year. Drop “Escapade in Japan,” the RKO pic¬
more than offsets increased gross¬ ture being released by U. Tieup
es for the month of August.
was arranged with the N. Y. C,
A small part of differential in tax Board of Education’s Bureau of
receipts is accc anted for by two Audio-Visual Instruction. .Guide 1
legit shows playing in Chi, from stresses Japanese geography, civ¬
the middle of September, 1956, as ics, art, history, the school com¬
against no legit receipts this Sep¬ munity and the Japanese way of
tember.
life, all as reflected in the picture.

[RECOMMENDED BY SAM GOLDWYN JR.]

Hollywood, Nov. f.
What the motion picture industry needs is a new trend—away
from trends, Samuel Goldwyn Jr. feels. Films that don’t fall into
cycles', have a better chance, he opines, of making the -grade with
the initial release and being around long enough to make money.
Right nqw, he notes, insecurity in the tv industry Is driving tv
producers into trends, but it’s an understandable move. They are
responsible to agencies and sponsors who seek some assurancethat a product will fall within the realm of proven entertainment.
As proof, Goldwyn expects tv to see a cycle 6f horror entries,,
now that such entries are making money in theatres,—but “four
years ago when I made a tv pilot of a.horror series I'was told
there was no market.”
.,

Germans More ‘Arty on Lean Diet
Helmut Kautner Hopes to. See Revival of 'Quality5
Production Via Hamburg's New Frei Co.

Allied and TOA
OfKans-Missouri
Join Conventions

TAX DATA POINTS UP
CHI’S SEPT. B.O. DROP

j

Amusement Stock Quotations
Week Ended Monday (4)

]Y. Y. Stock Exchange
1957
High Low
171,4
247s
361b
351.4
20*6
195a
115

1174
13%
23£
22%
1376
13%
81%
434
376
103a
774
22
1174
7%
9%
367 a 28
18aa 11
37a4 36
27
40
5%
874
9
137 b
18% 13%
2974 2074
3034 21%
2536 1672
307 a 20%
2374 19%
126] 4 9174

Weekly Vol. Weekly
inlOOS
High
ABC Vencling
8
1374
AmBr-ParTh 266
15%
CBS “A” .... 80
263.4
26
CBS “B” .... 5(F
'15%
Col Pix - 10
52
1574
Decca .....
98
Eastman Kdk. 100
400
374
EMI..
8%
Listlnd. .... 49
1274
Loew’s ...... 720
8
25
NatThea, ..
2934
Paramount .. 56
13
PhBco . 74
54
37%
Polaroid
RCA ....... 277
2976
27
5%
Republic •...
8
10
Rep., pfdStanley War. 35
1474
2234
Storer . 11
2334
20th-Fox .... 53
United Artists 22
18%
Univ. Pix ...
6
.21% .
Warner Bros. 15 ' 2076
74
Zenith .....
117%

Weekly Mon.
Close
Low
13%
13%
14
13%
2434
2434
2476
2476
15
1476
14%
14%
94%
93
374
374
8
8.74
11%
1174
7%
7342874
. 2876
1234
12%
37
36
28
2734
5%
.574
10
10
14
14
22
22
2274
2274
17% : 17%
2174
2174
20
• 20
11274
11574*

American Stock Exchange
412

1134
174
6%
446
934

9
834
57 a

274
6%
%

3
272
5%
3%
3%
37 a

Allied Artists 21
Asso. Artists 97
C & C Tele.. 180
DuMont Lab. 61
Guild Films . 65
Nat’l Telefilm 50
Skiatron
75
Technicolor . 78
Trans-Lux ...
1

274
7%
9/16
374 3
6%
6%
4%
476

.2%
6%
%
3%
•2^4
6%
6a4
4
476

•.

276
674
- %
374
276
674
6
4
474

Over-the-Counter Securities
Ampex ..
Chesapeake Industries .
Cinerama - Inc.
....
Cinerama Prod.
...
DuMont Broadcasting ....
Magna Theatre ........
Official Films ........
D. A. Theatres ........
Walt Disney ..

Bid
3916
1%
76
1%
7%

Ask
43

Vs

174
4

174
2 Vs
8i6
174
1%
4%

1514

1616

* Actual Volume.
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

It was the “age of security” that
followed the currency reform in
West Germany that cued the “qual¬
ity” decline of the German film"
director Helmut Kautner, Ger¬
many’s top megger, said in Gotham
last week.
“Right after the war, when there
was a lot of confusion, and no one
had anything, that’s when we made
some really interesting, experi¬
mental
films,” he
maintained.
“Came the reform, and security,
and pictures turned into nothing
more than fiat entertainment de¬
signed to simply please the largest
number of German patrons.”
Kautner, whose “Captain von
Koepenick” opened the German
film°week in Manhattan last week,
said that, due largely to economic
considerations, the German film
was largely a reflection of the Ger¬
man public. “The trouble is,” he^
added, “that with us the distribu¬
tors and exhibitors dominate, pro¬
duction, and they consistently un¬
derrate public taste. They go as
low as possible to be on the ‘safe’
side.”
But Hopeful
Kautner -said he was greatly en¬
couraged by freedom given him
and his director colleagues—Harald
Braun • and Wolfgang Staudte—in
the formation, of the new Freie
Film. Production in Hamburg.
Each director will make one a year
for the company, which is 100%
.financed by ■ the Walter KoppelGyula Trebitseh Real Film-outfit.
Pbt will be released by Europa
Films, which belongs to Real.
•"These will net necessarily be
commercial pictures,” said Kaut¬
Net;
ner. “For once, we shall not have
Change to make films with the sole objec¬
forwk. tive of covering negative costs in
Germany. We shall be free to ex¬
+ Vt
periment, even at the risk of losing
—1
mopey once in a while. Call it a
sort of ‘practical idealism’.”
His first for the new company
— Vs ' ■
will be a version of, John Gals¬
— H
+1% • worthy’s “The Buddenbrooks” next
year. After that, he plans to do a
— 74
ifiodern Hamlet story, back¬
+ *4grounded by the Krupp munitions
—
— 74 , works in Essen, where he was horn
(and went to school with Alfred
—I %
Krupp). He plans to do the Hamlet
yarn as a psychological mystery.
Clear implication of the Freie
— Vs
Film outfit is that-it will come up
— Hwith international-tvDe pictures
+ -%
that are exportable. This has been
—%
one of the great shortcomings of the
— Va.
West Geifman production, which is
—m
designed mostly to cover its full
costs locally.
Kautner, under contract to Uni¬
-—3 *
versal for six pictures, has just
finished “The Wonderful Years”.on.
the Goast and returned oVer the'
■■+ w
weekend to start his next, “Ride
— 34
a Tiger ” He won’t return to Ger¬
many Until early in 1958. His last
— 74
production there was “Mon Petit,”
+ 76
with Romhey Scheider and Horst
Buchholz. He described it as “a
— Vs
comedy that ends in tragedy” and
predicted it would run into censor
— Vs
— Va
trouble.’
The director said it was his feel¬
ing that the ordinary European film
requires editing before it’s pre¬
sented in the U.S. However, he
+ 14
stressed, “pace” alone isn’t a virtue
in itself, “Every film has a rhythm,
a melody,” he held. “Destroy it,
+ i/s
and yqu can destroy the whole
work” He said he didn't believe
+ 14
in dubbing and was most Impressed
+ %
with the Yugoslav law under which
+1
no pix can be presented in dubbed
form.
As for the rise of the’ UFA in
Germany, Kautner had never been

%

—%

a particularly good friend of
the, outfit and he voiced the belief
that UFA would never again regain
the monopolistic position it once
held. He did one picture for UFA
a long tfipe ago “and they ruined
it completely. 1 promised myself
there and then not to work for the
UFA again. And I didn’t,” he re¬
called.
As for the advantages of working
in the U.S., Kautner said the real
differences came in before and
after shooting was completed. “A
director can completely rely on the
Hollywood technicians to do the
job just right,” he said. “Also, of
course, your facilities are much
better.”

San Francisco’s
Fest Jells; No
Federation Seal
’ International -Film Festival in
San Francisco is skedded from Dec.
4-17 at. the Metro Theatre, a second-rijh suburban house there. Re*
porting on the fest, Irving M. Le-_
Yin, coordinator, said- in Gothani
last week that the following coiint
tries already had agreed to submit
films: Britain, France, Italy, Den¬
mark, Japan, India, Ghlma,’Philip¬
pines, Spain, Sweden, aud Boland.
He was confident that the Ger«*
mans,' too, would join.
Plan is to have the entries picked
by a panel of five Frisco drama
critics (who double in brass as film
reviewers) and Who. would eventm
ally also act as the jury that will
award the Golden Gate awards.
Levin, recently returned frorir
Europe, Is divisional director.,,of
San Francisca Theatres, a sub-di¬
vision of United California Thea¬
tres. His seven-house circuit rims
the Vogue attie,. but—according to
Levin—the- Metro was chosen so
as not to . antagonize > other artie
exhibs. Non-profit outfit has'been
formed -for the purpose of running
the fest,
, Levin said it had been hoped to
have -American films at the corapetition, but that he wasn’t getting
the cooperation from the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, and that
it looked as if no U. S. films Will'
be shown at the fest' ProjeeLcfdls
for the. exhibition of^total of 14
pictures. The Metro has I,0QO seats,,
of which _750_ will be sold to civic
or charitable orgs at $1.50 a throw. ‘
Proceeds will be used by Levin
and the-San Francisco Internation¬
al Film Festival group to cover ex¬
penses.^ Budget is set at $15,000.
Application to have the Frisco
event recognized as a bona fide in| ternational fest will.again be; made
ito- the international Federation of.
Film Producer Assns., Levin re¬
ported. Without the okay of the
Federation, there can be no “offi¬
cial” participation by aiiy industry
or government Once the greehlight ’is given, certain rules and
regulations must be conformed
with. Thus, if the Frisco event is
recognized, it would then have to
pick from films submitted by vari¬
ous countries and ccrtUd no longer
select any film it can get , One of the rules of the 1957
Frisco fest is that the participating
entries can’t have been released in
the Bay City area. City itself is
cooperating, Levin said, Fest is
connected with the San Francisco
! Art Commission.

j
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AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
CHEVROLET
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
DOT RECORDS
GENERAL AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
AND
20th

CENTURY-FOX
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pictures

Hollywood Production Pulse
allied* artists

UNIVERSAL

Starts, This Year......27
This Date, Lasf Year ...... 79

Starts, This Year.28
This Date, Last Year.30

"SEVEN CONS TO SIN"
Prod.—William F. Broidy
Dir.—Edward Dein
.
_
Lola Albright. Charles Quinlavan. Joyn
Merrick, James Griffith, Dan Sheri¬
dan, Don Sullivan
(Started Oct. 22)

'A TIME TO LOVE AND A TIME TO DIE"
(Shooting In Germany)
j
Prod,—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Douglas Sirk
|
John Gavin, Lisa Pulver. Ann Harding,;
Erich Maria Remarque, Keenan Wynn,,
Don DeFore, Agnes Windeck, Doro¬
thea Wieckr Charles Regriier, Thayer
Davis
(Started Aug. 26)

"QUANTRILL'S RAIDERS"
Prod.—Ben SchvjAlb
Dir.—Edward Bernds
Gale
Robbins, Leo
Gordon,
Brewster
(Started Oct. 28)

Diane

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year.. .29
This Date, Lasf Year.. .29
"NO TIME TO DIE"
(Shooting in Libya)
Prod.—Phil C. Samuel
Dir.—Terence Young
Victor Mature, Leo Genn. Bonar Colleano, Anthony Neweley, Sean KeUy,
Kenneth Forte$cue. Alfred^ Burke,
Maxwell Shaw, Robert Rietty. Alan
Tilvern.
Martin
Boddey,
George
Pravda, David Lodge
(Started Sept. 8)
"THE KEY"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Carl Foreman
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
William Holden. Sophia Loren, TYevor
Howard.
Oscar
Holmoka,
Bryan
Forbes. Kieron Moore, Sidney Vivian,
Russell Walter*
(S.arted Aug. 7)
"THE WHOLE TROTH"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Jack Clayton
Dir.—John Guillermin
Stewart Granger, Donna Reed, George
Sanders, Gianna Maria Canale
(Started Oct. 14)

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year......... 2
This Date, Last Year. I

NEVER STEAL ANYTHING' SMALL"
Prod,—Aaron Rosenberg
Dir.—Charles Lederer
James Cagney, Shirley Jones, Roger
Smith, Cara Williams. Royal Dano,
Virginia Vincent
(Started Oct. 3D

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year.-....16
This Date, Last Year.70
'MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR"
Prod.—Milton Sperling
Dir.—Irving Rapper
Gene Kelly, Natalie Wood, Claire Tre¬
vor, Ed Wynn, Carolyn Jones, Marty
Milner,
Edward
Byrnes,
Everett
Sloan, Jesse White
(Started Aug. 20)

METRO

PARAMOUNT

"ST. LOUIS BLUES"
Prod.—Robert Smith
Dir.—Allen Reisner
Nat “King" Cole, Eartha Kitt, Pearl
Bailey, Cab Calloway, Mahalia Jackson, Ruby Dee, Juano Hernandez, Ella
Fitzgerald
(Started Oct. 7)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year...24
This Date, Last-Year.......25
"THE YOUNG LIONS"
Prod.—A1 Lichtman
Dir.—Edward Dmytryk
Marlon Brando, Montgomery Clift, Dean
Martin, May Britt, Barbara Rush,
Tony Randall, Joanne Woodward, Ar¬
thur Franz.
(Started June 3)
"SOUTH PACIFIC"
Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dir.—Joshua Logan
Rossano Brazzl, Mitzl Gaynor, John
Kerr, Ray Walston, Juanita Hall,
France Nuyen, Russ Brown, Ken
Clark, Floyd Simmons, Jack Mullaney
(Started Aug. 12)
"THE LONG HOT SUMMER"
Prod.—Jerry Wald
Dir.—Martin Ritt
Paul
Newman.
Anthony
Franclosa,
Joanne Woodward, Orson Welles, Lee
Remick, Sarah Marshall, Val Avery,
Bill Walker. Dick Anderson
^Started Sept. 23)
"HELL BENT KID"
Prod.—Robert Buckner
Dir.—Henry Hathaway
Don Murray, Dianne Varsi, Ken Scott,
Dennis Hopper, Robert Armstrong,
Chill Wills, Lee Van Cleef, Rudy
Acosta. Harry Carey Jr., Jerry Oddo
(Started Sept. 30)
"THE'TOWNSEND HARRIS STORY"
(Shooting in Japan)
Prod.—Eugene Frenke
Dir.—John Huston
John Wayne
(Started Oct, 14)

IN BRITAIN
ASS, BRIT. ELSTREE
Starts, This Year...2

ANGLO A’LG’MATED

"THIS HAPPY FEELING"
Prod.—Ross Hunter
Dir.—Blake Edwards
Debbie Reynolds, Curt Jurgens, John
Saxon, Alexis Smith, Estelle Winwood,
Mary Astor, Trey Donahue, Hayden
Rorke, Gloris Holden
(Started Sept. 26)

"BLOOD OP THE VAMPIRE"
(Tempean Films)
ProtL—Robert S. Baker, Monty Berman
Dir,—Henry Cass
Donald Wolfit, Vincent Ball, Barbara
Shelley
"WOMAN EATER"
(Fortress Films)
Prod.—Guido Goeu
D?r.—Charles Saunders
George Coulourisi Vera Day

PARAMOUNT

"TWILIGHT FOR THE GODS"
This Daier Last Year....... 0
Prod.—Gordon Kay
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Rock Hudson, Cyd Charisse, Ernest
Truex, Charles McGraw, Celis Lovsky, "ICE COLD IN ALEX"
(Shooting in Libya)
Wallace Ford, Judith Evelyn
Prod.—W. A. Whittaker
(Started Sept. 30)
Dir.—J. Lee-Thompson
"DEATH RIDES THIS TRIAL"
John
Mills.
Sylvia
Syms,
Anthony
Prod.—John Horton
Quayle
Dir.—Charles Haas
(Started Sept. 16)
Will Rogers Jr.. Maureen O’Sullivan,
Rod McKuen, Gigi Perreau, Judy
Meredith.
Jeannette
Nolan,
Gary
Gray. Troy Donahue, Paul Birch
(Started Oct. 7)

'ONION HEAD"
Prod.—Jules Schermer
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Andy Griffith, Ray Dalton, Felicia Farr,
Walter Matthaw, Joe Mantell, James
Gregory, Joey Bishop, Claude Akins,
Ainslie Pryor
Starts, This Year. ...77
(Started Sept. 23)
'WESTBOUND"
This Date, Last Year .. ...19
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Dir.—Budd Boetticber
Randolph Scott, Virginia Mayo, Karen
■•THE SHEEPMAN"
|
Steele, Andrew Duggan, Michale Pate
(Started Oct. 8)
Prod.—Edmund Grainger
Dir.—George Marshall
'TOO MUCH, TOO SOON"
Glenn Ford. Shirley MacLalne, Leslie
Prod.—Henry Blanke
Nielsen, Mickey Shaughnessy, Edgar
Dir.—Art Napoleon
Buchanan, Pedro Gonzales-Ganzales,
Dorothy Malone, Errol Flynn
Buzz Henry
(Started Oct. 16)
(Started Sept. 30)
'GIRL .ON THE RUN"
Prod.—Roy Huggins
Dir.—Richard L. Hare
Edward Byrnes
(Started Oct. 17)
'ISLAND OF LOST WOMEN"
Starts, This Year.72
Prpd.—Arthur J, Cohen
Dir.—Frank Tuttle
This Date, Last Year.77
Jeff Richards. John Smith, Venetia
Stevenson, Diane Jergens, June Blair,
Alan Napier
"FROM AMONGST THE DEAD"
(Started Oct. 30)
Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock
James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel
Geddes
(Started Sept. 25)
"THE BUCCANEER"
Prod.—Henry Wilcoxon
Dir.—Anthony Quinn
Yul Brynner, Charlton Heston, Charles
Boyer, Claire Bloom, Inger Stevens,
Ilenry Hull, E. G. Marshall, George
Matthews, Theodora Davitt, Douglass
Dumbrille, Ashley Cowan. Manuel
Rojas, Bruce Gordon, Robert K
Simon, John Dierkes, Aaron, Saxon,
Robin Hughes, Iris Adrian, Leonard
Graves, Jerry Hartleben
(Started Sept. 30)

"FORBIDDEN ISLAND" ^
(Charles B. Griffith Prods.)
(For CoL Release)
(Shooting in Hawaii)
.
_
Jon Hall, Nan Adams, John Farrow,
Jonathan Haze .
■ •
Prod.-Dir.—Charles B, Griffith
(Started Nov. 4)
"LAKE.-OF. FIRE" .
(Jack Wrather Prods.)
(For U.V Release)
,
_
• The Lone Ranger, Tonto, Noreen Naan,
Douglas Kennedy
Prod.—Sherman Harris
Dir,—Leslie Selander
(Started Nov. 4)

Dir.—Vernon Sewell
—
Michael Rennio, Patricia Medina, David
Knight, Hilly Vitale

Starts, This Year...8
This Date, Last Year....... 4

'THE DUKE WORE JEANS"
(Insignia Films)
Prod.—Peter Rogers
Dir.—Gerald Thomas Tommy Steele, June Laverick
(Started Oct. 28)

BUTCHER’S
Starts, This Year....-...... 1
This Date, Last Year....... 0
’THE GOLDEN DISC"
Prod.—W. G. Chalmers
Dir.—Don Sharp
Lee Paterson, Mary Steele, Linda Grey,
Terry Dene
(Started Sept-. 23)

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year..6
This Date, last Year....... 6
GIDEONS DAY"
(Columbia British Pictures)
Prod.—Michael Xillanin
Dir.—John Ford
Jack Hawkins, Dianne Foster, Anna Lee
(Started Aug. 2D
"THE KEY"
(Highroad Productions)
Prod.—Carl Foreman
Dir.—Sir Carol Reed
William Holden, Sophia Loren, Trevor
Howard
(Started Aug. 7)
NO TIME TO DIE"
(WArwick Film Productions)
Prod..—Irving Allen and. Albert K.
Broccoli
Dir.—Terence Young
Victor Mature, Leo Gens, Bonar Colleano
(Started Aug. 26>
"THE WHOLE TRUTH"
Prod,—Jack Clayton
Dir.—John Guillermin
Stewart Granger, Donna Reed, George
Sanders

RANK

Starts, This Year.... 2
This Date, Last Year.. 0
"ANOTHER TIME—ANOTHER PLACE"
CKaydor Productions) , .
Prod—Joseph. Kaufman
Dir.—Lewis Allan
.
,
Lana Turner, Barry Sullivan, Glynis
Johns
"HIGH HELL"
(Rich and Rich)
„
(Shooting in Switzerland and JUstree)
Prod.—Billy Boyle
Dir.—Burt Balaban
John Derek, Elaine Stewart

IND. DISTRIBS
Starts, This Year.. 7
This Date, Last Year....... 5
THE SILENT ENEMY"
(Remus Productions)
Prod.—Bertram Ostrer
Dir.—William Fairchild
Laurence Harvey, Dawn Addams, John
Clements, Michael Craig
t_

METRO
Starts, This Year.......... 3
This Date, Last Year....... 0
DUNKIRK"
(Ealing Films)
Prod.—Sir Michael Balcon.
Dir.—Leslie Norman
John Mills, Richard Attenborough, Ber¬
nard Lee
(Started April 29)
'TOM THUMB"'
(Galaxy Productions)
Prod.-Dir.—George Pal
Russ Tamblyn, Alan Young, Terry
Thomas, Peter Seelars

EXCLUSIVE
Starts, This Year.......... . 6
This Date, Last Year. . 4
"DRACULA"
(Hammer Film Productions)
Prod,—Anthony Hinds
Dir.—Terence Fisher
Christopher Lee (Started Nov, 5)
,

20TH-FOX
Starts, This Year^........
This Date, last Year.

.
♦

2
X

'THE NAKED IAKTH"
(Foray Films)
»
Prod.—Adrian Worker
Dir.—Vincent Sherman
Richard Todd, Juliette Greco
THE FAMILY DOCTOR"
(Templar Productions)
Prod.—John Goaaage
Dir.—Derek Twist
Rick Jason, Marius Goring, Lisa Gastoni

.' Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
Among other things, it’s pointed
out jby industry'leaders here, local
downtown competitive, bidding,
which started several months ago
ut?on RKO .Theatres’ demand after
many years of product splitting, is *
getting holdover, engagements for
some pictures whose boxoffice per¬
formances don't warrant it.
This is because the circuits or
theatres obligate themselves in the
bids to run the picture a stipulated
number of weeks. And, of course,
the bidder promising the longer
engagement has the best chance of
winning the award, it’s pointed out.
There have been recent instances
of pictures being held as long as
two to four weeks when if the win¬
ning bids hadn’t necessitate such
holdovers the pictures on the basis
Of the first week’s grosses wbuld
have gone out after their initial
seven days, it’s claimed.
Out-in-the-territory and Twin
Cities’ subsequent-run exhibitors
are getting “wise’ ’to the situation
and discounting the length of the
downtown first-runs as to the desir¬
ability of buying the pictures, ac¬
cording to exhibitor leaders.
The competitive bidding is re¬
sulting in the Minneapolis and St.
Paul RKO Orpheums landing their
first Paramount picture, “Tin Star,"
which opens in them day and date
Nov. 13. They also have been get¬
ting a number of United Artists*
pictures for'the first time. 20thFox, ^ which abandoned competitive
bidding and returned to selling by
negotiation after a brief whirl at
the former, also spotted one of its
pictures, “No Down Payment,” in
the Orpheum here.
During the many years that prod¬
uct splitting was in effect the RKO
Orpheums were restricted almost
Entirely to Warner Bros., Univer¬
sal Columbia and RKO releases.
Although United Paramount has
three Minneapolis and two St. Paul
loop first-run houses, occasional
Paramount Pictures’ releases have
beep going to competiting indepen¬
dent pictures. Aside from Fox, the
other film, companies are continu¬
ing with competitive bidding.

WARNER BROS.

Lombroso

Starts, This Year...... 8
This Date, Last Year....... 6

INDEPENDENT

Forced Draught
Holdovers Noted

Continued from page 7

"TALE OF TWO CITIES"
(Shooting in France and Pine wood)
Prod.—Betty Box
Dir.—Ralph Thomas
Dick Bogarde, Dorothy Tutin, Cecil
Packer, Athene Seyler
(Started July 8)
"THE BIG COUNTRY"
"CAfeVE HER NAME WITH PRIDE"
(For UA Release)
(Shooting in France and Pinewood)
Prods.—Gregory Peck, William Wyler
Prod.—Major Daniel M.' Angel
Dir.—William Wyler
Dir.—Lewis Gilbert
Gregory Peck, Jean Simmons, Carroll
Virginia McKenna, Paul Scofield, Jack
Baker. Burl Ives, Charles Bickford,
Warner
Chuck Connors, Charlton Heston
(Started July 8)'
(Started Juiy 30)
'THE
SINNERS"
"THE PROUD REBEL"
Prod.—Hugh
Stewart
(For UA Release)
Dir.—Phillip Leacock
Prod.—Samuel Goldwyn Jr.
Susan
Beaumont, Flora Robson, David
Dir,—Michael Curtiz .
•
Kossoff,
Barbara
Mullen
Alan Ladd, Olivia de Havilland. Dean
(Started. Aug. 26)
Jagger, David Ladd, Dean Stanton,
Tom Pittman, James Westerfield, Eli "ROONEY"
Mintz, John Carradine
(Shooting In Dublin and PineWood)
(Started Sept. 10)
Prod.—George Brown.
Dir.—George Pollock
"RUN SILENT. RUN DEEP"
John Gregson, Muriel Pavlow, Barry
(Hecht-HTU-Lancaster)
Fitzgerald
(For UA Release) ,
(Started Sept; 18)
Prod.—Harold fiecht
Dir.—Robert Wise
’A KNIGHT TO REMEMBER"
Prod.—William McQUitty
Clark Gable, Burt Lancaster, Jack War¬
Dir.—Boy Baker
den, Mary LaRoche, Joe Maross,
Nick Cravat, Don Rickies
Kenneth More, David McC&llum> Jill
Dixon
(Started Sept. 16)
(Started Oct, 14)
'GUN TRAP AT ABILENE"
"HEART OF A CHILD"
(VogUe Prods., Inc.)
(Shooting in Austria add Beaconsfield)
(WB Release)
Prod.—Sydney Box
. Prod.—Robert E. Kent
Dir.—Clive Donher
Dir.—Fred Sears
Donald: Pleasance, Maureen Pryor, Jean
George Montgomery, Neville Brand,
Anderson
—
Buster Crabbe
(Started Oct. 15)
"THE FANTASTIC PUPPETPEOPLE'
(American International Piets,>
Prod.-Dir.—Bert I. Gordon
«.
Starts, This Year.. 2
John Agar, John Hoyt, June Kenney,
Laurie Michell
This Date, Last Year\ .3
(Started Oct. 2D
"THUNDERJET"
(Regal Films Prod.)
'THE PACK"
(20th Fox Release)
Prod.—Sefgel Nolbandov
Prod.—Jack Leewood
Dir.—Brian Desmond Hurst
Dir.—Helmut Danline
Michael Redgrave, Tony Britton
Rex Reason, Willard Parker, Sid Melton,
(Started Oct. 2D
Barry Coe, Buck Class, Bob Dix, John "OUR VIRGIN ISLAND"
Douglas, Lee Farr, Kevin Enright, (Shooting in the West Indies)
Maudie Prickett, Bob Conrad
Prod.—Grahame Tharpe and Leon Clore
(Started Oct. 2D
Dir.—Pat Jackson
John Cassavetes, Sidney Poitler, Vir¬
"JOY RIDE"
ginia MaskeD.
Prod.—Sidney Picker
'Started Oct. 7)
Dir.—William Witney
Gene Evans, Scott -Marlowe, Carolyn
Kearney, Boh Arthur
(Started Oct. 23)
,
"TOM THUMB"
(Galaxy Piets.)
(MGM Release)
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—George Pal
Russ Tamblyn. Alan Young. Terry
Thomas, Peter Sellers, June ThOrburn, "V.l"
(Criterion Film Productions)
Buster Crabbe
Prod.—George Maynard
(Started Oct. 14)

Starts, This Year.
__ 121
This Date, Lasf Year...... 73

BRITISH LION

KIND SIR"
Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Donen
Ingrid Bergman, Cary Grant
(Starts Nov.. 18)

RKO ft Spain
55 Continued, from page 7

companies, these MPEA decisions
are legally binding -.on member
companies. There is still a strong
sentiment favoring review of the
members’, status vis-a-vis joint
MPEA resolutions.
Some won¬
dered, however, whether a move
to expel RKO—or any other com¬
pany in the future—would really
serve the purposes of MPEA.
Following the board meet last
week, MPEA issued a statement to
the effect that the Spanish em¬
bargo was “still in effect” and
that “Efforts are now under way
to work out the RKO matter on
a basis which it Is hoped will be
satisfactory.”
' There is an, almost unanimous
feeling among the companies that
embargoes, such as the one in
Spain and the one that persisted
in Denmark until last July, will
never he repeated again. One of
the reasons
that they already
have cost the companies millions
in potential revenues. Another
that the void, automatically created
by the absence of U, S. films is
partly filled by European product,
which thus gets -a chance to establish itself.
Danish embargo was imposed in
the wake of the refusal on the
part of Danish exhibitors to grant
rental terms demanded by- MPEA.
In Spain, MPEA acted In the wake
of a decree forcing distributors' to
release one Spanish film for each
four foreign pictures put out Span¬
iards also have been offering ’fewer
permits than heretofore. .

is

is

join the ’57-’58 program lists soon
include “A Stranger At My Door,”
“Timberjack” (Naturama), “Santa
Fe Passage,” “Lisbon” (Ray Milland star and director), “Maverick
Queen” starring Barbara Stanwyck
(Naturama), the Richard Wagner
biopie “Magic Fire” and Germanmade "Congress Dances.”
Republic’s European topper would
not comment on the effect 30-50
incoming U. S. pix would'have on
MPEA’s embargo of the local mar¬
ket but took pains to explain that
Republic is not involved in the
Rogers-Globe film sales, nor. is it
violating MPEA commitments withregard to the local situation.
■.
Founding of Globe Iberica. is as
much a Spain film industry mile¬
stone in production as it is a land¬
mine in the present distrib hassle
between Spain and the U. S. The
hyphenated Fflmayer in DipenfaFilmayer represents the initials of
four producers incorporated in the
powerful two-year bid organization.
These four companies, Ariel, Yago,
Estella and* Rodas, which func¬
tioned independently of each other
in the past, now merge into a
single Globe' Films unit to form a
potent production nucleus in Spain,
to which Republic will have ac¬
cess, Lombroso said.
Republic thinking behind its
world-wide reorganization and re¬
newed Just for film life, Lombroso
concluded, is the idea conveyed
by Yates and v.p. Reginald Armour
to all Republic execs at home and
abroad that “the world is shrink¬
ing and the U. S. film industry
cannot continue to go it alone or
pocket the profits alone, and that
only close artistic and commercial
association with foreign film ma¬
jors can guarantee U. S. corpora*
tions a stable cooperative and prof¬
itable foreign film market”

'Wednesday, NovemLe*6, 1957
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EIVIS GOING
LIKE HEWS!
LATE
FLASH!

JAILHOUSE SETS
ALL-TIME RECORDS!
New M*G>M Jox-offic« Highs NationwideI

60
SPOTS
BEAT
FAMED
"BLACK¬
BOARD
JUNGLE!"

p
f

In Charlotte—
In Mobile—
In Detroit
In Pensacola—
In Memphis (non-holiday) In Durham—
In Atlanta —
In Jackson, Tenn. —
In Nashville—
In Birmingham—
In New Orleans— In Columbia, S. C.In Jackson, Miss.— In Tulsa—
In Little Rock—
In Owensboro, Ky.
.
In Fort Worth—
and this is just the beginning!

"Jailhouse
Rock” is
No. 2 song
in America .,.
and headed
for the top!

At press-time 1,000
saturation bookings
have begun or are
about to begin—
and it’s the same
sensational story
everywhere:.

A NEW HIT
IS BORN!
M-G-M presents ELVIS
PRESLEY in “JAIL¬
HOUSE ROCK?*- co-starring
Judy Tyler * with Mickey
Shaughnessy • Dean Jones
Jennifer Holden • Screen Play
by Guy Trosper * In CinemaScope • An Awn Production
Directed by Richard Thorpe
Produced by Pandro S•
Berman.
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Ex-Yaude Headliner Collects $1,500
Marion Sunthine Attends Sheridan, N. Y,—
Recognizes Her Tune in ‘Beau James’
Chance visit to a nabe theatre
■where Paramount’s “Beau James”
was appearing several weeks ago
led to a S 1,500 windfall for one¬
time vaude headliner Marion Sun¬
shine. For as the “His Honor, the
Mayor of New York” number un¬
reeled on the screen she recog¬
nized it as an adaptation of her
musical composition, “Little Jim¬
my, the Mayor of New York,” on
which Par had held an option for
over a year.
Miss Sunshine’s next step after
leaving Loew’s Sheridan, N. Y.,
with her music publisher husband,
Mario Antobal, was to communi¬
cate with lawyer Lou Dreyer. Lat¬
ter apprised Par of the situation
and the $1,500 out-of-court settle¬
ment materialized. Terms of the
release signed by Miss Sunshine
included the-stipulation that the
settlement isn’t to be construed as
a confession of liability but it’s
made "solely in the interest of ex¬
pediency and economy of time.”
It was her entire idea, Miss Sun¬
shine claimed, that provided the
basis for "His Honor, the Mayor
of New York,” written by Sammy
Cahn and Joseph Lilley; and fea¬
tured by Jimmy Durante in the
Bob Hope starrer. Signed Thurs¬
day (31), the settlement releases
not only the writers and Par from
legal action but Paramount Music,
Famous Music, Hope Enterprises
and Scribe Productions.

DeMille Huddles
With London Crix
London, Nov. 5.
In between discussions concern¬
ing the London preem of "10 Com¬
mandments” at the Plaza Nov. 28,
Cecil B. DeMille took time off to
be feted at two successive Dor¬
chester Hotel luncheons.
With
Daily Sketch film critic Harold
Conway in the chair, the film sec¬
tion of Britain’s Critics Circle
flung one of its rare luncheons "or
the veteran film maker. He was
also honored at a Foyles Literary
Luncheon, with Sir Beverley Bax¬
ter M. P. presiding and with Lord
Pakenham as the speaker.
At the Critics Circle get-togeth¬
er, DeMille took the opportunity
of giving London’s -film reviewers
his views on the functions of a
cric. He maintained that an artist,
in whatever medium, has a right
to expect serious considerations of
his work.
He went on to stress that every
producer and every director likes
good reviews but he knows that
the reviews, good or bad, have very
little relationship to the ultimate
public acceptance or rejection of
a motion picture. “Motion pictures
are ' a mass medium,” said the
Hollywood veteran.
"The . critic
who accepts that fact, not grudg¬
ingly, not sadly, but simply as a
fact, is the critic who will do the
most to bring about better pictures
and, incidentally, to increase the
influence of his own profession.”
At the Foyles luncheon, which
was attended by the Bishop bf
Chelmsford
and many other
clerics, De Mille again stressed the
fact that motion pictures must ap¬
peal to the masses. "I make pic¬
tures fop-the great mass of the
people, not just a handful of
critics,” he insisted. In this speech,
De Mille discussed "Command¬
ments” at length.
Proceeds of
"Commandments” preem will be
turned over to the Red Cross.

Rome to Cleft Neagle Pic
London, Oct. 29.
Harold Rome, American song¬
writer, has been signed by Anna
Neagle to write the music for her
second film, "Wonderful Things,”
which again will star pop vocalist
Frankie Vaughn.
Top ditty will
be the title song. Vaughan will
launch this on American tv when
he makes his postponed visit to the
U. S. after Christmas.
"Things,” which will be directed
by Herbert Wilcox, is a romantic
drama set in Gibraltar, the Kent
hop fields and London streets.
Vaughan and Jeremy Spenser will
play Gibraltar fishermen brothers
In the story.

Layman’s Medical Society
Abe Weller, motion picture
editor of the New York Times,
, is profiled in the daily’s house
organ. Times Talk, by critic
Bosley Crowther who focuses
much attention on his sub¬
ject’s quasi role as counsellor
at medicine. States Crowther
re Weiller:
"He practices medicine il¬
legally. At least, he gives out
With medical consultations as
sagely as he writes .about
films.
Ever since I have
known him, he has been pas¬
sionately interested in the
whole bloody field of practical
and research medicine.”

JASON RABIN0VTTZ TO
LOEW’S WITH O’BRIEN
. Jason RabinoYitz has been* ap¬
pointed /assistant
treasurer of
Loew’s tec. and trill begin his new
duties forthwith. He’s 36, and has
been associated with American
! Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
since 1950 and with ABC since
1953.
Appointment was made by Rob¬
ert H. O’Brien, financial v.p., who
recently moved to Loew’s from
AB-PT where he was financial v.p.
and treasurer.
Rabinovitz is a Harvard Business
School grad.

Main Street
. Continued from page 5
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: Echoes From Allied’s Convention
Much Curiosity on ‘Cable’.
Keen interest in the cable tv theatre system of bringing films into
homes was displayed by members of Allied States Assn, at their con¬
vention in upper N.Y. State. Delegates sharply questioned Milton
Shapp, prexy of - Jerrold Electronics, which made the Bartlesville, Okla.
installation, and Herbert Barnett, of National Theatre Supply, which
installed the booth and projection equipment.
Shapp revealed that four other communities where exhibs have closed
situations will shortly have .cable-tv theatre installations similar to
that currently operating in Bartlesville. Although he hid not disclose the
identity of the towns, Shapp said that hew tests represented the next
phase in expanding and popularizing the cable |v system. / :1 The conventioning exhibs appeared particularly interested in the
manner of paying the distributors for use of film for'the cable cinema*
Shapp disclosed that no payment method had been devised- so far the
Bartlesville test and that, all the film, companies participating (all the
majors except 20th-Fox and Metro) had entered the experiment on a
"let’s see what happens bwris/’ since they are as anxious as theatreowners to discover the potential of the new system.
Shapp told the theatremen not to worry about the possibility of the
introduction of a pay-tv. aerial systmn. Using a scrambled code. Al¬
though tests have been authorized Dy the Federal Communications
system, he stated flatly that it hasn’t "a ghost of a chance” of succeed¬
ing.

position, said that the exhibitor
organization feels that the fairest
method of dealing with the prob¬
lem of waiting time would be an
arbitration panel made up of one
*
*
*
person named by the exhibitor,
one by the distributor and a neu¬
Giving Away Homes
1
tral- arbitrator named by the
Ten homes and a large number of automobiles will be given away
other two.
by the film industry next March in a giant promotion tied to the Aca¬
"You will see,” Myers declared, demy Awards, Oscar Doob, coordinator of the industry’s business'huild“that this arrangement, at once ing campaign, told the Allied convention.
disposes of the complaint that ar¬
The giveaways will be part , of the Academy Awards sweepstakes
bitration means entrusting these which will be launched a month before, the actual Academy Awards
complicated 'matters to the de¬ selections and linked with the industry-sponsored Oscar telecast. With
London, Oct. 29.
termination of' strangers to the the hacking of the entire industryj Doob envisioned an audience of
Over 600 overseas delegates are
business. Two of these arbitrators 65,000,000 for the Oscar telecast as compared with 58,000,000 for the
expected at next year’s Variety
would be men with a background Oldsmpbile-sponsored show last year.
Clubs
International
Convention
Doob warned exhibs not to expect the business building campaign
due to be held in Britain April of motion picture experience. In
22-25. Past Chief Barker James tight cases these two could be de¬ to be a panacea for the' industry's ills. The first year of the campaign,
pended on to give the neutral he noted, is just'the beginning and "we should he thinking in terms of
Carreras revealed prelim plans for
member an understanding of the a fiver-year campaign. It takes time to re-establish a habit. 1 hope we will
Tent 36’s hosting of these dele¬
techniques of the motion picture soon start doing things as we should have done 10 to 15 years ago.”
gates.
The convention approved the industry sponsorship of the Oscar tele¬
These plans include an inaugura¬ business.”
Under the Allied proposal to cast and urged its. members to publicize the event.
tion luncheon to which the Ameri¬
*
*
*
m‘"
can Ambassador will be invited solve, the problem of delayed
followed at night by a ball at the availabilities, which has been pro¬
Condemned Esquire Purchase
London Guildhall with the Lord posed to the arbitration negotia¬
In a resolution passed by the convention. Allied condemned Para¬
Mayor and Earl Mountbatten of ting committee, the revised defini- mount’s acquisition of the Esqpire Theatre in Chicago, and voted to re¬
ton. of clearance would read, quest the U.S. Attorney General to annual the transaction and’ to sus¬
Burma as guests of honor.
There will be a visit to Asso¬ added wording in bold face:
tain divorcement, rulings, thus preventing other divorced production
ciated British Pictures’ studio at
"Clearance means the period of companies from following Par’s lead.
Elstree, a fashion show and a Hu¬ time stipulated in license con¬
/•.***
manitarian Award Dinner which it tracts between runs of the same
Depreciation, We Love You
is hoped will be attended by Prince feature within a competitive area,
Prexy Julius Gordon’s proposal for the obtaining of retroactive *
Philip. Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola or which 'customarily occurs be¬
accelerated depreciation fr.om the Government was heartily endorsed
will sponsor special gala mights.
tween prior-run and subsequent- by the convention and delegates voted to petition the Government to
An overall ticket, with which run theatres in such an area in the
grant theatres this privilege. In addition, exhibs Were asked to con¬
Barkers can attend all functions, absence ‘ of any contract provision
tact their Congressmen for support of the 'proposal.
will set them back $40. A guest describing it, and shall be computed
Deplore Jon Mankiewicz
ticket will cost $33.60.
according to the number of days
The convention officially went on record as condemning producer
elapsing between the close of the
prior-nm engagement and the Joseph Mankiewicz for his statements that.motion pictures could just
opening of the subsequent-run en¬ as easily be shown on tv in living rooms as on theatre screens. It was
the opinion of the delegates that Mankiewicz should apologize to ex¬
gagement.”
hibitors since he has profited from pictures shown in theatres.
In t,hq past few years, Myers
; Continued from page 3
|
A Captive Audience Wanted
declared, more complaints by ex¬
often lack the offbeat excitement
Lee Jones and ;Merlin Lewis, president and executive secretary re¬
hibitors have arisen oyer delayed^
that sells tickets,.
availabilities than any other cause. spectively of the Theatre Equipment & Supply Manufacturers Assn:,
Universal has entered this, off¬
Whether relief .can be secured "in eyed the Concord Hotel as ^'possible site.for a TESMA trade show in
beat sweepstakes with a couple of
the matter Of fast-disappearing .1961. If sufficient space-wfere avalable ahd proper transportation for
specials whose titles more than
availabilities,” Myers added, de¬ the displays could be arranged, & resort hotel, such as the Concord,
adequately convey the content. One
pended on the ability of exhi¬ would be ideal for a trade-show, the TESMA officials feel. The Con¬
is “Love Slaves of the Amazons,”
bitors to get together and support cord, being distant from a large city and other distractions, would in
the other “The Monolith Mon¬
a proposal such as he had. out¬ a sense provide a captive audience since conventioneers would stick
sters.”
lined,
According to Myers, the close to the hotel and not wander away in search of other divertisement.
Metro has a satellite "spectacu¬
subject of availability has been a Thusly, they would spend more time eying the displays for the TESMA
lar” in “The Invisible Boy.” “Ene¬
stumbling block in the current* ar¬ exhibitors. Similarly, a resort hotel far from big city attractions also
my from Space” Is on the United
permits convention delegates of exhibitor associations to spend more
bitration negotiations. _
Artists lineup.
time at meetings.
In another effort to ease the
"Hunchback of Notre Dame,”:
TESMA trade shows are booked until 1961. This year it. will be held
availability
of
films.
Allied
asked
although not taken too kindly to
in MJarni In connection with the Theatre Owners of America conven¬
by some critics in its few openings, the film companies to attempt, at tion. Next year it shifts to Chicago at the Hotel Morrison in a tieup
least
on
a
test
basis,
a
new
system
currently is doing hefty business
with the Allied convention.. Chicago has also been selected as the 1960
of distribution, aimed at relieving
for Allied Artists.
site.
The^o-called exploitation special the print'shortage due to satura¬
is the basic commodity at Ameri¬ tion bookings. Plan, to be pre¬
can International, a small produc¬ sented, to distribs, proposes the
tion outfit which has - drawn im¬ splitting up of the country into
pressive returns with its offbeat several zones And staggering the
approach. Titles on the AI sched¬ release of a number of newpix
the
newly-established
ule include: "The White Huntress,’* | among
Rome, Oct. 29.
j
"Reform School Gfrl$,” "Amazing zones.
A three-country commission of
Noting that it is well aware that
Colossal Man,” “The Viking Wom¬
experts is currently meeting in
en Vs, the Sea Serpent,” "Naked such a system may upset the . na¬ Munich to study juridicial and fis¬
Albany; Nov. 5.
Invader,” "I Was a Teenage ‘Frank¬ tional advertising of pictures. Al¬ cal problems concerning the cur¬
A Hunter
College
language
enstein,” "I Was a Daughter of lied suggested that the ad budgets rently-formed European Film Pool.
Dracula,” “Girl from 2,000,000 for pix in release be apportioned Get-together is the result of the teaeher and
lady lawyer have
among the new zones so that the
A. D.” and so on.
speedup in Continental plans ior been appointed reviewers in the
bally result would he effective in
a pic community decided upon at
State Education Depths Motion Pic¬
each z6ne while the pictures, are
the recent Ischia meetings.
actually being exhibited there.
French, German, and Italian ture Division^ They are Mrs. Han¬
The exhibitor organization, con¬
nah
Bergman, of Yonkers, and
members are in the German city
tended this system would he con¬
CofctflTOed from Pilg« 7
for the sessions, which are de¬ Mrs. Adelaide B. Cann, of New
sistent with a sound advertising
signed
to
smooth
out
technical
don, theatres could remain solvent. policy and would serve as a valu¬
York.
Oil, railroads, beef, citrus, and able test of the merits of national problems before the ‘ next general:
Among the 18 who passed a re¬
other industries get depreciation advertising versus local advertising assembly of the permanent EFC cent civil service examination for
committee meets in' Hamburg at
allowances but not the theatres. of pictures.
*
the censoring assignment, the duo
the
end
of
November.
It’s up to Congress to save the
will fill posts vacated through re¬
exhibition end of the picture busi¬
tirement and ‘promotion.
Mrs.
ness and, says Gordon, there is
Cann, mother of several children
hope that the solons will have a
and a practicing attorney in New
»
Paris,
Oct
29.
Ashland, N. H., Nov. 5.
sympathetic viewpoint.
York with'a knowledge of French,
A youflg Yank cellist, 26-year-old joins the MPD Thursday (7).
This community, is having its
On the subject of the theatreLeslie Parnas, copped the Pablo
first film performances since
in-the-home, Gordon says he has
Mrs./Bergman, teacher of Span¬
Casals Award after a three-day ish at Hunter but also fluent in
its,only theatre was wiped out
been talking with Milton Shapp,
cello contest held here before a German, and Italian, will not report
by fire last August.
prez of Jerrold Electronics. Their
jury of musical specialists. The until Jan. 2. The delay is due to
Who’s running them?
idea is that the “ideal” system for
prize came to $883 but'was worth the fact her contract with the
The "Teen-Agers” of St.
any cable system is metering the
I more in prestige, and future Conti¬ college runs through Dec. 31.
Mark Church!
; usages outside of the home, Le.
nental bookings for Parnas.
Proceeds from the shows,
| eliminate the necessity of coin-inj
Contest was held to honor the,
held in the church hall each
[the-slot and/or billing via an IBM
Melrose Theatre at Waco, Texas,
80th birthday of the leading world ; which has been shuttered since
Friday night and Saturday
[ card and the like. The tollvisipn
cellist, Casals. Second prize was [July 1956, has been reopened and
afternoon, will he used for
| usage, if recorded outside the
won by Angfelika Maes, a 24-year- [ will be operated by Wilford Smith
worthwhile community proj¬
home via some central switchboard,
I old West German.
I for W. S. McLemore Sr.
ects. ! is to be preferred.

600 Expected At
'58 Variety Meet

‘Gimmicks’

Italy, France, Germany
Huddle on Film Pool

N.Y. Censorship
a

Julius Gordon

Kids Own Exhibs

Yank Cops Cello Prize
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Held over in 59 keys- more
seen in months! Split
extended to full
weeks ! Full weeks held
today and so is the picture
in which he sing and acts
as never before! That's
why the crowds are out to
see him as never before¬
in the kind of attraction
you can depend on-from

MITZIGAYNOR JEANNE CRAIN • emie mm A Joker isVfflxL
A Charles Vidor Production - with BEVERLY GARLAND • JACKIE COOGAN ‘Directed by CHARLES VIDOR * Produced by SAMUEL J. BRISKIN
.Screenplay by OSCAR SAUL • From a book by ART COHN • eas«i on the Ufeof Jo* E. Lewis • A Paramount Release l
Spraad tha alogant

Get more out of life... Go out to a movie I
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Time’ Sockeroo $14,000,
Philly; ‘Ball' Wow 15G,
‘Search’ Stout 14G, 5th

LOS ANGELES

‘JA1LH0USE’ FAT 15G,
(TOCY; MI/7ft 2D

Video Not the Trouble—Seiznick

Cmdrinati, Rov. 5.
"Jailhonse Rock,” shaping big at
the flagship Albee, is lifting down¬
town pix biz to near seasonal aver¬
age this round. The Presley starrer is best first-run grosser in
Cincy for several weeks. Other
new bills, * “Escapade in Japan” at
the Palace and "Abominable Snow¬
man” at the Grand, loom mild.
Keith’s is heading for swell returns
on second week of "Operation Mad
Ball.” Long runs "Around World”
arid "Seven Wonders” continue
their winning ways.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) <3,100; 9041.25)—
"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G). Big $15,000. Last week, "Three Faces of
Eve” (20th), S9.500.
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
$1^0-$2,65)—"Seven Wonders' of
World” (Cinerama) (74th wk). Okay
$12,500, same as for 73d frame.
Lush run is in final four weeks.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10)—
"Abominable
Snowman”
(20th).
Mild $5,500. List week, "Mister
Rock and Roll” (Par), "Joe Da¬
kota” (U), $5,000.
Keith’s (Short (1,500; 75-$1.25)—
"Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d
wk). Swell $7,500 after first round’s
$10,800.
Palaee (RKO) <2,600; 75-$1.10)—
"Escapade in Japan” (RKO). Ter¬
rific notices no help, dull $6,000.
Last week, "Invisible Boy” (M-G)
and "Hired Gun” <M-G), $6,500.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50$2.50)—-"Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) (21st Wk). Sturdy $10,500
after last week’s $11,000.

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Television is not the arch enemy of the film theatre In its fight
for patronage, philosophizes David O, Seiznick. "The battle is for
the public’s leisure’s time,” opines the vet producer.
“Money for entertainment is plentiful now, never was it more
plentiful. Nor have there ever been more forms of entertainment
—including the do-it-yourself craze. That’s why it is important for
theatres to be as modern, as physically attractive as the production
the screen. No one has an ‘empty evening’ any more. The fact that
tv is free isn’t important; if a picture can pull ’em out of the house
Into a theatre, they have the money.”

(Continued from page 8)
Hawaii, “Enemy from Space” (UA)
and ‘'UFO” (UA) (reissue), $7,700.
New Fox (FWC) ($65; »0-$1.50)—
"Battle Stripe” (NTA) and "Ar¬
Philadelphia, Nov.' 5.
With downtown jammed over the mored Attack” (NTA) (reissues)
ast weekend, neither the flu nor (M-G). Poor $2,700.
£leavy downpour dampened the Downtown, Hollywood Para¬
strong pix. "Time limit" looms mount,
Wiltera
(SW-F&M-SW)
smash at the Viking, being helped (1,757; 1,468; 2,344; $1.25-$2.50)-<-.
by a big campaign. "Operation
"10 Commandments” (Par) (2d wk).
Mad Bair also is sockeroo at the Fancy $3S,Q00. Last week, $35,900.
Goldman. “‘Amazing Colossal Man”'
Los Angeles, Loyola, Vogue, Fox
s’lapes disappointing at Stanton.
"Mile. Striptease” looks solid at Beverly (FWC) (2,097; 1,248; 825;
the Studio. “Joker Is Wild” is 1,334; 90-$1.50)—“Sun Also Rises”
rated big in second Trans-Lux (20th) and "Unknown Terror”
round. "Three Faces of Eve” still (20th) (2d wk). Tepid $15,500. Last
is good hr second session at the; week, $18,500.
Fox.
i
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.50Estimates for This Week
:$Z)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk).
Arcadia <S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—: Hotsy $26,000 or close. Last week,
"No Down Payment” (20th) (4th ] $29,500.
- wk). Defaulting $4,500. Last week, 1
Grpheum, Iris
(Metropolitan$6,000.
i FWC) (2,213; 756; 80-$1.80)—"Man
Boyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430; i of 1,000 Faces” (U) and "Forbidden
$1.20-S2.80) — "Search' for Para- j Interlude” (U) <2d wk). Dull $5,700.
dise” (Cinerama) «5th wk). Sturdy j
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25$14,000. Last week, $15,000.
j $2.40)—"My Man Godfrey” (U) (3d
Fox (20th) (2,250; 55-$1.80)—; wk). Down to $5,500. Last week,
"Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (2d: $8,700,
wk). Good $10,000 or near. Last :
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612;
week, $14,000.
. $1.50-$3.50) — "Raintree County”
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 6.5- (M-G) (4th wk). Disappointing $13,$1.25) — “Operation Mad Ball”; 800. Last week, $13,300.
i Col). Lofty $15,000. Last week, i Fox WUshire (FWC) (2,296; 80"Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and "Short. $1.80)—"Three Faces of Eve” (20th)
Cut to Hell” (Par). $7,500.
: (4th wk). Weak $2,800. Last week.
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75-i $3,400.
$1.25) (closed Sundays)—"Town on;
Four Star (UATC) (868; 80-$1-80)
* (Continued from page 9)
Trial” (Indie). Trim $4,200. Last - _«story of Esther Costello” (Col)
week, "Brothers in Law
(Conti. ,5th wk)< Shaky $2,200. Last week, Pleasant
$10,000.
Last
week,
(4th wk), $3,000.
‘ $3,000.
I $11,000.
’
Paramount
(UP)
(1,900;
75-90)—
(No7treSlDam4e”i
Fiae Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$lh0)
77 **SstDi-?ek
(BV) (10th wk). Good “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and "Mr.
Rock and Roll” (Par). Thin $51)00.
••Mil They
LaStJe,2'52-5M;=„ .
eg 300
(
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- Last week, “Joker Is Wild” (Par)
Midtown (Goldman) (1.000; $2-rama) (1,384; $L20-$2.65)—"Seven (2d wk), $5,500.
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres)
$2 75)—“Around World in 80 Days”: Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 22d
(UA) (45th wk). Good $9,500. Last week Sunday (3) after smash $26,- (750; 75-90) —."Devil’s General”
(DCA). Fair $1,500. Last week,
week same.
' "00 last week.
"John arid Julie”.(Indie), $1,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65-1
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75-3.50)
Roxy CDurwood) (879; 75-90) — i
$1.25)—“Story of Esther Costello”; —"Around World in 80 Days” (UA) Dark until Nov. 7, when reopens
(Col) .3d wk). Glum $7,000. Last' (46th wk). Tall $26,300. Last week, with ‘rPal Joey”
(Col).
Last i
week, $11,000.
$25,800.
week, “Tammy and Bachelor” (U)!
Stanley (SW) (W,9WL«u
Crest. Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) and "Written on Wind” (U) (2d
_Story of Mankind (WB) (2d wk). (g00. 540; $i^5-$L50)—“Stella” wk), remarkable $3,000 for two
*oenVnnl0W °f $5,°00'
w<iek’; <Burst). Fine $7,000. Last week, films thought back so soon after
^Stanton (SW) (1.483:
1.49)_! ^ Striptease” dndle) (3d wk), first-run dates.
Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145;
??nng!
Vagabond (Bosener) (390; $1.50) $1.2542)—’“Around World in 80
Colossal Man (AI). So-so: —"Devil’s General” (Indie). (2d wk). Days” (UA) (23d wk). Trimming
Last week "Murade of Marcelinq ; Nice $2>7oo. ^ week> $3j300.
down to $6,500, still good. Last
04
sort
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— week, same.
qmiSSS”
? "Green Man” (DCA) (8th wk). Okay
Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1217; 75-90)
‘S's Ela- VW- Last wet, 33,700—“Man
of Thousand Faces” (U)
eral” (DCA) (2d wk), $3,800.
and "The Weapon” (U>. Fair $8,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)
Last week, “Three Faces of Eve”
—“Joker is Wild” (Par) 4th wk).
(20th) and “High Terrace” (Indie),
(Continued from page 9)
Big $15,000. Last week, $12,000.
Viking (Sley) (1.000; 75-$1.80)— week. "From Hell It Came” (AA) 10 000
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"Time Limit” (UA). Great $14,000. and "Disembodied”. (AA), $5,200.
Last week, "Pride and Passion”
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 50-$1.50)—
(UA) 114th wk), $4,000.
, “Perri”
^xiji
(BV) (4th wk).
Steady
(Continued from page 8)
WorW (Pathe) (599; 99-$1.49)—; $7,qoo. Last week, same.*
Passionate Summer J Indie) (2d.
McVickers (jLtS) (1,580; $1.25- “Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Stow¬
away Girl” (Par) 13d. wk), $14,000.
wk). Held at fine $2,200.
.
*: $330)—"Raintree County” (M-G)
Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-9$)—
week, $2,500.
Last
j(2d wk).
Lively $20,000.
"My Gun Is Quick” (UA) and "Bop
Girl Goes Calypso” (UA). Neat
$7,500. Last week, "Eteape From
(Continued from page 8)
; "Wayward Girl” (Rep) and "Sev- San Quentin” (Col) and "Tijuana
(M-G) and "Raiders Old California”
Torrid” (Rep).
Oke Story” (Col), $6,500,
Last
week,
“Woman
of
Saxon (Sa6k) (1,100; $1.50-$3.30)
(Rep) <2d wk), $7,500.
11^-00®;
we?k»
Paramount (Par) <2,646; 90-$ 1.25) j £iv.er”
JSa,2>
—"Around World in 80 Days” lUA)
—“Story of Mankind” (WB) and Jutlaw (Col) <2d wk), $2,500 m (30th wk). Torrid $24,000. Last
"Taming Sutton’s Gal” (Rep). Mild
days. .
.
»
.
week, same.
$ 11,000. Last Week, “Operation Mad J
Oriental (Indie) <3,400; 90-$lJ50)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.10)—
Ball” (Col) and ‘Town on Trial” ; —“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (3d “Devil’s
General”
(DCA)
and
(Col) $17 000
wk). Low $5,800 for 6 days. Last 'Three Feet in Bed” (Janus). Oke
St.’Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25» week, $8,000.
$4,200. Last week, “Witch” (Indie)
—“Black Scorpion” (WB) and “SatPalace (SW - Cinerama) (1,484; and “Fire Under Skin” (Indie) (re¬
ellite In Sky” (WB). Slim $8,000. j $L25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders” issue) <2d wk}, $5,600.
Grpheum (Loew) (2,900; 7541.25)
Last week, “Escapade in Japan” ■<Cinerama) (46th wk). Hotsy $23,—-‘Time limit” (UA) and "Hidden
tU> t2d wk), $9,000.
‘ *000. Last week, $29,000.
• Fear” (UA).
$15,000. Last
Grpheum (SW-CineramaV tl,458:;
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)—- Lofty
- -$1.75-$2k65)—“Seven Wonders of “Black Scorpion” (WB) and “Black j week, “Operation Mad Ball” (Col)
World” (Cinerama) (50th wk). Okay Patch” (WB). Good $12,000. Last and “Parson and Outlaw” (Cpl)
$13,000. Last week, $14,200.
: week. “Cvclops” (U) and "Unknown: (2d Wk), $9,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) 11.207; • Land” (U) (2d wk), $9,800.
! JState (Loew) (3,500; 75-$1.25)—
90-$1.25)—“Hunchback of Notre
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90-i “Time Limit” (UA) and “Hidden
Dame” (AA) and “Naked in Sun” SI.50)—“Pal Joey” (Cdl) (2d wk). • Fear” (UA>. Oke $8,000. Last week,
(AA>. Fine $14,000. Last week, "Mv Smash $32,000. Last week, $48,- “Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and
“Parson and Outlaw” (Col) (2d wk),
Gun Is Quick” (LTA> and "Valerie” 000.
$6,000.
‘ ’
(UA), $6,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1.25)
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$(.50)
—“Devil’s General” (DCA) (2d wk).
—“Perri" tBVL Great $8,000 or
Tame $3,000. Last week, $4,400.
near. Last wpek, “Saint Joan’ (U \)
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
(Continued from, page 9)
'2d wk) and “12 Angry Men” ’U.\).
S1.75-$3.30) — “Around
Wrorld”,
p.nn
T .
,.Co.
$1,900.
«UA)
<31st wk). Beaming $25,500. : SS'.nSLjS’ Rt-pSLarkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25'— Last week,
$25,500.
- '20th) and Restless Breed (Rep),
“The Roots” (Indie). Oke S3.600.
United
Artists (B&K)
Last week, ‘Torero” (Col) '5th wk),
uniteoArtms
tR&iu (1,700;
n yuu; 90-i
yo-v ■ Lafayette (Basil) (3.000; 70-90)—
52400.
(^T 7 ^oc^° 1 "Cyclops” (AA) and “Daughter of
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1.25)— * 24.000.
Last week, "Joker Is! tv Jekvll” (AA) Brisk 110 000
"Lovers’ Net” (Times) (2d wk>. Wild” (Par) (5th
$11,000.
(Sk ^Sek, daughter en lOth
Good $2,800. Last week, $4400.
Woods 'Essan^s)
(1400; 90-; Avenue” (U) and "Man Afraid” (U>.
Vogue .S.F. Theatres) (364; $125) . $1.50)—"L« Girls” (M-G). Great{$7^500.
—“Time of Desire” (Indie- '55h S31.000.
Last week, “Story of
Century (Buhawk) (2400; 70-90)
wk). Neat $1,900. Last week. $2.300.; Esther Costello” <Co\) (4th wk), j_“Story of Esther Costello’* (Col)
Bridge (Schwarz) <396; $1.25 >— §8-000*
' and“Woman of River” (Col). Okay
"Value for Money” (Rank). Mild
World (Indie) <606; 90)—“Stella” i S9,000 or close. Last Week, “Giant:
$1,200. Last week, British Film (Burst) (5th wkh
Neat $4,200. ‘ Claw” (Col) and "Night World ExFestival.
Last week, $3,800.
r ploded” (Col), $7,700.
Coronet
'United
California
-o
Ziegfeld (Davis) (435; $1.25-[
Teck (SW-Cinerama) (1,200;
. $L50-$3.7o) — “Arou~d $1.50>—Mistress” (Indie).
Warm! $1.20-$2.40> —“Search for ParaWorld in 80 Days (UA) '45th wk'.. F3.000. Last week, "Lover’s Net”)dise” (Cinerama) (4th wk). Lively
Great $20,000. Last week, $21,000. Undie), $2,900.
.
I $11,000. Last week, $12,000.
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Habit Broken, Gotta Be Event
———js Contimieg £tmi

should be played off in each area;
sans clearance interruptions—^ar-j
tieularly those 28-day hiatuses—
represents a switch in Seiznick
thinking. Back the years he was
insistent his product be played off
slowly.
Now he feels word-ofmouth worked up by and for a pic
upon its initial release in a given
area is greatly dissipated should
that film not be available constant¬
ly, right down to its final run.
Seiznick; who this week is still
engaged in cutting "Farewell,”
frame by frame,'also believes ad¬
mission prices are top standard¬
ized; that all types of theatres
should attune their scales “to the
attraction as do legit houses. The
public never balked, nor even
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modem merchandising, and know
the difference between the Hope
Diamond and a rhinestone; the dif¬
ference between offering the pub¬
lic a fine, class picture and a
crinkly, greasy bag of popcorn. .
"The realty landlords will reno¬
vate old theatres till they gleam
like new; will utilize all techno¬
logical advances to make the very
atmosphere of their auditoriums
equal the charm, pleasantness and
provocativeneas served up in the
entertainment on the screen. Even¬
tually,
oldline
exhibitors who
merely have been basking in the
sun of their self-styled “showman¬
ship’ will be out of business, and
realty, landlords will have inherited
the mantle of exhibition.
The
average exhibitor stands at this
crossroads now. It is his decision
which way he turns.”

Foe of Popcorn
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Constitutionally opposed to
sale of popcorn in film thea¬
tres, David O. Seiznick asserts
when he sneak-previews "A
Farewell To Arms” (20th) in a
house as yet unselected in an
eastern city he’ll send a rep
around early in the evening
of the day of a sneak peek.
Purpose: to buy up theatre’s
entire lobby supply of pop¬
corn.
“I. can’t edit a film to the
reaction of a distracted .audi¬
ence,” thunders Seiznick.

Indie Foreign Distrib
- Sees Sex Films Fading

Paris, Oct. 29.
Vinod Pathak, who has two indie
foreign film distribution companies
in the U. S., Irido-American Film
Corp, and Standard Releasing Inc.,
feels ihat exotic foreign - pix are
not finding’favor in the U. S. mar¬
ket. He says it is too much of a
battle and too costly to try to im¬
pose these pix on Yank art marts,
and he is how concentrating on
'Westerns.
Pathak had his wings clipped
blinked an eye at that! Never in with an Indian pic, “lc/’ which,
history has the public been so; garnered good reviews on its re¬
inured to paying something extra; lease in Los Angeles but no coin.
for something particularly good.; Jf producers and foreign distribs
The idea of a nabe charging, say,: did not' demand such exorbitant
85c top for any and all its films.is prices, Pathak claimed, more Yank
preposterous.
The nabe theatre- indies might take chances on more
owner who spruces up his house offbeat pix. There is a serialized
and makes his patrons comfortable audience for them but not big
will find he can get $2 if the show¬ enough to cover big priced pix.
case downtown gets it—and I be¬
Pathak feels that an indie dislieve he can get the same picture, trib’s chances in the U. S. depended
day-and-date, once we overcome mainly on sex and sensational pix
this ridiculous clearance road¬ for expenses. He took seven Gallic
block.
pix for both U. S. exploitation and
Filthy Houses
ant house 'promotion.
_
<■ • "The thing is, when an exhibitor:
repairs and cleans bis filthy, rancknvn house and rids it of that
honky-tonk atmosphere which lit¬
erally encourages juvenile vandal¬
Continued from pas* 7 —
ism, he can property present these;
$3,000,000 and $4,000,000 films mining vote was ever held, RKO
sold .its interests and an 18-film
backlog to Ramos Brothers who
announced they had been granted
eight import licenses. Hispamex,
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
another distrib, picked up three
The nut on David O. Selzmore and within a week a total
nick’s "Farewell To Arms” is
of 15 had been granted, with an es¬
$4,100,000. When 20th-Fox fi¬
timated 10,000,000 pesetas in im¬
nanced, budget was set at $3,port fees credited to the produc¬
800,000. It is understood that
tion fund.
Distrib meeting was
Seiznick was told he could
cancelled.
have, as a bonus, all he saved
Producers were further quieted
if he brought the remake in
When a report that' the govern¬
for less coin.
ment would lend 50,000,000 pesetas
The
producer,
legendary
to the aid fund received wide¬
perfectionist of "details,”*ran
spread acceptance.
Government
over budget and put up the
never confirmed but feeling of
300,000 himself! ’
crisis urgency .went out the win¬
dow and producers since have no'
which are becoming the rule rather longer .tried to mobilize pressure
for
a • rapid renewal of ties with
than the exception.
The good
taste invested in a production must MPEA.
With
the recent announcement
be evident in; part in the theatre
in which it is presented to draw from Dipenfa-Filmayer, powerful
independent
distrib,
that
its
the maximum patronage response.
A Rembrandt isn’t put on display new affiliate, Globe Films lntT
Iberica, would Import a plentiful
in a penny arcade.”
Seiznick plans in the -caning supply of Republic Pictures (30-50
months much direct buttonholing pix) just as Soon as the govern¬
Of exhibs, and tie has a fright wig ment grahts import licenses, tho
to wear when he confronts them. producer MPEA campaign has be¬
"Let the average exhibitor real¬ come sotto voce.
Most producers would .still wel¬
ize that if this hard ticketing of
two-a-day pix continues he’ll get come normal business with MPEA
none ot the gravy; that eventually for. the sake of stability in the in¬
realty landlords win operate more dustry but they are now. among the
and more of these two-a-day the¬ first to admit that, following RKO
atres and that once the two-a-day and Republic defections, a peace
momentum is gained, there will be parchment is more remote than more and more such films and they ever.
will play on and on till their boxNow that the production aid fund
office exhaustion. The realty land¬ has again been primed, local film¬
lords will get the cream product makers are happily in business
because, although they do not call again with no desire to risk inde¬
themselves ‘showmen,’ they know pendent distrib reprisals.

Madrid Distribs

Seiznick on detail’

PSsuE^r

Wednesday, November 6, 1957__

Japanlikes All-Out Gore

Low’s Board

London, Nov. 5.
“Les Girls'* (Metro), first pausi- iI
cal ever selected for a Royal Com¬
mand Film Show,, was enthusiasti¬
cally received by gala audience
Monday night (4) but critics divided
today. Daiy Herald
described
escapist fare as ‘ILe Flop" and
News Chronicle as “tasteless film
to set before Queen/*
Compact and neatly devised 15minute stage show introducing
Jayne Mansfield, William Holden,
Sophia Loren plus British artists
paid tribute to studio technicians.
Lana Turner was unable to attend
owing to illness.
Show raised nearly $80,QQ0 for
technicians’ fund.

Golden TV Goose
Ul^ Continued from page 1 , '

'■

closed circuit is far greater than
can he furnished by stations op¬
erating over the air.
For with
wire, the number of services is
limited only to the number of un¬
used channels on the receiver land
where all-channel sets , are used
there would be over 70).
It is the television receiver,
.therefore, and its unused channels
which gives wire tv-Us great advantatge over on-the-air video.
Wherever there are enough sets to
provide an audience, the- wire op¬
erator may gain access to them and
he does not need—nor is there any
indication as yet that he. will need
_an FCC license to tap onto them.
• With the • potential revenues
which can be obtained through the
utilization of these unused chan¬
nels—from advertisers as well as
from the subscription audience—
it appears likely that the cost of
wire
installations;
formidable
though it may be, wall he no seri¬
ous problem. For it can be antici¬
pated that these costs can be di¬
vided among operators providing
different services on each channel
and perhaps through- mergers of
franchise holders.
The distinct- possibility thus
arises that the exhibitors who are
now in the forefront of closed cir¬
cuit feevee developments may get
behind the various bills which have
been and will be introduced in
Congress oh subscription in order
to protect their interests in wire.'
If this happens and legislation is
enacted, along the lines of the
Celler bill, to prevent the FCC
order from taking effect, it may
well be that the broadcaster’s will
be barring themselves -from the
field by leaving it wide open to the
exhibitors and other, operators who
will have grabbed up the essential
first-run film programs.
/
-And if anti-subscription legisla¬
tion is enacted, it will take some
doing to persuade Congress to
kill it.

German Kid Filins
Continued from page 3
said.’ “Then, they also had a lot
of good films for their audiences,
but nothing to export."
^
Margolin said he had seen, and
was very much impressed by, the
FCC Film-Polish coproduction “8th
Day of the Week" .and added that
he would try and arrange copro¬
duction between a German studio
arid American interests,
Margolin, who Used to rep the
Italian Minerva (which went into
bankruptcy), has obtained “London
Calling North- Pole" for U. S, rep¬
resentation. . He ..also reps the:
French Roitfeld Productions and
Michel Safra’S Spem Film. v

Horror Pix
. Continued from page 1 *—^

yere done - seriously and not in
a tongue-in-cheek manner. In ad¬
dition, be.noted, that it was essen¬
tial to present the creatures as being as near human as possible; An¬
other aspect of the Hammer entries
is introducing an 'element of sex
in combination with the horror ap¬
peal.
On their current visit to N. Y.,
the Carrerases (James is president
of Hammer Films and Michael is
executive producer) finalized deals
for five additional horror pictures
—three for Columbia and one each
for Universal and Paramount. Pre¬
viously they delivered two each to
UA and Warder Bros, and one to
20th-Fox. In addition, Hammer, is
producing a 39-week tv series,
“House of Frankenstein/’ for Coi’s
subsidiary, Screen Gems, which
has already sold it to ABC-TV.
For Universal, Hammer will
make “House of Dracula," on which
filming has just started at the
British firm’s London studio. Ham¬
mer, which is partnered with El¬
liot Hyman, head "of Associated
Artists Productions, in the “Drac¬
ula” project, is providing the com¬
plete financing. U, however, will
receiye a percentage of the profits
since it owns the property rights
to “Dracula.” Although Hammer
has its own distribution organiza¬
tion in England, Exclusive Films,
world-wide distribution rights to
the picture will go to ,Universal.
“It pays for us to give up the Brit¬
ish distributioh for world-wide
penetration,” declared James
Carreras.
According to the senior Carreras,
“Curse of Frankenstein" and “X
the Unknown/’ which went to War¬
ners as a package comboj were pro¬
duced at the combined cost of
$270,000. Both pictures, he main¬
tained, will gross $2,500,000 in the
United States and $5,000,000 world
wide. Elliot Hyman was also asso¬
ciated with the “Curse of Franken¬
stein" production, having brought
the idea to Hammer via producer
Max Rosenberg.
Hammer, which, produces six to
eight pictures annually, will make
“Camp on Blood Island,” “The
Snorkel” and “Revenge of Frank¬
enstein” for Col.
Its deal with
Par calls for the remake of “Man
on Half Moon Street.” It has just
delivered to 20th “The Abominable
Snowman.”
k
A
Hammer’s entry into the horror
field started with a British tv series
known
as
“Professor
Quaterinass.”
From the tv originated
idea stemmed “The Creeping Un¬
known” and “Enemies From
Space,” which UA distributed. “We
don’t know how long the cycle will
last,” said James Carreras,' “but
we’re ready to move into other
things as soon as interest in the
horror films lags.”

late in November will perhaps pro¬
vide the cine.
Decision to by-pass the two
quarterly payments
was made
unanimously by 13 out of the 19
directors present. Withholding of
the dividends which usually go out
in September- and December will
save Loew’s—on the basis of the
annual diwy of $1—approximately
$2,500,000,
Division of the board at Wednes¬
day’s session showed nine Vogel
supporters present and four for the
Tomlinson-Stanley Meyer faction.
In addition to Vogel, the directors
present were George L. Killion,
Robert O’Brien, Benjamin Melniker, Charles Braunstein, Charles
A. Silver, William A* Parker, Fran¬
cis W. Hatch, Howard McGrath,
Tomlinson, Meyer, Louis Johnson
and Samuel Briskin.
Absentees
among the.So-called Vogel support¬
ers were John L. Sullivan, Bennett
Cerf, Ellsworth C. Alvord and Gen.
Omar Bradley.
The Tomlinson
supporters absent were K. T.
Keller and Ray Lawson.
Continued solidarity of the Tomlinson-Meyer group was empha¬
sized by the arrival of the Tom¬
linson supporters at the Loew’s
board meeting, Tomlinson, Meyer,
Johnson and Briskin walked out of
the elevator on the 15th floor of
the Loew’s building promptly at
p.m., starting time for the meet¬
ing.
Duck Questions
Directors as they left the board
room after a 110-minute session
referred all newspaper inquiries to
Vogel.
Briskin, however, stated
that there was no question relat¬
ing to his taking a seat on the
board. At the special stockhold¬
ers’ meeting, Vogel had questioned
Briskin’s eligibility and stated that
there was a possibility that Briskin
would not be on the board after
Loew’s attorneys have challenged
his election. Fact that Briskin sat
in on the meeting did not mean
that his election was fully recog¬
nized. Loew’s attorneys are still
studying this issue.
A spokesman for Vogel report¬
ed that Sullivan and Parker
had been added to the company’s
executive committee which had
heretofore consisted only of Vogel
and Killion following the resigna¬
tions from the board of Ogden R.
Reid and Frank Pace Jr. Killion
continues as chairman of the exec¬
utive committee.
In addition to revealing "the
executive board lineup, Loew’s is¬
sued the letter which was sent to
stockholders to explain the by¬
passing of the divvy payments.
Signed by Vogel, the letter pointed
out that Loew’s is embarking on
a major program of rebuilding and
reorganizing the company and re¬
storing its profit potential.. “In
order ta do this, it is essential that*
the company improve its cash po¬
sition,” Vogel told the stockhold¬
ers. “There is cash in the treas¬
ury, but it is needed for invest¬
ment in new and profitable films.”
Accordingly, Vogel added, the
board decided that the money re¬
tained from by-passing the quar¬
terly melons “should be retained
in the business and utilized in the
production of profit-making films.
Your interest is best served by this
decision.”
Vogel added that the fact that
Loew’s cash position precludes the
payment of dividends “is a real
disappointment to me” and indi¬
cated that the board “has taken
this action regretfully.” He de¬
clared that the board had asked
him to “tell you that all of us will
bend every effort to restore con¬
ditions which permit as quickly as
possible the resumption of divi¬
dends.” He pointed out that every
division of the firm, except the
picture company, was making more
money this year than last year.
Further Economies
Vogel assured the stockholders
that the company would take every
step to achieve further economies
and that every effort would he
made to strengthen the cash po¬
sition by cutting, costs and expand¬
ing revenues. The Loew’s topper
asserted that every asset and de¬
partment would be scrutinized
carefully “so that cash will not be
paid out except as it benefits our
operation.”
Prezy added that Loew’s has fpr
release
between
October
and
March “more boxoffice pictures
than it has had in the past three
years."
“As most of you know from your
years as a Loew’s stockholder/’
Vogel concluded, “good pictures
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DE MULE CUES ROLE
OF FILMS IN SHOW BIZ
Paris, Oct. 29.
Cecil B. DeMilie, guest speaker
at a luncheon of the American
Club and just in from the first
Continental opening of his “10
Commandments” (Par) in Rome,
pointed out the Importance of the
film as a means of expression, dis¬
seminator of knowledge and as a
country’s goodwill ambassador. He
also stressed the fact that films
give many people, all over the
world an early idea of the fratern¬
ity of men.
He then launched into a discus¬
sion of the various men as of trans¬
posing the bible for the masses. DeMillfr explained how a 1912 French
pic, “Queen ElizabetH,” with. Sarah j
Bernhardt, had a profound effect
On Yank filmmaking which up to
that time had'Tween content with
cowboys chasing Indians and viceversa.

J
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Insiders Stock Activities

saa Continued from page 3

The degree of goriness presented in a horror film depends on
the section of the world in which the picture is shown, according-to James Carreras, head o£ Britain’s Hamer Film Productions,
leading producers of the eerie entries.
The degree of blood is graded for each area as is the appear¬
ance of the creature, Carreras noted. He pointed out that several
different versions of the horror aspects are prepared.
Japan which is one of the prime markets for horror films prefers
the most gory version, according to the producer. He cited, for
example, that the monster in '‘Curse of Frankenstein,” had four
eyeballs in the version shipped to Japan, In the English print,
he had one eyeball while in the American he had the customary
•two.

Some London Critics Not
Cordial to ‘Royal’ Choice;
Audience Li’ies ‘Les Girls’

PICTURES
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Washington, Nov. 5.
.Alan May, of National Theatres,
has purchased another 400 shares
of the circuit’s common stock, giv¬
ing him a total of 800, according to
the Security and Exchange Com¬
mission’s latest monthly report of
“insider transactions.”
The report discloses consider¬
able buying in Allied Artists com¬
mon during August and September.
G. Ralph Branton added 1,900
shares to give himself a total of
41,625. His wife has. 2,000 shares
in her name. Samuel Broidy ac¬
quired another 8,000 for a total of
69,718 shares of the common.
George D. Burrows also -added
8,000, now owns 33,386. Sara Wolf
picked up 8,500 in two transactions
to lift his holding to 14,450 shares.

Herbert Y. Yates sold 1,000 Re¬
public Pictures common, but re¬
tained 53,060. Harry Brandt added
800 shares of Trans Lux common,
now controls 180,140. William J.
German built up his bundle of As¬
sociated Motion Picture Industrie*
to 1,308 shmes of capital stock.
Matty Fox got rid of 1,000 shares
of his G & C Television Corp. com¬
mon. He still owns 575,000 shares
which, reports SEC, are held as
collateral against loans. Lombardy
Industrial and. Commerce Co. trans¬
ferred 173,000 shares of Guild
Films common stock to Robin In¬
ternational, Inc., which now has
177,700. Lombardy and Robin are
both
controlled
by
Nicholas
Reisini.

Making With Foresight,
Schiners Seek ‘Cable’
Sanction in Albany

If France Has A
Govt., U.S. Filins
Pact Goes Thru

Albany, Nov. 5.
First in the State to take a cor¬
porate plunge into the cable thea¬
tre subscription television for |
“movies or other forms of enter¬
French Socialists’ decision to
tainment/’ Schine Home-Vue The¬ join a cabinet under Felix Gaillard,
atres Systems, Inc., has filed a cer¬ and the current expectation that a
new French Government will be
tificate with the Secretary of State, operating as of today (Wed.),
under the Transportation Corpora¬ makes it almost certain that, with¬
in a short time, a new Francotions Law.
Capital stock of the company is American film agreement will be
signed.
200 shares, no par value. Principal
Details of a new pact have been
office Is at 40 North Main Street worked out. |lf the new Govern¬
in Gloversville, home of Schine ment approves them—as is expect¬
Chain Theatres, Inc., and other ed that it will—the Motion Picture
Schine corporations operating some Export Assn, will go along, al¬
though the proposed agreement
theatres in five states.
The directors, each of whom has some provisions thoroughly
owns one share of stock, are: Wil¬ displeasing to several of the dis¬
liam J- Graham, Bernard Diamond tributors.
Specifically, they don’t like the
and Florence D. Torrey.
Graham* one-time Altec repre¬ idea of the French acquiring the
right of allocating a group of
sentative and an engineer by pro¬
licenses out of the 110 the MPEA
fession, Is an aide to J. Myer
members again are to receive. In
Schine.
Diamond is .director of
the past, the divvying up of per¬
theatre operations; Mrs. Torrey, of¬
mits was done by the companies
fice manager, and a key figure in
themselves. Now, the French want
Schine activities. Howard Antevil,
to allocate a portion of the li¬
Schine home office lawyer, filed the
censes on a “bonus” basis to re¬
certificate.
ward companies that produce in
The corporation, which is to have France or take on French pix for
all th e-rights privileges and powers distribution. Many execs in N. Y.
of a telegraph and telephone cor¬ feel that this sets a very bad prece¬
poration
organized
under
the dent.
Transportation Colorations Law
Anther phase of the new deal
of the State, is, among other involves the availability of an ad¬
things, empowered to: Acquire, ditional3 $200,000 a year to the
own, lease, use maintain and ope¬ French via upped membership
rates a line or lines incidental to fees in the Centre National du
its business, “within or without Cinematografie. The French would
the State of New York, or partly be free to use these funds as they
within and partly without said see fit, presumably in connection
state"; acquire, construct, erect, with the promotion (or sale) of
equip, own, lease, use maintain French product in the U. S.
and operate such broadcast studios,
There is a possibility that the
plants, equipment, etc., as are austerity-minded Gaillard regime
necessary.
may serif to reduce the number of
“So far as is feasible, existing American? licenses agreed on. In
poles or "wire facilities may be this case, renegotiation would be
necessary. The MPEA has argued
used."
Area of operations are all cities, that 110 is an absolute minimum,
towns and, villages in 48 of the; if the companies are to maintain
State’s 62 counties, including Al¬ operations in France.
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bany and Schenectady.
owns WPTR in this city.

Schine

Exiled Cinema Owners
Appeal UFA Verdict

Lombroso Rep Int’I Chief
London, Oct. 29.
Henry Lombroso was named
Continental supervisor for Repub¬
lic Pictures International. Appoint¬
ment was announced here by
Reginald Armour on his arrival
from Hollywood via Tokyo. Under
his new appointment Lombroso
will he in charge of the \|hole of
Europe and the Near East,%ut his
territory will not include the
United'Kingdom and the German
speaking countries.
In a statement announcing the
appointment. Armour, who recently
had discussions with Republic
prexy Herbert J. Yates in Holly¬
wood, said the latter, despite all
reports to the contrary, had no im¬
mediate plans for retiring or sell¬
ing his multi-million dollar inter*
ests in Republic.
do not. show np in profits until the
year'following their release. As I
advised you at the special stock¬
holders’
meeting,
unsuccessful
films, conceived and produced in
the previous year resulted in the
substantial decline in our reve¬
nue,"

Berlin, Oct. 29.
The lawyers of the exiled cinema
owners have decided to lodge an
appeal against the Duesseldorf
court in the UFA case decision of
last month. ThO verdict read that
the arguments brought forward by
the complainants were not justified.
The two lawyers of the seven
exiled cinema owners (latter also
speak on behalf of abopt 200 more
exiled exhibs) said that they see
in the UFA case’s verdict sufficient
grounds to fully justify their deci[ sion to appeal against it. When the
UFA case appeal will come up is
| still unknown.
.

New York Theatre
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Publicists Guild Brands Per-Picture
Jobbing as "Waterfront Shape-Dp
Warner Bros, has been charged 4with attempting to bring the “in- *
famous longshore ‘shape-up* sys¬
San Francisco, Nov. 5
tem” to the motion picture adver-]
Sam Goldwyn's $1,755,000
tising-publicity field through Its I
antitrust suit against 20thFox, National Theatres, Fox
dismissal of some 40 pub-ad staff¬
West Coast and Fox West
ers who are members of the
Coast Agency Corp. is sched¬
Screen Publicists Guild.
uled to resume before Federal
Marty Blau, president of the
Judge Edward P. Murphy to¬
morrow (6).
Guild and speaking for the union's;
Case, being tried by the
executive board, made the, charge
Judge without a jury, has been
in connection with the statement
in recess more than a month.
Suit first filed in May, 1950,
of Robert Taplinger, WB's pub-ad
finally came to trial in midv.p., that the company’s policy
July of this year.
from now on would be to hire pubPlaintiff’s case is almost
ad staffers on a per-picture basis.
finished, according to lawyer
Joseph Alioto, and last major
Blau declared that Taplinger’s
witness will probably be Gold¬
statement makes it evident that
wyn himself, who’s expected
the “Warner management has dis¬
to come to Frisch next week¬
charged its staff members in order
end in preparation for testi¬
mony.
Alioto may also call
to establish a dog-eat-dog system in
Michael Naify, chief owner of
which publicists will be forced to
100-theatre United California
compete with each other for each
circuit, back to witness stand
little scrap of a job the company
for further testimony.
throws out.”
According to Blau, the proposed
Warner system is reminiscent of
the days before the formation of
the Guild “when publicists, artists
and copywriters gathered each day
in the company offices hoping for a
day’s work.”
Meanwhile, the Guild has sub¬
mitted the Warner firings to arbi¬
tration.
The WB management
agreed to arbitration proceedings
and, as a result, rescinded the fir¬
ing of seven publicists pending the
|
Hollywood, Nov. 5. j
outcome of the arbitration proceed¬
Sam Goldwyn Jr. is currently
ings. At a later date, the Guild
plans to arbitrate the elimination ; producing his third film—“The
of WB’s 32-man art department.
Proud Rebel,” starring Alan Ladd,
Arbitration papers have been Olivia deHavilland, David Ladd,
filed with the American Arbitra¬ and Dean Jagger. It’s a father-son
tion Assn, which will send the
Guild and WB a list of six arbitra¬ | story with the' offbeat angle of
tors from which each side must having a real father-son team
make Us choice. Rather than wait" playing the roles. “If the picture
for
arbitration,
two
publicists is a success, you con bet P will
whose firings have- been tempo¬
be followed by more father-son
rarily rescinded have decided to
stories
by
other
filmmakers,”
exit the company on their own.
prophesies Goldwyn.:
It’s understood that the pair have
As somewhat of a western,
received double severance pay in
accordance.. with the union’s con¬ “Rebel” comes close in trend to
tract with WB.
The two who Goldwyn’s first pic, “Man With a
His second pic was a
decided to leave voluntarily are Gun.”
Irving Windisch, who has’become change of pace, “Sharkfighters,”
and
his
next will be a complete
the N. Y. representative for the
Coast publicity firm of Loeff & Mc- switch, “The Young .Lovers.” He
Elwaine and Jack Tirman, who is started working on “Lovers” last
opening his own publicity office. January before the youthful ro¬
At the same time, members of mance trend got underway.
Goldwyn indicated that even if
tiie SPG continued to employ the
one of his films found phenom¬
tools of their trade—publicity, ad¬
vertising and exploitation —to enal success, he wouldn’t follow it
bring to the attention of the in¬ with another on the same line.
dustry and the public the Warner “People remember the best of the
pictures made during a trend.” he
action.
said.
“My father made ‘Best
Years of Our Lives/ and it was
followed by other films of return¬
ing servicemen.
Zonuck made
‘Gentleman’s Agreement’ and there
Continued from page 5
-■ was a raft of pictures on racial pre¬
judice. Everytime DeMille makes
000 average daily viewers of old a picture, others try to duplicate it,
motion
pictures on
television. but never do.”
This marks the first time that
daily audience for vintage produc¬
tions on tv exceeded a full weeks
attendance at theatres.
The analyst’s findings concern-

Goldwyn Suit Resumes

Goldwyn Jr. Film’s
Father-and-Son

Fill’s B.O. Cost

Oct. 5 Flu Peak
In its first report on ill¬
nesses
and
accidents,
as
authorized by Congress last
year, the Public Health Service
estimated that 8.500.000 per¬
sons were confined to bed at
least one day of the week end¬
ed Oct. 5 with colds, sore
throats, influenza and pneu¬
monia.
About 30.000.000 cases of
upper respiratory infections
were reported for the period
from July 15 to Oct. 5.
ing the adverse effects of the in¬
fluenza “epidemic” are consistent
with reports of many theatremen,
particularly in downtown first-run
areas. The moppet trade has be¬
come barely visible. And it’s re¬
flected. too. in numerous cancella¬
tions and failures-to-show at the
hard-ticket
programs,
including
“Ten Commandments,” ‘*80 Days
Around the World” and the Cin¬
erama pictures.
Carlos Montalban has been
signed for “Machete” to be filmed
in Puerto Rico for UA distribution.

Scholars' Discovery: Nd
Scholarship Data On
Films’ Foreign Impact
Washington, Nov. 5.
Despite “a large amount of offthe-cuff commentary” on the im¬
pact of Hollywood films abroad, we
actually know “astonishingly lit¬
tle about if.”
Thfci conclusion is drawn. in a
- “work paper” prepared for the 6th
Annual Conference of the U. S.
National Committee for UNESCO.
The conference, to be attended by
1,000 to 1,500 delegates,- will open
tomorrow (61 in San Francisco,
The work paper is the discussion
guide for talks on mass communica¬
tions and their effect upon U. S.Asian relations. It was prepared
at Massachusetts Institute of Tech¬
nology.
‘
It covers the field of films, radio,
television, newspapers, the per¬
forming arts, personal contacts,
etc. It also makes recommenda¬
tions for better use of the media
to improve American-Asian rela¬
tions.
“We do not really know,” it says
of American films, “whom they of¬
fend and who learns what useful
knowledge from them.
Few ob¬
jective studies have been made.
In view of the one certain fact,
that American films do have a pro¬
found effect abroad, we may . well
ask ourselves what can construc¬
tively be done to increase our
knowledge of what they are really
doing, and to produce or edit films
so as better to meet the demands
of our foreign audiences and bet¬
ter to convey to them a fair image
of America.
“It is certainly true that the im¬
pression created by American films
in Asia is by no means'uniformly
favorable, but probably too much
has been said in criticism and not
enough made of the positive power¬
ful role that they play. . . .
“We frequently hear complaints
of Asian intellectuals about the
jejune character of American films.
. . . We hear, much less often the
reactions of the less sophisticated
millions just entering the process
of modernization, who seem to
find some gratifications or uses in
these films.”
*
The study urges that we over¬
come the “dearth” of Asian films
shown in American theatres, essen¬
tially by working agreements be¬
tween American distributors and
those of India. Such cooperation,
it is pointed put, would be to the
advantage of the Asians,
To improve relations via use of
radio < tv is still experimental in
most of Asia), the working paper
suggests:
“Greater efforts might be made
through United States private
broadcasting organizations to place
guest feature programs on the ex¬
panding Asian, radio networks. Lit¬
erary, philosophical, social and sci¬
entific programs could he beamed
to English-speaking audiences and
musical programs to non-English
1 speaking audiences.

Same Film Made in Both: Zones of Divided Germany
—Export Barriers Against East’s Version
Acquisition of the East German'
“Mazurka der Liebe” (The Beggar
Student) by Hoffherg Productions
for the U.S. sets the stage for a
unique competition since the West
Germans also have made a “Beggar
Student” film, which is due for
release in the States via Casino
Film Exchange.
Both pictures are in color and
i both use “scopes,” the West Ger|man entry being in Super Scope
i and the East German in Prokimai Scope (presumably the Soviet
'equivalent of Cinemascope).. The
i West German film was produced by
’ Carlton Film. The East German
one by DEFA.
Unique angle is that Hoffherg
acquired the East German film
despite the fact that the East Ger¬
mans at the moment are unable to
: release their pix in the U.S, Reason
j is that the Alien Property Custo| d:i.n lays claim to East German pix.
r Furthermore, the Treasury Depart'tnent has something to say in the
[ matter.

A number of East German pro¬
ductions, brought in by Artkino,
the Soviet film agents, have been
blocked from release. Some East
German productions. (“Marriage in
the Shadows” etc.) were released1
in the States after the war. Then
the Government put a stop to it.
Negotiating for the purchase of
U.S. films with the Motion Picture
Export' Assn., the East Germans
some time ago asked the Assn, to
intervene on their behalf in Wash¬
ington. Argument was, that no deal
could be made until and unless
East German films could be re¬
leased in the U.S. MPEA'says no
progress has been made in the
matter*
Confirming last week that he had
obtained the DEFA film via his
partner. Jack Hoffherg, said he
planned to release it soon. West
German version is officially cre¬
dited as making use of the Carl
Milloecfter music. East Germans
don’t mention hutu
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‘Careless on Author Credfc-nfoed
Los Angeles, Nov: 5.
Billing of writers on two different pictures cued a pair of law¬
suits against-Warner Brothers in Superior Court, here.
Henry Peter David, who works under the pen name of David
Lord, fifed a $35,000 action, <?’ 'rging he was embarrassed and hu¬
miliated and his reputation >amaged by the studio’s negligence
in spelling his name, on all copy regarding. “Johnny Trouble,” in¬
die produced under the Clarion Picture* banner, which gave
screenplay credit to “David Loren.” .
Second action, seeking $10,000 and charging breach of. contract
was filed by Kathleen Klorer for the estate of the late John Klorer.
Suit contended Klorer was not given co-author credit with Jules
Furthman on “Girl on the Subway.” Complaint averred that the
lack of credit has lessened the estate’s ability .to sell properties by
the late screenwriter and asked an injunction to halt release of the
film until the credit, is inserted.
...

Are Anti-Red Staffers liable?’
Civil Liberties Union Raises New Issue On
x
Hollywood 'Blacklisting*

‘King’Crowtlwr
Continued from pat* 5 —■

The American Civil Liberties
Union, acting as a friend of the
Court, has asked the U. S. Su¬
preme Court to reverse a Califor¬
nia State Court decision dismiss¬
ing a $51,750,000 damage suit filed
by 23 Hollywood, Writers, techni¬
cians and actors. The 23 had
charged that they had been black¬
listed by the studios for their re¬
fusal to cooperate with the House

to the whole of the recently shown
flock of foreign lingualers.
Since
“Cabiria,” at Richard
Davis’ Fine Arts Theatre, is build¬
ing but not doing the kind of busi¬
ness that could have been expected
after so many rave writeups, the
conclusion inevitably is that the
Times’ influence outweighs the rest
of the critics in New York, “You’ve
got to accept the fact that Crowther Un-American Activities Commit¬
is ‘king’ in our realm,” commented tee.
one distributor, his voice tinged
Case is of major importance in¬
with bitterness. “With our prod¬
asmuch as," for the first time, the
uct, the success or failure is large¬
U.S. Supreme Court is being
ly up to him.”
There have been past instances asked to consider the possible per¬
to'support the belief that the Times sonal liability of the House Com¬
review can “make or break” a for¬ mittee members and staff for their
eign release at its Gotham run.
actions in relation to witnesses’
Story -i$ told of one picture that
The ACLU brief is based on the
opened, due to a., special situation,
without a Times review, though it allegation that the studios and dis¬
got good reviews in the rest of the tributors “conspired” with the
press. Business was fair. The day House Committee members to bar
after, the Times reviewed the pic¬ employment to persons who used
ture with a glowing appraisal. By the Fifth Amendment in refusing
the afternoon of that day, the the¬ to answer questions before the
Committee. Each of the 23 writers,
atre had a line.
Crowther himself has a simple actors and technicians asked for
$2,250iOOC
in damages.
explanation:- “It’s not that people ■
However, the California Su¬
are that influenced by a review be¬
cause it is written by me,” he said. preme Court'dismissed the com¬
“It’s just that the readers of the plaint on the grounds that no spe¬
Times believe the Times and use cific contractual relationship had
it as a reliable yardstick “ Crow¬ been injured. Case before the Su¬
ther is the first to admit that he preme Court now doesn’t involve
can make mistakes, though the dis- the facts underlying the allegation,
ributors sometimes make the error but simply the motion to dismiss
of confusing his appraisal with a the original complaint.
film’s moneymaking capabilities.
Assuming the truth of the alle¬
What the distributors criticise gations, the ACLU brief said: ‘The
Crowther for is that he lacks con¬ threat that anyone who invokes
sistency in his evaluation. For in¬ the privilege before the Commit¬
stance, the question was asked last tee will be excluded from his call¬
week, why did he recommend ing in._the motion picture industry,
“Deadlier Than the Male” when he is a grave coercion against exer¬
apparently
disliked
“Cabiria,” cise of the privilege, particularly
which, going by those who’ve seen considering that invocation of the
both entries 'is by far the more privilege is made an absolute bar¬
artistically valuable film? Also, he rier to employment regardless of
liked “Rififi,” disliked “Grand Ma- any circumstances or justifying
neuvre,” and at the end of the year factors.”
put the latter into the year’s Ten
Furthermore, held the ACLU
Best list, but left out the former.
A great many of the indies, brief, the Committee “has no au¬
thority
to regulate employment in
while living in awe of Crowther’s
power to “create or destroy,” nev¬ the motion picture industry or take
redress
against witnesses. The
ertheless are agreed that he is a
thoroughly capable/ reviewer and Congress! on ally authorized method
of
controlling
or punishing wit¬
unquestionably the most analytical
before a Congressional
and profound of the N. Y. scribes, nesses
film criticism in the N. Y. papers committee is prescribed by the
not being of an outstandingly high contempt statute. By imposing an
level. Crowther himself tends to additional sanction on a witness
shrug .off the frequent, criticism of who refuses to answer on grounds
his work.
“They love me when of. self-incrimination . . . Com¬
they get a good review, and they mittee respondents are imposing
an unauthorized and thus illegal
hate me when it’s bad,” he said.
It’s noted that, in the realm of condition on exercise of Constitu¬
i the Hollywood film, the Times’ in¬ tional privilege."
And the brief added: * “Under
fluence is not nearly as great. In
fact, quite a number of pix praised Federal law, which determines the
by Crowther have gone on to do propriety of a remedy not only
mediocre business, while some of against Committee' respondents as
those the Times has panned have well, there is a right to a remedy
done very well. Explanation, It against all respondents . . . be¬
seems, is that the people who go cause of the pervasive effect bn
.to the arties read the Times, and the violation of Constitutional right
[that—theiryleisure time being re- by 'Committee respondents.”
The entire case is known as Mi¬
i stricted—they’re more willing .than
I other groups to be guided by the chael Wilson et al vs. Loew’s Inc.
; paper’s judgment which, inevita¬ et aL ACLU brief was Written by
bly, is pitched to a certain intel¬ Edward J. Ennis, one of the ACLU
general counsel, and Nanette Demligence level.
Same of the distrihs are con¬ bitz, ACLU cooperating attorney.
cerned with the Crowther criti¬ Reminding the Supreme Court of
cisms in that the Times (particu¬ importance it has attached in the
larly on Sundoyl gets wide disfcri- past to “the opportunity to pursue
. tuition throughout the country and the calling of one’s choice—deem¬
certainly is read by most local ing it part of the fundamental lib¬
. critics. At the same time, those erty guaranteed by. due process,”
■ familiar with the local scene, say the ACLU' urged the Court to re¬
:that the influence of the scribes in verse the California dismissal de■ cision.
the smaller burghs is negligible.
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TV Cards Seen Stacked In Favor
TWINS' Of Bigtime Swing Back to East
Within Next 3 Years, Mebbe Less

First round in this season’s battle of the networks VS. the
critics appears* to have been won by the fourth estaters. In the
showdown argument of whether the critic reflects audience tastes
in his elavuations, the first Nielsen’s of the new season appear to
support the critics.
In virtually every case where a show was unanimously panned,
By GEORGE ROSEN
its showing on the Nielsen list is a poor one. Sole exception is
Weighing one thing with an¬
“The Big Record,” whose ratings, at least as of the end of the
other, with a particular genuflect¬
:--♦ Ample evidence appears to be
first week of October, were holding fairly steadily.
Some of
ing to the first of the new sea¬
the westerns, too, despite n.s.h. ratings, were doing comparatively
available that the hysteria in New
son’s Nielsen returns, this is the
well considering their competitive position.
York over the removal of the great
year in tv when “Sonny” Werblin
majority of network television pro¬
But by and large, the critical evahia&bns appear to have coin¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
took over the medium lock, stock
cided with the audience reaction to the “dog” shows*, of the
duction to the Coast may be short¬
Next season’s games of the
Sc barrel and translated it Into a
lived. There Js no question that
season. Borne examples:
new L. A. Dodgers will def¬
whopping success story—ratings,
Hollywood is the present centre of
“Eve Arden Show,” a mere 15.3 Nielsen average audience rating;
initely be missing from com¬
dollars, prestige or any which way.
“Dick & the Duchess,” an 18.4; “Saber of London,” a 9.2; “Club
activity, but there are neutral in¬
mercial tv airwaves, although
If, In. well-placed segments of j
dustry sources who see a major
Oasis” and the Polly Bergen show, 15.9 and 19,0; “M Squad,”
“the jury Is still out on paythe business this week, they’re |
suing back to New York by 1959
17.3, and "The Thin Man,” 19,2; “The Californians,” 20.2; George
tv,”
according
to
Dodger
calling the Music Corp, of Amer¬
or sooner. At the very latest, they
Gobel and Eddie Fisher, 15.6 and 18.9; “Harbor Master” (beforeprexy Walter O’Malley. As
ica’s television factotum “the hot¬
figure New York will be the pro¬
the ABC,“Zorro” preem) 20.0; “Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre” 22.5. In
O’Malley put it: “If we don’t
test piece of tv property in sight,
duction seat by 1960.
all cases; even where the ratings register above 20, the shows
have pay-tv, there will be no
on or off the screen,” it’s because
trail their competition by substantial margins:
tv of our games at all.”
A number of interrelated situa¬
Werblin, on the basis of the justOn some counts, the new Nielsens don’t cover the competitive
Jerome Doff, v.p. of Skiations, it has been held by certain
released Nielsens has single-han¬
situation because many shows preemed after the period covered;
tron, which is known to he
network and talent union officials,
dedly upset the pre-season “dope”
as for some others, they premiered in the second week covered
dickering for the ’58 Dodgers
will drive production back east:
by Nielsen, so that on the basis of one show the critical evaluation . and has made -the scoffers and the
season, commented, “We defer
There is the advent of tape, due
vs. audience tune-in comparison IsA’t valid. But by and large, ' “askance” boys eat rating dirt— . to Mr. O’Malley’s eloquent
in late 1958; the current position
and like it.
for the shows already on the air against their regular competition,
statement, at present”
op. making pilot films for tv; the
Long
before
the
season’s
start,
the critics and public seemed to agree.
pressures to make New York an
they were calling the Werblin-Bob
acceptable point of production in
Kintner alliance (in which the
the future; the entrenchment of
MCA chieftain maneuvered approx¬
advertising agencies in the east,
imately $20,000,000 in MCA pro¬
and the production of telefilm in
gram sales to NBC’s program-sales
Europe.
boss) one of the “unhealthy” prec¬
Agencies offer as a primary rea¬
edents of tv, not only because of
son for moving their regular shows
the all-eggs-in-one-basket overtones,
to
Hollywood the difficulty in find¬
but particularly since so many of
ing sufficient rehearsal and studio
the properties were in the Western
space for New York-based program¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
category. But just as the initial
ming. When use of tape becomes
Trendex ratings of the season cre¬
NBC-TV will “launch the era of
widescale, as most networks be¬
ated the Werblin-Kintner euphem¬
the magnetic tape” next April,
CBS finally filled in its cor¬ lieve it shall, there will not be any
ism of the “Trendex Twins,” so,
dropping all its kinescope and
great demand for rehearsal or stu¬
too, have the new Nielsens clinched porate public relations spot this
lenticul§u filin processing and sub¬
beyond any doubt the Werblin- week with the appointment of dio space. And, in relation to the
fund of writing and acting talent in
Kintner strategy as one of the
stituting both color and black Sc
more fascinating footnotes for Everard Kidder Meade Jr. as v.p., New York, not to say the geograph¬
white video tape recording for re¬
Chicago, Nov. 5.
information services, for CBS Inc. ical location of agencies, this fac¬
’57-’58.
peat broadcasts. NBC prexy Boh
Donald H. .McGannon, prez of
Meade is moving over from the tor should aid greatly in returning
*
Werblin’s Key Role
Broadcasting
Co.
Sarnoff kicked off the web’s mas¬ Westinghouse
The Werblin story goes beyond Earl Newsom Sc Co. px.. outfit biz to its former haunts.
whp recently returned from a tour
Video tape will obviate the need
sive: press junket here with the
ratings or an MCA-to-NBC traf¬ which has handled public relations
oTRadio Free Europe installations
announcement that a new $1,500,ficking, for not generally known occasionally for CBS in the past on to rehearse and, perform tv pro¬
in Germany, cited radio’s increas¬
000 “Tape Central” will he built
is the key role played by the MCA a retainer basis. He’s a distant re¬ grams at a given time. Shows can
ing significance as an Implement
(Continued on page 52 j
in tile NBC Color City in Burbank
exec in delivering many of the lation to the w.k.-in-broadcasting
in political warfare.
and an equivalent unit in Radio
shows to the Network with built-in Ev Meade, the ex-Young Sc Rubi“Radio,” he told a Kiwanis Club
City, N.Y., in time for the start of
sponsors, or yet again, when the cam veep.
meeting here last week, “will be a
daylight saving time.
client
romancing
was
getting ' Meade was with Newsom for two
major tool of the free nations of
Immediate effect gf the instal¬ the world in offsetting the' iron and rough, it was the “Sonny disposish” years, prior to which he was a v.p.
lations, Sarnoff said, win he “to intellectual curtains which the and the Werblin flash plays On the of Colonial Williamsburg, the op¬
meet the perennial daylight sav¬ Communist nations are attempting agency front that converted a erating company which runs the
ing problem fey transmitting tape to put around the masses of people threatened sustainer into sponsor¬ restored town for the Rockefeller
broadcasts to standard time sta¬ that they have doomed to slavery.” ship. It's no secret that around Foundation, .and Prior to that had
heavy Government experience via
tions'throughout the country.”’ He
McGannon reported that RFE the Madison Ave. agency marts it
added that the “west coast prob¬ has been, heating the Communists is being said that Werblin’s pres¬ a stint on the first Hoover Com¬
Procter & Gamble is Increasing
lem” will be'met “by a tape repeat regularly on their own stories be¬ ence and activity is more pro¬ mission and three years as special its daytime stake on NBC-TV and
of the whole schedule throughout hind the Iron Curtain, where “hon¬ nounced than any of the network assistant to the Undersecretary of CBS-TV blanketing both with a
State. He’s had no broadcasting
the year.”
est news is a scarce commodity.”’ mahouts. Kintner’s own reputation
drive for its Fluffo and adding
New ' Coast Installation
will He praised Radio Free Europe for in the sales arena isn’t exactly experience.
CBS is known to have had a some longterm biz on NBC for its
house a total of 11 video tape re¬ “doing much to keep freedom alive “from left field” and this, coupled
.new Big Top Peanut Butter.
corders,'including the new. RCA in countries where officially it does with the fact that it was Kintner longstanding yen to set up a corEluffo business, out of Tathamcolor recorder as well as the Am- not exist,”
(Continued on page 56)
(Continued on page 46)
Laird, involves a total of seven
pex black Sc white machines. Sar¬
alternate - week quarter - hours
noff said that RCA will deliver six
through November and December
Color recorder prototypes in time j
on NBC’s “Price Is Right,” and
for the April DST start, but didn’t
one and a half quarter-hours per
specify how many of the six will
week on CBS’ "Love of Life.” Big
be used on the Coast
Top deal, through Compton, is for
Sarnoff indicated that above
NBC’s “Comedy Time” and calls
and beyond the costs of the equip¬
for sponsorship of four alternate
ment, NBC will have to lease an
quartei>hours per week for at
additional 2,000 miles of line from i
“smothered”
by
the
televisionStates, Dr. Siepmann commented.
By* JAMES F. CONNORS
least 13 and possibly 26 weeks.
the telephone company for a sixIntroduced by Merle Galusha, radio industry’s subscribing to. the
. ' Schenectady, Nov. 5.
month period starting in April,
manager of the General Electric theory that the biggest profits and
Asserting the American radio Co.’s pioneering WRGB-TV, Dr. the best programs are predicted on
(Continued on page 56)
and television industry's conviction Siepmann said that mass media the .-largest audiences.
that “profits are greatest when have “tremendous power with
Everything that is said on tele¬
audiences are largest” and its as¬ which to manipulate society.”
vision assumes “a prestige that
sumption that “the best programs
A special seven-week tv cam¬
He believes that, the legitimate adds significance to what is being
are those with the most 'Viewers” interests of minorities are being
communicated,”
Dr.
Siepmann paign for the Christmas holiday
oppose” the concept that democ¬
season
Is being conducted by the
pointed out. Broadcasts are giv¬
racy depends on individuality,”
ing the public what the industry Phillips-Van Heusen Corp., manu¬
Dr. Charles A, Siepmann, chair¬
facturers
of Van Heusen Shirts and
calls “cultural democracy,” which
man of the Dept, of Communica¬
is simply what the industry leaders other men’s wear items. -*
tions in Education at New York U.,
Added for the special holiday
“think the majority of the public
With about three weeks to go be¬ told a. Freedom Forum at Mt.
wants.”
Such a policy, the edu¬ promotions in the firm’s tv sched¬
fore “notice” time, CBS-TV has* Pleasant High School last week,
By JACK BERNSTEIN
cator contended, “denies the pos¬ ule are participations in three Shir- *
been holding meetings with Mogen “Americans are being manipulated
sibility of cultural growth, keeps ley Temple features telecast by the*
Madison Avenue was smarting
David Wine and Helene Curtis and by the application of subtle psyus where we. are, and prevents, us NTA Film Network; a participa¬
their respective agencies on the i chological devices to what is broad¬ last week over the .remarks of from rising to what we should he.” tion in “Premiere Performance,”
the \najor NTA Film Network pJx
fate of “Dick Sc the Duchess.” cast and telecast.”
John Cunningham, prexy of Cun-;
“And yet, in this golden age of
Dr. Siepmann, at one time as¬ ningham & Walsh, who blew the
There’s been no notice of cancella¬
communications, we have not ar-; program; and participations in
tion filed yet with the network, hut sociated with British Broadcasting whistle on the agency boys in a rived at *thg golden stage of cul¬ NBC-TV's “Suspicion” show on
Corp., declared, ^“Sueh manipula¬
Dec. 9 and 16.
prospects aren’t very bullish.
blast at television before the ture," Dr. Siepmann added.
Van Heusen regularly sponsors*
The Sheldon Reynolds filmed en¬ tion of people by mass media is a Assn,
of National Advertisers,
Reviewing the dangers of the
try hasn’t been doing very well in blasphemy of democracy.”
which met last week in Atlantic; new subliminal (subsconscious) ad- “West Point Story” on ABC-TV.
“We
must
get
back
to
the
fact
its Saturday, at 0:30 spot, against
City.
.
vertising^ - he observed, “We are
the Perry Como competition. This that our society is dedicated to the j
Agency brass had -their torpe-; nearer to the Pavlovian dogs than
despite, a good-sized lead-in from nurture of individuals,” Dr.. Siep¬ does set for Cunningham’s slam; we are ready to admit. Dr. Siep¬
mann
continued.
He
urged
the
the 7:30-8^30 -“Perry Mason” stanza.
which in general dealt with “low j mann challenged the “moral re¬
NBC-TV’s “Tonight” pulled in
There are 18 “Dick” films in the public to exert pressure for “an level”
television
programming, sponsibility” of the broadcasters another $300,000 in gross new
can, which w6uld take the show improved mass media conscience,” Cunningham feels that tv is get¬ who, he claimed, “exploit ,the frus¬ business this week and converted
through January, but it doesn’t and to support better education ting strangled by the bqpedom fac¬ trations of housewives by pre¬ a spot-only advertiser into a first¬
figure to run much beyond that that can train “more discriminate tor and imitation.
time network client in the process.
Quiz shows senting soap opefras.'
ing future generations.”
point. Agencies-in pa the consul¬
and the “smother of sheriffs and
Advertisers were urged to “cur¬ Show signed, Harrison Labs to 42
Can't ‘See’ Gov’t Entry
tations are Edward H. Weiss and
the larynx” (singers) have down¬ tail” the use of psychological de¬ participations starting this week
Gordon Best, and the talks at this
Government operation of mass graded television and have faken vices to “influence the „ subcon- and running through Christmas for
point are ^concentrated oil how to media of communications, rather commercials along with the shows,, ; scious.” The public was invited to its 10 Day PressOn Nail Polish and
get some Iast-m*rmte audience in¬ than the present commercial sys¬ according to Cunningham.
act,* as groups and as individuals, it* Tuck Tape products.
terest in the show before the boom tem of operation, probably would
Deal was set through Product
William Dasheff, execr .ve v.p. i tc exert pressure for a “better” i
is lowered.
I radio-television industry.
1 Services acenev.
not be successful ir the United j
(Continued on page 55)

Pay-Ball of ‘No TV’

E. K. Meade Jr. Set
As CBS Inc. PR er;
Posts Govt Slant

NBC-TTs $1^00,000 ‘Tape Central’
For April-DST Bow mB£W,Tint

Radio Free Europe’s Role
In Anti-Commie Warfare
Cited by WBC’s McGannon

P&G Fluffo’s Dp
2-Net Day Pitch

Mass Media?s(Biasphemy ofDemocracy
Strikes At Individuality of People

VAN HEUSEN CO. LOSING
ITS SHIRT IN‘XMAS TV’

Reaction to ‘Boredom’

‘Tonight’ Nails $300,000
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HALLOWEEN IS OVER
NARTB to Plead Case For Radio-TV Tap.Cjril
For Lea4 in‘Aladdin’
Court Coverage Before Bar Assn By
Throwing Canon 35 Back for Study
Washington, Nov. 5. h
National Assn, of Radio & TV
tmkry TY ScriptT
Broadcasters intends to request Op¬
portunity to present its case when
lias written a hamaraas place
the American Bar Assn. House of
en
Delegates meets in Atlanta, Feb.
24-25 to consider a committee rec¬
THE
EDUCATION
OF
ommendation to continue its ban
on radio-tv coverage of court trials.
J*E*R*R*Y
Commenting on the ABA actipn
L*l*E*B*E*R*M*A*N
in Chicago last Friday ill* NARTB
*
*
*
proxy Harold E. Fellows’expressed
the belief that the House of Dele¬
another Idlteriel. Feature
gates” will want to give the broad¬
In the npeemlny
casting industry a fair opportunity
to si ate its case so that decision
52d Anniversary Number
can be made more In keeping with
the facts, modern techniques and
of
the public interest,” *
Fellows said he regretted that;
the ABA committee “has seen fit;
to perpetuate the ABA’s position ■
against broadcast and photographic
co\ erage of court trials which pre- ■
\enfs public trials from being truly ;
public.
• “The committee’s thinking per¬
haps is best characterized by its
statement that ’exclusion from the
courtroom of cameras and the
mechanical equipment of broad¬
casters has not made trials one
Whit less public that they weie a
century ago.’ To us this reflects an
unwillingness to recognize Twen- j
“Harbourmaster” will become
tiotli Century methods of com- an iBC-TV offering the fust Sun¬
immications.”
; day in January.
Network got
Fellows pointed out that the com-; sponsor R. J. Reynolds to switch
mittee deleted three of the four the half-hour telefilm from CBSreasons previously given in Canoi). TV, where it had taken a drub¬
(applying to judicial ethics) for bing pn Thursday nights from
excluding broadcasting from the ABC’s “Zorro.”
courtroom. He said the proposed
The Ziv-produccd “Harbor” will
revision, which would give judges ultimately be sandwiched between
discretion to allow radio-tv cover¬ ABC’s 7:30 hourlong "Maverick"
age Of strictly ceremonial proceed¬ series and the Sid Caesar-Imogene
ings, “relies entirely on the pre¬ Coca 9-9:30 show vtfiich starts in
sumption that 'radio and tv intro¬ late January. Reynolds agreed to
duce extraneous influences which the switch because the stanza took
tend to have a detrimental psycho¬ a sharp Trendex dip after “Zorro"
logical elfect on the participants preemed last month on ABC-TV.
The ratings of Gro.ucho Marx’s
(Continued on page 54)
program on NBC-TV, also Thurs¬
day at 8, mantamed the same gen¬
eral level it held before the Walt
Disney show began.
ABC has anxiously been looking
for a stronger show than “Bowl¬
ing Stars" at 8:30 Sundays. “Stars”
has been half-sponsored by Amer¬
ican Machine Foundries on a con¬
tract that allowed ABC to oust the
Ken Bilby was given his exec show at any time.
v.p. stars at NBC at the web’s
Reynolds did not have to break
montblv board meeting last Friday
11> Bilby, a staff v.p. for the past a contract with CBS to. move the
program
to ABC.
Bankroller, it
three years, retains his old jurisdic¬
tion over press, advertising, ex¬ was learned, had a clause in Its
ploitation, promotion and conti¬ CBS pact that permi'ted it to
nuity acceptance, but becomes one cancel after one cycle, which ends
of the network’s five exec v.p.’s. just before the switch takes place.
Promotion was made possible via CBS, meanwhile, has hot yet de¬
the exit last week of Tom McAvitv cided on a replacement for “Har¬
for McCann-Erickson, leaving an bor Master.”

USstlEff'

‘Harbourmaster’s’
New Berth; CBS
To ABC in Jan.

35

NBC’s Exec Veepee

exec v.p. post vacant.
Bilby, an ex-N. Y. Herald Tri¬
bune reporter, joined NBC three
years ago as v. p. for public rela¬
tions, following a three-year stint
at the Carl Byoir public relations
operation, where for two of those
years he supervised the RCA ac¬
count. At NBC, he’s been a key
p.r.-speeehwriting adviser to prexy
Bob Sarnoff.

Ann Miller’* TV Dicker*
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Ann Miller, who was under con¬
tract to Metro for 11 years, and
forbidden by her pact to do tele¬
vision, may return to the lot to
star in a situation comedy tele¬
series.
.Miss Miller is considering offers,
from Metro TY and Screen Gems.

Perhaps New York live television Is not, literally, fighting for
its existence. But the Inroad* of film are clean Bo Is the drift
to the west coast. Hence the short-slghtedhes* of the unionists
at NBC. Gn a point of jurisdictional importance to them, but
difficult to explain to the public, NABET. (National- Assn, of
Broadcast Employes it Technicians) Indulged, in child’s-play in
the framework ^of a .supposedly mdult medium. They demon¬
strated their nuisance value, admittedly. They also demon¬
strated, considerable irresponsibility.

Cyril Ritchard has been chosen
for a lead in CBS-TV’* “Aladdin,”
slated for telecast on Feb. 21 as
the “Du Pont Show of the Month”
entry.
Televersion of the chil¬
dren’s classic has book by S. J.
Perelman and score by. Cole Por¬
ter.
Ritchard is set to play the role
of the genie.. He’s the first aotor
cast for the special, and incidental¬
ly, it’s his .first major, stint for
CBS, having been starred in a long
string of NBC specials, most nota¬
ble of which was “Peter Pan.”

Dog-in-manger tactics are always held in disdain by observers.
NABET’s dislike of having NBC directors give orders directly to
camera on unrehearsed shows may have a valid union basis.
But the spiteful tactics used last weekend on the Jack Paar
“Tonight” telecast shouldn’t be inflicted on Broadway Rose.

N.Y. Cutback Cues

It may be that there are hidden stakes in future power.
NABET’s objectives are not in question. Its Immediate methods
are.
If unionists must fight unionists, or anybody else, why must
hooligan tricks be demonstrated for the American public, and
for Congress?

IA’ers; Talks Due

For nearly 10 years New York technicians have enjoyed a boom
and a' boon, thanks to live television. Why make a sucker of the
medium which is responsible for their steady work at fine wages?
Why soil their own nest, besmirch their own dignity? Why pen¬
alize the performers because the technicians have got a mad-on
agamst the Radio & Television Directors Guild?

CBS-TV is understood to have
pinkslipped technicians In New
York because of the shift of video
production to Hollywood... They
are members of the International
Alliance of Theatrical & Stage.
Employees who worked in Gotham,
filming for the web.
The reported cutbacks highlight
a situation that exists In the forth¬
coming negotiations between the
video webs and the various techni¬
cal unions in N. Y.. After the first
of the year, IATSE and the Na-;
tional Assn, of Broadcast Engi¬
neers & Technicians begin con¬
tract renewals, and it is belieyed
that both unions, and perhaps
others from among the many
which begin dickers in 1958, are
going to make a major point of
maintaining
their
present
strengths at ABC, .CBS, and NBC.
In turn, with current conditions
said to favor Coast tv production
over New York, the networks are
preparing to ask for new con¬
tracts with NABET and IA that
permit large cutbacks in stage and
camera personnel.
CBS was able to fire the first
few IA’ers and still keep within
the hounds of. the present union
contract, it is understood. . How¬
ever, most further retrenchments
will have to be negotiated.

After this week’s truce, whatever the future strategy, it is
sincerely to be hoped that the Halloween pranks will not b«
repeated; Television is awfully close to the hearts of the Ameri¬
can public. It would be sheer folly to-test home tolerance too far.

Fancy Dann Day-TV Coup for Jaffe
Heat »f th»
‘Original Amattur Hour’

Ted Mack
reviewa hew

The Wheel of Fortune
Now Spins Around
The Globe
*

*

*

another Editorial Foatare
the upcoming

52d Anniversary Number

Perpetual Revolving Door
On TV Reiners; A] Lewis
To ‘Arden,’ Naud to Boone

ef

P'SrieTy

There’s still lots of fence-mend¬
ing in prospect for television, even
before the cancellation periods
come around at the end of the
month. Newest switch Is in CBSTV’s “Eve Arden-Show,” where A1
Lewis is replacing; Edmund Hart¬
mann. Lewis goes way back with
Miss Arden,, to 1948, when he
directed and co-authored “Our Miss
Brooks” on radio and subsequently
tv.\
Over at ABC-TV* Tom Naud, the ;
ex-NBC
producer-director,
has
taken over the production, reins on
the Pat Boone show from Joe Santley who resigned because of illness.
But the Boone show, has been hav¬
ing .Its problems; only a week be¬
fore, Dick Feldman replaced Frank
Satenstein as director on the mu¬
sical,
Lewis is moving into CBS-TV on
a multiple-show deal, under which
he’ll not only take over* as pro¬
ducer on the faltering Eve Arden
segment but will create a hew pilot
and work on show development
■with the Coast program department. Hartmann is being assigned
to another new project for the web.

J

HOLLER DERBY’RE-OILS
BEARINGS FOR ABC-TV
One
of
television's
earliest'
shows, “The Roller Derby,” will!
be coming back to New York video
on Dec. 29. After a layoff of three
years, WABC-T.V, the ABC flag¬
ship station, has .decided to carry
the mayhem-on-wheels t. telecasts
on Sundays from 3 to‘4:3D p.m.
Similar programming, which be-;
gan under Blatz brewery sponsor-;
ship in late 51949, went off ABC
network in 1954.
Show, coming from the 9th Regi¬
ment Armory, is open for quarter-;
hour sponsorships. Mitchell Ham(!lburg agency is producing the 90’ minute weekly stanza and Ken NyJell will announce it.

WGN Goes Heavy
On Hues, But Not
To Sell Tint Sets
Chicago, Nov. 5,1
Color television was dealt a
fresh vote pf confidence here last
week when WGN-TV v.p. Ward
Quaal revealed the indie ‘ station
will kick off a limited tint sched¬
ule Friday (8) with “World Is
Yours,” travelog which has been
sponsored by Chi Motor Club since
1953. “Ding Dong School” goes
color
cross - the - hoard - Monday
(11) morning, and Quaal has indi¬
cated that at least one evening strip,
not yet selected, will he included
in colorcasting sked along with
special features.
“Jackie Van
Show” is tentatively set for tinting

No less than a week after Mika
Dann. moved into the expanding
j Henry Jaffe Enterprises , setup as
prexy, the firm sold its first daytime package. NBC-TV bought
“Kitty Foyle” as |i half-hour, fivea-week strip to replace “Bride St
Groom” in the 2:30 to 3 p.m.
period. “Kitty” starts the first of
the year.
Casting hasn’t begun yet on tha
series, based bn the Christopher
Mofley novel and motion pic, but
Charles Irving, veteran soapopera
producer- writer,' has been set as
exec producer on the show. Carl¬
ton E. Morse (of “One Man’s FamI ily,”' “I LoVe a ‘Mystery,” etc.^
[note) will be1.involved on the
scripting and production end as
iwell. Show will be packaged for
iNBC by the Jaffe organization.
“Bride Sc Groom” has been one
of the weaker; links In the NBC
daytime chain, with only three
quarter-hours sold out of, the
weekly capacity of 20, and only
so-so ratings which. have not only
counted against. NBC in the 2:30
time period but have also hurt the
3 to 4 p.m, “Matinee theatre” via
the low lead-in audience. “B&G”
S went on --the web this, summer,
after a layoff b£ several years.
Deal gives the Jaffe unit a total
of five series sold, others being
the Dinah Shore ’’Chevy Show,”
the upcoming Shirley Temple fairy
tales, the “Texaco Command Ap¬
pearance” specials and the Maiden[.form Bra-sponsored Las Vegas spe¬
cials* first of which is set for
Nov. 16.

1

Local With Alcoa

Something new in the way pf
Nov. 18.
Programs were selected because program publicity is being em¬
of their adaptability to color, a ployed by. Alcoa for its NBC-TV
WGN-TV spokesman said. “We’re “Alcoa Theatre” in the form of in¬
not in it to sell color tv sets but
to provide viewers with a fuller se¬ tensive locally-slanted publicity.
lection. of color shows.” • Chicago Campaign is being handled through
Tribune’s venture into color leaves i the Ruder Sc Finn Field Publicity
Chi with only one commercial sta- Network Inc., which maintains a
tion, ABC-TV’s WBKB, not color¬ stable of local publicity men in
casting either off the network or every- key market.
Show’s na¬
locally. Station’s toppers once re¬ tional publicity is handled out of
marked it would follow suit as soon another agency.
as WGN-TV went to tint.
Under the setup,- locally-slanted
WGN-TV purchased latest RCA it-'ms 'are gathered on the Coast,
color ty equipment (one studio live where the show is fi’ming. and fed.
camera chain and a tbree-t
to the R&F Field Network homeVidicon color film chain for
l office in N. Y.,’ Where they are in
and slide projection) in the spring turn fed to the various loerl aeon's.
of 1956 and has since been experi¬ | AAd'tionally, the local reus set up
previews, devrten
etc.
menting with color in a special
studio. All the equipment was re¬ FAld Network is headed by Joe
cently moved into a regular color j Fleld;.former publicity chief of the
I Compton agency.
studio in the WGN building.
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TV-FILMS

TV Film Chatter

Show Development, Pilots V All

Charles (Bud) Barry, Metro TV
v.p., to the Coast . . . Matty Fox,
C & C Super topper, has returned
from a Coast trip . . . Sponsor Film
Services of Toronto is handling
the editing and scheduling of Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates’1* "Pre¬
miere Performance” feature pro¬
gramming in Canada . . . Produc¬
tion on ABC Film Syndication’s
“26 Men” has resumed at Phoenix,
Airiz., following the press junket of
newsmen from New York and
Hollywood last week (31).
J. J. Cohn, Metro studio exec,
will supervise the 60-minute filmed
series to be done for the American
Petroleum Institute. Jack Denovc,
who will produce, has arrived at
the Metro studios to begin work ...
Actress Ellen Carr left for the
Coast for a tv film commercial as¬
signment » . . Metro TV studio
execs played host yesterday (Tues.)
to press reps brought to Hollywood
by NBC for a weeklong junket.

"Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Over the weekend Hal Roach Jr.
Kajar’s Costello Bit
unveiled a projected show develop¬
ment program which could involve
Kajar’s hands are getting
up to $1,200,000. Work is already
more tv exposure than his face.
underway on two properties, W’ith
The video-busy magician has
12 in all planned for ’58-'59 season.
just completed a few more
Major feature of program is that
"look, Ma, hands” telefilm
besides pilot, each series will be
blurbs for Scripto Pens.
accompanied by 12 other complet¬
ed scripts, for agency-sponsor scru¬
tiny. With scripts budgeted at
approximately $4,000 each, and 156
scripts involved (including pilots)
for 12-scries program. Roach has
budgeted $624,000 for writing
alone. While difficult to estimate
per-pilot cost in advance, remain- j jn a promoticn stunt, WP1X,
der of program budget is being j N Y., and CBS Film Sales have
allocated among 12 pilots on cost: teame(j
t0 bring an authentic
basis ranging between $35,000
Baltimore & Ohio Civil War train
$42,000, Roach discloses.
into New York Friday (8), It’s in
Projects already in the works are connection wth "The Gray Ghost”
"Cindy.” starring Evelyn Rqdie, CBS Film skein now unreeling on
with Alex Gottlieb producing; and the -N.Y. Daily News indie.
"Steve Canyon,” based on the Milt
The train, officially. called the
Caniff comic strip, with David Haft
producing. Five more properties “William Mason” hut retitled
are currently in the negotiation "Gray Ghost” for the occasion,
stage. Roach disclosed. Pilots on will begin its journey from the
"Cindy” and "Steve Canyon” will B&O Historical Museum at Balti¬
more. It’s unable to exceed a
roll next month.
Roach also disclosed that plan speed of 15 miles per hour, and
might encompass "two
three” I when it reaches N.Y., it will be
pilots already made, but unsold] moved to a siding on the West 26th
last season. If so, additional scripts j pier,; In addition to the train it¬
Ziv TV, which of recent months
will be prepped to bring total of self, consisting of an engine, ten¬
finished leleplays up to level of der, baggage car and passenger has been introing a new. syndicated
other projects. Among such repeat car—there will be an exhibt of property every two months, reports
projects are the “Joe DiMaggio Civil War objects of interest.
a definite upswing in the number
Show,” “Ben Blue's Brothers” and I
of such shows being bought direct¬
"Jack and Jill” last costarring
'Ghost* 21.3; Steel 14.3
Anne Jeffreys and Robert Sterling).
Boston, Nov. 5.
ly by agencies and advertisers.
Roach studio tieup with Vitaplx
A special tabulation by ARB on
Walter Kingsley, general sales
lineup of stations, long dormant, "The Gray Ghost,” new syndicated
might be revived by some of the film series which world preemed topper, says that last season, about
new lineup, and "I’m certain a in Hub Oct. 9 in the 10:30-11 p.m. 61% of the outfit's sales were made
number of these will go into syn¬ slot on WBZ-TV, showed it out- to advertisers and the balance to
dication,” Roach stated.
rated the opposition U.S. Steel stations and agencies, as contrasted
Most coin for* new series pro¬ Hour’s "Whors Earnest,” 21.3 to to 68% this year. Also hypoing
Ziv sales is its "marriage bureau”
gram comes from some 10 Roach 14.3.
alternate
series already in syndication, he
The new series increased the department, locating
said. Stock issue of $1,000,000, station’s ratings in the slot 102% sponsors and matching the pro¬
currently in stages of Securities more than doublng its share of gram buys of stations to regional
Exchange Commission clearance,
September rating for this client needs. Activity in that area
will be used largely for longrange aud.
time was 10.5 Prior to show’s also was described as growing.
capital investment, he disclosed.
The latest sales report on -Ziv’s
Roach decried present tendency inro, WBZ-TV, CBS Film Sales, fresh entry "Sea Hunt,” is indica¬
along Madison Ave. to eliminate and Charles F. Hutchinson agency, tive of the growth in sponsor buys.
the pilot and to sell a series on representing the client, Habitant G. Heileman Brewing of Wisconsin
the basis of a "presentation.” “It’s Soups, hosted a luncheon for Hub bought the show for nine midwestpart of the job of the producer, if tv editors, agency personnel and ern markets, including Chicago,
he believes in his property, to' make dealers.
La Crosse, Milwaukee, Green Bay
a pilot. When you talk about a se¬
and Rockford, Ill. It will-have al-.
ries in tv today, you’re talking San Antonio in Jr.. League ternate sponsorship of "Sea Hunt”
about a multi-million dollar deal
in Madison, Wassau and Eau
Involving hoth sponsors’ and pro¬
Gets in on ‘TV for Kids’ Claire, Wis., and in Cedar Rapidsducers’ money. You’ve got to know
San Antonio, Nov. 5.
Waterloo, la. The Kroger grocery
where you’re going before you can
The
Junior League of San An¬ chain inked for Grand Rapids and
commit so much money. That’s
other markets, while Safeway
why I believe in this idea of having tonio, in cooperation with KENS- two
the scripts for 13 weeks all ready.” TV, will sponsor a series of tele¬ expanded its two-city purchase to
vision adventures entitled "King’s Oklahoma City. .
Crossroads.” Series of 30-minute
Additional purchases by stations
5 Companies Shooting
films will be seen each Saturday include WHDH-TV, Boston, and
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
KVII, Amarillo, Tex. Skein is now
Production on Hal Roach lot, at 10:30 a.m;
The series Is narrated by Carl sold in most of the key markets in
which virtually shut down during
the country.
summer months, is up to five com¬ King and will run for 26 weeks.
panies currently shooting various
telepix series and indie features.
Both series, "Telephone. Time”
and "Oh, Susanna!” are Roach
properties. Indie features include
Jack Wrather’s new "Lone Ranger”
First annual “Industrial Audio-Visual Exhibition” is skedded for
for UA release; "The Curse of
13-15 at the New York Trade Show Bldg. Entire show is geared
Dracula.” being made by Jules Nov.
to
industrial filming, with a member of the commerical video set,
Levey and Arthur Gardner, al§o George
Huntington, sales development chief at Television Bureau,
for UA;
and
“Whipporwill,”
Advertising, delivering the keynote.
DRM production starring Robert of Huntington,
who has been one of the men responsible for the
Mitchum.
Cell-o-Matic tv sales presentations that expanded from TvB to ABC
abd then NBC, will speak on “The Whys and Hows of Major Presen¬
tation.” Willis Pratt Jr., film manager of AT&T, will spiel on “The
Industrial Film Sponsor and His Problems.” There will be several
other speakers during the three-day sesh, held under , the auspices of
the National Visual Presentation Assn.

The Gray Ghost’s’ B&0
‘Civil War in New York’
And an ARB Barb in Hub

Direct-to-Sponsor
Sales Up at Ziv;
'Sea Hunt’Scores

Inside Stuff—TV films

To Catch a Thief, Get
Him ‘Mugged’ on Video

Boston, Nov. 5.
Crime detection via tv assist, re¬
sulting in the capture of d robbery
suspect, paid off in-a special fea¬
ture inaugurated on WBZ-TV.
Each day during one of the news
shows, a special slide introed
viewers to persons who were
wanted by the state’s gendarmes.
Viewers were urged* to offer any
information they might have that
would lead to the arrest bf the
thug appearing on the screen.
Following a Medford holdup, in
which one of the would-be bandits
was shot to death by a police of¬
ficer, the Medford Police Dept, re¬
quested WBZ-TV to run a “wanted” slide of one of the suspects.
The station complied on “11th
Hour. News.”
Next morning, police reported
the slide had produced resuits. A
Rochester, N.H. viewer tipped po¬
lice on w hereabouts of the suspect.
The latter, five months out of
prison, was picked up and ad¬
mitted his part in the robbery.

In an effort to resist the increasingly successful inroads of large
teleblurb producers, a problem that has washed out many small pro¬
ducers, lately. Guild Films’ commercial division is offering agencies
and advertisers a “unitized service plan.” What it means Is the teleblurbery is promising a full crew-editor, director, producer and scenic
designer—on an exclusive basis to each account.
Guild will not permit any member of the four-man team to work
on a second account until all the filming* is completed for the first.
General procedure is to work crews on an overlapping-' basis, so
that often before they've finished one job they’re into the next.- Guild
maintains that this creates delays in completing a job, quite often
making it impossible for several hours for any agency to get in touch
with the producer or editor or director who began their project.
New plan fits into Guild’s low overhead teleblurb operation. Crews
will be hired by the production house for each new job, obviating
the need for a continuing large4 overhead. Last week, Coty cosmetics
became the first to sign under the arrangement.
The INS-Telenews half-hour year-end “News Review of 1957” and
the 30-minute “Sports Review of 1957” have been pacted in 10 markets
outside the U. S. Both the news and sports programs will be aired
by the Midnight Su.n Broadcasting Co. stations in Alaska, XENI-TV
(Anchorage), KFAR-TV (Fairbanks), KATV (Ketchikan); and by
CMAB-TV, Cuba. Six CBC (Canada) stations will carry the sports
year-ender, CBFT (Montreal), CBOFT (Ottawa), CHLT-TV (Sher¬
brooke) and CFCM-TV (Quebec City). Domestic"sales now^are being
closed for the special film features set for telecasting after Christmas
Dot- __

....

..

Join ‘Martin Kano1 & See the World;
'+

SCRIBES’ TESTIMONIAL
TO‘BIG STORY’PRODS.
A testimonial scroll, to be signed
by many of the 600 “Big Story”
winners, will be presented to Ev¬
erett Rosenthal and Leonard Loewinthan, Pyramid Production top¬
pers who are now filming the series
for syndication.
The presentation will , be made
shortly after the first of the year,
according to Andrew Viglietta,
Washington correspondent for the
Newhouse newspaper chain, who is
serving as national chairman of the
“Big Story” winners committee.
The committee.Includes Willard C.
Haselbush, Denver Post; Henry
Reno, Miami Herald; Harry Mc¬
Cormick, Dallas News; Girardin,
Detroit Times; and Ruth Mugglebee, Boston Record-American,
Committee also is gathering me¬
mentos, exhibits and files relating
to stories highlighted in the series,
which had a long network live ride
before going film. These donations
may form a larger exhibit planned
at eithfer Pyramid headquarters in
New York or at university .schools
of journalism. Scroll singles out
Rosenthal and Loewinthan for
bringing "greater understanding”
about the press and added public ac¬
claim for members of the fourth
estate during the past 10 years.

Landau’s Dollar Details
Of NTA Acquisitions In
N.Y.,MpIs.AM-TV Markets
Details of the agreements under
which National Telefilm Associates
acquired KMGM-TV, Minneapolis,
and WATV, WAAT, and WAATFM, in the New York-N. J. market,
were contained in a letter to stock¬
holders sent out by )NTA hoard
chairman Ely A. Landau.
Under terms of the WATV deal,,
which also encompassed radio sta¬
tions WAAT and WAAT-FM, all
the capital stock of hoth Atlantic
Television and. the Bremer Broad¬
casting Corp. was acquired. Pur¬
chase price was $2,550,000, of
which $50,000 was paid on th'e
signing of the agreement. Another
$150,000 is- payable on the closing
date, which will take place after
receipt of FCC approval. The bal¬
ance, including accrued interest,
will he payable over approximately
eight years after the closing of the
transaction. NTA also guarantees
the payment of Atlantic Television
and Bremer Broadcasting obliga¬
tions and liabilities in the aggre¬
gate amount of $950,006.
Among the obligations of the
two corporations to be acquired
are agreements with certain sell¬
ing stockholders, who are to re¬
ceive compensation equal to 20%
of the profits “of the t#o corpora¬
tions before income taxes until
their share o'f such profits total

$1,000,008.

...

NTA intends to seek authoriza¬
tion'to change the call letters of
WATV to WNTA-TV and of the
radio-stations to WNTA (AM) and
WNTA-FM. -* In the case of KMGM-TV, NTA
will acquire -75% of the capital
stock of United Television Inc.,
which-owns and operates the sta¬
tion.' The. other 25% of United
Television is owned, by Loew’s Inc.
Purchase price for the 75% stock
interest is $630,000, of which $300,000 is payable on the closing date,
when the FCC approves the ac¬
quisition. The remainder is pay¬
able in three installments over the
subsequent ^three years! In addi¬
tion to the stock interest, NTA
will acquire United Television
debentures of $318,750 and United
Television demand notes aggregat¬
ing $152,000. The selling stockholdefs also .shall assign to NTA
their Interest in an agreement with
Loew’s Inc, under which Loew’s
will then owe conditionally a bal¬
ance of $662,500, Loew’s, when
the;Minneapolis station bought the
Metro library, acquired a 25% in¬
terest in the station for $75Q,0()Q.
• Landau stated in his letter that
NTA will continue its program,of
buying tv and radio stations in
leading markets. He also advised
stockholders that proceeds from
the recent sale of notes and com¬
mon stock have been utilized to
retire $4,931,228 in loans.

Telefilm series, now being shot
on location throughout the world,
offers a vicarious tour for the view¬
er who may never leave his own
town. So states vet actor William
Gargan who recently completed his
assignment in Ziv’s “New Adven¬
tures of Martin Kane.”
The location backdrops in the
“Kane” episodes encompass Paris,
Munich, the Bavarian Aips, Aus¬
tria, Holland, Finland, Sweden,
Denmark and Spain, Gargan con¬
trasted the multiple European set¬
tings with the relatively confined
studio operation betwen 1949 and
1953, when “Martin Kane” was
telecast live.
The location hunger is reflected
in other Series, ranging from
“O.S.S.” to “Dick and the Duch¬
ess.” The “Kane” project was
headquartered in London, like so
many of the other series being pro¬
duced in Europe, with “Kane” pro¬
ducer Harry Alan Towers operat¬
ing a virtual airlift Operation for
location shooting on the Continent.
Gargen, new to syndication—the
“Kane” role is his first in that
field—was amazed at the forfeign
play that telefilm series are, getting.
Ziv recently concluded a deal in
Japan for the package “It’s a
cinch,” he opined,” that an Irish¬
man like me Won’t do the dub¬
bing.”
Gargan has a percentage deal
with Ziv based on the gross of the
39-episode skein. He described his
potential earnings In the series at
between $350,000 and $400,000, pro¬
vided it gets maximum exposure
and a rerun ride of four time*
around.
He said technicians and creative
talent abroad are learning fast,
picking up steadily, the saWy asso¬
ciated with Hollywood production.

CBS Fifan Sales Works _
Up Discount Plan For
Vid|Hx in Small Mkto.
Stations In other than the top
65 markets in the country, or where
the set count is about 200,000 or
under, are being offered a volume
discount plan by CBS Film Sales.
The smaller market plan, in¬
augurated for the usual sales lull
in the Noyember-December period,
encompasses ten rerun properties,
representing 528 half-hours. Dead¬
line for deals under the plan, said
to offer discounts as high-as 50%
to 80%, is Dec. 31. Shows bought
under the plan, though, could be¬
gin unreeling in the Tall of 1958, ■
the requirement being that the
starting date he before Nov. 1,
1958.
Shows included, in the plan are
“Amos ’n’ Andy,” “The Whistler,’*
“Mama,” “Honeymooners,”! “Our
Miss Brooks,” “Life With Father,”
“Brave Eagle,” “Jeffrey Jones and
Eddie Drake,1* “San Francisco
Beat,” as well as Terrytooh car¬
toons and the newsfilm service.
To earn discounts from the regu¬
lar rates, the station must buy a
minimum of 104 half-hours, com¬
puted either bf the number of epi¬
sodes or a combination of episode
add rerun numbers. That is, the
minimum could be reached by th#„
purchase of 52 episodes and re¬
running them.

NABET Fifan Unit Votes
On Budqet-Pix Crews
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Present policy of supplying film
crews to low-budget features, tele¬
blurbs and industrial pix was cohfinned in vote of film craft unit. Na¬
tional Assn, of Broadcast Em¬
ployees & Technicians, at mem¬
bership meeting last week. How¬
ever, unit won’t seek to service
major feature productions, in com¬
petition with IATSE, unit chair¬
man Bill Hines emphasized.
Resolution doesn’t constitute a
violation of AFL-CIO “no raid”
agreement; nor an Infringement on
IA territory, since NABET will
ojnly supDly crews to outfits who
haven’Jl s’*med up with IA, Hines
insists. NABET -isnlt “cutrating,”
but supplying film units “tailormade” to reordrements of low^budn—no “excess”
perdue!/ he., comments, - .
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‘WAIT TO SEE IT ON PAY TV’
The Coming Battle for Post-48 Pix
There is .no sign that the film freeze move by. Associated Aritsts
Productions (see separate story) is being followed by other princi¬
pal feature distribs to tv. That was confirmed by a spot check with
Metro TV, Screen Gems and National Telefilms Associates. It goes
without saying, though, that most film distribs are keeping abreast
of toll tv developments and are weighing the system’s potential
for old pix.
Also entering as a projected issue in what may shape up as a
battle between free and toll tv for cinematics is the pool of post-48
pix. Most of these are being withheld pending an agreement be-,
tween the Hollywood guilds and the studios on tv'residual rights.
As to the question of desirability of old pix. for toll tv when
comparable fare is offered on free tv, AAP thinking is projected
along these lines: Pay-tv Will have its blockbusters, its first-run
features, etc., but the demands from programming will be just as
heavy as in free tv. Old pix, already run in theatres, also may find
a place in a toll tv operation for bulk programming, as shown
in the Bartlesville, Okla., toll tv experiment. There, old pix labeled
as "repeats” on the tv screen, are being played along with the
opening run of such top films as “Pajama Game.”

Food Industry Tops Syndication
Customers; Ziv’s Client Breakdown
The food industry is still syndi-fcation’s No. 1 customer, and within
that field, it’s the soft drink bot¬
tlers, meat packagers and super¬
With sales in five more markets
markets which are increasing their
;use of telefilms att the greatest this week, Screen Gems’ “Shock”
package of Universal thrillers has
-rate,- according to a Ziv study.
The study., which- compares the reached the 70-city level. New
October, 19551 period to that of sales were made in Chicago, with
October, 1957, and is based on an WBKB picking up the 52-featiire
anaylsis of Ziv sales, found that package; . Nashville <WSDt-TVl;
advertisers in other business cate¬ Portland, Ore. (KPTVJ; Elkhart
gories are. steadily entering- the (WSJ.V) and El Paso.
ranks, of syndication sponsorship.
Earlier* Screen Gems had sold
But food companies maintain the the chillers in Washington, to
lead.
WT OP-TV; Baltimore, to ,WBALCurrently,- sales v.p. M. J. Rifkin TV, and Rochester, WROC-TV.
pointed out that 37% of all Ziv
sponsors are processors, distribu¬
tors or retailers , of foods and bev¬
erages.
Ziy found that the number of
food companies using its various
programs has increased 49% in the
past" two years: ' Since'many of
these firms sponsor a Ziv show in
more than one market,. the in¬
crease in- number .of cities where
/Ziv shows-have food sponsors is
even greater-—71%.
The trend story shows that there
are now 200% more* soft drink
Minneapolis,. Nov. 5.
bottlers on the Ziv list than there
With KMGM-TV under its new
were two years: ago/ This cate¬ National
Television - Associates
gory seored the biggest gain of all control and aggressive manage¬
.food advertisers. Next came the ment, the local non-network sta¬
meat packers, with an Increase of tion in which Metro pictures has a
53%.' The ranks of the supermar¬ substantial interest is expanding its
ket sponsors grew by 37%, rarid .programming in a manner that
dairies by 35%. Each of the coun¬ undoubtedly makes the Twin Cities
try’s major chains is repped on the a better market than ever for syn¬
list, including A & P, Kroger,
dicated shows.
Safeway and Grand Unioli.
Throwing down the gauntlet to
its KSTP-TV (NBC), WCCO-TV
(CBS) and WTCN-TV (ABC) com¬
petitors, not to mention -the edu¬
cational KTCA-TV, KMGM-TV, in
this veering away from a former
policy that limited it mostly to
Metro, and other feature pictures,
has tossed a "million dollar” chal¬
lenge to the opposition.
WP1X, N. Y., one of the heaviest
Station has been taking newspa¬
telefilm stations in the country, per fullpage ads to publicize’What
with 65 different series unreeling, it calls a “million dollar program¬
•weekly, has sold 95% of its Vidpix ming make-over” and that’s calcu¬
programming.
lated to raise prices locally for
Of the 65 programs, 14 have been the syndicated stuff arid, accord¬
Sold on a full or alternating spon¬ ingly, gladden the hearts of the
sorship basis. The remainder, in¬ latter’s distributors*. In a way,
cluding many first-run’ properties,
(Continued on page 56)
have garnered participations. The
participation buy on first-runs for
the statiorf this current season rep¬
'HONKY TONIC' HOOPLA
resents a departure.from,last sea¬
son's procedure when most first- M-G’* Gable-Turner Pic Prcemer
run properties garnered full .
On Crosley Stations
alternate week sponsorship.
In - that framework of altered
v Cincinnati, Nov. 5.
buying habits, an additional 48 of
That Clark Gable-Lana Turner
the telefilm Shows Have one or starrer “Honky Tonk” continues as
more participating sponsors. Of the punchy starter for unreeling
these, the majority have at least the Metro library.
two participations, and slightly
Crosley o&o's, WLW-T, Cincin¬
better than 40% are sold out.
nati; WLW-D, Dayton, and WLW-C,
Sponsored
programs
include Columbus, keyed a simultaneous
‘‘Highway Patrol,”' “Code 3,” “Si¬ premiere of the Metro library with
lent Service,” “Mama,” “Victory at “Honky-Tonk” Saturday, Oct. 26*
Sea,” “San Francisco Beat,” “Stu¬ at 11:15 p.m. There was the usual
dio 57” and “Whirlybirds.” Among advance ^ hoopla, Including sizable
the programs sold out on a partici¬ on-the-air promotion, newspaper
pating basis are “The Man Called ads, stunts, etc.
X,” “Dr. Hudson’s Secret Journal,”
Ratings as' compiled by Burke
“Soldiers of Fortune” and “I Marketing Research Service of Cin¬
Search for Adventure.” * '
cinnati, on the basis of a phone,
In the kiddie area, WPIX’s “Pop- survey, gaVe WLW-T a 31.7 ratingeye” continues to hang the SRO and a 67.6 share of audience; the
sign Mondays through Fridays, Dayton station, 30.6 rating and
with strong participations sched-j Dayton station, 30,6 rating and
uled for Saturday and Sundays.
I -74.4.
i

Screen Gems’ Shocks ‘B.O.’

A Mil $ Hare In

W(PIX) Rides Hi;
Near SRO on(5

1,000 Shares Come Home to Roost
In Guilds Cash Buy of Fox Stock
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
The pay-as-you-see-tv potential
in old features has taken its first
solid toll on the cinematic pool
available to free broadcasters, with
Associated Artists Productions put¬
ting its unsold Warner pix in about
35 large markets in a “deep freeze”
for at least a year.
One of the principal reasons for
AAP’s wait and See move is to at¬
tempt to assay possible earnings
for the old pix in a toll tv setup,
whether a wired or on-the-air chan¬
nel operation.
This development comes to the
fore in a. period when, with the ex¬
ception of the Paramount library,
all the, pre’-48 cinematics of the
majors have been put on the tv
block. Possibility of toll tv reve¬
nues also .figures in the .thinking
of Paramount execs. Telemeter,
one of the proposed subscription tv
systems, is a Paramount subsidiary.
AAP declined to name all the
larger markets or the number of
pix involved in the policy decision.
The initial disclosure came out of
Milwaukee, where WTMJ, which
has been buying Warner packages
in the past, sought fresh packages.
Station was informed by AAP that
it’s withdrawing all unsold pack¬
ages from the .Milwaukee market.
According to an AAP .spokesman,
New York; and Los Angeles also are
affected. AAP has sold about half
of the 725'pix in those two markets.
Some Keys Excluded
Larger areas not affected include
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Chi¬
cago, Miami and Dallas, where all
the packages of WB pix have
already been sold. All markets had
the pix available. to them over a
year. The mayor of Milwaukee, in¬
cidentally, recently Vetoed a fran¬
chise granting wired toH tv rights
on the grounds of insufficient study
—a veto upheld by the city coun¬
cil.
Other -reasons cited for AAP’s
decision are that the number of
stations going on the -air is increas¬
ing, offering better potential rev¬
enues because-of the changed com¬
petitive situation; that in foregoing
the larger markets, the sales staff
can concentrate on smaller situa¬
tions for a mop-up operation; that
the pattern of sponsorship on free
broadcasting may change in the fu¬
ture from participations to more
cinematic program buys. The com¬
pany, which has grossed about $30,000,000 on the Warner library since
its "Acquisition in July, 1956, feels
it can afford to wait for at least a
12-month period in the affected
markets.
AAP explained its denial of re¬
fusing to list the markets'by saying
that in some of the cities involved
negotiations started prior to tlje
policy decision are still pending.
Until those talks are terminated
one way or another on WB pack^
ages, the company is playing the
market list close to its vest. In
addition to the WB, features, WB
cartoons and Paramount “Popeye”
cartoons also are affected. Com¬
pany has its “Goldmine Library”
of several hundred features. West¬
ern and horror packages, which^
pre-date the Warner acquisition for"
sale in the affected markets.
*
Interesting sidelight is that the
standard pix contract with sta¬
tions reserves foil tv rights to the
distributors. Initial telecasting of
old pix on free tv, though, would
depreciate greatly the value of the
same pix for toll tv.

Guild Films has finalized the
buyout of all the stock Matthew
Fox held in the company, and at
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
the same time the company ended
Tele-Vista Films has obtained a two-year arrangement with Fox
distribute the several hundred
rights for a telefilm series based on j
—
files of the federal police of Mex- ■
feature films in the MPTV
j library. Simultaneous deals ended
ico.
the last of the ties he had with the
Tele-Vista chief Frank S. Layva
has returned from Mexico City and film production and distribution
outfit.
plans to confer With tv networks
While Guild would not state the
on the project. J. Donald Wilson,
v.p. of the company, has been amount of its s’ock that it purworking on the project here. Sec- - biased from Fox, it has been reond series pn the firm’s sked is P°rted elsewhere that some 380,“The Chihuahua Kid.”
;000 Ciniltl shares were returned to
--I the company by Fox and his assoi ciales.
These were the shares
left out of the 500,000 that Fox
! and financial associate Nicholas
I Reisiri and a group of others rej ceived from Guild for turning
j over the negatives to seven series
: of reran half-hours,

. Mex ‘FBI’ Yidpix

NARTB Code Bd.’s
‘Meet at Seat; In

j
There was fear among some of
* Guild’s executives that Fox would

j sell off large blocks of the 380,000
| Guild shares and thereby depre; ciale the stock’s overall market
value.
"Washington. Nov. 5.
it was explained bv a Guild
Reflecting growing importance of spokesman that when Fox and ljis
synd->ated film packages to station . cohorts gave the distrib negaiive
programming, the Television Code 1 ”*h-ts*Q

t]\e ?ev*n skei”s .in }* e

Review Boardof the National Assn.!
'th^Jld ts
of Radio & TV Broadcasters will always been aware Fox wanted
hold its quarterly meetings next cash payment and that recently,
week, Nov. 11-13, at the Beverly because of an improved earnings
position it was able to comply.
Hills Hotel in Beverly Hills, Calif.
The desire for a cash return on
Desire of the Code Board to
(the telepix shows mo ivated Fox
bring more production firms into }in the first place to start selling
the Code is another factor in the j his Guild shares on the open mar*
cho’ce of the west Coast site.
'^et.
*'ox was
the 500.000
Rfefetings will

the

first formal session with the ex-, he received $3 for each of his reecutive committee of the Alliance j maining shares, although the marof Television Film Producers whose!ket value of Guild shares is hover¬
ing around that point, having been
17 members became affiliate Code
at 2 and 7s'hs late last week.
subscribers earlier this year. The
Return of the MPTV oldie cata¬
two groups will join at a luncheon
log is believed to have figured in
powpow Monday (11).
On Tuesday (12), the Code Board the negiations for the stock buy¬
Evidently
and staff, the Alliance producers; out of Fox by Guild.
and network editors will meet with Fox wanted back the pix, on which
Guild
had
a
contract
to
sell on
reps of major vidpix producers not
now Code affiliates. This gathering a straight distribution basis for
be'ween
25%
and
35%
of the
will be addressed by NARTB prexy
gross profit from sales in pre¬
Harold E. Fellows.
On Wednesday (13), there will viously unsold markets.
be a workshop session in which
affiliated producers, continuity ac¬
ceptance execs of networks and
NARTB staffers will discuss appli¬
cation of the Code's programming
standards to filmed shows.
. Other agenda items include a
comprehensive Board staff report j
on monitoring, viewer complaints I
and comments. Code promotion
plans and a report on . “personal i
product” advertising.
ABC will be represented at the i
meetings by Grace Johnsen, con-;
tuality acceptance director, and j
Dorothy Brown, west coast director, j
Herbert A. Carlborg, director of;
CBS, Stockton Helffrich, continui-1
tv acceptance director, and Robert >

OFs Peak 9836
12-Month Income
Official Films for the 1957 fiscal
year had an income before taxes
of $983,000, a record 12-month pe¬
riod for the company, about $75,000 above ^ year’s' income,' ac¬
cording to a stockholders report
by HaroId L
H&ckett, Official
preXy anb hoard chairman.

a th®
rjJJ?

(WWU.
iS-J

tho

dkeCl°r' WiI1 ie!come represented a

increase

Chatanan of the Code Review i
Board is WiDiam B. Quarton of l3Q
$6,500,000, compared to
WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
$6,100,000 in 1956.
In light of the good biz, the com¬
pany declared its second cash divi¬
dend of 5c per share, to be paid
Dec. 2 to stockholders of record
as of Now 15.

Radio Vet Billy Hilfpot Joins Sales Dept of TPA

COAST COOP GIVES
‘BIG STORY’28 MKTS.

William A. (Billy) Hillpot. vet-! . Comparing the company’s film
eran radio performer and Indus-! library of three years ago with the
try exec, has joined the sales staff I present, Official at the end of the
of Television Programs of Amer- f ’57 fiscal year was selling 27 series
ica. He will work in the national; with a total of 1,319 films, against
sales department, reporting to Russ I five series repping 129 half-hours
Clancy.
j in '54. He also cited Official’s re,
_turn to the first-run syndication

Official Filins' “Big Story” has
heed bought for eight Coast mar¬
kets by Pacific Gas & Electric, put¬
ting the skein at this stage in about:
28 markets.
Cities inked by the utility Outfit j
include San Francisco, Sacramento,;
Fresno and Bakersfield. Sponsor- ]
ship pattern on the Burgess Mere-!
dlth starrer ranges in type from
beers, foods, newspapers.

“*« of
^ *
and Mark” show sponsored by,
ai a ■
^ ^
^ ^
Smith Bros, for 10 years. . In 1936. Tn a consolidated balance sheet
he turned to the business side of'as
June 30, 1957, total assets
broadcasting,
joining
Lord
& * were Put at $5,019,854, with liabiliThomas-as talent buyer. Later he
at $1,333,870 and capital at
produced for the same agency a = $2,697,494.
number of shows including “Hit -■
The
number
of . .outstanding
Parade.” More recently he \vas \ shares was put at 2,064,000 and
associated with General Artists : earnings for the ’57 fiscal year
Corp. and Willard Alexander.
I at 16c per share.
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JWT s Merchandising-In-Depth
Accents TV Clients Yen To
‘Advertise Your Advertising
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Nov. 51
With the emergence of a three
network system this year and the
resultant keener-than-eVCr compe¬
tition for audiences, there’s grow¬
ing emphasis now on merchandis¬
ing-in-depth as a means to help the
advertiser get the most for his
broadcast dollar. It involves an
outlay of additional sponsor money
to be used strategically in giving
his show a buildup toward lower¬
ing his own cost-per-thousand.
ABC-TV vice prez Qllie Treyz
said it himself, and eloquently, in
a recent closed circuit telecast to
Seven Up bottlers, “Today you
have to advertise your advertis¬
ing,”
The day appears to be passing
when a sponsor could rely wholly
on routine servicing by the net¬
work promotion department to
stack an audience for a show. It’s
becoming increasingly necessary
for the sponsor to do it himself, or
have it done for him at a price,
and in recent instances where
depth exploitation has been used
it has paid off lavishly in ratings.
Two of the most notable exam¬
ples are the “Zorro” and “Maver¬
ick” campaigns, although it was not
the sponsor (Kaiser), but the ABCTV net that instrumented the lat¬
ter.
The “Maverick” campaign,
to be sure, is a rare all-out job by
a network, and understandably the
same thing can’t be done for every
show, but it does illustrate the
value of thorough-going merchan¬
dising. Both shows were brilliant¬
ly pre-sold with hefty tie-ins, and
when they preemed there was not
only an awareness to them but
evidently a lot of anticipation as
well.
It’s well known by now
that each has made sharp inroads
into shows that have long been
among the most formidable com¬
petition on tv, “Zorro” cutting into
Groucho Marx’s NBC rating and
“Maverick” into both Ed Sullivan
and Steve Allen.
JWT’s Special Unit
Chicago office of the J. Walter
Thompson agency, which handled
the “Zoro” campaign for Seven
Up, is making much of the mer¬
chandising-in-depth idea to the ex¬
tent it has created a special ad¬
junct to its public relations depart¬
ment known as Broadcast Exploi¬
tation Service. JWT (in Chi only,
thus far) has developed the serv¬
ice over a two-year period and is
offering it to clients for whatever
expenses it incurs.
Shop be¬
lieves so strongly in it that it’s
recommending to all clients, when¬
ever there’s a broadcast buy, that
•they allocate extra money for ex¬
ploitation. So far JWT is doing It
for Kraft, Seven Up and Weca and
has Pharma Craft tapped for the
service in an upcoming'radio spot
Campaign.
As analyzed for Variety by Al¬
ton D. Farber, asst, public rela¬
tions director of the Chi bureau
who helped develop the program,
the service can do all of the fol¬
lowing: tl) build up an impulse to
see a show and in that way pre(Continued on page 46)
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Real Pie in the Sky
WOR, N. Y„ is glad the elec¬
tions are over, despite the in¬
flux of paid political biz.
There was quite a hubbub
one day last week when the
annouheer came across a spot
reserved for “Mrs. Wagner.”
On the station’s log, there was
no indication that the spot was
for a political pitch, which
would require the usual dis¬
claimer.
After some hectic,
phonecalls to program top¬
per Bob Smith, it was ascer¬
tained the spot was bought
for “Mrs. Wagner’s Pies,’ not
the wife of the Demo candi¬
date, Mayor Robert F. Wag¬
ner.

AskBanonWGA

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Contending
producer - writers
who have the power to hire and
fire and story editors who hire
writers cannot properly hold office
in Writers Guild of America West,
telescripter Clark Reynolds has
asked WGAW council to consider
eliminating such hyphenated of¬
ficers from holding elective office.
Writer claims such a policy as
now exists is detrimental to the
members, because they cannot
truly be repped by an officer also
In a position to hire and fire, and
who is in reality an employer. Any
such hydra-headed officer should
resign his guild office if he has
the producer-writer job for more
than f>0 days, he contends.
WGAW council debated the Rey¬
nolds letter at length, and feel¬
ing of some was it would be unfair
to ask present producer-writer of¬
ficers to resign since the member¬
ship had (voted them in. Conse¬
quently, $t was decided to take the
matter up with .(members at the
next membership meeting.
At present there are three such
officers in WGAyV; Prexy Edmund
Hartmann, and- veepees Dan Taradash and David' Dortort.
Reynolds asked the council to
convey his sentiments to the na¬
tional council. Any action along
the lines recommended by Rey¬
nolds would have to be via adop¬
tion of a constitutional amendment,
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Brodkin-Hirschman Team
Herbert Hirschman,
associate
producer on the old NBC-TV
“Alcoa Hour” and director on sev¬
eral of its shows, has joined “Stu¬
dio One” as associate producer on
the Herb Brodkin productions.
When “Studio One" shifts to the
Coast, Hirschman will stay on with
Brodkin. to work on his new hourdramatic project.
When Brodkin was “Alcoa Hour”
producer two seasons ago, Hirsch¬
man. was script editor and occa¬
sional director. lie moved- up to the
associate producer slot last sea¬
son, after Brodkin switched to
CBS and Philip Barry Jr. took
over as "Alcoa” producer!

NBC Blueprints
II For Next Fall,
‘AT PilotMing
.Hollywood, Nov. 5.
NBC is in high gear on blueprint¬
ing next season’s properties, with
11 of 13 new projects set for de¬
velopment here under Coast pro¬
gram veepee Alan. Livingston. Ros¬
ter includes two new westerns, two
situation comedy series, a half-hour
mystery-adventure show, a live
music variety program, and devel¬
opment of a comedian for live
video.
At top echelon huddles in N. Y.t
| Livingston was given the okay to
: proceed with a pilot of “You Know
Me Al” based on the Ring Lardner
stories. Abe Burrows scripted and
Arthur Lewis is producing for the
web. Dick York, formerly Under
contract to Columbia Pictures, will
star.
'
'
NBC also plans to reactivate the
situation comedy, “June,” "to he
produced by Jess Oppenheimer.
Series was skedded last season, but
ran into casting difficulties.
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IN NEW YORK CITY ...
Arthur Hailey in from Toronto to put the finishing touches on “No
Deadly Medicine,” the two-part script on pathology Which he’s doing
for “Studio One” production by Herb Brodkin on Dec. 9 and 16 .. . .
Hugh Graham, upped to the newly created post of manager of unit man¬
agement and control services for CBS-TV’s production operations dept.
. . . Charles M. McAbee Jr. moves out of CBS-TV’s N.Y. Spot Sales of¬
fice to become general sales manager of KMOX-TV, the web’s new St.
i_,ouis o&o . . . Herm Dinkin set for “True Story” on NBC Radio Nov.
11 . . . WCBS g.m. Sam Slate receives a citation Nov. 12 from Richard
E, Booth, exec director of the Greater New York Fund, for the station’*
community services in behalf of the current campaign ... A. Burke
Cfotty, vet tv producer-direqtor (going back to 1939), named v.p. in
charge of radio-tv for the Ellington 'agency ... James Elward, whr won
the hour-length comedy writing Reward from the Writers Guil<! of Amer¬
ica for his “Paper Foxhole*- (reprinted in the WGA-Random House
“Best Plays of. ’56”>, addressed a Queens College adult educaf .on group
on “The New Writer in Television” last night .(Tues.) . . . A ;ademy of
Television Arts & Sciences’ NoV. 12 luncheon meeting v ill feature
three agency,veeps—Kenyon & Eckhardt’s James, S. Bealle, Norman,
Craig & Kummel’s Walter Craig and Grey’s Hal'Davis—discussing tl e‘
role of the agency in tv . . . Jack Sterling to act as emcee at the 10 ,b
annual communmn breakfast' of the Catholic Apostolate of Radio-TVAdvertisihg Nov." 17 at the Waldorf-Astoria , ,. . Art. Hannes subs ior
Bob Hall op WCBS’ “Music Till Dawn” while Hall vacations this week
and next . . . Composer Jacques Belasco dickering with scripter John
J. Morrin to convert latter’s “Sextuplets” script, recently produced on
“Kraft Theatre,” into a musical. . . Stephen F. Temmer, prexy of Tel •
don Productions, commuting to Chicago weekly to. originate broadcasts
of tbe Chicago Symphony for use on WBAI here . . . Bob Warner, as¬
sociate producer and film director on CBS-TV’s “The Last Word” (due
to return in January), is putting together the CBS film segments for
the “Wide Wide World” show oh tbe history of television . . . Howard
B. Phillips, former writer-producer at NBC-TV, currently finishing his
third novel,* “The Sad Side of Happiness” . . ; Helen Walpole, radio¬
tv, scripter, returned yesterday (Tues). after three months in England
and Scotland o.o.’ing the Edinburgh Festival and the Breamer Gather-;
ing.
,
' .
.
.
Irving Giflin, CBS public affairs topper, spoke last week at the Mu¬
seum of ‘Modem Art on “Propaganda and Journalism” . , . Allan Swift,
WPIX’s “Popeye” emcee, set for a stint in Bamberger’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade with the show -is his peg . . . Erie^Sevareid in town to dis¬
cuss upcoming “Conquest” series which he will narrate , . . Rita Morley, the original Coty Girl, joined the cast of CBS-TV’s “Brighter Day”
soaper .. . Bill Lnndigan, host of CBSTV’s “Climax,” due in New York
Nov. 11 . . . Lou Carter set for a brace of tv shots on ‘Tonight” start¬
ing tonight (Wed.) . . . Gretchen Wyler, star of the incoming Broadway
musical, “Rumple” stars on “Woolworth Hour” on CBS Radio Sunday
(10) . , . Daniel Petrie, wh6*directed last week’s “Prince and the Pau¬
per;” set to direct “A Shadow of’My Enemy” on Broadway, with Ed
Begley, and Gene.Raymond starring.
E. James Hogdgett, formerly with CBS-TV Spot Sales’ research dept.,
has joined WPIX as an account exec . . . Arnold Weiner, director of
publicity and promotion for WLIB, has taken over the merchandising
dept, as well . .
Oklahoma City Symphony will begin its ninth year
with Mutual on Sunday (10) evening . . . Fred Hertz, formerly with the
radio-tv dept, of Willard Alexander, has joined Gotham Recording Corp.
as director of programming and production. He is slated to divide his
time between the production of the transcribed radio series “Guest
Star” and “Stars jfor Defense” and the development of new radio-tv
properties.
• Gerald J. Kelly Jr., has been, transferred from the N.Y. to the Chi¬
cago offices of Devney, radio-tv reps, tp- assume duties as midwest
manager.
Gene Accas, ABC-TV veep, becomes first president Of the World
Wide Alumni Assn, of Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy at Tufts
U.; Accas graduated with honors from Fletcher in *46 . . . Alfred Drake
being interviewed ;on WABD’s “Entertainment Press Conference” to¬
morrow (Thurs.) . . . Announcer Don Morrow to Hollywood yesterday
(Tues.) for confabs with his sponsor boss Max Factor.
Phil Silvers has picked up the options of director Aaron Rnben
and head writer Billy Friedberg for another go-round on his CBSTV-er; following completion of shooting at the end of the month, he’s
planning a big blowout for cast and crew . . . Arthur Peck, CBS Radio
manager of network operations and a sports car authority, judged a
Galen Drake show contest on “Why I Drive a Sports Car” . . . Theodore
A. Smith, exec v.p. pf. RCA Industrial Electronic Products, elected to
the board of RCA Communications Inc. . . . Mary Jan$ Highby won out
out over a field of 88 auditionefs for the title role in CBS Radio’s
“Nora Drake”; she’ll replace Joan Tompkins, who’s moving to the
Coast Id join hubby Karl Swenson . . . Dick Jennings, roving reporter
for NBC’s “Monitor,” returned from a trip to the South Pole where
he did three series of tapes on “Operation Deep Freeze” . . . Everett
(Bud) Gammon appointed tv account exec on the Libby-Owens-Ford
account at Fuller & Smith’ & Ross . . . Murray Burnett, producer on
NBC’s “Monitor,” writing the current “Hotel Cosmopolitan” soap
series on CBS-TV . . . Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld, former director of adver¬
tising research, at McCann-Erickson, joined Keyes,. Madden & Jones
as-v.p. in charge of research, while Charles Chappel has joined the
agency as v.p., art director of the N.Y. office and a member of the
plans board
. N. Y. tv and film actress Dina Merrill planed to the
Coast last week to costar in tomorrow’s (Thurs.) “Matfnee Theatre”
on NBC-TV . .-. Clancy Worden, WCBS-TV director of public affairs,
heading the radio-tv division of the USO Fund of N.Y. . . . Marlon
Brash will be commuting from the “Search for Tomorrow” CBS-TV cast
to Philly and New Haven during the tryout of the incoming Broadway
entry, “One Foot in the Door,” in which she has a featured role . . ,
Ron Cochran started his fourth year as commentator on WCBS-TV’s
“Late News” t|iis week ... AFL-CIO prez George Meany. will be the
first guest on'; “Viewpoint” Saturday (9) over Mutual. Program is being
produced by the radio-tv .division of-the Episcopal Church’s National
Council.

The Bing Crosby hour show;
over CBS-TV Dec. 11 is on again.
Order for the time was received
by the web and preemptions of
regular weekly shows were or¬
dered. Last Tuesday (29) Crosby
balked at doing the show because
the deal was* negotiated by his
brother, Everett, in N. Y. .without
consulting hinr.
Following the season’s highestrated Edsel show, both William S.
Paley, CBS board chairman, and
Hubbell Robinson, program vee¬
pee, prevailed on Crosby to do
another spec this year. He is said
to have agreed but “didn’t like .the
looks of the New York promotion-,
al setup” for the Dec. 11 outing.
i What changed his mind was not as¬
certained.
Understood the sponsors ori¬
ginally set for the Crosby show
will split up the tab. Shulton (for
Old -Spice) bought the hour and
then sold off half to Timex,
Washington, Nov. 5.
which bowed out as Bjjb Hope’s
Bob hope acquired another tv sponsor.
station interest last week when
the FCC approved the sale of
WREX-TVV in Rockford, Ill., for
$2,850,000 to Continental Televi¬
sion Corp., in which the actor is
509c stockholder. Hope also has a
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
substantial interest in KOA-TV in
Hassle over alleged underscale
Denver tNBC affiliate).
payments has resulted in request
WREX is the only VHF station by local board of American Feder¬
in Rockford and 'holds the CBS ation of TV & Radio Artists' to
and ABC affiliations. Greater Rock¬ national body, to declare Bud
ford Television Inc., which sold Testa and William Gerdes-Testa &
the station, had as its principal Associates ad agency “unfair.”
Beef involves approximately
stockholder theatre owner Bruce R.
Gran. NBC affiliate in Rockford $381 allegedly owed thesp Kathy
is WTVO (tv), an ultra-high out¬ Marlowe for series of live teleHollywood. Nov. 5.
I blurbs over local stations.
Belt-tightening process in Hol¬ let.
lywood tv seems to be trend, es¬
pecially in technical staffs.
Im¬
pending is layoff of 25 people at
KTTV, including nine engineers.
Recently KHJ-TV axed two engin¬
NBC veep Tom Sarnoff wandered on to the stage where the Eddie
eers, and reports persist that a
Fisher show was rehearsing and was politely told the set is closed. So he
As things haver turned out this season, the only thing wrong
i umber of engineers in NBC-TV
went back to his office to ponder the tight security that makes no class
with the Westerns On tv are the so-called satires they’ve inspired
Burbank operation will be pinkdistinction . . . KTLA’s news chief Gil Martyn packed off with his fam¬
on the part of the comics.
ji’pped before year’s end.
ily for Denver, where he’ll be .a patient of Mercy hospital for treatment
A few months hack the Coast comedians and their writers
Check of unions involved dis¬
of a throat ailment . . . Joe Rines back.at his N.W. Ayer desk after sur¬
banded
together
and,
in
protest
against
the
inundating,
of
the
closes a stable situation at CBS-TV,
gery . . . William Winter, news analyst for ABC, back from two-month
airlanes with the oaters, decided to “kid them off the medium”
t neeially
with
“Studio
One”
trek of Europe’s trouble spots with plenty of background material for
as
a
means
of
restoring
the
funnymen
to
their
onetime
eminence.
Jed to shift to Coast in January,
any news break from the other side . .. Ozrie Nelson hasn’t forgotten
Thus far here’s the scorecard:
e; stable is situation at KCOP,
he came from radio and that some of his fellow workers on the sound
Three weeks hack Dean Martin had a fling at it on his hour
b ; “between-owners” setup there
medium need help. So whenever an outside part needs casting he in¬
NBC-TV show. It died.
i
• .'ported to involve a “bare
sists on radio actors ... . Young & Rubicam landed the Eastside (beer)
Two weeks ago Red Skelton took up the cudgels.-It died.
i.ii . num” operation.
account, worth a million a year in billings . . . Roger Pryor in from
Last Thursday night Jack Benny toyed with it on "Shower of
(..a other hand, KTLA has added
N.Y. to set sponsorship of Clairol of four Curt Massey-Martha Tilton
Stars.” It died.
a couple of engineer personnel to
musicals on KRCA . . , Frank Quinn, co-owner of an Aussie station,
On
the
same
night
Tennessee
Ernie
Ford
did
a
“saddle
satire.”
staff on a fulltime basis, drawn
(Continued on page 50)
It, “too, died.
from vacation relief ranks.

Coast TV Shaves
Technical Staffs

BOB HOPE’S 50% STAKE
IN ROCKFORD TV’ER

Coast AFTRA Seeks
.‘Unfair’ Rap Vs. Firm

IN HOLLYWOOD ...

P'JSiAlEff

Vedneedky, November gy 1937

THINK OF ANYTHING..

SI

- Your wildest dreams for

commercials are practical and attainable at M6M-TVI
- sets? Anything from a castle to a Caribbean; isfel
props? Pick them from a warehouse of T60,00Ql
COSTUMES? Over half a miffion!
MAKE-UP, SOUND-EFFECTS, MUSic-anything you might imagine
or require is here* •.. under one roof, within the fabufous waifs of
the M-G-M studio.
And every dollar in your commercial production budget goes twice as
far because It commands the creative and technical know-how of
hundreds of experts. So think big!
—

YOUR DOLLARS GO FARTHER AT.
A SERVICE OF
LOEWTS INCORPORATED

WIRE, WRITE OR PHONE
Rkfiord A Harper, General Sates Mgr.
701 7th Av»y New York 36, N, Y.
JUdeoa 2-2000

Richard Lewis
360 N. Michigan, Chicago, III.
RAndoiph 6-1011

Virgil "Buzz" Ellsworth
MGM Studios, Culver City, Calif.
TExas 0-3311
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

THE SEVEN LIVELY ARTS
(The Changing Ways of Love)
With John Crosby, host; S. J, Perelman, Mike Wallace, narrators;
Piper Laurie, Jason Robards Jr.,
Rip Torn, Hick York, Pat Eng¬
land, Gene Saks, Charles Men-.
dick, . Joyce Lear, Adnla Rice,
Larry Robinson; Alfredo Anto¬
nin!, conductor
Executive Producer; John House-

SHOWER OF STARS
With Jack Benny, Fred MacMurray, Carol Channing, Lennon
Sisters, Jimmie Rodgers, Bill
Lundigin; music, Lud Glusldn
Producer-Director: Ralph Levy
Writers: Hugh Wedlock, Howard
Snyder, Sam Perrin, George Bai¬
lor, A1 Gordon, Hal Goldman
Choreographer: Miriam Nelson
60 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 pan.
CHRYSLER CORP.
CBS-TV, from H’wood
(McCann-Erickson)

MBtiEFr

.Wednesday^ November 6* 1957

THE NATION’S BUSINESS
With Prime Minister John Dlefenbaker
Producer: Michael Hind-Smith
15 Mins.; Mon., 7:30 pjn.
CBC-TY, from Ottawa
-Designed to provide federal poli¬
ticians with a national soapbox, ANN VERONICA
writer was “talking out of the top
“The Nation’s Business” preemed With Joan Greenwood, Robert of his hat.” The Queen's tickertape
Urquhart, Desmond Walter-Ellis, welcome to New York Was the next
a second season with the Prime
Joyce Wren, Lloyd Pearson, “exaggerated” story smashed flat
man
Minister of Canada, John DiefenChristine Silver, Richard Bur¬ by the reporter. The actual amount
Producer: Jud Kimberg
rell, Margaret Dale, Annabel of tickgrtape showered on the
baker, keynoting for the Progres¬
Director: Sidney Lumet
Maul, Ambrosine Philpotts, Lio¬ Royal party was, he claimed, only
sive
Conservative
party.
Aired
Writer: Perelman
nel Burns, Doris Speed, John one and one-quarter tons, whifch
For the most part, the stars
60 Mins.; Sun-, 5 pan.
Salew, Vi Stevens, Jean Marlow, was several tons- below the amount
rounded up for Chrysler’s “Shower every- two week£ series^ will also
Sustaining
have, talks by representative's of
Joan
Lovelace, Anne Wrigg.'
of
Stars”
opener
should
have
kept
estimated by British papers. The
CBS-TV, from New York
killing of Albert Anastasia, the
the sponsor’s product handy for a tfie Liberal (official government Producer-Director: Vivian Milroy
For its premiere show, “The fast getaway after their hour caper. opposition), CCF and Social Credit Executive Producer: Dennis Vance Murder Ipc. hood, came in for sim¬
Canadian
Broadcasting Designer: Timothy O’Brien
Seven Lively Arts,” CBS-TV’s new With but one exception, there, was parties.
ilar treatment over the number of
slugs pumped into the body.
soft-boiled-egghead entry, decided nothing in that hour that could Corp. produces the tv shows and TV Adaptation: Miles Fleetwood
airs a parallel radio series.
60 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 pjn.
Though he was "entertaining and
on a television essay, a Frederick, justifiably warrant their sticking
around for the opening night sal¬
obviously informative. Cook had
This is a relatively painless ABC-TV, from Manchester „
Lewis Allen-type onceover of the vos. It was a mediocre hour, at method of political stumping—it’s
H, G. Wells' novel about a jtfrBs on major fault. Every newspaper¬
mores d’amOur of the‘American hest, and no credit to the pros In¬ easier to flick a switch than to
man believes that his paper is the
fight for equal- rights hi ifcWlaleone that carries the/true story, but
walk out of a meeting. Chances
people over the past three and a volved.
The lone kudos goes to Carol are, though, that, watchers in for domiuated community did not this was no reason for Cook to up¬
half decades. With script by S. J,
Channing for her hilarious miming the teeoff stayed- for the whole stand the test when potted into a hold the Herald Tribune as the
Perelman, gab by John Crosby, of “See What the Boys In The
stanza.
x
60-minute ty version. The plot Gospel against the entire British
Perelman and. Mike Wallace, a load Backroom Will Have” a la Marlene
Diefenbaker. whose public speak¬ lacked real meaning and its emo¬ press, as he did several times to
prove a story.
Bary.
of film clips and a trio of dramatic Dietrich. It was a grade-A spoof ing suffers from nervousness and
tional values were lost in the effort
sermonizing - techniques, fidgeted,
inserts, “Arts” exec producer John seldom captured by tv.
Unfortunately, Miss Channing preached and scowled for the first to cram everything into the allotted
Houseman, producer Jud Kimberg was forced, to stick around for an
ARMAND At MICHAELA DENIS
half of the session. Then he sat time. Production was jerky and
and director Sidney Lumet turned odd job In a sketch that followed behind a desk and seemed to relax failed to build any set tempo. Sav¬ Producer: Denis Productions
15 Mins.; Sun-, 2:15 pjn.
out a lively If not entirely inspired later. She should have quit when with evident improvement in his. ing grace were good sets~and the
Associated Television, from Lon¬
she Was ahead.
hour.
presentation. His nervous habits of use of original film of suffragette
don
The sketch; which was the back¬ arm twitching and henpecking Uprisings which were edited into
Trouble with talking about love
Armand and Michaela Denis, hus¬
on television, of course, is that it bone of the show, was ostensibly head motions are probably okay on; the action.
band-wife
team of natural histor¬
created
to
poke
a
satiric
finger
at
Joan Greenwood, in the title
a platform or on the floor of the I
can’t be. talked about too seriously,
ians, have long been established on
though the combination of Perel- the cowpokes on tv. It missed by a House of Commons; itf fact, sdme part, was unconvincing and with
British
tv
With several series on
mile.
Even
an
old
cowhand
like
parliamentarians deliberately cul¬ iter attractive husky voice and
rtan and pre-talkie Hollywood got
the state web, and now a 20-episode
some neat suggestions under the Jack (Buck) Benny and a cinema tivate trademark habits to type wide-eyed look, appeared alto¬
skein on Commercial tv. Well pho¬
boots-A-saddler
like
Fred
Macgether
too
naive
and
sweet
to
be
Wire. So “Arts” didn’t take it seri¬
themselves. But on the little tubetographed and with a pleasant
ously, and at times the tongue-in- Murray-couldn’t pull it out of the end, particularly in closeups and the strong-minded girl who wanted
commentary supplied by both of
eheekism was so pronounced as to cliche corral. Wyatt Earp Sc Co. semi-doseups, these habits are to make science her career and
them, the telefilms have the nat¬
have
nothing
to
fear
from
thrusts
didn’t
mind
What
steps
$he
took
painfully exaggerated. A series like
burlesque the entire business and
ural appeal of featuring wild ani¬
give rise to the thought that per¬ such as this, in fact, .they’re way this could bring improvement in to achieve her ambition, including
ahead without even having to draw. political speaking.
imprisonment and a starvation diet. mals in their local surroundings.
haps love’s ways aren’t so chang¬
They are Suitable for both "adult
The banter between Benny and
ing, in spite of Messrs. Perelman,
Although CBC produces the Robert Urquhart (the profes$pr at and young audiences, and at the
MacMurray at the show’s start left
University who wound Up with
Crosby & Wallace. '
Business”
stints
in
its
Ottawa
stu¬
same time, instructive.
much to be desired, too. It was
Miss
Greenwood)
was
robbed
of
a
Gettirfg down to cases, Perelman, fashioned from the material that dios, with! Michael Hind-S£nith in
The episode caught, “Flight to'
who’s about the most photogenic old shows are made of. It was rou¬ charge (his production during the part which suited him perfectly
writer to hit television in many a tine and predictable.
visit to Ottawa of Queen Elizabeth because of the trimmed story, hut Zambesi,” featured many of the
animals from those parts as well
managed
to
get
the
most
out
of
year, took on the ’20s, Crosby the
Perhaps more stress should have brought him plenty kudos); speak¬
as some of the beauty spots such as
’30s, and Wallace the war years and been put on the musical side of the ers are selected and scripts written what was left: A notable perform¬
Bary.
the current “beat” generation, in a production.- The Lennon Sisters by the political parties concerned. ance was giyen by Desmond Wal- the Victoria Falls.
ter-ElIis as Hubert Manning, Ann'
series of film clips, stills (of John (out of Lawrence Welk) came -off
Gorrn.
Veronica’s milksoppish suitor.
Held Jr. cartoons) and a skimpy charmingly with “Getting To Know
before bedtime
Bary.
slice of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “Win¬ Yoii” (out of Rodgers Sc HammerWith Kenneth McKellar
ter Dreams,” capably enacted by. stein) and Jimmie Rodgers was CONSERVATION OF NATURAL
Director: Eddie Fraser
RESOURCES
Piper Laurie and Rip Tom, Perel-* quite appealing in a workover of
^Setting; Jack Notman
SIX-FIVE SPECIAL
With
Dr.
Allen
H.
Benton
man fared nicely. He himself came his disclick, “Honeycomb,” (out of
With Josephine Douglas, Pete Mur¬ IS Mimur Sat.
over best, as something of a sly Roulette Records), but there wasn’t Producer: Donald Schein
ray, Shirley Bassey, Freddie BBC-TV, from Glasgow
cross between Groucho Marx and enough of them. A production 30 Mihs4 Mon.-Wed.-FrL, 11 a.m.
Mills, Colin Hicks, Terry Wayne,
Kenneth McKellar, rising stage
Jerry Colonna, and showed a re¬ number dedicated to Halloween MOHAWK-HUDSON COUNCIL on
Black Diamonds, Rock ’n’ Roll and radio, tenor north the EnglandEDUCATION TELEVISION
markable sense of poise and timing had some charm, too.
Sinners, Don Lang, Barbara Law, Seotland line, gets his first main
WRGB-TV,
Schenectady
for a gent who usually shuns the
Chrysler went all-out to sell Its
Neville Taylor
national spotlighting via this new
limelight.
TEe second, open-circuit video Director: Jack Good
line, recruiting personality-pitch¬
BBC series, taken by all networks.
Critic (N.Y. Herald Tribune) man from shows on rival nets to course for college credit offered by Writer: Trevor Peacock
He has a happy set of pipes, gives
Crosby, with the 1930s, had a do the “Shower of Stars” spiel. State Teachers Gollege in Albany 55 Mins.; Sat.
out pleasantly in ballads and pops,
tougher row to hoe, painting the Traveling 'ABC-to-CBS was Law¬
BBC-TV, from Glasgow
and generally offers an entertain¬
and
sponsored
by
'Mohawk-Hudson
town black with the marital de¬ rence Welk for the glories of
ing stanza whose only fault is its
BBC-tv
unit
staging
this
weekly
pressions of the Depression. But Dodge and traveling NBC-to-CBS Council on Education Television,
brevity. Another five to 10 minutes,
Jason Robards Jr. and Miss Laurie was Groucho Marx to talk for the this ohe conducted by Dr. Allen H. stanza for teenage and moppet fans with a guest dancer or the like,
registered strongly with a scene, DeSoto boys. Bill Lundigan,-“Show¬ Benton, assistant professor of bi¬ emerged into Auld Lang Syne ter¬ could have been used to advantage.
from Clifford Odets’ “Awake and er of Stars”-“Climax” regular
ritory for this lively edition. Shir¬
At show-taught, McKellar,
Sing,” and James Thurber’s “War pitchman, was outclassed * on this ology, shows improvements over
last spring’s series on introductory ley Bassey, dusky thrush recruited garbed in open-neck shirt and tbC
of the Sexes” cartoons came over one.
Gros.
Scotch kilt (which would be best;
nicely, though their appropriate¬
geography—the first of its kind in from her local hill-topping stint at
alas, in color tv), gave out con¬
ness wasn’t quite discernible.
the state. A number of the adults key Empire vatidery, scored with
fidently in' tunes ranging from
enrolled in the new course (there her sexy style of singing in “You
Crosby himself needs, as the say¬
“Bluebells of Scotland” through
Can
Have
It”
•'
and
“Please,
Mr.
are
also
a
few
high
school
students)
ing goes, work, and plenty of it.
“Red\Rose” from-“Vagabond King”
Local rhythm outfits
took the initial one. They pay a Brown.”
In the hour’s opening sequences,
to “The Looks of You” from the
tuition fee of $30 and purchase a added to modern note in the Rock
Crosby, as host, forgot entire sen¬
Roll Singers, jiving to music Metro pic “Silk Stockings^! Minus
$6.50 textbook; if passing—are ex¬
tences and cues at a time, and while
any backing, he impressed with
pected to spend , a minimum of six of “Red-Planet Sinners,” and the
his memory served him better in
the Scot song "Till Our Wedding
Black
Diamonds in “Move Along.”
hours
weekly
,
on
homework—earn
his narrating chores, he didn't show
Day,” and wound with the soft,
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
Terry Wayne, 15-year-old guitar¬
two credits of undergraduate col¬
up well there either. A cure may
ppealing “Dream Angus.” An
ist-warbler, • scored strongly^ in
Russell Eugene Alexanderson, an lege credit..
lie in his flubs—when he goofed,
•wen Walters orch gave backing.
he let out an embarrassed laugh, ex-convict, lost out over the week¬
Still in- the experimental stage. “Teenage Boogie,” Colin -Hicks, Eddie Fraser, megger, scored in
but the smile was a natural one and end in a move to halt CBS-TV’s Dr. Benton’s lectures are supported 16-year-old brother of Tommy tuse of closeups.
Gord.
he ought to use it more often— presentation of “The FBI” on Sun¬ by'SCT’s extension program, to' Steeje, and bearing a likeness faci¬
he’s far too deadpan. Beyond this, day (3). Alexanderson had sought determine whether they /are the ally, will need to divert from his
he has a tendency to speak stiffly a temporary restraining . order in most effective medium for bringing brother’s style and hit a *seam of
as if by rote, and he’s going to have connection with a $135,00(J invasion the college’s resource potential tp his own, but garnered moderate |
to concentrate a little more on his of privacy suit he brought against the public. “Conservation of Nat¬ results and scored in “Empty Arms
Blues.” Barbara Law, warbling
speech lessons.
the network, but Superior-Judge ural Resources” is a topic .vitally looker, was topical in “Sack Dress,”
Wallace, who had the closing por¬ Bayard Rhone declined to issue important to every thinking viewer,
Sunday Night At The Palladium
and every serious-minded Ameri¬ and the Chris Barber band, singers
tion of the show, did the most the order.
That the squealing teenage, cult
can, although at first4 here it may Don Lang and Neville Taylor, plus
workmanly professional - job but
Alexanderson said the program seem dry, abstract and remote — comedy from ex-boxer Freddie is still around was proved by
had the least rewarding material was advertised as including footage
sometimes uneven. However, Dr. Mills, filled out the hour-minus- Frankie Laine when he topped the
to work with. The scene from Regi¬
lensed by the FBI back in 1943 Benton did considerable -to place five. 1 As per usual, Josephine
nald Rose’s “Three Empty Rooms,”
bill of this Associated Television
again very capably enacted by Miss when Alexanderson was inter¬ the subject in proper focus and Douglas and Pete Murray did their show (27). Laine, who planed in
let’s - get - in - the-mood emceeing,
Laurie with Dick York, seemed rogated prior to his-conviction on perspective, with a half-hour dis¬
with interruptions from the song- from Paris to appear on the pro¬
charges
of
sending
a
threatening
sertation
oh
the
“contribution”
the
stilted out of its context and didn't
asDiring Mills. Jack Good staged gram, was greeted with the famil¬
appear to make a point insofar as letter to an unidentified, film star. wrongful use of the soil had made
’
Gord.
i iar screams which were the vogue
the overall theme was concerned. He said that he served time until to “the downfall of cultures, civili¬ with pace.
a few months back and still, ap¬
And after that, Perelman gave up 1947 when he returned home and zations and empires” in Babylon,
parently, in fashion. The*singer
on the script, by the simple expe¬ moved to Whittier, Cal., where he Greece and Romo, as well as to WHAT THE PAPERS SAY
I rendered several numbers, includ¬
the
great
harm
it
had
caused
in
dient of stating that any love mores has since .led an exemplary life.
With Don Cook
j ing “Black And Blue,” “Sunny Side
that currently exist are monopo- Suit charges that the use of 'his China.
Director: Mike Wooler
Of The Street” and “Jealousy” in
A liberal use of- photographs, 16 Mins., Molt., 10:30 pjn.
ized by the teenagers, making way name and his likeness in the film
for a series of film clips of Marlon is unjustified
maps and charts illustrated. Dr. GRANADA-TV, from Manchester his usual style, to reap hefty mitts.
French songstress Juliette Greco,
Benton’s commentary. He was off
Brando, James Dean and E’.vis
How an American newspaper¬ sans. makeup but certainly not
camera, wisely, 40 to 50% of the
Presley. This was followed by a
time. A youthful-appearing, crew- man looks at the- British slant on lacking any color in her voice, reg¬
series of quickie filmed interviews
with teenagers by Wallace, a. series
cut, bow-tie, sports-coat, bespec¬ current affairs, as reported by the istered Well with a couple of
tacled chap, the professor would British press, was demonstrated in throaty Ftench numbers. Her sexy
of ^.monosyllabic replies that got
him nowhere.
do well to- loosen a tight voice and this program when Don Cook, Lon-i style came across well and the set¬
don correspondent of the New: ting of a smoky Paris cellar looked
to smooth a choppy delivery.
As a picturebook essay, “Chang¬
York Herald Tribune, took the good. Bob Hammond and his
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Jaco.
ing Ways of Love” was pleasant
chair to mull over the Week’s big Feathered Friends, a roost of
Jess Qppenheimer will bemamed
viewing, with rewarding memories
news stories. He fore the national trained cockatoos who waltz and do
by NBC this week to head a new
and occasional chuckles, enhanced
and Sunday newspapers apart mathematics on the orders of Ham¬
program
development
Fred de Cordova Talks daily
by some truly professional acting creative
methodically over several points mond, provided a neat novelty spot.
This is the long-promised
and direction. But beneath the unit.
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
by comparing one against the other The Morton Fraser Harmonica
post
on
which
prexy
Bob
Sarnoff’s
gloss, there wasn’t much substance,
Negotiations for renewal of its to show up their inaccuracies. But Gang sacrificed their musicianship
or logic, for that matter, and this hopes are riding for “a new cre¬
contract
with
producer-director the slaying was done pleasantly for a humor routine, wihch was
must have given pause to CBS, ative era,” both in area of live and
mainly supplied by a midget, and
Fred
de Cordova have been initi-.j and in a forthright manner. .
which is footihg the thus-far-sus¬ film programming, as answer to
Stories to come under the watch- ; had been seen on tv several times
taining bills, whether it was worth “static and unimaginative” criti¬ ated by CBS, although his pact ful eye of Cook included a report before. The resident dance troupe,
doesn’t expire until April
it all. There’s more to come, of cisms.
that President Eisenhower would the George Carden, outfit, gave Out
Currently director of “Decem¬ be coming to Britain for talks with with some good high lucks, ana
Oppenheimer is under longterm
course, and the answer remains to.
be seen, but on the basis of the contract to NBC. He is producing ber Bride,” de Cordova was pro¬ the Prime Minister. Cook dis-. emcee Bob Monkhouse held the
first outing, CBS and the viewer the upcoming General Motors two- ducer of 39 “Burns & Allen” seg¬ missed this with the warning that acts .together neatly. The Cyril
have the right to be Mr. Dubious. hour spec, which represents his ments and 13 “Mr. Adams 8c Eve” unless a story of this calibre was Ornadel orch supplied good ac¬
Chan.
initial live production venture.
vidfilms, all for the web.
reported by all the press, then the companiment
Bary.
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Ex-Con Loses Stop-Plea
On CBS-TV‘FBI’Story In
Which He Figured in ’43

Foreign TV Followup

J

JESS OPPENHEIMER IN
TOP NBC‘CREATIVE’JOB
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UA DELIVERS
TV’s HOTTEST

l^UMAId-E
John Wayne
Gary Cooper
Gregory Peck
Kirk Douglas
Frank Sinatra
Humphrey Bogart
Katharine Hepburn
Robert Mitchum
Tony Curtis
Gina Lollobrigida
Glenn Ford
Joel McCrea
Rossano Brazzi
Shelley Winters
Jose Ferrer
Montgomery Clift
- Errol Flynn
Gloria Grahame
John Payne
Patrice Munsef
Phil Silvers
Anthony Quinn
Ginger Rogers
►and NEW TITLES<

Moulin Rouge
The African Queeiv
Red River
Melba
Act of Love
Robinson Crusoe
Return to Paradise
Suddenly
PLUS many other outstand¬
ing NEW releases in THE 52
AWARD GROUP and THE TOP
39. Get all the exciting facts
about these and FUTURE UA
PACKAGES. Don't delay; get
the money-making facts NOWi

Contact John Leo

UA

UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION

;-fr*\\ P
li

V'4/

729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Television Followup Comment
Teresa of personalities by the end of one for Ed Sullivan’s Sunday (3) CBS- scripting department, weakened
Omnibus
cdespite the handicaps.
Life, the Henry Ltice variety, got 1Wright as his "Wife-to-be was com¬ season, but right now, it seems like TV session. While none 'of the acts the effort. Producer Reynolds, who
a fat plug on NBC-TV's ‘‘Omnibus’' ipetent, as was Maureen O’Sulli¬ sound policy to work with show was of top marquee calibre, their also directs,' appears deft in pacing
collective stints nevertheless added and getting excellent production
Jose.
Sunday (3), and after this hour-long \van, wheelchair confessor to the toppers exclusively.
up to a cut above average enter¬ values on the screen. -Technically,
Lorne Greene as the
free commercial was over and done imurder.
tainment.'
it stands up Wfth the best of them.
with, the show devoted the remain- 1husband of Miss O'Sullivan, the
Steve Alien Show
Horn,
For a’time the layout took on
ing time to the second of a fascinat- imaster of a socially prominent,
With the exception of a brief
ing series on “American Trial by irich household, was unconvincing appearance by guest comedian the aspect of a family 'affair what
Jury,” introed by attorney Joseph iand wooden, Beverly Garland did Jerry- Lewis, the best and funniest with the contributions of the AlberThe Twentieth Century
N. Welch.
'
<okay on the witness stand, but she segs on Steve Allen’s Sunday (3) ghettis—Anna Maria, sister Carla,
The Federal Bureau of Investi¬
should get out of the rut of speak¬ NBC-TV showcase came from Al¬ and their mother, latter accom¬ gation seems like a natural for a
Just what prompted the usually j
ing all her lines in one key.
len’s regular on-the-air crewmen, panying the two singers on the hangup television
documentary,
astute "Omnibus” crew to give
Direction by Arthur Hiller did Tom Poston, Louis Nye and Don piano. With the girls’ adept vocal- but the show titled “F.B.I.” on
that much time to Life magazine nothing to left the drama from the
Knotts, all of whom, incidentally, istics out of the way, Mrs. Alber- -‘The ■ Twentieth Century” series
is difficult to surmise. Had the J“B” category.
fforo.
mugg and cavort in an exhilarating .ghetti clicked on her- own ^via > Sunday (3) on CBS-TV was a dull
show bothered to look into the
style much like Lewis' own. Of the lively "classical selection” that had. stanZa. -.Written by Don Whitehead,
controversial aspects of the Luce
three other live guests only pretty strong boogie WQOgie overtones* •/; author- of the bestselling “F.B.I.
Gisele MacKenzie Show
policies in Time and Life, or even
Gisele* MacKenzie was hit by singer Joanne Gilbert gave any
Jimmie Rodgers, wh05ejJ@|oriey- Story,” the show was an episodic
into the merits or- demerits of
group journalism, this might have {gremlins on Saturday's (2) seance cause for satisfaction, and this was comb’r has been making - some rundown Of the G-Men’s “history
been understandable. As it was, the cover NBC-TV when the cable mitigated by slow opening ma¬ tumult on the. Roulette Jabel, re¬ without a clear narrative thread to
' - prised that as well as another of wrap it up.
program made due note that Life = ffailed to carry the sound portion terial.
had been on the stands for 21 years | cof the show for more than 10 min¬
Radio has a clear influence of his current hits. Sparkletones, rock
The individual film clips of some
and then proceeded, in rather 11utes, followed by a period of par¬ some of tv’s comedic writing. Point ’n’ roll combo, worked over “Black of the FBI; exploits were excel¬
sketchy manner, to dramatize how ttial sound before the full program was demonstrated again in the Slacks” while Paul Anka crooned lent. Included were Shots of the
Life got its news a.td went to press. \was transmitted. It becomes ap¬ overlong colloquy by Allen and “Diana,” his ABC-Par hit.. Sam gangster John:Dlllinger and an in¬
Considering
that
“Omnibus” Iparent immediately that sight is a guest Dennis Day. Banter, pre¬ Cooke’s “You Send Me” is a best-: terview With the “Lady in Red”
paratory to a couple of Day songs, seller on the Keen label;, hut he who tipped oft the cops that she
presumably is pitched to an intel- ssmall portion of a. variety show.
However, even with the abbrevi¬ one of which was an insipid rock! was “real gone” when the show’s was- aecomping Dillinger to the
ligenl audience, the superficial
quality of this Life examination zated portion, Miss MacKenzie con¬ ’n’ roll parody, had the exact sound1 ' overlength abruptly cut him off movies the night he was trapped.
was the more surprising. Nothing ttinues as a personally impressive of similar situations on the audio ; with scarcely a note uttered.
It was -a flat recital with no attempt
The policy of one- —overlyiprepared and listless. In¬ I
As for the imports, the Dancers at dramatization. Also shown were
very
new
was
revealed,
the tentertainer.
thoughts were carefully guarded fguester, but a good one. seems to clusion of straight rock ’n’ roll : of Bali were a distinct „novelty with the capture of a Nazi spy, the trap¬
later
in
the
program
by
singer
i
to preclude opinions that might 1be working out for this half-hour
| an interesting, often grotesque, ping of an extortionist who wanted
throw some light on the “inside” 1layout. Eddie ^Fisher collated in Jerry Lee Lewis, a wild-haired, terpsichorean creation known as $5,000 from Hetty Grable in the
of Life, and the final byplay of cduos, a sketch in which he was frenzied type, can only be judged; “The Monkey: Dance.” Patachqu, early 1940s, the arrest of the Com¬
as
a
concession
to
teenagers.
Other
having Life photogs cover the ssawed apart, and did some solos
I French chanteuse back on the Sul- mie leaders and parts of the FRI
“Omnibus” coverage had a cheap ifor pleasant listening: He and Miss thing to be said about it, which llivan sesh for the first time in training program.
ancl gadgety quality. The bit was IMacKenzie seemed to share equal¬ might be construed as positive, is three years, provided a Parisian
J. Edgar Hoover played a promi¬
that
it
was
uninhibited.
(surprisingly) written by "Omni- 1ly on time. Even on Miss Mactouch with a brace of delightful nent part in the show with clips of
bus” host Alistair Cooke and nar- ]Kenzie's gimmick of using four * Allen reversed the tables on a numbers. Arthur Worsley, an Eng¬ the FBI chief-early in his career
rated by him with the kind of en- imoppets regularly for her song plug for the hew flick, “Bridge on lish ventriloquist also doing a re¬ and more recently in talks warning
thusiasm he might reserve for ssupport was. countered by Fishes’s the River Kwai,” by following a peat, registered nicely in a bit with the American people against “fas¬
weightier issues or more profound zaccompaniment by four elderly la¬ filmed vis-a-vis with stars William his alter ego.
cists, Communists and pseudo-lib¬
examinations. The only people <dies. The novelty came over well. Holden and Alec Guinness with a
Rounding out the bill were come¬ erals.”
fferm.
whom this segment of the .show
The guest shot situation, which parody of the on-location events by dienne Sue Carson, the Latinos, an
must have pleased were the men in jhas been plaguing many of the his men Poston and Nye. It wasn’t acrobatic turn, and Joy Kay & Co.,
the Life circulation department. (current variety .shows, seems to be 'the best humor displayed by these golliwog novelty. Miss Carson was
Kraft Television Theatre
It’s not every day that such an un- ^working itself into a closed cor¬ men that night, but it served its particularly amusing in a Brooklyn
Struck by the similarity between
qualified boost comes their way.
jporation on the 30-minute sessions. purpose in making the plug more accented number- called' “I See
Though a couple of technical de- 1With only one guest used and re¬ than an unintegrated and gratui- Every Pitcher Ann Sheridan Ever its “Gun at a Fair One” original by
Art.
Made.” Latinos, a limber male-trio, Bruce Bassett and the current
tails went haywire with the Welch cciprocal deals made, the present tious advertisement.
portion of “Omnibus,” at least it ttenants of the spectrum are being
scored solidly with their tumbling. ;“West Side Story” on Broadway,
Ed Sullivan Show .
amply made up for the dull intro of iused more widely, to the exclusion
Kay & Co. made for strong visual
"Kraft” did a hurried rewrite job
the Life segment. Welch has a mar- <:of those that have no show of their
Flock of recording artists, several appeal.
Gilb.
on the script and came up With a
velous tv personality. He has spon- (own. Net result of such maneuvers imports, plus some vaude-nitery
confused and pointless*yam for
taneous wit and the kind of relaxed imay be the complete wearing out turns comprised the talent lineup
Pat Boone Show
which Bassett was probably only
delivery that makes him a slick ,
Although an ABC-TV origination, too happy to receive “based on a
pitchman for the virtues of practi- since early in October, “The Pat play by Bruce Bassett” credits
cally anything, even something as
Boone Chevy Showroom” is still instead of 4he usual “original tele¬
comparatively complex as the his¬
cruising in shakedown waters. Dick play” line;
- •
tory of the trial by jury.
Feldman took over the directorial
Scratch this one off as-a had deal
Stanza was built around a 1934
reins from Frank Satensteih just
.all the way round, for the show,
before Thursday’s (31) installment
trial of two men accused of murder.
One man’s cigaret is another man’s poison, which would also go
writer, cast - and director. Love
Welch conjured up figures from
while Thomas Naud this week re¬ story of a slum youngster for the
for Frank Sinatra as a singer except that in the intra-trade pro¬
places producer Joe Santley who
the past to dramatize the evolution
sister of a neighborhood tough who
fessional ranks, at least, it’s figured that they don’t come much
claimed he was a victim of too
of Anglo-Saxon law and the con¬
was sent to jail on the boyfriend’s
better. “Nobody sings a song like Sinatra” is almost an unpartisan
much “interference.” ’
cepts of a fair trial. There were
testimony never came off. Lack of
remark these days. Chesterfield has tnade good with the puffers
But despite the behind-thesome impressive bit performances
motivation,, inconsistencies in the
it serves, the weed being an intangible thing to begin with, hut
scenes changes, this half-hour mu¬
by Jane McArthur fas Saint Joan),
characterization, a sort of semi¬
Sinatra
is.
a
spread-eagle
star
who’s
made
the
grade,
in
spades—
sical variety session still shapes up
Mike Kellin, Fritz Weber and Jay
up from chant-fronting a band (Tommy Dorsey’s) to records, to
largely as a hodgepodge with-lit¬ blank ending, all added up to a
Lanin.
a
H’woad, to bigtime presentation houses, to radio and tv and a few
tle identity of its own except the big zero for.this effort.
Welch is a master at telling a
Cast, headed by Burt Brinkerhoff,
Boone personality.
Boone,
turns around the global arenas. He’s sure to round out his career
story and at lightening what poten¬
course, is an ideal lure for the Nancy Malone* Ben Piazza, Aud'ra
some
day
as
a
“legit”
performer.
So
Chesterfield
must
have
sold
tially might be a dry subject. There
Lindley
and Pat De Simone, tried
teenagers.
He
has
a
pleasant,
him quite a-hill of goods in getting him to. huckster the Accure
were some strange omissions in the
wholesome manner and an en¬ hard, but couldn’t make their
(whatever-that-is) in his new ABC-TV show. '
show, such as his failure to mention
efforts very convincing. Arnold
gaging
voice.
All
this
was
gen¬
the Inquisition when discussing
Sinatra isn’t the first and won’t be the last of the-entertainers
erously displayed on last week’s Nocks’ direction was likewise er¬
ecclesiastical courts, and the de¬
to become a dollar-happy commercial pitchman, though rarely
outing as he crooned such tunes ratic—he couldn’t make the. story
fense of the British soldiers in Bos¬
has an actor or singer of his stature (and he’s on the upstairs
Chan.
as “It’s a Good Day” and “All I flow in a straight line,
ton «Welch’s home area) by John
level in .both depts.) gone so heavy in personalizing the pitch.
Do Is Dream of You.”
Adams when discussing the law¬
Does he need the money? Does Rockefeller? Is this a private
Guestars were Bea Little and
yer’s duty to defend unpopular
deal? If so, maybe the public should be let on It (and that goes ' Joel Grey.
Appearance of the
persons. But, oh the whole, Richard
for other performers with such dual chores, so that they can make
comedienne
obviously was ar¬
Dunlap directed a cohesive, well¬
ranged to insure a wider share of
up their minds right-quick whether they’re listening to a songster
paced show that combined drama
the adult audience. She warbled
or a salesman.
' and information.
“I Apologize,” replete with emo¬
Obviously -there are better salesmen, but Liggett & Myers—.
NCAA Football
’
Cooke makes a good narrator,
tional yaht^sTaiid^for a neat twist
along
with
rival
companies
and
those
in
a
multiplicity
of
other
and his little “interview” with
RCA and NBC laid an Easter egg
duetted a country music tune with
fields^have figured out the obvious, that a Sinatra as a top enter¬
Welch to fill the 12 minutes of
Boone. Grey had little to do in a in October with their World Series
which the show had fallen short • tainer can more than get by as a peddler. Otherwise* the indus¬
coupla scenes as a luncheonette color receiver promotion campaign^
trial giants would send in the pick of the public speakers to pitch
was a pleasant interlude that might
boy. It’s almost like “man bites
have been a part of the program as
the product. There is never any question that a Sinatra would
dog” to say that perhaps the com-, the color picture was bad most of
originally skedded.
still have a series if he nixed the commercial prostitution. He’s
mercial had more viewer interest the’way through the series and the
The Life sequence contrasted
sold as a piece1 of entertainment, not as an announcer, which is
than the performers.
But this black-and-white reception suffered
sharply with the Welch segment. It
a postscript. It’s bad enough to have a. performer “cue” the
probably was the case as the filmed as well. But for a couple of weeks
was partly on poorly-photographed
commercial without descending to the direct sell.
plug revealed the ’58 Chevvy for now, the same NBC mobile unit has
film, the sound was bad and the
the first time with its “sculptured
Of course, there’s the “show proper” to consider along with
been doing NCAA football in tint
lensing unimaginative. Editor-inbeauty ,”etc.
?■
Gilb,
the alleged improprieties, meaning the product salesmanship. As
and the results have been nothing
chief Henry R. Luce came on for a
to that, Sinatra’s Friday (1) program, the first of his half-hour
brief speech, and so did a couple
short of sensational.
musical items, was just okay, though when he gets into the meat of
Dick and the Duchess
of other Life execs. Prexy Roy E.
Even accepting the fact that foot¬
a ballad he can rarely be topped. The show’s ballyhoo was
Vet actress Margaret Rutherford
Larsen observed Life had learned
ball
lends itself more naturally to
was largely wasted in Saturday’s
weighted in favor of daughter Nancy debuting on tv in company
easily not to underestimate the in¬
(2)-CBS-TV episode titled “Kissing the use'of color, the technical im¬
of a couple of other 17-year-olds (Belinda Burrell and Jane Ross,
telligence of the audience. In this
provement .over the baseball tele¬
Bandit.”
As
guestar
in
this
Shel¬
yclept
the
Tri-Tones),
She’s
an
attractive
young
lady
in
this
instance, the lesson appeared to ■
don Reynolds-aeries, she portrayed casts has been amazing. There’s
"homihy” trio and her father bypassed the -obvious, to his credit, by
have been lost.
.
Hift.. !
a much tfiarried elderly widow, one no graininess, no loss of tone duo
having her spotted as a flank instead of in the middle' of the three¬
of
the victims of a kissing bandit. to shadow prea, and no blurriness
Playhouse 90
some, albeit she did a bit of “leading” by stepping away from the
She gave the comedy situation .a in following the action. The pic¬
The first of Screen Gems' filmed
bench to Come front-off-center.
lift, but her pro performance tures are aUper-sharp, the •colors
entries for the new CBS-TV "Play¬
Their song “Someone Exactly Like You” was a good arrangement
wasn’t enough to push the script fast, even in following the quickest
house 90” season, “The Edge of
for the young trio, with Sinatra as the fourth in the background
by Ray Allen and Harvey Bullock plays.
Innocence” «31», was a disappoint¬
as the tune- received some interpolated lyrics In the light vein..
out of its cliehed confines. Yet,'
ment. The script by Berne Gilder
More to the point, football's a
As a foursome they also worked over “Side By Side” and all in
there were a few laughs, even
was full of holes, unrealized char¬
all it was a good vignette accenting the not unreasonable daughter
though the real yocks were way be¬ natural for color and seeing it in.
acters. and wavering accents.
angle for viewers, though never at any time pressing down on this
hind the number in the sound¬ tint enhances the enjoyment a hun¬
The play in essence was a who-?
screenwise except in a slight visual byplay,
track.
dred fold.
Saturday’s Michigahduntt meller and when it stuck to i
Principals Patrick O’Neal and Iowa game, with Its blue-gold and
Sinatra’s best was his high-rated “All the Way” (Capitol Hec- that it created some interest and!
Hazel
Court
turned
in
competent
orange-white
uniforms, the deep
ords),
segueing
into
anoke
“Violets
for
Your
Furs”
in
which,
suspense. But it wandered all over!
performances, as did the support¬ green field, the colorful stands and.
the map, alternating between play- {
he overcame the cliche, banal lyrics. There were a couple of Sin¬
ing cast led by Richard Wattis, the marching bands, was a major
ing up a love angle to the morality |
atra reprises (from his preeming fullrhour show of a fortnight
Michael Shepley and Alfie Bass. show and had any of NBC’s most
of lawyers in defending accused!
previously), “Look Down the Lonesome Road” and “Got You Under
murderers. Even the meller angle. j
My Skin,” with typical Sinatra excellence. The instrumentation . There was an attempt to mix mys¬ expensive spectaculars heat by a
tery, sex and laughs, the regular
was weakened by stock character-on “Road” was especially crackerjack (Nelson Riddle orch). Also
mile for tint values. If RCA hopped
diet of this filmed series coming
izations, unconvincing plot angles
made with “So Nice to Come Home To” and “The Girl Next
out of London, with O’Neal por¬ aboard .the | rid tintcasts with the
and in the last minute unveiling
Door,” but these were both keyed to posing girls—somewhat
traying an American .insurance in¬ same energy and expenditure it
the murderer way out from leftmonotonous—and there was a lot of bingcrosbyish fancy talk
vestigator married to fetching waster on the World Series, • it
field.
speculating on a world-without dames. A tv world without show
Hazel Court, a Britisher of royal would find its merchandising job
Giving a lift to the entire pro¬
on color sets a whole lot easier.
business’ top talent making like drummers would he much better
lineage.
ceedings was Joseph Gotten wbp
Chan.,
to dream about.
Trau.
Lack of freshness though, in the
turned in a very workmanlike job,:

Sinatra: Singer or Salesman?
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the reason: WCAU RADIO programs for everybody ! Our top flight news'department with
on the spot short wave relay special event coverage, our first ranked sports authorities, our professional weather
reporting service, women’s programs* music in time with listening moods, plus 24 outstanding local personali¬
ties and the best of CBS offer a 24-hour-a-day schedule of quality that has won us continuing listener loyalty and
leadership in this important market for 35 consecutive years.

you buy RESPONSIVENESS when you buy

WCAU RADIO
1, Audience Analysts report: More families listen regularly to
WCAU Radio in Philadelphia and its suburbs than to any
of the other 14 local stations*

The Philadelphia Bulletin Radio Station * Represented Rationally by CBS Spot Sales

2. The Cumulative Pulse Report: WCAU Radio reaches tnore
different families then any other local station ... families annually
spending 567 million dollars more than the next station's audience.

the Stop local women's programs in Philadelphia*

,
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P^RI^TY- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S tceekly chart of cily-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sels-in-use and audience composition vary according to
timeslot, Lei, a Saturday afternoon children's showrwith a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor'aiming at the childrens market, Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedyi (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mm), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women9*,' Numbered symbols next tostatian.call letters represent the sta¬
tion9s channel; all channels above 13 are f/fer. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor firom\shom the film is aired.

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau pn a monthly basis,

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each Case, and their competition shown opposite*
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports,
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, which can be used by distributors,* agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time-—day qnd

HP 70 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

SEPTEMBER
RATING

DAT AND
TiMK

Approx. Set Count—1,200,000

PITTSBURGH
1. Star and the Story (Dr) ...
2. Studio 57 (Dr)
.
3. Highway Patrol (Adv).
5. Susie (Co)
.. .
6. Dick Powell (Dr) .
7. Dr. Christian-(Dr)

DISTR1K.

STATION

.

9. Death Valley Days (W) ....
10. Silent Service (Adv)
. ..

.

. Official... .Fri.9:0(1-9:30 ....
.MCA. . Tues. 9:00-9:30 ...
.Wed.7:30-8:00 ...
.'Ziv..
. MCA.... .Sat.9:30-10:00 ...
Fri. 7:30-8:00 ....
. TP A..
.Official.... .Sat 7:30-8:00 ....
. CBS.f..., .Fri. 6:30-7:00 ....
.Ziv... Tues.8:30-9:00 ...
.MCA. .Sat. 10:00-10:30- ..
. McCann-Erickson .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ..
.NBC. Sat 10:30-11:00 ..

KDKA.
.KDKA.
KDK A.
KDKA.KDKA.
. KDKA..
KDKA.
KDKA.
.KDKA.
.KDKA.
KDKA.

Approx. Set Count—740,0(R)

MILWAUKEE

MCA.... .Thurs. 8:00-8:30 ..
.Mon. 9:30-10:00 ..
Ziv..
.Sun. 10:00-10:30 .,
CBS....‘._ Sun.9:30*10:00 ...
.H-TY.. Fri. 10:00-10:30 ..

. WISN..
6. Sheriff of Cochise (W) . WTMJ..

. Ziv..
-Tues. 9:00-9:30 ...
NT A. Fri. 10:30-11:00' ..

7. State Trooper (Adv)
. .WTMJ.,
. WITI...
8. Frontier (W) .
.WTMJ..
10. Confidential File (Doe)
WITI...
10. Silent Service (Adv). .WISN..

MCA......... . Tues. 9:30-10:00 .,
NBC..*_. .^lon.8:00-8:30 ...
Guild... .iTi.7:30-8:00 _
Guild., ..... .Wed.9:00-9:30 ...
.NBC.:. FrL 9:30-10:00

1. Frontier Doctor (W).

2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.
3.

.H-TV. Sat9:30-10:00
-

... , KRNT..

State Trooper (Adv)
Whlrlybirds (Adv).
Mr. District Attorney (Myst)
Dr. Christian (Dr)
.
Secret Journal (Dr)..
Superman (Adv).
Annie Oakley (W) .

WHO ..
KRNT..

1. Badge 714 (Myst),. .KTVT ..
2. Sheriff of Cochise (W). .KSL...
.KSL....
4. Superman (Adv)... .KUTV..
8. Little Rascals (Ch). . KSL....
.KSL....
8. Men of Annapolis. (Adv). .KUTV..
7. Last of the Mohicans (W).... , KSL....
7. Secret Journal (Dr). .KTVT ..
8 Wild BUI Hiqkok (W). KSL...,
9 State Trooper (Adv). . KTVT ..
.KSL_

.
.

WEST PALM BEACH

....
.....
....
....
....
....
..

..,.22.8. ....
....21.4. ....
....15.7,.... ....
... .15.4.. ... ....
....14.9. ....
... .13.3. ....
.... 13.0. ....

Ziv.,..
.Mon. 7:30-8:00 ,.
TP A. .Fri. 7:30-8:00 .....
MCA.
Fri. 10:00-10:30 ...
Screen Gems. Sat.9:30-10:00 ,...
MCA.. .<.

.,..18.1.
,...17.1.
....17.1.
.... 16.9.
... .16.5 _
- 139

Approx. Set Count—93,400

47.8_
44.3 ...
28.9....
28.4....
31.2...,
36.4...,
37.8_

....12.4..... .... 20.7....
.11.5 .... .... 61.9 ...

,..23.6.
13 8
-~U,7
. . 27,3

13 4
.. .18.8
86
.. .21.0
76
117... 5.9
.... 5.9
.. .11.5
...30.9
.. 19 7
18 8
...14.2

.... 59.8 News; Weather... .WHO_ ...14.9
\
News; Weather; Mis*
America ...
.WHO-..
...22.6
..... 47.8
.WOI
.1, .. 14.9
.../ 48.4 Jimrhy Durante”... .KRNT ... ...14.3
.... 34.4 U.S, Steel Hour. KRNT ... .. .25.5
.... 54.2 Wire^Service..
WOI - ...23.8
.... 47.8 State Trooper............. .WHO_ .. .22.8
.... 36.5 News; Sports... ..
.KRNT ... ...14.3
.... 34.4
KRNT ... .. 11 3
Weatherman; News. .WHO .... ...11.0
.... 59.8 What’s My Line. KRNT ... .. .40.7
.... 18.6 Leo Durocher; NBC Game
of the Week. .WOI. ... 3.8
Dizzy Dean; CBS Game.. .WHO .... ... 10.4

Station*—KUTV (2), KTVT (4), KSL (5)

.NBC.. .Sun. 9:00-9:30 ..... .32.7..... ..
NT A........_ Fri. 9:00-9:30 . .25.4. ...
Ziv... .Tues. 8:30-9:00 _ ....25.2...,, ...
.Flamingo......... Mon.5:00-5:30- .... ... .18.6 .... ...
.Sat. 10:00-10:30 ... .... 18.3. ...
MCA.... Sun. 9:00-9:30 ...,. .... 18.1. ...

4. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) .WTVJ... ..Ziv.

...21.7
... 4.1
17 6
...10.4
...12.2
27

(4), WITI (6), WISN (12) , WXIX (19)

_25.7. _52.0_ .... 49.4
WYTX
.23.6..... .... 41.1.,.. .... 57.5 Studio Onp.. . .WXIX'...
..... 18.3..... .... 36.6....
32.7
.,...17.7..... .... 33.4.... __53.0 What's My Line_
.WXIX ...
__16.1...., .... 50.4.... _31.9
. WTMJ .,.
Six.MilJiqn Dollar Movie. . WITI__
.... ,15.8. .... 33.2_ _47.7 Nat lfing Cole.
WTMJ. r
.15.8. .... 49.3 ... .... 31.9 Six Million Dollar Movie.. .WITI ....
20th Century Fox Theatre. WISN ,. .r
.15,6..... .... 37.8.... .... 41.3 Inner Sanctum... .WITI ....
.13.9. .... 22.2....
Twenty-One . .WTMJ ...
,,.,.13.1..... _30.7_ .... 42.7
.WISN
..
WTMJ t
,...12.4. .... 21.9.... .... 56.6
.12.4_ _28.4.... .... 43.8 Person to Person.._.... .wxix

Approx. Set Count—200,000

1. State Trooper (Adv),. .WTVJ. ...MCA,.,.,
3. Cede 8 (Adv). .WTVJ.. ...ABC. ....Fri.9:00-9:30
3. Wbiriybirda (Adv). .WTVJ....,,. ...CBS.....

J|ATING

Station*—KRNT (8), WHO (13), WOI (5)

Guild.......... Sun. 8:30-9:00 -.NBQ. Sat. 11:30-12:00 a.m.

SALT LAKE CITY-OGDEN-PROYO

...
...
...
...
...

36.5. .... 57.9
51.2- .... 49.6
40.8. , r.. 61.7
71.6. .... 26.0
80.6..... _22.7
31.3. _57.9
31.4..... .... 57.6
37.5...,. .... 45.7
37.4. .... 45.7
76.5. _22.1
29.5...,. _55.9
29.2 .... .... 34.4

Stations—-WPTV

Guy Lombardo. KSL ...... ...18.1
Neighborhood Theatre..... KUTV .... ...13,9
KTVT .... .. 264
World Tonight; Weather... KSL
... 6.5
KTVT .... ... 4.4
Badge 714 . KTVT . ... ...32.7
Suspicion '... KTVT .... ...23.0
Sports; Red Barber’s Corner. KTVT .... ...16.3
Neighborhood Theatre. KUTV ..s. ...14.9
Gumby .X. KTVT .... ... 5.2
KUTV .... .. .33.3
XIJTV .... . .36.7
*
'

(5), WEAT (12), WTVJ (4), WCKT (7)

...27.4.. .. 44.7... .. 01.3 Your Hit Parade. , WCKT
. ...23.0. .. 41.1... .57.5 Cavalcade of Sports....... .WPTV
Weather; News'. ......... .WPTV
...19.9..:.,.. .. 57.9...
Sports Final; Ramie,
, WPTV
...19.8. .. 58.3... .34.0 Weather;. News . -..WPTV
Sports Final; Theatre.. -. . WPTV
...19.0....... .. 56.0... ..34.0. Invitation to Life.. .WPTV
...18.2.. .. 31.1...
Navy Log .. .WEAT
__ ...17.5. .. 40.9...
People Are Funny......... .WPTV
„. .17.6.. .. 29.8... ...... 58.6 TV/Tr A Hamc Mr 'RSta
mrrvT
... 17.8_,_, .. 51.3... . 34.7 MaaI flu* Prr«c
. WPTV

Last ef the Mohicans (W) .. . .WTVJ. .. .TPA..,..
Man Behind the Badge (Myst) WPTV. ..MCA.....
Cisco Kid (W).. . WTVJ. ...Ziv...... ..Sat.6:30-7:00
Susie (Co) ..
WPTV. ...TPA..,., .,.FrL 8-00-8-30
8 Waterfront (Adv)...... .WTVJ....... .. MCA..,..
9. Wbiriybirda (Adv)..
. WTVJ. ..CBS. ..
Sat. 10:30-11:00 a,m.
M. Men of Annapolis (Adv). WTVJ.. .. Ziv__

.

.... 54.9.... ..... 50.6 On Trial..... . WIIC ....
....
Meet McGraw... ; WIIC ....
_80.4.... ..... 31.3 Project 20..... .WIIC ....
_ 49.4..,. .51.6
.WHO
Saber of Londbri
*... 61.8....
.WIIC'....
.... 5.9.4.... ..... 38.3 People Are Fudny.v’..... .wnc ....
.... 83.1_ .27.3
wnn ....
.... 43.7..., .50.2 Panic.*..,. .WIIC ....
.... 41,4_
WTTO ....
.... 58.2....
Tic Tae Dough.... .WIIC_
-34.8.... .... 56.0 Your Hit Parade..
.WIIC ....

.... .31.3. .... 52.4....

. WHO... .sfc.r .MCA............. . Fri. 9:30-10:00
. WOI..
.CBS.. .Sat.8:00-8:30
WHO:.,
Ziv....,. .Wed. 8:30-9:00
Ziv....:. .Mon. 8:30-9:00
-WHO...
.WOI...
.mca......
Fri. 9:30-10:00
Flamingo......... Tues.'6:00-6:30
.WOI..,.
. WOI_
CBS ... .Wed.6:00-6:30

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

" ^Stations—-KDKA (2), WHC* <11), WSTV (9)
_

Approx. Set Count—315,000

8. Captain David Grief (Adv)
10. Hopalong Cassidy (W)

9.
6.
7.
7.

.27.8....
.26.0.
.....256....
_25.5_
.....23.6....
. .22.7_
.....22.7...,
.21.9....
__21.0...
.....19.9....
.195....

SETS IN |
USE
1

SHARI

Stations—WTMJ

WTMJ
2. Highway Patrol (Adv). .WTMJ.
3 Hr. PHrixttan (Dr!
WTMJ..
4. Whirlybirds (Adv) . . WTMJ.
. WXIX..

DES MOINES

-

. ...172. .. 94.4...
..-15.9. .. 34.1.;.

. ......15.3
.
.
.
,
.
.
.
■ .,.,..16.4
20.4

Captain Gallant... .WCKT .
.WPTV .
46.6 Waterfront ...

19 fl
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Talent
Associates

♦ • #

In one month—October, 1957—Talent Associates, Ltd.
>

premiered three LIVE television programs:

October 2S, CBS-TV
DuPont Show of the Month

“A magnificent work... a major accom¬
plishment of this or any other video sea¬
son!”
-Jack Gould, N, Y. Times

October 13, NBC-TV
' Rexall

October 2, CBS-TV
Armstrong Circle Theatre

PINOCCHIO

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS

“A triumph, A masterpiece. Rates with
‘Peter Pan*!”

‘/Exciting drama... IPs good to see a TV
show that deals with man seeking God,
rather than man fleeing the law.”

—George Condon; Cleveland Plain Dealer

“A triumph,,. pure unalloyed delight...
Superb!”—John Crosby, N. Y.Herald-Tribune

“An enchanting fairy tale. A beautiful
show. Taste and wit pervaded this fine
musical.”

“A sure ‘/Emmy” bet. A magnificent per¬
formance for television!”

“The program should become a classic and
be repeated annually!”

• —Harriet van Horne* H. Y. World-Tel. &, Sun

—Akthur Fetmdge, Boston Herald

—Bob Hull, Los Angeles Herald-Express

“A sumptuous production.. . . Exciting
story, top-flight performances!”

“Gay and imaginative and charming. Won¬
derfully planned... wonderfully funny!”

—TIME Magazine

—John Crosby, N. Y. Herald-Tribune

“A princely production. A derring-do
classic!”—Hahhy Harris, Philadelphia Inquirer

-Harriet van Horne, N. Y. World-Tel. &. Sun,

“Fascinating. More drama and suspense
than regular programming can dream up
in a week of Westerns!”
—Elizabeth Driscoll, Boston Globe

“Fine drama... a fascinating story!” *
-R. F. Shepard, N. Y. Times

“Fascinating... a thriller!”

-Variety

“If any video show would bear repeating,
year after year, this is the one!”

“Top drama. Suspenseful and absorbing
throughout!”

—Daily Variety

-Charlton Wallace, Cincinnati Times-Star

ALL THREE were LIVE from New York.
ALL THREE were acclaimed.
ALL THREE brought great, distinction to their sponsors,
' their advertising, agency, their networks,
and the medium ofl-television.

TALENT ASSOCIATES, LTD.
MICHAEL AMOtT • JACQUELINE BABBIN * PAUL SOSART • ARTHUR CANTOR ♦ RUTH CON PORT* •
ROBERT COSTELLO * MARDETTE COWARDS • MARILYN EVANS • BORIS PRANK • YASHA FRANK
MAURCSM HSBSELROTH ♦ BARBARA ISAAC, • BAM LEV* • ALFRED LEVY ♦ MARY MeOOVERN •
Herbert mobs • ronald peters • daniel fetrie • albert selden * davio susskino •
ROSE TOBIAS # RENEE VALENTE • ROBERT WADE • CAROL WELLINGTON • SUDD WILDS *

WILLIAM CORRIGAN
• AUDREY GELLEN
EMALINE MECHANIC
Murray susskjnd
ANITA ZANG

ZUkIET?
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“Watch’ % of Brit’s 27-Mil Viewers
<

■>

|

London, Nov. 3.
There are 27,000,000 tv viewers in Britain. The adult percentage
of them watch programs-for an average of 15 hours, every week,
and people who own tv receivers see, on the average, two out of
every five evening shows. These statistics were revealed by BBCTV during an airing entitled “Facts and Figures.”
It was also revealed that:
60% of the highest income grpUp own a tv set, against 50% in
the lower income groups,
40% of set-ownert who earn between $13 and $22 a week watch
tv during the peak eveningjiours. 34% of owners earning $56 and
above each week will be viewing at any one time.
*
34% of set-owners with a university education normally view'
during the evening against 39% with a secondary education and
41% of those who left school at 14 or 15 years of age.
The leading regular BBC-T.V programs are normally seen by
6,00(1,000 and 9,000,000 viewers. Big events rave been seen by 12,000,000 or as many as 20,000,000.
In 1947 one out of every 5(M) adults was a viewer. Today, with
18 transmitters, 97% ofsthe population of Great Britain can re¬
ceive BBC-TV.
The average hour of tv costs" Just over $9,000. This is how the
total is made up: $4,300 for artists, orchestras,, royalties and gen¬
eral program expenses; $3,500 for engineering costs; $1,330 for
overhead.
The two pastimes ty dbes not seem to have affected are garden¬
ing and courting.
■„ -

+
Vancouver, Nov. 5.
After wagging a reproving finger
London, Nov. 5.
for years at private radio’s big
The state television web has
booty boxtop shows, the Canadian
thrown hr the towel in the fight
London, Nov. 5.
Broadcasting Corp. recently resort¬
with commercial tv in the battle
Opening of the new commercial ed to threats. Issued a press release
for ratings.
>
BBC-TV will no longer compete tv outlet to serve Wales and the in blunt terms advising station op¬
with its unsubsidized counterpart West of England, TWW Ltd., sched- erators that future applications for
other than in -“the most superfi¬ | uled. for Dec. 17, has been post¬ frequency changes and wattage
cial
sense,”
revealed
Gerald poned because of technical dif¬ hikes would be considered on the
Beadle, director of BBC-TV, at a ficulties. Ap alternative opening basis of program quality and that
Radio Industries Club luncheon. * date has not yet been set by the In¬ jackpot merchandising was not
The announcement came as a dependent Television Authority, quality programming.
surprise .following news of; plans but the programmers estimate that
Greatest offender here. New
which it was hoped would stream¬ it will be somewhere around late Westminster’s CKNW, was caught
line BBC-TV Into a strong com¬ January or February.
in the whirl of its five-and-a-halfThe technical fault is due to de¬ yeyar-old “Fiesta” daily jackpot
petitor to commercial tv. It also
came at a time when the national fects in the aerial system—a new show with a weekly mail averaging
network was celebrating its 21st type' which it was believed would 80,000 letters and a slew of happy
anniversary.
But' it.also came gjve better reception. It will now sponsors counting the daily boxtop
shortly after the publication of be scrapped and replaced by the high returns. The other stations
statistics which showed that 72 conventional type. The outlet will had alrefily tapered off. “Fiesta”
persons out of every 100 prefer¬ serve an estimated 3,250,000 view¬ emcee Wally Garrett shrugged,
red to stay tuned into the Inde¬ ers.
continued to pose the questions,
pendent Television channel.
give tbe clues, and await correct
Beadle intimated that there was
apSwers to win jackpots totalling
no stopping the spread of commertens of thousands in cash. One re¬
cial tv. In view of this, the state
cent entry won $61,000 with the
web would no longer try to offer
abstruse quiz answer “A T33 Cana¬
an alternative entertainment pro¬
dian Jet Trailer”
gram, but would hencefdrt offer
Five kilowatter CKNW was will¬
programs “nearer to the forefront
ing to let well enough alone until
of taste and intellectual interest.
the second of the coast’s Big Two,
Speaking of -the success of in¬
CKWX, got a new frequency and
dependent outlets have achieved
a power hike to 50,000 watts,
over the short space of two years,
which
occurred
this
summer.
London, Nov. 5.
Beadle said it would have to sticjc
CKNW began scanning the AM
Mario Lanza has bowed out
to a steady, predictable audience
band, looking for a lower fre¬
Ottawa, Nov. 5.
of his “Sunday Night At The
or fail, hut, he added “being good
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp. quency from their present 1320“
Palladium” show for Associ¬
business men they will stick to it.
seems tjying to hit the controversy kc. and the resultant gift of great¬
ated Television on Sunday .(10)
I would expect them increasingly
jackpot
Its new quarter-hour er coverage, began eyeing the un¬
because he wants to make his
to go for well tried formulas—
weekly radio program “Contact” occupied 730 kc. and hoping for
British debut before the Queen
things which either BBC or they
over CBM, Montreal, teed off (31) a power increase of their own. This
at the Royal Variety Show
or the Americans have devised and with- a kickaround of “Censorship brought the CBC warning hack into
on Nov. 18.
built up as popular favorites with
in Quebec” and continues Thursday focus and the station’s manage¬
Lanza’s spot will be taken
big followings.”
(7) With “Divorce in Quebec.” ment reluctantly announced that
by George Sanders in the tv
The tv topper theorized: “I
“Fiesta,” after giving away over
Other topics include prostitution,
program. Lanza will appear in
think it will be very difficult for
(Continued qp page 46)
homosexuality, scandal publica¬
a “Palladium” show on Nov.
them to be other than slightly
tions, food pollution, the monarchy,
24.
oldfashioned. But it would be a
the Quebec “index” and federal
mistake to expect it* to be a re¬
grants to Quebec universities.
flection of the advancing taste and
Quebec provincial film censor¬
aspiration or of the perplexities
of an educated democracy in the ship is the toughest in Canada,
with
Social Credit-ruled Alberta a
making.”
Since the Roman
To BBC-TV the average audi¬ close second.
Catholic
church forbids divorce,
ence was of no real importance.
The corporation did not have to all Quebec’s numerous suits must
sell its average audience to any¬ be handled by parliament—often
London, Nov. 5.
one and was free to concentrate referred to as a “divorce mill.”
There appears to be growing
on audiences for individual pro¬ (Parliament also handles all di¬ rivalry between commercial tv pro¬
grams. “We must see to it that vorce suits for Newfoundland, the grammers in Britain over light en¬
at least one of oiir national chan¬ newest province.)
tertainment. Until a short while
Though newsstands are blatant back, Associated Television, who
nels is modern, up to date and
"Hamilton, Bermuda, Nov. 5.
devoted to satisfying the require¬ with scandal tabs that pull prac¬ operate the weekday station cov¬
Bermuda’s first commercial tv
ments of an educated democracy in tically no punches, “salacious” ering the Midlands, and supply
station, ZBM-TV, plans to go on the
the making. That Is ,the course f books and cheesecake mags are the weekend programs in the Lon¬
air early next January, operating
which the BBC television service banned by the hundred. Premier don area, were the main source of
on a daily schedule from 6 to 11
will follow. Any additional rev¬ Maurice Duplessis, solidly en¬ televaude shows. There was virtu¬
p. m.
enues which may come to us dur¬ trenched "for years, has long re¬ ally no competition from the other
The station has signed affiliation ing the next few years will be fused‘federal aid to Quebec uni¬ programmers to match the three
contracts with American networks, hdevoted mainly to that end,” he versities, some of which take dim’ big weekly vaude programs net¬
CBS, NBC, and ABC, as well a* said.
view of his attitude.
,
worked by ATV, which often star
Rediffusion Ltd: and BBC of Lon¬
The “monarchy” stanza perhaps American headliners.
don.
Filmed programming also
ties in with French-Canadian ef¬
Brit* Bonnie in Scotland
Now, both
Granada-TV and
will be received from thejCanadian
Glasgow, Nov. 3. ‘ forts to have Montreal's new ABC-TV have come up with their
Broadcasting Corp. It’s anticipated
To counter claims by indie tv Queen Elizabeth Hotel (managed own offerings in the vaude vein.
that 70% of ZBM-TV programs
that they are getting the higher T)y the Hilton chain hut owiled by Granada’s new “Chelsea at Nine”
>will emanate from these outlets,
audiences, the British Broadcastng Canadian National Railways) re¬ show, aired weekly on Tuesday, is
-wiUk the balance made up of both
Corp. has issued a statement say¬ named the Maisonneuve. after a networked between London and
livPimd. filmed shows.
ing that the 10 largest Scot audi¬ French-Canadian hero. That.name Manchester but not to the Midlands
ZBM-TV, to be located oh an ences for any transmissions in was etched into some of its stone¬
outlet covered by ATV. “Chelsea
additions! third story which is be¬ the week of Oct. 6-12 were, esti¬ work one night recently by some
at Nine” is an offbeat and slightly
ing constructed on the present mated by BBC Audience Research Maisonneuve proponents.
highbrow program, which has fea¬
building occupied by. Radio Ber¬ to be “all for BBC programs.”
“Contact” Is produced by Ken tured artists such as Yehudi Menu¬
muda in Hamilton, will use a. 1,006BBC listed the shows, including Withers, hitherto chiefly a tv light¬ hin, Charles Laughton and top
watt transmitter. Engineers say three sporiseasts, two plays, the ing man, who also, did the lighting
ballet stars, as well as many other
that this will be more than ample current affairs feature “Pano¬ for “My Fur Lady,” still-touring
performers who would not nor¬
power to cover the entire 22-mile- rama,” and a 10 o’clock news bul¬ professionalized McGill U. revusimally be placed in a vaude bill.
long mid-Atlantic British colony. letin. According to the BBC, “the cal. Raoul Engle prepares it.
On Tuesday evenings, while “Chel¬
There are now more than 5,000 tv largest audience for any program
sea” is on the air, ATV put out
sets in .this vacationland of 41,- transmitted on STV Ltd. fScot
“Gunlaw" and its own variety pro¬
000 population.
s
Television Ltd.) frequencies during
gram, “The Big Show.”
the same week was estimated by
,
ABC-TV, weekend programmers
BBC Audience Research to have
for the Midlands and the North,
been 300,000, for each of ‘Crosshas
done a similar switch, on ATV.
Cross Quiz’ and ^Double Your
London, Nov. 5.
On alternate Saturdays, It drops
Money.* ”
Yet another British commer¬
“Val
Parnell’s Saturday Spectacu¬
STV is still in growing process, cial tv program company is seek¬
London, Nov. 5.
lar,” to make way for Its own 30BBC-TV has "installed an auto¬ with viewers increasing daily as ing to enter the bigtme televaude minute light entertainment show,
matic television studio, claimed to more sets ■are converted to the stakes. Today (Tues.), R.T. Rowson
“Top of the Bill,” followed by 36
be the first of.its kind, in the new Channel 10, On basis of their program coordinator for ABC-TV, minutes of wrestling.
(meantime)
population the commercial outlet serving the
House, of Biriiament so that re¬ limited
-With Val Parnell and Lew Grade
ports Of .government news can be area, they are likely to challenge Midlands and North at weekends,
planes to New York where he among its chief executives, ATV
telecast within minutes of being the BBC claims.
hopes to set up deals for top has long had the key to star names &
announced* American talent for future pro¬ for its “Sunday Night at the Palla- ■
A reporter will be able to be on
Pittsburgh—Harold Goldstein,
dium,” “Star Time” and “Saturday
grams.
the sir within five minutes of leav¬
former p.a. at WCAE and WWSW
Rowson will be in the States for Spectacular” shows which have
ing the press gallery by walking who has been doing advertising
During his been the hallmark of ATV’s pro¬
Into the - studio and telephoning agency work for the last couple of about, threg weeks.
a control .gallery at Alexandra"] years, Is returning to Radio Row stay he’ll give several tv irograms grams. Grahada-TV has how come
Palace—nine miles away. The cam¬ as publicity director for KQV. He the o.o. and search around for upon the scene and stepped into
era will be switched on from head¬ replaces Owen Simon, moving to program material. He’s also set the light entertainment “territory,”
quarters by remote control and the KDKA in a similar job succeeding for ^confabs with several tv top¬ with some support from MCA in
the search for talent.
pers.
speaker cuedin for transmission.
Jack Williams.

UN’s New Radio Series a Giant Spread
Of bitl Talent; Set For *58 Preem
That
the
radio-is-here-to-stay
stance is still firmly entrenched at
.the United Nations was indicated
this week when it became known
that a 13-week audio series, on
which work was begun last Janu¬
ary, will be ready for preeming on
the air early in 195S—after a full
year’s work.
Running the style gamut froth
satire, fantasy, and drama to
straight comedy and musicals, the
show will illustrate the work of
the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organiza¬
tion. A joint production of United
Nations Radio and UNESCO, the
series will handle subject matter
on the basso profunda side—but
will be couched ip terms of easy
listening via, star names, special
music and effects, and other gim¬
mickry designed to capture ratings.
Ihfo to be thus dispensed through
a combination of artistry and
craftsmanship will be concerned
with such deep stuff as nuclear
physics, international scientific col¬
laboration, human rights, etc.
Gerald Kean, for 10 years one
of the UN radio production top¬
pers, spent five months with his
wife, actress Julienne Marie, gath¬
ering the material and taping much
of the show in Paris, where they
worked out of UNESCO’s world
h.q., a£ well as in London, Geneva
and other European centers/ Kean
had special music for the show
by French film-composer Marcel
Stem; a 28-man orchestra under
the baton of George Tzipine re¬
corded tbe music; and, as an extra
fillip, the Parisian Les Blue Stars,
jazz ensemble, did* some special
numbers for the program.
In Paris, as well as in London
and U.S., Kean taped leading parts
by 'a roster of stars including In(Continued on page 46)

Tilt TV’ Impact
Edinburgh, Nov. 5.
The iihpaej. of tv will more than
triple in Scotland over, the next
three years. That is the considered
opinion of Roy Thomson/ chairman
of Scottish Television Ltd., in a
talk here to, radio dealers.
He believer that, eventually, tv
will have an even greater impact
In. Scotland than in America. This
Is because of the higher Standard
of! living in the U.S.A.; where, he
says, there are more of the “ameni¬
ties of life* to compete for the
viewers’ time.
Jn the U.S.A^ said; Thomson,
television has become One of the
most powerful social forces during
the last 10 years.
“It has changed just about ev(Continued on page 54)

Wanna Improve Your Frequency?
‘TOO FAR IN VAN’ Shed Your Boxtops, Warns Canada
Delay Wales TV Bow

(Divorce, et al.)

Lanza’s Liz ‘Exclusive’

British Corn! TV
Vaudeo Rivalry

Bermuda TV To
Bow Next Jan.;
USNetsRepped

House of Parfiament’s
Built-In-TY Installation

BRIT/S ROWSON IN U.S.
FOR VAUD-A-VID GABS
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Shephard Managing WJAS

Still Have You, Sonny Boy’
Continued from page 21 ;

who jumped the gun on the other
webs in cementing the Werblin
liaison,
apparently
turned the
trick and set the groundwork
which was to produce the new
Nielsen report for the two weeks
ending Oct. 5.
There’s no question that, in con¬
trast to the last few years, NBC
comes out looking a lot healthier
on the basis of the new Nielsens
iwhich, of course, have a much
higher receptivity than Trendex
where the agencies and the clients
are concerned). . For one thing, it
establishes beyond question NBC’s
new-found Monday night strength
in an area that’s jampacked with
MCA entries, giving the “Restless
Gun”-‘*Wells Fargo” coupling a
clean sweep over the Burns & AIlen-Arthur Godfrey parlay on CBS.
and establishing the rating superi¬
ority of the 10 to 11 p.m, “Sus¬
picion” entry over “Studio One”
for the-polled period.
Again on Wednesday night the
MCA-acqulred “Wagon Train” re¬
stores NBC to Nielsen respectabil¬
ity in whittling down ABC's "Dis¬
neyland” and taking CBS’ “Big
Record” measure. In an erstwhile
rating famine area for NBC, the
mere fact that the “Wagon Train”
slotting has succeeded in dividing
up the share-of-audience into a
three-way slugfest translates itself
into a victory for the web.
More NBC Victories
Thursday night, too, translates
into an NBC victory for the NBCMCA combo, with Tennessee Ernie
Ford-Rosemary Clooney-Jane Wy¬

Wednesday, November 6, 1957

man back-to-back triumvirate scor¬
ing a resounding victory over CBS’
“Playhouse 90” in the 9:30 to 11
two-week polling.
For all of MCA’s stake in its
$20,000,000 bundle of NBC prop¬
erties
which
includes,
among
others, such , items as the Tuesday
night George Gobel-Eddie Fisher
alternating hour, series; the “Meet
McGraw” series, “M Squad,” Gis¬
elle MacKenzie, etc., Werblin con¬
tinues to “play the field.” He
shows as much devotion to the
care and feeding of ABC’s “Ozzie
& Harriet” and the supercharged
back-to-back brace of “GE Theatre”
and “Alfred Hitchcock Presents,”
MCA-Revue’s contributions to CBS’
Sunday night rating-happy status.
Elsewhere on the Nielsen front,
it’s practically a runaway for CBS’
Saturday night at 10 “Gunsmoke,”
which dominates everything with
its 41.1 rating and 62.0 share of
audience.
True,
“Gunsmoke,”
which cops No. 1 position among
regular weekly entries and will
probably stay there, has a hreeze
by virtue of the weak Mike Wal¬
lace (ABC) and-“What’s It For”
(NBC) competition, but that daz¬
zling 62.0 average share-of-audi¬
ence for the two weeks looms even
more potent when it’s realized that
on one of the two rating weeks
“Gunsmoke” was up against the
Dean Martin hour. Best the latter
could do was 2-7.4.
The Nielsens reaffirm ABC’s
Tuesday night rating superiority in
the 7:30 to 9 brackets, with the
“Sugarfoot”-“Cheyene”
alternate
series and “Wyatt Earp” running
off with the laurels.

Pitisnurgh, Nov. 5.
Howard A, (Hank) Shephard
has been named by NBC to man¬
age WJAS, radio station which
web took over on Friday (1).
Outlet was: launched nearly 30
years ago, by Brenneri family and
has been operated by them since
then. However, when Hugh Brennen bought a half-interest in WIIC,
Ch. 11, from the Post-Gazette, he
Was forced by FCCto dispose of
the broadcasting outlet, and NBC
bought it a couple of months ago
for $720,000.

UN Radio Series

i

Continued from page 39 _____
grid
Bergman, Judy Holliday,
Eartha Kitt,. Myrna Loy, Joe E.
Brown, Cantiqflas, Eddie Cantor,
Melvyn Douglas, Charleton Hes¬
ton, Bob Hope, Edward G. Robin¬
son, H. V. Kaltenborn, Danny
Kaye, Bunt Lancaster, Fred MacMurray, Yehudi Menuhin -and Lau¬
rence Olivier.
While Kean is finishing the wort
of putting the series into the cans
by end-of-year, other- radio top¬
pers whose job is liaison work are
negotiating for airing with net¬
works and stations aropnd this
country, Canada, and other parts
of the world.
Name of the program is “Easy
as ABC.” Whether that title makes
it a natural for the ABC web, how¬
ever, is still a moot point.
Hollywood—Milton

H. Klein has
been named local sales manager of
Crowell - Collier
station
here,
KFWB.
_

,

Congratu lations

FRANKIE /
and thanks for

THREE GOLD RECORDS
THAT tUCKY OLD SUN
HIGH NOON
BY THE RIVER SAINTE MARIE

JWT’s ‘Depth’ Merchandising
; Continued from pare 39 ;
sell it; (2) effect product identifica¬
tion with the show or its star; (3)
emphasize the tv blurb at the
point of sale, and (4) serve as a
constant reminder of the show
(and, of course, the -product). A
sponsor, Father says, has to get
two things from a tv or radio buy
^-confidence from distributors
and dealers that the product will
sell and great numbers of consum¬
ers to receive the pitch. “It’s not
enough to buy a hunk of tv time
and cross your fingers that some¬
one will watch your show,” he
avers.
“You’ve got to help that
time along in order to get maxi¬
mum results from your buy.”
The * tools of JWT’s ‘-Broadcast
Exploitation Service are the usual
old devices, but they’re used
“quantitatively with an accent on
imagination and timing.” With
Seven Up bottlers across the coun¬
try splitting the tab, “Zorro” got
virtually the full JWT treatment,
which includes;
Straight national and local pub¬
licity of the show itself; merchan¬
dising by direct mail and by bro¬
chures and point of sales displays;
star appearances; elaborate promo¬
tion kits for local stations, the con¬
tents of which were determined by
a preliminary survey of the needs
of 170 station publicists; advertise¬
ments for the show; premiums;
promotional films and slides; and
even the handling of fan mail.
Program is geared to promote not
just the show alone but the spon¬
sor’s interest in it as well.
JWT is sending out special field
men to work with station publi¬
cists in markets where the ratings
are disappointing and has cooked
up a Seven Up newsletter for
dealers and stations as an addi¬
tional reminder. Agenfcy also cre¬
ated a “Zorro Float” as companion
to the “Seven Up Float” and sent
out the recipe to newspapers and
magazines with mats. According to
JWT, the Disney organization,
which produced “Zorro,” admitted
it had'never had such help for any
of its shows before.
Exploitatlon^service has been
used in a lesser way with several
other JWT accounts. In the case
of Weco’s 15-minute radio buy on
the • multi-sponsored Arthur God¬
frey show, shop concentrated its
merchandising in point of sale dis¬
plays that identified the product
with the star. As it’s impossible to
merchandise “Kraft Theatre”
every week, JWT does it six or
seven tifaes a year with particular¬
ly significant shows. With a play
entitled “The Duel,” which con¬
cerned Alexander Hamilton and
Aaron Burr, the exploitation depatment went after public service
tieins and got them abundantly.
Farher admits it’s impossible to
determine what the exploitation
service does specifically, hut he
says. ..the agency knows that in its
totality it does a job.
ABC-TV early this season alerted
its local promotion men to lay hot
and heavy on ^Maverick,” and
their efforts have made the show a
bargain for Kaiser Aluminum,
since the company has been get¬
ting involved in many of the tieins.
Undoubtedly the most elaborate
job on the show has been done in
Chicago by Ell Henry and his pro¬
motion staff, and in its second
week the show bested all competi¬
tion in the Windy City for its hour.
On Sept 29 “Maverick” averaged
16.3 in an overnight Trendex
against 13.1 for “Bachelor Father”
and first half of “Ed Sullivan
SHCw” on CBS-TV and 15.4 for

NBC-TV’s “Sally” mid first half of
“Steve Allen Show.”
Henry's promotion involved
broad distribution of “Maverick”
buttons, a variety of on-the-air pro¬
motions in weeks before the show
preemed, teaser ads in newspapers,
radio spots on indie station WAIT,
film trailers for ‘Maverick” in 34
Balaban Sc Katz theatres for" a
whole month, press coverage, a
contest and an elaborate tiein
with lunch counters of StinewayFord Hopkins’ 26 drugs stores. He's
also trying to bring in show’s star,
James Garner, for the Interna¬
tional Livestock Show here later
this season.
Henry’s station, WBKB, picked up -the tab for the whole splash,
and it amounted only to slightly
over $700. The radio spots, film
trailers and Sun-Times newspaper
advertisements were all reciprocal
deals, and the principal cost was
$300 for the production of the
trailer. On the air plugs at WBKB,
Henry says, would have cost Kai¬
ser in five figures if it were pay¬
ing for them.
A veteran of 14 years with the
ABC net, Henry is certain this w7as
his biggest concentrated promo¬
tion yet—except, perhaps, for the
time he ran Don McNeill for Pres¬
ident.

Wanna Improve?
SS' Continued from page 39
$310,000 in cash during its fiveyear run, would cease to be a quiz
come the end of the year. The
station in the meantime had made
formal application for the avail¬
able frequency and a watt boost to
10,000 which manager Bill Hughes
is confident they will get.
On the other hand, North Van¬
couver’s CKLG, which has never
featured quiz shows, already had
an application in for this fre¬
quency and for an output hike to
five kilowatts from its present 1,000
watts: John N. Hunt, manager of
CKLG, says: “I’m sure we shall
get the frequency because we ap¬
plied for it as far hack as April
30 this year. We have been wait¬
ing for the (CBC) board of gov¬
ernors to make their study of pro¬
gramming in this area.”
While the desire for the 730 kc. •
spot has effectively applied the ul¬
timatum that CBC has hesitated
to issue in its role of competitorparent to private radio here, it ap¬
pears that whichever station gets
it will have an indifferent boon.
According to a high CBC official
here, the 730 kc. frequency is used
by CKAC, Montreal; KBOY, Med¬
ford, Ore.; KULE, Ephrata, Wash.,
and stations in Alaska, Kansas,
Louisiana, Minnesota, Ohio, Utah
and other states. The transmitter
pattern would have to be direc¬
tional to protect these stations and,
said the official, “Although the
power permitted might be 10,000
watts daytime it would probably
have to be reduced to 1,000 watts
at nightime.”
Whatever the outcome, it looks
like Canada’s last west coast boxtop radio show has received a vel¬
vet-gloved knockout
Louisville—Newscaster* Edward
Vincent Engles has joined the-news
department at WHAS-AM and TV,
taking over place vacated by vet
newsman Pete French, who goes
to KYM, radio and tv, Cleveland.
Engles was “with WXIX, Milwau¬
kee. Jean Phair, WHAS horn*
economist is leaving the station.

JUtCS P0DELL .
COKACABANA, NEW YORK

SEATTLE-TACOMA
ARB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

Hollywood Film Thea.
Sun. Sept. 8
6:30-8:00 p.m.
KING

14.7

14.9

14.2

29.7

Channel 5 Playhouse
.Thurs. Sept. 12
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KING

13.4

13.8

13.1

28.0

All Star Movie
Fri. Sept. 13
9:35-11:30 p.m.
ktnt

13.3

15.3

10.9

37.7

Date WitlTthe Angels.....
Stage 5 ..
World Today; News Analysis..
Prizefighter and the Lady,
Command Performance ....

Command Perform.
Sat. Sept. 17
10:30-12:30 a.m.
KING

12.5

16.7

4.0

46.1

Buffalo Bill, Premiere Per¬
formance . .KTNT

5. DEEP VALLEY—
Ida Lupino, Dane Clark; 1947; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists
Productions

All Star Movie
Mon. Sept. 9
9:35-11:25 p.m.
KTNT

10.3

13.1

8.4

27.8

Wire Service . .KING
World Today; News Analysis.. KING
Thousands Cheer, Command
Performance. KING

6. BUFFALO BILL—
Maureen O'Hara, Joel McCrea, Linda
Darnell; 1944; 20th Century Fox; NTA
Film Network

Premiere Performance
Sat. Sept. 7
10:30-12:15 a.m.
KTNT

10.2

11.3

8.4

33.6

A Guy Named Joe, Command
Performance . KING

7. THE LADY VANISHES—
Margaret Lockwood, Michael Redgrave;
1938; J. Arthur Rank; ABC Network

Famous Film Festival
Sat! Sept 7
6:30-8:00 p.m.
KING

9.8

12.4

6.2

21.1

People Are Funny. .KOMO ,
Oh! Susanna.... .KTNT
.SRO Playhouse .!..... .KTNT ...18.5

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA
1. NIGHT SONG—
Merle Oberon, Dana Andrews; 1947;
RKO; C&C
2. THE MORTAL STORM— James Stewart, Margaret Sullivan,
Robert Young; 1940; MGM; MGM-TV
8. YOU WERE NEVER LOVELIER—
Rita Hayworth, Fred Astaire; 1942;
Columbia; Screen Gems

4. A GU¥ NAMED JOE—
Spencer Tracy, Irene Dunne, Van
Johnson; 1943; MGM; MGM-TV

TME SLOT

*

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

. SEPTEMBER, 4957
TOP COMPETING SHOWS

ARB
RATING

Circus Boy . .KOMO
Ed Sullivan ... .KTNT .

;.Playhouse 90. .^,«... .KTNT .' .18.9
Best of Groucho .
KOMO

.KING
.KING
.KING

. .......22.5
.
. .. 8.0

.KING

.
. .10.2

. ..27.1
.10.2
.

8. THE CORN IS GREEN—
Bette Davis, John Dali, Joan Loring;
1945; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

All Star Movie
Wed. Sept. 11
9:35-11:45 p.m,
KTNT

9.3

11.3

5.5

31.8

Ozzie & Harriet.
Moment of Decision.
World Today; News Analysis..
Tonight .'..

9. THE MAN WHO WOULDN’T DIE—
Lloyd Nolan, Marjorie Weaver; 1942;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Curtaintime
Tues. Sept. 10
9:30-10:30 p.m,
KOMO

8.3

9.1

8.7

22.7

Telephone Time .. 1..
.KING
What’s the Story..... .KING

....fl.l

Command Perform.
Fri. Sept. 13
10:45-12:30
1:45-12:30 a.m.
KING

8.7

You Were Never Lovelier, All
Star Movie ... .KTNT

.......11.3

10. PRIZEFIGHTER AND THE LADY—
Myma Loy, Walter Huston, Jack
Dempsey; 1933; MGM; MGM-TV

9.5

8.0

50.0

.KING .,
.KING
.KTNT ..
.KOMO .. 6.4

SALT LAKE CITY- OGDEN - PROVO
1. WYOMING—
Wallace Beery, Ann Rutherford; 1940;
MGM; MGM-TV

Triple Crown Theatre
Tues. Sept. 24
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KTVT

'''First Night Theatre
2. HOMECOMING—
Lana Turner, Clark Gable, Anne Baxter;
Thurs. Sept. 26
1948; MGM; MGM-TV
8:30-19:30 p.m.
KTVT
3. TORTILLA FLAT—
Spencer Tracy, Hedy Lamarr, John
Garfield; 1942; MGM; MGM-TV

•Triple Crown Theatre
Wed, Sept. 25
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KTVT

30.1

31.4

28.2

63.8

Phil Silvers ..... KSL ...
.,.,17.9
A Bell for Adano, Channel 2
Presents. KUTV .
... 8.5

27.9

30.2

24,8

50.6

Johnny Apollo, Channel 2
Presents .'.. .KUTV .
••••• ..12.4
Eve Arden ... .KSL ...
.'. 8.3

■; 25.2

26.6

23.4

48.3

Bad Men ol Missouri, Electric
Theatre ... .KUTV

,

..16.1

. The Wyoming Kid, Channel
2 Presents. .KUTV

.

..18.4

..11.7
.. 5.2

MGM Theatre
Mon. Sept. 30
8:30-10:00 p.m*
KTVT

23.7

6. DEAD RECKONING—
„ Humphrey Bogart, Lizabeth Scott; 1947;
Columbia; Screen Gems

Sunday Night Theatre
Sun. Sept. 29
9:30-11:30 p.m.
KSL

20.6

23.4

17.3

65.4

Weekend News . .KTVT .
'Moment of Decision..
.KUTV .
Billy the Kid Masterpiece
Theatre .. .KTVT .

6. THE WYOMING KID—
(Titled Changed from Cheyenne for TV)
Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman; 1947;
Warner Bros.; Associated Artists Prods.

Channel 2 Presents
Mon. Sepf. 30
8:35-10:00 p.m.
KUTV

18.4

19.0

17.7

22.8

Men of Boys Town, MGM
Theatre .. KTVT

.

. .23.7

Electric Theatre
Wed. Sept. 25
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KUTV

16.1

Tortilla Flat, Triple Crown
Theatre .... .KTVT

,

..25.2

Neighborhood Thea.
Fri. Sept, 27
9:00-10:30 p.m.
KUTV

14.8

15.7

12.5

30.5

Sheriff of Cochise
.KSL ...
Dragnet .. .KTVT .
Secret Journal"!'.
. .KTVT „

..25.4
. .22.6
t. 17.1

12.6

19.4

8.2

47.3

Sehlitz Playhouse ..
.KSL ...
Kentucky, Premiere Performanee .. .KSL ...

..11.5

4. MEN OF BOYS TOWN—
Spencer Tracy, Mickey Rooney; 1941;
MGM; MGM-TV

7. BAD MEN OF MISSOURI—
Dennis Morgan, Jane Wyman, Arthur
Kennedy; 1941; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

8. MASK OF DIMITROS—
Zachary Scott, Faye Emerson, Sydney
Greenstreet; 1944; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

9. ZIEGFELD FOLLIES OF 1946—
Triple Crown Theatre
Fred Astaire, Lucille Ball, Judy Garland,
Sat. Sept. 28
Gene Kelly, Esther Williams and All10:00-12:15 a.m.
Star Cast; 1946; MGM;'MGM-TV
KTVT
19. JOHNNY APOLLO—
Tyrone Power, Dorothy Lamour; 1940;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Channel 2 Presents
Thurs. Sept. 26
8:30-10:00 pjn.

24.6

16.5

22.6

14.5

42.3

31.2

'

-

12.4

14.1

11.3

22.5

•

homecoming. First Night
Theatre ... .KTVT

.

.. 4.0

.

.10.1

.27.9
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WE CANNOT PERMIT THIS ISSUE TO 8E
DETERMINED BY SABOTAGE AND OBSTRUCTION..
IN THE UNITED STATES, NO ISSUE
SHOULD BE DETERMINED BY THESE MEANS...
WE do not mean to wave the American flag ... or
to wrap ourselves in it. BUT, to- those who are in*
dignant, disgusted or merely curious about last week¬
end’s foul-up of various NBC television programs, we
submit these sobering facts for consideration:
-!■ The collective labor agreement between NBC
and the Radio and Television Directors Guild, AFL€10/expressly permits the director to talk directly to
cameramen and other members of the technical crew
during pre-dress rehearsals and on the broadcasts of
unrehearsed programs. In all other circumstances,
the director’s instructions must be relayed via the head
-of the technical crew.

2a

The direct-communication clause was obtained
in hard-fought bargaining. It is important to the
director, who bears full responsibility for the artistic
quality of the program in a highly competitive indus¬
try. The clause, if enforced* would bring NBC’s
operation into conformity with working procedures in
effect at CBS and ABC since.'the infancy of television.
3a The agreement between NBC and National As¬
sociation of Broadcast Employees and Technicians
(NABET) -fully recognizes the director’s right of
direct communication in the instances noted above.
The two collective agreements are m full accord; there
is no discrepancy or inconsistency0 between them.

THERE IS NO “JURISDICTIONAL DIS¬
PUTE” OF ANY KIND.

4.

Nevertheless, when NBC and the Guild put the
.contract provision into effect on .November X, 1957,
the network’s programs/were sabotaged. Cameras
panned at the ceiling or meditatively contemplated the
floor. KMike” booms became immobile. Superbly
trained technicians, masters of their intricate crafts,
became amateurs sporting with deadly toys. Pro_ grams which represented many thousands of dollars
struggled through rehearsals and came before the pub¬
lic as travesties of the television art. Recognizing their
inability legally to oppose the contracts, technicians
instead resorted to the destruction of NBC’s product.
5a Throughout this dreadful performance, while
NBC’s broadcasts and rehearsals were being system¬
atically reduced to a state of chaos, the members of
this Guild—directors, associate directors and stage-

managers—exerted every possible effort to put on the
air programs of acceptable professional standards.
Our members struggled against sabotage of the net¬
work’s product with every means and skill at their
command. The management of NBC, apparently
transfixed by fear of the damage NABET could do,
gave the directors little or no support. Yet in a num¬
ber of instances the unremitting efforts of our mem¬
bers put good programs on the air despite the crippling
opposition encountered.
6m We refuse to recognize that deliberate sabotage
and destruction of the product is a permissible tactic
in the pattern of American labor relations. An unre¬
solved grievance on the assembly line cannot lead to
putting the left front wheel on loosely. What man¬
ner of men can lose all pride in their craft and delib¬
erately “blow the show”? And what' type of union
leadership can cause or permit them to do so, enforcing
their non-cooperation by threats of fines or other dis¬
cipline?

7m

Whatever one’s views about union tactics may
be, one thing is clear to the members of this Guild:
SABOTAGE AND OBSTRUCTION CANNOT BE
PERMITTED TO RESOLVE THIS ISSUE.
6m At 5 :10 P.M. on Nov. 2,1957, the Guild agreed
with NBC to postpone to Nov. 8,1’957, the working
procedures permitted by the collective agreements.
This was neither a surrender nor a retreat. NBC re¬
quested further time in which to negotiate with
NABET. On the chance thafi NBC may be able to
persuade the leadership of that organization to act iike
trade unionists, and not like the leaders of a gang of
saboteurs, the Guild agreed to a postponement so that
the many thousands of dollars tied up in NBC’s week¬
end programs might not be irretrievably lost.
9a • At 12:01 A.M. on Nov. 8, 1957, the directors
will again implement the working rules which are rec¬
ognized in both agreements. If NBC’s programs are
again sabotaged, those responsible should answer in
jthe court of public opinion as well as elsewhere. Our
directors will exert every effort to put NBC’s programs
on the air in such form as to vindicate their pride in
their jobs and their faith in their fellow employees.
If we do not succeed because of sabotage ... PLEASE
,.. PUT THE BLAME WHERE IT BELONGS! .

RADIO AND TELEVISION DIRECTORS GUILD, AFL-CIO
114 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N Y.
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Sen Langer Sez His Postcard PoB
Of Okla. Shows Huge Antj-ToB
Washington, Nov. 5. 4
Latest returns from a survey by
Sen, William Langer on feevee sen*
timent in Bartlesville, Okla., show
1,755 residents against the system
and 140 for it. Another 231 fami¬
ly heads said they were In favor
of Tdemovies but opposed to pay
tv.
These returns, as compiled by
Langeris office yesterday (Mon.),
represent approximately 25% of
the 8,500 tv families being surveyed
by postage-free cards returned by
yesterday.
Washington, Nov. 5.
Sen. William Langer (R-N.D.),
one of the least reserved members
of Congress and a passionate anti¬
monopolist, is conducting his own
survey of toll-tv sentiment in
Bartlesville, Okla. Using a “load¬
ed’' letter which he has sent to
every one of the 8,000 tv families
in the Oklahoma community, he
has asked for “yes” or “no” an¬
swers to -enclosed postcards soliciting votes on the issue.
Last week, Langer announced
the first returns on the basis' of 89
cards received in which the send¬
ers take a definite position. They
show 10 to 1 against the closed,
circuit subscription system. Of the
81 who registered opposition. 18
wrote letters commenting on their
views. There were also eight cards
from families who took no posi¬
tion.
Langer reported the results last
Wednesday 130). He had announced
the survey two days previously but
the letters he sent out bore the
date of Oct. 24. He urged return
of the enclosed cards by Nov. 4,
advising recipients that those re¬
ceived after that date might not be
counted. The cards were not post¬
paid but he agreed to pay postage
on receipt.

Ban Both Way*
Washington, Nov. 5.
The bill which Sen. William
Langer (R-N.DJ will introduce
in January to prohibit sub¬
scription-tv will cover wiredtv as well as one-the-air opera¬
tions, Variety learned. In its
present form, the measure will
make it unlawful for any per¬
son to levy a fee, directly ot
indirectly, on the general pub¬
lic for the purpose of viewing
tv programs in private homes
until such person is authorized
by the Federal Communica¬
tions Commission.
As .far as Langer is con¬
cerned, Variety was informed,
it makes no difference whether
subscription comes through
wires or through the air, “It’s
all the same,” he feels. The
Senator is presently confined
to the Naval Hospital in
Bethesda, Md.

;

FITZGERALDS MULLING
NEW TIME SLOT ON WOR

,

The Fitzgeralds (Ed and Pegeen),
who*had their own packaging deal
on the 2-2:30 time-slot over WORTV, may shift to the 6:35-7 pjn.
period .on the same N. Y, outlet.
They didn’t like their early after¬
noon time, but meantime they and
Gordon Gray, WOR-TV’s general
manager, are surveying whether
there are enough adult sets-in-use
at the early evsning hour for an
adult program.
The Fitzgeralds want to .make
sure that the juveniles haven’t
usurped the home sets around that
time. Station doesn't think so, plus
the fact that nowadays there are so
many two-set homes, so that the
Langer told Bartlesville foljc that auxiliary receiver for the kids
“personally and as a U. S. Senator doesn’t interfere.
I have been opposed to pay-as-you- j
see television, because I believe it
will ultimately result in poor peo-:
pie getting poorer programs, while
those who can afford to pay will
get better programs.”
The Senator, a member of the !
Senate Antitrust and Monopoly!
Subcommittee, also took a crack
The issue of coin earned- in
at the feevee article in the Oct. 14 ; jagency-produced tv shows and
issue of Life mag which he quoted ;;agency-bought packaged shows got
as saying that 472 families in [ a
-t going-over last week when Dr. Al¬
Bartlesville are "enjoying the rare ]bert Frey and Kenneth R. Davis,
privilege of paying cash to watch ! jprofessors of marketing at Dart¬
television in their homes.”
]mouth College, revealed the re¬
Referring to the life piece, he isults of their findings before the
said: “Sometimes these magazines jAssn, of National Advertisers in
do not tell the truth, but are mere jAtlantic City.
propaganda sheets.”
Over 31% of the advertisers felt
In a statement on the Inaugura- i1that an agency should be compen¬
tion of the survey, Langer said the sated more than the usual 15%.
results “would give a good indica- Mcommission on agency-produced
tion of how people feel toward this }*shows. About 60% of the sponsors
proposed service and could be a i ffelt that 15% was the amount the
significant factor to be considered | Jagencies were entitled to while 8%
by the Federal Communications; of
< them opined that Madison Ave.
Commission in determining the j sshould earn less than the standard
cm their own produced fare.
people’s Wishes toward pay-tv and i 15
The sponsors felt for the most
by the Congress in voting on sev- f
eral bills.” He added that he will j 1part that when the ageney buys a
introduce a measure on feevee in !■]packaged or network show it is
January when Congress convenes. ■ inot entitled to its usual 15%. Over
He said he selected Bartlesville j'58% of them were bracketed in
for the survey “since that is the \ this thinking while 35% felt that
only city that has been allowed by j'they were entitled to the standard
the FCC to try out the pay-as-you- ;<commission wiien they purchase a
see program.*” He further stated ; 1package.
The agencies,: on the other hand,
that “it has been reported that the l
FCC is planning to authorize sev-!Jfelt quite differently about the
eral other cities to try out .pay-as-pamount of money they were en¬
you-see television.”
j 1titled to. Madison Ave. figures it
Apparently the Senator was un- ! ^has a right to more than 15% when
aware that the Bartlesville system \ ]producing the show in t^e agency.
is, 70% of the agencies polled
operates through a wire system i That
.
over which the FCC has not exer- \1felt that way while 29% said that
if
they
weren’t entitled to more
cised jurisdiction.
His statement ' j
regarding plans of the FCC to ( than 15% they were at least en¬
titled
to
that.
authorize trials in other cities evi- i1
Approximately 80% of tbe agen¬
dentlv refers to the agency’s or- I
der, effective March 1. to act on ; jcy men thought they were entitled
applications for on-the-alr sub- j1to their customary 15% when they
scription in cities with four or 1 ]purchased a web or packaged show
while a little over 12% said they
more stations.
were entitled to more. Less than
7% believed that they weren’t en¬
Leslie Stevens’ ‘90’ Pact titled to less when they bought-a
show.
5
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Marlboro Cigarets has shelled
Scripter Leslie Stevens has been out a reported $450,000 in 104
parted to script three “Playhouse participations on NBC-TV “To¬
90” teleplays for CBS-TV, com¬ night.” The contract, extending
mencing with adaptation of Daphne over a 52-week period beginning
du Maurier’s “The Little Photog¬ this month, was placed through
rapher,” to be staged next January. Leo Burnett in Chicago.
Stevens ab*> is ptepping Thomas
Kenyon & Eckhardt pieked up
Mann's “Mario and the Magicians” the Brylcreem and Enos Sparkling
foi CBS-TV’s “Seven Lively Arts,” Antacid accounts from Harold F,
also to be aired in January.
Ritchie. The two products repre¬

Costly Twin Gly Blackout
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
Twin Cities’ four commercial
television and 13 radio stations
took it on the financial chin last
Thursday (31) when a complete
electric power failure forced them
all off the air for up to nearly two
hours.
Rebates aggregating six figures
are being made to advertisers in
consequence of the broadcasting
blackout which caught audio at
what's one of its best commercial
periods.
It was the first complete elec¬
tric power failure in this area for
15 years and the costliest occur¬
rences in local broadcasting his¬
tory.

Moores ABC-TV
Top Sales Post;
New Shifts Due
Thomas W. Moore. has quit as
general sales manager of CBS
Film Sales to become veep in
charge of sales at ABC-TV. Sur¬
prise move, made yesterday (Tues.)
afternoon, puts Moore, over Slocum
(Buzz) Chapin, longtime, boss of the
tv network’s sales department. Net¬
work said a ‘general realignment”
of executives is to follow soon,
n the reshuffling resulting from
the Moore appointment, Chapin
has had his title changed from
veep in charge of sales to veep
over client relatiohs. Moore' will
be in overall charge .of ABC-TV
sales administration and will have
the final say in all sales matters.
Moore had been with the syn¬
dication arm of CBS fbr five years,
and for about the last two he’s
had the general sales manager’s
title.
Memphis—Jay Black, wJk. south¬
ern sports spieler and former ma-,
jor league broadcaster of wired
ball games over WHHM, indie here, j
has taken a similar.*-post with I
WSUN, St. Petersburg^. Fla.
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—CMtinue* frwt~paga M b—
here on a buying trip, “Mickey Mouse Club” in his station’s top draw,
with crime Aows and. westerns in high favor, he says . . . Jack Benay
and Trying Fein, prexy of his J & M Productions, east for client meet¬
ings and Benny’s fiddling and funningTfor charity . . . Byron Palmer,
co-emcee of “Bride and Groom,” is comind back to Hollywood even if
the show doesn’t,. . Big laugh around the Procter & Gamble agencies
concerns their former prexy, now Secretary of Defense, Neil McElroy.
Long a champion of teat campaigns for new P&G product, they’re won¬
dering if he’ll order a test war in Fort Wayne . . , With 80 visiting tv
eds in town for a week, Casey Shawhan and his band of NBC flacks
went into training for 18-hour days. The junketeers are being kept busy
with a tight schedule, the better to keep them bottled up beyond the
reach of the enemy pji.’s.

IN CHICAGO
Howard Miller moving this month from his Michigan Ave. offices to
Iris 10-room Lake Shore Dr. penthouse . . . Ken Dobbs, ex-Sarra Inc.
joined Kling Film Productions as account exec . . . NBC veep Jules
Herbureaux broke the girl barrier (three daughters, two granddaugh¬
ters) last week with new grandson . . . Charles A. Sengstock, former
newsman and announcer for WSOY, Decatur, signed by Holland Engle
to WGN Inc, news staff ... Ed Hitz, NBC-TV v.p. in charge of central
division sales, leaves for 16-day Caribbean cruise with his wife Nov.
16 . . . Waldie & Briggs ad shop has absorbed Robert Christopher
agency via merger ... Theodore R. Van Dellen, Chi Tribune health
editor, giving out on WGN with public service announcements re Asian
flu . ,. WBBM-TV’s Jim Conway judging homecoming queen at North¬
western U. Nov. 26 . . . Hibernian expert John Burns starts new Irish
music-news show on WGN Sunday (10) . . . Bill Ray, WNBQ-WMAQ
news director, leaves for Houston; Nov. 13 for annual conclave of Sig¬
ma Delta Chi. professional journalism fraternity of which he’s member
of exec council . . . Ben Grauer here last week filming 20-minute pro¬
duct presentation for Norge at Kling Studios. Mina Kolb, Beverly Wil¬
son, Gil Ferguson and Archie Lang also participated . . . Grover J. Al¬
len, WBKB exec producer, left last weekend for a two week o.o. of ABCTV’s west coast plants. •

IN LONDON .

..

Sapphire Films has notched up a “century” with its telefilm series
“The Adventures Of Robin Hood A The 100th episode is titled '“.Castles
In The Air.”". . . BBC-TV is to alter the time of its afternoon kid'tv
offering “Watch With Mother,” because it clashes with its radio coun¬
terpart “Listen With Mother.” ... Diana Dors and Walter Chiari shared
billing honors on- Associated Television’s “Sunday Niight At The Pal¬
ladium” (3) . . . Associated-Rediffusion will air 52 stories in 15-minute
weekly shows of a new puppet named “Twizzle.” The first goes out Nov.
13 . . . Silent screen actress Alma Taylor, will have an important part
in a forthcoming ABC-TV play, “The Great City.” . . . Comedy duo
Nan Kenway and Douglas Young scheduled to make their first tv ap¬
pearance in five years on BBC-TV’s “Dixon Of Dock Green” series.
(16). They’ll appear as an oldtime musichaH act . . . The Western Re*
gion of BBC-TV is holding a competition for a television play on any
subject with a modem theme. There’ll be two prizes., one award of $980
for a 90-minute play and another of $560 for a 60-minute play.

IN WASHINGTON .

Around the Ad Agencies

Two major staff changes at WRC-NBC include Weston-J. Harris, new
program director replacing James E. Kovach, and Edwin H. Peterson,
replacing Jay Royan . . . Harris was program director of WTTG- Du¬
mont, and Peterson comes from Eastern Air Lines, where he was as*
sistant to Washington manager . . . Dodie Goodman of NBC’s “Tonight”
in for press huddles and personal appearances . . . Mary Warren, ex of
WTOP-CBS radio, now production asst, on the CBS “Jimmy Dean
Show”. . . Edward Scherer upped from director to production super¬
visor In eharge of coordinating directors and talent for air live studio
shows at WTTG ... . D.C. chapter of American Women in Radio & Tele¬
vision toured U.S.S. Tallahatchie and had dinner aboard as part of cov¬
erage for Navy Day . . . Paul Hume, whose “Good Music Time” is a
daily feature on indie station WOL, now carried by WNAV, Annapolis,
MdAwhich is^under same ownership as Washington- station . . . Singer
Jane Powell, ABC-T.V personality Mike Wallace, and WRC’s A1 Rosa
amongst show biz reps who made recent appearances on behalf of Unit¬
ed Givers Fund campaign .,. Coral Long put in charge of coordinating
national sales at WTTG*. .. . John Lupton, star of ABC’s “Broken Ar¬
row,” a recent visitor.

sent a billing of $1,000,000 mostly
spot tv.
Reports indicate that
Ritchie will increase its ad budget
for the two products to a minimum
$3,000,000 annually to be used
chiefly for spot tv saturation.
William Warren, Jackson Me De¬
laney has been selected to handle
the Contour Lounge Chair biz. Spot
campaign has been mapped out on
stations WIP, Philly, and WMCA,
N.Y.
Ray G. Rasifter has been ap¬
pointed director of personnel for
Grey Advertising. He was previous¬
ly associated with R. L. Polk Co.
where he was assistant director of
Roy V. Whisnand, veep Plough Broadcasting Corp. and mgr. WCOP,
industrial relations.
Lesie Munro, former v.p. at elected prexy Mass. Broadcasters’ Assn . . . WMUR-TV, Manchester,
Kenyon. & Eckhardt, .has joined N. H., realigning its programming to accommodate large group of top
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather as a v.p. film shows just purchased . . . WOKL celebrating its 7th anni with
open house which drew over. 3,000 visitors . . . Bruce Ratts named WBZand copy supervisor. ,
Ted Grunewald, v.p. in charge of TY’s studio supervisor . . . Alan Dary, host of WBZ-TV’s “Boston Movradio tv at Hicks Me -Great, has ietime,” receiving congrats on birth of new son, Alan Jr . . . “Big
been upped to a director. He joined Brother” Bob Emery, WBZ-TV personality, sharing top billing with
the radio tv department in 1953 Santa CLaUs at opening of Xmas Festival at Edavilte Railroad, Carver
after- having been associated with . . . Kinnies of WBZ-TY’s “Witness Against Himself,” special “Let Free¬
WilHam Esty and Doyle Dane dom Bing” project program delving into use and abuse of Fifth Amend¬
ment, being sent to all Westinghouse stations . . . Anthony’s Haw¬
Bernbach agencies.
Charles M. Skade has been ap¬ thorne Restaurant, Lynn, inked for a 13-week contact for spots on
pointed senior v.p. of Fuller Me Thursday’s “Boston Mavietime” over WBZ-TV . . . William. Fileners
Smith Me. Ross in chzurfe of ad¬ & Sons bought sked of station idents for cosmetics bn WBZ-TV . , .
ministration. Skade was formerly Star Market- CO, renewed its alternate week sjohsorshfp of WBZ-TV’s
controller of the American Man¬ half-hour news show, “Starring the, Editors” . . . Duncan MacDonald
agement Assn, and prior to that hosted Kafanag, Swiss magician, on her “Yankee Home and Food
served as assistant controller of the : Show” over WNAC . . . Ernest Golden, formerly with WMUR-TV, Man¬
chester, N. H., joined WBZ-TV sales dept . . . Kathy O’Brien, formeriy
3. H. Kress & Co. in N.Y.
The Art Crayon Company of with the NBC-TV “Home” show, joined WNAC-TV production staff
N.Y. has initiated a spot tv cam¬ ... Nov. 17 definitely set for. unveiling of new WHDH-TV, Ch. 5, with
paign. Saturation schedules have Hub’s first all-color local programming .,. Jordan Marsh Co. bought *
been purchased on WRCA-TV and 20-second station break sked and minute spots on WBZ-TV
WABD-TV, New York, and WCAtlTV, Philadelphia, to display new
line of washoff crayons. Campaign
Les Rawttns, g.m. of KDKA, shot a hole-in-one at Pittsburgh Field
is being handled through FriendClub. It’s his second; his first was 18 years ago . . . Lew Short, former
Reiss.
commercial
announcer on radio and tv for Wilkens Jewelry Co„
. N. W. Ayer & Son confirmed re¬
ports that it would consolidate the now with Ketchum Inc., fund-raising outfit here . . .Bill Krough, who
agency’s media functions in Phila¬ went from KDKA-TV several months ago to WFBG-TV in Altoona as
delphia, the homeoffice. The move sales manager, promoted to regional, sales by Triangle stations, with
is scheduled for Dec, 1, and win. headquarters in Philadelphia * . . Tom Bender now doing sports and
affect employees reluctant to make announcing on A1 McDowelPf Sunday night news on Ch. 2 . . . Gloria
the shift.
The . exact number Abdou, director of women’p activities at WCAE, set for Playhouse’s
affected has not been determined December show, “Speaking of Murder” . . , Clyde E. (Curley) Higgins;
yet, according to George McCoy, co-host of “Outdoors Club” on Ch, 9, also named production head of.
station ., . Irma Lydon, former secretary to Leonard
manager of broadcasting media. Steubenville^
Transfer of latter department in¬ Kapner and Cliff Daniel, is back at WCAE in continuity dep’t
as
replacement
for
Seda Nary who resigned . . . Deejay Davey- Tysea
cludes the shift of timebuyers but
copy and programming will remain and his wife going to Houston to spend Thanksgiving with the Darey Tyson Jr.’t,
^
in New York.

IN BOSTON ....

.

'IN PITTSBURGH
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TV: Paar Finds Niche
Tonight
Jack Paar is NBC-TV’s new late-hour “Golden Boy.” Since tak¬
ing over the troublesome “Tonight” assignment a few months ago,
Paar has lifted this one-hour and 45-minute, cross-the-board, nerve¬
testing segment into a solid commercial entry. In face of the Hol¬
lywood feature pic competition on some of the other channels and
an uncertain start that earned some critical raps, Paar has beefed
up “Tonight’s” ratings and, coincidentally, has been impressing the
time-buyers. -Paar has come up with the right formula to catch the
night-bird dialers. He’s heading a stanza that freely steers in all
direction chatter,-music, comedy, per¬
sonality spotlights, zany sight bits,
etc.
Although Paar had been pressing
somewhat too hard when he opened
in this slot last' July, he now is a re¬
laxed, confident performer with an ex¬
cellent sense of timing, an original wit
and an appealing, personality. He
works with a light comic touch and an
air of bemused puzzlement that effec¬
tively registers whether he’s taking
some verbal hammer blows from a
guest like Elsa jMaxwell or whether
he’s hoking up a demonstration of a
collapsible Japanese-made bicycle.
Paar is the unmistakable boss of this
show; he clearly defines its quality and
determines its- pace. But. he is also
savvy to the fact that it’s-impossible
for him to carry the ball alone, over
this back-breaking time schedule. Ear
from hogging stage center, Paar is
handing off as much as possible to
others regulars and guests.
Last week, “Tonight” was consistent¬
ly gbod and sometimes standout. With
Paar for the week was Jonathan Win¬
ters, a topnotch nitery comedian who
was given free rein. Winters’ ad libs
and impressions of “Frankenstein” and
a German submarine commander pro¬
vided real kicks. Paar joined neatly
in with Winters in some of the rou¬
tines but gave, the latter his due irole
as a comedy single. Paar, incidentally,
noted that viewer reaction to Winters’
appearance on the show was excep¬
tional; *
Paar also has established a smooth
working relationship with the regulars
on this show, Dodie Goodman and Jose
Melis. Miss Goodman, a daffy-type
blonde wlm makes sharp observations
in a naive way, is an excellent comedy
foil for Paar’s wit. Melis, a crackerjack pianist who is also given an. occa¬
sional gag spot, impresses as a natural
deadpan comic who might be given'
more to do in this department. ,
Guests also “drop in” on this show;
to furnish some unrehearsed surprises
and embarrassments. Paar was per¬
ceptibly uncomfortable when Elsa
Maxwell last Tuesday, night (22)
launched into a smashing ^ attack
against Hedda ’Hopper. The issue, in¬
volving Maria Cabas’ failure to turn
up for the San Francisco Opera open¬
ing, was relatively obscure, but . Miss
Maxwell’s sounding off, without warn¬
ing, obviously is a plus for this show.
Viewers get to expect this sort of thing. And they get it.
Paar is also getting strong musical support from his guests, Gene¬
vieve, the French songstress, turned up on several nights last week,
chanteusing and engaging in some charming chatter with Paar, the
latter taking only the most gentlemanly advantage of her difficul¬
ties with English. Like Winters and Miss Goodman, Genevieve was
enrolled into Paar’s “family” for the week and will likely turn up
intermittently -on future shows as well. %
Perhaps the price of Paar’s success is the heavy accent on the
commercials which roll around every quarter-hour and are piled
up three or four high each time. The fact that Paar can hold ’em
over these long interruptions is the truest measure of his impact/
Herm.-

Humorist Settles Down to Easy-Going
Style on ‘Tonight’ Over Channel 4
By JACK GOULD
JACK PAAR, the affable and mild-spoken humorist, who has
had more than his share of difficulties in the wilderness of tele¬
vision, seems to have found his niche
in the informal environment of “To¬
night,” seen at 11:15 P.M. weekdays
over Channel 4.
As addicts of “Tonight” can attest,
Mr. Paar’s program is rapidly becom¬
ing a habit and a conversation piece.
Since his premiere many weeks ago he
has settled down to the easygoing style
in which he always showed to best ad¬
vantage and now he has the factor of
unpredictability working in his favor.
Some wonderful screwball things do
happen on “Tonight,” just often
enough, in fact, to excuse those eve¬
nings when practically nothing hap¬
pens.
Mr. Paar owes a good deal to the
ladies, specifically two disparate indi¬
viduals named Elsa Maxwell and
Dodie Goodman. Miss Maxwell is a
regular Tuesday night attraction and
her session with Mr. Paar is quite pos¬
sibly the most hilarious TV that there
is at the moment.
Miss Maxwell fairly bristles with
energy and opinions and she uses her
television appearances to settle ac¬
counts with some of her acquaintances
in cafe society. Last week she em¬
ployed her stiletto on Hedda Hopper
and early yesterday morning she went
to work on Jean Paul Getty, re¬
portedly America’s wealthiest indi¬
vidual. She recalled that Mr. Getty
once had several ladies to luncheon in
Paris and then let them pick up their
own checks;
Her dashing forays into personal
controversy are only part of the fun;
equally important to the occasion is
the look of apprehension on Mr. Paar’s
face as he wonders what’s going to
happen next. The routine won’t last
forever but it is something to see at
the moment.
Miss Goodman is something of an,
acquired taste; it takes more than one
program to get with her. She is cast
as Mr. Paar’s utility outfielder, picking .
up the lulls or engagingly going out on
her own. At first glance she sounds
- very naive but then comes a line of in¬
spired wackiness or a telling point.
She’s offbeat and Mr. Paar is wise in
giving her free rein.
Mr. Paar’s appreciation of the value
of fresh faces does not stop with the
aforementioned couple. Last week he
bad Jonathan Winters as a guest for
several nights and the comedian was infinitely more amusing than
he had been for some time. It has happened to others, too.
Mr. Paar was perhaps overly captivated by the talents of a
young vocalist named Trish Dwelley but his heart was in the right
place and the whole episode made, news of sorts. Indeed, Mr. Paar’s
willingness to let others'have the spotlight is one of his more
attractive qualities.
Jose Melis conducts the orchestra; he is a fine popular pianist
but one wishes he would not succumb too often to .the temptation
of over-arranging his numbers. Also, of course, there is an assort¬
ment of guests, many of them distinctive individualists.
Management: DICK RUBIN—MCA
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Old Wraps For TV Packages
Continued from pace 23

pressed himself as unhappy about
a Cyril Hitch ard appearance on
the Munsel 30-minuter. Ritchard,
according to his view, did a skit
that was “strictly intra-trade/’
based on his legit show, "Visit to
a Small Planet." He contends that
It was written in such a way that
few persons outside show business
would appreciate the routine.
Friday’s Sinatra leadout also is a
problem. “Date With the Angels,”
more than one ABC-TV’er has
said, real.y needs some jazzing up..
Since sponsor Plymouth brought
the show in, the network cannot
exercise any influence whatso¬
ever, it is reported.
The network is an outsider look-1
ing in several other instances. It
commands no power among any of
the Warner Bros, programs, al¬
though it is said that Jack Warner
has shown a leniency to sugges¬
tions from the net.
Wallace On His Own
When ABC hired Mike Wallace
at $100,000 per annum, the in¬
terrogator was also given com¬
plete and final say-so over guests i
and program format—that was so
he could not be swayed from-doing
a completely "unbiased” and
"forthright” half-hour. ABC has
not been known to try to influence
Wallace about avoiding controver¬
sial guests or topics, but it has ex¬
pressed the opinion that one or
two of his guests on the griddle
were not good rating-getters. So
far in thH Wallace has main¬
tained a firm, but gentle—and
final—authority over who his;
guests will be.
There are cases where persua¬
sion at a Beverly Hills Hotel cof¬
fee table has worked for ABC.
Web expressed the opinion to Gen¬
eral Artists Corp. that it didn’t
like the way things were going on
fGuy Mitchell’s Monday nighter;
the format had singer Mitchell as
a funnyman when it was not in
keeping with his personality. Web,
through lengthly talks, has won its
point to a degree and got the fun¬
nyman stuff eliminated. As the
result of GAC’s willingness to lis¬
ten. ABC was also able to gain
ground in gripes on the agency's
Pat Boone Thursday nighter. Web
got a new director, Dick Feldman,
the week before last and, last
week, a new producer, Frank Satenstein. Contractually, however,
GAC can order a "cease and de¬
sist” at any time it wants.
Persuaded Sinatra?
Network made a point with
Frank Sinatra. After the first halfhour in the singer-actor’s regular
series—a drama that was poorly
received in most quarters—web is
said to have had some part—how
much exactly is not known—in the
decision to do more musical and
fewer dramatic stanzas. Nonethe¬
less, Sinatra, even though part¬
nered with the network, is under¬
stood to have the last, say in any
program content affairs.
Out of the entire nighttime sked
for all three networks, the w7ebs
can say with some measure of
safety that they control 16 tv pro¬
grams. two by ABC-TV, five by
NBC-TV and nine by CBS-TY. Be¬
ing part-owner of a package these
days is by no means a guarantee of

program supervision, e.gl (again
using ABC; “Maverick,'’ - Sinatra,
Disney.

More ‘Day’-Light _
Continued from page 23

sssss

CBS on-the-spot coverage as the
narrator of each segpieht. For ex¬
ample, Tom Costigan will recall,
the Benny Hooper lost-in-a-well;
story; Paul Niven of Howard K.Smith will narrate the Little
Rock story.
Othet radio specials will consist
of the Mideast special, in a radio
version] probably the same date as
the trier, and an aural version of
the “Years of Crisis” show7. Firm
dale hasn't been assigned the spe¬
cial on the Mideast because Day is
planning the show to cover as much
late news on the area as possible,
and is leaving himself as much
flexibility as he can. Meanwhile,
however, he’s got reporter-camera¬
man crews inside both Turkey and
Syria, with the Frank KeamsYousef Masraff team which got the
Algerian rebel footage handling the
Sj'rian end.
Accent on the in-depth specials
—CBS News has already done four
this year, the German recovery
story, the Korean special, the Al- 1
gerian wrapup and a special out of
Little -Rock—has resulted in the
formation of two units in N. Y. to
handle the load. One is Leslie
Midgeley’s special show unit,
formed to handle specials exclu¬
sively. Other is the "World News
Roundup” unit headed by Ed Hoyt,
which though tied to the produc¬
tion of the Sunday "Roundup” has
found itself smack in the middle
of the special programming and is
slated to do a lot more of it.

of content. '1110 argument is that;
not only would they like to have
pilots done in the east—where they
can keep close tabs on the nature
of the output, "perhaps even rec¬
ommending things before the pro¬
ducer pats hie ideas on celluloid—
but to have entire aerie* done in
the east. Shortage
space drove
production* west, but -where Madi¬
son Ave. is generally concerned
the drop of a tape will bring it
east.
Another factor that is expected
to ;have a stout effect on a move
back to New York is the position
of foreigmniade. telefilms for U. S.
tv. Scripts and sometimes per¬
formers * are shipped from New
York, tp the European and African
locations. It's tough enough as
it is, it is said, to maintain the
expense of N. y.-to-Europe video
production traffic, but to add an¬
other 3.000 miles from Hollywood;
will only add to cost, not neces¬
sarily, it at all. to quality. The
amount of foreign telefilming is
presently solid enough to make tills
factor important.
Less important, but not unimpor¬
tant, to most of the observers, who
maintain that New York will see
its greatest revival in two to three
years, is the local industry move¬
ment to gain certain favors from
the New York City government
to alleviate production problems,
e.g., tough fire regulations* police ,
support, etc. At worst, a favorable
climate can do nothing to hurt New
York’s chances.

Buckley Selling
WHIM to DuMont

Inside Stuff—Ra£o-TV
Guests at the 23th annt party tendered Lanny Rosi by WCBI,
N. Y„ oh Monday (4) read like a who’s who of broadcastlng-advertl*
inghluiness. Among those honoring Ross were Gen. Douglas Mao*
Arthur, imder whoa Ross served in the Pacific; Richard West, board
ehainnaii of the Irving Trust Co.; William. Baker, board chairman of
Benton ic Bowles; Dave Danforth, BBD&O v.p.; Marion Harper Sr.^
former Maxwell House ad manager; George W. Hill Jr., former Amer¬
ican Tobacco Co. prez; Pat Weaver; General Foods v.p. Robert Ben¬
nett; McCann-Erkkeon veep George Kern; SSC&B v.p. Dick Ule and
General Foods veep Jack K. Evans.
Following the current pattern for teenagers dancing to records on
camera,-Joe Franklin, who, does a noontime strip in New York on
WABC-TV, is. going to institute approximately' twice monthly a sesh
called “Memory Matinee/* He's inviting oldsters "to dance to the original
Isham Jones, Abe Lyman* Paul Whiteman disks.
WABD, DuMont New York tv’er, has made a deal to air Westfnghouse Broadcasting’s educational production, “Adventure in Num¬
bers and Space,” almost
time, 7 p.m. on Mondays. WBC pro¬
duced “Adventure in Numbers” as a nine-parter, and WABD, paying
Westinghouse for the use of the film, begins the half-hour Nov. 18.
Bil Baird marionettes are used in the WBC production to explain
mathematics. The DuMont station, to make room for the educational
stanza, is booting off a commercial spot-carrier at the Monday time,
telefilmed "“Count of Monte CrislU.” Educationaler is already being
used in the WBC tv markets.
For the first time closed-circuit television will be used at the ParkeBernet Galleries this week for the super-duper auctioning of French
banker Georges Lurcy’s collection, which is expected to realize be¬
tween $2,000,000 and $2,500,000, and to which global collectors and/or
their agents will converge this week. A London art gallery was the
first to Use closed-circuit tv recently but this is a first in America. Be¬
cause of_ the size and importance of this sale, two galleries adjoining
the main salesroom will be open to bidders. Invitations are beyond the
possible capacity limit. Large-screens and an audio system will permit
relaying of bids at minimum delay.
WGY, Schenectady, N.Y., on the air since February, 1922, and occu¬
pant of a strikingly-designed glass front building at 1 River Road for
the past 20 years, moved last week to a new General Electric Co.
radio and television-center structure on Balltown Road in suburban
Niskayuna. Its sister station, WRGB-TV, will shift to the highly modern
studios-and-offices setup later this month and will be open to the
public Nov. 23-24. Lee Jordan signed WGY off for the last time at the
old site; George Marriott, the station on for the first time at the new.

The Providence radio indie
A pioneer in. education tv, the Univ. of Michigan, has kicked Off its
owned by Richard Buckley and his eighth year with its hour-long show on WWJ-TV. Kines of the show,
confrere at WNEW John Jaeger is produced in the campus studios, will be distributed to seven other sta¬
on the block to DuMont Broadcast¬ tions in Michigan and 27 commercial stations located across the na¬
ing. Buckley and Jaeger bought tion. A number of stations slotted them as Summer replacements and
the station, WHIM, for $830,000 as public service features.
■*
shortly after finalizing a deal with
First half-hour of the series this year will, feature "Genius,” high¬
DuMont to sell WNEW, a leading lighting the achievements of men who have left their imprint on the
New York indie.
world. Documentary portraits will include those of GandM, Magellan,
Evidently the reason why Buck- Karl Marx, Plato, Henry Ford, Beethoven, Michaelangelo, Shakes¬
Continued from page 21 ■ ■ -ley is considering.sale so soon (he peare and Washington. Second half-hour features “Mansions of Man,”
be "canned” in advance, according bought the station last spring) is a history of architecture from Greece to the 20th Century.
to a pre-arranged, schedule, to al¬ because some DuMont board mem¬
low' careful jockeying of studio bers consider ownership of the ra¬
Fund drive for Twin Cities' new educational KTCA-TV station is
and rehearsal space. Also, tape dio indie is not in keeping with his scheduled for Nov, 11-22 with a slogan of “A Dollar ot Two for
will eliminate the problem of space DuMont contract. When DuMont Channel 2” and will particularly aim at inducing school children’s
when two programs run during the bought WNEW and also Buckley’s parents to contribute modest sums to the enterprise. Fund drive will
same night.
With the limited i services for several years, Buckley, supplement one held last spring to launch the station and is designed
amount of working area networks who became a 9.8% stockholder in to provide funds for continued operation. Station is partially sup¬
find in the east, they invariably DuMont, was required "to devote ported by Twin Cities’ firms and organizations and the Ford Founda¬
have to move at least one of the his full time and attention and best tion.
two shows on the same evening to efforts to performance of his duties
under the contract.'’
Hollyw'ood.
Clear signs of shakiness in the
The DuMont board would buy his
present system of making telefilm two-thirds interest, which cost
pilots Is expected to influence Buckley slightly over $550,000. A.
greatly the return to the east. Hol¬ reliable DuMont spokesman said
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Charles Hinds, producer on "Eye
lywood is a topheavy telefilm cen¬ that negotiations with Buckley have !
tre, but with bankrollers eyeing have been going on for several
CBS-TV has signed Herb Mea¬ on New York,” the Bill Leonard
askance the irrevocable purchase months. Jaeger, second man at dow to a five-year pact , as produ-; starxer out of WCB&-TV, N. Y., has
of 26 And 39-week cycles, the . dan¬ WNEW, has no • DuMont contract
gers of making. pilots becomes and hence can retain his one-third cer-wrlter and assigned him to been tapped by CBS-TV to become
produce its new series, "Collec¬ program director of WXIX, the
greater ill the time. Without guar¬ share in WHIM.
anteed playing time, producers are
Ultimate purchase would nat¬ tor’s Item,” starring Vincent CBS o&o in Milwaukee. He'll join
already finding it hard to justify
Price and Peter Lorre. Meadow! Frank Shakespeare Jr., the former
production of pilots. A strongly- urally put WHIM under DuMont
WCBS-TV general sales manager
held belief is that pilot shows will aegis and eliminate any alleged scripted pilot, which rolls soon. who recently was named general
eventually be taped, and—since confliet of interest oh Buckley’s First pilot of series, madt long manager of WXIX.
part.
New York holds several natural ad¬
Ago, was junked.
Replacing Hinds on "Eye” -will
vantages over the Coast in terms
Meadow, who with Sam' RoIfe| be Nazaret Cherkezian, who's re¬
of production—they will be taped
Good son - Todman Productions created CBS' “Have Gun—Will signing as assistant director of the
in New York.
Inc. has been authorized to conduct Trayel” has participation rights ■ New York U. office of radio-tele¬
This leads directly to the posi¬ a theatrical and entertainment pro¬ and royalties in his new ticket He vision to become a staff producer
tion of ad agencies. Agencies ductions business in New York. will work with Coast program with WCBS-TV.
While with
haven't made any particular secret Capital stock ir 200 shares, no par chief Al Scalpone and exec pro-i N.Y.U,, .Cherkezian served
as as¬
of their feelings about keeping tv value. Marshall, 'Brhtter, Greene, ducer Robert Sparks on his as-, sociate producer of two WCBS-TV
Allison
&
Tucker,
N.
Y^-were
filing
production close at hand, where
signments.
.
Meadow
also
wrote
shows
produced
in
conjunction
they can maintain a rigid control attorneys at Albany.
the pilot script of the new CBSer- with the university, “Long Before
ies, "The Sergeant and the Lady/' Shakespeare” and “Our Nation's
Roots”
an actioner.
Deal for Meadow was set by
Frank Cooper Associates.

TV Swing to East

TAP CHARLES HINDS
Herb Meadow’s 5-Year
CBS-TY Prod.-Writer Pad AS WXIX PROG. CHIEF

ABN Travelcades

4 OUT OF TOP 8
SYNDICATED SHOWS
IN SAN FRANCISCO
ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS INC.

American Broadcasting Network,
plans, to make its various radio
personalities travelling salesmen;
as well. After Jafi. 1, the five em¬
cees, of the network’s new live mu¬
sic lineup will leave "their shows
for a week at a time and hit sev¬
eral cities each to encourage manu¬
facturing reps to encourage Wuechippers in turn to buy ABN lime.
Network will have one of its
regular salesmen accompany the;
radio personalities on their swings
from city to city. ABN recently be-;
gan hourkmg daily strips fronted
by Herb Oscar Anderson, Jim
Reeves, Jim Backus, Merv Griffin
and Bill Kemp. Each will take a ■
week off from his show at least;
twice next year and make the sales
rounds. Network says it aims to
hit the 75 or so markets on this
swing,

wnilam Merrit Ac*ccy
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A STAR IS BORN
PHILA. SUNDAY-RULLETIN

DWELLEY
PRESS NOTICES
(Arranged Chronologically)
Oct. 11— New York Pest, lob Williams
"Little Girl Gets a Big Hand."
Oct. n—N. Y. Journal-American, Jack O'Brian
"Trisk Dwelley Comes hi Well . . . She's on the
way to become another man-made sputnik
Miss Dwelley has the basic essential-looks, voice,
and a trig figure ... she has the equipment, de
termination and personality for the course
Trish Dwelley sure has a chance, with a voice of
dear, fresh, pliable purity, and a face to match.
Oct. 14—The Evening Star, Washington, 0. C
. . The sweet-singing soprano delivered
Trish has looks and a remarkable voice.
Oct. 15—New York Post, Earl Wilson
"Jack Poor's Great Singing Discovery.
Oct. 15—Journal-American, Jack O’Brian
"Trish's Wish Comes True . . . now knows how
swiftly fame can strike."
Oct. 16—VARIETY
"—A literal overnight sensation on the show.
Oct. 17—Daily News, Ben Gross
"The. wiseacres of the business are
saying, *Why, of course she's
wonderful. She's great'."
Oct. 2O7—Sunday Bulletin, Phila.
Rex Polier
*"A STAR IS BORN . . . Trish
Dwelley blazes suddenly in Tele¬
vision Sky."
Oct. 20—Phila. Sunday News,
Ernest L. Schier
"Philadelphia's newest gift to the
entertainment world."
Oct. 23—N.Y. Herald Tribune,
Marie Torre
"Jack Poor said, 'In all my life,
I have never known a night as
exciting as her first appearance
on the show. It was truly elec¬
tric'." -

|

A Grateful
Acknowledgment to

Oct. 23—N.Y. y/orfd-Telegram
and Sun, Victoria Lee
"Overnight Zoom of frisk Dwel¬
ley."

JACK PAAR

Oct. 24—Phila. Evening Bulletin, Bob Williams
"Trish's charm stemmed from her girl-next-door
freshness."

FOR THIS WONDERFUL
Management

Oct. 25-^N.Y. Mirror, Nick Kenny
" The Big Record' highlight was the singing of
Trish Dwelley, the newest SINGING SENSATION.
Trish has a fresh voice and a refreshing style and
was received with acclaim,"
Oct. 16—N.Y. Daily Mirror, Walter Winchell
"Curtain Calls: Newcomer Trish Dweltey's Photo¬
genic face and thrashing ..."
*
Oct; 18—N.Y. Daily Mirror, Walter WincbeH
"20th Century-Fox's local execs contacted Jack
Poor's find, lovely Trish Dwelley, following Buddy
Adler's Instruct Ions. She belongs in H'woodr'

OPPORTUNITY

JACK BEEKMAN

and Thanks to

119 West 57th Street
New York 19
Tel. JU 6-2324

TOM O'MALLEY

DECCA RECORDS
Currently
Picture Representation

DANIEL M. WINKLER
9110 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles 46

FAR AWAY
b/w WISHING
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RADIO-TELE VISION

Radio Reviews

Wednesday, November

and Informative 55-minute trek
through Hollywood’s past aired ou
CBS Radio Sunday (3).
The q&a’s were snappy and wellplanned; sustaining an unusual
load of interest for the fans of the
"silver screen.” Harold Lloyd’s
comments on the demise of visual
comedy. Janet Gaynor’s inside on
playing Diane in “Seventh Heav¬
en,” Mary Pickford’s revelation on
Shakespeare and Douglas Fair¬
banks, and Lillian Gish on D. W.
Griffith and the potential of sound
in 1921 were highlights that made
for absorbing listening.
Miller has developed a sharp in¬
terviewing technique* that gets
right to the heart of the matter
with easy informality.. Miller also
throws in a recording every now
and then, probably _ to hold* his
franchise in the disk industry.
Gros.

6, 1957

‘kiit tv’ impact ' NBC-TV’s 30-Sec.
i Continued from pase
page 39 = _
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erybody's way
way of
life Jn one
one way
way
of life
or ;anqtheE,” he said. “Last year, in
torial" by WMCA owner Nathan'
NEW WORLD A-COMING
homes with sets—about 80% of all
First 30-secoi)d station, break
Strauss on Little Rock, a kind of
(30-Minutes to D-Day)
the nation’s families—more time ; commercial availability has been
With Norman Rose, Maurice Tar- quickie teaser for his regular Fri¬
set
by NBC-TV’s owned ^operated
day
quarter-hour
editorial,
added
was spent watching television than :
plin, Owen Jordan, others; Na¬
divis-on. which will sell the 30little to the overall impact of ‘‘New
than Strauss, editorialist
any other single activity in the •
World
A-Coming.”
Art.
second
blurbs on all seven of its
Director: Howard Phillips
home except sleep, and that in- ; stations. Heretofore, the pattern
Writer: Edgar Marvin
eludes the busienss of making a; for station break commercials has
EDDIE ACKLAND SHOW
30 Mins., Thcs., 9:30 pjn.
living.”
been one 20-second and one 10With Eddie Ackland orch, Judy
W MCA, New York
Television set ownership in Scot- ; second blurb, but never a full 30McNally; Bob Dell, announcer
It requires stoutheartedness for Producer: Dell
land has increased rapidly, said the second commercial.
TV MCA, N.Y. radio indie, to pre¬ 35 Mins.; Sun., 9:05 p.m.
tv program topper. At the begin¬
Specifications for the new breed
stive a live, locally-produced half- CKOY, Ottawa
ning of 1954 there were only 124,- ca1! for 30 seconds of video com¬
hour drama, with a full cast and
For anybody who turns away
000 sets. Now there were more mercial, but 28 seconds of audio
full complement of production per¬ from its television, opposition, a;
than 525,000. Since Scot indie tv commercial. followed by two sec¬
sonnel in the face of the changed documentary telefilm titled “The
had begun operations, sales of sets onds of audio station identification.
format of local radio and the diffi¬ World Stage,” CKOY’s new Eddie
had risen sharply. He said that, NBC heBeves the new -format willculties in locating talent. Most of Ackland Show is a natural radio,
despite initial difficulties, the pre¬ give advertisers more flexibility
t»:e latter would rather work on alternate. The only live pop music
sentation of Scottish Indie Televi¬ with their cot>y. lines than either
tv and treat radio accordingly. It’s show the station carries, the stint
sion programs was now running the 20-second or the customary
especially noteworthy since the was a smooth-running, pleasant
more smoothly and “would short¬ minute; since with the latter they
pi'ogram is a non-billable public session of bright, well-fashioned
service affair. Though the Gotham band and chant numbers, produced
ly display all the slickness of Eng- ‘ can’t buy prime evening time.
outlet is high on pubserv stuff, it and announced by staffer Bob Dell.
New 30-second commercial can
lish television.”
*
may be time to give up the 13-year- Local thrush Judy McNally gave
be purchased during am’ time
old show or else find some way, if nice* handling to. a pair of items
period, daytime or evening. WRCAit can, to. fit the stanza into the and Ackland, w.k. show and dance
TV, the web’s N. Y. . flagship, has
prime daytime hours. Then it be¬ drummer, also piped ably.
Des Moines. Nov. 5.
j
already set a gross $4,000 Triple-A
comes a question of whether the
. Others on hand included some
time charge for the half-minute.
Luther
L.
Hill,
president
of!
housewife wants non-escapist dra¬ of this town’s finest musicians; Bill
|
Continued from page 22
.
This comDares with a $3,450 rate
Co,,
Des;
ma in the middle of its soaps and Kostenuk on tenor; Paul Traversy, Cowles Broadcasting
platter-spinners and also one of alto; John Hilchie, baritone and Moines, and Herbert E. Evans, vice- j! and to divert them from the proper ' for the 20-second and 10-seccmd
commercials combined, hut station
whether it is feasible to repeat the clarinet: Eddie Wilson, trombone;
: objectives of the trial/”
j feels the advantages of the 30-sec¬
stanza for the nighttime fringe Ray Lafortune, 88s (who got a president and general manager of ■
I
The
NARTB
topper
noted
that
ond blurb justify the higher cost.
listenership in New York. That’s Latin solp>; Marcel Lafortune, bass, Peoples Broadcasting. Corp., Co-!
tire basic point. About all the 9:30 and Ackland, drums. This was the lumbus, O., have announced sale in the only instance in which
1o 10 p.m. stanza reaches now is a first of a 13-week series that should
of radio station WNAX, Yankton’ Canon.35 was an issue (Colorado
peripheral audience.
draw plenty dialers, even if only
Supreme Court), the tribunal ruled
—Apart from this, the seasonal for a rest from an overloaded disk S. D., and tv station KVTV, Sioiu* in favor1 of broadcasting the trial,
Gorm.
City, by Cowles to Peoples.. Sale subject .to the discretion of the
premiere. “30 Minutes to D-Day,” j programming.
is subject to approval of the FCC. trial judge. This ruling followed a
about the school integration situat on in Louisville, Ky., was weak
Purchase price was $3,000,000.
hearing in which modem tech¬
stuff. The Edgar Marvin script
Peoples Broadcasting, a subsid¬ niques of radio-tv coverage were
failed to develop a strong dramatic
iary of Nationwide Insurance, now demonstrated.
j
Boston, Nov. 5.
point, instead developing several
owns and operates four radio sta¬
Hub’s third tv station, WHDH. --—
.
!
diffuse and, by now, slightly hack¬
tions, at Worthington, O^ Fair¬
TV,
Channel
5,
which takes to
Court
Stand
of
Cal.
Group
neyed points with regard to the
Mitch Miller Show
mont, W. Va.; Cleveland, O., and
the air Nov. 17, came out with a
southern'school problem.
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Mitch Miller trekked up to Roch¬ Trenton, N. J.
lineup
of
its
programming
this
Program was very talky, which ester, N. Y., last (Week for the
Two items—equal, access to in¬ week. It will be an ABC affiliate,
"WNAX was acquired by Cowles
m;.y be an Inescapable problem of George Eastman Film Festival and
formation.
including . courtroom
ra die, but as such it cannot hope taped interviews with “George” from Charles Gurney of Yankton in proceedings, and legislative pro¬ but will also carry some CBS and
to compete with sight-plus-sound winners Mary Pickford. Harold 1938. KVTV has been on the air gram for next year;—will occupy NBC shows not beamed here.
. Station will be first1 in the area
tv dramatics at the same general Lloyd, Lillian Gish and Janet Gay- since March, 1953, under owner¬
top spots on.agenda of Calif. State with an extended sked- of color pro¬
tune. A brief, Introductory '‘edi¬ nor. The end result was a nostalgic ship and operation of Cowles.
Radio & TV Broadcasters, to con-, gramming.
Public service will
vene here Nov. 15. Trade group play a big part in the new tv sta¬
has long battled to open court¬ tion’s format. Twice monthly, on
room proceedings to tv cameras. Fridays, it'will present Gov. Fos¬
Also, last yea]:, group fought a ter Furcolo in a report to the peo¬
state tax on gross receipts of box¬ ple.
ing and wrestling telecasts, but
“Person to Person”’ (CBS) will
measure was passed. ‘
be a regular feature.
“Tonight”
Also on convention 'agenda, be¬ (NBC) will be carried <full length
sides routine matters, is group in¬ cross-the-board as will the Cliet
surance plan worked out by Ernest Huntley and David Brinkley news¬
L. Spencer of KWIZ, Santa Ana. casts.
State org will elect add install new
Local newscaster and ‘weatherofficers at meet.
’casters. will be John Day at 7, Fred
B. Cole at 7:05, and Curt Gowdy,
sports, 7:10.
‘Leave it to the Judge*
A
locally
produced
musical
Austin, Tex., Nov. 5.
show with Ray Dorey and his team
A Texas Bar Assn, committee is set for Monday through Friday
recommended that each district at 2:30. A moppet show, “Cap¬
judge should have ^ the say in de¬ tain Bob,” live, emceed by Robert
ciding such questions as use of Cottle, Will be stripped at 5:30
cameras jn covering trials. It was p. m.
“Disneyland”' (ABC) will
the committee’s answer to some de¬ also be carried.
mands within the legal profession
Red Sox games will be telecast
that television and other camera next spring with Curt Gowdy and
coverage of trials be bared.
i Bob Murphy announcing. The Mike
The committee said it had made Wallace show is included as part
a thorough study of the tv cov¬ of the ABC lineup.
erage . of the Washburn trial at
Waco—which set a precedent in
DALLAS-Ft. W/S 640,000 SETS
Texas—and that the judge presid¬
MOREY AMSTERDAM BILL HAYES
DON MORROW
Fort Worth, Nov. 5.
ing, the witnesses and attorneys
There were 640,000 television
participating, were all of the view
LUTHER HENDERSON. JR. JEROME SHAW
POLLY BERGEN
that the “essential dignity of the sets in the Dallas-Fort Worth area
court was maintained, and there as of Nov. 1, according to WBAPLOIS HUNT
was no adverse effect on the rights, TV Director Harold Hough.

WNAX.KVTVSales

Fetch $3,000,000

|

NflRTB to Plead

WHDH-TV, Hub’s 3d,0n
3 Nets as ABC Affiliate;
• Leads Area in Tint Sked

Radio Followups

We Announce With Pleasure
The Forming of a New Artist
Management Office to be
Known as

TELEVISION ARTISTS CORP.
our Clients Include:

JOE CATES

THE CHORDETTES

JACKIE KANNON
CAROL LAWRENCE

JAMES STARBUCK
DAVID TIHMAR

LARRY DANIELS

ELAINE-MALBIN

WILLIAM B. WILLIAMS

PETER GENNARO

JACKIE MILES

EARL WILSON

CAROL HANEY

JANE MORGAN

EARL WRIGHTSON

of any party to the suit.” H made'
the same finding after a study of
the broadcast of a trial at San An¬
tonio, and of televising the Colo¬
rado vs. Graham case at Denver.

Kid Newscasts
Continued from paf* 23 a—

* Talent Consultants and Representatives for Afesker Civic Opera, Inc.
* Mesker Memorial Amphitheatres, Inc.. Evansville, Ind.

Respectfully,

Jack Bertell and John Greenhul

Television Artists Corporation
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

schedule, which is already working
two seasons ahead. Finishing touch¬
es have been put on “The Innocent
Years,” the next entry in the ser¬
ies, and final work is being done
on “Back in the Thirties.” The
'58-’59 series is an ambitious group
of six one-hour color shows on the
history of American musical Com-1
edy, and a good deal of the script
work has already been done. Salo¬
mon hopes to get the series before'
the cameras in February or March,
The “Project 20” for the ’Sft-’fiOseries is the four-parter on “Leaves
of Grass,” the survey of modern
mid-Century America pegged on
the Walt Whitman pOems. Salomon
envisions the series as comprising
three regional wrapups, with, a
fourth an all-encompassing national
sweep. He’s auready begun pre¬
liminary script work on “Leaves”
as well.

FOR SALE

Recorded Music
*

Library

Wido variety of bridges, un¬
derplays, mood music, suit¬
able for all forms of drama
scoring. All rights included
in sale.
'
Write to Box V-210-57
VARIETY, 154 W. 46th St.,
Now York 36, N. Y.

FOR SALE
'OaUM* L. I„ Attms COLONY
Ctaarmlne tarlck taMMWMt.aU wflHfiat;
riparian ilplta Ian* fvfng -rm., load
rm.r kiteta. St/ML tarmt.

W1rf*ys: Defck Ferry 3-9041
Sen.: SnyrHte 4-4*27-11
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More Than

IN twins FOB KMtTlltG
Including

2 EMMY AWARDS

(Best News Commentator]

1957 ASSOCIATED PRESS

(Best TY News Program in Calif.)

1957 RADIO-TV NEWS CLUB

WALTER WINCHELLi
"Greatest Voice on the Air"

TIME MAGAZINE:
"Movie-Handsome Six-Footer"

TV RADIO-LIFE:
I "He Pulls No Punches"

(Outstanding Reporting)

VOICE!
LOOKS!
IMPACT!

FRANK COOPER ASSOCIATES
Agency
HOLLYWOOD

NEW YORK

onW'°
. 'M
th.U S—ictor in
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Reaction to 'Boredom'
- Continued from paga 21

of the Buchanan agency* accused
Cunningham of taking the “shorts
haired Madison Avenue viewpoint"
and of being a “stuffed shirt.”
Dasheff declaring that Cunning¬
ham was “talking through his hat"
in that “you just can’t produce a
hit with every show and you can’t
force people to see what they
don’t want to. Most people just
don’t want Shakespeare as Cun¬
ningham
suggests.”
Dasheff
leveled the blast that Cunningham
should examine his own agency
which has such fare as “Beat the
Clock” and another quiz show.

Cayton said that “there is a defin¬
ite need for fresh and. original
ideas on television.
The media
will lose audiences if it misuses
its power. At the rate it’s going,
if television doesn’t do a be’.ter.
job of programming there won’t
be anything left but feature films
which in themselves are growing a
little tiring.”
Cunningham's
speech
h a s
aroused a storm of controversy in
agency circles. Most admit that
if it did nothing else, it perhaps
opened the agencies’ doors for
introspection—-a sort of “second
look.”

Wednesday’*. “Sally”
luncheon
with Joan Caufleld; Wednesday
afternoon’s-visit to the MCA ReVue
lot for shooting of sequences of
“Wagon
Train,”
“M
Squad,”
“Dragnet,” “Restless Gun” and
“Jane Wyman Show,” followed by
a chuckwagon dinner; Thursday’s
Groucho Marx luncheon and film¬
ing of “You Bet Your Life”/and at
night witnessing a stage produc¬
tion of Mary Martin’s “Annie Get
Your Gun” (upcoming as a tv
spec); then a buffet supper with
Miss Martin and John Raitt; Friday
a “Matinee” 'luncheon and a looksee at a '‘Matinee” tint produc¬
tion.
Cheaper With SwapsOn the books this is a $100,000
plus round robin of festivities,
but blueprinter exec v.p. Ken Bilby,
v.p, Syd Eiges and A1 Rylander
parlayed it into the neatest trick
of the season, reducing NBC’s
actual cost to approxmately $20,000 via “air spot” trades and other
exploitation - promotion
swaps,
which, if it were any other net-,
work, would still he a closelyguarded-secret But that, too, Is
part of the NBC story.

Genius? Who Dat?
Arthur C. Fatt, president of f
the Grey agency, also disagreed
with Cunningham, stating that he
“marveled at the job that is being
done on television.”
“You can’t
» Continued from pace '23 ■
■--expect every show to be a creation
of a genius,” Fatt said.
“Who is Hope’s sponsorship association
isn’t on the lookout for better daring the past couple of years
shows, but we still are. producing with Chevrolet, an association
the best that we can and are on which Plymouth naturally finds
the alert for more artistic and distasteful. Another is the ques¬
tion of timing; NBC has already
cul ural programs.”
McCann Erickson’s president, cancelled Hope's Nov.' 7 show' for
Marion Harper Jr., doesn’t view flack of sponsorship, but the show;
television with any alarm.
“The ; has already been filmed and the
medium has constantly improved .web plans to rim it at a later date.
and is just coming of age. Harper What has to -be worked out is this
fceN that the commercials have date, and the possibility of two
shown more Imagination than ever Hope show's in December is enter¬
ing into the discussions.
before.”
If Plymouth does sign for the
James Douglass, v.p. and direc¬
Hope shows fit would co-sponsor
tor of radio-tv at the Ted Bates
American Broadcasting Col has
the last three with Johnson Out¬
agency, contended that “:his cer¬
board Motors). NBC will probably bought the St. Nicholas Arena in
tainly was not a dull television
drop consideration of legal action Manhattan, It has been learned.
year. For one thing, it's too early
against Timex, which vamped the Made quietly last month, it pre¬
to tell and so far, there has been
Hope show a couple of weeks back. ceded by a few weeks the purchase
as many exciting things as there
NBC still considers Timex in vio¬ Of the building which houses the
has been in the past. Douglass in lation of its contract, and the mat¬ nearby Healy’s restaurant, an old
commenting on “imitation,” felt ter is in the hands of the we Vs show biz landmark on West 66th
that entertainment runs in cycles, legal department, but it’s been in¬ St.
that every phase of show business dicated that if NBC finds a new
Two real estate deals give the
will repent hits. “People in the sponsor, it will let the Timex mat¬
network control of almost the en¬
last couple of years have gotten ter drop.
tire north side of 66th St, between
tired of comedy and therefore
Central Park West and Columbus
Berle .and Gleason exited and
Ave„ amounting to several hun¬
eventually they will tire of wes¬
dred: thousand square feet of space.
terns, but these things follow pat¬
Network is now housed in two
terns. If audiences don’t like the
buildings that begin one door off
Continued from page 21
present
day
programs,
they'll • 1
the park, and the only property it
change them.”
with the circuits plus additional doesn’t own on the street is that
Cunningham’s Defenders
operating costs running about of an apartment building overlook¬
Roy Durstine, head of agency of $750,000. But, he said, “we tlynk ing the park. Four yeai^ ago, web
that name, took up a bat for Cun¬ the money will be well spent if bought the row of tenement-front
ningham by saying, “Too much the tape recorders give the na¬ buildings between its own property
emphasis was being placed on tional audience all the benefits we f and St.. Nick’s.
demon¬
Purpose of the sweeping pur¬
the cost of a program. People anticipate.” NBC also
think
that
if
you
spend
a strated the prototype of the new chases Is to provide space for ulti¬
RCA
color
recorder,
using
re¬ mate expansion of studio and office
lo* of money on a show that
it has to be good, which isn’t corded signals sent via line from facilities.
necessarily so.
Television needs Camden, N. J., with excerpts from
No deadline has been set for
something that is new and different the Rosemary Clooney show'. “Your conversion of St. Nick's or the
to keep people interested.
It's Hit Parade,” the Perry Como and Healy building on the comer of
not so much a matter of how many Steve Allen shows and. Saturday’s Columbus Ave., but a web Execu¬
people are watching a particular Iowa-Michigan football game. Dem¬ tive explained this week that the
show as how many aren’t watch¬ onstration was highly successful, longrange development of new
reporters agreed.
studios, warehouse space, scenery
ing programs.
shops, etc., will- be taken in “easy
Another agency head who’ sided
steps.” It was said that the changewith Cunningham was William
over to radio and television use
D’Arcy Cayton, head of Cayton Inc.
will cost ABC several million dol¬
lars.
•
1 Continued from page 23 —^
--KINGS POINT. L. i.1 1 -|
Significance of the two pur¬
• Luxury Custom tullt 12 Room
morning’s
let’s-talk-shop
kick- chases is that ABC expects to do
Ranch on IV2 Landscaped Acrot
around with T>rexy Bob Sarnoff, considerably more live tv produc¬
• 4 Ream Guest Cottage with
exec Veepee Bob Kintner and west tion frbm New York. Evidently,
Fireplace and Furnished
coast chieftain John K. West; the network has paid little heed to
• luilt by Owoer 3 Yean Age
Monday night's MCA-inspired sit- the current shift of production to
• 4 Car Garage and Ml Basement
down dinner at the Cocoanut the Coast, since the St. Nick’s deal,
• Fully Air Conditioned;
Grove rubbing elbows w'ith Rose¬ reportedly made through Webb 8c
Hi FI Throughout oud 2 Pottos
mary Clooney, Robert Cummings, Knapp, was closed last month, at
• Fool; Tennis; Dock Aren
Ralph Edwards, Tennessee Ernie the height of the east-to-west shift¬
£
• Built Ins Fumitnre end Carpeting
Ford
and Giesele
MacKenzie; ing.
• 300 Feet for Bus to ILL
Tuesday's “Thin Man” luncheon on
ABC had a; lease on St. Nick’s
• Excellent Mortgage Finooclng
the M-G lot with Petek Lawford in 1953.
This was taken for a
and Phyllis Kirk; Tuesday night’s brief time when William ZeckenAsking Price: $125,000
cocktails aorul dinner wth George dorf Jr., head of Webb 8c Knapp,
L. WALD. 302 W. 22 St., N. Y.
Gobel, Eddie Fisher and Jerry was sitting on the ABC hoard of
.. .CH 3-1234
Lews at the Ambassador Hotel; directors. Network has been using
the St. Nick’s floor space to reI hearse some of its tv shows, in: eluding the Monday . night “Voice
of Firestone.''
JOHN H. TAYLOR AND MARY T. WALKER
It is believed that American
FORMERLY WITH
Broadcasting Network, sister radio
web to ABG-TV, will eventually
Steve Hannaoan and Hill A Knowlton.ihc.
take part of the new property as,
its own, separating itself entirely
from ABC-TV. Robert Eastman,
ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF
ABN prexy,. recently expressed a
desire for the physical divorce¬
ment, since radio and tv are essen¬
Taylor - Walker associates
tially competing media.
Ownership of Healy’s and' St.
Nick’s witt run ABC to the Very
Publicity-Pubuc Relations Consultants
fringes of the . proposed though
controversial Lincoln Square proj¬
tN
ect that is to be begun some time
in the future on the northern bor¬
ders of mldtown Manhattan. ,
RADIO AND TELEVISION
Price paid for the longtime
sports arena was not disclosed. For
that matter, no official confirma¬
tion was forthcoming from the
AFFILIATED WITH
t270 SIXTH AVENUE
web. But ABC paid slightly over
The Lynn Farnol Group
NEW* YORK 20. N. Y.
$500,000 for the two-story Healy
building, which measures 100 by
Suite BOl
JU»*ON 0-5777
100 feet in floor space.

Bob Hope

ABC Pre-Xmas
St M1s Buy;
‘Owns’66th St.

‘Tape Central’

NBC ‘Space’ Ship
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KMGM-TV
; Continued from pdfe 27 l

trade circles believe, (11’e e war! fare.
“Make-over” finds • K&GM-TVoffering, in addition to its Metro
and other feature films, such halfhour syndicated tv shows as
“Mama,” the Ray Milland play¬
lets, “Our Miss Brooks,” “Official
Detective,” the Mickey Rooney
comedies, "San Francisco Beat,” ’
“By Line,” “Gangbusters,”. “Sheena,” “Victory at Sea,” “Uncom¬
mon Valor,!' “Science Fiction The¬
atre,” “Combat Engineer,” “The
Three Musketeers,” “Record Hop”
and “China Smith.”
Tossing huge gobs =of money into
the arena and letting it be known
that expense is no consideration,
the station, too, for the first time
is going in for two each evening
news and weather shows, seven
hours a week of .wrestling and
even a once-a-week bid for this
football mad area’s attention with j
[ the Frank Leahy pigskin predic-'
tions.

J

CBS Radio Grabs
$506,006 in Deals
CBS Radio inked another $500,000 in sales this week, via two sat¬
uration-deals, one1 15-minute seg¬
ment sale and a regional political
purchase. The 15-minute deal was
a 52-week order for a segment of
the Arthur Godfrey • show from
the Lamp Division of General Elec¬
tric, via BBD&O, while the politi¬
cal time sale was a N. Y. state or¬
der for an election eve speech.
On the saturation level, Vick
Chemical ordered an additional 42
“impact plan” segments starting
in mid-November, while Studebaker-Packard ordered 14 weekly
“impact” segments for two weeks.

FIRESTONE QUITS ‘WIFE,’
CUEING ABC-TY SHIFT

Firestone Tire 8e
Rubber
dropped its alternate-week quar¬
ter-hour sponsorship of ABC=TV’*
afternoon strip “Do You Trust
Your Wife?” Sponsor quit last
week after it was officially noti¬
fied that the network intended
moving the daily half-hour quiz
show to a new time slot.
Loss of Firestone means that
“Wife,” now has no sponsors. Be¬
cause of its weak ratings, the show
will, at gome date not yet unde¬
termined, switch places with
“American Bandstand.” Though It’s
not definite, “Bandstand,” which
has drawn the highest ratings
from 3 to 4:30 of all three net¬
works, will probably move , to the
4 to 5 slot, cutting back by a halfhour. “Wife,” currently from 4:30
Paradoxically,
a
competitor
WTCN-TV, owns the 20th-Fox old¬ to 5, will probably fake the 3:30
slot. Turnabout Is geared to give
ies that NTA distributes
a better rating lead-in to the Kel¬
logg 5-5:30 strip.

.

Newspaper ads claim “28 new
programs plus the nation's largest
library of feature films,” including
RKQ, 20th-Fox, Columbia and
United Artists oldies along with
the Metro product. There are two
such feature films every night.
New management has let it be
known that it's in the market for
the best such fare available.
Station now goes on the air at
3 p. m. daily instead of 5 p, m.,
teeing off with wrestling because
a survey has shown that house-;
wives go for it - in a big way,
WCCO-TV and KSTP-TV spring at
6:30 a.^m. daily and WTCN-TV at
noon.

Meade Naned
—— Continued from page 21

NBC Buys ‘Ruff & Ready’
Cartoons lor Sat. Slot

porate p.r. body. Jack Gould, the
New York Times critic, had fijled
NBC-TV has purchased a new
in a similar spot (without v.p. j cartoon show, “Ruff and • Ready,”
status) a few years ago but left which it intends to slot on Saturafter a brief reign. One key qualifi¬ I day mornings starting in the win¬
ter. Segment, out of the Screen
cation has been extensive Washing¬ Gems stable, comprises a series of
ton background.
[ made-for-tv cartoons, mixed’ with
Just how Meade will operate some theatrical oldies out of the
still isn’t clear. -Setup currently Columbia library..
has Charles Oppenheim, as CBSShow takes its title from the
TV director of information serv¬ inew animated series, which con¬
ices, reporting to Bill Hylan, v.p.* sists of four-minute cliffhangers
in charge of sales administration. about a dog and a cat, with the
On the radio side, Charles Stein¬ first series nf 13 depicting them in
berg, director of press info and an adventure in outer space, a la
audience promotion, reports to Sputnik II.
Plan is to use two
ad-promotion-pubiicity veep Lou of the new cartoon and ‘ two
Hausman.
Whether the two di¬ oldies per half-hour show. “Ruff 8c
visional press bosses will continue Ready” cartoons are being filmed
to report within their divisions or by 'Fred Hapna and Joe Barbera,
will now work directly under who used to do the “Tom 8c Jerry”
Meade isn’t known.
shorts at Metro.

Polly Bergen
Continued front-page 23

ratings of the^Bergen show (she’s
run well ahead of “Oasis” and on
her four outings, led the Saturday
at 9 Trendex fielcfr twice and raft
last twice) and With the internalexcitement she’s created, in the
Factor sales organization.- Pri¬
marily, it's a case of Factor being
happy with having set a person¬
ality in identification with its prod¬
uct, after having used dramatic
and mystery shows in £he past.

! TV FILM COMMERCIAL

SALESMAN WANTED
A lop notch TV commercial sales¬
man i* wanted hy a top notch N.Y,
film producer. Excellent compen¬
sation for experienced pro with
- strong contacts at
agencies.
Our employees know of this ad.
. Send respjne
ip. ' strict
confi¬
dence to

ad

Box V.1514-57, VARIETY
154 W. 44tk Street, Now York 34

OUR LOSS IS SOMEBODY’S GAIN
SmoH butoverexpanded fHm prod uctk>n% and distribution
company being forced to pull In its horns. Ono highly tal¬
ented person we have to let go after three years is a girl,
22, with three years of college and all the energy and’
initiative in the world. Has handled executive and cutting
room correspondence, payroll, bookkeeping, assignment of
'ipamera crews, print bicycling* propnration ef scene lists,
script timing—yea name it* she1* got it—even leeks.
Salary $80. New York only.

Box V-5960-57, VARIETY
154 W**» 46th Street, N«w York 36
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There’s a movement afoot to give authenticity to the disk com¬
panies’ “golden record” claims. A plan is now in the works where¬
by the Record Industry Assn, of America would have to'give its
•stamp of approval before a record company can claim a sale of
1,000,000 records on a single disk.
RIAA’s job would be to verify. the 1,000,000 platter sales with
publishers’ agent and trustee Harry Fox's office. Fox collects
disk royalties for most of the top publishers. Longplay platters will
also come into the “gold disk” picture for every 250,000c albums
sold.
It has been a well-known fact in the music biz. that many disks
tabbed as 1,000,000 sellers fell far short of that figure. Particularly
when it came to paying off the publishers.

Capitol Does It Too; Loses Suit
Vs. Decca on Lift of Album Titles
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
Evidence that Capitol Records
itself had recently engaged in the
practice brought a decision for
. Decca in the 19-month-old lawsuit
filed by Capitol charging infringe¬
ment through, duplicating album
titles.
Case Was heard by Fed¬
eral Judge William Byrne and
had been watched with great inter¬
est by diskers since a verdiet for
the plaintiff would have further
complicated the already harrowing
problem of concocting sales-appealing names for albums,
. Capitol brought suit In March,
1956, contending Decca had in¬
fringed on a pair of its titles by
issuing packages yclept “Here
Comes the Band” and “Holiday in
Hawaii.”
Capitol, according to
the complaint, had issued albums
with the same titles some c_glit or
nine years ago and the packages
were still in current catalog, so
that the new Decca releases would
create confusion.
Decca attorney Averill C. Pasarow's argument that it was general
industry practice to have duplicat¬
ing titles was bolstered in court
last week with the introduction of
three recent Capitol albums bear¬
ing the same titles as Decca pack-!
ages issued earlier. One, “Christ¬
mas In Spain,” was released after
the current case came to trial and
was in the stores just under two
years after Decca had issued a.
similarly-titled package.
Others
were “The French Touch,” re¬
leased by Capitol 11 months after
Decca’s album of that name, and
“Overture!”' which Capitol put out
in July, nine months after Decca’s
“Overture!” was on the market.
“-----^-2—

*

Camden Sells 6,000,000
Disks Oyer 4-Year Span;
. Pash Bestselling P’kges
Camden Records, RCA’s lowpriced line, marked the sale of its
6,000,000th platter last week with
the award of gold records to its
distributors.
The label is four
years old and has been growing
steadily in line with the expansion
of the supermarket outlets.
Camden, meantime, has launched
a new promotion for a grtrtip of
pre-selected bestselling packages.
A total of 30 LPs and 20 EPS have
been pre-packed in a special con¬
tainer which can immediately be
transformed into a self-selling mer¬
chandiser by the dealer.
Perry
Como’s first album for Camden,
“Dream Along With Me,” is head¬
ing the promotion.

A Singular Buy
•ABC-Paramount has snatched up
the master of “At The Hop,” disk
which broke, in Philadelphia last
week. The platter, cut by Danny
Sc The Juniors, was released in
PhiUy on the indie Singular label.
Deal for th$. turnover of the
Singular disk to ABC-Par was set
with Artie Singer, who heads the
Singular outfit, and Sam Clark
and Larry Newton, ABC's prexy
and sales chief, respectively. A
rush pressing job is expected to
get the disk in the retail stores
around the country in the middle
of this week.

RCA’s ‘Jamaica’ Rush
RCA. Victor is getting its orig¬
inal cast album version of tfie cur¬
rent legit musical, “Jamaica,” to
the dealers’ shelves today {Wed.)
after a rush three-day production
job. The set was taped Sunday (3)
at Webster Hall; N. 'Y., under the
supervision of Ed Welker, manager j
of pop album artists & repertoire.
-With the Lena Home starter
shaping Up as a boxoffice cuick on
Broadway, Victor execs feel they
have a hot disk property in the
“Jamaica” LP.
Even, the critics
like Walter Kerr of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune, who was less than
warm to the book, mentioned that
the show would make a “solid”
longplay platter,
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SUPERMARKET MPPA to Block ‘Do-It-Yourself Music
RACKS UP m Printing by Schools; Suit in Cleve.
— ---—f

The supermarket phase of disk
merchandising is growing at a
steady, strong pace. During the
last 12 months; the number of
chain and supermarket outlets has
climbed from 8,000 to 12,000, a rise
of 50% compared to a 20% growth
for the disk industry as a whole.
Most promising for the disk biz
is the fact that the supermarket
handling of platter merchandise
has grown both quantitatively and
qualitatively. Where many of the
stores initially experimented with
disks via a four-foot-wide rack,
many are now expanding their de¬
partments to display a greater va¬
riety of platters. For the super¬
markets’,, the hit pop platters and
the low-priced LP packages are
paying off as traffic pullers as well
as profit.items.
The growth of the supermarket
disk outlets has been, and still is,
not without -its headaches. In the
first place, Reaction from regular
retailers was definitely negative
and, in. many cases, still is. The
1 (Continued on page 62)

ASCAP-Yideo
Pact Still In

Coral’s *West Side’ Jazz
While Columbia Records is cash¬
ing in on its original cast album of
the “West Side Story,” Coral Rec¬
ords has rushed out a jazz package
based on the legit musical score
by Leonard Bernstein. Several of
the musical’s themes are in a de¬
cided jazz groove.
The Coral, set features Manny
Albam and his combo.

Capitol Records is stepping into
the original Broadway cast sweep¬
stakes with “The Music Man.”
Tuner, penned by Meredith Willson, is set to open in New York
Dec. 19; Willson also wrote the
book in collaboration With Franklyn Lacey.
The score will be published by
Frank Loesser’s publishing firm,
Frank Music. Incidentally, Frank
Productions, a subsid of the music
firm, is co-producing “Music Man”
with Kermit Bloomgarden and
Herbert Greene.
Show features
; Robert . Preston. Barbara Cook,
i David Burns and Pert Kelton.
:
Only other tuner to have been
put into the groove so far this seaI son has been "West Side Story”
via Columbia. RCA Victor has the
rights to “Jamaica,” which preems
on Broadway tomorrow (Thurs.l,
while Decca .has the options on
“Copper and Brass,” “Carefree
Heart” and “Rumple.” Former two
are still In the iffy stage.

The widespread music schools
practice of making unauthorized
duplicates of copyrighted works is
being checked under a program
initiated by the Music Publishers
Protective Assn, and the Music
Educators
National
Conference
and other school organizations.
At the same time, MPPA publisher
members plan to crack down or
persistent violators via court action
First legal step was made last
week against an accordion school.
Musical Art Studios, in Cleveland,
which was charged with unauthor¬
ized arranging, reproducing and
sale" of such tunes as “Wake The
Town and Tell The People,” “Soli¬
tude” “You Are My Sunshine.” Suit
was brought in behalf of Joy Mu¬
sic, the American Academy of Mu¬
sic and. Peer International in
Ohio Federal Court.

Extent of the academic use of
duplicating machines Was not fully
known until Walter Douglas, MPPA
chairman, sent a letter to some
12,000 music
schools, warning
them agaihst the violation of the
Copyright Act.
Numerous legiti¬
mate schools and universities re¬
sponded to the letter by asking how
they could cooperate in stamping
out the practice but, at the same
time, meeting the requirements of
the schools for music. Conferences
have been held recently between
Douglas and Dr. Frederick Fennell,
(Continued on page 62)

House ICC Comm. May
Press Probe on Webs’
Edit of Foster Songs

Negotiations between the .Ameri¬
can Society of Composers, Au¬
thors Sc Publishers and the televi¬
sion industry for. a new music li¬
censing pact are still being stalled
over an issue involving • the long¬
Washington, Nov. 5.
standing $150,00(1,000 suit brought
The House Interstate Commerce
by 33 ASCAP sbngsmiths against
Committee may investigate net¬
Songwriters’
Protective Assn, the major networks and Broadcast
work “censorship” of Stephen
prexy Burton Lane, in a letter to Music Inc.
It’s understood that
Foster songs. Rep. Oreri Harris
the organization’s membership this the tv reps are unwilling to sign a
(D.f Ark.) the committee chair¬
week, is answering those cleffers new deals with ASCAP' without a
man, warned over the past week¬
end.
who believe , that SPA should be settlement of the suit, or some
silent in the current situation In-1 other kind of agreement which
Harris said he wasn’t fully sat¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
volving ASCAP writers and BMI. would knock the props from under
isfied with the promise, received
’ Paul Weston, who recently re¬ from NBC and CBS, -to end substiSPA’s criticisms of -BMI’s opera¬ the legal action.
signed as West'Coast music direc¬ tions in two Foster songs, “Swation have drawn scattered comASCAP’s current pact with the
plaints in the last couple of months tv industry expires at the end of tor for Columbia Records although nee River” and “My Old Kentucky
from the ranks.
December and involves yearly pay¬ remaining with the label as _an Home,” officially adopted as the
artist has signed a contract with state songs of Florida and Ken¬
Lane, in his letter, pursues the ments of some $10,000,000 to the
Verve Records for a pair of spe¬ tucky, respectively. The two webs
attack on BMI and the broadcast¬ Society. Evefi if, however, no deal
cial
assignments. Pact is unusual had earlier provided that words
ers for their alleged “monopoly is reached by the expiration date,
power” which has “damaged and there is no danger of an ASCAP in that Columbia okayed the deal, such as “darkies” be changed to
will,be a threat to songwriters and blackout as occurred back in 1940 despite Weston’s exclusivity clause “Negroes,” in order to avoid of¬
publishers who are not under the when BMI came into existnee. The as an artist with that label.'
fending any group, and to pre¬
First of the assignments will bej serve racial dignity.
control of broadcasters and BMI.” webs now would undoubtedly con¬
ABC and
Lane states that SPA Was created tinue to use ASCAP under an in¬ to arrange and conduct a special Mutual notified Harris they have
4-side LP package of “Ella Fit?-, no censorship policy about Foster’s
to protect all songwriters, whether terim deal.
Sings
Irving
Berlin,” Songs.
ASCAP or BMI. He said that SPA
ASCAP negotiators have pointed gerald
would continue to criticize BMI out to the tv. side ef the the bar- which will be a follow-up to her
Harris was* dissatisfied with the
just as in the past, SPA “fought 1 gaining table that the Society, as Cole Porter and Rogers Ac Hart NBC and CBS explanations be¬
the writer’s battle whether the such, is not Involved in the suit [albums. It will be done in direct cause the reversion to original Ste*
question concerned ASCAP, pub¬ and has no control over the actions [cooperation with Berlin.
phen Foster lyrics is to apply only
lishers, users or anyone else.”
Second assignment will be to to the two state songs—not to any
of its writer-members. The tv ne¬ I
Describ¬
gotiators,. however, ' Believe this arrange and conduct'an album of other Foster numbers.
separation of t£e Society from the Stan Getz playing Rodgers k Hart ing himself “gratified” at the modi¬
Fitzgerald “Berlin” fied policies, Harris added in a
plaintiffs in the suit is a techni¬ love songs.
cality, particularly since the chair¬ package will be on the market statement:
“On the other hand, the ques¬
man of the negotiations committee, early next year, to be preceded
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, is an out¬ by “Ella Sings Duke Ellington,” tion of the power of the censor¬
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
spoken supporter of the legal ac¬ which also will be a four-sided ship held and exercised by some
Stan Richardson, executive di¬
package.
networks which control many of
rector of the Hollywood Coordinat¬ tion although not himself a plain¬
the programs seen on the nation’s
tiff.
ing Committee until it disbanded,
television screens, continues to be
While the current ASCAP-video
• has beeen named exec secretary of
a serious one; and the commit* ee
pact ran for four years, there has
the National Academy of Record¬
undoubtedly will have occasion in
been discussion of a 10-year deal
ing Arts and Sciences. He begins
the future to go further into this
working immediately to speed the if and when an agreement can be
question.” .
reached. ASCAP has reportedly
organization’s drive for chapters
The
congressional
Interstate
been asking for a straight renewal
The recently organized Assn, of
throughout the country.
of the current agreement.
; Independent Music Publishers are Commerce Committees regula’e
NARAS has been nvertured by
i broadcasting.
two tv networks and three ad agen¬ . A new meeting of both .sides is \ holding another membership meet¬
set for next week.
ing today (Wed.), in New York to . Rep. D. R. Matthews (D., Fla.i
cies for an annual awards show for
network
decision
pass on a constitution for the or¬ praised the
top diskers. Formation of a New
ganization
and a declaration of against further “censorship” of
[York chapter Is afoot, with John
“Swanee River.” A Stephen Fos¬
purpose.
An
unofficial
statement
Hammond sparking the drive there.
that originally summoned the or¬ ter Memorial is located in his dis¬
ganization into being said it would trict.
be for the purpose of giving music
publishers a voice in all matters
The Warner Bros, pic, “Say- affecting their business, such as
Angel Records is upping its
onara,” is sparking a wave of the controversy stemming from the
Bill Snyder has regrouped a songs with “Sayonara” in the title. suit of the ASCAP songwriters standard-package LP list prices
traveling orch' after a five-year Saytmata is the Japanese word for against Broadcast Music Inc., copy¬ from $3.48 to $3.98 at the end of
right legislation and other matters. this month. The label’s special fac¬
layoff. The new-Snyder crew" took goodbye.
Irving Berlin’s title song for the The sparkplugs of the AIMP are tory-sealed packages will continue
off last week for a string of oneriighters through the south. The WB pic is getting vHde coverage known to be generally oriented to- at the $4.98 leveL
Angel, which is predominantly
band is managed by Nev Wagner. with six different versions already wardSN BMI.
Joe Csida, head of Trinity Music active in the longhair field, is a
For the past few years, Snyder cut. Meantime, other “Sayonara”
has- been recording for the Decca tunes have also been hitting the and Towne Music and temporary U. S. subsid of the British Electric
label.
He’s put 10 mood music market, including one sung by the prexy of the association, has been Sc Musical Industries (EMI) com¬
albums into the’ groove in the last Japanese songstress Miyoshi Urneki one of the chief organizers of the pany which also owns Capitol Rec¬
ords here.
for Mercury Records.
18 months.
publishers’ group.

SPA Defends ,
Stand Vs. BMI

WESTON TO* VERVE FOR
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

RECORD INDUSTRY’S
OSCARS YU NARAS

New Indie Pub Outfit
To Vote Constitution

Snyder’s Orclt Reprise
Wffli 1-Niter Teeoff

Everyone Saying ft
With ‘Sayonara’

Angel Hikes LP Tabs
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
_By HERM SCHOENFELDYic Damone (Columbia): “JUN¬
IOR MISS” (Chappell*),- title song
of the video show, is a lovely bal¬
lad handled in fine style by Vic
Damone. Could go all the way. "I
CAN’T
CLOSE
THE
BOOK”
(Joy::) is a good ballad smoothly
crooned.
Gisele MacKenszie (RCA Victor):
“THIS I KNOW” iBVC*), a class
ballad with a lilting melodic line,
could put this excellent vocalist
back in the hit groove. “NEVER
GO ’WAY” (Joy*) is a catching
rhythm number also with strong
chances.
Della Reese (Jubilee): “BY LOVE
POSSESSED” (Cromwell*), no re^

tractive slice by this rhythm duo,
“WHERE IS MY HONEY” (Ben
Ghazi*), from their recent album,
is a catching entry with chances.
Bill Plato (Decca): ‘‘CARIBBEAN
SERENADE” (Rytvoc*) is a neatly
conceived instrumental skillfully,
delivered with lead by Bill Plato
and orch.
“DANCER AT'. THE
FAIR” (Cherio*) is another catch¬
ing production.
Dick Jacobs Orch & Chorus
(Coral): “THE LOVELY LADIES
OF MILANO” (Meridian*), an
Italo-styled bouncing number, gets
highly commercial instrumentalchoral workover. “PLACE PGALLE” (Greta : ) moves ’oyer to Paris

LAWRENCE WELK
And His CHAMPAGNE MUSIC

Best Bets
VIC DAMONE.
.. JUNIOR MISS
lColumbia)
.. . .. I Can’t'Close This Book
GISELE MACKENZIE.. * THIS 1 KNOW
(RCA Victor) .'......Never Go “Way

3rd Consecutive Year
• Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America,
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T/
Dodge .and Plymouth
Coral Records
Tliesaurug Transcriptions •

(Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).
[_
' Artist
Title
Label
I 1. Sound Track
Around World 80 Days
Decca
2. Original Cast
West Side Story
Columbia
A Swingin’ Affair
3. Frank Sihatra Capitol
4. The Weavers
At Carnegie Hall
Vanguard .
My Fair Lady
5. Original £ast
<? Columbia
1 6..Lena Horne
At The rWaldorf
RCA Victor
7. Original Cast
Bells Are Ringing
Columbia
This Is Nat King Cole
1 8. Nat Cole
Capitol
Calypso
9. Harry Belafonte
RCA Victor
' 10. Original Cast
Simply Heavenly
Columbia
11. Mantovani
Film Encores
London
12. Harry Belafonte
Sings of Caribbean
RCA Victor
13. Ella Fitzgerald
Sings Rodgers A Hart
Verve >
Kapp
14. Roger •Williams
Fabulous Forties
15. Original Cast
New Qirl in Town
RCA Victor
16. Sound Track
Pajama Game
Columbia
Sings Gershwin
17. Sarah Vaughan
Mercury
18. Eydie Gorme
Swings The Blues
ABC-Paramount
Love Is The Thing
19. Nat King Cole
Capitol
Favorite Ballads
20. Pete Sceger
Folkways ,

Album Reviews

“A Jolly Christmas From Frank.
I--T
_ 1
—
blues stylist. “ALL ABOUT THE Sinatra” (Capitol) gets Capitol off
to
a swinging start in the Christ¬
BLUES” (Progressive*) is a solid
TED LAWSON .....WASTELAND
number in a traditional blues mas package market. In excellent
i Roulette) .-......One Way Love
voice, Sinatra handles a surefire
groove.
songalog comprising pop holiday
BILLY ECKSTINE...IF I CAN HELP SOMEBODY
Otis Williams 8c Charms (De fare, and some familiar carols.
(Mercury) .. ...1 Boulevard of Broken Dreafns
Luxe): “WELL OH WELL” (Loist) Gordon Jenkins orch and Ralph
is a bright jump item handled in Brewster Singers provide seasonal
ROSEMARY CLOONEY _;.
.TONIGHT
driving style. “DYNAMITE DAR¬ backgrounds.
(Columbia)
.;.. . .Love and Affection
LING” (Jay 8c Cee) is a so-so
Gisele MacKeime: “Christmas
bounce tune.
with Gisele” (Vik) is a neatly con¬
lation to the current bestselling for a lush Gallic-flavored slice.
The Five Keys (Capitol): “DO ceived set of holiday songs, pop and
novel of the same title, is standout
Daimy Winchell (MGM); “I DO, ANYTHING” (Edent), rocking bal¬ traditional. Repertory ranges from
ballad material projected in dis¬ I DO” (Porgie*), a rock ’n’ roll lad, is belted in the approved style “White Christmas” through “Ru¬
tinctive style by Della Reese. “I number whose lyric goes nowhere by. this quintet “IT’S A CRYIN’
dolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer” to
ONLY WANT TO LOVE YOU” in particular but has the right kind SHAME” (Planetary*) is a bright
“The Coventry Carol,” all handled
(Planetary - Spina*) is another of sound, gets a good ride, by Dan¬ uptempo side.
with perfect taste.
strong number belted in a hit po¬ ny Winchell. The kids might go
Warner Mack (Decca): “ROG-A“Around The Christmas Tree”
tential groove.
for it.
“MY LITTLE
TREE- CHICKA” (Old Charter*) registers
(Decca) shapes up as a bargain
Ted Lawson (Roulette): “WASTE¬ HOUSE” (Bourne*) is a pleasing as one of those frantic rocking
package
comprising
14
Xmas
LAND” <- (Jefferson*),
a
bright, tune, with a cute lyric.
numbers that could go all the way tunes each done by a different
bouncing number with a clever
The Tempos (Kapp):
“THE via this slice. “SINCE I LOST nathe. Included are Bing Crosby
lyric, has click potential via this PRETTIEST GIRL IN SCHOOL* YOU” (Copart) is a routine ballad
and Carol Richards duetting- “Sil¬
slice. “ONE WAY LOVE” (Jeffer¬ (World*) is a juve-angled ballad in the same idiom.
ver Bells,” Guy Lombardo’s “Jingle
son*) is another good item tailored nicelv handled by this combo.
Dolores Hawkins (Epic): “MY Bells,” Peggy Lee's “Ring Those
for the current market.
“NEVER YOU MIND” (Ror-Ron*) WONDERFUL LOVE” (Gilt) is a Christmas Bells,” Judy Garland’s
Billy Eckstine (Mercury: “IF is a fair uptempo entry.
rocking torch number effectively “Have Yourself A Merry Little
I
CAN
HELP
SOMEBODY"
The Johnston Bros. (London): belted by Miss Hawkins. “HOOP¬ Christmas” and others. A pleasing,
(Leeds*), a well-wTitten inspira¬ “I LIKE MUSIC, YOU LIKE MU¬ LA” (Southern*) is a colorful, varied program.
tional ballad, shapes up as excel¬ SIC"*, a rinky-tinky old-fashioned polka-dotted novelty for a neat
“Search for Paradise” (RCA Vic¬
lent material for Billy Eckstine type of song, gets an infectious change-of-pace programming.
tor), the soundtrack from the latest
w ho could find his way back to the harmony
ride.
“SEVEN
BAR
Vince Edwards (Capitol): “WIG- Cinerama production, has an at¬
hit lists with this one. “BOULE¬ BLUES”* is so-so material.
! ET” (Holford*), a cute- bounce tractive, offbeat score by Dimitri
VARD OF BROKEN DREAMS”
Wayne King (Decca): “JOEY’S number, debuts another film play¬ Tiomkin for sales appeal op wax;
(Remick*) is a striking slice of the SONG” (Shapiro - Bernstein*), er, Vince Edwards, on wax. Ed¬
The oriental mood of the pic’s set¬
oldie.
which was kicked off by Joe Reis- wards knows how to swing. “LOL¬ ting pervades the music, including
Rosemary Clooney (Columbia): man for Victor, gets an added im¬ LIPOP” (Holford*) also has a nice some songs with lyrics by. Ned
“TONIGHT” (Schirmer*), from the petus via this swinging version by juve flavor.
Washington and Lowell Thomas.
“West Side Story” score, is potent, Wayne King. “KING’S BONES”
Don Ragon Quintet (Window): Robert Merrill’s delivery of the
even if difficult, ballad material iForrest*) is handled in a lively “AFTER LOVE” (Windy City*), a title song is the highlight of the
projected with strong impact by jazz groove.
good torch ballad, gets 'this- new set. Other songs, done by Merrill
Rosemary Clooney. Vera Lynn also
Stan Jones (Disneyland): “TOO label off via the okay performance include “Kashmir,” a doubtful mix
has an excellent open-voiced ver¬ YOUNG TQ MARRY” (Stanley*), by this combo. “JUNGLE ROCK” of oriental and calypso ideas, and
sion of this number for London a simple, bouncing ballad with a (Lakefrontt) has a good Latin beat. “Epilogue,” a finale with big” choral
Records. “LOVE AND AFFEC¬ folkvflavor, gets a pleasing oatune
Jerome Courtland (Disneyland): support. Tiomkin also conducts the
TION” (Roger*) is a catching workover by Stan Jones. “CREAK¬ “THE SAGA OF ANDY BUR¬ studio orch.
rhythm tune with a good lyric.
The Columbia World Library of
IN’ LEATHER” (Stanley*) is a NETT” (WonderlandDr from the tv
Joe Morris Orch (Atlantic): “GO¬ good piece of mustang song ma¬ ; show of the same name, is a catch- Folk and Primitive Music (Vols. 15ING GOING GONE” (Progres¬ terial.
ring story ballad which the kiddies 16) (Columbia). Alim Lomax’s mas¬
sive*) is a catching tune with an
Ivory Joe Hunter (Atlantic): “IF 1 might latch onto big. “LADIES IN sive study of folk music around the
offbeat sound that could push it ONLY YOU WERE HERE WITH [.THE SKY” (Wonderland*), -from world, extends in these volumes ■
all the way. “SINNER WOMAN” ME” (Deslardt), a good slow rock¬ (the same show, is a more preten¬ into the Italian peninsula, one set
(Progressive*) is a more routine ing ballad is sold by a firstrate tious ballad and hot as effective. covering the south of Italy and the
slow ballad also vocalled effective¬
ly by Louis Madison.
Tony Perkins (RCA Victor);
PSriety
“WHEN
SCHOOL
STARTS
AGAIN” (Reserve*), a standardcut, tune aimed right at the teen¬
?.
agers, gets a good commercial ride ♦
for the genre by film actor Tony
1. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (4) .:......
Everly Bros..... Cadence ^
Perkins,
“ROCKET
TO
THE
2 JAILHOUSE ROCK (4) ...:.*.!.. Elvis Presley....-i-Victor
MOON” (Pan*), the rock ’n’ roll
answer to sputnik, is a clever item
3. CHANCES ARE (6) ... Johnny Mathis..Columbia
with fine chances.
4. SILHOUETTES (2)............ Rays--- .........Cameo
The Platters (Mercury): “THE
MYSTERY OF YOU” (Argo*) is an
5. HONEYCOMB (8)."*........ Jimmie Rodgers .......Roulette.
okay ballad projected by one of
the best combos in the rock ’n’ roll
6. MELODIE D'AMOUR (3) ........ Ames Bros. -.Victor
idiom. “ONLY BECAUSE” (Argo*)
7. FASCINATNON (9) ... ............ Jane Morgan .....
is another' good number neatly
DELLA REESE ..
BY LOVE POSSESSED
(Jubilee) ..I Only Want .to Love You

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines^

projected..
Lucbo Gatlca (Capitol): “IF I
LOVE” (Beechwood*), a big class
ballad, is a strong kickoff for the
Latin-American
crooner,
Lucho
Gatica, a singer with an expressive
set of tenor pipes. His English is
somewhat accented, but he handles
the lyrics smoothly.
“BLUE
MOON” iRobbins*) is a tiptop ver¬
sion of the great standard.
Slim Whitman (Imperial):
“HUSH-A-BYE” (Roosevelt*) is a'
charming lullaby sold in appealing
style by this oatune vocalist. “UN¬
CHAIN MY HEART” (Shamm*> is
an okay ballad also handled nicely;
A1 Martino (Verve): “A LITTLE
LOVE. A LITTLE KISS” (Chap¬
pells gets a smooth, nleasing bal¬
lad treatment by A1 Martino, who
hasn’t been heard from much in
the
wax sweepstakes recently.
“WHEN DAY IS DONE” (Harms*)
is a good version of the o^die with
some rock ’n’ roll figures in the
background.
Mickey & Sylvia (Vik>:
“THERE’LL 'BE NO BACKIN'
OUT” (Ben Ghazi*) is another at-

8. YOU SEND ME (2)

.r...../....

9. THAT’LL BE THE DAY (8) .....,.
10. MY SPECIAL ANGEL (1) . .... .,

Crickets
Bobby

...... . .Brunswick
Helms

....

Second Group
.

DIANA .....

... *

APRIL LOVE ..

Paul Anka .. ... ABC-Par.
Pat Boone ........

BE BOP BABY ........

.

TAMMY

j Debbie Reynolds...
* l Ames Bros. : r..

... ..

Rickey Nelson ,.

LIECHTENSTEIN POLKA........ .

Willie Glahe ......

.

Nick Todd .

PLAYTHING

..... ..

FRADT/RIX

.

T

t ....

:T. .

AND THAT REMINDS ME._....... .
JUST BETWEEN YOU & ME
AT/I. THE

..
..

.

... .Imperial

Steve Lawrence ..,
Della Reese

......

Chordettes ... ... .Cadence
"Frank. Sinatra.. .... .Carntal

LFipures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 101

islands, and the other devoted to
northern and central Italy. Of ex¬
ceptions! musical interest to schol¬
ar and layman alike, these sets
have been attractively packaged
with.explanatory notes, song trans¬
lations and photos of the various
regional singers.
David Rose Orch: “Autumn
Leaves” (MGM) is another lush set
of instrumentals with a timely sea¬
sonal peg. In its usual glistening
string style, Rose’s orch dishes up
an autumnal serving of “Autumn
Leaves,” “September in the Rain,”
“Shine on Harvest Moon,” “Octo¬
ber Mist” and a flock of standards
with “autumn” in the title.
Gene Austin:: “Restless Heart”
(RCA Victor). On the comeback
trail. Gene Austin, the Elvis Pres¬
ley of the Hoarding Twenties, is
still a. very pleasant vocalist who
can strike a nostalgic note without
pouring on the schmaltz. Austin
delivers with a catching simplicity,
registering with considerable im-.
pact on his own tune, “Take Your
Shoes off Baby” with a slight yo¬
delling effect; also “Memories of
You”
“Sharecroppin’
Blue s,”
“Where The Shy -Little Violets
Grow,” and other items in a fresh¬
sounding songalog.
“Brother John Sellers in Lon¬
don” (London). Brother John Sell¬
ers, an authentic blues singer from
the south, performs with a power¬
ful, moving quality that contrasts
with the shallow vocalizing of the
latter-day rhythm & blues stylists.
Recorded at a London concert, this
collection contains such oldies as
“Backwater Blues,” the Bessie
Smith classic; “Sometimes I Feel
Like A Motherless Child,” “The
House of The Rising Sun” and sev¬
eral songs written by Sellers. A
fine jazz combo, backs up.
Stan
Wilson: . “Folk
Songs”
(Verve) is another excellent show¬
case for the Coast folk singer, Stan
Wilson, who has a fine voice and a
sensitive style going for him, Wil¬
son ranges a lovely religioso. song
like “Cheriy Tree Carol” to the
German war song, “Lili Marlene,”
in an interesting folksong program.
Marie Monte 8c His Continentals:
“Dancing At The Plaza” (Jubilee).
Mark Monte, longtime maestro at
the Plaza’s Persian Room in N. Y.,
is hep to all. the_ dansapation
rhythms and serves them all. up
with a clear beat. His small combo,
with accordion lead, blankets the
field with fox trots, mambos, cha
cha and other tempos. One side
concentrates on Broadway show "
tunes, the other on the Latin items.
“Rooms” (Cadence) is an offbeat
ballet spore by Kenyon Hopkins
played by a small jazz combo. The
score is divided into nine bands,
with Hopkins writing in the idioms
of both modern longhair and jump¬
ing blues.. But without the visual
play of the dancers, this set is
heavy going
“Rook ’n’ Roll a la Franc also”
(Vox). How a French bfihd,' like
the appropriately named crew of
Roland Rock, takes to rock ’n’ roll
is a question that’s fully answered
in this swinging package.
The
French orch'may be a little more
polite and musical than the Ameri¬
can practitioners, bht they still belt
with a hefty beat. Tunes include
a French entry, “Ya T’Faire Cuire Un Oeuf” and such • rock ’n’ roll
“standards” as “Rock‘Around The
Clock,” and “Love Me Tender,” ~
among a half dozen others.
“Rock V Roll With the Robins?*
(Whippet) spotlights a slick rocking
combo in a typical session of har¬
monizing for this genre. Only one
standard, - “All of a Sudden My
Heart Sings” is included. Other
tunes alternate. between the up¬
tempo rhythm items and .the slow
r ’n’ ballads.
.Hem.
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ReGgim^K’l Wick

America is to have iti first year-round, fully professional chorus,
94 voices, two conductors, librarian, accompanists and permanent
staff, thanks to the beer industry of the country. This experiment,
for which funds asuring 18 months' minimum existence have been
put up, might open the door to industry or trade association spon¬
sorship of talent, which heretofore has been obliged to seek sub¬
sidy from private phUanthrophy or tax-exempt foundations.
National Chorus of America, the title just decided, has- been
auditioning for some weeks, is now practically cast and rehearsing
at Steinway. Hall, N.Y., under Edwin MacArthur, and Rene Wiegert.
Its first shakedown tour along the Atlantic Seaboard to Miami will
occur in January. Each singer is under year-round contract, the
minimum being slightly above scale of the American Guild of Mu¬
sical Artists.
National Institute For Music Inc. was set up with- Julius Bloom,
long chief of the Brooklyn Academy of Music, as its exec director
by the beer Industry’s trade association, viz., the U.S. Brewers
Foundation (word is a misnomer) as a unique venture in' goodwill.
There is no year-round,, pro chorus in U.S. and part of the rea¬
soning behind the present one is the musical dictum that, one train¬
ed pro equals two aHd a half campus singers. Brewers foresee their
chorus, appearing (1) on its own (2) with local symphonies (3) di¬
vided by sexes to support college groups. Brewers get a program
credit line, no more.
*
Another possibility: the National Chorus will spend next summer
circulating among the various music festivals of America. It Will he
“in residence” a week at each place, If negotiations jeH. There will
be no travel or salary charges against festivals, though possibly
local lodging will be asked.

Vincent jS,. Andrews, business
manager for numerous radio, tv
and film personalities, has organ¬
ized a new diskery, Candle Rec¬
ords, which will specialize in pro¬
ducing religious and educational
platters.
Andrews explained that'the tag
for the label, Handle, stems from
the candle’s significance ‘ in the
services of tbe three main religious
denominations,. Catholic, Protes¬
tant and Jewish.
Louis Living¬
ston,.. former promotion ' director
for the N/ Y. Journal-Ainerican
and other dailies, is exec v.p. of
the new diskery.
Andrews is business manager
for Tony Marvin, Everett Sloane,
Bea Wain, Frank Parker, Bud
Collyer, Julia Meade, Douglas Ed¬
wards and others.

MERC EXPANDS A&R
STAFF; ADDS RUGOLO
Chicago, Nov. 5,
Art Talmadge, Mercury Records
veep, expanded his staff last week.
Pete Rugolo, recording artist for
Mercury, was put in charge of the
company’s Coast a&r. department.
Carl Stevens was shifted to the
home office here to* head Mer¬
cury’s singles operation in the mid¬
west, and Bob Shad who heads the
eastern singles department was re¬
cently joined by Morty Kraft Tal¬
madge continues as overall head
of a&r. .

Inside Stuff-Music
The Freddie Wacker who maestro* the Windy City Seven, Chicagostyle circa 1957 jazz, exponents, on a new Dolphin LP, is in private
life an industralist, head of a large automotive-parts manufacturing
concern, Ammco Tools Inc. He’s a former president of the Sports Car
Club of America and for two years was an auto racer for the French
team in the International Grand Prix Circuit.
«
However, Wacker is no jazz dilett^pte. The group has worked at
Easy Street and the Blue Note, Chi niteries; has .done beaucoup
private party work (Debutantes’ Cotillion, British Consul General's
Ball, ..etc.) Besides the drummer-emcee Wacker, his team comprises
(Continued on page 84)
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Pittsburgh, Nov. 5.
Former Pittsburgfer Jean
Wald, who had an all-femme
band here for years, has gone
a step farther on the Coast,
where she’s been making her
home for some time. Miss
Wald has organized an All■ Grandmothers Orchestra out
there and is presently rehears¬
ing it for ty and personal ap-^
pearances. Project has been
getting plenty of press atten¬
tion in Los Angeles. One of
the featured performers will
be Rose Perfect, featured in
several editions of old Earl
Carroll and George White mu¬
sicals.
Miss Wald fs associated in
• the venture with her-husband,
Leonard (Shappy) Shapiro, film
and tv assistant director.

Carter and Burgstaller
Hiked by Carl Fischer
In a reshuffling of exec posts at
Carl Fischer Inc. Clifford L. Car¬
ter was upped to veepee in charge
of sales and production and Carl
W. Burgstaller appointed sales
manager.
Carter had been, in the sales
manager post while Burgstaller had
served as his aide. Both have been
with the company for 20 years.
tmmm
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Artist, Label, Title
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jailhouse Rock..
EVERLY BROS (Cadence)
Wake' Up Little Suzy.........
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Chances Are ..
RAYS (Cameo)
Silhoneites *.
SAM COOKE (Keen)
You Send Me .
_
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination ....
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Be Bop Baby.
.
BQBBY HELMS (Decca)
My Special Angel.
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THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
Little Bitty Pretty One.
PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love..
10
AMES BROS. (Victor)
Melodie D’Amour ...
7
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)
Tammy
. .
TtJNE WEAVERS (Checker)
Happy, Happy Birthday, Baby.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
AO the Way. .
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Honeycomb ...!.*.
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Till .;.....
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Just Born ..
DELLA REESE’ (Jubilee)
And That Reminds Me.
WILL GLAHE (London)
Liechtenstein: Polka .
CRICKETS (Brunswick)
That’ll Be the Day....
SHEPHERD SISTERS (Lance)
Alone ...
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
Middle of the Island .
STEVE LAWRENCE (Coral)
Fraolein.
.
RUSS HAMILTON (Kapp)
Rainbow. .
STAN FREBERG (Capitol)
Wunnerful,- Wmm«rfnl _
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Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and sliowing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
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National
Rating
This Last
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‘Pinky Herman Goes Down With the Ship’;
Membership Nears 5,000 Level

1
■i a

Memphis—(Trent-Wood)

I
:

Membership meeting of the
raerican Society of Composers,
.uthors & Publishers ran off
ithout a hitch last week 129 >
ntil a fire broke out at the N.Y.
/aldorf-Astoria Ho^el and smoke
egan pouring into the Empire
loom. The fire again frustrated
?inky Herman, who was speaking
t the time, from getting action on
imendments regarding ASCAP’s
distribution
system.
Fellow
ASCAPERs, as they exited the
room while Herman kept on talkng, despite the smoke, quipped
that “Pinky was going down with
the ship.”
Before the meeting got hot,
ASCAP prexy Paul Cunningham
and other directors delivered their
customary
reports.
While
ASCAP’s distribution for the first
six mon'hs of this year totalled
slightly over $10,000,000, 'the So¬
ciety’s membership is continuing
to climb sharply. During the past
six months,
145 new writers
joined ASCAP to bring the cleffer
total of 3,877. During the same
period, 65 new publishers joined
up to make the total 1,039.
The treasurer’s report, which for
the past few years was made by
Saul H. Bourne, who died a few
weeks ago, was delivered by
Frank H. Connor, assistant treas¬
urer and head of Carl Fischer
Music. Also speaking at the meet
were Deem Taylor, L. Wolfe Gil¬
bert* Ned Washington, and Her¬
man Finkelstein, ASCAP’s general
counsel who explained the opera¬
tion of the Society's legal depart¬
ment.
Meantime, squawks from Chi¬
cago publisher Louis P. O'Connell
over Cunningham’s alleged steam¬
roller handling of the ASCAP
meeting in Chicago the previous
week were answered by numer¬
ous other Chi ASCAP members.
Cunningham' was lauded both for
staging the Society’s first* mem¬
bership meeting foi; the midwest
membership and for his handling
of the meeting. It was pointed out
by ASCAP observers at <he meet
that Cunningham did not deny
O’Connell the floor, but that the
membership itself refused O’Con-’
nell’s request to talk at length.

New 33-45 Standards
Adopted by the RIAA In
Major Dimensional Step
The Record Industry Assn, of
America,, trade, organization rep¬
ping the leading disk labels in the
U.S., has taken a major step in
standardizing of disk manufactur¬
ing around the world with the
adoption of new dimensional stand¬
ards for 33 and 45rpm disks. The
standards were prepared and recommended: by RIAA’s engineering
committee.
The dimensional standards sup¬
plement an earlier set of electronic
criteria set up by the RIAA in
1954. Since that time, the RIAA
recording and reproducing char¬
acteristic has become accepted
around the world by disk manufac¬
turers and makers of playback
equipment. Standards for 78rpm
disks ha cl been previously estab¬
lished by the RIAA/
The new dimensional standards
cover such measurements as* out¬
side and center hole diameters,
thickness of playing and label surf¬
aces and recording groove con¬
tours. Dimensions are also recom¬
mended
for
reproducing
equipment. '
Members of the engineering
committee are Willianr S. Bach-
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Home-Brewed: %t1 Chorus for U.S.
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iGloria

Lambert’s Col Bow

Gloria Lambert will make her
i sk debut on Columbia Records.
Thrush Is featured singer on Ca¬
nadian tv.
She’s being managed by Dick
Linke, who recently left Col to
open his own management shop.
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A&R’er Tege Out
Of Patbe-Marconi
On a Lasso Tie
Paris, Nov. 5.
Maurice Tege has ankled the top
diskery here, Pathe-Marconl. He
was the artists & repertoire man
and had the whole talent stable
under him.
Some friction arose when other
stars felt he paid too much atten¬
tion to launching Hispano song¬
stress Gloria Lasso who has be¬
come one of the biggest selling
platter names here. Decision to
part company was mutually agreed
upon by Tege and Pathe-Marconi
and he exited with Miss Lasso un¬
der personal contract to him.
Tege will be replaced by a group
of new a&r men who will each
take a few artists to work with.
Among the diskery’s roster are
Georges Guetary, Line Renaud,
Edith Piaf, Maurice Chevalier.
Labels controlled by Pathe-Mar¬
coni are Pathe, Le Voix De Son
Maitre, Columbia (the name only,
since Philips has Yank Columbia
disks), Capitol, MGM.
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TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated toith data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with yARizTY.The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in thv case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

1

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

2

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) .. ...Jailhouse Rockf
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) ..Wake Up Little Suzyf

2

1

3

3

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia).. Chances Are*

4

5

RAYS (Cameo)

Up Sparnon at BMI

5

10

Ken Sparnon has been named di¬
rector of station relations for
Broadcast Music Inc. He’ll work
under Glenn R. Dolberg, v.p. in
charge of BMI’s station relations.
Sparnon has been a field rep
with BMI for the past 11 years and
previously served as musical and
program director of a couple of
upstate N. Y. radio stations.

6

4

JANE MORGAN (Kapp)

7

8

RICKY NELSON (Imperial) ...Be Bop Babyf

8

7

JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)

LEROY ANDERSON

Basie Counts Up
Beaucoup B.O.In
Brit‘Spec’Spree

PSrI^TY Scoreboard

...

. Silhouettesf

SAM COOKE (Keen)' ...

You Send Mef

... Fascination*
.Honeycomb*

9

AMES BROS. (Victor) ..Melodic D’Amourf

10

BOBBY HELMS (Decca) ... .My Special Angelf

,

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

George R. Marek, RCA Victor
disk v.p. and general manager,
speaking before the Philadelphia
Rotary Club today (Wed.) on “The
Growth of the Record Business.”

TUNES
TUNE

PUBLISHER

Another Big Hit

1

3

fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F ..

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS

2

1

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUZY.

3
4
5
6
7

2
7
5

♦CHANCES ARE ......

8

♦AROUND THE WORLD—‘‘Around World Hi 80 Days”-F.. Young

8

6

♦HONEYCOMB

9
10

10

* Recorded byt
• LEROY ANDERSON (Dacca)
• CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
• FREDERICK FENNELL (Mercury)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

Presley

Acuff-Rose
..Korwin

fSILHOUETTES ............. r

\\>m

m

♦TAMMY—‘‘Tammy & Bachelor”-F...Northern
fYOU SEND ME .....Higuera
.

Joy

♦FASCINATION—“Love In The Afteraoon”-F

.*. Southern

fMELODIE D’AMOUR.....*.Rayven
(♦ASCAP fBMI F-Films)

MPPA Cracks Down

J

ATTENTION:
Mr. MUSIC PUBLISHER

TONI ARDEN

!★★★

from the 20th Century-Fox Film
“APRIL LOVE”,

. .Regent

foisted'on some supermarkets also
reacted against the legitimate
labels.
In the last year, however, attrac¬
tive new packaging ideas in the
; Continued from page 57 ,
low-priced fields have sparked the
of the Eastman School of Music miliar with the various separate, rapid growth of the supermarket
racks. *LP packages, selling for
who also reps the Music Educa¬ rights under.copyright.
(3) MPPA will urge publishers to slightly under $2 are getting fancy
tors National Conference, the Col¬
four-color art work, liner notes and
use
duplicating
machines
of
their
lege Band Directors National
covering by polyethyl¬
own for out-of-print publications to protective
ene hags.
The customers now
Assn, and the National Assn, of supply copies when needed.
It; know
that
they are getting fresh
College Wind and Percussion In¬ was pointed out that many schools platters.
structors.
resorted to duplicating machines)
to the supermarkets
Fennell and Douglas have come when they ordered music only to is Distribution
handled via rack-jobbers who
up with a five-point program de¬ get back an “out-of-print’*^.reply. give the stores a 100% return
signed to solve the problem. The
(4) The MPPA will furnish privilege, but cut their discount
program calls for;
MENC.a list of publishers to whom from the regular 38% to 25%, The
(1) An expansion of MPPA’s pub¬ requests for permission of various rack-jobbers have the .status of
Young; man, 27, wishes position as
lic relations work concerning the kinds can be addressed. MENC sub-distributors in the areas in
Man Friday to busy music publisher.
copyright law and MENC’s sponsor- will distribute the list to its 31,000 which they work.
Thorough knowladga of avary facet of j ship of courses in such law for mu- members.
music field. Can do promotion work, •sic teach.rs.
(5) A form of permission to ar¬
Louisville and *Leglt’
find suitable material, visit A&R
j (2) Adequate warning notices to range for marching band, which can
men, etc. Replies confidential.
Louisville, Nov. 5.
i be put on all music publications. be used by publishers wishing to
Write Box V-375, VARIETY,
Local
chain stores and groceries
do so, will he drawn up for i.se
154 W. 4«th‘ St„ New York 34, N, Y. [The notice, “All Rights Reserved,”
Purpose of such are plugging LP records, and otter¬
i is not sufficient for those not fa- by publishers.
an agreement would be to stimu¬ ing disks at special prices, with
★★***★★******★****★*★*★★*★★*★*★*★★*★ late working agreeiu—its between purchase of food. This trend has
individual schools and publishers. been cutting into the biz of legit
record shops, with Variety Record
Shop, on the main stem, feeling
the competish from a chain gro¬
cery next door,
" Horace Roth, proprietor of the
Continued from page 57
record shop, has his own radio
Currently
disk companies, however, "have in show. He’s emphatic in his pitch,
the main convinced ^the conven¬ saying, “we do not i>ell aspirin, coL
PALMER HOUSE, Chicago
tional retailers that tfie supermar¬ fee, and the like, but do sell rec¬
To Follow
kets are no competitive threat, hut ords. He now has a window dis¬
are creating new disk customers. play offering a pound of coffee,
STATLER HOTEL, Detroit
The? point out that supermarkets jar of condensed cream, and a
and Then
can carry only a limited line of pound of sugar with each UP rec¬
STATLER HOTEL, Cleveland
merchandise at best and hence can ord, foi; free.
only serve to whet, not satisfy,
Exclusively: DECCA RECORDS
disk consumer appetites.
■‘Previn for'Xmas*
The second big headache has
Hollywood/ Novj IT.
been the problem, of the quality
JOB GLASER, Pres.
of the disks sold to the syndicate
Tops Records, which specializes
stores. In several cases, super¬ in a low-price line of albums for
743 Fifth Ave. 203 N. Wabash Ave. 407 Lincoln Rtf.
1419 Sunset Blvd.
market managers have been on the sale in supermarkets, has signed
Hew York 22, N.Y,
Chicago, III.
Miami Beach, Fla. H'wood 46, Calif.
verge of throwing out the disk Andre Previn to cut an album, of
Phoner
Phonet.
Phone:
Phone*
racks
because of the number of Fats Waller material.. It will ibe re¬
PLaza 9-4400
CEntral 4-9451
JEfferson f-0383
OLympia 2-9940
squawks and returns'from custom¬ leased in time for the Christmas
ers, - The shoddy -merchandised trade.

THE THINGS
WE DID
LAST SUMMER

London, Oct. 29.
Nearly 3,000 jazz fans swapped
bed for Basie on Thursday (24)
when the Count and his orchestra
gave a midnight matinee at the
Royal Festival Hall. For Basie It
was a pipe opener for a whirlwind
40-concert tour in 21 days of key
cities in the British sticks and a
swift return after his fabulous
click of a few months ago. Out¬
side the hall, scalpers were sell¬
ing: top-price ducats at twice their
face value of $2.80.
. Basie at piano was supported by
15 musicians plus blues singer Joe
Williams and most of the person¬
nel were given solos. A standout
was drummer Sonny Payne going
to town t with an acrobatic solo
during an arrangement of ‘OF Man
River” in which the melody line
-was so skillfully obscured that
even the late Jerome Kern would
have got an idea for a new tune,
Thad Jones and Joe Newman also
scored with an amusing trumpet
duet called, oddly enough, “Duet.”
Charlie Foulkes gave a mellow
rendering of “Spring Is Here” on
baritone sax and tenor sax Eddie
"Lockjaw” Davis had several
chances, notably with “Too Beauti¬
ful.”
_
Impresario Harold Davison should
be well, satisfied with Basie’s
opening stint of his current torn:.

-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-^

Supermarkets

LEO FEIST, INC.
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Survey of retail sheet music
sellers based On reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities, and showing com- .
paratwe sales rating for this
and last week.
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EDDIE REED & HIS RIVERBOAT
5 PLUS 2
Bourbon Street, N. Y.
For those interested in higher
mathematics, Eddie Reed & His
Riverboat 5 Plus 2 adds up to a
swinging total of eight. (Clarinet,
trumpet, trombone, - tuba, drums,
piano, banjo, femme vocalist.) And
for those interested In a stimulat¬
ing dixieland beat. Reed and his
footers have what it takes.
The boys go on for a set that
runs a little over 30 minutes and
drive all the way. With the maes¬
tro setting the pace on clarinet,
the session Tuns at a happy and
invigorating pace. They blast
through With typical dixieland
spirit on such winners as "jStruttin’

Some Barbecue." "Tin Roof
Blues,’1 "Farewell Blues" and
"Someday Sweetheart”
In the specialty department,
Peanuts Dargan scores with a hardplunking banjo treatment of "The
World Is Waiting For The Sun¬
rise” and vocalist Lynn Nash belts
"Bill Bailey” with lotsa spirit al¬
though the mike didn't give her
much help at show caught
Oros.
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50

9
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10
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123
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9
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10
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5
(C

♦Tammy (Northern)..
1
3 \ * Around the World (Young)..
2
♦Fascination {Southern) ..
♦Chances Are (KorwinL.. ..
5
4
♦Affair to Remember (Feist)..
6
•fWake Up Susy (Acuff-R.)
iP ♦Heart Reminds (Symphony) .
7
♦Honeycomb (Joy).
10
vMelodie D’Amour (Rayven).
8
♦Middle of Island (Mayfair)..
11
vDiana (Pamco).'._
. *Ivy Rose (Roneom) .......
15
♦Till .(Chappell).
14
tjailhouse Rock (Presley).
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Visiting German Music Bizites Struck With Studio
Speed and Musicianship

©
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Irving Berlin Salats
Continued

from pare

1

ss

set arid has issued a single of the
title song by Eddie Fisher. The
Ames Bros., also Victor artists,
have cut the tune in English and
in German. "Running Away From
You” currently is riding with Merv
Griffin (Decca) and Don Cherry
(Columbia),
Also in on the Berlin drive is the
tv-track set from the upcoming
NBC-TV spec of "Annie Get Your
Gun." ^Package will be Issued by
Capitol and stars Miry Martin with
Mitch Miller, head of pop artists John Raitt. Decca has the original
& repertoire at Columbia Records, Broadway cast ahum with Ethel
has added Tony Piano to his aitr Merman.
staff.
Piano had been with the Ameri¬
Genevieve Duffy, harpist for
can Broadcasting Co. as staff di¬ Fred Waring, has quit the Pennsyl¬
vanians to start her own trio.
rector since 1949.

Mitch Miller Adds
Tony Kano is Aide

OO-LA-LA
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Impressive U.S. Disk Know-How
Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

£

MUSIC

The quality of American musi¬
cians and the dispatch with which
recording sessions are conducted
in New York have virtually howled
over three music business visitors
from. Germany. Music publisher
Hans Gerig, lyricist Kurt Feltz
and composer Heinz Gietz were all
struck by the high standard of
U. S. musicianship and the diskeries’ smooth-flowing recording
sessions.
They were particularly im¬
pressed with the standout quality
of the "blowing” instruments
(reeds and brass) and the electric
and steel guitars. Gerig said that
there’s no tradition in Germany
for the latter instruments, especial¬
ly, and that there is a dynamic
playing here that’s lacking there.
In regard to how much is accom¬
plished here in three-hour record¬
ing session, Gerig’s quipped, "It’s
probably because U. S. musicians
are so expensive.”
They believe that the competi¬
tion for jobs keeps the U. S. musi¬
cian on his toes. In Germany, they
pointed out, a musicians is as
secure as’ a “civil service” man.
He works steadily on radio and for
the • recording companies feeling
safe in an income bracket that
runs to about $1,600 a month.
In spite of this the disk busi¬
ness is running at full steam. They
figure that 40,000,000 singles were
sold in West Germany last year/
That’s a sizeable amount consider¬
ing the country’s population runs
to ahojit 45,000,000. A hit disk,
they point out, racks up between
a 500,000 and 700,000 sale. The.
single platter sells for four marks,
which is equivalent to the Ameri¬
can dollar, but the. similarity ends
there when it’s considered that
four marks can also buy two goodsized steaks.
Single records in Germany are
still outdistancing the LP’s. The
single speed sales are now almost
equally divided between 45's and
78’s. Radio, said, Gerig, is still
the most important outlet for rec¬
ord .exposure. However, he added,
that retail shops directly and juke¬
boxes also account for direct disk

sales ’action. He predicts that tv
will eventually grow into an im¬
portant factor in the selling of
disks. There are now 1,100,000
tv sets there and 13,000,000 radios.
As disk sales have zoomed, sheet
music sales have, collapsed. A hit
record of say about 700,000 sales
will have a sheet music sale of less
than 50,000 copies.
Unlike the U. S. picture, the
German teenager is not the main
disk buyer. Gerig stated that it’s
still an adult market, but the teen¬
agers are creeping in as they are
beginning to earn more money.
The German market has become
a lucrative market for U. S. pub¬
lishers. They figure that dose to
20 U. S.-originated songs become
hits in Germany. The tunes usually
are given a free Deutsche transla¬
tion. According to Feltz, who
translates many of the American
tubes, German tradition and sen¬
timent prohibit a literal transla¬
tion. "A lyric has to have a mean¬
ing that will appeal to the Ger¬
man attitude,” he said.
Feltz and Gietz planed home
Sunday (3) while Gerig stays on
for another week. Latter operates
a publishing group of 10 firms
which includes Sidemton-Verlag,
representative in the German ter¬
ritory of certain material from the
catalog of the Big Three (Robbins-Felst-Miller) and Is the ex¬
clusive rep for current material
including pop songs, film tunes
and standards. Big Three’s asso¬
ciation with Gerig covers recipro¬
cal aranrgements concerning the
publication of certain Gerig publi¬
cations in the U. S.
In Germany, the Big Three also
Is associated with Francis, Day &
Hunter in Frankfort.

Dialnnn Carroll Abroad
Dlahann Carroll* Vik Records
songstress. Is enroute to Europe for
three-month tour of the Continent,
opening at the Olympia Theatre in
Paris Nov. 13.
Prior to that, she’s set for a cou¬
ple of British video dates.

WHAT A SOUND
TRACK ALBUM !
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‘Annie’ Reload*

(b The Upbeat
New York
Moriy Palltz honeymooning on
the-coast with Jean Kandilou * . .
RCA Victor's latest crush, Jennie
Smith, hails from West Virginia’3
Charleston and not the Carolina’s
Charleston as erratumed In last
week's Variety . .. Mary Lou Wil¬
liams Trio and the Lou Donaldson
AH Stars belting it out at Gil
Blum’s Sugar Hill, Newark, for the
rest of the week . . . Barton Music
making up a special coupling of
"Same Old Saturday Night" and
"Full Moon and Empty Arms" out
of Bobby Brookes' RCA Victory
album "This Is The Night” for a
deejay push . . . Ralph Strain con¬
tinues on the 88 at Goldie’s eastside spot until Dec. 1 . . . Roulette
Records and Milton Berle pouring
at Danny’s Hide-A-Way Friday (8)
for latter's album, "Songs My
Mother Loved" . . . Renato Carasone headlines "Jazz With A Nea¬
politan Touch" at Carnegie Hall
Jan. 4-5.
Tony Martin begins a 10-day en¬
gagement at Blinstrub’s, Boston,
Nov. 15 . . . Tommy Prisco guests
on Dick Clark’s ABC-TV show
Thursday (8) . . . In its push on
the Concertgebouw albums, Epic
Records is running a promotion
contest for distributors. Winners
get a round-trip ticket for two to
Holland . . . Exposition Press hits
the.stalls today <Wed.) with "The
March King and His Band," a trib¬
ute to John Philip Sousa. Tome
written by Kenneth Berger, will
appear under firm’s Banner label.
. . . Judy Scott returns to the
Mapes, Reno, Nov. 14 for a twoweek stand.
Teddi King goes into the Ele¬
gante, Brooklyn, for five days be
ginning Nov. 13 . . . Daphne Hellman joins Lovely Powell and
Warren Vaughan at Julius Monk’s
Upstairs tomorrow (Thurs.)).

Schenley Restaurant and on Fridays-Saturdays she’s joined by
husband Dick Mansfield, on drums,
and Billy Catizone, violinist . . .
Del Monaco, whose quartet alter¬
nates with Luke Riley orch at Holi¬
day House, is now permanent em¬
cee there, too . . . Jay Sullivan
band had its 'optidn 'picked up at
Anchorage through next July . . ,
Walt Harper orch beginning series
of Sunday afternoon jazz concerts
at new Quippian Club Lounge in
Aliquippa . . . A1 Morel! combo
into the Cove Jor indef stay . . .
Jerry Betters 4 has checked into
Hollywood Show Bar in East Pitts¬
burgh . , . All-Star Trio, into the
Chateau for a stretch, consists of
Chuck Maurice on piano, Billy Rye
on drums and Emil Brenkus on
bass.

Decca Records jj mapping a
new <*ales push on its original
cast album of *AbnIe Get
Your Gun” In conjunction
with the upcoming NBC-TV
version on Thanksgiving Eve,
Nov. 27.
Mary Martin is playing the
tv lead In'the role that Ethel
Merman cheated on the Broad¬
way stageV

Inside Stuffc-Miiac
an Continue* from; past 51 j

a flock of jazz vets: Ralph Blank, piano, ex-Ted Weems; Reimer R.
Hoffman, bass, confrere of Bix Beiderbecke; Russ Phillips, trombone,
ex-Louis Armstrong sideman; Charlie Sperb, clarinet; Bob Burnett,
trumpet^ Spencer Clark, sax; latter two also .do the hand’s arrange¬
ments.
.' "

Name Israel, Chiantia
To Board of MPPA

Arthur Israel, general manager
of Paramount-Famous music, and
Sal Chiantia, exec v.p. of Leeds
Music, have been named to the
■board of the Music Publishers Pro¬
tective Assn, at the meeting of di¬
rectors last week.
They fill vacancies on the MPPA
board created by the moveover of
Robbins’ 'Dollar* Score Bernard Goodwin from Para¬
Jack Robbins, as head of J. J. mount’s music chief to DuMont
Robbins Music, is currently work¬ prexy and the recent death of pub¬
ing on the score of "Happy Dol¬ lisher Saul H. Bourne. ,
lar,". musical with music by Wil¬
liam Friral and lyrics by the late
John Latouche.
Johnny Matthews has moved into
This was Latouche’s'final com¬
pleted work.
1 the disk business with the launch¬
ing of Dome Records. He had been
In personal management for the
LEILA WOLF CARRIES ON
past three years.
Dlstribuiton for the Dome- label
Leila Wolf, widow of. Lennie
Wolf, disk promoter who died last already has been set up In most
week, is now heading her hus¬ of the key areas in the east and
band’s firm. She went on a disk Matthews is now negotiating with
jockey tour this week for her distribs in other parts of the coun¬
clients.
try,. Dome’s first release was cut
She also is repping the Gus by Valli Hilton, formerly with
RCA Victor.
Kahn Music firm in New York.

Johnny Matthews’ Dome

The Kenner System, a survey and logging operation for advertising
and public relations firms, is planning a crack at the disk business to
service diskerles, distributors and publishers with a rundown of dayto-day air play of leading disk jockeys oh New York’s independent sta¬
tions. Before entering the field, .the Kenner System surveyed the N.Y.
market (which accounts for 10% of the nation's gross disk sales) to
determine which jockeys sell the bulk of pop and rock ’n’ roll disks
in N.Y. via their air play.
The survey revealed that the leading deejay "salesmen’’ in N.Y.
were Art Ford and Lonny Starr (WNEW), Allan Freed (WINS), Jerry
Marshall and Peter; Tripp (WMGM), Ernie Stone and. Bob Callen
(WMCA) and Jocko Henderson (WOV).
A tv-biography of a tune has been set for ABC-TV’s "Telephone
Time” next Tuesday (12). Yarn, written by Laslo Vadnay, concerns "I
Get Along Without You Very Well" and how composer Hoagy Car¬
michael resurrected an old poem by “J.B." (Jane Brown Thompson)
which he had found in a magazine for a song version. Carmichael then
enlisted the aid of colmunist Walter Winchell to find "J.B." Both Car¬
michael and Winchell will appear on the show. The tune will he sung
by Tony Mitchell who also grooved it on the Liberty label;
“Kisses Sweeter Than Wine,’.’ Jimmie Rodgers’latest side for Rou¬
lette Records, was the center of a short tug-of-war between two pub¬
lishers last week. On the Roulette label, credit was given to Favorite
Music, a subsid of the disk company which thought that it was a public
domain number. Howie Richmond’s Folkways Music firm, however,
successfully put in its claim, pointing out that it copyrighted the ident¬
ical tune several years ago. It was .written by Paul Campbell and Joel
Newman and was originally recorded by The Weavers.
Music publisher Jerry Vogel is again doubling as benefactor of the
handicapped for the Thanksgiving season. Through the Jerry Vogel
Foundation, he’s shipping “Kandy Treats” to mental hospitals, homes
for the incurable and state schools. During the past year about
1,000,000 candy packages were sent throughout the U.S., Alaska and
Canada. Contributions to the Foundation are accepted at 112 West
44th Street, N. Y,

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLEBS

London
Nat Sbapiro, of TJ, "S. Columbia
Records, planed out after a fiveday quickie... Dave Toff, MelchorToff London topper, back in town
after a few days on the Continent
combining business with pleasure
. , . The Jack White orch is bowing
out of its resident spot at the As¬
toria ballroom after more than 21
years. Jimmy Simmonds orchcwlll
take over.

Hollywood
Marvin Fisher spinning wax for
Jimmy Maddin’s Sanbah Room
nitely over KBLA . . . Lionel New¬
man will conduct Hugo Friedhofer’s score the "The Young
Lions," the fourth time they’ve
been teamed this year . . . Elsa
Lanchester to cut another album of
bawdy ballads for Hi-Fi Records.
... Andre Brummer is music direc¬
tor on “The Rawhide Breed," Terry
& Lyon Production for Allied Art¬
ists . . . Ronald Stein will compose
and conduct score for American In¬
ternational’s “Hell Raiders."

Chicago
Wayne Muir orch starts sixth
year as house band at Congress
Hotel . . . Carter Hotel, Cleveland,
started live music for first time in
seven years with Emil Gray Trio
who opened Monday (4> . . . Bob
White Quartet repacted by McConkey agency for five years . . .
Charlie Barnet booking at Blue
Note, Nov. 27-Dec. 8, cancelled
because of illness . , . Endre
Ocskay, bandleader at Bismarck
Hotel for several years, signed by
Associated Booking Corp. . . . Don
Shirley Trio go for two weeks at
London House here Nov. 13.

San Francisco
Billy Barnes revue and Shelley
Berman opened at the hungry i last
Sunday (3) . . . Currie Trader's
leading a trio opposite Virgil Gon¬
salves’ Sextet at the Jazz Showcase.
. . . Jean Hoffman and her trio
moved from the Offbeat Room to
George Andros’ Fack’s II . . . Jazz
Workshop’s Chris Ibanez inked by
Vik , . . Joaquin Garay opened yes¬
terday <5> at Kona Club, El Cerrito.
., . Dennis Day opens Thursday (7)
at the Fairmont’s Venetian Room.
. . . Dave Brubeck returned to the
Blackhawk . . . Bob Mielke’s Bear¬
cats at the Pioneer Village, Lafa¬
yette.

P'SniETT
Survey of retail falbum best
sellers based on reports from lead*.
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

3
2
3
4
3
6
7
8
9

10
11A
11B
13
14A
,14B
16A
16B
18
19
20A
20B
22
23

Pittsburgh
Johnny Costa Trio goes into the
Backstage Club, Phoenix, Ariz.,
Nov. 18 for a month . . . Marie
Moss playing piano nightly at Park

Artist, Label, Title
AROUND THE WORLD (Decea)

24
25

MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090). 3
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
8
Where Are You (W 855)....... 9
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
5
Love Is the Thing CW 823)..... 6
PAT BOONE (Dot)
10
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071). 4
‘ ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
4
Loving You (LPM 1515).... ;v 5
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
17
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000)..
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
6
Wonderful, Won’ful (CL 1028).
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
7
Sings Caribbean (LPM 1505).. 2
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack (SAO 595)..
11
KING & I (Capitol)
13
Soundtrack (T 740)...
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
9
Soundtrack (DL 5210).
MANTOVANI (London)
8 Film Encores (LL 1700).
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5230)....... 7
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca)
19
Soundtrack (DL 8289).
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
21
Soundtrack (W 192). ,
LAWRENCE WELK (Coral)
16
Dixieland (57146).
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
Helen Morgan Story (OLC1030) .
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
22
Almost Paradise (1063)__ . ,
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
12
Swinging Affair (W 8031). 10
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
14
Exotica (LRP 3034)...
FRED WARING (Capitol)
Waring in HiFi (W 845). .
JONATHAN EDWARDS (Columbia)
Piano Artistry (CL 1024).
EYDIE GORME (ABC-Par)
18 . Swings the Blues (192).
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic)
25 .Dance to Music Of (LN 3340)..
2
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Natives for Sure, But U S. Acts a Must
As Paris Olympia Hits Vaude Groove
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Sheraton Chain (45) Favors Tax KO
To Regain Major Spot in Cafe Sun

By JOE COHEN
-.
Paris; Nov: 5. 4-:- ■ . " !
The new cruise ship scale re¬
Bruno Coquatrix, prexy of the Coquatrix Takes Over
Although the. Sheraton chain,
cently adopted by the American Hoop-la in Atlan-ta
Olympia musichall, feels that since
of Variety Artists may scut¬
For Polynesian Eatery without one major supper club,
Paris7 Bobino Hall Guild
his house has reached staple, status
tle floating vaudeville, according to
spends $450,000 annually ou talent,
Atlanta, Nov. 5.
Paris, Oct. 29.
bookers of the pleasure jaunts.
here, top Yank acts are indispen¬
Luau, Atlanta’s newest eatery, that’s considered only a fraction ol
Bruno Coquatrix,' prexy of the They fear that the scale is so high
sable to keep it going. ’They are Olympia Music Hall, took over di¬ as to be impractical, under present was dedicated last week when Jody what its talent costs would be if the
necessary to take the brunt off the rection of the. Bobino Music Hall day circumstances, and that the Shattuck, Miss Georgia and run- 20% cabaret tax were eliminated
low number of Gallic vaude names this week. Latter, is a 900-seater steamship lines will turn to foreign nerup in Miss America contest, cut or at least reduced to 10% in keep¬
with mainly a nabe following, while | performers to avoid the new scale a rope of orchids to launch the
who can draw audiences.
Polynesian-type restau¬ ing with .the other amusement
American names appeal to a the former is the top house here, j which calls for $125 minimums as $500,000
rant. Miss Shattuck, along with taxes. The Sheraton, with its 41
growing English speaking audience Coquatrix will finish the season against the $50 bottoms under the
Carling
Dinkier
Jr. and .Carling hotels In the U.S. and Canada, cui>
with
the
preseiit
lineup
at
the
previous
setup.and come in usually with disk or
It’s pointed out that the $125 Dinkier Sr., snipped the rope flown rently operates on a music unit
film reps to help at the wickets. Bobino, which calls for repeats
from
Hawaii
especially
for the oc¬
of
topliners
already
at
the
Olym¬
Scale
is
only
the
beginning.
In
or¬
The showy technical gloss and
der to book acts at $125 weekly, casion. Opening celebration con¬ basis on a minimum of 38 hotels
knowhow of stateside acts also pia.
tinued throughout day, taking on throughout the country, says Albert
the
lines
will
have
to
pay
a
serv¬
Coquatrix
may
buy
out
the
Bobihelps.
no next year and intends to Use ice fee to the talent setters, since Hollywood • aspects with search¬ Banks, entertainment director of
The Olympia, well situated in
for launching of new big names. no commissions can be collected lights piercing skies through din¬ the chain.
central Paris, gets the highbrow it
Its entertainment potential wouK
If Bobino works as a springboard on minimum dates. In addition, ner hour.
“tout Paris” crowd who have re¬ it might give some new stars a the lines have to provide first-rate
Six Polynesian chefs prepare be increased tremendously with th(
turned to help make this renais¬ chance to take the load off the accommodations which in some of oriental food at Luau, which has repeal or reduction to 10% of thi
sance of an old show biz aspect a overworked toppers in France who the longer cruises can go as high 317 seats and packing space for 200 present 20% levy, and it could con¬
regular, plus the youth for its pre¬ are forced to play all the houses as $750 per performer. All this cars. For those who prefer Ameri¬ ceivably enter in the ranks of th«
sentations of top pop jazz and song each season and may wear out for two or three evenings of shows can food, four cooks are on hand. major entertainment buyers, ac¬
figures. Coquatrix says'the French their welcome early.
during a single trip, makes the Owned and operated by Dinkier cording to Banks.
artist js still the mainstay of a
lines feel that the hiring of Ameri¬ interests, who run a chain of hotels
As matters stand now. Banks de¬
house here, but Yank names will
can acts is no longer feasible, ac¬ and motels in South^ Luau is front¬ clared, most of the Sheraton hotels,
get more important each season
cording to the bookers.
ed by a'pagoda-type porte cochere which formerly had a major league
and also allow the lead Gallic stars
The condition aggravated by the and surrounded by semi-tropical policy in some of its rooms, now
a respite allowing them to hit the
fact that foreign entertainers can oriental gardens. It’s located on make more by renting out this
boards every 18 months to two
be hired as crew members, with it Peachtree Bd.
space for functions. By this means
years so as not to wear opt their
stricter discipline,, and paid $100
they take no chances on meeting
monthly or less.
welcome. >
costs to cover the weekly entertain¬
Coquatrix points to the appear¬
Ulaim a Precedent
ment budget, and they stand a
ances of Maurice Chevalier, Edith
chance of making more money
.The cruise bookers say that
Piaf and Yves Montand whose* farthere is precedent for such think¬
without apy major outlays. What’s
between stints allow for prolonged
ing in the cruise entertainment]
more, it takes little effort by the
one-man shows or long house runs.
business.
When the American
hotel sales staffs to sell the room
Miss‘Piaf does a six-week stay at
Federation of Musicians raised the j
long in advance, so that it would
. Washington, Nov. 5.
the Olympia starting next Febru¬
scale on the cruise ships, demand-!
be impossible to book a performer
Theft of the-funds set aside to ed staterooms with portholes, even
ary. With three vauders here,
such as Frank Sinatra even if he
Olympia, Bobino, Alhambra-Mau- pay the 20% cabaret tax does not on airconditioned Ships, for toot-j
wanted to work for scale. Conse¬
rice Chevalier, Coquatrix opines free the nitery from any of its ob¬ ers, and favored seats in the dining
quently, most of the chain’s top
that the few big draws peter out ligations to pay the bite to Uncle room, most cruise ships hired
rooms are blacked out so that it
their appeal by«playing all spots Sam. Internal Bevenue Service, alien musicians at a fraction of
Federal Judge Oliver D. Hamlin is impossible to create any supper
the scale demanded by the AFM.
in one season. There are different asked for a ruling, explained:
club activity.
lopped
$40,000
off
the
jury’s
award
auds for each house, with the
“A cabaret experienced an armed .Today, it’s pointed iout, only a;few
According to Banks, the repeal
Bobino and Alhambra tilting for robbery. A portion of the money Holland-American line boats and to Dick Jones/ former eastern re¬ or reduction of the tax would at
gional
director
of
the
American
nabe following, but there is still stolen represented funds that Italian liners have; 802’ers plying
Guild of Variety Artists, as exces¬ least double present nitery employ¬
the
pleasure
circuits.
The
French
a conflict.
the cabaret owner had set aside for
sive.
Defendants In the case ment, and would cause many hotels
Yanks who already have played payment of the cabaret tax. There¬ and Cunard Lines dropped Ameri- Jackie Bright, now national ad-1 to reconsider their policies which
(Continued oq page -68)
the Olympia are Lena Home, Billy fore it is contended that Telief
ministrative secretary of AGVA, j pass up supper clubs in favor of
Eckstine, Louis Armstrong, Lionel from payment should be allowed to
and - Jack Irving, who formerly rentals. '
Hampton, Nicholas Bros., June the extent that the funds stolen
held that position, were left with
The Sheraton chain has in the
Richmond aind the Peters Sisters, represented cabaret tax.
a total claim of $70,000 against past done its own promotions. Dar¬
but the American era really started .“There is no provision Of law
them. Jury had awarded a total ing the summer, at its French Lick
last week with the phenom reaction affording relief from payment of
of $110,000 against -both defend¬ Springs, Ind., outlet, it promoted
to the Platters (5) preceded in bally the cabaret tax; by a person liable
ants.
its own jazz festival profitably, and
by top disk sales.' They were therefor, where his funds, includ¬
' As matters now stand. Judge is now considering getting the
upped to top split billing with ing those he may* have set aside
Hamlin lowered the $30,000 gen¬ units playing the Newport (R.I.)
comic Henri Genes the second day to discharge such liability, are
eral damages against each of the Jazz Festival to work this resort
and are the pull which is giving the stolen. Accordingly, there is no
defendants to $10,000. Jurist left town immediately afterwards, thus
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
basis for reducing the cabaret own¬
house a three-week SRO stanza.
Burlesque, dead in the Frisco Bay intact the $35,000 punitive dam¬ creating a midwest version of New¬
area only three weeks, made a ages against Irving and $15,000 port/ The hotel also promoted a
Coquatrix Jlas signed them for ers’ liability for the tax.”
quick comeback last, week when claim against Bright,
a sixmonth tour of. the Continent,
jazz festival at the Sheraton Park
•
Georgia
Drive
On
AGVA
and President Follies owner tJones now has 20 days from last Hotel, Washington.
maybe even Eastern Europe, start¬
Both these
Eddie Skolak got together on con¬ Wednesday (30) to decide whether; ventures were highly successfuly
ing. with the Brussels-World*s Fair
Macon, Ga., Nov. 5.
in April, and will then ease them
A drive for collection of the tract terms. Skolak will' resume to accept the award or whether to: from both a financial and prestige
in. as headliners for the first show Federal cabaret tax of 20% on the live shows at the President next appeal in an effort to reinstate the ] viewpoints.
full amount Bright and Irving
next season in September. For the gross receipts of . a wide variety Friday (8).
There are some execs in the chain
He reluctantly closed down, in may also appeal the case.
j who
rest of this season he also has lined of places offering entertainment to
miss the first-class talent op¬
un Frankie Laine, Dizzy Gillespie, the public is being launched In 22 favor sex films, Oct. 14, because
Libel suit stemmed from a series erations that used to be part of the
he claimed he couldn’t pay the of three articles, written in the Sheraton units. Banks stated. It
Count Basie, Diahann Garroll, middle Georgia counties.
Erroll Garner, Terrier Trio, Billy
Howard Cass, Macon agent of scale AGVA was demanding. Sko¬ union’s house organ, AGVA News, would be a matter of great prestige
Holiday, Modern Jazz Quartet. Jack the U. S. Internal Bevenue Serv¬ lak at the time said AGVA insist¬ which Jones, says libeled him by to the circuit if, for example, the
Teagarden. and Earl Hines, Harry ice; said this tax has been laxly ed he pay slightly mote than $150 referring to him as a “traitor.” Sheraton Plaza, Boston, would re¬
Belafonte and Judy Garland.
enforced for several years. He in¬ a week. But last week Phil Down¬ Articles were byjined by Bright vive its Oval Room, which was one
The jazz stars will do mainly timated this was due more to Con¬ ing, Frisco area AGVA rep, report¬ and Irving.
of the foremost class talent opera¬
two-day concerts worked between fusion among those.who should ed the union and Skolak had i
tions in the country, or if the Mt.
regular three-week‘shows, as well pay the tax and to laxity tracing agreed on a $125 weekly scale, plus
Royal, Montreal, could re-create
as headline or feature some\regu- to lack of manpower in the bureau a $2.50 welfare fund contribution.
its Normandie Room. It’s a great
lar entries. Miss Garland is ex¬ rather than to intent to evade the He said he was returning to live
promotional help to the various'
shows with between nine and 12
pected to he a. definitive test of law.
•'
inns.
whether a solid talertfrcan definite¬
Cass said the campaign to col¬ girls7 two comics, a straight man
At the present time, most of the
ly cut .through lingo harriers with¬ lect this tax is a general effort and and a band of four.
Lilo, who returned last week 45 units have talent, generally in
out being popularly recognized in will be pointed at settlement of
from a stand at the Statler-Hilton, the form of cocktail musical units,
WITHDRAW PICKETS
advance. Miss Garland is known past due accounts as well, as con¬
Dallas, has been signed to play the a policy which has paid off. How¬
Biverrtde Hotel, Reno, next Aug. ever, with the added business that
via pix but Yank musicals are not tinuing enforcement in the future:.
too successful here usually.
The statute of limitations for col¬ Disneyland Jurisdictional Dispute 28 following a sixmonth stand at would, accrue from repeal or reduc¬
Conquatrix heads for the U.S. lection of claims under this law is
to Conciliation
the Theatre <ju Chatel^J, Paris, tion of the present cabaret tax, its
where she has* been signed to star potential as a talent buyer would
next January and will make two* Tour years.
in a Henri Betti composed musical, increase considerably. Banks de¬
or three annual treks to keep up
Anaheim, Calif,, Nov. 5.
■the flow of Yank"names .to the
Pickets were withdrawn from tentatively titled “Marie.”
clares.
Qlympia, which he envisions as an
Disneyland after the management
lilo, who planed out to Paris
offshoot Of the American, circuits.
reached an agreement with two Sunday, followed her husband, the
He: sa’*d the Olympia could now pay
/contesting unions to submit a la¬ Marquis Guy de la Passardiere by ‘8:05' Revue Rack Up
American prices, Which, would give
bor hassle, to the California State one day. Rehearsals started for the
him access bo’ the wanted perform¬
Conciliation Service. Pickets be¬ Maurice Lehmann produced show
300,000 in Scotland
"
Seattle, Nov. 5;
ers.
Glasgow, Nov. 5.
Hot pace for the rock ’n’ roll gan patrolling the amusement on Monday (4) and will open Dec.
park
last
weekend
after
the
Office
28.
“Show of Stars” in Canada con-;
The “Five-Past Eight” revue,
International Union
Borone As Atty. But Not tinned in Begins with all time rec¬ Employees
Lilo opened the season at the staged annually by Howard 3c
ord take for one-night’ stand last Local 30 charged that the firm Persian Room of the Plaza, and will Wyndham at- the Alhambra Thea¬
LaRosa’s Personal Mgr. ..Thursday
(31) was $17,800 at Ex¬ had set up a company-dominated most likely repeat at that hostel tre, wound after 171 performances
Singer Julius LaBosa And his hibition Stadium. It was scaled union despite the fact that most next year.
in 21 weeks. It drew 317,000 cus¬
of its employees were OIEU mem¬
personal manager, attorney Frank •from $3.50.
tomers. The 1956 edition played
Barone, have Separated on the per¬
Calgary’s /DeArcy Scott com¬ bers.
over :23 weeks to 280,000 outfrontLiberace’s 52G, Det.
Disneyland,
OIEU
and
Team¬
sonal management chores although bined with Northwest Releasing
ers, but minus twice-nightly per¬
Detroit, Nov. 5.
Barone will still represent the Corporation in,/Seattle, in promo¬ sters Union Local 952 agreed to [
let the »tate agency set up an elec¬ i Liberace grossed a solid $52,000 formances in mid-week.
singer on legal matters.
tion.
Show, staged by Dick Hurran for
in
a
week’s
engagement
at
the
tion under which workers will de¬
LaBosa is contemplating no fur¬
Stewart Cruikshank, starred Jim¬
ther personal management. Gen¬
Stad Scotland, l&ad of the cafe cide whether they want to be rep-' 2,700-seat Riviera.
my
Logan, Stanley Baxter and
Potential
capacity
was
$68,000
eral Artists Corp, will continue to dept, of Mercury Artists Corp., has resented by a union, and if so,
I with, the house scaled up to $4.95. David Hughes.
which one.
book him.
been made a veepee.

Gov’t Rules Cafes
Must Pay 20% Tax
Even If Stolen

Dick Jones’Libel
Award Cut 40G
By U.S. Court

S.F. Burlesque

Lilo To‘Reno After
French Musical Role

‘Show of Stars’ Rolls Up
$17,800 it Cai. 1-Niter
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Domino Lounge at Imperial Hotel
.
Hollia heads up a six-act show
at Clovis Club, Atlanta’s lone show
Bar. Featured are dancers Tina
LaKue, Desiree, and Jo Tamer,
with Gene Griffin as emcee and
Ma and Pa Perkins, oldtime rural

New York

Chicago

Erika Kolowy, who used to sing
at Max Lpev*s Viennese Lantern,
has now become a competitor of
her ex-boss by opening a nitery
around the corner. Spot is known
as Erika’s and is on a gypsy fiddle
policy . . . Chuck. Dreyfus named
eastern U. S. publicity rep for the
Capri Hotel, Havana, opening Nov.
29‘with Jose Greco as headliner .. .
Lou Nelson pacted for the Chez,
Paree, Chicago, Jan. 31 . . . Har¬
monica Rascals to the Eden Roc.
Miami Beach, Jan. 24, on bill head¬
lined by Buddy Hackett . . . Pearl
Bailey cancelled out her date at
the Cafe tie Paris, London . . Freddy Witlop inked to design the
costumes of the Latin Quarter,
N.Y., show opening in January . . .
Kovach & Rabovsky to do four
weeks at the Palmer House, Chi¬
cago, upon completion of their cur¬
rent tour under Sol Hurok auspices.
. . . Comic John L. Gilbert to the
Stagecoach, So. Hackensack, N.J.,
over the weekend . .. Marge Cam¬
eron started at the Town Casino,
Buffalo, Sunday (3) . . . Monique
Van Vooren to the Nacional, Ha¬
vana, Nov. 13.

Deep River Boys pacted for Lake
Club, Springfield, for three frame*,
Nov. 23 . . . Ruth Brown set for
Roberts Show Lounge Jan. 29-Feb.
8 . . , Bob Lewis & Glnny into
Statler Hilton, Dallas, Nov. 28 for
two frames . . . Gene Austin into
Eddys', K.C., for two weeks Dec.
26, also Patricia Wilson . .. Jaye P.
Morgan, Morgan Bros, and Kovach
& Rabovsky make up Palmer House
bill Dec. 27-Jan. 22 . . . Dorothy
Collins into Chase Hotel, St. Louis,
for one week Nov. 13 . . . Jimmy
Ames into Crescendo, Houston, for
two weeks Nov. 20 , . . Nippsy Rus¬
sell starts two weeks at Roberts
Show Lounge tonight (Wed.) . . .
Ice show at Conrad Hilton closes
Dec. 22 and new icer starts Dec.
28 . . . Bill Lawrence scheduled for
date at Sutmillers, Dayton, Nov, 8.

GLASON'S

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL

Hollywood
Rosy McHargue Ac his Regtimers
held over for an additional four
weeks at the 400 Club . . . Connie
Towers set for two-week stand at
Nacional Hotel, Havana, Nov. 27Dec. 10 . . . Peggy'Ryan and Ray
McDonald open week’s engagement
at Hisperia Inn, Nov. 8. Songstress
• Lucy Ann Polk, comic Norm Alden
: and the Calvin Jackson Qnartet
current at Avant Garde nitery.

for alt Theatricals
"Wa Servic* th* Sian"

#

Big Clean-Out Special on All
35 Gag Files for Only $15
Plus $1.00 Postage
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk ... $10 •
0 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk... 925 a
• Minstrel Budget
. 925 e
Hew to Master the Ceremfitles
93 per Copy
No C.O.D's ..... "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
20Q W. 54th St., N.Y.C., If Circle 7-1131
(WE TEACH EMCEEING and COMEDY)
(Let a Real Professional Train You)

KEN BARRY

j

Kansas City

|

Nelson Eddy and Gale Sherwood
head for the B & B, Indianapolis,
following their current stand at
Eddys’ here. 1 They open in the
Indiana spot Nov. 18 for two weeks.
.. . Preston Foster is set for Eddys’
Nov. 15 for a two-week stand, his
first night club date here. With him
wffi he Kay Cee Jones . . . George
} Rico foursome playing currently in
the Picardy of Hotel Muehlebach.
. . . Les Harding band at the 39
Club in midtown.

Atlanta
j Sylvia Ac Christian, adagio-acro
• dance team, added to Atlanta BiltT
i more’s Empire Room show, which
i stars Freddie Martell, with music
j by Emile Poisson combo . . . War| bier Johnny Glade opened Monday
; (4) as topper on new revue at
5 WEEK TOUR
; downtown Club Peachtree . , . Leny.
O'KEEFE CARAVAN
| Stuart and his mambo combo
Tbanka—
i opened Monday (4) at El Morocco
{.'. . San San, danseuse, comedian
BOSS1N A POSTER, Terealo
Benny Ray round out bill starring
Mgt.: Shi A Will Wabar, Naw York
i the Four Mints at Chick Hedrick’s

TOMAVERAl
Singing Currently

Cy Warner’s
Crtccubefy - Moi^
Hollywoed'f' Smartest |
New Nite-Spot
(753 N. La Cieaega)

Estelle ^Barusck in an up-tfl^theminute calypso number,..

Wac Specialist Elsie Davis U a

most attractive sepia singer with
tv experience In the U.S. She’s
stunning In a duo with orchestra’s

Series of Brit Uaans
Ii Blackpool Bookings
Blackpool, Eng., Nov. 3.

Eve Boswell, Hungarian-born
pianist-arranger, who sings with
English thrush, who starred in
comedy act, as special added at¬ her in "Get Comfortable, Baby.”
The talent in tMs unit indicates George Ac Alfred Black’s “Big Show
traction.
that the elimination of the state¬ ,pf 1956” at the Opera House here,
side package shows isn’t a total is to be featured next summer in the
loss, and that the Army can in indie-owned Queen’s Theatre sum¬
some measure fill its own enter¬ mer show, staged by local impres¬
tainment bill with these excellent ario Jimmy Brennan. A1 Read is
youngsters.
Haze.
named as comedian.
Get Happy
David Whitfield, English singer,
Frankfurt, Oct. 29.
is named as star of the Black freres’
Seventh United States Army
show at the Opera House in his
By Happy Benway (
soldier show; with Pfc. Gary Cros¬
third Blackpool summer. He pre¬
Saranc Lake, Nov. 5.
by, Pfi* William Clarice, Pvt. Wil¬
viously appeared in Black shows
Thomas
Scotti, 'for 25 years in at the Winter Gardens Pavilion in
liam Walker, Pfc. Donald McCar- Metro’s shipping
dept:,
came
here
dle and Estelle Barusck, Wac Spe¬ in March, 1956, unable to walk and 1954 and 1955,
cialist/2 Elsie Davis, Pic. Ronald In a plaster cast. Surgery and Will
Lonnie Donegan, Joan Regan and
Mayer, Specialist /3 prank Taylor, Rogers Hospital care brought him Alma Cogan are other top vaude
Pfc. Aaron Austin, Pfc. Thomas his good health today. He had to names likely for Blackpool in ’58.
Gayson, Pfc. Morris Gibson, Cedar learn to walk again, a tedious or¬ Josef Locke, Irish tenor, will star
Walton Sextet Orchestra, Pfc. Dale deal, and returns to Sheepshead with comedian Ken Dodd at Cen¬
Grand; at the Idle Hour Theatre; Bay in Brooklyn a new man.
tral Pier.
90 minutes.
Blackpool, with. over 12 live
Herbert Gladney of the Chicago
office of 20th-Fox, rated his first shows, is the leading summer show
Latest of the soldier shows to be two-week furlough out of the hos¬ hi* mecca in the U. K.
presented before military groups pital that he will, spend between ' The Three Flying Marilees, U.S.
in Europe Is the Seventh Army his home and the Chi Loop.
act, wound up a long stint in the
revue “Get Happy,” which has just
Bill Hart, son of Lew {Collins Ac Tower Circus here. Act’s next
opened its run here.
Hart), was graduated from here a date is with the Circus Boswell in
With so much of the USO sched¬ year ago and since then has been South Africa. In 1959 they join
ule Df paid entertainers being elim¬ connected with a local insurance Circus Knie in Europe.
inated in the Government’s econ¬ company in our downtown actors’
omy drive, the U. S. Army in Eu¬ colony, doing well and in good
rope is trying to augment its enter¬ health.
tainment for the troops—especially
George Martin, editor and au¬
varttaMa Fart Knox at Cloud tod
those in outlying areas—by origi¬ thor, developed an abscess that A
Camady (notarial.
Took 3 yaars la
nating shows consisting of talented rated an emergency operation. His
coiapila aach of tha first two adltlans.
servicemen.
FIva
y#ari spant on ttiird adttlan.
recuperation 4s above par and he
Prime advantage for. the service is all agog as the picture “Our
FUN MASTER'S
personnel themselves Is that- many Vines Have Tender Grapes” Is
Giant Clastlflad Vncydopadla of Gass
• X Difforont fiditians a
of the participants are draftees who booked to play here at the hospital.
UltiM N*. I—5 VM*. .S3M.M
were formerly in some segment of He wrote the story.
Edtla* N*. 2— 5 Vat*..
show business, and soldier shows . Joseph (IATSE) Hays, stagehand
ESItlM N*. X—It Vela.S5W.0*
All 3 editions—20 Vais,—91,0fit.*fi
give them a showcase for their acts, from Culver City, after a year of
No C.O.D.'s
a chance to try out new material ups and downs packed up Ms tee¬
Fully dasslftad, covarln* ovary tonbefore a different audience. And it pee and left for California where, cafvabla
sob]act from A -to Z. Tha last
gives some amateurs a chance to he will continue the cure.
work with experienced performers.
Ray McCarthy who beat the rap
BILLY GLASON
"Get Happy” is the newest, and here in class of ’55j took up an
probably the hest, of the soldier X-ray technician course and re¬ IMW.SSSt., NawYarfciy Clrda 7-T13fi
shows to date, since almost all of ceived his sheepskin, in from Al¬
the cast have had pro experience, bany for the usual anmial°checkup
and the training shows in a heavy and came out 100%.
J00 THANKSGIVING GAGS $]
audience mitt. Although the group
By way of report from Walter
comes onstage with some of the Romanik who is doing well for
Original Material
forced merriment of a college re- himself in Hollywood: He was for¬
800 Gags $5
Vue, once they set down to doing merly with CBS and got well here.- 1200 Gags $8
their individual acts the show has States that Jean Ac Jeff Clark are
EDDIE GAY
'
some standout performances that now connected with a San Diego
242
W.
72
St. Now York 23, N. Y.
are just as good as if not better radio show; Ted Brennan Is free¬
than much of the paid entertain¬ lancing in films and doing nicely;
ment provided the military in ditto Jack Wasserman, author and
Europe.
writer whp made it Imre; Hazel
Biggest name of the show is Gary Gladstone and Monroe Coleman
Crosby, who is like a carbon, copy (Mr. Ac Mrs.), hut connected with
of his father Bing, the old master a Los Angeles hospital in the re¬
NOW WITH .
of the casual song and chat. Fea¬ search laboratory field; also Bob
tured In a couple of .solos like Tarr, projectionist from Oil City,
ASSOCIATED BOOKING
“Birth of the Blues,” he’s a sound- Pa., all owing their good health to
CORF.
alike and look-alike, lacking only the Will Rogers.
the originality of his father. Best
Write to those who are 11L
of his numbers is “Wedding Bells,”
backed up by the Canaries, colored
quartet consisting of the harmoni¬
ous voices of Sp/3 Frank Taylor
and Pfc.’s Aaron Austin, Thomas
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
Gayson and Morris Gibson.
9flt International Tour
Greatest applause of the eve¬
~Cumnt/y~
ning, though, goes to Pfc. Ronald
Mayer, former. ABC network per¬
former from New York. The accor¬
dionist plays a series ranging from
Enesco’s “Roumanian Rhapsody” to Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Far*. M§rj 10 KIRKEBY
jump numbers, and his personable
charm plus his squeezebox playing
made him the hit of the show.
Another young pro is 19-year-old
Pyt. Martin Walker, who’s done
major tv shows in New York. The
slender young tenor is standout in
an up number, “Learning the
Blues.”
Pfc. Dale Grand, who emcees the
show, does an excellent original
faafwad la PARAMOUNT'S
comedy bit about Ms career in the
Army that is good enough for
presentation on- tv in the States.
He has a flip Jerry Lewis-like de¬
SOON -TO BE RELEASED
livery, and some good original rou¬
tines about army life.
Pfc. Don McCardle, dancer who
War. MIL MITTIU, HI* a*M*Nr. Mm Y«k
also did the choreography for the
whole show, is at his best with

Saranac Lake

SENSATIONAL! FABULOUS!

YVONNE MORAY

The DEEP RIVER BOVS
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CAB CALLOWAY
“ST. LOUIS BLUES”

INVITED TO APPEAR NOV. 18 AT THE

-

ROYAL COMMAND PERFORMANCE
20th WEEK UM,
on
Management: MANttVE GREENFIELD

VAUDEVILLE
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Atlanta Odes Ga^Ga as KeyGriddery
Spark New B O. Goals for Bistros

Fire Razee Calgary Club
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Paris Lido Impresarios’ SO Days
Around Die World’ On Talent Quest

Calgary. Alta., Nov. 5.
Fire of undetermined origin de¬
stroyed the Lone Pine Supper Club
with damage estimated at $110,000.
'Fire officials said close to $80,000 insurance . wa$. carried on the
one-story buiidingL and its con¬ —---r----:-♦
Aiianui, inuv. v.
Impresarios Pierre Louis-Guerin
tents. The blaze occurred after, clos¬
Ushering in another fpotball week-¬
and Rene Fraday of Le Lido, top
ing time.
'
*'
end (Georgia Tech vs. Duke, home¬
-Building was owned by Edward
Paris nitery, are back-, in the
coming), eateries and danceries
Jaeger and leased to William
French capital after a global tal¬
loaded Up with talent to cash in on
Cooper and William Delton, both
ent quest which brought them from
game throngs, here Saturday (Nov.
recent arrivals from the U.S. Plans
Glasgow,
Oct.
29.
Washington,
Oct.
29.
2). Seven spots opened with new
the Orient to Las Vegas, New York
underway to bring in several
Shirley Bassey, Negro songstress and back to France. Among the
Tickets for admission to enter-, were
shows on preceding. Monday.
topflight’ acts during the -winter. headlining In vaude here, is set to
Four Mints, fresh from five-week tainment . events, must he either
U. S. business was a possible deal
open in a hew revufe at the Tivoli with Wilbur Clark’s Desert Inn
run at New York’s Copacabana, serially numbered or must bear the
Theatre, Sydney, Nov. 16. Aus¬ for a touring version of the Lido
headlined at Imperial* Hotel’s date for which they are good, the
tralian production is likely to have floorshow, although Guerin and
Domino Lounge, backed up by Internal Revenue Service has
a six weeks’ 'run, and may be ex¬ Fraday have negotiations with two
dancer San San and comedian Ben¬ ruled.
Revenue thunibs-downed a re¬
tended conditioned upon thrush’s other Vegas spots.
ny Ray, who doubles as emcee.
Several of the veteran USQ- U, S. dates.
•' Henry Grady Hotel’s Paradise quest for sale of tickets, for re¬
While on the Bangkok, Delhi,
served
seats
to
such
operations
as
Distaffer, a click on her previous
Camp
Shows
staffers
have
been'
Room offered Helen Boice, who
Calcutta, Thailand, Hong-Kong,
mingles-dancing, comedy and mu¬ carnivals, circuses, racetracks, etc.. incorporated into the ‘new USO U. S. visit, is also set for a stint Tokyo, Honolulu and Havana route,
Where
the
date
of
the
specific
per¬
at
the
El
Rancho,
Las
Vegas,
and
setup,
with
USO
takeover
of
the
sic ih her act. Dancers James &
before hitting the States, both
Jardine Williams and Alan Mario, formance is not known beforehand functions of Camp Shows,-which’ for dates at the' Mocambo, Holly¬ picked up some new novelties.
harmonica virtuoso, featured, with and the tickets dated; accordingly. folds officially on Dec. 31. New wood, and Copacabana, N. Y. She From Bangkok they booked a
Erv Hinkle band playing for show . “It is held,” ruled IRS, “that operation started Monday (4) at winds her current U. K. vaude trek three-people puppet act which per¬
since the tickets of admission-de¬ the USO headquarters. in New with a week at the* Empire, New¬
and dancing.
castle, and is skedded for a “Sun¬ forms sans strings or other manipu¬
Terper Ginger Kinney, singer scribed neither show the date for York.
lation—it’s all done via electron¬
which
they are valid nor are seri¬
Camp Shccws personnel going day Night at London Palaldium” ics.
Freddie Martell and Emile Pois¬ ally numbered;
they
do
not
meet
tv
spot Nov. 10.
son apd his ’society combo booked the requirements of the statute to USO include booker Bert WishA steel band from Trinidad is
Miss Bassey was an unknown
in at Atlanta Biltmore’s Empire and the applicable regulations.” new, who has been with CS for; performer
here three years ago, another import for the new Lido
more than 15 years, Charles Bur-;
Room.
The tickets did contain the infor¬
cabaret at a city club and show which is scheduled for Dec.
Downtown Peachtree Club start¬ mation on the specific reserved ac¬ gess, who had been CS music di¬ playing
doing a stand-in chore at the down¬ 12 premiere, again staged by Donn
ed the big football week with im¬ commodations, the event, and the rector; Louis Hood, an administra¬ town Metropole vaudery.
It’s titled “Prestige.”
She Arden.
pressionist Dick Broderick, who performance - number. That was tive assistant to Lawrence Phil¬ scored on her first headline date Other new acts for the. show are
lips,
CS
exec
veepee.
Ed
Lowry,
serves as emcee, with exotics Chey¬ ruled insufficient.
the
Allaria
Ballet (12) from Ar¬
who has been in charge of Camp at Glasgow Empire, leading Scot
enne and Georgia/ Storm, Vince
gentina; Holga & Dolores, who
Shows activities on the Coast, will vaudery.
Rfllo, singing troubador, rounding
were
with
Judy
Garland and lat¬
remain in that spot for the time
out the bill.
terly at Blackpool, England; the
being. Mai Fitch, pianist and former
return
of
Chaz
Chase, longtime
New USO setup will be headed;
musical director of the Crew Cuts,
Paris panto fave; Helen & How¬
by Jerome B. Coray, former col¬
opened at Howell House’s Zebra
ard,.
comedy
act;
Tony & Eddie,
onel in the Army in charge of the
Lounge. Gene Griffin is emcee and
comedy disk act from Bon Soir,
professional entertainment branch
host at Clovis Club with Brenda
N, Y.; from Scandinavia, the Lucky
of the Dept of Defense. Lt CoL
Hollis, terper, in *the Starring "role.
Latinos (3), act a la The CharliLondon, Nov. 5.
Lionel Layden (USFA) tis now.
John, Carmichael, owner and opr
Honolulu, Nov. 5.
vels. Holding over is the Austrian
The widespread belief that heading the Professional Enter¬
Tahitian dance acts, featured in¬ juggler Eric Brenn, whom Leon
erator of Circus Lounge, has elim¬ artists picked for last year’s Royal tainment Branch of the Armed
inated minimum and cover charges Command Variety Show—cancelled Services. Latter has been at work creasingly in Waikiki niteries, Leonidoff wanted for Radio City
and offers continuous perform¬ because of the Suez crisis—would lining up Christmas Shows for the have drawn fire from a high Cath¬ Music Hall, and iceskater Margie
olic source who brands them “vul¬ Lee.
ances, featuring the Novelaires, automatically receive the Royal troops.
gar performances that ought to be
1
Other Features
two boys and a girl who dance and nod this year has been rudely shat¬
opposed and avoided by Catholics.”
play 14 musical instruments be¬ tered. One or two of the acts
The swimming tank is being re¬
President of Honolulu Council tained also but a new “Storm Over
tween them. Eloise Bryant plays chosen last year—Sabrina and
‘Opry’ $6,140, Regina
of Churches promptly retorted that [ Trinidad” waterful effect, with the
piano and sings during intermis¬ Liberace, for instance—were ac¬
Regina, Sask., Nov. 5,
sions.
cused of indiscreet blabbing about
A “Grand Ole Opry” show head¬ "if these dances are performed by collapse of a prop wooden house
George Petras and Ann Arling¬ their selection. True or not, they ed by Ray Price drew 3,210 cus¬ Tahitians who have been brought into the pool, is an embellishment.
ton continue as co-hosts in Leb’s and most of last year’s selected tomers for two performances in up to perform in such a manner, [ Still another new adidtion is the
Pigalley, presiding over the Con¬ artists have been overlooked for Exhibition Auditorium. Gross was I wouldn’t object any more than first-time use of a fullscale plane
tinental type entertainment of¬ the London' Palladium show on $6,140. Tickets sold at $2 and I would to any other thing from on a nitery floor, the new Air
fered, Jim Scott Duo is current at Nov. 18.
$1.75. With Price were Kitty a native country that they have France Caravel jet, which, having
Dogwood Lounge, Henry Grady Ho¬
Half-a-dozen American acts have Wells, Marvin Rainwater, Johnnie learned to perform with no idea no propellers, permits its use.
tel’s cocktailery.
been- honored—Judy/ Garland, fol¬ & Jack, Jimmy Newman, Sanford of being obscene or vulgar.”
Heretofore there was a hazard
Even Mayor Neal Blaisdell got with the propellers. And still an¬
lowing her sensational Dominion Clark, Van Howard, Tennessee
| Theatre season. Count Basie and Mountain Boys and Cherokee Cow¬ into the act, saying: “If it’s a true other embellishment will be run¬
I his orchestra (the first American boys. Western Canadian tour was representation of the dances of Ta¬ ways all over the 1200-capacity
I band to play in front of Royalty for promoted by D'Axcy Scott Attrac¬ hiti, I see no reason why it nitery, instead of only over the
shouldn’t be displayed in other traditional giant floorshow stage.
25 years), Mario Lanza, Leo de tions, Calgary.
Effiest Tubb* the Wilburn Bros., parts of the world.”
I LyOn, Ben Lyon and The Goofers.
With an eye to tourist influx
Tahitian wiggling, which certain¬ from
Accept this year is largely on disk Bobby Helms and George Jones
• * Madrid, Nov. 5.
the Brussels World Fair next
Bernard Hilda has taken over celebrities. Selection of pop vocal¬ come to town with the next “Opry” ly would raise eyebrows if done on spring, Guerin and Fraday plan to
a
burlesque
theatre
stage,
is
fea¬
show,
Nov.
30,
ists
such
as
Alma
Cogan,
Ronnie
direction of the entertainment de¬
reopen the 1200-capacity Moulin
tured in Hawaiian Village Hotel’s Rouge and call It the Bal Tabarin
partment of the Hilton Hotel here. Hilton, Teddy Johnson, Kaye Sis¬
Tiare Room and Don the Beach- de Paris. The Tabarin hpd only
CHI ARA ELECTIONS
He’s operating the newly decorated ters, Dennis Lotis, Vera Lynn,
comber's, among other niteries. 700 capacity. A Japanese Ballet
Chicago, Nov. 5.
Le Rendez-Vous with three inter¬ Dickie V a 1 e n t i n e, Malcolm
Election of Artists Representa¬ City liquor commission, which can (12) will be highlight of this show.
national orchs, the Italian “Zero- Vaughan, Frankie Vaughan, David
sei,” the Cuban “Los Guaracheros Whitfield and Tommy Steele & tives Assn, midwest branch was either censor any nitery act or lift
Fraday stresses that the new
de Tropicana” and a French en¬ His Steelmen emphasize the tre¬ held here with Jack Russell named the room’s liquor license, presum¬
ably won’t take any action. One “Prestige” show will cost 100,000,semble under his personal direcr mendous influence that disks play prexy.
tion.
in British show biz.
New first, second and third v.p.s Protestant spokesman explained, 000 francs ($200,000) to produce.
He’s also continuing with his tv • The Royal show which, this year, are Fred Williamson, Charlie Ho¬ “the same dance could be given in It has 70 people on the stage be¬
show, “Music-Hall Parade,” orig¬ has more’ of a vaudeville look than gan and Eddie HalL Secretary is a barroom or in a church and it sides the two bands. Salaries are
inating in Paris once every two for some time, introduces a num¬ Goldie Cohan and treasurer is would perhaps have two different comparable to the U. S., including
the chorus line which gets $75 a
weeks.
connotations.”
ber of old favorites in Gracie Howard Schultz.
week (a marked uppage as against
Fields,, the Crazy Gang, Arthur
the lowscale at spots like the Folies
Atwell and Ralph Reader’s Gang
Bergere). The chorus men get
Show. For the Crazy Gang (14th
$100. Paris niteries get a break
appearance), Gracie Fields. (8th
on the musicians overhead with a
time picked) and Max By graves
$70-per-man
scale, bqt otherwise
(5th selection), the . Royal show,
the big acts are paid in dollars ac¬
while still a big kick, is becoming a
Dallas, Noy. 5.
cording to Yank standards.
Exotic dancer Candy Barr, head¬ routine. But there are 18 acts
liner at the Colony Club here, is picked for the first time.
free on bond after being arrested
Selection of Tommy Steele
First major nitery to open on the highly effective change of pace
in her. apartment Sunday (27) for rounds off a fantasticryear for the
with “Molly Malone,” backed only
alleged violation of the state mari¬ young rock ’n’ roll singer, who has Strip in some time. Largo repre¬ by Hal Hidey’s fine pianistics..
juana law. A police raid netted shot to the .top though scarcely sents some unusual departures Much of her stint, however, has to
375 .grains of marijuana, besides a known a year ago. He will appear from the norm. It has no cover or j fight the music of Eddie Cano’s
Seattle, Nov. 5.
cigarette on the Door. Conviction before the Queen twice in two minimum, hut a “maximum,” a flat orch, amplified by a hot mike on the
Fantastic business in tbe oil-rich
of charges filed Thursday (31) weeks, having “been presented yes¬ price which will include all liquor bandstand. Elimination of .this
Canadian
prairie
towns, Calgary
could bring imprisonment of from- terday <Mon.) at thfe Royal Com¬ consumed. And, on the basis of; mike would help; better still, she
two years to life. .
mand Film show. It will also be a the opening show at least. It will’ should work only to piano, bass and Edmonton, greeted “The Big¬
gest
Show
of
Stars,”
handled by
and
drum
accompaniment.
seek
patronage
more
from
the
gen¬
Stripper was booked under her great night for a band of tinplate
Novelites, a frantic song & com¬ Northwest Releasing (Volchok &
re<d name, Juanita Dale Phillips, workers who have won fame in eral public than from the sophisti¬
and was more subdued than when their-native Wales as the Morris- cates who frequent the swank spots edy act, develop a barrage of Engerman), with disk jockeys Curly
or turn out only for a name attrac¬ laughs in a half-hour melange of Gurlock, Edmonton, and D’Arcy
she asked lensmen to “make it ton Orpheus Choir.
and slapstick. There’s an oc¬ Cott, Calgary, co-operating. SRO
sexy, hoys” on Jan. 27, 1956, when
Full list of acts: Arthur Askey, tion. Largo’s possibilities are good, corn
casional pause for music and It’s prevailed with $24,500 at Edmonton
arrested for shooting—but only Winifred Atwell, Count Basie Orch,
well handled, but the bulk of the Gardens and $22,500 at Calgary
wounding—her husband, Troy Phil¬ Max Bygraves, George Carden
Largo, HPwood
act consists of broad satirization of Stampede Corral, both scaled from
lips. She wasn’t indicted for the Dancers, Tommy" Cooper, Alma
a hillbilly troupe and of various $3.50.
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
'gunplay at her apartment.
Cogan, the Crazy Gang (Bud Flana¬
Novelties (3), Meg Myles, Eddie name performers. It builds to an
“Stars” included Fats Domino,
Colony Club owner Abe Wein¬ gan, Naughton & Gold, Nervo & Cano Orch (5); $3.5G-$4 maximum. overlong routine in which two of
Lavern Baker, Frankie Lymon,
stein was surety on her bond. He Knox, Eddie Gray), Jerry ✓Desthe partners consistently interrupt Chuck Berry, Clyde McPhatter,
has a personal managament con¬ monde, Gracie Fields, Judy Gar¬
the . third’s attempt to sing “Be My
tract with the dancer, who regular¬ land, The Goofers, Dickie Hender¬ particularly since the show is visi¬ Love” with an assortment of wild Everiy Bros., Paul Anka, Eddie Cor¬
ly plays his midfown cabaret, ex¬ son, Ronnie Hilton, Jack Hyltoh, ble from any part of the room and props and costumes and punch¬ coran, Drifters, Crickets, Buddy
cept for twhfft yearly deals when Teddy Johnson, Kaye Sisters, the surroundings simple but taste¬ lines from many jokes. They earn Knox, Jimmy Bowen, Paul Williams
she plays the Silver Slipper-in Las Mario Lanza, Jimmy Logan; Dennis ful. It cciuld, however, stand a plenty of laughs, but too much of and Rhythm Orchids.
percentage of the humor is un¬
Vegas.
Lotis, vera Lypn, Beh Lyon, Leo trifle more draping to aid the a
necessarily based on suggestion of ABRAMSON HEADS BENEFIT
de Lyon, Markova; Alfred • Marks, acoustics.
homosexuality and exaggerated
Opening
show
features
the
Nov¬
Nat Abramspn, topper of the
AGVA FRISCO SHIFTS
George Mitchell Singers, Bob elties and Meg Myles in an hour- outbursts o£ affection among the
‘ WOR Artists Bureau and prexy of
Sail Francisco, Noy. 3.
Monkhouse, Morriston -Orpheus long
layout that registers strongly. partners, and the material fre¬ I the Entertainment Managers Assn.,
AGVA has moved Sidney Dean Choir, Norris Paramor’s Benjo Miss Myles opens for a 20-minute quently breaches good taste. *
frbfi) Seattle to become Phil Down¬ Band, Ralph Reader’s Gang Show, song stint that revolves around
Eddie Cano orch purveys a pleas¬ ! N. Y., has been named chairman of
ing’s assistant ih the Frisco ter- Brian Reece, Harry Secombe, Tom¬ Standards and special material. A ant dance style and Is featured in the benefit committee of the
my ; JSfceele & Steeieitfen, John looker with a throaty, sexy style, an exciting arrangement of “Man Actors Temple by Rabbi Bernard
^AtivA dosed its Seattle office Tiller ^Troupe, Dickie Valentine, she makes the most of tunes like I Love,” with strong bongo pas¬ Birstein.
i Show will be held at the Majesand whole Ndrthwest territory will Frankie'' Vaughan, Malcolm “Love for Sale” and “You Made sages, in the show overture.
Kap. j tic Theatre, Dec. 8.
Me Love. You,” and achieves a
be run. out of Portland henceforth. Vaughan, Dayid Whitfield,

Shirley Bassey Set For •
Revue at Tivoli, Sydney

Tix Gotta Be Numbered
Or Dated, Sez Revenue

SOME CAMP SHOWMEN
SWITCHING TO USO

No Nod This Year to All
’Command’Acts Cut in’56
By ’Act of Suez’; Big list

Tahitian Terping Draws
Catholic Rap But Church,
Honolulu Mayor Disagree

BERNARD HILDA HEADS !
MADRID HILTON’S SHOWS

Cops Pot Reefer Bite On
Stripper Candy Harr

H wood’s New Largo Keys Its Lure
To 4-Buck Maximum; Okay Bill, Too

‘BIGGEST SHOW’ A 47G
COSHER IN W. CANADA
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Circus Reviews
('irtjur Medrano, Paris

Paris, Oct. 30.
Lydia & Lions, Trosca, Albert
Fraiellini & Co. <6),*Kalsky (8),
Olgano, Riconos (2), Weldens (2),
Li King Si (2), Paul Beroy, Made¬
leine Marnier, Marcellys; $2 top.
In trying to keep up with the
growing mhsichall menace th's
perun circus has added ,a nylon
mat instead of sawdust for its one
ring and a chorus line along with
a mixture of vaude and big top
numbers. It works out well and
there are still enough nostalgic
oldtimcrs and eager moppets to
make this still a staple affair.
Lydia, a lithe femme lion tramer,
puts six distaff charges through
a bunch of smart capers. Looks,
aplomb and ease of this number

‘THE COMEDIAN”
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Now in its I7fh Issue, containing
stores, one-liners,. poemettes, sons
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monelogs, parodies, double gags, bits.
Ideas, Intros, Impressjens and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions
Thoughts of the Par, Humorous
Views of the News, etc. Start with
currant Issue, S15 yearly — 2 years
$2t — 3 years s4ft — single Copies:
sa.oe — NO C.O.D.'S.
■ILLY GLASON
201 W. 54 St., New Ydrk If

Wednesday, November 4, 1957

straight for the many acts. All is
presented in a more pepped up
manner with a sprightlier musical
backing than is usually apparent in
the circus.
Mosk.

get it a mighty hand. Trosca ups
to the top and cavorts on a erescent - shaped turning apparatus,
Headstands, etc., sans hands swing
this into a daring gambit in for
good returns.
Oldtimer Albert Fratellini comes
out of retirement again to parade
his classic clown bits for yocks.
There are plenty of laughs left in
his pagliacci painted phiz as he
sits on a cask and has water flow¬
ing from his head or mingles with
the aud. He is aided by a fine group
of clowns (5) who do a ribtickling
takeoff on “Fatist" and fun-laden
intermittent skits.
Kalskys are an octet group of
shapely girls who do several differ¬
ent nationality-type terp numbers
with enough added acrobatics and
precision to make this a good
entry. All girls shine and combine
dextrously. Riconos (2) ride the
bareback horses for a well regu¬
lated number which, however,
laeks some derring-do.
Olgano does some good tightwire
flips and later doubles as Romano
in a good bike number as he rides
successively smaller two-wheelers.
Weldens (2) go up a ladder to
balance precariously atop it on
bottles and weld this into a fine
filler. L. King Si (2) does some
svelte oriental magico bits and his
partner fills in with slick workouts
with swirling ribbons kept In mo¬
tion for fine figurines.
Paul Bemy contributes a solid
juggling number < of precision and
deftness. Madeleine Marnier and
Matcellys are old-hand femcee and
emcee as they intro and play

JACKIE
KANNON

Inside Stuff—Vaude

The Copacahana is apparently its own best audition spot for singers.
Deal is now in the works for Lonnie Sattin to work the New York
firens Roland
room, Negro singer subbed last week for Steve Lawrence When latter
(BERLIN FUNKTURM)
was downed by the flu. Eydie Gorme is another made-it-at-the
Berlin. Oct. 5.
Copa singer who came to attention of operator Jules Pddell When she
Wolfi, Ten Murata, Josef Hack’s subbed’ at that spot.
Animals, Erna Hack & Evelyn
Hans’ Horses, Cycling Dutch Atom
Dominic Como, brother of singer Perry Como and operator of the
(2), Ada Aureden£ Elephants (6), Como Club and Resort in Houston, was ordered evicted from the club
Lindes (2), Emil Idling & Elisabeth for non-payment of rent by Justice of the Peace W. C. Ragan. The prop¬
Stuetzer Chimpanzees, Charly Bau¬ erty owner, Paul P. Phillips, testified that the $1,00(1 monthly rent was
mann’s Bengal Tigers <?), Mme. due. Como testified he’d tried to reach Phillips to pay him but could
Anna Borina, Jaffa Jack', Jaque not reach him; Como's attorney, R. Wayne Amos, gave notice of appeal.
Frey's Norwegian Horses (6) &
In county court, Dominic Como’s wife, Mary Lou, also was scheduled
Zebras (6), 2 Aktmotos, 5 Elipardos. to go on trial on a worthless check charge, but the case was postponed
Directed by Kurt Kamm; music, until Jan. 6. She was charged with passing a $42 check on Oct. 12,
Roland Orch (7) under direction 1956 at a local grocery store.
of Gerhard Riepke. Sept 13-Oct
6, '57, at Berlin Funkturvi; $1.50
Manager of Calgary’s ’Juhliee Auditorium since April, John Pantop.
rucker is leaving to manage the new Civic Auditorium in Vancouver,
B.C. Although the Vancouver building is now only at. the foundation
It was circus time again in Ber¬ stage and won’t be completed until the end of 1958. Panrucker’s job
lin, this time, Circus Roland, one starts Dec. 1. The auditorium's board of-management decided to ap¬
of Germany's youngest (set up 10
years ago by ex-journalist Will Au¬ point a manager well in advance of the $4,000,000 structure’s comple¬
reden}, and is headquartered in tion so that he might become familiar with the construction of the
building. Panrucker, who got his theatrical background in England,
Bremen (northern Germany).
Most prominent headliner is managed three Calgary theatres before taking the Jubilee Autidorium
job.
Charly Baumann, one of Germany’s
leading predacious animal trainers.
4-:----. *
This 29-year-old Berliner made
Arthur Barkow, at one time an
headlines all over Germany last
assistant manager of the ex-Dia¬
year when nearly all his lions sud¬
denly died of a mysterious disease.
mond Horseshoe, N.Y., and who has
Within a six-month period of in¬
been with the networks in a pro¬
Continued from page 65
defatigable work, he has managed
duction capacity of late, has been
to train a group of seven Bengal can musicians when the upped signed as stage manager of ,the
tigers. His cage, act is now one of scale became effective, and it’s neW Havana Riviera Hotel, Havana,
the most effective and also most possible that the foreign lines will opening Dec. 10.
applauded items tfils circus has do the same with U. S. acts.
to offer.
Story is told in entertainmeht RAY ROM AWE
Roland’s best acrobatic act is in
the hands of the Five Elwardos, circles that AFM prexy James C. ami CLAIRE
Latter, a bunch of whirlw'inds from Petrillo, returning from Europe
Denmark, is an act which easily recently on a liner, was dismayed "Delightfully
recommends itself for the best at the lack of American musicians
Different"
on the boats. Since then there
houses.
t
Program also has an American have been some conferences aimed
NOW
headliner. Jolly Jack, a nearly 300- at increasing employment, hut APPEARING
pound saxophone virtuoso once of nothing has come of it as yet. The
the Gene Krupa band. He tees off upped scale and higher working
SALON
with a brilliantly delivered version conditions have been the stymying
of “Flying Home’* and then gets points.
TITO’S
his laughs via a droll Wild West'1 The hookers have another fear
parody. Sitting on a chair, a minia¬ that a probable switchover from
Majorca
ture whip in his hand and a toy American to foreign acts may cause
horse in front of him, he gives out repercussions -that could ultimately
Thaolu ta
with “Mule Train’’—a fine stint.
A.
TAYEL
Also $trictly Oh the positive side close off possible rehiring of Amer¬
Paris
are two Akimotos, blitz jugglers ican acts. One course of action pre¬
from the Far East who also score dicted is that AGVA, which has
strongly with a highly difficult foot long been on a friendly basis with
the Seafarers Union and with cer¬
balance plus ladde'r act. .
There are two particularly tain elements in the currently
worthy acts in the animal depart¬ troubled- Teamsters Union, would
ment. An exotic picture with all picket the boats for “locking cut"
sorts of animals (zebras, lamas, American acts. This would prob¬
“Now Playing
bulls, etc.) is presented by Swiss ably cause foreign talent organiza¬
Josef Hack. His special gimmick is tions to picket boats of the Amer¬
Yuba, a trained (rideable) hippo¬ ican lines when in a foreign port;
potamus. The other one, also pre¬ there would be lotsa knots for the
sented by Hack, finds a rare mix-, State Dept, to straighten out. The
Detroit, Mich.
ture of African, and Indian ele¬ resulting bitterness would mean
Thru Nov. 9
phants in the same ring. The pon¬ the end of cruise shows for all
derous ones do all kinds of surprise time.
things, climaxed by an unusual
IMar Contract
In
the
past
some
first-line
names
“elephant concert" with each using have been working cruise boats
DECCA RECORDS
his own instrument.
The chimpanzee act. also rates during vacation periods. Many
mention. The monkeys appear on such as Georgia Price, Harvey
roller skates, on wooden legs, on Stone and others have felt it to
bikes as well as on the wire. This be a good vacation deal to give sev¬
number is contributed by Emil eral shows during a trip. That day
Kling, a vet in the trade, accom¬ may be over, say the bookers, with
*
panied by Elisabeth Stuetzer. Also the new scale.
in the animal section are Jaque
Complete with dance floor, stage,
Frey and his Norwegian horses and
equip., dishes, silverware, air
East African zebras and Evelyn BROWN'S 'HOMECOMING' SLOT kitchen
cond. amplifying an# spot llto system,
chairs and table*/ separate bar seating
Boston, Nov. 5.
Hans and her marvellously built
Main room seats 2JS, very mod.
horses: latter also appears with
Walter A. Brown, prexy of Bos¬ M.
Just renovetod, ready to operate.
Erna Hack in. a number titled ton Garden, was named general
' BaxV-Sf 14-57, VARIETY
“Double High (riding) School,’’.
chairman of Yankee Homecoming,
The Cycling Dutch Atom, pre¬ ’58, tourist promotion aimed to 154 W.^4*Hi Stroof, Now York It
sented by two girls from Holland, bring 2,000,000 additional visitors
work high up below the circus to New England next year.
cupola in a unicycle act which looks
Howard Johnson, prexy of the
breathtaklngly dangerous. The two restaurant chain, and chairman of
Lindes contribute classy acrobatics Yankee Homecoming, n a m e d
on two rolling balls. Ten Murata, Brown to the post. Among plans
from Japan, shows several master¬
Amato’s Supper Club
ful jumps and balance acts on the for the tourist promosh are a cov¬
PortioaU. Orogoa
slack wire. Madame Barina pro¬ ered wagon train from west to east
and
a
special
trainload
of
New
vides some nerve-tingling trapeze
(Tkaok Yov, Jdo Daotofs)
stints. Midget down Addi comes England filmsters from Hollywood
on with comely between acts. Nine- to Boston.
year-old Wolfi does a fine riding
act which tees off the program. .

Sinks Craises

NICK LUCAS

AT THE

CHEZPAREE
CHICAGO

YEAMMS CLUB

NitadiMtestairaiit
Far Sale

Z'AftlETY
“Jackie Kannon is a frequent repeater at The
Chez, who this time does one of the sharpest warm
up jobs this Club has seen—fresh, peppery com¬
ments are houserockers—alternates with deadpan
and punchy lines — rate him a big share of the
credit for the success of this show.”
NATE GROSS—Herald Amer.
“Uncanny sense of comedy.”
BENTLEY STEGNER—Sun Times
“Jackie Kannon is a sharp comedian who gets
sharper all the time—hilarious.”
CHARLIE DAWN—Herald Amer.
“Superb comedy—expert comedy man—refresh¬
ing new outlook on funstuff.”

Just Concluded SANDS HOTEL, Las Vegas;
Currently CLUB ALAMO, Detroit
-b —--

|

Dates to Follow: KO KO CLUB, Phoenix, ,
RIVERSIDE HOTEL, Reno

ThanksTrONYMARTIN
Records: R.C.A.
Press: GENE WEBER

’

Person*! Management:
TELEVISION ARTISTS CORP.
JACK BERTELL aad JOHNNY GREENHUT

527 Madison Ave,. R. Y. C.

YVONNE MORAY
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GREENHUT, BERTELL
MERGE MGT. OFFICES
Two vet 0 personal managementoffices have merged into Television
Artists Corp. Johnny Greenhut and
Jack Bertell, both of whom were
with Music Corp. of America at one
time, have combined into a single
operation. Bertell will serve as
prexy while Greenhut will be exec
Veepee. Julian Rosenthal is secre¬
tary and attorney.
Under contract to the office are
Polly. Bergen, Bill Hayesj Carol
Haney, Jackie Miles, Cborde’ltes,
Jane Morgan, Carol Lawrence,
Jackie Kannon, Morey Amsterdam,
Earl WrightsoH, Lois Hunt, Elaine
Malbin, Larry? Daniels, James
Starbuck, Joe Cates, David Tihmaiy
Peter Gennaro, Luther Henderson
and Jerome Shaw..

VING MERLIN
and
CURRENTLY
„
XVS.

X

J
—*
: Jarty Lfvy -1M Aanal

ANCIENNE BELGIQUI
BRUSSELS Tfcoa ANTWERP
BELGIUM

Dir.: WILLIAM MOftftU AGENCY

The AaMq Btaw at **WHAT*> ON TOMB MHjG*

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Thro Nov. TOtk—THIMOMTELfONE MOTEL, Now Prig—i, LG
Nor. !Hh ladoOtM To* fraai Now York
M.CJL

Wednesday, November 6, 1957
St. Regb, N. Y. ,
Fernanda Montel iisvth Mitt
Shaw’s Orch and Ray Bari En¬
semble; $1.5Q-$2.50 convert,

French clothes-horse .Fernanda
Montel is hack on her annual Mai¬
sonette.. romp and a romp it is;
She’s tailor-made for this chic
boite although inclined, on this
semester, to act. “too American’*
and too hep. The Gallic chantoosies* prime ‘ fortificatibfi, realistic
and psychological, is an aloof Con¬
tinental air and when they attempt
to make with the Charleston or
crack Yankee they must suffer
comparison with the home product
—and suffer as result, period. Miss
Montel isn’t overboard on this but
the caution, at this time of her an¬
nual jaunts back to the U.S. plusheries is in order.
Always an arresting and photo¬
genic blonde of Texas-size propor¬
tions she has a natural command
on any cafe floor. Her blonde coiff;
is ever dramatic contrast to her
characteristically heavy - tanned
features.
’ »
While her repertoire borders
betimes on the "surefire French hit
parade” she mixes it up with suffi¬
cient change of pace. The rapid
flow of French and Italian melo¬
dies from abroad, and vice versa,
gives a familiar ring to her im¬
ports, many of them known in Brill
Bldg, translation,, viz. '“Autumn
Concerto,” “Poor People of Paris”
(Goulante de Pauvre. Gens),
“Around The World” (in French),
“Melodie d’Amour,” which she in¬
terestingly explains started out by
songsmith-singer HenrJb. Salvador
as “Maladie d’Amour” (Sickness of,

pint-sized . Johnny Puleo and his
six-foot harmonica band comes off
with precision. The competent
musicality, however, is too often
interrupted by the repetitive an¬
tics to give either the music or
comedy its- full chance. Best re¬
action is to the struggle for the
mike between Puleo’s soprano
mouthpiece and the tall man’s bass
harmonica.
The .silent treatment with an
elaborate assemblage of springs
and wires and a dummy for comic
relief are deft weapons in the
hands of magico Del Ray. The
white gloved card manipulations
get some novel treatments that
stamps, the act as original,, but
handkerchief tricks and disap¬
pearing birds are too routine to
be anything but anticlimactic.
Trimmed of these, the class char¬
acter of the, act could- go off as
■strongly as it starts.
Anne Jeffreys & Bob Sterling
open Nov. 27 with Dior' dancers
also billed.
Leva.
,

UfiisiE&r
Riviera, I49 Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 1.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
exotic,. Femme’s a slick performer
with strong impact built Into every
item of her 30-minute stint, and
every item is solidly constructed.
So is Anita; visual force, is top
throughout.
Stanza includes tunes she soundtracked for Rita Hayworth, Vera
Ellen, others, plus her own efforts
in pictures, radio and television
and “Three Penny Opera” on stage.
Her work is also clicko with
“Porgy ic Bess” items. Backing
her and pleasing the customers
otherwise, as always, is the room’s
Canadian Jazz Quartet. In the
downstairs grill is Mac Horner’s
Dixieland group (5) and unbilled
singer Miss Ellis is here to Nov. 9.
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Sands, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Nov. 1.

"Damn Yankees,”'presented by
Hammy Davis Jr. with Will MasFrederick Brission, Robert E. Grif¬
tin, Augie & Margo, The Vogues
fith, and Harold S, Prince in asso¬
(3), Copa Girls <12), Antonio Morciation with Albert PL Taylor. Star¬
elli Orch (17); produced by Jack
ing Nathaniel JFrey, Devra Korwin,
Entratter; $2 minimum.
Ralph Lome; featuring Charlotte
Fairchild, Al Lanti, Sally Brown,
Jack Entratter has brought
Robert Shafer, Joe Flynn, Burt
Sammy Davis Jr. back into the
Bier, Howard Krieger. Book by
Copa Room during this so-called
George Abbott, Douglas Wallop;
off-season with the theory that a
hot attraction will pack ’em in no
music and lyrics by Richard . Adler,
matter what the calendar says—
Jerry Ross; dances and musical
and it looks as if he’s right. Both
numbers by Bob Fosse; re-staged
shows opening night played to ca¬
by Zoya; scenery dnd Costumes by
pacity houses, and advance res¬
William and Jean Eckhart; musical
ervations are coming in briskly.
direction by Jack Havener; orches¬
Davis, long qne of the top draws
Gorm.
trations by Don Walker; dance
in Vegas, is tetter than ever this
music arrangements by Roger
time around. His stylized singing
Chateau Madrid, N. Y. and hoofing neatly fit the intimate
Adams; directed by George Abbott;
Riviera Hotel producer, Sammy
Tun Tun; Nejla Ates, Kittic De atmosphere of the room—and he’s
Lewis* $3 minimum.
Carlo, Trio Riveros, Ralph Font & at his best in front of a bistro
El Canay Orchs; $4-$5 minimums. audience. .

A recent heart attack keeps the
“Damn Yankees” has moved intact from Broadway to the Clover
Angel Lopez has poured a lot of senior Davis-out of this engage¬
“Room, and the musical comedy budget and effort into his current ment, but Will Mastin is on hand
batted 1,000 with first-nighters here, talent collection. It’s probably one as usual with his fine footwork.
Mockmho, Hollywood
who rewarded the company with a of the strongest bills that he’s col¬ Sammy’s songs include “Begin the
Hollywood, Oct. 31.
standing ovation. It may be because lected for his Latino layout. In Beguine,” “Hey -There,” “Old
Ella Fitzgerald, Paul Hebert’s
the cast was imbued with renewed fact there’s so much to the present Black Magic” and “Old Man
Orch (5), Frankie Sands Trio; $2 spirit because of the novelty of
card that in order to adequately River.” He does very funny imcbver.
opening in a Las Vegas nightclub, display the bulk of the four acts, preshes of Frank Sinatra, Elvis
or it may be because judicious the show ran overtime by more Presley, Tony Bennett, Tony Mar¬
It takes a pro to catch a pro. streamlining brings about improve¬ than a half hour. Participants are tin and Vaughn Monroe. Mitting
Which is another way of saying ment—but the overall show plays the belly-ballerina Nejla Ates, the and cheers from first-nighters kept
that Ella Fitzgerald packed the better , here than It did id New diminutive Tun Tun, Kittle De him on for several encores. *
Terp team of Augie & Margo,
Mocambo Wednesday night with York.
Carlo and the holdover Trio Riv¬ also
raves on the Strip, return
the jblg spenders and a fair
The w.k. tunes such as “Heart,” eros. Display’s maximum efficiency with
new routines that are excit¬
sprinkling of the cinema set, sen¬ "Whatever
Lola Wants,” “Mambo,” will come when a few numbers by ingly sensuous. Ornate and clever
ior grade, the real “pros” of what
each
are
eliminated.
I
and
“Two
Lost
Souls,”
make
production. numbers by Bob Gil¬
is loosely called cafe society. And
Tun Tun, the Mexican dwarf, is bert and Renne Stuart are held
this caroler is all pro and no con. “Damn Yankees” somewhat of a
For the opening night the show classic which will last a long time, an ingratiating and hardworking over, backed by the zippy song¬
and
each
familiar
number
is
entertainer,
who
sets
off
a
pleasant
ology of The Vogues and the Copa
also
. . was bcaught in the pro aura, warmly applauded. Word-of-mouth reaction from the assemblage. He Girls.
Antonio Morelli and his
'7 only 12 minutes its
. _ 10:30 . start, some kind publicity probably could keep this presents quite a picture with his orch smoothly blend the notes.
S^cpaeglParaPhraSed “t0 3! scheduled^
show
in
Vegas
longer
than
its
small
legs
flailing
about,
and
makes
Moriy Stevens takes over the baton
of a record for this boulevard
Her “Chantez-Chantez” gang¬ bistro.
skedded eight weeks, despite the the most of his small stature in during Davis’ turn.
Duke.
fact that tourists are notoriously creating comedic effects. He has a
sing with the crackerjack Milt
What Ella can do with a song hungry for powerhouse box office robust
Shaw orch {and the maestro’s vio¬ needs
baritone voice, on some
no
illumination
here.
Her
Cave,
Vancouver
lin virtuosity which is in a class by record sales prove she has a vast; names.
good impressions which he uses to
Vancouver, Oct. 28.
itself) segues into the Seine-et- audience and is universally accept¬
Nathaniel Frey is highly effec¬ accent his comedy. Gets over ex¬
Eagle & Man, The VoUmtes (2),
Oise familiars; “Je Cherche un ed as approximating,. at least, her tive as the pompous super-natural cellently here.
Coronet Dancers (6), Cindy & Al¬
Homme” is a neat new novelty; billing as “the first lady of song.” baseball fan who makes it possible
Miss Ates, with one of the more berto, Paul Suier Orch (6), Jimmy
“I’ll Eemember Today;’ is another To describe her technique beggars for the lowly Washington Senators picturesque diaphragms In town,
gesture to les Americains’ pop out¬ of many stylings but it comes to dethrone the mighty Yankees. wriggles her anatomy in several di¬ Brooks; $1.50 cover.
put; and withal she’s-a neat five- closer to Danny Kaye’s tongue¬ Ralph Lowe, as the hero who gets rections. There are times, though,
week business-getter here. Abel.
Eagle & Man made. their third
twisting seat or the fast lip work] the Svengali treatment, and Devra when one gets the feeling that
of a tobacco auctioneer than any KorWin as Lola, the femme Dorian she’s going through all the motions return to Isy Walters’ Cave, again
for
two weeks, in the thick of in¬
Gray,
also
contribute
splendid
per¬
perfunctorily.
Much
of
the
spirit
other
available
descriptive.
It
Tropieana, Las Vegas
might even be better pegged as formances. Altogether, high-quality she displayed on previous sessions auspicious -events in this area. The
(FOLLOWUP)
woods, the lifeblood industry of
portrayals
are
consistent
through¬
around
town
seems
to
he
lost.
Per¬
toying,
with
a
song
and
rolling
with
Las Vegas, Nov. 1.
Vancouver,' -closed down weeks
(Celeste Holm is Dick Shawn’s the note. Her surprise ending of out the cast. Joe Flynn and Burt haps, she now prefers the Tariffed ahead of winter bringing blight to
new co-star in the “second edition a tune is always a paw-pounder, Bier’s voices are' featured in “The atmosphere of legit, where she show biz; showman Walters suf¬
Game,”
a
production
number
which
worked
for.
so
long
in
“Fanny.’
the
sitter
never
knowing
whether
of the second edition” of Monte
However, the singing comes off fered a cardiac clot, was hospital¬
Proser’s Tropicana revue, entitled she’ll raise the register or lower gets especially booming yocks.
last week and forbidden to^
Although the show is presented better, and a couple of comedic ized
“You Gotta Be in Love.” Miss the scale. It's all part of her pe¬
culiar
skill
that
has
long
endured.
moments
with a male volunteer on work normal hours. Cave maitre d’
in 19 scenes, there were no notice¬
Holm replaces Vivian Blaine,' who
is ringsiding tab-lifters while
Her repertoire of 10 songs, span¬ able rough spots that usually bug stage also aid her cause.
departed because of a previous
like a keg with adhesive
Holdovers Trio Riveros, two boys hooped
commitment, .and will be in the ning nearly every tempo, sets her opening nights. Jack Havener con¬
tape owing to bust ribs self-in¬
show with Shawn until Nov. 20, UP as the mistress of all She sur¬ ducts the Ray Sinatra orch (14) and a girl, perform spiritedly in flicted while headlocking a patron
Duke.
the Latin dance movements with out to the exits; Richard Walters,
when Ernie Koyacs and Edith veys. Her rendition of “You’re with appropriate flair.
Blase” and “Hard-Hearted Hanna”
an occasional song thrown in. Ex¬ the son, fights severe flu while
Adams come in.
cept for the fact that routine could standing
Miss Holm is delightful with her are gems of her own caricaturing
stead for dad and half the
Le Cupidon, Y. Y.
be cut by one or two numbers to staff are sick.
sophisticated wit and songology, and maybe jaot as written,or sung
All this on top of the
Bobby Short . & Trio; $3 mini¬ give the show a speedier opening,
and is a perfect' balance for by the others but in the . Idiom mum.
death of Sandy De Santis last week
work is well received. Kittie De he
Shawn’s comedy. She looks good, which is strictly on her own.* This
planned a new Vancouver nitery
is
artistry,
sheer
and
shimmering.
Carlo
is
under
New
Acts.
and she’s smartly gowned as she
his last hours. De Santis oper¬
Bobby Short, a Coastite, has the
Ralph Font works hard at sup¬ to
sings special lyrics to such w.k. That hum to her Voice after the
ated the now defunct Palomar
tunes as “Where or When?” “I’m note is discharged is another trick knack of filling nitery rooms in the plying the musical background for: cabaret.
that
sets
her
apart
from
other
the
show
as
well
as
Latin
andj
Late,” and the “Can-Can” score.
east through the simple expedient
American dansapation. El Canay - The Eagle & Man offering is
It’s an exceptionally well-paced nitery thrushes.
act. New material for the turn - As a singer she sings, without of singing tutfes with music com¬
edy
.
backgrounds
in
a
manner
violent
Latin musical roistering,
any
of
thehumorous
lead-ins
so
was cleffed by Ruth Aarons.
that rate high m the nostalgia dept.
Jose.
Remainder of revue is intact, prevalent among the femme stands closely related to the way the com¬ ■ ♦
Man opened Monday’s first show
up
songbirds.
The
lyrics
of
her
with the exception of Leona (Miss
posers intended them to be sung.
with “When You’re Smiling,” a
V. S. A. for- a Day) Gage, who tunes generally .take care of that. He has recorded albums pn. several
vocal punctuated by Eable’s trum¬
Eddys% K. <C.
ankled several frames ago. “You From her instrumental accom¬ labels which have enjoyed a con¬
pet licks, strutting and asides to
Kansas City, Nov. 1.
panists,
Lou
Levy,
Gus.
Johnson
Gotta Be in-Love” is-still the most
sistent sales appeal for the same
Nelson Eddy wit1} Gale Sher¬ the room; the pair then work
lavish and spectacular show in Las- and "Max Bennett, she gets all the
wood, Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1- through “South,” “Birth Of The
musicianship she'
Vegas. «.
Duke. > accomplished
Blues,” “She’s Funny That Way,”
Negro singer is presently in the $1.50 cover.
needs. Paul -Hebert and: Frankie
“It’s Almost Like Being In Love,”
Sands Trio,keep the small floor process of building a sizable busi¬
“Hot Lips,” .“Sugar Blues,” a Harry
Palmer House, Chi
'packed with leg stretchers with ness at Le Cupidon. Last year, he
Third time in the Eddy club in James impresh of “Ciriciribin,” and
stayed for the bulk of the season two years._for Nelson Eddy and
their sets.
Helm.
Chicago, Oct. 31.
at The Red Carpet, where he hit Gale Sherwood, and they are mak¬ the m&rch-around “Saints.”
Toni Arden, Johnny ' Puleo &
The Volantes, a clean-cut pair of
top takes.
ing it a high spot of the fall season.
His Harmonica Gang (S'), Del Ray, Cascade Rest., London
contribute a slick unicycle
This time around there is a dis¬ Biz was capacity opening night, youths,
Ben Arden Orch (IQ); $2 cover.
novelty
using small bikes, tall
London, Oct. '25,
cernible difference in Short's oper¬ despite rainy weather and the flu
Carl ^ Hyson’s presentation of ations. Whereas’ in previous years,
Music, magic and mayhem is a “Debs On Parade!”, with Vilma La
he
sat
down
at
the
piano
with
a
a number of songs m the regula- ; rjdcien up and over a teetertotter
type of vaude mixture that usually ■Verne, Johnny Webb, Rae Landor,
comes off Well in - the Empire Barbara Ferris, Armand & Anita, trio behind him and pounded out tion Eddy manner, some topnotch prop. They, waltz and set up courses
Room, In this two-hour show, Deb. Starlets <5)T Confrey Phillips the tunes, this year, he's alternat¬ singing by Miss Sherwood, and con¬ for collision and juggle on their
ing between working at the piano, siderable fooling .around? all of it
Toni Arden, the headliner song¬
monoivheels making a first-rate
bird, has to overcome a program¬ an<l Sonnelli- Orchs; $6 minimum. standing in front of a mike and a delightful 40 minutes.
warmup act.
Toms.
using the portable for a 7 trip
As Nelson so aptly puls it, the
ming handicap. In the two pre¬
Carl Hyson, long-experienced arouncrthe room. It’s obvious that customers are up to their necks in
ceding acts hardly a word
Crescendo. Hollyw ood
spoken, and strictly visual routines producer of West End floorshows, Short is seeking to expand bis Eddys, what with the four mem¬
Hollywood.’Oct. 26.
have a way of tiring the strained has dreamed up a brisk, gay frolic sphere to operations to the iarger bers of the family whhh runs the
Mary Kaye Trio, Dave Pell Orch
necks of an eatery crowd- More¬ for the intimate atmosphere with rooms, and the likelihood-is that place. He sings straight on “Great
he’ll
hit
these
spots
successfully
in
(8);
$2
cover.
three
solo
acts
and
three
scenes
Day”
and
the
“Serenade”
from
the
over, the audience’s ears come in
“Chocolate Soldier,” clowns around
for heavy duty wear prior to the based oil “Paris By Night 1900,” the near future.
In Short’s catalog are tunes with “Shortnin* Bread” and reels 1 Mary Kaye Trio is back at the
singer’s turn ^during the raucus “London- by Night 1920” and a
musical slapstick of five mouth or: current view of “New York by from both musical and film scores. off a new ballad, “Out of the: Crescendo, where they did terrific
\ business about six months ago, and
gans. Nevertheless Miss Arden Night,” These three scenes not only He’s a personable chap who can Night.”
A tab version of “The Merry j indications are the threesome will
carries through her songalog for offer good opportunities for the get delicate effects out of a num¬
some well deserved palm pound¬ principals but provide standout ber or who -can ground away for Widow- is the signal for Miss Sher- ■ crack its own mark on its new
chances for. Hyson’s five glamor maximum results. His ivory work wood to enter the proceedings and j three-week stand. Opening night
ing. is also potent, sometimes too strong most of the show is a duet from (25) brought out a capacity crowd,
Miss Arden renders her varied girls in both sofig & dance.
Principal splo act is Vilma La for the needs of his own accom¬ there on. A talented doll, she is a and prospects are good for Gene
repertoire with versatile ’ and ap¬
propriate stylings. The diminutive | Verne, a tall, elegant blonde who paniment, but nevertheless con¬ great plus to the show with a fine Norman’s Sunset Strip bistro to
pink-gowned canary makes a pleas¬ gives a stylish rendering of “Love tributes a strong drive and direc¬ voice, lush figure and a natural continue the boxoffice pace during
ant eyeful with smooth simple For Sale.” Johnny Webb is the tion to his work. He carries a -sec¬ beauty. There’s a lot of fun in the the trio’s Tun.
gestures that give her’ authority on singing emcee and he scores with ond ivory accomper,-plus a bass broad version they do of “The j Act generates a feeling of elecMerry Widow,” and “If’n,” and tricity throughout the nitery.
stage. All the techniques of dic¬ “Dig, Dig, Dig.” But in his solo and drum for further support.'
(Nelson gives out with some im¬ Combo clicks solidly with its
Jose.
tion and modulation' serve to pro¬ act he elects Jp sing- “Lola,” which
pressions of other singers ana a unique arrangements, plus the zany
duce a lively treatment of num¬ is primarily a femme song.
bers lite “Almost' Llke Being in . Barbara Ferris, 21, has her big Ottawa House, Ottawa few of his film hits while Miss comedies of Frank Ross. Latter
Sherwood gets into a brief costume keeps the SRO crowd laughing with
Love.” ? She -xan carry through: moment with -♦‘steam Heat” arid
Ottawa, Oct. 31.
for the finale, “Blue -Heaven.” his antics and takeoffs, including
“Fascination” in a mere whisperl Canadian'hoofers Armand & Anita
Anita Eltis, Canadian Jazz Quar¬ Closer is a genuine picture-type ribticklers of Lawrence Welk and
without losing the audience. Ital¬ have two spots which they fill ener¬
clinch, and the pair have to teg off. Don Rickies.
ian and ** French medleys with1 getically and well. Rae Landor, tet; no admission or cover.
Trio is effectively backed by
They’re aided by Theodore Paxon
.character and intensity have to responsible for. , the dancing -en-j
Strong on song-selling savvy, at the piano and- orch leader Tony Frank Hudek at the skins; Ray
vie with a. swinging treatment of, sembles is welt as making three
Browne, tickling the ivories, and
“Pennies Brora Heaven’’ for top; appearances, has gone, for .. pace, Anita: Ellis keeps' the Circus DiPardo doubling as m.c.
Bil Lalotti,„ bass* Dave Pell octet
Next in
honors. Her routine is adaptable and the result is a breezy enter¬ Lounge of the Ottawa House en- { next
in will
.wiu be
uc Preston
rtwiuu Foster
x uavci =_
to almost any surroundings.
tainment enhanced by ' James raptured as she canaries a string and Kay Jones due to/^Jpen Novem-j provides good music for the terpers.
The- musical slugfest between Barker’s costumes J
of tunes ranging from bounce to j her 15.
Quin.
J
Daku.
Rich.

Psm&r

70"

comedian whose material is too
weak to make him anything but an
opener. However, his personable
qualities make him acceptable.
Jacques Brel has a big voice and
earnest delivery to make his
anarchic package of songs appro¬
priate for this offbeat house. MAX & CHERIE
Olivier Hussenot Co. (6> do a revue
, based on true' but droll gleanings Aero
Apollo's formula seems to be use 1 from newspapers, magazines, radlo- IS Mins.
a deejay (who can plug the vaudery ; casts, etc. Idea is good but gets Chaudiere, Ottawa
on his audio airing the week he ; overlong and repetitious. There are
Fresh in from Europe, Max &
appears) as packager and host of • 'some excellent moments, and crisp Cherie should find North American
rock ’n’ roll 'vaude. This outing! direction, playing and timing make circuits eager for their slick stanza
started big on the cash register and ! this an okay windup to a well- of comedy aero. Max is a sort of
it’s fronted by Eve.yn Robinson, balanced show.
Mosk.
athletic GrouchO, nice contrast to
sister of Jackie, and a platterpert femme partner Cherie. Duo
pitcher on WOV. To give her/ a <;aiiinoiit-2*alJtC<S Paris have several new twists to routine"
first-timer here, a helpii.g hand, •
Paris Nov 5
aero b'ts with emphasis op falls
another WOV jock. Jocko Render-!
Florence & Frederic Ballet (10) from high lifts sans the customary
son, helps her over the early hur- : ( -h y I
Camille), Romanos: hamming.
Cherie takes plenty
dies—sort of introduces tne introT „
T
/wil nil- "A tough falls from above Max’s
ducer. She does the femceeing for'
Laporte Orch: 114), A ■ noggin and tosses her male partner
the last €9 minutes of a 90-minute
™ Ncic York
(Ctnedw), around in some rough handling
show all by herself. Mbs Rohinson,; $1-50 toPbut the act never becomes *low or
perhaps unnerved-by the shouting : - y
ragged.
teenage aud, proves a verbose ’
Outsize film house is the last
This is a olicko item for sight
vocabulary ; still
femcee, despite her vocaminry
sun using
u*uis a
u sLageshow along with ;
Yarfirnlarlv'
niterips and
.eries
being limited to five adjectives—' the p c. However, present pntry■
Particulaiiy
nitenes anf
and
Gorm.
“fabulous.” “wonderful” and “very, -does riot say much for this format. ■ video,
vo/y, very.”
Florence & Fredei'ic Ballet (10);

Apollo, N. Y.

Jocko Henderson- Evelyn Robin¬
son review with Arnett.Cobb Band
<13>, Linda .Hojkins, The Heart¬
beats (5), The Sentimental* (5),
• Dimny Elbert, The Dubs (5), The
Channels 14), Little Willie John;
‘‘Safari” (???>.

Wednesday, November

interpolates her stint with a.blend
of oldie ballads and current, pops,
plus table-hopping chatter.
Hi white-sequined gown, Miss
Carroll’s first number is the bouncy
“Shooting High,” a nostalgic “Au¬
tumn. Leaves,” the oldie “I Only
Have Eyes for You,” “Lorelei” and
“If I Could Be- With You.” She
brings lady-like class to her sing¬
ing-chores., Withal, delivery and
looks. Miss Carroll sounds good.
MeStay.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER

Godfrey Fires Again

4

Numerals In connectiol/with bills below Indicate *p*nlnfl d*y ef yhew
whether %full er sptit week
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: d> Independent; «.) L**w; CM) Men;
... <P) P«remount; «R> RKO; <Si ItoR; CT) Tivoli; <W) Werner

NEW YORK CITY
.Music Hall IP) 7 ,

"

Roxy 7

SS^kSKS*
Skating Squire,
Rockettes
ItoxyeUes
Raymond Paige Ore I Roxy Orch

Village Vanguard
Jimmy Gluffre 3
Mike Nichols
Mort Sahl

Waldorf-Astoria
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Emil Coleman Ore
Bela BabaJ Ore

CHICAGO,

AUSTRALIA .

Miss Lucille
Black Orchid
Sheeky Greene
Jo Ann McGowan
Lurlean Hunter
Ros Pettlnger
Norman Erskine
Bill Christopher
Fred Napier
Joe Parnello 13)
Blue Angel
Gil Shepard Sc De
‘‘Calypso Cruise"
Soto Sisters (3)
Phil Sanchez
Pgul Gibbon -&
Lydia Lora
Solly Kothman
Lord Carlton
Norman Crider
Ted .Shovon (3)
Tune Tattlers (4).
Roger McCall
Charlie Fisk . Ore
A1 DTLacy Ore
Drake Hotel
Blue Note
Jane Morgan
Erroll Garner
Jimmy Blade Ore
BRITAIN
Leon Sash (4)
Gate of Horn
ASTON
Duo oRussmar
Cher Farce
Martha Schelamme
COVENTRY
Hippodrom* (M) 4
Sophie Tucker
Glen Yarborough
Morecamiie Sc Wise
Hippodrome (1). 4
Happy Jesters (4).
Marilyn Child
Top Drum Four
A1 Read
.Lean Redman
London House
Blue Orchid. LovTs Nat Jackley -.
Chez Adorables (6) Bernard Pfeiffer
idris & Belle
Rawicz & Landauer Ted Fio Rito Ore 13 Eddie Higgins (3)
Pat Trevor
Fredye MarshaU
Cloister Inn
Mister Kelly's
E Fox Sc Beryl
Gina 'it Gerardo
Pat Moran (4)
June Christy
Hassani Troupe
Ramsey Lewis Trio Marty Rubenstein 3
BIRMINGHAM
Lorez Alexandria
Painter House ■'
Hippodrome <M) 4 Tilibs Bros.
Margaret Burton
.Conrad Hilton
Tony Arden
CarroU Bevis
IS
Joan
Davis
Dcs.
"Ice
Review Spec”- Harmonica Rascals
Edorlcs
G
Mitchell
Singers
Glcnn
Ss
Colleen
Ben
Arden Ore.
Goldins'- Sc Stuart
'
LOHOON
Eddie Goffron
Metropolitan (I) 4
Larenty Tr.
F
Dovie
Sc
C
Kane
LOS
ANGEUES
Bobby Dennis
Calvin Lewin
Victor Soverall
Sylvia Drew.
Clro's
BRIGHTON
Peter. Dawson
Gateway Singers (5) Elaine Dunn
Hippodrome (M)
Dick Francis
Coconut Grovs
Peter Wood
S Sc M Harrison
John Hughes
Dorothy Collins
Paul. Hebert Ore
Ronnie Harris
Teddy Dunn
Amin Bros. (2)
Moulin Roygo
The Alabamas
EDINBURGH
Bob Lewis
The -Treniers
Arthur Barclay
Empire CM) 4
F. Martin Ore
Marth*-: Errolle
Tommy Welch
Terry *Dene .
Crescendo
Billy Wells Sc 4 Faj*
John .Clarence
La Rochelle "
Lili St. Cyr
Ffottiat Charlton
Johnnie Shawn
Billy Barnes Revue
Statler Hotel
| Les
NEWCASTLE
Zpm Hobe^ux
Dave Pell Octet
Carmen Cavallaro
Empire CM) 4
Darky's Dogs
Interlude *
Meg Brown
T Kennedy Sc Co.. Shirley Bassey
Arthur Blake
Ed. Bergman Ore-’
Emerson Sc Jayne
Andy Stewart
Jimmy James
Miki Sc Griff
Billy Stutt
3i-Alla .
LAS VEGAS
J.4c P Barbour
FINSBURY BARK
EAR Marlow
Empire (M) 4
Oesort Inn
CharCta
Roy Castle
Educating Archie
Johnnie Ray
Riviera
NORTHAMPTON
'Brough Sc Andrews
Joe Maize
“Damn Yankees"
New (N) 4
Jimtily Stand Sc Bd
Cordolins
Royal Nevada
Davie Sc Lee
Dancing McKennas
Wazzaw Troupe
Phyllis Inez
Frank- Forjnby
Lana Sis.
Carlton Hayes Ore
Jack Marlin
The ffoldwyns
Dick Emery
Bobby Kaye
Ramoni Bros.
Ronald Chesney
Dunes
Bob Stevenson OrC
Les Girls
. GLASGOW
“Minsky Follies’*
Sahara
Angelina Sc
E.-npne CM) ST
Tempest Storm
Marge Sc Gower
Marguerite'
Yana .
Stunning Smith
Champion ,
NORWICH
Edmund Hockridge
Irv Benson
Jean CarroU
Hippodrome <N) 4
Baker Sc Douglas
Joe DeRita
Cee Davidson Ore
Eddie Reindeer
Renee Strange
Dick Dana
Louis Prima Sc
A1 * Dave Page
Freddie Harrison
Garwood Van Ore
Keely Smith
Strip Queens of '‘57
Kendor Bros.
' El‘ Cortez
Sands.
NOTTINGHAM
»
Anton Sc Janetta
‘Rhythm pn Ice”
Samn^r Davis Jr. •'
Empire (M) 4
HANLEY
DeJohn Sisters
Augie Sc Margo
Theatre Royal (M) 4 Harry Secombe
George Arnold
Copa Girls
Rudy Horn
Russ Hamilton
Buster
Hallett
Ore
Antonio MoVelli Ore
Billie Anthony
Ballet Montmartre
Et Rancho Veaat
-SheNseatIvahko 4
Terry Scott .
Eartha Kitt ''
Gyle it Sena
Jones Sic Arnold •
Dovoyah- Sc Hayes
MjTon-' Cohen
Sandy Sims
Mitchell Singers
Walter's Dogs
Molnar
Dancers
Garr Nelson
SOUTHAMPTON
Oliver Sc Twist.
Dick Rice Orch
Shpwhoat Girls.
Grand-(N) 4 .
Der Kordas
Vic Artese Ore
Flamingo 2 Gees
•=«- Gordon Sc Colville
Sliver Slipper..
George Meaton
Pearl Bailey
LEEDS
Hank Henry Ink Spots
Bob Grey
Empire <M) 4 .
Toni Mohr
Rhoda ’Rogers'
Flamingoettes
Jimmy Clitheroe
J Baldwin Sc Prtr. Lou Basil Orch
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Miles Twins
Sparky Kaye
Fremont Hotel.
Jack Watson
1 Ron Dillon
Mac Dennison
19 Girls Nudes
Nitecaps
Les Brazil!arios
Geo. Redman Ore.
SUNDERLAND
Make Believes
Cox Twins
Thwnderbird
Empire (M) 4
Satellites
Alicia Dells
Jackie Sc Rdy
M French- Sc Joy
Colin Hicks Sc Co. The Castles
Trepicane
Gilbert & Sylvia
Golden Nugget
LIVERPOOL
Celeste Holm
Empire <M)>4'
Marty Wilde * Co. Hank Penny
Annell Sc Brask
Dick Shawn
Dickie Valentine
Sue Thompson
Neile AdamsThompson'
3 Martinis
Harry Ranch
Nat Brandywynne . '
Billy Regis
•••
Bill Maynard
:_. _
Hackford Sc Doyle. I Most Bros.
Desmond Lane
1 Johnny Lesley
Pan Yue Jen Tr. I Carlo Sis.
MELBOURNE
Tivoli CD 11
Archie Bobbins
Margo “Z" Bomb
Boys of Mexico
S Baris
Christine Sc MoU
Lebmc Sc Bernice
Bobby Gonzales

Buster Fiddess
Brenda Rowe
Frank Ward
Della Vance
Dionne Vail
SYDNEY
Tiypli (T> 11
Majestys Irish
Guards
WELLINGTON
Town Hall (T) 11
Luigi Infantino

Tnough litt'e known, except forj foes in
^
IKITTJE DE CARLO
a flnke record or two, some of the ; dances with phosphoiescent, feath■
talent is most satisfactory on theory, costumes, beating drums etc., Songs.
stage. The Heartbeats, thfr first of Jp\s 13 acceptable m one of the jJa Mms,.
many singing groups, do well in a ? Aeshely cabarets but - is out -of j Chateau Madrid, N. Y.
brace. The Dubs are also strong ? £;?“*
ehor®D-rluhv I
Kittle De Carlo is a looker with
when they appear later. Other j
St Srie 1 a lot of selling points in the song
multi-member troupes, .The Sent;jo helP much but Vatene , department.
.
. -•
-Most of her
more po¬
inumais aim xue t^iranueis, uuu i;—v- —r—._,
tent assets are on the physical side,
manifest enough of what it takes; seriousness g ve this ovei long ent y .There are.good features, gowning
vocally or physically to rise above • some showmanship, hardworking) bearing and demeanor to give her
the flood.
•
Romanos
are a
hara"or^P|{ distinction .on the floor, and md.its
. ■
, .
_T _ ; comico-acrobaiic threesome
Donny Elbeit, an upstate New ajSQ do shoftshoe and sing. Fre- f cations point, that-with a lew more
Y ork soloist m ^the idiom, takes j notic quality makes this a big plus swings around the circuit she’ll be
lus audience by surprise. A verile, j even
they are on too long. Cut. an assured cafe performer.
good-looking man he opens up and | this would be a topnotcli act. Jean !
Miss De CarJo:
.. . has an extremely
sex\r mien, and has taken
taken' a song
comes out a falsetto. But it’s some- j LaDorte orch (14) is on y adequate; sexv
thing to set him apart, and he sings in Jackinq acts and in a medley of* routine
*
’ Sole
to accent.
that facet.
mcely for all of it. His offbeat ta*- GharlPs Chaplin-cleffed songs to fault oil her preem night here. Was
cut seems to appeal particulaidy to : preacede the pic.
Mosk.
the • fact that her voice wasn’t
the screamers in the front pews.
v
strong enough to carry but her in¬
tent. It could have been openingIJttle Willie John, sole big name ;
nieht nerves that debilitated-her
on the counter, is h?s usually casual ‘
voice, but it had its effect on her
self, hand mike and all, and some-!
overall turn.
'
Jose.
how works Up steam enough to be i
topnotch in his four or five ditties. ?
c„irT
He's a bit of a clown, but that only MARTHA SCIILAMME
enhances his general stage worthi-;
1 30 Mins.
ne?
1
Gate of Horn, Chi.
Arnett Cobb crew, 13 in all, is
Gontiaiied from
fj
Martha Schlamme’s concert ex- _— continued
page z
one of the better bancis around His
perience lends itself to sock adap- j
.
,
.
,
tenpr sax* the Charlie Ross organ tat'on
for a nitery setting. Always J American records, in- order to woo
and general support is good and
blends well. Only drawback is the carefully gowned for the Gate’s ‘ their listeners away from listening
to the West German stations which
overlong middle-of-the-show standi bare
. „ stage,
- she proceeds with a'x.
by'the band. Band vocalist Linda j rnuumum 0f words and lucid g^- offer the'same type of current mu¬
Hopklns, with a hot mama style! tu^s to create a setting for her
And even in the theatre,
and excellent phrasing, deserves a ' golden Pipings m German, Hebrew, sic.
break as a sinel^
Art
■ Spanish and English—all with rich American plays had been done,
meak as a smgle.
Ait.
;variation ^ character and style,
with “Diary of Anne Frank” pre¬
j
Miss Sehlaimne brings more than sented last year in one East Ger¬
Trots llaudrtfs, Paris ithe usual folk mus'c crowd in and man house. And many East Ber¬
Paris Nov 3
i
a natural for class hotel rooms liners, particularly had gone into
Catherine Sauvage, Raymond De- \or, intimate spots. The ease with West Berlin until the nejv currency
controls were installed, to
American pix and plays presented
in West Germany.
m La Realite Depasse La Fiction,” l keep her on all night.
Chairman of the recently ap¬
ffi b,J f ^l/card, J. |
A< tlle Gate, Miss schlamme is pointed Communist Cultural Com¬
Ftancl..^ sets and costumes, C. Le : currently accompanied by Tanya mission Alfred Kurella demanded
Roy; directed by Hussenot, with; Gould's verv competent keyboard. a cultural revolution in'East Ger¬
Madeleine Barbulee, Vtrginie Vitnj,: Miss Gould’s versatility is particu- many, with a special attack on the
Hubert Deschamps, Jean Rochefort, j lafly impressive on the art songs. “uncritical acceptance of the East
Henri Virlogeux; $2.50 top. .
j The singer lias also Worked here German people of decadent bour¬
NEW YORK CITY
'
[with the potent guitar support of geois art influences of the West.”
RSVP
Ren Soir
MabeUe Mercer
TIrs vestpocket combo house-1Fran^ Hamilton, which added tre- He closely adhered to the party Tony Sc Eddie
Stella Brooks
Sanders
cliansonnier has the correct idea ! mendous depth and color to the line laid down recently by Red Felicia
Hotel Statler
Charles Manna
Buddy Morrow
It mixes a group of offbeat acts: wide variety of folk idioms. The chief Nikita Khrushchev, whose Three Flames
note) Taft
for the first part and has a topical: enects m both cases are solid, articles on culture appeared in the Jimmie Daniels
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hal Schaeffer
revue for the last half. There are!Martha Schlamme’s freshness, hu- party magazine; Kommunist.
Hotel St. Regis
Blue Angel
Martha Davis St
Fernanda Montel
enough topnotcliers, plus sufficient niPr and classy showmanship are
Milt Shaw Ore
Spouse
Some of the intellectuals of East
e'everness in the revue, to make '• Pe^ec^ f°r either one-act show
Ray Bari Ore
Anne Leonardo
this in for a probable season's run.: sP°ts. ol> the plush touch for class Germany, suspecting the principles Carol Burnett
Latin Quarter
Szonys
to be laid down at the meeting, had Pat Kirby ,
Catherine Sauvage has a biting nitenes.
Leva.
* Casanova
Three Suns
avoided attending. Many gave the Jacques Zarow
voice just right for the powerful *
“—-Aren 'Sc Broderick
Debonalrs
“Asiatic flu” as a reason for not Alex Alstone
plaints of the songs from “Three- : nTriisir rvRnoi t
Gillian Grey
Chateau Madrid
penny Opera” of Bertold Brecht ‘
C AKKOLL
being prtsent at the conference.
Simo-n McQueen
Tun Tun
and Kurt Weill. Fine bearing and I
Chic James
Nejla Ates
Bob Kennedy
Battle De Carlo
a knowing interp of the ballads I
cibiref Toronto
Syncopated Waters
Ralph Font Ors
have her one of the best dramatic :Lfr Cabaret, Toronto
El Canay
Jo Lombardi Ore
pop singers in the circuits here 1
After eight, weeks last summer
B Harlow* Ore
Candi Cortez
copacanans
Le CupMen
Raymond Devos is a clever co-; Wlth Gaovge Jessel in “Showtime,”
Bobby Short *
Martha Raye
median who uses an expressive face =stock niusical revue, Toni CarroU SSJ— Continued from page 1
Did Romanian
Steve Lawrence
and fine material to best advantage. is breaking in a new night-club
Joey Adams
Four Barons
White House (“I haven’t been in¬ Cindy Tyson
A1 KeUy
A knowing mixture of zany comedy singing act here, with Jonathan
Barry Sisters
vited there in two years”) because Sammy Devens
and intelligent numbers make him Lucas staging, Joseph Sherman do¬
Lou Wills Jr.
Elaine Deming
something for the musieliall circuits ing the arrangements, and Samuel “you can’t tell Ike something for hQchacl Duxso Ore Lucienne Sc Ashour
Marti Ore
Shew. Place
here as well as a good possibility Chapman designing the lush ward¬ his own good . . .-he gets irri¬ Frank
He added that his Ait Downstairs Room Karen Anders
for films and theatre. He gives robe. Miss Carroll, of course, sup¬ tated.”
Barbara Sbanna
Julius Monk
Wm. Graham
"out with a tale of a great traffic plies the warbling, the good looks Force crusade has also cost him Bonny Graham
Kenneth McMiHen
Ceil Cabot
jam in which motorists are con¬ and the chassis. On initial tryout, the friendship of the just-retired Ellen
Healey
Wm. Nix
demned to go round and round a Miss Carroll will be back at Le Defense Secretary, Charles Wilson, Jenny Lou Law
Natalie Charlson
Town A Country
square for • all the off-streets are i Cabaret for another fortnight’s en- though “we stilt exchange polite Gerry Matthews
Stan Keen
Jack. Carter
one-way the wrong nay; a guitarist 5 Sagement, commencing New Year’s phonecalls on birthdays.”
Gordon Connell
Arnold Dover
who can only play one lick, and jEveRover Boys
Here he got diverted into his Daphne Heilman
El ChicoMidge Sc Bill Hagother savvy routines for big yocks 1
Currently, trie alternately sexy “self-imposed censorship” andTtold
Maria An tinea
get tand applause.
jand sultry songstress, plus that how he and his CBS associates had Rosita. Rios
Will Gaines
Menestrals are a choral trio with; switch to innocent ballads, is do- decided he better not use the. air¬ No 1 Fifth Avt Buster Burnell
Blano
Ned Harvey Ors
good routines for their well-picked : ing two shows a night at Le Cab- waves for feis deep-dish geopoliti¬ Ralph
Socafres Ore
Bobo Lewis
songs on historical and folk sub- I eret. where ^|ie tariff is $1,75 per cal pitch.
Viennese Lantern
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Vicky Autier
jects. Preston is a deadpan magi- j person to sit down and an average
Hofei Pierre
Jose Duval
“The reason.” he said, “is that
cu.n who mixes knowhow and ■ check runs to about $15, definitely
Stanley Melba Ore
Ernest Schoen -Ore
political
agencies
in
Washington,
snafu perfectly for an excellent I not for the workingman,
Joe Rieardel Ore
Paul Maim
VI|4W Bam
filler. Guy Beart sings his own|
The former “Miss Missouri” D. C., Can hurt you bad”—presum¬ Rosalynda St. John
Hotel Plase
Ralph Michaels
songs. He has no voice but some \ (brunet>, who also models and has ably, he meant the FCC—“and can Katyna Ranieti
Susan Brady
Zeb Carversmartly lvricked numbers and a {done bits in pix, whams over her. hold up station licenses for months Ted Streeter Or*
Ed Smith
good musical ear see him through, j current MGM record—“I Want and months. After all, this is iny Mark Rotate Ore
Piute Pete
Bernard Gauthron is a patter * You To Know”—for the finish, but bread and butter.”
Sammy Kaye Ore
Bobby Meyers Ore

I, Germany Bans
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'RENO

Mapes Sky room
Lancers
Snooky Lanson
Skylets
’Ed Fitzpatrick Or«
Now Golden
Billy Duke
Nick Esposito
Riverside
Spike Jones
Starlets
BUI Clifford Or*

Harolds Club
j Krakerjacks
’ Twin Tunes
Harrah's .
Kings IV
Johnny Dkelele
^
Reno 3
Holiday
Chuck Leonard
Ho Hums
Lawrence Sc Boyer
Beachcombers

M1AMI-MIAMI REACH
Jack Stuart Ore
Sacasas Ore
Pupi Campo Ore
Natalie Fields TrieLucerne
Havana Mardi Gras
Diosa Costello
Miles Velarde
Don Casino
Tonia Flores
Tony St FranceDa
Juan Romero
David Tyler Or*
Luis Varona Or*
Nautilus
Milt Ross
Marriette
Mario.Jt Toni*
Syd,Stanley or*
. gpvllle
Bob Sennett
Murri Sc Ruth
Johnny Silvers Or*
Rey Mambo Or*
Saxony
Weela Galley
Charles St Fay* .
A1 Stuart Archette
Jimmy Grippe
Fred Thompson
Tommy Angel.

Amoricana
Dornan Bros.
Maria Neglia
Marie Sausier
Jackie HeUer
Lee Martin Or*
Maya Ore
1
Balmoral
Billy Mitchell
Rosina Aston
Sonny Kendis Ore
Tana Lenn
Di Lid*
Mandy Campo Ors
Gloria Blake
Jane Moore
Bernle Sager
Jack Barcena Or*
Eden R*s
Fran Warren
Bobby Sargent
Baron BuDca
Lord Flea
Mai Malkin Ore Chico Cuban Boys
Fontainebleau
Marlon Marlowe v
A1 Bernie
Four Fredianis

HAVANA
Montmartre
Raul Mesa
Raquel Barisba
Ivetta De La Fuent*
Claris** Novo
Gladys Bocay
Fajardo Ore
Naclenal Dancing Water*
W. JhiM Ore
Sans Bevel
Victor Alvarez
JOmsL Moor
D'Aida, Q
Gloria A Roland*
Miriam Barreras

Roberto Barcel*
Maria Magdalen*.
La Seri* Ore
Ortega ore

'-wK’ES*

’

I

Dei Varela
dys A Freddy
Arero*

ienica Castel
Tksoleaiia Ballel
d Buaret Or*
4 Roaaeu On
Genevieve .
Anna Sc Julia
Bay Car sea
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Equity Considering Own «
Service for Casting Info

Actors Equity is considering set¬
ting up a casting information serv¬
ice
its members. A motion that
' Edgewater Beach Playhoute Hat $60,000 Bankroll- suchforaction
he taken was made at
the union's recent membership
Undecided on Policy of Tryout* or Tour Pkget.
meet and adopted unanimously.

LEGITIMATE

71

Equity Building Case vs. Merrick;

't Actors Equity is quietly gather¬
ing evidence against Broadway
The-Equity council has followed
j producer David Merrick.
The
through by authorizing a' sub¬
The Edgewater Beach Play¬
union’s move involves a number
committee of the House Affairs
house, Chicago, is operating on
of complaints having to do with
Committee to survey the situation.
a seven-year: plan. The 1,000-seat
the producer’s dealings with ac¬
strawhat, which last summer com¬
Harold Gary, who succeeded the tors. Some of the charges could
pleted its first season under ttie.
Tel Aviv, Oct. 29.
late Harry Clark as the film pro¬ lead to placing Merrick on Equity’s
production auspicies of Noel Behn,
“Slaughter of the Innocents,” a
ducer in the Broadway production list of “defaulting managers.”
is capitalized at $60,000 with pro¬ drama by William Saroyan about
of “Will
Success. Spoil Rock
Latest incident to arouse Equity’s
vision for 20% overcall, .It’s been a fear^fidden country ruled by
Hunter?” is going to put in an¬ ire involves the cast of “Look Back
leased for seven years' by the super-patriot demagogues, has been
other four weeks in the play be¬ in Anger,” John Osborne’s drama
Edgewater Beach Summer Theatre produced by the -Habimah Theatre
ginning tomorrow night (Thurs.) at which Merrick brought to Broad¬
Corp,, witH , costs to be amortized as “almost a world premiere/^The
the Alley Theatre, Houston. He’ll way with four of the five members
over that period, ,
,.
be playing a different role, how¬ of the London cast. All the im¬
play, written at the peak of the
Roger L. Stevens has lined up an ever, and will also double as di¬ ported players are getting what
On the amortization basis, ac¬ late Sen, McCarthy’s career, was
cording to Behn, the Playhouse never produced in the U. S.,- but is ultra blue-chip backer list for this rector of the stock production.
Equity officials regard as inade¬
His part in the Alley presenta¬ quate salaries, and it’s claimed
broke about even on its pine weeks said fo have been given a single season’s Playwrights ‘Co. produc¬
tions. Rather than go through the tion will be that of the devil-agent, that Merrick has refused to grant
of operation last summer. A side¬ presentation in Holland.
The sombre piece, translated usual routine of lining up financ¬ which Martin Gabel originated on adjustments, despite the fact that
light to the reopening of the house,
the low-budget production is play¬
previously operated by Marshall into Hebrew by Jacob Orland, was ing in varying units from a long Broadway.
ing to capacity business and is fig¬
Migatz and dark in 195f££ was that directed by Peter Frye. It had a list of prospects, the .producerfealtor-theatre operator went to a
ured to clean up a substantial
it was.set up for business by off- mixed reception.
handful of bigtime associates and
profit.
Broadway personnel from the
friends,” getting $300,000 from 12
One of the players in the show,
Cherry lane Theatre, N.Y.
individuals.
*
according to Equity sources, is get¬
. Behn Is general manager of the
_. Those investing include eight at
ting only $175 basic weekly salary.
Cherry Lane and his staff for the
That is subject to 20% deduction
$30,000 each and four at $15,000
Playhouse included James Pres¬
for Federal income tax. another
each. The $30,000 group includes.
ton, managing director, and Don
20% for New York State income
Emil A. Bartz, a vice-president of
McGovern, stage manager and set¬
tax (the law provides for the em¬
Webb & Knapp, representing the
up man with Jim Nichols, who was
Producers Robert E- Griffith and ployer to deduct the tax from the
realty firm’s president, William
sent fromk New York to .Chicago
Zeckendorf; Robert W. Dowling, Harold S. Prince distributed $140,- pay of out-of-State residents), as
four weeks in advance, of the open¬ . The Independent Booking Office president of City Investing Co. 000 over the weekend to backers well as 5% that alien players must
ing to make contacts for equip¬ Is experimenting with southern and a partner with Stevens in the of their four Broadway productions. pay to Equity, and certain other
ment purchases.
dates for touring shows. Ironically, Producers^Theatre, and'Alfred R. The payment includes $30,000 small deductions bringing the ac¬
During its nine weeks of oper¬ the getaway entry in the test is Glancy Jr., and Ben Tobin, part¬ return of capital on “West Side tor's take-home pay to about $85
Tennessee
Williams* “Cat on a.Hot ners of Stevens in_ various large Story,” 3560,000. return of capital a week.
ation, the Playhouse offered three
Williams? plays, in¬ realty projects.
plus profit on “New Girl in Town,” „ That’s figured to he’ just barely
regular, touring packages and two Tin Roof.”
cluding
“Cat,”
are notorious for
and $25,000 dividends apiece on subsistence pay for anyone able to
independent productions, one a
Also, philanthropist Mary Wood¬
new adaptation of "Affairs of An- their sordid depiction of southern ward Lasker, widow of advertising both “Paiama Game” and "Damn sublet a modest apartment, but not
life.
.
;
Yankees.”
enough for anyone living at a
atol” and the other a tryout of
agency owner Albert Lasker; Rob¬
“Cat/* being sent out by George
‘•The Circus of Dr. Lao.1’ The plays
The rejfeyment on “West Side hotel, as the four British cast mem¬
ert R. Young, board chairman of
ran a fortnight each, “Anatol” at Brandt and costarring Victor Jory the N. Y. Central and Chesapeake. Story” brings the capital return bers are now doing. A trade, re¬
a loss and "Lao" breaking about and his wife, | Jean Innes, began* its & Ohio railroads and the Alle¬ on that musical to $60,000 thus far. port that Osborne has been giving
even.. Uta Hagen and Herbert hike Oct. 241 at the WRVA Audi¬ gheny Co.; and Stevens himself, The show, presented in partner¬ financial assistance to some of the
Berghof costarred in “Anatol,” torium, Richmond. Bookings last representing David Rockefeller, ship lyith Roger L.- Stevens, is cur¬ actors out of his author royalties
while Burgess Meredith starred In week took in the. Auditorium, one of the sons of John D. Rocke¬ rently in its sixth caoacity-attend- could not be confirmed, and Equity
“.Lao,* which was also presented Charlottesville; Carolina • Theatre, feller Jr., and a top executive of ance week at the Winter Garden has not been informed of it. Th*
Durham; Oven* Auditorium, 'Char¬
Theatre, N.Y. It represents a $300,- playwright, incidentally, is. mar¬
for a week at the Famous Artist?
the Chase-Manhattan Bank.
ried to Mary Ure, femme lead in
lotte, and Tower Theatre, Atlanta.
Playhouse; Fayetteville, N.Y.
The $15,000 group Includes for¬ 000 investment;the play.
This'week the presentation plays
The distribution on “New Girl in
. The Playhouse management is
Singe the contracts were all
|a full frame at the Civic Theatre, mer ad agency head Milton H. Town” includes * final $30,000
mulling a future policy of concen¬
Biow;
George
Killion,
president
of
signed
for the “Anger” cast. Equity
New Orleans, and'from there goes
return of capital and an initial has been unable to take any direct
trating on tryouts, packages, or a
Into the Coconut Grove <Fla.) Play¬ the President steamship line on
$30,000 profit dividend. The musi¬ action to remedy the situation.
mixture of the two. Pre-season ex¬
house for .a fortnight The show the Coast; San Francisco financier,
penses for last summer came to I then moves into regular touring Louis R. Lurie, and Judge Saipuel- cal, co-produced with Frederick However, union officials have de¬
about $18,000, with'the amount ; stands.
| R. Rosenman, former law partner, Brlsson, is .currently, in its ,25th livered . verbal dressings-down to
.
next year expected to drop, to
political adviser:and Speech' writer week at the 46th Street Theatre, at least one actor’s agent involved
N.Y. It has recently returned to and will probably write a letter to
around $14,000. The weekly , oper¬
for Franklin D. Roosevelt
standee
business,
after easing the League of N. Y. Theatres pro¬
ating cost at the house levelled
The syndicate,'. legally titled
below the Capacity level during the testing the matter and other of
off to-about $14,000 during the sea¬
Playwrights-Six Play Co.; Is back¬
traditional summer lull. It repre¬ Merrick's dealings with actors.
son, Expenses, however, were par¬
ing the following Broadway shows
sents a $300,000 investment.
- Caution Britons
ticularly high the first season, with
[ this season; “Miss Lonelyhearts”
In addition, a union official has
advertising - promotion getting a I
The dividend on “Pajama Game”
Houston, Nov. 5.
(already closed), “Time Remem¬
reportedly
advised British Equity
hefty outlay. According to. Behn*
“The. Desk Set,” William Mar- bered,”
“Nude
rath
Viojlin,” brings the total profit to date to
the house was also overstaffed chant comedy which opened re¬ “Country Wife,” “Rope Dancers” $1,400,000, divided equally be¬ to caution its members about con¬
most pf the season because of Its cently at the Playhouse, equipped and “Slimmer of the 17th Doll.” tween management and backers. tractual terms offered for New
engagements
in
London
late and abrupt start
with .furniture the author never. Each of the productions Is being That gives the latter a 280% York
. In the case of the two inde- envisioned, a Steinway Piano. On presented in partnership with! an¬ profit on their $250,000 investment. shows. That Is apparently aimed
primarily
at
‘The
Entertainer/*
an(Continued on page 76)
The “Damn Yankees" divw
the* bench behind It is Playhouse other management, SO the Play¬
(Continned on page 76)
producerdirector-star and play doc¬ wrights Co. is putting up only part ra'ses the total profit on the musi¬
tor, Herbert Kramer, in black tie of the capital in each ^ase. That cal to $806,943 thus far. On ‘the
and tux for the performance of explains the fact that $300,000 is basis of the standard 50-50 split
between management and hackers,
“favorite selections from his orig. sufficient to cover six shows.
that gives the latter a 162% profit
Inal N. Y, Town Hallv Programs”
on
their
$250,000
investment.
•(as noted in program).
Both “Pajama" and “Yankees”
Musical stint, which runs 20 min¬
were
produced
by
Griffin
& Prince
utes and two encores, is one of the
Londonf Nov. 5.
in partnership with Frederick
Two American residents in Lon¬ liveliest momenta, in the.-Kramer
Boston, Nov. 5.
Brisson.
don are operating Britain's first ma¬ version of the three-acter. Since
Sale of the Colonial Theatre and
The Assn, pf Theatrical Press
jor provincial club theatre, the the play involves the life and loves
Tthe adjoining office /building was
New Shakespeare, which opened in of a network’s minor employes Agents tc* Managers is clamping,
jeonsumated here last Friday (1),
Liverpool last Thursday (31). They who are about to be replaced by. an down on house managers who fail
: Princess Virginia Corp. of St. Paul,
are Anna Deere Wiman and Sam electronic brain at Christmas time,
III
J
<Minn-.
was purchaser of the builrtto abide by tenure of employment
Hi tJvMlIVi IVUiJuIfl jing, and the sale was made by a
Wapamaker, who are managing the cue for piano bit is interpolated
line,
/Mr.
Kramer
is
coming
‘be¬
contracts. An action by the un¬
project under the banner of W. W.
The Theatre in Soviet Russia” 1 corporation controlled by Jacob J.
fore his television show to enter- ion's hoard of governors to enforce
Productions.
by Nikolai A. Gorchakov (Columbia ‘ Shubert.
Following the example of the •‘ tain at the Christmas party.”.
The Minnesota firm paid a de¬
such contracts was approved by U. Press: $1), Is billed as “the first
A few minutes later, half-way the membership at a recent meet¬ extensive and authoritative treat¬ posit of $125,000, plus $187,500 in
New Watergate Club, which took
over the Comedy Theatre in Lon¬ through second act, lights go down, ing of the association.
ment of the Soviet theatre by a cash. The Shubert corporation took
don last year, the new Liverpool cast sits on arena floor, and Kra¬
a first mortgage at 6% on the re-*
The ATPAM stand on house prominent participant, outside the
The
venture opened with Arthur- Mill¬ mer enters behind piano.
mainder of the purchase price.
managers is .-that outside employ¬ Soviet Union.”
er's "A View from the Bridge” audience reaction to non-Kramer
Purchase price was $1,250,000.
Author graduated from Moscow
ment is permitted when a theatre
and will follow that with “Tea and segments Was not hearty though
The mortgage of $937,500, was;
some laughter and applause re¬ is dark, but when it reopens the Higher Theatrical School in 1926. given by the purchaser to the own¬
Sympathy.”
house manager must report for studied theatre painting with Yelev
The third presentation will be warded the cast. Crix reacted as
ers and sellers of the property, 138
duty. Otherwise, upon the agree¬ .and Ekster, and was for several
"Finian's Rainbow/’ which bad a always to Playhouse productions.
West 48th St. Theatre Co., Inc.,
ment of the theatre owner, the seasons directorial assistant of
brief run in the West End some That is, the Post, tongue-in-cheek;
New York, Walter N. Trenerry was
manager contract will he termin¬ Meyerhold and Tairov. He taught
eight to nine years back. The musi¬ Press, softened by liberal doses of
named as head of the Princess Vir¬
dramatics
and
wrote
for
Russian
ated
and
another
member
will
be
cal will run from* Dec. 26 to Feb. 8 editorial bine pencil; and Chron*
ginia Corp.
stage and films. Since 1945 he has j
assigned to the job.
and is expected?to be followed by Idle not at all, as Kramer has bung
Sale of the Colonial ends the
still another American production, the “pongrata” sign on aisle-sitter
“The Rainmaker,” which was a because of past criticism.
V«f
West End hit a year ago.
The initial production, warmly
ROBERT DOWNING
received by the opening night audi¬
S»fdo2
ence, starred U.S. film actor Marc
has a* affactioNate Y«IwHh
Author writes with awareness of
SELSh.
Lawrence in his first British stage
KTtfce Cite listers
house; the Plymouth, now* the Gary
the apparent vigor of the Soviet
(Whom he effectloMtety calls
role with Vera Fustek as his wife,
picture house;, the Wilbur, now
theatre in terms of actiyity and lack
Allentown,
Pa.,
Nov.
5.
Tim Seely as the blonde illegal im¬
Gypsies)
booked .as an independent by
of unemployment; but also with the.
Allentown’s Civic Little Theatre,
migrant, Ralph Npssek as the elder
In a Irighf Piece tided
Michel J, Kavanagh, former Shu¬
realization that, the Communist
brother and Catherine Feller as the In operation for 30 years, is getting
bert mgr. in Boston; the Copley,
regime
has
permitted
a
great
art
young girl, Sam Wanamaker* who its first permanent home, a film
now the copley picture house, the
theatre to decline into a propagan¬
staged the piece with; considerable theatre purchased for -$95;00Q.
Opera House, now being demol¬
da
machine.
“Creative
freedom
has
authority, played the role of the Activity at the new house, which
ished; and the Colonial.
been largely lost... the Soviet the¬
has been renovated, got underway , o*e ef the many Editorial Feateres
lawyer.
At the Colonial, Louis Cline stays
atre sees Bolsheviks—and even
in the Npcomiaq
“View from the Bridge” and the last Saturday night (2) with State
on as manager. Talk is that the new
their secret police—through rosescheduled “Tea and Sympathy” are and local officials and legit cele¬
owners will refurbish the 1,500colored glasses.” •
Rodo.
52d Anniversary Number
being presented at the Shakespeare brities from nearby Bucks County
seater and install an air cooling
under the'private chib setup, which slated to attend the opening:.
ef
Richard Weede has Succeeded system. Sale of the Colonial at
permits- the performance of play
The preem entry is “Janus,”
RUssell Goodwin in “The Most $1,250,000 was about $400,000 more
not approved by the Lord Cham¬ which will continue through this
Happy Fella,” in which his father, than the Shuberts paid for the
berlain for public performance. - week. ■=
Robert Weede, plays the title role. house in 1952.

Harold Gary to Texas
As ‘Rock’ Actor-Stager

Habimah Near-Proem*
Wm. Saroyan ‘Innocents’

Griffith, Prince

• Shows in South

|

DIRECTOR-ACTOR’S OWN
PIANO SPOT IN 'DESK’

Anna Wiman, Wanamaker
Open Liverpool Theatre
As Membership Venture

Boston Colonial Sale
Closed for $1,250,000;
To Continue as Legiter

ATPAM STIFFENING ON
HOUSE MANAGER RULE

BOOK ON THEATRE

envirr

A

Staff Manager

Allentown (Pa.) Civic
Gets Permanent House

“ClUdi"g a|Se Sh^Va^e^irtiS
j

Gypsy*Love Song

PfistiEfr

PS&tkE&r

70

interpolates her stint with a*blend
of oldie ballads and current pops,
plus table-hopping chatter.
In white-sequined gown. Miss
Carroll’s first number is the bouncy
“Shooting High,” a nostalgic “Au¬
tumn Leaves,” the oldie “I Only
Have Eyes for You,” “Lorelei” and
“ff I Could Be. With You.” She
brings lady-like class to her sing-,
ing chores. Withal, delivery and [
looks. Miss Carroll sounds good.
McStay.
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VARIETY BILLS
;

WEEK OF NOVEMBER 41

Numerals in connection with bills below indlcafoopenlng day ef fhsw

|
whether^fwll er split week
comedian whose material is too
Apollo, IV. Y.
Letter.in parentheses Indicates circuit: cl> Independent; (L> Leew; (M) Moss;
Jocko Henderson- Evelyn Robin¬ weak to make him anything but an
opener.
However,
his
personable
<P> Paramount; «R> RKO; ($j Stoll; IT) Tivoli; <W) Werner
son review with Arnett. Cobb Band
make him acceptable..
t!3>, Linda Hojkins, The Heart¬ qualities
Jacques Brel has a big voice and
beats (S>. The Sentimentals (5), earnest
Village Vanguard
Waldorf-Astoria
NEW YORK CITY
delivery to make his
Anna Maria Albert .
Donny Elbert, The Dubs <5), The anarchic package of songs appro¬
Jimmy Giuffre 1
ghetti
Music Hall (P) 7 ,
Poxy 7
Mike Nichols
Channels <4>, Little" Willie John; priate for this offbeat house.
Emil Coleman Ore
MAX
&
CHERIE
SSSS’lS!?'
Sottas S,al.,,
Mort Sahl
Bela BabaJ Ore
“Safari” (???>.
Olivier Hussenot Co. (6) do a revue
Rockettes
Roxyetles
Aero
, based on true but droll gleanings
Raymond Paige Ore 1 Roxy Orch
CHICAGO,
Apollo’s formula seems to be use from newspapers. magazines, radio- 18 Mins.
AUSTRALIA
a dee jay l who can plug the vaudery casts, etc. Idea is good but gets Chaudiere, Ottawa
Miss Lucille
Black Orchid
on his audio airing the w'eek he ; overlong and repetitious. There are
MELBOURNE
Buster Fiddesi
Shecky Greene
Jo Ann McGowan
Fresh in. from Europe, Max & j
Brenda ilowe
Lurlean Hunter
Ros Pettinger
appears) as packager and host 'Of some excellent moments, and crisp Cherie should find North American
Tivoli rn II
Frank Ward
Norman
Erskine
Bill Christopher
rock ’n’ roll 'vaude. This outing ; du cction, playing and timing make circuits eager for their slick stanza Archie Robbins
Della Vance
Joe Pamello (3)
Fred .Napier
started big on the cash register and • this an okay windup to a well- of comedy aero. Max is a sort of Margo “Z“ Bomb Dionne Vail
Bt?a Angel
Gil Shepard Sc DO
SYDNEY
Boys of Mexico
“Calypso Cruise*'
Soto Sisters (3>
it's fronted by Eve yp RobinsdnJ balanced show.
Mosk,
athletic Groucho, nice contrast to _ Earls
Tivoli (TJ 11Phil Sanchez
Paul Gibbon Sc
sister of Jackie, and a platter--pert femme partner Cherie. Duo Christine 4r Moll
Majestys Irish
Lydia Lora
Sully Kothxnan
Guards
Lord Carlton
Norman Crider
pitcher on WOV. To give her, a Gaiil>lOllt-I»nlac<N Paris have several liew twists to routine Lebrac & Bernice
WELLINGTON
Bobby Gonzales
Ted Shovon (3)
Tune Tattlers «4L
first-timer here, a helpii g hand,!
Paris Nov 5
aero b ts with emphasis on falls 'Che
Delicados
Town Hall (T) It Roger McCall
Charlie Fisk Ore
another WOV jock. Jocko Hender-; Fiorence & Frederic Ballet (10 > from high lifts sans the customary Williams & Shand
Al D*Lacy Ore
Luigi Infantino
Drake Hotel
Blue Note
Jane Morgan
son, helps her o\ei t.ie eaily hui;.i. Valem C'amillel Romanos hamming. Cherie takes plenty
Erroll Garner
Jimmy Blade Ore
BRITAIN
dies—sort of introduces the intro- )*f T
t
Ywb nl) "A tough falls from above Max’s
Leon Sash (4)
Gate of Horn
ciuccr. She does the femceeing for
J'\an Lcport^. Orch <14),
ASTON
Duo aRussmar
Chez Pare*
Martha Schelammo
(Cinedis); noggin and tosses her male partner Htppodromt
COVENTRY
4
Sophie Tucker
Glen Yarborough
the last 89 minutes of a 90-minute . King in New York
around in some rough handling .Worecambe & (M)
Wise
Hippodrome (I) 4
Happy. Jesters (4)
Marilyn Child
show all by herself. Mi?s Robinson,; 51*50 top.
Al Read
but the act never becomes <low or Top Drum Four
Lenn Redman
London Houso
Blue Orchid LovTs Nat Jackley ,
perhaps unnerve d by the shouting ' ~
„
, ragged.
Chez Adorables (6) Bernard Pfeiffer
idris & Belle
Rawiqz & Landauer Ted Fio Rito Ore 13 Eddie Higgins <3)
teenage aud. proves a verbose’ Outsize film house is the last!
Fredje Marsltall
Pat Trevor
Mister Kelly's
This is
Cloister Inn
fctncee. despite her vocabulary . still using a siageshow along with ! Ths
is aa olicko
wicko item
item^ for
for sight
sight j £
Gina Sc Gerardo
Fox & Beryl *
Pat Moran (4)
June Christy
being limited to five adjectives—‘ the pc. However, present entry; Joe ^ons, paiticulaily nitenes and.
Hassani Troupe
Ramsey Lewis Trio Marty Rubenstein 3
BIRMINGHAM
Lorez Alexandria
Palmer Houso
Hippodrome <M) 4 Tilibs Bros,
‘‘fabulous,” ‘^Wonderful” and ‘‘very, does riot say much for this format. ‘ video.
u
Margaret Burton
Conrad Hilton
Tony Arden
Carroll
Levis
very, very.”
• Florence & Frederic Ballet (101:
16 Joan Davis Dcs. "“Ice Review Spec” Harmonica Rascals
Edorics
G Mitchell Singers
Glenn
&.
Colleen
Ben
Arden Ore.
Golding
ife’
Stuart
Though litre known, except
in for
j KITXIE DE CARLO
LONDON
Eddie Goffron
a fluke record or two, some of the : dances with phosphoiescent, featn J
Metropolitan (I) 4
Larenty Tr.
F Dovie Sc C Kane
talent is most satisfactory on the ®ljj costumes, beating drums etc.,
S
IOS ANGELES
Bobby Dennis
Calvin Lewin
Victor Soverall
stage. The Heartbeats, the first of; JMs is acceptable m one of thep3 Mins,
Sylvia Drew
Ctro's
Mttambe
BRIGHTON
many singing groups, do well in a ; fishery cabal ets 1,114 ^
i Chateau Madrid, N. YPeter. Dawson
Gateway Singers (5) Elaine Dunn
Hippodrome (M) 4 'Dick Francis
Coconut Grove
Peter Wood
brace. The Dubs are also strong • P1®®®
W^n^eho^^aDhv ! Kittie De Carlo is a looker with S & M Harrison
John Hughes
Dorothy
Collins
Paul.
Hebert Ore
when they appear Inter. Other}
| a lot of-semng points in the apng Ronnie Harris
Teddy Dunn
Amin Bros. <2>
Moulin Rouge
multi-member troupes,.The Senti- ; does not help muen, ^nut vaiene , denartnieilt Most of her more po•The Alabamas
EDINBURGH
Bob Lewis
The -Treniers
Arthur Barclay
Empire (M> 4
mentals and The Channels, don’t; Camille s insistent wTAhmgs^and . ^ assets are on the physical side, Terry
F. Martin Ore
Marthfc
Errolle
"Dene .
Tommy Welch
Crescendo
Billy Wells Sc 4 Fays
manifest enough of what it takes ; seriousness five this oveilon^ent *y Th
good features, gowning, Li Rochelle
John .Clarence
3
Lili St. Cyr
Ffottiat Charlton
Johnnie Shawn
Lcs Hobeaux
-Statler
Hotel
Billy
Barnes
Revue
vocally or ph>sically to rise above ;
hardworking
NEWCASTLE
Zom
Dave Pell Octet
Carmen Cavallaro
the flood.
Empire <M) 4
Dogs
Interlude ‘
comico-acroliaiic threesome who distinction on the floor, and indi¬ Dariy's
Meg Brown
Shirley Bassey
Kennedy & Co,
Donny Elbert, an upstate New also do shoftshoe and sing. Fre¬ cations point that with a ‘few more TAndy
Arthur
Blake
Ed.
Bergman
OreEmerson Sc Jayne
Stewart
York soloist in the idiom, takes netic quality makes this a big plus swings around the circuit she’ll be Hiki & Griff
Jimmy James
Billy Stutt
Bi-Alla .
his audience by surprise. A verile, even if they are on too long. Cut. an assured cafe performer.
LAS
VEGAS
J. Sc P Barbour
PARK
good-lookiirg man, he opens up and this would be a topnotch act. Jean! Miss De Carl a: has an extremely FINSBURY
R Sc R Marlow
Empire (M) 4
Desert inn
Charlita
comes out a falsetto. But it‘s some¬ Laporte orch (14) is on;y adequate sexv mioh, and has taken' a song Educating Archie
Roy Castle
Johnnie Ray
Riviera
NORTHAMPTON
Brough Sc Andrews
thing to set him apart, and he sings ,
a
w
routine
to
accent
that
facet.
Sole
backing acts and in a medley of
Joe Maize
.“Damn Yankees”
New (N) 4
Jimifiy Shand & Bd
Cordolins
nicely for all of it His offbeat tal-;
“cSSiS^cleffed songs" to fault oh her preem night here, was Dancing McKennas Davie Sc Lee
Royal Nevada
Wazzait- Troupe
Phyllis Inez
Frank. Formby
ent seems to appeal particularly to ■ precede tlie pYc.
Mosk.
the * fact that her. voice wasn’t Lana si«.
Carlton Hayes Ore
Jack Marlin
The Goldwyns
Dick Emery
the screamers in the front pews.
•p
strong enough, to carry but ber in¬ Ronald
Bobby Kaye
Ramonl Bros.
Chesney.
Dunes
Bob Stevenson. OrC
tent. It could have, been opOmpgLes Girls
GLASGOW
Little Willie John, sole big name ;
“Minsky Follies"
Sahara
Angelina Sc
Empire IM) 4"
Tempest Storm
nisht nerves that debilitated, her Yana
on the counter, is h;s usually casual j
Marge Sc -Gower
Marguerite
.
Stunning • Smith
voice,
but
it
had
its
effect
on
her.
self, hand mike and all, and some-.
Champion :.
NORWICH
Edmund Hockridge
Irv Benson
Jean Carroll
Hippodrome (N) 4
Baker & Douglas
overall turn.
'
Jose.
Joe DeRita
how works up steam enough to be ;
Cee Davidson Or*
Eddie Reindeer
Renee Strange
Dick Dana
topnotch in his four or five ditties. 1
Louis Prima Sc ^
Al Sc. Dave P'age
Freddie Harrison
Garwood Van Ore
He’s a bit of a clown, but that only ! MARTHA SCULAMME
Keely Smith .
Strip Queens of' '57
•Kendor Bros.
El Cortez
Send*.
NOTTINGHAM
Anton & Janetta
ei hances his general stage worthi- : Sol*&?
'^Rhythm
.on
Jco”
Sannqr Davis Jr.
Empire (M) 4
HANLEY
30 Mins.
•
DeJohn
Sisters
ne?-\
Augie Sc Margo
Theatre Royal (M) 4 Harry Secombe
George
Arnold
Gate of Horn, Chi.
j
Copa Girls
Rudy Horn
Russ HamUton
Arnett Cobh crew, 13 in all, is
Buster
Hallelt
Ore
Antonio Morelli Ore
Billie Anthony
Ballet Montmartre
— Continued from page 2Martha Schlamme’s concert ex¬
El Rancho Vegas.
one of the better bands around His
-thowoeat
Ivanko 4
Terry Scott >
Eartha Kitt
perience lends itself to sock adap-j ,
.
. , .
,. .
Gyle & Sena
Jones Sc Arnold
.* Hayes
tenor, sax/ the Charlie Ross organ tat*on
Myron*-Coheii
for a nitery setting. Always j American records, m order to woo Dovovah
Sandy Sims
Mitchell Singers
Walters Dogs
and general support is good and
Molnar
Dancers
Garr Nelson
SOUTHAMPTON
Oliver Sc Twist.
carefully
gowned
for
the
Gate’s
*
their
listeners
away
from
listening
Dick
Rice
Orch
blends well. Only drawback is the
Showboat ' Girls .
Grand-<N) 4 .
Der Kordas'
Flamingo
Vic Artese' Ore
the West German stations wliich 2 Gees
~ Gordon & Colville
overlong middle-of-the-show stand bare stage, ^ she proceeds with a
Silver Slipper..
George Meaton
Pearl Bailey LEEDS
by the band. Band vocalist Linda minimum of words and lucid ges¬ offer the. sam6 type of current muHank Henry
Ink .Spots
Bob Grey
Empire <M) 4 .
tures
to
create
a
setting
for
her
Toni Mohr
Rhode ^Rogers
Flamingoettes
Hopkins, with a hot mama style
Jimmy Clitheroe
Jimmy Cavanaugh
J Baldwin Sc Prtr. LoU Basil Orch
Miles Twins
and excellent phrasing, deserves a ‘ golden pipings in German, Hebrew, sic. And even in the theatre, Jack
Sparky Kaye
Fremont Hotol.
Watson
Ron Dillon ,
break as a single.
Art. ( Spanish and English—all with rich American plays had been done. Les Brazillariog
Mac Dennison
10 Girls Nudes .
Nitecaps
j variation in character and siyle,
Geo. Redman Ore.
SUNDERLAND > Make Believes
With “Diary of Anne Frank” pre¬ Cox Twins
Thwnderfcird
Empire (M) 4
Alicia Della
Satellites
j Miss Schlamme brings more than sented last year in one East Ger¬ M
Jackie Sc Rdy
Colin Hicks Sc Co. The Castles
French Sc Joy
Trois Baudots. Paris f the usual folk mus e crowd in and man house. And many East Ber¬
Trepicena
LIVERPOOL
Gilbert & Sylvia
Golden Nugget
Empire (M).*4
Marty Wilde Sc Co. Hank Penny
Celeste Holm
P.aris, Nov. 3. j is a natural for class hotel rooms liners, particularly had gone into Dickie
Dick Shawn
AnneU Sc Brask
Valentine
Sue Thompson
! or intimate spots. The ease with West Berlin until tlienejv currency 3 Martinis
Neile Adams
Reg Thompson. Harry Ranch
Bill Maynard
Griff Kendall
Nat Brandywynno ,
Billy Regia
•
controls were installed, to see Hackford
Most Bros.
Sc Doyle
Preston Guv Beart Bernard Cmi |^ore^Cn songs adds to her versatili- American pix and plays presented Desmond
Lane
Johnny Lesley
Inll nr -'
r?rt*
G“«'[ty. Her chief problem is getting]
RENO
Pan Yue Jen Tr. I Carlo Sis.
tjiron, Q.ivier Ihissenot Co. (6). * 0ffStage. Her audiences would* in West Germany.
m La Realitc Depasse La Ftctzmi,”; keep her on all night.
| Chairman of the recently ap¬
Mapes Skyraom
Harolds Club
Lancers
Krakerjacks
lVlCJa^e
by f
? At the Gate' Miss Schlamme is pointed Commdnist Cultural Com¬
Snooky Lanson
Fiand, sets and, costumes, G. Le. cuvrentiy accompanied by Tanya mission Alfred Kurella demanded
Twin. Tunes
Skylets
Harrah's
Roy; directed by Hussenot, with Gould’s very competent keyboard. a cultural revolution in'East Ger¬
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Kings IV
Madeleine Barbulee, Virgime Vitry,; Miss Gould’s versatility is particu- many, with a special attack an the
New Golden
Johnny Uielele
“
Hubert Deschavips, Jean Rochefort,; larly impressive on the art songs. “uncritical acceptance of the East
Billy Duke
Reno 3
Henri Virlogeux; $2.50 top.
; The singer has also worked here German people of decadent bour¬
NEW YORK CltY
Holiday
Nick Esposito
Rfvorsldo
Chuck Leonard
j with the potent guitar support of geois art influences of the West.1
RSVP
Bon Solr
Spike Jones
Ho Hums
Mabelle Mercer
Til's vestpocket combo house- ! I’ranJk Hamilton, which added tre- He closely adhered to the party Tony Sc Eddie
Starlets
Lawrence Sc Boyer
Stella Brooks
Sanders
BID Clifford Ore
Beachcombers
chansonnier has the correct idea mendous depth and color to the line laid down recently by Red Felicia
Hotel Statlor
Charles Manna
It mixes a group of offbeat acts i wide variety of folk idioms. The chief Nikita Khrushchev, whose Three Flames
Buddy Morrow
Hotel Taft
Daniels
MIAMl-MIAMI BEACH
. for the first part and has a topical' efrects m 1)0111 cases are solld* articles on culture appeared in the Jimmie
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hal Schaeffer
revue for the last half. There are!Martha Schlamme’? freshness, bu- party magazine; Kommunist.
Hotel St. Regis
Blue Angel
Americano
Jack Stuart Ore
Fernanda Montel
Martha Davis 4c
erough topnotchers, plus sufficient Rlor and class-v showrmanship are
Sacasas Oic
Spouse
Milt Shaw Ore
Do
man
Bros.
Some
of
the
intellectuals
of
East
c'i'vemess in the revue, to make • Perfect for Gither one-act show
Pupi Campo Ore
Anne Leonardo
Ray Bari Ore
Maria Neglia
Natalie Fields Trie
this in for a probable season’s run.; sP°ts. or the PlusIt touch for class Germany, suspecting the principles Carol Burnett
Latin Quarter
Marie Sausier
Lucerne
Szonys
to belaid down at the meeting, had Pat Kirby
Jackie HeUer
Catherine Sauvage has a biting niteries.
Leva.
Havana Mardi Gras
Three Suns
Casanova
Lee
Martin
Oro
avoided attending. Many gave the Jacques Zarow
voice just right for the powerful*
-Dioaa Costello
Aren Sc Broderick
Maya Ofc
Miles Velarde
Debonaits
“Asiatic flu” as a reason for not Alex Alstone
plaints of the songs from ’Three— ■ mnwr c ipcot t
Balmoral
Don Casino
Gillian Grey
. Chateau Madrid.
penny Opera” of Bertold Brecht.
CAKKOLL
Billy Mitchell
being present at the conference
Tonia Flore*
Tun Tun
Simon McQueen
Rosina Aston
and Kurt Weill. Fine bearing and I
Tony Sc FranceHa
Chic James
Nejla Ates
Sonny Kendis Ore
Juan Romero
Bob Kennedy
Kittie De Carlo
a knowing inlerp of the ballads j r'l
t
Tana Lenn
David Tyler Oro
Syncopated* Waters
Ralph Font Ore
have her one of the best dramatic L . Cabaret, Toronto
Luis Varona Oro
D( Lido
Jo Lombardi Ore
El Canay
pop singers in the circuits here. I After eight., weeks last summer
Nautilus
Mandy Campo Oro
Candi Cortez
B Harlowe Ore
Milt Rosa
Gloria Blako
eopaca»ano
Lo CupMen
Raymond Devos is a clever co-;George Jessel in “Showtime,”
Harriett*
Jane Moore
Bobby Short *
Continned from page 1 ——; Martha Kaye
median who uses an expressive face * stock musical revue, Toni Carroll
Mario A Toni*
Bemle Sager
Old Romanian
Steve Lawrence
Vyd. Stanley Or*
and fine material to best advantage. is breaking in a new night-club
Joey Adams
Jack Barcena Or*
Four Barons
govlll*
Al Kelly
Cindy Tyson
A knowing mixture of zany comedy singing act here, with Jonathan White House (“I haven’t been in¬ Sammy
(dan Roo
Bob Sennett
Barry Sisters
Deven*
Fran Warren
and intelligent numbers make him Lucas staging, Joseph Sherman do¬ vited there in two years”) because Elaine
Murri R Ruth
Lou Wills Jr.
Deming
"
Bobby
Sargent
Johnny Silvers Oro
something for the musicliall circu*ts ing the arrangements, and Samuel “you can’t tell Ike something for Michael Dursp Ore Luclenne Sc Ashour Baron Buika
Rey Mambe Oro
Marti Orb
Show Place
Lord Flea
here as well as a good possibility Chapman designing the lush ward¬ his own good'.', yhe gets irri¬ Frank
Saxony
Karen Anders
Downstairs Room
Mai Malkin Ore for films and theatre. He gives robe. Miss Carroll, of course, sup¬ tated.” He added that his Air Julius
Weela Galley
Monk *.
Barbara Sharma
Chicp Cuban Boys
Charles dr Faye
Wm. Graham
'out with a tale of a great traffic plies the warbling, the good looks Force crusade has also cost him Ronny Graham
Fontainebleau
Al Stuart Arcbett*
Ceil
Cabot
Kenneth
McMBlen
and
the
chassis.
On
initial
tryout.
the
friendship
pf
the
just-retired
jam in which, motorists afe conMarion Marlowe v
Jimmy Grippo
Wm. Nix
Ellen Healey
Al Bemle
Fred Thompson
*°mned to go round and round a Miss Carroll will he back at Le Defense Secretary, Charles Wilson, Jenny Lou Law
Natalie Charlsoh
Four Fredlanls
Tommy Angel
square for all the off-streets are ! Cabaret for another fortnight’s en- though “we still exchange polite Gerry Matthews
Town A Country
Stan Keen
Jack; Carter
one-way the wrong way; a guitarist: gagement, commencing New Year’s phonecalls on birthdays.”
Arnold Dover
Gordon Connell
u ho can only play one lick, and {^ve*
HAVANA
Rover Boys
Here he got diverted into his Daphne Heilman
nt!w»r
Bflinn* rnitlinni.
Midge Sc Bill Hagother savvy
routines tm.
for US—.
big yocks I r'ni
Currently, the alternately sexy “self-imposed censorship” an<F told Maria ElAnChico.
tinea
Montmartro
gett
Roberto Barcelo
and applause.
and sultry songstress, plus that how he and his CBS associates had Rosita Rios
Raul Mesa
Will Gaines
Mari* Magdalen*
Menestrals are a choral trio with switch to innocent ballads, is do¬ decided he better not use the. air¬ No i Fifth Ave Buster Burnell
Raquol Barisba
La Seri* Ore
Ned .Harvey Ore
Ivette De La Fuento Ortega Ore
Bland
good routines for their well-picked ing two shows a night at Le Cab- waves for his deep-dish geopoliti¬ Ralph
Bobo Lewis
•Socarres Ore
Clariaao Novo
songs on historical and folk sub¬ eret, where ^he tariff is $1.75 per
Bob Downey
Gladys Bocoy
Vionnosa Lantern
Alberto Rorid
Harold FonvHlO
Vicky Antler
Guzman Singer*'
Blanco Varela
jects. Preston is a deadpan magi- person to sit down and an average cal pitch,
Hotel flerro
Fajardo Ore
Gladys Sc Freddy
Jose Duval
“The reason,” he said, “is that Stanley
ei.an who mixes knowhow and check rims to about $15, definitely
Melba Ore
Naclwfal Ernest Schoen Ore
Rivero*
political agencies in Washington, Joe Hieardel Ore
snafu perfectly for an excellent i not for the workingman,
Paul Mann
Dancing Water* '
■ . Village Ram
St. John
W- Kfw» Ore
filler. Guy Beart sings his own; The former “Miss Missouri” D. C., can hurt you bad”—presum¬ Rosalynda
Hotel Pteza
Ban*■dowel
Ralph Michaels
ably,
he
meant
the
FCC—“and
can
songs. He has no voice but some ] (brunet’), who also models and has
Susan Brady
Katyna Sanldrl
Victor Alvarez
( Mam Or*
smartly lyricked numbers and & done hits in pix, whams over her hold up station licenses for months Ted Straeter Ore
Zeb Carver
V Romeo Or*
Kim* Moor
Monte Ore
Ed Smith
D'Aid* Q
Gonoriev*.
good musical ear see him through. J current MGM record—“1 Want and months. After all,'this is my Mark
Hotel Roosdvoir
PLtte Pete
Gloria dt Rolando
Anna dr Julia
Bernard Gauthron is a. patter * You To Know”—for the finish, but bread and butter.”
Sammy Kaye Ore
Bobby Meyers Ore
Miriam Barrerai
RarCinw
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Chi Sirawhat 011 7-Year Plan
' Edgewater Beach Playhouse Has $60,000 Bankroll—
Undecided on Policy of Tryouts or Tour Pkges.
The Edgewater Beach Play¬
house, Chicago, is operating on
a seven-year. plan. The 1,000-seat
strawhat, which last summer com¬
pleted its first season under the
production auspicies of Noel Behn,
is capitalized at $60,000 with pro¬
vision for 20% overcall. It’s been
leased for. seven years' by the
Edgewater Beach Summer Theatre
Corp., witH costs to be amortized
over that period.
. "
On the amortization basis, ac¬
cording to Behn, the Playhouse
broke about even on its nine weeks
of operation last summer. A side¬
light to the reopening of the house,
previously operated by Marshall
Migatz and dark in 1956, was that
it was set up for business by offBroadway personnel from the
Cherry Lane Theatre, N.Y.
. Behn Is genera; manager of the
Cherry Lane and his staff lor the
Playhouse included James Pres¬
ton, managing director, and Don
McGovern, stage manager and set¬
up man with Jim Njchols, who was
sent from New York to Chicago
four weeks in advance of the open¬
ing to- make contacts for equip¬
ment purchases.
During its nine weeks of oper¬
ation, the Playhouse offered three
regular touring packages and two
independent productions, one a
new adaptation of “Affairs of Anatol” and the Other a tryout of
‘(The Circus of Dr. Lao." The plays
ran A fortnight each, “Anatol” at
a loss and “Lao” breaking about
even., .Uta Hagen and Herbert
Berghof qostarred in “Anatol,”
while Burgess Meredith starred in
“Lao,* which was also presented
for a week at the Famous Artists
Playhouse, Fayetteville. N.Y.
.The Playhouse management-■is
mulling a future policy of concen¬
trating on tryouts, packages, or a
mixture of . the two. Pre-season ex¬
penses for last summer came to
about. $16,000, with - the amount
next ■ year expected to drop, to
around $14,000. The weekly oper¬
ating cost at the house levelled
off to: about $14,000 during the sea¬
son. Expenses, however, were par¬
ticularly high the first season, with
advertising - promotion getting a
hefty outlay. According tp. Behn,
the house Was also overstaffed
most pf the season because of its
late and abrupt start.
In the ease of the two inde(Gontinued on page 76)

Habimah Near-Preems
Wm. Saroyan Innocents’
Tel Aviv, Oct. 29.
“Slaughter of the innocents,” a
drama by William Saroyan about
a fear-ridden country ruled by
super-patriot demagogues, has been
produced by the HaJbimah Theatre
as “almost a world premiere.”-The
play, written at the peak of the
late Sen. McCarthy's career, was
never produced in the U.S.,but Is
said to have been given a single
presentation In Holland.
The sombre piece, translated
into Hebrew by Jacob Orland, was
directed by Peter Frye. It had a
mixed reception.

Shows in South
, The Independent Booking Office
is experimenting with southern
dates for touring shows. Ironically,
the getaway entry in the test is
Tennessee Williams' “Cat on a .Hot
Tin Roof.”
Williams? plays, in¬
cluding “Cat”, are notorious for
their sordid depiction of southern
life.
“Cat” being sent out by George
Brandt and costarring Victor Jory
and bis wife, Jean Innes, began* its
hike Oct.. 24 at the WRVA Audi¬
torium, Richmond. Bookings last,
week took in the. Auditorium,
Charlottesville; Carolina Theatre,,
Durham; Ovens Auditorium, ’Char¬
lotte, and Tower. Theatre, Atlanta.
This' week the presentation plays
a full frame, at the Civic Theatre,
New Orleans, and'from there goes
into the Coconut Grove <Fla.) Play¬
house for a fortnight The show
then moves into regular touring
stands,
:

DIRECTOR-ACTOR’S OWN
PIANO SPOT IN DESK’

Houston, Nov. 5.
"The. Desk Set,”. William Marchant comedy which opened re¬
cently at the Playhouse, equipped'
with furniture the author never ;
envisioned, a Steinway Piano. On1
th£ bench behind it is Playhouse
producerdirector-star and play doc¬
tor, Herbert Kramer, in black tie
and tux for the performance of !
“favorite selections from his orig¬
inal N.: Y. Town Hallk Programs”
4&s noted id program).
- Musical, stint, which runs 20 min! utes and two encores, is one of the
London, Nov. 5.
Two American residents in Lon¬ liveliest moments in the . Kramer
version of the three-acter.' Since
don are operating Britain’s first ma¬
jor provincial club theatre, the | the play involves the life and loves,
of a network’s minor employes
New Shakespeare, which opened in
who are about to be replaced by an
Liverpool last Thursday (31). They
electronic brain at Christmas time,
are Anna Deere Wiman and Sam
Wanamaker, who are managing the cue for piano bit is interpolated
line, “Air. Kramer is coming -be¬
project under the banner of W. W.
fore his television Show to enterProductions.
-tain at the Christmas party.”,
Following the example of the
A few minutes later, half-way 1
New Watergate Club, which took
oyer the Comedy Theatre, in. Lon¬ through second act, lights go down,
cast
sits on arena floor, and Kra-j
don last year, the new Liverpool
The
venture opened with Arthur-Mill¬ met enters behind piano.
audience
reaction to non-Kramer
er’s “A View from the Bridge”
and will follow that with “Tea and segments was not hearty though
some laughter and applause re¬
Sympathy.'?
The third presentation will be warded the cast. -Crix reacted as
“Finhtn’x Rainbow,” which had a always to Playhouse productions.
brief run in the West End some] That is, the Post, tongue-in-cheek;
eight to nine years back. The musi-1 Press, softened by liberal doses of
cal will run from’ Dec. 26 to Feb, 8 editorial blue pencil; and Chron¬
and is expected"to be followed by icle not at all, as Kramer has hung
still another American production,: the “nongrata” sign on aisle-sitter
“The Rainmaker,” which was a because of past ^criticism.
West End hit a year ago.
The initial production, warmlyreceived by the opening night audi¬
ence, starred U^S. film actor Marc
Lawrence in his first British stage
role with Vera Fusek as his wife,
Allentown, Pa., Nov. 5.
Tim Seely as the blonde illegal im¬
Allentown’s Civic. Little Theatre,
migrant, Ralph Nossek as the elder
brother and Catherine Feller as the in operation for 30 years, is getting
young girL Sam Wanamaker, who its first permanent home, a film
staged the piece with considerable theatre purchase# for • $95,000.
authority, played the role- of the Activity at the new house, which
has been renovated, got underway
lawyer. .
“View from the Bridge” and the last Saturday night (2) with State
scheduled “Tea and Sympathy1’ are and focal officials and legit cele¬
being presented at the Shakespeare brities from nearby Bucks County
under fheprivate dub setup, which slated to attend the opening.
permits, the performance of play
The preem entry is “Jantis,”
not approved by the Lord Chant- which will continue through this
berlain for public performance.
week..

Anna Wimaa, Wanamaker
Open Liyerpooi Theatre
As Membership Venture

Allentown (Pa.) Civic
Gets Permanent House

Equity Considering Own .
Service for Casting Info
Actors Equity is considering set¬
ting up a casting information serv¬
ice for its members. A motion .that
such action be taken was made at
the union's recent membership
meet and adopted unanimously.
The Equity council has followed
through by authorizing A ~ sub¬
committee of the House Affairs
Committee to survey the situation.

Roger!. Stevens’
Blue Chip Angels
Roger L. Stevens has. lined up an
ultra blue-chip hacker list for this
season’s Playwrights *Co, produc¬
tions, Rather than go through the.
Usual routine of lining up financ¬
ing in varying units from a long
list of prospects, the .producertfealtor-theatre operator went to a
handful of bigtime associates and
friends,' getting $300,000 from 12
individuals.
Those investing include eight at
$30,000 each and four at $15,000
each. The $30,000 group includes
Emil A. Bartz, a vice-president of
Webb & Knapp, representing the
realty firm’s president, William
•Zeckendorf; Robert W. Dowling,
president of City investing Co.
and a partner with Stevens in the
Producers-Theatre, and Alfred R.
Glancy Jr,, and Ben Tobin, part¬
ners of Stevens in various large
realty projects.
Also, philanthropist Mary Wood¬
ward Lasker, widow of advertising.
agency1 owner Albert Lasker; Rob¬
ert R. Young, board chairman of
the N. Y. Central and Chesapeake
& Ohio railroads and the Alleghenny Co.; and Stevens himself,
representing David Rockefeller,
one of the sons of John D. Rocke¬
feller Jr,, and a top executive of
the Chase-Manhattan Bank.
The $15,000 group includes for¬
mer ad agency head Milton H.
Biow; George Killion, president of
the. President steamship line on
the Coast; San Francisco financier,
Louis R. Lurie, and Judge SamuelR. Rosenman, former law .partner,
political adviser iand Speech* writer
for Franklin D. Roosevelt
The syndicate/. legally titled
-Playwrights-Six Play Co.; is back¬
ing the following Broadway shows
this season; “Miss Lonelyhearts”
(already dosed), '‘Tune Remem¬
bered,”
“Nude
with
Violin,”
“Country Wife,” “Rope Dancers”
and “Summer of the 17th DolL”
Each of the productions is being
presented in partnership with an¬
other management, so the Play¬
wrights Co. is putting up only part
of the capital in each .pase. That
explains the fact that $300,000 is
sufficient to cover six shows.

ATPAM STIFFENING ON
HOUSE MANAGER RULE
The Assn. p£ Theatrical Press
Agents t Managers is clamping
down on house managers who fail
to abide by tenure of employment
contracts. An action by the un¬
ion’s board of governors to enforce
such contracts was approved by
the membership at a recent meet¬
ing of the association.
The ATPAM • stand oh house
managers is that outside employ¬
ment is permitted when.* theatre
is dark, but when It reopens the
house manager must report fra*
duty. Otherwise, upon the agree¬
ment of the theatre owner, the
manager contract will be termini
ated and another member will be
assigned to the job.

Vat Stag* Manager

ROBERT DOWNING
has on afftclioRatc VabMlN
te~tfca Choristers
(Wham h* affectionately calls
Gypsies)
fa a Bright Piece titled

Gypsy9Love Song
*

*

*

,«ae of the many Editorial Footer**
la the upcoming

5Zd Anniversary Number
of

VSsmfr
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Equity Building Case vs. Merrick;
Could List Hun as Defaulting Mgr.’
Actors Equity Is quietly gather¬
ing evidence against Broadway
producer David Merrick.
The
union’s move involves a number
of complaints having to do with
the producer’s dealings with ac¬
Harold Gary, who succeeded the tors. Some of the charges could
late Harry Clark as the film pro¬ lead to placing Merrick on Equity’s
ducer in the Broadway production list of “defaulting managers.”
of “Will Success Spoil Rock
Latest incident to arouse Equity’s
Hunter?” is going to put in an¬ ire involves the cast of “Look Back
other four weeks in the play be¬ in Anger,” John Osborne’s drama
ginning tomorrow night (Thurs.) at which Merrick brought to Broad¬
the Alley Theatre, Houston. He’ll way with four of the five members
be playing a different role, how¬ of the London cast. All the im¬
ever, and will, also double as di¬ ported players are getting what
rector of the stock production.
Equity officials regard as inade¬
His part in the Alley presenta¬ quate salaries, and it’s claimed
tion will be that of the devil-agent, that Merrick has refused to grant
which Martin Gabel originated on adjustments, despite the fact that
Broadway.
the low-budget production is play¬
ing to capacity business and is figj ured to clean up a substantial
| profit.
One of the players in the show,
according to Equity sources, is get¬
ting only $175 basic weekly salary.
That is subject to 20% deduction
for Federal Income tax, another
20% for New York State income
tax (the law provides for the em¬
Producers Robert E- Griffith and ployer to deduct the tax from the
Harold S. Prince distributed $140,- pay of out-of-State residents), as
000 over the weekend to hackers well as 5% that alien players must
of their four Broadway productions. pay to Equity, and certain other
The payment includes $30,000 small deductions bringing the ac¬
return of capital on “West Side tor’s take-home pay to about $85
Story,” 860,000; return of capital a week.
plus profit on “New Girl in Town,” % That’s figured to be* just barely
and $25,000 dividends aoiece On subsistence pay for anyone able to
both “Paiama Game” and “Damn sublet a modest apartment, but not
enough for anyone living at a
Yankees.”
The repayment on “West Side hotel, as.the four British cast mem¬
Story” brings the capital return bers are now doing. A trade re¬
on that musical to $60,000 thus far. port that Osborne has been giving
The show, presented in partner¬ .financial assistance to some of the
ship With Roger* L; Stevens, is cur¬ actors out of his author royalties
rently in its sixth capacity-attend¬ could not be confirmed, and Equity
has not been informed of it Tha
ance week at the Winter Garden
playwright incidentally, is mar¬
Theatre, N.Y. It represents a $300,ried to Mary Ure, femme lead in
000 investmentthe play.
The distribution on “New Girl in
Since the contracts were all
Town” includes A final $30,000 signed for the “Anger” cast. Equity
return of capital and an initial has been unable to take any direct
$30,000 profit dividend. The musi¬ action to remedy the situation.
cal, co-produced with Frederick However, union officials have de¬
Brlsson, is currently, in its ,25th livered verbal dressings-down to
week at the 46th. Street Theatre, at least one actor’s agent involved
N.Y. It has recently returned to and will probably write a letter to
standee
business, after easing the League of N. Y. Theatres pro¬
below, the capacity level during the testing the matter and other of
traditional summer lull. It repre¬ Merrick’s dealings with actors.
- Caution Britons
sents a $300,000 investment.
In addition, a union official has
The dividend on “Pajama Game”
brings the total profit to date to reportedly advised British Equity
$1,400,000, divided equally be-, to caution its members about con¬
t^een management and hackers, • tractual terms offered for New
engagements
in
London
That gives the latter a 280%! York
profit on their $250,000 investment. shows. That is apparently aimed
primarily
at
‘The
Entertainer,”
anThe “Damn Yankees” divw
(Continued on page 76)
ra'ses the total profit on the musi¬
cal to $806,943 thus far. On -the
basis of the standard 50-50 split
between management and backers,
that gives the latter a 162% profit
their
$250,000
investment.
Both “Pajama” and “Yankees”
were produced by Griffin & Prince
|n partnership with Frederick
Boston, Nov. 5.
Brisson.
Sale of the Colonial Theatre and
fthe adjoining office building was
Iconsumated here last Friday (1),
: Princess Virginia Corp. of St. Paul,
Til C A VIET
Minn-, was purchaser of the buildin uUllLl IVUdJiii | ing, and the sale was made by a
“The Theatre in Soviet Russia” j corporation controlled by Jacob J.
by Nikolai A. Gorchakov (Columbia! Shubert,
The Minnesota firm paid a de¬
U. Press; $1), is billed as “the first
extensive and authoritative treat¬ posit of $125,000, plus $187,500 in
ment of the Soviet theatre by a cash. The Shubert corporation took
prominent participant, outside the a first mortgage at 6% on the re-*
mainder of the purchase price.
Soviet TJnion,”
Purchase price was $1,250,000.
Author graduated from Moscow
The mortgage of $937,500, was
Higher Theatrical School in 1926,
given by the purchaser to the own¬
studied theatre painting with Yelev
ers and sellers of the property, 138
and Ekster, and was for several
West 48th St Theatre Co., Inc.,
seasons directorial assistant of
New York. Walter N. Trenerry was
Meyerhold and Tairov. He taught
named as head of the Princess Vir¬
dramatics and wrote for Russian
ginia Corp.
stage and films. Since 1945 he has
Sale of the Colonial ends the
resided in Munich, where he writes
Shubert control of' the Hub legit
about theatre and teaches acting.
situation.'The long-dominant firm
Book, translated by Edgar Lehrnow operates a single legit house,
man, was made possible by a com¬
the Shtfbert In the past two years,
bination of grants. Including a
the Shuberts have given up the
Rockefeller
acKeieucr donation.
aonation.
,! Majestic, now the Saxon’ film
Author writes
Inviet • house; the Plymouth, now the Gary

Harold Gary to Texas
As ‘Rock’ Actor-Stager

Griffith, Prince

Boston Colonial Sale
Closed for $1,250,000;
To Condone as Legiter

BOOK ON THEATRE

theata*Pto terras ft activity and lack j {**“*
Bob'I
at unemployment; but also with the j Michel j Kavanagh, former Shu,C°Snart ^ mgr. in Boston; the Copley,
regime has permitted a great art j n
a. eoDiev nieture house the
ished; and t
been largely lost.the Soviet the¬
At the Colonial, Louis Cline stays
atre sees Bolsheviks—and even
on as manager. Talk is that the new
their secret police—through roseowners will refurbish the 1,500colored glasses.”
Rodo.
seater and install an air cooling
system. Sale of the Colonial at
Richard Weede has succeeded
Riissell Goodwin in “The Most $1,250,000 was about $400,000 more
Happy Fella,” in which his father, than the Shuberts paid for the
Robert Weede, plays the title role. house in 1952.
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Shows on Broadway
dTamjiiem
David Merrick production of musical
comedy in two parts (17 scenes), with hook
by E. Y. Harburg and Fred Saldy, score
by Harold Arlen, lyrics by Harburg.
Staged by Robert Lewis: choreography.
Jack Cole; scenery, Oliver Smith; lighting,
Jean Rosenthal: costumes. Miles White;
musical direction, fnusical continuity and
vocal arrangements. Lehman Engel; or¬
chestrations. Philip J. Lang: dance musical
and additional vocals, Peter Matz. Stars
Lena Home, Ricardo Montalban: fea¬
tures Josephine Premice. Joe Adams,
Ossie Davis, Erik Rhodes. Adelaide Hall.
At Imperial Theatre, N.Y., Oct. 31, '37;
$8.35 top ($8.20 opening).
Koli
.. .
.Richardo Montalban
Quico .Augustine Bios
Savannah
.Lena Horne
Grandma Obeah.Adelaide Hall
Ginger
. Josephine Premice
Snodgrass ... Boy Thompson
Hucklebuck .Hugh Dllworth
Island Women .
Ethel Ayler,
Adelaide Boatner
Governor .. Erik Rhodes
Cicero
.
Ossie Davis
Lancaster .. James E. Wall
Ship's Officers.Tony Martinez,
Michael Wright
Joe Nashua .
Joe Adams
Dock Worker ... Allen Richards
Radio Announcer ..Alan Shayne
Lead Dancers...Alvin Alley,
Christyne Lawson
Singers, Dancers: Ethel Ayler, Adelaide
Boatner, Jayne Craddock. Norma Donald¬
son. Patricia Dunn, Doris. Gallber. Lavinia
Hamilton,
Sandra
Hinton.
ChsUendra
Jones. Audrey Mason, Sally Neal. Pearl
Reynolds. Christine Spencer, Carolyn Stan¬
ford, Jacqueline Walcott. Barbara Wright,
George Bo reland. Hugh Bryant, Herb
Coleman. Hugh DUworth, Frank Glass,
Harold Gordon, Nat Horne, Albert John¬
son. Tony Martinez, Jim McMillan, Charles
Moore, Allen Rlehards. Claude Thompson.
Roy Thompson, Billy Wilson. Michael
WrlghJ. Ben Vargas.
Numbers:
"Savannah,**
"Savannah’s
Wedding Day." "Pretty to Walk With."
"Push the Button," "Incompatibility."
''Little Biscuit." "Cocoanut Sweet." "Pity
the Sunset." "Yankee Dollar," "What
Good Doe? It Do;" "Monkey la the Mango
Tree," "Take It Slow. Joe," "Beach at
Night," "Ain't It the Truth." "Leave the
Atom Alone." "For Every Fish." "I Don't
Think I'll End It All Today," "Napoleon."

dancer, sings acceptably and, in
short, makes good the promise he
indicated a couple of seasons ago
in a calamitous musical version of
“Seventh Heaven.”
Among the feature players, Jose¬
phine Premice is amusing (al¬
though her articulation isn’t clear)
as an island hussy, Ossie Davis has
an infectious comedy touch as a
minor official with brief illusions
of being a blgshot, Adelaide Hall
is agreeable and sings capably as
a matriarch, Erik Rhodes is amus¬
ingly pompous as the impressively
mustachioed representative of Her
Majesty’s government, Joe Adams
is properly suave as a Harlem oper¬
ator trying to exploit the natives,
and Augustine Rios is likeable as
the heroine’s urchin brother,
Robert Lewis has staged the pro¬
duction with obvious feeling for
visual style and rhythm, although
some of his groupings seem odd,
notably placing the final clinch on
a lofty balcony and focusing major
attention on Montalban rather than
Miss Horne.
The show’s Jamaica locale has
not only given Arlen and Harburg
a chance for a wide variety of musi¬
cal styles (although; some of Harburg’s
political-social
comment
seems jarring), but also has allowed
Jack Cole to devise superbly vig¬
orous dancing, for Oliver Smith to
design lushly colorful scenery and
Miles White tp provide lavish cos¬
tumes. Lehman Engel directs the
music expertly and Jean Rosenthal
has done a thoroughly professional
lighting job.
There may be various reactions
to the racial aspect of the show.
Although most northern urbanites
aren’t likely to be concerned (most
New Yorkers probably couldn’t
care less), there may be raised eye¬
brows and perhaps increased bloodpressure among Dlxiecrats because
of the love scenes between Miss
Horne and Montalban, even though
the latter appears to have been
sun-lamped
considerably.
That
won't hurt the boxoffice draw, how¬
ever, and should involve no prob¬
lem for the eventual screen edition
of the musical, as the dialog and
lyrics are utterly non-committal on
the race and color of the hero, so
he can be cast any way the studios
may prefer.
One other fact about “Jamaica’
may be worth mentioning, namely
that it apparently makes five hits
in succession for producer David
Merrick. His previous ventures
have included “Fanny,” in partner¬
ship With Joshua Logan; “The
Matchmaker,” in partnership with
the Theatre Guild, and this sea¬
son’s “Look Back in Anger” and
“Romanoff and Juliet,” both the
latter on his own and both doing
steady capacity business thus far.
Hobe.

Here’s a new hit to attract the
musical comedy trade for the next;
year or so. With a pulsating Harold
Arlen score and neat E. Y, Harburg
lyrics, it brings a triumphant Lena
Home and an attractive Ricardo
Montalban In a dynamic, colorful
and entertaining show.
As the advance report* from out
' of town indicated, “Jamaica” is an
uneven musical, with the book the
principal flaw. But the assets over¬
shadow the weaknesses to such a
decree that the general impression
is distinctly favorable. The show is
particularly strong iirnts rich score,
including a half-dozen or more hit
songs, plus its lively dancing, visual
splendor and Miss Home’s capti¬
vating performance and personal¬
ity. It’s an enjoyable fandango,
will make a fine record album and
ultimately a terrific picture.
Alien and Harburg have been
lavish in the all-important matter
of number and quality of the songs
for Miss Horne, and she repeatedly
wraps up the audience with her
knockout performance. The femme
star, making her. first Broadway
appearance in a leading part, has
six solo numbers (including a re¬
prise of a duet) and five duets (in¬
The Square Root of
cluding two reprises). Among them
Wonderful
are at least three likely ballad pops
Subber & Figaro Inc., presentation
and two comedy numbers. That’s ofSaint
three-act comedy: drama by Carson
an unusually generous allotment McCulIers. Staged by George Keathley;
^ for the star and the audience. setting and lighting, Jo Mlelziner; cos¬
tumes, Noel Taylor. Stars Anne Baxter;
Moreover,
there’s
considerable features Jean Dixon, Philip Abbott, Wil¬
range of style in the songs, and liam Smithers, Martino Bartlett, Kevin
Coughlin. At National Theatre, N.Y., Oct.
Miss Home handles them all with 30,
'57; $5.75 top weeknlghtsf $6.25 Friday
skill and winning projection.
and Saturday nights <$9.20 opening).
Since Miss Home’s voice is not Paris Lovejoy.Kevin Coughlin
Lovejoy..*■.Anne Baxter
strong by legit standards the stage Mollie
John Tucker ....
Philip Abbott
is microphoned more than normally Lorcena Lovejoy.Mar tine Abbott
(except for a balcony, from which Mother Lovejoy ... Jean Dixon.
Philip Lovejoy.William Smithers
she has to sing on several occasions Joey Barnes ..Kippy Campbell
and which is apparently unmiked
—a surprising . lapse, considering
Carson McCulIers ha* written
the star’s „importance
to the
.
. show). two rather odd and greatly admired
Even
■*
i. the
ouestion of her vocal j pieces, a novel called “The Heart
endurance could he a vital matter j is a Lonely Hunter” and her play,
for the success of the production.; "Member of the Wedding.” This
Although
the
Harburg-Fred } new work, no less odd but hardly
Saidy book seems curiously static, calculated to be greatly admired,
it at least gets the principals on-s has brought Anne Baxter back to
stage quickly and provides ample \ the stage after 17 years in Hollyspots for the wealth of song and j wood. It is presented by Saint
dance pickups. And because of its Subber and Figaro Inc. (the latter
Caribbean locale it also offers wel- comprising
film
writer-director
come scope for vivid scenery and Joseph Mankiewicr, the National
costumes. In that connection, of I Broadcasting Co. and former agent
course, some purists have objected Robert Lantz). It’s a puzzle,
to the visual elegance (Miss Home, |
"The Square Root of Wonderful,”
especially, wears clothes of a ] sub-billed a love story, is a curious
beauty beyopd the imagination of ; comedy-drama of cryptic elements,
a native belle), but the same com- uninteresting characters and surplaint could obviously be made of; prisingly flat writing. Of course no
the original songs she sings and, one who saw “Member of the Wedfor that matter, of the fact that an ding” would mistake Miss McCulorchestra is conveniently present, lens for a dramatic craftsman. But
Miss Horne is irresistible. Al-1 despite its glaring technical flaws
ready estab’ished as a looker and i that play had a touching moody
potent eaba^Mt singer with person- quality and it expressed undeniable
anty and stvle, she demonstrates j emotion.
in “Jamaica” that she also act}
But this new piece, though perenough to get by. and has author- j haps a better constructed play,
ity and drive. Although she moves j seems lacking in writing style, inwith an p''-dancer’s grace, her nos- ; telligible theme or even compreture could be improved consider- j hensible meaning.
It’s a rather
*b*y- On Lie ofh°r hand, her enun- ! monotonous lot of palaver, with
ciation is good in reading lines as jrareiy a raised voice or a particuwell as handling song lyrics. All in ; larly alive character. Under the
all, this should establish her as a ' circumstances, the star’s name (and
top stage r-M'Lrmer as well as a ; even the author’s) can’t help much,
boxoffice (’"aw.
. so the production is likely to surMontalb n, es costar, has excel-, vive only as long as the limited
lent vital* tv and poise, and is a , theatre parties keep it afloat. It
skillful enou h actor fqr mu ic'd offers little -for pictures. .
comedy requirements. He*s a good ,
It’s hard to say what ‘ the play
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is about, or supposed to be about.
The author explains in the last few
lines. something about the square
root of wonderful being love and
happiness, and apparently she also
approves of faith in others and our¬
selves, as well as of friendship,
kindness and honesty and, yes, love
of children.
- As for the story, it involves
love-hungry giri who, after two
unhappy marriages to a self-hating
writer who has never fulfilled the
promise of an exciting first novel
(at curtain rise he has just emerged
from a mental institution after the
one-night flop of his play), finds
affection and understanding with a
resolute architect she found walk¬
ing along the road near her apple
farm in Rockland County, outside
New York.
Miss Baxter isn’t able to do much
with the role of the muddled hero¬
ine, and it seems a poser what she
: could have visualized' in it as a
vehicle for her return, to Broadway.
In any case, it gives her little op¬
portunity' to be either a dazzling
vision or a stunning actress.
The veteran comedienne’ Jean
Dixon manages to uncover an occa¬
sional laugh as the caustic motherin-law who’s more or1 less tolerated
because she has money. Williams.
Smithers gets a chance to. register
fairly sharply in the positive role
of the bitter, sadistic ex-husband.
And Martine Bartlett is plausible as
his plain but likeable sister. But
Philip Abbott is helpless In the
wishy-washy role- of the new
flame and Kevin Coughlin is
merely inoffensive as one of
those clear-headed, straight-talking
urchjns.
George Keathley, who succeeded
Jose Quintero as director during
rehearsals, has staged the proceed¬
ings with what seems a minimum
of complication, while Jo Mielziner
has designed the comfortable-look¬
ing living-dining room setting and
the lighting, and Noel Taylor has
provided suitably unobtrusive cos¬
tumes.
.
“The Square Root of Wonderful”
is a long and empty evening..
Kobe.

Fair Game
Joseph M. Hyman presentation of threeact (eight scenes) comedy by Sam Locke.
Staged by >Paul Roberts; settings, Frede¬
rick Fox; costumes. Robert Mackintosh.
Features Sam Levene, Ellen McRae, Rob¬
ert Webber. Hugh. Reilly, Sally Grade.
Herbert Evers. Diana Millay, Joseph Leon,
Shirley Ballard. At Longa ere Theatre.
Nov. 2, *57; $5.75 top weekniehts, $6.90
Friday and Saturday nights ($7350 open¬
ing). .
Harry Bohlah ..Robert Webber
Lucille Bohlan.Mary Alice Bayh
Susan Haramarlee. Ellen McRae
Lou .Winkler ..
Sam Levene
Waiter .J....,..........
Ed Bryce
Arlene ..... Sally Grade
Irene ..
Shirley Ballard
Janet .....
Diana Millay
Speed Meyers ..Joseph Leon
Prof. Thornton
.. Hugh Reilly
Marian Thornton.,... .Sarah Cunningham
Rush Potter.£ tri George
Waiter . ....
Paul Marin
Frank Salinder .....
Herbert Evers

A divorcee, especially one who’s
young, pretty and lives alone, had
better keep the door locked. That,
at least, is the premise of “Fair
Game,” a term applied to gals who
shed their mates. It’s a premise
that's good for some chuckles, but
it’s not strong enough to keep the
laughs rolling for three acts.
Once tlx e keep-the-wolf-away
theme is established, Sam Locke’s
new comedy goes all out to prove
the point. Ellen.McRae, giving an
energetic and pleasant perform¬
ance ini her Broadway dehp^ plays
a 22-year-old divorcee whose major
activity is warding off proposition¬
ing males. Included in that cate¬
gory, however, Is the character
played by Sam Levene, who pro¬
vides the Joseph M. Hyman pro¬
duction with its best moments as
girl-hungry dress .manufacturer.
In fact, when Levene’s onstage
the comedy takes on rohiist propor¬
tions. The trouble, however, is that
there are lengthy stretches in
which the other cast members are
required to go it alone. It’s not that
they aren’t adequate, it’s just that
Levene runs circles around them
by dressing up his lines and charac¬
terization with a shrug, a stance
and other appropriate nuances.
He’s a likeable lecher.
The play’s content, however, is
another matter. Sex, as the only
factor considered, is overworked.
The girl, doubling as a. dress model
and City College student, uses her
experiences as the basis for a
(Continued on page 76)

a

David Merrick, producer of “Rbmanoff and Juliet,” introduced
new gimmick last .week in connection with-legit actor appearances
on television shows. Bert Fried, an understudy in the 'Peter Ustinov
comedy at the Plymouth, N.Y., had a guest date Wednesday night (30)
on the “Armstrong Circle Theatre;” on 'CBS-TV. To cover the legit
play in case one of the regular cast members had been ill and a per¬
formance had to be cancelled because Fried was unable t#> go on as
substitute," Merrick required the video show to take out $4,400 insur¬
ance—the amount of a night’s receipts at ’“Romanoff.” It hasn’-t been
revealed who actually paid the insurance premium, whether it was
the tele sponsor, the network, or even Frie*d himself.

Shows Out of Town
The Rope Di

But the composer-lyricist-librettist
also appears on stage in the role of
the heavy, and this stretches audi¬
ence tolerance too far. .
Hennessy and producer Al Johns
!_met recently when both were asso1 ciated with: a beauty contest, and
the production of “El Dorado” is
the result. Neither has had any
previous credits in the legit field.
Book musical is about the Cali¬
fornia gold rush of 1849 and con¬
tains ' some 17 songs. A few are
moderately tuneful, but the major¬
ity are derivative and the hook
never gets above the hightchool
level.
’Rope Dancers,” which draws its
Francis Cameron is charged with
title from the. analogy .of individ¬
the direction of the enthusiastic
uals walking oh a slack wire
cast.
Kdp.
throughout life, has a lot of what
it takes, and It takes a lot for the
audience to take what it has. At¬
tendance at this hew Morton "Wish-')
engrad drama is somewhat of a
punishing, but rewarding, experi¬
ence.
Autle Maim
The Show faces a possible barrier
(HANNA THEATRE,
from this angle, especially due to
CLEVELAND)
sock laugh expectations* built on
Cleveland, Nov. 2. ’
the cast presence of Art Carney.
Constance Bennett’s return to
But if the heavily dramatic mate¬ legit as the iree-wheeling belle of
rial can overcome this obstacle, “Auntie Marne’s” road company is
the .play should have a generally zestful enough to click with local
favorable reception.
audiences during fortnight breakThe show tends to be rather som¬ in stand at r the Hanna Theatre
ber. The story includes an 11-year- here. The initial performance, ac¬
old child in-the convulsions of St cording to reports, was marred by.
vitus' dance, removal of a sixth technical backstage fluffs and the
finger that marred he? birth; her obvious tension of the star. The
eventual early death; a mother’s actress seemed to have caught the
threat to leap from a. fifth-story bouyant spirit of the engaging
window ledge; a ruined marriage madcap heroine last Saturday night
punctuated . with bitter (Balog; (2), however, playing her with a
breakdown of the sex reserve* of an humanizing grace that was blithely
emotionally pent-up wife. Although comic as well as touching.
all this is tough to take. It offers
How Miss Bennett compares
Worthwhile drama for playgoers with the original Rosalind Russell
willing to go along with it.
portrayal is
another
question.
That the author is adept at There were times when she had to'
building scenes is evidenced by caper desperately hard to tighten
the number of high spots in the the sketchy, inulti-scened Jerome
production. Play opens on a sober Lawrence-RObert E. Lee dramati¬
note and closes on a tragic one, but zation of the Patrick Dennis best¬
a lightening line or bit of business seller.
When those
stuttering
manages to creep in here and there. Kaleidescopic scenes are greased
The tum-of-the-century story with more pace and the eccentric
concerns the plight of an. Unsuc¬ characters swing into higher-keyed
cessful writer and his wife, who patterns, the thin comedy should
blames him for1 the fact that their generate louder laughter. Chuckles
only child'is a sympathy-provoking already come with satisfying reg¬
odd. one who shuns normal society ularity as the star, who has the
and reacts painfully tor the chasm frothy personality for the role,
between .her warring
parents. casts her spell over men and favor¬
There is considerable depth of ite nephews she adopts.
r
characterization in the roles of I
The actress gives a stylized, antic
these three.
performance that gets sympathy
As the embittered wife, who while. Mame raises the orphaned
could never quite warm up to her young Patrick in a unpredictable
own daughter, Siobhan McKenna 4-play-girl fashion. Miss Bennett
is fanatically but convincingly dour. looks stunning in a baker’s dozen
She gives an overall telling per¬ of gorgeous costumes which keep
formance. Art Carney’s version of her hustling in rapid changes. Al ¬
the thwarted-writer-turned-worth- though she sometimes reminds'vet
less-husband stamps him as some¬ drama-goers of a younger. Billie
thing considerably more than sim¬ Burke in zany coquetry, she knowsply a tv comic. He offers an affect¬ how to kick across a crisp funny
ing blend of charms weakness, pa¬ line without being brassy.
ternal love and blarney.
The
supporting
cast
comes
In featured support, Joan Blon- through with enjoyable effective¬
dell hits a happy stride a£ a ness despite opening-week hitches.sloyenly neighbor with a heart of An ingratiating performance is
gold. The script's best lighter mo¬ given by Robert Lindner as thements are assigned to her and she boy. Michael Thomas does Kkedoes fine by them. Beverly Luns-. able ernest work as the growh-up
ford is a solid click as the moppet Patrick, Jane Van Duser offers '
daughter, Theodore Bikel does a a salty, witty characterization of. a
good medic chore, and worthy wacky actress-friend..
lesser aid comes from Joseph
Agreeably capable are Kendall
Julian as truant officer, Barbara Clark’s faithful
suitor,
Blaine
Ellen M^ers as a neighborhood kid, Cordner’s indignant bank trustee,
William Edmonson as a moving Mark O’Daniers caricatured South¬
man and Joseph Boland as a cop. ern Loqhinvar, Gerald Metcalfe’s
Peter Hall, English director cut¬ blarney-filled ,ghost writer, Ann
ting his American debut teeth on Sullivan’s housekeeper, and Mar¬
this one, has paced it Well for sus¬ tha Randall as interior decorator.
pense and intermittent letups. Caricatures by Bernice McLaugh¬
Boris Aronson’s setting of an upper lin, as a frowsy secretary and Dor¬
floor New York tenement is ap¬ othy Sefton as a* snobbish debutante
Pullen.
propriately
cofrnmonplace,
and are corn-juiced.
Patricia Zipprodt’s costumes carry
a similar label.
Bone.
~

New Haven, Oct, 31.

Playwrights' Co. tc Gilbert Miller pro¬
duction of three-act (five scenes) drama
by Morton Wishengrad, Stars Siobhan
McKenna. Art Carney; features Joan Blondell, Theodore Bikel, Beverly Lunsford.
Joseph Julian. Directed by Peter Hall;
setting. Boris Aronson; costumes. Patricia
Zlpprodt. At Shubert, New Haven, Oct.
3L *57: $4350 top,
Lizzie Hyland..
Beverly Lunsford
Margaret Hyland ....~.. Siobhan McKenna
Moving Man .William. Edmonson
Mrs. Farrow ... Joan.Blondell
Clementine .. Barbara Ellen Myers
James Hyland ..”. Art Carney
Lameshnik ..
Joseph Julian
Cop
..
Joseph Boland
Dr. Jacobson .'Theodore Bikel

El Dorado
Actor* Can’t Win
Referring to “Johnny Sum¬
mit,” an early-seaSon' offBroadway flop, N. Y. Post re¬
viewer France s Herridge
mused last week that it had
at least ohe asset in being
pleasantly free of the common
off-Broadway vice of shouting.
The Variety reviewer, how¬

ever. remembered the play as
the one at which he couldn’t
hear the actors.

Joe Gotten to B’way
In ’58 in ‘Feeling’

Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Joseph Cotten will return to
Broadway next season, after a live
year absence, to star in“Once More, With Feeling,” new play by
Harry Kumitz. Martin Gabel and
Henry Margplies have slated,the
production- for the fall of 1958,
Cotten will costar with Arlene
iYancis, portraying a symphony
orchestra conductor. The actor
The charitable interpretation of was last on Broadway in 1953* as
‘EL Dorado” is that Ed Hennessy costar with Margaret Sullavan in
may have intended it. as a satire. ’Sabrina Fair/’
Hollywood, Oct. 26.

Al Johns production or a .musical in
two acts (seven scenes). Book, muric and
lyrics by Ed Hennessy. Staged .by Francis
Cameron; settings by William DeForgst;.
costumes by Meyers Costume Co.; light¬
ing by Charles Taylor; musical director,
George Goulding, At Las-Talmas Theatre,
Hollywood, Cal., Oct. 23, 1857: $3.85 top.
Cast: Luther Durham, Robert Newkirk,
Richard HUleary, Ron Schroeder, Joan
Schoenfeld, Norma French, Flora May,
Ed Hennessy,’ Bobs Watson,- Harry Raybould, Diane DeLaire.

MSBnBff
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Jory-‘C|t’$21,700
Philly lively; Cowards ‘NuJe $27,600, VictorIn Southern
Split-Week 6 way Down; ‘Jamaica $47,100 in 6,
'Rumple 39%G; ‘Angel/Door Opening
‘Roof $23,100 for 7, ‘Cave $17,300,
‘Compulsion 37G, ‘Monique $12,700
Tables’ Sturdy $26,600

Philadelphia, Nov. 5. 4*
Legit biz was good in Philly last
week. Two tryouts drew hefty at¬
tendance and a Yiddish, show,
“Farblonget Honeymoon," starring
Molly Picon, turned out to be the
best foreign language entry to hit
Washington, Nov. 5.
here in years.
“Separate Tables” picked up
There was one departure last
somewhat last week for its second
weekend, but two new tryouts ar¬
stanza at the National Theatre and
rive this week to keep the local
looks even better in this third and
scene perking.
final week.. Last week’s business
Estimates for Last Week
was helped by a Show train up from
Nude with Violin, Forrest (Cl
Richmond, Va.r with 165 top-price
(1st wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $36,000)-!
ticket buyers.
(Noel Coward).
British import
“Country Wife,” a revival costar¬
making fun of abstract painting
ring Julie Harris, Laurence-Harvey
and the art critics drew unani¬
and Pamela Brown, comes into the
mously
favorable
notices
(De
National for a fortnight stand start¬
Schauensee,
Bulletin;
Gaghan,
News; Murdock, Inquirer!; grossed ing next Monday (11).
Estimate for Last Week
a hefty $27,600, with standees Fri¬
Separate Tables, National (D)
day and Saturday nights (1-2); con¬
(2d wk) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,867; $38,000)
tinues this week.
Runiple, Shubert (MC) (2d wk) (Eric Portman, Geraldine Page).
($6; 1,870; $63,000) (Eddie Foy, Jr., Slightly over $26,600; . previous
Gretchen Wyler, Stephen Doug¬ week, $23,000; moves out next
lass). Musical fantasy about a car¬ Saturday (9).'
toon character coming to life got
over
$39,500;
previous
week,
$33,200; left town Saturday (2) for
Broadway.
Opening This Week
Look Homeward Angel, Walnut
(D) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000) (Anthony )
Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Grif-1
fith). Ketti Frings dramatization
of-the Thomas Wqlfe novel opens
Chicago, Nov. 5.
a tryout next Saturday night (9).
“Waltz of the Toreadors” got off
One Foot in the Door, Locust
(C) ($4.80; 1,615; $40,000) (June to a healthy start last week in its
Havoc). Tryout of Julie Berns com¬ five-week run at the Blackstone,
edy opens tomorrow night (Wed.). while ’“Diary of Anne Frank” was
only fair again in its second week.
Both are on Guild • subscription.
Week was • favored by pleasant
weather and a few conventions.
"My Fair Lady” opens tonight
(Tues.) for an unlimited rim at the
Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week
Diary of Anfce Frank, Erlahger
(D) (2d wk) ($5; 1,333; $36,495)
Indianapolis, Nov, 5.
(Joseph Schildkraut). Almost $22,The touring company of "My
500; previous week, $23,304.
Fair Lady” grossed a smash $71,364
Waltz of the Toreadors, Bladein eight performances at the 2,000stone (CD) (1st wk) ($5.50; 1,450;
seat Murat here last week to set S40.5831 (Melvyn Douglas, Paulette
an all-time house record. The total Goddard), Nearly $28,300 on sub¬
take was over $117,000 for the 10- scription.
day stand that opened Oct. 23.
Opening This Week
Show played to capacity at everyMy Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) ($7;
performance during the last week’s
2,100; $73,000)
(Brian -AherUe,
stretch, including matinees. Top
Anne
Rogers).
Opens
tonight!
was $6 Fridays and Saturdays, $5
(Tues.), with the first 21 perform¬
other nights (plus tax).
ances afteir opening night sold out
to benefits; goes on Subscription in
the fourth week; management re¬
ports a $750,000 advance sale.

For 2d Week in Wash.

Waltz’ OJC. S283O0

TWIN ‘SGTS.’ COMPANIES
TOTAL $52,900 GROSS

Lincoln, Neb., Nov. 5.
The bus-and-truck touring com¬
pany of "No Time for Sergeants’"
grossed a good $26,100 in a four¬
way, six-performance split last
week. The bookings, with the re¬
spective takes .listed parenthetical¬
ly, were one performance Monday
(29) at the Hoch Auditorium, Law¬
rence, Kan.. ($8,000), one perform¬
ance Tuesday (29) at the Forum,
Wichita, Kan. ($4,900) and one per¬
formance Wednesday (30) at the
Music Hall, Kansas City ($7,000).
Another $8,200 was registered in
three performances Thursday-Saturday (31-2) at the Pershing Muni¬
cipal Auditorium here.
$26,806 Week, MilwTcee
Milwaukee, Nov. 5.
The national company of “No
Time for Sergeants” grossed a nice
$26,800 last week at the Pabst The¬
atre here.
The comedy is.current at the
American jheatre, St. Louis.

SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
BROADWAY
(Theatres Set)
Tim* Remembered, Morosco (11-12-97).
Nude With
Belaseo (11-14-57).
Rope 'Danearly Cort <ll-a0-57).
Country Wife, Adelphl (11-27-87).
Look Homoward, Barrymore (11-28-57).
On* Foot In D*or, Playhouse 02-4-97).
Dark Tap Stairs, Music Boa 02-9-97).
Shadow My Enemy, ANTA 02-11-57).
•enlua 1 •eddess. Miller <12-12-57).
Music Mad, Majestic (12-19-57).
Miss Isabel, Royale <12-26-57).
Much Ade, Globe 0-10-58).
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-15-58).
Body Beautiful, B’way Ot23-5P*
Captain's Paradise, Alvin 0-28-98).
Sunrise at Campebelle, Cort 0-30-58).
Blue Dental <2-27-98).
•eldllOcks, Globe (3-6-98).

... (Theatres Not Set)
Claud Seven (1-15-98).'
Rivalry (wk, 1-27-98).
Cut of Ax* (wk. 1-27-98).
Portefta* (wk. 2-3-98).
This Is •offll* (wk. 2-10-58).
Act rose In Lev* <2-24-98).
Heafts A Delian (4-3-58).
Leva Me Little (4-9-58).

OFF-BROADWAY

Clorembard, Rooftop 01-7-97).
Slmpty Heavenly, Rebate 01-8-57).
Canvarsatien Piece, Barbixon 01-18-67).
Pall, Sullivan St. 01-21-97),
RkharP ill, Heckscher (11-23-97).
Palm Tree, Cricket 01-28-57).
Bree. Karamasev, Gate (wk. 12-2-57).
Will A Way, Theatre .Cast 0*3-97).
Makrapeleus Secret, Phoenix (12-3-37).
Barden District, York 02-8-97).
Hath tap Personal (wk. 1*23-57).

Pidgeon Healthy $27,700
For 3d W«d(, Detroit
Detroit, Nov. 5.
All three legiters are dark this
week. The 'Csss will relight next1
Monday
(11)
with
“Separate
Tables,” starring Eric Portman and
Geraldine Page, in for two weeks.
“Auntie Mame” starring Con¬
stance Bennett, will be at the
Riviera for three weeks beginning
Nov. 18. The Shubert relights Nov.
25 with “No Time for Sergeants,”
booked for four weeks.

Estimate

r Lpst Week

Happiest MilUasaire, - Cass (C)
(3d wk) ($4; 1,1482; $37,000) (Wal¬
ter Pidgeon). Good $27,700; pre¬
vious week, $27,500; left town
Saturday (2) to continue tour.

‘Annie* Bulging $74,700 ;
Closing This Week, L.A.
Los Angeles, Nov. 5.
‘Annie Get Your Gun,” Mary
Maftin-John Raitt starrer, hit an¬
other near capacity $74,700 last,
week in the fourth frame of its
stand gt the 2,670-seat philhar¬
monic Auditorium. Show "closes
next Saturday (9)' to end the 24week Civic Light Opera Season.
' Cornelia Otis Skinner is due
next week at the Huntington Hart¬
ford Theatre for a program of
mono-dramas, but aftdfc that no
legit bookings are in sight.
OTHER SHOWS
(“Opening date in parenthesis)
Bad Seed, Valley ’57 (10-4-57).
Career, Ivar (10-28-57). *
El Darado, Las Palmas (10-2457).
FopI Me Twice, Circle (7-19-57).
Man Most Likely, Gallery (919-57).
^
Man of Destiny, Stage Society
(10-11-57).
Man m a Stick, Pasadena Play¬
house (10-8^57).
NJmiu Tope, Civic (5-24-57).
Skin of the Teeth, Little Rep (1011-57).
* '
Waiting for Godot, Dahl Play¬
house (10-10-57).
Witness for Prosecution, Players
Ring (9^5-m.

Atlanta, Nov. 5.
George Brandt’s touring produc¬
tion of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,”
with Victor Jory and Jean Innes
(Mrs. Jory), grossed a satisfactory
$21,700 in a four-way split last
week. The initial half of the week
took in one-niters at “the Audito¬
rium, Charlottesville, Monday (28);
Broadway sagged
again last Ritter). Previous week, $59,800;
the Carolina Theatre, Durham, week, with receipts dropping sub- last week, over $57,000.
Tuesday (29), and the Ovens Audi- stantially for several shows. HowRomanoff and Juliet, Plymouth
tcrium, Charlotte, Wednesday (30). ever, most of the previous frame’s (C) (4th wk; 28 pi <$6.25-$5.75; ‘
The show was at the Tower The a- sellouts and virtual capacity en- 1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov).
tre here T-hursday-Saturday (31-2).; tries held steady. They Included Previous week, $34,200; last week,
The tour got underway the pre-. "Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are Rfng- over $34,100, with commissions cut¬
vious stanza with an Oct, 24-26: ing,” “Look Back In Anger,” “My ting into the take.
hooking at the WRVA Theatre,. Fair Lady,” “Romanoff and Juliet” . Square Root of Wonderful, Na¬
Richmond, where the take there “ and “West Side Story.’
tional (D) (1st wk;. 5 p) ($6.25was $9,700.
Newcomers to the capacity line- $5.75; 1,162; $35,000) fAnne Bax¬
i up were
“Compulsion,” . which ter). Opened last Wednesday night
| opened, the previous stanza, and (30) to one favorable review (As-'
| “Jamaica,” one of last week’s three ton, World-Telegram) and six un¬
ipreems.
favorable (Atkinson, Times; Chap¬
I
Estimates for Last Week
man, News; Coleman, Mirror; Kerr,
{ Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), Herald Tribune; McClain, JoumalCD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), American; Watts, Post); almost
; MC (Musical-Comedy), MD iMusi- $23,100 for first five performances
jcal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- and two previews.
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (37th
| eretta).
Boston, Nov. 5.
Other parenthetic designations wk; 301 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
Local legit was limited to two \
•Torn Ewell). Previous week. $22,refer,
respectively,
to
weeks
played,
shows last week, hut both were po¬
300; last week, almost $18,900.
tent grossers. .Only a. single entry, number of performances through
Under Milk Wood, Miller <D) (3d
a holdover, is on the boards this last Saturday, top prices, number
of seats, capacity gross and stars. wk; 23 p> ($5.75; 9461, $28,000). Pre¬
vious week, $13,200; last week, al- The only other stage activity in Price includes 10% Federal and
most $12,900. Closes Nov. 16.
town was the'vaude offering, “Sini 5% City tax, but grosses are net;
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
Sala B.im,” a magic show, which i.e.. exclusive of taxes.
(C) (39th wk; 308 p) UR6.90-$5.75;
also holds this week at the Shubert.
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) 760; $27,300) (Cyril P.itchard). Pre¬
Estimates for Last Week
(47th wk; 373 p> ($6.90; 1,214; $46,- vious W'eek, $21,700; last week,
Middle of the Night, Wilbur (D) 500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous
nearly $18,000. Exits Jan. 11, to
(3d wk) ($3.85-$4.95; 1,241; $32,699) week, $48,000; last week, nearly
tour.
(Edward G. Robinson). Went clean $48,100.
West Side Story, Winter Garden
at nearly $33;000, setting a threeBells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) (MD) (6th Wk; 44 p) ($7.50; 1,404;
week house record of $94,398; ex¬ (49th wk; 388 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,$60,467). Previous week, $60,200;
ited last Saturday (2) to continue 101) (Judy Holliday). As usual,
last week, just under $60,000, with
tour; “Rope Dancers” opened last $58,700.
commissions cutting into the take.
night (Mon.) for a two-week try¬
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (2d wk;
Miscellaneous
out stand.
‘17 p) <$6.25-$5.75; 603; $21,525)
Mary Stuart, Phoenix (D) (4th
Time Remembered, Colonial (CD). (Barry Jones, Eugenie Leontovich,
(2d wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,500; $39,950) Wayne Morris). Previous week, wk; 32 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392)
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton, j $18,000 for first nine performances; (Eva LeGallienne, Irene Worth).
Susan Strasberg).. With 47 seats ) last week, almost $17,300, with Previous week. $21,800; last week,
added in the orchestra pit, the try- j special subscription plan cutting almost $21,700. Closes Nov. 24.
Opening This Week
out broke the attendance record; into the take,
Rumple, Alvin (MC) <$8.05; 1,331;
for attendance, hut not for re-j
Compulsion, Ambassador (D) (2d
ceipts, as subscription commission ; wk; 12 p) ($6.90-$5.75; 1,155; $38,- $57,200) (Eddie Foy, Gretchen Wy¬
Stephen Douglass').
Paula
and the press list prevented capac- j ooo). Previous week, $31,000 for ler;
ity gross; sold nut again at nearly; first four performances and three Stone & Mike Sloan presentation
$38,700; exited town last Saturday j previews; last week, nearly $37,000, of a musical {With book by Irving
(2) for -final rehearsals and pre-; with commissions cutting into the Phillips, lyrics by Frank Reardon
and music by Ernest G. Schweikviews in New York this week in;take.
preparation for its premiere next
Copper and Brass, Beck (MC) ert; production financed at $240,Tuesday (12) at the Morosco Thea¬ (3d wk; 20 p) (8.05; 1,280; $53,000) 000 <including 20% overall), cost
tre.
(Nancy Walker). Previous week, around $220,000 to bring in, includ¬
$27,800; last week, almost $23,000. ing approximately $5,000 out-oftown loss; can break even at
Closes Nov. 16.
Fair Game, Longacre (C) ($8.90- around $30,000 gross and net about
$5.75; 1,101; $32,000). Opened last $16,000 at capacity; opens tonight
Saturday (2) to four affirmative re¬ (Wed.).
OFF-BROADWAY
views . (Aston,
World-Telegram;
(Opening date in parenthesis)
Cleveland, Nov. 5.
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
The touring edition of “Auntie WattSi Post), one yes-no (Kerr,
Rivouac at Lucca, Royal (10Marne,” with Constance Bennett as Herald-Tribune) and two negative 29-57).
star, grossed a good $19,800 last fFunke, Times; McClain, JournalCareer, Actors Playhouse (4-30week, in the first five perform¬ American); around $8,800 for first 57); closes next Sunday (10).
Girl of Golden West, Anderson
ances of its fortnight break-in performance and two partially-paid
(11-5-57).
stand at the Hanna Theatre here. previews.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Squara
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.
Lee, who adapted the Patrick Den¬ (48th wk; 380 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,- (5-8-56).
In Good King Charles’ Golden
Previous
nis book, were back in their home¬ 989) (Ethel Mermank
town to lend potent-promotional week, $53,500; last week, over $41,- Days. Downtown, (1-24-57).
Julius
Caesar,
Shakespeareassistance.
Several near-sellouts 400. Closes Nov. 30i
I Knock at the Door, Belasco (D) wrights (10-23-57). .
also* geared up the take for the
Land Beyond River, Greenwich
(5th wk; 40 p> ($4.60-$3.85; 1,037;
1,515 «eat house at ^5 top.
$25,000). Previous week, $10,600; Mews (HW5-57).
Man of Destiny, Sullivan St. (9last week, almost $10,900. Closes
27-57); closes next Sunday/GO).
next Sunday (10).
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane <12Jamaica,. Imperial (MC) (1st wk;
(Figures denote opening datesJ
4 p> ($R35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena 27-57).
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3Horne; Ricardo Montalban). Opened
LONDON
last Thursday (31) to four pro 6-57); closes Nov. 24.
At Drew *♦ w, Fortune tt-24-57>.
Bey Frtesd, Wjnalum's tlZ-1-33).
Tevya Je Daughters, Carnegie
notices (Atkinson, Times; Coleman,
Bride A Bachelor, Dashes* 03-18-56).
Mirror; McClain, Joumal-Ameri- (9-16-57); closes Nov. 24.
Chalk •arden, Hajrmarfcet <4-11*96).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys .<9can; Watts, Post), one yes-no (Kerr,
Damn Yanbees, Coliseum <3-38-57).
DeaU Secret, FiecadOly (5-30-57).
Herald Tribune) and two con 25-55).
Dear Delhmoent, Westminster (6-5-57).
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriars
(Aston,
World-Telegram;
Chapman,
Dry Ret. Wbttehan «-31-54X
News); nearly $47,100 for first four (10-23-57).
BOS, Sx-rflle 00-34-97).
entertainer, Palace <8-1087).
performances and two previews.
Far Amusement Ontfe Apollo (4-5-56).
Lil Abner, St. James (MC) (51st
Free As Air, Savoy W-6-97).
wk; 404 p) ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
•rah Me a •ondola, Lyric 03-36416).
Horn* hr Lake, -York** >5-896).
Previous week, $54,900; last week,
nearly $50,300.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
New Haven, Nov. 5.
Hayes (D) (45th wk; 270 p) ($6.90;
___01*3_
The Rope Dancers,” playing a
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March,
Hakraaaov, Royal Ct. (81T-97).
New crair •attar Vic. FaL 03-18-90.
Florence Etdridge). Previous week, four performance break-in last
Me Time Seta., Her Maj. (813-56).
$25,200; last week, over $20,900. Thursday-Saturday <31-2) at the
Rude With Vtelhtr Glebe 01*7*90.
1,650-seat Shubert Theatre here,
Lays off the week of Dec. 16.
Odd Men In, St. Martin’* <7-1897).
Flehlr* D* Faria. WCei *(4-30-57).
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) grossed almost $20,000 at a $4.50
Public Prosecutor, Arts 081857).
top. Siobhan McKenna and Art
(5th
wk;
39
p)
$5.75;
995;.
$26,200)
Repertory, Old Vic <81857).
(Mary Ure. Kenneth Haigh). Pre¬ Carney are costarred in the tryout.
Rear Like a Dove, Phoenix <82857).
The Shubert gets another preSeller Sewer#, Strand <3-1859).
vious week, $26,200; last week,
Salad Days, Vaudevffle <8-8541.
Broadway break-in. “Dark at the
same.
Sat. Nleht at Crown, Garrick (S-857).
Top
of ,the Stairs,” next ThursdayShare My Lettuce, Comedy (825-57).
Monique, Golden (D) (2d wk; 15
•Silver Weddlns, Wln*t. Gard. <7-897). p) ($5.75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia Saturday (7-9», arid thereafter has
Summer of 17th Dell, New (4-30-57).
scheduled tryout tour openings of
Jessel,
Denholm
Elliott).
Previous
Waltz ef Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-561
•Transfer from Cambridge Theatre
week, $18,200 for first seven per¬ “The “Genius and the Goddess,” ‘
formances and one preview; last Nov. 13-16; “Miss Isobel ” Nov. 2023, and a full week of “One Foot
SCHEDULED 0FENIN6S
week, nearly $12,700.
Queen A Welshman, Lyric Ham. (11-7-57)
Most Happy Fell*, Broadway in the Door,” Nov. 25-30.

Robinson $33,i

BENNETT $19^00 IN 5
WITH‘MAME’IN CLEVE.

British Shows

Cancers’ $20,100 (4)
IN NEW HAVEN DEBUT

Kldders, Arts 01-12-97)..
Bells Rlnsiiis, Coliseum 01-14-97).
Happiest Mill., Camhridfe 01-1857).

•
ON TOUR
Bells Are Rinding
Came an Jeeves
' Desert Sens
D'Oyly Carte Opcre
Entertainer
Dinner With the Family
Fathers' Match
Flewertns Cherry
Happiest Millionaire
I Was a Call Sirl
Reluctant Debutant#

S^UST*** . u«,r
Tunnel ef Lave

.

(MD) (79th wk; 628 p) ($7.50; 1,900;
$74,297). Previous week, $46,000;
last week, almost $38,000. Exits
Dec. 14, to tour.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(86th wk; 683 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67.696) (Rex Harrison, Julie An¬
drews). A#s always, over $68,700.
Nature’s Way, Coronet (C) (3d
Wk; 21 p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,000).
previous week, $21,800; last week,
almost $22)900.
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
(25th wk; 199 p) ($9.2C-$8.60; 1,297;
$59,084) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma

Coast "TunneP Company
$11,900 in 4th Week, S.F.
San Francisco. Nov. 5.
Randolph Hale’s Coast version of
’Tunnel of Love” dipped to $11,900 last week at the Alcazar The¬
atre.
That was a drop of $3,700 from
the previous .week, the third.
An off-Breadway production of
“The Crucible” is planned by Paul
Libin and Charles Baker.
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Equity Takes Aim at Agents

Since its Oct. 24 Broadway open- next spring of his own play, "Moon,
ing, “Compulsion" has trimmed 25 Gate," which was tested in summer
minutes from its running time.
stock four seasons ago.
Milton Pollack will he company
Composer - conductor .Raymond
manager and Henri Caubisens and: Scott has completed the score for
Herman Magidson stage managers; “Hat in Hand,” the musical which
for the “The Music Man."
‘ Mark Kroll and Charles Conoway
The Theatre Guild has acquired plan producing on Broadway
♦hp dramatic rights to Peter De-; Larry Douglas will be Robert
Vries’new noveh “Mackerel Plaza,” : Preston’s standby in ‘The Music
which will be published early next Mam.
year.
. .
Jay Bennett’s ‘‘Man Lost,” deal- ; the seieqfion 0f stagers for ELT
ing with the Italian painter Ame-. Dro(juctj0ns
deo Modigliani, has been optioned P «Nightma're» by H. W. Nordsen,
for Broadway production by Elliot ;.g slated for a Nov> 14 opening at
Saunders.
the Davenport Theatre, N. Y., un>
“A Father Once Removed, a der the direction of Leonidas Osnew comedy by Victor Wolf son, ■ Setynski.
adapted from the French play,
Net e Productions., a iiewly“Tapage Nocturne,” by Marc Gil- formed organization, is planning to
bert Sauvajon, is planned for. make its production bow with
Broadway production this season; “Sure Sign of Spring,” a musical
by David Clive and Robert Herr- ■ with book by T. A. G. Hungerford,
man,
| music by James Bredt and lyrics
Betty Oakes has succeeded Jo \ by Don Reid.
Sullivan as femme lead in “Most j Alexander Scourby and Edward
Happy. Fella ”
iBinns have been set for leading
Leonard Field is company man- j roles in “Cut of the Axe.”
ager for “The Country Wife.”
Paul Stewart will stage the conLeg!t adtor Paul Potter has • templated Ethel Linder Reinersparkplugged the formation of a j Jack Lawrence production of
new offSroadway group called ; “Maybe^ Tuesday^ by Mel Tolkm
Repertory Projects, The aim is for >an^
anf1 Fdith
pros to get together and hold prac- T
Bel ^eddes, and Edith

Actors Equity is apparently warming up for a campaign, against
sharpshooting’ talent agents. The union, -having received protests from
percenters and .performers over unethical manueverin^ by one New
York agency, is piling up ammunition for an eventual attack. Evi¬
dence of the union’s get-tough attitude is reflected in the following
editorial, headed “No franchised Pirates, Please” printed in the No¬
vember edition of Equity, the union’s official publication (union ex¬
ecutives refused to identify thfe agent or agents referred to in the
piece);
-At this writing, there isn't an actor’s agent working in Equity’s
jurisdiction who has exclusive casting on any play to our knowl¬
edge, and any agent who says otherwise isn’t acting as an actor’s
agent or is deliberately misleading you.
The membership is hereby requested to report, any incident of
’ an agent claiming to have exclusive casting rights to any play to
Assistant Executive Secretary Paul Jones at the Equity office. It
is not necessary to give your name, and in any event, your iden¬
tity will be carefully protected.
_
Your cooperation in this matter is urgently heeded in order to
correct an abuse which is increasing id-the agency field.-"
Certain agents have made a practice of flntjlng put from mana¬
gers which actors are under consideration for a particular play,
then calling these actors and informing them that in order to work
in the play they must be submitted by the "agent in question. As
a result, many performers who would rather work through agents
who handle them in other fields, are afraid to refuse this illegal
^“exclusive”' representation, which sometimes results in a reduc¬
tion from the actor’s usual salary.
Not only is this practice patently unfair to agents who faithfully
represent certain clients over a period of many years, it is unfair to
the performer as well. Fear of unemployment as a result of reprisal
is not a reasonable basis for a relationship between an actor and
air agent, j
Only through your interest and cooperation can Equity pro¬
tect you and the agent of your choice.

Greensboro, N. C., Nov. 5.
An evening of light opera was
■presented Oct. 22' bn. the U. of
North Carolina campus when the
National Grass Roots Opera Co.
appeared in Johann. Strauss’ “Die
F.lederi»aus*" Currently directed,
by - Alfred Popper, company has
played in 28 states and given over
650. performances since its begin¬
ning in 1948. All operas are sung
in English.
Orrin Hill sings Eisenstein;
Bette Benjamin is Rosalinda;-Blos¬
som Craft appears as Adele, and
Fred Patrick, baritone from New
Jersey, is Falke.

Dick Maney an
But He Dislikes Word;
Says Prima Donnas OK

Legit pressagent Richard Maney
has let the cat out of the hag. Be
likes to be considered an intellec¬
tual.
^
That was revealed last Thursday
night (31) whiie he was being, in¬
terviewed on WABD’s “Entertain¬
ment Press Conference." It was
in answer to a question from critic
tree sessions for training.
i
nJrXF tSSS ™ 1
“Long Day’s Journey Into Night” f Real, by Horls Julian,
Gilbert Seldes on whether he con¬
will lay off the week of Dec. 16. j
—
siders himself an intellectual.
In admitting his egghead bent,
b ®ugM
BrSfy 1 Building New Playhouse
Maney also asserted .that he doesn’t
this season, will add a fourth next
At Middlebury College like the word, hesitates to identify
Feb. <12 when he presents ‘ The En-.
Middleburv Vt Nov 5
himself as such and doesn’t know
whether he qualifies In that league.
SSSSSf
| Construction hXe^arted V The
Seldes query was” one of a
currently starring in London.
j the new Charles Baker Wn0ht variety
segment is a single 45-minute
shot at the publicist dur¬ Maurice Be] art Ballet val
dance fantasy, “Spring Outing in
“The Boy,” by Cass Stevens, Memorial Theatre at Middlebury ing the half-hour session by a
Zurich, Oct. 21.
the Urals.”
College.
The
theatre,
named
for
presented by the late Margo Jones
The
Paris
theatre-ballet
troupe
three-man
panel
including,
besides
at her Theatre ’54 in Dallas, Tex., ENth longtime professor at the
“Three Blind Mice” is sung as
actor Robert Alda and the of Maurice Bejart, one of the a round-song
is slated for off-Broadway produc¬ college urho died in 1942, will Seldes,
in Russ-accent Eng¬
tion in December by William Eppel include a 400-seat playhouse, a show’s regular host Allyn.Edwards. founders of the Ballet de I’Etoile lish, followed by a brisk version
Hitting
Maney
on
his
outspoken
and Carol Crockett.
drama workshop, rehearsal rooms, distaste for television fare, Ed¬ de Paris, made its Swiss bow at the of “Auld Lang Syne,” in Russian.
Sladttheatre here, Oct, 16-17.
Director Robert Douglas is plan¬ debate and class rooms and faculty
show could actually
wards pointed out that he appar¬ Troupe first appeared in its present beTwo-hourning a Broadway production this offices.
minutes - longer and still
ently doesn’t have any qualms form as “Le Ballet-Theatre de be 25-30
season a Alep Coppel’s play, “The
satisfying as offbeat fodder.
It will replace the former Col¬
Gazebo,” with David Wayne already lege Theatre, which was destroyed about making frequent video guest Paris de Maurice Bejart” this sum¬ Five bayan (Russian accordion)
appearances.. Tossed in with this mer in its native city under the players provide the accompani¬
set as star.
i
observation was the added dig that direction of Bejart and Henriques ment.
Beginning next Sunday (10), the by fire in December, 1953.
Gord.
the tv activity might be because Pimentel. .
performance schedule for “Mon¬
he thinks the medium good enough
ique” will take in Sunday after¬
Program consisted entirely of
to plug his new book, “Fanfare.”
noon and evening performances.
modern choreographies by Bejart,
' The pressagent’s. rebuttal was including his “Symphpny of a
Joseph Brownstone has suc¬
Dublin, Oct. 29.
ceeded Scott Jackson as production
that
he
doesn’t
hate
television
and
Lonely Man” with which he first
Chinese Classical Theatre Go.,
stage manager for the touring
thinks its potential is great. Never¬ gained attention as a dynamic, off¬
“Separate Tables.” James Craven currently on twoweek stint at thei theless, he continued to blast cer¬ beat choreographer two years ago.
Die Buergoehaft
is assistant stage manager and Gaiety here, will move on to Paris tain aspects of the medium, prin¬ Other noteworthy items included:
after its Irish visit. Some other) cipally the scissoring of plays to “Sonata for Three,” sock transla¬
(The Pledre)
Harry Forwood pressagent.
'Berlin, Oct. 14.
The Irish Players presentation of Continental appearances are also fit into the standard hour
tion into the dance medium of
Berlin Festival presentation of Staedtia triology of one-act plays by J. M. likely before returning to Formosa. half-hour segments.
Jean-Paul Sartre’s “Behind Closed sche
(Municipal) Opera production of new
Svnge, which ends a lengthy run Company, which had big success in
of opera in three‘act* plus pre¬
Maney also expressed his views Doors”; “High Voltage,” electrify¬ version
at Theatre East, N.Y., next Nov: London, was imported into Eng¬ on the recent Mike Todd party at ing .shocker utilizing electronic lude, with music by Kurt Weill and lyric*
Caspar Neher. Musical direction*
24 will open Nov. 27 at Eric Green¬ land by Peter Daubeny and Leon Madison Square Garden, N, Y., in sounds to .achieve weird, sometimes by
Arthur Rother; settings and costumes,
wood’s Avenue Theatre, Toronto.
choral direction, Hermann
Hepner.
answer to a question from Seldes disturbing effects; and Stravinsky’s Caspar Neher;choreography,
L. KoesterAnna Vita Berger, currently ap¬
It is sponsored by the Chinese as to whether he would have par¬ “Pulcineila” in a new choreography Liieddecke;
Staged by Carl Ebert. At Staedtipearing in the off-Broadway pro¬ Nationalist government which
skillfully combining classical tech¬ Stahl.
sche Opera House, Berlin; $3 JO top.
ticipated
in
the
affair
as
a
pub¬
duction of “Tevya and His Daugh¬ bankrolled the trip of a party, of 50
Johann Mattes.Tomislav Neralic
nique.'with
modern
expression
in
a
Anna ....Irene Dali*
ters," announced her engagement from Formosa to Europe costing licist. Although not giving a di¬ delightfully updated rendition of Luise
..Ursula Bchimnacher
rect yes-or-no answer, the p.a. danced commedia dell’arte. Though
last week to Robert Malatzky.
David .Orth ............... ioset Greindl
$23,000, Company opened to firstGil Gorman is pressagent for class notices here, and biz way! called the shindig an “orgy,” and no carboning is intended, latter is Jacob, his son ..Theo Altmeycr
vadded that he didn’t think his em¬ reminiscent of the “Circus” episode Judge of Urh ..Helmut Krebs
Jerry Lynn Productions, Inc.
Commissioner ..Bemhsrd Minetti
ployers would pull such a “shabby” in Gene Kelly’s “Invitation to the His
Sylvia Drulie will be production above average.
deputy ...... Carl-Friedrich Schubert
Creditors...Martin Yantim Anton
stunt.
associate for “The Music Man."
Dance "
Metternlch, Peter Roth-Ehrang
Alda asked Maney why a smash
“Tir-n-na-og,” a. new musical
Each of the 14 dancers (8-female, Writer of the judge...--William Forney
entry
like
“My
Fair
Lady”
needs
a
with book and lyrics by Maurice
6 male, including Bejart) is in top
publicist The answer was that it form, with Bejart, Tessa Beaumont,
Barrett and music by Pierre De
This three-get operg by the late
(Nov. 4-17)
Reeder, will be preemed by The
AUnflt Mam* (2d Co.) (Constance Ben- wa£ obligatory bn the part of the Michele Seigneuret, Tania Bari and' Kurt Weill, With libretto by Caspar
Lambs at the club’s theatre late in nett>—Hanna. Cleve. (4-16).
production to hire a union press* Adolfo Andrade especially impres¬ Neher, has a history. It preemed
Canadian Flayers—State College, BrockDecember. Larry Homer will di¬ port.
Seldes., in a more personal sive. Costumes are tasteful. Musical here successfully in 1S32 under the
N.Y. (4)i Glass Center Theatre, agent.
rect and Robert Mills will be set Corning. N.Y. (3); State College. Albany vein, asked him if‘he hauf a. “maso¬ accompaniment by tape-recorder is direction of Carl Ebert, but was
(6)
;
State
CoUege,
New
Britain,
Conn.
designer.
chistic streak" that makes him like sometimes, a handicap. On the banned; when the Nazis came to
(7) ; Bradford College, Haverhill, Ulass.
Max Adrian, has been set for a (8) ; Kresge Aud.. Cambridge. Mass . (9); theatrical people consfiired insult¬ whole, this is a youthful troupe power in 1933.. Besides the fact
starring role in the David Kanter- Clark U. AUd.. Worcester, Mass. (10); State ing and difficult to work with,
rating strong attention due to n<fw that Weill was a Jew, the' Nazi
Oswego, N.Y. (12); State College,
Charles Pratt Jr. Broadway pro¬ College,
Mezo.
authorities also objected to the
Maney’s answer to Seldes was ideas and top quality.
Geneseo. N.Y (13); State CoUege. Shipduction of the musical “Hearts and pensburg.
Pa. (14); State College, Mont- along the line that these person¬
opera’s treatment of political mat¬
Dollars,” formerly titled “A Car¬ clalre. N.J. (15); BuckneU IT. Aud., Lewis- alities only hurt the thin-skinned
ters.
Urals
Erteahle.
burg.
Pa.
(16);
Collidge
Aud.,
Washington
riage for Alida.”
individuals and they get hurt every
This new presentation is -an¬
Glasgow, Oct. 15.
The coin dropped on the recent¬ (18).
Cat on a Hat Tin Roof (Victor Jory, day.
Among other ‘comments Educational Performance's Society Ltd. nounced as a new version, but dif¬
ly-closed Broadway production of Jean Iness)—Civic, New Orleans (4-9); made by
the pressagent was the presentation ' of- Ural* EUeemble, front fers from the original only in minor
Grove (FI?..) Playhouse (11-16).
‘The Egghead” fell short, of thel Coconut
Country Wife (tryout) (Julie Harris. statement that he’s never con¬ Sverdlovsk, U-S.S.R. Artistic director. Lev respects. Music and subject are
Christiansen; choreographer. Olga Knya¬
figure reported in last week’s Laurence Harvey, Pamela Brown)—Play¬
zeva; choral director. Neonflia Malginova;
Variety. According to a manage¬ house. Wilmington (6-9); National, Wash. sciously worked on publicizing principal ‘Sayan, ’Beniamin. Kukarinu At practically the same, but the length
of’ the work has. been .trimmed
himself.
ment representative, there wasno (11-16).
King’s Theatre, Glasgow, Oct. 14, *57;
D*rk at the Top Of th* Stairs (tryout)—
about 30 minutes to approximately
Incidentally, regarding the ref¬ 51.20 top. overcall on the production, with Shubert. New Haven (7-D)} Wilbur, Boston
two*and-a-q.uarter
hours. Also, the
erence
to
Maney’s
frequent
tv
ap¬
(11-16).
the loss running about $75,000 on
Diary Of Anno Frank (Joseph Schild- pearances, his “Press Conference”
It is a new trend for Russian emphasis is now on the', hitman
an $80,000 investment.
krautl^-Erlanger, Chi (4-16).
.
aspects of the story.
“Merry-ma-tanzie,” a revue with
Genius and th* Goddess (tryout) (Nancy stint followed a guest shot the performers to visit the United
appear in Tegit| The opera’s basic theme has been
Alan Webb)—Shubert, New Haven prior evening on “Tonight”- His Kingdom and
a Scot motif, is being readied for Kelly.
houses' instead of, a£ formerly, adapted from an old parable by
a Dec. 19 Glasgow preem by the (13-16).
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon) sked last week also included an
—Shubert. Cincy (4-9); Hartman, Colum¬ appearance Saturday afternoon on bare halls under labor union spon¬ German poet Johann Gottfried von
Citizens’ Theatre there.
(11-13); Memorial Aud., L’vllle (14-16). “Eye on New York.”
John Feamley will direct “Cut bustook
Other pre¬ sorship. -.Since the click visit here Herder. It involves two friends who
Homeward Ansel (tryout) (An¬
earlier this year of the Moscow try to persuade each other to take
of the Axe.” which he’s producing thony
Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Grif¬ vious video credits take in a “Night
State Variety company, the more a small amount of money involved
fith)—Walnut.
PhUly
(9-16).
with David Gray Jr.
Beat” interrogation by Mike Wal¬ luxurious
Middle of the Night (Edward G. Bobtheatres have been in k transaction. The original moral
“The Tale of r Bridge,” a comedy son)—Her
Majesty’s, Montreal (4-9); Royal lace and a recent questlon-and- thrown opdh, and this ensemble
was that "circumstances change peo¬
by Story Talbot, will open Nov. 15 Alexandra, Toronto (11-16).
answer segment with Arlene Fran¬ the Ural mountains has had an en-. ple,
but the new version is that
My
Fair
Lady
(2d
Co.)
(Brian
Aheme,
as the first production of the Com¬
cis on her “Home” show.
Rogers)—Shubert. Chi (5-16).
thusiastic reception en route to people remain basically the same
munity Plavers of the Community Anne
Ho Tim* for Sergeants (N.Y. Co.)—
London.
in spite of circumstances,"
Church of N.Y.
Municipal Aud., Sioux City. Ia. (4>; KRNT,
(5,6); RXO Orpheum, Daven¬
DICK ALDRICH TAPPED
The Urals Ensemble is a band
Richard B. Shull has succeeded Des Moines
Success of the. opera seems cer¬
7-8); Burlington. da.) Aud. (9); Regent,
of folk* singers and dancers, per¬ tain. Although conventional operaRobert -Paschal! as stage manager port
Grand Rapids (11-12); Saginaw (Mich.)
Aud. (13-14); Civic* Ft. Wayne (15-16).
on “I Knock at the Door.”
Gets New Title With U. S. Mission forming With eagerness and verve. goers may find fault with the texts,
No
Time
for
Sergeants
(2d
Co.)—Ameri¬
They are' gaily costumed, and fill the music is fresh and eolorfuL
Christopher Hewett will direct
In Spain
St. L. (4-16).
the smallish stage of the intimate The choral performance, directed
the revue. “Nothing Personal,” can,
Hud* With Violin (tryout) (Noel Cow¬
which Ethel Madsen Watt is ready¬ ard)—Forrest. Phlliy <4-9) (Reviewed in
Richard S. Aldrich, who has King’s' Theatre with a blaze of by H. Lueddecke, is excellent. The
VARIETY,
Oct.
30,
*57).
*
color.
ing for off-Broadway production
.imaginative settings (and toMohie
-.
One Foot In tho Door (tryout) (June been serving as Deputy Director
Standout numbers include “Win-| extent the costumes)-, both de¬
Christmas week. The show
’
was ; Havoc)—Locust, Philly (6-16).
of the U. S. Economic Mission to
Rivalry (tryout) Raymond Massey, Agnes
foi merly titled “Steps on Toes.’
ter Dance,” which gives the im¬ signed by librettist Caspar Neher,
Moorehead. Martin Gabel)—Normal (Ill.) Spain, has now been tagged by
pression of Russians swirling contribute to the overall success.
Rod Serling’s “Requiem for a U. (4); Bradley U., Peoria (5): Consistory
Eisenhower- as Minister .through
snowy hills in their boots;
Heavyweight.” televised by C-BS- Aud., Freeport, Ill. (6); U. of ^Wisconsin, President
The ensemble gives an outstand¬
Aldrich, the amusing
Madison (7-8); High School. Appleton, for Economic Affairs.
“Little Mosquito”; a ing performance. That mainly ap¬
TV last October, has been acqu5red Wis.
(9).
who headquarters at the'U, S. Em¬ Ural song title “O, My Hills,” and plies
for Broadway production by Nor¬
to Tomislav Neralic and
Rope Dancers (tryout) (Siobhan Mc¬
man Panama and Melvin Frank, Kenna, Art Carney)—Wilbur, Boston (4:9>. bassy in Madrid, was elevated to as a spectacular climax, “At the Josef Greindl, Who sing “the two
Separate Tables (Eric Portman, Geral¬ jthe post of Mission director in Fair” -.
.
ivho also plan a film edition of the dine
male leads. Also impressive are Page)—National, Wash. (4-9); Cass, 1956.
work.
.As a tribute to Scotland, four Helmut Krebs as judge and Martin
! Det. (11-16).
The Broadway producer-on-leave couples dance a version of a. High¬ Vantin, Anton-»Metternlch and
Paul Burton-Mercury currently j Tunnel of Lev*—Alcazar. S.F. (4-16).
Waltz of tho Toreadors (Melvyn Doug- spent last summer vacationing at
involved In film production.
land reel, garbed in Russian ver¬ Peter Roth-Ehrang who show up as
1-16).
his home- in East Dennis, Mass.
‘ Hans. .
sion of Scot plaid. The pre-inter¬ a trio of creditors."*

Chinese Legiter to France

Touring Shows

PJBtlETr

We&ctdajr, N*v«mWr 6, 1957

Another great show album from Capitol!
• It’s the new, light-hearted version of Irving Berlin’s smash musical
that has broken box office records everywhere it has played.
The stars of that show —^Mary Martin and John Raitt—sing all
the hit songs in this great new high fidelity show album by Capitol.

I *

1
«vy s
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V

Backed by the same grand-scale Capitol promotion as
PAL JOEY * THE KING AND I • OKLAHOMA! • CAROUSEL • GIANT
HIGH SOCIETY ♦ THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION

IMjFA

@z/oito£

£J .for NBC-TV’s giant 2-hour color Spectacular, of “Annie Get Your Gun/’

WwmMm WAA starring Mary Martin and John Raitt-Thanksgiving Eve, November 27th.
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Shows Abroad
The Egg
London, Oct. 25.
tation of twc
__„
__Jarceau. trans¬
lated toy Charles Frank. Stars- Nigel Pat¬
rick. Staged by Charles Frank: decor.
Roger Furse. At Saville Theatre, London.
Oct. 24. '57; $2.50 top.
Emile .Nigel Patrick
Doctor ..
Jack Allen
Barbedart ...
Frank Royde
Tanson .
Keith. Banks
Women-Frieda Knorr. Margaret Dawn,
Gladys Tudor
Young Girl . Marigold Russell
Miss Plume .
Barbara Cavan
Customer.Victor Wood
Strakard . Jack Allen
Pauline . Jennifer PhippsEmile's Mother .......... Gladys Dawson
Bernard . George Margo
Waiter .
Keith Banks
Beatrice .
Mary Peach
Rose .
Miriam Karlin
Eugene
.
Frank Royde
Men.Victor Wood, Ireland Wood
Mr. Bartulet .
Jack Allen
Mrs. Bertulet .
Barbara Cavan
Uncle Max...Edgar K. Bruce
Charlotte ..Elaine Montgomerie
Luck.Margaret Dawn
Caroline ... JSira Heath
Raffard . Austin Trevor
Joseph . Keith Banks
Folleroy.».Nigel Green
Caretaker . Gladys Tudor
Prosecution Counsel........Austin Trevor
Defense Counsel .Frank Royde
Judge .Edgar K. Bruce

In Its original French, “The Egg”
has been a hit in Paris for almost
three years. But it inevitably loses
a lot, both in flavor and in humor,
in its translation. The main weak¬
ness with the current London pro¬
duction, however, is the obvious
miscasting of Nigel Patrick, despite
a penetrating performance in a
marathon role, which keeps him
on-stage throughout the entire
proceedings.
“The Egg” is the first West End
presentation by Jack Waller Ltd.,
the company formed by the widow
of the late London producer to
perpetuate his name and to con¬
tinue his business operations. Un¬
happily, it is not a propitious start.
The play is a gimmick produc¬
tion. There is one basics set, but
constant scene changes which, on
opening night at any rate, did not
work too smoothly. Patrick is at
times talking directly to the audi¬
ence and at others is participating
in the action.
In the first act he is supposed to
be a youth of about 27, and begins
to expound his philosophy, th.it
the world is an egg, hut is unable
to penetrate its shell. For most
of the first act he’s, a frustrated
young man who finally achieves
seduction by a woman 24 years his
senior, whose cash account he has
just robbed.
From then on it’s a tale of a
cynic’s, rather than a rake’s, pro¬
gress.
He moves into slightly
higher society, becomes a Civil
Servant, gets married, finds his
wife has been deceiving him, black¬
mails her lover and finally kills his
wife and frames the other man.
It’s all dressed up with a lot of
Gallic humor, a little crude at
times, more often a little vulgar
and only rarely genuine wit. The
best moments in th,» rlay are the
scenes between Patrick and Miri¬
am Karlin, who becomes his mis¬
tress before marriage and contin¬
ues after he is wed. The actress
has a superb, earthy approach to
the role and with a minimum of
dialog and a impressive manner
extracts maximum humor from the
part.
.Although there’s a long cast,
there are few .other roles of note.
Austin Trevor doubles authorita¬
tively as a Civil Servant and a
Prosecuting Counsel, George Mar¬
go gives a typically virile perform¬
ance as the man who’s forced to
marry Patrick’s sister, and Mary
Peach looks delightful as a young
Parisian girl in a brief scene
The show inevitably stands or
falls by the star’s performance.
Patrick makes a gallant try, but
never suggests the eager youth,
despite a blonde wig. Nor is the
aging process particularly con¬

A WORLD PREMIERE
AT THE WAGON WHEEL THEATRE
ROCKTON, ILLINOIS
Th« Midwest's Only Year Round
Profession?! Stock Company

“Shadow in Armor”
By Bruce Brighten

-

AN EXCITING NEW PLAYMYSTERY, INTRIGUE AND SUSPENSE AGAINST A BACK¬
GROUND OF VIOLENT ACTION I

Nov. 5th thru Nov. 17th
'VFLCOME!

Carnegie Hall Playhouse
New York City

AVAILABLE FOR RENTAL
Beginning December It, 1957
PHONE: JUdson 4-0332

vincing. But. the star’s delivery is
impeccable and it is a real feat
of memory to be word perfect in
a part of such magnitude.
Charles Frank, who translated
the play from the original by
Felicien Marceau, has staged the
play with a light and. relaxed hand.
Boger Furse’s decor is intriguing,
but a little too fussy.
Myro,

Dinner With the Family
Glasgow, Oct. 25.
Meadow Players Ltd. (Oxford Playhouse
Co.) presentation of three-act (four scenes)
comedy by Jean Anouilh, translated by
Edward Owen Marsh. Staged by Frank
Hauser; settings, Paul Mayo. At King's
Theatre, Glasgow* Oct. 21, '57; $1,20 top.
Proprietress a ... Gwen Nelson
Georges . John Justin
Emile .
Richard Dare
Delmonte.Alan MacNaughtan
Mme. de Montrachet
Lally. Bowers
Barbara ..
Delena Kidd
Jacques .
Ian Hendry
M. Delachaume ......... Edward Harvey
Esme .(.4nne Blckerstaff
Mme. Delachaume-Gabrielle Hamilton
Isabelle ....... Jill Bennett
Doctor .. Gordon Stratford

Set in the present period, with
the action divided between Paris
and a town 25 miles away, this
Jean Anouilh play opens promis¬
ingly, With sophisticated and witty
dialog, but fritters off into a weak
climax. It is an offbeat play, with
unattractive characters, hut has a
certain compelling quality. If is
being tried out prior to London.
Piece involves a rascally young
man living on a rich wife, who is
planning to give him a divorce. He
has had an affair with his friend’s
wife and is now carrying on with a
new love. He is an out-of-the-world
character, played with lotsa bon¬
homie by John Justin.
The others are scrounging types,
including his own parents, all
equally unbelievable.
They are
curiosity pieces, largely puppets of
the imagination, used to mouth
dialog that has wit but little
reality.
Jill puts sincerity into her ex¬
cellent acting as the young mis¬
tress, and Ian Hendry is capable
as the friend whose wife has had
an affair with the hero. Delena
Kidd makes a sulking wife and
self-confessed mistress.
Alan MacNaughtan and Lally
Bowers are both standouts as the
improvising parents. Richard Dare
crawls humorously around as the |
downtrodden butler not averse to
continuous gratuities.
Frank Hauser has staged,with a
good eye to Anouilh’s sense of in¬
vention. Paul Mayo has created
suitably austere settings of French
interiors.
Card.

Paris Shows
(Week

ending Nov. 9)

Amour 4 Colonels, Fontaine.
Bobosse, Michodiere.
»
Chateau, Sarah Bernhardt.
Coeur Volant, Antoine,
Court-Circuit, Palais-Royal.
Dialogues Carmelites, Hebertot.
Faisons un Reve, Varieties.
Famille Hernandez, Vieux Colombier.
Grand Couteau, Bouffes-Parisiens.
Irma.La Duce, Gramont.
Journal d'Anne Frank,Montparnasse-G.B.
-Mamma, Madeleine.
.
Marl Ne Compte Pas, Edouard YU.
Megere Apprlvolsee, Athenee.
Mon Coeur Balance, Arts.
Monsieur Masure, Wagram.
Mouche Bleue, Comcdie Champs-Elysees.
Ne Qulttez Pas, Nouveautes.
Oeuf, Atelier.
Or et Pallle, Michel,
Patate, Saint-Geogres.
Pays du Sourjre, Gaite-Lyrique.
Pericles, Ambigu.
Petites Teles, Renaissance.
Pucelle d'Auteuil, Ambigu.
Pour Avoir Adrienne, Caumartin.
Pretentaine, Ambassadeurs.
Oulncallliere de Chicago, ABC.
• Quoi Revent les Maris, Potiniere,
Regrets . Eternels, Oeuvre.
Requiem pour Nonne, Mathurins.
Romanoff et Juliette, Marigny.
Suppllcles, Grand Guignol.
Terre Est Basse, La Bruyere.
The et Sympathie,. Theatre Paris.
Valse de Vienna, Chatelet,
Veuve Joyeuse, Mogador.
Virginia, Daunou.

She Had an Instinct for It

Legit With the Coffee
Sunday Nights in Mpls.

(The following letter from playwright Robert Anderson ' was' in
answer to a. fequest from Ruth Newton, one of the producer-partners
in Theatre Four, who had written to request permission to rename the
Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
old Public Theatre, N.Y., in honor of his wife, the late authors* agent,
The local Theatre in the Round
Phyllis Anderson, The theatre will open Nov. 5 as an off-Broadway
Players are now presenting their
legit house, with the presentation of “Girl of the Golden West.”—Ed.)
shows in the grand ballroom of
the Hotel Radisson here as part of
a Sunday night package deal. Cur¬
rent offering is “The Fifth Sea¬
son.”
Performances are preceded by a
smorgasbord dinner in the hotel’s
main dining room. For the $3.50
admission, the customers get the
show and the food.

Irish ED. Heads

Dear Miss Newton:

I was very touched that you and Theatre Four want to name your
Hew theatre the Phyllis Anderson Theatre. I think this is a wonder¬
ful idea and naturally I give my wholehearted permission.
Phyllis would have been astounded. Maybe this is one reason why
she was great—she never knew how great she was. She was always
surprised when any of her “children” thanked her or gave her any.
credit for their success.
•
I remember the night “Long Day’s Journey Into Night” opened.
Phyllis had hoped to be able at least to put in an appearance in a
wheelchair at Jose's opening (Jose Quintero staged the Eugene O’Neill
drama.—Ed.), but she-broke her leg the day before, and so on opening
night was lying in bed at home with both her neck and her leg in
traction. She couldn’t hold the phone, but I had had installed one of
those phones you don’t have to hold—you just talk into the air, and
the other person’s voice comes put over * loud speaker.

Well, Jose called Phyllis and told her that the curtain had just gone
up and that lie wanted her to know that none of it would have happened if it hadn't been for her confidence in him, and her encourage¬
ment. She couldn’t believe it, and when the call was over, she ex¬
claimed^ “Aren’t people wonderful to me.” They were, there was no
question about that But she could never seem to realize that they
Wexford, Nov. 3.
were just trying to thank her for being wonderful to them.
Rockets fired, by Mayor John
I remember Phyllis talking of you—and I often heard her say over
Cullimore on quayside of this small
seaport inaugurated seventh Wex-j the phone, “Now these are good young producers, and we need good
ford Festival with international young producers as much as we need good young playwrights'and
guest artists for opera, including young directors”-—and I am glad that you are to have your own
Graziella Sciutti- who planed in theatre, and I wish you luck with it. 1 hope that it will be a place
.
from N. Y. last week after North for young talents to develop.
As you know, Phyllis is buried on a lovely hillside near our cottage
American tour. She’s singing in
in
Roxbury,
Conn.
There
is
a
very
simple
headstone
with the words
Donizetti’s “The Daughter of the
Regiment” one of two operas Lawrence Langner spoke at the funeral — “The theatre bas lost a
great
soul,
and
the
young
playwrights
of
America
a.
loving
and stead¬
skedded for Fest; other is Rossini’s
“The Italian Girl in Algiers” with fast friend.”
Playwrights
is
perhaps
too
limiting
a
word
for
Phyllis’
interests.
Barbara Howitt in lead. Principals
Rre imported from England and Over 20 years ago when I first met her, when she was teaching and
directing
in
Boston,
she
was
helping
young
people
of
all
kinds
, to de¬
Italy and conductor Bryan Balkwill
and producer.Peter Ebert are both velop not only their talents but their characters. She did this all her
from
England’s
Glyndebourne life.
When she died, I had over 1,000 letters from these young people
Opera.
Festival,
originated by Tom all over the world, now. Some she had met only for a few. hours, some
Walsh seven years ago as gimmick she had worked with for years. No one could understand where she
to extend tourist season, has proved found, the energy or the time to mean so much to so many.
Whenever people talk to me of the sadness of our last five years
a success and is run on voluntary
basis by locals. Walsh, a medical j together, I try to think of the great happiness and courage she brought
doctor, devotes spare time to work¬ to everyone who knew her then. She was so often in pain and so
ing as director; general manager is often discouraged for herself, but in the morning she would manage
hotel proprietor Eugene McCarthy. to say just the right thing to someone which would give, them the
A small grant is given to help out strength and encouragement to go on with whatever they were
with costs by Irish Tourist Board, doing. Nor was tius “right thing” calculated. She just had an in¬
rest has to come from local pockets, stinct for it.
This is a very long letter to say “thank you” for your consideration
and the visitors..
Attractions this yehr, apart from and gratitude to Phyllis. If she is the patron saint of your venture, I
opera, include a series of recitals cannot see how you can fail.
Robert. Anderson.
including guitarist Segovia, violin¬
ist Campbli and singer Anna Raquel
Satre; screening of films from
seven countries and a special reci¬
tal by group tabbed as “Irish ar-j
tists of Tomorrow.” This is not
Keene, N. H., Nov. 5.
due until next Saturday, hut names
The Keene Summer Theatre,
are not being released.
dark last season due to the illness
of the owners-prodUcers, • Alfred
In departing National Artist*
and Mrs; Colony, will reopen next
Corp. for his own independent
summer...
The Colony* teport that they booking setup, Sol Hurok has
Continued from page 71
have engaged Allan and Daphne copped three artists long on the
other Osborne play acquired by Dame Carman, who were with the
NAC list—Nathan Milstein, the
Merrick last week for Broad¬ Peterborough (N.H.> Players for
way presentation, with Laurence six years, to assist them in operat¬ fiddler, and the two-piano team of
Peii
Pierre Luboshutz and Genia
Olivier slated to repeat his original ing the Keene strawhat next- sum¬
Nemenoff..
starring role.
mer.

&

Opera Annual

Keene (N.H.) Sirawhat
To Relight Next Season

Sol Hurok Hiring
NCA Acts, Hands

Equity vs. Memck

Equity, in its contemplated let¬
ter to the League of N. Y. The¬
atres, will point out that the “Look
Back in Anger” incident is pre¬
cisely the sort of things that the
union’s strict alien rules in the
past have been aimed to prevent.
The anti-alien element; in the
union membership has always ar¬
gued that in many instances Brit¬
ish actors are imported not be¬
cause of their unique ability hut
primarily because they -can be
hired for. lower, salaries. In the
case of “Anger,” it’s'-claimed, the
top salary in the cast is $250
week.
Besides the . “Anger” incident,
Equity is also steamed up at Mer¬
rick for other instances of bis deal¬
ings "With actors. At least two §uch
cases, it’s intimated, involved in¬
terpreting actor contracts in such;
' ~~
Continued from page 71
a way to pay only two weeks’ sal¬
pendent productions, the costs ary in settlement of run-of-theAccording . to one
;were split between the packaging play deals.
• of the shows in New York and out- union council member, Merrick
told
an
Equity
official during the
j lay during the theatre run. The.
course of an argument, “I’m a
; Theatre, located on the lakefront,I course
lawyer
and
I
know
more about
■about 10 minutes drive from the
pLoop, is an all-union operation your rules and contracts than you
do.”
i and has parking facilities for 800
Some weeks ago Merrick brought
i cars. Working with Behn in runcharges against Equity executive¬
i ning the Playhouse is general mansecretary Angus Duncan. The lat¬
lager Art Morse, who represents
ter had written the producer to
’ the corporation backing the venprotest that a “contest” for the
iture. Louis Zahn is president of selection of an ingenue-lead for
| the corporation.
“Romanoff and Juliet” was fixed
j
The Playhouse is located on the in advance.
The Equity council
{premises of the Edgewater Beach refused to accept the charges, and
(Hotel, which leases the space and voted a-resolution endorsing Dun¬
ialso caters to performers and per¬ can’s actions in the case. During
sonnel working at the theatre by the course of the council meeting
• supplying rooms at reduced rates considering the matter, various
jand giving them free use of the other incidents involving Merrick,
: hot-el’s facilities. The hotel also and the union and its. members!
provides rehearsal space.
were discussed.
j

Chi Sirawhat
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Meanwhile others have been
hired for the expanded Hurok administrative^staff: Larry Fitzgerald
as Sales manager, Sheldon Gold as
booking rep.
Both are NAC
Continued front page 72 __ alumni. A New England rep for
Hurok will be Aaron Richmond.

Shows on B’way
Fair Game

psychology thesis. on the male
attitude towards divorcees. That—
and it doesn’t come as a. surprise—
leads to her professor also making
a pass at bet.
There, are some humorous hits
at the dress manufacturer’s office,
but again it’* principally a reflec¬
tion on. Levene’s Savvy perform¬
ance. The scene spotlights a couple
of scantily-clad models (Shirley
Ballard and Diana Millay) and a
brief hut funny takeoff on an ag¬
gressive buyer by Joseph Leon.
The sex angle ana garment indus¬
try tie-in however, could put the
show Into the Seventh Avenue ex¬
pense account category for a pay¬
off.
Robert Webber, as a top travel¬
ling salesman; Mary Alice Bayh, as
his sister; Sally Grade, as a girl
who gets around; Hugh Reilly, as
the professor, and the remaining
members of the cast show up well
under Paul Roberts able direction.
The set designs by Frederick Fox
are okay,
Jess.
The Equity Community Theatre
begins its l958 season Jan.; 29 at
the Lenox Hill Playhouse, N.Y. T*he
opening play will be “Dial M for
Murder,” followed by a double bill
of “Androcles and the Lion” and
‘•Augustus Does His Bit,” and then
“^Oklahoma” and “Born Yesterday.”
Each of the productions will play
a week at the Playhouse,- followed
by stands at the De Witt Clinton
High School, Bronx, and Bryant
High School, Long Island. City.

Theatre Nouveau Monde
Opens for 7tb Season
Montreal, Nov. 5.
Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde,
local French language company,
opened its seventh season last
Friday night (1) with x nevr~play,
Andre Langevln’s “L’Oeil du Peo¬
ple” (The Eye of the People). The
show is presented in the Orpheum
Theatre, which the group is leasing
from Consolidated Theatres, owner
Of all the big downtown houses.
The Langevin script won a -con¬
test conducted last spring by TNM
for Canadian playwrights.

See ‘Romanoff Repeating
‘Colonels’ Click in Paris
, Paris, Oct. 29. .
Peter Ustinov's “Romanoff and
Juliet/’ which opened Oct. 25 at
the Marigny Theatre here, looks
like a good bet to repeat the local
success of the British playwright's
“Love of Four Colonels.” The
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon “Romanoff
Et Juliette” adaptation was pro¬
duced by Simonne Yolters and
directed by Jean-Plerre Grenier.
“Colonels/’ having already tack¬
ed ,ug u
a three-seaSon
here, is
cu
uucc-»c«suu rim xlcic,
still gping strong at the Fontaine
Theatre.
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Literati
Atlantic's 100th Anni
There are 268 pages in The At¬
lantic’s monthly issue, now on. the
stands. It’s the 100th anniversary
edition and contains a substantial
anthology of modern literature by
Edward Crankshaw, Robert Frost,
Carl Jung
Ernest Hemingway,
James Thurber, ' Max Beerbobm,
James B. Conant, Edith Sitwell,
John P. Marquand, Thornton Wil¬
der, Nicholas Monsarrat, Agnes DeMille, Phyllis McGinley, Reinhold
Niebuhr, et. al.
In the next issue. Atlantic has
designed another compendium, this
time a. special section bn mass
communications—tv, ^ books, radio,
newspapers, advertising, photogra¬
phy, with articles by David Reisman, Mervyn LeRoy, Steve Allen,
Vance Packard and 10 others.

ever, he’s known to have been dis¬
satisfied with. Examiner’s editing of
his copy and when Chronicle pub¬
lisher Charles Thieriot came up
with a slightly better offer, Caen
decided to shake Hearst.
Status of Ghroniele current col¬
umnist, Daviid Hulbiird (the third
Chronicle has tried since Caen's
departure), is still undetermined.

t'fiiz/ETY
nine days. Representing the de¬
fendant . pubs were Horace S.
Manges and Jacob F. Raskin of
Weil, Gotshal & Manges, while
Harry Ander was attorney for
Maggio.

LITERATI

: SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK II
t ♦♦ 4»»♦♦♦»»♦ 4+++ By Frank Scully

..

Eleanor Roosevelt Books
Hesketh Pearsan, an old actor who has done even better as a writer,
Richard Harrity and Ralph G. ,
Martin are going to collab on two Jhas been giving BBC listeners his version of the Gilbert and Sullivan
Eleanor Roosevelt bios. First, to *quarrel,-how they got together, how Richard D’Oyly Carte kept them
he published a year from now, on 1together and how even after they split the infinitive themselves he
Oct. 11, 1958, Will be a pictorial imanaged to make it appear as if they were still the inseparable Sia¬
study, “Here Comes Eleanor Roose- imese twins of light opera. I’d always ‘ thought of Gilbert as a small,
velt,” under the banner of Duell, .iwaspish man, but it appeal's he was very well nourished and as early
Sloan & Pearce.
i
! as
1885 had joined the tweed set, wore knickerbockers and puffed
Harrity, who wrote the. play, ,cigars through a weeping walrus mustache instead of a pipe.
“Hope.Is a Thing With Feathers,”
Sullivan was knighted in 1883 but Gilbert was not tapped until
and novelist Martin will then work 1907—four years before his death—and though he could jab a mean
Yvonne Mitchell’s Book
Yvonne Mitchell, one. of Britain’s on the second and longer hook, a : ‘pen he never briefed Arthur Seymour Sullivan down to his vulnerable
''
l
young actresses and author of a full-length bio,
! initials.
successful play, “The Same Sky,”
The legend that Carte welded them for “Trial by Jury” and that
Another H’wood Novel
has now moved into the hook
“The sensual, aggressive, avari-'1neither went philandering afterward is seemingly not true. Gilbert's
arena. She has written a slim, very
letters
indicate that he w ould, have worked for any manager who could
readable volume called. “Actress” eious atmosphere of the film capi- P
a composer half as good as his lyrics.
1
(Routledge & Kogan Paul; $2.15) tal is captured” in James Lora’s ■find
upcoming
Hollywood
novel,
“The
The
trouble
was that Gilbert wouldn’t work for anybody unless he
which, she stresses, is not intended
as an autobiography, but rather as Joys of Success,” heralds publish- jgot advance royalties. He was anxious5to collaborate with Sir Julius
an attempt to show aspiring young-, er John Day. It’s due in February. ;Benedict, but here again the lack of advance money was a stumbling
Same pub is bringing out ex- jblock.
sters “what it is like” to he an
actress. However, by drawing on Newsweek staffer Harold R. Isaacs’
Though composer and lyricisjt squabbled a lot, mostly over Sulli¬
Ed Weeks Sure Dikes Boston
“Scratches on Our Mind '(American1.
her
own
experiences
she
has,
in
“One of the advantages of being
van’s desire to write operas instead of the form of entertainment
Images of China and India)."
In Boston is that you can laugh at. fact, written a sketchy autobiog.
wThich made them rich, the real break in the trinity came over the
“Actress” is not a textbook. It
the sacred cows of New York,”
Moll’s ‘Seidman & Son’ •
1price of a carpet in the lobby of the Savoy. Carte had added this to
Edward. A. Weeks, editor of The does not set out to teach embryo
Putnam is bringing out Elick 1the overhead of “The Gondoliei’s” and Gilbert blew his top and all
Atlantic Monthly, Hub citadel of actresses how to act, or how to Moll’s novel, “Seidman & Son,” 1but socked him with one of the prop oars of the production on receiv¬
make
up:or
what
to
look
for
in
the
belles letters now observing its
next February.
Eddie Cantor jing the bad news.
100th anni, toldja luncheon session small print of a contract.. It does starred in an episode from the
Overhead Under Foot
of the Advertising Club of Boston not show them how to get jobs. It hook on Playhouse 90 last year
He pointed out; to the producer that he .and Sullivan were respondoes
not
even
deal
with
.such
other
in Hotel Statler. “My experience
and another CBS-TV segment is •ible only for “repairs incidental to the performances” and that new
tells me that there are several ancillaries of the acting business slated this fall.
.
carpets for peasants mucking up the lobby couldn’t possibly be in¬
other advantages in editing an in¬ as how to marry a millionaire, cope
Part of “Seidman & Son” was'
dependent magazine in Boston. For with a stage door wolf, or nab a' published in Cosmopolitan.
'cluded as an item. Carte said they were all jointly responsible for the
one thing, it is easier to be inde- Hollywood contract.
upholstery and Gilbert answered that the producer might decorate
But it does give a> keen Insight
pendent here. Bostonians are not
and upholster the whole theatre a month before the lease was up and
Little Theatre Handbook
so Vulnerable to fashion. They do into what any young woman can
“The Community Theatre” by <charge him and Sullivan two-thirds of the cost, although these prop¬
not swoon over every new change expect to find if she elects to tackle
John Wray Young (Harper; $3.50), <erties would then pass to the owner of the house, who was Carte him¬
of style, neither in hats nor in the tricky business of acting for a
is a “how-to” book for organizing :self.
ideas. They put a definite value living, bliss Mitchell is an intelli¬
Carte, no dope, said in that case the rent would have to be titled
gent actress, and her views on act¬ and operating “little” theatres.
on constancy.
“I like the Boston way of doing ing and its problems are stamped Ahthor and spouse have spent more jfrom $20,000 to $25,000 and if Gilbert didn’t like that he'd better say
things for yourself. In Boston, we with that same intelligence and in¬ than 20 years running Shreveport, <so right away. Gilbert, who had a sharper temper than the best steel,
answer our own telephone calls; tegrity that marks her thesning.
; La., amateur theatre, hence tins «said so right away and Carte said, “In that case you write no more for
we write our own speeches, and
’ Rich,
j book is a personal dicument as well jthe Savoy.” Thus Carte kicked over the ladder on which he had climbed,
as a theoretical tract. It scores on ,
we conduct our own interviews,
thanks to other people's talents, and Gilbert went home to write a
both levels.
,
and when people call, we try to
long account of the quarrel to Sullivan.
Vin ZelufTs Shift
j
Resisting prolixity. Young sets
see them at once. When I go into
Oliver Read, publisher of Ziff-1
Instead, however, of receiving three rousing cheers from his colla¬
forth
in
simple,
forceful
manner
to
.
a New York waiting room I am al¬ Davis* electronics magazine divi¬
borator,
Gilbert got the opposite. Sullivan thought Carte’s conditions
ways depressed by finding myself sion/’ appointed Vin Zeluff manag¬ pose and solve problems besetting 1
were reasonable. Perhaps he didn’t think so unconditionally, as he was
the
home-town
playhouse.
He
may
*
in the midst of so many discon= ing editor of Popular Electronics
still
hoping
to get Carte to back him in a production of a grand opera,
soar a bit in assuming the little ’
sol ate faces.”
mag. He replaces O. P. (Perry)
Weeks quoted Oliver Wendell PeiTell who becomes executive ed¬ theatre’s relationship to “national 'with or without Gilbert.
“Clip, Clip” All You Hear
and
world
culture,"
hut
he
is
on
Holmes: “ ‘A new race, and Boston itor of PE as well as editor of a
Gilbert, however, not sharing these ambitions, figured that Carte
is the brain of it, and has been forthcoming Z-D new monthly, ! terra firma discussing direction,
planning, plants, leadership and ]had been clipping them in lots more ways than rugs. He turned every¬
three hundred years. That’ll all HiFi & Music Review.
finances. Rook is best of current jthing over to his lawyers and asked Sullivan to hack him up in this.
I claim for Boston, thar it is the
Zeluff has been 14 years with
thinking center of the continent McGraw-Hill as m.e. of Electronics.. tomes on way-off-Broadway activ- iSullivan Wouldn’t do it.
'
Rodo.
and therefore of the planet’.” Ex¬ As m.e. of PE he becomes a key ity.
Carte’s lawyers told him to tie up all the royalties on “The Gondo¬
tending Holmes’ claim into the member of the Ziff-Davis “elec¬
-1liers” pending a legal decision on the case. Gilbert’s lawyers got a
modern age, he said:
CHATTER
e
,writ to stop this nonsense and a check for $10,000 came immediately
tronics group” which also pub¬
* “When we were founded in 1857,
Michael Elder, actor with the jfrom Carte.
lishes Radio & TV News.* Com¬
the best writers in the country
pany also publishes Popular Boat¬ Gateway Theatre, Edinburgh, has
Gilbert checked this with the boxoffice returns and said Carte was
were living either within the city
ing, Flying, Modern Bride, Popu¬ just had his fourth novel published, <$5,000 short. So the lyricist’s lawyers asked that a receiver be appoint¬
limits, or close by, in Cambridge
’
lar Photography and Sports Car titled “The Phantom in the Wings.” ed
for the Savoy Theatre!
and Concord. We had Emerson,Gagman
Eddie
Davis
has
sold
Hawthorne,
Thoreau, ^ Whittier, Illustrated.
two books to Citadel Press. Titles . The court ordered Carte to pay Gilbert the balance of royalties due
Longfellow and' Holmes* to draw
would not appoint a receiver forjhe Savoy. x
are “Fuff Voyage” and ‘Xaughing but
*
‘Adam’
Held
Obscene
on, and we had something else; .
The fly in the rich soup was that Sullivan had sworn that certain
A Philadelphia magazine-distri¬ Out Loud.”
“We had that pride, of place
Philly columnist and radio-tv <expenses of a legal hassle of eight years previously had not been
bution
company
operator,
Daniel
Which fires up every Bostonian;
commentator Frank Brookhouser’s ]paid by Gilbert. Gilbert swore the opposite was true, that he had paid
our logic cameito us with the salt Goldberg, was lined $50ff anu
“Our Philadelphia: A Candid and iit, making it appear that one. of them was guilty of perjury. A check
fish of Cape Ann, and our rhetoric placed on probation for a. year!
•Colorful Portrait of a Great City” 1through the records proved that Gilbert was right and Sullivan wrong,
after
he
pleaded
guilty
to
the
dis-1
was bom of the beans of Beverly,
off the Doubleday press.
jand Gilbert demanded a retraction in writing.
tout our standards were imposed tribution of obscene literature. ‘
Israel appears to be a growing
He didn’t get it, the excuse being lhat Sullivan was up to his ears
from within.” He said, “Boston is Convicted on a similar charge last
market for publishing. According <composing ‘Tvanhoe” and couldn’t be bothered with these intramural
year,
he
told
Judge
Peter
Hagan
in
a town in which the different bloojd
streams seem to be mutually stim¬ Quarter Sessions Court that he had to a survey hy the Jewish Observer .activities. He didn’t want to admit he had made a false oath, but Iff?
|
ulating. The Yankees strike sparks continued to sell the magr Adam, and Middle East Review country silence
didn’t get him much peace to finish “Ivanhoe,” because Gil¬
on the Irish, and the Irish strike on the advice of his former attor- now has 24 dailies, 84 weeklies and ;bert kept needling him in letters.
180 monthly publications.
‘
sparks on the Italians, the Italians . ney, Michael Von Moschzisker.
Sullivan,
trying to heal the breach to a degree, sent Gilbert tickets
Alex Kerr, Glasgow-horn lion
Asst. Dist. Atty. Marvin Halbert
strike sparks on the French Ca¬
for the opening of “Ivanhoe.” Gilbert said he’d gladly go if he could
nadians.
This is a singularly termed the publication “unques¬ tamer, who tours with circus units iget Sullivan to admit that wilful muddying up of his honor which
American process, and the result tionably lewd and indecent.” Hal¬ in the U.K., has published his biog, 1
bert said he would -seek to extra¬ “No Bars Between.” It is currently Jmade Gilbert out a liar. Sullivan said he couldn’t do this, and Gilbert
is good for us alL
“A hundred years ago this town dite the Los Angeles publishers of being serialized by the Evening :answered that he couldn’t honor the opera with his presence, fit turned
tout to be a flop.)
was famous ^for its writers. It was the mag and have them brought to Citizen. Glasgow.
Ted Barnett, Foote, Cone & BelThen Gilbert tried another tack. He wanted to know, since Sullivan
famous for its textiles, for its wool Philadelphia for prosecution.
ding copywriter in Chicago, au- would benefit from a new . accounting of the Savoy profits, would he
packs, and for its printing. Today,thored four stories in the new ,share the cost of the legal action? Sullivan wouldn’t say either yes or
I have actually met New Yorkers, f
‘Eternity’ Suit Dismissed
who believe that Boston is a place
A $506,000 libel suit involving Prentice-Hall golf anthology, “Fun ]no to this request. With this their lively correspondence came to an
of memories and museums, which j the claim
an ex-GI that he had in the Rough.”
end. It was too bad because some of it was much bouncier than some
Carl Rowan writing Jackie Rob- f
means of course that they have] been defamed by certain passages
of their collaborations, particularly “The Gondoliers,” which caused all
neyer driven along Memorial Drive l iin the James Jones novel,.“From inson’s biography for Random 1the trouble in the first place.
on Route 128,
.
! [Here to Eternity” -was dismissed House publication next spring. 1
Friends tried to bring them together and after five months succeed¬
“Today Boston is famous for its! |last week jn Brooklyn Supreme William Inge'S" new play, “The
writers, for poets like Robert! Court after . an all-male . jury Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” also <ed. But only to a degree. Gilbert never got over that in a three-handed
]poker game Sullivan, his natural partner, joined Carte to strip him
Frost, for novelists like John Mar- brought in a verdict for the de- slated via RH next year.
Dusty (Mrs. Jean) Negulesco, (down to his long underwear.
,quand and Edwin O’Connor, fori fendants. Plaintiff in the action
They did another show but on this one Gilbert said, let’s duck the
historians like Pulitizer Prize win¬ was Joseph A. Maggio who con¬ artist-Wife of the film director, for¬
ner Oscar Handlin and Samuel. tended that all matters in the book mer actress and model, did the jshare of the profits and work on a percentage of the receipts. Again
Eliot Morison ,and economists like relating to the character Angelo illustrations for “Dear Matilda,”.<
■ Sullivan agreed. At least Gilbert thought he had agreed, but whereas
Sumner. Slichter—all of them At¬ Maggio actually referred to and by Violette Saunders, just pub- ]Gilbert took his percentage he learned later that Sullivan was^staying
lished by Exposition Press. Author ^
lantic contributors."
defamed him.
with a share of the profits.
Defendants in the ease were is a Coast garden-designer and
On discovering this, Gilbert, who seemed to have been as easy to
Herb Caen Back To Chronicle
Charles Scribner’s Sons and The. hook concerns itself with the let¬ anger as Whistler, started a new interoffice memo campaign and finally
Columnist Herb Caen returns to New American Library of World ters from “Mike to Matilda,” a *
let Sullivan know that what was really sticking in his craw was that
pair
of
wire-haired
terriers.
J
the San Francisco Chronicle Jart. Literature Inc.
Scribner’s pub¬
“Of Cats and Men,” new anthol- *original affidavit, making Gilbert out a welchet on a debt, which in¬
15, when his $40,000-a-year con¬ lishes the hard-cover edition of
tract* with Hearst’s morning Ex¬ the novel while New American ogy of cat tales, edited by Frances 1furiated him every time he thought of it because the records show he
E.
Clarke, and due from Macmillan 1had paid it.
aminer expires. He had been lured gets out the paperback version.
As a result, their collaboration on the opera blew up until Sullivan
away, from home-owned Chronicle The trial, over which Justice Ed¬ Nov. 19, contains real-life show biz
in January, 195(1. Recently, how- ward G. Baker presided, lasted for story hy Robert Downing. Titled <apologized after a fashion. Sullivan went to the Riviera to get away
“Minnie and Mr. Clark,” yarn tells jfrom it all, leaving Gilbert to deal with Carte.
of Bobby Clark’s on-stage adven¬
“It’s The Same The Whole World Over!”
tures with Winter Garden Theatre
In the endless hassle between two liorse-traders and a weak sister,
(N. Y.) cat during fun of “Mexican ,who was theoretically on the side of Gilbert but actually on the side
Hayride” (1944).
of Carte, the lyricist felt he was fighting a four-ulcer war alone. Time
Alfred. J. Monahan, city editor!’
finally quieted the adrenalin glands of all of them of course, but only
Lavishly IlhntraM — 100*/* Topical
of the Boston Globe, elected prexy,
of the Boston Press Club; John H. 1beautiful dreamers, would believe that discord of this ‘genre left’ the
Thompson, Boston, vice president; 1world with their demise. It has been going on ever since in ail coun¬
James F. Smith, AP, secretary; Itries where the profit motive operates, which is everywhere, includ¬
The Only Monthly ef Its KMd h tofllsh
Charles Leverom, Boston Her- jing the carmine-tinted Utopian states behind the various curtains. It’s
aid, treasurer. Elected directors: \the eternal war between those who produce and thox. who handle,
4 MoaHw 1 ' Dollar 40 — Ah Mall 2 Dalian 75
George P. Dwyer, Timothy C. ,peddle and take in the first money on all enterprises. _
12 Moaths 3 Dalian 15 — Air Moll J Dalian 45
Ford, Elliot Norton, Henry A.
Even lowly publishers make contracts permitting their lowly authors
Santosuoso, Record - American;,,to bring in their own accountants to go over the books, but if they are
Cameron. Dewar, Jack Broudy, no more off than, say, $100, the author foots , the bill. As no C.P.A.
Traveler; Fred Brady, Rudolph
would remember your name for such a sum, few authors question a
Elie, Herald; James Calogero, AP; 1
Joe Harrington, Robert JE. Glynn, 1royalty statement. Thus with 300 authors on his books a publisher
Ted Ashby, Globe.
J<could pocket $30,000 above his contracted share and who would know?
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CHATTER

Broadway

son prior to teeoff of pantomime
Nov. 22.
Yana, English thrush, teamed
with Canadian singer Edmund
Hockridge for vaude week at Glas¬
gow.
Citizens’ Theatre, Glasgow, stag¬
ing “The Diary of Anne Frank,’’
by Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett.
Jack Short (he’s fathef of come¬
dian Jimmy Logan and brother-inlaw of Ella Logan) recuperating
after being hospitalized.
Howard & Wyndham’s “FivePast Eight’’ revue, wound at Al¬
hambra, Glasgow, -after 171 per¬
formances.
Robert Wilson, Scot singer, team¬
ing with Bobby MacLeod, Scottish
country danceband leader, for
month's stint at Her Majesty’s,
Carlisle.

Catholic Actors Guild’s grand
ball and entertainment this Friday
(8) at the Plaza.
The Troupers, femme counter¬
part of the Friars, holding a fcocktail party at the Empire Room of
the Waldorf-Astoria Nov. 17.
Jerry Beyer presented a onenight variety show last Friday (1)
atsCarl Fischer Concert Hall, N.Y.,
as the first in a series of offerings
aimed to spotlight new talent.
Tommy Dorsey’s widow sold
their 14-room, two-story Colonial
house in Greenwich to Jack S.
Parker, of Cincinnati, a General
Electric veepee, for $90,000.
National Travel Network Inc. has
been authorized to conduct an en¬
tertainment business in New York,
with capital stock of 200 shares, no
par value.
Rouben Mamoulian wound up a
short Gotham stay and is heading
for the Coast where he’ll direct
By Robert F. Hawkins
Sam Goldwyn s screen version of (Foreign Press Club; Tel. 65 906)
“Porgy and Bess.”
Roberto Rossellini here for few
Billy Eckstine, indie producer
Joseph Schaeffer, composer Igor days before returning to India to
Stravinsky and harpist Mildred finish his pic, “II Donatore di
Billing back from Europe Monday Terre.”
Victor Mature heads back to the
(4i on the S.S. Liberte.
Burns Associates Inc. has been Coast after his current “No Time
authorized to conduct a motion To Die,” Warwick production, for
picture, television and radio pro¬ “Escort West,” with John Wayne,
Viviane Romance here for start
ductions business in New York.
Capital stock is 200 shares, no par of her next film, “Secrets of the
value. Becker & London were Night,” at Rome’s Cineeitta Stu¬
dios. . Franco Fabrizi and Anna
filing attorneys.
- Industrial'st-showman Harry E. . Maria Ferrero are to co-star,
Charles Fawcett; longtime RoGould, president of the new 42d i
St. Beth David Hospital, m the jman thesp though a U. S. citizen,
United Nations zone, at 321 East ; heads for Madrid, then Paris, leav¬
42d St., hosting the Dedication ing the Italian capital for good
Dinner next Sunday (10) at the ! after many years in local show biz.
MPEA-Rome staged another of
Hotel Roosevelt.
.
Frank M. Folsom, chairman of its solid public relations efforts,
the executive committee of the to gether with Warner Bros., by
Radio Corp. of America, who was screening “Pajama Game” in the
the official Vatican City ambassa¬ original version for press and Em¬
dor to the Atomic. Energy Con¬ bassy staffers.
Yves Montand in brief Roman
ference in Vienna, has gone on
to Rome on company business. visit. Flew in from Paris at noon,
He’s making that his base with recorded some songs from his local
detours
into
Germany,
Spain, pic. “La Grabde Strada Azzurra,”
Switzerland and other RCA mar¬ then planed back to Paris same
afternoon.
kets.
Romy Schneider off to Ischia to
start work on UFA-Herzog produc¬
tion of "Scampolo,” with Paul Hubschmidt, Victor DeKowa, Gorg
By Les Rees
Thomalla. Alfred Weidemann di¬
(Tel. Fr. 7-2609)
rects for Rhombus-Herzog.
In-artd-out-of-Rome:
Claudette
Songstress Lily Pons here for
Colbert, Linda Christian, Merle
concert.
„
Edyth Bush Little Theatre open¬ Oberon, Peter Finch, Jayne Mans¬
ed this week with “Private Lives.” field, Jules Dassin, Stanley Kram¬
Suburban Lakevicw club had er, Jack Lamont, Frank Melford,
jazjz trumpeter Chet Baker and his John Cron and Walter Chiari.
Jayne Mansfield in marathon
quartet.
Songstress Carmel Quinn con¬ lensing stint with over 50 photogs
tinuing at Hotel Radisson Flame during her local press, confab at
Grand
Hotel,
which
followed
Rohm.
Annual Minneapolis Auto Show abundant footage over Italo televi¬
in the Auditorium Jan. 3-12 with sion’s popular “Lascia o Radoppia,” and other payoff p.r. stints.
Max Winter again producer.
Exotic dancer Kelly Callahan,
billed as “the little Dagmar from
Chicago,” into Augie’s nitery.
Minneapolis Symphony sched¬
By Hal V. Cohen
uled nine late Sunday afternoon
Local dancer Bill Milie is In the
pop concerts with season tickets
Eddie Foy Jr.-Gretchen Wyler
selling for $6.
Black Watch Royal Highland musical, “Rumple.”
Regimental band show pulled more
Yale Glee Club coming here Dec.
than 10,000 payees into Minnesota 21 and Princeton Triangle Club on
U Williams’ Arena.
Jan. 2.
Antal Dorati, Minneapolis Sym¬
Singer Harvey Bell recuperating
phony conductor, to be guest con¬ at home of his sister after brain
ductor with Hungarian Philhar¬ surgery at St. Francis Hospital. .
George Heid to Sari Francisco
monic orch next summer.
for Golden Wedding of his older
sister.
Bill Putch brought his bride,
Jean Stapleton, of “Bells Are Ring¬
By Lary Solloway
ing,” here to meet his family and
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389) | friends.
Louis Prima and Keely Smith
Variety Club’s annual banquet,
set for Xmas week in the Cafe ; honoring outgoing Chief Barker
i Harry Kodinsky, skedded for
Pompeii of Eden Roe.
Dick Shawn got a season date - Nov. 24.
Edward Roecker coming here
from Lou Walters for the Casino ‘
i Sunday to entertain at dinnerde Paris.
Belle Barth moving her earthy : dance marking 40th anni of Beth
wares upbeaeh to the Bel Air ho¬ , Shalom Synagogue.
Twin Coaches hosting Liberace
tel’s intimate’caie.
Sallie Blair will be featured at at Fenn-Sheraton Hotel luncheon
tht Empress during the yearend tomorrow prior to his opening
holiday period.
there Friday.
Lonni Sattin rejoins the Cotton
Club show for the winter, with Cab
Calloway again heading the revue.
Charles < Chick i Harrison checked
By Maxwell Sweeney
out as news director for WCPT :
• NBC- here to take up same post | (22 Farney Pk: Dublin 684506)
for new CBS affiliate in Peoria.
)
Rice Trio, musical act, heading
Patsy Abbott took . over the !foi U.S. shortly.
former Little Club, in the Roney (
Flu scare clipped biz around 25%
Plaza sector, and will run it as in Dublin.
“Patsy’s Place” with herself fea¬ !
Luisillo and Spanish Dancers set
tured.
[•for Olympia, Dublin, No. 18.
Olympia Theatre director Stanley
Illsley to N.Y. on extended biz trip.
Paramount will lens “Petrov,”
Russian spy story, on location at
By Gordon Irving
Slane, County Meath.
(Glasgow: KELvin 1590)
Kevin M. Collins, Irish Times
Tommy Morgan and Alec Finlay, film critic, named Press Guy for
Scot comics, sunning themselves on Variety Club Tent 41.
late vacation in Majorca.
Louis Leritin, producer ’ with
David Hughes, currently singing Studio Theatre, Dublin, to London
in Glasgow, inked for his first pan¬ to join English Stage Co. at Royal
to in London as Robin Hood.
Court Theatre.
The Edories, dance trio, pacted
Lord Rank warned in speech to
for winter season at Gaiety Thea¬ j his Irish Cinemas subsid that unless
tre. Ayr.
i tax rebates are extended, the 3,500Lirica Italians to Alhambra, [seat Dublin Theatre Royal may
Glasgow, for two-weeks' opera sea¬ |drop its vaudfilm shows.

Rome

Minneacolis

Pittsburgh

Miami Beach

Ireland

Scotland

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
Danny Kaye in for the beginning
of shooting of “Me and the Colo¬
nel.”
Cecil B. DeMille received Le¬
gion of Honor at a special cere¬
mony here Monday (28).
In and out of city were Tyrone
Power, Billy Wilder, Irwin Shaw
and Joan Fontaine.
David O. Selznick claims he will
make his next pic in Paris next
season.
It will be “The Divine
Sarah,”' based on the life of Sarah
Bernhardt. Jennifer Jones would
star.
Gallic producer Henri Berard
paging Audrey Hepburn to star in
the pic version of Francoise Sa¬
gan’s ’“In a Year, In a Month”
which Jules Dassin is to, direct
here next year.
Ingrid Bergman winding her hit
legit, “Tea and Sympathy.” She
spends some time in Italy with
hubby Roberto Rossellini before
doing two pic chores in London
and Paris, “I Thank a Fool” and
“Kind Sir.”
Gallic pix doing well here are
“Pot-Bouille,” (reminiscent of “La
Ronde” in quality and bedroom
carryings-on), “Les Espions” (The
Spies), H. G. Clouzot’s eerie thrill¬
er about espionage; and Rene
Clair’s “Porte Des Lilas.”
The late Louis Jouvet, whose
name was added to the theatre he
managed for a long time (the
Athenee-Louis Jouvet), had his
name removed because of plaints
by his relatives and a special club
not content with the calibre of
fare there lately.
Edith Piaf, Zizi Jeanmaire arid
Line Renaud all would like to do
the film version of the hit legit
musical “Irma la Douce,’’ by Alex¬
andre Breffort and Marguerite
Monnot It is a lowlife tale about
a prostie with a heart of gold and
her jealous procurer. Miss Renaud
has the inside track because she
and hubby Loulou Qaste ntfri the
music rights.
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erally directs, Heinz Hilpert will
direct this special production.
German star Curd Juergens’ film
for 20tfa-Fox “Duel in AHantic,” is
set for release in Germany at
Christmas. Director Dick Powell
has'shot two different endings, and
the public at initial showings will
decide whiph one1’will be used.
Something very international in
concert-loving Berlin: An Ameri¬
can pianist (Andor Foldes) with a
German orch (Berlin Philharmon¬
ic) and a Japanese conductor (Takashi Asahina) brought Hungarian
(Bartok), German (Beethoven) and
Italian (Respighi) music.
Olympic. ski champ, Austria’s
Toni Sailer, being groomed as star
material. Village-horn Toni, with
a leading role in “A Bit of Heaven,”
now taking lessons from dialec¬
tician and grammarian. Film is be¬
ing .partly shot in palatial home of
late Wilhelmina Anheuser-Busch
(brewers, St. Louis family) Woods,
on Starnberger Lake.

Belgrade

I

Hollywood
Harry M. Warner elected veepee
of Brandeis Camp Institute.
Jeffrey Hunter seriously ill from
complications following a flu at¬
tack.
Silent film star .Helen Gibson
reeuping at her VaHey home fol¬
lowing a slight stroke.
O. N. (Bill) Srere, Chief Barker
of Variety Tent 25, celebrated his
silver anni yesterday.
William Goetz planed to Paris to
cast French players for “Me and
the Colonel,”

Tokyo
By Dave Jampel
(582056)
MCA veepee T. J. McManus Jr.
here to sell tv film product.
The Takarazuka Girls’ Opera
Troupe will perform in Paris for
-the first time, playing the Aramora
Theatre beginning Dec. 15. Sixty
girls will make' the trekLong delayed by technicalities,
what is believed to be Asia’s first
nightclub ice show opened at this
city’s Copacabana on a handker¬
chief-size stage.
A four man CBS “See It Now”
crew filmed Marion Anderson's
Seoul concert at the Wallenstein
Bowl, and then kept the lenses on
the contralto through Taipei, Hong
Kong, Bangkok, Saigon and Manila.
AU-night lines marked the sale
of tickets for Berlin Philharmonic
to open here late.. in November.
Tickets ranged from 800 yen ($2.28)
to 2,000 yen ($5,55) and totalled
close to 10,000.
John Huston and Eugene Frenke,
director and producer here for
20th-Fox’s locationer, “Mr. Town¬
send Harris,” both expressed sur¬
prise that their last venture, “Hea¬
ven Knows, Mr. Allison” (20th), is
not scheduled to be played in
Japan.

By Stojan Bralovic
(8 Qhridska St.; 41232)
“Sarajevo Assassination,” which
caused the first World War, will be
filmed next spring as a Italo-Yugoslav co-production. Pic will be di¬
rected by Italian Antonio Pietrangelli,
Minneapolis Symphony scored a
great success with its two concerts
in Yugoslavia, one in Zagreb, the
other here. Music crix of the two
largest national newspapers had
only flattering words for “this ex¬
cellent orchestra.”
American music critic and com¬
mentator, Allen Hughes, here for
two-week lecture tour of Yugoslav
Composers, Institute-for Small Au¬
thor’s Rights and the Jazz Asso., of
Yugoslavia, He will start his tour
with telling about the start of jazz,
its subsequent development and its
relation to recent U.S. popular and
classical music.
The next Dubrovnik musical and
artistic festival, will mark the cele¬
bration of 450th anni for the
Johnny Hayden, - singer-emcee
comedy writer, Marin Drzic. His.
most popular comedy, “Dondo from Britain, now working club
Maroje,” was played 300 times at dates here, heads for Jamaica next
the Belgrade National Theatre re¬ week for club dates there.
By Guy Livingston
Jack Eagle & Frank Man, swing
cently. In all performances of the
(344 Little Bldg.; HAncoCk 6-8386) eighth fest, 1,800 foreign and do¬ trumpet,' comedy song duo now
playing-the Cave Supper Club here,
Eileen Rodgers inked for Hi-Way mestic artists took part.
head for Australia mid-November
Casino.
to play the Tivoli in Sydney, and
Joan and Stanley Kayne, com¬
other bookings^
edy act, back from USO European
The Cellar here, claimed to be
tour of military installations.
By Emil W. Maass
only nitery in Norm America with
Alfred J. Monohan, city editor,
(Grosse Schiffgasse 1 A; 356156)
an unlisted phone number, on its
Boston Globe, elected prexy Boston
Press Club.
Vienna Ice Revue, “Sylvia” jazz policy, brings in Lany Lewis
Harvard Dramatic Club present¬ written by Will Petter with music Quartet for week starting Nov. 29.
Actor John Emerson, back in
ing “The Master Builder” at Agas¬ by Robert Stolz, will open Dec. 15
circulation after a heart attack,
siz Theatre, Radcliffe, as its 103d in Fair Palace.
production.
Burg Kino reopened. It special¬ starts a“Six-a-week 6:30 pm. deejay
Wilbur Theatre broke all money izes in films in driginal version, -series‘on CJOR here.
records with Edward G. Robinson starting with J. Arthur Rank’s
in “Middle of the Night,” grossing “The Spanish Gardener.”
$94,398 in three weeks.
Joseph Krips directed in KonBoniface
Stanley
Blmstrub zerthaus Paul Creston’s “Second
By Ramsay Ames
booked Louis Armstrong for his Syiffphony.” This work of American
(Castellano. Hilton; 272200)
1,700-seat nitery, opening Jan. 13. composer received good crix.
Teatro
Madrid has Joaquin Gasa
Tony Martin comes iri Nov. 15 for
Anatole Litvak preparing the
film “The Journey” part of which and his super Cuban revue, “Tropi10. days.
John G. Moore, eastern division plays in the Burgenland, Austria’s cana,” with music of Lecuona and
Alguero.
manager for Paramount, switched most eastern province.
Italy’s Aldo Fabrizzi and Spain’s
to Philadelphia; succeeded here by
Salzburg Seminary at LeopoldEdmund C. DeBerry from Cincin¬ skron will hold lectures on “Arts, Jose Suarez will team up with Vic¬
nati.
Music and Theatre in America” tor McLaglen in “Los Italianos
jEstan Locos” (The Italians Are
Leslie Caron and her six months starting from March 16. .
old son flew in from Hollywood to
Willi Forst’s music film, “City of Crazy).
Juan de Orduna’s “El Ultimo
join husband Peter Hall during run My Dreams,” will he the first Aus-1
of “The Rope Dancers,” current at trian picture to present, besides the Cuple, which stars Sara Montiel,
: light music, a serious modern com- j has passed its sixthomonth at the
the Wilbur. He directed.
* M
Cine Rialto, and it’s still impossible
Jack Haley and Ray Bolger, both position, by Alfred Uhl.
ex-Bostonians, kick off United
Volkstheatre
obtained
rights to get seats<
Paqciita Rico, vtfho recently fin¬
Fund Drive, heading a show which for German ianguage production of
will include. J. Fred Coots, Lew Tennessee Williams’ “Orpheus.”, ished starring role in “Lavanderas
Parker, Betty Kean and others, at Preem is slated for the early win¬ de Portugal” (Laundresses of Por¬
tugal) in Pfris, goes immediately
Symphony Hall, Nov. 13.
ter season.
“A Pay as You see” system for into “La Tirana” for Juan de
tv sets was first installed in Gratz, Orduna.
capital of Styria. It*takejT 40c an
hour, which must be deposited in
By Hans Hoehn
the .machine.
(760264)

Vancouver

Boston

Vienna

Madrid

Beflin

Chicago

Eddie Constantine had to post¬
pone his local Sportpalast engage¬
ment. The flu got him. .
■Berolina’s pic version of the
American comedy, “Three Men on
a Horse,” preemed at Zoo Palast.
Paramount’s “War and Peace”
still going strong at the Kurbel.
Pic is now in ninth month at this
house.
CCC acquired film rights- of
Colette, Audrey’s latest stage play,
“Soledad.” Lilli Palmer and Carlos
Thompson will play the leads,
i
Job Weening appointed director
[general of A. J. Rank Films in.
! Germany, succeeding F. E. T.
Rainbow, rep here for years.
Metro; in a tieup. with Lyons
Tea, launched publicity campaign
fGr “Teahouse of August Moon,”
latest to preem at the MGM Thea¬
tre.
“Wing of Hope” is the title of
a Gerrsan-American coproduction
to be made next year. Producers
are Carlton-Film (Munich) and
U.S. King brothers.
German director Gustaf Gruendgens turns actor, this month, play¬
ing a role In John Osborne’s “The
Entertainer,” at the Hamburg Ger¬
man Schauspielhaus, where he gen-

Australia
(Film

By Eric Gorrick
House 251a Pitt

St.,

-Sydney)
“The Little Hut” (M-G) is a solid
hit at Liberty, Sydney.
Julian Rose, former topper of
Commercial Advertising, is now in
the public relations field.
Elaine Fifield here to star in the
Borovansky Ballet under the Jv C.
Williamson banner.
Great Sorcar, Hindu magician,
currently playing New Zealand for
J. C. Williamson Ltd.
“Oklahoma” (RKO) winds up a
smash run of 10 weeks at Regent,
Sydney, for Hoyts..
Robert Graham, George Nacard
and Joe Joel presently in Tokyo to
looksee selling blueprint for Para¬
mount’s “10 Commandments;”
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
is a sellout at 930-seater Paris,
.Sydney, for Hoyts on. eight shows
per week policy.
Gene Vincent is stopping over
here to accept additional dancehall dates. Vincent and Little
Richard recently scored for Lee
Gordon on his Stadium loop.

(Delaware 7-4984)'
Lily Pons here last week to have
a shoe style named after her by
Sattini Shoe salon.
Joan Collins in city over the past
weekend for her new pic, “Stop¬
over Tokyo.”
'
r.
Paradise Ballroom, shuttered for
several years, taken over by Nugent-Williams advertising art stu¬
dios.
Equity’s Carl Stohn named actting chairman of publicity for Chi’s
[newly formed ANTA chapter; mem¬
bership enrollment meeting set for
January.
.
Jack Russell reelected prez of
Artists Representatives Assn., with
Charley Hogan and Associated
Booking Corp.’s Fred Williamson
getting renewal on veepee stripes.
A1 Butler* pressagent for “My
Fair Lady” here and one of venerables in his profession, being inter¬
viewed on Tony Weitzel’s WBBM
show on his birthday tomorrow
(ThursJ.
'
Sam Levensdn came in for one
day stand at Chez Paree last Friday
(1) to help club celebrate its 25th
anni. Boh Hope in for same pur¬
pose, sharing billing with Sophie
Tucker, next Friday (11).

' TednMdtf) NoYCTiibeir 6f 195J
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Mamie Like Pops, But
Pro-Adlai Goetz Never Forgiven;
Mammoth $mon Bolivar’ Pic, Set
Not; When Orerphgged
L. B. Mayer’s Will Reveals Slants
By DeLaurentiis, to Cost $10,000,900
(

Washington, Nov, 12.
Mamie Eisenhower loves pop
music, but doesn’t want to hear
’ her “favorite” tubes. This rather
startling discovery was' made by

)

♦
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
The late Louis B. Mayer cut off
one of his two daughters, Edith,
Washington’s femme scribes when
wife t>f producer William Goetz, In a world so full of changes
they tried "to run down the -First
South African novelist Stuart
without a cent in his will, which
It’s comforting to know
Lady’s favorite songs so that NBC’s Cloete has been signed by 20thwas filed for probate in Superior There’ll be some sort of skiing
Polly Bergen could sing them at Fox to write an original screenplay
Court. In specifically disinheriting
In every newsreel show„
«
today’s (12) birthday fete for with a South African background.
Tom WeatherlyI Mamie. » .
his elder daughter, Mayer’s will
Cloete, who leaves for South
declared that the film industry
Mrs. Eisenhower bluntly refused ■Africa shortly for research on the
pioneer was eliminating bequests
to name said, favorites because project, is working on a story deal¬
to her or “any other members of
“I’m tired of hearing them; I’d ing with the great trek of the
the Goetz family” on the grounds
much rather be surprised.” '* She 1850’s when the Dutch opened up
that during his lifetime he' had
did, however, add that she-is a' the northern part of South Africa.
given them “extremely substantial
Cloete. wrote- “The
African
Polly Bergen -fan. and enjoyed
assistance through gifts and finan¬
; hearing “the Helen Morgan songs Giant,” “Mamba” and “Turning
cial assistance to my daughter’s
> j she sang on her tv show.*’ So la Wheels.”
husband and through advancement
j Bergen, here with an instrumental
of his career 'as distinguished from
j trio, by courtesy of* NBC, which
that of my former son-in-law
i picked up tab for trip, sang several
David O. Rclzniek who never re¬
Morgan tunes, plus “I Could Have
quested or accepted assistance
Danced All Night,!’ another Mamie
from me) in the motion picture in¬
Adman Milton Biow has been favorite. The First Lady recently
dustry.”
tapped for his second big Govern¬ surprised the cast and audience by
i Mayer’s differences with
ment assignment, an evaluation of an 11th hour visit to “My. Fair
the Goetzes entered open feud
i American propaganda in the Far Lady.”
proportions during the 1952
; East for the U. S. Information
Birthday luncheon was given
presidential campaign when
! Agency.
jointly by Women's National Press
Mayer fervently backed Presi¬
1
Blow, who left quietly for Viet Club and American Newspaper
dent
Eisenhower
and the
j Nam, Friday, (8), will tour the Ori- Women’s Club.
. (Continued on page 70)
! ent heading up a team of experts
Dismal state of the legit theatre
{including State Dept, and USIA
in the new season has had the ef¬
officials, feeling out the reaction
fect of discouraging many a film
f of Sputnik and other topical matproducer with stage - presentation
| tors in the light of U. S. propaamhitions.
,
f ganda.
According tq. New York sources,
!
President Eisenhower recently
the picture makers in several in¬
. appointed Biow a' member of the
stances have decided to put off any
] President’s Committee on Governlegit work they might have had in
/Vivienne Segal is returning to!! ment Employment Policy. In this
Walter Neithold, operator of the mind, preferring instead to re¬
show biz, after a layoff that dates j' post Biow made a survey throughevaluate properties in light of the
back to her “Pal Joey” revival stint!! out the West and in the Coast Goshen Theatre, Goshen, N.Y.-, be¬ harsh- way the new plays, particu¬
on Broadway in 1951. She's set to!! areas to appraise the bias situa¬ lieves he has at least partially
larly the dramas, have been re¬
costar with Sir Cedric Hardwicke tion on Government employment. solved his boxoffice problems. He’s
introduced what he calls the “home ceived of late.
and Pert Kelton in “The Magnifi¬
Latest example is “Square. Root
cent Montague,” the television ver¬
stretch”—meaning extra legroom
of Wonderful/’ In which Figaro
sion of Nat Hiken’s old radio
for the comfort of patrons.
series.
Neithold said he studied how (Joseph L, Mankiewicz) has an in¬
Pilot of the "Montague” series
poor pictures, including imports, terest. This entry received only
rolled Monday (11) In New York,
were well received by the public one favorable notice.
Washington,
Nov.
12.
Hecht- Hill -Lancaster has been
with Hiken producing, directing
on television screens but “A” prod¬
Dalton Trumbo; screen . writer
and serving as head wrter. He's
uct was sluggish at the theatre. He wanting to go with another legit
been devoting all his time to the and one of the original “Hollywood reasoned it out that the home venture (on the heels of “Separate
project since ankling the Phil Sil¬ 10,” and Robert Kenny, L. A. at¬ viewers were relaxed, whereas in Tables”) but is taking pause be¬
vers showr last summer. Web plans torney who has been counsel for theatres they were in tight quar¬ cause, of the state of the stage at
to put in additional work on the various film industry people called ters.
present. Stanley Kramer and Otto
show* and place it up for sale eaTly before the Un-American Activities
Exhib as a result decided his Preminger also have been consid¬
next spring for a fall of ’58 airdate.
(Continued on page 70)
house was overseated, with not ering legit production but similarly
enough space for ticket-buyers.- He are marking time.
had all of his 800 seats removed
arid 600 put back.’in place but
measuring 52 inches back to back.
The extra room has pleased his
customers, reports Neithold, and
business has improved.
Toronto, Nov. 12, •
Theatremen further noted: “We'’
always have blamed the distribu¬
Jack Benny will establish a hew
tors. The films haven’t been-bad.. world’s boxoffice record for a
The trouble was with ourselves.”
single performance tonight (Tues¬
day) at Massey Hall in. Toronto
when he makes his Canadian debut
as a violin soloist with the. Toronto
Symphony Orchestra. The Benny
concert' raised almost $1,000,000 in
Israel bonds from an overflow
audience of 2,800 music lovers.
Chicago, Nov. 12.
Jerry Lewis faces a possible
Admission to the concert was
penalty of $75,000 for cancelling based on the purchase of a mini¬
his Dec. 1 Chez Paree date after mum of a $300 bond for Israel,
the contractual deadline. Lewis, with some tickets going as high as
committed to 30 days notice for $25,000. The total raised for the
Enclosed find check or m.o.
cancellation, failed to file until concert was $987,000 and the entire
Nov. 6.
house wa's sold out by the time
for $.Send Variety for
Comic wants to shed date to Benny arrived on Sunday in To¬
start new pic for York Films, but ronto.
is being held by nit.ery to pay or
play. Negotiations are due to be
iwo years
settled today <Tues.).

Idle Thought

Stuart Cloete’s Original

Biow’s Special
Probe for USIA On
j Sputnik, Et Al.

Broadway Blah,
Film Producers
Adopt ‘Go Slow’

Cure for Films:
Patron Legroom?

Vivienne Segal Hitting
|
Comeback Trail; Costar j
In TV ‘Magnif Montague’j

SAYS DALTON TRUMBO
OUT TO DISCREDIT FBI

BENNY’S FIDDLE RAISES
$1,000,000 FOR ISRAEL

Chez Paree Asks Lewis
To Pay 75G or Play Date

Gift Subscription

New Acts
| TO |

Zone.STATE.

FROM

Indicate if gift card desired □

... Zone.... STATE.

One Year — $10.0Q
Two Years — $18.00
Canada and Foreign — $1 Additional per Year
PtfcRIETY Inc.
154 West 45th Sweet
New York 36, N. Y.

SPUTNIK II & CO.
Aerialist With Dog
90 Mins., Cyclorama
1
Outer Space, Cosmos
This is a “copy” act, but with !
important added. production val¬
ues. A flashy attraction and plenty
fast at 90 minutes, full stage, the 1
turn is a natural attention-getter
and again demonstrates the Mos¬
cow booking office’s ability to get
the show on the road. Both acts
use the same “Beep-Beep” theme
music and travel the same time,
though Sputnik II seems aiming
for Luna Park, previously too big
a jump for standard acts.
It’s the addition of the tjrained
pooch which gave Sputnik II add¬
ed kid and family trade appeal.
The dog had: plenty of what it
takes to bring down all the houses.
Meantime, the hooking office says
it has other novelties in rehearsal.
•
Loop.
thanks its
reader,
Werner Haas, for calling its atten¬
tion to the omission of a New Acts
notice on Sputnik, It is supplied
as above.—Ed) •
,
(Variety

F

Rome, Nov. 12.
What is claimed to be the biggest
and most expensive production of
all times will be made next year by
Italian producer Dino DeLaurentiis.
Mammouth project, now budgeted
at over $10,600,000, is tentatively
titled “Simon BoHvar.” It will be
based on the book, “His Name is
Bolivar,” by Enrique
Campos
Menendez. Teamed with DeLauren¬
tiis on the pic on a 50-50 basis is
the South American company,
CINEAM, set up about a year ago
for the purpose of making a film on
Bolivar. According to the Italian
, producer, he already has had sev¬
eral offers for additional partnerI ship from Yank companies, and it
is probable that one of the Amerii can majors will join in the project.
|
DeLaurentiis said he would like
| to get an American actor like
; Brando or Sinatra for the title role,
; especially the last-named, if avail! able. If not, he is prepared to star.
an unknown, .filling in the remain¬
der of the very large cast (which
has three important femme roles)
with top names. Director is also not
set at present. At present, he Is
concentrating on getting a treat¬
ment ready, on which a Spanish
writer is working, from the long
book.
Pic would start shooting next
September or October, in South
America, with about nine months
shooting time estimated. DeLaur¬
entiis expects to shoot ^11 footage,
on location in the various* South
American countries touched,. as
well as in Spain, France and Italy,
Studio work will be avoided where
possible.. Process which probably
wiU be used is Technirama. He is
toying with the idea of shooting a
.

(Continued on page 70)

Marie Torre’s 10-Day
Contempt Rap, But Freed;
Herald Tribune Appeals
N.Y. Herald Tribune tv col-:
umnist Marie Torre was sentenced
to 10 days in jail for criminal con¬
tempt of court but was released on
her own recognizance pending ap¬
peal of the judgment Sentence
was passed yesterday (Tues.) by
Judge Sylvester Ryan in N.Y. Fed¬
eral Court. Tribune’s attorneys.
have already filed'their appeal with
the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,Miss Torre was found hvcontempt
for refusing to Identify a “CBS ex¬
ecutive” she quoted in her column
aneut Judy Garland’s refusal to ful¬
fill a CBS-TV spectacular commit¬
ment last sekson. Hfce executive
was quoted as saying he thought
Miss Garland withdrew because she
thought she was “tod fat.”
Miss Garland subsequently sued
CBS-TV for libel, in the amount
of $1,393,333, but did not name the
Tribune dr Miss Torre as co-de¬
fendants. ‘However, attorneys for
Miss Garlknd brought Miss Torre
into court, claiming that in. order
(Continued on page 70)
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The Cup-and-L|p-Slip-Bil

Decides Hard Tickets the Hard Way;
‘Raintree’ To Hit Continuous Run

Warner*’ Elaborately Fanfared Foreign D6al On
Cinerama Hat Been (Quietly Dropped

-

4
The deal for Warner Bros, to dis¬
tribute Cinerama'pictures abroad
has never been consummated. Sev¬
eral months ago WB prexy Jack L.
Warner, who was in Europe at that
time, announced with considerable
fanfare that an agreement had
been reached with Stanley Warner
Cinerama for WB to oversee the
opening of additional Cinerama in¬
stallations abroad and to distribute
the. three-strip pictures. However,
it was reliably learned this week,
that a final agreement had never
•been signed and that negotiations
between WB and Stanley' have
ceased completely.
This is the second time that an
‘announced” WB deal involving
participation in Cinerama has
failed to be executed. r Several
years ago, with equal fanfare, WB
revealed that it had signed an
agreement with Stanley Warner to
filip “Lewis and Clark” and other
pictures in the Cinerama process.
This deal, similar to the subse¬
quent releasing agreement, was
quietly forgotten.
SW lias been trying for some'
time to get a epmpany to take
over foreign rights to Cinerama.
Technicolor was on the-verge of
closing a deal with the theatre cir¬
cuit, but backed out Vhen agree¬
ment on mutually satisfactory
terms could not be reached. Robin
International,
an import-export,
firm, has the overseas* exhibition
right* to Cinerama in seyeral for¬
eign cities."

„--

New Tollvision Dept.
Commencing this week, Tollvision will occupy a special
department, between Pictures
and Radio-Television.
All news—unless on Page 1
pertaining to feevee, whether
cable-theatres or any of the
over-the-air syitems^-will thus
be departmentalized for reaejy
intra-trade reference.

Importers Resist
Hoare Fmds Out
Independent distributors in the
U. S. are beginning to rebel against
the
high
advance
guarantees
they’re being asked to pay by over¬
seas producers.
While the resistance resentment
against the high advances has ex¬
isted from the start, . it’s lately
come to a head during the visit
here of Victor Hoare of Lion In¬
ternational, foreign distribution
arm of British Lion.. It’s thought
that Hoare ran into a wall of re¬
jection on the prices he was asking
for the upcoming B-L Product.
Helping the situation along was
the performance of some recent
British releases, particularly
“Broth ers-in-Law” for which Wal¬
ter- Reade’s Continental Distribut¬
ing paid $129,OOQ. Distributors
Corp. of America paid a reported
$75,000 for another B-L release,
“Baby and the Battleship.”
Indies admit.that the market for
imports is widening gradually, but
they maintain that the prices being
asked for run-of-thermill product
are way out of lint end Impose on
the distributors an undue risk. •
It’s estimated that soma 300 the¬
atres throughout the country play
imports as a steady diet. Another
500 to 000 houses will play foreign
lingualers occasionally. With the
British pictures, of course* the po¬
tential is much larger, though
many don’t go much beyond 1,000
bookings anyway. Indies complain
that a lot Of publicity is being giv¬
en to the hits and little to the
average foreign film that must
struggle to- show a profit.
Some maintain that the currentbooBng range of the (non-dubbed)
imports is about normal, and that
any great expansion might actually
cost the distribs money.

I

-;-,-:-►

By GENE AKNEEL
. The American film industry’s
elaborately-drawn and multi-facet¬
ed ,plans for stimulating public
interest in motion pictures on an
institutional basis appear *ready for
abandonment in substantial part,
if not completely.
After volumes of written and
spoken words over the past year
on how to win new friends and in¬
fluence more ticket sales, the socalled business building program
that had been given initial en¬
dorsement by various segments of
the trade seem? to be blowing
away* under a mighty wind of
disinterest.As previously reported here, the
projected tour of various key cities
by a group of up to 20 screen per¬
sonalities was called off for the
reason that important “name” per¬
formers simply wouldn’t string
along, with the idea. Also scuttled
was the plan to repeat the Audi¬
ence Awards "gimmick, whereby
the public was asked to vote on
favorite pictures and players.
Sweep Sweepstakes
The
awards
approach
was
dropped on the - plea that -all at¬
tention be concentrated on the
Academy Awards Sweepstakes, a
guessing ‘game .in which those who
selected the Oscar winners in ad¬
vance cop prizes via exhibitors.
Project was started last year under
the aegis of the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations and Was due
j
(Continued on page 78)

Say*? Buy Loew’s
Shares ok Loew’s Inc., now
selling “at the bargain base-,
ment price of 1U6,” are rated
an excellent speculative stock
“for
risk-taking
accounts,”
according to the periodic in¬
vestment report issued by the
Wall Street firm of Arthur
Wiesenberger & Co.
In addition, the report indi¬
cates that present holders of
the
film
company’s
stock
“might now consider averag¬
ing half of their present po¬
sitions” by “retaining funds
for additional buying on any
further weakness.”

How Writers Make
Out, Cues Crosby
Okay; 7 Offers

Metro has abandoned its hardticket, two-a-day policy on “Rain¬
tree County.” Beginning with dates
; in December, the film company will
make the picture available on a
continuous run policy “judged best
suited to regular theatre show¬
ings.”
For its continuous showings, tha
picture will he cut to two hours
and 48 minutes.
The roadshow
version runs three hours and five
minutes. Under the new policy,
the picture will be booked in 15 to
20 key cities during the ChristmasNew Year’s period.
After opening with a “large”
premiere in Louisville, Ky., “Rain¬
tree” was booked into four addi¬
tional situations on a two-a-day
basis.' It’s no secret, however, that
the picture has not been received
with the critical acclaim that had
been anticipated and that b.o. re¬
sults did not meet expectations.
In addition, M-G faced some diffi¬
culty in obtaining theatres for
hard-ticket runs because of the crit¬
ical reception.
According to Charles M. Reagan,
Metro’s sales v.p., the decision was
made after careful consideration
by the company and “at the re¬
quest of many showmen.” Reagan
added that Metro felt that “more
of the great boxoffice potential can
be realized through continuous
presentation than through an ex¬
tension of the reserved-seat pol¬
icy.”
Under the new policy, Reagan
stated* , Metro can accept more
dates than would be available un¬
der the reserved-seat system and
thus bring the picture “to larger
audiences while its publicity still
is gaining momentum.”

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Bingv Crosby is weighing offers
to Star in seven motion picture
properties, hut the star said he
.won’t make any decisions < until he
sees fully developed scripts on the
various projects.
Crosby is sought -to star >in- two
20th-Fox . vehicles, ‘‘Holiday for
Lovers,” and “Rally ’Roun,d the
Flag Boys,” both in the process of
V* Hollywood PubRxht
development; by Metro for “The
Girl That Nearly Got Away,” from
a Cosmos yam..
Gene* Kelly wants to • discuss. a
sow at work as Ms Memoirs relives
project tagged “The Bachelor”
with Crosby, and the newly-mar¬
A Day in the Life of an ried singer chuckled over that
title, quippjtog “he must have sub¬
Aspiring Author
mitted that before I got married.”
.
Crosby was recently wed to Kathy
* •* ■ *
Grant.
In addition. Paramount is inter¬
asa of »fca stosy Editorial Faatsres
ested in Crosby starring in “Papa’s
is Met ■pcamiaf
Delichte Condition,” biopic of Cor52d Anniversary Number
Allied Artists is moving toward
rine Griffith's father. Also sub¬
mitted the star are “Expense Ac¬
a policy, patterned after the United
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster had drop¬
of
Artis4* type of operation—that is,
count” and “Venus Rising,” latter ped its eastern story and talent
tielng up with independent produ¬
from SatEvePost stories by George department, headed by Sherlee
Bradshaw.
cers. AA is to provide 4he neces¬
Lantz. Latter goes on a consult¬
sary bank guarantees and take dis¬
ant basis.
tribution rightsReason for the move is the
abundance of story material which
Expectation is that AA will cease
H-H-L
has on hand, said to* in¬
production itself and in the future
volve investments totalling near¬
Will look to the indies as the sole
ly
$3,000,000.
In light of this kind
source of product.
of writing backlog, the company
Deals have been set with 11
felt
no
need
to
continue with the
Cold Weather Up* Biz; ‘SO Day*’ 1st, ‘Joey’ 2d,
fllm-m&kets who are to deliver 20
New York division.
productions to AA. These are in
‘Girl*'
3d,
‘Jailhouse/
‘Hunchback'
Next
Properties owned by H-H-L in¬
addition to 12 films picked up
clude: “Lucy Crown,” by Irwin
from outsiders since last August.
Shaw; “Ballad of Cat Ballou,” Ray
Among the more recent pacts en¬
Colder weather, more new and starting this week, is winding in Chansolor;
“The
Unforgiven,”
tered is one with Bruce Newbery,
stronger product will give biz a 10th place. “Search for Paradise” Alan Le May; “Way West," A. B.
who is to make six pictures with¬
solid lift in many key cities cov¬ (Cinerama) Is taking 11th spot Guthrie; “Tell It on the Drums,”
in the next 18 months. A British
ered by Variety this session. Cur- j while “Peril” (BV) rounds out the Robert W. Krepps; “And the Rock
outfit, G.L. Production?, is to turn
rent stanza is making the best Golden Dozen.
Cried Out,” Ray Bradbury; “Rab¬
out two horror plx for AA, these
showing since tlie flu began its in¬ . “Kiss~Them For Me” (20th), a bit Trap,” J. P. Miller; “Take a
being “The Human Beast” and
vasion of larger cities more than a newcomer, is good in N. Y. and Giant Step,” Louis Peterson; Ber¬
“Night of the GhouL”
month ago. Many keys reported Frisco. “Slaughter on 10th Ave.” nard Shaw’s “Devil Disciple” and
Other indies now on the AA
David J. Greene, List Industries^ the biggest array of strong fare in (U), okay in‘Frisco, is rated-big “Run Silent, Run Deep.” ,
roster in the .new modus operand! (RKG Theatres) board member ' more than a month. Veterans’ Day in Boston and N. Y. “Zero Hour”
H-H-L also holds the rights to
include
Bomson-Broidy Produc-; and onetime leader of an anti¬ < 11) also helped some.
(Par), also new, is fast in Boston, “Summer of the 17th Doll,” now
tions, . David Diamond, Edward management proxy fight (prior to;
“Around World in 30 Days” okay hr Seattle and modest in Prov¬ on the London stage and to be
Nassour, Roger Corman, Herbert Albert A. List’s acquisition of coapresented in New York by the
(UA) still is pacing the field at idence and Cincy.
Ebensiein, Jack L. Copeland, Jos¬ .trol) on Monday (11) sold approx¬
“My Man Godfrey” (U), good in Theatre Guild.
wickets although some newcomers
eph Justman and Caryri Produc¬ imately 140,000 shares of the com¬
Deal was projected some time
currently are seriously threatening Pitt and L. A*, looms fair in Philly.
tions.
pany’s stock, which he and asso¬ its fabulous showing, “Pal Joey” “Story of Mankind” (WB), good ago for H-H-L to tie up with
ciates' had held, back to the com¬ (Col), one of these newies, is fin; in Denver and N. Y., is only so-so Metro, latter eying certain of the
pany., H. Hentz handled the or¬ ishing a great second while “Les in Buffalo.
story properties and also wanting
NEW CLIENT; 'FRANKENSTEIN' der.
“Raintree County” (M-G), fair¬ Burt Lancaster for “Ben Hur.”
Girls” (M-G), also a blockbuster, is 1
Purchase-price presunfbbly was placing third despite fact that it is ish in Chi, shapes light in L. A. Troubled affairs at M-G prevented
Charles Moses Exits Publicity
and good in Boston. "Graf Spee” the
arrangement
from
going
$9 per share, or a total of $1,260,- playing in only six -cities.
To Screenplay The Monster
“Jet through.
000. Whether Greene will remain
“Jailhouse Rock,” also from (Rank) is fine in Frisco.
Pilot”
U)
looks
good
in
Toronto.
on the directorate was njt stated.
Metro add which showed a big
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
“Doctor At Large” (U), good in I
’ Meanwhile, the corporation has promise last stanza. Is copping
Charles A, Moses,. Publicity-Ad¬ reported a substantial jump in fourth place. “Hunchback of Notie Pitt, is fine in Chi and Balio. ‘In¬
vertising Director for Bel-Alr Pro¬ earnings for the nine months end- Dame” fAA) is taking fifth money visible Boy” M-G), mild in To¬
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
ductions and Lakeside Pictures, l ed Sept. 30. Consolidated profit although not big In every location. ronto, Is rated dull in Providence.
Producer Richard Sokolove has
has resigned from that post effec¬ for the period, including a gain of “Seven Wonders of World” (Ciner“Story of Esther postello” (Col) ankled his telepix assignment with
tive January 1. Moses, who was $598,929 on the sale, of properties, ;ama)' is winding tip sixth. It was looms fancy In N. Y. “Joker Is Revue Productions, to form his own
United Artists* European pub-rep was listed at $1,670,000, or 38c per fourth a week ago.
Wild” (Par), which has played its feature film-vidpix production out¬
prior to joining the Edwin. F. Za- : common share. *
“Operation Mad Ball’* {Col), first-run dates in bigger key' cities, fit. Previously, Sokolove was with
bel, Aubrey Scfaenek, Howard W.
is
stout in Buffalo and good in both both RKO and Columbia.
Earnings for the same period third for two weeks running, is
. Koch organization, has been signed I last year, which had no special finishing in seventh place. “10 Philly andJDenver.
First project is picturization of
by latter group -to screenplay gains, amounted to $439,045, or 14c Commandments” (Par), now show¬
“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par)., okay in “Forbidden Valley,” Thomas
“Frankenstein’s Castle,” slated to per share.
ing mostly on multiple-run play- Chi, shapes mild In Indianapolis. Thompson novel which appeared
go before the cameras early next
Income from operations climbed dates, is winding up eighth. “Time “Bombers" B-52” WB) is rated fair in SatEvePost, which is expected
year;
from $3,809,330 for the first nine Limit” (UA), second last session, in K. C.
to roll sometime next spring.
- .Moses-joined the indie company months of 1956 to $4,910,026 for is capturing ninth position.
(Complete bopjyffice repots ^ f Thompson is cmr^ptly .propping
in Jam, 1950.
- ->
.-; the i95? period.
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th), just pages S and 9.)
the screenplay.

Allied Artists

PETE SMITH

Scripts Galore,
Hecht-Lancaster
Folds NX Dept

PfiitiETr

National Boxoffice Survey

David J. Greene Sells
140,000 Shares Back To
-RIO Theatres (New List)

Sokolore Goes Solo
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Public Declines to Be Guessedl
(1) Blockbusters of ‘Must-See’ Quality Clean-Up
(2) Turkeys With Gimmicks Also Do Well
(3) But Many Promising Features Nosedive

By FRED HIFT
(At Tuesday press time came word from Sindlinger that for week ending Nor. Z boxoffice was
HP 5Ac.c over previous week, first up-move of at¬
tendance in 10 weeks.—Ed.)
Film business during the past several weeks, and
particularly last week, dipped to shocking lows
throughout the country. The trade is naturally giv¬
ing a good deal of time to the customary “analysis’*
of the situation.
While some executives lay stress on the Asian flu
epidemic and its impact on attendance, others say
the root of the trouble this fall/lies deeper than that
No one wants to “blame” the public,—you can’t
indict a community—but there is no question that

So What’s Wrong?
Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
Local loop 400-seat World held a “working
girls’” 6 a.m. matinee of “Les Girls.” An¬
nounced only over radio station WDGY, turn¬
out numbered 375.
Meant gals had to arise at 5 a.m.l

the past enthusiasm for “the movies,” which main¬
tained the industry even on some of its Weaker pro*
duet, appears to have evaporated.
What bothers many showmen is the current un¬
predictability of the public. Several big pictures,
like “Ten Commandments" and “Around the World
in 80 Days," are cleaning up, which is attributed,
broadly, to their being “spectacular" attractions
that have a “must see” appeal. Yet, a number of
good pictures, like “Twelve Angry Men” and
*’Lquc in the Afternoon" have skidded, others have
done just plain mediocre business* But some com¬
parative turkeys, with exploitation angles, and sup¬
ported by the teenage crowd, have done very well.
Those in the film biz who give the matter thought
are forever claiming that Hollywood is either too
far ahead of its audience, or lagging.
In trying to pin down the blame, for the current
state of affairs, the gulf between exhibition and dis¬
tribution seems to have grown wider than ever. The
distributors blame exhibition with a lack of imag¬
ination and failure to grasp the need to go along,
actively, with innovations on any level. “Exhibitors
for the most part just don’t care any more,” said one
distribution exec. “They aren’t even worried about
their real estate any more. As long as they get their
salaries every week, that’s all that counts.”

\ .

_Mutual Bitterness_|

Exhibitors, in turn, feel equally bitter about dis¬
tribution, which they accuse of ignoring the custom¬
ers’ basic needs. They point to the deliberately un¬
even flow of product, geared to the holiday seasons;
to the sales to television, to which many attribute
the current depressed state of affairs. They also de¬
plore distribution’s increasingly lackadaisical atti¬
tude vs. the small operators which, they sense* dis¬
tribution feels it no longer really needs.
There is, overall, a strong feeling that ‘ “some¬
thing must be done” and that time-honored methods
of attracting the public must be either replaced or
at least supplemented with new ideas; What appears
to be happening is that some distributors are indeed
beginhing to think of changes, but they apply largely
to methods of distribution, which in turn beget hos-

What Pictures Ougbta Be
Detroit, Nov. 12.
Producer George Seaton, head of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, said here:
“I don’t condemn the men who make pictures
like ‘I Was A Teenage Werewolf.’ I condemn
the conditions that make it necessary for them
to produce such pictures.
“The trick is not to find men and women with
a desire to do something better, but rather to
find an audience with a desire to see it.
“In the United States the motion picture in¬
dustry is not a subsidized art form. It is a high¬
ly competitive business. It is dedicated to mak¬
ing popular films the same as the automobile
industry is dedicated to making popular cars or
the electric appliance industry to designing pop¬
ular stoves, washing machines and deep freezers.
“I feel that pictures should be honest and
truthful—but not to the point of brutality and
sadism. I believe that a film should enlighten
without being pompous, preachy of dull; and
that it should entertain without foregoing sub¬
stance.”

N. Y. to L, A.
Edith Adams
Buddy Adler
Mortimer Becker
George Brenlin
James Cagney
Alexander H. Cohen
Alfred Drake
Charles K. Feldman
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tility from those theatres operators who feel they’re
hurt by the departure from the norm.
^
“We’ve got" to try something new if we want to
survive,” commented a top sales exec this week.
“If it weren’t for exhibitor resistance, we’d probably
have moved long ago" The desire for change in it¬
self is nothing new in the industry. What is n^w,
execs say, is the element of urgency.

J_Crossroads-^—Again_[
Conclusion drawn by many, and expressed in vari¬
ous ways,, is that the film biz is—once again—at the
crossroads, hut that, this time, the “crisis” can’t be
eliminated simply via the availability of some good
pictures. In fact, the basic criterion of “give ’em good
. movies and they’ll go” no longer corresponds to the
realities of the market. Too many outside factors,
some economic, have had their impact on film going.
In the attempt to analyze the situation,.some ex¬
ecs—particularly at the Hollywood creative level—
maintain that the fault in part lies with the tradi¬
tionalist approach, i.e. the attempt to reach all of the
audience. Their reasoning is that this is no longer
possible; that the audience has, iii fact, split into
groups and must be approached on those various
levels. Of course, the films must be budgeted accord¬
ingly so as to correspond to the “buying power** of
these individual audience groups. This doesn’t leave
out the big pix that unquestionably have universal
appeal and can be handled in this manner.
At the sales level, there is a strong belief that the
next year will see deepgoing changes, with or with¬
out the approval of affected exhibs. Already, 20thFox is experimenting with a semi-roadshow policy in
the nabes for its “Farewell to Arms,” and ^he pat¬
tern-long talked about but rarely put into practice
—may well spread despite the howls of downtown
operators.'

j_Home-Toll Interest

‘

[

Though it isn’t much talked about (partly for self¬
ish reasons), the film companies today, more than
ever, are showing interest In pay-as-you-see televi¬
sion in one form or another. Exhibs are openly in¬
vestigating wire setups of the type used in Parties-

Myrna Loy on Stereotypes
San Francisco, Nov. 12:
Myrna Loy, a former UNESCO commissioner,,
declared during UNESCO meeting here last
week that “an intellectual approach (in film¬
making) is necessary.”
“Our major practical interest right now,” Miss
Loy said, “is what can be done through films to
remove misunderstanding among peoples. Mi¬
norities should be portrayed with intelligence,
given equality and a sense of belonging.”
Goals of UNESCO, she said, were clearly dem¬
onstrated In the plight she pnee faced. She was
cast in Eurasian roles that bore "unfavorable
"implications.” Such roles, she said, “cannot be
.anything hut harmful” in the case of minorities.

ville, Okla., all on the theory that, if the public
doesn’t come to the product, ways must be found to
bring the product to the public.' . .
What has some tradesters puzzled is the relation
between television and the theatrical b.o. TV at one
point used to be a favorite whipping boy. But now,
even with Madison Ave. execs citing “boredom’* fac¬
tors in programming, the pendulum hasn’t swung
back to the theatres. There are those who attribute
this to entertainment “saturation.”' Others blame the
industry’s lack of new stars.
Regardless of the reasoning, the blunt fact remains
tfaat some of the companies last week collected a
bare minimum domestic gross. At 20th, it was around
$800,000 against an average of $1,200,000 in prior
months. At Paramount, the gross was said to have
been in the neighborhood of $600,000, which includes
the “Ten Commandments” take. Story was about the
same with the rest of the distribc. Though some see
it as “The pre-Christmas slump come early,” others
openly express concern over the state of affairs. They
recall the spring, days, when the air was full of . pre¬
dictions about the wonderful summer business to
come, a business that never materialized at the ex¬
pected levels.
Those in the industry emotionally calm enough
for "logic,” seize up the situation thusly: The long
reign of the motion picture as a “mass appeal” me¬
dium may be coming to an end. The industry must
and will contract to meet new conditions. There are
certain measures that can and should be taken—jointly—by exhibition and distribution, but the
trade structure is; so rigid, and has frozen'Info such
definite patterns over the successful years, that only
an extreme situation can force the necessary moves.
The pressure of economics, rather than industry
logic, eventually will mould the new, and more in¬
tegrated setup.

Cy Feuer
Charles P. Heidt
John F. Howell
Edmund Johnston
Ernie Kovacs
Kenneth MacKenna
Harry Maizlish
Rouhen Mamoulian
Michael Sian O’Shea

Edward L. Rissien
Joe Schoenfeld

N. Y. to Europe
Richard Bftsehart
Beh'Henry
Victor Hoare
Beatrice Lillie
John Osborne
Dr. Sydney Koslow

Treasury Seizes Central
| For $30,000 Blck Taxes;
Bat Gear Not Assignable
U.S. Government1 has closed up
the Central Theatre on Broadway,
claiming the theatre owes $30,000
in back taxes;. House, which was
playing a striptease bill at the time
the Treasury slapped the lien on
It, has been in trouble for some
time.
Central is operated by GMM
Theatrical Enterprises (Maurice
Maurer and Harold Wiesenthal) on
lease from the Shuberts. .
Puzzle is what the Treasury
r plans to do, now that it has seized
the theatre. It can’t get its hands
on the equipment, which GMM
1 doesn’t own. All it has is the lease,
F which in turn is non-assignable;

VancoowersOwn
B.O. Alibi: Early
End ^ Logging

Vancouver,. B. C., Nov. 12.
* Early closure of most major log¬
ging camps on the Lower Mainland
is given as cause of slump boxof¬
fice here for the pest six weeks.
There’s nothing much .doing at
weeknights at the wickets of ex¬
hibitors or niteries and even, the
vaunted. Ted Heath orch and HiLos one-nighter, Nov. 1, at Exhi¬
bition Gardens set its promoters
back one grand.
General trend of this coast’s
number one industry is cutbacks,
says IWA official here.
Woods here normally
close
early November, hut shut-down
occurred late August, an attempt
by operators, according to IWA
officials, to put protest pressure
upon provincial government to re¬
duce high taxation of forest indus¬
tries. With an already overloaded
labor market, and swamping of
same by let out loggers, showbiz
seems doomed to stay listless Here
In an effort to overcome, the until the festive year end arrives,
b.o. blues, Loew’s Theatres in the a far cry from normal status of fall
N.Y. metropolitan area is weigh¬ biz in B. C.
ing the possibility of installing spe¬
cial midnight live shows in some
of its Manhattan houses and in
possibly several key neighborhood
theatres.
Success of a midnight jazz con¬
cert at Loew’s Sheridan in Green¬
wich Village, presented by an out¬
side producer on a four-wall rental
Outlook for the motion picture
basis, has Loew’s Theatres won¬
dering if such a policy could be industry is not an encouraging one
inaugurated on a more or less according to an analysis just com¬
regular basis. Loew’s Theatres of¬ pleted by Standard & Poor’s, Wall
ficials have been sounding* out a St. statistical and research firm.
number of jazz entrepeneurs in an Report point? out that this, section
attempt to arrive at a modus oper¬ of the amusement field is “still
and!. Circuit is not quite , sure of handicapped by the postwar ero¬
the manner of presentation — sion of domestic theatre attend¬
whether it should book its own ance.”

Midnight Jazz

Of N.Y. Exhibs

Standard & Poor’s Word
For What Ails Film Biz
‘Erosion of Attendance’

shows or bring in an outside stager
It’s also noted that theatre clos¬
on- a percentage basis.
ings are continuing, especially in
large cities. Turning to the in¬
dustry’s
production
wing,
the
analysis states there’s been a “les*
serious impact” on,- major produc¬
ers which “reflects rising receipt*
from foreign exhibition of film*
and the increasing importance of
Hollywood as a source of filmed
television programs.”
Los Angeles, Nov. 12,
For the fourth consecutive year,
But with the entire amusement
Hal Wallis Productions will have field in a stage of transition,
a special local December booking S. & P. feels that Hollywood will
of one of its films in order to quali¬ continue to take *a beating unless
fy for consideration in the annual it can come up with “some new
Academy Award nominations.' This form ef film distribution that
year** entry is “Wild is the Wind,” Would stimulate movie attend¬
Anna Magnani-Anthony Quinn- ance.” Analysis emphasizes that
Anthony Franciosa starrer which tv revenue* continue to soar, “al¬
opens at the Four Star Theatre though competition for the adver¬
Dec. 1L
tiser’s dollar is sharpening. Should
Last year, it was “The Rainmak¬ toll-tv attain the status its spon¬
er,” preceded by “The Rose Tat¬ sors
envision, there
probably
too” and “Come Back, Little would be a further upheaval in
Sheba.”
entertainment economics.”

Wallis Updates Release
Of mi Is the Wind’
For Academy Eligibility

Europe to N, Y.
Reg Connelly
Frank M. Folsom
Jack Hylton
Wendy Hiller
Rene MaccoII
Joseph Moskowitz
John Patrick
Sheldon Reynolds

L. A. to

n. v.

David O. Alher
Bob Banner
Pandro S. Berman
Johnny Bradford .
Rosemary Clooney
William Dozier
Rusty Draper
Julius Epstein
Sy Fischer
Ticker Freeman
Eva Gabor
Manny Harmon
Oscar Homolka
King Sisters
Robert E. Kintner
Irving P. Lazar
Paul N. Lazarus Jr.
Kevin McGlory
Dina Merrill
Vincente Minnelli
Arnold Peyser .
Robert W. Samoff
DonjSharpe
Dinah Shore
Sol C. Siegel
Milton Sperling
Sam Spiegel
Card Walker
Jack Warden
Si Waronker ,
Bob Wells
Brent Wilson

U’S YOUNG SALES CHIEF
ECHOES 20THS CHOICE
Appointment of Henry H. Mar¬
tin as Universal's general sale*
manager,' succeeding the
late
Charles J. Feldman, mark* the sec¬
ond appointment recently of a man
still in his 40’s. Previously Alex
Harrison, who.Hke Martin is under.
45. was named .sales chief of 20thFox, succeeding A1 Lichtman,
when latter, went into'indie pro¬
duction.
■ ,
'
Q
Martin, who had been U’s south¬
ern division manager, assumes the
top sales post immediately. Nam¬
ing of Martin, according to Alfred
E. Daff, U’s executive v.p., is in
keeping with the company's policy
of developing and advancing ex; ecutives from within U’s ranks.
Martin, who ha* been with U for
23 years, came up the ladder from
poster clerk. He started with the
company’s Oklahoma City ex¬
change in 1935. He was promoted
:to booker in 1936 and to salesman
in 1938.
He served three yekrs
in the Navy, from 1943 to 1946 in
the South Pacific.

Harry Cohn it Gotham
Harry Cohn, president of Colom¬
bia, arrived in New York yesterday
(Tues.) from the Coast to catch the
latest play*; confer with homeofffc*
-execs on new releases and preside
at Col's annual meeting of- stock¬
holders n^xt Monday (18L
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Wallerstein Reaction To Golden jubilee Fiasco—
Consistent, Point-of-Sale Showmanship Pays
By DAVE LEVADI
’’“'Chicago, Nov. 12.
Unprecedented space and attention to the film industry "by Chi*
cago newspapers and key exhibi¬
tors is the one shining ray sal¬
vaged" from the industry's Golden
x Jubilee fiasco. “We’ve been tak^ing a positive approach toward get¬
ting people into theatres playing
quality pictures, not just - glmmlcked pix or blockbusters,” ex¬
plained Dave Wallerstein, 'Balaban
& Katz circuit head ‘ who spear¬
heads one of the broadest and
most unique promotion campaigns
to originate here.
«
. “Consistent workaday showman¬
ship, not slogans, is the one posi¬
tive approach to building the busi¬
ness,” asserted Wallerstein. “More
national penetration and more re¬
sourceful local selling should have
been directed to a number of the
quality pictures that proved disap¬
pointing this year,” he said, citing
as examples “Until 'they Bail*’* “An
Affair to -Remember” and “12 An-,
gry Men.”
“Don’t get the idea
We don’t want big pictures snread
over the year, but we- neeji the
proper promotion for pictures
aimed at a selective audience. We
want the trade to know that some¬
body’s doing more than hollering.”
Rallving Chicago’s State Street
Council. B&K publicity chief Ed
* ^Continued -on pave 18}

GEORGE J, SCHAEFER
AS TODD-AO PREXY
George J. Schaefer, veteran
major-level exec,, reportedly is
slated td become president of
Todd-AO Corp., which licenses the
Todd-AO widescreen system-to pro¬
ducers and distributes equipment
for its presentation to. exhibitors.
Schaefer formerly was a v.p. of
Paramount, general sales chief of
United Artists and president of
BKO. In recent years he has been'
business rep for indie producers.
- His. appointment to the Todd-AO
presidency is said la tie in with an
intensive driye which the company
Is now-mapping designed to set the
name - up as an emblem^ of topgrade product Only two pictures
released in Todd-AO so far are
“Oklahoma” and “Around the
Wojld in 80 Days.” Todd-AO col¬
lects 5c per theatre admission when
the process is used and lc per ad¬
mission when a print-down version
is shown. .
Schaefer’s job will be to con¬
vince top producers of the quality
and boxoffice values of the system.
It’s figured that perhaps a half doz¬
en powerhouse entries will estab¬
lish the name in the eyes of the
public and, in line with this, ef¬
forts are being made to induce
Samuel Goldwyn td use the system
With “Porgy and Bess” and Harold
Hecht with “Way West.”
Schaefer presumably will concontinue his association with the
indie film producers, including
Stanley Kramer, “while taking the
Todd-AO helm.

Raft Mimic Sought
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
George Raft will make per-,
sorial appearances in 19 U.S. '
cities and six major European
capitals to plug “Out of My
Past” which Charles Martin
will produce from the Raft
hiopic which ran serially in the
Saturday Evening Post .
Martin will write, produce
and direct under the terms of
the deal by which he acquired
rights to the story for $100,-..
009. Raft meanwhile is-launch¬
ing a search for an unknown
to portray him in the film.

Warners Top U.S.
Grosser In Japan
Tokyo, Nov. 12.
For the second period in a row
Warners topped the list of MPEA
film earners in Japan as figures
were released for Jan.-Sept., 1957
inclusive. Metro placed second and
Paramount third.
Accumulated total revenue fig¬
ures include hire for features
trailers, newsreels and shorts.
In order of position with yen
figures (and dollars parenthetical):
Warner Bros., 1,062,590,258 ($2,951,362).
Metro, 1,049,000,998 ($2,913,947).
Paramount, 959,667,368 ($2,665,715).
20tb-Fox,
316),

785,944,056

($2,108,-

Columbia,
234).

497,245,966

($1,381.-

.Universal, 467,245,966 ($1,303,337).
RKO, 427,380,838 ($1,159,391),
United Artists, 279,826,936 ($777,279).
Republic, 161,996,278 ($449,989).
Allied Artists, 114,148,564 ($317,074).

Chicago, Nov. 12.
Motion pictures heing a business
subject to semi-annual hysterics,
in recent crack of Walter Wanger,
the hysterics seem to be at con¬
vulsive peak currently in this re¬
lease market.
Rumors abound,
none of them cheerful. There are
gloomy forecasts that Chicago may
end* up a town of 25 or 50 film
houses.
Chicago has long been a theat¬
rically downbeat burg and nobody
has ever quite explained why. Two
decades ago it was a leading origi¬
nation point for radio programs,
had the first patent on daytime
serials. Three decades ago it was
a booming legitimate centre, send¬
ing out its own Toad companies.
Chicago invented the “stage band
policy” in the Paul Ash days. Its
night clubs in . the past were the
country’s largest.
Today and for a long time Chi¬
cago has been ridiculously also-ran
in live talent and air program orig¬
ination—the statistics in no way
reflecting the fact that, despite all,
Chicago was ’America’s second
largest metropolis..
The point
seemed to be that Chicago was less
metropolitan, less downtown, less
a show town than cities a third its
size. Boston hums by comparison.
Is Chicago now to be among tlje
first to become a moving, picture
dust bowl? To listen to .a lot of
the talk on. Film Row, among the
circuit staffers, it sounds like the
same kind of dread of extinction
Which caused the Indians of Wy¬
oming to break out in death dances
during the 1880’s.
Tres Sensitive
Whatever .the underlying rea¬
sons, Chicago is enormously “sen¬
sitive."
Everything loom's large
here as an adverse factor. The
Asian flu is worse here than in
most film keys. Industrial unem¬
ployment has developed locally
while just a rumor elsewhere.
People are staying home in droves.
The answer to these downbeat
circumstances is more and better
showmanship and planning and
(Continued on page 24)

PICTCKKS

-Chicago, Nov. 12.
A change is in store for Chinorth side theatres.
) City Council’s recently approved
Washington, Nov, 12.
A new
proposal for
a i bill authorizing a housing project
stepped-up exchange of motion ! over a 10 block area has added
; growing confusion to the local the¬
pictures between the United
atre situation. Due to be torn down
States and Russia was made
within the next two years are the
today (Tues.) by the Soviet
indie Gold Coast Theatre and the
Ambassador in a meeting with
H&E Balaban Windsor Theatre.
U.S.
State
Dept,
officials.
Unclear is the fate of the Surf,
What the proposal consisted of
H&E Balaban’s most important art
was not disclosed.
house operation since the recent
Eric Johnston, president of
the potion Picture Assn, of j sale of the Esquire td Paramount
;
Pictures.
America, was scheduled to con¬
5
Currently H&E owns four pieces
fer with the State Dept, on the
j of theatre property in Chicago and
Soviet pitch late today.
: operates or books as many more
! houses.
While the corporation
’ would like jfco concentrate on its tv
enterprises, it has been unwilling
to part With Its profitable theatres
• at .a low price. .
1
Offers have been made to H&E
for the Surf and some of its out¬
lying operations but, because of
. i price differences and since the
Adolphe Wenland, known in Fiim Row panic, negotiations have
Hollywood as “king of _ the give-' been halted.
Because of a tax
aways” because of his promotion 1 situation it is doubtful whether the
of merchandise for radio and tv ; organization would sell a second
giveaway shows, is proposing a j theatre during the same tax year,
giant cash and merchandise give- j
R stands H&E controls the
away plan for the nation’s the- S booking at the Paramount-owned
atres. Wenland’s proposal would : Esquire,
the
Telemanagementin volve tieing in the film compa-' 2wn.
Carnegie and. its rented
nies, exhibitors and national ad¬ Surf Theatre, giving it virtual con¬
trol of the near north side’s art
vertisers.
audience.
Only the indie-owned
Basically Wenland’s plan con¬
Cinema is directly competitive.
sists of the. following: A patron
With the Esquire sold, H&E
goes to his neighborhood theatre
(Continued .on page 79)
and buys a ticket. He gets a card
inside the theatre on which he
writes in 15 words or less, “I like
the picture because
He mails
the self-addressed card to Holly¬
wood. The cards are separated by
states and judges, changed each j
Louis Astor, member of Colummonth, select one winner from j bia’s top * horaeoffice sales staff
facIV,state. The top 48 cards se-. sjnce 1933 wiR switch to a consult-

Giveaways Scheme

VETERAN LOUIS ASTOR,
COLUMBIA CONSULTANT

°rf cas£
prizes. Runner-ups also get cash
or prizes.
*
Wenland’s idea Is to distribute
$237,000 worth of cash or prizes
each month. Here’s how he sug¬
gests that the money required be
raised. A total of 10*000 theatres
(Continued on page 26)

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Number

Utive basis Dec. 31 under terms of
j an amended employment contract,
j
Astor has been in distribution
j nearly 50 years. As 2 teen-ager he
was. advance man for legit produc¬
tions and in 1910 entered the film
field, later becoming an exhibitor
and, shortly after World War I,
joining the New England distribu¬
tion combine headed by Abe Monta¬
gue and Joseph McConville. When
the latter two sold their franchise
and joined Col, Astor also went
with the company. He served as
New Haven branch manager before
going to the h. o.
In another personnel change.
Bernard E. Zeeman, treasurer of
Col Pictures International since
1951, has been named a v.p. of the
foreign operation. Zeeman went to
Col in 1935 as a traveling auditor,
Tiaving switched from Universal
where he served in the same capa¬
city. He subsequently became as¬
sistant manager of branch operatibns and, in 1944, head of foreign
branch operations.

FOOTNOTE TO 'CAMERA'

Of

Author Isherwood Says It Falsified
His Novel

'SHOWMAN OF TEAR'
Pittsburgh Tent Award To Mike
Todd Nov. 24.
• Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.
Mike Todd ^will be given Pitts¬
burgh Variety'Club’s ‘‘Showman of
the Year” award at 30th annual
banquet of Tent No. 1 In PennSheraton Hotel Sunday night, Nov.
24. Todd and his wife, Elizabeth
Taylor, will be here,
Banquet Will honor outgoing
Chief Barker, Harry Kodinsky, lo¬
cal public relations man and one-]
'time reporter ifor morning PostGazette, and his successor, Harold i
C. Lund; Westinghopse Broadcast¬
ing veep locally. At the same time,!
Variety Club will -adopt another
Orphan, a boy,- from the Roselia
Foundling Home. Roselia is Va¬
riety’s No. 1 charity, the dub hav¬
ing recently finished a $750,090
wing for the institution.

S
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Tokyo, Nov. 12.
Speaking at the International
I House here, novelist Christopher
] Isherwood said movies must be
1 based on action and visual presenj tation and not on the brilliance of
j the dialogue.
✓
On a global tour, Isherwood was
asked about the film adaptation of
: his “I Am A Camera.” He respond¬
ed that the picture “entirely falsi¬
fied the atmosphere of the origi¬
nal.” He said he wanted to give
the atmosphere of moral degeperation prevailing in Germany in the
I early 1930’s through the character
j of Sally Rowles and for that puripose he wanted to be as passive
’ as possible.
Yet, he complained, the film
i gives Isherwood a romantic lead
j who even makes a pass at Sally,
j “That is far from what I intended,”
i he declared. “Camera” was a stage
hit before it was filmed.
The picture Showed recently in
Japan. '
Isherwood left for Hong Kong,
Singapore and India on his tour.

«
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I ■tarts by bating the Americans Bei't Gm Near the Water paced at full throttle and .organ[ ized remarkably well, considering
whom she sees as robbing Japan
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)

IJidenai Girl

the numerous separate little ad¬
of its culture and ends in. Brando’s
Low-grade ’meller for bottom
arms. Apart from being beautiful
ventures tucked Into "the overall
Spoof on Navy public relations
half.
James A. Mieheneris tender,
smooth continuity. . Adrienne Fashe’s also a distinctive" personality
“war”
in
the
Pacific*
Broadly
. sometimes angry novel of love
and her contribution rates high.
zan’s editing is a major credit, the
. .
Hollywood,’ Nov. 12;
handled for laughs and rating . rapid scene changes contributing
and race prejudice involving1
As Nakamura, the Japanese dancer,
Allied Artists release of. Norman T.
a “well done” for boxoffice
U. S. military P«yonnel in Ja¬
Ricardo
Montalban
represents
to the picture’s fast flow. Music Herman production. Stars Mara Corday,
results;
Glenn
Ford
and
Gia
pan. One of year’s best films.
Japanese refinement' and intelliby Bronislau Kaper is in the right Pat Conway. Florence Marly. Dan Sey¬
mour; features Ralph Clanton, Myron
Seals head cast.
Should be b.o. smash.
gencia. His character allows- the
kind of lighthearted mood, Rob¬ Hialey. Directed by John Peyser. Screen¬
camera to witness several colorful
ert
Bronner’s
photography
is play, Arthur V. Jones; camera, Hal MeMetro release of Lawrence' Weingarten splendid, ditto other credits.
Warner Bros. release of-William Goetz Japanese classical dance sequences.
Alpin; editor, Richard €. Meyer; art
production. Stars Glenn Ford; features
director, Nicolai Remisoff: music, Alex¬
production. Stars Marion
In the smaller roles, Martha Gia Scala, Earl Holliman, Anne Francis,
Gene.
Montalban, Patricia Owens. Martha Scott.
ander Courage. "Previewed Nov. 6, J57.
Running' time, 7^| MINS.
James Garner, Miiko_Taka,
Um*-*)“* Scott is properly sharp as the class Keenan Wynn, Fred Clark, Eya Gabor,
Russ
Tamblyn,
Jeff
Richards,
Mickey,
presenting Red Buttons; featuring Kent and race-conscious wife of the
Val Hudson ....;.Mara Corday
Shaughnessy. Directed By Charles Wal¬
Smith, Douglas Watson, Relio iCUba. Soa
The Birthday Present
Brad Chase .... Pat Conway
general.
It’s
an
unsympathetic
part
ters; screenplay. Dorothy Kingsley and
Yong and ShochuVu Ka*eJddan Girls
Leila-Graham .
Florence Marly
(BRITISH)
Bevue.'Direeted hy Joshua- Logan. Smreen- for her, and she carries it off very George WeUs; from novel of same tiUe
Mike Travis .............. Dan Seymour
tOny. Paul Osborn, from James A. mch- well. Miss Owens plays the sensi¬ by William Brinkley; camera <Metrocolor),
Sam Marvin ......I Ralph.Clanton
.
Robert Bronner; editor. Adrienne Fazan;
«ner novel; camera CTechiiirarna-TeChniSwede Nelson..
Myron Healey
Smooth,
,
but
uninspired
rou¬
tive
daughter,
delighted
and
in¬
mimic, Bronislau Kaper; title song lyrics,
color), Ellsworth Fredricks; editors, Ar¬
Phil Barry... Lewis Charles
thur P. Schmidt, Philip W. Anderson, trigued by Japanese culture and SamnW Kahn. Previewed Loew’s State
ting offering which suffers
Dwyer .
Jerry Eskow
music, Franz Waxman; song ( Sayonaxa ) basically unsuited to conformist Theatre, N.Y., Sept; 30, '57. Running time,
Jqe ...Dehl Bert!
from
lack
Of
marquee
appeal;
107 MINS.
words and music by Irving Berlin. Pr&Susie . Sue George
only fair b.o. prospects.
viewed Nov. 4, *57, at Criterion, N.Y. Brando. As her father, Kent Smith Lt. Max Siegel. Glenn Ford
Larkin ......Mickey Simpson
.Running time, 147 MINS.
makes the general appear torn be-, Melora .. 1- Gia Scala
Don Carson ..
Mike Mason
Adam Garrett..
Earl Holliman
tween personal decency and a slave Lt.
London, Nov. 5.
Alice Tomlen ... . Anne Francis
British Lion release o£ Jack WhittingHis little Gordon RIpweU.Keenan Wynri
Nakamura
.Ricardo Montalban to Army regulations.
Filmed
independently
under
the
Lt. Comdr. Clinton. T, Nash-Fred Clark ham production. Stars Tony. Bruton, Nacirema banner and now being
Eileen Webster . P-tricia Owens speech about the army being “fa¬
. Mr«r Webster ..
Martha Scott ther” to its “confused” boys has Deborah Aldrich....Eva Gahor Sylvia Syms; features Jack Watling, Wal¬
Ensign Tyson . ....., Russ Tamblyn ter Fitzgerald, Geoffrey Keen. Directed released via Allied Artists, “Under¬
Key
..Jam** G^,cr
Lt. Ross Pendellon..
Jeff Richards by Pat Jackson. Story and screenplay by sea Girl” emerges extremely medi¬
Hana-ori
..
Milk* Taka bite and irony.
Whittingham. Camera, Ted Scaife;
KitmSd \7/.V.7.7.7..... Mlyoshi Umekij
Douglas Watson is suitably stuffy Farragut Jones .....Mickey Shaughnessy Jack
Howard Smith editor, Jocelyn Jackspn; music, Clifton ocre filler fare. Arthur V. Jones
General Webster ........r-.
Kent_Snnth as the Dixiecrat Colonel, deter- Adm. Boatwright . ..
Mr. Alba ..
Romney Brent Parker. Reviewed at Studio One, London. stpry-screenplay too conveniently
Running time. 100 MINS.
rSmfkimf014 '7.'.7.7.‘... U$eUco Kuba jmined to maintain the “color line.1 Janie ..Mary Wlckes Simon
Scott .. Tony Britton ties events together. That many of
Teruk^«m 77.777..Soo Y0ng ; james Garner is attractive and at Lt. Comdr. Gladstone.Jack Straw Jean Scott
. Sylvia Syms the characters don’t appear, very
Comdr, Hereford......Robert Nichols
-ease as the marine captain, carry- Lt.
Lt. Comdr. Diplock..... . ..John Alderson Bill Thompson...Jack Watling bright in the lead doesn’t, help
William
Goetz’s
“Sayanara ” j ing on an affair with a.Japanese Rep. George Jansen.......Jack Albertson Sir John DeU . Walter Fitzgerald matters.
Colonel Wilson.. -.. Geoffrey Keen
attractively portrayed
by Rep. Arthur Smithfield.Charles Watts George
based on the James A. Michener ’ girl,
-1-1
^
Bates /.Howard Marian Crawford
Action revolves around $2,000,Chief Customs Officer.John. Welsh
novel, is a uicture of beauty and Reiko Kuba.
000 supposedly lost when a. naval
Lenser Ellsworth Fredricks has-] - Light and likeable. “Don’t Go Mr. Harraclough...Lockwood West,
sensitivity. Amidst the tenderness
Charlie .
Harry Fowler ship was sunk outside of Yokohama
used
the
Tecbnirama-Technicolor
Near
the
Water”
sets
out
to
woo
and the tensions of a romantic
Careers Officer ... -Frederick Piper Bay some years previous. Mixed uo
drama, it putfe across the notion camera to best advantage. His land-1 the public with, impishness and Magistrate .. Cyril Luckh am in the proceedings' are: Mara Cor¬
Photographer . Thorlgy Walters
that human relations trapscend scapes are an important factor in comedic absurdities in describing Banister .. Ernest Clark day, newshen who,, while skin div¬
(Continued
on
page
20)
the adventures of Madison Averace barriers, ivhether they are put
ing, comes across murdered body
nueites assigned to * public rela-;
up by U. S. Armed Forces in Japan
Jack Whittingham has produced of- a tuna, fisherman, with ${,800 of
tions duty with the Navy on a Pa¬
or by segregationists in the Amer¬
The Persuader
the missing money on -Mb person;
his
own
story
in
“The
Birthday
cific island during World War II,1
ican South.
Pat Conway; Navy Li. assigned to
Mission is well accomplished— Present,” and it is one which, but the case, who also happens to-be
Executed by a top cast and paced
A “religious” western. Exten¬
meaning,
top
bookings
.
and
boxbj Marlon Brando in an outstand¬
for the grace of God, could happen Miss Corday’s b.f.i Dan Seymour,
sive verbal sermonizing. Maybe
office satisfaction.
ing performance, “Sayonara” is, in
Police lit.; Ralph Clanton, who
some church tie-in angles.
Excepting Glenn Ford, who’s to anybody. Such anecdotes, how¬
most respects, a major screen
master-minded the£t has most'of*
Otherwise dull prospects.
ever, need more incisive approach
had
sea
duty,
the
crowd
of
.bally
achievement. In its long (but not
the money back in the U.S. and
hooligans don’t go near the wa¬ to lift them out of the ordinary hidden iff; a nearby underwater
too long) running time, it fuses all
ter,
their
;war
heroics
being
inthe
Hollywood,
Nov.
11
.
.the vital elements of superior film
than has been granted to this yarn. cave’; Florence Marly; lattef’s g.f.;
drama—solid story, knowing direc¬ . Allied Artist* release of a World Wide struggle to accommodate visiting Relying on reasonably well-known, and Myron Healey, Clanton’s ac¬
Pictures Production.- Stars William Taltion, the colorful, delicately poetic man, James Craig; co-stars Kristine MiUer, Congressmen, assuaging a corres¬ but not star names, this pic .will be complice who reportedly had lost
backgrounds of Japan, personali¬ Darryl Hickman, Georgia Lee, Alvy pondent bent on uncovering news acceptable in most British houses his life: years: before when, is a.
Moore; with Gregory Walcott. Rhoda Wil¬ they’d like to keep secret, keeping
ties that come to life as complete¬ liams,
but seems-to have little to offer the frogman, he was sent off a mission
Paul Engle, Jason Johnson, Nolan
ly believable people and—most im¬ Leery, John Milford, Frank Richards. the folks at home apprised of the international market.
to retrieve the money. Wind-up
portant—a definite, unwavering Producer-director. Dick Ross. Screenplay glories of the service, and so on.
Tony Britton is a successful finds loot recovered and back in
While It comes off amusingly,
by Curtis Kenyon: camera, Ralph A.
point-of-view.
Woolsey; editor, Eugene Pendleton; art due in good part to a funny slow- young salesman, who on a business proper hands, the villains all done
Joshua Logan’s direction is tops,. director, Walter Keller; music, Ralph burn performance by Fred Clark jaunt for. his firm to the Continent, in, and Conway and Miss. Corday
Title son* by Carmichael,
now able to concentrate on ope an¬
He tells his story leisurely aqd Carmichael.
song by James Joyce. Previewed, Nov. 5, as the p.r. commandant, “Water” yields to the temptation not only to
other. .
. „
with a full awareness of all the ■’57. Running time, 72 MINS.
has one bit family tirade may.not buy an expensive watch Xat trade.
John Peyser’s direction is on the
Values the strange locale affords Matt Bonham,
tgrms,
of
course)
as
ar
birthday
gift:
Much footage is given .to
Mark Bonham .. William Talman fancy.
bis camera. Yet, action neyer lags; Bick Justin .. James Craig Mickey Shaughnessy as a brawny, for his young wife-but foolishly at¬ amateurish, side, possibly helping
and the viewer is held from be¬ Kathryn Bonham.- Kristine Miller ribald seaman who is addicted to tempts to smuggle- it through Cus¬ to explain sub-standard perform¬
ances turned in by the usually
ginning to end. It’s a strange story, Toby Bonham .. Darryl Hickman constant use of a four-letter ob¬ toms.
This irresponsible lapse
Cora. Nleklln ...
Georgia Lee
in some respect, and certainly its Willy William* .... Alvy Moore scenity, which he mouths but starts a trail of events which turns competent players. .
On the plus: side Is Edwin Gil¬
“message” is an unconventional Jim Cleery . Gregory Walcott -everytime it’s drowned out by a his life upside down. He is nabbed
Nell Landis.Rhoda Williams
lette’s underwater photography,
one. It may displease some racial Paul
Bonham ... Paul Engle soundtrack boat horn. This Is the by the Customs and charged in a
which includes some fairly, exciting
hatrioteers. it’s certainly candid in Morse Fowler ..Jason Johnson glorification of a dirty joke.
police record. ‘ Thanks to a bun¬
shark footage; .and- a tuneful song,
delineating the attitudes of the Ar¬ Dan . Nolan Leary
Other than that, “Water” is gling defense, he finds himself “Daydreams,” by Alexander Cou¬
..
John Milford
my and Air Force brass towards Clint
Steve .. Frank Richards clean fun,, offering a series of hu¬ serving a threemonth stretch-in the
rage and Hal Levy, weR sung in. a
“Asiatics.”
morous situations held on a light cooler.
waterfront. bar by an, unbilled
But’there are sock values in the
In recent years, the standard story line and backed by a hand¬
Attempts to keep this peccadillo femme.very controversiality of the theme oater" formulas have been widened somely laid-out Lawrence Wein- under cover fall' down when the of¬
DaVid T.’’ Yolcozeki ls-'credited SS
and the blunt manner of its execu¬ to include the “adult” westerns. garten
production.
Metroeolor fice gabber gets- hold of the story the executive* producer, Norman T.
tion, running side-by-side with the Comes now a new tack, “The Per¬ and
Cinemascope provide
top and spreads it round. He comes but Herman as producer.
Neal.
romantic $tory; line.' With light suader,” which is a western with visuals and sets and art work make of jail, is sacked by his firm.and
touches, It’s the kind of many- a strong Teligious flavor.
the ocean outpost look like the finds that his record prevents him"
Not
Wanted
Off
Voyage
faceted picture that should click on
real thing;
getting anpther job.
Only his
It is not possible to report that
most audience levels.
(BRITISH)
Tone of the. picture is estab¬ yqung wife and his old boss keep
this experiment is on par with
Though strongly supported, par¬
other “adults.” Stress is on “ver¬ lished at the outset via this fore¬ faith in him and eventually the
ticularly by the television refugee.
Naive and corny farce which
bal” sermonizing, delivered earn¬ word; “This is a story of some of matter comes to a happy head,
Bed Buttons, it’s Brando who “car¬
achieves Its object as enter- '
estly and at" great length. With those fearless and vtonderfyil guys leaving Britton a wiser young man
ries” the production with one of
tainment for undlscrimlnating
They who, clearly, will never risk an¬
staunch churchgoers the best pos¬ in Navy. public , relations.
his best performances. As Major
audiences; others will find it '
sible audience, one exploitation push a perilous pencil, pound a other brush* with the law, even
■Gruver, the Korean war air-ace,
fairly resistible. •
possibility is a round of church dangerous typewriter and , fire a though his motive was stupid
Brando affects a nonchalant South¬
dates. But as a strictly commercial deadly paper clip, but they■ i: . -. rather than criminal.
ern drawl that helps set the char¬
„ London, Nov. 12. ,"
Directed
by
Pat
Jackson
the
venture, “The Persuader’s” chances 'Don’t Go Near the Water’ ” .
Renown release * of George Winter
acter from the very start In the
are anything but- persuasive,
Screenplay by. Dorothy.’ Kings¬ prison scenes have an air of au¬ fHenry Halsted, Jack Mark*) production.
picture, he grows and matures,
Star* Ronald Shiner, Brian Rlx, Griffith
thenticity
which
almost
take
on
the
ley
and
George
Wells
is
a
bright
Story by Curtis Kenyon stresses
finally freeing himself of his need
air of a documentary and, if noth¬ Jones. Catherine Boyle. Directed by Macto conform with redneck stand¬ theme that loving-kindness con¬ adaptation of the successful Wil¬ ing else, “Birthday. Present” will lean Rogers. Screenplay by Michael Fertfrom original hy Dudley Sturtock
ards. He is wholly convincing as quers all, even a band of hardbitten liam Brinkley novel of the same give a short, sharp jolt to anybody wee
and the
“Wanted on Volajre" hy
title.
It
offers
a
collection
of
the
race-conscious
Southerner heavie?. Principal opponents are
-Price A Ken AttiwiU; camera,
thinking that it’s worth trying- to Evadne
Arthur Grant; editor, -Helen Wiggins;
whose humanity finally leads him preacher William Talman and gang colorful characters engaged in a
get away with a technical evasion music, Tony Lowry. Previewed at Studio
variety
of
little
subplots
that
are
leader
James
Craig.
Talman
arrives
to rebel against Army-imposed pre*
One, London. Running time, M MINS.
in a small Oklahoma town to find meshed together-in an ingratiating of the legal rules. But the whole
Judice,
.affair lacks urgency. Events follow Seward Higgins' ..1. Ronald Shiner
Story has combat-fatigued Bran¬ his brother murdered for resisting whole.
Steward Holleborlc ..
Brian Rlx
each
other
with
an
inevitability
Among
the
problems
*
the
p.r.
Guy Harding .Griffith Jones
do transferred to Kobe for a rest Craig and the townspeople cowed
Which 'causes the film to be a plod¬ Julie Haines -- Catherine Boyle
and to meet his Stateside sweet¬ and complacent With a powerful contingent also is called upon to
Mrs.
Brough:
...
Fabia
Drake
der rather than a sharp slice of
Steward^. . _
. Michael Brennan
heart, Patricia Owens, daughter of lot of preachifying and the example cope with are Howard Smith who, everyday life.
Col. Blewton-Faweett....Michael Shepiey
the commanding general of the of his ^outage, Talman gradually as Admiral Boatwright, bristles and
Britton is a good-looking, pleas¬ Captain
area.
They find things have stiffens the spines of the citizenry. burns in his hostility toward the
.Martin Boddey
changed and the sensitive, well- In unconvincing climax, Craig, im¬ displaced - misplaced advertising ant young man who retains sym¬ Lady Maud Catesby....... Janet Barrow
Mrs. Rose.Theresa Burton
educated girl is no longer sure she pressed by this new solidarity, geniuses playing war; -the afore¬ pathy by his good humor and dig¬ to.
Rows
.John
Chapinanwants to marry Brando. He in turn passes a chance to bum down the mentioned correspondent’ (played nity in trouble. But audiences are Strang....Peter Prowse
Erie Tohlmdn "
is upset because Airman Joe Kelly, new church and decides to move on. with proper “heavy” overtones by never going to be overly worried Pedro .-....
Darryl Hickman, as the dead Keenan Wynn) 'who insists on a about his problem. Sylvia Syms is
played by Buttons, wants to marry
Seriously criticizing “Not Wanted
a Japanese (Miyosht Umeki). When twin’s revenge-bent son, is involved regular change of linen; and, for his long-suffering young wife but, |
Buttons goes through with the mar¬ in some contrived plotting, but his good measure; a cleavaged, flashy here again, audiences are never on Voyage” is like chasing a butterriage, with Brando acting as best role doesn’t add up to anything Eva Gabor, who comes in late as a tortured by her unfortunate predi¬ l fly with a bazooka. It. Is-an amiable,
Women’s mag rep maneuvering cament.
, corny farce Which is obviously Re¬
’
man, a Southern Army colonel goes significant.
Dick Ross produced and directed herself aboard a cruiser that en¬
Geoffrey Keen, Walter Fitzgerald vised as a money-spinning second
after the boy and wants to ship
him off to the States where his with laudable intentions, but his gages in actual battle. This last and, particularly. Jack Watling, as feature and will achieve its objecexecution distinctly lacks profes¬ piece of business, which has the the young man whose curiosity un¬ ; tive with- undescriminating audi¬
pregnant wife can’t follow.
Brando meets a beautiful Japa¬ sionalism. "Cast falls largely into ship waving a pair of Miss Gabor’s wittingly aggravates an incident in¬ ences in Britain, though its futurenese actress-dancer (Mliko Taka) stereotype although Talman lends black panties as sort of a victory to an -event, all contribute solid elsewhere is problematical. Ron¬
and gradually falls deeply in love- some, stature to his double part. pennant after the skirmish, is com¬ performances. Harry Fowler as a ald Shiner, one of UK/s top Cock¬
with her. When Buttons and his Kristine Miller as the dead man’s edy in its broadest sense, going ydung prisoner has one brief scene ney comedians, can do the sort of
wife, in desperation, commit sui- widow, Hickman and Georgia Lee, overboard in the quest for laughs. which is great.-Pat Jackson’s direc¬ thing demanded by this film almost
Couple of romances are woven tion follows the methodical but un- with his eyes Shut. He has milked
Ide, Brando realizes that, regard- as his wholesome g-f., are as good
ess of the consequences, he must as the ^script will allow. Alvy through all this. Ford and Gia experimental nature of the script as many laughs out of this undis¬
Moore, as a Craig henchie who gets Scala, an exotic looker on hand as with technical slrili: Ted Scaife’s tinguished script as possible. '
marry Miss Taka.
He plays a smart-alecky ship’s
There are many fine shadings in killed for shifting sides, is espe¬ the European-educated daughter of lensing is a contributory sauce to
this story and Logan’s direction cially impressive in support. Craig a local citizen, team up nicely to the dank, downbeat effect of the steward with a flair for extracting
tips from the somewhat stupid ar¬
brings them out vividly. The per¬ himself makes a properly suave the inevitable happy conclusion, prison sequences.
Rich.
ray of passengers on a pleasure
formance he gets out of Buttons, and dangerbus heavy, but he can’t including a school built for her
cruise to Tangiers. Supporting
deeply moving in its sincerity;, be assessed for failure of screen¬ through funds gotten out of Wynn
in justified extortion. . Earl Holli¬
Shiner in this janthol'ogy of all-atahould raise the erstwhile air comic play to make sense of his role.
sea gags is Brian Rlx, as a.formless
Title song by Ralph Carmichael man makes time with -Anhe Fran¬
to entirely new stature. In this
steward. The combination, of Shiner
•’straight” part, he's excellent and and sung by James Joyce while cis despite regulations, he being a.
and Rix is an energetic and, within
his devotion and final desperation okay In its class, was overly loud lowly yeoman and she . a., nurse
its limits, highly successful one.
Xing completely true. He’s the at the viewing and intrusiv.e in lieutenant. Russ Tamblyn as an
Board of directors Of Universal
The plot, such as it It, involves
apunky little guy who braves the overworked employment of the eager member of Clark’s staff
Army rules—and loses. Playing "High Noon” device. In several and Jeff Richards as the conceited has declared a quarterly dividend the theft of ah expensive necklace
opposite him. Miss Umeki Is charm- scenes, footege was very jerky and wolf of the island round out the of ^l.Ofi^per share on the 414% from a rich, :vulgar woman with
ngly simple. Their relationship uncomfortable to watch, but this cast, all members of which are cumulative preferred stock of the Shiner and Rbt .eventually finding
and understanding.
_ warmth
____
I could have been a projection fault. well placed for this kind of easy- company.-,the jewel and jrunning the crooks
Melon is payable Dec. 2 to stock¬ to earth. .The film, which is
Miss Taka plays the proud Hana- j Other technical credits are ?de- to-take entertainment.
egi, the dedicated dancer, who equate,
Kove,
Charles Walters’ direction " is holders. of record Nov. 16.
(Continue#
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Suzy Parker, whose acting in “Kiss Them for Me*’ .last week’got
strongly, panned by several; N.Y. scribes, continues to go to acting school
twice a week. She needs guts after the comments . . . even the Mirror
■ Film companies more and more
. Marlon Brando in for some rare interviews re “Sayonara” . . .
Tokyo, Nov. 12.
are hiding jiehlnd an artificial leFrench Film Office topper Joseph Maternatl will circulate at the TOA
HOLLYWOOD CHARITIES
Paramount is getting ready to
| galistlc shield in their determinaconvention in Miami . . .-Since it was reversed in its ban on “Garden of market'Its
Biblical epic; ‘Ten
;
tion not to come face to face with
Eden” (nudie), the N.Y. Censor office has-been swamped With similar- Commandments,” in lands domi¬
James Stewart Reports Best
; exhibitors in any kind of airing of
type pix, nixed in the past.
3-Week Collections Ever
nated by Moslem, Buddhist and
trade disagreements, according to
Sidney Poitier, up for role of Porgy in Samuel Goldwyn'a “Porgy and Shinto sects. Excepting the Phil¬
theatre
sources.
Some
exhib
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Bess,” was refused script approval by. producer and released from his ippine Islands, Asia has only 30,- i
spokesmen said this week they’ve
commitment. He feared “Uncle Tom’* angles v. . Lindsley Parsons and 000,000 Christians and 1,700,000
Largest tbtal for any initial three been hopeful of setting up an in¬
John H. Burrows will produce “The A1 Capone Story” for Allied Artists Jews. This is in contrast with a week period in the history of the dustry meeting on trade practices
release, with Jack De Witt to write screenplay.
Moslem population of 256,000,000, Motion Picture Permanent Chari¬ but have been encountering road¬
Eight 20th-Fox execs participated last week at a private dinner at the Hindu 309,264,000 and Shintu ties was reported at the first meet¬ blocks in the form of “distributor
* Waldorf, given by prexy Spyros P. Skonras for production chief Buddy 30,000,000.
ing of the MPPC campaign force alibis.”
Adler. Studio’s production plans were discussed. Adler" Coasted the
In-light of these statistics, Par by Chairman James Stewart who
Film company officials are tak¬
same night. ; . Some companies' are unhappy about national magazine is hopeful of conquering the Asi¬ predicted the 1958 drive will be ing the position, it’s said, that
(Time, Newsweek, etc.) film reviews appearing before the N.Y. scribes, atic territories with “Command¬ one of the most successful in recent they’re fearful of participating in
at least, have had their Say. Fear the mags are a bad influence. Mike ments” by selling the production years. During the first three weeks,! any kind of trade discussion be¬
Todd, due to announce the winners of the top presents at his Madison as a spectacle focusing on good a total of 20,577 filmites pledged: cause of their vulnerability to anti¬
Square Garden party Nov, 281 So many gifts were stolen from the Gar¬ versus evil and oppressed peoples $954,146.
trust charges. 'They’re wary, they
den floor, Todd had to buy a flock of newmnes. He’s due back Dec. 15. rising up against tyranny.
In a breakdown of contributions, say, of joining together, along with
. . Kenneth MacKenna, Metro’s studio story chief, in frOm the Coast on
theatfi; operators, in talks relating
Stewart
reported
that
execs,
de¬
Following a three-day meeting
a two-day quickie to gander two legit entries as possible film proper¬ of Par execs here, ad-pub v.p. Jerry partment heads, guilds and corpo¬ to trade matters with the excep¬
ties. He o.o/d Sain Locke’s “Fair Game”1 on Broadway and journeyed Pickman said the expectation is rations had pledged. $520,713; tions of arbitration, conciliation
to New Haven to glom the Aldous Huxley-Beth Wendell play, “The that $7,000,000 "Will be gotten out I labor’s executive committee, em¬ and institutional advertising cam¬
- Genius and The Goddess.”... Samuel Goldwyn has signed Oliver Smith of the territory in film rental, this bracing all studio crafts of AFL paigns.
•= 6
as production designer for “Porgy and Bess.” Irene Sharaff will design
and indie unions and guilds, $433,Most recent call for an industry
the costumes. Konben Mamoulian, who will direct the picture, and.N.
433; and Samuel Goldwyn Founda¬ get-together was made by Edward
Richard Nash, who is writing the screenplay, report to the Goldwyn
tion. $30,000.
Hyman, United Paramount v.p.,
Boxscore on ‘10 CV
- studio next week . . Kim Hnnter will not appear in Gannaway Inter¬
who is seeking revisions in distrlb
national’s film’s “Maybe Smith.” According to Miss Hunter’s represenThe record of ‘Ten Com¬
release schedules so that quality
‘ tative, the actress was offered the role, turned it down; and there were
mandments,” as detailed by
product would he made available
' no further negotiations . ... Charles Deegen, Metro homeoffice .assist¬
Paramount—
at other than only holiday periods.
ant to southern sales manager John J. Mahoney, back at his desk after
Total boxoffice gross: $26,Allied States, at its convention
la long illness . . . John Patrick, who scripted “Les Girls,” back from
500,000.
earlier this month, endorsed the
the-London command performance of the. picture .
Eva Gabor in
Film rentals to Par (as of
Hyman proposal.
• from the Coast to aid in ballying “Don't Go Near the Water.” . . . Bert
Nov. 7): $16,250,000.
Exhib sources claim the reason
. Openings to date: 917.
Freed, currently appearing in “Romanoff and Juliet,” will double in a
for the distrib aloofness is not rea¬
film assignment. He’s In cast of Universal's James Cagney stirrer, “Nev¬
listic because even the Department
er Steal*Anythihg Small,” currently shooting in Gotham. Victor Hoare, on the basis of experience with the
of Justice, if approached, would
managing: director of Lion International, has returned to London after picture in the United States plus
okay an industry-wide meeting de¬
. talks, here with .distribs regarding “Our Yirgin Island,” now in “pro¬ the boxoffice patterns set by pre¬
signed to stimulate free trade, and
duction In tbe West Indies, picture,, being produced by Countryman vious Par films In Asia.
such a purpose could be attested
San Francisco, Nov. 12.
- Films Ltd:, stars John Casaevetes and Sidney Poitier . . . Richard Baseto by all parties.
Par’s strongest entry of the past
hart off to London for the premiere there of “Time Limit.” .
Feeling in India, for example, was “Sam? ■ Impact of American film “stand¬
ards,”
from
Jane
Russell
to
Jayne
that “The Bfg Country,” Gregory Peck-William Wyler production for son and Delilah,” based on Bibli¬
United Artists release, deserves “big” treatment, UA is sending giant cal characters. Of India’s total Mansfield is partly responsible for
a new neurosis among U.S. wom¬
mailing pieces and stills to newspapers ...
' .
population of .432,672,000, there
Frank* Kaapler’i first release since splitting with Walter Reade—the are only 6,000,000 Chriitians. Hin¬ en, three plastic surgeons agreed:
.French “Razzia” with Jean Gabin—opening at the World Theatre, N.Y. duism and Brahmanism account here. And, added one of the doc¬
Nov. 48 . .-Paris Theatre, ejecting to hold “And God Created’Wom¬ for 35%.; Same feature* was pop¬ tors, the emotional upset is bet¬
an” iihtU February, now is .booked up until Fall of 1958, . according to ular throughout Asia,; thus Par ter treated by a surgeon than a
psychiatrist. Dr. Milton Edgerton,
-U.S. Fathe topper, Rnncan McGregor.
execs say they have no reason to
; N.Y, Times Magazine this Sunday (10) bad a. layout picturing- eight expect any sales resistance * to who teaches at Johns Hopkins^ Bal¬
timore, said:
“Queens of the foreign Honywoods.’’OnIy one^—Gina Lollobririda—Js “Commandments."
“Our methods do more for the
well known to American audiences. Two others have had a. slight im¬
„
As
a
matter
of
fact
the.Cecil
B;
disturbed woman than the psychi¬
pact. They. are Brigitte Bardot an*d Diana Don.
- Indie fiim and tv distributor Ben Henry, former British sales head for DeMille film already is set to play atrists can.”
‘Universal, back to London tomorrow (Thors.) on the Queen Mary after one Japanese circuit in a -deal pro¬
San Francisco, Nov. 12.
The disturbed .woman is one.
a flying trip to Hollywood to set some overseas film representation deals. viding a guarantee of : three times Said ; the doctor, who thinks her*
Illness of Federal Judge Edward
Ediophor, * 20th -. Fox’s color theatre, television system, was demon¬ the amount ever before; given, Of breasts are too small. Dr. Edger- P, Murphy delayed resumption of
Japan’s
86,700,000
population,
only
strated again last vvefek to a group including a number of prominent ex¬
to^-added that she is neither a Sam Goldwyn’s $1,755,000 antitrust
hibitors. Showing took place'.at 20th’s experimental theatre in the a small fraction; is Christian stagestruek teenager nor a lonely suit against 20th-Fox, National
Bronx,' with prexy Spjtrr P. Skeoras attending. Show, was transmitted (Protestant, Catholic and Greek spinster, rather:
Theatres and Fox West Coast un¬
.from the Park Sheraton/Hotel by chief engineer and research topper ^Orthodox). By comparison, - there ; “Our patientsTahge in age-from til today (12), but GoMwyn’s law¬
Earl L Sponable. No Immediate demonstrations of .the system for. the are.. 200 Shinto sects *and - 2Q7 28. td 38. All but one out of a series yer, Joseph Alioto, took deposi¬
Buddhist.
.trade-are in prospect.
- ;
.. .
tion from Albert E. Sindlinger last
Pakistan, population 75,68?,0ppr of 32 are married. Most of them Friday (8).
William Zinsser, N.Y. Herald Tribune film eritic, to4he -Coast for a
havjp children.”
-three-weekonce over of the Hollywood scene - . - Jack Tirman, veteran is virtually all Moslem.
Research analyst Sindlinger was
He was one of three surgeons
Philippines are dominated: by
-Warner Bros, publicist, has opened his own N,Y. office. Irving Wind-;
called as witness to authenticate
.lsch, another WB vet, has .joined Loeff it McElwaine, Coast publicity Christians. Of the island’s*, total participating in a panel of the COMPO figures given to House
American Society of Plastic and
population
of
20,000,000,
78%
are
.firm, as its N.Y. representative .. . “Les Girls,” Sol C. Siegel's produc¬
Ways and Means Committee in 1953
tion being released by Metro, into key. engagements and will be* fol¬ Catholic and 10% are of the Agli- ^constructive Surgery. The others and subsequently updated to 1956
•Were Dr. Gustave Aufbricht of New
payan Church.
lowed by more than 200 dates diiring Thanksgiving week
^ .
for Senate Small Business'Com¬
A Japanese best seller called “Banka” (Elegy) • will be published in r “.Commandments” has played in York' and Dr. James B. Johnson of mittee. Goldwyn ‘statistician Jo¬
English in the U-S. next spring when a Japanese film based on the nov- only two cities outside the States the University of Southern Cali¬ seph A. Walsh previously had
so far, these being. Rome and Mi¬ fornia.
el will-be exported to America. Beacon-Press of Boston will publish in.
tried to introduce figures but had
lan. It’s to open in London late
-lir. Aufbricht reported:
the'tl.S. Yasnko Harada is the author of the story which is set in Hok- this
been blocked by .defense counsel
month. Tokyo engagement is
“Breast augmentation is not new. Arthur B. Dunne, whose conten¬
kdaido, Japan’s northernmost major island, Story concerns a young girl /pencilled
in for the spring.
If was done at least as long ago as tion that best. evidence of Sind¬
.who falls in iove with an architect. She tells his wife of their affair and
1895 in* Germany ... What is new linger statistics would be from
the wife commits suicide although the wife has bCen having an affair
.is the number of women now seek¬ Sindlinger himself was upheld by
herself'with a student High school teachers Bin Ttbltlti and Atsulshl
ing this type of operation , . ■. 16 Judge Murphy.
-Tamanaikl did the translation and Were quite surprised: when. 14 U.S.
years ago women who came to the
^•publishers responded favorably to their feelers.
Basie figures taken, in deposition
plastic surgeon all wanted to have
Howard Minsky making the rounds <st exhibitor conventions to make
showed percentage of boxoffice
too-Iarge breasts made smaller.
With the Telemeter pitch. He’s eastern sales chief of the home toll sys¬
paid as film rental from 1946 to
Hollywood,
Nov.
12.
‘Today these women are dissat¬
tem . . . ‘Ethbl EdrelL quit the Columbia publicity department to free
Martirr Manulis,. producer of isfied, feel inadequate. It is not 1952 for motion picture industry as
lance ..,. Stanley Kramer due back from Europe tomorrow (Thurs.).. ..
as whole. The percentages:
Remarkable likeness between. We* Bryan, actor just signed by Rbuse- CBS’ Playhouse 90, will move to hard to find the reason, in the so¬
Year
Percent
20th-Fqx as a theatrical film pro¬ cial climate, in the emphasis on ■
' Greene Productions, and the late James Dean.
1946 ..
... 31 1
ducer next year, if current nego¬
SeymOnr Poe, elcec v.p. of IFR Releasing Corp., getting a new tworemarkable bosoms* brought about
1947 .,
... 32.6
tiations being handled by the Wil¬ by the adulation paid certain pub¬
year eontract from the IFE.board in Rome,
1948 ..
... 33.2
Time Magazine managed to write the Lonls B. Mayer obit without liam Morris agency jelL Deal be¬ lic personalities, whose names I
1949 ..
... 33.6
-mentioning Nicholas M. Scfcenck... City College students studying film- ing negotiated for Manulis, one of need not mention.”
1950 ..
... 33.9
the top producers in television, in¬
making are preparing film dramas for use on the Police Academy tar1951 ..
... 34.3
volves a" participation arrange¬
gST range. Idea Is to duplicate’ as much as possible the conditions un¬ ment.
1952 ..
... 35.1
der which men actually must, fire.
Manulis is under contract to CBS
There were two objectives to
hfPEA’s Far-.East rep. Drying Maas, to New Delhi to huddle with until
March of 1959, but negotia¬
this testimony:
Charles Egan on the situation in- India where imports have been cut to tions are now on to obtain his rer
(1) To show increasing, upward
.10% of the old quota, UJS, distribs had a backlog,: but .will begin to run lease
the network next June,
trend of film rental in relation to
short early in ’58 , . . ’Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Sllverrtone (he's 20th- when from
Hollywood, Nov, 12.
the current “90” season ends.
Fox’s foreign qxec) tossed a big golden; anniversary party, for Mfs. Sil- Maniilis’ CBS pact allows him to
In a rare instance of additional total boxoffice take.
verstone’s parents, Mr. and Mis. 'Joseph Frooa. Qthec Froos daughters' produce theatrical films, "but he filming for a picture already in
(2) To show National Theatres
/are Sylvia and Betty, both in showbiz. Mrs. Ida Froos used to accom¬ hasn’t
been able to> find the time release, Metro has lensed a silent consistently lagged behind this
pany tlaughter Sylvia on her tours
, MPEA topper Erie Johnston re¬ since he’s kept so busy turning out insert of a letter for “Raintree trend.
turned to the UB. from London. Monday morning (10) ahe'ad of sched- all the live 90-minute dramas, and I County.”
On
cross-examination, Dunne
-ule r*, , 20th now pitching “Ten North Fredrick” -to Sir Laurence Oliv¬ speeding the summers readying ) ; Shot under the direction of Ed¬ asked Sindlinger to produce un¬
ier? It’s currently cast with Spencer Tracy.
ward Dmytryk, the Insert will re¬ derlying data on which COMPO
the next season’s output.
Sounds like a put-up job but, anyway,* a moppet on a television'show
place the letter footage in the orig¬ figures were based.
inal print in which. Montgomery
But Sindlinger pointed out only
identified Cecil B.-DeMille as “the man Who broke the Teh’Command¬
Franklin ~ Productions Inc. has
ments.” . ., Striking J* "tiie resemblance between: newcomer Wes Bryan been authorized to conduct a mo¬ Clift - discovers that Elizabeth way he got information in the first
and.the late James Dean,
tion picture business in New York. Taylor has left him. The studio place was by promising the indi¬
Radio-television promotion getivitiep at Columbia, heretofore operat¬ Capital stock is 200 Share's^ no par felt that additional explanation vidual statistics would be held in
ed independently, have beeiCtransferred to the publicity departmebt value. Levine, Herabar & Solator was required. The letter amplifies complete confidence, and that only
(Continued on page 78j
that she has gone home to Georgia.
beaded^ by.,Ilm4enae* Schorr.
were filing attorneys at Albany,

Bra-Size Complex
In D.S. Blamed On
. Screen Amazons

Rental Averages,
31 to 35%, Part
Of Goldwyn Case
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‘HUNCHBACK’ 0KE9G,
Frisco Climbs; ‘Joey’ Wham $28,600,
LA. Biz Best in 9 Weeks; ‘Girls’
OMAHA;‘ATTACK’4iG
Kiss
Sockeroo $27,000; ‘10 C’s Mighty
42G, ‘Joey Fancy $24,300, Both 3d
Key City Creeses
Los Angeles, Nov. 12.
One sock opener, continued
smash biz of a number of hold¬
overs and Veterans’ Day holiday
all are contributing to a fairly
bright picture at first-runs here
this week. The $254,900 in sight is
the biggest locally in the last nine
“Les Girls” Is leading the new¬
comers with a smash $27,000 or
near at Pantages,. heaviest take at
this Hollywood Blvd. showcase in
some months.
“10 Command¬
ments” is heading for a mighty
$42,000 or over in third round in
three
first-runs.
“Pal
Joey”
should hit a fine $24,300 in third
Egyptian session.
Both “Around World in 80 Days”
and “Seven Wonders of World”
shape fancy currently.
“Hunch¬
back of Notre Dame” is rated best
of other openers but is only mild
$19,000 in two spots., “Stopover
Tokyo” looks lazy $15,500 in four
. houses. “Operation Mad Ball” is
still fairty pleasant $15,000"in sec¬
ond week in three locations. “Tin
Star” shapes fair $17,500 in three'
houses.
Estimates for This Week
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25-$'2)
—“Les Girls” iM-GK Smash $27,000 or near. Last week, Pantages
with State, El Rey, “Until They
Sail” (M-G) and “Silken Affair”
(DCA), $11,900.
Los Angeles, Loyola, Iris, Fox
Beverly <FWCJ <2,097; 1,248; 825;
1,334; 90-$1.50)—“Stopover Tokyo”
(20th) and “Back from the Dead”
(20th». Slow $15,500. Last week.
Los Angeles, Loyola, Fox Beverly
with Vogue, “Sun Also Rises”
<20th)
and
“Unknown
Terror”
(20th) »2d wk), $15,200. Iris with
Orpheum, "Man of l,0OO Faces”
(U) and “Forbidden Interlude”
(U) <2d wk, first multiple* run),
$5,500.
Downtown Paramount, Vogue,
Fox Wilshire tABPT-FWC) <3,300;
825; 2.296; 90-$I.50>—“Tin Star”
(Par)
and
“Triple
Deception”
(Rank), Fair $17,500. Last week.
Downtown Paramount with Hawaii,
Uptown. “The Cyclops” (AA) and
“Daughter Dr. Jekyll” (AA), $13,100. Fox Wilshire, "Three Faces of
Eve” (20th) (4th wk-5 days), $2,300.
Orpheum, Hawaii, Uptown (Metropolitan-G&S-FWC) (2,213; 1,106;
1,715; 90-$1.50> — “Hunchback of
f Continued on page 25)

‘Joey’ Whopping 30G,
Cleve.; ‘Jailhouse’ Hot
14G,‘Hunchback’$13,000
Cleveland, Nov. 12.
Great showing by some new
product is boosting film grosses
here this session. “Pal Joey” shapes
mighty at the Hipp, for best biz
here since “Picnic” last year.
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” looms
good at the Allen while “Jailhouse
Rock” is rated fine at State. Both
“Around World” at the Ohio and
“This Is Cinerama” at Palace are
still going along nicely.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25>—
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA).
Good $13,000. Last week, “Three
Face? of Eve” (20th), $10,000.
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 7090)—"Battle Stripe” (NTA) and
“Armored Attack" (NTA) (reissues).
Good $5,500. Last week, “Vampire”
(UA) and “Monster That Chal¬
lenged World” (UA), $4,000.
Hip* (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-11.23)—
“Pal Joey” (Col). Smash $30,000,
best since “Picnic” last year. Last
week, “Ghost Divider” (20th> and
“Abominable Snowman”
(20th),
$10,000.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25)—“Oedipus Rex” (Indie)
(2d wk). Passable $2,100. Last week,
$2,900.
Lower Mall (Community) (500; i
50-90) — “Sinners” (Indie) and
“Tempest in Flesh” (Indie) (2d wk).
Thin $2,500 after $3,800.
Ohio iLoew) . (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
—“Around World in 80 Days” (22d
wk). Okay $12,500. Last week, ditto.
Palace (SW-Cinerama)
(1,523;
$1.25-$2.40)—“This Is Cinerama”
(20th wk). Average $11,300 after
$12,000 last week.
. .State (Loew) (3,500; 70-90)—
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G). Fine $14,000 or over. Last week, “Time
Limit” (UA), $12,000.
Stillman (Loew) <2,700; 70-90)—
“Time Limit” (UA) (m.o.). Fair
$4,500. Last week; “Mister Rock
and Roll” (Par) and “Stowaway
Girl” (Par), $4,000.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week.$576,800
(Based on 21 theatres)
Last Year .$670,450
(Based on 23 theatres)

‘Joey’ Giant 22G,
D.C.; ‘Tokyo’ 14G
Washington, Nov. 12.
Record-breakers at both TransLux houses currently are helping
to pierce the b.o. gloom of recent
weeks. “Pal Joey,” at the TransLux, launched by rave notices, is
neck-and-neck with “Picnic,” pre¬
vious high scorer for house, and
may top it.
“And God Created
Woman,” the French import at the
tiny Plaza, also a Trans-Lux house,
is topping all records for this art
theatre.
“Stopover Tokyo” at
Loew’s Palace, hypoed by some hep
flackery and a Robert Wagner
stint, shapes fine.
“Seven Won¬
ders” is having a mild boom
thanks to “Final ltf weeks” ads.
"Around World in 80 Days” pushed
to socko 32nd stanza at Warner’s
Uptown.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1,490; 85$1.25) — “Hunchback of Notre
Dame” (AA).
Fair $5,000.
Last
week, “Story of Mankind” (WB),
$3 500
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 85-$1.25)
—“Jailhouse Rock’r <M-G) (2d wk).
Slow $12,000, after disappointing*
$19,000 opener, and well below
previous Presley starrer.
Coumbia (Loew) (1,154; 70-90)—
“Abominable
Snowman”
(20 th)
and “Ghost Diver” (20th). Tepid
$5,000 for 5 days.
Last week,
“My Gun Quick” (UA) and “Chi¬
cago Confidential” (UA), $7,000.
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)—
“Unholy Wife” (U). Thin $6,000.
Last week, “Escapade in Japan”
(U), slow $6,000 despite critical
kudos.
.
•
Metropolitan (SW) (85-$1.25>—
“Hunchback of Notre Dame”
(WB). Nice $10,000. Last week,
“Story of Mankind” (WB), $6,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 85-$1.25)—
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th).
Solid
$14,000. Last week, “Three'Taces
of Eve” (20th) (2d wk), $8,000 in
days.
Plaza (T-L) £275;. 90-$1.35)—
“And God Created Woman” (Indie).
Sensational $11,000, topping previ¬
ous record-holder.
Stays.
Last
week, “His First Affair” (Indie)
(2d wk), $1,500.
Trans-Lux <T-L).(600; 90-$1.25)—
“Pal Joey” (Col). Socko $22,000,
and may break record held by
(Continued on page 25)
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Omaha, Nov. 12.
Biz is okay at the downtown
first-runs this week considering
the first snow of the winter is a
handicap.
“Hunchback of Notre
Dame” opened Strongly at the
Orpheum, and looks okay on week.
“Armored Attack” shapes pleasing
as an oldie at the Omaha. “Devil’s
Hairpin” is. slow at Brandeis. In
the holdover ranks, “Around the
World” is still oke in 11th stanza
at the Admiral while “Jailhouse
Rock” is ditto at the State in sec¬
ond round.
Estimates for This Week
Admiral (Blank) 866; $2.50-$2.20>
—“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA> (11th wk).
Okay $5,800.
Last week, $6,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-90)—
“Devil’s Hairpin”. (Par) and “Short
Cut to Hell” (Par). Slow $3,000.
Last week, “B lack Scorpion”
(WB) and “Finger of Guilt" (RKO),
$2,500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
—“Armored Attack” (NTA). and
“Battle Stripe” (NTA) (reissues).
Shapes as pleasihg $4,500, Last
week, “Cyclops” (AA) and “Daugh¬
ter of Dr. Jekyll" (AA), $3,000.
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,980; 7590)—“Hunchback of Notre Dame”
(AA). Fine $9,000 or near. Last
week, “Operation Mad Ball” (Col)
and
“Johnny
Trouble”
(WB),
$7,000.
State (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)—
"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (2d wk).
Off to okay $3,500 after $7,500
debut.

‘Jailhouse Lofty
$15,000 in Indpls.
Indianapolis, Nov. 12.
It’s still quiet on the boxoffice
front here except at Loew’s, which
played "Jailhouse Rock” to stand¬
ing room during rush hours over
the weekend to pile up a big early
gross.
Also, “Around World” is
still okay in 14th stanza at the Ly¬
ric while “Hunchback of Notre
Dame” looms fairly nice at Keith’s.
“Devil’s Hairpin” at Circle and
“Reach for Sky” at the Indiana,
are not gong far, latter being dull.
Estimates, for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 6090)—“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and
“Stowaway
Girl”
(Par).
Mild
$7,500. Last week, “Three Faces
of Eve” (2Dth) and “Taming Sut¬
ton’s Gal” (Rep), $8,000.
Indiana (C-D). (3,200; 60-90)—
“Reach for Sky”
(Rank)
and
“Noah’s Ark” (Indie). Drab $7,000.
Last week, “Slaughter on 10th
Avenue” (U) and “Unhoy Wife”
(U), $5,500.
-Keith's (C-D> (1,200; 75-$1.25)—
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA).
Nice $9,000. Last week, “Man ojE
1,000 Faces” (U) (3d- wk), $4,500:
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60-85)—
"Jaihouse Rock” (M-G) and “Ride
Back” (UA).
Hot $15,000.
Last
week “Time Limit” (UA) and
“Hidden Fear*’ (UA), $7,500.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $1.25-$2.20)—
‘‘Around World in 80 Days” (UA).
(14th wk).
Nifty $11,000.
Last
week, same.

Jailhouse’ Rocks K.C., Smash 13G;
‘Joey Terrif 11G, Terri’ Fast 13G
Kansas City,'Nov. 12.
Strong product is bringing in
some really big money for the first
time in many weeks here. Out In
front arc “Jailhouse Rock” at the
Midland, “Pal Joey” at the Roxy
and “Perri” in three Fox Midwest
houses. “Bombers B-52” at the:
Paramount also la topping the
average if on mild side. “Seven
Wonders of World” at the Missouri,
and “Around World in 80 Days” ;
at the Tower are both comparative¬
ly strong. Weather cut in on open¬
ing days of the week via the rainy
drizzle, but* brightened up for the
weekend. “Reach for Sky” is help¬
ing Dickinson’s four theatres to a
better week.
Estimates for This Week
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee-Drivein, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson)
(700; 750; lr100 cars; 900 cars; 75c
person)—“Reach for Sky” (Rank)
and “Triple Deception” (Rank).
Nice $6,000 or near, up from level
of recent weeks. Last week, “From
Hell It Came” (AA) and “The:
Disembodied” (AA), $4,000.
Khno (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)—
“Rising of Moon” (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $1,000. Last week, $1,500.
Midland* (Loew) <3,500; 75-90)—
"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Girl

in Black Stockings” (UA). Sock
$13,000, heat In long spell, here
and way over recent level. Last
week, “Time Limit” (UA) and
“Monte Carlo Story” (UA), $8,000.
May hold.
Ifiaaewt (SW-CInerama) (1494;
$1.25-$2>—“Seven Wonders” (Cine¬
rama) (12th wk). Oke $10,000.. Last
week same.
Paramount (UP) <1,900; 75-80) —
“Bombers B-52” (WB). Fair $6,000.
Last week, “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par)
and “Mr. Rock and Roll”* (Par),
ditto.
Bocklilll (Little Art Theatres)
(750; 75-90)—“Naked Eye” (Indie).
Fair $1,500. Last week, '‘Devil's
General” (DCA), same.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25)
—“Pal Joey” (Col). Wow $11,000
or over; holds. Last week, house
was dark.
Tower (Fog Midwest) . (1445;
$1.25-$2) —“Around World” (UA)
(24th wk). Good $6,000. Last week,
ditto.
Uptown, Fabwafy,-Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1417; 75-90)
— “Perri” (BV). “Fancy $13,000,
with large youngster tirade. Last
week, “Man. eg. Thousand- Fiees”
(U> and “The Weapon” (U), $9,000.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ..
.... $2485,300
(Eased on 22 cities and 255
theatres,, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding N. Y.) ‘
Total Gross same Week
Last Year ...$2,934,450
(Based on 23 cities and 235
theatres.)

N.D.’ Great 25G,
Dei.: ‘Girls’ 15G
Detroit, Nov. 12.
Jhis week’s biz downtown- is be¬
ing .Vsparked by two newcomers,
“Pal\Joey” at the . Madison and
“Les JGirls” at the Adams. Both
are doing great biz. Upbeat is be¬
ing reflected also by “Hunchback
of Notre Dame” which looks/nice
at the Palms.
“Operation Mad
Ball” holds fast in second stanza
at the Michigan. “08/15” is doing
a little better than average at the
Bioadway-CapitoL
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) <5,000; 90$1.25)—“Stopover Tdkyo” (20th)
and “Ride Violent Mile” (20th) ’(2d
wk). Poor $6,500 in three days.
Last .week, $12,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
9Q-$1.25)—“Operation Mad Ball”
(Col) and “Triple Deception” (Ifidie) (2d wk). Nice $16,000. Last
week, $19,000.
Palms (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA)
and “Gun Battle Monterey” (AA).
Smash $25,000. Last week, “Time
Limit” (UA), $16,300.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 90-$1.25)—
“Pal Joey” (Col). Great $26,000.
Last week, “Story Esther Costello”
(Col), $8,000 in second week.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$1.25) — “08/15” (Indie) and
“Woman of River” (Col).
Okay
$11,000. Last week, "Giant Claw”
(Col) and “Night World Exploded”
(Col), $13,000.
United
Artists
(UA) -(1,667;
$1.25-$3)—“Around World in 80
Days” (UA) (46th wk). Holding at
"big $13,000. Last week, same.
Adams
(Balaban)
(1,700; 90$1.50)—“Les Girls” (M-G). Swell
$15,000.
Last week, “Jailhouse
Rock” (M-G) and “Hired Gun”
(M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Music Hall (SW-C i n e r a m a)
(1,205; $I.50-$2.65)—“Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (67th wk). Okay
$10,400. Last week, $11,400.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—
“Lost Continent” (Indie) (2d wk).
Good $6,000. Last week, $7,000.

V;

San Francisco, Nov. 12,
There is a healthy upbeat at
first-runs here this session, with
new product helping Out immense¬
ly, “Pal Joey” looks terrific at the
St. Francis, to give that house its
greatest opening week in months.
“Kiss Them For Me” Is rated good
at the Fox while “Slaughter on
10th Ave” shapes okay at. Golden'
Gate. “Graf SSpee” looms good at
Paramount. “Around World in 80
Days” still is! great at Coronet in
46th session.; “Jailhouse Rock” is
nice in second round at Warfield
while “Hunchback of Notre Dame”
looks okay in second at the United
Artists.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90$1.25)—“Slaughter On 10th Ave.”
(U) and “Quantez” (U). Okay $11,000 or near. Last week, “Unknown
Terror” (20th) and “Back From
Dead” (20th), $6,000.
Fox (FWQ! (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Kiss Them For Me” <20th> and
“Ride A Violent Mile”. (20th).
Rated good $16,000.' Last -week,
“Armored Attack” ; (Indie) and
“Battle Stripe” (Indie) (reissues),
$13,000.
Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 90-$1.25)
—.“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (2d wk)v.
Nice $11,000 alter $17,500 . in first
week.
,
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25J
(-r-“Pursuit Of Graf Spee” (Rank)
and “Death In Small Doses” (AA).
Fine $14,000. Last week; “Story of
Mankind” (WB) and “Taming Sut¬
ton’s Gal” (Rep), $11,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$145)
—“Pal Joey** (Col). Terrific $28,000. Last week, •“Blkck Scorpion”
(WB) and “Satellite In Sky” (WB),
$8,000.
- '
Orpheum (SW-CInerama) (1,458;
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of
World” (Cinerama) (51st wk). Okay
$13,500. Last week, $13,900,
United Artist* (No. Coast) (1,207;
90-$1.25)'-^r “Hunchback of Notre
Dame” (AA) and “Naked In Sun.”
(AA) (2d wk). Okay $8,500. Last
week, $14,000.
Stagedoor <A-R)
(440; $1.25$1.50)—“Perri” (BV) (2d wk). Nice
$5,500. Last week, $7,500.
Larkin (Rosfener) (400; $1.25)—
“The Roots” (Indie) (2d wk). Good
$3,100. Last week, $3,600.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1.25)—
“Lovers’ Net” (Times) (3d wk). Oke
$2,100. Last week, $2,800.
Vogue
(S.F. Theatres)
(364;
$1.25)—“Abdullah’s Harem” (UA)
and “Lover Boy” (UA) (reissues).
Hep $2,200. Last week, “Time De¬
sire” (Indie) (5th wk), $1,900.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25)
—“Green Man” (DCA) and “Stran¬
ger’s Hand” (DCA). Okay $2,000.
Last week, “Value For Money”
(Rank), $1,200.;
Coronet - (United California) (1,
250; $1.50-$3,75)—“Around Wbrld
In 80 Days” (UA) (4«th wk). Great
$21,000. Last week, $20,000/
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—
“Ruten” (Indie). Fair $1,200. Last
week, “A Nous La Liberte” (In¬
die), $1,500.
'
Presidie (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$1.25-$1.50)—“Love Lottery” (Cont)
and “Maid In Paris” (Cont), Good
$4,000. Last week, “Brothers In
Law” (Cont) (3d wk), $3,000.

‘JaiDnuse’ Smash 11G,
Mpls; ‘Les Girls’ Boff
10G,‘N.D.’Load $9,000j

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
Such boxoffice blockbusters
among newcomers as “Les Girls”
and “Jailhouse Rock," plus such
other deserving fresh entries as
“Time Limit,” “Stopover Tokyn”.
.
Toronto, Nov. 12.
and “Hunchback” of Notre Dame”
“Hunchback of Notro Dame" is
are perking up ailing'grosses here the big new# here this stanza, land¬
this round. Lineup represents not’ ing eeeend highest grass for threeonly the largeit but also the most house cembn where playing. Rec¬
potent array of new downtown fare ord Is still hold by “Anastas!*.*
In some time, <*Les Girls” is doing Also doing weU is “iet pilot,” “Opamazing biz at the bandbox World. erationMsdBall” and “See Wife/*
“Rock” looks sock, as does “Hunch¬
back of Notre Dame.*'
Carte (Rank) 12418;
Lone holdovfcrs are the two hard- “Operation Mad lif (Col) and
ticket lougrunst “Seven Wonders “45ceptre and Mace” <NF»>. Nice
Last ' week,
“Acroes
of World” and “Around World In $12,000.^
80 Days," In their «6th and 18th Bridge” (Rank). $8,006.
.. Chriatte, teiWll. Hniber, Krweeks, respectively.
land(HankMW7; 1R30; 1,203; 1," Estimates for This Week
337; $1)—“Set; Wife” (20th). *t>ko
Academy (Mann) (847; $1.50$2.65) — “Around World” (UA) •sslu; Glendale, Scarbore,
(18th wk). Indicates it’ll be around State (Taylor) (1,054; 993; 694; 898:
for some time yet. Nice $14,000. 30-75)—“Shortiiue to HoH” (Par)
Last week, $13,500.
and "Stowahriy Girl” (Far). Sad
Century (SW-Cinerama) (1,150; $10,000. Last week, “Street ef Sin¬
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” ners” (UA) and! “Joe Dakota" (UA),
(Cinerama) (66th-wk). Its b.o. ‘ac¬ $13,000.
complishment is enough to make
Hally weed* Palace, Rvaneymede
one believe in miracles. Stout $9,-. (FP) <1,080; 1,385,1,485; 60-$l>—
500. Last week, $9,000. <>
“HunChback of ! Notre Dame” (AA).
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-90)— Terrific SSOROOt Last. Week,, “Dev^
“Motorcycle Gang” (Indie) and H’s Hairpin” (Far), $9,000..
“Sorority Girl” (Indie). Okay $4,Imperial (FP) (3^44; 60-$1.10)—
500. Last weak,- “Gunsight Ridge” “Jet Pilot” (RKO). Good $14,000.
(UA) and “Valerie” (UA), $2,800.
Last week. “Joker Is Wild” (Par)
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85^90)—“Jail¬
house Rock” (M-G).. Presley con¬ <4H|9^teS^Ts^lor) (557; $1)—
tinues terrific boxoffice. Socko “SmaHeetw lirtir" (IFD)
(Continued on page 25) „
(Continued: sr.

'Hunchback' Huge 306,
Toronto; IPilot’ 14G
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NEW FARE LIFTS BOSTON BO.
Flu Bops Qu; Tokyo’ Good $23,(
‘Girls’Terrif 21G, ‘Ball’ Trim 19G,
‘Tine’ Lively 18G, ‘Joey’ Socfeo 23G
Chicago, Nov. 12.
There isn’t much optimism for
the nine new screen, bills or for the
holdover material currently.
No
apparent letup in the flu scare has
made life hard for many pix.
“Stopover Tokyo” settled down
into the Oriental with prospects
for a good $23,000 first frame.
“Gunsight Ridge” with “Brass Le¬
gend” draws a bead on a trim
$15,000 at Roosevelt .while ’/Whis¬
pering Smith” with “Streets of
Laredo” is a good $5,000 at Grand,
“Les Girls” at the Woods and
“Operation Mad Ball” at the Chi¬
cago are doing strongly in second
especially the former.
Surorlse
strength was ’shown by “Time
Limit’.’ doing an adequate second
at United Artists.
“Pal Joey,”
-which maintained the downtown
lead for the last two frames, con¬
tinue* great in third at State-Lake.
Only the roadshow# show real
(holdover strength, ami. of. these
only the two which were bolstered
by advance sales before the flu hit
full 'blast.
“Raintree County”
looks fairish for third week at
MdViekers. “Around World In 80
Da^s” shanei smash in 32d round
at Todd’s Cfaestage. “Seven Won¬
ders of World” keeps a healthy
color in 47th round at the Palace,
Estimates for this Week
Chicago (B&K> (tflOO; 80-$1.50)
—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d
wk).
Nice $18,000.
Last week,
$23,800.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1^50;
90-$1.25) — “Doctor at Large”
(Rank) (2d wk). Torrid $0,400.
Last week $8,500.
Garrick (B&K) (850; fl0-$135)—
“Devil’s Hairpin”. (Par)-“Mr. Rock
and Roll” (Park Oke *4,000. Last
week. “Story of Mankind” (WB),
$3,000.
Grand (Indie) <1.200,■ 0O-$1.25)—
“Whispering Smith”. (Par) and
“Streets of Laredo** (Par) (re¬
issues). Pay $5,000. Last week,
“Gun Girls”. (Cap) and ““Rebel
Girls” (Can). $0,500.
- Loon (Telem’t) (006; 90-$l 50)—
“PeiTi”
(BV) (5th wk.\.
Tame
$7,800. Last week, $7,000’; ,
McVlckrrs (JL*S> (1,580} $1.25$3.30)—“Raintree County” (M-G).
(3d wk).
Faifish $20,000.
Last
week $22,000.
,
Monroe (Indie) (1,000: 57-79)—
“Enemy
From
Soace”
(UA)“Street of Sinners” (UAV. Snappy
$5,500.
Last week, “Wayward
Girl” (Rep)r“Seventeen and Tor¬
rid” (Rep), same.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400: $0-$1.50)
—“Stnnover'Tokyo’s-(20th). Okay
$23,000. Last week* 'Three Faces
(Continued on page 25)

‘80 Days'Vow $11,000
In DnOProT^ ‘Stopoyer1

OK 7G, *Zer< MG 4G
Providence, Nov. 12.
“Aroimd World' in 80 Days” m
fifth at the Elmwood* Is the lone
bright spot in a very Weak down¬
town situation currently:- It’s; been
a ‘long time sincfe' all spotg bave
cried poverty. RKO Albee’s “Stopover Tokyo” is- only bther pfc doing
much. It is rated okay. “Zero Hour”
is mild at Strand.
Estimates for This Week
Albee ..(RKO) (2,200; 85-80)—
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and “Copper Sky” (20th).. Okay $7,000. Last
week, -“Amazing Colossal Man”
(AI) and “Cat Girl” (AD. $6,009. :
i Elmwood (Snyder) <745; $2-$2.50)
—“Around World in 80 Days” OJA)
I5tb wk). Steady $11,000. Same for
fourth.
Majestic (BW> <2,200; 65-80)—
“Silver Chalice” (WB) and “Helen
of Troy’\ (WB) reissues). Opened
Sunday (10) for 3-day run. Last
3-day combo, “Story of Mankind”
<WB) and “Black Patch" (WB), thin
$3,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)—
'Invisible Boy” (M-G) and Town
On Trial” (Col). Dull $7300. Last
week, “Time Limit” (UA)and “Hid¬
den Fear” -OJA), $12,000 ill V days.
Strand (National Healty) (2,200;
65-80)—“Zero Hour” (Par) and
“Hear Me Good” (Par): Mild $4,000.
Last week, “Joker & Wild” (Pari;
and “Stowaway Girl” (Par) (2d wk),
$6300.
I

‘Mad Ball’ Fast $10,000,
Pori; 'Jallhouse* 13G
Portland, Ore., Nov. 12.
First-run - trade shapes better
here in current round, “Jailhouse
Rock” is standout with a great
take at liberty. “Operation Mad
Ball” looms lusty at Qrpheum, but
“Time Limit” is disappointing at
Paramount. “Around world in 80
Days” shapes sqcko in 30th Broad¬
way week. #
Estimates for Thls Week
Breadway (Parker) (980; $2-$2.50)
Around world in 80 Days” (UA>
(30th wk). Lofty $9,000 Last week,
$6,300.
Fax (Evergreen) (L530; $1-$1.50>
.—“Stopover Tokyd? (20th) and
“Unknown Terror” (20th>. Fair
$7,000 or near:'Last week, “Hunch¬
back of Notre Dame” (AA) and
"Naked in Sim” (AA), $6,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 00$1.25)—“Jailhouse Rock” <M-G)
and “Action of Tiger” (M-G>.
Smash $13,000 or over,- Last week.
“Pursuit Graf Spec’ (Rank) and
“Hell Canyon Outlaws’1 (Rep),
0200
Orpbeum (Evergreen) (L80G; $1$L50)—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col)
and “Domino. Kid”'''(Col). Loud
$10,000. Last week, “Esther Cos¬
tello” (Col) and “Young Don’t Cry”
<Col), $6,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90$1.25)—Time Limit” (UA) and
“Satchmo The Great” (UA). Slim
$5,000. Last week, “Joker Is Wild”
(Par) and “Monte Carla Story”
(UA) (2d wk), $8200.

—4

$

.

Time’Hep $1X000,

Boston, Nov. 12.
Biz is better at the wickets this
week with improved, cold wTeather
helping. Outpouring of early shop¬
pers is boosting matinee trade. Flu
bug still around, but becoming ac¬
cepted, “Jailhouse Rock” is torrid
at State and Orpheum. “Slaughter
on Tenth Avenue” looms big at
Memorial.
“Stopover
Tokyo”
shapes fair at the Metropolitan.
“Zero Hour” is fast in two spots.
“Around World in 80 Days” leads
the holdovers in Its 31st week at
the .Saxon. “Raintree County” is
holding nicely at Astor in fourth
round, “Seven Wonders of World”
in it* final week looks hotsy at the
Boston, “And God Created Worn-,
an” is great at the Gary in second
round, to top opener. Exhibs re¬
port more enthusiasm for the
dnema this week after a lull of a
few stanzas.
Estimates for This Week
Astof (B&Q) (1.372; $1.65-$2.75)
—“Raintree County” (M-G) (4th
wk>. Third week was good $18,500.
Last, week, $21,000.
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$125)
—“Gigi” (M-G). Neat $7*000. Last
week, “Sins of Casanova” (Times)
(2d Wk), $4,500.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$125-$2L65) — “Seven Wonders of
World”
(Cinerama)
(64th wk).
Great $22,009. Last week, $19,000.
“Search For Paradise” (Cinerama)
opens Nov. 20.
Exeter (Indie) (1200; 60-$1.25)“Novel Affair” (Indie). ^Opened
Sunday (10). Last week, "Brothers
in Law”- (Cont) (5th wk), fine
^Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)—
“Zero Hour” (Par) and “Hear Me
Good” (Par). Nice $5,000. Last
week, “Amazing Colossal Man”
(AI) and “Cat Girl” <AI), $7,000.
Gary (Sack) .(1,340; 90-$1.80>—
“And
God
Created
Woman”
(Kings) (2d wk). Hotsy $22,500.
Last week, $18,000. *
*N
, Kemnore (Indie) <700; 85-$l,25)
— ‘Young Stranger” (RKO) (3d
wk). Second week ended was
Wham $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
—“Zero Hour” (Par) and “Hear Me
Good” (Par). Fast $14,000 or near.
Last week, “Amazing Colossal
Man” (AD and “Cat Girl” (AI),
$16,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 75-$125)
—“Slaughter on Tenth Avenue”
(U) and “Slim Carter” (U). Big
$17,000. Last week, “YoUng and
Dangerous” (20th) and “Rockabilly
Baby” (20th) (4 days), “Seven ..Year
Itch” (20th) and “No Business Like
Show Business” (20th) (3 days),
$8,000 for split week.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 90$1,25)'.— “Stopover Tokyo” (20th)
and “Persuader” (AA). Mild $12,000. Last week, “Story of Man¬
kind” (WB) and “Woman in Dress¬
ing Gown” (WB), $6,000,
Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95)—
‘Battle Hell” (DCA) and “Loser
Takes All” (DCA), Fair $5,000.
Last week, “My Gun Is Quick”
(UA) and “Bop Girl Goes Calypso”
(UAL $5,500. : - "
Saxon (Sac^ 0400; $1.50-$3;30)
Around W^ld ip ]»Days’’(UA).
(31st wk). Magic touch still nolds

. Baltimore, Nov. 12.
Fresh product dominated here
this frame but it is not heping the
biz picture much. “Operation Mad
Ball” was barely okay at Hippo¬
drome. “Three Faces of Eve,” is
only fair at Century. “Hunchback
of Notre Dame” at Stanley is rated
fair. “Time Limit,” however, is
doing well in 11 days at the New.
“Around World in 80 Days” still Is
nice at Film Centre in 47th week.
“Doctor at Large” still is plearing;
in third Playhouse session.
" Estimate*‘for This Week
Century (Fruchtman) (3,190; 50$1.25) — “Three Faces of Eve’
(20th). Fair $7,000.
Last week,
“Forty Guns” (20th) and “Deerslayer” (20th), $3,500.
.
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; . 50$1.25)—“French They are Funny
Race” (Indie) (2d wk). -Okay $3,.after $3,200 for opener,
film Cant** (Rappaport) (800;
$125-|£25) — ‘^Sotod
World”
(UA) (47th wk). Nfc0 $7,500. Last
TrM^fcuxtT-t.) <724:7S-*1.10>—
week; $8,000.'
'•Devil!*
General” . (DCA)
and
five West j(Schwaber) (460; 50- ‘Three Feet in Bed’* (Janus) (2d
$1.25)—“Triple Deception” (Rank) wk). Oke $3,200. Last week, $4,200.
(3d\wk). Gopd*$3,500.'Last week,
Orphemn (Loew)
(2200; 75$4,000.
' >
$125) — “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G)
Hippedrome (Rappaport) -(2,300; and “Hired Gun” (M-G). Wow $20,50:11.25)
< “Operation Mad Ball” 00Q. Last week, “Time Limit” (UA)
(Col). Barriy bkay at $7,000. Last and “Hidden Fear” CUA>, $15,000.
week, “Story of. Esther. Costello”
state ' (Loew) (3,500; 75-$125)—
(Col), same.
‘Jailhouse Rock” and “Hired Gun”
- Mayfair (Fruchtman) (980; 50- (M-G). Torrid $11,000. Last week,
$1.25) — “Gunsight Ridge” (UA), “Time Limit”.(UA) and “Hidden
Slow $3,000, Before that, “Slaugh¬ Fear” (UA), $5,000.
ter on 10th Avenue” (U), same. '
Mayflower'. (ATC) (689; 65-90)—
New; (Fruchtman) (1*600; SO¬ “Careless Years” (UA). Returned
SOS)—‘Time Limit” (UA). Tall to first run. Good $6,000 Last
$13,000 for 11 days, dn ahead, week, “Pride and Passion,” ditto.
“Young and Dangerous” (20th) and
“Rockabilly Baby” (20th), $1,000 in
. Estimates Are Net s
3 days.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (400; 50Film gross estimates as re¬
$1.25)—“Doctor at Large” (U) (3d
ported herewith from the vari¬
wk). Pleasing $3,000 after $3,300
ous key cities, are net; Le.,
in second.
without usual tax. Distrib¬
Stanley (SW) <3,200; 50-$1.25)—
utors share on net take, when
’Hunchback tit Notre Dame'’ (AA).
{flaying percentage, hfcnce the
Fair 01,000. Last week, “Story of
estimated figures are net InMankind” CWB>, $4,000.
come.
Town
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,125;
The parenthetic admlcsion
fl.25-$2.25)—“Thia Is Ciflerama.”
prices, however, eg indicated.
(Cinerama) (lltb wk). Good .#0500
Include the U.*S. amusement
after $10,000 in 10th via extra j
tax.
shows.

000

Cold Weather, Holiday Help B’way;
‘Kiss’-Stage $70,000, ‘10th Avenue’
Big 23G, ‘Girls’-Stage 142G in 6th
♦

In addition to four new bills,
Broadway
deluxers
are
being

this stanza by much colder
‘Hunchback’ Fat $14,000, helped
weather (for part of week) and the
semi-holiday on Veterans’ Day
Buff.; ‘Jailhouse’ 196 (Monday). Actual upbeat Monday

(11) was of a minor nature at many
first-runs but the fact that some
firms shuttered all day and others
for half a day produced an unusu¬
ally big Sunday.
“Kiss Them For Me,” plus a new
stageshow, is getting the most
money of the new pictures, with a
good. $70,0Q0 likely for the initial
week at the Roxy. “Slaughter on
10th Avenue” w'ound its first ses¬
sion at the Astor with a big $23.000
.“Story of Esther Costello,” also
new, hit a fancyc $23,000 onening
round at the Palace. Fohrth new
entrant, “Story of Mankind,” Is
heading for a fine $38200 in first
Paramount stanza.
Still b.o. champ, “Les Girls”
with stageshow is bowing out of the
Music Hall in a blaze of glory, with
$142,000 in prospect for final (6th)
session. “Don’t Go Near Water”
opens tomorrow (Thurs.) with new
stageshow’.
“Pal Joey" is reach¬
ing for a great $62,000 or near in
current (3d) round at the Capitol.
“Time-Limit” finished its third
week with an okay $13,000 at the
Victoria, with "Operation Mad
Ball” announced as coming in
Nov. 20. “Zero Hero” opens to¬
day (Wed.) at the State after “Tin
Star” dipped to $12,000 in third
session.
“Gervaise” came Into the Baronet,
arty house, Monday (11) with big¬
gest opening day in history of
the theatre. “Cabiria” held to a
sturdy $13,900 in second stanza at
the Fine Arts.
“10 Commandments” looks to
hit a speko $33,000 in present »53d)
round at the Criterion, being
helped by an extra show* on Veter¬
ans Day.
“Around World in ^0 Days” was
capacity $41,000 in 56th session
the Rivoli, holding to same figure
as in the 55th week, both beingj helped by one added show. “Search
I For Paradise,” now in its eighth
{stanza. at tljp Warner, was solid
$32,100 in the seventh week, of 16
- Philadelphia, Nov. 12.
shows.
Estimates for This Week
Long holiday weekend paid off
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$2)—
here wih top product making a
rather glowing boxoffice picture. “Slaughter *on 10th Avenue” (U)
“Pal Joey” is way out in front (2d wk). First session ended Mon¬
with a sockeroo total at the Stan¬ day (11X was big $23,000. In ahead,
ley.
“Les Girls” shapes terrific “Morgan Story” (WB) (5th wk-6
at 526-seat Arcadia, with lines on days), $7,500.
Little Carnegie CL. Carnegie)
many days.
“My Man Godfrey”
is a bit disappointing but rated fair (550; $125-$1.80)—“Sins of Casa¬
at Randolph.
“Stopover Tokyo” nova” . (Times) (6th wk). Fifth
stanza ended Saturday (9) was
looks dullish at the Fox.
$7,000. The fourth was $8,500.
Estimates for This Week
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$1.70)
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80>—.
(Cont).
Opened
“Les Girls” (M-G). Terrific $20,- -— “Gervaise”
000. Last week, “No Down Pay¬ Monday -dl). In ahead, “Deadlier
Than Male” (Cont) (4th wk-6 days),
ment” (20th) (4th wk), $4,500.
(Continued oiTpage 25)
B o y d . (SW-Cinerama)
(1,430;
$1.20-$2.80)—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (6th wk). Tall $15,000.
Last week. $14,000.
'Fox (20th) (2250; 55-$1.80)—
“Stopover Tokyo” <20th).
Dull
$10,000. Last week, “Three Faces
of Eve” (20th) <2d wk), $10,000:
Goldman (Goldman) (1250;* 65$1.25)—“Operation MadbSll” <Col)
Pittsburgh, Nov, 12/
(2d wk).
Okay $9,000 or neat.
Big football weekend brought in
Last week, $15,000.
10,000 visitors from West Virginia
Green Hill * (Serena) <750; 75ahd gave everything a boost, cold
$125)—“Town on Trial” (Indie) <2d
weather and transportation strike
wk). : Weak $2,400. - Last week,
notwithstanding. “Operation Mad
‘Brothers in Law” <Cont) (4th wk),
Ball” at Harris looks like current
$3,000.
*
topper, with “Jailhouse Rock”
Mastbaum
<SW)
(4,370;
90running right behind It at Penn but
$1.49) — “Hunchback of Notre
still
a
disappointment.
Both
Dame” (AA) (2d'Wk).' Sad $9,000.
“Search For Paradise” at Warner
Last week, $15,000, oter hopes.
and “Around World in 80 Days”
Midtown (Goldman) <1.000; $2at Nixon are on the upgrade.
$2.75)—“Around World in 80 Days”
“My Man Godfrey” still Is okay in
(UA) (46th wk).. SoUd $9,500.
third Fulton week.
Last week. same.
Estimates for This Week
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)—
$125)—“My Man Godfrey” (U).
Fair $8,000. Last week, “Esther My Man Godfrey” (U) (3d wk).
Dropping off on windup but every¬
Costello” (Col) (3d wk), $7,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; »9-$1.49)— thing considered it’s been fine run.
■Pal Joey” (Col). Smash $40,000. Looks like okay $5,000 for/finish.
Last week, “Story of Mankind” Last week, $6,900 or as good^as the
first stanza.
;
(WB) (2d wk), $5,000,
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)—
Guild
(Green
(500; S5-99)—
‘Tall Stranger” (AA) and “Gun ■Third‘Key” (Rank) (4th wk).
Battle at Monterey” (A£>. Fair Going out to $1,800, and that!* not
$8,000. Last week, “Amazing Co¬ bad. Last week, $2,000.
Harris (Harris) (3,165; 80-$125)
lossal Man” (AI) and “Cat Girl”
—^Operation Mad Ball” (Col).
(AI), $8,000.
Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-$L49) Jack Lemmon in personals got
(Continued., on page 25)
(Continued on page 25)
/Buffalo, Nov. 12.
Trade is perking here this ses¬
sion, with some of new pix mak¬
ing great showings.
“Jailhouse
Rock” shapes smash at the Buffalo
while “Hunchback of Notre Dame”
is rated big at Lafayette. “Stopover Tokyo” .looks fairly good at
Century.
“Jokef Js Wild” con¬
tinues sturdy in third Paramount
week.
“Search For Paradise” is
pushing up to a very lofty figure at
Teck in current (5th) session.
Estimates for This Week .
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-9Q)—
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Ride
Back” (Indie). . Smash $19,000.
Last week. “Run of Arrow” (U)
and “That Night” (U), $9,500.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 7090)—“Joker Is Wild” (Par) and
“Pawnee” (Rep) (3d wk). Sturdy
$10,000. Last week, $14,000.
Center (AB-PT) (2200: 70-90)—
“Story of Mankind” (WB) and
“Woman in Dressing Gown” (WB).
So-sq $8,000.
Last week. “Three
Faces of Eve” (20th), $9,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA)
and “Badge of Marshall Brennan”
(AA).
Big $14,000.
Last week,
“Cyclops” (AA) and “Daughter Dr.
Jekyll” (AA), $9,000.
Century (Buhawk) (2,900; 70-90)
—“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and
“Copper Sky” (Indie). Fair $9,000.'
Last week, “Esther Costello'' (Col)
and “Woman of River” (Col),
$7,600.
Teck
(SW-Cinerama)
(1200;
$120-$2.40)—“Search for Paradise”
(Cinerama) (5th wk>. Lofty $12,000. Last week, $11,000.

.
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Pitt Perking Up Some;
Had BaU’Fine $11,000,
‘Search’ Ronsing 13^G
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See Ealing Sale of Pix to Television
Bringing Harmony in Prod. Ranks
London, Nov. 5. 4
Current inter-industry hassle be¬
tween Ealing Films and the Cine¬
matograph Exhibitors Assn, on the
sale of oldies to tv may lead to
a better understanding between the
London, Nov. 5.
two British film producing organ¬
The Hank Organization means to
izations. Moves are afoot to get
the two groups together to see if establish a worldwide reputation
they can -work out a common policy for its 3,000-seat London picture
which would be accepted within the house, tlie Dominion, as a vaude
theatre featuring only the top
trade as a standard pattern.
__
_ names. Judy Garland is currently
It’s understoodithat
feelers are
going out to brinj^about joint dis- j starring, and recent toppers have
cussions between the British Film ; included Sophie Tucker and ..Bill
Producers Assn, and the Federa- j Haley. Negotiations are now in the
tion of British Film Makers. Eal- ‘ work for a host of topliners to ap¬
ing, which is the centre of the cur- j pear at the theatre during 1958,
rent controversy, is a member of \ among them Jerry Lewis, Liberace,
the latter body. The FBFM, how-! Roland Petit and Jeanmaire, and
ever, in view of its comparatively j Harry Belafonte.
recent formation, is not, momen- ■
Ivor Smith, theatre exec in the
tarily, a party to the discussion j Hank outfit, hopes that a tour of
wijthin the four major trade asso- j the larger theatres in the group
ciations, which have been examin- j may be arranged for Victor Borge.
ing the situation.
| He added that the vaude policy for
There’s a growing feeling in both} the Dominion was designed to
producer camps that the two bodies ;make it known as a theatre where
should work out a formula for an j the cream of the world’s enteragreed limitation of British pix to j tainers appeared. Live shows would
be made available to the tele net-«be a major feature at the picture
works. It is recognized that the ? house, but would only be presented
producers themselves in both or-j when top artists were available,
ganizations are divided on the issue j Remainder of the time, the theaof advisibility, but that’s s<imer > tre would revert to showing picthing. it is felt, which can and; tures.
should be resolved. It is recogniz- j
The Dominion would not be set
ed there may be other acute prob- 'up as a competitor to the London
lems if more films are offered to ! Palladium, and would not play
the webs than the Industry agrees i stageshows when international
should be made available in a giv- | headliners were at that vaudery,
en year.
; smith added.
Among producers who are close- !
_:__
ly watching the current contro¬
versy, there is a feeling that Ealing
has taken a major policy decision
in making it a contractual condi¬
tion that they would have full con¬
trol over the exhibition of their
films on television. By doing that
it is hoped they Would be able to
safeguard exhibitor interests as
London, Nov, 12.
well as the interests of the reThe two associations in Britain
m.Tinder of the industry.
There’s a growimr hope that both i representing film makers are up in
the BFPA and FBFM, which are arms against the quality of supalready working together on other \ Porting programs in British picture
problems, will sit around the table theatres and believe that this is
and work out a formula that would striking at the revenue of the in¬
put other deals outside the realm dustry.
At the council meeting of the
of controversy. If they fail, the
industry may bp faced with long Federation of British Film Makers
stretches of internecine warfare, the view was expressed that exhibs
and possibly long and extensive should take serious note of the
mounting criticism of the time
legal disputes.
taken out of the entertainment
program for advertising and other
incidentals. They were, in the short
run, gaining some income from
advertising, hut might be losing far
l
• 'Thi
n*
tt
more at the boxoffice. If theatre
AiKCIA him K17
; operators persisted with their pre-

Rank Sets 3,000-Seater
As Ace Vaude Theatre

Brit. Prods. Vexed
By Secondary Pix

TV, Late Floor Shows,
Gambling Gimmicks Hit
AUbMC rum

DlL

Hard
fl<UU;sent
practice> the FBFM felt that

Sydney, Nov. 5.
_ Three factors are blamed Down.
Under for the present downbeat t
at the cinema boxoffice. TV, late-;
olnsina hotels featuring floorshowsj

producers would have a fair claim
for a share of the ad revenue to
compensate for the damage done
t0 film rentals,
^ ^ Brilj5h Film producers

“d
" C,"b. SbH^Ussn- meet it was decided to refer
via polcCr machines are listed in;the matter to the joint committee
tn.it order as biz wreckers.
of the five trade associations. The
The tremendous growth of tele
view was advanced that the poor
over the latte
of the year is; " a itrof support pro^s could
Indicated by the 4.000 tv set* Ko- b‘e attributed to the Board of Trade
lue mto homes here weekly via <n-; roiection of the industry’s recorastidlinent. buyrae.
Just how this • n,sndation ttat there should be
s ou«hs e nema trade Is hoped by., eiJlance4 paymeats for British sec_
he fact that the average set owner ;ond feature; f];om the statutory
invites at least four friends in.
J
n;2htlv for a Tooks.ee. It’s figured \
■'y
_
that 28 000 nivhtly are wooed away S
from pix.
This figure mav in- <QA TV A VC* ADFUQ I\F 7
crease four-fold in the year ahead.: OU 1/AIu VlEiNd lH I
Desmte stringent economy meas-j
"DDITICU VI7VC TIE/1 OO
ures to curb inflation, the average j
Dill 1 lull AJjIu 1/LL* Zu
householder is finding the coin to I
T
„ ,, r _
purchase sets on terms irrespec-’
Cf;il ,. ..
* °-v'u
five Of hieh-interest rates.
b
aS
a.5ere
Second factor, the 10 p.m. hotel £te^!,6 .:ve,eT^\ Ar^ WorW “
closing curfew is rated the No 1 >
Days
(UA), will be seen at

KTEMATIONAl

Pfi&fflff
Cugat Sues Italian
Producer for $15,000
Home, Nov. 0.
Xavier Cugat has sued an Italian
film company for $15,000 damages,
plus expenses, citing failure to ful¬
fill a written contract Filed in
Rome court, suit states that on
Oct. 26, 1956, Cugat formally ac¬
cepted to act in and write the mu¬
sic for a proposed production en¬
titled, “Pane, Amore, e Chat Cha
Cha” (Bread, Love, and Cha Cha
Cha), to be made by Tripnfalcine
Productions.
Maetsra claims he
wrote the music for the sound-.|
track, but was never paid for his
effort as the picture never went
Into production.
Trionfalcine has yet to appear in
court to counter Cugat’s charges.

Gloom in Buenos Aires as Legit
Houses Make Way for Skyscrapers

Folies-Bergere Seems
Set for Japan Though
Coin Exchange Dubious
Tokyo, Nov. 12.
As customary in Japanese show
biz circles, Toho execs remained
tight-lipped, but they did not deny
that a deal was in the works to
bring the Folies-Bergere to Japan
next fall as part of what was an¬
nounced to be a global tour. Toho
moguls appeared miffed when
Variety revealed that Walter A.
Bouillet,
producer-at-large, had
told the press that an agreement
was reached “in principle”^
According to Bouillet, other spots
to be played on the troupe’s first
Far Eastern j'aunt include Hawaii,
Guam,. Korea,. Okinawa, Formosa,
the Philippines, Hong Kong, Thai¬
land, Vietnam, Malaya, and maybe.
India and Ceylon. Formerly asso¬
ciated with U. S. Forces entertain¬
ment both here and in Washington,
D. C., Bouillet had also expressed
hope of gaining booking rights for
the “Folies” in the Ur S.. and Cen¬
tral America on the 1958 tour.
It’s reported that plans call for
the troupe to open for three days
here at the Takarazuka Theatre in
mid-September, before moving on
to. the Shinjuku Koma Stadium,
alsd|m this city, for a month.
Certain quarters, meanwhile, ex¬
pressed doubt that the Ministry of
Finance would approve foreign
currency exchange for the “Folies”
since it did not come under the
heading of what .the Ministry
usually considered ‘‘culture.” Practice had been (and still is to
h; lesser extent) for foreign thea¬
tricals unapproved by the Ministry
to take out black market currency.
Last year, however, the Perez Pra¬
do band ran into the authorities
when trying .to leave with black
market hollars and. the practice has
become more difficult.

‘DAYS’HELD T04SH0WS
WEEKLY IN HONOLULU
Honolulu, Nov. 12.
“Around World in 80 Days” now*
is being shown only three evenings
a week, plus a Saturday morning
matinee, at the Kaiser Dome -on
Hawaiian Village., hotel grounds.
Schedule was curtailed. from an¬
nounced 10-Showings per-week, pol¬
icy, presumably to help Henry J.
Kaiser keep in step with zoning
laws covering the dome house. Ad
announcing curtailed schedule
called attention to city attorney’s
ruling that showing of the film “is
within the normal and usual -oper¬
ation of an auditorium so long as
it remains the tail of the dog.”
Meanwhile, prices have been
dropped to a $2.80 (tax included)
top. Adding to the confusion at the
ticket windows is the fact that two
front row's of seats were yanked
following the preem.

Ciien-v of the iKWoffieeAt? pointed i'tartte'DM^^rine^/a? r™
out that plush beer gardens featur-at Carin- ton vaude shows pull a terrific
B^ramgham.
nichtly c-owd away from local
an.^ Dublin
cinemas. It's argued that the aver- [ i'*11,
e; - ?»«« "’>«» widescreens
atre worker snends more +han
* tor-tne pic,
Rome, Nov. 5.
can afford entertaining friends in ‘
Star studded gala preems are beDawn Addams has sued-a local
theep spots, presentlv biebiv. pow-lined up for this simultaneous
erful in the nabes, with Saturday release. As in London, there will production company, Athena Cinnights the tons in the spending, he separate performances and all ematografiea, for damages total¬
spree.
[ seats will be bookable. Prices will ing some $2I7,000 in Roman courts.
Thi^d factor is the enormous S he upped at all seven. The season Actress charges that Athena htfd
growth of social clubs in the key [will be for 13 weeks at all cities failed to follow through on a con¬
and nabe spots, where members \ except^ Manchester and Dublin,] tract calling for her seryices in the
may spend hours sipping beer and J where’the run will be unlimited. Antonio Pietrangeli pic, “Souvenir
playing the ooker machines m>‘nus An orchestra will be featured at 11 D’ltalie,” released, here by Hank
*
anv official hindrance.
These' theatres except In Dublin. As well Films.
Another suit, concerning the pic
clubs, according to surveys, rnke as providing added audience ap-|
In heavy coin via the gambling peals, this gimmick helps to ease rights to Giuseppe Yerga’s book,
plav—running Into several million the entertainment tax. Such a pre-j “La Storia di Una Capinera,” has
dollars annually, with the govern¬ caution is unnecessary at Dublin, been lost* by Titanus Films, Com¬
ment copping a heavy revenue in¬ where the local tax situation dif¬ pany was ordered to pay damages
fers from the U.K.
totaling some $5004
take on license okays.

r

Buenos Aires, Nov. 5.
Widespread gloom is spreading
in Buenos Aires as more and more
legit theatres are doomed as a con¬
sequence of a new spurt in build¬
ing skyscrapers. Another three the¬
Rome, 'Nov. 5.
All prints of a locally-edited ver¬ atres have received^ their death-,
Porteno
Arglmino,'
sion of Charlie Chaplin’s pic, “The I blows—the
Kid,” have been ordered seized by Apolo and Variedad.es, either via
selling
of
theatres
dr
-union
trou¬
a Home court order which also pro-1
'
hibited all future showings of the bles.
The Apolo has been sold by im¬
film, in its current form. It also
called for the distraction of all pub¬ presario Alfredo Lamacchia, th#
licity material connected with it. Variedades, owned by him in asso¬
Suit was recently brought by the ciation with Otegui & Co., went for
Boy Export Company, repping the nearly as much coin and the' Come¬
Chaplin interests, against CEI- dia went for a high -price.
INCOM and Giovanni Praia, ac¬
Amendments in the building code
cused of having damaged -the au¬ will now allow for skyscrapers on
thor’s'interests “both morally and main thorofares. Next May, another
commercially” by arbitrary 'cuts huge arcade building, to he dubbed
and a new musical score "which Galeria Corrientes, will go up
was felt “offensive to Chaplin’s where the Comedia and' the Chanart.”'
tecler nightclub stood. A similar
While Praia was ordered, to pay fate is'predicted for the Maipo, on
the court charges, plus damages, Maipu street, .which Amadori and
all extant copies of the pic in its Bronenberg are reputed to be sell"mutilated” form were ordered ing.
seized within eight days. In. its
Impresarios complain bitterly
decision, the court agreed that the that
union
featherbedding
is
author’s reputation and fame had squeezing them out of show biz,
been
damaged.
Decision
Was
and-that they can’t afford to nix
reached after prints of "both the
the reaFestaters’ bids when they •
original version of “The Kid,” and
can’t hope to make their shows pay.
its
trimmed
version,
were
They, point out that the citizenry
screened for the Court..
is perfectly ready to pay, and pay.
heavily for good entertainment. But
they say that no matter how much
they-increase admission scales,, the
union demands milk them- of any
hope of profit. ,
The Theatre National Populaire
from Paris, under Jean Vilar, has
been packing them in at the Cer¬
vantes Theatre at 200 pesos per.
Paris, Nov. 5.
With the European' Common Film But. the theatre has been sold out,
Mart due for an entensive start! and seyeral shows at “popular”
next year.and coproduction one of! prices are to, be put on at the Colon
the main factors, there is a grow-: Opera Theatre to satisfy, the de¬
ing tendency here Of also coproduc¬ mand.

Chaplin Interests Sue
Italo Distrib Over‘Kid’

French Line Up
Eastern Co-Prods.

ing with Eastern European 'bloc
countries. This probably will make
France one of the top split pix
producing countries on the Conti¬
nent. Almost half of the French
fihn output may he in this cate¬
gory in the near future.
France has just completed a co¬
production deal with Russia, has
made pix With Yuogslavia, Czecho¬
slovakia, Hungary and East Ger¬
many, and is soon starting pix with
Red China and Poland.' Need for
expanding foreign film income
reputedly is one of the main fac¬
tors involved In this, ^
French have two Russo projects.
Another "Anna Karenina”'will be
produced by J. Bercholz while
Pushkin’s “Doubrovski” is to be
produced by Henri Berard. Hun¬
garian pic done with French par¬
ticipation was. “Beauty and the
Gypsy,” with Nicole CourceJ. and a
Magyar and Gallic director while
the Czech entry was “Liberte Surveille” with Marina Vlady and Rob-,
ert Hoss'ein. It also has a split di¬
rectorial team.
East Germany was used-Jor ex¬
teriors and much of the studio work
for the seventh film version of Vic¬
tor Hugo’s ‘‘Xes Miserables” direct¬
ed by Jean-Paul Le Chanois. New
scenes are being added here and.
pic will be released in two parts.
“Till L’Espiegle” and “Les Sorcieres De Salem” (Witches of
Salem) were also made at DEFA
studios.
Polish deals will be a version of
Dostoievsky's “The Gambler,” with
Gerard Philipe to be directed by
Claude-Autantlara, and a FrenchWest German-Italo-Polski produc¬
tion of Victor Hugo’s “The Man
Who Laughs ” to be directed by
Polish Aleksander ..Ford.
Yugo¬
slavia was the scene of “Michel
Stragoff” and the recently com¬
pleted costumer, “La Tour Prends
Garde.” Red China will share
Roger Pigaut’s “Le Cerf Volant”

Dawn Addams SnesRome
Film Prod, for $27,000 ,The KUc’'
Opera Rack to Drury Lane

London, Nov. 5.
Drary Lane Theatre is to be used
for opera for the first time in more
than 45 years when. S. A. Gorlinsky
presents an Italian season there
starting next Janr29. He’s assem¬
bling a special company of top Ital¬
ian operatic artists and has already
booked the Royal Philharmonic and
London, Symphony.
Season Will run until March 15.
The last opera presentation at
Drury Lane was in 1911 when .$ir
Thomas Beecham conducted for**
Russian company.

Freer Exchange of Pix
Big Aim of Paris Meet
On Europe Common Mart
'
Rome, Nov, 5.
A large Italian film industry
delegation is currently in Paris to
attend the meetings of the OECE
huddling on “invisible transac¬
tions,” which, among other things
treats the subject of film exchange
among members of the European
Common Market Delegates will
also meet with their counterparts
in the French pic industry to dis¬
cuss renewal of the, Franco-Italiah.
co-production and film exchange
agreements, which are in force un¬
til December this year.
_
Common market discussions, as
outlined in the previous meetings
in February and May of this year,
concern ^tbe freer exchange of pic¬
tures between member countries.
Dubbed feature pix is the most con¬
troversial subject up for discus¬
sion.
Two proposals for freer
quota-less ■exchange of these pix
are under- the current talks: a
proposed substitution of the cur¬
rent bilateral agreements (FrancdItalian; Italo-German, etc.) with
one covering , the whole QECE ter¬
ritory with a single top quota; or
the raising of the quotas- covered
in the various current agreements
so as to practically ‘result in fre#
Unfettered exchange of pix be¬
tween member countries.
First.would work this way. If,
f.e« Italy allowed the yearly im¬
port of 10 French, 30 German, 20
British pix, etc., this method would
be substituted by one allowing a
total of 150-200 or so features frdhx
all the-member countries. Without
individual quota restriction, in
breakdown form. While this is con¬
sidered impractical and opposed by
many members, the second, merely
an elaboration of various current
agreements, seems more, favored at
the moment

Rennie Wants to Produce
. London, N6v, 5.
Michael Rennie, over here to
star -in George Maynard’s film,,
“V.l,” which , aims to fell the in¬
side story of Hitler’s doodlebug
campaign, announces that-he i« go- „
ing to become a producer-star. '
When he has finished- “VJ.” he will
return to Hollywood to finalize his
plans for his first pic.
Rennie’s first independent film
will he shot in Spain,

1NTK*ISTATJ#!VAI,

In Europe Ahead of‘Pride’ Preem

P^rnmr
" Monk to Direct Film

13

| Democratic Unions Fighting Conunies
I And It Hay Cost U. S. Films Money

Paris,' Nov. 5.
A film first will occur here
next summer when a Domini¬
can monk. Father Bruckberger, directs the film, ^"Dia¬
logues Des Carmelites." ftruckberger wrote the .script for
Rome, Nov. 5.
By HiZElf GUILD
Robert Bresson’s pic “The An- *
Communist Party influence in
gels
of Sin” in 1945 and served
;Fitokiurt,N<>v.l2,
(wiYt
the Italian film industry, once a
as technical religious advisor
. Producer Stanley Xnmei:, trav-! AUSSlC WH. ImK* 1*.
dangerous factor, now appears to
on it On “Dialogues,” he wll
eling through Europe <m an ad-j
be definitely sealed off following
direct with lenser Philip Agos¬
vance promotjou lor “Pride and;
the signing of a “Patto D’Unita
tini. Jutes Borkon is produc¬
Passion," which United Artists isj
D’Azione” (Pact of Unity of Ac¬
ing.
lining up for Christinas and New ;
tion) by the three free trade un¬
’Dialogues” has been a hit
Years’ openings in Europe, made a
ions.
These unions now constitute
Sydney, Nov. 5.
Madrid, Nov. 5.
play here on and off for five
big hit with German exhibitors
In a heated debate at Parlia¬
Albert Leonard, Magna Corp. a democratic majority among the
years. Bruckberger is now in.
here.
He actually advanced the
60,000-odd
employees in all sectors
ment House, Canberra, Federal
foreign rep, who closed a deal with
cause of American films in Ger¬ government seat, an Opposition . an American monastery but
local distrib Hispamex for a Todd- of the local film world. Valid for two
will come on leave for the pic,
many with hi* frank answering of . government moye,vto compel Aus¬
years
and
renewed automatically,
AO roadshow handling of “Okla¬
to be done with an interna¬
the exhibs’ Series about the sie tv stations to* guarantee a mini¬
homa,” hopes to have the initial pact was pushed through by Clau¬
tional cast
length of American films and per¬ mum quota of 50% local content
dio
Rocchi,
who heads FULS (also
Magna entry here competing with
serving as head'of the Interna¬
centages.
in programs was defeated. The'
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
tional Federation of Workers Un¬
Kramer was hosted at a cocktail original approach to the politicos
Within 10 weeks. With Leonard
ions)* one of local labor groups
party given by SPIO, top German for the homebrew quota was made
and Harry Grislis, Mike Todd’s
allied with the Christian Demo¬
organization of "the film industry, by Aussie Actors Equity.
Post¬
European rep both here recently,
crats.
taking iii producers, distributors, master General Davidson, in charge
peculiar situation found the Magna
exhibitors and technical people. It of the operations here, said the
Agreement links FULS. with its
mah selling. Todd-AO and Todd
turned* into a round-table with the Opposition’s argument to force tv
selling entertainment instead of 22,000 members, with FIALS (head¬
TJ. S. producer honestly answering stations to put on Australian pro¬
ed by "G. Bertolacci) and UNAC,
technique.
the questions of the German film grams, irrespective of their quality
Magna Corp. apparently is out which reps the lab workers and
Davidson 'told
industry,
whose representatives was indefensible.
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
to establish an international Todd- technicians under the leadership
cried out that, “Our Voices and Equity that tv ^stations here- had ,
If it’s a swashbuckler, or any AO circuit, and already has seven of M, Castellano. Taking for grant¬
feelln gs'are unheard In the TJ. S. good job® for jtsidjembers.but they I other type of costume film, Spain installations in Germany, three in ed that no further contact or col¬
—no ode cares about us over could not expect tq get them on a is the place to shoot it says Charles Japan, one in Rome, one in Tehe¬ laboration with the red-influenced
platter.
■
I Schneer. Latter, who produces pix ran and one in Malta. Spain next union, FILS, i® possible, the agree¬
there.”
“Australian viewers do not want under the Morningside Production
“Pride” ~is opening in Germany,
falls in line with a preem of “Okla¬ ment calls far the avoidance of all
rubbish from Australia or over¬ banner
competitive bidding within its set¬
for
Columbia
release, homa,” likely next February.
with extra percentage terms and
seas” said Davidson. “Therefore,’ claims that the Spanish, have the
running 126’ minute*. Both ele¬
RKO had the Rodgers-Hammer- up (to avoid giving the commie
to force on them low-grade type best set decorators and prop men
ments came In for unfavorable
stein pic for Europe hut kept it out group an advantage), the coordina¬
programs of Australian production in the world. Both these depart-,
tion of all negotiations at union
criticism from the German exhibs.
would be as disastrous as forcing; ments are an important factor in of Spain for over two years in level, and other steps to insure a
“Germans,” claimed ROlf Theile,
on them toy other low-grade pro¬ the making of a costume film, and deference to the Motion Picture unity of action In this delicate sec¬
head of the German Exhibitors As¬
Export
Assn,
boycott
of
the
local
duction.
'
'
With today’s varied wide-screen; market, With the recent sale.of tor. This agreement is merely a
sociation, “unlike -ether people;
“The best way in which local
first step towards the final and
don’t like to see lengthy films. talent could be used, on an increas¬ processes,[the sets and backgrounds RKO interest here, Leonard ap¬
Business on an extra-long feature ing scale was for all; those in¬ are more important than ever. The peared on the scene with a HIs- complete unification of the free
unions
at all levels, Eyen now,
Spaniards have a wray of using pamex accord signed and sealed. ;
is generally poor.”
volved, including Actors Equity, to
some small differences, ascribed by
When an over-length film is play¬ get together and by intelligent co¬ their hands that few Americans
Magna-Hispamex will roadshow
Rocchi to mere technical questions,
measure
Up
to
declares
Schneer,
ing, he explained, the theatre gen¬ operation . (instead of threats) to
“Oklahoma” the same as “BO Days” The producer feels that although with the lone difference being the, separate two of the free unions^
erally schedules only one evening create a state of affairs in which
FULS and FIALS from UNAC,
performance, thus cutting down its everyone connected with the in¬ Hollywood has cut down in the complete Todd-AO equipment in¬
without, however, influencing the
grosses.
With working hours in dustry could derive the greatest filming of costume pix, the ones cluding a special Phillips projec¬
political aspects of the non-com¬
business and industry generally ex¬ benefit from it.
Tele operators to be made should be lensed tor for a 70m print, six channel munist grouping.
tending until 6 p.m. or even 7, have told me that if Actors Equity abroad.
sound ; tod a special wall-to-wall
Democratic worker's pool is even
Theile continued, many people who likes to get down on a basis of -Schneer, who recently returned curved screen to assure 128 de¬ more important in view qf the
might go to the cinema just don’t friendly and Constructive coopera¬ to this country following 40-days gree vision.
large number of foreign* especially
have time to get home and eat be¬ tion with them, without resorting of shooting in Spain on “The Sev¬ .. While Todd’s “80 Days” accents
American,
productions
planned
fore the picture starts.
to strikes, it Can build up its em¬ enth Voyage of Sinbad,” believes entertainment values, Magna is ac¬ here for next year. In view of this,
Kramer Explains Why So Long
ployment rate greatly.”
that if a producer wants to get the centing technique to prove that it is not surprising that consider¬
Kramer explained that the long
Opposition Leader Evatt then best possible 'production value for Todd-AO makes a big difference able credit for the move must also
films have ;been made as special rated the government as being his dollar, Spain is the country to at the boxoffice. Leonard is de¬ go to American labor unions’ ac¬
attractions to fight .against “What hostile to local talent.
shoot his property. While admit¬ monstrating a day-and-date com¬ tive interest in the local setup and
“The - Australian Broadcasting ting that Spain is still behind,Hol¬ parison between the German runs
in my opinion are the murderous
in its contacts with Yank pix mak¬
Board;”
stated
Evatt, lywood hi the making of pix In of “Oklahoma” In Todd-AO and
encroachments of television.” He Control
ers-abroad. The unity of action
added that in the States, the long which is supposed to see that local general, the producer contends “King and I” In 35m Cinemascope. pact is closely linked with another
films sometimes bring people into talent is used, has been neglect¬ that it is* only for a short while. His statistics show that “Okla¬ vital one. fruit of lengthy talks be¬
a theatre they haven't visited in a ful of itsr duty.. Mr. Davidson has ‘‘These people are eager to learn homa” is still -running after 19 tween Rocchi and AFL-CIO reps
indicated that if local artists be¬ the film business, and- at the rate weeks in Munich while “King” ran (Irving Brown for Europe, Harry
year.
Admitting that tele isn’t the have themselves like good little they are going they will soon be two weeks, par for the Bavarian Goldberg for Italy), which formally
menace here that it is in the U. S* unionists and a tame cat, someone on a par -with this Country,” he capital. In Hamburg, the R & H links the local democratic unions
he added that a. producer who has would graciously. agree to grant added,
opus is still going strong in ninth with their U.* S. Counterparts, speworked a year or two Qn a pic them a little employment.'
Schneer next roils “The Case frame while “King” closed after cificallv the AFL Hollywood Film
doesn’t want to see .It cot. He ad¬ . Leslie Haylen, Labor politico,: Against Brooklyn” for Columbia. two weeks.
Council and the Screen Actors
mitted further that often a pro¬ pressed the government to agree Paul Wendkos will direct.
Magna reputedly would have Guild.
duce^ in the States sometimes to a 50% local talent quota, cover¬
liked to open "Oklahoma” on the
To Boycott Non-Democratic Pix
doesn’t realize the problems that ing all tv programs.- Haylen then
tail of the “80 Days” preem but
This agreement calls for the boy¬
an individual production faces riq went on to say that tv programs
was stymied by red-tape over im¬ cott, on the part of the U. S.
here presently have become “im¬
foreign territories.
port licenses, dollar transfer and sighees, of all pix produced in Italy
ported cheap and nasty rubbish,
“Censors sometimes cut the
j permits.
by Yank filmmakers employing
and that , bad foreign programs
meaning of film. Biit I am def¬
workers of non-democratic unions.
(presumably American), were be¬
initely willing to listen to a sug¬
The American counterpart notifies
Rome, Nov.' 4.
ing foisted on the public.
gestion from a German exhibitor
the Italian union grouping of Yank
• The all-out Campaign to put the
for cuts in length, so that I can get
plans for future production in Italy
Italian film hack on the map “be¬
some revenue,” he added. "But I
so local worker’s group may pre¬
Rome* Nov.a5.
fore It’s too lateV has had its offi¬
would feel safer if I could know
cial send-off via a gala preem in
ANICA, the Italian film Industry pare for the demand. Among other
the local problems and make the
Palermo of the season’s first “big” organization, is about to reshuffle details called for are the exchange
Honolulu/Nov. 5.
cuts myself.”
Italian pic, “La Diga Sul. Pacifico” its foreign department in a con¬ of information On matters of mu¬
Pahala, plantation town 50 miles (This Bitter Earth). (Col). * Affair certed effort to strengthen foreign tual usefulness. Pact was negoti¬
His suggestion was that the
German exhibs, through their asso- from Hilo and 75 miles from Kona Was hosted by one of the film’s sales. Enrico Giannelli will head ated in collaboration with Pat
elation here, set up a dearcut pro¬ on Hawaii island, has no tele and stars, Silvana Mangano.
It also the sector concerned with export Somerset, business agent for the
cedure of jcreening American entertainment centers bn a band- star* Anthbny Perkins, Jo ^Van and co-productions, while Carmine Screen Actor’s Guild in. Hollywood.
films and deciding What.the best box cinema. Albert Tamaribnchl is Fleet and Richard Conte.
In practice, the -scheme works as
Show Cianfarani will handle all mat¬
length would be. Then, through manager of the 524-seat corrugated also featured the all-indUstry docu¬ ters regarding importation of pix. follows: A Yank producer advises
Before any mentary spotlighting past and pres¬
the association, they would contact iron Pahala theatre.
In' addition, both organizations, the local unions of his intentions
a ent Italo pix achievements.
the individual producer, giving the community group * schedules
which remain under Achille Valig- of shooting a picture in this coun¬
try. The free unions submit a list
reasons for the suggested -cut; and meeting, they first* check the thea¬
Other such preems will be held nani’s contfol in the foreign de¬ of their availabilities in the varices
ask him to eliminate a certain num¬ tre’s schedule so they won’t miss a
throughout the season in other ma¬ partment, will work in much closer specialties, and the producer
good pic.
.
ber of minutes. coordination with UNITALIA Film,
jor
centers.
Campaign
is‘also
be¬
In rainy season the rain drums
the Italo p.r. and propaganda set¬ chooses from this list. If he does,
hard on the iron roof, but audi¬ ing pushed over tele (ANICA, the up, which has recently been not, Rocchi advises the AFL reps,
(Continued On page 22)
ences don’t care. In hot weather pic inddstry association has a strengthened by the naming of
.there may be mosquitoes—so the weekly half-liour on tv) and in.the Lidio Bozzini as a director. Under
Coordination of promo¬
■' management provides punk in lit- press.
a government aid * decree, UNI¬
J tie tin boxes, to he lit tod placed tional efforts on behalf of the Ital¬ TALIA receives a slice,of the fat
London, Nov. 12.
on the floor by patrons who are al¬ ian film industry is in the hands yearly $2,250,000 sum which is
Formation of a film industr/]
lergic to mosquitoes.
Major op¬ of a "Comitato d’lntesa” (Coor¬ -handed out for general propaganda
board, advocated by the late Sir
erating drawback is that sometimes dination Committee) which few be¬ and development purposes of the
David E. Griffiths, president of the
Tel Aviv, Nov. 5.
unreliable power system of the lieved in at the start. But in re¬ local film industry. One -of the
Kinematograph Renters Society, i
-Israel’s new, most luxurious
sugar .plantation village. Money Is cent weeks it has shown consider¬ main projects currently being stud¬
appeared to. be "very much in fa¬
cinema, built by 20th-Fox here,
able
vitality
and
drive;
refunded wheh electricity fails.
ied by the ANICA foreign depart¬ the Tel Aviv, -which "opened here
vor” when it was discussed at a
.-7— it 1--—“
House features international fare
ment and UNITALIA is the Com¬ last week, is described as the lo¬
meeting of the joint committee of
and is open sfeven nights -weeky,
mercial Film Festival to be held cal equivalent of New York’s Rad?o
the four trade associations. Sir
being the town's only entertain¬
here next June,
Henry L. French, head of the Brit¬
City Music Hall.
Seating 2,000,
ment source.
‘
ish Film Producers Assn., revealed*
Rome, Nov. 5.
boasting latest modern gadgets,
Tankees' for Aussie in *5$
this here last week.
Publicity directors of most Yank
the house has stereophonic sound
Sydney, Nov. 5.
He said he was “rather surprised
companies releasing in Italy, as
and a curved screen. It was built
J. C. 'Williamson, Ltd., wilt at a cost of $1,400,000.
at the discussion* People were very1
well as all their top Italo counter¬
London, Nov, 5.’
much in favor of the idea but felt;
parts, have grouped .themselves preem “Damn Yankees’ at 'Her
For the opening show there was
The three stars "of Sam Siegel’s into a new group, the Assn, of Film Majesty’s, Mebourne, eary next an excellent American short. “10
that the specific proposals still
Understood that top Years of Achievement" depicting
needed a great deal of considera¬ “The Bridge on'the River Kwai” Publicity Technicians* Among the February,.
tion.” In view of the proceedings (Col), William Holden, Alec. Guin¬ goals of the new outfit are setting roles will be given to local stars, the pro'ress made bv the young
at the meeting, it was decided that, ness and Jack Hawkins, are^to at¬ up of a “moral code” for publicity as was the case with “Pajama State of Israel in the first 10 years
a special subcommittee should be; tend the Broadway preem of the In this country, recapturing of Game,” currently a big success of existence. Opening feature pic
set up to examine the idea.
whs “An Affair to Remember”
film next month.
*
spectator interest in the cinema here.
Harald Bowden, general man¬ (20th). The new theatre is drawing
The Cinematograph Exhibitors
Holden, will * fly ’ to New York and increased* confidence in film
ager recently back from a world record crowds. House should prove
Assn., recently expressed the yiew when he’s finished ^ his' current publicity as a guide to same.
Association also will analyze the show buying trip, predicts “Yan¬ a boon to the local 20th-Fox dis¬
that the formation of the FIB was British film assignment, “The Key.”
hot really needed. It questioned After Christmasing at his Holly¬ Italo market via statistics and polls, kees” will hit the b.o. jackpot, be¬ tributors. which often had diffi¬
in
an effort to keep updated on the cause the Aussies know plenty culty getting a cinema in which to
whether such an outfit was either wood home, he plans to go to Tok¬
about basebalL
play top-pix.
necessary or desirable.
yo for the opening of. “Kwai” there. local flack approach.

j Alice*
Vfltftt V&.
Eqnty Phi for W/0
Local Talent on Tde

‘Oklahoma’ in Todd-AO
Set for Madrid Preem;
Many Foreign Playdates

Schneer Extols
Spanish Crews

DRIVE TO PUT HALO
PIX ‘ON MAP’ BEGINS

ANICA to Reshuffle „
Its Foreign. Setup

HawaiianTown Lacks
TV* Lone Cinema Booms

British Film Indutry
Board Idea Favored

2,000-Wer Onened Jh
Tel Aw by 2flth-Fox

Film Publicity Technicians

‘Kwai’ Stars to N.Y. Preem
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Cugat Sues Italian
Producer for $15,000

Gloom in Buenos Aires as Legit
Houses Make Way (or Skyscrapers

Rome, Nov. 5.
Xavier Cugat has sued an Italian
film company for $15;000 damages,
plus expenses, citing failure to ful¬
fill a written contract. Filed In
Buenos Aires, Nov. 5.
Rome court, suit states that on
London, Nov. 5. +
Widespread gloom is spreading
Oct. 26, 1956, Cugat formally ac¬
Current Inter-Industry hassle be¬
in Buenos Aires as more and more
cepted
to
act
In
and
write
the
mu¬
tween Ealing Films and the Cine¬
legit theatres are doomed as a con¬
sic for a proposed production en¬
matograph Exhibitors Assn, on the
sequence of a new spurt in build¬
titled, "Pane, Amore, e Cha Cha
sale of oldies to tv may lead to
ing
skyscrapers. Another three the¬
Cha” (Bread, Love, and Cha Cha
Rome, Nov. 5.
a better understanding between the
atres have received their death-,
Cha),
to
be
made
by
Trionfalcine
Londcn,
Nov.
5.
All
prints
of
a
locally-edited
ver¬
two British film producing organ¬
blows—the
Porteno
Argefetino,’
Maetsro claims he sion of Charlie Chaplin’s pic, “The J
_ to o
The Rank Organization , means to Productions.
izations. Moves are afoot
get
Apolo and Variedades, either via
the two groups together to see if: establish a worldwide reputation wrote the music for the sound- Kid/’ have been ordered seized by selling of theatres or pinion trou¬
trackj
but
was
never
paid
for
his
a Rome court order which also pro¬
tliev can -work out a common policy : for its 3,000-seat London picture
bles.
which would be accepted within the ! house, the Dominion, as a vaude effort as the picture never went hibited all future showings of the
The Apolo has been sold by im¬
film in its current form. It also
trade as a standard pattern.
.! theatre featuring only the top into production.
Trionfalcine has yet to appear in called for the distruction of all pub¬ presario Alfredo Lamacchia, the
It's, understood that feelers are : names. Judy Garland is currently
Variedades, owned by him in asso¬
court
to
counter
Cugat’s
charges.
licity
material
connected
with
it.
going out to bring about joint dis- f starring, and recent toppers have
Suit was recently brought by the ciation with Otegui & Co., went for
eussions between the British Film included Sophie Tucker and Bill
Roy Export Company, repping the nearly as much coin and the Come¬
Producers Assn, and the Federa- i Haley. Negotiations are now in the
Chaplin interests, against CEI- dia went for a high price.
tion of British Film Makers. Eal- ; work for a host of toplinefs to ap¬
INCOM and Giovanni Proia, ac¬
Amendments in the building code
ing, which is the centre of the cur- ( pear at the theatre during 1958,
cused of having damaged the au¬ will now allow for skyscrapers on
rent controversy, is a member of ; among them Jerry Lewis, Liberace,
thor’s
interests
“both
morally
and
main
thorofares. Next May, another
the latter hody. The FBFM, how- ! Roland Petit and Jeanmaire, and
commercially" by arbitrary cuts huge arcade building, to be dubbed
ever, in view of its comparatively \ Harry Belafonte.
and a new musical score 'which Galeria Corfientes, will go up
recent formation, is not, momen- ; Ivor Smith, theatre exec in the
was felt “offensive to Chaplin’s where the Comedia and- the ChanTokyo, Nov. 12.
tarily, a party to the discussion • Rank outfit, hopes that a tour of
tecler nightclub stood. A similar
As customary in Japanese show art.”
within the four major trade asso-; the larger theatres in the group
While Proia was ordered to pay fate is predicted for the Maipo, on
ciations, which have been examin- ! may be arranged for Victor Borge, biz circles, Toho execs remained
the court charges, plus damages, Maipu street, which Amadori and
tight-lipped,
but
they
did
not
deny
ing the situation.
i He added that the vaude policy for
all extant copies of the pic in its Bronenberg are reputed to be sell¬
There’s a growing feeling in both the Dominion xvas designed to that a deal was in the works to
“mutilated" form were ordered ing.
producer camps that the two bodies . make it known as a theatre where bring the Folies-Bergere to Japan
seized within eight days. In its
Impresarios complain bitterly
should work out a formula for an . the cream of the world’s enter- next fall as part of w'hat was an¬
decision, the court agreed that the
union
featherbedding
is
agreed limitation of British pix to . tainers appeared. Live shows wrould nounced to be a global tour. Toho author’s reputation and fame had that
squeezing them out of show biz,
be made available to the tele net- ! be a major feature at the picture moguls appeared miffed when been ' damaged.
Decision
was
works. It is recognized that the house, but would only be presented Variety revealed that Walter A. reached after prints of "both the and that they c.an’t afford to nix
producer-at-large, had
the real-estaters' bids when they ■
producers themselves in both or- : when top artists were available, Bouillet,
original version of “The Kid,” and j can’t hope to make their shows pay.
ganizations are divided on the issue Remainder of the time, the thea- told the press that an agreement its
trimmed
Version,
were
was
reached
“in.
principled
_
They- point out that the citizenry
of-advisibility. but that’s some- tre would revert to showing picscreened for the court.
According to Bouillet, other spots
is perfectly ready to pay, and pay
thing. it is felt, which can and tures.
heavily for good entertainment. But
should be resolved. It is recogniz- i
The Dominion would not be set to be played on the troupe’s first
they say that no matter how much
ed there may be other acute prob- up as a competitor to the London Far Eastern j’aunt include Hawaii,
tfifeyHhcrease admission scales, the
lems if more films are offered to Palladium, and would not play Guam, Korea, Okinawa, Formosa,
union demands milk them of any
the webs than the industry agrees stageshows when international the Philippines, Hong Kong, Thai¬
land,
Vietnam,
Malaya
and.
maybe
hope of profit.
should be made available in a giv- . headliners were at that vaudery,
The Theatre National Populaire
India and Ceylon. Formerly asso¬
en year.
Smith added.
from
Paris, under Jean Vilar, has
ciated
with
IL
S.
Forces
entertain¬
Among producers who are close- !
•_:
been packing them in at the Cer¬
ment both here and in Washington,
ly watching the current contro¬
vantes
Theatre at 200 pesos per.
D. C., Bouillet had also expressed
versy, there is a feeling that Ealing
Paris, Nov. 5.
hope of gaining hooking rights for
has taken .a major policy decision
With the European Common Film But the theatre has been sold out,
the “Folies” in the U. S. and Cen¬ Mart due for. an entensive start and several shows at ‘‘popular”
in making it a contractual condi¬
tral America on the 1958 tour.
tion that they would have full con¬
next year.and coproduction one of prices are to be put on at the Colon
trol over the exhibition of their
It’s reported that plans call for the main factors, there is a grow¬ Opera Theatre to satisfy the de¬
films on television. By doing that
j the troupe to open for three days ing tendency here Of also coproduc¬ mand.
j here at the Takarazuka Theatre in ing with Eastern European 'bloc
it is hoped they wrould be able to
mid-September, before moving on countries. This probably will make
safeguard exhibitor interests as
London, Nov. 12.
to the Shinjuku Koma Stadium, France one of the top split pix
well as the interests of the reThe two associations in Britain alsd|in this city, for a month.
miinder of the industry.
producing countries on the Conti¬
Certain quarters, meahwhile, ex¬ nent. Almost half of the French
There’s a growinc hope that both representing film makers are up in
the BFPA and FBFM. which are arms against the quality of sup- pressed doubt that the Ministry of film output may be in this cate¬
already working together on other ; porting programs in British picture Finance would approve foreign gory in the near future.
problems, will sit around the table I theatres and believe that this is currency exchange for the “Folies”
France has just completed a co¬
and work out a formula that would i striking at the revenue of the in¬ since it did not come under the production deal with Russia, has
Rome, Nov. 5.
heading of what the Ministry made pix with Yuogslavia, Czecho¬
put other deals outside the realm ,L dustry.
A large Italian film industry
slovakia, Hungary and East Ger¬ delegation is currently in Paris to
of controversy. If they fail, the!
At the council meeting of the usually considered “culture.”
Practice had been (and still is to many, and is soon starting pix with attend the meetings of the OECE
industry may be faced with long ] Federation of British Film Makers
stretches of Internecine warfare,1 the view was expressed that exhibs a lesser extent) for foreign thea¬ Red China and Poland. Need for huddling on “invisible transac¬
and possibly long and extensive j should take serious note of the tricals unapproved by the Ministry expanding foreign film income tions,” which among other things
legal disputes.
[mounting criticism of the time to take out black market currency. reputedly is one of the main fac¬ treats the subject of film exchange
; taken out of the entertainment Last year, however, the Perez Pra¬ tors involved In this.
among members of the European
French have two Russo projects. Common Market. Delegates will
TU
1 program for advertising and other do band ran into the authorities
incidentals; They were, in the short when trying .to leave with black Another “Anna Karenina” will be also meet with their counterparts •
P
’Ll*
P*
*1
ITi. irun»
some income from market hollars and the practice has produced by J. Bercholz while in the French pic industry to dis¬
Pushkin's “DoubroVski” is to be cuss renewal of the, Franco-Italian.
advertising, but might be losing far become more difficult.
produced by Henri Berard. Hun¬ co-production and film exchange
• *r»*i
n»
if oi more
the boxoffice. If theatre
garian pic done with French par¬ agreements, which are in force un¬
Aiiccip Film R»7 Harn operators persisted with their preticipation \vas “Beauty and the til December this year.
Sydney, Nov. 5.
producers would have a fair claim
Gypsy,” with Nicole Courcel and a
Common market discussions, as
Three factors are blamed Down, for a share of the ad revenue to
Magyar and Gallic director while outlined in the previous meetings
Under for the present downbeat •' compensate for the damage done
the Czech entry was “Liberte Sur- in February and May of this, year,
at the cinema boxoffice. TV, late- to film rentals,
veille” with Marina Vlady and Rob¬ concern-the freer exchange of pic¬
Honolulu, Nov. 12.
casing hotels featuring ftoorshows;
At the Briti;sh Film producers
“Around World in 80 Days” now ert Hossein. It also has a split di¬ tures between membet countries.
and toe upbeat in club gambling: A
meet it was decided to refer is being shown only three evenings rectorial team.
Dubbed feature pix is the most con¬
East Germany was used, for ex¬ troversial subject up for discus¬
via poker machines are listed m the matter to the joint committee a week, plus a Saturday morning
thnt order as biz wreckers.
Two proposals for freer
of the five trade associations. The matinee, at the Kaiser Dome -on teriors and much of the studio work sion.
The tremendous growth of tele view was advanced that the poor Hawaiian Village hotel grounds. for the seventh film version of Vic¬ quota-less ‘exchange of these pix
m or the latter half of the year is; qualitv of support programs could Schedule was curtailed from ah,- tor Hugo’s “Les Miserables” direct¬ are under- the current talks: a
indicated by the 4.000 tv sets go- be attributed to the Board of Trade nounced 10-showings per-week, pol¬ ed by Jean-Paul Le Chanois. New proposed substitution of the cur¬
lnr mto homes here weekly via in- , ejection of the industry’s, recom- icy, presumably to help Henry J. scenes are being added here and rent bilateral agreements (FrancoRtiJlment buyin".
Just how this mendation that there should be Kaiser keep in step with zoning pic will be released in two parts. Italian; Italo-German, etc.) with
s:ourths cinema trade is tinped by
' ; enhanced payments for British sec- laws covering the dome house. Ad “Till L’Espiegle” and “Les Sor- one covering the whole OECE ter¬
the fact that lhe_ average set owner ; Qnd features from the statutory announcing curtailed schedule cieres De Salem” (Witches of ritory with a single top quota; or
invites at least tour friends in • Eady Fund.
called attention to city attorney’s Salem) were also made at DEFA the raising of the quotas' covered
n ffhtlv for a looksee. It s figured j
_
studios.
in the various current agreements
ruling that showing of the film
that 28 000 nivhtly are wooed away '
Polish deals will be a version of so as to practically ‘result in free
within the normal and usual oper¬
from pix.
This figure raav Ination of an auditorium so long as Dostdievski’s “The Gambler,” with unfettered exchange of pix be¬
ci-ea^e four-fold in the year ahead.
Gerard Philipe to be directed by tween member countries.
remains the tail of the dog.” .
Desmte stringent economy meas-,
Claude-Autantlara, and a FrenchFirst , would >vork this way. If,
Meanwhile, prices have been
uves to curb inflation, the average j
Diunall
MVId
ULL. ^J!dropped to a $2.80 (tax included)' West German-Italo-Polski produc¬ f.e. Italy allowed the yearly im¬
householder is finding the coin to>
T
; _
tion of Victor Hugo’s “The Man port of 10 French, 30 German, 20
top. Adding to the confusion at the
purchase sets on terms irrespec/»i,ntin«r ^
w*.
Who Laughs,” to be directed by British pix, etc., this method would
live of high interest rates.
13 here ticket windows is the fact that two Polish Aleksander Ford.
Yugo- be substituted by one allowing a
front rows of seats were yanked
Second factor, the 10 n.m. hotel
^“be seen a"
slayia was the scene of “Michel total of 150-200 or so features frohi
following the preem.
Strogoff” and the recently com¬ all the member countries. Without
pleted costumer, “La Tour Prends individual quota restriction, in
out (hat plush beer gardens featur. starting Dec. 23. Cinemas at CarGarde.” Red China . will share breakdown form. While this Is con¬
tun nude shows pull a terrificj
Roger Pigaut’s “Le Cerf Volant” sidered impractical and opposed by
r^htlv crowd away from local .•
’
(The Kite).
many members, the second, merely
o;'ipma« Tt’s argued that the ave*-®:
pe<^ 'VIth "^screens
an elaboration of various current
arte
<;r»Pnds more than he;tor ine pic*
Rome, Nov. 5.
can afford entertamimr fr lends in*. Star Studded gala preems are bemge"ni.5eems more favored at
Dawn Addams has sued a local
th.ecp soots, presently biphtv pow- i
ltoed up for this simultaneous
London, Nov. 5.
erful in the nabes, with Saturday • release. As in London, there will production company, Athena CinDrury Lane Theatre is to be used
ni'iits the tons in the spending; be separate performances and all ematografiea, for damages total¬
Sprpe.
i seats will be bookable. Prices will ing some $27,000 in Roman courts. for opera for the first time in more
London, Nov. 5.
Third factor is the enormous i be upped at all seven. The season] Actress charges that Athena h£d than 45 years when S. A. Gorlinsky
Michael Rennie, over here to
growth of social clubs in the key} will be for 13 weeks at all cities failed to follow through on a con¬ presents an Italian season there
and nabe spots, where members; except Manchester and Dublin, tract calling for her services in the starting next Jan.-29. He’s assem¬ star in George Maynard's film, ,
mar spend hours sipping beer and-I where the run will be unlimited, Antonio Pielrangeli pic, “Souvenir bling a special company of top Ital¬ “V.l,” which aims to tell the . in¬
p’avins the noker maclvnes minus' An orchestra will be featured at 11 D’ltalie,” released here by Rank ian operatic artists and has already side story of Hitler’s doodlebug
booked the Royal Philharmonic and campaign, announces that-he is go-,
anv official hindrance.
These * theatres except in Dublin. As well Films.
Ing to become a producer-star.'
Another suit, concerning the pic London Symphony.
clubs, according to surveys, rake} as providing added audience ap-]
Season will run until March 15. When he has finished “V.l” he will
In heavy coin via the gambling I peals, this gimmick helps to ease rights to Giuseppe Verga’s book,
return
to Hollywood to finalize his
The
last
opera
presentation
at
“La
Storia
di
Una
Capinera,”
has
plav—running into several million j the entertainment tax. Such a predollars annually, with the govern-; caution is unnecessary at Dublin, been lost by Titanus Films. Com¬ Drury Lane was in 1911 when Sir plans tor his first pie.
Rennie's first independent film
ment copping a heavy revenue in-. where the local tax situation dif- pany was ordered to pay damages Thomas Beecham conducted for„a
Russian company.
will be shot in Spain.
totaling some $500.
take on license okays,
[fers from the U.K.
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Chaplin Interests Sue
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In Europe Ahead of ‘Pride’ Preem
Kramer Scores With German Exhibs
By HAZEL GUILD

\--—*----

|

Frankfurt, Noy. 12.
Producer Stanley Kramer, trav- ]
eling through Europe on an ad¬
vance promotion for VPride and
Passion/’ which United Artists is
lining up for Christmas and New
Years7 openings in Europe, made a
big hit with German exhibitors
here.
He actually advanced the
cause of American films in Ger¬
many with his frank answering of
the exhibs’ queries about the
length of American films and per¬
centages.
Kramer was hosted at a cocktail
party given by SPIO, top German
organization of .the film industry,
taking in producers, distributors,
exhibitors and technical people. It
turned’ into*a round-table with the
U. S. producer honestly answering
the questions of the German film
industry.,
whose representatives
cried out that, “Our Voices and
feelings “are unheard in the U. S.
—no one cares about us over
there.”
“Pride” ~is opening in Germany,
with extra percentage terms and
running 126‘ minutes. Both ele¬
ments came In for unfavorable
criticism from the German exhibs.
“Germans/7 claimed RbH Theile,
head of the German Exhibitors As¬
sociation, “unlike -other people,
don’t like to .see lengthy films.
Business on an extra-long feature
is generally poor.”
When an over-length film is play¬
ing, he explained, the theatre gen¬
erally schedules only one evening
performance, thus cutting down its
grosses.
With working hours in
business and industry generally ex¬
tending until 6 p.m. or even 7,
Theile continued, many people who
might go to the cinema just don’t
have time to get home and eat be¬
fore the picture starts.
Kramer Explains Why So Long
Kramer explained that the long
films have been made as special
attractions to figbt .against “What
•in my opinion are the murderous
encroachments of television." He
added that in the States, the long
.films sometimes bring people into
a theatre they haven't visited-in a
year.
Admitting that tele isn’t the
menace here that it is in the U. S.,
. he added that a producer who has
worked a year or two on a pic
doesn’t want to see .it cut. He ad¬
mitted further that often a produce^, in the States sometimes
doesn’t realize the problems that
an individual production faces iq
foreign territories.
“Censors sometimes cut the
meaning of film. But I am def¬
initely willing to listen to a sug¬
gestion from a German exhibitor
for cuts in length, so that I can get
some revenue,” he added. “But. I
would feel safer if I could know
the local problems and make the
cuts myself.”
His suggestion was that the
German exhibs,.through their asso¬
ciation here, set up a clearcut pro¬
cedure of screening American
film*! and deciding what the best
length would be. Then, through
the association, they would contact
the individual producer, giving the
reasons for the suggested cut, and
ask him to eliminate a certain num¬
ber of minutes.
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Equity Phi for 50%
Local Talent on Tele
Sydney, Nov.
In a heated debate at Parlia¬
ment House, Canberra, Federal
government seat, an Opposition;
government moye.sto compel Aus¬
sie tv stations to'guarantee a mini¬
mum quota of 50% local content
in programs was defeated.
The
original approach to the politicos
for the homebrew quota was made
by Aussie Actors Equity.
Post¬
master General Davidson, in charge
of the operations here, said the
Opposition’s argument to force tv
stations to put on Australian pro¬
grams, irrespective of their quality
was indefensible.
Davidson told
Equity that tv "stations here had.
good jobs for its jn.embers but they;
could not expect to get them on a
platter.
1
‘Australian, viewers do not want
rubbish, from Australia or over__ said Davidson, “Therefore,
to force on them low-grade type
programs of Australian production
would be as disastrous as forcing
on them any other low-grade pro¬
duction.
“The best way in which local
talent could be used, on an increas¬
ing scale was for all. those in¬
volved, including Actors Eqiiity, to
get together and by intelligent co¬
operation . (instead of threats) to
create a state of affairs in which
everyone connected with the in¬
dustry could derive the greatest
benefit from it.
Tele operators
have told me that if Actors Equity
likes to get down on a basis of
friendly and constructive coopera¬
tion with them, without resorting
to strikes, it can build up its em¬
ployment rate greatly.”
Opposition Leader Eyatt then
rated the government as being
hostile to local talent.
“The Australian Broadcasting
Control
Board,”
stated
Evatt,
which is supposed to see that local
talent is used, has been neglect¬
ful of Its* duty. Ate. Davidson has
indicated that if local artists be¬
have themselves like good little
unionists and a tame cat, someone
would graciously agree to grant
them a little employment.”
Leslie Haylen, Labor politico,
pressed the government to agree
to a 50% local talent quota cover¬
ing all tv programs. Haylen then
went on to say that tv programs
here presently have become “im¬
ported cheap and nasty rubbish,’
and that bad foreign programs
(presumably American), were be¬
ing foisted on the public.

British Film Industry
Board Idea Favored
London, Nov. 12.
. Formation of a film industry)
board, advocated by the late Sir
David E. Griffiths, president of the
Kinematograph Renters Society,
appeared to be “very much in fa¬
vor” when it was discussed at a
meeting of the joint committee of
the four trade associations.
Sir
Henry L. French, head of the Brit¬
ish Film Producers Assn., revealed
this here last week.
He said he was “rather'surprised
at the discussion. People were very
much in favor of the idea but felt
that the specific proposals still
needed a great deal of considera¬
tion.” In view of the proceedings
at the meeting, it was decided that
a special sub-committee should be
set up to examine the idea.
The Cinematograph Exhibitors
Assn., recently expressed the view
that the formation of the FIB was
not really needed. It questioned
whether such ah outfit was either
necessary or desirable.

Monk to Direct Film
Paris, Nov. 5.
A film first will occur here
next summer when a Domini¬
can monk. Fathex Bruckberger, directs the film, ^“Dia¬
logues Des Carmelites.” Bruckberger wrote the script for
Robert Bresson’s pic “The An- ■
gels of Sin" in 1945 and served
as technical religious advisor
on.it. On “Dialogues,” he wll
direct with lenser Philip Agos¬
tini. Jules Borkon is produc¬
ing.
“Dialogues” has been a hit
play here on and off for five
years. Bruekberger is now in
an American monastery but
will come on leave for the pic,
to he done with an interna¬
tional cast.
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| Democratic Unions Fighting Commies
I And It May Cost U.S. Films Money

Schneer Extols
O

•

1

’Oklahoma’ in Todd-AO
Set for Madrid Preem;
Many Foreign Playdates
Madrid, Nov. 5.
Albert Leonard. Magna Corp.
foreign rep, who closed a deal with
local distrib Hispamex for a ToddAO roadshow handling of “Okla¬
homa,” hopes to have the initial
Magna entry here competing with
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
within 10 weeks. With Leonard
and Harry Grislis, Mike Todd’s
European rep both here recently,
peculiar situation found the Magna
man selling Todd-AO and Todd-

Spanish trewsseiHng ente^inmentinst<^d

Rome. Nov. 5.
Communist Party influence in
the Italian film industry, once a
dangerous factor, now appears to
be definitely sealed off following
the signing of a “Patto D’Unita
D’Azione” (Pact of Unity of Ac¬
tion) by the three free trade un¬
ions. These unions now constitute
a democratic majority among the
60,000-odd employees in all sectors
of the local film world. Valid for two
years and renewed automatically,
pact was pushed through by Clau¬
dio Rocchi, who heads FULS <also
serving as head of the Interna¬
tional Federation of Workers Un¬
ions). one of local labor groups
allied with the Christian Demo¬
crats.
Agreement links FULS. with its

jed by G. Bertolacci* and UNAC,
technique.
Magna Corp. apparently is out j which reps the lab workers and
• to establish an international Todd- technicians under the leadership
; AO circuit, and already lias seven ! °*
Castellano. Taking for grantinstallations in Germany, three in \ f****13/. 110
con.ta.ct_or col“
Japan, one in Rome, one in Tehe¬ laboration with the red-influenced
ran and one in Malta. Spain next union, FILS, is possible, the agree¬
falls in line writh a preem of “Okla¬ ment calls for the avoidance of all
competitive bidding within its set¬
homa,” likely next February.
up ito avoid giving the commie
RKO had the Rodgers-Hammergroup an advantage/, the coordina¬
•stein pic for Europe but kept it out
tion of all negotiations at union
of Spain for over two years In
level, and other steps to insure a
deference to the Motion Picture
unity of action in this delicate sec¬
Export Assn, boycott of the local
tor, This agreement is merely, a
market. With the recent sale , of
first step towards the final and
RKO interest here, Leonard ap|
ed on the scene with a ffis_ complete unification of the free
unions at all levels. Even now,
S,r\rdS,ha^e *■ W o* unne. j p'amex accord signed and sealed,
their hands that few Americans;
Magna-Hispamex will roadshow some small differences, ascribed by
Rocchi to mere technical questions,
measure up to declares Schneer.
‘Oklahoma” the same as “80 Days”
separate two of the free unions,
The producer feels that although ; with the lone difference being the
FULS and FIALS from UNAC.
Hollywood has cut down in the | complete Todd-AO equipment in¬
filming of costume pix, the ones;
eluding 'a
a speciarPhmips'
special Phillips projec- |
ones j cludteg
asn^ctr’orfh^^mfco^to be made should be lensed tor for a 70m print, six channel j
Domini *
non com

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
If it’s
swashbuckler, or any
other type of costume film. Spain
is the place to shoot it says Charles
Schneer. Latter, who produces pix
under the Morningside Production
banner
for
Columbia
release,
claims that the Spanish have the
best set decorators and prop men
in the world. Both these depart¬
ments are an important factor in
the making of a costume film, and
with today’s varied wide-screen
processes, the sets and backgrounds
are more important than ever. The

9 c°td
,
.
I
Sdbneer, who recently returned •
to this country following 40-days •
of
Sev¬ •
Of shooting
chnnhna in
,n Spain
Snam on “The
“Tho So,,
enth Voyage of Sinbad,” believes
that if a producer wants to get the
best possible production value for
his dollar, Spain is the country to
shoot his property. While admit¬
ting that Spain is still behind Hol¬
lywood in the making of pix in
general, the producer contends
that it is only for a short while,
“These people are eager to learn
the film business^ and at the rate
they are going they will soon be
on a par -with this country,” he
added.
Schneer next rolls “The Case
Against Brooklyn” for Columbia.
Paul Wendkos will direct.

sound ***d a
wiall'^*wal] j
Democratic worker’s pool is even
curved screen to assure 128 de-jmore important in vie\v qf the
gree vision
.
Urge number of foreign, especially
while Todd’s “80 Days” accents, American,
productions
planned
entertainment values Magna is ac- ; here for next year In view of this,
centingtechnique to prove thatjit is not surprising that consider¬
ed-AO makes a big difference | able credit for the move must als0
at the boxoffice
Leonard is de- j gD to Ame ican labor unions’ acmonstrating a day-and-date com- j five interest in the local setup and
Prison between the German runs j ^ its contacts with Yank pix makof
Oklahoma
in Todd-AO and : ers -abroad. The unity of action
“King and I” in 35m Cinemascope, jpact is closely linked with another
His statistics show that "Okia- vital
*■ - one. fruit
.of lengthy talks be¬
homa” is still running after 19 tween Rocchi and AFL-CIO reps
weeks in Munich while “King” ran (Irving Brown for Europe, Harry
two weeks, par for the Bavarian Goldberg for Italy), which formally
capital. In Hamburg, the R & H links the local democratic unions
opus is still going strong in ninth with their U* S. counterparts, speframe while “King” closed after cifieallv the AFL Hollywood Film
two weeks.
Council and the Screen Actors
Magna reputedly would have Guild.
liked to open “Oklahoma” on the
To Boycott Non-Democratic Pix
tail of the “80 Days” preem but
This agreement calls for the boy¬
was . stymied by red-tape over im¬ cott, on the part of the U. S.
port licenses, dollar transfer and signees. of all pix produced in Italy
permits.
by. Yank filmmakers employing
workers of n on-democratic unions.
The American counterpart notifies
Rome, Nov. 4.
i
the Italian union grouping of Yank
- The all-out campaign to put the,
T, • n
c
Italian film back on the map “be-1
ttS r OreigH. oCtlip plans for future production in Italy
so local worker’s group may pre¬
fore it’s too lateV has had its offi-[
Rome* Nov. .5.
rial send-off via a gala preem in!
ANICA, the Italian film industry pare for the demand. Among other
Palermo of the season’s first “big”! organization, is about to reshuffle details called for are the exchange
Honolulu/Nov. 5.
Italian pic, “La Diga Sul. Pacifico" its foreign department in a con¬ of information on matters of mu¬
Pahala, plantation town 50 miles (This Bitter Earth) (Col).
Affair certed effort to strengthen foreign tual usefulness. Pact was negoti¬
from. Hilo and 75 miles from Kona was hosted by one of the film’s sales. Enrico .Giannelli will head ated in collaboration with Pat
on Hawaii island, has no tele and stars,. Silvana Mangano.
It also the sector concerned with export Somerset, business agent for the
entertainment centers bit a band- stars Anthony Perkins, Jo “Van and co-productions, while Carmine Screen Actor’s Guild in Hollywood.
box cinema. Albert Tamaribuchi is Fleet and. Richard Conte.
In practice, the scheme works as
Show Cianfaraiii will handle all mat¬
manager of the 524-seat corrugated also featured the all-industry docu¬ ters regarding importation of pix. follows: A Yank producer advises
iron Pahala theatre.
Before any mentary spotlighting past and pres¬
In addition, both organizations, the local unions of his intentions
community group schedules
a ent Italo pix achievements.
which remain under Achille Valig- of shooting a picture in this coun¬
meeting, they first'check the thea¬
try. The free unions submit a list
control
Other suen
cuner
such preems win
will be
oe held
nexa ;j nani’s
,
~— - in .the
. foreign
T , de—. of thei** availabilities in 'he various
tre’s schedule so they won’t miss a
throughout
the
season
in
other
ma-:
22-“
good pic.
specialties, and the producer
coordination
with
UNITALIA
Film,
In rainy season the rain drums jor centers. Campaign is also be¬ the Italo p-T. and propaganda set¬ chooses from this list. If he does
not, Rocchi advises the AFL reps,
hard oh the iron roof, but audi¬ ing pushed over tele (ANICA, the up,
which
has
recently
been
(Continued on page 22*
ences don’t care. In hot weather pic industry association has a strengthened by the naming of
there may be mosquitoes—so the weekly half-hour on tv) and in the Lidio Bozzini as a director. Under
Coordination of promo¬
management provides punk in lit¬ press.
a government aid decree, UNI¬
tle tin boxes, to be lit and placed tional efforts on behalf of the Ital¬ TALIA receives a slice .of the fat
on the floor by patrons who are al¬ ian film industry is in the hands yearly $2,250,000 sum which is
of
a
"Comtiato
d'Intesa”
(Coor¬
lergic to mosquitoes.
Major op¬
handed out for general propaganda
erating drawback is that sometimes dination Committee) which few be¬ and development purposes of the
Tel Aviv, Nov. 5.
unreliable power system of - the lieved in at the start. But in re¬ local film industry. One of the
. .
j •*
Israel’s new. most luxurious
cent
weeks
it
has
shown
consider¬
sugar .plantation village. Money is
m^.pr^eC^TCTU^eiitIy -beinfStud' cinema, built bv 20th-Fox here.
refunded when electricity fails. able vitality and drive.*
!!l;y
depart-1 the Tel Aviv, which opened here
House features international fare
ment and UNITALIA is the Com-i last week. ?s described as the loand is open seven nights weeky,
mercial Film Festival to be held J ca] equivalent of New York’s Rad;o
being the town’s only entertain¬
here next June.
I City Music Hall.
Seating 2,0fiD,
ment source.
*
Rome, Nov, 5.
|
.j.
; 7
j boasting latest modern gadgets.
Publicity directors of most Yank j
* anfcees for Aussie in '58
{the house has stereophonic sound
companies releasing in Italy, as!
Sydney, Nov. 5.
j and a curved screen
It was built
well as all their top Itald counter-/
J. C. . Williamson, Ltd., will; at a cost of SI,400.000.
London, Nov. 5.
parts; have grouped themselves! preem “Damn Yankees* at Her j
For the opening show there was
The three stairs of Sam Siegel’s into a new group, the Assn, of Film1 Majesty’s, Mebourne, eary next; an excellent American short. “10
“The Bridge on’ the River Kwai” Publicity Technicians. Among the j February,.
Understood that top Years of Achievement” deoictir.g
(Col), William Holden, Alec. Guin¬ goals of the new outfit are setting; roles wilt be given to local stars, the progress made bv thp young
ness and Jack Hawkins, are.to at¬ up of a “moral code” for publicity; as was the case with “Pajama State of Israel in the first 10 years
tend the Broadway, preenv of the in this country, recapturing of • Game,” currently a big success of existence. Ooenmg feature pic
spectator interest in the cinema, here.
v^s “An 'Affair to Remember”
film next month.
Harald Bowden, general man- , (20th). The new theatre is drawing
Holden. will ' fly to New York and increased confidence in film,
J ager recently back from a world ] record crowds. House should prove
when he’s finished ^his current publicity as a guide to same.
Association valso will analyze the! show buying trip, predicts “Yan- j a boon to the local 20th-Fox disBritish film assignment, “The Key.”
After Christmasing at his Holly¬ Italo market via statistics and pollsj kees” will hit the b.o. jackpot be- j tributors. which, often had diffiwood home, he plans to go to Tok¬ t in an effort to keep updated on the . cause the Aussies know plenty ! eultv getting a cinema in which to
j about baseball.
i play top*pix.
yo for the opening of “Kwai” there. {local flack approach.

DRIVE TO PUT HALO
PIX‘ON MAP’BEGINS

ANICA to Reshuffle „

Hawaiian Town Lacks
TV, Lone Cinema Booms

2,000-?Mter Onened la
Tel AviY by 2flth-Fox

film Publicity Technicians;

‘Kwai’ Stars to N.Y. Preem
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29-CITY

THEATRE
PREVIEWS FORECAST 9
SMASH M-G-M HIT!
ALBANY, Palace. “Excellent!”
ATLANTA, Grand.. “Nothing but raves. Fun¬
niest I ever saw”
BUFFALO, Shea’s. “Hilarious, voted 100% excel¬
lent on cards. Greatest audience picture in years.”
CHARLOTTE, Plaza. “Most outstanding display
of spontaneous enjoyment ever seen. It’s money in
the bank.”

W«dne*Uy, November 13, 1957

I *82Read theatre managers’
reports below of terrific
audience reaction!
MEMPHIS, Palace. “Hilarious! Should do a
terrific business.”
MILWAUKEE, Riverside. “Outstanding!”
MINNEAPOLIS, State. “Comment cards claimed
‘Pix tops MR. ROBERTS as hilarious -comedy in
addition to beautiful girls’. ”
NEW HAVEN, Poll. “Sensational!”
NEW ORLEANS, State. “A howling success.”

CHICAGO, Chicago. “Excellent, cards outstand¬
ing. Great comedy.”

NEW YORK, Lexington; “Preview scored high¬
est audience rating in two years.”

CINCINNATI, Albee, “Excellent!”

OKLAHOMA CITY, Midwest. “One of the fun¬
niest and best pictures in two years. An outstand¬
ing box-office attraction.”

CLEVELAND, State. “Audience in continuous
uproar. Excellent—can’t miss.”
DALLAS, Majestic. “All ages laughed heartily
throughout. All cards were raves. This is the sort
of picture which gives top box-office
DENVER, Orpheum. “Outstanding. Best reac¬
tion we’ve had in many years.”
DES MOINES, Des Moines. “Excellent!”
DETROIT, Adams. “Excellent!”
INDIANAPOLIS, Loew’s. “Laughs through en¬
tire film beginning to ending.”
KANSAS CITY, MO., Midland. “Laughter
throughout.”
LOS ANGELES, Studio. “Invitational Press Pre¬
view on big sound stage of Hollywood correspon¬
dents got howls and raves.”

OMAHA, State. “Excellent!”
PHILADELPHIA, Tower. “Exceptionally good.
People in lobby talked about many hilarious
incidents.”
PITTSBURGH, Penn. “Terrific. Looks like mort¬
gage lifter.”
PORTLAND, Liberty. “Terrific!”
ST. LOUIS, MO., State. “Terrific. Comment cards
100% rave.”
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah. “Hilarious, Audience
enthusiastic,”
SAN FRANCISCO, Warfield. “Terrific. People
stated this was better than MR. ROBERTS,”
WASHINGTON, Capitol. “A riot. Everyone will
be talking about it,”

GIANT AD CAMPAIGN SPANS AMERICA! ASK M-G-M!
M-G-M

prtstnts

"DON'T GO NEAR THE WATER” starring GLENN FORD

Gia Scala • Bari Holliman * Anne Francis • Keenan Wynn *

Fred

Clark • Eva Gabor

Russ Tamblyn • Jeff Richards • Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley and George Wells • Based

mL

on the Novel by William Brinkley • In Cinemascope and Metjpcolor *

An

Avon Production

Directed by Charles Walters • Produced by Lawrence Weingarten

Wednesday, November 13, 1957
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Steve Allen s Impromptu Rib

Par Still Dickers Lease of Taulties
[TV SYNDICATORS NOW INVENTORY 7,500]
Discussions concerning Paramount’s lease-unloading of its back¬
log to television interests are still going on with no decisions as yet,
according to Barney Balaban, president of the film company.
lie stated emphatically that Par has no intention of holding on
to the back pictures for eventual use on the company’s Telemeter
home toll television system..He said the public couldn’t be expected
to pay for product that isn’t new.
For the refreshment of trade memory, television to date has ac¬
quired about 3,600 feature films out of the Hollywood storage
vaults. Over 700 each came from BKO, Warners and Metro, re¬
spectively, about 100 from Universal, 400 from Republic, around
150 each from Columbia and 20th-Fox, 100 from Allied Artists and
a scattered 100 more from indie sources.
Counting in the large quotas of foreign-made features and mis¬
cellany television syndicators probably purchased residual rights to
7,500 films.

Seven-Year Contract & Participation
Rpard meeting, at 20th-Fox to¬
morrow (Thurs.) is expected to
okay a new seven-year contract for
• Buddy Adler, 20th’s production,
chief. It’ll give him a profit par¬
ticipation in at least several of
‘the films produced by him and
the studio.
Adler’s current contract still has
two years to run. The new deal]
would ‘overlap the remaining two
years.
.
It was the same board ’fhich,
some time ago, nixed the Adler con¬
tract as worked out by the -pro¬
ducer nnd 20th prexy Spyros P.
Skouras.
It’s understood that,
since then, some of Adler’s de¬
mands have been modified.
Ap¬
proval of the deal as it now stands
is said to be assured. Adler was in
Gotham last week, huddling on it
With Skouras and also discussing
production matters.
New pact allows Adler to take a
capital gains profit. His basic sal¬
ary at 20th will be reduced in an¬
ticipation of the additional take.

Townsend Harris’ Under
Way in Japan Village;
Camouflage Modernity

Tokyo, Nov. 12.
With a leading lady still to be
named, 20th-Fox started shooting
“The Townsend Harris Story” at
the tiny fishing, village of Kawana
on the southern arm of Tokyo
Bay some two hours from here.
Opening sequences of the John
Wayiie starrer were mostly specta¬
cle stuff, depicting Harris' arrival
at"'festival time. Over 300 local
people and 270 extras were dressed
in the ancient samurai warrior cos¬
tumes to greet the first U.S. con¬
sul here with something less than
mixed feelings as director John
Huston oversaw in an African bush
jacket.
Yumeji Tsukioka, a fragile-look¬
ing 34-year-old Nikkatsu actress,
was on hand and was expected to
be named momentarily for the role
of Okichi, a geisha who was as¬
signed to care for Harris’ needs.
It was believed that Nikkatsu was
Though finalization of a French holding out for additional conces¬
film agreement is still pending, the sions, such as theatre playdates,
companies .believe the final deal before a deal could be consum¬
will see a-status quo for the first mated.
year and changes in the second.
The town of Kawana was trans¬
New pact will run from July 1,1957 ported hack in years for the se¬
for two years.
quences with thatched roofs cover¬
Companies have been operating ing the modern tile, telephone
in France with advance permits poles being camouflaged, tv aerials
issued by the Government in antici¬ being temporarily hidden and store
pation of an agreement. Though ”a fronts altered. A* deal-with the
new Government has taken over, it’s township covers costs - of the
not expected that there will bd any I switches.
deal for at least two weeks.
The Kaiwa Maru, a four-masted
Distribs in N.Y. say it’d be too steel baroque used as a Japanese
late to apply changes for. 1957-58. training ship, has been rented to
Also, they maintain, even if partial represent the San Jacinto, the U.S.
allocation of permits by the French Navy vessel which brought Harris
themselves is agreed on for 1958-j to Japan. A number of houses will
59, it’ll still have to be done by be burned at the site as . Harris ar¬
“mutual consent,’’
rived during a cholera epidemic.
The community represents Shimoda where Harris actually land¬
ed.
Huston judged present-day
Shimoda too modern for the scenes.
The company is expected to
move to Kyoto, in mid-November
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
for an additional 60 days of shoot¬
After an absence of more than
ing with exteriors at historical sites
five years, Roy Rogers and his
and interiors at shrines and tem¬
wife Dale Evans will return to the¬
ples and at the Kyoto Eiga studio.
atrical filming early next year.
Assembled for the film are 300
They’ve lined up a series of oaters,
40 ox carts and 90 samurai
to be made independently for ma¬
[swords. Exclusive of cast, the com¬
jor release, beginning with “San
pany numbers 237 of^whom but 30
Bernardino.”
Scripters also are
are Americans. Michlo Ito is dance
working on “The Roy Rogers Life
director and Huston is generally
Story.”
using as much Japanese technical
Their last theatrical film was
talent as possible tp carry out his
“Spoilers of the Plains*-’ in 1952.
expressed intention of making “a
Japanese picture.”
Veteran 'Sam Jaffe is on location
to play the Dutchman who acted
Alfred Stem this week resigned as Harris’ interpreter and Japa¬
from the post of global publicity nese vet So Yamamura is playing
manager for RKO after an 11-year the Governor of Shimoda who tries
association with the company to to resist the^landing of Harris.
become Hollywood pub head of Na¬
Although not a Co-producer,
tional Telefilm Associates.
Ren Daiei is co-operating.
Grimm, film company’s ad man¬
ager, has been upped to worldwide
Muriel O’Brien quit-as associate
manager of advertising and pub-' editor of the Green Sheet on the
licity,
heels of editor Marjorie Dawson’s
Given the job of assistant global bowout.
Publication is a com¬
ad-pub chief is Fred Lutkin, who posite of film reviews of 13 na¬
has been business manager in tional (mainly femme) organiza¬
charge of co-op advertising.
tions.

EXPECT FIRST YEARDF
FRENCH PACT AS IS

Roy Rogers-Dale Evans
To Theatre Screens Again

AI Stern to NTA

By HAROLD MYERS
London, Nov. 12.
In the belief that the European
Common Market and the European
Free. Trade Area would ease re¬
strictions on the import of films
and thus result in a freer trading
policy, the Government of the
United States • and the American
motion picture industry is unre¬
servedly in favor of both these
political developments.
That view was expressed here by
Eric Johnston, president of the
Motion Picture Assn, during a brief
stay in London last week, when he
conferred with his departmental
executives from London, Paris,
Rome and Frankfurt.
In an interview, the MPA presi¬
dent insisted that a basic condition
for a prosperous film industry was
a healthy industry. If the Com¬
mon Market or the Freer Trade
Area gave the European producer
a wider domestic market, he was;
sure that, in turn, this would lead;
to a higher standard in quality of
production. An improved standard
in production would, be averred, be
an incentive and an inspiration to
.the producer in'Hollywood, and if
he, in turn, made better pictures
it would enhance the boxoffice
gross and that would be . to the ad¬
vantage of the industry as a whole.
Why Be Gloomy?
Johnston .challenged the viewpoint
frequently expressed in London
and -European capitals that the
Common Market would hurt the
Hollywood producer.
If it suc¬
ceeded in stimulating production
and boosting attendances that
would benefit the world film indus¬
try as a whole and he had no doubt
that Hollywood film makers would
share in that benefit. If there were
any serious intentions of restricts
ing the free circulation of Ameri¬
can films in the Common Market
area, then his members would need
to take, a second look at the situa¬
tion; but for the time being they
felt confident that such measures
would be unnecessary.
U. S. Producers Chief
The underlined the inherent
principal of free trade, as estab¬
lished within the American industry.
In the' last year Hollywood pro¬
duced 287 features, but more than
600 full length films were im¬
ported from other sources. There
were 37 imports from the Soviet
Union, as well as others from
Britain, France, Germany, Italy,
Latin America, the Far East, etc.
Admittedly, many of them would
not get much of a playoff but that
was not the fault of the American
industry, but due to the sales re¬
sistance of the U. S. theatre-going
public. But the principal of free
trade was there and when the
right picture came along the pay¬
ing public was only too anxious to
give it its support.
Johnston /recalled anxiety ex¬
pressed to him during a recent tour
of Latin American countries, with
the suggestion that there should be
a Common Market in that area just
as was being proposed in Europe.
He didn’t believe, however, that the
affairs of the film industry could be ,
settled by forming compact pockets
of distribution and free trade in
particular areas without paying re-!
gard to the necessity of global
markets.
j
He made no hones about the importance of foreign trade to Holly- j
wood producers.
The days in
which'the average top pic could re¬
coup its negative cost in the U. S.-j
Canada domestic market and) rely j
on foreign earnings as “the gravy”!
had long since past.
Today the
producer was fortunate if 60% of
his investment was returned in the
United -States and therefore the
foreign market was of vital im¬
portance. That situation was re¬
flected in the anxiety of British
and European producers who were
trying to invade- the free American
market.
In the projected free trade area ,
the prospects of a wider imme-I
diate market wert particularly at- ;
tractive, hut he earnestly hoped;
that this would not result in re- j
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The major film companies, per¬
haps for the umpteenth time, are
reappraising the policy of placing
! film clips on major television shows
for exnloitation purposes. Although
it’s agreed that the cxnosure on

network tv show »a quick and

inexpensive wav to bung the picture to the.attention of millions of
peonle. the film companies have
periodically w ondered if perhaps
t}je manner of- presentation can do
move harm than good.
The basic problem has been the
inability to control the film clip
once it gets into the .hands of t|ie
television people. Perhaps the bfst
examole of this is the manner sin
which Stove Allen handled “ifie
Bridge on the River, Kv.-ai” on a recent Sunday show.
Columbia,
which is distributing the film, went
through considerable expense to
prepare a filmed interview espe¬
cially for Allen.
The interview,
filmed in Ceylon, where the pic¬
ture wrs made on location, featured Alec Guinness and William
Holden.
The interview, a 1. hough handled
straight, lost whatever effect it
might havc jiad when Allen immediately thereafter presented a satir¬
ical version of the same interview.
Allen’s “making fun” of the per¬
formers and the picture so in¬
censed Columbia prexy Harry Cohn
that he handed down an edict that
henceforth clips from Columpia
pictures would not be given to
television.
Col is also question¬
ing the ethics of Allen’s stunt since
he“h3d never informed the studio
that he had intended to follow the
On the theory that advertising filmed interview with a burlesque.
(Allen on the air used a
arid promotion of a picture must
phrase like ‘v'ith the kind per¬
start at the very conception of the
mission of—')
filrii Warner Bros, has replaced the
Periodically, the film companies
studio designer on “Marjorie Morningstar” with ideas executed by have suffered from tv takeoffs of
the various fashion houses and films. Usually, however, this Oc¬
manufacturers who will tie in with curs when the film is already in re¬
lease to a considerable extent and
release of the picture:
' “Morningstar” is skedded for no harm results. However, when
Easter release. The cooperating an expensive property such as
companies
have
designed
the “Kwai” is burlesqued before it has
clothes for Natalie Wood, the star been shown to the public, it’s felt
of the film, aiming at the kind of that it sets up a barrier that is
outfits a young N. Y. girl of above- difficult to overcome.
In the past, Allen and Ed Sulli¬
averagq income level might wear.
The manufacturers now are copy¬ van. although catered to by the film
ing the line for spring and summer companies, have been the greatest
There have been nu¬
release. At the end of the picture, offenders.
merous beefs against both on the
they’ll he given full credit.
Large tieup, ranging all the way way film clips have been “mishan¬
On occasions, the faulty
from clothes fa cosmetics, was ar¬ dled.”
ranged by Robert Taplinger, WB presentation has been accidental.
ad-pub v.p. Campaign is being co¬ However, these slips, it’s asserted,
ordinated by Harper's Bazaar and have resulted in irreparable harm
one of the keys is the development at the boxoffice.
Even before Allen’s takeoff on
of Morningstar Blue in conjunc¬
tion with the Color Assn. Harper’s “Kwai,” a number of film compa¬
April issue will highlight the vari¬ nies have withheld footage from
ous “Morningstar” designs. Miss the videoites. Metro, for example,
Wood will tour the country and ap- refused to give Allen a two-minute
pear at various department stores . clip
_ from “Les Girls,” feeling
_ that
that tie in with the Harper’s pro-! the small-screen showing would not
motion.
: fully indicate the scope and enter“The main® thing is that the 1 tainment value of the picture. Metstyles worn by Miss Wood are be-' ™ was willing to go along with a
iievable,” Taplinger noted. “Often, i 30-second bit, hut Allen nixed it.
the kind of clothes worn bv our • HJs argument was that if he spent
stars aren’t believable. Here will: money advertising the stars in the
be styles which, if they appeal to : clip, he wanted more footage to
women, can be bought by them."' show the tv audience.
He estimated that the picture was
Mam beef of the filmites in deal-^
receiving $1,000,000 in free acTs inS with the videoites is that the
via the cooperating group of manu- ? relationship is a one way street
facturers.
i although the Iv people stand to
-:-;—
benefit as much. “They give ydu

“Pursuit of the Graf Spee” is
the first British film to have solidly i
broken down the Dixie “line.” Irv-:
ing Sochin, general sales manager
for Rank 'Film Distributors of
America, said last week.
Picture, according to Sochin, is
performing on a par with any good :
American film and doing top busi--.
ness in many situations despite the i
depressed b.o. in some sections, i
due to. the flu scare. “Spee” has ;
been widely booked by United Par- j
amount affiliates in the South and ;
Southwest, and also has done en¬
couraging business elsewhere.
RFDA is using over 100 prints
and all are booked solid. More than
200 dates have been played off.
Sochin attributed the success of
the “Graf Spee” to a strong ad
campaign and the action appeal.
Rank Org has April Olrich, British
stariet appearing in the film touring |
yrith it. Sochin said there origin¬
ally had been circuit resistance,
but that the b.o, performance of
the picture had made his sales job
easier. He’s been all over the coun¬
try selling “Graf Spee” and the
14-pfcture Rank lineup.

STYLISTS FIGURE BIG
IN WB lORNINGSTAR’

strictive regulations detrimental to !
American producers, but would en-!
‘‘“B
_> their shows, said one film exec.
f „bJ“At the same time, they want the
film naines to bolster their ratings.
*
And
they
sPend
considerable
Eun?i??na territories alone.
money in advertising the fact that
London Johnston met Government

'gS

3S can
t£e personaMes‘1
"
? b
^ through the film clips we give
the Free Market negrtiations. and themBAfter you turn 0?er the
ft0
'iATO meetmgm age
then)i y0B have no guaran.
th
of Contmons.
The Jee h . they.u present it.
round-tables with his own Euro-1
__
pean annum were mainly con-i
Edward
onetime head
cemed with domestic problems and o[ New Jersey Allied who’s now
were in line with the Association t prexy of Carbons Inc., returned
policy to maintain regular contact; from Europe Sunday tlOi after a
with their executives In the field, j 17-day business trek which took
Their last sesh had been held in; him to London, Berlin, Rome and
Rome in the spring.
"Paris.
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Amusement Stock Quotations
Week Ended Tuesday (12)

IV. L Stock Exchange
1957
Low

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
. in 100s
Low
High
13%
11% ABC Vending 20
13
13% Am Br-ParTh 303
14%
13%
2534
2434
23% CBS “A” .... 137
2434
23%
22% CBS “B” .... 38
14%
15
13% Col Pix .... 17
14%
15%
13% Decca .....
84
95
97%
8134 Eastman Kdk. 75
3%
3%
3% EMI ..205
9
8%
7% T.ist Ind.1576
12%
11%
11% Loew’s.307
7?4
8
7% Nat. Thea. .. 44
28%
29%
28
Paramount .. 50
34%.
37%
36
Polaroid .... —
13
14%
11
Philco .229
27%
2934
BCA .. 542
27
5% ~
5%.
5% Republic ..., 34
9
10%
9%
Rep., pfd7
14%
13%
1334
Stanley War. 34
20% Storer :. 16
22%
22
21% 20th-Fox ..... 109
22%
21%
16% United Artists 21
18%
17%
20% Univ. Pix ...
1
21%
21%
68
Univ., pfd. .. *110
68
68
19% Warner Bros. 21
20
19%
91% Zenith.
36
114
118%
Ametican Stock Exchange
4%
2% Allied Artists 45
2% .
234
10%
6% ATd Art., pfd.
3
7%
7%
11% ,6%. Assn. Artists 436
6%
8%
1% * % C Sc C Tele.. 157
%
.%
6%
3
DuMont Lab. 89 „
3%
3%
4%
2% Guild Films . 78 ’.2%
2%
9%
5%. Nat’l Telefilm 99
7%
6%
9
3% Skiatron .... 40
6%r
5%
834* 3% technicolor . 80
4%
3%
5% ■ 3% Trahs-Lux ...
3
4%
4%
Over-the-counter Securities
Bid
Ampex
.
37%
Chesapeake. Industries ..........
1%
Cinerama Iric.
...
.
%
Cinerama Prod. •
..
1%
DuMont Broadcasting.... ...... .
. 7%
Magna Theatre ..
1%
Official Films
.... __
1%
•U. A. Theatres .... ......
3%
*
17%
24% 36%'
35%
-20%
19%
115
4?4
10%
22
9%
36%
37%
18%
40
8%
13%
18%
29%
3034
25%
30%
.73
28%
126%

Tues.
Close
‘13%
14%
25
24
14%
15
95
3%
8%
12%
7%
2934
34%
14
28
‘ 5%
9%
1334
22%
22%
17%
21%
68
20
114%
2%
7%
7%
%
3%
2a4
7%
5?4
3%
4%

Net
Change
for wk.
— %
+ %
+ %
—?%
—:%
+ %
.+ %
+ %
+ %
+ %
+ %
+ *%
—2%
-H%
—
— %
■■—•%
+ %
+ %
— %
—(%
—1%
— %
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FRANCE WITH 31 FILMS, FOR $2,000,000,
BETTERED U.S. PLAYOFF IN 1957
JUDGE QF WEIGHT

‘Disfigurement’ Clause in Francis
Pact Draws Advice
Los Angeles, NoV. 12.
The small print in an acting
contract prompted a dietetic dis¬
course by Superior Judge Harold
Schweizer.
Judge Schweizer approved
seven year contract between 18year-old Diana Francis and AB-PT
Pictures, the pact calling for $120
per week to start and rising to
$1,250 per week at the end of the
term.
But he noted a clause that permits the company to cancel the
contract on the grounds of “dis¬
figurement,” if Miss Francis’
weight goes below 105 or over 130.
Judge’ Schweizer ascertained that
the young actress now weighs 117.
He pondered the problem ju¬
diciously then gave Ms opinion,
“Don’t,” he said, eat potatoes.”

+1%

As the end of the year nears, the
French are looking back at 1957
with considerable satisfaction. In
r
n J
O A
I m^ny
it’s been far and
UZOllOrSUway the best year for their films
Philadelphia, Nov. 12. j in the States.
Charging they are being denied j
terms of numbers alone, the
flrstruns, the owners of a film j French easily predominated the
house and two drive-ins filed a • American foreign-language field.
$2,128,500 damage suit In U. S. | They brought in 31 features so far.
District Court here (8), against,
1958, the total should rise to
seven major producers and dis-,around 36. Whereas, last year, they
tributors
I grossed approximately $1,800,000
Plaintiffs, are the A. M. Ellis
J^ear should hlt
Theatres Co. and Alma and Gloria j ve“ over $4000,000.
Cohen, trading as the Gap Co. j Disfnbs of French pix are aided
They operate the Renel Theatre j
Joseph Maternati’s French Film
and two ozoners on the Chester • Office.
Pike and Lincoln Highway,
Going by the U.S. distributors.
Coatesville.
the quality of the French films dur¬
Defendants
are * Paramount, ing the past 12 months hasn't been
Warner Bros., United Artists, Co- outstanding, nor is the upcoming
lumbia,. Universal,. 20th Century-: tT°P of Gallic films anything to get
Fox and RKO!
j veiY Excited about. In the face of
Plaintiffs charge discriminatory '
a

Alma and Gloria Cohen
File Antitrust Action

rOr Hardtop, L

—

_

foebord^5theTh£ystrtsedtoh£aCrnS!!
firstruns to the two drive-ins at the ; 1R Frp_ Jh mincer ,_past vve.eksame -time pix are released to!
l 2oh?„ ,£fe S"5™}*
dowhtown Philly houses
i,tout 10 theatres would p4 "the
. -The court was also asked to di- j French offerings,
rect the-distributors to fix a na-1
1Qei~
.
tionwide release date. So that all \ nqw^current at^he Paris Theatre
Ask
AnrS
Warner Bros. , is seeking to ex¬ outdoor theatres may Obtain fea-' r\h7 vL r!iiio
41%
+2
J*Ld
pand its industrial film operations. tures at the same time they are j gr J?*. woman^'whih
1%
— %
Studio already has a contract with being shown in big city firstruns.
1%
— %
American Tel & Tel for construc¬
theatres. Pic lurtrbeen setting ree2
— %
tion Of commercial celluloid, and rrADrC-V’ ADTUFID'C
°5ds ai
Paris, mostly on the
8%
+ %
has just completed a representa¬ bhUAUC A. AKillUli D
Strength of its sexsational appeal.
1%
tion deal with the William Morris
1%
Agency to line up new accounts
4%
•for the studio. The Morris office - „
— %
rr? ™ _
that estimate by the N.Y. critics.
previously represented Warners in
George K. Arthur, who hit the j Film star? Brigitte Bardot. “Ger-..♦ Actual Volume,
the sale of some of their cartoon iackpot with his importation of i oaise,” just opened, alos rates hitrh
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
properties to video...
“Wee Geordie” ($400,000 in United j Wjth rvpnr*ii «Tmc
- h. ’
S h!
Deke Hayward and Nat Wilks, States film rentals), has taken on !
who have been writing'and direct¬ another British comedy. for dm-Uhlt they’re definitely making progPUT -|N RELIEF DIRECTOR
ing commercial pix, will act in the tribution. It’s “The Ship Was ress in getting more playing time
same capacity in the Warner deals. Loaded” (originally titled “Carry in the regular commercial theatres
Columbia Got Jittery About
That -deal was similarly arranged On, Admiral”), made by Renown which, in the past, stayed away
Pictures with Peggy Cummins in
Griffith In Hawaii
for by the Morris Agency.
from imports. Several sections of
the lead.
the country have “opened up" in a
\ Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Like “Geordie,” “Ship” is a com¬ small way to the French, particu¬
Demonstrate Wireless Speaker
Columbia dispatched director
edy, Which is the type of fare Ar¬ larly if they’ve been pictures with
Dallas,
Nov.
12.
Fred
F.
Sears
to
Hawaii
to
take
thur states he prefers. Prominent
Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.
Big D Drive-In Theatre was the as a comedian in the silent screen a “naughty” aspect, like “Nana.”
Stearn-Hanna Cooperative The¬ over direction of “Ghost of the scene
Overall impression of the French
of the’ latest demonstration
atres is merging as of end of this' China Seas,” second of two films of the new wireless speaker which era, he figures he can spot the themselyest they are the only ones
- week with Moore Theatre Service, originally scheduled to be produced was arranged for exhibitors by proper values and cut his material to maintain a big office in N.Y. to
and
directed
by
Charles
B.
Griffith.
to
best
suit
American.
audiences.
buying and booking reps for big
help promote their films) is that
Texas COMPO. The demonstra¬
Mike Manos circuit, to make out- Latter had a two-picture deal with tion was made by John Shelton, Working alone, Arthur spends as they're making progress in the
• fit the believed largest indie com¬ the studio and made his directorial veepee of the Vido-Sound Cori?., much as three to four months in American market, and that thi9
scissoring his pictures.
bow on the first, “Forbidden
bine in the country, representing Island.”
of New Jersey.
When the film is ready for mar¬ progress is due in part to their own
more than 182 theatres, including
Operators of ozoners were in¬ ket, Arthur, whose company is Go exertions and partly to economic
He was to have brought both
- drive-ins.
vited by Texas COMPO to see the Films, becomes a one-man sales factors in the U.S. industry, which
pix
in
for
a
reported
$150,000
with
Cooperative was started by Bert
have left a larger room for foreign
sound speaker which requires no
Stearn, former western sales man¬ “Island” going first on an eight connecting wire to speaker post, to organization, travelling around the films to take up residence.
ager for United Artists, and his day schedule. When “Island” hit learn of the cost, installation fea¬ country setting up dates. “Ship”
Some of the distribs voice con¬
already
is
set
for
Christmas
runs
11th
day
before
the
cameras
outfit merged only a year or so
cern from time to time over the
tures and future possibilities of the in Boston, Baltimore and M<
ago with Lou Hanna office. Moore and Columbia noted that Griffith new speaker.
volume of French films coming in
clair,
N.
J.
seemed
to
be
having
continuing
Theatre Service bad been operated
(over one-third of the entire French
by D. F. (Dinty) Moore, onetime production difficulties, Sears, a
output is being shown here) and the
Warners’ manager here, and he’ll contract megger, was sent to
resultant firop in the quality level.
become an officer and exec of the Hawaii to handle the second film.
While. this does reflect the rising
new corporation. Moore had
potential of the Gallic imports a3
repped number of other properties
a whole, it’s also tended to deprive
in addition to those of Manos
them of the overall impression that
chain.
French films are something “speIn explanation of merger it is
It’s an attitude which lately
stated that economic factfirs now
Nov. 18 Is the deadline for a
Though It has dissolved its phys- Film is dubbed. Poe said that, j ”a? been reflected in some of the
- prevalent in the industry motivat¬ select group of 20th-Fox top execu¬ cal distribution organization in the under his . deaj. with the states- j °Pini°ns from critics who, in the
ed the consolidation. New bead- tives to pick up their options on a States and now functions ‘via a righters, they* pay for both prints! Pfst>. appeared definitely partial to
quarters-will be in present offices total of 208,000 shares under the network of statesrighters, IFE Re¬ and advertising. On certain “hot” } the lingualers.
of Cooperative on Film Row.
20th stock option plan approved leasing Corp. still will have first pictures they may give a joint ad- ! Growing* income and spread of
by the stockholders last May.
j the. French product in the States
call on most of the new Italian vance.
Maximum that can be picked up product, Seymour Poe, IFE exec
If a picture is judged of a type ;has led some distribs to wondering
by any one person is 75,000 shares. v.p., stated in N. Y. last week.
that could be successful in dubbed; what the French Government can
Option is exercisable at a price
He envisioned the acquisition of version, the Italian producer will: ?° to further help the French films
equal to the closing price Of the about six new Italo features annu¬ have to arrange for the English ; In the U.S, Maternati’s bureau is
common stock on the day the op¬ ally. He’ll go to Rome twice a soundtrack, Poe said. A good dub- generally considered to be very efBoston, Nov. 12.
agreement becomes effective, year to o.o. ‘the available films. bing job can he done in Rome for ie£.Yte within its natural limits,
Gary Theatre, formerly the Plym> tion
plu$ one dollar.
In the j which to some, appear narrow.
Selection then will be screened by $8,000, hie pointed out.
outh legit bouse, goe? to hard
There
are indications that vir¬ a statesrighters committee ’of four States, it can cost up to $25,000. partly due to the peculiar nature'
ticket policy for the first time with tually every
one of the execs -will to decide whether or not the pix
In. Rome, Renzo Ruffini con¬ of the indie distribution business
“Bridge On River Kwai” {Col),
pick up at least some share?, are to be taken on. Budd Rogers tinues as prexy of IFE, but the itself. Now, the French—under the
opening Dec.:27, Sam Richmond, though
some have bqen frank to is coordinating this activity.
composition of the board is under¬ projected new film agreement with
gen. mgr., said the policy will be
admit
that the purchase 'Involves i In the statesrighters group are going considerable change. New the Motion Picture Export Assn._
10 shows pet week, three mati¬
a
hardship.
Shares
can’t
be
sold]
nine
companies
covering
18
ex¬
arrangement in the U. S. writes expect additional monies, presum¬
nees, with prices pegged at $1.50- for two years.
*' change areas, and this number may finis to the IFE experiment as ably earmarked for aid to the
$2.75.
Under
the
option
plan,
an
exec
be
expanded
to
take
in
additional
originally
envisaged, i.e. an auton¬ French films in the U.S. Distribs
Gary is ope of three theatres in
are split over what, in their
the U.S. skedded to open the pic¬ must agree to have his salary re¬ fringe areas. Poe, whose Gotham omy Italian publicity and distribu¬ opinion,
the French could or should
duced
by
75c
for
each
share
of
headquarters
retains
approval
tion
setup
in the States. Financed
ture. The other two are RKO
do with the coin if it’s to help the
Palaee, N.Y., and Los Angeles. stock he picks up. Also, he must rights on all contracts written at by the American majors, who success
of
the Gallic imports. "
agree
to
subscribe
for
at
par
the
the
local
level,
said
that
the
states¬
contributed
close
to
$4,000,000
(in
With the Gary on hard ticket
There have been reports of
policy, owner Ben Sack will have . five year 5% notes of debentures righters are taking over the 35 old lira), IFE started simply as an adof
the
corporation
In
the
amount
French
plans
to acquire a showcase
IFE
films
and
six
mew
ones.
He
pub^outfit,
then
branched
out
into
two theatres on the hard ticket
house in Gotham. Most distribs
setup, as his Saxon is playing eqtial to $25 principal amount for. stressed that this wasn’t a “last distribution. Occasionally success¬ don’t
think
much
of that idea but
gasp”
measure,
but
rather
a
realis¬
each
share
of
stock
optioned
to
ful,
but
always
considered
an
ex¬
“Around the World in 80 Days.”
him.
tic sales approach in a field with travagant experiment in a limited would prefer having the French
Total number of execs to whom comparatively limited potential market, IFE gradually declined, let acquire theatres throughout the
Bakrog. International Films Inc.
.has been authorized to conduct a shares are. being offered hasn’t where the. maintenance of a mul¬ down to a large extent by the Ital¬ country to give French films a
motion picture films business in been disclosed, but has been put titude of offices is of questionable ian producers themselves who chance to be shown where, nor¬
when they had good films, pre¬ mally, they have trouble getting in
New York, with capital stock of 200 as below 20^ It’s-already been in- value.
One new Italian film, “Atilla,” ferred to channel them to the Other indies think the money
shares, no par value, ! Eckhaus, ■ dicated that prexy Spyros J\.
Eckhaus Sc Eschen were filing at¬ Skouras will option 75,000 shares, Anthony Quinn, has been sold to U. S, Independent* who were wlW: should be allotted via Maternati to
torneys at Albany.
|the? rnraktttttnrr.»‘c i Joe Levine '{Embassy) in Boston: ing *to 'give high advances.
v 1 help them promote films.
— %
+1%
— %
— %

Warners Spread

.

_

Pittsburgh Pool

20th Echelon’s
For Electing Shares

GARY, BOSTON 1&-A-WK.
FOR ‘KWAT HARD-TTX

‘CARRY ON, ADMIRAL’
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PICTURES

TO PHILIPPINES
ON BACK TAXES ISSUE
Staff Uncertainties Continue at Warners Home Office
—Co. Denies Work-Overloading
Our Boy Clark
Warner Bros, homeoffice staffers,
particularly in the lower echelon,
Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
continue to face each pay day with
Martin Lebedoff, a local
trepidation as the film company’s
exhibitor leader, is getting
"streamlining” takes its toll of
other Twin Cities’ theatremany veteran “tenure” employees.
owners to join him in a letter
Several additional white collarites
to Clark Gable, thanking the
were handed dismissal notices last
latter and showing apprecia¬
week.
Others, who have been
tion for his stand against film
asked to transfer to other jobs in
companies’ further unloading
the company, have accepted sever¬
of pictures’ backlogs to tele¬
ance pay and quit rather than ac¬
vision and his announcement
cept unattractive jobs.
he’ll never appear in any mov¬
The film company is attempting
ie for any form of toll or other
tv.
to live up to a senority rule, par¬
The Lebedoff letter also will
ticularly in the pinkslipping of the
inform Gable that the pictures
white collarites. It did not, how¬
in which he appears and in
ever. follow this policy (blamed on
which he’s financially interest¬
legal advice) when it fired a num¬
ed will be given every possible
ber of publicity staffers. The dis¬
playdate favoring.
missals in the publicity department
have been temporarily rescinded
pending the outcome of arbitration
proceedings
instigated by the
Screen Publicists Guild which rep-}
resents the pub-ad employees.
Work Load Question
Meanwhile,
the
Guild
has
charged WB with “overloading.”
"When two publicists—Irving Windiseh and Jack Tirman—decided to
Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
exit the company on their own, de¬
Branch managers here are being
spite the temporary withdrawal of urged to use their efforts to get
their
dismissals, WB
assigned their companies back on the color
their work to other publicists. It’s track.
the Guild’s contention that these
Reno Wilk, president of the Tri¬
jobs upder the terms of WB’s con¬ angle Outdoor Theatre circuit, is
tract with the union should be im¬ leading a campaign to induce Hol¬
mediately filled.
Assigning the lywood to quit its current black
duties of these jobs.^the SPG ar¬ and white “binge” and to return
gues, constitutes work-overloading. to the policy of a few years ago
WB, on the«*toer hand, main¬ to make a large percentage of
tains that all it is asking its em¬ their pictures, if not all, in color.
Wilk thinks that branch man¬
ployees to do is to put in an eighthour day.
Staffers assigned the agers, with their ears closest to
work of the men no longer with the exhibition and public pulses,
the company are not being asked to may be able to exert effective in¬
put in extra time, It's stated. There fluence on their Hollywood pro¬
is no rule, contends WB, that en duction bigwigs.
The current year’s tendency to
employee must perform one and
only one function in the publicity use black and white, instead of
color, probably because Of econ¬
department.
omy considerations, undoubtedly
Meanwhile-, reports persisted that
has been an adverse boxoffice fac¬
WB, in carrying out its retrench¬ tor, in Wilk’s and local top1 exhibi¬
ment policy, plans to reduce its 10tors’ opinions.
man field force as soon as the road
Wilk has pointed out that color
rampaign on “Sayonara’* is com¬ invariably spells boxoffice, other
pleted.
considerations being equal, be¬
At the same time, the film com¬
cause so few homes boast color
pany is making plans to turn over
television sets afad it's something
the work of its advertising and art different that adds to viewers’ en¬
department to an outside advertis¬ joyment in the theatres and lures
ing agency. One of three agen¬ people to showhouses.
He espe¬
cies specializing in film accounts— cially has been pounding away
Buchanan & Co., Donahue & Co. that color is drive-in theatres’
and Monroe Greenthal Co.—are bread and butter and is a recog¬
the leading contenders, with Bu¬ nized draw in itself.
chanan thought to have the inside
Even Western and other outdoor
track.
action pictures are coming through
WB’s 32-man art department has in black and white and there’s es¬
been placed on notice that the de¬ pecially no excuse for this, de¬
partment will be eliminated in 60 clares Wilk,
He feels . present
days. The SPG, which also repre¬ lllack and white production poli¬
sents the art department staffers, cies are penny wise and pound
is preparing to institute arbitra¬ foolish because the meritorious
tion proceedings in an effort to color pictures can garner the lar¬
cancel the WB decision.
ger grosses and thus command
Ad Shop on Coast
higher film rentals.
Advertising agency which re¬
ceives the WB account will open
a Coast office for servicing. Adver¬
tising manager Gil Golden and his
assistant Dick Lederer, will shift j
their headquarters to the Coast. '
There is also a possibility that the .j
press book department may also !
shift to the Coast. Sy Cohen, who j

Reno Wilks Cry:
‘Backto Color

Tokyo, Nov, 12. .
Irving Maas, Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn, veep in charge, of the
Far East, arrived" her'©' Saturday
(2) and will headquarter in Tokyo
until a successor to Leo Hochstetter is named, “when .and if.”
Hochstetter returned to the U.S.
last month and for reassignment in
Buenos Aires.
Maas expected to leave for Man¬
ila at the end of the week to heli>
disentangle the tax hassle there
'and then proceed to India, .return¬
ing in about four or five weeks.
He termed the Philippines situa¬
tion as “status quo.” He said, “We
have paid certain taxes under pro¬
test with the intention that it
would be settled judiciously.”
Philippines government is seek¬
ing back taxes close to $10,009,000
but the more immediate figure is
3,250,000 pesos ($1 million) to
cover the 24% withholding tax
which the Manila tax reps claim is
due for period from April 23, 1957
through July 1,1957.
The gold pact would bring re¬
mittance of $3.5 million by an
American purchase of semi-refined
gold to be resold to the Philippines
Central Bank for deposit as Fili¬
pino gold reserves in San Francisco.
As to reported tax problems
looming In Japan, Maas didn’t
weigh the matters too heavily, call¬
ing them’ “mostly old stuff.”
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
Frank Sinatra is. "perhaps the highest-paid performer in the history
of show business,” writes N.Y. Times* Hollywood correspondent Thomas
M. Pryor in Canadian monthly Liberty (Nov.). Sinatra’s gross income,
he says, should average close to $4,000,000 a year for the next three
years. His package deal with Paramount on “The Joker Is Wild” is
$120,000 plus 25% of profits. Columbia is paying him $150,000 and 30
ownership of the negative for “Pal Joey.”
After latter Sinatra does 12 tv-films for ABC (with whom he has a
three-year contract guaranteeing him $7,000,000); wends to south
France to act in “Kings Go Forth”; then* more tv-films; then a per¬
sonal movie production of “The Jazz Train” starring himself and Sam¬
my Davis Jr. Then may come the movie of Budd Schulberg’s “What
Makes Sammy Run?”
Death of Jack Buchanan sparked off a reminder in the A'uld Lang
Syne land of his stint .some years back in an Ivor Novello musical at
the Alhambra Theatre, Glasgow; Scot-bom star was set to play a month
in Glasgow when he got an offer to appear in “Band Wagon” with
Fred Astaire. He agreed, but only on stipulation that he would be al¬
lowed to play his month on the Glasgow stage. As result, his Own
shooting schedule w’as put back, he completed his four Scot weeks,
planed to the coast on- the Sunday he closed in Glasgow, and was on
the Metro set by the Wednesday.
Buchanah was a native of Helensburgh, Clyde resort near Glasgow,
and knew John Logie Baird, tv inventor, in his young days. They both
experimented with early tv processes. One of Buchanan’s last dates ;
was at the tee-off (Aug. 31) of Indie tv in Scotland.
Believed to be first utilization by a film producer of “motivational
research”—practiced by the advertising business for some years to ,
determine buying habits of the public: indie Panama and Frank com¬
pany has retained services of psychological consulting firm of Fiske
Levy & Wright, Bevhills. Purpose is* to assay “unconscious reasons”
that determine the behavior of prospective motion picture patrons.
Project will be centered specifically on the appeal inherent in two
upcoming Panama-Frank productions for Paramount, “Tha Jayhawkers” and “The Transfer.”
-

Seventeen mag is expanding its annual Picture-of-the-Year Readers*
Award this year with addition of a five-day prize trip to Hollywood
for the reader (and her mother) who writes the best letter,backing
up her vote in the publication’s second - annual picture * poll. Contest
Continued from page 71
^ was Inaugurated last year in the form- of balloting by Sev6nteen’s
readers to select their favorite film of the year from the mag’s 12
Seguin got 75% of that organiza¬ picture-of-the-month selections. Closing date for the competition is
tion’s radio spots for film promo¬ Dec, 27 with the winning picture and letter writer to be revealed in
tion.
Three of these spbts each the March Seventeen.
day are for films current, at down¬
town B&K showcases. Two are for
Toronto-born Donald Harron, ex-“Separate Tables” and Stratford,
films playing at rival houses, “Rain- Conn., Festival, has been signed by Paramount for a picture directed
tree County” at the Me Vickers and by George Seaton; biif first may be loaned out to another unit for one
“Les Girls” at the Woods. These with Mel Ferrer and Audrey Hepburn. Harron first tested for Col¬
radib ads are running for 30 days umbia, for “The Last Angry Man,” but didn’t sign because-it’s not
during November.
skedded till next year. Beaton tested him at Paramount. Meanwhile
Newspapers
have
cooperated he’s appearing in a tv play on Canadian Broadcasting Corp’s network,
with institutional ads across the where up to a year or so ago he was best-known for his funny “Farmer
film ad pages, urging the nubl’C to From Parry Sound” bit.
..
enjoy the finest films In 50 years.
Off-page promotion material is be¬
Accent is hot on humor in motion picture releasing schedules for
ing used to attract readers to the the next eight months. Majors apparently ljave cut down sharply on.
film section.
films in a straight comedy vein and only 15 pix of this genre are slated
Wallerstein pointed out that for release between now and next; June. Paramount is the only major
B&K ad space is . not heing[ con¬
that still leans heavily ’op comedy, with five such films ready for re¬
fined only to its. biggest offerings. lease. They are “Houseboat,” “Teacher’s Pet,” “The Matchmaker,”
Just as much space is being , de¬ “Hear Me Good” and “The Sad Sack.” Metro, Universal and Allied
voted to “Bombers B-52.” “Sad Artists have two comedies each and-Warners, 20th, Columbia and
Sack” and; "My Man Godfrey*’ as United Artists, one apiece.
to “Savonara”: and “Don’t Go Near
the Water.”
Writers Guild of America West- council has condemned “right-toAlthough all newspapers have
not been consistent in their sud- work” legislation, and claims any SUch law in California woud end
the’.guild’s
ability to protect tfie writer in Hollywood. “It would make
Dort of the project, other. exh;bs
have latched onto. the “Golden impossible enforcement of the man# contracts we now hold with pro¬
ducers,”
stated
the council. Group was’unanimous in its vote of op¬
Jubilee” theme.
Promotion for
nabe houses also got heavy ad position to such legislation. Council named a special committee headed
by
former
guild
prez Howard Green to keep it posted of all develop¬
soace for the outlying break on “10
ments on the issue.
Commandments/’

B & K’s Slogan

Looking toward, a longterm effect
In cultivating audiences for the
kind of product available, Waller¬
stein claims that B&K’s campaign
indicates what can be done if both
exhibitors and distributors *»et be¬
hind the promotion of individual
pictures.

Traid Color Control, a 16m reversal - additive printing processsaid to provide scene-to-scene cfcor correction and control, is claimed
by the Southwest Film Laboratory Inc. of Dallas. Under development
for the past three years it is now asserted that the system-will pro¬
vide “absolute color control” in the three primary light value colors,
viz.; red, blue and green. It was developed by Jack Hopper at the
laboratory.

j Pennsy-N. Y. Central Merger Impeded
And

ers See Moral For Films

I tion. This takes into account initial
[Federal. Court bout plus the ap\ peals that doubtless would ensue.
The matter involving the two
railroads is not immediately appli¬
cable, it’s noted, in that the D. of
"sed.
Federal Government similarly J. in this instance must give , way
program. At the opening of each
...
to the Interstate Commerce Com¬
\VB nieture, either at a first-run
mission, which has the more direct
house or at a key circuit house.;
nies. This is the opinion of certain voice. But the application does ob¬
representatives of the SPG have
film attorneys who directly are tain with any rival companies in
b»>en on hand during the peak 8
“ . concerned with the matter.
another industry and which do not
p. m. to 9 p. m. stanza to dis¬
In other
these
tribute leaflets informing the pub-.
... words,
. . while
,
„ . . law- stress “dire emergency.”
To spell it out further: The D. of
Me of WB's decision to dismiss1 yers ^gbt envision beneficial remany longtime staffers. A large!sults for their respective compa- J. would quarrel with a railroad
coupling
except that the ICC is in
continent of SPGites swarmed in:m.ea via some kind of get-together
front of the Criterion Theatre on i 'Vlth a rival, they nonetheless be- statutory command. Otherwise, the
antitrust
laws would be evoked to
Broadv, ay last week to distribute heve that the legalistic obstacles,
leaflets lo exhibitors and others as now Presented clearly in the the full by the D. of J.
According to attorneys for film
who had been invited to a special railroad situation, would hardly be
interests. D, of J. is now so devoted
10 a. m. screening of “Sayonara.”
; worth the effort.
_
]
To carry the
interpretation, to the cause of anti-monopoly (as
King Haakon Film Memorial
\ down further, the D. of J. feeling further inspired by criticism of the
Washington, Nov. 12, . militates any mergers that have number of corporate marriages that
A color film on the funeral of .been speculated about in past, in- have been allowed to go through)
King Haakon, of Norway, will be eluding Loew’s and Warners, the that any case involving precedent
shown at Norwegian Seaman’s j latter and 20th-Fox, Loew’s and .would have a tough time in prov¬
Churches and Seamen’s Hotels j United Artists and, most recently, ing its validity. The picture busi¬
throughout the world.
7 Universal and Columbia.
ness is clavicle-high in precedents;
Norwegian State Welfare Office * D. of J. opposition to any kind of all’ major film companies and the
. for the Merchant Marine is spon-! merger, it’s said, would mean in five national circuits are party to
soring the screenings.
- the minimum five years of litiga- decrees entered beginning in 1948.
i‘-ea»5?in^hJe^!^veSf^r»
A»
Dept, of Justice attitude
is
exiting the company to take at‘
...
. „
job at ABC.
against the projected merger of
The Screen Publicists Guild. New York Central and Pennsylmeanwhile, is continuing its efforts : vania Railroads has been headlinedto inform the public and trade of:
d tM
pollcing arm of

The one “out” is the “dire emer¬
gency” — meaning there must be
unanimous opinion that the merger
of two film companies is the only
means of averting their dissolu¬
tion. All members of the boards of
any two petitioning companies,
plus D. of J., must be unanimous
on this. And it would be difficult
to envision such statements of em¬
ergency coming from, say, Harry
Cohn of Columbia, and Milton
Rackmil and Alfred E. Daff of Uni¬
versal.
Somewhat akin to this is the sit¬
uation invqlving Loew’s and UA.
While a merger of these two cor¬
porations was advanced in all seri¬
ousness, the matter never really
got off the ground because of the
lack of any possible unanimous ap¬
proach. It was a cinch that all
members, of • the Loew’s board
couldn’t get together. And lackipg
such an united appeal, there could
hardly be any hope for D. of J. ac¬
ceptance.
It’s lacking such D. of J. accept-,
ance that the film legalites would
anticipate five years of" court room
maneuvers—and even * then they
may lose.

Dallas, Nov. 12.
Six motion picture machines
containing film and five extra reels
of film were confiscated in a raid
by vice squad detectives at a down¬
town penny arcade.. They arrested
the operator and held him for in¬
vestigation of operating motion
picture machines containing lewd,
films.
The raid was sprung by detective
Lt. Douglas GaSsett after under¬
cover agents had visited the arcade
and observed the motion picture
films. Police said showing of the
films violated a state law prohibit¬
ing use of lewd films in a public
place. Conviction is subject to a
$1,000 fine or a six month county
jail sentence or both, according to
police.

Rank Into Minneapolis
Rank Film Distributors of Amer¬
ica _has opened a branch office in
Minneapolis. Earl Wilson has been
named manager.
RFDA already has a dozen
branches' throughout the country.
Wilson will operate RFDA activi¬
ties in the Minneapolis and Mil¬
waukee areas under .the supervision
of Sam Gorelick, who headquar¬
ters at Chicago.
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A total of $10,600,000, represent¬
ing costs for the opening of the¬
atres and the production of films,
has been recouped by Cinerama,
according to an interim report is¬
sued by Cinerama Productions
Corp. in addition. Cinerama Pro¬
ductions has completely paid off
$228,000 in “outstanding direct ob¬
ligations/' This sum is separate
from the $2,237,000 of bank and
bonded indebtedness paid off since
Aug. 10, 1953.
On the basis of the company’s
liquidation of its debts and its
present cash position, prexy Milo
J. Sutiiff indicates that the com¬
pany is looking forward to a “con¬
fident future/'
The $228,000 paid off consisted
of a $58,000 loan due , tile Marine
Midland .Bank,^ $75,000 in a note
due Cinerama Inc., and $95,000
due to the late Louis B. Mayer,
former -chairman of Cinerama
Productions. At the same time,
it’s noted that Cinerama Produc¬
tions exercised its option to buy
back 10,000 shares of its stock
from Maver at their cost to Mayer
of 50c per share.
This option
would have expired on Nov. 1 if it
had not been exercised.

Wrap'Rodau/In
Shock Insurance
Distributors Corp, of America
will issue “shock insurance” poli¬
cies -for $1,000 each mid as an ex¬
ploitation gimmick for the opening
days of “Rodan” in 22 territories.
Seven companies are underwriting
the policies, which will be printed
on the back of special tickets to be
Issued at premieres.
Sales manager Irving Wormser
reported the stunt will cost the
firm about $10,000 on a national
basis and the policy guarantees a
payoff to patrons who suffer “dis¬
ability or death because of shock”
induced by the horror pic.

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
j
Columbia purchased Glendoh
Swarthout’s novel “They Came to
Cordura” for its 1958 production
schedule . . . Richard Widmark set
“The Seven File,” an original, as
the second property to roll under
his indie Heath Productions ban¬
ner ... Broadway actor Bob Tatten
signed for a role in “Kings Go
Forth,” Frank Sinatra-Tony CurtisNatalia Wood costarrer_Bur*ess
Meredith will co-star with Bill
Phipps in “Blaze of Night/’ which
goes before the cameras in the
Philippines next month for Pre¬
miere Productions . . . “Bachelor
in Paradise,” an original comedy
by Vera Caspary, set as a .1958 Sol
C. Siegel production at Metro . . .
Frank De Kova set as the leading
heavy in “If I Should Die” at Uni¬
versal . . . Tim Johnson drew a featuer role in American-Intemational’s “Hell Raiders” . , . Ray Danton
will play Diana Barrymore's first
husband in “Too Much, Too Soon,”
Warner biopic.
John Huston will direct “Roots
otTieaven” which Darryl F. Zanuck
will produce independently for
20th-Fox release . . . Steve Cochran
signed Tom Locke to star in “Re¬
venge ion the Rio Grande” on which
Cochran will make his bow as a
producer-director . . . Republic will
release
Albert C. Gannaway’s
“Buffalo Guns,” which stars Wayne
Morris, Mary Ellen Kay and
Donald Barry . . . Figaro Produc¬
tions set Robert Wise to direct
“The
Barbara Graham Story”
w hich IValter Wanger will produce
with Susan Hayward starred . . .
Paul Landres will direct “The
Flame BaiTier”
which Arthur
Gardner and Jules Levy will pro¬
duce for United Artists release . ..
Buddy Adler signed John Wayne
to star in “Oh,. Promised Land,”
Sydney Boehm's initial production
at 20th-Fox . . . Janies Griffith
diew a featured role in “BullWhipped,” Romson-Broidy Produc¬
tion for Allied Artists . . . Pat
Henning set for a featured spot in
“Across the Everglades” for Schulberg Productions.

Recoups

[FREED ARGUES .FILM
I MUSICALS BE'l
Hollywood,' Now 12.
Original musicals will-form the
backbone of Hollywood’s fane out¬
put in the future, according to
Arthur Freed. Its easier; lie notes;
to buy an established* stage ve¬
hicle, “but the biggest opportuni¬
ties lie in originals.” *
Construction of material espe¬
cially for the film medium. Freed,
believes, results in properties'that
have larger appeal through, greater
and more effective use of. the film
medium. As a corollary. Tie be¬
lieves that its’ a mistake to treat
an adaptation fi om the stage with
too much reverence.
“Disappointment
comes/'
he
states, “when a stage play has been
put on film as a stage play. When
a play has been successful, you’re
almost hypnotized by what the
stage has done. To approach real¬
ity in filming the work, you’ve got
to be dehypnotized,”
Hollywood has contributed many
ereat musicals thus far, he adds,
“but we haven’t yet reached our
potential.
On stage, a good mu¬
sical outgrosses a good play, tbree
to one, faffihe same thing could
happen JBfectures and I’m sure
it wilL”^5^
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Continued from pag* 4 j

attempts to do by making a play
setting the mood of the story. The for William Campbell/ a name
colors are delicate arid yet stirring, trumpet player, in an effort to
particularly in the lively music hall marry him. When he takes her to
‘Series’ Are No More
.and other dance sequences, staged Las Yegas she learns he has no
Holljwvood, Nov. 12,
by LeRoy Pribfc. The Japanese intention of going through with
Concentration on series of¬
theatre scenes contribute, but could j ceremony. Happy ending is rung in
via Ron Hagerthy, a deejay in love
ferings on television apparent¬
stand some cutting.
Pahl OsbomY script is a model j ™h her,
ly has cued abolition of feature
■m
i « v
tt
*. _ * -i ^
l
*T
Miss Webster handles herself
of its kind. He has adapted the
film series by the major stu¬
story faithfully from the Michener capably and creates a favorable im¬
dios. Both Universal and Al¬
novel, and his lines give the actors pression. Campbell lends conviction
lied Artists, only studios which
every possible chance. Scripting to his role of idol of the juke-box
have maintained their series in
maintains
a good balance between set, Hagerthy is good and Jackie
recent years, now appear to
dialog and action. Combination of Lough'ery as femme star’s girl¬
have given up on them.
Osborn,
Logan
and Brando creates friend adds a decorative note.
There are no plans'for fu¬
many poignant scenes, particularly Martha Scott as Miss Webster’s
ture entries in either U’s
the one where Brando finds the mother and Jim Backus as the step¬
“Francis” or “Ma and Pa Ketbodies of Buttons .and his wife. Os¬ father offer competent portrayals
tl**” films or “Bowery Beys” at
born also has taken the opportun¬ and Jackie Coogan is okay as
Allied.
ity of reminding Americans that Campbell’s manager.
inter-marriage is frowned on as
Joe Parker’s direction of the
much by many Japanese as it is.by Dale Katherine Eunson screenplay
some Americans,
is leisurely, with technical credits
Franz' Waxman wrote the music, standard. Phil Tuminello composed
and Jrving Berlin Wrote words and four songs, none outstanding-,
music for the song, "Sayonara/’
Whit.
which has a haunting quality. Ar¬
thur P. Schmidt and Philip W. An¬
The Seepire and the
derson did the editing, which main¬
tains an even story flow. Norma
Mace
Koch designed the attractive cos¬
(CANADIAN—COLOR)
tumes which, in a story like this,
are particularly important.
Finely' produced documentary
Producer Goetz has imbued.
on what the Crown means to
Sayonara” with all the values of
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Canada, using Royal visit as
a
top
production.
It’ll
have
it%|
hook. Exploitation possibilities
United Artists is dropping its
critics among-those who claim that
strong,
with Elizabeth
II
schedule of “B” or marginal pic¬
the screen is here simply to enter¬
“starring/*
. “
tures to concentrate on strictly “A”
tain and that the race angle is al¬
productions, beginning in 1958. Pol¬
lowed to interfere with the roman¬
Ottawa, Nov. 3.
icy switch naturally means a re¬
tic story line. But most will judge
Columbia Gn Canada! .and Rank (in
duction in the total product the
the composite to be highly effec¬ United Kingdom and Europe) release of
Chicago,
Nov,
12.
National
Film
Board
production. Narra¬
distrib will have for release, but
tive, making this one of the year’s tion by John Drainie. Produced
by Nicho¬
Three large film houses in the strongest entries.
UA toppers foresee a larger gross
Hilt.
las Balia. Directed by John Howe.. Script
by Ian MacNeill, Camera,- Dennis Giiisoii;
revenue through emphasis on im¬ Balaban & Katz theatre circuit will
-__T
_ _
.editing (film), Brian Keene and Balia;
Shutter
this
week.
The
Norshore
portance in story material, stars,
Aot Wanted On voyage j editing Oousic) 3tobert^Hei^f^*Joan
production values and other factors. and Senate, 3,000 seats each, and
Edward; sound, Don Wellington and Kay
the 2,000 seat Belpark are folding stronger on situation than on dia- Keene; assistant director, Richard Gilbert.
Distrib’s total* release schedule
log, introduces a great deal of fall¬ Previewed at Capitol Theatre, Ottawa,
for
lack
of
business.
for 195$, in the light of the move
ing into swimming pools and Nov, 2, *57. Running time* 7* MINS.
The three theatres have been in
away from the smaller films, prob¬
creates the opportunity for the two
ably will be a maximum of 36 pix. the B&K orbit since their incep¬ main comedians to dress. up as • The visit to Ottawa last month of
Indications are that the firm will' tion. All are among the largest Arabs and to'be disguised at a Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip
sidestep financing and distributing and plushest nabe houses in the fancy dress shindig. The dialog cqn cued this documentary on the place
best be. measured by a witticism of the Crown and royalty -in Can¬
any project which falls below an city.
when a passenger inquires of ada. Superb color (by Eastman),
unquestioned “A” category.
Shiner whether Gibraltar is worth editing, scripting and narration (by
Program of concentration on top i
visiting. He replies: “Don’t miss the Canadian actor John Drainie. com¬
releases already is well underway.
Rock on any account,” a gag which bine to make this a strong half-hour
UA has the following films due fer
old students of the cinema will re¬ production. Its impact is heavier
through fast release internationally,
production, or currently shooting,
member from many yfears back.
or completed and awaiting release
Ronald-Shiner and Brian Rix coming qn the heels of the Royal
early next year:
play the whole thing for far more visit to Canada and the United
ITraie Big Country,” Gregory Beck-Wil¬
Greensboro, N. C., Nov. 12.
than it is worth and they are sup¬ States, and the footage of the* royal
liam Wyler production, starring Peck,
• State Prisons Director W. F, Bai¬ ported. by a -number of equally couple’s stay in this . Capital is.
Jean Simmon.?, Carroll Baker, Charlton
slickly woven into the overall story
Heston, Burl Ives, Charles Bickford and ley has expressed disapproval that conscientious performers in lesser
that explains the history of Can¬
directed by Wyler.
Elvis Presley was. “sentenced" to roles. Griffith Jones makes a
"Godrx Little Acre,” starring Robert Central Prison in Raleigh. Official smooth crook but Catherine Boyle ada’s parliament from ancient Eng¬
Ryan, Aldo Ray, Tina Louise, Buddy
land
to Her Majesty’s appearance
Haekett. Jack Lord, Fay Spain, and pro¬ was surprised to learn that a Pres¬ (once Lady Boyle, tv panelist) as in the Senate chamber/ the first
duced by Sidney Harmon, directed b> ley release, “Jailhouse Stock/* used his partner does little to advance
reigning
monarch to open Canada’s
Anthony Mann.
her clidm to be regarded as a seri¬
*
“Hole In The Head,” starring Frank North Carolina’s Central Prison to ous actress. Dorinda Stevens, Fabia parliament.
Sinatra with Frank Capra as producer- carry out a manslaughter sentence
Picture was completed in 11
Drake, Janet Burrow, Michael
director.
against Presley.
Shepley* John Chapman and The- days, some sort of a record even
"Rings G« Forth,” starring Frank Si¬
In the plot, Presley is sentenced rese Burton turn up as assorted for a color documentary* It show*
natra, Tony Curtis and Natalie Wood,
with Frank Ross producing.
to prison for the fatal beating of passengers, of whom only. Miss no signs of the rush. Dramatic im¬
"Legend Of The Lost,” fiatjac-Panama ] a man in a bar fight. There is an Stevens appears to be vaguely nor¬ pact is carefully built from the
production starring John Wayne, Sophia
outside-the-wall scene of Central mal. Michael Brennan and Martin opening shots of the giant BOAC
Loren and Rossano Brazzi.
“Man of the West" starring Gary Prison, which was recognized by Boddey are a couple' of ship’s offi¬ carrying the Royal couple into
Cooper and produced by the Mirisch Co. a number of North Carolina Pres¬ cers who give a band to the general Uplands airport, and after syncsound has carried the track until
"My Sister And I," starring Audrey ley fans.
air of lunacy.
*tpn& .
Hepburn, directed by Billy Wilder and
the visual show* the Queen Walk¬
Bailey said his . office was juot
produced by Mirisch Co.
ing towards the welcoming party,
"Paris Holiday,” starring Bob Hope, contacted by Metro studio for per¬
Eighteen and Anxfons
the narrator asks; “Is . this all
Fernandel, Anita Ekberg and Martha mission to use the Central Prison
Hyer, a Bob Hope production.
nothing but pomp and show? What
scene. “I wouldn't have allowed
Routine entry on youth for
"Paths Of Glory,” starring Kirk Douglas,
does the monarchy mean to Cana¬
Adolphe Menjou and Ralph Meeker, pro¬ it if they’d contacted me,” he said.
program market.
dians?” The answer is vividly and
duced by Douglas* Bryna Productions.
He made it plain that none of the,
definitely provided. It will he of
"The Quiet American” starring Audie ensuing inside-ihe-wall scenes in¬
Hollywood* Nov. 8.
interest not only in Canada but in
Murphy,
Michael
Redgrave,
Claude
Republic releae* of AB-PT production, many places where the value of and
Dauphin and Giorgia Moll, directed-pro- volving Presley were representa¬
by Edmond Chevie. Stars Mary
duced by Joe Mankiewicz.
tive of the discipline in Central produced
Webster, William Campbell, Martha. Scott; need for royalty and its status-in
"Run Silent, Run Deep,'* starring Clark Prison. Presley, was given *a num¬ features
Jackie Lougnery, Jim Backus, the United Kingdom * are ques¬
Gable and Burt Lancaster, and produced
ber bf lashes for his part in a prison Ron. Hagerthy, Jackie Coofan. Directed tioned.
by Hecht-Hlll-Lancaster.
by Joe Barker, Screenplay. Dale and
"Separate Tables,” starring Burt Lan- riot. The warden in the picture Katherine Eunson; camera, Sam Leavitt;
Use of close-ups, not ephly of the
easter. Rita Hayworth. David Niven. Deb¬ ! stood nearby and supervised the editor, .Douglas Stewart; music, Leith
Qt&en and her Prince but of many
orah Kerr end Wendy Hiller, and pro*
Previewed Oct. 7. *37, Running
[ beating. (The film never showed Stevens.
duced by H-H-L.
key people In the story; add much
time, n MINS.
“The Vikings,” starring Kirk Douglas, ! that any of the lashes struck -Pres- Judy.Mary Webster to the film. Commentary and script
Tony Curtis, Ernest Borgnine. Janet Leigh } ley’s back), "We sure don’t allow Pete ...
William Campbell by Tan MacNeill, former magazine
and Alexander Knox, and produced by
Lottie Graham..
Martha Scott.
i lashings here. We absolutely do Ava
Douglas.
c '
...
.. Jackie Lotighery writer god later secretary of NFB,
Jim Backus is lucid and compact, superbly
"Witness For The Prosecution,” starring ' not. It’s contrary to all our policies Harvey Graham .
Danny ..
Koto Hagerthy handled by Drainie. Dennis Gills on.
Tyrone Power, Marlene Dietrich ->od j and rules/* states Bailey.
Eager .....Jackie, Cookan
Charles Laughton, directed by Billy
The prisons director was at a Mr. Bayne ...Damian O’Flynn Who directed, the entire NFB cam¬
Wilder and produced by Edward Small
Mrs. Bayne ... Katherine Barrett era staff in this job, helped keep
and Arthur Hornblow.
[Joss to explain how the film hap¬ Mrs.
Warren . Charlotte Wynters “The Sceptre apd the Mace” -from
pened to-show Central Prison. He Gloria ..
Yvonne Craig
1st; Girl ....
Joyce'Andre being a newsreel; it’s never that.
j speculated that it might have been Morty
.
Slick Slavin Timing of the visit in the autumn
Mailhouse Rock’ Riles
a scene taken by Hollywood cam¬ Guest .
Benny Rubin gave Eastman Color a great oppor¬
for an earlier movie pos¬
tunity for sparkling backgrounds
Oakland’s Menagerie eramen
“Eighteen and Anxious” is rou¬ to the vivid and impressive gowns,
sibly “Carbine Williams.”
'j
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 12.
Bailey said he regretted the use' tine. Its story of youth does not uniforms and ceremonies.
* Fox West Coast’s 3,300-seat Para¬ of the state prison in the picture warrant 83 minutes, consequently
Distribution in Canada is by
mount Theatre is back to normal because fans who recognized it pid may encounter certain booking
Columbia, in the UK and Europe
following a near riot last week might think that North Carolina ! difficulties. Cast of young players
by.
Rank, and by various arrange¬
when several hundred
youths prisons were run like the Holly¬ generally acquit themselves in'okay ments in the Middle and Far East
fashion, but action -is slow, often
milled about the lobby after a wood version.
where
bookings are already largely
aimless/.
• showing of Metro’s new Elvis
set. United States distributor isn’t
The -Edmond Ghevie production, set yet.
Presley picture, “Jailhouse Rock.”
Gorm.
They held up screening of the sec¬ Feldman, Brodsky Shift third to be turned out by AB-PT
In a realignment of duties due Pictures, is .given .satisfactory,
ond film on the bill, “Copper Sky/’
2M Callow Journalists
for a half-hour and caused 300 to the departure of Harold Rand physical values, and presents an in¬
Washington, Nov. 12.
other teenagers to ask for refunds. (who joined Disney), Edward S. teresting newedmer in Mary Web¬
leading
Nearly 200 school reporter*
House manager Herman Kersken Feldman has been named metro¬ ster, *wha * undertakes
femme
role..
She
plays
part
of
a
from this area turned out to toss
said the youths had “ganged politan newspaper contact for 20thgirl, secretly wed to the victim of.
around and gotten rough” so he Fox. He’s succeeded as trade paper a sports-car race, who becomes a questions at screen' star, Robert
Wagner, here to hypo interest for
called pqlice, Some 18 cops re¬ contact by Jack Brodsky.
mother but can’t prove she’s mar¬
Feldman, trade Contact for one ried.:
“Stopover Tokyo/*
sponded and broke up a number
_
Session Was held at the Nation¬
of fist .fights. Five teeners were year, joined 20th in 1950. He re¬
Refusing* to -Care ; for her baby
arrested, but three were later re¬ turned last Sear after a tavo-year prior tp discovery by dead boy's al Press Club and drew newsmen
leased. Sole damage to the pre¬ duty as information Services Offi¬ parents of. the marriage license, and women from the local press
mises, Kersken revealed, consisted cer^ with the U. S. Air Force. Brod¬ she’s still steadfast in her refusal and wire services. 20th flack Hal
of three broken sand urns. These sky is an ex-N. Y, Times Magazine to take her baby, preferring instead Marshall and Loew’s Jack Foxe
staffer.
5
i to “become somebody.” This she engineered the stunt.
were valued at $15 apiece.

No Hive for ‘BY
In New Cutback

2 Chi 1000-Seat

Prison Chief Grimaces;
’jailhouse Rock’ link
To Carolina Unfavorable

Sayoiutm
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With the launching
of their now production
company. Harold. Walter
and Marvin Mi risen
hrino adder! stature to
the entire motion
picture industry.

Commitments have already heen made with the distinguished
Oscar-winning producer- director, Billy Wilder, and seven top
stars...Gary Cooper, Tony Curtis, Doris Day, Audrey Hepburn,
Joel McCrea, Audie Murphy and Lana Turner—each in a top
boxoffice property. A multi-million dollar film program is in
preparation. ..and a minimum of twelve top features has been
set for UA distribution.

THE S4IRISCH COMPANY HAS ALREADY STARTED PRODUCTION ON THE FIRST OF ITS PROJECTS
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Make The Moat of TV

Hollywood Production Pulse
'

ALUED ARTISTS

Starts, This Year.21
This Date, Last Year ......19
"QUANTRILL'S RAIDERS"
Frod.— Ben Schwalb
D»r.—Edward Bernds
(.ale
Robbins.
Leo. Gordon,
Diane
Brewster
(Started Oct. 28)
“BULLWHIPPED"
Exec.-Prod.—Wm. F. Broidy
Prod.—Helen Ainworth
Dir.—John Martin
Guv .Madison,. Rhonda Fleming. Jsmuxs
Griffith
(Started Nov. 11)

*

COLUMBIA

Starts, This Year.-29
This Date, Last Year.29
"NO TIME TO DIE"
(Shooting in Libya)
Prod.—Phil C. Samuel
Dir.—Terence Young ^
.
Victor Mature. Leo Genn, Bonar Colleano. Anthony Neweley, Scan Kelly.
Kenneth Fortescue, Alfred Burke,
Maxwell Shaw, Robert Rietty. Aim
TiUem,
Martin
Boddey,
George
Pravda. David Lodge
(Started Sept. 9)
"THE KEY"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.--Carl Foreman
Dir.— Sir Carol Reed
William Holden. Sophia Loren, Trevor
Howard.
Oscar
Holmoka.
Bryan
Forbes, Kleron Moore, Sidney Vivian,
Russell Walters
(Started Aug. 7}
"THE WHOLE TROTH"
(Shooting in England)
Prod.—Jack Clayton
I)ir.—John Guillermin
Stewart Granger, Donna Reed. George
Sanders. Gianna Marla. Canale
(Started Oct. 14)

WALT DISNEY
Starts, This Year..2
This Date, Last Year. 1

METRO
Starts, This Year ...... ..17
This Date, Last Year.... ..22
"THE SHEEPMAN"
Prod.—Edmund Grainger
I)ir.—George Marshall
Glenn Ford. Shirley MacLalne, Leslie
Nielsen, Mickey Shaughnessy, Edgar
Buchanan, Pedro Gonzales-Ganzales,
Buzz Henry
(Storied- Sept. 301
'THE LAW AND JAKE WADI"
Prod.—William Hawks
Dir.—John Sturges
Robert Taylor, Richard Wldmark, Burt
Douglas
(Started Nov. 12)

PARAMOUNT
Starts, This Year,.*.12
This Date, Last Year...... .17
"FROM AMONGST THE DEAD"
Prod.-Dir.—Alfred Hitchcock
James Stewart, Kim Novak, Barbara Bel
Geddcs
(Started Sept. 25)
"THE BUCCANEER"
Prod. • Henry Wilcoxon.
Dir. - Anthony Quinn
Yul Brynner. Chariton Heston, Charles
Royer. Claire Bloom, Inger Stevens.
Henry Hull. E. G. Marshall. George
Matthews, Theodora Davitt, Douglass
Duinbrille. Ashley Cowan,. Manuel
Roias.
Bruce
Gordon, Robert
F.
Simrtw. John Dierkes. Aaron Sax->n,
Rob.n Hughes, Iris Adrian, Leonard
Gra\es. Jerry Hartleben
(Started Sept. 30)

20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year.. .24
This Date, Last Year.......25
"SOUTH PACIFIC"
Prod. - Buddy Adler
I):r.—Joshua Logan
Rossano BrazzL Mitzl Gaynor, John
.. Kerr. Ray Walston, Juanita Hall.
France Nuyen, Russ Brown, Ken
( lark. I Io.vq Simmons. Jack Mullaney
(Started Aug. 12) •
"THE LONG HOT. SUMMER"
Prod.- Jerry Wald
D:r. Martin Ritt .
Paul
Newman.
Anthony. Franehwa.
Joanne Woodward, Orson Welles. Lee
Remitk. S*rah Marshall, Val Awry,
.Rill Walker, Dick Anderson
. (Started Sept. 23)
"HELL BENT KID"
Prod. Robert Buckner
Dir. - Henry Hathaway
Don Murray. Dianne VarsL Ken Scott.
Dennis Hopper, Robert Armstrong,
Chill Wills. Let Van Cleef. Rutly
Acosta. Harry Carey Jr„ Jerry Oddo
(Started Sept. 30)
"THE TOWNSEND HARRIS STORY" «
(Shooting in Japan)
Prod.—Eugene Frcnke
Dir.—John Huston
John Wayne
(Started Oct. 14)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This Year.. .29
This Date, Last Year..37
"A TIME TO LOVE AND A TtMfc TO DIE"
(Shooting in Germany!
Prod.—Robert Arthur
Dir.—Douglas Slrk
John Gavin, Lisa Pulver, Ann Harding
Erich Maria Remarque. Keenan Wynn.
Don DeFore, Agnes Windeck, Doro¬
thea Wieck. Charles Regnier, Thayer
Davis
(Started Aug. 28)

Chicago, Nov. 12.
While many film exhibitors
just fume over Hollywood
reels appearing on tv, the
Roosevelt Theatre here made
the most of the situation. Mar¬
quee billing for "Brass Leg¬
end"
reads
"TV's Hottest
Stars—Wyatt
Earp,
Perry
Mason.”
Performers’ professional
names, Hugh O’Brian and Ray¬
mond Burr, listed underneath
in smaller letters.

Italy’s Unions Go 'Democratic’
——mi Continue! from par* U

^

who intervene suggesting he use in the matter, and whether the
non-red labor. If he insists, the negotiations, once begun, will be
matter, is1 deferred to the Holly* „ on a collective (MPEA) basis or
wood Film Council, which can then” merely company-wise.
proceed to boycott the producer’s
It’s likely that the matter will
product in the U. S.
soon be brought to the attention of
According to the Italian free the New York .board for action, in
nniop topper, there have been no [ order to enable MPEA here to
.sources of this kind of trouble forestall the upcoming union plea
among recent Yank-Italian pro¬ or to take such steps as it may
jects. For the future, Rocchi’s deem necessary to handle the
main preoccupation has been with touchy situation, which is rapidly
"Ben Hur,” the giant Metro pro¬ coming to a head.
ject. An important pact signed be¬
tween Metro and the democratic
unions, he revealed, will remain
Five new branch offices through¬
valid for the duration of the film’s
out the country are being opened local work.
this week by Continental Distribut¬
Hope To Prevent Strikes
Starts, This Year.18
ing, Carl Peppercorn, sales v.p. of
In return for a guarantee that i
This Date, Last Year..11
the Walter Reade outfit, discloses. wage scales and other technical- j
salariat details will be held to by 1
Continental distributes imports.
"MARJORIE MORNINGSTAR"
the Italian workers, without later
Prod.—Milton Sperling
New officers, are ih Chicago,
Dir.—Irving Rapper
demands for increases or work stop¬
Gene Kelly. Natalie Wood, Claire Tre¬ Pittsburgh, Kansas City, ‘ Albany
vor, Ed Wynn, Carolyn Jones. Marty and Atlanta and will be headed page, etc., Metro has agreed to a
Milner.
Edward
Byrnes,
Everett
10-20% higher wage scale (than
by three district managers and
Sloan, Jesse White
the norm on Italo pix) to be paid
(Started Aug. 20)
two sales reps. Managers are Mike to Italian workers for the duration
Pending the approval of its board
Kassel for Chicago, Milwaukee and of the Yank project. Rocchi makes and executive committee. Theatre
"ONION HEAD"
Prod.—Jules Schermer
Minneapolis territories; Joel Gold¬ it clear that the pact which links Owners of America has adopted a
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Andy Griffith, Ray Dalton, FeJlcia Farr. en for Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and
group life insurance plan with
Walter Mattbaw, Joe Mantell. James Cleveland, and Clarence A. Schultz [Metro with FULS and FIALS is accidental death and dismember¬
strictly one between the company
Gregory, Joey Bishop, Claude Akins,
for Kansas City, St. Louis, Des and the unions’ workers, at a union ment features.
Ainslie Pryor .
(Started Sept. 23)
Moines and Omaha.
Under the plan, all fully paid
[ level and without political refer'WESTIOUNO"
Arthur Newman will be sales ; ences. It is tacitly agreed, how- members of TOA who are actively
Prod.—Henry Blank*
employedr
thsatreownen, partners
rep in the Albany-Buff alo area and | ever, that it becomes invalidated if
Dir.—Budd Boetticher
Randolph Scott. Virginia Mayo. Karen Nat Sanders will handle Atlanta, Metro uses workers from the red and officers may obtain $20,000 of
Steele, Andrew Duggan, Mlehale Pate
life
insurance
without evidence of
Charlotte and Jacksonville.
Big labor union.
(Started Oct. 8)
new release coming up via Conti¬ !
While the Metro-FULS-FIALS insurability and regardless of sala¬
TOO MUCH, TOO BOON"
Prod.—Henry Blank*
[pact cannot, under Italian law, ry or age.
nental is the French "Gervaise.”
Dir.—Art Napoleon
In addition, coverage is also
| guarantee that workers will not
Dorothy Malone. Errol Flynn
: strike, a safety-valve mechanism included for employees of TOA
(Started Oct, 16)
! mutually agreed upon calls for an members, provided employees work
"GIRL ON THE RUN"
Prod.—Roy Huggins
immediate meeting—at the end of on full-time basis, and earn $5,000
Dir.—Richard L. liar*
th$ working day—of company and annually or. more. Amount of in¬
Edward Byrnes
union officials to settle any labor surance available to employees
(Started Oct. 17)
varies in accordance with their
"ISLAND OF LOST WOMEN"
disputes which may have arisen.
Rpme, Nov. 5.
Prod.—Arthur J. Cohen
Another thorn will soon be add¬ salaries. Employer member has
Dir.—Frank Tuttle
The proposed new Italian cen¬ ed to local Yank company woCs the option to pay all of his em¬
Jeff Richards, John Smith, Venetla
Stevenson, Diane Jergens, June Blair. sorship
law, now on its way when the "free” Italian labor ployee’s insurance or he may pay
Alan Napier
through governmental channels, unions begin applying pressure on part and require the employee to
(Started Oct. 30)
pay the balance. No employee,
does not satisfy the local exhibitor them, via Motion Picture Export
Assn, to get the local outlets to however, may obtain insurance
sector, which has proposed sev¬ conform *to Italian labor union unless his employer pays part of
eral amendments.
legislation with regard to wages, the premium.
Starts, This Year.. . .124
According to TOA. the plan
Proposed ’ exhib changes are pensions, sickness benefits, holi¬
This Date, Last Year.78
enables a small theatreowner to
principally in formation of censor¬ days; cashier indemnity, etc.
This legislation they are legally obtain group life insurance cover¬
ial groups, which they feel should
"THE BIO COUNTRY"
also include, a theatreowner, and [ bound to since joining ANICA sev¬ age on the same basis and at the
(For UA Release)
over the . rules on admission of eral years ago. ANICA, as member same rate as larger employers; it
Prods.—Gregory Peck, William Wyler
Dir.—William Wyler
spectators over and under the age [of the local Confederation of In¬ enables largq organizations to
Gregory Peck, Jean Simmons, Gar toll
They feel this should be dustries, is held to collective labor provide staffers with additional
Baker, Burl Ives, Charles Bickford; of 16:
Chuck Connors, Charlton -Heston
the responsibility of the police terms -under- blanket Italian law. insurance coverage over .existing
(Started Juiy 30)
^
• «.
(Metro, which never joined ANICA, plans, and it provides tax treat¬
[rather than the stub-makers.
"RUN SILENT, RUN DEEP"
would technically not be held to it, ment for premiums paid by an
|
A Serious effort is under way to;
lIIecht-HiU-Lancaster)
but has always followed the gen¬ employer on behalf of employees.
(For UA Release)
[get censorship, law approved by
Final decision .on the grout) in¬
Prod.—JTa^oid Heqht
eral trend with other MPEA com¬
I Dec. 31 when old one expires. panies on such matters). According surance
PKv—Robert Wise
plan will be made atTOA’s
Clark Gable, ‘Burt-Lancaster, Jack War- ! Prelim discussions show general
to legal opinion, all previous labor annual convention in Miami Beach,
* -*■ den. Mary-v LSRache, Joe Maro&s,
accord, though as expected the
Nick Cravafi-Boa Rickie*
contracts
become
automatically Nov. 20-24.
* (Started Sept. .1®. .
leftwingers have moved some obnull and void when a company!
"JOY RIDE"
•
= jec*ions.
One
of
principal
Prod.—Sidney Picker
joins ANICA, and all violations are [
changes in new law is cutting down
Dir,—William Witney
■* .
Gene Evans, Scott Marjowe, Carolyn of censorable factors to five, name¬ punishable in court.
.Kearney, Bob Arthur
The general question, probably
ly offense to morals, public order,
(Started OCt. 23)
due to local laxity, has never been
'TOM THUMB"
'he nation, religious sentiments,
enforced, and the companies have
tGalaxy-'Picts.)
and public institutions.. This con¬
Mexico City, Nov. 5.
«M£M Release)
continued to negotiate and apply
siderably updates. that in the old
(Snooting in England)
Big backlog of imported pix,
their own contracts (as though
Prcd.^MSeovge Pal
legislaton, which passed in 1923.
Russ Tamblyn, Alan Young, Terry
they were not in fact legal mem¬ mostly American, has prompted
Thomas.-’Peter Sellers, June- Thprburn,
bers of the Confederation of In¬ their distributors to seek a solu¬
Buster Crabbe ”
’■
:
dustries). True, some individual tion by demanding, that exhibitors
(Started Oct. 14)’ "THE LONE RANGER IN THE LOST
cases have gone to court (and been pay a higher first week’s guarantee.
•CITY-OF- GOLD"
■ ,
lost by'U.-S". companies, paramount In one case here this amounted to
(Jack Wrather Prods.)
among others), but few employees a hike of $6,400, much coin for
(For U.A. Release)
Sydney ,Nqv,5. .
Tlie Lone'* Ranger, Tonto, Moreen Nash,
have apparently found' ft- worth these parts,- If-the guarantee is
Douglas Kennedy .
Under
the
guidance
of
Ernest
risking their jobs by going to a not met this automatically cancels
Prod.—Sherman Harris
Dir.—Leslie Selander
[Turnbull, Hoyts’ film loop, operat¬ tribunal—nor have the unions so the booking at that particular tin*
(Started -Nor. 4)
ema.
- *
_
ing around 182 cinemas coast-to- far played up the test cases.
"COUNTERPLOT"
Exhibitors complain that existing
Reason for the sudden interest
(I.. Harold Odell Prods. Inc.)
| coast, .turned in a record profit of
iFov UA Release)
.
in enforcement, beyond the natural J guarantees are plenty high, con¬
Prod-Dir.—Kurt Newmann
.
$900,000 for the year ended last
union interest, is linked with next; sidering the big volume of trade
Forrest Tucker, Allison Hayes, Gerald
June 30 or an increase of better
Milton, Jackie Wayne
year’s elections, at which the non-; they must do to meet these at the
than $11,000 over the prior year,
(Started Nov. 4)
red unions (CISL) want to lick the 32c admission price. Mexican pro*
"HARD AS NAJLB"
i Dividend to ordinary stockhold¬ red groups (CGL). Hence the rigid i dueers and distributors are Wor¬
((Seltzer Films for UA Release)
ers now rises from $574,000 to application of legislation as a. vote¬ ried -about the foreigners*, move
Pro.—Frank N. Seltzer
Dir.—Joseph H. Lewi*
as they see Its success further
$645,750, with preference dividends getting gesture.
Sterling Hayden
taking $110,000. 20th-Fox holds the
(Started Nov. 11)
Imminent pressure on MPEA is crowding their product off screens.
The
trade blames the' situation on
"KINGS GO FORTH"
major stock sayso in Hoyts. Turn- expected to be brought in the next
(Frank- Ross-Efon Prods,)
bull said that tv here and -In Mel¬ months by Claudio Rocchi, who a surplus of pix and a shortage
(For UA Release)
of
cinemas,
resulting from many
Prod—Frank Ross
bourne is. affecting biz but it is not heads the non-red union block in
; closures caused by the July 28
Dir.—Deljmcr Daves
Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis. Natalie possible presently to assess the ex- the film industry sector, in accord earthquake.
Fourteen houses con-,
[ tent to w’hich boxoffiee receipts with Harry Goldberg, AFL-CIO j
Wood
(Started Nov. 11)
may drop in the year ahead.
rep in Italy, following recent hud¬ tinue shuttered;
'TWILIGHT FOR THE GODS"
Prod.—Gordon Kay
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
Koek Hudson, Cyd Charisse. Ernest
Truex, Charles lIcGraw, Cells Lovsky,
Wallace Ford. Judith Evelyn
(Started Sept. 30)
"NEVER STEAL ANYTHING SMALL"
Prod.—Aaron Rosenberg
Dir.--Charles Lederer
James Cagney, Shirley Jones. Roger
Smith. Cara Williams, Rgjat Dana,
Virginia Vincent
(Started Oct. 31)
"IF I SHOULD DIE"
Prod.—Howie Horwitz
I)ir.—Richard Carlson
Georre Nader. Joanna Moore, Brian
Keith, Virginia Field, Stephen Crane
(Started Nov. 4)

CONTINENTAL OPENING
. BRANCH EXCHANGES!

Theatre Owners
Group Insurance
^waiting Olay

WARNER BROS.

I New [tala Censorship
• Setup Annoys Exhibs

INDEPENDENT

Yank Distribs Asking
Higher Mex Guarantees

Hoyts’ Record Profit
Of $900,000 Last Year

"HELL RAIDERS"
(American International PictsJ
Prod,—Lou RUsoff
Dir.—Edward L. Calm
Michael Connors, John. Ashley,
Bender

Russ

(Started Nor. ID

Silberbefcg’* Appointment
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Mendel S. Silberberg, long-time
attorney for Assn, of Motion Pic¬
ture Producers, has been named to
fill the vacancy on the Beverly
Hills City Council left by resigna¬
tion of Hygh W. Darling. Darling
resigned to fill vacancy created by
death of David Tahnenbaum, for¬
mer film attorney and counsel of
Screen Producers Guild.
Silberberg, who also is attorney
for Columbia Pictures and Sol
Lesser Productions, will serve on
Council until next April.

LONDON 'LES GIRLS' CLUB
London, Nov. 12.
, ”Les Girls,” Metro’s Sol S.
Spiegel production honored as this
year’s Royal Command film, has
inspired a neat publicity stunt.
Every chorine working in London
shows was invited to a gala mid¬
night matinee of the film at the
Empire following the preem. This
was followed by. a champagne
party hosted by Metro and Daily
Mirror colhhmist Noel Whitcomb.
An exclusive *Les Girls” dub
has now been formed, open to all
■West End chorus girls. The gals
have been given membership cards
which will entitle them to admis¬
sion at all Metro midnight mati¬
nees in which chorines,are feaitured.

dles here in Rome on the subject.
One political bargaining point
mentioning locally in favor of the
non-red union plea (in addition to
the legal one) is the £act that in
difficult times such 'as the pres¬
ent, "cultivation” pf the non-red
■unions should be logical and vital
to Yank interests, also in view of
future support As one Yank ob¬
server said here: "after all—they’re
on our side!”
So far, however, company policy
appears split and-unclear on the
subject. Some are still in favor of
waiting fur a showdown and fight; ing the move if ^possible. Others
tend towards conciliation under
the circumstances, or at least a
compromise..
Nor does MPEA here appear to
have received a clear-cut directive
! as yet on the policy line- to follow

Northwest Tent Elects
Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
Northwest Vafiety club. Tent No.
12, re-elected as 1958 ’ directors
Joe Fodolpff, Gilbert Nathanson,
Eddie Schwartz, Tom Burke, Char¬
lie Winchell, Ted Marin and'Ralph
Fielow. Npw directors chosen are
Abe Kaplan, Don Swartz arid Herb
Buschman.
N
As alternates to the next Variety
Clubs international convention in
London next year past barker LeRoy J, Miller and Fodoloff were
named.
“ The new board will meet within
the next few weeks to choose the
club's 1958 chief barker. Member¬
ship of all categories now numbers
290, the largest in the club’s his¬
tory.
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The Prize Baby holds an enviable

t

i

record for high fidelity service
to exhibition at low cost.
But the Prize Baby is not content
to rest on past laurels and is
constantly seeking sound ways to
increase its range of faithful
performance... and bring more
wonderful music to the box officel
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Alter Nominee
Procedure, Cut
Out 3 Oscars

Boy-Meets-Girl Angle For
Cinerama’s Fifth

History & Hysterics

Continued from page 71
~
calm confidence (see accompanying
“Cinerama-South Seas,” current¬
interview with Balaban & Katz's
ly being filmed in Hawaii, will be
chief) but at the moment the semi¬
basically a travelog, the sights of
annual hysterics are raging almost
the South Seas being viewed
unchecked in some quarters.
I through the eyes of two young
Allied Theatres of Illinois re¬
femmes who are from the U. S. A. vealed—more accurately, issued
Win0/ nnfnffh?
; proclaihation-that of 310 former
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
i member houses but 178 still opRules changes to put all aspects,
companion
I crated and of these 108 were deep
of the Academy Awards presenta¬ her
He-she pair then take in the ; .
,
tion completely under the control
■
Theatres here did not do an outof the organization and cuts iri
a gmnt \\ eddmg luau, complete Ending end-of-summer business
awards in three categories werd with music, dancmg and feasting. t/tideBthem through the fan-todecided by the Board of Governors
of the Academy of Motion Picture ni.t^v/n/nnfhq/nfnLTni^ Christmas slump, which is reach,
piete five months of photography ingnewlowsespeciallyinthe.outArts and Sciences in new stream- m the South Seas by producer Carl ly^g honses.
Numerous out of
lining procedure for the annual ; Dudley. Previous filming has taken
town theatre closings were resweepstakes,
-j place in Tahiti, Tonga, Fiji, New
Under the new rules, nomina-1 Hebrides, Australia and New Zea-j
1 When^ Balaban^&^Ste
tions will be made only by Acad-I land.
I? 15*5
‘‘ma?
emy members. In the past, mem“Cinerama-South Seas,” the fifth j S^l^hcatres ^shrinS n5ghbers of the various craft unions ! picture in the Cinerama process,!
and guilds aided in the nomina- j will be shown sometime in mid- : 5°t° WallpSpin^he nantesuirit
tion balloting, a move originally Ll958.
jDave WjHerstein, the panic spirit
undertaken because the Academy :
—1 expanded.
From film house equipment
membership was so small that
dealers come reports that routine
some branches could not be as¬
orders for indispensible items like
sured of a representative vote.
arc light carbons, usually ordered
Membership now totals 1,780 and
a month in advance by indie op¬
can now handle the nominations.
erators,
have taken a nosedive.
Houston, Nov. 12.
Cutback in awards is particular¬
Some theatre closures will not
Metro's “Jailhouse Rock” rocked
ly significant in the fields of art
...
__
___
a
young
Baytown,
Tex.,
man
right
>
n°f
*ahe
place until September
direction, cinematography and costume design in which there will1 into the local jail. His offense: when new contracts with the Mohenceforth be one Oscar each, in- ! Throwing a cow bell at Elvis tion Picture Operators Union lostead of two. Academy said the 1 Fresley on theatre screen.
= cal 110 come due, but some houses
reduction merely represents the !
Into the jailhouse went Earl have‘ been so hurt by the recent
“maturity” of color as a medium i Shanks, a little less than 48 hours , slump and disappointing summer
and since tint is now common- j after the cow bell incident at the? that they may not last until the
place, separate awards for color I Bmnson Theatre. He was sprung holidays provide some relief,
and for black-and-white are no on $500 bond but faces malicious :
Office personnel at most distrilonger liecessarv
: destruction of property rap.
. bution headquarters have been
Other reductions were in the ;
*
—-. ■ Vastiy riashed andditto at th^xe
1
J IT
n
1
, circuit offices. Skeletonized staffs
fields
of writing, music and short n
are being further aggravated by
subjects. In each case there will
f
I
salary cuts and consequent resighenceforth be two awards instead
of three as before.
9

THREW COW BELL AT
PRESLEY, OUT ON BAIL

Darkened Houses Hack
Under Expenenced Mgrs.; n^Texb?bhitorra?eemorTrathan

Lund Named
Barker «Bym
tt
• , f
S

Detroit Tent Elects
Detroit, Nqv. 12.
William Wetsman, of W&W The¬
atres is the new chief barker of
Tent No. 5, Variety Club of De¬
troit. First and Second assistant
barkers are Robert Bothwell, man¬
ager of the Fox, and Fred Sweet,
manager of the Telenews, respec¬
tively.
Property master is
William
Clark, of Clark Theatre Service.
Dough guy is Jack Haynes, booker
for United Detroit Theatres.
Directors are. Richard Graff,
manager Universal Film Exchange;
Arthur Herzog Jr., film publicist;
Sol Krim, owner of the Krim The¬
atre; Pierre LaMarre, Cooperative
Theatres booker; Joe Lee, 20th
Century branch manager, and Dale
Silverberg of the Donnor Adver¬
tising Agency.

New Yiyi Theatre
r-fuiit cm mmc mi—,
RwtofehrCMWr • Cl MW

"DON’T GO WEAR THE WATER”
•tarrm? GLENN FORD
CM SCAlA * MMC FRANCIS ‘ EVA CAtOR
it* K
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^Albany, Nov. 12.
; willing to speak up to crush damA bright ray shining throughaging rumors with facts and also
the gloom which recently envel- j to press their, demands over dis; oped the area industry, due to ! tribution policy and tax relief, Edpoor grosses, is the news that two : win Silverman, prexy of Essaness
' experienced theatremen have tak- ; Theatre Corp,, guesses “10,000
en over darkened houses in One- theatres may close during the next
onta and Sidney, that another pro¬ year,” blaming it on competition
poses to open a closed house in from tv films.
Norwich, and that a neighbor¬
The “liquidating influence of
hood situation in TrOy ha^ been banking interests has caused vet¬
relighted. Harold De Graw, one¬ eran film executives to act against
time Schine district manager in their best judgment in selling
Oneonta, and John Femicola, ex- their backlogs to television for
20th Century-Fox salesman in meagre sums in comparison to
New York and present operator of original production costs,” he says.
the Center in Centerville, have Television, as.it is now constituted,
assumed control of the Palace in cannot match movie theatres jin
Oneonta and Smalley’s Theatre in covering the enormous costs of
Sidney.
making fine films. Producers and
The Palace, closed for about a distributors of quality movies must
year and intermittently dark for realize they cannot have their cake
a time before that, has been op¬ and eat it too, unless and until pay
erated by Sfchine. However, Al¬ television comes along.
bany exchanges received a notice
Pointing to Balaban & Katz’s
that it was no longer a Schine big Golden Jubilee Promotion,
property—at * approximately the Dave Wallerstein emphasized that
same time De Graw and Fernicola his organization Is gearing itself
vjhsiteA Filmrow to acquaint branch to business trends and is hot go¬
managers with their new acquisi¬ ing out of the exhibition business.
tions.
Selling or purchasing theatres will
De Graw, who now operates be carried on as the prospects of
drive-ins at Cambridge, Md., and such operations warrant individu¬
Orlando, Fla., will supervise the ally.
Oneonta and Sidney situations,
Rumors that B&K is trying to
while Femicola will buy and book sell any downtown theatres or. is
them.
about to. close the State and other
The Sidney house, shuttered nabes were specifically, denied by
since a fire damaged it last April, executive v.p. Nate. Platt:
“We
will be put back into operation are not trying to create a scare
Nov. 27 (the day before Thanks¬ among landlords to lower rentals,”
giving!. The Palace probably will he stated, “and- while the question
feature an art policy, mid-weeks. of opening or closing theatres and
Schine Circuit still operates the renewing leases will come up in¬
Oneonta in Oneonta.
dividually in the future, there are
The Smalley bouse In Norwich no Immediate plans for closing any
Is to be reopened by a former more houses.”
Smalley
and Schine
manager
A further check reveals that
named GypsoauB&K has. no negotiations due with
The redecorated Bijou in north the projectionists prior to thd cityTroy, Is back In operation under wide negotiations next September,
the aegis of the Wilson family. It when further pay hikes and more J
waa closed four weeks.
operators per theatre are expected
Incidentally, Schine ' also sent to be demanded.
j
word here that organization no
One divergent move has been j
longer holds an interest in the the purchase of two theatres by |
Richmond (dark! at Herkimer.
Van A. Nomlkos* circuit. Tn recent1
weeks this outfit lias taken over
both the former MX Pantheon
and the De Lux. The Senate, on*
of the three B&K houses recently
closed, was bought by an indie op¬
Hollywood, Nov. 12,
After a 23 year association with eration with the Intention of con¬
Metro, Roger Edens checked off verting It to a Spanish language
the Culver lot and moved over to house. In the last ten years a half
dozen theatres in neighborhoodsColumbia as a producer.
Originally a musical arranger, with Spanish speaking immigrants
Edens won Academy. Awards for have made such a switch, most of
his musical arrangements of “Eas¬ them moderately successful by to¬
ter Parade,” “On the Town” and day's standards.
I
Hopeful speculators are watch¬
“Annie Get Your Gun.” He sub¬
sequently became an associate pro¬ ing for dosings with the Ideaef
ducer oh several Arthur Freed converting some rental operations
productions and made his debut into art houses. Art houses in the
as a producer on “Deep in My nabes have been marginal opera¬
Heart” in 1954.
tions In recent years but have usu¬
Last year, he produced "Funny ally survived the big seasonal boxFace” at Paramount on loanout office dips that affect most outly¬
from Metro*
ing theatres.

lent'

YarietV
Mo. 1
J
Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.
Harold C. Lund, Westingliouse
Broadcasting A'eep here operating
KDKA radio and KDKA-TV, was
elected Chief Barker of Variety
Club’s Tent No*. 1 for 1958. He'll
succeed Harry Kodinsky, local pub¬
lic relations man and former re¬
porter. Other officers are: Daye
Silverman, manager of AA ex¬
change, first assistant barker; Lou
Hanna, of Sterrv-Hanna Coopera¬
tive Theatres, second assistant;
Ray Downey, sports announcer and
railroad exec, treasurer, and James
Fallon, sportsman, secretary.
Directors will be Charles Carey,
general manager of Penn-Sheraton Hotel, where club quarters are
located; Harold Gray, owner of
New Nixon cafe; Bernie Hickey,
manager of Shea's Fulton; Carl
Ide, tele newscaster; Jimmy JCIingensmith, chief photographer for
the Post-Gazette, and Jimmy Nash,
indoor and oy tdoor theatre owner.
Bay Scott,
KDKA radio and
KDKA-TV sportscaster and Chief
Barker before Kodinsky, was elect¬
ed delegate to the London conven¬
tion next April,; with I. Elmer
Ecker and Ben Steerman as alter¬
nates.

a ton » OKMUtSrrW KTMCWt
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HAVE BEAU, WILL TRAVEL

Roger Edens to Columbia;
23 Years on Metro Lot

Clips From Film Row
CHICAGO
Griffith Theatre, Griffith, Ind.
(25 miles from Chi) closed.
Ben Katz, Universal's midwest
publicist, in Oshkosh, Wis, to pro¬
mote preem of “All Mine to Give.”
Rank Distributors finalized its
first booking into downtown Chi¬
cago, setting “Graf Spee” in Loop
Theatre, Nov. 15.

PHILADELPHIA
Abel and Silver opened their
Lawrence Park Theatre, first new
indoor house here in last six years.
Lou Blaustein, National Screen
Service salesman, in Einstein Med¬
ical Center.
Lester Wurtele, Columbia branch
manager, named chairman of Vari¬
ety Club,; Tent i3 Heart Fund
Drive. Ralph Preis, former Chief
Barker appointed chairman for an¬
nual dinner.at the Bellevue Strat¬
ford (Jan. 13).
Ernest Pelson, former district au¬
ditor for Buena Vista, named dis-.
trict office manager for Philadel¬
phia, Washington and Pittsburgh.
Sam Diamond, 20th CentuTy-Fox
branch manager, elected Chief
Barker of Variety Club Tent 13.
Billy Graham Crusade pic, “Mi¬
racle in Manhattan,” preemed lo¬
cally at the Olney Baptist Church.
Area drive-in operators held con¬
fab to set a general policy to hypo
boxoffice depression. Ozoner own¬
ers agreed to midweek dollar-a-car
nights and three-feature programs;
also nixed sex pix on weekends.

ALBANY
The Bijou, only picture theatre
in northern part of Troy, reopened
last week. Operated by the Wilson
family, it had been dark for a
month. During closedown, bouse
given facelift.
Arthur Newman, for years Re¬
public manager in Albany and up¬
state rep for independent, product
since- the local exchange was closed
in 1956, will add Continental prod¬
uct to his list, effective Nov. 1.
Ellis Gordon will henceforth con¬
centrate on New England sales,
from Boston.

LOS ANGELES
Henry R. Ari^s will exclusively
handle South American distribu¬
tion of 18 Selznick Company pro¬
ductions. Deal also calls for him
to handle any new Sieznick reis¬
sues that become available.
Robert I. Kronenberg, prez of
Manhattan
Films
International,
planed to Europe last week on a
twoweeks product hunt.

MINNEAPOLIS
Theatre at New London, Minn.,
reopened.
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district
manager, back- from a threeweek
European jaunt on which he was
joined by his wife.
Earl
Wilson
resigned
from
United Artists sales staff to be¬
come J. Arthur Rank Milwaukee
and Minneapolis rep with head¬
quarters here.
Playing “Conquest of Space,”
“War of Worlds?* and “Mr. Magod
Flies to Moon” as one show, day
date, St. Paul ’ Capitol, Dale and
Hollywood nabe'houses used joint
big newspaper *d to sell it "as “Big
Three Unit Space and Satellite
Show.”
“Ecstasy” batfc in Twin Cities*
nabe arty theatre circulation.
In its first St Paul subsequentrun. nabe house showings at three
theatres “10. Commandments” is
scaled-at $1.25" at night, 25e leas
than in Minneapolis' outlying thentree.
R. (Rudy) Nelson quit Paramount
Pictures* Hollywood special effects
department to jein Twin Cities* IL
Ray Film Industries,
Ted Galenterr long a Metro explefteer here and now assistant to
producer George Sidney in Holly¬
wood, here in interests of “Pal
Joey.”
In new selling approach, the
Volk Bros, deluxe nabe Terrace
and Riverview, playing “Pajama
Game.” alone with, other Wftt in
28-day clearaneeslot, asked in their
newspaper ads “How long has it
been kince you've seen a movie Mr
a stage shew?” Ad* then wait an
to acclaim “Game” as “better than
a Broadway $8-80 musical show for
fraction of the cost.”
Mikp Taka, who plays “Sayonar*”
femme lead, here in person in pic¬
ture's interest.
*
Theatre at New London, Minn.,
reopened.
Rank's “Pursuit of Graf Spec”
booked into all United Paramount'!
41 houses in this territory.
Benny Cameron (Goldenberg)
quit film and television meting to

join local Cdntinental Films, mak¬
ers of industrial pix . and tv com¬
mercial films.
On competitive bids, “Operation
Mad Ball” went to Paramount’s
4,100-seat Radio City here and Ted
Mann’s independent 600-seat St.
Paul World for its Twin Cities’ first
runs.
United Paramount here landed
“Raintree County” and will open
it at local Lyric Christmas day on
exclusive territory roadshow date.

PITTSBURGH
Arthur Manson, publicity chief
for Cinerama here, sent to Toronto
for a week to help out with open¬
ing campaign* in Canadian City.
Manson is well-acquainted there,
having formerly been Metro’s field
man in that territory.
‘Columbia U’s leading football
recruiter locally is Floyd KUngensmith, Tarentum7 outdoor exhib and
ex-Col salesman. A one-time foot¬
ball star at that school, he has been
responsible for sending at least 18
western Penftsylvanians to Colum¬
bia on present varsity and fresh¬
man squads.
Strand Theatre in Pitcairn, dark
for a number of months, reopened
by Mary Civitarese.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rachiele,
theatre owners here, took up tem¬
porary residence in Phoenix, Ariz.
Ellen Stern, daughter of. Tony
Stern, formerly with WB Theatres
here and in Cleveland but now a
premium
specialist,
transferred
from Miami U., to Boston U., where
she’s'majoring in radio-television.
James A. Sipe, projectionist at
Mt. Oliver Theatre, named head of
IATSE 171- His son, James V.
Sipe, is business agent."
v
Chris Lampros. owner of the
Hickory Drive-In near Sharon, and
his wife are back from a three-anda-half-month trip to Greece,' where
they visited relatives the Lamproses hadn’t seen in 20 years.
The Roosevelt in Republic, dark
for many months, reopened and so
has the Crescent in Mahoningtown,
which was closed all summer.
Alden Phelps. Waterford exhibi¬
tor, is Democratic county chairman
in Erie.
. Ernie Stautner, who plays tackle
for pro-football Steelers, in the
off season operates a drive-in in
the Lake Placid, N. Y., area.
With death of John Wincek, his
widow has acquired a half interest
in Hi-Way 51 Drive-In in Beaver
Valley and approximately a quar¬
ter interest in the Hi-Lander De¬
velopment Corp., which includes
the Hi-Lander Theatre in New
Castle.
Blairsville, Pa.,, will get its first
ozoner in the spring.
Ellen Stern, daughter of Tony
Stern, who is studying radio and
television at Boston U., now has
her own hour-long radio show
three times a week on the campus
station, WSBU. She uses the name
of Cindy Lou.

TEMPORARILY NO GLAMOR
Corinne Calvet’* 'Act of God*
Defease e# Faff Debt
*

Beverly HHIs, Nov. 12.
An “Act of God” defense was
entered by Corinne Calvet in a suit
brought against her for $2,000 in
fees for publicity services by the
firm of Cleary, Straus* Irwin.
Actress contended^tnat her deal
With the firm called for them to
publicize her as a glamorous
actress. When she became preg¬
nant, she said, she notified them
that she was temporarily “not
and was unable to
■pt empleyment. Consequently,
font cads the birth of a son on
March A liN constituted an “act
mi god” that invalidated her con¬
tract te pay the pralsery.
A spokesman for Cleary,' Strauss ’
& Irwin said the claim represented
fees for services before any notifi¬
cation that she was expecting a
baby.

Joe Joel to York oir IO C's
Sydney, Nov;.5.
Joe Joel, longtime Auaeie pub¬
licist, named by Clay Haketotake
charge ml peAHctty bere fer Paranumnfs ”10 Commandments.” In
company with Bobert Graham, Joel
bar gone for * big pic conference
In Tokyo.
Joel was f«r a long time pilb-*
Hefty director ef Columbia, and
RKO before joining hi* brother
Asher in a local advertising or¬
ganization.
Norman Adams, for¬
merly in-charge of PAr publicity,
has resigned the post with, the'Ar¬
rival of JoeL

Variety
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Picture Grosses
BROADWAY

‘Zero’ Moderate $7,500,
Cincy; ‘Jaflhoose’ 10G,
‘Ball’ Brisk 7G,H,0.s

PICTURES

Time’ Bangui $7,000 In -|‘Ja»ihouse’ Nice itg,
r« mi cn j ni 7 ir
Denver} ‘Bair $14,000

Seattle; Zero uke iw

Seattle, Nov. 12.
Veterans' Day is a legal holiday,
here, and it means something at •
the boxoffice. Result is that the ]
current session shapes better than
recently. Brightest newcomer is!
“Time Limit,” big at Music Box.!
“Zero Hour” looms okay at Coli-!
seum v y'Te “Operation Mad Ball” j
is rated good in second Fifth Ave-'
nue round. “Seven Wonders of
World” still is great in 12th stanza
at. Paramount.
•
;
_ Estimates for This Week_
Mouse
(Hamrick)
(800;
*^•^$2.50) — Around
World ;
(WB) (30th wk.). Good $8,500. Last

nov. k

Denver,
“Jailhouse Rock” is packing the
Orpheum this round to nit holdover figure but firm commitment
prevent keeping pic oh. “Story of
Mankind” shapes good at Centre,
and holds. “Operation Mad. Ball”
looms fine at the Denver, and holds
a couple of extra days. “Around
W’orld in 80 Days” is holding for
a 27th week at Tabor. “Stopover
Tokyo” is rated good at Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25>—
“Story of Mankind” (WB). Good
$10,000 or close. Last week. “Three
Faces 0f Eve” (20th) <2d wk>,
^9,000.
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Rome’s Filmites
Study U.S. Tug In
I Holdout Spain

(Continued from page 9)
okay $3,100 after $3,400 in third
full week.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). This
j
Rome, Nov. 32.
Cincinnati, Nov. 12.
session ending next Friday (15) is
|
T«he Spanish “situation” deterSturdy holdovers are talcing up heading for a great $62,000. Second
j mined by the recent RKO defection
the slack of two new bills this week was $71,000. Stays on, naturally.
• from the ranks of the embargoing
Criterion (Moss)* (1,671; $1.80to keep first-run biz at a favorable
pitch. “Zero Hour,” shaping fair¬ $3.30)—“10 Commandments’* (Par)
Motion Picture Export Assn, com¬
ish at the Palace, is a counle of (53d wk). This stanza finishing up
panies is being very closely fol¬
paces ahead of “Hear Me Good,” tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like sock
lowed by the Italo pic ‘industry
newcomer at the Grand. “Jail- $33,000 in 16 performances. The
toppers. It’s felt here in Yank
house Rock” holds downtown lead 52d week was $32,500 for 16 shows.
circles that should the MPEA set¬
for second week at Albee. Keith's
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) "cSili^Evergreen) (1.870; 80.!
back, in Spain (at this writing)
io nSi
continues in clover on third fling —“Cabiria” (Lopert) (3d wk). First $1.25)—“Zero Hour” (Par) and ~
lead to a definite breakdown of
“Hear
Me
Good”.
(Par).
Oke
$7,500.
i
$6>50°*
Last
week,
$9,000.
of “Operation Mad BalL” Hard- holdover week concluded Sunday
pact negotia¬
“Hunchback, Notre
Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-80)— Spanish-American
ticket “Around World” and “Seven (10) was sturdy $13,900. Initial Last week
tions,
this could have very serious
Dame”
(AA)
and
“Naked
in
Sun”,
“Operation
Mad
Ball”
(Col)
and
"Wonders” carry on sturdily. Early week, $14,200.
(AA), $9,800 in 10 days.
. {'“Town on Trial” (Col). Fine $14,- if not disastrous consequences on
cold spell snapped flu wave, a help¬
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) —;
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;; 000. Last week, “Abominable Snow- the local Yank-Itallan setup when
ful factor for -biz in general.
“Silken Affair” (DCA) (3d wk). $1-$1.50>— “Operation Mad Ball” i man” (20th) and “Ghost Diver” the ANICA-MPEA pact comes up
Estimates for This Week
Second session ended yesterday i (Col) and “No Time To Be Young” {(20th), $10,500.
for renewal ip 1959.
, Albee (RKO) (3,100; 9(KSli25)^ (Tues.) was solid $7,200. First (Col) <2d wkY. Good $8,000. Last; Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-90)—“Only
Italians have always kept their
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (2d wk). week, $7,500.
week, $12,300.
{the French Can” (Indie) (2d wk).
eyes on Spain’s holdout vs. the
Teenage splurge for good $10,000
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- ]
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90-! Good $2,500. Last week, $5,000.
Yanks as a sort of test case and
.after $14,000 kickoff. '
$1.80) — “Perri” (BV> (7th wk).
“Time Limit” (UA). Bigj
Orpheum (RKO) (2.596; 70-90)— on the theory, perhaps, that “what
«Bgt.
: Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376: Sixth week ended Monday (11) was ! $7,000 or close. Last week. ’ Wee; »Jaiihouse Rock'> <M-G>
Geordie” (Indm) (2d wk), $3,800. tie Shock” (Indie). Big $17,000. Last Spain can do, we can do even
$1.20-$2.65)—“Seven Wonders of big $7,500. Fifth was $6,500.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,200; 90- week, “Amazing Colossal Man" better.” In fact, a much-mentioned
.World” .(Cinerama)
(75th
wk).
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2) —1
•Maintaining the firm $12,500 pace "Story of Esther Costello” (Col)' $1.25)—“Story of Mankind” (WB). (AIP) and “Cat Girl” (AIP), $6,500. MPEA reasoning for its turndown
of the Spanish 4-1 proposals, etc.
$3,500.
Last
week,
of last week. Record run gives way (2d wk). Initial stanza finished Terrible
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 70- was that it would set a dangerous
'Nov. 26 to “Search for Paradise” Monday (11) was fancy $23,000 or; “Slaughter on 10th Ave,” (U) and
90)—“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and precedent for. future negotiations
(Cinerama)
near. In ahead, “Jet Pilot” (U)1 “Enemy From Space" (UA), $4,700. "Restless Breed”
(20th).
Good
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90wPh other countries (meaning
1
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.10>— (4th wk), $10,000.
$1.25)—“Slim Carter" (U)
and $11,000. Last week, “Graf Spee" Italy).
■"•Hear Me Good” (Par) and “Stow¬
Paramount TAB-PT) (3,665; $l-$2)
(Rank) and “Outlaw’s Son” (UA),
away. Girl” * (Par). Slow $5,500.. —“Story of Mankind” (WB). Initial- “Retch for Sky’’ (Rank). Sad $4,- $13,000.
- Eitel Monaco, head of ANICA,
Last week, “Abominable Snow¬ frame ending tomorrow (Thurs.) 000. Last week, “Cyclops” (AA)
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)— has recently been criticized With
and “Daughter Dr. Jekyll” (AA),
man” (20th), ditto.
looks to hit fine $38,000 or near.
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) increased severity for “his" pact
$5,000 In 5 days.
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90)— Holding. In ahead, ‘(Amazing CoParamount (SW-Cinerama) (1,- (26th wk). Nice $5,000. Holding. with MPEA, which some here feel
“Lost Continent” (Indie) (3d wk). lossal Man” (AI) (2d wk), $19,000. 282; $1.2042.65) — “Seven Won¬ Last week, $5,500.
to be much too favorable to the
Okay
$1,7Q0
following second
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- ders” (Cinerama) (
wk). Great
Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442; Yank camp at a time when the
•round of $1,900.
$1.80)—“And Gpd Greated Woman” $10,000. Last week, $9,900.
75-90)—“Bed of Grass” (Indie). Italian industry is in crisis in all
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$i.25)— (Kings). (4th wk). Third session
Fine $1,600. Last week, “Third i’s sectors. A Spanish upset could
“Operation Mad Ball” (Colh (3d -ended Sunday (10) was wow $20,lead to an Italian request for a
Key” (Rank), $1,200.
. wk). Word-of-mouth plugs reflected 500. Second was $21,000, amazing
similar 4-1 deal on local distribu¬
for
first
holdover
week.
in sturdy $7,000 after $7,600 in sec¬
tion (Italians have always wanted
(Continue^ from page 8)
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
ond stanza.
release
of a number of Yank pix),
fellers) (6400; 90-$2.75) — “Les $11,000. Last week, ’‘Three Faces
enforcement of certain number of
Palace (RKO) (2,000; 75-$1.10)—
(Continued
from
page
8)
of
Eve”
(20th)
(2d
wk),
$6,500.
Girls” (M-G) with stageshow (6th“Zero Hour” (Par). So-so $7,500.
co-productions
per year, or other
final wk). This week finishing up;
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-90)— Notre Dame” (AA) and “Portland
•Last week. “Escapade in Japan”
today (Wed.) is heading for. a great “Stopover Tokyo” (20th). Helped Expose” (AAV Mild $19,000 or similar schemes.
(RKO), $6,000.
near.
On
the
other
hand, it’s freely
$142,000. Fifth was $140,000, overi by personal Appearance of its femi¬
Valley (Wiethe) <1,300; $1.50- expectations and topping the fourth i nine star, Joan Collins, in lobby to
Four Star (UATC) (868; 90-$1.25) confessed here in American circles
$2.5Q>—“Around World in SO Days” week. “Don’t Go Near Water” sign autographs and pose for cam¬ —“Four Bags Full” (Indie). Tepid that MPEA has one of its best
(UA) (22d wk). Perking to swell (M-G) with new stageshow opens' era fans opening day, hut only
$3,800. Last week, “Esther Cos¬ deals in Italy which with crisis,
$11,000, up from last week’s tomorrow (14).
modest $8,500 looms. Last week, tello” (Col) (5th wk>, $2,100.
blocked funds and all, is still one
$10,000..
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.25-$3.50) ’•Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d
’ Hills treet,
Hollywood,
Ritz of its best markets. Hence, local
-—“Around World” (UA) (57th wk). wk). $8,500.
(RKO-FWC) (2,752; 756; 1,320; 90- company opinion is sharply divided
The 56th round ended yesterday j
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- $1.50)—“Operation Mad Bail" (Col) on the quoi faire of the future, es¬
(Tues.) was capacity $41,000 in 12 90)—“Time Limit”. (UA). Highly
and “Parson and the Outlaw” (Col) pecially in view of the continued
performances. The 55th week was I regarded drama shapes maybe too
(Continued 'from page 9)
(2d wk). Fair $15,000. Last week, strength Spain—a relatively unim¬
$41,000
for
12
shows.
I
stark for femme patrons. Fair $9,- $20,700.
of Eve” (20th) (3d wk), $5,500 in
portant market—has shown in its
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)— i 000,
6 days.
Last week, “Portland Ex¬
New Fox, El Rey (FWC) (965; fight. Some Yanks here are in
“Love in Afternoon” (AA) (12th !
Palace (SW - Cinerama) (1,404; wk). This session winding up to-; pose” (AA). $4,500.
861; 90-$1.50) — "Desiree” (20th) favor of maintaining a status quo
$1.25-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders”
RKO Pan (RKO) <1,800; 65-85)— and “Viva Zapata” (20th) (reis¬ until the 1959 showdown occurs.
morrow (Thurs.) looks to hit big!
(Cinerama) (47th wk).
Steady
Dakota”
(U)
and “Man sues). Dull $3,400. New Fox, “Bat¬ But others aFe saying "couldn’t we
$9,000 same as 11th week. Now set j “Joe
-$24,500. Last week, $23,000.
to play until just before Christmas.! Afraid” (U) split- with “Away All; tle Stripe” <NTA), and “Armored get away ‘cheaper’ in the long run
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)—
Roxy (Nat’L Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50) j Boats” (UJ and “Bengal Brigade” Attack” <NTA) (reissues) (m.o.), by making a gesture towards the
“Brass Legend” (Par) and “Gun- —“Kiss-Them for Me” (20th) and! (U) (reissues). Only twin bills in $2,700.
Italians, before they hit us with
aight Ridge” (Par). Active $15,- stageshow. Initial week ending to-! town but light $4,000. Last week,! • Downtown,
Hollywood
Para¬ tougher demands?”
000. Last week, “Black Scorpion” morrow (Thurs.) is heading for! “Kelly and Me" (U) and “Night mount, Wiltern (SW-F&M-SW) Q,(WB) and “Black Patch” (WB), good $70,000 or close. Holds. In] Runner” (U), $3,000.
757; 1,468; 2,344; $1.25-$2.50)—“10
11 000
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90) — Commandments” (Par) (3d wkh
ahead, “Man Godfrey” (U) with
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA). Sock $42,000 or a bit over. Last
State-Lake (B&K) <2,400; 90- stageshow (4th wk), $29,000.
$1.50)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk).
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75)^- Lively $9,000. Last week, “Quan- week, $36,100.
Nifty $23,000. Last week, $30,000. “Zero Hour” (Par). Opens today tez” (U), $5,000 in 6 days.
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.50London, Nov. 12.
Suburban World (Mann) (800; $2)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Big
Surf (H&E Balahan) (685; $1,25) (Wed.). Last week, “Tin Star” (Par)
The British Film Production
—“Four Bags Full” (T-L). Happy (3d wk), was mild $12,000 after 85)—“Brothers in Law” (Cont). $24,300. Last week, $24,200.
Fund,
the
company
responsible
Good $1,800. Last week, “FemanChinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25$4i500. Last week, “Devil’s Gen¬ $13,500 in second round.
for the distribution of the Eady
•Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.75)— del Dressmaker" (Indie), $1,400.
$2.40)—“My Man Godfrey” (U)
eral” (DCA) (2d wk), $3,000.
Levy,
still
has
around
$423,500
left
(4th wk). Up to $7,200. Last week,
Todd’s Cinestage -(Todd) (1,036: “.Across Bridge” (Rank) (3d wk).
World (Mann) (400; 8541.25>in the ki ty to pay out before it
$1.75-$3.30) — “Around
World” First holdoVer stanza finished yes¬ “Les Girls” (M-G). Raves on every 6 200
goes into liquidation to make way
terday
(Tues.)
was
good
$8;700-.
Warner
Beverly
(SW)
(1,612;
(UA) (32d wk). Rocketing $25,000.
hand for this. Terrific $10,000.
for the statutory scheme which
Initial week, $10,500.
Last week, $25,500.
Last week. “Joker Is Wild” (Par) $1.50-$3.50) — “Raintree County"
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-X) (540; $1fM-G) (5th wk)'. Light $12,000. Last came into operation last month.
United Artists (1,700; 9041.50)— | $1.50)—“Colditz Story” (DCA) (3d (4th wk). $4,000.
week, $10,100.
Reporting on its seventh and
“Time Limit” (UA).(2d wk). Hep; wk). Third round ending today
State (UATC) (2,404; 9041-50)— last year—July 1956 to last July—
$18,000 or near.
Last week, i (Wed.) looks like trim $7,000. Sec¬
“Until They Sail” (M-G) and “Silk¬ the BFPF states that the total
$21,500.
ond week, $7,700. “Please Mr. Bal¬
en Affair" (DCA) <2d wk). Slim levy collections, less payments,
Woods (Essaness). (1,200; 90- zac?” (DCA) opens Nov. 16.
(Continued from page 9)
$2 800
amounted to over $7,117400, com¬
$1.50)—“Les G>ls” (M-G) (2d wk).
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50-$2)> lots of spaces, notices were good - Fine-Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
Sock $21,000. Last week, $26,000.
—“Time Limit” (UA) (4tli-fmal and i word—of—mouth is helping. —“Perri” (BV) (11th wk). Lush pared with slightly under $3,353.World (IndfeV* (606; 90)—.“Rich¬
500 In its first year and approxi¬
wk). Third session’ finished yester¬
$3,300. Last week, $3,100.
Fine $11,000 or near, and cinch to
ard HT’ (Lopert).
Boffo $6,000.
day (Tues.) was okay $13,800. Sec¬
Warner. Hollywood (SW-Cine¬ mately $7,191,000 in the previous
Last week, “Stella" (Burst) (5th
hold.
Last
W'eek,
“Three
Faces
of
year.
; Out of the total 3956-’57
ond was $14,500.'“Operation Mad
rama) (1,384; $1.2042.65)—’‘Seven
wk), $4,000.
>■
Ball” XCol) due in next* likely Nov. Eve” (20th); (2d wk), equaled first Wonders” (Cinerama) started 23d levy collections, more than 45,=: Ziegfeld (Davis) (435; 7941.25)—
802,000 was paid to 51 companies
20:
.
•'
>
* « ' at $6,000.
week
Sunday
(10)
after
sock
'$23,^Baker’s
Wife” * - (Indie)
and
for features, and nearly $547,500
• Warner (SW-Cinerama) * (1,600;
900 last week.
“Beauty and Beast”*. (Indie) (re¬
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1^57$3)
$1.80-$3.50)—“Search for Paradise”
Carfhay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75- to 84 short film producers.
issues). • Tame $2,700. Last week,
(Cinerama) (8th wk). Seventh frame —“Around World” (UA) (31st wk). $3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
^’Mistress” (Indie), $3,000.
completed Saturday. (9) was solid Big Saturday pushed long-runner <UA) ..(47th wk). Fancy $26,500.
$32,100 for 16 performances. The up over $7,000, and looks encour¬ Last week, $26,900.
sixth week was '$32,000 for 14 aging again, to stick out remainder . Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen)
shows
(800; 540; $1.25-$1.50) — “Stella”
of year. Last week, $6,600.
(Continued from page 8)
World (Times). (400; 9541.501—
Penn (UA) (3,300; 804X25)— (Burst) (2d wk). Fair $5,000. Last
(5th wk). Holding at nice $4,000. “Devil's Daughter” (Timfes) (3d wk). “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G).
Fairly week, $6,200.
When Harvard U. prexy Nathan
Last week, .same.
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50) B. Pusey paid a yisit to Hollywood
First holdover stanza ended Thurs¬ good lrst three days but still not
Loew’s (Loew) (2,098; 60-$D— day (7) Was nice $5,000. Initial up to hopes. Looks like*okay $10,- —“Devil’s General” (Indie) (3d
recently,
he wa.s greeted by a num¬
“TinTfc Limit” (UA) (2d wk). Big week, $6,500. “Razri” (Kassler) 000 or- a bit'over.
Poor $1,900.
Last week,
Last week, wk).
ber of Harvard men who hold posi¬
$8,000 after $13,000 opener.
opens Nov. 18.
“Time Limit” (UA), for. eight days $2,600.
tions of importance in the motion
; Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.7542.40)—
Canon
(Rosener)
(533;
$1.50)—
was fine $13,000.
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
‘Third Key” (Rank). Brisk $4,700. picture and entertainment industry,
Squrrel Hill (SW) (900; 85-99)—
indicating tha' not all Harvard men
(13th wk). Hefty $13,000 after
Doctor at Large” (U) (2d wk).
(Continued from page 8)
become professors, hankers and in¬
capacity $15,000 in 12th.
Not coming up to hopes at good
dustrialists.
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1)—“Per- “Picnic” (Col), with Veterans’ Day
$2,000 and comes out for “Perri”
(Continued from page 9)
ri” (BV) (2d wk). Wham $8,000. school and government holiday
In Harvard’s Hollywood contin¬
—“Mile. Striptease" (Indie) (2d gent are actors Jack Lemmon and
helping. Stays. Last week; “Es¬ (BV). Last week, $2,800.
Xast week, ditto.
__
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 8041.25 ►— wk).
Fair $2,800.
Last week, Kent Smith; composers Johnny
Uptown (Loew) (2.W6; 75-$1^5) ther Costello” (Col) (4th wk),
‘Hunchback
of
Notre
Dame”
(AA).
2
000
$4,500.
—“Invisible Boy” (M-G). Mild $6,GreCn, Charles Henderson and
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 9941-80) Harold Adamson; producers Hany
Uptown (SW) (1,100; $1.2543)— Never got off ground. Drab $7,000
500 or near. last week, “Slaugh¬
ter on 10th Avenue” (U) (2d wk), “Around World” (UA) (32d wk). is best that can be hoped for. Last —“Joker Is Wild” (Par) <5th wk). Tatelman, Cedric Francis, Julian
week,
“Black
Scorpibn"
(WB)
and
Good
$7,500.
Last
week,
v$12,000.
6 000
Perked , to sock $16,000 Monday:
Blaustein
and Johnny Swope;
_ University (FP) (1433; $1.50- holiday helping. Last week, $15,- “Black Patch” (WB), died in six
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 7541.80)—
Philip
Dunne,
Robert
"Time Limit” (UA) (2d wk). Nice writers
! days, $3,200.
$2;40>—“This Is Cinerama” (Cine- 000.
Nathan,
Robert
Anderson, Nelson
jrama) (3d wk). Turnaway biz at
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;. $8,500. Last week, $14,000.
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
World (Pathe) (599; 9941.49)— Giddings, Alan Jay Lemer, Daniel
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders” $I.2042.40>—“Search
for
Para¬
wham $24,000.
York (FP) X877; $L25-$2)—“10 (Cinerama) (46th wk). Boosting to; dise’/ (Cinerama) (5th wk). Best “Happened in Park” (Ellis). NSH Taradash and Richard Tregaskis,
Last week. “Passionate and publicist Bernard Francis
Commandments” (Par) (51st wk). bright $9,300 after $9,000 last since opeher, up over big $13,500 $2,500.
week. Holds.
Steady $3,000. Last week, same..
and building. Last week, $11,000. i Summer* (Indie) (2d wk), $2,200. J Kamins. -
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It Be OoversviUe?
Kramer Hangs Crepe on Film Biz;
Hollywood Production Rise of 50% WillSchines’
Push V Poll
Stance on Home-Toll
Tells Madrid, look to Home-Toll’
By 1362, Barney Balaban Guess:
Premised on Toll-Widened Market
Hollywood production will have*
Increased 50% by 1962, Paramount
president Barney Balaban fold
press guests at a “Ten Command¬
ments” first anniversary buffetInucheon party at the Criterion
Theatre, .New York, Friday (8).
This will come with the ^'audience
extension” that is to be brought
about with home-toll television, he
predicted.
a
Film rentals derived from both
home tolls and theatres “will take
the pressure off the industry” and
provide the revenue for the upped
film-making rate, commented the
Par chief exec.
Balaban, in discussing “Com¬
mandments,” said this Cecil B. DeMille production has "taught us
not to back away from a high budg¬
et just because it is a high budget.
The proper ingredients placed in
the “right hands will result in the
right kind of public response,” he
added.
“Commandments” will continue
at the Criterion until March 10
with “South Pacific" about set to
follow. Charles Moss, operator of
the house, previously had engaged
in talks witlx Metro re following
“Commandments” with “Raintree
County” but nothing materialized.
It also was disclosed that “Com¬
mandments” will have grossed $20,000,000 by Dec. 31 in United States
film rentals, this covering the pic¬
ture’s first 14 months of release.
On the basis of experience so far.
Par is now’ figuring on an addition¬
al* $12,500,000 in rentals in 1958
and the same amount in the follow¬
ing two years, or a total of $45,000,000 by the end of I960. Foreign in¬
come expectedly wall equal this,
for an overall total of $90,000,000,
thus making “Commandments” the ;
greatest grosser of all time.
■
Balaban revealed that rentals!
collected by Par represent 58-to66 % of the theatre gFoss.

350G Falstaff Buy
of Giant Bailcasts
But Ski-TV Iffy

Disney’* Quarterly Dime
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Regular quarterly cash divi¬
dend of 10c per share was
declared by the board of di¬
rectors of Walt Disney Pro¬
ductions.
Divvy will be paid Jan. 1,
1958, to record of Dec 13.

EXHIBS’RELATIVES DUTY
TASTING’ BEVERAGES
Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
Going the, several local “free
coffee” neighborhood theatres here
one drink better, the Harold Field’s
St. Louis Park, reopening after ex—
tensive improvements, is serving
gratis to customers and advertising
not only the Mocha, but also an-,
other hot beverage. Cappuccino, 1
Ordinarily, Cappuccino includes]
brandy as well as a mixture of
coffee and chocolate, but the alco¬
holic liquor is being omitted from
the beverage at the St. Louis Park.
"In order to achieve an “Interest¬
ing” taste sans the brandy, Field
says he tried 42 different combina¬
tions, with relatives and friends
tasting the experiments for weeks,
until he hit what he thinks is the
right one.
Apparently the American Cap¬
puccino vogue ‘ developed in Sam
Francisco along with Irish coffee
and gets its name from its color—
the same as that of the Capuchin |
monks’ habit. Field believes his
showhouse may be the only one
anywhere serving it.

Detroit, Nov. 12,
The Victory, a* 700-seat nabe
house, has been reopened under
the management of A. B. Dudley
who has been in^ show biz for 40
years in Detroit.
Theatre, which had been closed
two years, has been completely re¬
decorated. A new large screen and
a new heating plant have been in¬
stalled.

Adams Theatre, Newark, guaran¬
teed Paramount $100,000 in rental
for “Ten Commandments” on a
San Francisco, Nov. 5.
10-Week run, tallied up this in just
San Francisco Giants have signed |
six weeks.
a three-year contract with Falstaff
Brewing Corp. to radiocast all
games of the National League ballclub via Golden West Broadcastex*s’
K.SFO. But it looks highly doubt¬
ful whether Giants’ games will be
televised at all next season.
Falstaff package deal includes
rights to pre- and post-game pro¬
By HY HOLLINGER
gramming and is believed to have
Availability of features—
cost about $350,000. It’s expected
Cable
theatre potentia.1—
that Russ Hodges, who handled |
Business-building tactics—
games from N.Y. Polo Grounds and
recently bought a home near Fris¬
These themes will highlight the
co, will voice games.
Nbv. 20-23 Theatre Owners of
Video deal depends, on whether America (10th Anniversary) conven¬
Skiatron, with which Giants presi¬ tion at the - Americana Hotel in
dent Horace Stoneham has exclu¬ Miami.
sive contract, gets Frisco franchise.
Prior to the general membership
Right now franchise is bogged sessions which begin on Wednes¬
down in finance committee of Fris¬ day <20), a series of preliminary
co Board of Supervisors, which meetings will be held by the board
wants fiscal data that Skiatron so of directors, the executive commit¬
far has been coy about delivering. tee, the nominating committee and
Even if Skiatron gets okay soon, the finance committee.
The ad¬
it’s doubtful whether pav-tv lines vance guard of TOAites will con¬
can be set up in time for i958 base¬ verge on Miami Beach on. Sunday
ball season.
(17) to complete the agenda and
In addition to KSFO, some nine prepare resolutions.
or 10 other northern California
Elmer C. Rhoden, president of
radio stations will carry games.
National Theatres, will deliver the
keynote speech. Also scheduled
to speak is Eric Johnston, president
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America. Johnston’s address,' it’s
hinted, may have significant reper¬
Continued from page 3
cussions in industry circles.
would contribute SI00 annually to
There are indications, too,
the plan for a total of $1,000,000.
that TOA will support to some
The film companies would contrib¬
extent the proposal made by
ute an additional $1,000,000. And
Allied States Assn, at its re¬
finally national advertisers would
cent convention that the dis¬
be asked to contribute $1,000,000,
tributors release pictures on
giving the plan a total working
a zonal basis instead of adher¬
capital of S3.000.000 a year.,
ing to the national release
According to Wenland, running
policy. TOA, unlike Allied,
the campaign, including details of
will request the division of the
overhead and fee, would run 5%
country into two zones-^east
or $150,000, leaving $850,000 or
and west or north and south.
$237,000 a month for merchandise
The opening day’s session, which
or cash awards.
will be presided over by Sidney

Albany, Nov. 12,
Incorporation of Schine HomeVue Theatre Systems Inc., under
the Transportation Corporations
Law, to conduct a cable or closedcircuit operation for the projection
of motion pictures and other forms
of entertainment.into the homes of
subscribers, does not presage the
immediate starting of any - such
project under Schine Circuit man¬
agement.
■ Schine interests wished to "be in
a position to move, but will await
developments in the “cable thea¬
tre” field. The current experiment
in Bartlesville, Okla. will be stud¬
ied closely—and longer.
Whether Gloversville, home of
the Schine chain (some 110 thea¬
tres are conducted in five states)
and of the new corporation, or some
other upstate community will be
selected for a test has not been de¬
cided. The Schine Home-Vue is
authorized to conduct business in
all the cities, villages and towns
of 46 upstate counties. This cov¬
ers all those in which Schine thea¬
tres are now located, and a few
Others,
Existing telephone and wire fa¬
cilities would, be utilized, so far as
practical. It is estimated that as
much, as a year might be required
to get a cable system in operation.
Directors of the new company
are William J. Graham, Bernard
Diamond and Florence D. Torrey,
executives of Schine Circuit. How¬
ard M. Antevil, home office attor¬
ney, filed the certificate with the
Secretary of State here.

Ski-TV Telemeter
Woo Bums FeeV
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Two pay-tv system are wooing
L. A. Dodger prexy Walter O’Mal¬
ley for rights to the ’58 season, It
has been learned. It’s known that
Skiatron topper Matty Fox has
been hot-and-heavy after O’Malley
since last February for rights to
Dodger games, once legal hurdles
to launching Skiatron locally are
cleared.
However, last week, Lou'Novins,;
prexy of Paramount’s ^Internation¬
al Telemeter,'confirmed that his
group “has been iri| i:ouch” with
O’Malley since last'August, and
“we are continuing |our talks.”
“However, no one is in any posi¬
tion to make any commitments at
present,” he said.

Rowley's ‘Heart’ Plea

Dallas, Nov. 12.
John Rowley, chief barker
of. Variety Clubs International,
has issued an appeal in behalf
of “Heart of Show Business”
produced for Variety Clubs In¬
ternational by Ralph Staub,
and available from Columbia
Pictures. The appeal was for
exhibitors to book and play
the pic. (They haven’t been.)
Originally a 55 minute pro¬
duction, the film has been ed¬
ited down to 20 minutes.

EASTON PIONEER PIC
HOUSE INTO AUTO LOT
Easton, Pa., Nov. 12.
The Third St. Theatre, one of
the oldest here and at one time the
No. 1 filin house, is to be razed
for a parking lot. Before the deal
to acquire the property by the-Kinney Corp. of Newark, operator of a
chain of parking lots, went through,
the lease held by Harold E. Esken
Amus. Enterprises, New York, was
terminated.
The present house was built in
1913 and was reputed to have been
the first building in the U. S. de¬
signed specifically for the showing
of films. It replaced the Bijou, on
the site, which was destroyed by
fire.
The theatre for the first time in
Easton made use of a large pit
orchestra 'for musical accompani¬
ment of silent films. Closing of this cinema will leave
only two film houses in Easton, the
Boyd and State. At one time there
were more than half a dozen.

Los Angeles, Nov. 12.
“The
Ten
Commandments,”
through Nov. 2, has broken both
house and length of run rfecords in
each of its Los Angeles exchange
bookings. Hitting a total gross of
$1,634,048, the Cecil B. DeMiUe
production'ahas returned $1,062,777
to Paramount for film rentals.
Initial
“Commandments”
run
was at the Warner Beverly where
it grossed $972,696 in 47 weeks.
Picture also has been set in 14
other situations in California, Ne¬
vada, and Arizona. Bookings there
represent the film’s first wave of
engagements.

.

Giveaways

Pay-TV Fees
Continued from page 1

t

quirements are established,” it as¬
serts, “on the basis of benefits be¬
stowed upon successful applicants,
there are strong indications that
the Government may not receive
proper or adequate fees for the
services it will be required to ren¬
der to the special beneficiaries of
this new program, as now applies
in the case of existing programs.”
Kierman’s memo declares, on the
basis of study* of Congressional inquiries into the broadcasting in¬
dustry and consultations with rep¬
resentatives of the FCG, that “in
some instances' excessive profits
are being made by some present
exhibs as a result of the hearings licensees of radio and tv facilities.”
in Washington before the Senate The memo adds: “It is apparent
Small Business Committee.
that, unless appropriate legislative
The appearance of both John¬ action- is taken, even more exces¬
ston and ^Montague at the TOA sive profits, based upon the esti¬
convention appears to indicate that mated volume of business expected
peace has been declared, at least to be done by toll-tv, are in pros¬
between the film companies and pect for successful applicants for
TOA. Not a single top-echelon film these licenses, should the proposed
company executive attended Al¬ trial tests of toll-tv, to be initi¬
lied’s convention last month, al¬ ated by FCC early in 1958, result
though a number of branch man¬ in approval of the program.”
agers were present.
In support of this statement, the
The afternoon of Thursday. (21) memo cites estimates given the
has been designated a closed ses¬ Senate Interstate Commerce Com¬
sion at which the press will be mittee by Paul Raibourn of Para¬
barred. Friday (22) will be de¬ mount’s. . International Telemeter
voted to various aspects of the Corp. that pay ty will bring in
industry's business building pro¬ •about $600,006,000 revenue in 1960
gram. Reports of the roundtable on the “modest assumption” of
meetings and a discussion of TOA’s
25% of tv set owners paying $1
proposed group insurance program
a week, and over $5,000,000,000 on
will also be heard. The closing the “high assumption” that 90%
day, Saturday (23), will see a
of tv households will become sub¬
continuation of general sessions scribers and spend $2.50 per week
and additional discussions on busi¬ for programs.
ness building. The convention will
Referring to staff consultations
close with the president’s banquet,
and the issuance of the “star of With FCC officials, the memo
quotes
a member Of the Commis¬
the year award,” an annual TOA
sion as saying that “as far as selfevent.
sufficiency
In its operations is con¬
Important aspect of the four-day
convention will be the motion pic¬ cerned, tbe-<3ommission was ’zero
ture industry’s second international self-sufficient* in providing serv¬
trade show which is being held in ices to the industries benefitting
association with the Theatre*Equip- from its operations.”
. The memo refers to “another of¬
ment and Supply Manufacturers
Assn, and the National Assn, of ficial” of the Commission as say¬
Concessionaires.
Equipment for ing “he has. felt for some time
both conventional and drive-in the¬ that perhaps a better way to han¬
atres, food dispensing equipment dle FCC radio and-tv allocations
and food and. candy' items will be would be to offer the license to the
displayed at the Americana Hotel. highest bidder.”

Where To Get Product, How To Hypo Bis, I
& What’s With Cable: TOA’s Worries
Meyer, will , see Mitchell Wolfson
making With the welcome, greetings
from Great, Britain by Robert
Wotherspoon, Rhoden’s spiel, .a re¬
port of the board and executive
committee by TOA prexy Ernest
G. Stellings, the introduction of
new officers who will be selected
by the nominating committee, and
a report on arbitration and con¬
ciliation by; general counsel Her¬
man M. Levy.
Round Tables
Johnston will face the luncheon
opening day. The afternoon ses¬
sion will be devoted to round-table
meetings on the problems of small
theatre owners (Burton I. Jones
and Albert M. Pickus, co-chair¬
men); foreign films (Walter Reade
Jr„ chairman); drive-ins (Paul
Krueger and Albert Forman, cochairmen); film rentals (J. B..
Schuyler and Carl Patrick, co-chair¬
men), and advertising and public¬
ity (M. B. Smith and Dave Jones,
co-chairmen).
Entire morning pf convention’s
second day (Nov. 21) will be de¬
voted entirely to a discussion of
cable, tv—“Is It good or bad for
exhibition?” Philip F. Harling wifi
be the moderator. Luncheon break
that day will -witness an address by
Abe Montague, Columbia's sales
v.p. This marks the first time in
a number _ of years that a film
company executive has consented
to address an exhibitor conven| tion. Last year the film companies
{boycotted both major exhib con' ventions because of the bitterness
that existed between distribs and

Madrid, Nov. 12.
At a press conference here
American producer-director Stan¬
ley Kramer, winding up a month¬
long exploitation trip for his “The
Pride and the Passion” saw ex¬
hibitors and the motion picture
Industry as doomed to fall before
home-toll movies.
Kramer began by reporting the
situation in the United States as
alarming.
Television has
cut
grosses tremendously.
Industry
leaders were confused and uncer¬
tain, having what Walter Wanger
has described as “semi-annual
hysterics,” They eould not unite
or make up their many different
minds in what way tp, move for the
future.
“Eventually,”
he
continued,
“there must be paid television In
America and throughout the world
because only home-toll can today
assure a film producer an imme¬
diate profit. Today a motion pic¬
ture costing one million must' gross
three to cover costs, while, thesame film on 20,000,000 home re¬
ceivers at 25c -per set^ means an
overnight gross of five"million.”
. Turning to George Omstein,
United Artists distrib topper in
Spain, and Casimiro Bori who owns
what is perhaps the most finan¬
cially solid local distribution com¬
panies, Kramer added that pay-asyou-see video would make distribs
and exhibs the forgotten men of
the entertainment industry.
“I no longer consider myself a
motion, picture producer but a pro¬
ducer of entertainment,'r he stated,
“and that could mean I’ll be pro¬
ducing sfilms directly for television
within the next two to three
years. Television, for all its de¬
fects, has given young writers,
directors and actors- opportunities
to create new and exciting enter- '
tainment forms that proved artis¬
tically significant.”

PBriEKy
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RKO 0&0 (4), Feevee & ‘Coexistence
[O’NEIL BEATS TOM-TOM FOR .TOLL}
RKO Teleradio Pictures, whose holdings include four tv. sta¬
tions, plans to file with the Federal Communications Commis¬
sion for authorization to participate in toll-tv Jests.
Prexy Thomas F. O’Neil, the first major broadcaster to come out
solidly in favor of feevee, contended in a policy statement that free
broadcasting and subscription tv could live side by side. In an ap¬
parent swipe at broadcasters opposing toll tv, O’Neil rejected
“prophets of doom," saying toll tv is “inevitable" and could be
utilized to the advantage of broadcasters and the public. He came
out in opposition to wired toll tv methods, maintaining there. Were
“no sound economic reasons” for wiring homes when “an efficient
system of air broadcasting already exists.’’
O’Neil indicated that the RKO Teleradio stations would attempt
to employ a number of proposed tv systems, without mentioning
any by name. The RKO o&o’s consist of WOR-TV, N.Y.; KHJ-TV,
Los Angeles; WHBQ-TV, Memphis; WNAC-TV, Boston, and a major
interest in CKLW-TV, in the Detroit-Windsor market.
’ >
O’Neil's position stems partially from fits motion picture inter¬
ests, many Hollywood studios viewing toll tv as a potential boxof¬
fice bonanza for first-runs and a possible better market for rerun
features compared to free broadcasting.
_

Fresno Women s Clubs Downbeat Toll,
Bob Lippert’s Temperature Drops

FAVORS TOLL-TV, BUT ONLY OVER AIR
' Frisco Fights Toll
1^—;

Continued from page 1

100-theatre Naify circuit and is
generally regarded as the Skouras
man on the Naify board.
Said Childhouse: “Pay-tv is not
progress, it would take us back¬
ward.” He compared pay-tv attach¬
ments to parking meters, but said
that where cities got proceeds from
parking, only a small handful of
people would profit from entertain¬
ment meters^-Ue oredicted; “When
pay-tv comes in 90% of the enter¬
tainment the public now enjoys
free will move over.”
He claimed it would shut thea¬
tres, cause unemployment, griev¬
ously hurt hotels, restaurants and
downtown stores and by the thea¬
tre shutdown cause cities to lose
more in taxes than they’d get for
their pay-tv franchises.
Childhouse declared: “Legitimate
shows would cease to exist outside
New York. It wouldn’t pay them
to take shows on the road.” His
association is opposed to any test
of oay-tv —“let them test it in
Bartlesville. Okla."
Most significant., he said the as¬
sociation was starting a camoai^n
to “Inform” the public, to get the
public to write letters to editors,
mayors, councilmen, city super¬
visors. At meeting’s end each per¬
son attending was given a kit and
a list of Frisco snnerv'sors. These
persons from outside the city limits
of Frisco were given lists of all
Northern California mayors and
councilmen.
Must Convince Public,
“We have to tell the public our
side,” he said, and asked each per¬
son to ask at least five friends to
write 5ft-to-l 00-word letters of
protest to editors and politicians.
Then Childhouse developed con¬
sequences for film theatres. He
argued that only 50 major, “worth¬
while” pictures are made each year
and a large number of poor pic¬
tures are no better than those on
“free"
(or commercial!
video.
“Films made after 1947 for which
producers get $40,000 on free tv
Will bring $200,000 if presented via
toll. Old films will move to pay-tv.
“Free tv will go out because with
the money available there won’t be
anything that’* worth anything to
put on free TV.” Football games,
prizefights, baseball will move over
to pay-tv. he foresaw. * .
Film theatres aren’t In healthy
condition. Toll would he the pe¬
nultimate blow. “Big pictures will
be out the window. Every film
studio will be making pictures to
sell to pav-tv.”
He said the public would be
“bamboozled” because it will grad¬
ually lose the good, free TV pro¬
grams over a three to five-year
period and won’t realize What’s
haopening.
In the end some two dozen men
would control exclusive franchises
for all entertainments — films,
fights, pro football and baseball.
As to the Matty Fox-Horace
Stoneham deal which helped bring
the National League’s Giants to
Frisco, exhib spokesman Indirectly
slammed Mayor George Chrystopher for being a party. “There
seems to have been a lot of moral
commitments made by people in
high places. We have had a hard
core Of resistance not by the public
but by people In high positions.
We must show these people they
are on the wrong track.
To . expendlte this campaign

No longer active in the domes-. would soon constitute a monopoly
tic distribution field, and currently “and the public will be the bignot in production either, RKO last :
t ,
„
week became the second film com- ■
,
pany to'line up solidly behind;
ONeil’s statement comes at a
home-toll.
Move becomes the- tune when the air vs. wire argumore significant since RKO, Via its I ment is reaching a high pitch,
parent company—RKO Teleradio ] T
Pictures Inc.—controls sponsored | Loca! I,n« are Probablj more extv broadcast facilities, as well as! pensive, but—argue the advocates
film studios.
[ of the wire systems—closed circuit
RKO prexy Thomas F. O’Neil, in, transmission imposes no time lima surprise statement, said the com-j its and it allows the simultaneous
|>any was expanding into the new j transmission of several programs,
field by applying for Federal Com-! whereas air channel transmission
munications Commission authoriza- • iS restricted to a single show,
tion. RKO, he disclosed “is nego-:
Ther€.s also the question oftion

wiU l00kmillions
fcindiy
television systems with the . at puttinginvestors
u~ the required

of its broadcasting and motion pic-,
ture facilities in trial demonstrations of compatible pay television.” :
m
. .. .
'
FCC said recently that it stood ,
ready to.take application, for cx-|
perunental pay-tv runs lasting I
three.years. Astatton is free in.
ovnarimanr
wirw one
nna or
nr several
onrarsl *
experiment with
such systems.
RKO Teleradio
controls five stations in Los An¬
geles, New York, Boston, Memphis
and
Louisville.
WOR-TV
Gotham already has cooperated
with pay-as-you-see tests con¬
ducted in years past by both
Shiatron and Zenith.
However,
these were primarily engineering
tests.

Fresno, Nov. 12. -+|
Increasing consumer' opposition
’to pay-as-you-:see home service and
difficulties in collecting the tariff
from customers who are already
serviced are cooling the enthusi¬
Chicago, Nov: 12.
asm of a number of top- circuit
Pay-television issue landed on
execs for home-toll entertainment. the City Hall agenda here last
In the forefront of those who have week. Measures pro and con are
lost their optimism is Robert L. currently facing the City Council.
Lippert, head of the 32-theatre
City Clerk John C. Marcin last
Californian-Oregon loop bearing j
week received a request from TeleO’Neil’s statement said it would
his name.
! Movie Development Co. to be al¬
be
“economically and socially
Owner of five drive-ins in the.' lowed to set up a closed circuit
wasteful” for broadcasters not to
Fresno area, Lippert declared last; pay-as-you-see franchise here. At
take part in the home-toll innova¬
week that he is withdrawing his approximately the same time, a
tion
Only one other film Com¬
■application for a home-toll fran¬ motion was introduced before the
pany-Paramount—is . directly ir
chise there, following .unanimous Council by Alderman Patrick Petthe
field.
Via Telemeter. Adver¬
objection to any form of p&y-as- rone to outlaw any form of hometising broadcasters generally are
you-see tv voiced by 22 women toll in Chicago.
on
record
as opposing fee-tv in
representing various Fresno, clubs
Tele-Movie Development is seek¬
any form. They successfully pre¬
and organizations.
ing to install a- system akin to that
vented
subscription
radio’s devel¬
He conceded he was “shocked" operating-in Bartlesville, Okla. on
opment years ago.
at the unanimity and intensity of a monthly payment basis.
TeleApart
from
backing
the argu¬
the opposition from the femmes Movie’s counsel, Harrison W. Hertzments of the proponents of overand others. After hearing such ad¬ berg, entered the request “to con¬
the-air tollcasting, O’Neil took the
verse comment the circuit chief struct and operate" a pay system
occasion to remind of the growing
said any pay-tv move “could be an throughout the city in the form of
competitive feeling between those
expensive experiment—Fd rather. | a letter.
who favor wire connections (the
have someone else experiment"
so-called cable theatre) and others
L;ppert quoted’ the women as sav¬
insisting on air channel transmis¬
ing that the average person has to
sion. Cable theatre method is the
budget himself, there is no room
one favored by exhibitors.
for pay television. What’s now free
Cable said O’Neil, not only will
they want to keep free, .they ar¬
result
in higher prices for the en¬
gued. “I realize now," he added,
tertainment delivered, but it also
“they don’t want pay-tv in any
will
“give
effective control of the
form, and it’s dead as far as I’m
talent and events which are likely
concerned.”.
ta
be
used
for either pay .or free
- He pointed out that the Fresno
television.
The closed circuit
Council hasn’t even set a date for
wired system operators will soon
further hearings as a result of
have
control
of
all of the program
tlds opposition.
It merelv indi¬
elements pf telecasting, whether
The 30 to 35 tv markets Where
cated that It would be guided by
they
be
for
free
or tolL”
the policy Set forth bv the Cali¬ AAP is Withholding the Warner
He Went on to say. that, under no
Bros, features from commercial tv
fornia League of Municipalities,
regulation
from
the FCC, the
Durine the Council meeting
so that they might perhaps sell
closed circuit system operators
Fresno theatreowner said he had them to toll video operators are all
talked to Henry S. Griffing, prez of four-station cities or their equiva¬
Video Independent Theatres in lent, it's been learned. The tele¬
Childhouse’s group has employed
Bartlesville, Okla., where a Jgrrold film distribbery refused'to disclose
Bob Alderman, a California public
cable-tv test has been underway the market last week when the
relations man with long experience
for the last two months. The ex- story first broke.
and plenty of political connections.
hib quoted Griffing as saying he
The cities that don't actually
In
the question - and - answer
was having lots of troubles, par¬ have four stations apparently qual¬
period after Childhouse’s speech,
ticular! v on collections.
ify just the same. In Kansas City,
Childhouse was asked if it wasn’t
Griffing, the Fresno theatreman for instance, there are only three
true that the Naify circuit had
said, told him he shortly nlanned outlets, but there is a St. Joseph,
applied for some pay-tv franchises
to switch to Skiatron or Telemeter Mo., channel which gets into the
itself.
He
admitted this, hut
so as to have a better collection market nevertheless. AAP is said
pointed out it had been done
svstem since a lot of people didn’t to have priced the Warner pix so
simply as protection against the
like the flat monthly fee called for high that none of the K. C. stations
possibility of pay-tv becoming a
in the. original setup.
could afford them, instead of just
reality in a number of Northern
Among those at the meeting withdrawing them from the. mar¬
California cities.
were Don Andersoh of ^Jerrold ket for possible feevee use.
t Having sat through the
Electronics, who told the* Council
AAP approach is geared to the
exhibitors
gripe
session,
he’s forming the San Joaqtrtn En¬ premise that every four-station
Skiatron’s Alan Lane did a
tertainment Co,, which will have market hds one static nnot affili¬
not surprising bum. What he
concrete proposals for toll-tv. An¬ ated with a network, and that those
countered at his own press
derson had no comment on Grif- stations, due generally to a short¬
meeting later the same day
fing’s alleged displeasure with de¬ age of advertisers, are ripe for an
is detailed in another story
linquent subscribers. He said his approach by pay-tv entrepreneurs.
accompanying this text)
company planned to proceed with
plans to present a formal applica¬
tion for a franchise.
Lippert’s was the first applica¬
tion to be made in Fresno. It had
been his intention to test toll-tv in
; Continued from, pas* 1 :
March, when such tests have been
approved by the FCC.
phoned Mayor Christopher and arranged Christo-,
“We won't carry anything available on commercial
pher’s meeting with Stoneham. He pointed out that
tv, no Perry Como or whatever. We’ll only carry
Denton Artie Opens
“the fact that we made a deal with Stoneham was
what’s boxoffice in nature, what you have to remove
Deiiton, Tex., Nov, 12.
jnerely good business . . . we’ve paid him $1,000,000
yourself physically to the theatre or stadium to see.”
'Remodoled Fine Arts Theatre already and will pay him $3,000,000 altogether by
Pay-tv is a poor man’s medium. We won’t charge
opened to capacity crowd with the the time the first ball is thrown out April 15.”)
as much to see an event as the admission to a thea¬
British ‘‘Doctor at Large,’* starring
—Skiatron Will cost a basic $3 a month, with intre or stadium, but the whole family can see it,
Dick Borgarde. Performance was stallatfon,-^service and 24-hour hi-fi music tbroyvn in
there’s no parking or baby-sitting charges. You
. for Denton Chapter of the Ameri¬ free. From then on each show will be priced sepa¬
know what it costs the average family to go to a
can' Association
of' University rately.
motion picture? $9.38, that’s what—and that’s a fig¬
Women, which received all the
Lane said he was seeking a Nov. 20 hearing from
ure the film industry came up with, not us.”"
proceeds.
the finance committee and that “we intend to de¬
: Lane added that Skiatron was “in violent opposi¬
-—-'Showhouse is operated by Trans- liver the first baseball thrown out next April 15,
tion to the present commercialism on tv,” claimed
Texas Theatres Inc. Milton Over¬ Lord willing we get our franchise.” Lane then went
■“the bill" on sponsored video was $1,300,000,000 last
man is manager.
into Skiatron’s “philosophy of business." He said:
year and "this was all written into the cost of goods.”

See Indie Pay-TV
inAAP Big-Mkt. Nix

Skiatron Counter-Blasts 'Free' TV

for a system that* three years
jjpnce may not meet with final
vrr lnnrntmi
T
’
. .
In O Neil’s opinion, status quo
video under advertising sponsorship can and wI11 continue t0
grow.
•■compatible pay broadcasting now promises to share the
.
. tremendous cost burden in soma
way that a combination of advertising and circulation revenue join
to support magazines and news¬
papers and similar to simulcasting’s role in the medium of FM
radio. “People, he added, are will¬
ing to pay for home entertainment.
“Today the public pays too high
a cost In time and money for its
out-of-home entertainment,” ha
argued. “Pay television presents
a way to streamline the distribu¬
tion of these events.” He main¬
tained that families could he ex¬
pected to buy “about as much pay
entertainment- by broadcasting lh
a week as they now pay for one
evening of local out-of-home en¬
tertainment."
O'Neil argued further that tolltv might actually Increase view¬
ing time for free video on the the¬
ory that it would eliminate the goin g-to and coming-from time now
involved in these away-from-hom*
events. “The average 10 hours per
month of current family television
viewing time can be expected to
remain substantially the same,"
he held.
O’Neil’s estimates don’t jib*
with other studies, such as the re¬
cent one by Pulse director Sydney
Roslow. He found, among other
things, that people wouldn’t pay
enough (on tv) to make the show¬
ing of topgrade, firstrun films feas¬
ible.
Also, Roslow maintained,
while people would tune in to pay
telecasts say of baseball games,
they wouldn’t do so as often as
they did when the show was free.
Quote Roslow: “Eventually pay tv
will be able to provide a logical
service. But, I think more people
will go broke, trying to get It off
the ground, than will ever make a
mint out of it.” Roslow held fur¬
ther that pay-tv would make the
entertainment more expensive for
the consumer.
According to O’Neil, “families
can be expected to buy about as
much pay entertainment by broad¬
casting in a week as they now pay
for one evening of local out-of¬
home entertainment.”

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
Oliver E. Treyz, vicepresident in
charge of ABC-TV, told the Min¬
neapolis Advertising Club her*
that if toll-tv becomes a reality it
would mean the end of the fre*
video networks now serving as
“trustees for the public” in obtain¬
ing programs.
“It will be a sad day for Minne¬
apolis and the general public if w*
have to become boxoffice peddlers
to those whp can pay,” declared
Treyz. ^
Citing verious new programs for
which, he said, ABC-TV has spent
$60,000,000 this year, Treyz assert-;
ed his network could not have
moved into a position to compete
with the other two webs if.it had
been necessary to bid against tolltv entrepreneurs for such shows.
'At the prices we paid, w*
couldn’t have obtained or renewed
these programs if there had been
toll-tv,” Treyz said.
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CBS Radios Beam to Affiliates;
More Money This Year Than Last

Damn The Torpedoes

For the first time since 1950,4
CBS Radio was able to inform its
affiliates last week that station pay¬
ments as well as network revenues
Hollywood, Nov. 12,
have increased over the year be¬
Dennis
O’Keefe
has.
been
fore. With the CBS Radio Affili¬ dropped as host of "Suspicion," on
ates Assn, meeting in their fourth NBC-TV.
annual convention at the Hotel
Web made the change In belief
Pierre, N. Y., CBS prexy Arthur It would help the program to get
Hull Hayes emphasized the good right into the show itself, now
•news—the "first rise over a pre¬ opens with a one-minute teaser in¬
vious year since the decade’s turn” stead of a host. O’Keefe is under
in payments and billings.
contract to NBC.
Hayes
marked
improvements
both In the web’s daytime and
nighttime structures, pointing out
that with daytime reaching 82%
more audience than the nearest
competitor during the average
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
. With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE
sponsored minute over a sevenNovember 23 and December 14 on
day period, the network has now
the “Jimmy Dean Show,” CBS-TV.
reached a more-than-90% soldCurrently TV Spokesman for the
out status. In nighttime and week¬
NESTLE CO. and LIBBY, McNEILL
end periods, he said, the web’s
and LIBBY.
“Impact Plan" had only 11 seg¬
Management—Mercury Artists Corprc
ments sold in the first quarter of
130 Fifth Ave., New York: JU 6—6300
this year, whereas for last week
„ ,
alone, the network sold 118 such ]
“Tonight" hit the jackpot Frlfive-minute nighttime-weekend seg-• day <8>, piling up $4,200,000 in
ments
1 gross new business in the one day,
Sales v.p. John Karol reassured i representing an alltime single-day
the affiliates on another point h'*h for NBC-TV’s parhcipating
which has proved a sore spot in ! program operation.. The new busithe past. “So far as six- and eight- ■ ness- c0[nbined with eat her sales
second spots are concerned, we I ®n
da<* ^aar ^tarrer, hrings
are trying to go the other way" he |
total sal.es on the ahow “
said. "We are trying to build inter-; ^ree
smce Aug' 15 t0

O’Keefe Exits ‘Suspicion’

‘Tonight’ Speaks
In Paar-Shaped
Tones—$4,200,

ership ‘of ^ rad‘i<^rogram!“ ’ Aff ill-! ^ Sig gun In the *4,200,000 sales

JIMMY NELSON

Como Offered
To Britain At
PerKine

ates in the past have shown strong j j^on'jjoo out* (S° sDot^televSon
“The Perry Como Show” will be
opposition to the eight-second-^ SfSSJL0?,4
^
seen in Great Britain after the
chain-break idea, as well as pro-1and
«-into he Tonight
first of the year. NBC-TV is near
posals of one-minute participations j reSeSing 234 p^ic°Patlons to run to a deal under which it will sell
In a pre-convention session, af- j at the rate 0f one a njgjjt start- kinescopes of the Saturday night
filiates elected Charles S. Caley of i jng j)eCi 30, is also a record sale Como show to the BBC-TV for
WMBD, Peoria, as its new chair-. for participating programs, the weekly airing in England.
man of the board, succeeding John . singje largest outlay yet recorded.
Network
won’t
disclose
the
M. Rivers, of WCSC, Charleston, SSC&B is the agency.
price, but it is believed to run
S. C., who becomes an ex-officio
other major chujiks of business somewhere around $10,000 per
member of the board.
John S. came from Bristol-Myers, which show. That’s based on the fact
Hayes of WTOP, Washington, was j through Young & Rubicam laid out that in past negotiations, half-hour
elected
vice
chairman,
while about $1,500,000 for 208 participa¬ film shows have commanded prices
Joseph M. Higgins of WTHI, Terre tions for Bufferin and another 28 up to $5,000 per episode, and since
Haute, was elected secretary.
for Ipana, both starting this week; the Como stanza runs an hour arid
New directors at large are Worth Polaroid, a current sponsor, which constitutes one of the best-rated
Kramer, WJR, Detroit; Lee Wailes, added another -40 participations American shows, the $10,000 fig¬
of the Storer stations; and Caley. starting in January via Doyle Dane ure seems logical, NBC is • kineDistrict representation
on the Bernbach, and 21 participations scoping the black-and-white pic¬
board consists of J. Maxim Ryder, from Webcor, via John W. Shaw ture, thougli the Como show Is tel-,
WBRY,
Waterbury,
Conn.;
C. agency, startng this week. Norelco ecast in colon
Grover Delaney, WHEC, Rochester, chipped in with 115 participations
The BBC-TV deal, incidentally,
N. Y.; Hayes; Harold Danforth, for spring and summer, while is somewhat contradictory to the
WDBO, Orlando, Fla.; Hoyt B. Tintair bought 26.
announcement last week by BBCWooten, WREC, Memphis; Higgins;
TV director Gerald Beadle to the
Frank Fogarty, WOW, Omaha; J.
effect that BBC-TV was throwing
C. Kellam, KTBC, Austin; and
Len East to Coast FMer in the towel in the battle against
Westerman Whillock, KBOI, Boise.
the commercial programmers for
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Hayes
also
presented
three
Former New Orleans announcer- ratings and would offer "programs
"Gold Mikes” to stations with 30 account exec Len Fast joined staff nearer to the forefront of taste and
or more years of affiliation. Awards of KRHM-FM here, as an account intellectual Interest" instead .. of
went to WADC, Akron, WBNS. Co¬ exec.
straight entertainment.
lumbus and WCAU, Philadelphia.

FCC Closes'File on Cohen’s
Rap of Cop Hamilton In
Mike Wallace Interview
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There's Madness in NBC's Method in Courting
Affiliate Acceptance of ‘Clock TV'

RCA’s 4D0G Fire

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
If there was some bewilderment
as to why NBC brought along on
its ’ Coast press junket Walter
Damra, WTMJ, Milwaukee, facto¬
tum and sparkplug on all things
relating to affiliates, there was
more to it than a Sampling of mad¬
ness in the .network’s methohd of
doing things.
Damn didn’t just come along for
the ride (although he had himself
a ball as an constant onlooker
through the frantic week of activi¬
ties). NBC had a message to put
across which, while ostensibly for
the tv editors, also has a vital bear¬
ing on the affiliate family. And
since it’s axiomatic that “as Damm.
goes, so goes the affils," what the
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Switch of major television activ¬ Milwaukee broadcast baron was
ity from the east to Hollywood Is seeing and hearing could have re¬
placing fresh emphasis upon the percussions on a broad station
value of Coast agents having their level
NBC utilized the jtmket as a
own branches in N. Y., according
to Ingo Preminger.
Preminger, means of springing the announce¬
ment
of its new magnetic "Tape
who conducts his own agency here,
returned last week from Gotham Central” operation—the color and
where he made arrangements to black-and-white. video tape record¬
ing for repeat broadcasts. which,
open a fully-staffed office Jan. 1.
Video move westward cues the will go into effect next April. In
importance of such eastern agency effect, this will bring about the
operations, Preminger said. The long-anticipated “Clock. TV" • sys¬
top literary sources through which tem, whereby every NBC 'station
television acquires the bulk of its will be putting on a show at pre¬
material are in the east, he pointed cisely the same hour. Thus a Dinah
out, as are many of the top writ¬ Shore entry, regardless of .time dif¬
ers. Consequently, there is a vital ferentials, wall hit every city Sun¬
need for Hollywood agencies to day at 9.
Such a "Clock TV" operation
have their own men on the scene,
to snap' up suitable properties could create some drastic unheavwhich are not-available here. Sev¬ als in local station programming,
eral of the big agencies, of course, particularly on the west coast and
have had eastern offices for years, Rocky Mountain Time, where many
but few of the non-combine agents stations have been enjoying a ver¬
have anything more than reps in itable bonanza between the 10 and
Manhattan.
11 p.m. periods on local program,
"There is such a huge hunger for sales, having disposed of networlc
television programming that it’s es¬ programming at an earlier hour.
sential now for a Hollywood agent That era will be gone forever, once
to have more than representation “Clock TV" begins on a permanin N. Y.,’’ Preminger noted- "This ment basis. Stations will hence¬
can be done only by the agent set¬ forth be tied to the web clear up
ting up his own base of eastern op¬ to 11 o’clock (except those nights
erations, so be can compete on an when 10:30 to 11 has been given
equal basis for new material.”
back to the stations.) Obviously
Preminger also noted a new the Stations aren’t going to like it.
change in agency operations on the Over a year’s span it totes up to
-Coast, a “lack of competition.’’ hundreds of thousands of dollars
Many agents now work together on in local revenue.
deals, he said. He cited as an ex¬
That's where Damm comes Into
ample of this his own current deal¬ the picture. Watching the demon¬
ings with. Music Corp of America. stration here, he was 100% sold
Both are seeking a suitable proper¬ on its virtues, technical and other¬
ty for Ralph Meeker as basis of a wise. It’s up to him to convince the
new tv series.
‘affiliates to accept the "Clock TV"
premise. He might have a man’ssized job bn his hands.
Fairmont, Ind., Nov. 12.
Fire swept through the leased
warehouse occupied by RCA, caus¬
ing: an estimated $400,000 damage,
including destruction of. thousands
of television picture tubes.
Cause of the fire has not been
determined.

TV Exodus to West
Gives N.Y. ‘Branch’
Office Lookeroo

Third ofA Nation: Whither %ive ’?
By ART WOODSTONE

In the midst of a television sea¬
son when better than two-thirds
Washington, Nov. 12.
of the network shows are on film,
Federal Communications Com¬ a key program executive questioned
mission will take no action against; ..
,
......
.
,
,
ABC-TV for the Mike Wallace in- jthe feasibility of using so much
te-iview six months ago with Mickey telefilm and predicted that live pro-|
Cohen on its network. Agency last gramming "has a greet chance to
week informed Capt. James E. I come back." Bucking the trend,
Hamilton of the Los Angeles Police j James Aubrey, ABC-TV v.p. and
Dept, that it does not have "a suf- -No-. 1 program man at the network,
ficient basis" to Invoke proceedings j based his convictions on the ecoagainst the web because of al- i nomics of film vis-, -vis live and,
legedly defamatorv remarks bv;to some extent, on the greater flexCohen regarding L. A. Police ibility of live programming, a point
Chief William H. Parker.
: which has been cropping up more
Commission described Hamil- and more °f la*eton's complaint as "essentially Aubrey said it is frequently posdirected to what constitutes
a ; sible to produce a live half-hour
lack of industry self -regulation: program at approximately half the
which permits ‘sensationalism’ pro-' rost of a half-hour telepic package,
grams of the Mike Wallace ‘inter-' The program chieftain asserted that
view’ type to be broadcast."
very few tv programs were not
ABC informed the Commission, f pab,Ie of *>eing ?dapted satistacagcncy told Hamilton, that “the it y from Wm t0 hvespontaneous nature of the inter- i
Three other factors, Aubrey beview precluded the network from ! lieves, will also have a great bear¬
having advance knowledge of what! hig on the re-emergence of live
actually would be said during the \ video: A syndicated film market in
program"; that it regarded Coheii’s \ which only a handful of the top
remarks as "a most unfortunate in- i network shows will ever have recident"; that it broadcast over its I sidual value; the high cost of telenetwork “a complete statement of i film* which forces advertisers into
retraction and an apology to the[a pattern of summertime repeats,
principals Involved for any embar-j as against less expensive live shows
rassment or personal distress which through which sponsors’ savings
resulted"; that the sponsor of the could easily lead to first-run live
program, Philip Morris, the ad shows throughout the hot spell;
agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, and and, as previously mentioned, the
Wallace joined in the apology, and flexibility afforded by a live show,
that it has taken steps looking allowing changes in content on relatoward avoidance of any repetition -Tively short notice,
of such an incident.
I
Aubrey, who is being touted for]

a raise in rank at .ABC-TV, pointed
out that where a filmed network
package might cost $40,000 net forj
every first-run half-hour, he was
certain that a live show of similar
length could he delivered at nearer
$20,000. He said that live programs
needn’t be priced much higher than
that.
In cases where costs on live
shows have gone up into the $30,000
and $40,000 brackets Aubrey said,
"To be sure, the legitimate costs
(labor, etc.) have gone up to a cer¬
tain degree, but packagers fre-|
quently price themselves according
to the going rate for the best shows
ih the' genre. And the best ones
got on the air only because they
were originally realistically priced."
He felt that even if there were
none of the alleged padding of
which producers are accused, a

The Long Pause
Certain, performers in the
recent past have expressed a
preference for live tv over
telefilm for reasons of "sur¬
vival.”
In a private conversation re¬
cently, a wl tv comedian, said
that he would not do a film
series because of one impor¬
tant factor: He’d be afraid
that after finishing his 39
films, rhe might have to wait
for several years before he
could again 'do tv work; be¬
cause of his producer’s pro¬
hibition that he should not
compete with himself while
his telefilms are in syndica¬
tion.

Edison Awards Cites
Several Kid 1Yers But
Deplores -Inadequacy*

live show would still be much less
expensive than film.
Because of the high cost of tele¬
filming, Aubrey declared, producers
require a„ minimum 26-week com¬
mitment from sponsors. The sys¬
Annual (tv, radio and film)
tem, he said, “necessarily traps awards dinner of the Thomas Alva
them' into repeating these shows Edison Foundation is slated for
during the summer.”
Monday, Dec. 2, at New York’s
Waldorf-Astoria.
While several
The Bases Are Loaded
Aubrey offered a warning in the juve stanzas were nominated in tv,
including "Let’s Take a Trip,” "Las¬
interest of telefilm producers. He
“Bold
Journey,”
"Robin
said that as more and more net¬ sie,"
work programs go to film, there| Hood,” Captain Kangeroo,” "Dis¬
neyland*”
and
"Mickey
Mouse
won’t be any room in syndication
for them to realize the dream of Club,”' it is significant that the
TAEFv
awards
committee
decided
heavy residual returns. "Only the
top programs will ever reach syndi¬ against pitching a “best children’s
cation and then they will have to tv program” for 1957.
Nominations, made last month,
be deferred at'least three years
from the. time of their network for the “tv program best illuminat¬
play." This, he suggested, will only ing the current scene,” cited “See
delay any coin returns anticipated It Now,” "Outlook,” “Face the Na¬
by the stars and production person¬ tion” and “Wide Wide World.” For.
"tv program best portraying' Amer¬
nel involved.
One other note was added by the ican* heritage,” it was “Hallmarlr
network official regarding syndica¬ Hall of Fame,” “Playhouse,” “Cam¬
tion of programs off network. era . Three” and “Father Knows
"What use does a film program, Best.” “Our Mr. Sun,” “Hemo the
which failed on the network, have Magnificent,” “Strange Case of the
as a syndicated property?” Aubrey Cosmic Rays," “Mr. WizmxL" and
in
Numbers
and
said that local film buyers prefer “Adventures
the stanzas with good network Space” were chosen as candidates
for “best science tv program for
track records.
*
"Only one type of tv program, youth.”
as I see it, can’t be done as well
A TAEF newsletter said “there
live as on film," Aubrey said. “It was a general, feeling of dissatis¬
is the western where outdopr action j faction over the inadequacy of
is necessary. But wherever you op¬ children’s tv programs.. .Commit¬
erate in a restricted area, where tee observed that tv has become
the show is dependent on plot and such an integral part of American
characterization—for instance, sus¬ life, in lieu of worthwhile shows
pense melodramas, which I think! for children, they will watch un¬
are coming back—live is the desirable ones .rather than not look
answer."
at tv at all.”
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TELEVISION’S ‘ WEST SIDE STORY’
Bobby & the Beavers
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
NBC Prexy Bob Samoff stuck his neck way out to here last
week when he singlehandedly “took on” 80 of the nation's tv editors
in a free-for-all q&a in one of the most provocative two hours at¬
tending the network’s weeklong junketing activities. Probably,
never before,’or certainly not in a decade of television, had a
network president allowed himself to’ be “exposed" $o such mass
grilling, and particularly from such a group of "eager beavers
who had no hesitancy about speaking their minds in their quest
for the why St wherefores 'of tv today.
It's a signal tribute to the youthful prexy that he handled him¬
self with finesse, knowing precisely when to duck, when to parry,
when to give and when to take. It was a far cry from the discom¬
fiture and uneasiness of the “growing pains” evident last December
when the newly-elected prez stood up before the.affils and the press
at the Miami Beach convention.
.
Last week’s q&a was significant from still another standpoint.
In general it testified to the alertness and hepness of the tv .editors
coast-to-coast, who reyealed a savviness as to trends, patterns,the follies and the economics of the business that even took the
NBC high echelon by surprise. They didn't mince word*. Whether
embarrassing or not to Sarnoff & Co., when necessary they named
names in their proper order and places; they knew the correct
statistics; their challenges, mLsgivings and sometimes open rebel¬
lion to existing conditions were categorized right down the line.
Sarnoff took it—and gave in kind.

CBS-TV Talks ’58-’59 Shows Quicker
Although the new season is only 4a little more than a month old and
presents more than a few of Its
own programming problems, CBSTV already has bo less than a doz. en programming projects on tap
for the 1958-1959 season.
Washington, Nov. 12.
Of these; only three are hold¬
The traditional rivals of *the
over pilots from last spring and Sunday afternoon marathon of
summer; the remainder represent news- panel shows will face each
brand-new program ideas, some other in roundtable discussion for
of, which are already going into the first time on Nov. 26. This
the filming stage. By the same “Producers’ Showcase” is a special
token, only five of the shows rep¬ program arranged by local chapter
resent possibilities for.^ midseason of American Women in Radio &
replacement purposes, with the re¬ Television.
mainder aimed at next fall at the
Participating in a general dis¬
earliest.
' ■
cussion of the whys and where¬
New properties include three fores of such news shows, plus the
live quiz formats, which along special features Of each individu¬
with the recently acquired “Rich¬ al show, will be the following; Ted
ard Diamond, Private Detective” Ayres of “Face the Nation” (CBS);
aeries and the reactivated “Sus¬
Lawrence Spivak, “Meet the Press”
pense,” are the possibilities for (NBC); Theodore Granik, “Ameri¬
mi,dseasQn hows. As. of the mo¬
can Forum” (NBC); John Secondament, CBS program boss Hubbell
ri, “Open Hearing” (ABC); Ruth
Robinson Jr. doesn’t see more
Gerf Hagy, “College News Confer¬
than two real weak spots that
ence” (ABC).
■ >
might call for replacement; the'
already - open
“Harbourmaster”
slot and the possibility of “Dick &
the Duchess” being ousted.
Thus, at least three of the fore¬
going, along with nine other prop¬
erties, constitute a next-season’s
roster for the network. The nine
are “The World of. White,” Syd¬
ney Kingsley’s series, pilot of
which already has been'shot and
13 scripts already completed; Nat
Hiken's “The Magnificent Monta¬
gue,” pilot of which rolled thit
week; Howard Ersklne’s new “Ren¬
dezvous” anthology, on which the
network has given the go-ahead for
13 films, even before putting it up
(Continued on page 56)

Air’s ‘Sunday Inquisitors’
Getting Together in D.C.

By GEORGE ROSEN
Hollywood, Nov. 12,
No rhatter what circle you travel
in within the tv orbit here, there
seems'a dead certainty about the
from-here-on-in status of Holly¬
wood’s preeminence as a* produc¬
tion centre, patterned to the same
tempo and blueprints of the film
industry before it—the east coast
“home office” administrative berth¬
ing; the “west side story” trans¬
lated into production. For hetter
or for worse, it's evident every¬
where, notably in tbe future plan¬
ning.
That NBC, in the creation of its
new program development division
headed by Jess Oppenheimer, de¬
cided to make it primarily a Hol¬
lywood-berthed enterprise (with an
auxiliary unit operating in the east)
doesn't come as a particular
surprise.
Similarly, at CBS
the Brown Derby-Romanoff-Dave
Chasen’s talk concerns future reevaluation and revamping of its
Coast
programming - production
staff (in the wake of the recent Bill
Paley-Merle Jones-Huh Robinson
personal o.p.) with an eye toward
a more qualitative upgrading of the
operation. Return of Bill Dozier to
west coast CBS is the initial thrust
in this direction.
But just as “dead certain” as is
the conviction about the intensifi¬
cation of west coast programming,
almost equally apparent is the state
of confusion and bewilderment
when it comes to pinpointing the
direction in which tv formats are
going to Move. There’s a collec¬
tive scratching of heads and baf¬
flement about '58-59 and the “for¬
mats of the future.” Everybody’s
second-guessing—nobody’s got an
answer.
Manana—Not a Song
Now in the throes of grinding
’em out to fulfill celluloid commit¬
ments for the present ’57-’58 semes¬
ter (a semester which everybody
agrees hasn’t exactly contributed
toward glamorizing the Industry),
(Continued on page .52)
^

Meany to Rule on RTDG-NABET Fray
Momentarily; Dispute to Arbitration
Following One-Day‘Lockout’at NBC
New Tollvition Dept.
Commencing this week, Tollvision will occupy a special
department, between Pictures
and Radio-Television. ;
All news—unless on Page 1
pertaining to feevee, 'whether,
cable-theatres or any of the
over-the-air systems—will thus
be departmentalized for ready
intra-trade reference.

Groucho Picks Up
TV Editors’ Tab
And Gets Bounced
Hollywood, July 12.
By a strange coincidence, at the
very moment when GroucbP Marx
and his “You Bet Your Life” pro¬
ducer, John Guedel, were hosting
the junketing tv editors here last
Thursday (7) and relieving NBC of
a luncheon tab, NBC prexy Bob
Samoff found hifiaself in the em¬
barrassing position of dishing out
some bad news to the comedian—
that his show was being bounced
that night to permit a live pickup
of President Eisenhower’s fireside
talk.
The luncheon probably cost
Groucho and producer Guedel
about $500. But for NBC it was a
$100,000 time-and-program rap.
Groucho.was far from happy about
it and sponsor DeSoto practically
did a bum, since that was the night
tfie company was all set to spring
the ’56 car models.
Initially NBC-had planned to do
a late night tape job on the Eisen¬
hower talk, but when word leaked
(Continued on page 56)

Non-N.Y. Critics
Demand Attention

OUT SOON!
Th*

52nd Anniversary Number
Of

Woolworth Drops
CBS Radio Hour’
One of the mainstay radio spon¬
sors of recent years, the F. W.
Woolworth Co., has decided to
drop its “Woolworth Hour” on
CBS Radio after -the first of the
year.
Until Longines-Wittenauer
extended its “Symphoaette” to 55
minutes on CBS a few weeks back,
“The Woolworth Hour” held the
status of the only singly-sponsored
hour show oh network radio.
CBS hopes to sell the show to
another sponsor by the time Woolworth steps out in January. If not,
there’s still a chance the web will
continue it for a short period as a
sustainer in an attempt to sell it.
Program is one of radio’s more
costly shows, since it maintains a
large orch headed by Percy Faith
and uses big-name guest stars. Bad
hews came this week from the
Lynn -Baker agency, which hat
repped Woolworth in the three
years the show ha* been on the
air.

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
HIW YORK I*
154 W. 44* Sf.

HOLLYWOOD 21
4404 Saiuat Ihrd.

CHICAGO 11.
412 N. Michigan Ave.

A decision in the National Assn,
of Broadcast Engineers & Technieians-Radio-TV Directors Guild
jurisdictional dispute at NBC will
be handed down by arbitrator
George Meany, president of AFLCIO, within the next few days.
Meany heard arguments by both
unions in a private three-hour ar¬
bitration session yesterday (Tues.)
at his Commodore Hotel, N.Y.,
headquarters, and asked them to
submit summaries of their briefs
in two to three days in the argu¬
ment over which union will give
direct orders to cameramen.
Meany said that he will need
“very jit&e time” from the hour
he receives the summaries to make
his final decision. Only issue is
whether NBC cameramen will take
their “basic instructions” directly
from RTDG program directors or
whether, in accord with the cus¬
tom of seven-years, the camera¬
men Will only take direction
through an intermediary party, the
technical director.
Meany asked the lawyers for
RTGD and NABET and Thomas
Ervin, general counsel for NBCTV, to withdraw from the closed
arbitration session. Apart from four
to five members and executives
from each union, the only other
man present to hear the arguments
besides Meany was his AFL-CIO
radio-tv advisor, Morris Novik.
On Friday (8) night, there seem¬
ed to be little hope that the squab¬
ble would ever reach arbitration.
But Federal Mediator R. Mandelbaum and Meany called the war¬
ring parties back into session on
Saturday and in two hours with
Mandelbaum the unions finally
agreed to turn! the issue over to ar¬
bitration. Both unions said they
would abide" by Meany’s decision..
Matter arose when the network,
in what seemed to the trade at
large to be a matter of expediency,
bypassed its RTDG oact and de¬
cided to stand with NABET. A
“lockout” of RTDG men ensued
on Friday, but after the Mandel(Continued on page 56*

LONDON, W. C. 2
t St. Martin's PI act
Trafalgar Square

Hollywood, NoV. 12.
The tv editors around the coun¬
try have a beef—and they let NBC
know about it. They feel that their
judgments in reviewing shows are
either ignored or given secondary
status by the network compared
to the prestige NBC attaches to
the “N. Y.'boys,” particularly the
New York Times.
The tv editors complained that
the “broader coast-to-coast view”
which they represent is the more
important of the two, but that
they get the hrushoff treatment
when, for example, NBC buys a
newspaper ad to herald reviewers*
reaction to shows. Citing the re*
cent publishing In Variety vs. out;
of-town critics* chart, which show ed
a wide divergence in opinion between “Manhattan thinking” and
the rest of the country, the editors
expressed the belief that the Duluth-Seattle-New Orleans-Portland,
etc., evaluations are far more real¬
istic in getting a cross-country pat¬
tern of likes & dislikes.
NBC prez Robert Samoff said it
was all “news to him”; that he
wasn’t conscious of any discrimi¬
nation in favoring the judgments
of the New York reviewers. He
told the editors not to overlook the
fact that the N. Y. Times, by virtue
of its eminent status in newspaperdora, wields enormous influence,
whether It’s tv, the theatre, poli¬
tics, etc. But he alsq reminded
them that NBC’s scrapbooks 3re
updated.
Everybody’s word is
sifted and respected. That’s whera
it ended.

so
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How the Other Half (Hour) lives

CHI LOOKS OVER ITS PILE OF OLDIES,
WONDERS ABOUT PRICES,TEPID RATINGS
___

30-Min. Syndicated Show* Give Oldies
The Weepie* in Minn,

4

Chicago, Nov. 12.
It may be that feature films have
had their day as a principal tele¬
vision fodder for local stations. Lo¬
cal station heads are not only grow¬
ing disillusioned by the lukewarm
ratings the lesser titles are rack¬
ing up, they’re also fed up with the
prices being asked for celluloid
packages and with the salesmen’s
style of selling.
WBBM-TV's sales chief, George
Arkedis, for one, senses a new pro¬
gramming trend in the offing be¬
cause of the high cost of cinematics.
“If prices keep going up,” he says,
“everyone will be forced to go live.
The new trend will run to some¬
thing with the circulation that can
replace film. Movies are proving
such a letdown to stations that
they are tempting the return of live
talent tp tv.”
Latest package to be sold in
Chicago, Screen Gems’ “Shock”
features to WBKB, admittedly of¬
fers no encouragement to the film
peddler side. Transaction was made
in virtual desperation for Windy
City exposure after the package
has been nixed by all of the sta¬
tions months ago. Reluctance of the
Chi stations to buy it in spite of
the fancy reports from other mar¬
kets is attributed to a fear of re¬
proach from the newspaper watch¬
dogs, and the fact that only 26 of
the 52 “Shock” films are real
chillers while the others Incline
to the “B” mystery side. But mainly
It was a question of price. WBKB’s
deal, it’s understood, involved a
comedown but was still no bargain.
Price On Post-’48 pix?
Sterling (Red) Quinlan, v.p. of
the ABC-owned station, stated after
the purchase that the top dollar
Is being paid for film now and can’t
possibly go higher and still get
comers. Said Quinlan, ‘^1 look with
horror at the prospect of the postMS films, due for release, because
of what the prices are likely to be.
But the distributors will be kidding
themselves if they think they can
get much more out of the markets
(Continued on page 54)

Japan Yens U.S. Vidpix
But for Small Yen, Sez
Katz, AAP’s Foreign Mgr.

4‘Kingdom’Tint Sales

Gems Vs. MGM’s
Chicago, Nov. 12.,
WBKB has decided to slot
its newly acquired Screen .
Gems “Shock” package direct¬
ly opposite WBBM-TV's “Best
of MGM" on Saturday nights
at 10, starting Dec. 7. Latter
has heretofore had the ratings
for the period virtually all to
itself.
Part of WBKB’s “Shock”
promotion will be to post a
Frankenstein monster in front
of the WBBM-TV building as a
picket.__
._

Herman Rusb In
Deal to Rep All
Batjac Entries
Herman Rush, prexy of Flamingq Telefilm Sales, has been ap¬
pointed a sales rep for all tv and
radio properties produced by Bat¬
jac, a company owned by John
Wayne.
The appointment does not en¬
compass Rush’s Flanaingo Telefilm
Sales organization, but accrues to
him personally. As a sales rep,
he will act jointly with Lee Savin,
Hollywood tv sales rep of Batjac.
Wayne’s company already has
completed a pilot on “Calamity
Jane” and is in production on a
series titled "Danger Is My Busi¬
ness,” not to be confused with a
Screen Gems projected series of
the same title. The Batjac series
is based on a book by explorer
John D. Craig who acts as hostnarrator in the skein: Addition¬
ally, Batjac has a radio series in
preparation starring Wayne. This,
Wayne’s first entry into the radio
field, is based on the Wayne-starring “Hondo” feature.
Rush left for Europe over the
weekend (9) to get Flamingo’s new
“Citizen Soldier” series into pro¬
duction on the Continent. During
his short stay there, he also will
scout possible co-production tele¬
film deals for Flamingo.

M'COY 'DECOY*

Tokyo, Nov. 5.
Hub TV Editors Receive
'Norman Katz, foreign depart¬
'Greetings’ From Police
ment manager for Associated Art¬
ists Productions, said he didn’t
think Japanese tv stations were
Boston, Nov. 12.
paying a right price for U. S. prod¬
To promote interest among tv
uct. Before leaving here after a scribblers in “Decoy,” film series
nine-day visit, Katz said that the re adventures of a lady cop, which
tv outlets “will be after us in two preemed on WBZ-TV Sunday (10)
years after they eat up the prod¬ night, WBZ-TV flack Fran Cor¬
uct.”
coran and promosh man Evan
Although several prospects were Neuhoff had a real female cop,
dangling as he boarded a plane Theresa Madden, Boston policeto return to his London headquar¬ wbman, serve tv editors with an
ters. nothing was sealed. “I’m not official warrant of arrest “for the
going to make a deal just to see crime of being a tv editor.”
.
my name in the papers,” he de¬
Policewoman’Madden served the
clared. “We definitely will not pros¬ ■warrants, which called for appear¬
titute our product. We have paid ance of the body of each tv writer
a considerable amount for our at police'headquarters, in uniform
product and all we’re asking is a and served as hostess of the lunch¬
fair return,” he added.
eon and screening of “Decoy” at
Katz noted that there are 700.00Q headquarters Thursday noon:
sets in Japan but that no formula
Hub tv editors were "picked up”
has yet been set down for time
in official police cars and taken to
and the size of the market. He
headquarters. The official warrants
thought sponsors were getting off
l had “of WBZ-TV” written in after
light.
“Commonwealth.” At police head¬
He cited that the top price here
quarters, Supt. of Police Frank
Is 300,000 yen f $833.33) and that
Hennessy, through whom setup was
“I don’t think t.he prices they are
arranged, greeted the tv writers.
paying here are right.”
Katz said that a Tokyo station
was Interested in the “Douglas
Fairbanks Presents” series “at our
price” but that completion of the
act was wailing on Foreign Ofce approval.
Metro TV has declined to ex¬
Unlike other U.S. tv reps here
ercise its option to buy a 25%
recently, the AAP exec was not
interest in KTVR, Denver.
reluctant to accept payment in
The one-year option was agreed
yen. He said such a course would
possibly end up in his company upon in September when Metro
going into production in Japan, as made a library deal with the indie
has happehed in Europe with fro¬ station. Understood Metro declined
to utilize the option because the
zen currency.
The visit was Katz’ third in the station’s profit picture was not up
lrst three years. He expects to to expectations.
i > ske it again next annum. He hudElimination of Metro’s projected
( ed with ty toppers in Hong Kong interest in the Denver station
c .iroute and was slated to do like¬ leaves the film company with a
wise in Sydney and Singapore on 25% interest in two stations,
the return trip. Leon Britton reps i KTTV, Los Angeles, and KMGM,
I Minneapolis.
AAP in Japan.

METRO TV DROPS 25%
KTVR, DENVER, OPTION

' Four color sales were closed in
the past few days by Guild Films
on. its new syndicated half-hour
telefilm7 series, “Kingdom of the
Sea.”
Distrib has closed deals-^vith
WHDH, Boston, for the tint prints,
and also with WLW-T, Cincinnati;
WFGA, Jacksonville, Fla., and
WCKT Miami.

THE
HONEY DREAMERS
Currently on “The Jim Backus
Shaw,” Daily-American Broadcast¬
ing- Network.
Management: ART WARD
OXford 7-9034
Direction: MCA

Tex. to Uncork
NTA'Champagne
San .Antonio, Nov. 12.
A1 Johnson, manager of KENSTV, announced acquisition of NTA’s
“Champagne Package” of 75 films
scheduled for fall showing on-the
station. Johnson said “we’re the
first tv station in the entire nation
to make the purchase.”
Group will be released as “Giant
Movie” on Channel 5, and south
Texas viewers will be among the
first in the country to see the pix.
Included in the package are
Bing Crosby, Ingrid Bergman,
Gary Cooper, Grace. Kelly, Joan
Fontaine, Will Rogers, Jose- Ferrer
and Marlon Brando, and among
films are “Spellbound,” “Bells of
St. Mary’s,” “Rebecca,” “Third
Man,” "Cyrano de Bergerac,” ‘The
Men,” and four Shirley Temples.
‘Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,”
“Captain January,” “Heidi” and
“Wee Willie Winkie,”

Menasha Skulnik
And Dennis King
As ‘Howe & Hummel’
Menasha Skulnik and!. Dennis
King
have
been
paired
as
television’s newest prospective co¬
medy team. They’re set to star
in “Howe & Hummel,” new comedy
series to be filmed by Screen Gems
in co-production. with a trio com¬
prising
iegit
producers
Diana
Green and Monty Shaft and tv
manager-producer Eddie Joy.
Henry Denker, who wrote the
Broadway and screen versions of
“Time Limit” and for several years
was writer-producer, of radio's "The
Greatest Story Ever Tpld,” is al¬
ready working on the first script.1
Series is about the criminal law¬
yer team Of William Howe and
Abraham. Hummel, who were New
York’s most colorful legal combina¬
tion in the period from 1865 to
1905. Skulnik will play Hummel.
Screen Gems expects to shoot
the pilot film in February, and
have it ready for network sale in
spring, for a fall airdate. Miss
Green, who produced “Miss Lonelyhearts” on Broadway,* will be
exec producer; Shaft, who was a
Columbia Pictures producer before
becoming a partner and business
manager in the Feuer & Martin
legit production office six years
ago, will produce. General Artists
Corp., via exec. v.p. Milt Krasny,
set the deal with Screen Gems,
representing the Green-Shaff-Joy
trio.
“Howe & Hummel” Is Screen
Gums’ second new prospective net¬
work entry for the 1958-59 season.
First* “Tales of Frankenstein,” al¬
ready has been set as a co-produc¬
tion with ABC-TV.

film Alliance Nod
Of Code; Set Panel
Los Angeles, Nov. 12.
The allegiance of tv film pro¬
ducers to the code of the National
Assn, of Radio and Television
Broadcasters was lauded today
(Tues.) by Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB prexy, at a joint meeting
of the NARTB Television Code
Review Board and the Alliance of
Telefilm Film Producers. Alliance
members earlier this year became
affiliate subscribers to the tv code.
At the meeting, attended by
others in addition' to Alliance
members, Fellows took note that
two*other recent additions as affili¬
ate firm subscribers are CBS tele¬
vision Film Sales and NBC Tele¬
vision Films.
In Washington, the composition
of NARTB's 1957-58 film committee
Was announced, and a Dec. 5 date
was fixed as the first meeting of
the new group. The committee in¬
cludes Harold P. See, general man¬
ager, KRON-TV, San Francisco,
named chairman; Kenneth I. Tredwell, Jr., v.p. and managing direc¬
tor, WBTV, Charlotte, N.C.; Jos¬
eph L. Floyd, president, KELO-TV,
Sioux Falls, S.D.; Frederick S.
Houwink, general manager, WMALTV, Washington; Glenn C, Jackson, managing director, WAGATV, Atlanta; Lee Ruwitch, exec
v.p. and general manager, WTVJ,
Miami and (Miss) Lynn “Tram¬
mell,
film
program
manager,
WBAP.TV, Ft. Worth.
The Dec. 5 meeting will look
into current tv film problems and
receive a report on the final
draft of this year’s NARTB film
manual.

DISNEY UPS TATUM
Veep Epaulets Accorded Former
ABC Executive
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
” Donn B. Tatum is new veepee of
Walt Disney Productions. He will
be principally concerned with tv
marketing.
He’s been with Disney for the
last two years, having swung over
from a post with ABC.
Meanwhile, Luther R« Marr, of
Disney’s legal staff, was elected
secretary of Walt Disney Produc¬
tions, succeeding James A. Johnson
who resigned the post to devote
full time to his activities as exec
veepee of Walt Disney Music.

Felix Jackson to Revue
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Felix Jackson, former “Studio
One” producer for CBS-TV, has
joined Revue Productions here as
an executive producer. He’ll .su¬
pervise „ three of Revue’s film
shows, “Wagon Train,” “M Squad”
and “Studio 57.” First two are
NBC entrie's, third is a syndicated
series.
Prior to his “Studio One” stint,
Jackson was for many years a
screen writer at’ Universal here.
He’s also a novelist, with “So Help
Me God,” a novel about the loy¬
alty oath, and “Maestro” as, his
credits.

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
In this highly competitive tele¬
vision market with its four com¬
mercial stations and one educationaler, syndicated half-hour fea¬
tures especially produced for video
are giving oldie theatrical films a
rating beating add there’s ap¬
parently a trend away from the lat¬
ter to the syndicated stuff.
As a consequence, indications are
that station expenditures for the
half-hour syndicated fare here are
headed for a record high of well
up in the six figures.
Reflecting the present trend is
the fact that WCCO-TV (CBS) is
| now replacing the backlogs with
syndicated features in the valuable
10:30-11 p.m. weekday time slot.
This is in competition with KSTPTV's (NBC) similar, programming
that has been racking up the much
better ratings..
Also, non-network station KMGMTV, which until a few weeks ago
confined its programming almost
entirely to the oldies, is starting
to use a number of the syndicated
shows. M-G owns a substantial in¬
terest In KMGM-TV and National
Telefilm Associates Is acquiring
one.
As far as KSTP-TV is concerned,
it’s, the, heaviest of all local buyers
of such half-hour syndicated fea¬
tures, putting out an approximate
$220,000 annually for them. It lim¬
its itself to only two non-expensive
motion pictures a week at 11:30
p.m. Saturday and- Sunday nights
yhen there’s no “Tonight” network
shows.
In this connection, Stan Hubbard,
KSTP-TV president-general man¬
ager, calls attention to the October
ARB rating report. This shows that
at 10:30-11 p.m., when KSTP-TV
competed with syndicated features
against oldies, it carried as high a
rating as the other three commer¬
cial stations in the market com¬
bined, Hubbard points out.
The October ARB gives KSTP a '
Monday-tbrough-Friday average of
11.4. Station “A” (WTCN-TV, the
ABC outlet here) has an average
of 4.7; station “B”' (KMGM-TV
with the Metro film library) an
average of 4.1, and the third
(WCCO-TV), a 3.4 average. WTCNTV has the 20th-Fox library.

Don’t Go ’Way, Come Here
And Barter Me; TCH In
. A Swap Gait for Xmas
A unique bartering operation
for the Christmas season has been
put into operation by Television
Clearing House, an organization
which swaps its service and mer¬
chandise for a schedule of spots.
TCH, as explained by topper
Lou Dahlman, is how engaged in
the mail order business, keyed at
this point to the Christmas sea¬
son.
The operation runs along
these lines: TCH is making a series
of 60 different one-minute filmed
commercials
designed for . the
Christmas trade with the mail or¬
der message incorporated in the
commercial. The outfit is paying
for the schedule of spots on sta¬
tions via the barter, technique.
TCH supplies services to stations
varying from program consultation
to proposed scripts for local con¬
tests. It also gives stations mer¬
chandise for local quiz contests
and tie-in premiums as well as
props and office furniture. In return, TCH gets a schedule of spot*
on the station, which is sold to
advertisers. TCH now is utilizing
these bartered spots to set itself
up as a mail order house.
*
Twenty-five markets to date
have been lined up for the mail
order project, including San Fran¬
cisco, York (Pa.), San Antonio,
Tex., Carlsbad (N. M.), and Lex¬
ington, Ky.
TCH’s operation is
mainly keyed to the smaller mar¬
kets, although It also has deals in
some larger ones.

Wally Gould’* Own Co.
Wally Gould, yet tv commercial
film producer-director, has formed
Walter I. Gould Productions.
He was formerly exec producer;
of Guild Films commercial divi¬
sion and formerly with Television
Programs uf America in a similar
capacity.
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‘DON’T BUY IT TILL IT FITS’
Ziv in Pilot Push as ‘Creative TooF
For Shop and Shopper; 10 in Works
Television film pilots are neces¬
sary not only for the prospective
advertisers but as a “creative tool"
for the producer-distributor, ac¬
cording to John Sinn, Ziv prexy.
Sinn, taking a strong pro-pilot
position, said he felt that the first
episode of a projected series should
be Mour testing ground/' “After
analyzing the pilot, we might shoot
additional footage or modify our
conception of the show,” he stated,
adding that “every Ziv series that
has reached the pilot stage has
gone into full production.”
The«“every Ziv pilot into full
production” statement is partially
explained by. the fact that prior to
the past two seasons, Ziv did not
bave any network, shows, where
the greatest pilot casualty rate ex¬
ists. Ziv was and still remains pri¬
marily one of the major outfits in
syndication, where the pilot casu¬
alty rate is not nearly as high.
Sinn left no doubt that Ziv plans
to continue pilot production, un¬
derscoring his feeling that a pilotis more than a sales , tool. At pres¬
ent, he added, Ziv has 10 projected
series that are in the pre-pilot
stage. He said that before any pilot
shooting is done there are months
of research, writing, and casting
around for the. right - performers,
the pilot being the “creative work¬
shop” which reflect those efforts.
Currently, most quarters -have
given up the fight against pilot
production for national sale al¬
though there are some major pro' ducer-distributors who are stress¬
ing a closer liaison with adver¬
tisers before entering into produc¬
tion. It’s hoped that this liaison will
avoid pot-luck pilot production as
in past seasons and a more favor¬
able atmosphere among agency
and clients when the pilot is
shown.

Tap Vernon Burns
To Head Brit NTA
Vernon Burns,'long active in
European television and theatrical
fields, has been appointed head of
the newly formed subsid National
Telefilm Associates (U.K.) Ltd.,
headquartered in London.
The appointment and establish¬
ment of- the subsid came a few
months following the return from
Europe of Oliver A. Unger, NTA
prexy.
The subsid company’s
company’s primary function will be
to supply NTA film programming
to the British and Continental
markets.
' _ .
In addition, the London office
will supervise the release of mo¬
tion pictures for theatrical exhibi¬
tion, the catalog of reissues held
by the company, as well act as a
scout for possible co-production
or sole production telefilm deals.
. Bums most recently had been
head of his own company, Tele*
vision Programmes Ltd. His firm
was one of the first distribution
companies to specialize In the sale
of tv films in Great Britain and the
Continent.
The 20th-Fox feature product
will not be available for tv or the¬
atrical distribution abroad by NTA.
Fox has retained foreign tv and
theatrical rights to the product
handled by NTA. But all other
cinematic product and, of course,
the half-hour telefilms of the
company will be made ' available
abroad.

SAG’s N.Y. Meet 01)

New York branch of Scb^en
Actors Guild is holding its annual
conclave Thursday, Nov. 21, at the
Sheraton-Astor, and approximately
a week later the final ballots will
be in on the election of the 1958
officers of the local.
•Norman MacKaye, incumbent
president, is unopposed for xeelection.
*
'

Add Overnight Ratings
Las Vegas, Nov. 12.
Friends of Merv Adelson,
who operates KSHO-TV here,
were confronted with an un¬
usual rating service recently,
and they’re still taking about.
it.
KSHO-TV kicked off its
Metro library Oct. 25 with “30
Seconds Over Tokyo.” Adelson
bet some gambling friends that
if he picked a number out of
the phone book in the Las
Vegas area that Friday night,
and if the phoned party was
watching tv, he would be view¬
ing the Metro pic. He had
some takers, too, at a $100 per
phone call stake. Adelkjn net¬
ted $1,500 for the evening.

TPA Shifts Sales
Execs; Plant On
Television Programs Of America,
in the midst of a sales and produc¬
tion expansion’ move, has shifted
a number of its sales execs around.
Heading TPA’s western sales di¬
vision will be v.p. Walt Plant, cur¬
rently central division manager.
On the Coast* he will be replacing
Bruce Eells, who has moved over
to United Artists-TV.
Taking
Plant’s spot will be Arthur Spirt/
being promoted from account exec.
Atthe same time, Stanley
Levey, former spot manager, has
been appointed to the newly- cre¬
ated post of national director of
station sales a department which
will specialize in the sale of rerun
properties.
Both the central and western di¬
vision are due to hire from eight
to 10 salesmen shortly.
On the Coast, exec v.p. Michael
Sillerman .was joined by prexy
Milton Gordon for huddles with
Leon Fromkess, v.p. in charge of
production.
TPA is- working on
pilots for “Enchanted Forest,”
“Airline Hostess,” “Turning Point’’
and, “Dude Ranch.”
“Tugboat
Annie” is in production in Canada,
while filming has been wrapped up
on “New Adventures of Charlie
Chan,” currently in syndication.
Twenty-six new episodes of the
networked “Fury” are in the can.
Jay C.-Flippen, vet performer, has
been-inked for a costarring role
with Charlotte Greenwood in “Enchanted-Forest.”
.While on the Coast, additional
properties will be scouted by the
TPA brass.

‘Too Good’ Early Bird
Catches Cancellation
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Unlikely time, spot of 8:30 a.m.,
Sunday mornings, has turned out
to be a hot property for KRCA-TV.
Station instituted early morning
old-pix showings last Sunday, un¬
der program title of “Sunday Cine¬
ma.”
However, sponsor - Oscar
Maples Ford asked station to can¬
cel 13-week deal last week, because
outfit’s stock of ’57 cars was sold
out as result of show.
Station turned about and sold
next 13 weeks to Phil Hall Buick,
on same day..
*

- 39 More ‘Whirlybirds’
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Production is getting under way
here soon on another 39 stanzas of
“The Whirlybirds,” produced, by
John Auer for Desilu Productions.
Auer has assigned Lawrence
Goldman to pen “Hit and Run," an
episode in the series; Ed Adamson,
“The Runaway”; Doris Gilbert,
“The ’Mine Disaster Story,” and
Frank and Doris Hersley, “The
Brothers," all tentative titles.

The/number and variety of major
regional and national spot sponsors
has grown to such an extent that
first-line syndicators now are ready
to tailor the type of series to the]
specific needs of such larger ad¬
vertisers.
The tailor-made syndication
programming concept has as one of
its chief exponents CBS Film Sales,
where prexy Leslie Harris feels
that the growth in. that direction
represents another big step for¬
ward for syndication.
Of course, currently and in the
past all major syndicators aim at
the large regiohal to kick off a
series, an aim extensively realized.
And the national spot program
field also represents a “dream situ¬
ation” for syndication, when a
Seven-Up or a National Biscuit Co.
will ride on a syndicated property
in a multi-market deal similar in
number to a network buy.
The difference today, according
to Harris, is that CBS Film Sales
or another major syndicator has a
roster of possible projects, one
aimed, for example, at a big multi¬
market buy for a cosmetic house,
the other for a large food company,
etc.
:
With the growing number and"
variety of big advertisers riding the
multi-market syndication trail, Har¬
ris feels that such projects should
be presented to the prospects and
if interest is high, pilot production
should get underway..An okay oh
pilot then would put the series
into production.
The CBS Film Sales topper felt
that multi-market buy which would
gross the syndicator a little- more
than half of his costs would insure
the tailor-made property for the
big advertiser. The custom-built
product would bring into syndica¬
tion the show concept of many net¬
work programs, bought by adver-]
risers because the peculiar nature
of the programs serve as a suitable
platform for the sponsor’s product.
Under the plan, a syndicator would
be able to make a series With a.high
women appeal, highlighting fash¬
ions, etc., for a cosmetic house.
The same series could be sold off
by the syndicator in the unbought
markets to sponsors seeking a simi¬
lar vehicle.
The list of major regiohal and
national spot buyers in syndication
has been growing oyer the past
few years. The roster includes the
Wilson Packing Co., Clairol, Wes¬
son Oil, Canada Dry, Continental
Baking, Bosco, Heinz, Hood Dairy;
Falstaff Beer and other brewers,
Bowman. Biscuit, . Brylcream and
General Foods.

WOO JULIE LONDON FOR
TALES OF HELLINGER’

N.Y., LA & Chi Sponsorship Pattern
Little Altered by lst-Run Entries;
Co-Bankrollmg in Biggest Growth
New Toll vision Dept.
Commencing this week, Tollvision will occupy a special
department, .between Pictures
and Radio-Television.
All news—unless on Page 1
pertaining to feevee, whether
cable-theatres or any of the
over-the-air systeras---will thus
be departmentalized for ready
intra-trade reference.

FCC Now Ready To
Finish TV Probe
Washington, Nov. 12.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission’s Network Study Staff will
now be able to complete its find¬
ings-on tv programming as a re¬
sult of agreement, last week by the
last of the vidfilm- producer hold¬
outs to turn over confidential data
to the agency. It is planned to
issue this phase of the study as a
supplement to the Staff's recent
network report.
Reps of four companies—Screen
Gems, Ziv, Revue Productions and
MCA Ty Ltd.—entered into a stip¬
ulation with Commission lawyers
at a proceeding before Examiner
James Cunningham to submit com¬
pleted questionnaires by Dec. 9.
They were given assurance that the
confidential nature of the material
would be respected.
The proceeding ended a long
legal wrangle over the refusal of
seven program producers to fur¬
nish data requested for the net¬
work study despite issuance of
subpoenas. A court order -by N. Y.
Federal Judge Frederick Bryan re¬
asserted the agency’s authority to
require information from other
than licensees in pursuit of essen¬
tial studies. Three companies pre¬
vious complied with the sub¬
poenas.
•The questionnaires call for in¬
formation on ownership, capital
structure, management, production
of programs for network and non¬
network showing, dealings in the¬
atrical film; sales or licensing con¬
tracts, talent operations/sources of
revenue, etc.
In submitting the report six
weeks ago to the Network Study
Committee, former staff director
Roscoe L. Barrow estimated that
over one-fourth of the staff’s time
was devoted to programming but
that because of the “extended ne¬
gotiations and litigation with some
non-network program producers
relative to supplying financial data
necessary,” it was impossible to
make findings and recommenda¬
tions with respect to this issue.

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Julie London is being paged to
topline pilot for new “Tales of
Hellinger” telepix series, based on
stories Of late columnist-producer.
Series is project of producer
Charles Weintraub and Art Leon¬
ard, and pilot is slated to roll at
General Service Studios later this
month. Rod Amateau will direct.
Meanwhile, Amateau is currently
producing pilot of another Wein¬
traub series, “Now Hear This,”
which started location shooting last
week at Pensacola (Fla.) Naval Air
Chicago, Nov. 12.
Station. Paul Harrison is directing,,
R. W. “Pat”v O’Brian, ex-Chi di¬
with Joey Foreman, Ross Martin
vision
manager
for Television Pro¬
and Doug McClure costarring.
grams of America, joined Fred
Niles Productions here as direc¬
tor of marketing for Niles’ new
film series for rural stations,
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
‘Cross
Country.”
Niles
also
Edward Lewis has been assigned
by Bryna prexy Kirk Douglas to named Patricia J. Trumbull, for¬
head entire new tv department of mer assistant farm director for
the firm, with “King of the Vik¬ WGN here; program coordinator
ings,” to roll in early 1958, as first Of the show.
project. Lewi? is additionally pro¬
“Cross Country” is slated to de¬
ducer and writer on the series.
but in January on a number of tv
Lewis also produced and wrote stations in markets with dense ru¬
theatrical pic, “The Careless ral
viewership.
Agricultural
Years,” for Bryna.
show will be hosted by John Mc¬
Donald and Lloyd Burlingham,
leading fahneasters. Potash Divi¬
Qihmt TV-film News
sion of International Minerals has i
6ft Pagm 34 ’
purchased a schedule of spots on!
the show.
1

Pat* O’Brian Joins Niles
On Rural ‘Country’ Pix

Lewis’ Bryna-TV Post

Despite the hefty number of firstrun properties thrown on the syndi¬
cation market this fall, there ha*
been no major revision in the spon¬
sorship pattern in the three major
markets.
According to a Variety survey
of N.Y., Los Angeles and Chicago,
first-run skeins are drawing coin,
as in past years, via participations,
full or co-sponsorship, with the
growth area falling to co-sponsor¬
ship.
The survey of the three markets,
which account for about 20°*? of
the gross revenues earned on a
series, shows that the "\VPIX,’N.Y.,
flip-flop from sponsored to partici¬
pation buys on first-runners this
season represents no major market
trend. WPIX, though, despite the
accent switch to participations, as
opposed to full co-sponsorship has
a heavy schedule of advertisers
riding its skeins. Most stations pre¬
fer-full or co-sponsorship, for in
such circumstances the advertiser
pays the program charge, as well
as the time tab. For the N.Y. mar¬
ket, the decline in sponsored shows
on WPIX has been partially com¬
pensated by the increase of fully
and co-sponsored shov s on WABD,
N.Y. Additionally, some of the
“double exposure” trade which
WPIX had virtually alone last sea¬
son is filtering over to WOR-TV.
The concern of perhaps over¬
saturating the syndication market
with first-run skeins has been mini¬
mized by the resilience shown -in
garnering advertisers for proper¬
ties, as indicated in this publica¬
tion's syndication survey. This sea¬
son 12 new shows were introed, and
another eight currently are being
sold.
This is how the situation shapes
up on types of advertising on firstrun skeins in N.Y., Los Angeles
and Chicago:
N.Y.: As indicated previously,
WPIX, one of the most heavily
telefilmed stations in the country,
has experienced a heavy swing
towards ' participations;
WABD,
running more first-runners this
year, is getting more full and co(Continued on page 54)

Howells GSM Post
In CBS Film Sales
John F. Howell, national pro¬
gram sales head of CBS Film
Sales, has been promoted to the
post of general sales manager.
He fills the * post vacated by
Thomas WT. Moore, who moved
over to ABC-TV as veep in
charge of sales.
The appointment of Howell,
who joined the CBS Film Sales
organization in 1953. represents
another promotion from within
CBS Film Sales. He reports di¬
rectly to topper Leslie Harris.
The post vacated by Howell is
being abandoned, with many of
its functions being absorbed by
him. To lighten his load, though,
CBS Film Sales shortly will name
a series of regional managers.

2 Sponsors in Ziy Net
For‘Sea Hunt’in N.Y.
Ziv last week landed a pair of
sponsors for New York on its new
“Sea Hunt” entry, and a prime
spot on WCBS-TV to hoot. House¬
hold Finance and Bristol-Myers
paired to sponsor the
Lloyd
Bridges starrer. and the show will
move into- fhe Saturday night
10:30-11 spot on WCBS-TV starting
Jan. 1.
That’s the time slot currently
occupied by the CBS-TV network
sustainer. “Playhouse of Mystery,”
which is being turned over to local
stations for.loeal option time effec¬
tive the end of the year.
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File-&-Forget Real Estate

AM-TV News Chiefs Want Govt Data
On Missiles, Rap 'News Styles’ in Plugs
Miami Beach, Nov. 12. ■
Radio-Television News Directors
Assn, called for declassification
within reasonable bounds of securi¬
ty of military and scientific inform
mation, particularly on the U.S.
satellite and missile programs —
■ in its annual convention here over
the weekend.
An RTNDA resolution also de¬
plored other threats to freedom of
Information and specifically cited
the State Dept.’s denial of pass¬
ports to China to American newsmen, the American Bar Assn.’s
opposition to television courtroom
trials, the New York City Council
ban on broadcasts and the vast
amount of classified non-militarymaterial in government.
In other actions, the membership
went on record in support of all
efforts to get free access to the
1960 Olympic Games in Rome
(last year’s Australian games were
tied up by private newsreels), at¬
tacked the use of news styles in
radio and tv commercials, and ap¬
pealed to the International Assn,
of Fire Chiefs to abandon their
plan to ask the FCC to require a
15-minute delay in the broadcast
of disaster news. (Fire chiefs take
the position that immediate broad¬
cast of such news causes the disas¬
ter scenes to be crowded.)

Scribes As Sad-ellites
Hollywood, Nov. 12. .
Many of the junketing tv
editors here as guests of NBC
found
themselves
stepping
lively in ducking cameras and
avoid embarrassment — and
dishonor their bosses—should
their faces show up on home¬
town screens via any of the
Hollywood-originating
shows
they were visiting.
Many newspapers in the
country forbid their staffers
to participate in any way,
shape or form on tv, even if
it was only a camera panning
over audience faces or crowd
scenes. During the course of
the week there was quite a bit
of it, live .& film, with the “no
tv” contingent playing it safe
right down the line.

CBS-TV Pushing
Sponsored Sports
As 12-Month Look

Krueger RTNDA Prez
Milwaukee, Nov. 12.
Jack E. Krueger, news editor of
WTMJ-WTMJ-TV here, was elected
president of Radio-TV News Direc¬
tors Assn., succeeding Ted Koop.
RTNDA had held its annual con¬
clave in Miami, Fla. last week.
Krueger has *d)een news editor
of Milwaukee A Journal stations
since 1937.
I

Networks are looking forward to
the day when they can establish
sports as a year-round sponsorship
proposition, under which a single
advertiser can buy a schedule of
participations or segments on a 52week basis, embracing all the sea¬
sonal sports.
CBS-TV already is working on
such a pattern, and is prepping a
presentation to a top sports adver¬
tiser which would give the spon¬
sor a year-round format. This
would comprise “Game of the
Week” baseball in the summer,
pro football in the fall, hockey in
the winter, golf and racing in the
spring.
An "Omnibus” crew that fol¬
VTeb has already established a
lowed composer-conductor Leonard partial national sponsorship pat¬
Bernstein all over Israel during tern on this basis, Marlboro Cigathe composer-conductor’s recent rets will have had nearly a sixconeertizing there came across an month national sponsorship run on
interesting phase of longhair mu¬ CBS sports, via a third-sponsorship
sic presentation in that young na¬
of pro football, leading directly
tion. Although the fact is well
into a third-sponsorship of profes¬
known to music pros, the crew
sional hockey. The year-round pre¬
found out that, with exception of
sentation will be made to Marl¬
the recently built Frederic R.
boro, too, but right now it’s aimed
Mann Auditorium, concertgoers in
at another bar.kroller who’s been
Israel are obliged to get their serit
active in the sports field on a some¬
ous music kicks via the local cin¬
what sporadic, though heavy, basis
ema houses, used by many of the
longhair impresarios.
. and who’s divided Ws coin between
Accordingly, Berstein found that |CBS ond NBC sports events.
. wherever he came to conduct, he f
was following the “Lone Ranger” j
Louisville—Jack Crowner new
film that was then playing around • £0 WAVE tv and radio as farm edithe Israeli circuit. As one U.S.j tor and assistant farm director. He
observer on the scene put it, ‘The | wjH handle farm air work at both
devotees of the celluloldal oat-j stations and with Shirley Anderson
burner would march out appropri- j will do the “Farm” tv series which
ately anesthetized by the hero’s; originates at the WAVE farm at
derring-do and the fans of Bern- j Worthington, Ky. Other shows will
stein would stomp in and grab the) be created by Crowner for both
radio and tv.
just-vacated seats.”
"Omnibus" chief Bob Saudek!
commissioned cameraman Richard
Leacock to record the Israeli musi- f
cal junket of Bernstein and his!
actress-wife Felicia Montealegre,
to be shown on NBC-TV later this
season. Coincidentally, Bernstein
CBS-TV, which only a few weeksdid avoid "Lone Ranger” once
—he had flown to Tel Aviv at ago latched on to the Cotton Bowl
behest of the Israeli government as its second New Year’s Day sau¬
to dedicate the new auditorium via cer entry, has sold the entire show
batonning the Israel Philharmonic to Texaco. Actually, the oil comOrchestra. Film was to have been ; pany, via Cunningham & Walsh,
shown this Sunday (17) on "Omni-!will be sponsoring only three peribus” but was deferred when San-'ods of the game, since that’s all
dek decided that the companion-[ CBS expects to be able to carry by
piece "Trial by Jury” with Joseph;the time its earlier coverage of the
Welch needed the entire 90 min- (Grange Bowl is completed,
btes.
Schedule calls for coverage of
P.S.: Did Bernstein play the Wil- the full Orange Bowl tilt from Miliam ^ell Overture?
j ami starting at 1:30 EST. The Cot-'
--—
| ton Bowl starting time has. been

Lone Ranger Dogs
Leonard Bernstein In
Tel Aviy ‘Concert’ Halls

IL.CUII
Ann Ui
Qrpw
Pm? Director Ij CBS
pushed
up to 3:30 EST» s° that
CW 11 Ug. VII CUU1
expects to pick it up from DalAf ADC* IfMfiY TV Qf T Pas in
second quarter. Texaco
Ul bud

I\i!lUA“l T, ul. lu.win bankroll as much as the web
St. Louis, Nov. 12. ! can carry, prorating its time & proLeon Drew has been named pro- gram charges according to the
gram director of KMOX-TV, CBS-f amount of the game covered.
TV’s new o&o here. He’s shifting’
Texaco deal gives CBS some fat
from the network’s Milwaukee o&o,j bowl business. The Orange Bowl
WXIX, where he also held the pro-' is three-quarters sold, with R. J.
gram post. He’ll report to general; Reynolds, Bristol-Myers and Carmanager Gene vVilkey immediately.; ter Products each sponsoring one
Drew’s successor at WXIX
quarter. The ’Gator Bowl is oneCharles Hinds, who formerly pro¬ quarter sold, to R. J. Reynolds,
duced “Eye on New York” 'for CBS’ and with Esso expressing interest
N.Y. flagship, WCBS-TV.
in the remaining three quarters..
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Interesting rating commentary
on the new season is found in
American Research Bureau’s' Top
25 list for October, which, finds
only two new shows in the list.
First of these, NBC-TV’s “Wagon
Train,” is No. 22 (other is CBS’
“Have Gun, Will Travel,” which is
No. 25). Remainder of the top
shows consists entirely of holdover
entries.
On the competitive side, CBS has
13 of the Top 25, NBC has nine
and ABC three. But in the Top 10,
it’s an even break between NBC
and CBS, each holding down five
spots, something that hasn’t hap¬
pened to NBC in a couple of years.
Other items: “Guhsmoke” is No. 1
with a standout 40.3 rating but was
topped by the Edsel one-shot’s 45.4;
westerns occupy 20% of the Top 25
list, with no less than five of them
entered. Ratings cover the week of
Oct. 8 to 14.
* The Edsel Show-CBS.^45.4
1. Gunsmoke-CBS .40.3
2. Perry Como-NBC ....... .38.9
3. $64,000 Question-CBS ....37.9
4. I’ve Got a Secret-CBS ....36.3
5. Ernie Ford-NBC ..35.5
6. You Bet Your Life-NBC . .34.7
7. Twenty One-NBC..34,6
* Pinocchio-NBC ----.34.6
* Standard Oil 75th Anni-NBC.33.2
8. Red Skelton-CBS .33.0
9. What’s My Line-CBS .... .32.6
10. This Is Your Life-NBC ...32.4
llr Wyatt Earp-ABC ..32.1
12. Danny Thomas-CBS .30.1
* World'*Series-NBC .30.1.
13. Tales Wells Fargo-NBC . . 29.2
14. The Lineup-CBS . ...28.9
f Lawrence Welk-ABC ... 28.8
15. i Name That;Tune-CBS ..28.8
[ Father Knows Best-NBC .28.8
18. Climax-CBS......,28.4
19. December Bride-CBS ... .28.2
20. Ozzie*& Harriet-ABC ....28.0
21. Schlitz Playhouse-CBS . • -27.9
22. Wagon Train-NBC ......27.5
23. George Gobel-NBC .26.9
24. Phil Silvers-CBS ..26.3
25. Have Gun, Will Travel-CBS .20.0
Special shows

Drex Hines Quits ABN
For Ziy TV; Manno In
Drex Hines is quitting American
Broadcasting Network, where he’ll
be replaced as assistant national
prQgram
director
by
Charles
(Chuck) Manno. Hines is moving
over to Ziv Television to become"
an executive in the telefilm com¬
pany’s business affairs department
under veep Robert Friedheim,
Hines is expected to start his
new job next week. Manno, an
associate staff director at the net¬
work since 1953, begins officially
on Monday (18).

The NBC sports kettle is perk¬
ing, what with several year-end
deals set this week. R. J. Reynolds,
L&M Cigs, Esso and Gillette are
among the sponsors signed, pri¬
marily for year-end football.
Reynolds purchased one-fourth
of the East-West Shrine Game out
of San Francisco on Dec. 28, with
Esso also in with a conditional or¬
der for regional sponsorship of
one-half. Some day, Gillette re¬
turns with the 20th annual BlueGray Game from Montgomery.
Gillette, which also will sponsor
the Rose Bowl (an rannual), is pay¬
ing the tab. for a Dec. 13 pickup of
the
first
World’s; Invitational
Match-Game Bowling Champion¬
ship Tournament from Chicago,
preempting GiHetfe’s-own fights,
Web’s year-end lineup also in¬
cludes the National' Football
League Championships Game, to be
sponsored in full by Pontiac; the
Sugar Bowl, still a sustainer; the
Senior Bowl Jan. 11 from .Mobile,
still sustaining; and the Pro Bowl
Game from Los Angeles Jan. 12,
which L&M is half-sponsoring.

Vast expansion cued by television and subsidiary activities
has caught CBS with its real estate showing, and the web is find¬
ing it difficult to : spot its 'various offices without a scorecard.
Couple weeks ago, the n e t work rented several floors in a new
E. fi2nd St. building
just around the corner from the 485
Madison Ave., homeoffice, and across the street in the Look Build¬
ing at 488, its WCBS-TV flagship is taking additional space being
vacated by the. Minute Maid Corp.
Apart from the W. 57th St. Production Centre, the E. 52d St.
radio buildings,' and the various theatres around town, the net¬
work rents space on 55th St. and Madison (for CBS Film Sales,
public affairs, sports and other departments), on E. 57th St.,
in the Beverly Hotel and in the big Grand Central Terminal
Bldg., where its huge television news operation is housed. No
doubt there are several other-sites of which the-trade, and per¬
haps CBS itself, isn’t aware..

'Face The Nation Faces Up to 4th
Year Taking Stock of Hits V Misses
--—■—-— -f

TV Scalper
If NBC-TV’s director of par¬
ticipating programs, Bill Sar¬
gent, had any doubts about the
emergence of the Jack Paar
“Tonight” show as a hit, they
were erased the other night
' Walking toward the Hudson
Theatre, where the show origi¬
nates, Sargent was stopped by
a man who tried to sell him
two tickets to that night’s show
for 75c" apiece.

Whodunit Does It
To Como; Perry In
‘Perry Mason Fite
CBS-TV is sittng on a Saturday*
night sleeper in the form of the
“Perry
Mason”
series,
which
quietly hut consistently has begun
to eat into the ratings of NBC’s
most powerful en^ry, the Perry
Como stanza.
Como is still far
from being unseated from his Top
10 standing, but CBS is flaunting
some impressive Nielsen statistics
citing the steady growth of the
Mason stanza vs. .the Comb com¬
petition.
In quieter and less spectacular
fashion, “Mason” is duplicating the
7:30-8:30 Sunday showing of ABC’s
“Maverick;” but by its rating rec¬
ord is fat; from hitting its peak.
The three Nielsens in on the showpoint' up the fact that from Sept.
21 to Oct. 5, “Mason • lifted its
average audience, rating for its
hour by 14:4% to 21.4 (with a
29.9 total audience rating) ’while
Como dropped-13% tb 24:8 (35.4
total audience);' Similarly, in
share-of-audience,
the
“Mason”
stanza has risen to 41.1% while
the Como share has dropped by
17.3% to 42.1% share'
These are full-hour figures-for
each show, But in the 8 to 8:30
period that “Mason” and Como
overlap, .the “M§son” average au¬
dience rating 6ii Oct. 5 was a 23.6
(vs. a I9:2'fbr its 7:30-8 half-hour)
while Como had a 24.8 for the
full B-9 hour.
(Nielsen doesn’t
break! down the half-hours ‘bn
Como). CBS, moreover, is guess¬
ing that Como’s 8:30-9 rating .is
higher than his 8 to 8:30 score
because * of additional tune-in, * so
that his rating for the 8. to 8:30
period js actually lower than the
24.8 average.

Jackson Quits as P.A.
Of WOR AM & TV; Other
Anklings in Reshuffle

Washington; Nov. 12.
“Face the Natibn” has entered
its fourth year on the CBS net¬
work with a q.&a. . session with
Great Britain’s left-wing * Labor
Party leader, Aneurin Bevin. The
headline-making show celebrated
its' birthday with some ‘ private
back-patting as it looked back
upon a year in which it came of
age. In a sense, if also marked
the full maturity of the entire field
of electronic journalism with its
precedent-breaking Interview last
June 2 of Soviet boss Khruschev.
In the highly competitive race
for guests and headlines that is
the weekly fare of such shows,
producer Ted Ayres has his finest
hour with* the Kremlin coup. Close
on its heels, - however, was such a
news beat as thd *“booking” of
Teamsters’ leader Dave Beck even
before ihe Senate Committee was
able to-* place him in -a witness
chair.
Other, attention - getting
shows were those featuring Indian
Prime' Minister Nehru, the postelection interview with West Ger¬
man Chancellor Adenauer, . and
the recent quizzing of Arkansas
Gazette editor Hany Ashmore at
the height of the integration
furore.
Even in a banner year, producer
Ayres % can ruefully recall "those
that got away.” These have to in¬
clude such unobtainables. as Vice
President Nixon, Speaker Sam
Rayburn; Senate Leader Lyndon
Johnson and the Pope, those high¬
ly
coveted
guests , perennially
wooed by every news panel show.
More recently, they include Prince
Philip, also universally sought. In
latter case, Ayres offered to film
interview in London on’return of
the royal couple from its American
junket..
In the “almost” class
were Greek Archbishop Makarios,
Jordan’s King Hussein, and Egyp¬
tian Prime Minister Nasser, all of
whom were dumped because they
insisted on advance questions.
. Admitting the element of luck
in: all headline - hunting shows,
Ayres calls an llth-hour substitu¬
tion of labor leader Jim Carey for
the grounded Walter Reuther one
of his luckiest. Unique was the
twice-in-one-week interview with
Israel’s Ambassador Abba Eban.
Show, kined on Saturday because
of Eban’s out-of-town commitment,
.was .refilmed, the next, flay because
-of a change in the Near East po-.
litical‘situation. One of the penal¬
ties of long-distance coverage was
the Nehru, interview in London.
Despite the-Indian’s insistence that
show be .filmed ofl. Thursday, it
was made Wednesday; because of
the risk of overseas transportation.
A major Kremlin shakeup oc¬
curred on Thursday, thus outdating
show by the time it was aired in
its usual Sunday slot.
“Face's” record, statistics-wise.
Is an impressive one,-V It is carried
by 132 _ of. web’s tv . stations, and
137 radio stations, claiming highest
station acceptance of -any show of
its type.
It claims front-page
stories 75% of the time, using the
New York Times as its measuring
stick. And it shares with its com¬
petitors'the growing acceptance as
documentary evidence in Congres¬
sional hearings and courts of law.
Sharing in congratulatory kudos
besides Ayres, were moderator
Stuart Novins, associate producer
Beryl Hines and CBS’s Washington
news boss Ted Koop, under whose
supervision show is produced.
.

Richard .Jackson, publicity direc¬
tor of WOR-TV and WOR Radio,
N. Y., has resigned. Also leaving
the RKO Teleradio Pictures flag¬
ship station is Robert Sullivan, ad¬
vertising manager, who had report¬
ed to Robert Hoffman, director of
sales planning, research, promo¬
tion and advertising. Taking Sulli¬
van’s post is James A. Yergin, pro¬
moted from manager of presenta¬
tions. He also will report to Hoff¬
San Antonio—Larry Carothers,
man.
nightowl disk jockey on KONO for
WOR-TV and WOR Radio are the past fotir years, has resigned to
looking for a replacement for join the staff of WOAI-pIus-TV
Jackson, who had filled the dual and will m.c. a daily disk show
spot for the past five years.
[from 10:30 p.m. till midnight.
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‘BETTER TO FIX IT THAN NIX IT’
TV’s‘11th Hour’Must Go
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TVt exec v.p. on programming, see*
as the most valuable lesson for next season the need for earlier
program decisions by the agencies and sponsors. “This was one of
our big troubles on the ‘Eve Arden Show.’ The decision was made
so late that we really didn’t have the time to prepare it the way
we should. There’s a distinct relationship between the time a
show has to be prepared in and the final quality that shows up on
the air.’’ He feels that the ideal solution is for the webs to
come up with good properties that the agencies.and sponsors won’t
have to hesitate on In making decisions. But realistically, he also
hopes some of the bitter lessons learned by this season’s late
buyers will have their impact next year.”
He also sees as a “breath of fresh air” the recent observations
of Cunningham & Walsh topper Jack Cunningham before the Assn,
of National Advertisers, “The worst thing about this business is
fear, fear of trying something new and adventurous because they
are afraid it might not work. I think Cunningham’s remarks needed
spying, and I hope they have some effect where, it’s needed.” :.

A Patron Saint for Video?
Rome’s Sacred Congregation of Rites Studying
Proposal to Name St. Claire of Assisi
A proposal, fostered in Rome by
the Franciscan General Curia, to
name St. Clare-of Assisi as the pa¬
tron saint of television—on the
basis of a miracle which occurred
70Q years ago—is now before the
Sacred Congregation of Rites for
study. The.National Catholic Wel¬
fare Conference News Service, in
a lengthy story from Rome, report-,
ed that the concept of St. Clare as
an appropriate saint for television
was launched by Bishop Guiseppe
Placido Nieolini of ;Assisi, toward
the end of 1953, the year in which
the eighth century of St. Clare’s
death was commemorated.
Described as “something of a
revolutionary” id her own right,
“the brilliant, uncompromising and
tireless founder of the Poor .Clares
(an order of Sisters) has been con¬
sidered' by many to be. a fitting
-protectress for the world’s most
revolutionary medium,” the NCWC
report stated.
n ~
. The motif for naming her as a
“universal patron" of video was .an
episode in St. Clare’s life, as re¬
lated by her biographer, Thomas
de Celano, and confirmed by three
testimonial witnesses during the
process for her canonization. On
Christmas Eve, 1252, a year before
her death, St. Clare lay in bed in
the convent of San Damiano in A%
sisi. Unable to. attend Midnight
Mass in the Basilica of St. Francis
(about a mile and'a half away),
she said “Oh, my Lord, behold me
left alpne in this place with You.”
According to the testimony of
one, of her sisters, St. Clare imme¬
diately began to hear the organ
music of the friars in the distant
church. Next, she saw the Christ¬
mas creche within the church;
finally, she viewed the entire cere¬
mony of the Mass unfolding before
her.
. Bishop Nieolini voiced his idea
- of St. Clare as an ideal patron for
television, in an address op the
Italian radio. “Agreement and re¬
quests that St. Clare be made of¬
ficial patron saint poured in from
many sections of Europe,” accord¬
ing to'NCWC Service. The Con¬
gregation of Rites examines and
passes upon such requests before
submitting them to the Pope for
decree.

Pfeiy Burns, Vetp Smith
Safe in Saturday Crash
Of RCA ‘Executive’ Plane
•The RCA Executive plane, a
Douglas DC-3, virtually is com¬
pletely wrecked as result of a crash
on Saturday (9) near Westchester
County, N. Y., airport. .
-John L. Burns, RCA prCxy, and
Theodore A. Smith, exec v.p. of
RCA in charge of Industrial elec¬
tronics, who were in the plane
when -the mishap occurred, • es¬
caped injury. George I. Lenderman, chief pilot for RCA, and cor
pilot Robert E,- McEntee were
•treated at Greenwich, Conn., Hos¬
pital for cuts hr the face.
The plane was corning in for a
landing- at the airport when a
strong gust of wind drove it 0&course, forcing the pilot to bellyland-at a nearby, highway. VVi

Deejayette With Accent
Hollywood, Nov. 12.*
New-type deejay, femme 'with
middle-European accent, bows on
Kpi with weekly show. StreSs will
be on “continental” music and
chatter on “Margo with Music”
program, headed by LithuanianGerman emigrant Margo Kaldma.
She comes to KFI from Buffalo,
where she had a German-language
show on two stations there..

“Kraft TV Sole N.Y.
Dramatic Hour By
“Kraft Television Theatre” is
rounding out the full cycle. At one!
time the only regular weekly hour)
dramatic show on the air in New
York, “Kraft” reverts to that status
in January. Stanley Quinn, who at
the start was the regular “Kraft”
producer but subsequently moved
on to the Coast to do “Lux Video
Theatre” for J. Walter Thompson,
is returning to become the regular
“Kraft” co-producer with Maury
Holland, And Fielder Cook, who
directed many of the show’s top
(Continued on page 54)

‘LflUIEl Agencies, Sponsors Now Find They
FUSE’ VIEW OF TV Can Deliver Just as Good a Rating
With a Low-Budget Program Entry
By BOB CHANDLER

If the new television season
hasn’t had an “explosion” like
that which “Playhouse 90" created
last year, it does have a “longer
fuse” and certainly can’t be writ¬
ten off on the basis of the first few
shows In each series. That’s the
“no panic” stand taken by CBS-TV’s
exec v.p. in charge of program¬
ming, Hubbell Robinson Jr.
Robinson
candidly
concedes
that there have been a few
new shows this season that have
been
“dreadful — they
should
never have gotten on the air.”
But - he maintains, first of all,
that with the combined program¬
ming of all three networks, “I chal¬
lenge anybody to find one night
where he can’t find at (east two
hours of good entertainment,” and
secondly, there isn’t a show on the
air that can’t be improved.
“Sure, , there are programs that
have disappointed us, that didn’t
turn out’ the way we expected. But
you can’t -count out a show on. the
basis of its first few programs.
We’re aware of the faults and we
know our job is to improve them.
That’s why we change producers,
or install a new director, or new
writers.
“t remember one case vividly—
*1 Love Lucy.’ The first show was
universally panned. The critics
called it ‘amateurish, unreal, con¬
trived’ and everything in the book
—I even saved the clippings. If
we had gone by the critics, it
wouldn’t have, lasted past the first
13-week cycle. But we worked to
improve it, and it turned out to be
a pretty fair show.”
Getting down to specifics, Robin¬
son points to the “Eye Arden
Show" as ah example of the job the
network has to do on Its program¬
ming. A1 Lewis, who produced and
co-wrote “Our Miss Brooks" for:
years, was unavailable for the show
at the start. Now CBS has been
able to bring in Lewis as producer,
has called a 10-day hiatus on shoot¬
ing and is reworking the entire
premise and theme of the show to
see where it went wrong.
Another example Is “The Big
Record,” which Robinson admits
“hasn’t come off as well in the first
few, weeks as we envisioned it. We
think the idea Is sound, and we’ve
- (Continued on page 52)

‘Amerika’ 00.’* Web*
Washington, Nov. 12.
A six-page spread on Amer¬
ican television—two pages to ’
each national network—is fea¬
tured in the current issue of
“Amerika
Hlustrated,”
the
monthly picture magazine pub¬
lished by the U. S. Information
Agency for sale in Russia.
The large pages, about the
size of Life, are almost entire¬
ly devoted to pictures, with a
small amount of text and cap¬
tions. This is the second pic¬
torial
report
on
tv
In
“Amerika."

Guy Mitchells TV
Alteration; Inked
Guests Paid Off
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Format of Guy Mitchell’s ABCTV show has been completely re¬
vamped, with guestars eliminated
in favor of a straight musical pro¬
gram.
Consequently, guests al¬
ready inked are being cancelled
out and paid off about $20,000.
Settlement of pacts with Gloria De
Haven, Peggy King! Dorothy Shay,
Jeannie Carson and Eydie Goime
was disclosed today (Tues.) by
Eddie Joy, Mitchell’s manager and
exec producer of teleseries.
“Our show got off to a bad start,"
Joy said. “Originally we were to
have originated from New York,
and-when they made the change (to
the . Coast) we had to change writ¬
ers and ghests. We made the same
mistake everybody did, with a
smattering of comedy, music—
everything. From now on music
will be the most important part of
the. show. W'e plan to have one
regular femme singer on the show
to work with Guy, maybe Dolores
Hawkins.”

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
If the Madison Ave. agency boy*
who comprise a goodly segment of
the Bevhills hotel traffic these
days, have their way about It—
and they’re determined that they
will—the prices of shows will come
down next season.
No longer,
they say, does it make sense to.
allocate $40,000 to $50,0)00 per pro¬
gram installment,, because, under
the new three-network dividing of
the audience neither the rating nor
the sharp-of-audience, justifies any
such extravagance.
For one thing, there’s no *such
thing any more as a runaway rat¬
ing on regularly scheduled shows
(with perhaps the lone exception,
of CBS-TV's Saturday night “Gunsmoke”). A study of the recent
batch of Nielsens and Trendex,
furthermore reveals that, In many
prime nighttime segments, onlythree or four rating points at the
most separate the three-network
competing^ entries.
The top rat¬
ing for fhat period could, as like¬
ly as not, he an entry in the $20,0OO-$25,OOO category (as in the
case of the Wednesday night “I’ve
Got A Secret”), with a $50,000
budgeted competing entry (In this
instance “Kraft Television Thea¬
tre”) trailing. The agency sleuth*
say, under the three-big-network*
competition, similar low-cost pro¬
gram payoffs are happening every
night of the week.

Vidplxer* Worried
If the agency-client reps persist
in their demands for a shaving of
programs costs, it poses a serious
problem for the producers of halfhour filmed entries. They’re wor¬
ried on two counts:
First of
all, the lowest-budgeted shows de¬
livering a rating commensurate with
high-cost programs are those In
the panel-quiz category, most of
which originate live from the east.
If the present track record is
maintained, they envision a marked
sponsor upswing in this direction,
threatening their plans for ‘58-*59.
Secondly, the economics of tv
films are such that It isn’t possible
[to deliver a good 30-minute film
entry under $40,000. If the spon¬
sors cherish the hope of whittling
down vidnfx costs, says the pro¬
ducers, they’re harking up the
wrong tree. But any way they look
at it the omens are ominous.'
High-cost-of-programming
isn’t
the only beef being registered by
the agencies these days. Actually
they’re even more concerned over
that $65,000 rap for a prime 30
minutes of time. But since there’s
little they can do about it (without
creating a revolution within the
networks), they figure they’d bet¬
seminating medium of technical ter direct their guns at salvaging
speed, of expressive power, and of coin on program costs.
arresting immediacy. As the in¬
strument for this purpose, we have
no proved alternative to the pres¬
ent broadcasting structure, built up
over more than a quarter of a cen¬
tury. We have demonstrable evi¬
dence of its ability and effective¬
ness.”
Describing broadcasting’s new
’
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
responsibilities, Stanton said, “We
Because of what he described as
are going to have to take a second “very, very inferior material,” Red
look at our old notions of what con¬ Buttons jon Thursday bowed off
stitutes adequate information for the Tony Martin “Chevy Show” on
the people: The burden of this re¬ NBC-TV Sunday (10).
sponsibility rests on us in this
‘T didn’t like what was written
room and our colleagues in radio for me. I have too much to lose
and television all over the U. S.
at this point in my career. The
“I do not mean to underrate the material didn’t come up to stand¬
value of the printed word. . The ard, I told NBC how I felt about
form and schedule and techniques it and that I wanted out, and they
of the traditional free press make agreed. I was to-have done a com¬
it a vigorous guarantor of a work¬ edy sketch, but it was very, veryable democracy,
had. I don’t like coming all the
“But the new demands—the need' way from New York only to cancel
for speed, the need for teaching all out, but money isn’t everything,
the people simultaneously, the and I like to keep some kind of a
need for complete, revealing and standard,” the comedian said.
instantaneous pictures of events
Buttons will not be paid for the
and their background—these de¬ cancelled date, but the network is
mands are put squarely up to us in taking care of expenses for his
broadcasting.”
jaunt to the Coast. Mary Kaye
Cite* ‘Perilous Time’
Trio was set to replace Buttons,
He warned: “I believe that if we with the comedlc bit tossed out.
Button* guestars with Perry
tamper now with the system
have evolved to use those oppor- Como Dec. 7 and Ed Sullivan Dec.
^(Continued, pn pag# 52)
33.-,
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Stanton to Gov’t: Leave Us Alone
Or Strategic News’ Will Suffer
Miami Beach, Nov. 12.
Frank Stanton, CBS president,
warned that any attempt to “chip
away at the basic economics” of
the networks will constitute “the
blindest folly” In a missile age
when the “need for speed” in the
dissemination of information will
impose a major responsibility on
broadcasters.
Addressing the fourth annual
convention of the Radio-Television
News Directors Assn., from whom
he received the second Paul W.
White Memorial Award, Stanton
said that attempts by Government
and others to impair the economic
health of the networks would weak¬
en the networks’ news operations.
“In the ICBM age,” when “we may
have only minutes” to inform the
public and enable It to respond “in
a groundswell of public opinion
that forms the basis for a program
of decisive action,” the networks
face “ah Immense job” and * re¬
sponsibility we cannot ignore.”
At the very-same time, Stanton
said, “network broadcasting is fac¬
ing the serious" risk of precipitous
actions that strike at the roots of
its vitality. The cumulative effect
of thf recommendations of the Barrow Report—whatever their in¬
tent-—could-So weaken networking
that it would, be economically Im¬
possible -• to sustain.. informational
■■*4 ibe preheat ieyefr-let

alone respond with better organi¬
zation and faster technical facili¬
ties to the new demands of a mis¬
sile age. -•
“To run this risk seems to me
the blindest folly,
’Mathematical Legerdemain’
“All of this must be made
abundantly clear to the American
people.
Chip away at the basic
economics of the commercial net¬
works of free television, and no
mathematical legerdemain is going
to make multi-million dollar news
services possible. They own the
airways. It is their future that is
at stake. The risk is theirs.”
Stanton summarized the problem
facing broadcasters by stating that
"the realities of our time are put¬
ting an extreme strain on our
democratic institutions.
We are
up to bur necks in the dilemma of
adjusting those institutions to meet
the threat of' dictatorship that has
demonstrated it can move with
speed and skill and boldness. The
crux of that dilemnla lies, to a
great extent, in the gap between
their, inherently rapid decision¬
making process and our inherently
slow one. We must narrow that'
gap. We can begin to do it only {
by strengthening and accelerating
the first step—informing more peo¬
ple, faster, more effectively, more
fully—day in and day out.

^ 4 "This * treqpiretfc a *t * newa-dUr

Red Buttons Has a Mind
About Material, So Exits
Sun’s (10) ‘Chevy Show’
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SEEKS KEY TO
Kraft Not Mefdy Wednesdays Quid; ‘RICHARD’
‘HARBOURMASTER’DOOR
A Thurs. Titan With Live TV Blurbs

"Richard Diamond, Private De-|
tective,” which did quite well in]
its summer run on CBS-TV this
Kraft foods has a $10,000 weekly •*
year, now looks to be the hottest |
stake in live television network
NBC’s ex-trade editor Bill Anderson got his new title in the program
candidate to replace "Harbour¬
commercials, steering clear of
master” in the Thursday at 8 dept.—he’s now coordinator, program services, participating programs
period on CBS-TV, No decision has . . . Michael Ames, former public relations director of Emerson Radio
filmed messages, in order to
been made on a replacement for & Phonograph and more recently'senior account supervisor at D.M.S.
achieve what it considers a new
"Harbourmaster,” since it doesn’t I Hegarty Associates, joined Ursula Halloran Associates as exec v.p . . .
and different commercial, with
switch to ABC-TV until January, WCBS’ Galen Drake helps kick off the Multiple Sclerosis Chest Ball for
each sponsor break.
but the web is reportedly high on the Nassau County chapter Dec. 6 in Garden City ... Tex McCrary named
.Chicago, Nov. 12.
“Diamond”, and has some sponsor] treasurer for a testimonial dinner to be given by the National Jewish
The KraP operation, handled by
It’s an indication of the net¬ interest in the Benton & Bowles Hospital of Denver in honor of William Zeckendorf at the Waldorf- As¬
J. Walter Thompson, under the
helming of exec producer Harry work’s show of muscles this season shop, which first bought the show toria Dec. 5 . . . Paul Ford set for a featured role in CBS-TV’s "Junior
Miss” spectacular on Dec. 21 from the Coast; show takes place during
_
Herrmann, is a unique one. Kraft , that ABC-TV’s central division is this summer for General Poods.
has hitched itself to the NBC-TY j moving its sales offices from pres"Diamond,” out of the Four Star the Phil Silvers shooting hiatus . . . Ronald Dawson set for a role on
network star, making a vertical [ ent quarters in the Civic Opera Films stable, finished the summer “Frontiers of. Faith” Sunday U7) . . . Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV
buy in four Thursday afteroon j Bldg, to the former Leo Burnett for
^ GF
^ in
_____
the Monday at 9:30 slot! exec v.p. for programming, returned from his Coast trip last week to
shows, preceded by the longtime space on Michigan Ave. Along ] ^ith^something lYke" a -M’Nielsen run into- a call for jury duty . . . Jerome Ross* original, "Please -Report
"Kraft
Theatre” WedWed-;> with
with the
the growth
up- ' rating A couple of weeks backT, Any Odd Characters,” set for "Studio One” Monday (18), while Shirl
“Kraft Television Thpatre”
erowth and general UD“
nesday nighter. Idea of the buy i grading of the web, v.p. Jim CBS, looking for replacement pos¬ Hendrix has her “Murder Has a Deadline” original teleplay set for
is to pitch to the heavy Friday [ Beach’s central division sales force sibilities, bought 39 episodes from ‘Climax” Nov. 28, both via agent Blanche Gaines ... Harry Rasky, CBS
shopping trade across the coun-J is expanding its complement and Four Star, which has already put public affairs producer, off to the Coast to film the Glenn Ford-starring
try.
; needs more room; Move is expect- the show into production, and "The Day Called X,” story of how the city of Portland evacuates when
an A-Bomb falls . . . Martin Pollins, of NBC Spot Sales, and Oscar In order to get out its 10 com-:ed to take place next February, should be able to deliver it for
Campbell, chief accountant of WRCA and WRCA-TV, tapped by Hank
mercials Thursday afternoon and i 'v'ith Jim Duffy’s network radio January start.
Shepard, newly appointed g.m. of NBC’s WJAS, Pittsburgh, to become
its four Wednesday evening, the f staff and Howard Anderson’s syndisales manager and business manager, respectively, of the Pitt station
ageney’s commercial crew has ‘ cation department joining.
,
. , . David Lowe signed to direct "Do You Trust Your Wife,” the ABCtaken over a complete studio on 1
Beach, who for several months'
Houston—"Disk Jockey Derby,
the third floor of the NBC build- ; has been overhauling personnel in [ ^°nsar®d by tbe. Houstion Coca- TV daytimer, replacing A1 Burton . . . Art Fleming signed to do the
ing. The studio.. 3-K, is equipped; key posts on his force, moved to
’b°'^
YfvJ commercials for Norelco on "Walter Winchell File” and “$64,000 Ques¬
wi‘h enough' refrigerators, ovens, i strengthen it further last week by| T^ as
b°1r
with tion” . . . Mike Baker signed for six radio spots for tlje U.S. Army re¬
dishes, sinks, etc., to equip a ; adding Carroll Marts as an account j
Afferent fiisk iocWes sv'm- cruiting campaign.
number of large home kitchens.
exec. Marts, for eight years the nng theN^S?ds ^ery wUk. On
John Wingate has recorded a number of interviews with celebrities
There, everything is prepared 1 v.p. in charge of Mutual’s Chi bu- the first --program, ' Paul Berlin of on his WOR "Controversy” show, which will be released by S&S Rec¬
from toast to cheese' souffle. It '< reau, had resigned that post sev- KNUZ, Tim Osborne of KTRH and ord Album next month under the "Controversy” title ... Tedi Thur¬
takes a staff of about 33, including eral mouths ago. Last July, Beach Johnny Edwards* of KTHT ap¬ man, the weather forecaster on NBC-TV’s Jack Paar "Tonight,” ap¬
food specialists, announcers, on-! brought in Bill Gillogly fro/n New peared. Alfred Bell of KTRK-TV peared on a closed circuit tv morale-building Show Monday (10), beam¬
camera handlers, to do the job. j York to backstop him here and is m.c. There will be guest inter¬ ed to Air Force training camps around, the country . ; . Elsa Maxwell
views with teenage personalities. visited WOR-TV’s "It’s Fun to Travel” Sunday (10) . . .
Reason for live versus film, ae- /more recently added Jack Riley,
cording to Herrmann, is that the
Richard Heffner’s "The Open Mind” Sunday (17) on WRCA-TV dis¬
repetitiousness of film Js avoided.
cusses “Psychiatry and the Open Mind,” with violinist Isaac Stem and
With live, he states, each com¬
Columbia U. literature prof Lionel Trilling as guests . . . Sid Garfield,
mercial can be dressed differently '
CBS Radio exploitation chief, to the Coast to set up promotion on
the recipes switched, and a clean,:
"Christmas Sing With Bing” and "Christmas Carol” . . . Betty Drost set
fresh look achieved with the food
to star in Equity Library Theatre’s production of Horton Foote’s "Trip
each time around.
to Bountiful” next Wednesday (20) . . . Robert Goodier, appearing offThe schedule for Thur^dajs in¬
Broadway in ”Mary Stuart,” finished filming a "Decoy” stanza for Offi¬
clude three black & white com-,
cial Films and is set for a featured role in "Suspicion” Monday (18) .. .
mercials for "Tic Tac Dough,”;
WRCA-TV accepting applications for its general talent auditions again
two color messages in "Matinee j
-Bv SYD SILVERMAN r
. . . Albert Dekker, who played the lead in the national company of
Theatre.” three black and whites
"VVNEW, N. Y. indie, utilizes the nique also came in for its share “Death of a Salesman,” has accepted, a bid from England’s Grahada-TV
in “Modern Romances” and two!
to
do the role there on Nov. 27. He’s the second American star to ap¬
;o • 10:35 to 11 p.m, slot for manv of its of comment.. Packard claimed that
in
Comedy lime.’
Color ac- : public" service programs Prior to ’ many products had built' in sexual pear in a Granada dramatic show; Eli Wallach leaves this week to do
"Counsellor-at-Law”
. . . Peter Ustinov guest-panels on "What’s My
^oblefnf ”efwsa“Vr5'if VS . the ^c.aUocal election in Gotham! | overtones in their appeal to the
f^nTtliat ihe color camera! ^ • it aired the political pitches of com-! P»W>o- ..Autos were singled out as Line” Nov. 24 . . . William Bush Baer, dean of New York U’s college of
i one of the successful users of sex arts & science, celebrates his fifth anni on WCBS-TV’s "Our Goodly
up the natural hues and little or
'in selling; and the programming Heritage” Sunday (17) . . . Monroe Falitz, former salesman for WLIB,
no doctoring is needed.
> Sei? ofKt
Sunday j f wrestling bouts in the afternoon joined the WRCA sales staff . . . Larry Homer set to appear Sunday (17)
Kraft, which has doubled its •' niche is devoted to a 25-minute ! for hausfrau viewers was credited on Hallmark’s production of "On Borrowed Time.” . . . Gay Pauley,
gross in the past 10 years, attribu¬ sustainer “Counterpoint”
which with bearing more than a casual women’s editor of United Press, has been inked by Mutual for a daily"
ting part of the growth to the ef¬ presents both sides of controver¬ relationship to sexual stimulation.
five-minute women’s show.
Author surtimed: up by saying
fectiveness of its commercials on sial subjects in two shows. Seg¬
WQXR sales veep Norman S. McGee and wife back from a five-week.
tv, is duplica’ng the operation ment caught (10) dealt with moti¬ that one of the causes for our pres¬ biz-pleasure trip to the Coast . . . Dr. Sydney Roslow, Pulse Inc. chief¬
abroad. It sent Herrmann to set vational research and the . psycho¬ ent social ills—divorce, juve de¬ tain, is off to Europe (London, Paris Rorqe) for fotrnight . . . Saks 34th
up a similar operation for Puerto logical aspects of modern advertis¬ linquency, etc.—is advertising de¬ SL is devoting one of its windows to Ethel Thorsen*s WPIX fashion-in¬
signed to create dissatisfaction
Rico tv, and he is due to go to ing techniques.
terview telestanza.
Prof. William Kuntsler is host with the present and establish de¬
Mexico on a similar mission.
sire for something new in the way
Erin O’Brien to guest on the Friday (22) Frank Sinatra ABC-TV show
for
the
series
and
handles
the
in¬
Chief aides of Herrmann at NBC,
of
material
wealth.
Solution
to
.
. . Walter Slexak, conductor Dimitri Mitropoulos, music cric Sigmund
terrogating with academic zeal and
where the operation has been run¬
perspective that highlights the this poser is for society to grow up Spaeth, George London, Jean Madeira, Mary Curtii-Verna will join reg¬
ning about 50 weeks, are Alan particular cause espoused by his so that these selling techniques ulars Clifton Fadimam and Boris Golcjpvsky on' intermission features of
Anderson, director, the son of guest. In this case the latter was and values w'ill be in the proper ABN’s first Metopera radiocast of the season Saturday. (30) . . . Thesp
playwright
Maxwell
Anderson, Vance Packard, author of “The perspective, he opined.
Edmund Johnston, last in the theatrical version of "No Time for Ser¬
and Bern Nolan, food specialist. Hidden Persuaders,” who made no
Next week’s stanza will feature geants,” moving permanently to Hollywood, following the current N.X*The JWT production unit also bones about his distrust and ap¬ Ernest Dichter who will undoubt¬
to-Hollywood trend among Broadway actors . . . ABN prexy Robert
handles the commercial? of Kraft prehension of motivational and edly defend the “call me MR”
Eastman is slated to join ABC-TV topper Oliver Treys In joint radio¬
products repped by other agencies. psychological concepts and prac¬ bunch. Programming of this type
tv presentations before the Public Relations Society of America con¬
tices currently a la .mode with the is certainly public service broad¬
clave in Philly Monday (18) . . . Jock' Sid Torin broadcasts his "Sym¬
agencies and users of the mass
communications, particularly tele¬ casting at its best and is to be com¬ phony Sid Show” from midnight to 3 a.m. over WEVD; as of early this
vision.
Packard immediately es¬ mended. It can only lend stature morning (Wed.) . . . Claude Dauphin was last nighfa (Tues.) WABD
"Night Beat” guest; tonight it’s Vincent Lopes, tomorrow Dorothy Sartablished his basic premise that to the station.
noff, and Friday, Boris Morros
the use of subliminal (i.e.. subcont scious) techniques in advertising
■ was immoral and potentially danIJV
...
Soion
‘Subliminal’
i gerous; could be easily switched
’ from selling soap to selling politics
Bill Harpell, has chucked his job as CBS-TV staff newscaster-an¬
Washington, Nov. 12.
, ... .. !or a particular philosophy to the
nouncer to get back into radio as part owner of KXLE, Ellensburg,
ABC’s ’Maverick” Until the Federal Communi¬
dld j j unwary public. Special danger of
Wash., and applicant for 75% interest in a new radio outlet in Belling¬
—topped both Ed c/vii
cations Commission bones up
ctol,. A11.„ ir,
smiivan and j u,is type 0f selling, Packard asham, Wash. He’ll continue his newscasting, rotating between L. A. and
on "subliminal perception” ad¬
°\'e^^ht.Tl*en- serted. was its eff£t on children
Seattle . . , There’s an hour classical music program, on the agenda of
vertising and decides \vhat, if
J fi" *r on o T'Vhl<? d°minated | with their untrained minds, a fer¬
Henry Jaffe Enterprises for next season, patterned after "Telephone
tile 7:30-8 half-hour Sunday (10), tile ground for such a pitch.
anything,. to do about it* iis
Hour” and with Dr. Frank Baxter as narrator-host . . . John Face re¬
use should be prohibited over
outDoin^AUen anH
Replying to a question about the
placed John Hansen as manager of KABC. He’ll also be managing direc¬
the
air.
So
Rep.
WilHam
A.
1Q
rSj W subliminal experiment in a
tor pf ABC’s radio affiliate in Frisco, KGO. Pace comes from the mid¬
Dawson (R-Utah) urged last
SpJ
in fK
and 1T*5 i Jersey theatre that boosted prodwest as executive with Public Radio Corp .. . George' Gobel will hit the
week in requesting the Com¬
inre !?; -I1*
8;? J segment, uct sales 18%, Packard stated that
road
for Whirlpool when hfs show, is preempted for a spec Nov. 26 .. .
A
(?». ing Stars dropped to he thought Federal regulation
mission to advise all tv sta¬
June Foray, all of five feet tall, went through her 18th tv commercial
a 5.8. Sullivap rose to 25.3 and;would be one way to control this
tions and networks that "SP”
this
year.
Her voice is dubbed in both tv shows and theatrical pictures
Allen increased to. 23.4. At 7:30, ; potentially dangerous method of
is under investigation and is
. • . Harry Rasky down from Portland where he completed filming of
it was ’Maverick.” 22.2; “Bachelor ! selling.
Control would probably
out of bounds on tv until the
"The
Day
Called X,” a civil defense program to be aired over CBS-TV
Father,” 14.3. and "Sally ”10.2.
jbe exercised by FCC and FTC
regulatory question is deter¬
Dec. 8. As producer-director-cowriter, he has been with the show since
Elsewhere during the week, spe- j agencies,
mined.
last July and is. here to talk with Glenn Ford, who’ll be the narrator ...
cials dominated the field. The 75- J A substantial portion of the pro¬
"I have no desire to increase
Albert McCIeery, executive producer of NBC-TV’s "Matinee Theatre,”
minute "I Love Lucy” one-shot' gram was devoted to discussion of
government regulation or to
takes the colorcast strip into its third year with a new policy of top
(first of five) averaged out to a 40 2 j Politics and the use of advertising
extend
it over the advertising
names for every show.
rating and 62.9% share in itslto “merchandise” candidates. This
field,” Dawson wrote FCC
Wednesday <6* outing, drowning ibas been a hot toPic since POHtiChairman John C. Doerfer,
the NBC and ABC competition|began nrtng tv for their camflV
...
"But this new method / of
The 9 p.m. score was "Lucv” 40 0- S?lgn5? h°'vever- Packard believed
'secret pitch’ which aims' di-'
“Kraft,” 9.2, and "Ozzie & Ha> Jat tte "mercliandiang" of can-'
Whitey Berquist, music conductor of "National Farm and Home Hour”
rectly at the buyer’s subcon¬
riet” 10 6
At q-qn “t
hi* dldates has now been refined to
and with NBC in Chi for 29 years, pulling stakes for Hollywood, Fla.
scious and bypasses his ability
414* "Kraft ” 16 fi
the P°int where lt can have a deci’
at month’s end ... Stan Dale, WJJD deejay, has signed pact with WAIT
to resist or Judge could be
WineheP FnV”
U in'TS*™ Nvc effect on public opinon’ and
for five air hours daily starting Nov. 25 . . . Irving White, who did the
*
j he cited the buildup of the "father
very dangerous.”
-r
motivational research for RCA Victor, now organizing’MR dept, for Pa¬
«° 3^4;
Is I image” of Ike prior to the Presiper-Mate Co. here ... Bob Elson now interviewing "in depth” at WBKB
. O-U Life hit 16 9 and ABC s box- j dential election last year,
Dawson’s letter followed ad¬
in his regular sports show slot . . . A1 Field, manager of special broad¬
vices from Doerfer that there
lng registered «.l.
j
Basically, the heart of the probcast services for WGN Inc,, doing five-minute show for the outdoorsNight before (5), Jerry Lewis, in lem, according to Packard, is
are indications from trade
man on WGN six days weekly . . . John Ertmann, ex*WBBM-TV direct¬
his first appearance of the season, moral one. "What are the permis¬
press reports that "SP” may
or, signed by Fred Niles Productions as asst, director . . . Ron Terry
belted out a 34.3 average for his sible limits to be employed in sell¬
have been used on’tv but that
back on tv as announcer and co-emcee on WGN-TV’s "Polka Party” . . .
9-10 hour. At 9. he hit 33.9. vs. 11.5 ing a product?” Manipulation can¬
the agency has little informa¬
Singer Carol Coleman added to WBBM*s stable for the 3-3:15 pan; strip
for "To Tell the Truth” and 14.8 not induce rational behavior and,
tion about it Doerfer said a
.. - WMAQ’s Jim Mill* to be co-emcee of Chicago Sun-Times Harvest
for “Broken Arrow-.” At 9:30, Lew¬ after all, that is what we striving
staff inquiry is iff progress to
Moon Festival Nov. 23 ... Bernard F. Corson Jr., whose broadcast back¬
is rose to 34.6. vs. 13.8 for Red for in a democratic society, he de¬
collect information and study
ground spans four midwest stations, joined WLS this month as asst.
Skelton and 9.9 for "Telephone clared.
the situation from a possible
Time.” , ..
. ,, ,
. .
regulatory ^standpoint j i > >
The use of sex as a selling tech-,
• *= - -'“(Continued on page 48)
• y *
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‘Kraft BeatreV Dog Day
“There is no bitchiness like show bitchiness" was the line on last
Wednesday’s (6) NBC-TV “Kraft Theatre-" that sdt some viewers
and tradesters back on their heels, not because it might be vulgar
but because of its audacity. The word “bitch," in other than
a pure canine context, was never delivered, to anybody's recollec¬
tion, on a tv network show before.
Actress Betsy Palmer delivered the line in George Harmon
Coxe's story, “The Category Is Murder.” She was describing, for
all intents and purposes, the people who populated the makebelieve tv quiz stanza on which she was the assistant producer.
An NBC continuity man said later that “we cautioned them, (at
J. Walter Thompson agency, which produces “Kraft”) on the re¬
action they might receive.-But the agency maintained that the ex-,
^pression was used in an adult program in a- context that had
certain important character delineation values.”
The same executive explained that the mystery drama drew
only 23 telephone calls after the show as a result of “bitchiness,”
but-he allowed that once the show is .seen throughout the midwest
and other points less “sophisticated” than New York there might
be considerable mail._’_'__

How Much Is A
Rating Worth?
To NBC TV 300G

WGAW Nixes TV
0( Awards Fete

CBS-TV’s‘Wait’ll Next Yr.’
On Lehnd Hayward Specs;
2 in ’58-’59 and 3 Later

m

4-

v

in

pm, UNIONS. Brainstorm Outshines the Stars;
RIVALRY. LOCALE TV’s Name Worship OK for Sardi Set
By LEONARD TRATJBE
New York has been made the

headshrinking patsy vis-a-vis its
“lost place” in live television pro¬
gramming.
The decline actually started just
about four years ago, during the
then mayoral’y election, wlien
Mayor Robert Wagner issued cam¬
paign statements through his ra¬
dio tv adviser that became a key
headline to wit, “Save TV In New
York.” As things turned out, It
fibw becomes not only the then
strategic question of “saving tv In
New York” but “saving New York
for tv.” By reflection, the 1953
situation was only vaguely sympto¬
matic.
The City of New York is only
In order to take full advantage 4a contributing factor—perhaps a
of the 15-day U. S.- visits of its
Sputnik Embry-o
small one—to the obvious decline
key foreign correspondents for its
Baltimore, Nov. 12.
and possible eventual fall of live
first year-end tv wrapup, NBC
Engineers at radio station
News is scheduling five 15-min¬
video in the bigtown, though close
WITH here were able to get
ute special shows the week of Dec.
the Sputnik II signal dearly
students of the situation note that
30 to give each of the newsmen a
enough at 12:13 p.m. Wednes¬
while the decline is “in being” and
’ chance to expound in detail on his
day (6) to put right on the
cannot be stopped now or even be¬
area.
'
air during the “Bob Forster
fore another season rolls arotfnd,
■Network has taken over the
there will be no. “fall.” At the
Show.”
. H;15 to 11:30 p.m. period on Dec.
“As far as we know, it is the
same time, they are of the opinion
30 through Jan. 3 and will spot¬
first time it has been done
that there will be more inroads on
light one or more of its corre¬
directly on the air from the
Gotham as the origination point
spondents on each of those nights
satellite as it passed over (Bal¬
before an eventual comeback that
in a q. and ar session, with the
timore.),” says station veepee
is “sure to come.”
other correspondents feeding the
R. C. Embry.
Five ‘Fingers’
questions. Newsmen participating
Many television observers, par¬
in the shows Will be Joseph C.
tisan
and
otherwise,
present these
Harsch, London; Irving R. Levine,
reasons, though not necessarily in
Moscow; Frank* Bourgholtzer,' Vi¬
the order named, for New York’s
enna; Ed Newman, Rome; Welles
nearly cataclysmic descent as a
Hangen, Cairo; lief Eid, Paris,
base for live ne'.work program¬
and Jim Robinson, Tokyo.
ming:
Correspondents will begin ar(1) Payola.
Too much money¬
• riving about Christmas time for
changing at the tv temple. Too
• the year-end special, “Projection
many
“deals”
of
the quid pro quo
'58,” slated for 'Dec. 29.
Apart
variety, carried on among net¬
from that and the 11:15 strip the
works
in
terms
of
certain of their
following week, they’ve all been
high, low and non-brass with or
booked for at least one lecture
NBC-TV’s super-duper General without the subject being initiated
apiece, plus a couple of group ap¬
Motors two7hour spec on Nov. 17 by advertising agencies, ad man¬
pearances.
Bourgholtzer starts
Is expected to wind up costing tbe agers (for sponsors), independent
the lecture swing Jan, 2 before
network somewhere in the neigh¬ and “tied up” packagers and “Cali¬
’ the Rotary Club’ in Cleveland;
borhood of $30(M)00. The all-staf fornia here I come” or “California
Levine speaks to the World Affairs
layout, with Kirk Douglas as the %ere I am" protagonists, antagon¬
_ Council in Dallas Jan.' 6; same
emcee, probably out-marquees any ists, defenders and “10 percent¬
. day, Newman talks to the Eco¬
previous presentation on NBC, or ers,” latter representing the tal¬
nomics Club of Detroit, Robinson
apy other network for that matter ent agencies.
to the World Affairs Council in
—but at a price.
The “payola for a plug” techni¬
.Los Angeles and Eid at. InternaGetting* June Allyson to join
que has also been switched from one
tional House in New* Orleans.
the cast (she’ll do a scene from
On Jan. 7, Bourgholtzer hits “Our Town”) alone totes Up to a coast to the other, wVh N.Y. now
Buffalo ■ and the Foreign Policy $50,000 talent rap. But NBC .figures claiming that its hands are clean
but not adding that its muttering
she’s good for at least three ad¬
J
(Continued on page "48)
has an overtone In that the thiev¬
ditional rating points and.considers
ery practice has merely been
it a good buy. Similarly, right down
transferred from one locale to an¬
the line (Dinah Shore, Dean Martin,
other. It’s the ancient “muscling
Perry Como, et al) the fees are off
in” practice 3,000 miles removed,
the “bigger than ever”* shelf.and N.Y. Would like to work that
General Motors, it’s understood, side of the street again for an en¬
is forking over in excess of $750,"' core af‘er the hullabaloo has gone
000 time-and-talent for the two-hour
into quietus.
Sunday night display. But NBC, in
Unions Sc The Public
going after the mostest, has, it’s
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
(2) Unions. These are consid¬
reported, topped the figure by at
ered
a
“softer touch” on the Coast.
Screenwriters - board of Writers least $300,000. Helen Deutsch’s fee
Guild of America West has voted alone as writer is said to be “monu¬ The current struggle between the
Radio-Television
Directors Guild
s
against - any televising of its an¬ mental.”
and National Assn, of Broadcast
nual awards dinner the early part
Employees A Technicians, result¬
ing late -last week in an RDTG
next yOar, and insofar as a pro¬
picket line at the network pegged
posed spec for NBC Is concerned,
on a claimed NBC lockout theme,
passed that issue back to the coun¬
only served'to bring to Intra-trade
cil.
as .well as public notice a bad sit¬
Recommendation for a spec
uation and possible featherbed¬
along certain specified lines was
made, also the suggestion jny such
Leland Hayward htis referred his ding within a segment of union
program should be up to the coun¬ first spectacul* commitment to ranks, with privilege and preroga¬
cil, that |t should also be “com¬ CBS-TV for another year. Producer tive, “common practice” and other
mensurate: with the writers’ dig¬ will do two specs during the 1958-59 quasi-technical arguments held in
nity.”.
^
season, thus making up for the one No. 1 esteem above public con¬
Actually, the screenwriters ex¬ he’ll miss this year. He’s contracted venience,- public necessity and
pressed strong sentiment not only to deliver one spec a year for five public weal.
(3) Competition.
“Big movies”
against ty-ing their annual bash years,' so that next season’s efforts
but against staging the spec. Writ¬ will represent a doubling-up to and big local shows, the latter for
ers did, however, express interest make good for thijf year’s outsizer. New York’s “mass classes” even if
in a filmed anthology series which , Hayward had panned on doing a not in the straight mass viewing
would be produced by the guild.
year-end special for the web in category, have tended to give many
WGAW had obtained from NBC late December, but the project, of the town’s erstwhile “network”
an extension of time to develop which bore the tentative title of habit-tuners a different slant when
the project.
Council takes the* “What a Yeaf,” fell through. One it comes to disciplining their time
matter up this week, but the screen reason was that he didn’t have at the sets. Gotham is becoming
• board nix appears to have doomed enough time to prepare the show. more and more a “late tuner” town
the project WGAW would have Another, iPs understood, was the and perhaps the biggest lecture
received $25,000 If it staged such unavailability of Mary Martin for and forum platform in the world;
a show for the web—assuming any the spec. Hayward wanted, to pair when this is set against the on¬
format of such a spec met with Miss Martin and.Ethel Merman rush of IF’s (“idiot fascination”)
the nework’s approval. None has for a reprise of their Ford 50th shows in the good category; plus
been submitted yet. ,*0. .,, - ., } . ‘appf gfjla, of a few' years hack,
(Continued iompaga 52) ■»
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But Leaves U.S.A. in Void: Saudek
4-

That’* All, ‘Brothers’
Audrey Gellin, script editor
at Talent Associates, took off
on a vacation the other week,
and while she was away TA
topper David Siisskind had oc¬
casion to call her on business.
During the conversation, he
asked her what she was doing.
“Getting in some reading,”
she replied.
“What are you reading?” he
asked.
“ 'The
Brothers
Karama¬
zov'.”
“What are you wasting your
time on that for?
Metro’s
already got it.”

‘Suspense’in An
Encore on Film;
CBS-TV

is

reactivating

“Sus¬

pense” after a four-year hiatus, and
has named Leo Davis to produce
the show as his first assignment un¬
der a new five-year staff producer
contract. Show will be done on
film and shot in New York, with a
pilot due t-6 he completed in time
for the selling season next spring:
Davis, who used to write for the
old live “Suspense” when Martin
Manulis was the producer, checked
into CBS Monday (11) and has
only begun to assemble a staff and
work out a concept for the show.
The former script editor of “Omni¬
bus,” Davis has been associate pro¬
ducer of “You Are There” and
“General Electric Theatre,” pro¬
ducer of the GE show and associate
producer of “Producers’ Show¬
case.”
Though no staff, cast and timing
has been set on the show, one thing
has been decided. Series will be
filmed at Hi Brown’s 26th St. stu¬
dios in Manhattan, where the web
leases one stage and currently has
the Phil Silvers show in produc¬
tion.

CBS Radio Insures Bing’s
Xmas ‘Sing,’ Sells ‘Carol,’
lores 2506 in Other Biz
CBS Radio has sold its “Christ¬
mas Sing With Bing” special for
the third year in a row, and in ad¬
dition has come up with another
Yuletide special in the form of a
sale on the late Lionel Barrymore’s
reading of “A Christmas Carol.”
Insurance Company of North
America has signed for Its third
one-hour *Crosby special, set for
Christmas Eve at 9 to 10 p.m., with
pickups set frbm Rome, Montreal,
The Hague, Ohemd&rf (Austria)
and several American points. As
for the Barrymore reading* it will
be bankrolled by Penick & Ford
Ltd. (out of BBD&O) on Dec. 22
from 6:30 to 7 p.m. Reading is a
tape, owned by Dailey Paskman,
which has also been released on
disks via MGM Records.
In more orthodox sales, the network,;wrapped up $250,000 in new
business and renewals Via its day¬
time and “impact” segment plans.
Hearst Publications bought 10 7^minute daytime segments; Hudson
Vitamins bought 13 “impact” units;
Cowles Mags bought eight of the
“impact” units; Studebaker-Packard bought 28 of the five-minute
“impacts” and P. Lorillard re¬
newed its kingsized deal for 16
weekly “impacts” for another 13
weeks.*i »*», i *
• i* u

If television is to survive as a
healthy medium and “grow its own
roots,” It’s got to start relying
less on “name-dropping” and more
on creative ideas. Robert Saudek,
the veteran “Omnibus” producer,
already sees the “names for names’
sake” cycle in television reaching
a point of diminishing returns.
He believes there’s far too great
a tendency among television’s pro¬
ducers to solve programming prob¬
lems with a name, too often the
building of an idea around a name
instead of fitting the ifame to an
idea. As some specific examples
within his own “Omnibus” _ baliwick, he recalls the commission¬
ing, sight unseen, of three scripts
by Maxwell Anderson some years
ago, a mishap that resulted in an
“Omnibus’.’ policy of creating the
idea and then signing the writer.
As another point, he refers to the
upcoming (17) Part II of “Ameri¬
can Trial by Jury” on “Omnibus,”
where he’s having script trouble.
“We could leave the script alone,
and it would play with tremendous
dramatic impact on its own. But
it’s not quite right—it doesn’t make
the point we want to get across,
of how justice works. Here’s a case
where no name is going to help us
solve our problem. But there’s a
tendency among many producers
to try just that, to shrug it off with
the idea that by bringing.in a name
star they’ll lick their problem.”
Cart Before Horse
Part of the reason, he theorizes,
is that “a large number of tele¬
vision producers don’t produce for
the public, but for the boys In
Sardi’s. There’s an inbreeding, a
Broadway-to-Hollywood orbit, in
which the name’s the thing. ‘Let’s
get so-and-so to star, aiid so-and-so
to choreograph,’ they will say, and
they will overdress a production
just for the approval of the Broad¬
way crowd, instead of the millions
of people who live in the 3,000
miles between Broadway and Hol¬
lywood.”
He sees the^ “Broadway orbit” as
a name-dropping, Lindy’s-to-Southampton, dress - the - same, eat-thesame, think-the-same influence that
plays to itself without heed to the
public. “The college professor, the
engineer, the lawyer, the doctor—
they are all squares in the eyes of
the Broadw’ay boys, but they are
really the public that the producers
should be aiming at. Instead, they
seek the approval of each other.”
Saudek concedes he’s generaliz¬
ing, and applies his characteriza¬
tion largely to the “fringe people”
who never quite made it in legit
or Hollywood but are now in im¬
portant positions in television. But
fof all practical purposes, he in¬
sists, the “name-droppers” tend to
think of the name first, then how
to use him. “It’s as if I told every¬
body I’ve got Pat Boone for “Omni¬
bus,” and I put him on lecturing
on the law. Everybody would think
(Continued on page 52 >

On 1-Hr. Pursuit’
Pleased with the continuing suc¬
cess of “Climax” and satisfied with
the promising start shown by
“Perry 'Mason,” CBS-TV is now
planning a new one-hour live de¬
tective show titled “Pursuit” for
the 1958-59 season.' Show' is still
in its formative s’ages, with no
producer set yet. but the network
is already feeling out story and
script possibilities.
Program
Would
differ
from
“Climax” in that instead of doing
all kinds of melodrama, it would
reitrict itself to the detective
story. It would differ from “Ma¬
son” in that it would be live and
would constitute an anthology built
around the sleuthing theme.
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CONCERT HOUR
With. New Tork CUy Ballet <3S)
directed by Geo**e Balanchine;
Maria Tallchief, Andre Eflevsky,
Diana Adams, Patricia. Wilde,
Nicholas Marallanes, Roy Tobias,
Jacques
D’Amboise,
Allegra
Kent; Bach Choir directed by
Seven Lively Arts
the building of interest 4n a pro¬
George Little.
An attempt to capture the spirit gram exceptionally well planned.
Producer: Francoys Bernier
of Ernest Hemingway’s dialog on
Levenson’s role was conferenSettings: Alexis
teeVee can be a highly elusive cier-lecterner in the assreirfbfy hall,
120 Mins.; Tues. (5), 10 p-m.
thing. The machinegun clatter hid¬ to which the cameras cut back at
CBC-TV, from Montreal
ing delicate feelings has frequent¬ appropriately frequent intervals
For the past four years, the ly defied transmission over elec¬ after each classroom pickup. LevFrench network of the Canadian tronic media. However, this long- enson wedded his w.k. humor to
Broadcasting Corp. has offered shot on the portrayal of “The the educational facets in what
‘‘Concert Hour” every other Tues¬ World of Nick Adams” on CBS- might well have been, his “audi¬
day during the fall and winter sea¬ TV’s "Seven Lively Arts” paid off tion” in such two-pronged educa¬
sons. All programs have been sus¬ handsomely with the aid of an ex¬ tional programming.
There ' is
taining; all have been done with cellent cast and the creation of an hardly anyone already in tv who
top talent but few have exce led atmosphere faithful to the Hem¬ can do that kind of job better.
last Tuesday’s (5) when the CBC ingway script.
The assembly hall, incidentally,
The “Nick Adams” story was one drew the “bang up” kid-slanted
network from Quebec City to Cal¬
gary in Alberta carried two hours of the major payoffs on the Sunday finale in which the children from
of the New York City Ballet from (10) egghead circuit on video. The one class produced and wrote a
Ijohn Crosby-conferenciered show “What’s ; My Title” quiz that for
10 to midnight
Produced in Montreal by Frah- ' is a proper place for experimenta¬ sieed and excellence may* oblige
coys Bernier, the New York City tion. It’s unsponsored and untram- “JVhat’s My. Line” to look to its
Ballet under the direction of j meled' and headed by gents with laurels. A running theme through¬
Balanchine brought three ballets, ‘ ideas. The high-level audience it out the show was “Explore With
“Serenade,” Menotti’s “Unicorn, seeks should be tolerant of excur-| BbokSj.> a bow to National Book
Gorgon and Manticore” (danced for sions off the beaten paths. The re- > Week, coinciding with American
the first time on television) and [wards we great, especially with a Education Week (Nov. 10-16).
Sh0w.s
oducer u James Col.
“Pas de Dix.” A fourth item, jsfiow of this kind
“Afternoon of a Faun,” was a kine |
Another factor that makes the | ligan> with Tim miey directing,
from a ’55 show with Tanquil • presentation of shows of this type.an(j the school script was by Craig
Lec.ercq and Jacques D’Amboise. i more important lies m the tact Gilhert. To them and the others,
This is one of the few films of Miss ; that should pay-tv ever replace | piaqUes wih three-star three-R’s on
Leclercq (she is Balanchine’s wife) j free-tv, the day of experimentation them.
Trau.
and besides being an artistic tri¬ ; will be over. As long as that freeumph carried great emotional im¬ [ dom remains, - it should be taken
George Gobel Show
'
advantage
of,
as
this
show
is
doing.
pact with balletomanes because
George Gobel is a very funny
Miss Leclercq was striken last year
There were some excellent en- • and engaging comic who’s at his
with polio ard may never dance iactments. Steve Hill made the cen-; best doing what comes natur’lly
again.
tral character a thespic strong- In this case, it’s delivering his
.Perhaps the most impressive ! point;. Nick Adams, said to be par- wonderful monologs and exchang¬
thing about the show, other than ' tiaily autobiographical, tells of liis ing chit-chat with his guests.
the privilege it gave Canadian {life in flashback. Wounded on the
This simple fact seems to have
viewers of seeing one of the best [Italian front, and lying incapaci- eluded the producers of this NBCballet companies in the world per¬ ; tated, he recalls the events of his TV show. They've surrounded Go¬
form, was the simplicity of the J adulthood, which finds him run¬ bel with loads and loads of guests,
production, generally good camera¬ ning away from home. He realizes singers, 'dancers and over-lavish
work and no attempt to clutter the that he is always running away production numbers. Granted,
ballets with intro gimmicks and ‘ trom something, never to any- neither Gobel nor any other comic
the like. Outstanding were the Bal¬ j thing. He is a man without goals. can carry a biweekly hourlong
anchine and Menotti offerings, ;Now, having stopped to think, he comedy show by himself, but the
with the latter choreographed by | is no longer running,
solution doesn’t , lie in smothering
John Butler. In both works, the i
The show didn’t always succeed the star in non-essentials.
individuality, imagination and good i in the aim of pinpointing the most
Gobel's monolog last week (5) on
taste of each choreographer was | important moments in the life of
evident at all times. Such distaffers ' Adams, the moment when great child psychology and the contem¬
as Patricia Wilde, Diana Adams, j realization hits him, but the drama- porary permissive kick was espe¬
Yvonne Mounsey and Allegra Kent '! tization and enactment were close cially sharp and amusing, with real
did much to enhance the Balan¬ [enough to be strong and sometimes wit and fine . turns of phrase.
chine interpretation of “Serenade,” I brutal. It was a forceful picture of Guests Janis Paige and Jack Carwith the male members of the com¬ a soldier who came back from son did yeoman work in a number
of turns, but the material wasn’t
pany in minor parts.
death, and thus make-himself stay there. That they did. as well as
Most attention was given to awake fearing that he’ll die once they did is a credit to their showMenotti’s “Unicorn” and deservedly he let go.
wise skill.
so. Here the dancing of Nicholas'
Hill did an excellent portrayal,
Best of the lot was a singingMagallanes as the poet and Roy with fine assists from Eli Wallach
Tobias and Allegra Kent made this as the punchdrunk fighter whom dancing switch parody on “I Would
Trust
Him,” with Miss Paige ably
a memorable ballet. Only number he encounters in a hobo jungle.
of a routine nature and the most There was also top work by the seconded by Gobel and Carson.
unsatisfactory as far as the viewers distaff side, with Olive Deering Highschool football hero sketch, in
were concerned was the “Pas de hitting -an apex as .the girl who which Gobel, Carson, Miss Paige
Dix” with Maria Tallchief and claimed she was the beloved of a and Jeff Donnell participated, got
Andre Eglevsky. Dancing in front great fighter. Others in the cast more laughs from mugging than
from script.
of a confusing background which included William Smathers, Vivian
Other outside visitor was Bobby
reduced everything to a grey-on- Nathan, Frank Silvera and William
Van, who combined neatly with
grey image and suffering from just Marshall.
cast regular Barbara Bostick in m
average camerawork, it took the
The adaptation by A. E. Hotch- well - done production number
combined talents of Tallchief and
' ner caught the highpoints of this based
on
Cole Porter’s
“Be¬
Eglevsky to brighten this otherwise
I series of short stories without los- witched, Bothered and Bewil¬
rather pedantic offering.
i ing the underlying meaning. Di¬ dered.”
The two-hour session was 'also rection and production by Robert
More-or-less regular guest Eddie
something of a mechanical triumph ‘ Mulligan and Robert Herridge (lat¬
for both the musicians and the ter in his first reining of the show) Fisher again demonstrated that
dancers. Because the studio used were of top cut, with Joan House¬ he’s a fine singer. However, he re¬
mains ill at ease In his sketch de¬
by the company was not big enough man as exec producer.
livery, a fact which shows on the
to include the orchestra and choir,
John Crosby concluded some un¬ camera.
Shirley _ Harmer, very
it meant piping in the sound from
finished business of the previous pretty,. also proved she’s a topone building to another. This
week, when he described S. J. grade singer in her single .solo, on
could’ve proved the downfall of
Perelman as the author of the “80 “When Somebody Loves Me-.”
“Unicorn” with the elaborate mime
, Days” screenplay, and completed
and voice cues. If any were missed
Show ran somewhat short, with
j the list of those with a hand in that
they weren’t too apparent, and
; undertaking. He also gave the list cast forced to continue fooling
kudos go to Hugo Fierato, the reg¬
of film credits that should have around on-camera, after the slow
ular conductor, for the N.Y.C. Bal¬
j been associated with that show, end-crawl was completed.
let who came with the company to
Incidentally, Gobel and Fisher,
i plus their guaranteed plug for
baton the show, and to George
j their current picture. Thus he in gray wigs; combined in reminis¬
Little who directed the Bach Choir.
i closed the book on the initial epi- cent takeoff on “Do You Remem¬
The costumes for “Unicorn” by
ber?” Special lyrics advanced a
‘ sode in the series.
Jose.
Robert Fletcher were most effec¬
horrible possibility via the line,
tive on show with the sets by Alexis
“Elvis would be President.”
!
Let’s Take a Trip
of a hit-and-miss nature.
Kove.
;
At
CBS-TV,
public
affairs
proA kine of the show will be tele¬
; grams are what the network says
vised tonight iTues.) on both the
Steve Allen Show
j they are. In its genre, “Let’s Take
east and west coast of Canada'
Steve Allen’s writers were off
’• a Trip,”,” slotted noontime Sunday,
through stations not yet connected
:has for several years been one of form-in the Sunday (10) NBC-TV
by microwave to present CBC net¬
spree. “Man In The Street” bit
the
top
PubAffers.
Last
Sunday’s
work.
Newt.
! (10) was a thoroughly absorbing
Nye* T-om
jand even inspiring session led bylf °st,°*
regulars Sonny Fox and his young the tv fight between directors and
'BEE' IN SNAG'S BONNET
technicians
didn’t
have
too much
charges, Joan Terrace and Jimmy
Walsh, with the “extra , added” punch and the “Dr. Spoof* sketch
Writer Werris Sues on His ‘The ;Sam Levenson punctuating a visit with Allen and Charlie Buggies
Bee’ Sketch
■to a school with his typical com- was made mostly of stale stuff.
Also off and tedious was the seg¬
monsense humor drawn from his
Los Angeles, Nov. 12.
i life as an ex-teacher (of Spanish). ment with Gloria Swanson in ai
“musical”
version of scene from
Writer Snag Werris filed a
The “star attraction” was the “Sunset Bouevard.”
She sang
$7,000 infringement of copyright ideally located Pocantico Hills
something about. “Those Wonder¬
suit against Ben Blue. CBS and Central School up in Westchester ful People In The Dark” who were
Ed Sullivan in Superior Court here County <N. Tarrytown, N.Y.f, with probably getting a little dial-happy
over the comedian’s use of a pan¬ its well equipped classrooms, rest¬ through it all.
atmosphere
and delightful
tomime sketch entitled “The Bee.” ful
Jack Ew Leonard was on hand
Werris said he wrote the sketch landscape. New York City view¬ again with a hard-punching standin 1954 while under contract to ers might have been forgiven for up routine. He was intermittently
NBC and Blue performed it on the looking with longing at such a set¬ successful. .
Demonstrated in brief but
Musical end of the show was by
“Saturdaj Night Revue.” Under up.
the terms of his pact, he added, pointed go-rounds were -the kinder¬ far the best. Tony Bennett clicked
garten,
an extra-curricular ballet with “Taking A Chance On Love”
he was to retain rights to the
group at work, woodworking shop, and his current Columbia disk, “I
sketch after it was used on the
• spelling and composition class, arts Never Felt More Like Falling In
show.
• & crafts, and other vignettes. Love.” Abbe Lane and spouse
Blue, he charged, used it on the ; Here, the teachers participated,
Xavier Cugat cavorted with “Her¬
Sullivan show on Nov. 18, 1956, •and every youngster selected to nando’s Hideaway” in okay man¬
without permission.
j“say a few words” contributed to ner. Miss Lane passes on Agger
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Tele Follow-Up Comment

NAT’L HOCKEY LEAGUE
With Bui Palmer, Fr*4 Cualek
Producer: Peter Metnar
Director. Dfcfcr Ueoendahl

Sat,, 3 pjn. to conclusion
Sustaining^.
CBS-TV, from various points
qualifications alone.
The game of ice hockey as played
P.S.: That “Charnel House” pub¬ by pros, despite the speed of the
lishing gag which was greeted with game and the consequent camera
resounding silence was a private difficulty of staying with the play
(cemetery) .plot.
Gros, • of the pufck, still makes for excit*
ing Saturday afternoon television.
Climax
Last week: (9), for the second game
This series went to a lot of trou¬ of the National Hockey League
ble last Thursday (7) to introduce covered by CBS-TV, unfortunately
a new song, “Keep Me in Mind,” had to bump the tried and true
via .the video route. Whatever the shenanigans of NBC-TV NCAA
merits of the song, which got football, the only game that con¬
plenty of fragmentary plugs, the tinues receiving unfailing response
dramatic setting wasn’t worth it from the mass audience,
CBS wants to sell hockey as part
The script by Jerry Davis was a
compendium of cliches, all of them of a year-round Saturday sports
package. These weekend frenetics
incredible.
The yarn revolved around a mad seem quite capable of drawing an
killer and a publicity-mad singer. audience, even against more popu¬
The latter, played by Johnny Des¬ lar-grid, so if the overall package
mond, was the type of heel who is. priced attractively enough, %th~e
would shoot his mother to. get a Lpost-per-1,000 is likely to be pretty
column mention. When a crazed good.
Bud Palmer, on play-by-play, and
strangler takes after him, nobody
believes him and the crooner Fred Cusick, on background, are
finally has to make the capture a smooth and articulate team. They
himself. The whole story was kid- don't overplay their hand but they
do enhance the hockey coverage.
stuff claptrap.
Desmond socked over the song Cameras during the N.Y. Rangerin good style, but his thesping per¬ Chicago Black Hawks, fray did as
formance was severely limited by good a job getting around as can be
the hokey role. James Dunn, as expected amid all that jet-propelled
the unhappy pressagent, walked pro play. Yet if the network can
through his part without convic¬ figure a means of getting more
tion, fluffing several times, but that dramatic closeups it will improve
Art.
hardly impaired the stanza. Jackie the 21-game series.
Coogan, as the agent? and Marisa
Pavan, as the girl friend, were
was the first of four special halfadequate.
Herm.
hour broadcasts in a series devoted
to “The Air Age.”
Ed Sullivan Show
Not only was the session infor¬
Compared to the first 30 min¬ mative but the footage was charged
utes, the second half of Sunday’s .with drama and suspense.
For
(10) CBS-TV “Ed .Sullivan Show”
this documentary, filmed at Ed¬
suffered in comparison, the latter wards Air Force Base in Califor¬
segment- consisting mainly of sec¬ nia’s Mojave Desert, .showed that
ond appearances by performers beneath all the research and la¬
and a film clip from 20th-Fox’s boratory testing, the advance into
"Stopover in Tokyo.”
the future is essentially still a mat¬
With the impact of a fresh per¬ ter of human values. Actual flight
sonality coming on the screen dis¬ of the X-2 at 2,178 mph made for
sipated somewhat in the second awesome viewing.
turn, despite the talent displayed,
However,-when it developed that
Sullivan, co-producer Mario Lewis this “routine flight performance
and director John Wray may be test” cost the life of USAF pilot
wise to allow performers a longer Capt. Milbum Apt, the film be¬
stint onstage at their initial stint. came tragic proof that man’s surge
Billy Eekstine and Sarah “toward the unexplored” was not
Vaughan, singing as a duet for the without a price. Initialer In “The
first time on tv, did a socko rendi¬ Air Age” series was ably pro¬
tion of “We Seem Like Passing duced by James B. Faichney; the
Strangers Now,” getting warmth script, written by associate pro¬
and style in the pop number. La¬ ducer Shelby Gordon, was factual
ter, each came out separately for and concise, while Walter Cronan individual turn, to good effect.- kite’s narration was a further as¬
Comedienne Charlotte Rae was set. Plugs for Prudential Insur¬
on hand for a neat, funnybone ance, program’s underwriter, were
number, “Go On A Diet.” Pianist unobtrusive.
Gilb.
Roger Williams, on twice, did some
neat tricks with the keys and made
Playhouse 90
music with style. June Taylor Dan¬
An old-fashioned mystery melo¬
cers did some precision dancing, drama was the “Playhouse 90” of¬
with the cameras utilized for some fering last week (7) on CBS-TV.
unusual
effects,
although
the If the offbeat challenge which if
number appeared somewhat over- the hallmark of this series was
long.
Attractive blonde Helen missing, it was nonetheless a wellWood proved to be a vigorous bal¬ put-together drama which enter¬
lerina and an okay violinist. In¬ tained.
ternational flavor was lent by Ita¬
There’s a certain familiarity
lian thrush Katyna Ranieri and
French vocalist Fernanda Montel, about the premise of the James P.
both able singers, A Puerto Rican Cavanagh teleplay, from a Joseph¬
threesome. Gaby, Fo-Fo 8c Miliki, ine Tay novel, but a novel twist
had some tricks with musical in¬ sustains interest In household pf .
strument* for an entertaining dis¬ British aristocrat Farley Granger
play, and New Zealander Inia Tewi- a stranger (also Granger, in a dou¬
ata -rendered an interesting folk¬ ble role) shows up, representing
himself to be Granger’s twin broth¬
song.
Stars of the 20th-Fox pic, Robert er, believed to be i suicide years
Wagner and Joan Collins, were on before. But the newcomer is an
hand for an assist, and for an ex¬ imposter, carefully groomed by
tra fillip some top winners of the scampish neighbor Vincent Price,
Seventeen mag dollmakers’ con¬ for a share of the estate. Compli¬
cations set In when the newcomer
test came in for an appearance.
begins to feel anything but broth¬
Horo.
erly toward Terry Moore, his sup¬
posed sister.
Perry Como Show
Then, tricky plot discloses reason
The “Perry Como Show” am¬
bled along- in its usual relaxed for real twin’s enmity—he’d killed
fashion last Saturday (9) night on his brother in a jealous rage and
NBC-TV. The show, a mixture of hidden the body. Mexican standoff,
songs and comedy, fared better in with newcomer unable to disclose .
the former category.- Como was twin’s crime because of hi* own
naturally easy to take, delivering imposture, and vice versa, is finally
songs and banter in his familiar* resolved when twin is killed in an
informal style.
Johnny Mathis, attempt on the newcomer’s life.
Columbia recording artist who’s Promise of future romance be¬
currently riding high on the best¬ tween newcomer and Miss Moore
seller lists, did a solid job un two is indicated.
Director Franklin Schaffner gets
of his hit tunes, ‘“Wonderful, Won¬
full measure of suspense out of the
derful” and '"Chances Are.”
Dean Martin was also piped in Solid script, with his top-grade cast
Schaffner’*
from the Coast for a pleasant ses¬ a considerable help.
sion with Como.
Peter Lind handling of the double scenes, es¬
Hayes and his wife, Mary Healy, pecially the integration of film
were on hand for some comedy clips into live action Without the
routines that, in the overall, seams - showing, displayed a high
weren’t too strong. Also in the degree of skill.
Cast, while capable, did suffer
humor department was an okay bit
between Como and Betty Walker, from a wide variety of British ac¬
posing as the mother of one of the cents which sometimes grated on
the ear. However, Granger did a
Comoettes. ,
Jess.
fine chore on his double role, and
|Price, Judith Anderson and John
The Twentieth Century
With the public thirsting for Williams displayed their customary
scientific knowledge in the wake of authority. Miss Moore was very,
the dual sputnik launchings, this pretty and responded well to direc¬
CBS News and Public Affairs tion. Patty McCormack, as the lit¬
filmed series is doing an excellent tle sister of the family, didn't have
job in bringing viewers up to date too much to do.
Perils of a heavy commercial
on supersonic flight
Sunday’s
(10) episode, "Toward the Unex¬ load was strongly demonstrated in
plored: The Flight of the X-2,”.
(Continued on. page. 46).
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I JERRY LEWIS SHOW
TUB CHEVY'SHOW
_ . j LUCILLE BALL-DK9I ARNAE
With MeHo Lark*, Weaibreok Van
SHOW
Wltk Tour Martin. Nat Kiac Cola.
George Gabel. Mary Kaye Trie. With Aan Bothers, Ceear Roaere, ■ Voorhees, Sons 3il», Nick CaaRudy Vallee, Hedda Hopper, I tie Dancers, Walter Scharf orch,
Weire Bros.. Marla Tallchlef,
Vivian Vance, William Frawley,
others
.v
Paul Weston ereh.
Richard Keith, others; composer- Producer: Ernest D. Glucksman
Producer: Leo Morgan
conductor, Wilbur Hatch
Director: Jack Shea
Director: Frank Bunetta *
Writers: Mel Tolkin, Neil “Doc”
Exec Producer: Arnar
Writers: Phil Rapp. Jack Brooks
Producer: Bert Granet
Simon
60 Mins.; Sun. (10), 9 pan.
striking closeup of Arturo Tos¬
JBy LEONARD TRAUBE
Director: Jerry Thorpe
60 Mins., Tues., 9 p.m.
CHEVROLET
canini singing away softly while
Writers: Madelyn Martin, Bob OLDSMOBILE
Although television Is admittedly conducting the NBC symphony; but
NBC-TV, from H'wood (color)
Carroll Jr., Bob Shlller, Bob NBC-TV, from Hollywood
a gigantic communications medi¬ a distinct missout was shewing
(CampbelUEwald)
(D. P. Brother) .
‘Weiskopf
um, NBC was hard put—or per¬ Frank Costello “taking the Fifth”
For the first of the Dinah Shore
Jerry Lewis is still sticking to haps unequal to the task—of filling full face, whereas the great drama
layoff weeks on “The Chevy Show,” 75 Mins.; Wed., 9 pan.
FORD
MOTORS
his
dream
of being a One-man out roughly 80 minutes adequately of the Kefauver hearing in ’51 lay
Henry Jaffe Enterprises signed
cavalcade of show biz—one who on Sunday’s (10) “The Fabulous i in Costello’s successful insistence
Tony Martin to emcee and gathered CBS-TV (film)
(JWT) .
has inherited the mantle of A1 Jol- Infant,” the self-styled “story of; that the tv cameras be called off,
a cast comprising Red Buttons, Nat
Back in the vivid 1930s the late son, Danny Kaye, Charlie Chaplin network tv.” Perhaps the “story”
King Cole, Vera Ellen and Joan |
reducing his onscreen appearance
Davis. Then the roof fell in, with i Hugh O’Connell, as the hero in and some of the greats who have was too formidable; perhaps in try¬ to his hands in a camera «tra*egy
Buttons pulling out because of dis-. ; the • “Once in a Lifetime” legiter, preceded him. He is an ambitious ing to encompass the “other net-i that will hardly be forgotten;
was
cracking
Indian
nuts
while
lad who in the best tradition of works” within the sphere of “his¬ strange, too. that in the skeletal
satisfaction with the script, and
Asian flu taking toll of the rest of. shooting a picture in a Hollywood show biz gives his best and at least tory” it bent over sidewaysi for¬ treatment of the* current westerns,
the cast. By the time the show went I that was just learning to talk. In provides moments when the return ward and backward and thus omit-; NBC gave the nod to ABC’s “Wyatt
his
dimwit
role
O’Connell
was
to viewers is rich and rewarding. ted some of its own important con¬ Earp” in what seemed ah unrealis¬
on the air, only emcee Martin and
His opener for the season was tributions to the care and feeding tic bypass of CBS’ high-ranked
Cole remained from the original, makebelieved into a “genius,” so
cast, with George Gobel, the Mary that the nut-cracking bit, which virtually a one-manner. The guests of the mighty 10-year-old—while “Gunsmoke,” first of the updated
managed
to
enter
the
soundtrack,
occupied little time and were of at the same time holding back on oaters to “make It big” on tv. Al¬
Kaye Trio, the Weire Bros, and
was immediately declared to be an minor consequences in the full including some of the more memo¬
Maria Tallchief filling in.
example of great cinematic art of. scheme of things. Lewis and his rable and highlight fodder ground together, as a kinnie klatch—okay;
as a substantial attempt at tv his¬
Considering the state of things, the “Emperor Jones*’ genre, in its
producer Leo Morgan managed to “simulation” of the beating of the writers stood virtually alone in this out by the rival networks. In the; tory—sketchy and unfulfilled.
exhibit. The top return? could end, it was more of an “NBC show”
et off a fair, vaudeville show. jungle tom-toms. Or something
After the first commercial for
hejre were plenty of soft spots, like that When O’Connell ordered have been encased in a show of than anything else, but even here i General Motors’ 50th anniversary
much shorter duration. There was the omissions were glaring.
along with some poor, routining a costly piece of construction to be
year and its “GM Five for *58,” the
a
fair
reaction
on
his
talent
scout
Not that “Infant” as displayed
but the Kaye Trio, the Weire Bros., dismantled, the frantic studio head
takeoff, but his funny antics in the on “Wide Wide World” lacked high show launched into its solidest seg¬
Cole and Martin all contributed demurred for~-a couple of seconds
do-it-yourself home workshop rep¬ moments and some compelling nos¬ ment. This was the "live" Act II
good performances. Miss Tallchief’s and then, suddenly aware that he
resented the apex of his show. talgia; but a solid point of view wherein the Ernie Kovacs portion
billet number, with Bruce Hoy, was really had a “proved genius” in
Westbrook Van Voorhees’ impres¬ Was missing, and considering that out of Las Vegas’ Tropicana, was
something of a throwaway, midway his midst, concurred with O’Con¬
humorous and candid, and even
sive voice served as the sounding
between the classic and modern nell and ordered the set destroyed.
with too much of the autobiog¬
board off which Lewis’ antics
with an inadequate beach theme.
raphy about it, was neatly con¬
Something of the .sort .must have1 bounced. The combination ‘held
WIDE
WIDE
WORLD
Gobel’s Texas disk- jockey hit was passed through the minds of those
trived. It was Berle, in the segue,
the stage excellently.
(The Fabulous Infant)
on the tired side. And a closing —including Desi Amaz himself,
who. supplied the softly-treading
.The singing moments were not With
Dave
Garroway,
Milton wallop, via a frank summation of
“Sinbad the Sailor” production perhaps—when blueprinting this
of a very high level. Lewis’ top
Berle, Ernie Kovacs, Jack Webb, his views re the giant medium.
number was tasteless ancTtuneless. season’s five hour-length- “Lucille
effort came at the finale in “The
others; kinescope section, Berle, Appearing humble and straitlaced,
Dinah’s due back Nov. 24 (Gen¬ Ball-Desi Arnaz” shows.
Since Lord Loves a Laughing Man,” a
Arturo
Toscanini,
Garroway, he presided over what turned out
eral Motors 50th anni spec is in Desilu had run the 30-minute “I
tune reminiscent of several others
Kukla, Fran & Ollie, Ed Wynn,. to be a tv magnum opus in minia¬
next week>, which means safety Love Lucy” for several years into
in that genre, and the choreog¬
Bob Hope; Burns & Alien, Gene ture, against the impedimenta and
and sanity for a while. Judgment a fantastic rating spiral at 9
raphy seemed ' like a burlesque.
Autry, Jimmy Durante, Red local station puffs. “I am a ham.”
on the. non-Dinah Chevy entries o’clock on another day, it would be
Lewis also wasn’t in very good
Skelton, Dinah Shore, Bishop Berle said, and pronto proved that
deferred until next time; Chan.
duck soup—wouldn’t it?—merely voice at that point. There was one
Sheen, Jackie Gleason, Wally he’s one of the greatest of that
to double the time to an hour with other occasion in which he panted
Cox, Ralph Edwards, Martha self-styled breed. By his voicing of
a script in similar format, or near¬ heavily when making an announce¬
TEEN CLUB PARTY
Raye, ‘ Ozzie 8c . Harriet, Jack a quasi-theme, that there are “469
With
Wally
Phillips,
Merigall ly so. It was, say like back-to- ment. The lad should take it easier.
Webb, George Gobel, Howdy approaches to the talent question”
Moreland; guest, Lurlean Hun¬ backing a two-part ‘'Lucy.”
The Melio Larks, a singing four¬
Doody, Disneyland (Davy Crock¬ (meaning that number of stations),
Last Wednesday (6) this pre¬ some with beaucoup experience in
ter; others
ett), Mickey Mouse Club (Mouse- the program had a reasonable if
sumed theory did not pay out A the cafes and elsewhere, gave a
Exec Producer: Les Urbach
keteers), $64,006 Question, Perry ■not too resultful excuse to con¬
Producers: Don Kane, Jerry Gre- good half-hour show is not neces¬ good account of themselves with a
Como, Wyatt, Earp, Roller Der¬ sider some local station program¬
sarily twice as good when twice single tune. However, their effec¬
goris, Sheldon Cooper
by, Capt. Hawk, Popeye, Country ming, picking up KMTV-Omaha,
the ldhgth. Contrariwise, a good tiveness was dissipated with the
Writer-Director: Jerry Gregoris
Music Jubilee, others; composer WBZ - TV - Boston
half-hour shpw might be only half unnecessary interruption from New.
(Westinghou.se
90 Mins., Mon.-thrti-Fri., 4 p.m.
and conductor, David Broekman station), KYTV-Springfield. Mo.,
as good when the running time is York of an election bulletin during
PARTICIPATING
-double.
Seldom the twain shall their number. Susan Silo, a 15- Exec Producer: Barry Wood
WGN-TV, Chicago
with their foremost entries, or at
least their particular selections.
WGN-TV sloughed its. longrun- meet when the element of time be¬ year-old, still holds a good poten¬ Producer: Herbert Sussan
ning • “Bandstand Matinee” when comes the entire basis In a repeat tial, despite her distressing choice Director: Van Fox
Berle fielded the return ball
the ratings started slipping and format. To compound the felony, of a tune. A fast rhythm number Tech Supervisor: Cliff -Paul
niftily with a misty-eyed tribute
has developed in its place a varia¬ Arnaz & Co. for some reason elect¬ Would have served her cause more Writer: Lou Salaman
to his late mother Sandra Berle,
90
Mins.,
Sun.,
4
p.m.
ed
not
only
to
“go
hour”
but
15
tion .of the old record hop format,
effectively than “Mr. Wonderful.”
who “kept the laffs going”; spoke
more diversified than the other and extra minutes’ worth. It sez here
Lewis got in his unusual number GENERAL MOTORS
matter-of-factly of his hits and
with public affairs overtones to that Ford Motors, underwriter of of plugs on this show which in¬ NBC-TV, from N. Y.
misses, his gags that laid an egg,
the
elongated
specials,
met
with
boot.
Without denying rock ’n’
(MaeManus, John 8c Adams)
cluded the muscular dystrophy
how he “knocked myself out”; and
roll, it stresses the more admirable CBS-TV officials, “and it was de¬ drive; one for “Sad Sack,” his Par¬
in what seemed a valedictory
values of wholesomeness and in¬ cided that the program, which in amount release; there was a men¬
speech, “television Is still just be¬
telligence,
giving the • teenage unedited form- extends to one hour tion, of Decca beside, the usual com¬ the production high command was ginning.
Nobody owns the air¬
viewer something constructive to and 15 minutes, is so outstanding mercials for Oldsmobile, with Bill forced* by accident or design, to waves but the people.” He walked
shoot for. Besides that, the party that it merits presentation in its Hayes and Florence Henderson resort to mere filler, stage-wait off, sat down where his mother was
full
length.”
If
this
was
really
is fun and well organized.
making like a happy couple. *
material at its most vital points, accustomed to take her claque
High school participants are unedited—a bizarre circumstance
Lewis, per usual, got excellent the whole appeared to fall more spot, looked over the theatre—a
handpicked from among honor stu¬ to begin With—the Indian nuts production accoutrements with in the trough of an extended pre¬ vast empty expanse, the NBC Stu¬
dents and those interested in stu¬ were certainly apparent,
Some “Lucy” lovers might have Ernest D. Glucksman giving him face rather than a competent foray dio 6B that Berle built. Here was
dent affairs, kids who are a credit
bigleague settings. Jack Shea’s di¬ into histories.
showmanship, pathos, reflective hu¬
to their generation. It’s a clean- found this Lucy-Desi hour amus¬ rection provided a good pace, and
„ Were it not for the live and very- mor—a different kind of Berle. a
cut, mixed crowd of Negroes and ing. It had its moments, these mo¬ Walter Scharf did well in the mu¬
much-alive candid commentary by Berle with a “tv elder statesman”
whites, the boys all wearing coats ments being about par for the sic department.
Jose.
Milton Berle and Ernie Kovacs— manner.
and ties ahd the girls neat but course of a “Lucy” half-hour but
Part III was inappropriate in
especially “Mr. Television” of the
typical highschool garb.
There scarce as hen’s molars in a 75-. PENTHOUSE SERENADE
“death slot” Berlesday. era—this parts and a letdown in others. It
minute
unreeling.
The
opening
isn’t a hub cap atealer in., the
With Eddie Ackland Band, Dick outline of picture-box electronics seemed to want to depict the “tv
choice
for
a
story,
that
of
reflect¬
crowd.
Maloney, Roberta Waites, A1 would have been “just another film” era. (“movies for tv in as¬
Host Wally Phillips, grffcious ing oti how Arnaz and "Miss Ball
Costt
show” trying to make like a docu¬ sorted flavors" as narrator Dave
and professional, gets them to talk “met up in Havana” • in 1940, Producer: Pierre Norm an din
mentary. .“Fabulous Infant” Garroway called it); got into a live
. about their. interests and. achieve¬ seemed to be: more innocent Music Director: Ackland
seemed to need the editorial and Jack .Webb and kinnied “Dragnet”
dramatization
than
reality,
though
ments,. but only for moments at a
editing savvy of a Murrow, Friend¬ for a punctuation point complete
either way Would be okay if there 30 Mins.; Thurs., -7:30 p.m.
time so. as not to. bog the show
ly & Co. (and what happened to with ■ Webb’s dissection of what
were a payoff that, depended less CBOT, Ottawa
down- with the implicit- message.
Eddie Ackland, w.k. local drum¬ “See II Now” when NBC was pre¬ makes
“Dragnet” tick; turned
on the prior and continuing fame
The kids. sit. at tables with dates,
of the principals and more on the mer-chanter, has rounded up a paring this synopsis?) or the.tele- sharply into a forked road with a
as in a club, are treated maturely
material and thfe handling thereof. small (5) group of musicians to meritary knowhow of the network’s cornified and nearly extraneous
and have free access to the dance
It was a flashback stanza via a backbone “Penthouse Serenade,” a own Pete Salomon. Entirely for¬ buildup of the web’s “Matinee
floor with whatever music, live or
Hedda Hopper updated interview musical half-hour. Show will use gotten was the fact that, only a Theatre,” with overall chief Albert
canned, is played. Show uses Bob
with the couple and longtime sup¬ guests and has Dick Maloney as few short years ago, it was NBCi McCIeery leading the whole crew
Trendler’s 14-piece studio orcti,
porting team of Vivian Vance and emcee. The. format is sound and itself which made a foremost con-' stealth-like toward the camera
lyhich dishes out danceable swing
William Frawley as jumping-off once the cast shucks off opener tribution in terms of the now word- j amid descriptives by “Matinee”
arrangements per'the Glenn Mil¬
Whatever log¬
point It was full of pushbutton, tension to a point where “pent¬ jettisoned “spectaculars” which,' host John Conte.
ler era, in addition to pop records
istics are necessary to bring in the
visual gags such as Rudy Vallee house” relaxation sets in, it should
of Pat Boone, the Crickets and stripped down to striped under¬ be a clicko item on the Thursday had. they been included, would in- ; Show—and “Matinee” is an ambi¬
evitably have brought the name of i
other contemporaries, and an in¬ wear and jumping overboard on a evening local video fare.
ex-NBC prexy Pat Weaver to the: tious daily undertaking—failed of
terlarding of such adult, beats as cruise shin; a hilarious • If. over¬
its mission in this treatment. Thera
Guesters on opener (7) were A!
the cha cha cha.
Between the extended tippling'session <by Miss. Cost! who has held 88 and chant; front. History is made of sterner! followed a bit of non sequitur
stuff than what seemed deliberate
dance segments are brief inter¬ Ball and guest Ann Sothern;.a well chores in Ottawa lounges, and;
stuff, semi-abstractions aimed at
stabbing.
No
series^of
programs
views, panel discussions, charades, contrived “battle of the- Conga Roberta Waites, new to most viewbefore or since have had so exten¬ depicting tv’s (and presumably
a visit by'a guest artist, and plugs
drums” between, the ore-marital era, in a pair of canary hits. Others sive an exploitation, been the sud- wholly NBC’s* “facilities.” It was
for school-functions and sorority Lucille Ball and Cuban Rick^ were Ray Lafortune, keyboard;
ject of so many countless features dull and monotoned, more suitable
balls.
as a swiftie prolog to be done and
CArnaz) Ricardo; an umvo'rthv and Marcel Lafortune, bass; Bill KosShow caught (7) had singer Lur¬ overly familiar throwing of flower tenuk, tenor; Pete Fleming, vibes, in ail the television markets of the forgotten.
lean Hunter guesting and answer¬ Spots on serenaders .Arnaz and with Ackland on drums and a pipe nation and. in spurts, of the world,;
For reasons that are not clear, a
as
the
Weaver-incepted
gee-whizing questions from the teeners. Cesar Romero; a noisy “audition” solo. Maloney also had a song.
zers. From this view’ alone, the few minutes were devoted to tv
Phillips later held an intelligent of Arnaz as a piece of'talent to Penthouse setting was classy.
critics, specifically Harriet Van
“Infant”
show
suggested
an
over¬
panel discussion with four .of the catch Vallee’s eye. In his character
Audio on opener was poorly
Home of the N. Y. World-Tele¬
youngsters on the scare from outer as the great Vagabond Lover, Stein balanced with instrumental show¬ dose of an ostrich formula that re¬ gram & Sun and Hal Humphrey of
space, had a set of twins rate a new singer and whiffenpoofer, and an hacking stronger than voices. Gen¬ flected little credit on the network; the
Los Angeles Mirror-News
Whereas
inclusion
of
the
“spec
era"
disk to see if both liked the same obvious ender-upper on the ship eral production tightening will
would surely have helped to round foften repped in the World-Telly
things, and climaxed it all with a back to home for the manhunting help this session greatly.
in the past). Although they are
out
the
“story.”
dance contest judged by the non- Ball 8c Sothem.
Germ.
among the major names in the colThe forepart was a kihescoped umning and .critical fraternity, lit¬
dandng kids in attendance..
Interlarded in these extensive j
recap of some of the top program tle was said in the time allotted
Assisting Phillips is WGN-TV’s and extended cabers were a couple1
new find, Merigail Moreland, an of songs that got lost in the frenzv. kept in mind by the editing de¬ series, national and,,international that seemed other than familiar.
events. Federal hearings. Presiden¬
attractive: adolescent of the high- credited as titled “Our*Ship Is partment. .
Nevertheless, it was obvious that
schoolers’ own ranks whcr sings a Coming In” #nd “That* Means I _ .Among Ford’s commercials was tial Inaugurals, et al.. encasing all NBC permitted them wide latitude
couple ’ of' numbers per show, Love . You,” cleffed. fby.. -Arthur intro . of the 1958 models Via networks in the runthrough from to express themselves without
pitches in- on the interviews, reads (“Cry Me a River”) Hamilton and quickie pitches ' by Dick Powell, 1947 ;o date—from 16,000.telecasts brakes. Still, just to cite a random
the calendar of teenage events, and arranged by Frank Comstock. It is* Arthur Godfrey and Tennessee to 41,900,000' tv families.* ‘it Was a example, what about a critic from
runs the handmike for Phillips. possible that under more agree¬ Ernie Ford; ana there was an ef¬ competent job of editing and con¬ the “third city”—Chicago?
Gal has a fine singing* talent but able conditions they, .would have, fective blurb behind'the “Around tinuity,. if sometimes lacking high
End-up was a live segment out
is too new’at the game not to be¬ showcased more effectively. Also, the World In 80 Days” musical drama, by reason, perhaps, of an
overcrowded canvas. It was during of Washington. D. C., showing the
tray her. - nervousness. -A couple the production motif' ’may have •theme amid a giant globe.
Trait.
about the * middle of this period, USM Corps in 182d anniversary
months work to give, .her. assur¬ shrouded both the lyrics and the .
incidentally, that NBC’s- Eddie ceremonies, with marching color
ance that* "the cameras won’t bite music. A curious aspect .waS, In
‘Cantor was seen on the first com¬ guard, retreat, et al. It was the
should remedy what ails hfei\
some instances, applause for the
mercial west-to-east transmission* selfsame Marine Corps that opened
; More Television Reviews
Production values are-excellent, stars and principals' 6ff first en¬
but this. too. seemed too trivial to the show, which might point to the
and director Jim Gregods’ camera¬ trance, and again • at • -re-entry,
paucity of special events around
On Page 46
“WWW” to treat
work keeps ttle,party lively for the which suggests that, .the. “take”
(Continued on page 46)
The nostalgic stunner was the.
, home folks:'
.Leg.
method of filmmaking, was not

Tabulous Infant’ Gets Slapped Into
‘World’ as a Preface to TV History
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TV-FILMS

f^RIETY- ARB

City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart

VARIETY’S iceekly chart of rity-by-cily ratings of syndicated and no*

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience, composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as folloius: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), 'musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp)', sports; (W), western; (Worn),
icomen^s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the star
lion’s channel; all channels above 13 are l)HF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

tionat spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed i‘n each case, and their competition shoicn opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, ichich can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

NEW YORK
1. Highway Patrol (Adv) .

STATION

DISTRIB.

OCTOBER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

.. WRCA......

.. Ziv... . .Mon. 7:00-7:30
..CBS..

.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.. 20:4... .

.... ...19.1....
* .v 16.1....
.,.12.9....

..WCBS ...... .. MCA... Sat. 7:00-7:30' ...... ...11.8....
. .WRCA. ..NBC..... . Fri. 7:00-7:30 . ...11.2....

7. Sheriff of Cochise (W)_ ..WABD.

..NTA. . Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ....

... 8.5'....

.

. Fri. 10:30-11:00 .... ... 7.7 ...
8 Harbor Command (Adv)...., ..WABC. .. Ziv ..
9. Life With Father <Co). ..WPIX. ...CBS .. .Fri. 8:00-8:30 ...... ... 7.6....
10. Looney Tunes (Ch) . .. WABD . ..Guild & AAP.. :Mon.-Sat. 6:30-7:00 . ... 7.4....

CHICAGO

Approx. Set Count—2,900,000

. WNBQ. ...MCA....
. WNBQ ..... ...NBC.
WGN. ... Ziv.,...
.WGN. ... AAP.....
5. Secret Journal (Dr) . .WNBQ. ...MCA....
6. The Honeymooners (Co).... .WGN. ... CBS.
7. San Francisco Beat (Dr) ... .WGN. ... CBS_
. WGN. ... MCA....
WGN . .. CBS_
1. State Trooper (Adv)-.
2. Silent Sendee (Adv).

TO Sheriff nf Cnchter (W>

LOS ANGELES

WNBQ. ... NTA.

Search for Adventure (Adv)
Frontier (W)
...
Gray Ghost (Adv) .
Whirlvbirds (Adv) .
Our Miss Brooks (Co) .
Sheriff of Cochise (W).
Highway Patrol (Adv) .
Men of Annapolis (Adv)....
Frontier Dnrtnr CIV)
....

CLEVELAND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

RATING

. .Wed. 9:30-10:00 ....
. Tues. 9:30-10:00 ....
.. Fri. 8:00-8:30 .
. Mon.-Fri. 6:30-7:00 .
. Sat. 10:00-10:30 T.
. .Thurs. 9:30-10;00 . ..
. Tues. 9:00-9:30 .
.. Fri. 9:30-10:00 _.
. Wed. 10:00-10:30

.... 49.3....

.... 41.4 7 O’clock Report .WCBS \
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS .
.... 449.,.. .... 42.6 7 O’clock Report .WCBS .
CBS News—D. Edwards . FOBS . .
.... 37.4 ... .... 43.0 U.S. Steel Hour.WCBS .
.... 34.1.... .... 37.8 7 OXJock Report .
WCBS .
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS .
.... 422.... .... 28.0 Sheena of the Jungle.WPIX .
.... 30.7.... .... 36.5 7 O’clock Report .WCBS .
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS .
.... 23.0..., .... 369 7 O’clock Report
...WCBS .
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WCBS ,
.... 14.4.... .... 53.6 Person to Person..WCBS .
.... 149.... .... 51.0 Jim Bowie.;.WABC .
.... 28.0 ... .... 26.4 Early Show.WCBS .

...

...31.7.
...21.5.
.. .15.0 ;
.. .139.
...12.6.
.. .129 .
...11.6.
...11.5.
.. .11.3.
.. .11.2.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

. ..15.4.
,. .14.2.
.. .13.9.
.. .13.6.
...13.3.
. ..13.1.
..12.8.
. ..12.6.
.. .11.0.
...11.0.
. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 _ . , 9.9 .

. Thurs.7:00-7:30 ....
..Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..
. .Mon. 7:30-8:00 .....
. Mon. 7:30-8:00 .....
. Sat. 6:00-6:30 ......
.. Sat. 7:30-8:00 ......
. Mon. 9:00-9:30
. Thurs. 7:30-8:00 ....
. Mon. 7:00-7:30 .....
., Mon.-Fri, 6:00-6:30 ;

.... 53.8
.... 50.3
.... 50.4
_44.6
.... 48.9
.... 59.5
.... 66.8
.... 56.8
_65.4
.... 45.0

. 7.2
. 7:0
.10.5
.11.0
.14.7
.11.2
.11.0
. 6.4
.11.2
.11.0
.11.4
.12.3
.26.4
.15.4

. 8.8

U.S. Steel Hour. .WBBM ..
Assignment Foreign Legion WBBM ..
WBBM ,,
• WBKB ...
Best of MGM.. .WBBM ..
WBBM ..
$64900 Question. WBBM" ,.
Person to Person... .1. WBBM ..
WBBM

.... 9.8
...11.6
. 9.1 1
20 6
...22.6
26 6
.. .319
.. 30 7

28 0
Standard News Roundup... WBBM .. .. 25 8
Mage’s Playhouse . WGN .... ... 14.4

.KNXT (2), KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC (7),
KHJ (9), KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

27.1. .... 569
30.1. .... 47.2
22.1. .... 629
21.6. .... 629
409..... _ 32.5
23.4. .... 56.1
209. .... 63.5
21.4. .... 599
19.5:..... .... 56.5
28.4. .... 38.8
.. 18.1.'.... -54.8
..
..
.
..
..
.
..
..
.
.

Approx. Set Count—1,900,000

Men of Annapojis..:. KNXT ... ...12.6
Perry Mason.. KNXT ... ...14.8
. , 13 ft
KHJ ...
KTTV
Country America. SABG
KRCA
KRCA
Search for Adventure. KCOP
KNXT
KRCA

... .. .139
... . .. 7.8
, , 26 4
... ...18.5
... .. .14.4
107
, ., . . 12 0

Search for Adventure. KCOP ...

.. .16.4

Stations—KYW (3), WEWS (5), WJW(8)

Approx. Set Count—575,000

1. Dr. Christian (Dr) . . ..WSB.Ziv :
.Wed. 9:30-10:00
2. O. Henry Fla>house (Dr). WSB.Gross-Krasne.Tues. 9:30-10:00
3. Highway Patrol (Adv) ..^_WAGA.♦•-Ziv ..Fri. 10:00-10:30
4. Badge 714 (Myst)
... /._WSB...NBC ..
Tues. 10:00-10:30
5. Science Fiction Theatre (Adv) WAGA.-....Ziv..Tues.9:30-10:00
6. Sheena of the Jungle (Adv),. WLW-A........ ABC....
Fri. 6:00-6:30 ..
6. Sheriff of Cochise <W) .WSB .NTA.W’ed. 10:00-10:30
7. Silent Service (Adv) .,.WAGA.NBC..
Sat.9:30-10:00 .
8. Secret Journal (Dr) .WSB.....MCA...Fri. 10:00-10:30
9. State Trooper (Adv) .WAGA.MCA....Wed. 10:00-10:30
10. Captain David Grief (Adv) ...WSB.Guild ..Mon. 10:00-10:30
10. Charlie Chan (Myst) .WSB. TPA .Thurs. 7:30-8:00

599....
44.8....
29.7_
31.2,...
25.8 ...
21.0....
17.4....
20.3,.. .
17.3..,.
24.9 ...

Stations—

Frontier Doctor (IV) . KYW.H-TV.Mon. 10:00-10:30. ;...29.1..
Highway Patrol (Adv)..WJW.Ziv ... i.Tues. 9:30-10:00 ........ 28.1..
Silent Sendee (Adv)..WJW.NBC..
Sat. 9:30-10:00 ..
.25.8..
Death Valley Days (W) .KYW.McCann-Erickson .. Thurs. 10:00-10:30 .a. ,..23.5.,.
Martin Kane (Myst) ..KYW....Ziv..
Sun.9:30-10:00 ........22.5..
Sheriff of Cochise (W)....KYW.NTA..
Sun. 10:30-11:00 ........ 21.8.
Secret Journal (Dr) ..WJW.*.MCA...Sun. 10:00-10:30 ....... 21.3....
Popeye Clubhouse (Ch).KYW..AAP...Mon.-Fri. 5:00-5:30 .... ,21.1....
Studio 57 MDr).....KYW..
.MCA...Fri. 10:00-10:30 .. 20.8..
Ellery Que’^n (Myst)..KYW..TP A.....Tues.-Wed. 9:30-1(1:00 .. 20.0.....
!
Thurs. 10:30-11:00;

ATLANTA

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations—WBBM (2), WNBQ (5), WBKB (7), WGN (9)

Appi ox. Set Count—-2,313,000

. KCOP_ .. Bagnall..
..KRCA. ... NBC.
..KTTV. .. .CBS.
. .KHJ. ... CBS.
,.KNXT. ... CBS ...
. .KTTV..,....., .. NTA.
..KTTV. :. Ziv .....
..KNXT__ .. Ziv.
. KTTV....... .. H-TV_
9. Topper (Co)
. , KTTV.
10. The Honeymooners (Co) ... , KNXT.. .. CBS ....
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

SETS m |
USE
I

"WOR (9), WPDC (11), WATV (13)

..ABC. . Wed. 10:30-11:00 ...
Z. Code 3 (Adv) .. ..WRCA..
4. Death Valley Days (W) ... ..WRCA.. .. McCann-Erickson . . Wed. 7:00-7:30 __
5. If You Had a Million (Dr)..
6. Silent Sendee (Adv) .

SHARE
(%>

Stations— WCBS (2), WRCA (4), WABD (5), WABC (7),

Approx. Set Count—4,525,000

2. The Honeymooners (Co)... .. WRCA.
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58.3. 50.0
51.2... 54.9
44.8 . 57.6
49.8.„. 47.3
37.5. 60.1
56.8 ..38.4
45.7'46.7
84.4. 25.0
48.8.. 42.8
43.4...*. 47.4

I Heart of the City..
1 Ellery Queen.....
Your Hit Parade...
Man Called X.
What’s My Line...
Parade of Stars...
Federal Men___
Woody Woodpecker
Trackdown .
Highway Patrol...

WJW ...
KYW ...
KYW ...
WJW ...
WJW ...
WJW ...
KYW ...
WEWS .
WJW ...
WJW ...

....13.1
....17.4
....219
....12,3
....28.3
.... 8.4
....165
.... 69
,...1£1.5
.28.1

Stations—WSB (2), WAGA (5), WLW-A (ll)
.24.2..
.21.7..
.21.3..
.19.6..
.15.3..
.14.7..
,14.7..
.13.1..
.119..
.11.8..
.11.3.,
.11.3..

51.8.. .46.7 U.S. Steel Hour. . WAGA ....
53.1..
^Science Fiction Theatre.... .WAGA ....
56.2,.
Secret Journal. .WSB .
579.. .34.4 Code 3.
.WAGA ....
37.3.. ..40.9 O. Henry Playhouse....... • WSB .
56.8..
CBS News—D. Edwards... .WAGA. 45.9..
State Trooper..
.WAGA .....
.28.1:. ...... 46.5 Your Hit Parade..... .WSB ..
.31.4..
Highway Patrol..... .WAGA_
. 36.9..
Sheriff of Cochise....... .WSB .
. 39.1..
WorM News.
. WAGA
21.5..
Climax ...
.WAGA.
.
.
.
.
.

.. 16.1
..15.3
..11.9
..109
.21.7
.. 8.9
. .11.8
. .26.8
. .21.3
..14.7
..119
. ,24.7
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ATV Expanding Elstree Film Studios;
$10,000,(1) 2-Year Take on 14 Shows

(Wtek Ending Oct. 27.)
Play of the Week—“Lost Boundaries'*. *..... (AR)
Double Your Money....
(AR)
Val Parnell’s Saturday Spectacular.. (ATV)
Carroll Levis Show....
(AR)
San Francisco Beat—.....(AR)
Take Your Pick.....;.... (AR)
Jack Hylton • Presents—“The Lady Ratlings
Here Again”......... (AR)
Emergency Ward 10—Friday.(AR)
Sunday Night at London Palladium
.(ATV)
Emergency Ward 10—Tuesday....(AR)
Highway Patrol....(ATV)

"j
i 69%

j
68%
)
j 66%
65%
)
\ 64%
I
) 61%

(These figures reveal the audience in the London area television
homes, capable of receiving both BBC and 1TV programmes.)
'

Paul Gordon Exiting Berlin’s ETG To
Form Own Vidpix Production Service
Berlin, Nov. 12. +-—-:Paul Gordon, co-owner and‘cofounder of European Television Co.
(ETG), ’op vidpix producing out¬
fit here, has left this company
Mexico .City, Nov. 12.
whose production-in-chief he had
Radiothons in Mexico seem on
been since. its setup seven years
the
way
to
being outlawed fol¬
ago.
Gprdon participated in raising lowing the tragic experience of
Juan
Manuel
Wuilliard, young an¬
,ETG- to the status of one of Eu¬
rope's foremost tv programming nouncer for station XEMU at
Piedras
Negras,
'■ over the border
outfits. Company claims to have
this continent’s largest tv catalog from Eagle Pass, T^x. After he
corfsisting of about 4,000 different had spieled for 80 hours, during
programs. It is selling vidpix to which he raised $8,000 for the poor
all
German,
Austrian,
Swiss, children’s Xmas fund and im¬
French, Belgian, Dutch and Lux- provements to a public school,
emburgian video stations and is doctors ordered Wuilliard to quit
also making deals with stations in when his voice wavered and his
Australia,
Japan.
Canada,
the body sagged.
Doctors are striving to restore
United Kingdom as well as South
to Wuilliard his faculty of speech
America and the U. S.
and
are treating him for general
Gordon, a U.S. citizen, said that
he is about to establish a new physical and mental exhaus'ion.

Gabber’s Debility May
Kill Radiothons in Mex

company whose aim is to assist
U.S. film and vidpix outfits on co¬
production deals and to place the
second unit (studios, exteriors,production plans, extras, small
roles, settings, props, costumes,
etc.) at their disposal. In addi. tion, he intends to take over the
representation -of some leading
American tv programming com¬
panies.
His Connection with ETG will
be maintained inasmuch as he re¬
mains in company’s wing -in his
function as an advisor with on pro¬
gramming and catalog setups.

Japan’s 43 Mew
Video Channels
Tokyo, Nov. 5.
fhe Postal Services Ministry
granted preliminary tv licenses to
seven stations of the semi-gov.ernmental Japan Broadcasting Corp.
(NHK) of 36 outlets of 34 indies.
The stations are not expected to
start broadcasting before 1969.
The 43 additional licenses would
give Japan a total of 68 stations
with 23 part of the NHK web. Cur¬
rent stations actually telecasting
daily include 11 of NHK and five
indies.
In granting preliminary licenses,
various conditions were attached
by the government. One declared
that licenses would be cancelled
for applicants'' whose organization
was not completed by the end of
March, 1958. Another was that
quasi-educational outlets .. should
telecast at least 20% educational
programs and more than 3Q% cul¬
tural. Limitations were also made
to restrict execs and investment
by newspapers from being intro¬
duced.
*

10,000,000 Italo
Lookers^ Good
' Thurs.-Sat.-Sun.
Rome, *Nov. 12.
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday
are the most popular video even¬
ings in Italy, according to a poll
DOXA, Italy’s top public opinion
organization, conducted recently
for RAI-TV, the local telenetwork.
Same source also Indicated an av| erage number of viewers per pro¬
gram of some 4-5 million (with
600,000 sests in use), and a top .au¬
dience of over 10,000,000.
It should be added, however, that
while the results have just been
released, they date back some time,
and are therefore merely Indicative.
Current estimates are to be- con¬
sidered higher, because of the sub¬
sequent completion of the Italian
network via the inclusion of the
south and elimination of some
blind “pockets,” as well as by the
shift of some important and pop¬
ular programs to other nights.
Two of the top draws in the local
picture-remain the quizzers “Lascia
o Radoppia” (Thursday nights) and
“Telematch” (Sunlays), while Sat¬
urdays usually feature a variety
show and/or a drama In serial form.
Popularity of the former show, in¬
cidentally, dropped from a 1956 top
of 1*0,000,000 viewers to a 1957
figure of some^ 7,000,000.

Brlt.’f l5-Mil TAM Wham
London, Nov. 12.
It’* estimated that 15,055,000
viewers in around 4,360,000 homes
can now watch commercial tv. This
is a 100% increase in both homes
and viewer* during the last 12
London, Nov. 12months,
according to Television
Sir Ivcine Kirkpatrick, the re¬
cently retired permanent head of [Audience Measurement Ltd. .*
the Foreign Office, has been ap¬ j
TAM adds that in established
pointed chairman of the Indepen¬ | commercial tv areas an average of
dent Television Authority. He
succeeds Sir Kenneth Clark, who 168% of all homes with tv are now
held*the post until his retirement programs, compared with- 60%, in
in September.
I April and 50% in October, 1956.

SIR IVONE KIRKPA1TUCK
CHAIRMAN OF UX's-ffA

By JAY TOMSON
Vancouver, B.C., Nov. 12.
CBC-TV budget cutbacks antici¬
pated since the
Conservatives
ousted the-Liberals in Ottawa are
now felt here, with firings and
layoffs following a steady exodus
Of staffers from this city's sole
television outlet, CBUT.
CBC regional heads here said!
that “staff has been quitting at the
rate of three or four a month to!
take other jobs or move into
other fields.”
Staffers being
dropped, it was stressed, were not
being fired but laid off. In view of
the Fowler Commission recom¬
mendations that CBC should con¬
centrate its production centres in
eastern Canada, using such outlets
as CBUT as network carriers, the
term “layoff” seems to be a wishwash. 'euphemism for “sacked."
Typical of the vacillating state
of CBC at this time is the matter
of CBUT set designer Jim Flan¬
nery who was notified he had been
“laid ofP’ while on his vacation
last month, later notified that he
would receive a codicil to his con¬
tract retaining his services for
three months, which is tantamount
to three months’ notice to quit the
corporation.
Another casualty of CBC jitters
is senior producer Peter Elkington. His contract expired in Sep¬
tember and was not renewed, part¬
ly due to a hassle with his su¬
periors over his decision to hire
singer Pat Morgan for the new
“Call For Music” network series
which kicked off Nov. 5. Morgan
was finally hired and the producer
quit. Outcome was that Elkington
was. awarded a sixmonth Contract
instead of the usual twelvemonth,
deal.
This will take the “Call
For Music” series safely through
its run, which was of vital concern
to CBUT hrasshats since other pro¬
ducers had expressed inability to
sustain the musical. Elkington has
been with CBUT here since the sta¬
tion’s inception four years ago.
CBUT sources state that 15
IATSE members have been let out
and that present intentions are to
lay off roughly 30 more staffers.
Attempts to verify this informa¬
tion have met with evasive replies.
* Meanwhile, local radio station
operators have been given no indi¬
cation if and when they will be
permitted by CBC to move into
the telecasting field. At the pres¬
ent, time a large percentage of
metropolitan tv advertising reven¬
ue flows to KVOS, Bellingham,
Wash., which is also incorporated
here with its own production and
sales facilities under management
of longtime Canadian radioman
Gordon M. Reid.

‘Emergency-—Ward 10’
Started as 12-Episoder,
Now Heading for 100th
London, Nov. 12.
A live commercial tv program,
which started out as a 12-episoder
on a two-a-week basis last Febru¬
ary, is due to notch its century
early in the New Year. The ser¬
ies, “Emergency—Ward 10,”. net¬
worked by. Associated Television,
relies on a simple formula, which
inspires viewer identification.
In its nine* months on the air
It has established a pafrem for
programming, which is unique
on commercial tv in Britain, as
well as in America.
It’s cap¬
tured and consistently held a mass
audience, has been regularly list¬
ed In the top 10 ratings, and is
now seen in more than 2,000,000
homes every Tuesday and Friday
The series is based on an idea
by ATV promotion writer Tessa
Diamond and Spotlights the dayto-day happenings in a provincial
hospital. AtuU time team of script
writers and directors is employed
on. the series and the five principal
characters, who have been with the
program since it first began on
Feb, 15, have, from time to time,
to be written out of the script to
give them a rest.

London, Nov. 12.
Two new full-size stages are be¬
ing added to Associated Televi¬
London, Nov. 12.
sion’s National Studios at Elstree
Michael Westmore, head of
to cope with its expanding tele¬
light entertainment for Assofilm production program. The com¬
ciated-Rediffusion, just back
pany aims to have a minimum of
from a working quickie to New
six series in the works during next
York where he gathered ma¬
year.
terial for the London weekday
The studio expansion, apart from
programmer’s news feature
the stages, includes new work¬
program, “This Week,” had a
shops, latest equipment and addi¬
real hectic time there.
tional production facilities that
He arrived five hours late
will give the studio a total of six
because of bad weather and
stages.
had around 60 minutes to film
The ATV production program is _
his interview's before the ma¬
carried out by its associate outfit.
terial was processed and* flown
Incorporated Television Program
hack to England.' His inter¬
Co., which in little more than two
view pitch—a pedestrian is¬
years has filmed 14 complete series
land in the middle of Times
Which have returned to Britain a
Square. .
total of around $10,000,000. With
i one exception, they've all been
j made in partnership with American
companies.
j
The champ dollar earner has
| been “Robin Hood,” now in its
i third series, which has returned
\ to Britain upwards of $3,000,000.
Two other skeins from the same
stable.— Sapphire Films — “The
Buccaneers” and “The Adventures
i of Sir Lahcelot.” have each earned
] $1,000,000. Other ITP projects
j which , have been substantial dollar
Edinburgh, Nov. 12.
-earners are “The Adventures of
Too large a proportion of Scot-: Charlie Chan,” “OSS” and “The
based programs would make indieiLaSt of the Mohicans.” and upcomtv less popular, according to Roy j mg series include “The Sword of
Thomson, program contractor here, j Freedom” and “White Hunter.”
He said Scotland had talent, hut
The “OSS” series is due to be
not enough to provide anything completed within a few weeks and
like continuous all-Scot programs. a decision will be made by the end
They now aimed at giving the of the year whether a new' skein of
best possible programs from every-: 39 is to be put into production,
where,
Scotland
included,
but; The "Charlie Chan” series came
obviously most of them must come j off the floor last week on schedule
from London, the center of Bri- and Qri budget,
tain’s talent.
In reference to U.S. films, he: i
said non-British films were among; I
the most popular programs, but:!
they were limited to a total of;
seven hours per week.
Thomson, claiming they were not;
out /to educate viewers, added:)
“We are a commercial service, andj
our objective is primarily to en~Singapore, Nov. 5.
tertain people. I don’t have anyj
Television was launched here toapologies for putting on clean, de-< night (Tues.) under a campaign
cent entertaining programs which similar to the one held in Seoul,
can help brighten the lives of, Korea, several months ago. With
viewers. The BBC, by its nature,*an aim to stimulate local interest
must cater to minorities, but! m set buying, nine receivers were
frankly we are looking for the great, placed in the Cathay skyscraper to
mass audience all the time.”
give the population a chance to
see a 20-mnute variety show from
the Cathay Restaurant.
The nine sets, priced at a total
of about $20,000, carried the whip¬
dancing a cabaret act of Maurice
& Margaret. Stuart Garrett, of
Cathay, organized the tv preem.
Rome, Nov. 12.
In coming days, the tv receivers
As expected, the Italian football
will be on display at various Singa¬
federation and RAI-TV, the local pore .sites. Public will be able to
radio-television
network,
have watch daily tv programming, ac¬
come to an agreement over cover¬ cording to the Cathay Organiza¬
age by the Italo net of this sea¬ tion, which will use local talent.
Cathay controls hotel, theatre and
son’s football events. Controversy nitery interests.
had been going on for some time
Earlier this year, in Seoul, the
and at one point threatened to Korean RCA distributor placed tv
result in a boycott of all sporting sets in public buildings and staged
news on the part of RAI-TV.
a variety show of its own. Mobs
A ’‘status quo” solution has been jammed the streets and had to he
adopted, meaning that RAI will controlled by Korean police. Gar¬
continue to broadcast half of cer¬ rett arranged for Singapore police
tain games over its radio net, \vhile to regulate the local mob scene.
the video outlet will continue to
show filmed clips of selected games
over the various sport programs.
No direct pickups of national
games are planned for the moment,
though the federation has agreed
that any two teams can arrange for
&
such a pickup (for a fee) by mere¬
ly switching the game to Saturday I
Glasgow, Nov. 12.
(instead of Sunday! after notifying’
The British Broadcasting Corp.
and clearing it with the Associa- j & stiii putting out rival claims to
tion.
‘ Scot indie tv over the top-rated
RAI-TV payments to the football programs here.
Latest list comes from BBC-TV
association will also continue on
the current basis (that is, for the base here, with the claim that the
radio broadcast only) until a law 10 largest Scot tv audiences for
court establishes the football fed¬ broadcasts (BBC or STV Ltd.) in
eration’s right to charge the video the week Oct. 13-19 were all for
outfit for the privilege of shooting BBC shows. Estimate is credited
and then broadcasting clips of se¬ to BBC audience research.
Leading ratings were gained by
lected games. RAI claims that this
is covered by convention on “news” “What’s My Line?”, “Miss World
coverage, while the soccer people Contest 1957,” “Dixon of Dock
feel it’s an infringement on their Green,” Tommy Steele in “The
rights to the “show” they stage Golden Year.” “This IS Your Life”
and “Rock Bottom,”
even' Sunday.

Innocent Abroad

Scotland’s Gotta
Have Masses; Let
BBC Go to‘Class’

Cathay‘Cathodes’
Singapore TV Bow

RAI-TV & ITALO ASSN.
RESOLVE GRID ISSUE

BBC Sez It’s Reaching
Top in Glasgow With
‘Rock Bottom’ Others
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FAST
AND
TOUGH!
America’s fastest selling
mystery writer comes to television!
And 50 million avid Mickey Spillane fans are
standing by for action! Here’s easily the biggest advance
audience ever tapped by a new television series—
^

f>\\\

0\\A
\ \%

and it’s being offered only to regional and local
?V

v\ *

i w \

^

Move fast,..be tough...get 1958’s
. ;•>

': ^

advertisers. Take your cue from two-fisted .
Mike Hammer, America’s all-time detective idol:
great new thriller for your markets today1

...in Signet editions alone! One title
—“I, The Jury’-had the largest pre-publication
print order in publishing history (4,500,000).

hurry! pre sold in most major markets
\ ''Write, wire, phone your MCA TV film representative

Film Syndication
598 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y (Plaza 9-7500)
and principal cities everywhere

42
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TV-FELMS

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau’s latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each,
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations und advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in. a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be. paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Variety'*

Wednesday, November 13, 1957

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming pt a multi
stripped Joasis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

BOSTON
TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

TME SLOT

ASB
RATING

HIGH

LOW

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

ARB
RATING

TOP COMPETING SHOWS
OCTOBER 1957

1- VIRGINIA CITY (PART 2>—
Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins;
1940; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Pleasure Playhouse
Sun, Oct. 13
5:30-6:30 p.m.
WBZ

21.4

22.8

19.8

63.9

Martin Kane
... .WNAC ... 8.5
Men of Annapolis. .WNAC .

Z. MAYOR OF HELL—
James Cagney, Madge Evans;
1933; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Tues. Oct. 8
4:45-6:45 p.m.
WBZ

18.0

19.5

13.5

56.6

My Little Margie... ..WNAC . .. 8.6
Amos 'n' Andy. ..WNAC . ..12.2
..19.7
Mickey Mouse Club....
Frank Luther..
WNAC . ..11.7

3. HEART OF THE NORTH—
Dick Foran, Patric Knowles;
1938; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Wed. Oct. 9
4:45-6:45 p.m;
>
WBZ

15.1

16.8

11.6

58.8

My Little Margie.
Amos 'n* Andy .......
Mickey Mouse Club....
Badge 714 : .

.
.
.
.

.. 6.3
.. 9.1
..15.9
.. 9.2

4. BLACK LEGION—
Humphrey Bogart, Ann Sheridan;
1936; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Thurs. Oct. 10
4:45-6:45 p.m.
WBZ

13.5

14.5

9.6

60.4

Amos ’n’ Andy
.. ...WNAC .
Mickey Mouse Club.... .WNAC..
Rarnar of the Jungle ..
Man Behind the Badge.

.. 6.4
..13.1
.. 7.1
.. 8.3

5. THE IRISH IN US—
James Cagney, Olivia De Havilland;
1935; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Mon. Oct. 14
4:45-6:45 p.m.
WBZ

12.9

14.9

8.6

51.6

..10.1
Amos 'n' Andy.
Mickey Mouse Club.... ..WNAC . . .16.0
..WNAC ...... .,11,1
Rosemary Clooney..... ...WNAC ...... ..10.6

6. OUT OF THE FOG—
John Garfield, Ida Lupino; Eddie
Albert; 1941; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Boston Movietime
Fri. Oct. 11
4:45-5:45 p.m.
WBZ

12.6

13.9

8.3

44.3

Amos ’n’ Andy ..
Mickey Mouse Club....
Lassie..
Topper ..

Late Show
Fri. Oct. 11
11:45-2:00 a.m.
WNAC

10.0

10.9

7.9

72.5

Four’s a Crowd,
Hollywood’s Best..WBZ

8. RACKET BUSTERS—
Humphrey Bogart, George Brent;
1938; Warner Brothers
Associated Artists Productions

Saturday Movietime
Sat. Oct. 12
5:30-6:30 p.m.
WBZ

9.2

9.9

8.9

36.8

9.2
Saturday Show..... .WNAC ......
I Love Lucy. .WNAC . .. .21.3

9. MR. SKEFFINGTON (PART 2)—
Bette Davis, Claude Rains;
1944; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Hollywood Playhouse
Mon. Oct. 14
1:00-2:15 p.m.
WBZ

8.5

8.9

8.3

65.4

Louise Morgan
... 3.6
As the World Turns.... ..WNAC ..... . . . 6.3
Mr. & Mrs. North. .WNAC. ... 2.6

Hollywood Playhouse
Tues. Oct. 8
1:00-2:15 p.m.
WBZ

8.3

8.9

7.6

58,4

Louise Morgan . .WNAC__ ... 2.8
As the World Turns.... .WNAC ..... .. .**7.1
Beat the Clock . .WNAC . ... 4.6

Gold Cup Theatre
Sun. Oct. 13
9:30-11:60 p.m.
WLW-T

11.7

12.2

11.1

25.7

What’s My Line.. .. WKRC"...3L9 .
Silent Service.. /.. .„WKRC .17.3
The Millionaire.. ..WKRC . ..11.1

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Oct. 13
9:30-11 :Q0 p.m.
WCPO

11.5

12.9

9.4

25.2

What’s My Line. ..WKRC .
Silent Service.*... ..WKRC . .17.3
The Millionaire..
..WKRC . .11.1

3. DESTINATION TOKYO—
Cary Grant, John Garfield;
1944; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Home Theatre
Fri. Oct. 11
11:15-1:45 a.m.
WKRC

9.9

11.1

7.0

74.4

Bob Braun /.... . . WLW-T . 4.9
The Black Swan, Million
Dollar Movie
...... ..WCPO . .. 1.9

4. MANPOWER—
Edward G. Robinson, Marlene
Dietrich; 1941; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Home Theatre •
Sat. Oct. 12
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WKRC

7.9

9.4

4.9

65.3

Captain Kidd, Hollywood
Theatre . .. WCPO .
Army Surgeon, Movietime,
U.S.A. .. . .WLW-T

5. GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE— Ladies Hpme Theatre
Jack Benny, Ann Sheridan;
Wed. Oct. 9
1942; ’Warner Brothers;
4:30-6:00 p.m.
Associated Artists Productions
WKRC

7.7

8.0

7.3

32.9

Our Gang Comedies. .. WCPO .
Wild Bill Hickok.. ..WCPO, . .9.3
Mickey Mouse Club. ..WCPO .

6- LOOK FOR THE SILVER LINING^—
June Haver, Ray Bolger, Gordon
MacRae; 1949; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

Ladies Home Theatre
Fri. Oct. 11
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WKRC

6.8

7.3

6.3

. 28.3

..WCPO . ....6.3
Our Gang Comedies9.8
..WCPO .
Buccaneers .
Mickey Mouse Club.... ..WCPO . ..17.6

7. AMAZING DR. CLITTERHQUSE—
Edward G. Robinson, Humphrey
Bogart; 1938; Warner Brothers
Associated Artists Productions

Ladies Home Theatre
Tues. Oct. 8
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WKRC

6.6

7:0

6.3

28.4

Our Gang Comedies., ..WCPO .
Sir Lancelot...... ..WCPO . ...,...*7.4
Mickey Mouse Club.. ..WCPO . .......19.9'
*

8. KEY LARGO—
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,
Edward G. Robinson; 1948; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

Ladies Home Theatre
Thurs. Oct. 10
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WKRC

6.2

6.3

5.9

25.1

Our Gang Comedies..... ..WCPO . ..5.8
Woody Woodpecker. ..WCPO .
..WCPO . .19.0
Mickey Mouse Club
.

9. KEY LARGO—
Hlmiphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacali,
Edward G. Robinson; 1948; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

Home Theatre
Wed. Oct. 9
11:15-1:15 a.m.
WKRC

5.8

6.6

3.5

71.7

Bob Braun..... . .WLW-T .3.1
Too Late for Tears,
Hollywood Theatre.... ..WCPO .

9. MAGNIFICENT ADVENTURE—
Jerome Cowan, Nelson
Leigh; (British Film)

Hollywood Theatre
Sat. Oct. 12
9:30-11:15 p.m.
WCPO

5.8

7.0

3.5

11.9 «

Sheriff of Cochise.. ..WKRC . .30.3
Whirlybirds .... ..WKRC . ...30.0
Stories of the Century....... ..WKRC . .24.4

t- BORDERLINE—
CIair£ Trevor, Fred MacMurray;
1950;!Universal RKO
Teleijadio
i

Ladies Home Theatre
Mon, Oct. 14
4:30-6:00 p.m.
WKRC

5.8

6.6

5.2

26.3

Our Gang Comedies. ..WCPO .
Superman .... ..WCPO . ...10.8'
Mickey Mouse Club..... ..WCPO . .18.2'

7. CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE—
Tyrone Power, Jean Peters:
1948; 20th Century Fox; NT A

10. SWEET MUSIC—
Rudy Vallee, Ann Dvorak;
1935; W’amer Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions

.......WNAC
.......WNAC
.WNAC
_WNAC

,....^WNAC __
.WNAC ......
.WNAC__
_...WNAC ......

..11.1
.,18.5
..18.7
..15.5

..... 3.7-

CINCINNATI
1. THE FARMER’S DAUGHTER—
Loretta Young, Joseph Cotton;
1947; Selznick Studio; NTA
2. DESPERADOES—
Glenn Ford, Randolph
Scott; 1943; Columbia;
Screen Gems

✓

-
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Meanwhile, Back at WNBQ...
Chicago, Nov. 5.
Like parent network NBC-TV, WNBQ here has registered, sharp
audience gains since the new television season began, as borne
out by latest ARB share-of-audience statistics. The NBC o&o
has now overtaken CBS’s WBBM-TV, 32.8 to 32.5, in audience
share over the seven-day week from signon to signoff.
WNBQ climbed from'third place the previous month to first-byan-eyelash,. while the indie WGN-TV dropped from second 422.6
In September ARB) to fourth (17.0 in October). ABC-TV’s WBKB
also showed a slight numerical decline, although rising a . notch to
third place.
In some areas of the day, WNBQ’s audience share improved as
much as 131% over the September tally,.. From signon to 6 p.m.
the station scored a 38r8 share, while the month previous it drew
a 16.8 in the same period. Network .programming on Saturday
improved aboat 43% over the preceding month, and in general
the •dmproyement in the net’s ratings seem to have helped the
local fare. Station’s strongest segment of the day now is the
period from noon to 3 p.rm, when its share is 55.5 against 22.1
for runner-up WBBM-TV. From 6-10 p.m., bulk df the Saturday
network time, WNBQ leads WBBM-TV 42.9 to 31.7.
. Rating for WNBQ’s principal feature film, on Sunday nights,
bettered Itself almost fivefold with 25.7 from its 5.7 showing in
the September ARB. Oh last ratings night, however, station’s
“Movie 5” had dealt “African Queen” from the top of its new
United Artists package, so it’s unlikely that the score will be
sustained.
Jack Paar's “Tonight” progressed a couple points from the
month, before for a gain, in other terms, of 34%. Ratings of
between 6 and 8 are highest for the 11 to midnight hour on the
station since Steve Allen hosted the show.
WNBQ’s revised and newly forstalled news-weather-sports strip
at 10:30, on the other hand, is still unimpressive. Ratings for
“Five Star Final” are slightly lower now than when the strip
/ went on half an hour earlier but are a degree higher than the
previous 10:30 p.m. programming._t
_

Wright, Sandburg ‘Steel’ the Show
Ribbing Includes Architect’s Cracks at Sponsor’s
(U.S. Steel) Output on Chi ‘Educ’l Spec’
-By LES BROWN

'

•-—

Jerry’s WABDMD’er

Chicago, Nov. 12.
Jerry Lewis will again host the
Chicago’s
educational station, New York Muscular Dystrophy
WTTW, played to a mass audience Telethon beginning Saturday, Nov.
for the first' time in its two years 30, at 10'‘p.m. for 20 hours over
on the air fortnight ago with WABD.
Last time WABD did the MD
its “educational spectacular,” a
40-minute verbal jam session be-J telethon, more coin was collected
tween a couple of all-time greats than promised while the show was
in the arts game, architect Frank on the air, according to the sta¬
Lloyd Wright and poet Carl Sand¬ tion. Upcomer is due to be lensed
burg.
Alistair -Cooke did the at the Hotel Roosevelt and a re¬
batching
until
the
boy£“ got mote pickup is slated from the
warmed up, and by 10 p.m. they Roosevelt Raceway on Long Is¬
were wailing so well the station land.
allowed them 10 minutes overtime.
The show, In a way, out-personed-to-personed “Person to Per¬
son” and, as spectaculars go, held
a candle in its own fashion to the
way Sinatra and Crosby off-thecuffed it on the Edsel spec Oct. 13.
The boys, Sandburg and Wright,
are television naturals, each with,
a flair for the outlandish idea and
Detroit, Nov. 12.
the colorful phrase. Their refusal
to play the television game strict¬
The United Automobile Workers
ly by the rules made their act more was found innocent by a Federal
refreshing, and if the truth be said, Court jury of 10 women and two
the show was a good deal less edu¬ men of violating the . Federal Cor¬
cational than it was entertaining.
rupt Practices Act . by sponsoring
Extemporaneous talk between nine telecasts wi‘h union dues
men who can handle it, who have money .before the 1954 election.
opinions On everything or who will The telecasts featured interviews
manufacture one brilliantly on the of Democratic Congressional can¬
spot if they didn’t haye it to come didates exclusively.
in—this kind of gabfest hits a new
Federal Judge Frank A. Picard
(Continued on page 48)
£aid the constitutionality of the
law—which the UAW challenges—
would not be decided by the court
because of the verdict.
When the
charges were dismissed two years
ago by the court;- the U.S. Supreme
Court ordered the case to be tried.
. The Government contended the
union violated Federal statutes
barring unions and corporations
General Foods, for its Maxwell from .making financial campaign
House Coffee, has bought into contributions.
"Person to Person” and will spon¬ . The verdict may have wide¬
sor alternate weeks, starting Jan. spread. repercussions in future tv
1.
GF replaces Amoco, which electioneering, ' with corporations
pulled out due to extensive budg¬ attempting to duplicating the UAW
i
etary cutbacks in connection with tactics.
an expansion program.
,
. Initially, Maxwell House will
take on* a split network, covering
“Top 10 Dance Party,” a live
the area, east of Cleveland. That’s.
to; accommodate Hamm Brewing, syndicated teenagg audience par¬
.which has the western network on, ticipation tv series, has been
the show (Amoco formerly had picked up by the regional Cocoeast-only). As of next fail, how¬ Cola bottlers in the Evansville, Ind.,
ever, Hamm’s will drop oUt and area for a ride on WFIE-TV, Evans¬
Maxwell House will go full-net¬ ville. Show will be slotted one-hour
work. At that time, “P to P”. will daily Monday through Friday.'
be fully national in its sponsorship,
“Top 10,” now in its third year,
since Life mag covers the full Web is a Victor & Richards package
in its skip-week.- GF deal was set I produced and written by Alan
via' Benton & Bowles.
| Sands.

Court Clears UAW
On ’54 Politicasts

Maxwell House’s
Skip T to P Visit

Coke’s Ind. *Dance Party*

tut?
By LES BROWN
Chicago, Nov. 12.
Despite NBC-TV’s construction
of a Tape Central in Hollywood and
its plans for a second “centre” in
New York, it is Chicago that may
actually become the principal time
equalizing point for the other two
webs. ABC-TV for over a year
has done its daylight saving and
clock time “transmitting from the
Windy City, and it's understood
CBS also intends to set up an
Ampex installation here in coming
months along with others on both'
coasts.
Advantage of centering video¬
tape operations In Chicago for time
standardizing purposes is fairly ob¬
vious, City's geographical location
between the two extreme time zones
lessens the cost of cable and makes
it the natural relay site.
What’s
feared, however, by CBS engineers
is that there may not he enough
circui'ry available in the Windy
City from AT&T, and this may be
the reason why NBC bypassed the
city in its plans*'
ABC-TV’s Videotape Center be¬
gan functioning here with the
start of daylight saving time this
past April as a refinement of its
previous hot kinnie operation. Web
has housed its three Ampex proto¬
types in the space formerly occu¬
pied by the defunct radio station,
WENR, and so far' has recorded
and played back some 350' program
hours this year. Present schedule
is 15 hours per week, *with such live
shows as “American Bandstand,”
“Do You Trust Your Wife,” "Guy
Mitchell Show,” ‘Tatrice Munsel,”
“Paul Winchell Show,” “Country
Music Jubilee,” and a few public
affairs entries delayed and piped
an hour or more later to points
west.
Now that all stations are back
on standard time, ABC-TV’s Video¬
tape Center is concentrating on
clock time telecasting, picking up
‘‘American Bandstand,” for in¬
stance, at 2 p.m. here and playing
it hack to central states at 3
o’clock Chicago time* As it’s a
90-minute show, one machine re¬
cords the last half-hour coming in
while the other plays'hack the first
hour. Kinnies are made of the
show in New York of “Bandstand”
for west coast playback a week
later.
",
Patrice-Munsel’s show is record¬
ed at 7:30 Chi time for playback
to Mountain and Pacific zones at
10 and 10:30, and Guy Mitchell
is recorded here and delayed for
some markets to receive at 9:30.
Two Mujijel shows, not yet seen,
are being preserved on tape cur¬
rently for exposure on Dec. 6 and
Jan. 17, dates when she has en¬
gagements with the Met Opera and
elsewhere. Tbfc. points up the in¬
teresting wrinkle that with videos
tape it’ll be possible for “live”
shows to go into repeats, if de¬
sired. It's not only^ better than
film but cheaper as well—$12 an
hour for tape against about $100
for raw film and chemical costs.
ABC’s repeat distribution centre
in Chi also pipes out some film for
the network on its cable. “Maver¬
ick,” for instance, actually origin¬
ates from here.
Web's three Ampexes were set
up here by Charles A. Younger,
ABC engineer in charge of day¬
light saving time network record¬
ing and playback operations, who
came to Chi last February and re¬
turned to New York a week ago.

No ‘Bells/ Lotsa Ginger TV
Ginger Rogers, who was dicker¬
ing to head the road company lead
of “Bells Are Ringing,” has de¬
cided to .drop the legit project and
concentrate on television.
She’s
signed for three more appearances
on the Perry Como show (she’s
done three out of .a four-show com¬
mitment already) and is meeting:
with the networks on a possible
weekly series for next fall.
On Dec. 10, she makes her nitery
bow at the new Havana-Riviera
Hotel in Cuba.
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Boasters’ Promotion Orgs 2d Seminar
Makes a Seven-Dp ‘Total Sell’ Pass
♦*

Chicago, Nov. 12,
Broadcasters’ Promotion Assn.,
; incepted a year ago by station pro-]
J motion men to recognize their own]
GBS-TV prexy Merle Jones
newly significant status in the gen- *
addressed the Synthetic Or¬
eral broadcasting scheme, held its’,
ganic Chemical Manufacturers
second seminar-convention here*
Assn, yesterday (Tues.) on tel10 days ago with 303 registrants
assuring that BPA has caught on.
, evision’s effectiveness as a
Further underscoring the organiza¬
sales medium. To suit the oc¬
tion’s solidity in its second year is
casion, he came up with the
fact that its membership has bur¬
following title for Ms talk:
geoned from an original nucleus of
"Catalyst of Consumption,"
j 90 to 207 this term.
■
Actually, the underrated status
of promotion departments was less
the issue at this year’s powwow
than the practical problems those
departments face from week to
week. Seminar sessions largely in¬
volved an exchange of Ideas in such
areas as merchandising, on-the-air
promotion, trade advertising and
cooperation with agencies and syn¬
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
dicates. If there was at all an over¬
New travel series In color to be all theme to the two-day meet it
tagged “Pen Pals” wiU be pro¬ was to underplay the importance
duced by James A. FitzPatrick, vet of any single office at a station in
the interest of a solid group effort.
travel film producer, for NBC-TV.
This idea was pinpointed in the
Series will be dramatized via a principal speech by Ben H. Wells,
young American who has corre¬ v.p: in charge of sales and adver¬
sponded
with
various
people tising for Seven-Up Co., who de¬
throughout the world finally mak¬ scribed total selling in terms of
ing a tour to visit these pen- total war, “where an resources are
steered in the direction of ultimate
friends. Cathy KeUy will star.
victory.” Merchandising was also
FitzPatrick, accompanied by star
heavily accented at the meetings as
and. camera unit, boards S.’S, Luran increasingly, important station
line around first of year on a 72- ‘
‘SSSSSi.
r at
j
: function in tnB promotion mAh s
day cruise of the Pacific and Faripun.iew. BPA,S *pM|jl projecU
East to film series.
Further seg¬
committee mailed to station man¬
ments are planned in other parts
agers of its membership a pair of
of the world.
__
uhat-Johnnj'-learned-at-school reI ports, highlighting the five semi-

Keeping Up With Jones

GIobalertoNBC

BROADCAST PIONEERS

At windup, Elliott W. Henry Jr.
/1TP niniA mTAlTrrn<?\ Uvas -elGcted BPA prez, succeeding
Dave Partridge, advertising and
,
.... ; i sales promotion manager for WestThe Radio Pioneers has official- j inghouse Broadcasting Co. Henry
ly changed its name to Broadcast j is ABC-TV central division manager
Pioneers.
Referendum
of the I of advertising, promotion and pub-

(NE RADIO PIONEERS)

membership approved the change
C^rles A*
.
,
XI,
•
1WGN Inc. m Chicago, was reeiected
by a 12 to 1 m a r g 1 n following j
VJ?> and Montez Tjaden,
unanimous recommendation of the KWTV in Oklahoma City, Okla.,
executive committee. The 14-year- second v.p. Next year’s conclave
old organization was originally will be held in St. Louis.
founded as the Twenty Year Club
by H. V. Kaltenborn.
•Pioneers is starting a new mem¬
bership drive among broadcasters
with J20 years or more in the in¬
dustry,, and prexy John Patt has
naiped Roy Harlow as local chapter
coordinator. Patt himself is leav¬
ing for the Coast this week and
enroute will stop at Kansas City
Chicago, Nov. 12.
and other points to set up local
Chicago White Sox and WGN-TV
chapters.
renewed relations last week when
jthe ball team signed a ne\y threejyear pact for all daytime home
; games into 1960 with the Chi Trib¬
II
j nr •-T
e
o«j n
I une station. While this is not an
Head W riter tor Old-LOCS > earthshaking development since
oc
WGN-TV is the only indie and the
Sid Caesar has set the-backstage ; oniy station available .in town to
team for his upcoming ABC-TV i carry the baseball schedule, it does
Sunday night half-hour series. Pro- j represent a shunning by the ball
duction, writing and directorial set-1
of ^ poss^^e pay_tv pr<>po“

Chisox-WGN Pact
& Pay-See’s Foul

Bunetta to Direct, Tolkin

up is entirely a carryover from Ms{£££ oS Wgt?m2 spIm^i/The
NBC-TV days..
; Windy City.
Frank Bunetta has been inked j
WGN-TV has also been carrying
by Shelrick, Caesar’s production ;the Chicago Cubs home games since
company, to direct the ABC com-1
, *ts,
counterpart,
edy stanza. vftfch eo-stars Imogene

j

Coca and Caesar, and Mel Tolkin j five years. Radio station also a*rs
will head the comedy writers’!the Chicago Bears pro football
squad, with Neil (Doc) Simon.• games.
Mike Stewart and Danny Simon,?
--:Neil’s brother, rounding it out. ;
Danny Simon is the only one of kin (ifrilQ h-Wlf Wnrlfftlll’
the* four who didn’t work with, *ld‘ UUU5 U
MW
Caesar at the close -of his last NBC . fin
lWv I Hip’ 111
show, but he was with the comedian on the old "“Show of Shows.” j
CBS-TV has firmed up the deal
Hal. Janis was previously set as ’ under which Florida Citrus Cornproducer of the Caesar showcas- , mission will relieve Remington
ing, which kicks off on ABC • Rand of sponsorship of six alJan. 26.
ternate weeks of “What’s My Line”
-,—-—
early next year. Florida Citrus
_
. , _
will take .over sponsorship of the
Dee. 29. Jan. 12 and 26, Feb. 9
Randy Merriman is exiting-as and 23 and March 9 shows. Helene
emcee of “The Big Payoff” after Curtis remains in as alternate
six years with the. CBS-TV day- cIienttimer. Merriman wants to try for
Florida Citrus deal was set
a nighttime spot, even though his through Young & Rubieam, which
“Payoff” pact still had two years also reps Remington. Latter sought
to run.
. relief due to its heavy pre-ChristHe checks out Dec. 31.
I mas expenditures.

;» lily Line 111 JO

Kandy S Last Payoff

pjsam
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BUY A ZIV SHOW!
#1 SA,s....33.3
#1«'T".20.7
T0P5
3:T0P5 #3 fS!:;...33.0
t tt

DR.CHRISTIAN. . .It.g

IN OAYTON

*5 Sn™.25.0

3STOP5

#1SE.42.5

IN PITTSBURGH

3T0P3
IN DETROIT

3JT0P5

‘

#3
#5

PulMS«pt’57

39.2
.36.9

MAN CALLEDX...
DR.CHRISTIAN..

IN ATLANTA

MAN CALLED X..

.14.2

PuUe, Au*. '67

T0P5

HIGHWAY
PATROL..
MEN OF
1
•ANNAPOLIS....!
MR. DISTRICT
1
ATTORNEY . ...I

Putt*. Au*. '57

#1 fSi"....31.9
*1
.23.1
#3
18.5
DRCRISTIAN..

T0P3

HIGHWAY
Ofl 7
PATROL.AO.f
MARTIN KANE..

16.5

Ml*.

ARB.StpL '57

#1 S".15.2
#3
.14.4
#5
ANNAPOLIS...

|CkENC|F.CT.ON

*|E.24.8
#9 MR. DISTRICT 91 fl
71
ATTORNEY ... .4 I.U

L

#9 MEN OF
179
"
ANNAPOLIS.... 11. A

0

ARB.S*pt’57

THE SPONSOR OF A ZIV SHOW HAS THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR TV SUCCESS!

***

TIME AFTER TIME IN CITY AFTER CITY!.

From the top name in syndication come the top shows in continuing audience surveys!
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MRS. WILLIE
With Yvonne Amaud, Michael
Shepley, Anton Diffring, Ronald )t
Allen, Mande Long, Iain Scott,: ^
Helen Shingler, Petra Davies,: f
Charles Lloyd Pack, Margot. T
Lister, Aubrey Danvers-Walker ; j ++»+++++»+++»+»+»++»+++
Director: Cyril Butcher
j
Writer: Alan Melville
follows; in the footsteps of its U.S.
Settings: Frederic Pusey
j and British colleagues.
90 Mins., Wed., 8:30 pun.
i
“Cardillac” belongs to a series of
ASSOCIATED - REDIFFUSION,[ UFA vidpix skedded by .this comfrom London '
= pany. This one has been ordered
“Mrs. Willie" presented a highly i by the Bavarian Radio Station from
strung plot with highly strung which it was also telecast,
characters in a bid at humor, and
Story locale is Paris 1680 and
although it was a moderate success concerns a goldsmith (Cardiltac)
in the West End a few years back, who at the^ same time is a lmigit couldn't even claim a compara- 1 wanted robber and murderer. The
tive achievement in its tv produc-: goldsmith is so mad about his cretion. Even the charm, of Yvonne i ations that he murders all those
Arnaud and her French accent; who have^ purchased jewelry from
failed to pull the offering into pre- hm* m order to get the latter back,
sentabie shape
• The police find it tough to nab him
a
: since he is a very respected citizen
fnWp
a10^ and nobody mistrusts him.
Of
thronln ewi?irlne
■ course, he is tracked down in the
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Marini & His Quartet, the Gimma
Boys, and residents' Bob Monkhouse and the Tiller Girls complete
ing the lineup.
Miss Dors, .apart from looking
good, had little to offer, and Chiari
devoted his entire solo spot to an
overlong gag about an American
crooner delivering Ms song. Miss
Dors sang “I’ll Take Romance,”
and proved that some singing les¬
sons would not be wasted. Climax
of the offering came when the
actress, Chiari and emcee Monkhouse got together for a sketch.
It wound with the emcee getting
the biggest hand and stealing the
thunder from both headliners4. This
was his last appearance on the pro¬
gram before going to the States.
The Marino Marini Quartet, an
instrumental vocal group, served
up a couple of numbers in Neapo¬
litan style, but their delivery is
slightly outmoded. The Gimma
Boys, a troupe of zany acros, were
good. , Resident dance line, the
Tiller Girls, were in form and the
Cyril Ornadel orch was up to its
usual standard.
• Bary.

♦"»++»+ »♦♦♦♦♦»♦ M ♦♦ ♦♦

expensive production, and able [ program, revue star Wanda Osiris
thesping of the previous ones. But, plus two fashion designers, might
in Spite of the popularity of “Pic¬ have looked good on paper but
colo -Mondo Antico” in local litera¬ resulted in some generally dull
ture, 41 would appear a less popular t interludes, offering Miss Valeri
choice for a video presentation of little or no chance to throw verbal
such' great length, its main value barbs for which she’s famed, and
lying in the romantic love story, in generally resulting in an out-of¬
the tortured Romeo-Juliet-vein, of place change of mood and pace.
Franco and Luisa.
Direction by Antonello Falqui
Initial hour indicated that Fogaz- lacked the sureness needed for the
zaro’s classic aged less handsomely tight package, with several “holes”
than Jane Austen's4her “Pride and in evidence during the 45-minute
Hawk.
Prejudice” having constituted the stanza.
very, successful previous serial),
though the script by Carla Ragio- POLTRONISSIMA
nieri and director Silverio Blasi With Isa Barrizza, Enrico Viarisio
did its best to dust off the writer’s Writers: _ Mario Bzffico, Riccardo
staid tome, succeeding in giving
Morbelli, Ettore Scola
England as the wife of a gentleman ;
^‘of actak^hTonen' the local spectacular-of sorts a' 36 Mins., Thurs., 10 p.m.
workable video form. Acting by all RAI-TV, from Milan ...
("ft,” th U> her„s?"’ wh“ 5vas h-jr ‘ ings. ^Germany’s romantic poet! E. concerned indicates careful re¬
RAI-TV has hit upon a popular
to the throne, got a yen to inake'rr. * unffmon
10991 ncpft.it
hearsals, though Renato del Car¬ (and inexpensive) formula for a
?h?wis‘Told Sth?ty?L?e1i4°s"a''?ron fir to tale“'FraIuieta voif Sc*- mine, as the hero, appeared a bit variety show of sorts in this, pre¬
rnvaTict
Ph?r! deri,” while Paul Hindemith took wooden for the part. Film star sentation of a composite history of
home counri-v
1
f 1
h :this subject for one of his major Carla del Poggio was a sensitive musical and legit theatre and
One saving grace of the produc-,
Question about the outcome of opposite in a key role. Others, musichall stars of past and present.
down to the innumerable minor Series is Introed and presented by
tlons was Miss ArnaUd’s piano; uFA’s first Yjdpie is a hit negative,
:^s== Continue A from page 31
playing, which was featured exten-j Its basic h<0rdicap is that the plot parts, were all excellent, with Aldo two musical revue stars, Isa Barsively. Anton Diffring was good as | jacks sufficient suspense..
One Silvani standing out as the faithful zizza and Enrico Viarisio, who also this session. At a key point of the
|
family
friend.
.
comment
on
the
various
inserted
story, when the twin discloses his
the suave, scheming ambassador, knows, of course, in advance who
Special praise must So to the film clips taken from old pix or crime to his double, the telling was
with aspirations to be the power itbe murderer is, while the woven-,
behind the throne, and Michael in love story between the gold- art work and sot design, accurate from direct recordings of old and interrupted by a long, long series
of national spots from two spon¬
Shepley was pleasing as the dither-,' smith’s daughter and his journey¬ and effective in rendering the north recent shows.4
Each program is dedicated, along sors, not to mention a local station
ing gentleman farmer. The many >man stirs little interest.. Moreover, Italian, households and village
twists and turns of the plot were' the whole thing appear* somewhat streets. (Reportedly, some 60 dif¬ fairly elastic lines, to various sec¬ break and a passel of local Spots.
often not clearly established, and padded on account of an overly ferent §etS will be used for this tors of the musical stage, and the That the story was able to. get back
the humor was often too brittle.
; si'ow pacs. Also, the text could presentation.) Direction by Blasi, extracts, especially when' they on tire track at all is a tribute to
Bary.
j have been tighter and some dialog except- for some minor first-night show some • of the greats of the the skill of all concerned.
Kove.
Italian stage, make for pleasant
| sequences are rather talky. Techni- errors and gaps, was effective.
Harck.
and nostalgic moments.
! eally, however, it’s a solid offering.
Yon Asked For It
Censorship angle visibly affects
w£IEMarto'^vaf guests; Mario ' Decor as well'as camerawork rep- j
Bubbles The Whale did a return
the choice of filmed inserts, often
Uonsiclio orch
. resent good German average.
i THE LAST MILE
Director* Bros Macchl
. AMred ScWeske a capable local With Harry H. Corbett, Nell Mc- resulting in truncated or jerky visit, on Skippy’s “You Asked For
fio Mine
in nm
stageactor, plays the title role and
Callum, Robert Robinson, Don editing in order to eliminate over¬ It” on ABCTSunday, and how the
great vaudeville showman of yesRAI-TV from Milan *
I all in all he is believable. Ingeborg
Gilliland, Gilbert Winfield, Mi¬ abundance of leg display, which
teryear„Willie Hammerstein, would
.
?
...
•! Loeffler enacts his young daughter
chael Mellinger, Jimmy Riches, the local tv outlet goes to exag¬
Though equipped with a new; and Reinhard Brandt his journeyhave
loved that gorgeous mammal!
gerated
lengths
to
avoid.
But
gen¬
Tony Quinn, Edward Judd, Rob¬
emcee and shifted, to new hours.: man whom the police temporarily
ert Ghisays, Robert O’Neil, Dom¬ erally, selection Is good and should The 1,700-pound star of Marinethis RAI-TV musical presentation regard as the logical suspect. Both
satisfy both the old and the not- land on the Pacific Coast has
inic
Roche,
Roddy
McMillan,
replacing the previous “Cetra Vo- players
are
young newcomers
James Douglas, Stratford Johns so-old. Pace, by U.S. standards, is changed the whole concept of
lante” show boils down to straight which may excuse their lack of pol¬
Once
somewhat slow, though both Isa whales as entertainment.
vaudeville, and as such is mainly ish. Cast includes a number of Producer-Director: Philip Saville
Barzizza and Enrico Viarisio (also they were large dead tilings Inside
dependent on the value of each w.k. actors but the material fur¬ Designer: Bertram Tyrer
via their own personal association a canvas wall and sometimes the
stanza’s stars. Vet Mario Riva nished them in the script doesn’t 60 Mins., Sun., 10:30 pjn.
with many of the stars presented neighbors complained of the smell.
makes an easygoing host for the give them any chance to come ABC-TV, from Manchester
John Wexley’s strong drama of on film) make likeable commenta¬ I Bubbles is not only frisky but—it
proceedings, with a pointed s’ense along with impressive, performsounds like a gag—'tills she-whale
Hawk.
“death row” made its first appear¬ tors.
of humor added to ad lib values j ances. Direction by Volker von
I -is full of humor and personality.
for top results in the laugh bracket. | Co]lande is not very imaginative ance before British audiences via
She had no trouble rendering a
tv after a 20-year Lord ChamberThough overdone and repetitious, i and can hardly be called better
MgMy diverting five
minutes,
lain ban on its stage presentation.
his use of spectators to intro the j tban just fair
much of it in closeup. Not gener¬
The lack of a real censorship on
various acts made for additional j
impression is that a basically in¬
ally known that Bubbles is the
tv (programmers make their own
laughs.
! teresting and perhaps even sus- decisions on a show’s suitability)
nroperty and pet of N. Y. financier
Frank Vanderlip.
Land.
Acts ranged from good to so-so, penseful subject could have been gave ABC-TV the opportunity to
Chelsea at Nine
with one standout value: the Rena- exploited to better advantage.
put “ on the play. It was tense,,
Granada-TV’s “Chelsea At Nine,”
Hans.
to Carosone Orchestra.
Group,
The Big Record .
brutal, macabre and harrowing, it which started out by earning itself
which has jumped into the top
Installation of Jack Philbin as
was also finely acted and produced. a reputation as a novel tv offering,
Italian musical' slot in the course THE ROOF GARDEN
. “The Last Mile” -is the story, has now developed into a quality producer of “The Big Record” ap¬
of one year as well as • setting a With Andre Morell, Peter Illing, supposedly based on fact, of seven showcase not to be snubbed by per¬ pears to have made the CBS-TV
new song and music trend in this
Perlita Neilson, Griffith Jones, men in Oklahoma state penitentia¬ formers in any bracket of show show somewhat smoother. But it’s
country, is off on an overseas tour
Maxine Audley
ry . waiting to go to the electric business. A 'rCgulaV weekly mixed still easily the longest hour on tele¬
Which will take it to Cuba, Vene¬ Director: Ronald Marriott
chair. The guards are brutal and bag of talent has so far been served vision.
zuela, Mexico, and the U. S., where Writer: Elizabeth Dawson
Trouble is, “Record” is strictly A
lack any sympathy to the con¬ up by the programmers, including
it’s slated for a Jan. 4 concert at Settings: George Haslam
demned men who are counting the topflight classical musicians, ballet johnny-one-note creation, and an
Carnegie Kail.
Led by pianist 60 Mins.; Fri., 9 p.m.
hour's
pattern is somewhat wear¬
days arid hours before they take dancers, jazX singers and musi¬
Carosone, orchestra is an unusual Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ tlieir last' walk through the door cians, etc.
ing. String of guests last Wednes¬
well-rehearsed combo which relies
don
In the current (5) program, the day (8) ranged from fair to good—
at the end. of the row. Some of
mainly on Neapolitan songs, which
An effort to cram the effect a the killers are hard, embittered hill boasted swing fiddler Stephane Bill Hayes, Polly Bergen, tha
It often satirizes, but holds its own bombshell had on four persons in criminals, one is a nut, the others Grappelly with the Dill-Jones Trio, Treniers, Cindy. 8c Lindy, Yma Su¬
on foreign material (often rewrit¬ a tenement, which was likened to are plain guys who made.a mistake. concert pianist Julius Katchen, mac and the Guy Lombardo orch,
ten by Carosone for top effect!. aii island in the midst of civiliza¬ But all admit their guilt: The situa¬ Yank comic Alan King, opera with femcee Patti Page stringing
Group gave the teleshow a decid¬ tion, failed to convey any real emo¬ tion changes when, the convicts: ! singer Adele Leigh, and the Rafael some numbers in between and
edly upbeat windup.
tional depths in “The Roof Gar¬ grab a guard, get the cell keys and de Cordova troupe of Spanish danc¬ pairing in a couple of cases.
Despite the attempt to vary the
Preceding, Les Marcellis fea¬ den,” mainly because it was under¬ hold hostage several guards, the ers, along with femcee Elaine
tured some able variations on the developed. This play heeded more prison keeper and the padre, prom¬ Grand, and the resident song and type of guests, the straight-pops
standard table-and-chair aero act than the 60 minutes allotted to It ising that unless they are allowed dance line, the Granadiers. A sur¬ format gets monotonous after a
to good effect, while Saltano S» to establish its characters, and be¬ to go free, each 'Will be shot in prise topical entry was the appear¬ while, and it’s doubtful that any4
Monique Dorian segued in an ef¬ cause of its shallowness, wasted a turn. The revolt fails, but not ance of a mother and her two amount of doctoring on -the pro¬
fective but oft-seen magico num¬ good lineup of talent.
before some of the prison officials, daughters who’d won a football duction end is going to help over¬
Story revolved round the occu¬ excluding the padre, have been pool worth $5791000 for a stake of come his basic fault in the premise^
ber. Walter & Fernando followed
As for Miss Page, she appears a
with a fairly routine dog number, pants of a three-story tenement, slaughtered.
two cents.
the owner lanare
(Andre ^nureu/.
Morell). u
a ±crejuntner topped
toppea a ! me
while juggler Gunther
Katchen’s powerful features were i bit more comfortable in her spot
The standard of acting wds high,
fair act with an effective balancing ! tired Greek wrestling chajmpion, with notable
performances by good meat for the cameras which than before, but still .shows traces
number featuring a dozen candle-! and h;s granddaughter (jPeriita Harry H. Corbert, the leader of the held him in closeup for much of of awkwardness in-handling'her
sticks tossed on top of ore another, j Neilsen); a tailor (Peter Illing), and escape plot, Neil McCaflum, the the time while he gave , out with a guests,. And somebody ought to
Some healthy cracks of an in-; the top floor—with the roof garden youngster who goes to the chair great rendering of a piece by Cho¬ stop feeding her those sophomoric
before the ' uprising begins, arid pin. Still in. the. classical stakes, quips that are supposed to give her
tramurai nature pitched by emcee i
an appearance of sophistication.
Riva regarding the previous pro- a writer (Griffith Jones), Plot tried Don Gilliland, the prisoner was the-next artist to come in for a
‘
’
Chap.
to
establish
that
there
was
some¬
shot during the battle. The death- hefty reception wax Miss Leigh, a
gram, or about some eff the above
vivacious looking soprano with a
acts or regarding video censorship thing more than a neighborly bond house set was grimly realistic.
voice full of quality which she;
Bary.
in this country (“take away men¬ between them alL But the cocoon
demonstrated by singing two op- [
tion of sex, politics, current events was busted wide Open when the
good”
daughter LA REGINA ED IO
eratic arias. But the biggest hit of
—then try to be a comedian on wrestlers “no
(Maxine
Audley),
also
the
mother
the*
program was Alan King, who
(The
Queen
ajuTl)
television”), made for added laughs,
Continued from page 37
though probably resulting in pan¬ of his ward, turned up. She pre¬ With Franca Valeri, Nilla Pizzi, took time out from the Judy
ferred to keep a secret of the fact
Garland Show to appear. His dry, the country that NBC thought well
guests
icked huddles of network officials
,
that
she
was
dying
of
an
incurable
droll
humor,
smooth
patter
and
su-1
Director:
Antonello
Falqui
enough of to include in “The Fab¬
the next morning.
Haick.
__
i disease.
perb timing notched him arsocko ulous Infant” as Veterans Day ap¬
45 Mins., Tues., 10:30 p.m.
r,DmtI,„
•' The completed offering lacked RAI-TV, from Rome
reception on this, his first British proached.
aiT j 0 ,. ,
_
i conviction and did not satisfy, altv
date:
He’s
scheduled
to
make
New music and comedy stanza
And as tMs essay on video history
Schieske, Ingeborg; though it presented a good basic appears mainly slanted at distaff another appearance on the show.
was approached., among the for¬
Loeffler, Reinhard Brandt, Arno: iaea for a meller. The play suf- viewers in its choice of songstress
The swing violinist and his ac¬ gotten chapters was and is one of
Assman,
Gerd
Vespermann, fered from too thin a construction. Nilla Pizzi and comedienne Franca companying trio played hot- music,
the all-time prime staples, of the
Fmdler, Edith Schneider, Tcp acting honors went to Miss Valeri as hosts, though show’s gen¬ in the inimitable Grappelly style,
medium—Ed SuHivan, from his
Hans Stiebner, Tilo von Ber-jNeilson and Illing who did well in eral' entertainment'. qualities are and then the fiddler joined forces
“Toast” beginnings to. today. Was
lepscn, others
injecting sincerity into weak mate- good and likely to Improve ?s the with Miss Leigh, and Katchen for
Sullivan not regarded as -a pioneer
Producer: UFA
L rial
Ra.ru
a pleasant version of “The Man I in tv’s dizzy decade? This Is like
series goes on.
Director: Volker von Collande
j
*
__
Love.” Some fiery Spanish danc¬ a southern writer omitting General
Though
Miss
Pizzi’s
three
lively
Writer: Hartmut Grand
. PICCOLO MONDO ANTICO
(and new) songs make pleasant ing was provided, by the Rafael de Grant from a-history of the Civil
Music: Peter Thomas
With Carla Del Poggio, Renato del listening, it’s her partner’s mono- Cordova troup.
Bary.
War.
50 Mins.; Sat. (3), 8:15 pm.
Carmine, Paola Borboni, Laura logs which steal the show in their
GERMAN TV, from Bavarian Radio
Carli, Aldo Silvani, Diego Miche- sharply witty satires of presentSunday Night at The Palladium
Munich
lotti, Camiilo Pilotto, others
Porthmonth, N.H.—Former Gov.
British commercial tv appears to
day fads and foibles. Product of
This German vidpic is of special, = Director: Silverio Blasi
the “intimate” genre of musical be turning its vaude eyes in other Charles M. Dale, owner of radio
even historical, importance. It’s the Adaptors: Silverio Blasi, Carla Ra- review. Miss Valeri’s brand of directions than America.
Even station WHEB here, has sold his
first film made by the UFA espegionieri (from novel by Antonio comedy and expressive features Associated Television’s pedestal controlling interest in the New
ciallv for tv. Historical as well is;
Fogazzaro
are both eminently suited to the for Yank topliners, “Sunday Night Hampshire National Bank of Ports¬
the fact that with “Cardillac” the j 60 Minutes, Sat., 9 p.m.
video medium and, despite some At The Palladium” <3), got its mouth to New Hampshire Bankdomestic film industry has finally RAI-TV, from Milan
evident nervousness during show headliners from Britain and the shares Inc. Dale is said to be plan¬
made the first real step towards)
New video adaptation, in serial caught, her projection registered Continent Star hilling was shared ning to devote, more time to oper¬
unstiffening its reluctance against j form, of an Italian, literary classic strongly.
by Diana Dors and Italian come¬ ation of the station and to his law
the “menace” video. Thus it now I shows the same painstaking care.
Choice of guest stars for first dian Walter Chiari, with Marino practice.
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Buying time on radio has become an increasingly complex function. We've made it
easy. In the mails this week * and effective December 1, Is a fcrand new
system of rates for bur stations-the end result of intensive research and
preparation,,
On the 6 new CBS-Owned Radio Station Rate Cards the same basic structure applies
for all the cards. Once you understand one, you understand all six.
The cards are uniform.

'

The streamlined format (especially net-cost-per-unit rates in whole dollars)
simplifies your job of computing complicated schedule costs.
If the test of a rate card is its efficient use-then we know you'll find ours
a marked improvement.

LEADERSHIP STEP BY THE CBS-OWNED RADIO STATIONS...

CO

WEEI, BOSTON
WMM, CHICAGO
KNX, LOS ANGELES
WCBS, NEW YORK
KMOX, ST. LOUIS
KCBS, SAN FRANCISCO
N«NMmM by
CBS Ra4toS»«t Safes

CBS-OWNED
RADIO
STATIONS
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Radio-TV Production Centers
Continued from page 34
station manager ... Mrs. Betty Ross West, public affairs and education
supervisor for the NBC stations here, vacationing in the Bahamas with
her husband . /. John E. Phillips and Carlin J. Heiman added to Neilsen Station Index client service staff . . . Warner Anderson and Tom
Tully, stars of “Lineup” on CBS-TV, due in on Nov. 25 on behalf of
Boys Club of America.

IN BOSTON

...

WEEI sales dep’t has formed two basketball teams, the “Kimlutes”
and the “World Trotters” . . . John H. Kimball, WEEI account exec,
and Janet Gail wedded ... Storn Trio of Carl Moore’s “Beantown Vari¬
eties,” WEEI, inked with Jubilee Records to do eight sides ... Priscil¬
la Fortescue, WEEI's traveling reporter, did a phone interview with
Lowell Thomas from N.Y .. . “Slim Pickens” (Jerry Howard) of WEEI's
“Jerry Howard Show" nabbed a certificate of appreciation for his
“unique type of commercial announcing” from B. U. School of Public
Relations and Communications . ; . WEEI. staffers led by Tom Gorman,
gen. mgr., are helping the United l£und drive and working on the com¬
mittee are: Joe Cnllinane, sales promosh dir.; Arthur C. King, dir. newspublic affairs; Marie Houlahan, WEEI flack . . . B. T. Babbitt skedded
saturation campaign on Yankee Home and Food Show, WNAC, plus 31
affiliates for Bab-O with Duncan MacDonald doing the commercials . . .
Henry Morgenthau, sOn of the former Secretary of the Treasury, now tv
projects mgr. of WGBH-TV . . . Edward Weeks, editor in chief of At¬
lantic monthly, discussed the 100th anni issue on WNAC-Yankee web
with Duncan MacDonald ... Margo Whiteman, daughter of Paul Whiteman, is new weather forecaster at WNHC-TV, New Haven . . . Hal Swaney joined WGAN-TV, Portland, announcing staff . . . Norm Prescott,
WBZ-TV, doing the live Clover Edsel of Malden commercials . . . Wal¬
ter Cronklte flying In Nov. 19 to speak at joint sesh of Broadcasting Ex¬
ecutives and Ad Club with Norman Knight, WNAC-TV prexy, present¬
ing him . . . United Farmers of New England Inc. inked for participa¬
tion in “Boston Movietime” on WBZ-TV on twice weekly basis . . . H.
P. Hood & Sons, Charlestown, signed a 52-week contract for the halfhour adventure film, “Twenty Six Men,” on WBZ-TV Sundays.

IN LONDON

. . .

Albert Dekker making a special trip to Britain to star in a commer¬
cial tv production of “Death Of A Salesman,” for Granada-TV on Nov.
27 . . . George Sanders, here for filming commitments, headed the bill
of Associated-Television’s “Sunday Night At The Palladium” (10) . . .
Gilbert Harding will present another BBC-TV series entitled “I Know
What I Like,” commencing Nov. 19 . . . Tonight (Wed.) Granada-TV
will air its first kiddie version of “Criss Cross Quiz.” Cash prizes will
be swapped for gifts in kind . . . Associated Rediffusion sent out a shoal
of toy sea lions to celebrate the second anni of “Snoozy,” the sea lion
who’s appeared regularly in its children’s programs . . . BBC-TV will
air a CBS telerecording of Mac Shoub’s “Mama’s Sidewalk Cafe” on Fri¬
day (15» . . . Tessie O’Shea lined up as a panelist in a forthcoming com¬
mercial tv game.

IN WASHINGTON

...

Polly Bergen in to highlight birthday fete given by Women’s Nation¬
al Press Club and American Newspaper Women’s Club in honor of Mrs.
Eisenhower . . . Dodie Goodman, of NBC’s “Tonight,” an attention-get¬
ter as guest speaker at Immaculata School for Girls . .. Roger Williams,
in for a Constitution Hall concert, bicycled around town’s radio-tv sta¬
tions for interviews . . . Ruth Geri Hagy, producer-moderator of ABC’s
“College News Conference,” chairman of 5th annual “Woman of the
Year” luncheon in New York yesterday (Tues.) . . . Carmel Quinn here
for a week of tv guest song stints on “The Jimmy Dean Show” (CBS),
Nancy Hanschman, producer of “Leading Question,” feed off first of
four programs on the Soviet Union last Thursday (7), 40th anniversary
pf the Russian Revolution . . . Donna Hoover upped- from radio-tv film
director for town’s United Givers’ Fund to acting public relations di¬
rector . . . Mark Evans, WTOP-CBS’ globetrotting radio-tv personality,
booked by National Geographic Society for a lecture on his South
American junket . . . Annual convention of National Assn, of Televi¬
sion & Radio Farm Directors set for Nov. 29-Dec. 2 in Chicago . .. Flor¬
ence Lowe, Washington correspondent for Variety, a judge for the
“Miss Teen” contest on the top-rated "Milt Grant show” on WTTG-Dumont.

IN PITTSBURGH

...

Ed & Wendy King to Las Vegas for a vacation and their nightly “Par¬
ty Line” program over KDKA is being turned out by A1 McDowell and
Tom Bender during their absence . . . “Around the Children’s Corner,”
the Coral album of Josie Carey and Fred Rogers, who do the daily
"Children’s Corner” program over WQED, has just been released. Miss
Carey, but without Rogers, also does a morning half-hour, “Josie’s
Storyland,” featuring. Sterling Yates, on Ch. 2. Yates has started a new
hour-long weekly jazz series Saturday evenings at 7 oh KDKA-FM . . .
Helen Lenhardt, girl Friday to KDKA-TV sales manager John Stilli, ex¬
pects to become a mother in April . . . Dave Lewis, director of promo¬
tion at Ch. 2. and hiffwife off to Florida for a couple of weeks . . . Telenewscaster Carl Ide to Detroit to finish the narration on a documentary
for U.S. Steel .. , Sportscaster Ray Scott named delegate to the Variety
Club convention in London next April.

IN OMAHA

Wednesday, November 13, 1957

IN DALLAS

Wrigkl-Saiidbirg
■ssimm

. . .

CBS-TV, with KRLD originating, will carry the annual Cotton Bowl
football game next Jan. 1. New contract was inked last week ... Bill
Crowdus, WFAA announcer-emcee, upped to program director. He suc¬
ceeds Dan Valentine, resigned, who joined WCKR, Miami . . . Ken
Knox, ex-KLIF dee jay, rejoined the airer'after a stint at sister station
KTSA, San Antonio . . . Lilo, at the Statler-Hilton, made a p.a. on
WFAA-TV’s new “Top 10 Dancing Party” to plug her first MGM al¬
bum . . . Pat Conway, Times Herald scribe, joined KGKO as news di¬
rector and to hypo outlet’s expanded news coverage . . . First live hand
remotes in years have been launched with WFAA-570 airing Bob Cross
orch, 11:30 p.m. to midnight, Mon.-Wed.- Fri. from Statler’s Empire
Room. WFAA-820 picks up Joe Relchman’s band from Adolphus Ho¬
tel’s Century Room, same time, Tuesday and Thursday. Exposures will
alternate, week to week, on the two AM’ers . . . “Confession,” 30-min¬
ute tv crime series which started live here but now is filmed for na¬
tional sales, bought by WFAA-TV for weekly showcasing which started
Sunday (10).

IN CLEVELAND

. . .

Plain Dealer radio-tv editor George Condon, Press radio-tv columnist
Nancy Gallagher, and Sanford Markey, KYW-KWY-TV news director
elected to Press Club Board ... WHK’s Bill Gordon pacted for WJ\^-TV
10 p.m. Sunday film stint . . . Bob January signed as WSRS disker . . .
Holland V. Tooke, .Westinghouse veep, on California hiatus , . . WERE
v.p. Dick Klaus chalked up “first” in getting recording of this nation's
upcoming satellite at White Sands Proving Grounds . . . John B. Gar¬
field named WJW-TV sales manager . . . Bob Cain, ex-WSKY, and Dick
Reynolds named ito WJW disk staff .. . Dorian St. George exited Roches¬
ter to become-Cabling suds commercial voice .. .Tom O’Connell returned
to Plain Dealeri^adio-tv-chores following long illness.

IN DETROIT

\

Continued from page 43

. . .

Bee Baxter, long an ace KSTP-TV personality until her retirement
last year, returning to air as hostess on Minnesota Heart Assn.’s edu¬
cational station KTVA-TV series ... U; of Minnesota'football coach
again on air with his WTCN-TV Sunday night sponsored show which
includes films of preceding day’s Gopher game . . . KSTP promoted
Bill McGivern from tv assistant news director to radio and special
• vents dept.’ head . . . For its play-by-play of all U. of Minne-.
sota football games WCCO Radio again has “team” that includes
former all-time Gopher coach great, Bernie Blerman, and local news¬
paper sports writers Sid Hartman and Halsey Hall . . . WTCN Radio
pays $25 every week to person who supplies It with best news story
-lead ... New* radio station-to be launched in suburban Golden Yah-

i

note in television showmanship.
No professional comedy writer,
however eggheaded, could have
scribbled ' out with such eclat the
nifty one-liners that these boys
tossed off without a moment’s
pause. Lines like, “Washington
D. C. isn’t architecturally interest¬
ing. It’s a museum piece.” Or,
speaking of national cultures, “The
trouble with America Is there’s too
much England in it.” Or, of the
Jefferson monument in. Washing¬
ton, “It’s a public comfort station.”
The
one-liners
were mainly
Wright’s forte, he being a born
deadpan fcomic who ’ can really
bring laughs with his sacrilege
and indeed he gave his goodnatured crony many a chuckle on
the show.
Wotta Case of Casting!
United
States
Steel’s
“Chi¬
cago Dynamic” committee, which
brought the two artists back to the
Windy City for a special weeklong steel promotion, did a'splen¬
did'job of casting. The two men
foiled each other beautifully, Sand¬
burg playing it straight, poetic
and witty and Wright wry and
recalcitrant. At one point the poet
threw a tricky poser at his vis-avis, then turned to Cooke and
chuckled devilishly, “Got off a
pretty good one- that time, didn’t

Sandburg said, “The Sputnik is
testimony man is curious, wants to
know, will penetrate space . .
Wright, pronouncing it “Putnik”
again and again, had another
aspect: “Mankind is going to gen¬
erate itself into an attraction, like
the Putnik, if it doesn’t Stop de¬
veloping scientific attractions.” In
short, it -was a b^ll, fresh, spirited
and full of personality.
As it’s not a.commercial station
and short of funds besides, .WTTW
didn’t order, an overnight survey,
so there’s no indexing how, large
a mass its audience was. Oppos¬
ing the telecast on the commercial
channels were' “$64,000 Question,”
“Californians,” “West Point/’ and
. “Gray Ghost,” but the'' egghead
station iff certain, from the gen¬
eral response, that it cut into the
ratings substantially. WTTW’s best
showing in the past was for its
.two-hour income tax service in
February, 1956, when It invited
the audience to phone in.for ad¬
vice.
Comm! Station’s Nix.

WJR has established a new recording and production division to pro¬
vide original arrangements for musical announcements (jingles), situa¬
tion dialog announcements and straight readers under the direction of
Jimmy Clark, station's music director. WJR will provide talent, orch,
sound effects—the whole works . . . New WWJ-TV early evening entry
is the film series “Casey Jones.” . . . WJR’s Cracker Jills quartet were
awarded the Inti Championship over 37 competing foursomes at the
International “Sweet Adelines” Condition in' Miami * . . WWJ-TV
will telecast four of.the basketball games of the Detroit Pistons, new
pro outfit here . . . Donald Gray, star of “Saber of London” seen over
WWJ-TV, was a recent visitocJ^ere . . . Bob MeBride, former emcee at
WTOP-TV, Washington, andvpfesently Detroit Free Press director of
research, is the new host oir CKLW-TV’s “Command Performance”
show . . . WJR’s mobile studio was among the first vehicles to cross
United States Steel, of cowrie,
the $100 million Straits of'Mackinaw bridge, stopping in the middle picked up the tab for the talent
but didn’t have to pay for the
of the 7,400-foot span to originate broadcast to CBS radio net.
time.
It's understood the show
was first -offered to a commercial
..."
station here, but it was rejected
Lloyd E. JToder, NBC veepee and general manager of WRCV-TV, because U. S. Steel refused to go
presented special award by N.’ Jr Education Assn, at their Atlantic .City for a straight sponsorship deal.
confab, for stations’ effort in behalf of Jersey students and schools Station felt it would be commer¬
. . . Sally Starr (WFIL-TV) visiting. Nashville this week for 32d anni cf cial sponsorship hiding under the
“Grand Ole Opry.” Fred Jervis, formerly in the film dept, of Triangle mask of public affairs.
Actually U .S. Steel, whose pro¬
Stations, rrbw with WFILrTV promotion-. . . WFIL’s. Show Wagon,-at
Convention Hall Auto Show (16-23), with Bill Webber, Johnny Carl¬ motion is tied in with the construc¬
ton, Stu.Wayne, and Phil Sheridan originating Shows there . I . WCAU’s tion of several new skyscrapers,
Charles Shaw named chairman of resolutions committee of Radio-TV here, took a chance inviting the
News Directors Assn, at their annual meeting in Miami,* news dept, of salty architect to participate in the
On the show, Wright
the WCAU stations was presented'with “distinguished achievement” program.
award by the news directors, in cooperation with the Medill School of was murder on the topics of both
Steel, he
Journalism, Northwestern U....Ed McMahon to appear.;in a series of skyscrapers and steel.
filmed Wine commercials on WFIL-TV. Pix are produced under super¬ felt,,is being misused in construc¬
tion
today,
treated
like
wooden
vision of Elmer Jaspan .
. John Corcoran, former newscaster, now
beams. And as for the tall struc¬
partner in publicity firm . . . Robert E. Eastman, prez of ABNetwork,
tures; “Skyscrapers have no busi¬
guest speaker at Nov, meeting of Television Sc Radio Ad Club of Phila.
ness in the city, they belong in
at the "Barclay (13) . . . The late Harvey Husten’s assistant, Sid Mark,
the country ... . The only purpose
preemed a nightly jazz session on WHAT ., Mary Diinlavey, formerly of a skyscraper is to collect rent.”
With ad agencies here and in N.Y., appointed sales rep on WIBG staff
. . . Bill Sylkr WPEN . chief-, eleeted prez of Temple U... Alumni ... Bet¬
ty Furness to be commentator at “Haute Couture of Israel,” in the Ben
Franklin.
Robert Wagner, in town to. plug “Stopover Tokyo,” opening at the Fox
Continued from. page 35.
last week, guested on WFIL—plus-tv with BUI Webber and Bill Badger
... Temple'U.’s FM station, WRTI, rebrOadcasting WRCV's “Psychia-. Assn.; Hangen and Harsch appear
trist” series . . .Vince Lee, WRCV dee jay, back after a bout with flu .. . at the Chicago Council on World
WFIL-TV production staffers to conduct tv seminar for Phila. clergy-- Affairs; and Robinson speaks at
mbn.v.
the World- Trade Council in San
Francisco.
On Jan: 8, Hangen
speaks at the Pittsburgh Radio &
...
TV Club; on Jan. 9, the entire
Richard Boone in Frisco area to help out Guild for Crippled Chil¬ group are guests of honor at the
dren, still a trifle dazzled by the ratings of “Have Gun, Will Travel” . . . Foreign Policy Assn, luncheon in
KGO rehired Harvey Twyman . . . John Reavis, ex-KRON, named of¬ N. Y., and the following day, they
fice manager, George Patton ad agency, Oakland . . . KQED kicking off will host a press and VIP luncheon
a new series, “The Measure of Man,” with John Dodds . . . new pro¬ in 'Washington. They then head
motion assistant at KPIX Is Clare Van Sickle, replacing Louise Jorjor- back for their respective posts.
ian, who moved to KSFO'.. . Latest guest on Earl He?ald’s “Science in
During their stay, NBC will give
Action”—a 21-foot python ... Riviera Sofa Co., moving in from Los them additional exposure on radio¬
Angeles, is buying big-budget time on KPIX I . . KCBS had to go with¬ tv via guest shots on* “Today,”
out a mike sign while airing Christian Herter’s UNESCO speech—Mov¬ “NBC News,” “Outlook,” the Ar¬
ietone News’ Roy Cluver took the sign and wouldn’t give it hack, even lene Francis show, and on radio
after he’d bumped into Mme. Pandit and started the State Dept, flap¬ via “Monitor,” “Nightline” and
ping.
“News on' the Hour.”
Entire
Bill Roddy, ex-KPIX and ex-NBC .newscaster, has opened a tv pro- schedule was outlined to the news¬
ducton office at Pier 3, Frisco . . . Wanda Rainey, KCBS “Jane Todd” men in London last week in a
and president of AFTRA’s Frisco local, broke her leg in a garden spill meeting with Bill Me Andrew, NBC
. . . Terry O’Flaherty, Chronicle’s radio-tv critic, took ABC apart’ for director of news.
McAndrew
knocking off “No School Today” after the kids show had been on the stayed in London for a week,
air eight years. His” key paragraph; “The radio industry is spending making the BBC and TTA and gov¬
millions to build up the thought that radio is still a forceful entertain¬ ernment .rounds and conferring
ment medium. It's an entertainment medium all right—but as pear as with hi? foreign staff, called In for
f;
.
I can. tellj it se*snjs tp b^ enteriain^g xnostly^enag^^e^e. days”/..«, .th^nQcajwon.;..

IN PHILADELPHIA

Nib’s Global

...

New? changes at KBON have Joe H. Baker as v.p. and assistant g.m.,
and Robert N. Kindred as sales boss . . . Buddy Webber promoted to
program director of KOWH, with Frank Allen joining that outlet as
news director . . . KSWI in Council Bluffs, la., has become an affiliate
of Mutual . . . Iowa State Board of Regents has okayed a continuation
of pact between WOI-TV at Ames. Ia., and ABC running to June 30,
1959 . . . Sportscaster Red Barber in town to address, meeting of North¬
west Province Synod of Episcopal Church . . . C. Earl Williams resign¬
ed as manager of KFNF, Shenandoah, Ial, to take a similar post with
KWYR at Winner, S. D . . . U. of Nebraska educational station KUONTV in Lincoln started night programming last Monday week, with Jack
McBride as station director . . . Dick Welna shifted from KBON to.
KOOO as chief engineer . .. George C. Mirras managing new sales dept,
of WOW and WOW-TV . . . Eugene S. Thomas, g.m. of KETV, selected
as new member of board of trustees of Children’s Memorial Hospital. ,

IN MINNEAPOLIS

VAri&ty

ley . . . Here- for Twin Cities’ “Bonds for Israel” dinners, George Jessei made a KSTP-TV appearance . . . Newswriters Dick Chapman and
Bob Schwab WCCO additions.
KSTP-TV sports director Dick Nesbitt a guest on NBC-TV “Today”
ttwo days this week. .. WCCO-TV last Sunday passed up preeming “Sev¬
en Lively Arts” to show a Sonja Henie film oldie, but promises to bring
“Arts” in on film later . . . WCCO Radio's Bob DeHaven vacationing in
Chi for a week . . . Leonard Leigh, KSTP tv and radio staff organist,
inked for Victor album... Dave Lee, former Willis S. Martin ad agency
accountant exec in Ft. Wayne, Ind., named WTCN tv and radio promo¬
tion director . .. Robert Sheafer of WCCO news dept, a delegate to con¬
vention
Radio & TV News Directors in Miami. WCCO Radio, heed¬
ing protests against the elimination of Sunday afternoon’s New York
Philharmonic concert programs live, is bringing them in via tape Sun¬
day nights . . . John E. Mayasich, ex-U. Minnesota hockey star, a KSTP
Radio sales staff addition . . . Radio WDGY’s Don Kelly has “An Ap¬
ple for Teacher” campaign to get letters from pupils extolling their
school teachers which he reads over the air . . . KSTP-TV announcer
Roger Kent appeared on the NBC Radio “Monitor” . . .

IN SAN FRANCISCO

P^snert
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W# wish ter express ©wrv
gratitude for the whofe*
hearted, cooperation of the
diplomatic and home offi¬
cials of the following coon*,
tries:
ENGLAND
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
ITALY
YUGOSLAVIA
GREECE
TURKEY
IRAN
AFGHANISTAN
PAKISTAN
INDIA
1URMA
MALAYA
THAILAND
^CAMBODIA
SOUTH VIET NAM
UNITED STATES

The World Highways Expedition, organized for the Ford Motor Company and
J. Walter Thompson Company by f ilmways, has just completed its historymaking, round-the-world test drive of the 1958 Ford car. A distinguished series
of television commercial films-and a major documentary film, "One Road," will
soon bring the exciting story of this expedition to millions of people the world over,
WORLD HIGHWAYS EXPEDITION, Inc. Is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
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Serling Slams Manulis, Sez W
Producer Ordered Script He Nixed
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Teleplaywright Rod Serling takes
sharp exception to a Martin Manil¬
las statement that the “Playhouse
90“ producer and CBS-TV nixed a
yarn of his dealing with racial inT
tolerance because it was too “con¬
troversial.” Manulis himself orig¬
inated the idea for the story, overtured Serlihg about It and assigned
him to write it, said the top tv
writer irately. Not only that, but
he was told CBS liked the script
very much—but the sponsors re¬
jected it, he added.
Serling confessed he was baf¬
fled by Manulis’ remarks that CBS j
and thejsponsors rejected his yarn, j
that tv is no place for “controver-1
sial” stories, in view of the fact i
the project involved was ordered
by the producer.
“I can understand why a theme
like segregation in schools might
be considered top hot to handle.
But the theme of my script had to
do with the altogether basic prem¬
ise that no human being should
have to walk down the streets in
fear of bodily harm or personal in¬
jury because of the color of his
skin. I don’t think tills is contro¬
versial and I don’t think there are
two sides to it.
“If we eliminate this as a theme
because*of it, we may well have
guaranteed the undying affection
of every bigot who buys things in.

Wednesday, November 13, 1957

Mpls. Beefs Restore
Philharmonic Airings j After word broke that his assets were worth In the vicinity of a bildollars, Jean Paul Getty, the American expatriate who got a big
Even Though on Tape>* lion
play in newspapers last week, was invited to return from his Paris home

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Minneapolis, Nov. 12.
This area's host of symphonic
I stores, but we have also wiped our
c
feet on the law of the land and music lovers who had feared that
t
made a public admission to the
e
for the first fall and winter since
effect that our whole economy Is
geared to the tastes and attitudes the1 New York Philharmonic Or¬~
of a group of letter-writing wTild chestra concerts went on the air
e
people,” Serling declared, angrily. over the CBS' network they’d bey
denied them as.a result of WCCO
Re the script on racial intoler¬
a
over the CBS network would' be
ance, the writer said he submit¬
'
Radio's program rearrangement,
ted it late last spring, it was ac¬
’
are breathing easier.
cepted in 24 hours,- and he was
While
the
concerts
will
not
be
brought here from Connecticut to
P
discuss the rewrite with John broadcast direct Sunday afternoons,'l
Frankenheimer, who was to direct as hitherto, they’ll be offered via;
tape from 8 to 9:30 Sunday nights.
it.
This means that WCCO will goD
“I was told that five of the six !
sponsors had rejected it on the ahead' with its own Sunday after¬,‘
basis of a one-page outline with¬ noon show, “Sunday in ’CCO Land,”
out having even read the script, comprising “good pop music” re¬J
but that this was not the finale; cordings and .Service announce¬r.
efforts were still going to be ex¬ ments, including news and trafficI
erted to see if we could still push and weather reports, but that lov¬i
it through. I have ho argument ers of the longhair melodies will,
with Marty fa close and personal have the chance to indulge in more
friend as well as probably one of of them than ever before, it’s point¬7
the best producers in tv> insofar ed out by Bill Schwartz, new
as his contention that a ty and WCCO program director.
It also represents a break for thei
dramatic show should not be a
public forum specializing in con¬ Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra,
troversies, but I think this is a Schwartz feels, because for the firstt
semantic problem as to what con¬ time the symphonic music fans will1
be able to attend the local orches-.
stitutes controversy,” he stated.
Serling said that following 'this stra’s Sunday afternoon pop con¬.
experience, he has decided not to certs without missing the New Yorkc
write any more “controversial” Philharmonic presentations.
stories, adding “if the sponsor is
When it looked as though, the
right in his constant fear of pub¬ New York Philharmonic concerts
lic opinion, that It’s crazy to fight j would be eliminated protests start¬
it."
I ed pouring In on WCCO.

BUFFALO REPORTS!

to appear on one of Mike Wallace’s ABC-TV interviews. When the billionaire showed a reticence to return temporarily to the States (“he
was off to the Middle East to buy Syria or some place,” an ABC-TV exec cracked later), Wallace offered to pay the expenses of bis trip.
CBS Paris correspondent David Schoenbrun takes off for Morocco
thi£ week to do a special series on the King and the problems of the
new nation. He’s due back in Fans about the first of December, at
which, time he braces, himself for the coverage of the summit-level
NATO meeting, titan flies into New York for the CBS year-end news
wrapup, “Years of Crisis.” *
Theatre Authority on the Coast granted first telethon of 1958 season,
to be staged next February for Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation.
Last February, same group raised approximately $135,000 in a 10-hour
telethon on KTTV, in show produced by Jack Rourke. However, station
and exact date, for next February’s telethon remain unset, although it
will probably'be a Sunday.
Formation of a Southern California FM station-trade group is under
consideration of a seven-man committee, result of meeting called, couple
of weeks back by KRHM toppef Harry Maizlish and attended by some
31 FM station execs. Besides Maizlish, others on committee include
-A. A. Crawford of KCBH, Beverly Hills; Mason Ingram, KFSD-EM,
San Diego; A1 Schwartz, KBMS, L. A.; M. D. Buchan, KGLA, Li A.;
Phil Brestoff, KFMU, L. A.; and Bill Taylor, KWIZ-FM, Santa Ana.
It looks as if radio censorship of feature film advertising! In Min¬
neapolis is less severe than that of the two jOjntly-Owned local newspapers which have been incurring, exhibitors' wrath because ,of t%he
manner in which they’ve been blue penciling. shoWhoUse copy. . At
least, for the picture “Three Faces of Eve” radio slationk :therd permitted a spot announcement asking listeners-what?, they’d‘do If they
were married to the nicest girl in town “who how is anybody’s
pickup.” Same verbiage hag been disallowed by the newspapers. :
The $31,250 that Honolulu disk jockey Hal Lewis “invested” In
H^enry J. Kaiser’s KHVH-TV and KHVH radia operations tittle more
than a year ago will bring him an apparent net profit of $93,750, to'be
paid him over a five year period. Lewis, executive director, of the sta¬
tions, has sold his interests in the operations to the Kaiser-Burns
Development Co., which is controlled by the Henry. J; JCatiser Co.
Lewis is-better known to Honolulu audiences as J. Akuhead Fupule.
Long established as ah early morning jock, he has continue^ ;same
programming since moving to the Kaiser stations.

New York’s Metropolitan Educational. Television Assn, got its feel¬
ings hurt but also unintentionally grabbed off some Page inattention
this week when the N.Y. Public Library asked that its name be remov¬
ed from the credits of a telecast Sunday (10> titled ’‘The FaceSjspf War.”
Program, produced by META and WCBS-TV and featuring Mark Van.
Doren, Norman Cousins, Margaret Mead and James Jones, constituted
• an attack on war as a means of solving civilization’s problem^
library, which had helped in the preparation of the program, asked
that its name be withdrawn after seeing the final script, on the basis
that It never takes stands in sensitive and controversial matters.',
WNYC, New York’s municipal station, is on the prowl for .two pro¬
gram managers. Job, which requires a bachelor's degree with a major
in radio broadcasting and five years’ experience (two of them super¬
visory), pays $7,100 a year to start and reaches $8,900 with annual
raises. City’s Dept, of Personnel is accepting applications through Nov.
21

,

American Women in Radio Ac Television is offering a $750 scholar¬
ship to encourage young women to enter the broadcasting industry. The
fourth annual scholarship Campaign .is open to those "in their junior
year at college who are studying toward a degree or are majoring in
radio or tv. The $759 scholarship must be used, for academic study in
radio or tv or for on-the-job training subject to approval'of the AWRT
board. Deadline for entries is Feb. 1 with winner to be announced at
org’s annual spring, convention.

KINGS POINT, GREAT NECK:

Gleason’s TY Itcb
In Drama; Also As
CBS ‘Man of Week’
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PICTURES

After a layoff of five months,
.Jackie Gleason is eager to get Sack
into television harness again, and
has been meeting with CBS brass
for the past couple of weeks on
the matter. Specifically, the talks
center about Gleason's desire to do
several dramatic stints, and to get
back into the regular groove .\Vith
a weekly format.
The dramatic appearances don’t
■ offer much of a problem, hut the
weekly show does. Gleason has told
CBS that though he. wants to come
back in a show of his own, he won’t
do so until he's perfectly sure of
the proper format. He doesn’t want
. to go through the period of weekly
script problems that characterized
the last season of his “Jackie Glea¬
son Show.” CBS agrees with him,
and the series of at least three
meetings during the past two weeks
have been devoted to discussing
format possibilities.
Talks have been held at the very
top, among CBS board chairman
William S. Paley, exec v.p. for
programming Hub}>ell Robinson Jr.
and Gleason himself. The dramatic
roles haven’t been set yet, but the
view on that situation is that when
Gleason sees a script he likes, tbe
problem will resolve itself.
Moos* Jaw, Sask.—An applica¬
tion from radio station CHAB to
establish a tv station will be heard
by the CBC’s board of governors
in Ottawa Dec. 6.

■
f
j
j
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< Miniature farm estate . . . 15 min¬
utes tram Broadway, with, private
| beach rights an L. I. Sound.
Considered most charming, luxuri¬
ous heme In area of outstanding
homes. Naw England farm house,
7 yrr. old, hand-split shingles end
> batten board, exquisite condition, on
2 rolling acres. Spacious 2-car ga[ rage and potting shod.
First floor: 2 laveis. Oversize entry;
lar%e, gracious living room; family
room, rare random-width floor, huge
fireplace with raised hearth; pine
country kitchen, quaint but with
every modern innovation) 3 very
large .bedrooms; VA luxurious -baths;
master suite has door leading to
rose garden.
Second floor: enormous area, par-,
tially flnished> with fantastic pos¬
sibilities; breathtaking view. May ba
completed as 2 magnificent play¬
rooms, studies, projection room or
several bedrooms and bath plus ser¬
vants quarters. Will Include antique
bleached dak. and solid mahogany
cabinots, paneling, molding, etc.,
purchased expressly for this area.
Farm aero consists of 2 picturesque
red barns, complete with gentleman
farmer's pine-paneled office. Owner
now raising shoep; equally suitable
for horsos, etc.
May he purchased -completely fur-,
nlshed, including European antiques
and authentic Americana.
Secluded but not Isolated.
Conv.
biases and schools.
Property bor¬
dered on one side, by beautiful sub¬
urban. (ane, on othir by bird sanctu¬
ary.
Price for house and one acre:
$75,000, firm.
Farm acre with, barns optional.
Write Box V1211-57, ’VARIETY
154 W. 4(th St., NOW York 30
for appointment;
pr phone HUnter 2-2(43

Assistant fiaaiis!

Oal .Friday, alter-ego,1 and all-around
nudge to brilliant creative man who
nqods slightly loss lirllUanf and craatlvo assistance. Am young, attrac¬
tive, good writer, efficient organizer,
a veritable whiz with people and I
will get the potntl Experience as
TV associate producer, prassagent
not - too - extraordinaire, and copy
writer. H you're great. I'll be very
teed.’

Box V-3TA-57, VARIETY
1S4 W. 44th St.. New. York 34

WNBQ has a greater share of setsIn-use — for the average week, from
i sign-on to sign-off, Sunday through
■ Saturday—than any other television
station in Chicago!
While the shares of the other
three stations have declined,

\T

WNBQ has enjoyed a remark¬
able 55% increase in just one month1
You should be enjoying it, too*

WNBQ-5
NBC IN CHICAGO

SOLD BY |NKl SPOT SALES
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Television’s 'West Side Story’
; Continued from page 29 ;

the MCA-Revues, the Desilus, the | of the Girtz operation borders on
Ziy.s and the McCaddens 'perhaps I the frantic, reminiscent of a bygone
the four hottest and gainfully-eui- I era in bigtime pix making. Yet
pioyed mills now in operation! are ; this is not a Wm. Morris or an
disturbed about “tomorrow.” One | MCA—just one of the hot' indie
and all, they’d like to avoid a re¬ . agents.
petition of the current lacklustre
How It's Done
season 'even though some impres¬
For the first time the NBC-host¬
sive Nielsen & Trendex ratings ed tv editors were treated to a col¬
have helped to take the sponsor lective sampling of the “show biz
curse off the prevailing mediocrity : in a hurry” which characterizes
in programmirig. But apparently
the mass vidpix output. Last Tues¬
there are no geniuses around who
day it W'as Peter Lawford and
are able tp call the turn.
-Phyllis Kirk going through the
As a result of the confusion, all paces on “Thin Man” on the M-G
the planning and aspirations for lot; Wednesday it was “Sally” oh
next season seem to be headed in the Paramount lot; later that day
one direction—more of the same. the “book” was thrown at them on
Exec veepee Boh Kintner of NBC the Revue lot with a simultaneous
revealed to the 80 junketing tv edi¬ filming of sequences for “Wagon
tors here that of the 13 new’ '58-’59 Train,” “M Squad,” “Dragnet,”
projects being blueprinted. 11 of "Jane Wyman Show” and “Rest¬
them are being set for development less Gun.”
If the editors were
in Hollywood under the supervi¬ properly astonished, it was due to
sion of Coast program veepee Alan the fact that they wrere getting re¬
Idvingston.
What
are
they? affirmation at firsthand of the longAmong others, two new' westerns, recognized awareness, borne out of
two situation comedies, a half-hour a new kind of show biz economics,
mystery adventure show', a live of the ability of a handful of
musical-variety program, develop¬ people to mass produce half-hour
ment of a live, comedian for tv. vehicles within a two-three-day
Only the last named smacks of cre¬ span which, at least on a technical
ativity over and above the present level, frequently compare in quali¬
season’s formula for entertaining ty to major studio theatrical out¬
the American tv public.
put. But format, performance and
Teleplx on a High Tor
writing are'something else, again.
It doesn’t take long to discern That’s the rub—the rub which sup¬
that tv films dominate the Holly¬ ports the verdict that the ’57-*58 tv
wood scene today. It’s evident in season—network protestations to
the massive and still-growing NBC the contrary—has been a dud.
facilities in Burbank. It’s evident
at CBS Television City, which has
the capacity to absorb more and
more programs. And it’s particu¬
larly evident in the “reserved for —Continued from pax* 33tv” stages at Metrp, Warners, RKO
and other major studios, as well as tunities, we are atriking at one of
the mushrooming independent lots the very instruments of the demo¬
where, so regimented are they in
cratic method in what is perhaps
their thinking, everybody still
identifies themselves as being “in the most perilous time in our his¬
pictures.” not “in television.”
tory. Events today far surpass the
It’s evident, too, in the expanding training and ability of most of us
tv activity of agents and the ad¬ to comprehend them Without the
vertising agencies. As a clearing aid of the best, the fullest, the
house for casting in the vidpix quickest information sources.
If.
arena, perhaps a perfect illustra¬ the ability of the great newsgatbesv
tion is Mitchell Girtz’s office. With • ing and disseminating organizations
a stable of 22 working scripters, 15 j to do their job is impaired in any
directors, plus a succession of pro¬ I respect, and If information is unducers—musicians, etc., the tempo • necessarily or unwisely withheld

‘Leave Us Alone’
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'Truth About TV-in-N-Y/

‘Better to Fix It’

Sasfck’s ‘Sard Set’
=' Continued from pare 35

I was crazy. But that in effect U
what a good many producers ire
doing these days,”
‘Crescendo* Diminuendo
When the happy marriage be¬
tween the idea and themame star
can be achieved, that’s all to the
good,’ he states, hut first must come
the idea and-then the star to •fit it.
“I think millions of people felt
cheated, when Rex Harrison ap¬
peared on ‘Crescendo* and never
really did anything because there
wasn’t anything for him to do. I
think this business of booking a
name for a name's sake is going
io hurt television in the long run.”
As a matter of economics, Saudek sees the emphasis on names
facing a decline. Three years ago,
television could get a big name for
$5,000 a show. Today the price is
$50,000, and if prices continue
their present climb, in a couple
of years it'll be $100,000. But even
as the price doubles, the rating
can't go up correspondingly, and
if only on a cost-per-thousand basis,
the trend will hate to level off.
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from the American people, we as a
people shall be left powerless to
Tnake
decisions,
to
contribute
towards a body of opinion that can
be translated into public policy
; Continued from page 35 ;
and then action.”
In order to “construct a broader, the mccoy “idiot” shows in the brains and performers in the busi-.
more direct,, more arresting infor¬ telepix trough,’ the competitive ness? Doesn’t the Mayor care?
mational broadcasting service-^-one
aspects take on fierce proportions Don’t they know that when New
constantly on the^alert all over the
York loses its place as the centre
world—we . must have strong, eco¬ as the demands, on viewers’ time of. theatre, it also loses its attrac¬
nomically
sound
broadcasting become greater from every station tion to millions of visitors? Are
units. In reaching the people they quarter. The networks are not they absolutely blind, or is it that
must be national in their scope. In
helping the situation by their own they are so rich and fat that they
getting the news they must be in¬
just don’t give a damn?
type of dog-eat-dog, “same script”
ternational in their resources.
“This is a function that only \he programs with only the cast names
nationwide networks are able to different.
undertake.
’
‘Seat-of-Govermnent’
“To perform it we must have the
<4) Venue. A change of scenery
Continued Ircfm pare 33
personnel, the intricate technical has long been needed—for better
equipment and processing meth¬ or worse. Hollywood has become changed our production setup to
ods, the disciplined and world-wide the seat-of-government in filmed rework it” . He also- points out
organization, the connective net¬ television,
therefore, the trek that “Record’s” rating has been
work of outlets across the country. westward—for both live and film
holding up strongly, but it’s the
And we must he able to draw from —cannot be stopped. A new “cli¬
other broadcasting operations the mate of opinion” is rising.
Its web’s job to strengthen it. Still
money wre need to do all this,” name is California. It is a tele¬ another case is “Dick & the Duch¬
Stanton declared.
vision nation with two capitals, ess,” which represents a special

You
can
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CHRISTMAS JOB
AT MACY’S
Full-time and part-time selling jobs *.. and non-selling jobs,
too. Earn while you learn ... and take home a good salary,
and get 20% discount on personal things, 10% un practically
everything else. Work in the world’s biggeststore,.. it’s fun.
Interview Monday through Saturday, 9 to 5
Macy’s Employment Office, 166 West 35 St.
Westchester residents} Apply Macy’s Whits Plains
Ik-klrk-iHrk-kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk-kkkkkkkkkkkk-kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk'kkkkkkkkkkk

N.Y. being the lesser. (Not unlike
many countries of past and pres¬
ent, with their dual-capital system
for physical and other conveni¬
ence).
45) Overloading. New York took
on too big a “culture” in tele¬
vision.’ It was ready for the me¬
dium only in the sense of the
town’s bigness, but without the
real estate and facilities conson¬
ant with the fantastic growth of
the Medium,
New York was
‘good enough” in the ' growth
stages, but not any more.
Thus,
the city cJhnot hope to reclaim*
its stake until some years hence,
and then only if a building and de-.
velopment
program,
including
municipal support, is charted.
(As far as the general public is
concerned, the man in the street
could hardly care where shows
originate. This is only a trade,
general business, and city concern.
“Culturally,” how * can it matter
when he already has the pick of
the legitimate theatre, the film
houses on Broadway and the neigh¬
borhoods, skyscraper? to be fas¬
cinated with if he cares, the pres¬
ence of the United Nations in his
backyard, Wall Street activities,;
tons of museums, town balls, half
a dozen local newspapers to keep
him busy and happy,* and •' every •
minute the greatest spectacle of
all, pedestrian.; and traffic jams, to
which he is greatly attuned add;
which he would sorely miss, if the
truth were known.)
An Omide* Statement
Although tv practitioners ivith
their feet deep in -the.field jean
idtir doisens of other reasons many
more .important,, perhaps, than thh
foregoing, there Is a statement
that his come to Yaimhr which
seems to be one tipoff to the situa¬
tion. It la from an actual tele-1
vislonite who obviously cannot
have his namejheatiooed for this1
(his own) reasphr *Tdtt .inow .
eehnot sign his letter.; That*# the
terrible part of the situation. The
digues; nave such- \a stranglehold
oh the business hit New York that
if you‘don’t come in on all-fours,
if you don’t beg, If you are not
humble with a capital H, then you
are dead.
;
Here is his statement:
“You write about the decline of
show people and ahows in New
York but what- is the reason?
People in the business have hashed
and rehashed the reasons. Here
are some I have heard:
“The Ivy Leaguers and their im¬
itators have killed the businesa.
There have been’too many Motiva¬
tional Research men and not
enough Showmen. The people
art deadly sick of shows that have
to do with psychological and socio¬
logical theme?. The people at the
agencies and the nets have been
too busy being haughy to get
down to the real business of find¬
ing and'Putting on shows for the
public. The ’clique?* have frozen
out all talent of any kind which
doesn’t ^belong.* The top men in
the business have had their own
business taken away from them by
con artists who don’t know any¬
thing about putting on a show, but
only how to do a eon job over a
luncheon table or in a night dub;
and these Urn only a few.
“The prospect of moving to
California depresses me terribly,
but it looks as if there is nothing
else to do for me and the others
who feel that their experience and
ability entitle them to a place in
the business.
“Don’t the people who own the
nets and the agencies care about
thgloss to New York of the best

problem since it’s on film. But
even here, he states, improvements
can be made by editing and cutting,
and the web is working on. just
that. .
StiH another sample is “The
Sevdn Lively Arts/fthe premiere
of which “fizzled.alittle bit and
wasn’t good as we'd, have liked it to
be”’ But “Arts,” believes Robin¬
son, wlO be one of the season’s top
shows,’ “a contribution we* think
will be of Teal value to the indus¬
try.” He see* the web's - “The
Twentieth Century” as another
standout
At >the same time,
though, , he concedes that, tighten¬
ing, sharpening and other improve¬
ments ere needed on “Arts.”
Though Robinson doesn't agree
with the critics of television, he,
finds the current propensity of
some of the medium’s eiecutives
to squabble with the critics' “child¬
ish” and “a waste of valuable time
that goyld be spent Sn better
things/' namely the continuous
process of improving the-quality of
programming. *T remember when
MaxweH Anderson ran .'ids con¬
demning the critics fJukes family
of journalism*). The. critics sur¬
vived, Maxwell Anderson survived
and the theatre survived. Though
it’s unfortunate that some televi¬
sion, critics use their columns for
personal vendettas, television will
survive and so will criticism.”
Cleveland—In an effort to hypo
local music, Getie Carroll will
emcee a weekly half-hour Tuesday
6, p.mt stanza highlighting highschool hands in the* areas.

Male and Female
MACY’S
seeds
flato Toy dsotoosAredoes.
BaeeNeat eerefcf appsrtyelH—. 40
tern - S days. 19:11 te 4x111—
4 days ;(11:1I to 9:11, Meedoyt ec
lhmedtffys).
Apply ML M. KISNlK
Toy office, hh fleer lift Aveeoe
BoMog. 10 AM. to * P.M.
Meodoy to Mdey.

BROOKS
[COSTUMES
WUCA-TV
. Open Auditions
Anyono Intoroctod In an audition,
ploaao sond all dotallt, Inciwdlni comioto bacfcsroond and photoyraph, tot
ok 6M,4tadlo City Station, Now York
19, N. Y. Ploaao do. not corn# In or
calll
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NBC-TV
GOAST-TO-COAST
NOVEMBER 17, 1957 • 9:00 PM, E.S.T.
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COMMERCIALS PRODUCED BY

CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
Hal Roach Jr,f President

#
Jack W. Reynolds, Director of Production

Sidney Van Keuren, Vice President
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‘Doc Holliday* Piloting
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Pilot on new series* “Stories
of Doc Holliday,” based on a
book by John Myers, will roll
Nqv* 22, according to producer
James Harris and scripter
F o n v i 11 e McWhorter, part¬
nered in project under Jimac
Productions banner. McWhor¬
ter will also star, under mon¬
icker John Fonville.
Pilot will be directed by
Austin Jewell. McWhorter and
Bill Baker have cleffed “Bal¬
lad. of Doc Holliday” for se¬
ries.

Chi's Pile of Oldies
; Continued from page 30 ;

than they’re getting. Ask the film overloaded with commercials. On
peddlers
themselves,
he
said. the other hand, we never get a beel
“Many of them feel the money on our short segmented live shows
our 10 to 11 p.m. strip, for instance),
ceiling has been reached too/
Dissenting opinion is voiced by| which take spots before and after,
Jennie Graff, National Telefilm As¬ with ID’s besides.” He said xiio
sociates topper in midwest, who viewers object when films are in¬
feels the station heads are squawk¬ terrupted for commercials, and
ing at a time when they’re making when a station spots the blurbs,
more money than ever with feature back-to-back to help pay for the!
films. “There’s no limit to what a expensive film “the public thinks
t
ood picture will do fox a station,” you’re over-commercializing.”
e says, “and to prove it we’re wiil^j
As for the film peddlers, Arkedis/
ing to go in on a percentage deal, feels they use no sales pitch at all.;
a minimum guarantee and a per¬ “Often,” he says, “they’ll arrogantly;
centage, just like distributors do at slap a hand on your desk, read off)
the theatres. There’s no ceiling on the leader titles, and act amazed!
the price of pictures. We’re not when you reject their price. The-SWORD OF FREEDOM
trying to .milk the stations, we just stations huy films without seeing] (Francesco)
want a fair shake, and feature films them
__
_ out later that half a; With. Edmund Purdom, Martin
and find
Benson, Monica Stevenson, Ken-j
have not reached their maximum! dozen or so are ratings bonanzas
neth Hyde, Ferdy Mayne, Derek;
price by a longshot.’’
’while the rest are only fillers.”
Sydney, Reginald Beckwith, Bry¬
NTA’s ‘Money’ Answer
•
an Coleman
Graff cites NTA’s recent sale of ;
■■ - .
- —
Producer:
Sidney Cole
its “Champagne Package” of 53
*■/
#■ TYI3 O I
Director: Terry Bishop
features to WRCA in New York for,
KYdl! I ¥ vOlO
Writer: Lewis Ishart .
$15,000 each. Same pix made the;
Distributor: Official Films
rounds here at $12,000 and now are —. Continued from page 33
— 30 Mins., Thnrs., 7 p.m;
down to $11,000 each, still un-l
. .
, , .
x
.
RIVIERA BEDDING
claimed, but Graff writes this off i
i^ut
KTLA, L.A. (syndication)
as an abundance of first-run prod-]
wt/,/ • ."///•• ^
Filmed in England by Weinstein
iict on hand until the first of the ; £fct Shelley Winteis m Polka on
Production for Sapphire Films Ltd.
year.
! Dec. 18.
and
' distributed here by Official
“Feature films make monev fori
“Polka,” Incidentally, is one of
the Stations,” he says, “and the \ three plays that Robert Crean is Films, “Sword of Freedom” is a
reason ^ve know this is that we’re j wfi^ng for “Kraft" for the month poorly - produced
swashbuckler
in the spot business ourselves. Na¬ of December. On Dec. 4, his “Come marred by a generally mediocre
tional advertisers don’t have to look to Me,” co-authored with comedian
tone
and
a
story
of
the
same de¬
up ratings. They plunk down their Peter Lind Hayes (for who Crean
scription.
The apparent shoe¬
money readily when they hear scripted for a while) will star Far¬
string
budget
may
enable
Official
you’ve got the MGM, 20th-Fox* or ley Granger, Julie Wilson, Steve and the producers to make some
and
Margaret O’Brien.
Warner films, because they know Dunne
coin out of this entry, but its audi¬
“Polka”
goes
Dec.
18,
and
on
Dec.
what those films can do. It’s no
ence appeal: is close to nil.
secret what WBBM-TV makes on 25, the “Kraft” Christmas Show will
Edmund Purdom stars as an art¬
films. The spots on its Saturday be Crean’s adaptation of Henrik ist of the Italian Renaissance pe¬
night ‘Best of MGM' show add up Van Dyke’s “The Other Wise Man.” riod' who gets involved in all sorts
A
George
Dyslin
script,
“Heroes
to 18, at the rate card price of
of intrigue with the de Medicis and
Walk on Sand,” gets the Dec. 11 Machiavelli, and all it gets him is
$900 per.”
Graff was alluding to the recently nod.
marked for assassination. Seems
published remark of H. Leslie AtTo start the new year right, the he painted a picture of a de Medici
Lass, WBBM-TV veep, that he can’t Jan. 1 show is a “trade item,” ai felnme, and her expression (on oil)
wait until his Metro backlog runs Bob Van Scoyk play titled “The is a rapturous one. So much so de
out so that he may slot Mahalia Battle for Tuesday Night,” describ¬ Medici thinks it Will interfere with
Jackson in a latenight stanza of ing the fight for rating supremacy an arranged marriage by causing
ipiritual and gospel songs.
between a veteran tv personality her fiance to think she loves the
artist. However, with the help of
and an up-and-coming singer.
Prestige, Blurbs, Etc,
the gal, Purdom outwits the mas¬
WBBM-TV’s plaint against fea¬
ter of intrigue,
ture films was expressed more exPurdom is okay, albeit handi¬
Lubbock, Tex.—William E. Close,
plicity to Variety by Arkedis, who,
in
the
none-too-clear
general manager of KCBD, has re¬ capped,
deplored, among other things, thej
signed his post to become general script by Lewis Ishart. Dafcii.
fact that features rarely bring a manage^ipf the San Antqpio office
station prestige. “The press likes of the Aylin advertising agency.
to get snide about the late night Prior to going to Lubbock, he was
movies,” he says, “and the public associated With KABC-KGBS, now
squawks becausee it thinks they’re KENS, and KTSA.

f

TV Film Chatter

THEY LOVE ME IN

CHICAGO

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Sales Mgr.
MGM-TV, a service of Loew's Incorporated
701 7th Ave., New York 36, N. Y. • JUdson 2-2000

That “Gray Ghost Special,” the
Civil War train: brought to New
York for a visit by CBS Film
Sales, is due for a three-day stint
in Philadelphia and Washington . *.
ABC Film Syndication offices in
Chicago are being moved to Michi¬
gan' Ave.* effective next February,
occupying the same building with
the American Broadcasting Net¬
work’s central division.
John Howell, newly-appointed
general sales manager of CBS Film
Sales, to the Coast and .due back
Saturday (16) . . . Dynamic Films,
indie producer of commercial tv
films, has leased space in. a new
Park Ave. bu|lding for sales offices
and .screening rooms . . . Director
Charles H. Wasserman. joins per¬
manent staff 'of Transfilm Inc.
Ralph Mitchell, formerly with
California National Productions,
jollied the Sales staff of Screen
Gems (Canada) Ltd. . . . Joe Stei¬
ner, exec producer of “The Inter¬
national Show,” the Hildegarde
starrer, to the Coast over the week¬
end to discuss the initial script with
writer Hannah Goodman; script
will be. filmed in Rio de Janiero
Jan. 2.
’
.

Inside Stuff—TV Films
Same C-97 Army transport plane which figured in incident will be
used in “Telephone Time” segment entitled “Flight to Life,” with MaJ.
Sam Tyson, pilot of the plane, tp act as technical adviser. In flight from
Hawaii, with 67 passengers, mostly Army dependents, two of' plane’s
engines jidt out near point of no return and Major Tyson barely man¬
aged to reach San Francisco. Lensing starts today (Wed.) with Jerry
Stagg producing.
/
*
'
National Assn, of Manufacturers last week donated a complete col¬
lection of its “Industry on Parade” telefilms to the Library of Con¬
gress. The series of more than 350 quarter-hour prints represents the
stories of more than 1,500 American companies, giving the library a
comprehensive picture of mid-century American business. Presentation
was made by NAM exec v.p. Charles R. Sligh Jr., who also handed over
three industrial films produced in 1912. by Thomas A. Edison Inc.
“Sunrise Semester,” the 6:30 a.m. eye-opener literature course tele¬
cast by WCBS-TV, N.Y., is being primed for a syndication whirl. CBS
Film Sales, aware of the stir the educational show has created among
the literati, is sounding out stations arid sponsors in other areas of the
country. CBS Film Sales execs also are conferring with New York U.
officials and Professor Floyd Zulli Jr., the program’s lecturer, on the
plan. It’s not likely that college credit will be offered to tuition paying
viewers outside New York, although no firm decision has been taken
on this point yet. Since tfie show’s bow in September, kines of the pro¬
gram have been taken. These would be utilized in syndication.
An educational film narrated by Joan Crawford, dealing with the im¬
pact of multiple sclerosis on family life, is being distributed to tv sta¬
tions by the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. The 28-minute color
film is titled “In Sickness And In Health.” Miss Crawford for the past
year has served as national chairman of the society's women’s activities
committee.
An increasing demand for merchandising aids by advertisers is
noted by Ziv, which cite^a number of examples on recent series to
indicate the size of the growing merchandising operation. Advertisers
using “Harbor Command” have so. far ordered 2,000,000 posters, about
the ’same number of window streamers and 1,200,000 tabloid-type
flyers. Promotion tools developed for the new “Sea Hunt” include a
tabloid newspaper flyer for distribution to customers, a ready-to-go
mailing to dealers, a complete press kit with photos,'posterg, etc.
New “Sea Hunt” sales include Perfection Mattress and Dixie Club
Coffee over WBRC-TV, Birmingham; O’Keefe Brewing has added
Rochester, N. Y.; P. C. Food Markets, Syracuse. In addition, four
stations recently bought the skein, WBTV, Charlotte, N.
WD§M-TV,
Duluth. Minn., WNCT-TV, Greenville* N. C.; and WFLA-TV, Tam¬
pa. Fla.
%
.
*
Associated Artists Productions Corp. had its telefilm merchandising.
organized as just another division of the distribution company, but this
week Associated Artists Enterprises Inc. was established as a subsid¬
iary to do the job. Paul Kwartin, exec veep of AAP. and with the par¬
ent company since its inception, will top the new outfit. Peter Cook
will be' AAE’s station relations man, since the company divvies manu¬
facturing royalties with any tv station that ties up in the merchandis¬
ing plan, and Marguerite Blaise will serve as assistant director of mer¬
chandising under Kwartin.

N.Y., L.A. & Chi Sponsor Pattern
i Continued .from pace 31 ;

sponsor coin; WOR-TV has more
first-run properties this fall season
as compared to last year, but there’s)
no dominant advertising situation
on station, some skeins being spon¬
sored others being spot carriers;
WRCA, WABC, WCBS have rela¬
tively feW first-run properties, but
those that they have are either1
fully or co-sponsored.
Los Angeles: KTLA, which last
year had few first-run syndicated
shows* is predominantly participa¬
tion; KNXT first-run programming
runs along participation lines, as in
previous years; KTTV, a heavily
telefllmed station, hag full and co¬
sponsorship of skeins about equally
divided;' KRCA,- no particular pat¬
tern;
KHJ - TV* co - sponsorship
mainly, a rise in that direction at-1
tributed to the increasing cost of]
product; KABC-TV, co-sponsorship
of the few skeins on the station.
Chicago: WBBM-TV, top station
in the market, has only one firstrun property this season end itls
selling the skein an a participation
basis; WNBQ, by contrast, has in-j
creased its number of syndicated
properties and the trend at the
station i* away from participations.
Station has six first-runs sold to
single sponsors and one that’s be-]
ing co-sponsored. Last year most

first-runs on the Station were par¬
ticipation, though fewer in number;
WBKB has four first-run proper¬
ties, all fully sponsored; WGN-TV,
indie, biggest user of syndicated
film in the market, inclines to fully
sponsored and co-sponsored shows
as opposed to participating.

SCARSDALE VIC.
Immense home on one
corner acre* Italian villa
architecture* Exotic wood
panelmg-throughout. Huge
rooms. Crack-proof Traver¬
tine ceilings. Theatre-Night
Club downstairs. 5^ bath¬
rooms. Beautiful covered
and open patios, complete¬
ly . landscaped.
Custom
furnished,

ASKING $180,000,
Owner
Sundays, Cali SC 3-B424
Weekdays, JU 6-0112

IN CASE ANYONE WONDERS!
<3-

I’M IN NASSAU, BAHAMAS
10 FABULOUS WEEKS WITH FEDDERS-QUIGAN
AS OFFICIAL HOST-EMCEE
>

■■ ■ O . .. .

Staying to Present PETER DONALD TROPHY at Nassau
International Sports Car Races ! Returning December
Address; BRITISH COLONIAL HOTSL

Agentt W1UTAM MORRIS AGENCT
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LETTER MAN
Jan Murray Received More Than 6,000,000 Cards from, Viewers in Two Months!
America has voted “YES” on Murray in a hurry . . . and resoundingly!

j||||

In the few months Jan Murray’s

“Treasure Hunt” has been on the air, Jan has received more than 6,000,000 pieces of contest mail —almost
3,000,000 in September and over 3,000,000 in October. The same big story is shaping up fof November. In fact,
in one day alone, November 4th, Jan received 755,000 pieces of mail.

|Jj|||

It’s a striking measure of “Treasure

Hunt’s” audience, its size, its keen interest. “Treasure Hunt” has become, overnight, one of the nation’s big
new market places, with Mr. Murray, champ letter-getter, emerging as a champ salesman.

||j|

TREASURE HUNT starring JAN MURRAY A JANTONE Enterprise, Inc. Production
10:30 to 11:00 am, EST, Monday through Friday
Public fUtitfont: George Schrtier Associates, 400 Madison

kit..

New York

Management: William Morris Agency, 1740 Broadway. New York

NBC TELEVISION
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RADIO-TELEVISION
‘Jury*

Meany to Rule on RTDG-NA6ET
; Continued from page 29 ;
baum meeting the next day, the to be put to AFL-CIO arbitration
guild ordered its men back to work j this week.
Meanwhile, the.- surrounding sit¬
on a status quo basis until the!
uation developed1 a multiplicity of
Meany decision.
j angles.
Milton Berle was at one
The NBC contract, which was j moment “out” and the next “in”
never enforced by RTDG, gave the < as star of Sunday’s (10) “Wide
guild the right to communicate di- j Wide World.” Network had feared
that the 90-minqte stanza, which
rectly with NABET lensmen on ce.- |
uses well over two dozen cameras
tain very specific occasions. NA-! and a host of RTDG stage man¬
BET is arguing that seven years of ‘ agers
and
assistant
directors,
custom is perhaps stronger than; might not come off.
On Friday,
the heretofore unexercised con-; therefore, it set a$ide a kine of the
tract clause.
1 fii-st “WWW” show of the season,
After NBC cast its lot with. “The Challenge Of Space,’’ to use
NABET and RTDG insisted it hadT; for an emergency.
been locked out by the web, an
Berle did not cross the RTDG
RTDG picket line was set up; picket lines on Friday afternoon
around NBC's central 30 Rockefel¬ and missed rehearsals. That night,
ler Plaza headquarters. The line however, Berle, a paying member
later extended to many NBC facili- • of RTDG, was told by the network
ties, including the huge Brooklyn j that he had to live up to his 30color studio from which many ot | year contract with NBC as an ac¬
the major shows emanate.
t tor.
He decided to show up on
Before the lockout, the directors } Sunday for his on-screen chores.
guild steadfastly refused to medi- j
This did not, however, prevent
ate with NABET, claiming that! the RTDG staffers of the show
the issue lay between NBC and from walking out on Friday. Fact
NABET, because both union con- that the directors and stage men
tracts with the network clearly on all the NBC shows, including
spell out the instances under those on the big specials of the
which RTDG Tnembers had the week, were not going to work
brought out a . host of NBC execs,
secretaries, and pageboys to re¬
place them.
As one page put it,
Noosecasting
“everybody and Ills uncle” was on
An actress found a new way
hand to fill in.
The network of¬
to take care of her casting
ficers, most of whom lied previ¬
problems during last week’s
ous program or directorial experi¬
picketing of NBC by Radio-TV
ence, did the program director
Directors Guild members.
stints.
The pages and secretaries
She spotted an NBC Radio
filled in for RTDG stage managers
director on the line and ran up
and AD's.
4
to him saying, “I’ve been try¬
RTDG pickets had received no
ing to see you for six months
open suppott from other industry
.. . Can I work on your show."
guilds and unions on Friday. But,
She began to dog his heels as
a report late that afternoon was
he made his short tour of duty.
that
local Teamster Union truckers
After talking to her a few
—the ones who hand ed NBC
minutes, he answer, “Sure, if
props—refused to cross the RTDG
you promise not to cross the
lines. Teamsters, who were appar¬
picket line.”
ently acting unofficially, could not
be reached for comment.
right to talk directly to camera¬
The "lockout” occurred on Fri¬
men.
Shortly before the Thurs¬
day morning, at the outset pf the
day <7> midnight deadline imposed
7 o’clock “Today” stanza. A few
by RTDG for coming to a decision,
minutes later, the first pickets ap¬
the guild decided to arbitrate, but
peared and ringed three sides of
later backed out.
the main N^C plant. “Today” di¬
RTDG insisted that, after agree-, rectors Howard Davis and Bill,
ing to arbitrate before a select Healion demanded the “private
AFL-CIO committee, to be headed line” microphones to talk directly
by prexy George Meany, NABET. to cameramen.
The network, as
told the guild that it was going to distinct from NABET technicians,
discuss the “whole RTDG con¬ refused to hand over the mikes, at
tract.” RTDG said the only issue which point Davis and Healion
at stake was the specific clause “walked.” Ted Nathanson quit the
which gave its members the right later Arlene Francis show under
to talk directly to cameramen. the same circumstances. Apparent*
Later, NABET stated to the press ly, set for the trouble, NBC called
that its officials merely wanted to on its secretary-executive pool.
discuss “the one item, but without NBC refused RTDG members the
any restrictions on the arguments private line throughout the’ day,
that can be used; we want to and w'eb officials again filled in.
bring up the history—the seven
years in which we’ve handled
Network producers such as E.
cameramen through TD’s.
We Roger Muir were lining up to rein
feel the history, is- important to the . net’s Saturday shows.
Muir
our cause.”
was directing the ayefft “Howdy
This same issue .was the apparent Doody” stint. And so it went.
cause for tying up an all-after¬ Among the greatest immediate
noon, all-evening session on Fri¬ fears the network had \yere the
day i8> with the two unions and Perry Coiho and' Steve Allen
Federal Mediator J. R. Mandel- shows.
The previous Saturday,
baum.
Mandelbaum and execu¬ shortly -after RTDG first exer¬
tives of both unions, it was re¬ cised its ccmtractual right to talk
ported, “were much closer to directly to cameramen, Grey Lockagreement at 6 p.m. Friday” than wood, Como’s- meigger, nearly had
they had been at any time previ¬ his hands full trying to cope with
ously.
It was added, however, NABET: ramerafiien; ' whn"‘Vtere
there was nevertheless the “diffi¬ "following.instructions . to-, the fet¬
culty” in deciding exactly what was ter,” to appoint where “pan left”
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Meg Truman

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Only one program, local
KRCA “Juke Box Jury,” has
fallen casualty so far to the
picketing over the weekend
of NBC installations by Radip-TV Directors Guild. Show
was cancelled Friday (8) when
four slated guests, Bob Cros¬
by, Betty Hutton, Peggy King
and Jimmie Rodgers, refused
to. cross picket lines. A film
wras substituted.
Only other reported casual¬
ty, as negotiations continued
over the weekend, was ankling
of Joan Davis from guest shot
on
Sunday’s
(10)
“Chevy
Show.”
Meanwhile, executive per¬
sonnel with any sort of pro¬
duction experience have been
drafted by. both net and local
outlet to take over directorial
reins. Syd Rose, regional di¬
rector of National Assn, of
Broadcast
Employees
and
Technicians, emphasized that
his union is not stepping into
spots vacated by directors, as¬
sistants and stage managers
Who either “walked out” or
were locked out Friday morn¬
ing, according to point of
view.
Picketing by RTDG commepced in Hollywood, N. Y.,
Chi, Cleveland and Washing¬
ton Friday morning, all towns
with NBC owned & operated
stations. Pickets were report¬
edly not questioning perform¬
ers’ Tight
to
cross
lines
under pact of American Fed¬
eration of TV & Radio Artists
.with NBC.
However, Mrs.
Margaret Truman Daniel; who
arrived Friday tp resume her
thesping career on an NBC-TV
“Matinee Theatre” Thursday
(to be followed by a guesting
on net’s “Gisele MaCKenzie
Show” Nov. 23), was driven to
stages via a hack route, to
avoid embarrassment of cross¬
ing a picket line.
Local echelons of all three,
corners in.the triangular has*
sle
amongst
two
unions,
NABET and RTDG, and NBCTV, were watching weekend
developments in N. Y. No lo¬
cal talks are slated. However,
Elizabeth Gould, local exec
secretary of RTDG, firmly
stated Guild’s position that it
had been locked out, and that
picketing was result of that
action by NBC.
reportedly meant a 360-degree
tum;by the cameramen.
With the network on its side,
there were no deliberate camera
“misses” by NABET technicians
on Friday. Because of the neces¬
sity of haying to shift directors,
the web faced serious problems on
its Jong lineup of specials this
week. Three among them are the:
General Motors .and Hallmark
specs and the kickoff to the big
Las Vegas showcase.
Between rounds, a NABET offi¬
cial finally admitted to the speci¬
fic reason why his union was un¬
willing to surrender its seven-year
tradition to contractual demands.
“If a certain amount of real re¬
sponsibility is taken away from Us,
the pay rate will reflect that over
the years.” He .said the only rea¬
son NABET'never'tried to change
the contract clause in . either its
nwtf- or the5 RTDG-NBC contract
$a$ .that^ere-npvep ..h|id been a
need'to. ^^Ce RTDG 'chose not to

exercise its right before.
“You don’t change many portions
of an old contract if there is no
trouble or grievance and conse¬
quently no agitation to change it,”
he declared.
Until NBC “put us out,” RTDG
was unwilling to mention publicly
some of the grievances the guild
had against NBC as the result of
certain alleged dealings when the
problem first arose. A week and
a half ago, shortly after RTDG first
issued its edict to take over direct
control, a network labor lawyer is
said to have called two freelance
RTDG directors to fill in.
The
plan, as it was reported, was that
NBC would warn directors a
“first time” to leave camera con¬
trol to NABET technical directors.
If RTDG men refused, the net¬
work would, without further warn¬
ing, turn to AD’s to take over.
Since the AD’s are also RTDG,
that was unlikely. So, after a sec¬
ond warning to the head directors,
the network purportedly planned
to tell they they were fired and re¬
place them with “scabs.” The two
directors reported these Pvertures
to RTDG.
The network lawyer later denied
this to RTDG officials, saying that
it must have been some program
man who made the offer “over a
cocktail.”
NBC radio directors, also RTDG
members from
other stations,
walked out and took part In the
picketing.
A labor expert, not involved in
the hassle, said that RTDG would
have difficulty appealing to the
National Labor Relations Board
on the basis of “unfair practice”
by NBC. -He said that in all likeli¬
hood RTDG was not recognized by
NLRB, since directors, hiring and
firing as they do, are, in a sense,
employers. He said, however, that
if negotiations fail, RTDG could
“certainly” bring a civil suit
against the network.

This Station Rep Goes
Direct to the’Yes’Men
New York.
Editor, Variety;
In your Oct. 30 issue you have,
an article headed “No Time for
Sergeants.”
This refers to cer¬
tain station representatives by¬
passing agencies and going di¬
rectly to clients for business.
For your information, this has
been a standing poiicy with the
Hollingbery Co. ever since we
opened our doors over 21 years
ago. We have always done this
and will continue to do so whether
business be good or bad.
We make a practice of cultivat¬
ing the presidents, sales managers
and advertising managers of all
of the companies with which we
do business .and many of those
which we are in the process of
selling. Apparently, some of the
representatives are just waking
up.
F. Edward Spencer Jr.
Vice Chairman
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.

Ameche-Langworth Deal
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Deal with Langworth Transcrip¬
tion Co. of N. Y. has been wound
by deejay Jim Ameche, investment
broker Albert G. Tellson and agent
Frank David, to sell new syndi¬
cated transcribed deejay program,
“Jim Ameche* Show."

CBS *58-59 Shows
Continued from page 29

for sale; “Front Office,” the new
Ralph Bellamy starrer which Herb
Brodkin will produce; “Pursuit,”
a new one-hour live detective
story series; and two holdover pi¬
lots, “21st Precinct,” which Bernie Prockter produced iot the web,
and “Nancy Drew,” the teenagers’
series pilot of which rolled in Sep*
tember, too late for this season.
One other property which was
expected to wind up on CBS’
agenda has fallen through. That’s
“Slezak & Son,” the Walter Slezak comedy series* on which CBS
originally financed the pilot, lost
the property when its option ex¬
pired and recently renewed nego¬
tiations on. The negotiations for
a new option fell through last
week because, according to Rob¬
inson, “it was too tough a deal,”
Ashley-Steiner
represents
the
property for Slezak.

Continued from page 29

MARKET
$614 billion annual Income
$3% billion retail sales
917,320 TV sets

Groucho
5^5-

America’s 10th TV

j

Lancaster

out. Thursday morning that it was
York
to be one of the President’s more
vital utterances', Samoff gave the
Reading
nod to dump Groudho*and do the
picMp live. CBS did the same? Gettysburg
thing, preempting “Harbourmas¬
Chambershurg
ter.” ABC-TV didn’t want to take
any chances on losing its growing. Waynesboro'1
“Zorro” audience, since the show . Lewistown
gives evidence of becoming one of: Lewi?burg
the season’s few new hits, and did:
a late night tape-back on the talk.- Mt. Carmel.
j
With the tv editors later sitting
Frederick *
in on a two-hour filming job on
“You Bet Your Life,” Groucho car' ried it Off In his characteristic “fun¬
ny business as usual” fashion.

Harrisburg
Lebanon
Hanover
Sunbury
Carlisle
. Pottsville
Shamokin
Hazleton
•Hagerstown
Westminster

EIGHT .WNBQ DIRECTORS
STRIKE; NO CHI PICKETS
680 MADISON AVENUE at 62nd STREET, NEW YORK 21, NEW YORK
554 MADISON AVENUE at 55th STREET, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK

ASSURE YOUR NIELSEN
Producer:- WOMEN’S HABERDASHERS
Rating Date Xmas:—DECEMBER 25, 1957
Featuring:—FASHIONS FOR THE FEMALE

Chicago, Nov. 12.
Eight WNBQ directors here
failed to report for work last Fri¬
day (8), following the example of
the New York and Los Angeles
NBC-TV members of Radio tc Tele-;
vision Directors Guild in that un¬
ion’s dispute with NABET (tech¬
nicians). Chores wer* taken over
■ for the day by station’s -executive
personnel, and there were no tele¬
casting interruptions.
There was no picketing In Cbl- ■
cage. Directors, who claimed they
were “locked out," returned to
work Saturday afternoon pending
arbitration.

STElNMftfi STATION
Clair McCaUw#, Fra*.
Repr—ntaV**
( .

O C VJ

MBCKM R
/v -
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FSR Senior VP,
Twin Cities’ TV’ers Rap
TwoPfcimsyUs DuramTuttle
Coast Topper ‘Commercialism’ of Educ’I Pulse Goes to ‘Outer Space to Plus
KTCA-TV Blurb for Bank
Throw in Towel
WOR s Near 1-Mil ‘Furrin Families’
Easton, Pa., Nov. 12,
Two UHF stations in this section
have called a halt to telecasting.
They were WGLV in Easton and
WLEV in nearby Bethlehem. Two
years ago, WFMZ, the only other
U station in this area, closed down.
WGLV said it had ashed the
FCC for permission to suspend for
a six-month period'while UHF pos¬
sibilities in this area were being
reappraised. It said FCC policies
have made it impossible for U sta¬
tions to survive economically. The
FCC, it declared, had initially her¬
alded the opening of the UHF
range as a means of achieving a
nationwide competitive tv system
and providing a new medium for
“local ‘expression.”
After granting permits and after
large investments in UHF stations
had been made, WGLV said, FCC
granted permission to VHF sta¬
tions to erect higher transmitters
and to operate at greatly increased
power. That, the station asserted,
“almost completely nullified the
possibility of economic survival of
all UHF operations where they
were even remotely on the fringe
of any VHF station.”
WGLV, operated by the Easton
Publishing Co., owners of the
Easton Express, a daily newspaper,
and radio station WEEX-AM-FM,
had been on the air since Aug. 15,
1953.
It was one of the best
equipped U stations in the country
and was affiliated .with ABC.

Newspaper, TV Photogs,
Up on Contempt Rap For
Fla. ConrtlMmse Lensing
Miami, Nov, 12.
Two local television cameramen
and one newspaper lenser will ap¬
pear tomorrow (Wed.) before Dade
County Circuit Court Judge Vin¬
cent J. Giblin to face contempt
charges
stemming
from
their
shooting pictures of a suspected
rapist in courthouse corridors de¬
spite. Giblin’s order barring any
such photography within the areas
restricted from such activity. The
trio were originally rounded up by
-bailiffs and deputies last week;
along with six others, who later
were found innocent -of attempts
to break the edict.
The contempt action by Judge
Giblin is culmination of a severalweeks-old feud between some
members of . the judiciary and the
communications reps/ It began
when Judge Stanley Milledge j
banned photographers from taking ]
his pic in courthouse corridors
which resulted in a physical tan¬
gle that saw a camera smashed
and the judge mixing it with one
of the newsmen, with arrests fol¬
lowing. Local press and tv news¬
casters brought a barrage of criti¬
cism against the edicts which led
to the incident*' with the matter
finally dropped. Judge Giblin de¬
cided to bring the controversy to a
head
by
his
current
action,
although on* member of the court
had proposed that photogs be al¬
lowed to operate at the discretion
of the individual judges involved.
Other members concurred in this
▼lew. Next regular meeting of the
court’# justices is scheduled to
take up the matter.

Appearing on the contempt
charge today will fee Bill Kuenxel
of the Miami Herald, WCJCTcameraman Ben Silver and WTVJ'#
Bobert Brumfield. The Herald ran
pix of the rape-suspect, despite
Judge- Glblin's action, stating in
the accompanying story *\ . . the
Miami Herald welcomes the court
test of our 'picture-taking privi¬
leges outside courtrooms.” Ac¬
cording to Judge Giblin, he had
ordered the. ban on shots because
the suspect had "specifically ob¬
jected’’ to being photographed. Hi*
order.included ill picture# taken
for publication, and television
transmission. The communication#
reps then challenged the court
command.

Art Duram, Fuller & Smith &
Ross c.p. in charge of radio and
television, has been upped to a
senior striper at the agency. At
the same time, in another expan¬
sion move, v.p. Willson' M. (Bill)
Tuttle has been named to head a
new Coast radio-tv offices for the
agency, with headquarters in Bev¬
erly Hills.
Appointments, made in light of
the agency’s all-time peak billings
in tv and its status as one of the
top five users of radio, were made
by Robert E. Allen, the agency’s
prexy. Allen said Duram will con¬
tinue to oversee all radio-tv activi¬
ties in the agency’s five offices.
Duram has been at F&S&R for the j
past seven years, four of them as
a veep, and was previously with
CBC. Tuttle has been an exec
with Ruthrauff & Ryan, president
of United Television Programs and
a principal in the John Gibbs
agency. He’s been with" F&S&R
for the past two years. ‘

N. H.’« "TV N. S. H.»

Minneapolis, Nov. 5.
Despite the protests of Stan Hub¬
bard, KSTP-TV head, and other-of
the three Twin Cities’ video station
bigwigs, new KTCA-TV educational
station- continues to permit the lo¬
cal Farmers & Mechanics bank to
advertise the educational station’s
series of programs on money man¬
agement and to mention the bank
at the outset of each such shows.
Hubbard charges that this is
“out" and out commercialism” and
unfair to the Minnepaolis-St. Paul
four commercial stations that
have been contributing money and
advice to the educational station.
However, the idea of protesting
to the FCC has been dropped, ac¬
cording to Hubbard. He claims,
however, that other business con¬
cerns that have been heavy money
contributors to KTCA-TV also are
resentful and he predicts that many
of them now will cease contribut¬
ing.

Lebanon, N” H., Nov. 5.
Educational television should be
started in New Hampshire to off¬
set the bad Influence of many
commercial programs now viewed
by young people;- State Education
Commissioner Austin J. McCaffrey
told the 84th annual State Grange
convention here last week.
I

Hollywood, Nov, 12.
Art Holbrook, station manage¬
ment consultant and former man¬
ager of WIBW-TV, Topeka, is rifew
managing director of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn.

Holbrook MD’s SCBA

On the basis of an extensive ► “Where audience measurements
Pulse survey designed to measure , extend beyond this 17-county area
the “outer-area” listening of radio ! they are normally based on such
station WOJEt, N. Y., It was found ‘ small samples that they cannot prothat the 60,000-watter had a "plus” vide accurate results.”
The area surveyed included all
audience
of
980,420
families r
weekly outside the New York area. counties in which any N. Y. sta|
tion
had 10% or more penetration
The audience ranged in 136 coun¬
ties in 13 states from Maine to {Iday or night) in the 1952 coverage
j study conducted by Standard Audit
Virginia.
The Pulse survey, conducted in ’ and Measurement Service,
WOR, on the basis of the study,
the spring of this year and just j
made public, was based on 12,700 i now contends it delivers a market
personal interviews. It compared ; comparable to San Francisco, as
the radio listening habits of per¬ i well as N. Y. for the same price,
Here’s how the plus “outer-area”
sons beyond the 17 counties of i
metropolitan New York, encom¬ ; factor measures up for the five
passing 136 counties in 13 states. j measured New York stations on the
Utilized for the measurement were ; basis of the Pulse study: WOR gets
five major New - York stations, J a 31.4% added audience outside
WOR, WABC, WCBS, WNEW and \ the N. Y, metropolitan area;
- WABC, 27.4%; WCBS, 16.3%;
WRCA.
The Pulse report gave WOR a WNEW, 15.3%; and WRCA, 7.3%.
47% audience advantage over its
nearest N. Y. competitor, WABC,
for the surveyed “outer-area” mar-)
ket. On the basis of the findings,
Rome, Nov. 12.
WOR claims a plus value to adver¬
Swiss television should start op¬
tisers of a market larger than San erating within the next year, ac¬
Francisco, which ranks sixth In the cording to unconfirmed reports
IT. S. Most rating services, WOR from Switzerland.
station topper Robert J. Leder
Same sources report that tele¬
commented, limit their measure¬ casting la Switzerland could start
ment to metropolitan New York. as early as January, 1958.

Rome Hears Swiss TV Near

ja agp.
B,.B

m

SURVEY
PLAI
W J Z -TV
UNMISTAKABLY
FIRST!
and hara’* tha proofs
Out of 467 quarter-hour period* surveyed while all
three itatiom were on the air.. ♦

WJZ-TV Itads In 197.6
Station

s

loads In 1SS.8

Station C loads In 1SO.O
This October ARB wae taken after Wei tinghouae Broad*
cmting Company’* nett Channel 13 had been on tha
air less Aon hcommtksf
Tor the full itory, and availabftttie* on the starbright-program that are making WJZ-TV your beef
buy for»*le«inB«] timor e/eali Joe Dougherty, WJZ-TV
Sake Manager, MOhawk 4-7609, Baltimore, or the
. man from Blair-TV,

WESTINGHOUSE SROADCASTINo/j COMPANY, INC.

KTET New.AM'er in Tex
Livingston, Tex., Nov. 12.

Radio station KTET, due to go
on the air shortly, has adopted a
music-news programming format.
Owned, by Mrs. P. R, Stripling and
her son Emmett Whitehead, the
station is being managed by Harry
Caines, formerly with KTAB/ Tay¬
lor, Text

BALTIMOItX
-AM, Octab«r, IfJ7

* ^

Jt»prw«i*.d by Koif-TV
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Goodys Album Bestsellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
The
Four Lads
(Columbia):
“PUT A LIGHT IN THE WIN¬
DOW” (Planetary*) takes off like
a hit from its swinging start and
never lets up. “THE THINGS WE
DID LAST SUMMER” (Styne &
Cahn*) should do well again in
this Lads’ workover.
.
Tab Hunter (Dot): “DON'T LET
IT GET AROUND" (Witmark*) is
an easy rocker for Tab Hunter to
handle and he builds it, into a
click spinning bet. “I'M ALONE
BECAUSE I LOVE „YOU" (Witmark*) has a good rocking feel
which will attract his fans.
Sonny James (Capitol): "UH
HUH” < Vanderbilt! J swings , in a
rockabilly groove that looks like a
big mopup. “WHY CAN'T THEY

is a fine ballad interestingly set up
in arranging and vocal departments
rating a spinning push. “WATCH
OUT FOR YOUB HEART” (Bar¬
ton*) swings along familiar
grooves,
«
Danny Davis (Cabot): “OBJECT
OF MY AFFECTION" (Bourne*)
gets a novel treatment via a warm
vocal and a triple-tongue gimmick
insertion.
It'll appeal to lots of
jocks.
“ONE LOVE TO LATE"
(Mutual*) has an easy feel but it
will be tough sledding In the spin¬
ning race.
Lew Quadling Orch (Coral):
“STREETS OF ROME" (Geo. Pincus Sc Sons*) Is a romantic piece
that always manages to find an
audience. “THE DIRTY BOOGIE"

Best Bets
THE FOUR LAPS
(Columbia) ....

PUT A LIGHT IN THE WINDOW
The Things We Did Last Summer

TAB HUNTER ...
(Dot) ..

. . * DON’T LET IT GET AROUND
.. I’m Alone Became I Love You

SONNY JAMES
(Capitol) ....

....
..:UH HUH
.Why Can't They Remember

LAWRENCE WELK
And Hi*. CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3r<| Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat. 9-10 P.M., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 9:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions

(Compiled by Sam Goody’s, leading ■New York disk retailer
whose global mail order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).
Title
Artist
Label
West Side Story
1. Original Cast
Columbia
2. Sound Track
Around World 30 Days
Decca
My Fair Lady'
3. Orignal Cast
Columbia
4. Frank Sinatra
Where Are You?
Capitol
5. The Weavers
At Carnegie Hall
Vanguard
6. Original Cast
Jamaica
RCA Victor
7. Nat Cole
Just One of Those Things
Capitol
Calypso
8. Harry Belafonte
RCA Victor
Bells Are Ringing
9. Original Cast
Columbia
10. Original Cast
Simply Heavenly
Columbia
11. Maniovani
Film Encores
!
London
12, Harry Belafonte
Sings of Caribbean
RCA Victor
13. Ella Fitzgerald
Sings Rodgers df Hart
Verve
Love Is The Thing
14. Nat King Cole
Capitol
15. Pal Joey
Sound Track
Capitol
16. Pajama Game
Sound Track
Columbia
17. Original Cast
New Girl in Town
RCA Victor
18. Pete Seeger
Favorite Ballads
Folkways
19. Roger Williams
Fabulous Forties
Kapp
20. Katie Lee
Commentary
Couch & Consultation

Album Reviews

Several diskeries have come up with arrangements by Ralph Burns,
blast-off wasn’t really necessary. with interesting packages to salute Sylvia Syms sets up a mood that’a
“Unfaithful One” (Figure!) is a Irving Berlin in hfs 50th anni as a hard to beat. Among the nifties
cleffer. Highlighting the current are Gershwin’s “He Loves and
routine rocking ballad.
.THE ECHOES KEEP CALLING ME
LITTLE JOE ... .
Jerry Lewis
(Decca):
“SAD batch Jay Blackton’s “Let Me Sing She Loves,” “Rodgers Sc Hammer. ... Lonesome
I’m
Happy”
(Epic),
Joe stein’s
“So
Far,”
Dietz
& .
(Okeh)
.....
SACK” (Famous*) is a cute mate¬ and
rial piece from the Par pic of the Buskin's “Bnshkin Spotlights Ber¬ Schwartz’s “Dancing in the Dark,”
.....TONIGHT
VERA LYNN ...
same name. “THE LORD LOVES lin” (Capitol), ‘Hilly Eckstine and Porter’s “I Am Loved” and Sammy
..
I Would Love You Still
(London) .
A. LAUGHING MAN” (Walton*) Sarah Vaughan Sing the Best of Fain Sc Irving Kahal’s “I’ll Be
Berlin” (Mercury) and Reg Owen Seeing You.”
has a happy gospel beat.
.SADDLE THE WIND
JULIE LONDON
Richard
Cannon
(Urania): Band’s '“Best of Irving Berlin”
Chet Atkina: “Hi-Fi in Focus”
.I’d Like You for Christmas
(Liberty) .
“WITHOUT A SONG” (Miller*) (RCA Victor). The sets are varied (RCA Victor). Guitarist Chet At¬
gets a new heat in this version but in concept and approach but they kins has turned out an. arresting
doesn’t
quite
come
off. do give a topflight rundown of mood music album. His feel for
REMEMBER” (Central*) is a rock¬ (Bishop*) rolls at a hot instrumen¬ it
“GYPSY, HEART” (Colortunes*). is Berlin’s amazing output in a half- the melodic line enhances each
ing lament that's been heard be¬ tal pace to attract some spins.
century of cleffing. Blackton has composition -and his repertoire
fore.
Larry
Green
(Paris):
“THE a doubtful ballad bet in any area.
a .legitime pitman’s style in his range runs from Bach’s Bourree to
Little Joe The Thriller (Okeh): STARS LOOK DOWN” (Gretat) ASCAP* BMIt
presentation. Working with orch Fats Wallers “Ain’t Mishehavin.’.”
“THE ECHOES KEEP CALLING has a shining instrumental quality
and chorus turns the Berlin pot¬ The set is tied in with Cannon Cam-'
ME” (Cranford*) is a wild rocking that’s brightened by Larry Green’s
pourri into a snappy and happy era album contest which should
item that’s sure to keep the juke keyboarding. “ON'THE STREETS
musical excursion. In the Capitol move it In hitherto untapped areas.
trade
hopping“LONESOME" OF SEVILLE" (Jack Gold*) gives
set, pianist Joe Bushkin and his
London, Nov. 12.
Eddie Layton: “No Blnea on This«
(Cranford*) has the pounding bal¬ Green’s piano a chance to fool
Marion Ryan (Nixa): “DING band take off on 50 Berlin songs. Cruise” (Mercury). Eddie Layton
lad beat and driving delivery that around
with
a
latino-flavored
DONG
RQCK-A-BILLY
WED¬ It’s a big band presentation but packs a lot of sound in his Ham¬
fits the r’n'r pattern.
tempo.
the
kevboard
highlights
it
all
the
DING” (WemarJ ’has all the atmos¬
mond organ.
His fast-moving
Vera
Lynn
(London):
“TO¬
Tony Mtchell (Liberty): “I GET
way. .The Eckstine-Vaughan set is
NIGHT" (Schirmer*) is the big ALONG WITHOUT YOU VERY phere of. a hit, and goes off like a whittled down to the normal 12- finger and foot-work creates im¬
HAPPINESS”
pressions of bass, guitar, bongos,
ballad out of “West Side Story" WELL” (Famous*) gets an impres¬ bomb; “THAT’S
tune
LP
presentation
but
each
is
and Vera Lynn gives it an impres¬ sive handling and the disk’s tieup (Francis, Day) is a change of pace. a stylized gem. Their du'eting of glockenspiels; hells, etc., that all
adds up to exciting listening. In
Tony Osborne Orch, (Nixa) “THE
sive reading which could catch on. with ABC-TV’s “Telephone Time”
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band” is a this package he cruises over such
“I WOULD LOVE YOU STILL” show last night (Tues.) should help SCAMP” (B. F, Wood) is a jump swinger that will step out on air
(Frank*) also sets up a good bal¬ on the retail level. “TELL ME, film theme that Osborne really play. For Victor, Reg Owen plays goodies as “Song of India,” “Under
Paris Skies,” “On a Slow Boat to
lad mood for the thrush to toy TELL ME” (Empress*) is just a rocks. An original by the leader, 30 top Berlin standards in neat,
China,” “Arrivederci Roma” and
“JUMPIN’ THE GROOVE” (Ma¬
so-so ballad effort.
“Green Sleeves.”
son), is a gently swinging backing. danceable style.
Julie London (Liberty): "SAD¬
Marvin Rainwater (MGM):
Mary Martin-John Raitt: “Annie
RMy Ventura Orch: “Hi-Fi Sounds
Bary .Miller
(Nixa):
“YEAR
DLE THE WIND" (Robbins*) is a
“LOOK FOR ME” (Geronimo!) AFTER YEAR” (Essex) is an easy- Get Your Gun” (Capitol). This is for Young Parisians” (Atlantic).
moodily effective pic title tune
will probably find a home some¬ paced beguine well-suited to Mil¬ Irvihg Berlin again with one of his This is a showcase for French com¬
.that's pegged for top action “I’D
best
all-around
legitime
scores.
where
in
the
alfalfa
belt.
“LUCKY
poser Ge.orges Brassens, and a
ler’s warm-throated singing, though
LIKE YOU FOR CHRISTMAS
STAR” (Geronimot) Is an average the whole thing sounds a bit too Although the score made tne good one, too. He’s represented
(Londontown*) has slim chances corafed product.
relaxed to spell big sales. “THE rounds successfully several years with 13 tunes that capture the
for holiday spins.
ago
in
an
original
cast
(Ethel
Mer¬
flavor of youth in Paris. The tunes
Bobbettes
(Atlantic); MOONRAKER’S SONG”
(Peter
The
Sparkletones
(ABC-Para- „ The
(Progressive!) is an¬ Maurice) is a rip-roaring pic song, man) album via Decca, tliis Capitol have already made their impact on
jjiount): “PENNY LOAFERS AND SPEEDY
try is a commercial click. It s tiea the French music market and the
BOBBY SOX" (Pamcot) follows other swinging item out of the and stands a much'better chance.
in
with
the
upcoming
spec
on
way Ventura orch handles ’em in
Bob Miller Orch.- (Columbia):
the
group’s previous “Black mouths of the Bobbettes babes and
NBC-TV which will also star Mary
Slacks” style but the teeners may should kick up another storm in “THE SCAMP” (B. F. Wood) by Martin and John Raitt. In solo this package they are sure to build
lots of interest in the U. S., too.
want something different this time. the juve listening areas. “COME- Miller’s crew has more “character,
and
in
duet
the
singers
get
the
Jackie Gleason orch: “Oooo!”
“ROCKET” (Pamcot* sets rock ’n’ A COME-A” (Progressive!) has a utilizing three baritone saxes for a
most out of each standout Item.
rocking
beat
and
the
girls
bang
it
fat
reed
sound,
“THE
SACK
(Capitol).
The Voices of Artis
roll in outer space hot-rod style.
Sylvia Syms: “Songs of Love” Malvin is the latest to come up for
LINE” in deference to Dior's last
Dean Martin (Capitol): “GOOD out for top reaction.
Here’s a collection of a “Jackie Gleason Presents” dis¬
Jerry .Enger
Sc
The Four Ekkos fling, isn’t half so straight or square (Decca).
---,
MORNIN' LIFE" (Larry Spier*) is
a bright and optimistic item with a (Brunswick): “SPUTNIK” (Figure!) as the style from which It. gets its some fine tunes delivered with play. It’s an unusual, yet highly
taste and understanding. Working agreeable set In which voices are
Pip,
catchy honky-tonk mood that will had to happen but this mechanical name.
utilized +o blend like the string
catch spinners’ Interest. “MAKIN’
section of an Orchestra. Tony MotLOVE UKULELE STYLE” (Maytola’s guitar and Bernie Leighton’s
fair*) is a swaying number that
piano complement the vocal orch
Dean Martin handles easily.
++♦♦ ♦ MM M H
excellently. Tunes are out of the
Somethin’ Smith Sc The Red¬
standard catalog and will have spe¬
heads (Epic): “EVERY NIGHT AT j
cial anpeal, for the- mood musie
NINE O'CLOCK" (Milton Kellem*) j
1. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (5) ...*_.-_
Everly Bros.Cadence
cultists.
gets the Somethin' Smith shuffle i
2. JAILHOUSE ROCK (5) %.... . .............
Elvis Presley..Victor
and it works up into a side that’s
Paul Lavalle Orch?* “Lavalle In
worth watching.
“I’M GONNA;
Hi-Fi” (RCA Victor). With wood¬
WRAP UP ALL MY HEART-1
winds highlighted, Paul Lavalle
Z. SILHOUETTES <3> .....{^G^anZ^V.V.ABcTar
ACHES” (Southern*) follows the
has whiDped up a musically excit¬
group’s trademarked style that easy;
4. CHANCES ARE (7) ...... Johnny Mathis...... ..Columbia ^ ing instrumental album. There’s
enough variation to hold listener
to take..
Linda Lawson (Verve): “SALTY. |
and Lavalle’s musical
5. you send me (3).....
$ interest
SALTY IS THE SEA” (Bourne*) j
know-how makes some of the num¬
has a charming folk quality and
bers really stand out. “Jockey on
6. HONEYCOMB (9) ..;.......... Jimmie Rodgers..Roulette
Linda Lawson makes the most of |
a Carousel.” “When Yuba Plays
(Ames Bros...Victor
it.- “MORE THAN EVER” (Chand-I
the Ruma on the Tuba.” “Dream
7. MELODIE D’AMOUR (4)
ler*> sets up a pleasant mood but
’ \ Edmondo Ros ..........London
Love” and “Clarinet Polka” are
it’ll have trouble finding turntable
cases in point •
8. APRIL LOVE (1).
. Pat Boone .Dot
Frankie Lymon: “At the London
time.
Palladium” (Roulette).
Frankie
The Coasters (Atco>: “WHAT IS
Jane Morgan .Kapp
9. FASCINATION (10) .....
Lymnn. one of the many juve
THE SECRET OF YOUR SUC¬
S
Bobby
Helms.
.Decca
CESS?” iTiger*) has a humorous
vocalists to cash in on the rock ’n*
10, MY SPECIAL cANGEL (2)
’ l Sonny Land Trio ..Prep j roll fad. has come up vtith a pack¬
rockin’ air about it but it will prob¬
age that will
over strong with
ably go over better “live” than on
the teeners. He’s got a hot heat
disk.
“SWEET
GEORGIA
for rhythm numbers and a throb¬
BROWN” iRemick*) gets an up- f
bing nuality for the ballads and
dated reading pegged for the;
HAPPY- HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BABY
Time Weavers.Checker
th~ coke cet. seldom asks for more.
young record' mob and it should {
Paul Whiteman Orch: Hawaiian
hit its mark.
I
BE BOP BABY .
Ricky Nelson ......... Imperial I
(Grand
Award).
Paul
Dinah Washington
(Mercury):!
“BLUES DOWN HOME” (Roosc-i
KISSES SWEETER THAN, WINE..
Jimmie Rodgers.Roulette ^ Whiteman has rounded up- an orch
.velt*» is right up Dinah Washing-:
th?t features a lush- string duality
•iI’M AVAILABLE ....
...
Margie Ray Bom .Liberty
and has spotlighted the guitar, to
ton’s alley and she belts with a |
’ ’
’S ”
yet the full melodic quality of the
blues
impact.
“EVERYBODY'
THAT’LL BE THE DAY ...[. Crickets ..: .Brunswick
Hawaiian music collection Iiu this
LOVES MY BABY” ‘Pickwick*),
LIECHTENSTEIN POLKA ...j,... Willie Glahe.London f set. It turns out warm and roman¬
gets some new spirit via thrush’s,
tic
pegged for relaxed listening. In
vivid interpretation.
tiutmv
,
Debbie Reynolds...Coral
the renertoire are "“Moon of.ManaMatt Dennis <RCA Victor): “THE
...Ames Bros. ...
Victor
koora.” “Sweet Leilani,” “Pagan
ART OF CONVERSATION” <Har-c
Love Song” and “On The Beach at
rison*) is just a mild ballad effort
DIANA .....
.. Paul Anka.ABC-Par.
that won’t go much farther than;
Waikiki”
‘
' ’
AND THAT REMINDS ME ........._....... Della Reese .Jubilee
“Ted Steele Presents Miss Teal
Dennis’ fan contingent.
“WA¬
BASH MOON” (Bourne*) gets a:
ALL THE WAY....... Frank Sinatra.Capitol ^ Joy” (Bethlehem)- This package
marks Bethlehem’s move into the .
new glimmer that may attract some
non field under -musical director
spinners.
i
(Figures ui parentheses indicate number ol weeks song has been in the Top 101
Ted Steele. In Teal Joy,. Steel has
Eileen Barton (Epic): “HEARTS •
(Continued on page (54)
ARE FUNNY THINGS” (Barton*)i
MM
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Dalfin Exits Regent
To Set Up Own Firm

Map Pic Tune Society

George Dallin, who has been as¬
Continued from page 59 ——jss
sociated with Gene Goodman in
Herbert E. Marks (E.B. Marks; 1licensing of tfre mechanicals,” ob¬
Regent Music for the past eight
Music* likewise' oppose it.
; sserves one attorney. Another says,
years. Is exiting the firm in Jan¬
Under the present modus oper- ‘“What I don't like is this secrecy.
uary to go into business for him¬
andi in selling tunes to picture. IIt reminds me when SPA was first
self.
companies, publishers have a dual fformed. One: day we got a copy
He will retain a participation in¬
licensing procedure whereby the; cof their new contract and they told
terest In Regent.
synchronization%and the performing; ius 'this is it, or else.’ Above all,
rights are generally licensed sep-, jI can’t see why some publishers
arately, but simultaneously. The|sshould suddenly be working so
publishers have been handling the; sstrongly for the writers.”
performance rights on picture tunes,
No Hurry to Negotiate
directly because ASCAP has been
The music publishex*s have noted
unable: to reach agreement with’
the major fiim studios on a. per- aa delayed reaction in negotiations
iorrriance license since the Federal ifor a new SPA contract which is
Jazz has taken hold at Columbia
Judge Vincent Leibell decision out- • sslated to expire this year. One mu¬
lawing the collection of perform' *ssic exec states that attorney John
Artists Management, Inc.
The
ance fees from exhibitors.
|5Schulman “is in no hurry to nego¬
concert bureau stepped into the
While the writers of tunes sold-ttiate any new' Songwriters’ Protec¬
jazz picture for the first time .with
LESTER LANIN
to the film industry have been ttive Assn, pact because if. this_
collecting their share of
the-‘<‘clearing house’ pattern goes '~ ANNOUNCING: The new LES¬ “Teddy Wilson’s Concert Jazz”
performance rights via the.tthrough, the writers will have TER LANIN L. P. ALBUM, “Lester package and is reporting a top take
publishers, the cleffers have not’eequal right in most areas anyway.” Lanin at the Tiffany Ball.” EPIC for the inaugural swing which
been happy over this arrangement, i
On the premise of consulting the RECORDS (LN-3410).
Columbia, the parent company, kicked -off two weeks ago and is
Traditionally, performance rights11tunesmiths on the values of their
have been collected by societies, j ssynchronization 'rights,
another expects this to be the 1st to top slated to run. through Dec. 12.
like ASCAP, which are co-admiri-i {publisher stresses- that “since the’ “My Fair Lady” album in sales bn.
The package was produced by
L.P.
Other Lanin Albums, EPIC
istered by both writers and pub-; (Consent Decree every publisher
RECORDS (LN 3242 and 3340).
Peter Dean and Bob Altfeld and
lishers. The proposed new clearing: rmakes sure of the ‘best reasonable
stars
Teddy Wilson, Joya Sherrill,
house would be such a setup of; fprice’ in negotiating for these
equals, something which writers are ; rrights, but it would be unwieldly . (2) the. recreated performances Buck Clayton, Sam Most, Arvell
Shaw,
Bert Dahlander aqd Sonny
aiming for with regards to rights;tto hold a meeting of the minds Values, and the publisher recalls
in general.
I eevery time a right has to be he had. to sh-sh the author, who Truitt. Tour has been promoted,
The advocates of the plan point1 ccleared. What is more natural than happened to be in his office, while booked and managed by the Copout that the current separation off tthe copyright owner—the publish¬ he w'as on the phone consummating -picus & Schang division of CAMI
the performing and synchronization ■ eer—to have the best say bn these a better financial deal. “I wras right under the direction of Chris
rights is a fiction, since the filmjvvalues? After all, he’s a business —the song went in, we all bene¬ Schang.
producers are buying a single unit-: rman and it’s to his best interests fited from the performances, and
Of the 50 dates booked, 40 have
right to record the musical com-' tto get as much as the traffic will we collected that extra five grand. been pre-sold on local concert
position for subsequent exhibition.' lbear.”
Management
commis¬
If the movie producer had to go courses.
The new clearing house would endj
Another publisher recalls how a to some ‘clearing house’ it would sioned Duke Ellington to write a
the duplication of licenses.
j ^writer was willing to sacrifice. have been snarled in red-tape, special piece for the package. The
Under the current system of sell- \ jS5.000 off a sync price because (1) lost-motion, much palaver, and Ellington work is titled “Tune
lng tunes to pix, the publishers' cof the big plug in the picture, and we’d all have lost out.”
negotiate the terms and generally1 call upon the writers to give their',
consent, or reject the licenses. The;
projected clearing house would ,
give publishers and writers equal
voice in the negotiations and would
pay off both groups on a“ 50-50
basis, a split which is generally
In force at the present time for.
performance rights As for sync
rights, that depends on specific
contractual arrangements.
According to the prospectus for- Survey of .retail album best
the clearing house, coin would be
sellers based on reports from lead¬
paid out only on the basis of tunes
ing stores and showing comparative
used in films. The clearing house
ratings for this week and last.
would act only in conformity with
non-exclusive power of attorney,
given to it by the publishers and
cleffers, and the. schedule of fees
for tunes or catalogs would be set; National
for the owners of the copyright.'
Rating
After deduction of expenses, the! This Last
clearing house would remit 50rH
wk. wk. _Artist, Label, Title_1 %
to publishers and 50rc to iwriters.;
The Schulman-Wattenberg planr
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca)
calls for about a 10rr fee for the;
2
2
Soundtrack (DC 9046*_ .... 1
1
2
5. 2
1
administration of the “clearing:
"MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
house” on a non-pr.ofit basis. Harry ;
Original Cast (CL 5090)...... 6
7
9
8 10
Fox, publishers' agent and trustee ’
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
who collects mechanical and sync *
8
Where Are You (W 855).. 9
rights, currently operates, on a j
PAT BOONE (Dot*
3larr fee. The publishers in op¬
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071) 3
position are doing a burn at the
proposed move—iby no means a
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
fait accompli?—because of the new ;
Love Is the Thing (W 8231).. 5
3
power it gives the songwriters.
j
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor*
It may be true, as many cleffers !
4
Loving You (LPM 1515).
have stated of recent years, that I
JOHNNY''MATHIS (Columbia)
the writers more and more don’t
Wonderful, VY’nd’rful (CL 1028) 8
need the publishers; that under;
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
the existing pattern of the music !
Sings Caribbean (LPM 1050).. 2
business it’s the writer who ”ro- ;
mances” the recording artist, even !
“FALJOEYTCapitoli
3
—
Soundtrack (W 192) ..
gets the plugs and the recording, i
and that many a publishing house
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
could operate from .a one-room
Fabulous Fifties iKXL 5000).. .
headquarters.
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
Sync Values
Soundtrack (DL 5210)... 10
But, as regards the value of syn¬
MANTOVANI (London)
chronization rights, these naturally ‘
Film Encores (LL 1700)...
stem from the raaturer catalogs
“OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
with their wealth of “standards.”
Soundtrack (SAO 595) ___ . .
In the main the sync rights are .
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
r “
split 50-50, except in now quite
Exotica
(LRP 3034) .. ....
rare instances the publishers’ deal .
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
was more advantageous.
It’s no
Helen Morgan Story (OLC.1030) ..
secret that in another era the pub-;
lisher got the cream percentage;
MOHAMMED-EL BAKKAR (A-Fr
splits but. by and large, especially .
Port Said (AFLP 1833). !.....
where renewal rights were in¬
KING & I (Capitol)
volved, the writer and 'or his es¬
Soundtrack (T 740)
tate has collected bonuses for the
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
renewal values and been given .
Almost Paradise <1063).
upped royalty considerations.
“WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia*
It is this “estate" factor which,
Original Cast (CL 5230)___ .
say the established music publish¬
ers. would make any piece-by-;
EYDIE GORME (ABC-Par)
piece “clearing house” unwieldly.j
Swings the B’ues (192).. ..
A publisher nowadays consults his j
“BLACKWAT CHBAND (Victor)
writers or exorcises best judgment
Scottish Splendor (LPM 1526*. .
for the be.-t deal since their rights
FRED WARING (Capitol)
are now 50-50. .With nomadic!
Waring in Hi-Fi <W 845).
write:s’ and or estates’ rights in¬
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
volved. it would become imprac-.
Swinging Affair (W 8031) ... ■
tieal to catalog tens of thousands;
of copyrights and have any “clear-;
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic)
ing hou^o” handle such synchron-;
Dance to Music_Of (LN 3340). .
izatfon rigid s.
■
ROGERWILLIAMSTKapp)
“The next tiling you kriow\ the :
Fabulous Forties (KXL 5003).. ,
writers will want to handle the *

Columbia Artists Mgt.
Clicks With Venture
Into Jazz Concert Field

Film Music Use
On TV in Test
By Coast Courts
Hollywood, Nov. 5.
Rose Zahler, widow of studio
composer and music-director Leo
Zahler,, last week filed suit In L. A.
Superior Court asking for $364,000 damages from seven defend*ants and an injunction to halt tele¬
vision showing of scores of films
for which her late husband pro¬
vided music. He was composer and
music director of various Holly¬
wood studios from 1930 until his
death in 1947, during which time
he wrote music add gave synchro¬
nization licenses applicable to the¬
atres only.
The licenses barred tv, the action
charges, and subsequent release of
the films has impaired the value of
the music library he left her which
she has been making available
to tv.
Defendants are Columbia, Hygo
TV, Intrastate TV, MC Pictures
Corp., NTA, Unity TV and Local
Telestation KTTV, the latter be¬
cause it showed one of the films,
“Crime Takes Holiday,” last year,

GUY PASTOR TO ROULETTE
Guy Pastor, son of orch leader
Tony Pastor, has been tapped to
an exclusive disk deal by Roulette
Records. Pastor had been singing
with his father’s band aS well as
orchs helmed by Clyde McCoy and
Richard Himber.
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Birth of The Blue Note

London Observer'

The wave of LPs this past week, all saluting Irving Berlin’s 50th
anni as a songsmith, takes its key from “Marie From Sunny Italy”

j

rtcouit*

why

iv _ j

and

I

J

how

Rskll nnrt
*WCK Jl IVOLL ann
Skiffle Saved British
Tin Part Aliev

(1907). his first tune, which' earned him 33c and is historically notable
for its “words by I. Berlin, music by M. Nicholson’" (the latter since
' lost in memory). Over Berlin’s signature, for instance, he endorses “Pat
Boone sings these ballads as I like to hear them sung” (Dot LP). Jay
Blackton batoning Epic’s “Let Me Sing and I'm Happy” (“the1>est of
Irving Berlin”) takes it title from one of his 1929 songs and is decorat-

BARRY BARNETT.

j
*

*

* •

ed by a group shot of the songsmith, the late Robert E. Sherwood and'] 0m
dm el the many Editorial Features
features j
lit the upcoratag
upcoming
Moss Hart, at the time they were working on their “Miss Liberty/’ In 1
In
(
Reg Owen conducting RCA Victor’s “The Best of Irving Berlin” (30 j
.
■
.
52d Anniversary
Number j
titles) he discloses that he has only written 850 songs in his 50-iyears—j
o2u
Anniversary number
many of his colleagues literally have thousands of published numbers j
'
*0f
of
to their credit—which can only mean that his quality turnouts seem to ;
have enjoyed great durability in light of their continuous performances
year after year.
.
.
.
•
•
Another sidebar is the fact that the songsmith presented his bride, - .
Ellin Mackay, in 1926 with the copyright ownership of “Always,” which |rANULh INRu luAKnu,
he had written for her, and that 20 years later, her earnings from “Al_LAlT
ways” in th«jf one year totaled $60,000.

PfinrErf
iTIVl r flTlTC Iff 1 lYIrt?

BARLOW, MIDDLETON

. Songwriter Bemie Wayne has taken exception to the Songwriters’
Protective Assn, stand on the ASCAP writers vs. BMI suit: (SPA recent1v sent
sent out
out a
a letter
letter explaining
exnlaininr that
that org’s
nrp’s purpose
mirnose was
ly
was to
to nrntert.
protect songsong¬
writer’s rights , . . not some songwriters but all songwriters.”) In a letter to the SPA membership, Wayne, chairman of the SPA committee
for fair play, parodied SPA prexy Burton Lane’s “How Are Things In
Glocca Morra.” Lane, incidentally wrote the music, lyrics were written
by Yip Harburg.

A Broadway muiscomedy star, a
vet radio and tv musical director
aQd a well-known AoCAr* Ciener
have been pacted to the newly
formed Candle Records. Signed by
Vincent S. Aimrews, Candle prexy,
ar® baritone Ray Middleton, Howard Barlow and Gerald Marks, who

The Wayne parody is “How are'things in SPA now? Is your council ?Jst^erfe^for the ^abel^11
board stm meeting there? Does the broken record still play onsince
Candle.s initial Lp albums are a
.Abel’s (Baer) gone? And was it understood each new man would sign
H
hoiv davs b, i
the ASCAP Schulman line? Thanks for all your propaganda, but we |ach of the three maj0r Religions, I
just can’tuse it now..Mr. Lane, somehow you’ve lost your gentle touch. telling in song and story the signifYes.
much1.”
I--'
■- each
- -holiday with Mid- l
Yes. methinks
methinks the
the lady
lady doth
doth protest
protest too
too-muchl”
icanc? of
_

motnw

Columbia Records is getting a “day” of its own in a tieup between
the Mid-Island Shopping Plaza, HicksvOle, L.I., and New York indie,
WMCA. The “Columbia Records Day”'has been set for tomorrow
(Thprs.i at the J. J. Newberry record department in the shopping center. The promotion is being packaged by deejay Bert Knapp and TimesColumbia promotion man Frank Campana. Among the Col artists slated
to appear at . the salute are Erroll Garner, Ray Ellis, Percy Faith, Kenny Bowrers, The Four Lads, Eileen Rodgers and Sandi Summers.

anino

narrativA

Chi’s Oldest Jazz Spot Marks 10th Anni of
‘Family Policy* Click

*

anrf

vocals.
Barlow is musical and
choral director and Marks has written 30 original songs. Titles of the
three albums are “10 Catholic Holy
Days,” “10 Protestant Holy Days”
and “10 Jewish Holy Days.” The
sets will go on sale in Hammond
1 organ dealer stores this weekend. I

British Disk Best Sellers

By dave levadi

London. Nov. 12.
Chicago. Nov. 12.
That’ll Be Day.Crickets
The longterm approach to jazi
i Vogue-Coral)
; promoting is offered by impreParty ... .Presley
surio Frank Holzfeind on the oo
(RCA)
casion of the 10th anniversary of
Tamm,r
PAvnniHc
the Blue Note, Chi's oldest major
J
jazz bistro. As one of the few
(vo&ue-uorau
hard core survivors of the boom &
Diana •.. Anka
- bust cycle for jazz spots here, he
/Columbia)
i voices a warning to east coast
Remember You’re Mine Boone
; bistro operators now cashing in on
(London)
*
; the upbeat musical trend.
Be My Girl .Dale
Since the Blue Note opened
(Parlophone)
: arouud the comer from its present
n™
i*r.
Vunohnn
]
locus
as the first downtown spot
Man hilfncV
On Fire .Vaughan
;tp book maJor ^ nameSt Holz.
(Philips)
rui‘?s;
,
,
feind has tried to cultivate a famiBank,
c». Frank ...
.Vaughan
• ly tjpe jazz audience.
When a
(Philips)
bilips)
• lire, high rent and the need for
.Lewis
• more room forced him to move to
Lottai Shakln’ ...
ondon)
i new quarters, he instituted both
(London)
Dixie Darling .. .Donegan
4he teen terrace where school kids
My Dixie
vp-TVir«>
could order soft drinks cheaply
fPye-Nixa)
y ..
,
.
; and the Sunday matinee, attended
■
i almost exclusively by the college
JDS
} and highsehool crowd. Tlie Blue
•
vX X
-I
j_ ' i iijr
has hosted numerous groups wliose
BP
LJr Product M
Manager nitery drawing power was on¬
Joseph Norton has been ap-[tested. Consequently, Dave Brokov.l- George Rhoonna
pointed assistant LP product man- ! £eck’
Shearing «na
and /vfhor«
others
,
nave made trie note tneir liu
at Go ^ ia Records. Prior headquarters. ,The club, which
^ Joining Col, Norton had been seats 633 is about the only jazz
advertising manager of T/mes-Go-.!
b*
jumbia Distributors for both the
gt
.
Y* and Newark operations.
The attempt to make quick capiHe’ll headquarter in New York , tal out of the jazz public is causreporting to Stan Kavan, LP prod- ‘ in2 troubles mat will oe leit lor
I a long time, according to IIolz-.
uct manager:
_ ; feind. Duke Ellington’s "monster
; theory” about bands applies to
1 night clubs too, he says. Just as
in
: top members of big bands split off
to form their own groups and so
dilute talent thinly through a sur' plus of name bands, so nitery own¬
ers of short vision insist on book! ing only names without giving new
groups a chance.
Consequently,
' the field for professional musicians
; tends to go sterile and the jazz
! enthusiasts lose interest as the old
(name bands becotne priced out of
j reach or dissolve.
Booking nevrgroups need not be
unprofitable. Although Holzfeind
doesn’t book $200 pianists be does
shell out $800 for a combo to play
on the same program as a tried
attraction.
Since many small
groups have a backer, a club that
books them often can get good
promotion in return as well as hav¬
ing a ready audience if the new
outfit shows signs of making it.

Col UpS Norton To
Froauct

BETfltt DISK BEST SELLERS
1

J^AHIETT
Survey of retail disk be#
sellers based on reports ob. tained from, leading stores in
21 cities and shotting com¬
parative sales rating for this j
and last week.

National
Rating
This Last
wk. wlu.

Artist. Label, Title _I £1 J l < [ «
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
"
Jailhouse Rock ..
1
SAM COOKE (Keen)
Yon.Send Me.
2
RAYS (Cameo)
Silhouettes ...... 3
JOHNNY'MATHIS (Columbia)
Ckancea Are .*...
EVERLY BROS (Cadence)
Wake Up Little Susie..

4

,

2
1

1

6

3

2 . 2

7

..

..

9

«.

RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Be Bop Baby. • ...
JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
• Fascinathm.
.
8
. PAT BOONE‘(Dot)
April Lore. 10
3
’ B6BBY HELMS (Decca)
'
My Special Angel ..
7
5

3

10

THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
*
‘
Little Bitty Pretty One. 5 . .
AMES BROS. (Victor)
Melodle D’Amour... 8 ..
6
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
All the Way... ..
4 ..
g
STEVE GIBSON (ABC-Par)
~
:
~
Silhouettes .-...
..
..
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)
~
’
Tammy ......
..
“ ROGER WILLIAMS <Kapp)
“
~
—
Tin
....*..
5
SHEPHERD SISTERS (Lance)
“
„ Alone...... ..
" BILL JUSTICE (Philips)
Raunchy .
...

:
io

”
..
..

ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)
Raunchy./.. , ..
PERRY COMO (Victor)
~
Just Born .......
BOBBY DAY (Class) .
—
Little Bitty Pretty One.
..
..
..
PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
I’ll Remepiber Today...
..
..
..
4
DELLA REESE (Jubilee)
And That Reminds Me.....
DUBS (Gone)
Could This Be Magic.
8 ..
..
.WILL- GLAHE (London)
Liechtensteiner Polka--..
7
..
..
GENE VINCENT (Capitol)
Lotta Loving .....

Bournes Widow
^Operating Firm
Mrs. Bonnie Bourne, who has
taken over the operation of Bourne
Music following the death of her
husband, Saul H. Bourne, last
month, becomes the first woman
chief of a major U.S. publishing
firm. She is the American counter¬
part of Mine. Francois Salabert
who stepped into a key publishing
spot in France when her husband
was killed in an airplane accident
around 10 years ago.
Following the wishes of her late
husband, Mrs. Bourne plans to
keep the music company within
the family. Under no circumstances
does she plan to sell the company
or deviate from policies followed
in the past as, for instance, being
a strict ASCAP operation.
21
Riding with two hits this year in
“Love Letters In The Sand” and
20
“Goldmine In The Sky,” Bourne is
planning a big push both in the pop
Yl
and educational fronts, for the future. Educational department, un15
der Ken Walker, expects to rack
—
up a 1009© increase this year over
1956.
In the pop department, Lester
Sims continues as general profes_11
sional manager with Jerry Lewin
assisting in New York and Sammy
10
Friedman* in charge of the Coast
office. The firm also has a British
jq
office. Bourne Ltd., in addition to
—
deals with various firms on the
Continent.
_±F
Mrs. Bourne is savvy to all the
angles of the music biz, domestic
10
and international, having accom¬
panied her husband on his fre8
quent * junkets abroad as well as
;
attending copyright meetings and
7
performing rights societies eonj ventions in Europe.
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THE ROAD TO HITSVILLE!

W

HUGO

EDDY

ARNOLD m WINTERHALTER

YOU'VE MADE UP FOR EVERYTHING c!w WAGON WHEELS

RISELE MuKENZIE

¥

47/20-7039

NEVER GO 'WAY c/w
THIS I KNOW 47/20-7086

FEVER c/w

RXf PETERSON SSc

WERE OLD ENOUGH TO CRY

V':>

V.

5

Watch for these NBC-TV network shows, In Color and black-and-white...PERRY COMO,
GEORGE GOBEL, EDDIE FISHER, THE PRICE IS RIGHT, TIC TAC DOUGH...all sponsored by...

47/20-7087
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Welk’s 41G In
Indiana 1-Niter

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Chicago, Nov. 12.
Boxoffice take hit near capacity
$41,000 for ^awrence Welk's Evans¬
ville, Ind, show, Nov. 7. Tickets
scaled from $5 sold a record house
for the new Municipal Stadium
there as 15,800 people attended.
Show was promoted by Bill Daly of j
West Coast and was sponsored byi
Dodge Division of Chrysler Corp. i
Show, with Welk’s regular cast',:)
started tour Nov 6 at Washington!
D. C. and is due at Indianapolis onj
Nov. 27 and at St. Louis, Nov. 28.!
Group returns to Coast on week-:
ends for Welk’s tv show.
:

Survey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
♦ ASCAP
f BMI

^

New ‘Phonograph* Label i
Latest indie to move into thej
disk sweeps is Phonograph Rec-j.
ords.
Firm will headquarter in [
Chicago. Frank (Porky) Panico is!
acting a&r chief and Paul Geallis
b secretary and promotion chief.
James Geallis, of Barney Ross En¬
terprises will rep the company in
the east.
Firm already has signed three
gingers. Glory Allyn, John Delmar
and Joanne Henderson.

O

♦Tammy (Northern)...:.
.1
♦Fascination (Southern)__
2
♦Around the World (Young).
4
♦Chances Are (Korwin) ......
♦Honeycomb (Joy)..
tWake Up Susie (Acuff-R.)
..
♦Affair to Remember (Feist). .._
♦April Love (Feist).
.. ....
3
fMelodie D’Amour (Rayven).....
7
*IVy Rose (Roncom)..;. 10
♦All the Way (Maravtlle).
5
fJailhouse Rock (Presley).......
tSilhonettes (Regent)!.
6
♦Heart Reminds Me (Symphony)., ..
♦Middle of the-Island (Mayfair)...

Hams Sues Tops Label
—_:^= For 250G Over Royalties
OnTunesinCutrateLP

Album Rsvs.
Continued from page 58 —^

come up with a thrush who knows
how to deal with a lyric. She’s got
n ■LI Ml If i
Los Angeles, Novt 12.
IIU
|
Unauthorized use of 1934 How- a feel for the mood and ’delivers
Kmmmum ■ j
ard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz, tune, with an emotional appeal. This set
_ _
“You and the:Night and the Mu-j
is an okay debut and there should
sic,” was charged by Harms! in an
unfair competition-copyrights viola- be more coming from her.
Ed McGurdy: “When Dalliance
■
11 V^#l iMakk
tion suit filed, in L.A. Federal
Court last Friday (8). Defendants Was In Flower, Vol. II” (Elektra).
This
is the followup to Ed McCur¬
I
HQ
are Tops Music Enterprises, local
^
disk firm which distributes, main- dy’s previously successful round of
paeans to sex. Like its predeces¬
|
DO
ly through supermarket outlets,.
sor, Vol. II is tongue-in-cheek ri¬
and Tops prexy Carl Doshay, as
baldry that should be kept away
ond
an individuaL :
from the kiddies. McGurdy is a
MV I I I I I F
Through attorney Arthur Katz slick folk stylist and he gets propfer
of
Levihthal & Lavery law instrumental help from Robert
TRFElMOIIQP
firm. Harms charges that Tops is- Abramson
(harpsichord), LaNoe
I nLtnUUOt
sued a “cutrate" album, entitled Davenport
(recorder),
William
I* lor??
“Time on My Hands,” in which Faier (guitar and banjo) and Erik
K
12577
leasts
“You and the Night and the Mu- Darling (banjo).
45
RPM
45 RPM
sic” was included.
Tops and
LaVern Baker: “LaVem” (At¬
m M.
Doshay have refused to pay Harms lantic). LaVem Baker is spreading
royalties on the tune, even though out. Heretofore confined to the
IvB
Harms holds copyright, complaint strictly rock 'n£ roll beat, she’s
f
continues. Additionally, defendants moving into new vocal areas with
haVe “distributed and sold .... oth- this package. The r’n’r is here, of
er unauthorized recordings, and course, but she’s» now toying with
have failed t<) pay the statutory ballad and . blues moods and she
whips up a lot of steam on all.
royalties due plaintiff . . .”
Ann Leaf: “At The Mighty Wur,
Harms requested court to issue
at wonderful
Wurlitzer
... .
. temporary injunction to prevent litzer” (Westminster).
seasonal
song
easonal song
further sales of “Tim& on My fans will get plenty of kicks from
this Ann Leaf presentation. She’s
tyneand
cahn'*
H
Hands” album, by Tops, impound- an old hand at the Wurlitzer pipe
STYNE
AND CAHN'S
ing of the master recording, triple organ and her technique gives each
royalties, exemplary damages of tune a powerful send-off. From her
|U IV €||AMI|
$250,000, and costs of the suit
opening theme “In Time,” she fin¬
gers her way through such, varied
moods x as “St Louis Blues Rock,”
“Three Goins In The Fountain,”
“Tenderly”
and
“Lullaby
In
Boogie.”
HIII9HV1T9
Jazz Releases
cahm
Publisher Dave Dreyer is teamJohn Lewis & Sacha Distel:
■safe,
cahn
“
Miicir
up with Ralph Serpe, LouCa- “Afternoon In Paris” (Atlantic).
.
*
MUSIC
-mudit pone an(j Howard Kreitsek in the Package shows off some French
*_COMPANY
**
COMPANY formation of two new music firms. jazzsters in a bright musical light.
They are Brookville Music (BMI) The gallic hipsters are Sacha Dis¬
and Whittier Music (ASCAP). The tel (guitar), Pierre Michelot (bass)
/' RECORDING EXECS,
I firms will publish the music from and Barney Wilen (tenor) and they
PUBLISHERS,
THEATKEMEN1
fUms
produced by Serpe and Kreit- work well with the americano team
PUBLISHERS, THEATREMENI
of John Lewis (piano), Connie Kay
Vouna man
man (27)
an with
win 4< yr«. advt.
,m. „<*|ek starUng with the current ‘‘Mr.
Young
back¬
ground copy, writing, contact,
contact, produc¬
producRock & Roll, ^ Paramount release. (drums), Percy Heath (bass) and
ground
Kenny Clarke (drums).
tion-wants lob In promotion, advt.
what-hava-youl Fast, talantad, capable!
Joanne Graver Trio: (Mode). Jo¬
see?
anne Grauer Is a comer on the jazz
Box v-1157. Variety,
154
44th St., New
York.34
1M w.
w°«th"s”'
HiSVirk
u
[ingJ,Tj!rlin ^uskey' w!I1 a,so be scene. Her solid keyboard strokes
J handled hv the new firms.
are slickly complemented by Buddy
Clark's bass and Mel Lewis’ drums.
******★*★★*★★*★******★*★***★★★★★*★*
Manny Alb aim “West Side Story”
(Coral). A hit-and-miss attempt to
jazz up Leonard Bernstein's jazzy
score. Big hit here Is the Inventive
treatment of “I Feel Pretty.”

|M|M V

l^f |
flU-r I I
lflf I III I
I I

S&tai

[iv it

Dreyer in Pub Tieup
With Film Producers

♦m

S&SZJfA sssru®

The

*

RIVER BOAT 5!
PLUS 2
Currently thru Dec. •, BOURBON STREET, New York
Starting Dee, 10 Hr Two Worts, CREST LOUNOE, Detroit
Opeoiog Deo. 21 for Throe Weeks, PREVIEW, Chicago

. Freddie Wacker & His Windy
City Seven: (Dolphin). The Windy
City Seven whips out a musical
spontaneity that hits the mark.
The mob Is led effectively by Fred¬
die Wacker’s skihbeating.
Sonny Rollins: “The Sound of
Sonny” (Riverside). Sonny Rollins
is one of the top tenor men blowing
J today and he makes you know it
* in this topflight package.
Jackson Oreh: (Liberty).
* A Calvin
standout jazz variation of Gersh¬
win's '‘Rhapsody In Blue” with full
orch on one side and the Calvin
Jackson Quartet on the flip with a
I
flock of Gershwin’s showtunes
I makes this a worthwhile package.
Thelonius Monk: “Monk’s Music”
I
E- (Riverside). Thelonius Monk is an
| inventive composer as well as pi¬
anist. Here are six of his composi¬
tions to prove the point. Grot.

i—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-4
JOB e LASER, Pres.
741 Fifth Av*. tM N. Wabash Av*.
Naw York U, N.Y.
Chlcage, IIU
Chtnw
Fbenat
FLau 9-4444
Clntral 49441

447 Lfn«oln*4.
Miami Baach, Fla.
Phanar
Jlffaraen 443IS

4419 Sunt* Bird.
H'woed 44, Calif.
rhan,.
OLympfa 7-9944

fl

H
Ml
1111*

Title and Publisher

rheUlf f

S

1
1 I I
111 l i

National
Rating
This Last
wlc. wk.

^

| I ] I i

2
1
12

2

U

3
5

1
2
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British ’57 Sales
On Disks Jumpin’
London, Nov. 5.
British disk galea are on the way
up. Figurea for August (the latest
released) ahow that platter produc¬
tion. during that month totalled
5,514,000, which was worth $2,761,000, excluding sales tax. This was
almost 900,000 up on production
and $224,000 over the sales value
for the previous month.
So far this year the sales value
of disks, excluding sales taxA Is
just below $23,613,000, and record
production is just under 48,042,000.
Worst month of the year to date
for production and sales was June
when sales dropped to $2,125,000
and production to 4,602,000. It’s
estimated that 1957 is going to be
a bumper disk sales year, which
will leave last year’s record-shat¬
tering sales figures of arouhd 67,000,000 ' way behind. ’ This could
well be so with the figures on the
way up and the festive season ap¬
proaching.
/ -

K.\ IN I R!

Granz Sees No Rivalry
With Morris Levy Ov$r
Jazz Shows on Labels
"
Hollywood.
Editor, Variety:
In the Oct. 30th Variety Ralph
Gleason made some statements
which I think need answering.
Without going into details of
why Basie left Verve, it was sim¬
ply that Basie’s asking price for
us was uneconomic since we al¬
ready had 12 LP albums of Basie
and from our point of view the
asking price wouldn’t have justi¬
fied more albums than those. Our
split was amicable, Basle continued
to record for me long past the ter¬
mination of his contract, and still,
as he promised recently, will com¬
plete an unfinished album begun
during his tenure with Verve.
I. don’t know which “trade ob¬
servers” Gleason refers to who are
looking for an out-and-out war fer
attractions between Morris tevy !
and myself. “Jazz at the Philhar¬
monic” has been established for 18
years, and will probably go on, suc¬
cessfully I trust, as long as I
choose to continue it, and I have
had no difficulty in obtaining the
services of anyone that I wanted
badly enough. I’ve bailt JATP as
a whole show rather than one com¬
prised
of several independent
units, and we have, therefore,
never been dependent upon <ny
single artist.
I don’t think there will be any
special competition between Rou¬
lette and Verve, certainly not any
more than exists between any two
record companies, and, in fact,
possibly much less, because my
company is guided by my tastes,
and my tastes are radically differ¬
ent from the tastes of the people
who run Roulette.
Norman Granz
Uazx at the Philharmonic!,
Verve' Records Topper)

Marylhrtin’s Walt Disney
Tie With ‘Family Circle’

y

c ()\

\

i ^

1

NEVER
TILL
NOW
ROBBINS M'JSiC CORPORA :n

Sensational!

THE STORY
OF
MY LIFE
MARTY ROBBINS
Columbia Records
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

LEROY ANDERSON
AMttor li« Hit

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS

• LEgOYRANDEtSONt (Dku)
Family Circle mag is getting into
• CYftIL STAPLETON (Lm4m)
the Christmas disk sweepstakes in
a tlfcup vdth ,Mary Martin and e FREDIMCK FENNELL (Merewyl
Walt Disney, For its December
MILLS MUSIC, INC*
Issue, the mag has set a yam
tagged “The Little Lame Lamb,” a :
story of St. Francis of Assisi and •
the first Nativity scene. Miss Mar¬
tin recorded the story for Disney’s
disk outlet, Disneyland Records,
with Tutti Camarata conducting
the orch.
The recording, which rime 19
minutes, will be packaged in an
EP set to jell for 42. Disneyland
also is mulling putting the narra¬
tive on one side of a regular 12inch LP and filling the other side
IhM OmM SCA Vhtac
j
with some other Yule material
The disk package will come with
a 12-page booklet of Disney color
illustrations. The Family Circle
mag cover for December Will fea¬
ture Mias Martin. Harry Evans,
editor of FC, set the package tiefip.

KATSUMI
LOVE THEME1
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On The Upbeat

P$RIETY Scoreboard
OF

?'

New York

Catholic Theatre Guild production
o “Country Girl” . . . Kossol Sis¬
George Avakian, of Columbia’s^ ters, vocal trid from nearby Char¬
album department, bedded with leroi, just signed with Roulette
; infectious moaonucleosus . . . Doc Records; they used to wax for the
Berger jO'ned Johnny Marks' St. Epic label , . , Peter Carew re¬
jNicnolas Mus'c . . . Al Hibb’er, placed Sandra Barton at the piano
Milton Berie and Gloria Swanson in Dore’s Gold Key Room.
set for Merv Griffin’s ABC Radio
show this week . . . Trombonist
Chicago
Ola* Hanson lias replaced Don
Sebeski in the Kai "Winding Septet.
Slim Gaillard Trio pacted for
. . . Eddie Wasserman has taken Blue Note here, Nov. 27, for two
: over for Gail Curtis as saxophonst frames ... Jerry Mulligan set for
with the Gene Krupa Quartet . . . Blue Note here fo** two frames Feb.
in'
i Planetary Music is co-publ:shing 19 ... Stan Rapp takes over as
“I Only Want To Love You” with house pianist at the Red Carpet
! Spina Music and “That’s Why I here, Tuesday < 19) . . .’George
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
{Was Born” with Janira Music . . . Sheering April bookings include
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
j Mario Peralta s~t for an eight-week Peacock Alley, St. Louis, April 4merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which, are exclusive
i Venezuelan lour and then back to 12, Brass Rail. Milwaukee, April
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
| New York in February.
14-21 and Blue Note, Chi, April 23
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
Roosevelt Music acquired publi¬ for one week . . . Earl Mortenson
disks) and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music),
cation to “Henrietta,” originally duo set for Julep Lounge, Louis¬
recorded on the TNT label by ville, Dec. 23‘. for two frames.
Jimmy Dee. Dot Records has ac¬
TALENT
quired the master . . , Barbara Lea
POSITIONS
Philadelphia
set on - Joe Franklin’s ABC-TV
This
Last
show for the next four weeks . . .
Jack Teagarden set for the Red
Week Week
ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
Neal Hefti gets his first screen Hill Inn (Dec. 3-8) . . . Bookings at
credits as musical director for the Latin Casino include Les Paul
1
1
ELVIS FRESLEY (Victor) '...
Jailhouse Rockf
“Jamboree” . . . Raoul
Querze and Mary Ford «Nov. 25), Louis
presents an opera music concert Armstrong & His All-Stars (Dec.
2
4
RAYS (Cameo) ...Silhouettes!
at Carnegie Hall Dec. 8 featuring 5-11), De Castro Sisters 'Dec. 12’ Licia Albanese, Symphony of the 21) . . . Booked into Sciolla’s aro
3
2
EVERLY BROS. (Cadence)
.Wake Up Little Susie!
Air and Guy Richard Gordon,. . . Julius LaRosa (18) and the Four
.4.5
SAM COOKE. (Keen) ....You Send Mef
Kappy Jordan how associated*with Aces (25) . . . Bandleader Oscar
the Fugazy Travel Bureau . . . The. Dumont, absent since last Febru¬
5
3
JOHNNY .M ATHIS “(Columbia). Chances'Are*
Buddy Rich Quartet* and the ary, back at the Sunset Beach Ball¬
i George Wellington Trio at Cafe room.
6
7
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) ... Be Bop Baby!
Bohemia through Nov. 24.
Jack Teagarden booked into the
Jubilee Records stepping up its Red Hill Inn (Dec. 3-8) followed
7
6
JANE MORGAN (Kapp) .................. Fascination*
promotional relationship with its by the Billy Taylor Trio (10-15) , ..
distributors via a weekly news bul¬ Steve Lawrence into the Celebrity
8
..
PAT1 BOONE {Dot) ..
April Love*
letin prepped by Mar'o Trombone Room (18) . . . Billy Duke & His
Associates .
. Lou Carter pacted Dukes at the Clubal-Jo (11-16) . . .
9
10
BOBBY HELMS* (Decca) ........;.......... My Special Angel!
to Directional Enterprises
Les Paul & Mary Ford playing the
Ziggy Lane begins a two-weeker at Latin Casino for a week <25-30) . ..
.
Ames BROS. (Victor) .........Melodie D’Amourf Casa Seville, Valley Stream (L.I.), Jackie Lee working the Cadillac
Friday (15) . . . Arnold Maxin, Sho-Bar . . . Georgia Shaw and
positions
TUNES
Epic’s pop a&r chief, profiled in Dave Appel current at Tunick’s...
This
Last
December issue of Hit Parade mag. Mike Pedicin inked into the 19th
Week Week
TUNE
PUBLISHER
... Dolores Hawkins lined up for Hole Tavern . .. Glen Miller Orch,
Dick Clark’s ABC-TV sbow Nov. 22. batoned by Ray McKinley at El
1
1
fJAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F
Presley
... . Dorothy Collins begins a one Rancho for one-nighter (17) . . .
week stand at the- Chase Hotel, St. Fred Klessel taking the Aqua
2
2
fWAICE UP LITTLE SUSIE . .*.....
Acuff-Rose
Louis, today (Wed.) . . . Michael String Band to the World’s Fair,
Selker band in its fifth year at in Brussels. . . . Andv Riccardi
3v .,4
fSlUlOUETTES .
..Regent
M;ami Beach's Shore Club Hotel. elected veepee of Local 77, AFM.
4
3
^CHANCES ARE
............Korwin
/"Paul Kresh, radio-tv script
I Writer, is collaborating with David
San Francisco
5
6
fjqv SEND ME....._.. Higuera ! Mil Epstein; Antioch College music
Ralph Martin, owner of Oak¬
professor, on an opera based on
8
&
^FASCINATION—“Lave In The Afternoon”-F ..
Southern
Nathaniel
Hawthorne’s
. “T h e land’s Sands Ballroom, buying the
Marble Faun” . .... Carmen McRae long-defunct Village, but will use
•7
5
*TAMMY—“Tammy & Bachelor”-F .
Northern
headlines Gil Blum’s Sugar Hill, the nightclub only for private par¬
Newark,
Nov. . 15-17 . . . Donny ties . . . Chamber J*»zz Sextet, pi Us
8
7
*AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In SO Days”-F ___ Young
Conn, of the Playmates, became poet Kenneth Patohen, going back
the father of a baby girl Oct. 27 at into the Blackhawk, then will play
9
* APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F.j....... Feist
Presbyterian Hospital, Newark . . . a concert at the renovated Oakland
10
JO
iMEtODlE D’AMOUR....Rayven
Sam Ward,, vet songwriter, in Park Auditorium Theatre Saturday (161
West Hospital recuperating from a with pianist Andre Previn . . . Ada
(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films)
heart attack . . . Rgjph Harris, who Moore opened at the Brideeway,
manage^ Lena Horne and Billy Sau§alito ... Burt Biles and Marty
Marsala playing a Dxieland con¬
confine its promotion to the dealer . Eckstine, has called off the pro¬
posed
merger plans with George cert at Carmel’s Sunset Auditorium
level. It will provide the counter
Sunday 117) for Jimmv Lyons . . .
displays, subscription material and Grief . . . Steve Lawrence, who Dick Oxtot’s trio at Crim’s, Oak¬
other brochures with which deal¬ closes at the Copacabana today land, with Don Ewell on piano . . .
(Wed.), begins a 10-day engage¬
Continued from pace 59
ers . can sign up members. The
ment at Philly’s Celebrity Room Poet Kenneth Rexroth doing a se¬
BOM, on the other hand, will di¬ the next night
ries of jazz readings Sunday nights
not named. For the past few years,
rect its promotion to the general
at The Tin Angel accompanied by
Lengsfelder has. been heading a public via consumer mag and daily
Los ‘Angeles, No!. 12.
Brew Moore, Ron Crotty, Gus Gus¬
London
paper advertising. ;
tafson, Dickie Mills and Clare Wil¬
' “Deliberate, wilful and premedi¬ committee of ASCAP dissidents.
Winifred Atwell hospitalized for ley.
The weighted vote system has
While Columbia has kept its club
tated'fraud’’ was charged- against
a chest operation . . . Songstress
come-under
recurrent
attack
from
operation
strictly
under
wraps,
it’s
Ricky Nelson in a $2,217,000 dam¬
Shirley Bassey'oUt for tour of Aus¬
Kansas City
the Society’s critics, hut the top known that many dealers have
age Counter-claim filed by* Verve
tralia. She’ll be away about a
writers and publishers are* reso¬ been cashing in on the elub by
Banjoist Harry Stevens returns
Records in Superior Court here in lutely for. its continuation. Oscar signing up members and collecting month . . . Mario. Lanza due here to the Coast following his date at
tomorrow (Thurs.) from Rome . . .
connection With its answer * to a Hammerstein 2d, in fact, stated the 20% commission , meantime. Humphrey Lyttelton band skedded the Hotel Muehlebach’s Terrace
lawsuit filed by Nelson in Septem¬ last year that he and other im¬ Whatever dealer .opposition Colum¬ for a three-day Irish tour com¬ Grill here. He opens at Bimbo’s
portant writers would exit from bia met in the early days of its mencing Nov. 17 . . . Edmundo Ros 365 in Frisco Dec. 5, his fifth time
ber seeking $42,185 and an ac¬ ASCAP if, and when, a man-for- club has since evaporated.
will lecture about modern dance in the club in 3 years ... The danc¬
counting of profits on his hit disk¬ man Voting system, was instituted.
music in. two BBC radio broadcasts ing Pagets return to New York
ing of “I’m Walkin’.”
He said ASCAP’s system had noth¬
for schools ... Robbins Music Lon¬ after their Muehlebach date . . .
Nelson’s original suit had charged
don songplugger Les Conn defied -Be* Vera’s orch will shift from the
ing to do with the question of
Verve had failed to meet an April “democracy.”
a topical number titled “Sack Kansas City Club Dec. 7 to the
Rather, it
was
Dallas Athletic Club . . . Charles
10 deadline for delivery .of-the rec¬ similar to the regular “capitalistic”
Dress.”
Drake orch currently holding forth
ord to stores, costing him at least practice of giving votes in propor¬ =; Continued, from page 59
at the Bella Vista Club. Billings,
200,000 in sales. Action added that tion to the amount of stock held in album for each two albums pur¬
Hollywood
Mont., on a date set by McConkey
at least 700.000 copies J**se been a company.
chased.
*
Viblst Terry Gibbs signed as a Orchestra office . . . Hotel Muehle¬
sold and estimated that royalties
.John StevenSon, who has oper¬
bach is making an unusual shift in
thus far .amount' to $28,035. less a
ated successful record and book jazz a&r man for Mode Records, bands, bringing in Ken Harris orch
$150 advance, plus $15,300 he
clubs for many years, is handling despite his exclusive contract with Nqv. 15 in the middle of a show.
Mercury as a leader ... Frank Gorwould have {pade oh the addithe creative and mechanical aspects shin signed for a new album with He replaces Dick Barlow crew,
tlonal 200,000 copies.
of the operation for Capitol from Liberty . . . Martin Denny sejt to whose stand is limited to seven,
M
In the counter-claim. Verve ‘5= Continued from
New York.
score “Forbidden Island,” Charles weeks by a previous date set for
charged that Nelson fraudulently tor will make Available to club
Dunn said the' firm believes that B. Griffith production for Colum¬ The Club, Birmingham. Ala.
represented that he would sign a members one disk a month, each a no piajor can afford ia overlook bia release ... James Melton
one-year contract with a one-year basic library item to be selected by any. “successful development” in signed with Tops Records . , .
Omaha
option and that the Arm had gone a committee of judges; * The plat¬ the merchandising of disks and Happy Koomet, boss of the 400
Omaha Musicians Assn, planning
ahead- with the Initial recording ters will either be newly recorded that, record clubs appear to fall in Club, will pen liner notes on Rosy
without the signed contraction his or come out of Victor’s catalog. In this classification. He added that McHargue’s
Reetotape
package a 60th anni celeb ball for Nov. lfi
at the Music Box . . , Dick Palmrepresentations that it .would he either case, the club disks will be an . analysis of returns in-the test tagged “Rosy At the 400.”
quist and Al Lamm handling WOWforthcoming shortly. Label asked sold at regular list price and will mailing would be completed within
TV’S new teenage show, "Swing
$1,717,210 damages for anticinated also be available through regular six weeks after which Capitol will
Pittsburgh
Modern” on Saturdays . . . Jimmy
net profits from his records if he trade channels.
decide whether the' club will be
.
Jack Cunningham, ex-trumpet Dorsey Orch booked for Peony
had gone through with the pad
man with Frankie Carle; has joined Park here Nov. 16.
Ai one of the chief Hypos to the continued.
calling for 12 sides annually', and
Tommy Carlyn orch . . . Bobbie
an additional' $500,000 in 'exem¬ disk retailers, the club, members
Negri Trio has returned to Mid¬
Gayles To Paris
will receive brochures -listing Vic¬
McKenzie
Palmed
plary damages because his action
way, replacing Deuces Wild. Lat¬
tor’s full monthly releases. These
Juggy Gayles moved over to the
Detroit, Nov. 12.
was “deliberate.”
ter combo has moved into the
will be available only through deal¬
indie
Paris
label last week to han¬
Ed McKenzie, • WXYZ-TV and
Nelson subsequently inked with
ers, but will get wide exposure radio, disk. jockey, received the Crawford Grill for two weeks . . . dle sales promotion. Gayles, a long¬
Imperial Records.
Adam DeGasperi has^ succeeded
through the club promotion. Marek “Man of the Year Award” from
time
music
publisher,
had recently
Bob Kress on bass with' Tony Little
also informed dealers that Victor the Industrial Recreation Associa¬
threesome
at Carlton House’s gone into disk sales promotion with
is also working on other ideas de¬ tion of Detroit.
CARROLL TO DECCA...
Jubilee
Records,
Town and Country Lounge . . .
Jack Carroll, has been- added to signed to (1) increase traffic in
Paris is run by Jack Gold, who’s
McKenzie was Honored for his Happy Jesters went into the An¬
the stores; (2) facilitate ordering; work in fostering recreation of a j kara Sunday for a fortnight . ; . also in the publishing business via
Lecca’s artists’ roster, .
..
Crooner previously etched-'with and (3) boost profits;*
cultural 'nature for Detroit area j Rod Stadfield, vocalist with Karl Jack Gold Music (ASCAP) and
In selling the plan, Victor will yolihg people.
the RKCmUnlque JabeL
I IRosetti band, had a leading role in Greta Music (BMIL
*
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In Rritain I
Advise U, S. Turns In
Britain
moniam
To Depend on Their Own Acts

Salisbury Wets Win
k Unofficial Ballot

..
,
London, Nov. 12.
They love It. Don’t tell them how
Comedian Alan King, now with wonderful they are. That s old hat,
Judy Garland at the Dominion now. And dont tell them how
' Theatre, advises American acts to delighted you are to be there. They
be themselves when working here. realize that you’re ; there for the
He’s warning them to “stick to your money. They want | you to prove
act.” What with films and tv Brit¬ that you are wonderful. And don t
ish audiences understand America
very well. If you are in any doubt
just preface a gag with the remark
“Back home, we
” That will
do the trick. King advises a come¬ mu mey re nurea wua „
_
dian to go through his act with a They’ve
They ve been
been done
done to
to death.
dea h.
British comedian or agent who
King sums up his advice to
knows the States. “I went over American acts succinctly:
Just
mine with Al Burnett, who runs come over.”
j
the Stork Room in London, and
f
t*'reo times Burnett advised me:
‘I’d switch that gag.’ For instance, • PIIDT CV ‘P(\\rf^DT’ UNIT
1 BUliJUul tUrlLliUl Ullll
I mention tv ‘test patterns’ m one
geg in mv routine. It raises a
l;u>?ih hut the effect was doubled
1
„
, __ ,
when I switched the line to ‘test
Best of Burlesque, which has,
ca^,e\’ which is the British tag.”
. been showing weekends at the j
Other points which King makes
in his atlv'ce to American vaude • being booked as a qafe unit. Show
mummers tackling Britain for the j has been set for El Morocco, Monfirst time include: “Don’t bring in I treal, Dec. 26, and date is now being
local gags unless you know what ! worked out by agent Miles Ingalls
they mean, try and bring the for a stand at the Casino Royal,
audience into your act. Be relaxed. Washington,
starting
late
this
Kid the audience and the orchestra.. month.* The show* has been playing
weekends at the concert hall.
Cast includes Sherry Britton,
Tom Poston, Nelle Fisher, Vini
i Faye, Lilly White, and others with

be won by a group of operators! and
it appears that the town wants to
gQ *et again. Townspeople, participating in an unofficial referendum voted 856 to 565 to seek
legislative approval for a special
election next March on the liquor
-^tion

VII A IlVll

VI ff II XIVtO

■3&SSS33

I

TO HIT CAPE CIRCUIT

^
A comn,ission WOuld be esa c°
tablished
to supervise the
the sale
sale of
of
u
pntil next year’s state elecj.jon w]}en the question would be
voted upon again by the townspeople.
The unofficial balloting was
sponsored by the town’s business
officials..
Voting was supervised
by Paul Hughes, town moderator.
*
.
_■

Old Cross Keys, Philly,

.
IT J
T
tOnVCnlUlJ UllCiBr 1 ODDI
•
n «
,
. Inf a
llilu
V ^
Philadelphia, Nov.
Philadelphia,
Nov. 12.
12.
A promoter, Jimmy Toppi, is
solvingerf w^ts to be
doue with o d picture houses
He
closed adeal (Oct31)fdrthepur-

XheatTe-ReStaUraDl
• Into Theatre-Restaurant

Miss Fish', doing, the ehoreognhv
U“UXCU5'
raPn"‘
y‘ ,
T
..
i.
, , ,, i
There’s also the chance that the;
. unit will take over one of the offBroadway theatres
probably
Greenwich Village, N.Y. for a run
following its cafe season,
v
I DID

MICHAEL CHIMES
and FAMILY
An Unusual Harmonica
Musical Attraction
107 Hillside Ave., Mount V*rnon, N.Y.
Phon* MO 4-4141

“tHE COMEDIAN”
,«^!8a^UR^
THE LATEST - THE GREATEST —
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Now Iril Its 87th Issue, containing
stories, ' oneJlners. . poemettes, song
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monologs, parodies, double gags. Bits.
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and Im¬
personations, political. Interruptions
Thoughts of the Day. Humorous
Views of the News, etc. Start with
current Issue. 515 yearly — 2 yoars
S2I — 3 years 540 — Single Copies
53.00 — NO C.O.D.'S.
BILLY GLASON
ZOO W. 54 St„ New York 1»

SALESMAN
to book for Talent Agency.
Commission basis only. Must have
car. UNLIMITED EARNINGS FOR
RIGHT MAN. Call Phil Bernard,
CO 5-1660.

jandma’rk^ith
Keys, West Philly landmark with
.. longtime
l^rr+irv,. film
film and vaude history.
a
The.Cross Keys assessed at $51,200
was sold for $33,500.
conyerted • to a continental type
theatre-restaurant, skedded for an
April lr opening.
This is the fourth film house to
n
|v
j
be added to the Toppi chain. He
Mimac I snncu
has a catering place and roller rink
n
,
n • •
in the old Imperial, in West Philly.
nV IP! AviV l.irinr^ The Plaza is also used for skating,
py 1CI rt f if L/lllILo and hB operates another South

Tel Aviv, Nov. 5.
Only once before in Israel eni tertainment history have Tel Avivians lined up from the cool hours
of dawn un il the still burning-hot
hours of noon to get tickets for a
: show. Then it was Danny Kaye,
and he had a great success. Now
;it was Yma Sumac, and her own
i performance and her troupe were
j a hitter disappointment to many.
?
There were little-flattering cartoons in the press and the reiview in the English daily Jerusa; lem Post reads: “Miss Sumac’s voi cal acrobatics, the unoriginal com; monplace music of Mr. Vivanco
| and the rather doubtful folklore
: programme of the Inca group
; could eventually be enjoyed in the
’ framework of a cabaret.
;
At Miss Sumac’s third appear; ance.she stopped her performance
i after a few numbers, with an an: nouneer telling the audience that
i the singer had contracted Asiastic
i flu. Tickets were declared valid
'for a later, show End one entire
! 1 week was cancelled
;
Impresario Godik, who has sold
|out six shows at the just-opened
Fredric R. Mann Auditorium seating 3,000, with prices ranging from
!$l!l0 to $5.00 top (which is high
{according to Israeli standards),
i. had difficulty finding halls for
{ postponed events.
■

■■

Vaude, Cafe Dates '

getFirsESStat^&iattSipte'to
b00Z(j back again bere l00ks t0

Philadelphia rink in the Alhambra.
------—

\n PJfi- D~cco
* CCllilg 10 I 111 I dooC
i . n
«
Cm** TWIt
AS taSlflO bDCS UarKPittsburgh Nov. 12.
Burlesque kicked the bucket
here no doubt for goodi iast week
wben
Casino suddenly folded.
House, which has been operated
under lease by Bryan and Engel for
past three or four seasons, has. had
rough going of late but there were
no previous indications that things
were quite that bad.
it’s understood that Bryan and
Engel were behind $3,000 in rent
and asked for an extension, which
was refused. Few wegks ago city
pipe lines on Diamond Street,
where Casino'is located, burst and
house had to be shut doyifn for coupie of days. Since then, thoroughfare has been closed to all except
pedestrian traffic and business has
beensteadilydecliningafterafairly encouraging start at beginning
of Reason in September.
.
T gasmo is property of Milton
Jaffe for estate of his late brother,
George Jaffe, longtime Peel Wheel
impresario here, and his wife, the
late Rose Jaffe. Its the old Harris
v^wlfilm bouse and understood
Join sources close to Jaffe that
he’s dickering to sell, with possi-.4- bility of theatre being torn down to
I make tvay for new office building.

Headlining

Patti Page’s “The Big Record”
CBS-TV SHOW
Wednesday, Nov. 13, 8-9 P.M.
Exclusive Booking Agency

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY
1001 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
WAlaat 2-4677

234 W. 41th Street
New York City
PLau 7-17B6
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SMASH HIT I
.mi oLamokous new |
HOTEL
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Show Yolks ‘are raving about the
alt new Hotel Avery. Ml new, large,
beautifully furnished deluxe rooms
with private bath and television.
Many Mr Conditioned'

NOW
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TROTTER BROS.
FEATURING

FABULOUS PUPPETS

THREE RIVERS INN
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BOYS
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Flamingo Ups Merrin
Don Merrin, who. had been ex¬
ecutive assistant to Al Parvin
prexy of the Flamingo Hotel, Las
Vegas, has been named vice-presl
dent in charge of sales ana ad
vertising for that inn.
Merrin will have the responsi
bility of expanding the inn’s sales
program. Don Frank & Associates
will continue as ad-agency for the
hostel. Merrin will headquarter in
the hotel’s Los Angeles office.

B*y Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, Nov. 12.
The first party under the direc¬
tion of our new “We The Patients”
entertainment committee went
over with a bang. Prizes were
hainde.d out for the most original
costunies, first prize going to Mar¬
ion B6hr and second prize to John
Gurba, A well catered buffet lunch
was served to the gang that .gave
them lotsa enjoyment. Some pa¬
tients attended the blowout in
wheel chairs. Music was furnished
by Herman Burl and bis string
trio; Herbert Gladney and Louis
M. Blanco acted as host and M.C’s.
Sonja Spieker, of the nitery act
The Colb ergs, from East Germany,
who recently took out her first
American citizenship papers, also
rated a definite all clear to return
to work again.
Joan Sinclair, whose father Is a
radio and video artist, in from
Gotham for the general rest and
o.o, period.
*
Louis M, Blanco, Al Losduto and:
Henry Hearn all have been upped
for irteals in. our main mess hall.

BWrite to thoso who are ill*

Chicago
Davis & Reese pacted for Eddy’s,
K.C. for two frames, Jan. 10 . . .
Johnny. Mathis into Chase Hotel,
St. Louis for two weeks, April 3
. . , Steve Lawrence to the Detroit
Statler for two weeks, April 21 . . 4
Gogi Grant inked for Eddy’s, K.C.
for two weeks, March 21 . . . Carol
Channing tops Palmer House line-¬
up here, March 6, for four frames
. . . Morlidor Trio set for Palme,r
House here, , Jan. 23, fofc six weeks
followed' by Chase Hotel, St. Louis,
March 6, for two weeks._

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Jimmy Durante, in bis first
stanza at the Moulin Rouge ending
Sunday ni|ht (10), racked up a
record high, both in the number of
admissions and total take for the
biggest week in the five-year his- ‘
tory of Frank Sennes’ showplace:
Entertainer played to over 9,000
customers and grossed $60,200.
Closest
contender was i Helen
Traubel With $55,000.
Sennes Is
now negotiating with Durante, in
for two weeks, for another double
frame.

Saranac Lake

BILL HALEY and HIS COMETS

Hollywood
Dorothy Shaw opens, ft the
Cocoanut Grove Nov. 20 . . . Mel
Tonne set for a two week stint at
the Crescendo Nov. 22 . . , Rosy
McHargue & Ragtimers have had
their option picked up at the 400
Club for another four weeks . . ,
Bob Crosby & Bobcats open at the
Cocoanut Grove Dec. 11 . . . Pony
Sherrell and Phil Moody penning
material for Betty Grable’s act . , .
;Manny Lopez inked Chuck Landis
to launch Monday mambo nights at
the Largo.

SCHNOZ SETS NEW B.O.
PEAK AT MOULIN ROUGE

International and American Stars
Decca Records and Columbia Pictures

9 . . . Jane Froman tapped for the
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, Jan. 5 . . .
Bobby Van tapped for the StatlerHilton, Dallas, Jan. 9.

New York
Raoul Pene DuBois inked to do
the sets and costumes for the .Gin¬
ger Rogers show preeming at the
Havana Riviera, Dec. 10 . . . Fer¬
nanda Montel, upon completion of
her date at the Maisonette of the
St. Regis Hotel, to do a “Roberta”
revival in Palm Beach ... Donald
Rubin and "Jeanne Fisher have
opened a talent agency tabbed
Donn-Fisher
Ltd. . . . Corbett
Monica new to the Roosevelt Hotel,
New Orleans . . . Dario Cassini
signed with the Buddy Allen office.
. . . Downward trend of the stock
market has caused the Hotel Edi¬
son to eliminate its dinner menu
motifed by the stock market . . .
Annual “Night of Stars” for the
benefit of the United Jewish
Appeal, set for the Madison Square
Garden, Nov. 18, with Max Wolff
and Al Roth producing:
*
David & Reese new starters at
the Latin Quarter in the show
which includes Arren & Broderick
. . . Kirby Stone Quartet going to
that spot in the new show which
opens in February .
Snooky
Lanson started a two-weeker at the
Statler, Detroit . . . Soler & Lorca
to the Americana, Miami Beach,
Nov. 20,,. Stan Loman named en¬
tertainment director and emcee at
the. Empress Hotel, Miami Beach
. . . Jane Froman inked for Blinstrub’s, Boston, Feb. 3 . . . Bob
Lewis & Ginny together with Judy
Scott
work ■ the
International,
Houston, Dec. 12 . . . Joey Bishop
tapped for-the Black Orchid, Chi¬
cago, Dec. 27 . . . The Riverboat
Five Plus Two, current at BourbOn
St., N.Y., following their six week
stand, have Detroit and Chicago
dates to follow. Latter is at the
Prevue opening. Dec. 25 for three
weeks . . . Gogi Grant and -Jack
Carter working the Americana, MiamLBeach, Dec. 26.
Goofers have been added to the
cast of the Royal Command Per¬
formance to be held at the Palla¬
dium, London, Nov. 18... Mahalia
Jackson to appear at a gratis concert at the Judson Memorial Church
in Greenwich Village, Noy. 25 . . .
Beverly House Hotel has named
Albert Kragh manager of the din¬
ing Toom . . . Three Suns into the
Latin Quarter, N.Y., Monday (4)
. . . Dick Haymes moves info the
Celebrity Club, Philadelphia, Dec.

Syr as aw, N. Y,
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GROCERY CUFFOS TO KAYO B.O.
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How Time Flies; N Y. Cafes Start
Preparations for New Years Eve Biz
New Year’s Eve biz is starting
to stir in New York. For the first
time in several years, there is ac¬
tivity long in advance of the hig
night. The major initial splurge
is coming from organizations. Al¬
ready, RCA has bought out the
Empire Room of the- WaldorfAstoria, N. Y., for -Dec. 31. The
Latin Quarter has gotten several
requests from various firms and
social organizations for prices on
parties up to 350 people.
The requests for space and bid
for estimates has started the va¬
rious .niteries working on the price
graph.* The Latin Quarter, for ex¬
ample, will have tariffs starting
from $15 and going to $25 plus
tax. Most of the other niteries and
first line hotel rooms will scale
In the same category, the same as
last season.
The possibility that firms and or¬
ganizations may tie -up most of the
available space on the' big night
has also created a situation where
individuals are starting to make
reservations. ^ Most of the latter
are taken on’the basis thlt spe¬
cific locations cannot be guaran¬
teed until mid-December. That is
because the large space buyers
have to be kept together.
Nitery owners have no fear of
selling out before the. Eve. How¬
ever, the final orders generally j
came in a few days beforehand.

Monte Proser Ailing
- Monte Proser, producer at the
Tropicana Hotel, Las Vegas, is ail¬
ing at the Wiekersham Hospital,
N.Y.
'
Proser is expected to be confined
for a few more days..

KEN BARRY
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Ringling Circus
In Pre-N.Y. Bow
For the first time in many years,
the Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey Circus will play a break-in
date prior to opening, at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., April 2.
Circus, upon leaving its winter
quarters in Sarasota, will stop for
four days at the Charlotte (N. C.)
Coliseum, starting March 27. The
Charlotte date was one of the more
prosperous of the summer stands
during the summer. It got heavy
grosses for several days before the
heat forced wholesale refunds.
The Charlotte stand, it is figured,
will enable the circus to be**a
smoothly functioning show when
it hits N. Y. Stagehands as well
as acts wiU know their-positions
and thus may eliminate the usual
pre-curtain chaos.
The circus characteristics are
changing somewhat with its con¬
version from outdoor tent to an in¬
door -arena show. For example,
new procedure ha£~virfually elimi¬
nated the circus season, it’s now
a year-round proposition.
Cur-;
rently, the present show is booking
into January.and indications point
to a continuation of activity into
February before hitting Sarasota
where it will rehearse the new lay¬
out.

Houston, Nov. 12.
A battle of the circuses began
shaping up at City Hall as the
Arabia Temple Shrine Circus of
Houston sought to prevent the ap¬
pearance here in January of the
Ringling Bros, and Barnum &
Bailey show. In a letter to Mayor
Oscar Holcombe and the City
Council, officials of the Arabia
Temple went on record opposing
the renting of the Sam Houston
Coliseum to the Circus.
•The Houston Shrine officials said
in their letter that the Arabia
group was a civife entertainment
"and has been of great benefit to
our city in many ways including
the care and assistance it has given
the crippled children in this state.”
They said further that the rental
of the Coliseum to Ringling Bros,
would be “detrimental to the best
interests of this city—to say noth¬
ing of Arabia Temple Shrine.” The
Arabia Temple is currently spon¬
soring their circus at the Coliseum
which closes on Noy.. 17.

CAB CALLOWAY

^ *
:

Commencing this week, Tollvision will . occupy a special
department, between Pictures
and Radio-Television.
All news—unless on Page 1
pertaining to feevee, whether
cable-thfeatres or any of the
over-the-air systems—will thus
be departmentalized, for ready
intr|-trade reference.

Texas Shrine Circus
Asks Ringling Blo ck

Nover..oer 25tli

•LASON'J

New Tollvision Dept.

*

Featured in PARAMOUNT S

,i;

“ST. LOUIS CLUES”

The free, shows travelling under
supermarket auspices in various
parts of the country could mean
the end of the orthodox type of
paying shows, according to some
savants in the industry. The free¬
bies referred to are the shows spon¬
sored by supermarkets which pro¬
vide for an admission for a stipu¬
lated amount of cash register re¬
ceipts.
Thus far, the gratis hashes have
booked some of the top names in
show biz. They have paid top prices
and have been given in some of
the top arenas and theatres in the
areas in which they function. Thus
far, these layouts have toured di¬
verse areas in the midwest, West
and southwest, where the idea has
caught on strongest.
Of course, on the night of presen¬
tation and times before and after,
local exhibs have been hit hard by
the free show. But more important
to showmen Is the fact that it has
become more difficult to sell paid
shows for sometime afterward in
towns where the freebies have been
given.
In a different sense, it’s recalled
(Continued on page 68)
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Biz Looks Up Via Coliseum Expos
SON TAKES OVER AILING
ISY WALTERS’NITERY
Vancouver, B.C., Nov. 12.
Felled by a heart attack early
last month, Isy Walters, longtime
operator of the Cave Supper Club
here, has handed management over
to son Richard, 26.
Walters bought the Cave nitery;
from George Amato who moved
his activities to Portland.

Eileen O’Dare Quits
O&J for Music Hall
Pittsburgh, Nov. 12.
Eileen O’Dare, acrobatic dancer,
left the Olsen & Johnson "Hellzapoppin” nitery unit at the end of
its engagement here at the Ankara
to go into the new show opening at
the Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,
Thursday (14).
Miss O’Dare has only recently
gone hack to work after spending
a couple of years at the Will Rog¬
ers Sanitarium in Saranac Lake.

Niteries- are looking forward to
a better pre-Thanksgiving period
than usual. Cafe business in Octo¬
ber having been battered because
of the Asiatic flu and a couple of
stock market downbeats that
scared customers into staying
home, the nitery business reversed
the usual October trend by its
failure to sell out.
The cafemen think that a lot of
lost biz will now be made up espe¬
cially since the flu graphs are recedeing, and more persons are
starting 4o go out again.
The October downbeat was regis¬
tered nationally. Many cafes are
left in the lurch by the failure of
October to bring in kingsized
grosses. The niteries count on this
period, to make up for some of the
slow summer months, and to store
up a reserve for the doldrumA that
come shortly before Thanksgiving
and is relieved only by New Year’s
Eve. If the present anticipations
for. November come in, then a par¬
tial reserve can be built up to tide
them over during the slow spell.
In New York, prospects are very
bright. For example, the N. Y.
(Continued on page 68)

Gallic Vauders
In Name Squeeze;
Eye D.S, Talent
. French variety is reaching the
status achieved many years ago in
England and the United States.
The native headliners must be re¬
plenished by imports, and U. S.
names are very much In demand,
according to producer Arthur Les¬
ser,-who last week returned from a
year’s stay in France.
Ldsser
planed down to Rio de Janeiro yes¬
terday (Tues.) for the opening of
Patachou at the Golden Room of
the Copacabaha Palace, and will re¬
turn to the U. S. in three weeks.
At this point, Leisser said, tele¬
vision is no threat to French va¬
riety,' The videoits operate on such
budgets and with unorthodox pat¬
terns that It is not a major enter¬
tainment staple at this time. An
hour’s show, Lesser points out, may
run about an hour and a half, and
many of the top talents in France
would prefer to stay away from
that medium for the time being.
The grosses in Paris theatres are
now exciting the attention of
American agencies. The Platters,
for example, at their date at
L’Olympia, scored a record-break¬
ing . take and will return to that
theatre.
Harry James, Lesser
pointed out, was very strong at the
Alhambra.
A house Such as L’Olympia can
gross upwards of $35,000 weekly,
which indicates that they can pay
sizable salaries in order to entice
headliners. There are a handful
of French headliners who can
score the tall coin, says Lesser, who
are in great demand throughout
France and most of whom can
work in foreign countries as well.
These need to be supplemented by
American headliners, and an. in¬
creasing amount will he imported
for Parisian vaudeville- shows.

Bright to Set Up,
AGVA in Honolulu

Hollywood, Nov. 12.
Jackie Bright, administrative
secretary of the American Guild
of Variety Artists, planed out last
Mgt. BILL MITTLIR, U19 Broadway, New York
week to Honolulu to establish a
■
==s=====fl branch office there. Upbeat in the
number of niteries and heavier
tourist play is making the area ah
important, stop for acts, according
to the union.
Bright is presently on the last
leg of a cross country trek in
which he addressed meetings in
PrH. iHrm c/a Rind Cotta*#, 94 Saranac Avt., Lako Placid, various cities. He’s expected to re¬
turn, to New York next week.

jllj

c*u of hit unutvil act.
N. Y- Hmm 3M.

PUBLIC WON’T
PAH

Currently

DUNES HOTEL
Los Yogas* Nevada

SIX WEEKS
HELP OVER BY
POPULAR DEMAND

Starling Dee. 12th
CHI CHI,
Palm Springs,
California
Starred in "BUS STOP,”
Memorial Hall,
Dayton, Ohio

Dunes, Las Vegas
(FOLLOWUP)
Las Vegas, Oct. 10.
"Tempest Storm has been
added to the second edition
of Harold Minsky's 'Minsky
Follies of '58/ and her la-deda buildup includes 'Miss' in
front of her name in the ads.
Miss Storm's torso tossing is
appropriately keyed to the
sexy mood of the show ...
she's an outstanding looker
both hi face and body who
will puH casino action into
the Dunes,"

Direction: MILES INGALLS
1(0 Wert 4Mi Street, New York
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special material. Her -ditties have
contortions, Blake brings his char¬
Le Carroll’s, Paris
a polite sense of spice. Yennese
acters to life—he not only looks
Paris, Nov.-2.
like his victims, he; sounds like
Marcel Amont, Anabel, Billi Nan- singer, does various bits an the
them, and has them Spouting some cioli, Freddy'& Fernando, Helio l’amour which- gets laughs as well
as a rewarding mitt,,
very funny dialogue. ^Blake’s brand Motta Orch (9); $4 minimum.
The magyar note is by Tibor Raof humor is aimed at; the sophisti¬
kossy, who barys out" the alternate¬
cates, and this iiftimOte room is a
Le Carroll’s .shoehorned in the ly languorous and ■ fast love songs
good showcase for hihr. The take¬
It has been 17 years since the; off on Louella Parsons got the eve¬ Gallic smart set, at its opening, for of the gypsies. He also bats out a
pub crawlers have seen Jimmy: ning’s top yocks;'other hep por¬ dancing on a postage stamp floor Viennese medley for good returns.
Durante perform in an L.A. nitery trayals included those of Sophie to the okay Latino tunes of Helio Other turn on the bill is Concetta
and coincidentally his last appear¬ Tucker, Tallulah Barjkhead, Canti- Motta orch and to ogle the new ’DeMarco (New Acts).
The orchestras constitute an im¬
ance was at tliis* selfsame boite, flas, Carol Baker, Garbo, Chaplin. .show. But above all they came
to be seen, for this cellar club, off portant source of entertainment.
then Earl Carroll’s. Packed . to Shirley Booth, Charles Laughton.
within the absolute limits of the Mary Pickford, Jose Ferrer, Gloria the Champs-Elysees, is still a fad Rudy Surany conducts the major
■
•
fire laws, the ensuing fortnight Swanson, James Stewart, Bette spot.
crew, with Paul Lityai batoning
Show is uneven but has one high the alternate orch. The cymbalom
should be just &s prosperous and Davis, Noel Coward,; Ethel Barry¬
the reception to his antics just as more, . Beal Lillie, land Eleanor spot, Marcel Amont. This young strummers .are Dick Marti and
song-impressionist, who has al¬ Billy Yadler.
vociferous.
Jose,
Roosevelt.
Kathy Ryan, a blonde looker who ready made a dent on the musichall
For the first nighters there was
a double treat, reminiscent of their belts songs ala Kay Starr, is fea¬ scene, indicates that he is even
Interlude*, Hollywood
teaming in TV, when Helen Trau- tured on the bin, and is pleasingly more acceptable in a nitery. His.
Hollywood, Nov. 2.
bel came on stage from her Ting- lyric-conscious with Such numbers clever material, satire, savvy take¬
Frances Faye, Shelly Manne and
offs on standard song- types, and
as
“From
This
Moment
On,"
“Bye
side table and to cavort with The
perfect
timing
and
miming
got
him
his.
Men
(3),*k
$1.50 cover; mini¬
Schnoz with all the reckless aban¬ Bye Blackbird," “Lonesome Road,"
- > ..
mum, two drinks.
don of a diva living it up. She did “Rockabye My Baby,” and “Lazy a great band.
Amabel
is
a
husky
interpreter
of
River."
_
it for no other reason than her af¬
Calypso Joe and Coco Te are moody, grim songs about the fragil¬
The return of Frances Faye
fection for the loveable clown. No
nitery act of recent memory rocked held over from previous show, con¬ ity of love. Monotony of tone, of means another Interlude of ropesa house as did their singing, hoof¬ tributing terps and songs which are songs and range makes this only up business for this penthouse ining and complete capitulation to j both, lively and sex$\ Production an okay filler here, but she is timery on the Strip. As always, it’s
the carnival spirit. Without Trau- i numbers with the i Luis prbina strictly for' the plush joints. Her a stint that draws a devoted fol¬
bel„ Sir Jeems will cpme*off just j Dancers (4) and thp Hoyt Henry sleek looks and well groomed ap¬ lowing that digs her flip, jazz; and
aa hand'ly as any act that ever orch 18) keep the festivities at an pearance help. Melodie Bubbles the following gets bigger each
Duke.
does an ingenuous striptease before time around.
played the Frank Sennes empori¬ exciting plane. *
a makeup mirror. She shows all
um of victuals and vanities. He
For this- outing, she has the best
but not the knowhow to give shed¬ backing yet in Shelly Manne and
hasn’t changed much over the
ding the twist that turns it from his men, easily one of the top jazz
years, which is to say he hasn’t
an accepted Parisian staple, of groups around. The outfit has a
ssowed down so anyone can notice
late, into a good entry.
it. No comic works harder and if
drive that matches the exuberant
— Continued from; page €7
fault be found with his turn it is
Billi Nancioli sings bis own spirit, of the Miss Faye of the
that he gives the auditors too much that when Ed Sullivan played his songs., He is personable and has bistro beat and together they turn
and at times the bedlam becomes
on e-night ers at a fee which called! some catchy numbers but melodies out successive half-hour shows that
ear-shattering. The only change to
register solidly.
for $10,000 nightly* many enter-) resemble each other and he lacks
his heretofore normal routine is
the force or individuality to catch
The slavish disciple of current
that the piano is not splintered. tainment seekers came to locall the attention of hard drinking first hit parade material will find,
Lincoln-Mercury
dealers
asking
for
Bather he protects it against as¬
nighters. He emerges a better nothing to his liking here. It’s a
free ducats.
cleffer than singer at prepent.
saults by others.
spirited blend of the best standards
The danger of the! free shows, if
Durante has brought youth into
Freddy & Fernando do some and some special material, most of
his act, which is no reflection on spread universally,1 becomes ap- j okay latino terp and get as pas¬ it familiar to the cult, smashed over
parent
to
shopmen
when
they
try)
Eddie Jackson, who can still step
sionate as the limited floor space in the Faye style which is a combi¬
with any of them.
Sonny King to make up layouts that have to be1 will allow. Frede gladhands in her nation of driving Thythm, a keen
makes a good foil for Jimmy and bigger than the supermarket lay-' mannish way and she-he aspects jazz sense and an occasional leering
can kick up a storm with h?s sing¬ outs, for which they hope to get have been softpedalled to a few lyric that punnily ' distorts what
The ; old
Hadacol for dancing with the femmes who the tunesmith had In -mind. Thus,
ing and hoofing. He’s a solid asset | admissions.
to the Durante troupe, which also; troupes had such pjersonalities as want to. Ex-Yank* model Micky j-items like “The Man I Love" or
numbers
the
femmes—delicate t Bob Hope and others. The super¬ Left does the femcee chores agree¬ “Funny That Way” take on a new
dolls and overweight
damsels. | market troupes had Mickey Rooney, ably.
Mosk.
impact and lustre, and the Faye
Jackie Barnett, long writer of spe-: Julius LaRosa, and some of the;
asides or quick snatches of several
cial material for Mr. D., takes a ! top cafe names, as well as rock ’n’
times contribute added interest.
(thez Pam, Chi
turn at the piano and displays good i rollers to entice the. youngsters. It’s
Manne, - on drums, has a bass,
(FOLLOWUP)
vocal equipment in the club genre. difficult to get shows to match
tenor
sax and-trumpet man in his
Chicago, Nov. 6.
What Durante’s act adds up to is these when putting together pack¬
With' the success of the ginger- entourage to back Miss Faye's
composite of what he had done on ages to be sold.
breading for its 25th Anniversary piano-pipings to make each layout
T\ for years, wh?ch is solid enter¬
The arena managers see another show the Chez has further accent¬ hefty entertainment in its metier.
tainment. It’s right down the pop¬ danger in this, trend. The gratis
ed the tinsel and spangles, and pro¬ Show is in for three months.
ular middle and that’s the class of sessions are booked on a flat rental
Kap.
duction routines are now almost
clientele this room draws. Donn
basis. The shows for getting admis¬ certain to become the regular pol¬
Arden’s “Pariscope" is a whirly,
icy.
Silvered
columns
and
flood¬
sions
not
only
pay
a‘
guarantee,
but
Fairmont,
Sun
Francisco
girly extravaganza of prancing j
lights have gone a long way toward
San Francisco, Nov. 7.
femmes, gay costumes and colorful a percentage arrangement as well.
making a showy if brassy setting
Dennis Day, Ernie Heckscher
sets. Eddie O’Neal in the pit gives The arenas say that they cannot
get along on straight rentals ex¬ out of Chi’s kingpin nitery.
Orch (10); $2 cover.
the show expert musical backing.
For a show already heavily laden
clusively, but need the extras com¬
Helm.
ing in through percentage arrange- with nostalgic twists in the person
Dennis Day, who clowns is well
ments to make the financial grade. of Sophie Tucker and the anniver¬ as he sings, works for 45 minutes
Kilen Roe, Miami Reach j
Cutting down of the admission sary themes of the house line, the in a socko solo act.
Miami Beach, Nov. 9.
1 shows because of the coupon capers 30-minute recall of a series of dat¬
Day focuses his Irish tenor’on
Mary Small, Kirby Stone Four, would curb their revenue tremend-j ed hits by the Mills Bros, is too pops numbers in ;the early minutes,
much lily gilding. There’s no deny¬ later. goes into a fine round of
The Rudenkos. Mai Malkin Orch; ously.
ing the smooth and easy treatment Gaelic specialties. He cpmes on
$3.50-$4.50 minimum.Thus far, the eastern part of the
they give to harmonizing “Glow
country hasn’t yet been hit to a Worm," “Paper Ddll" and “Up a strong with “I Could Have Danced
familiars to patrons of this room ;
Night"
and
“Fascination”
great extent by the supermarket Lazy River," but all this follows a All
are the topliners in for this stanza
brand of entertainment, tmding series of trademarked tunes of for¬ works through a lovely Victor
of the fall series of bookings with
Young medley, winds, up 'with
st&mps
have,
taken
a
firmer
hold
mer
Chez
starters
by
the
Chez
results on the plush-side11 for the
“Clancy Lowered the Boom/' “Gal¬
in these parts. BUt should a free; Adorables, the house band and the
trio of acts and the auditors.
way. Bay," “Danny Boy," “That
Mary Small played here early in show movement get going, It’s ex¬ simultaneous portrait sketches of Great ‘ Come-and-Get-it Day” and
pected
that
some
!
top
showcases
these
personalities
by
cartoonist
summer—for her first date in the
begs off with “Good Luck, Good
area' in several years—and hit with might refuse such ! rentals on the Lenn Redman; it is anticlimactie. Health, God Bless -You.”
the sort of impact that earned the basis that it woulcjl endanger the Best of their contributions is their
In between he tells funny yams
current return. She’s a smooth more lucrative portions of their novelty material, “Knocked Out and presents his own click “Inter¬
Nightingale,” and band imitation national Review" for tv which was
songstress whose vocalistlcs are business.
i
“Basin
Street
Blues,”
abetted by a sound delivery that
televised only a few weeks ago.
The early part of the show (two Highspot of the routine is his Japa¬
comes with years of trouping since
production numbers and tbe Mills nese version of “Blue Suede
a child. The choice of songs is also
Bros.)
lacks
the
moving
spark
to
touched
with
know-how,
the
Shoes."
complement the commercial
diversified blend containing spe¬
Ernie Heckscher’s slick band ac¬
smoothness of the routines. None companied nicely, played a pleas¬
cials. pops and standards.
■ - Continued from, pare 67 of.
this,
however,
is
proving
any
The Kirby Stone quartet are
ant Gershwin Medley from “An
staples in this sector. They've Coliseum how has the hotel expo¬ hindrance to the pefsonality part American in Paris" as 10-minute
played the top indie clubs, as well sition which has filled the prime of the show. The appeal of Sophie curtain raiser.
Stef.
as the plush hotel cafes and keep N. Y. inns to capacity. It’s one of Tucker to the oldeF crowd is re¬
coming up with new comedy lined the gatherings, known to leave a flecting itself in the heavy crowds
Steuben's., Boston
she
continues
to
draw.
song-instrumental routines. Laugh¬ lot of green material around cafes.
Boston, Nov. 7,
Show continues until Jerry Lewis
making is hypoed by antics of the Most of them find it necessary to
. Mickey Deems, Lambarts 42),
Leva.
little guy on the drum and dead- case acts and musical units, and opens Dec. 1.
Sinclair
&
Alda,
Don
Dennis, Tony
panned accordionist. Another palm- thus do a lot of auditioning in the
Bruno Orch (5); $2.50 minimum.
stirrer is the impressionist in the niteries.
Char das, N. Y.
group, around whom a savvy-filled
The talent agencies also find it
Soocha Renay, Tibor Rakossy,
Mickey Deems has Steuben’s
lampooning rundown of the top¬ advantageous to squire around
pers is built to continuing tabler some of the innkeepers coming in Concetta DeMarco, Paul Marti, partyites with him all the way on
Dick Yadler, Rudy Surany & Paul a comic ride dealing with topical
response. Much of their material
for the hotel expo. Last year, it Lityai Orchs; $3 minimum.
jokes, tv commercial takeoffs, sing¬
is in the satirization vein to add
was one. of the more lucrative
ing parodies and his JSunday bit as
the smart note needed in a plush
shows around town. Cafemen find
The Yorkville section retains its head of the family.
Working
room such as the Cafe Pompeii.
the
mercantile
expos
at
the
Coli¬
mittel-European characteristics via against a noisy background of celeThe Rudenkos spark proceedings
with their deft juggling, the display seum a strong biz hypo, and a good its niteries and colorful bierstubes brators in the 400-seat theatrical
The section
since the nitery, Deems whips up his tempo
worked up to the more tricky string of them will make up for a only.
war has gone over to the side of to come off ahead. angles in shrewd fashion to set lot of substandard; weeks.
cosmopolitanism rather than retain¬
Lambarts,
recently
at Blinthem solidly. Mai Malkin orch
ing the coloration of -the Central strub’s, open the show with their
backs music-matters ably, with
powers. Swank apartment build¬ crack aero stands in which femme
Malkin adding a softsell ability to
ings are replacing the old brown- supports her male partner in im¬
the pre-act buildup chore. Arriving
Boston, Nov. 12.
stones - and tenements, and realty possible-looking stances. Sinclair
end-week is Sallie Blair. Larry.
Newest club toi. hit the nitery values have surged so high that a & Alda, terp team, get slick reac¬
wealthier class of citizenry are re¬ tion with nice round of spins and
scene
here
is
Valli’s,
a
125-seater
Sans Souci. ILas Vegas
twirls.
Caught opening night,
in. the heart of tbe.theatrical dis¬ placing the older .residents.
Las Vegas, Nov. 8.
The Chardas, opened about four Thursday (7), the layout in for two
trict, in hack of the Shubert Thea¬
Arthur Blake. Kathy Ryan, Ca¬
tre, formerly the Hio Casino. Frank years ago by Otto Nagy & Nicholas weeks is nicely balanced.
lypso Joe, Coco Te, Luis Urbina
Happy, is getting to be one of the
Don Dennis, singing emcee, un¬
Dancers I4>„ Hoyt Henry Orch f8»; Valli is boldfacing tbe refurbished veteran operations in that part of veils a new sohgalog and is boff
spot, which opened with A1 Vega
produced and directed by Don HoU
town. A combination of magyar with “House I Live In" and “All
Trio
and
chirp
Marjorie
Madden.
laday; no cover or minimum.
melodies tapped out by an orch¬ The Way." Tony Bruno cuts the
Anthony Polcari is owner of the estra in which strings and cymba- show with a crisp beat. Bit is hold-'
Arthur Blake’s devastating im- modemiptically designed bistro, loms predominate, and a sophisti¬ ing up oke at: the Max and Joe
which
features
an
Italian
cuisine.
preshes of celebs got howls of ap¬
cated mannered floorshow pro¬ Schneider emporium where Arnold
proval from first-nighters, many of For the present, one singer will be vides a strong enticement. ’
Benak is bonifacing with heavy
whom belong to his cult. With Used changing every two weeks,
Topper in this display is Soocha hookings of parties. This layout
. )
masterful skill via props and facial Valli saidRenay, who has a good line of holds through Nov* 20.
Guy,
>Ioi|Hn Rouge, H wood j
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
1
Jimmy Durante, Eddie Jackson,'
Soiiny King, Jackie Barnett, Donn :
Arden’s “Pariscope.” Package price
$5.50.
j

Grocery Giffo

j

Cafe Biz

New Hub Spot

Fantalnriblean, M. B’eh
'Miami;sBeach, Nov. 3.
Marion Marlowe, Al Bemie, Four
Fredianis, Murray Schlamm, Sacosas. Orch; $3'.$0-$4.50 minimum.
It’s been well over a year since
Marion Marlowe came into the
Eden Roc during winter season.
Her act hasn’t been changed much
in the .interim, but this appearance
in the La Ronde lacks the sparkle
contained in her initial outing in
this .sector. Withal, Miss Marlowe
turns in a workmanlike job on her
assortment of semi-classic, pop and
specials. She totes up now, as a
warm, eager-to-please personality
who gets off to healthy returns.
Al Bemie, a .frequent feature in
this room, clicks on all laugh
points again. He’s a \yily funster
who twists his opening bits to lo¬
cal matters for fast howl-gain,
then continues upgrading material
to incisive lampoons contained in
his standard routines on which he
pegs his new inserts. There’s the
rundown of United Nations dele¬
gates, among others, plus vocalistics, also, in the well-received
groove to add balance to a varied
compote of comedy that keeps aud
rapport through work-in of ringsiders.
' The Four ..Fredianis, an unusual
act for this poshery, prove the off¬
beat booking a smart one, getting
the proceedings off to a fast pace
with their acroantics. The mitting
and gasps started early and kept
building to the. big balancing
finale. Murray Schlamm is one of
the more literate house emcees in
this area, while Sacasas and his ex¬
pert musickers -can always be de¬
pended upon fa ably handle the
showback chores. Due in this week
are Vajel & Bailly’s Les Chanteurs
de Pans and Paul Gilbert. Lary.
International, Houston
Houston, Nov. T.
'Bob DeVoye Trio (3), Dick Lee,
Paul Neighbors Orch (11); no
cover or minimum.
New stanza at the International
features a smooth balance of terps
and piping that ought to go for
okay if not socko returns.
Dick Lee has nice-sounding
tenor voice and can put a tune
over, albeit with Al Jolson glides
that he
overdoes occasionally,
“After You've Gone And Left Me
Cryin,* ” “Up The Lazy River,” and
“Brother Can You Spare A Dime,”
brings good -returns, and sets the
tone of Lee’s act. Singer is person¬
able and proves a fave with the
distaff ringsiders, sitting at tables
and petBng patrons’ wives and
dates on the cheeks.
DeVoye Trio is a slick aggrega¬
tion. Movement through modern
blues, jazz, and standard gyrations
is graceful, and artistic. Offers
ings, especially leap* and whirls of
Sandi JJonner, trio's girl, bring re¬
turns from tab lifters.
DeVoye’
threesome is distinctly above rou¬
tine nitery terps acts. ■
Lee ana DeVoye Trio exit Nov,
13 segued by Kirby Stone Four.
Burt.
Hotel MneUebach, K..C.
Kansas City, Nov. 8. .
(Weo Wool Stevens, The Paget*
(2), Dick Barlow Orch (7); $1-$1.50
cover.
The Terrace Grill has an unusual
combo in the down-to-earth Harry
(“Woo Woo") Stevens and the
very ton'ey Pagets. The one is A
banjo play§r with comic overtones,
the other an elegant dance team.
They combine for- 45 minutes of
fast moving show, one into which
Stevens-draws the customers them¬
selves, and It all builds to a pleas¬
ant/ ending. Both acts are hew
here and light on attractive power,
but once in the customer sees a
fair share of entertainment.
Audrey fit John Paget have-an
English cut to their work, having
come from London just a few
months ago. They swing full steam
into a trio of routines, an opening
presentation, a ihambo of their
own deyising' and a more modern
rhythm number approaching ballet
to “One O’clock Jump." Their
eight minutes include some fancy
leaping and spinning by Paget,
himself, and some* especially good
tossing aloft pf his partner. Tht
Pagets rate with the best of dance
-teanis.
Stevens rips off a rattling1 good
-“Hey, Mr. Banjo" as a sprightly
opener exhibiting his. banjo skill,
but it soon develops that he is just
a'friendly guy with a lot of good;
wilL' Soon the whole house is.
singing with him over old favorites
and the renowned songfest num¬
bers. Stevens keeps- things lively
with quips and banjo interludes;
making his 35 minutes roll by all
too quickly;- His turn is light as a
show, or presentation, but it turns
out to be lots of fun. for all. .
Next in will be Jean Shannon
and the Brooks Bros., opening
Nov. 22.
Quink :*o
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preshes of top stars and comedy Adolphus Hotel, Dallas
Savoy Hotel, London
Ambassador Hotel, L« A. swings and wielding parasols. The
strip tease.
second number h one of the most
London, Nov. 6.
Los Angeles, Nov. 7.
Dick Curtis, Hoctor & Byrd, Joe
The Emory Clay Claydettes (6) Reichman Orch (7); $l,50-$2 cover.
ambitious
ever
seen
atjthe
Slipper.
Floyd
&
Marianna,
Harriott
&
Edgar Bergen, Frances Bergen,
Comic Hank Henryv fresh from Evans, The Four Gini-Frediani, are on for two click numbers. The
Martha Ann Bentley, Four Preps,
cleaters are fresh looking, well
Dual bill adds up as the neatest
Freddy Martin's Orch (12); $2- film roles growing in importance, Sydney Simone and Francisco Ca- stacked and know how to pick ’em
is'his distinctively zany self and, vez Orchs; $5 minimum.
~~~ up and lay ’em down. The “Bongo since the Century Room started a
$2.50 cover.
as usual, a little better than the
continuous
floorshow policy last
Drum” production is outstanding.
There’s a pronounced interna¬ Choreography, costuming and light¬ summer.
There are just so many things a last time. He teams with his long¬
time Slipper cronies^—Sparky Kaye,
Dick Curtis brings fresh comedy
ventriloquist can do and what Ed¬ Mac Dennison and Jimmy Cava¬ tional flavor to the current cabaret ing by Emory Clay are standout.
Julian Dreyer and his house material to rate hefty mitting in
gar Bergen projects In his first naugh—in two skits that have im¬ lineup and it spells out an attrac¬
crew play their usual good show his 40-minute foray. His one-liners,
nitery stop at the Cocoanut Grove proved with age.
tive entertainment. Floyd & Mari¬
and get the dancers on the floor song parodies and takeoff of two
in 20 years has all been done and
Well received is Rene with his anna, newcomers to the local scene, throughout the evening for danc¬ strippers get *the tabtakers’ off .
seen before on television. There Continental Artists.. The puppet make a distinctive impression with
their hands. Curtis, a hit here in a
is little or no attempt to give his master trots out four sets of per¬ their stylish line in dancing which ing seshes. Joyce Carey pleases the privatery three months ago, gar¬
customers in the lounge with fave
voice diffusions an infusion of any¬ formers that are attractively mod¬ is a combination of classic ballners lotsa new fans with top rib¬
thing fresh or innnovationaL Ber¬ eled. They include ah exotic danc¬ roomology blended with adagio piano and vocal stuff.
bing of Texans. Scoring heavily is
The Ink Spots open Nov. 19th.
gen, himself, may have put his er, a chorus line, softshoe dancer arid apache routines.
his miming of a Dallasite on a Eu¬
Fevc.
finger on how the traffic will flow and a pianist.
r
ropean tour, comic had to beg off,
The femme member of the team,
in his fortnight stand: “Tonight all
after, reprising his- DC Label plat¬
Alis Lesley, the female* answer a striking gal with a decisive per¬
my friends are here but what about to Elvis Presley, adds four vocals
The Astor. London
ter—also taxing Texans—“I Don’t
tomorrow night?"
It’s a--good I to the 60-minute production. The sonality, is clearly the focal point
Want to Brang You Down.”
London, Nov. 9.
question and Gus Lampe, the youthful banjo thumper with of the act, but her male partner
Bertie
Green's
Discoveries,
with
Nifty openers, Hoctor & Byrd,
room’s
entertainment
director, [blonde sideburns waggles to the plays an important role. Their
opening item on somewhat conven¬ Lew Black dr Priscilla Nolen, hold attention with top terping and
wishes he knew the answer.
I typical numbers, but is most effec¬ tional lines features some fancy Vickie Stewart, Three Quarters, incidental comedy. Male’s fleet feet
To give the star booking a revue tive with a subdued “Your Cheatin’
footwork and exciting lifts, but the Barbara Hilton, Verdi, Astor Girls get eye attention during “La Conga
dressing, two other acts are both i Heart.”
’
change of mood is very effectively (6), Jimmy Silver & Don Carlos Tap” and Miss Byrd’s Oriental sesh
threaded through the floor showi
abets pair’s slick turn. Handsome
Toni Mohr slithers through accomplished with the apache Orchs; $3 cover.
and at times integrated. As head
duo could stay on longer.
“Dance to the Aztec Indians” as number, which is decked out with
of the units Bergen carries ' the |
the show’s exotic dance feature. comedy overtones. The act regis¬
Joe Reichman’s crew cuts the
The Astor, a dimly-lit under¬
main load with his dummies and
ters warmly in a room riot notable
occasional help from his wife, Miss MOhr is scantily swathed with
ground Mayfair nitery, specializes good show solidly, and packs the
for enthusiastic reception.
raised floor for dance sessions.
Francis, long on glamour but I multi-colored feathers and bands
Hamoff & Evans, billed as “Eu¬ in fast moving, hard hitting enter¬
Acts wind Nov. 20; Penny Sin¬
shorter on vocal skill. Her songs for a number that is more highDigl,
rope’s greatest colored entertain¬ tainment designed to keep revellers gleton is due Nov. 21 for two
are pleasantly intoned : but lack styled than similar acts.
Bark.
ers,” may not live up to that build¬ alert enough for Subsequent late frames.
polish or styling. Most of the rou¬
up, but are a highly polished and night dancing. This offering fills
tines Bergen has been through
Colony, London
the bill very adequately.
professional
<duo.
The
two
Vocalize
with Charlie, Mortimer Snerd,
Vo Little dull, L. A;
London, Nov. 6.
Toplining act is Lew Black &
together with a powerful sense of
Effie Klinker and Podeen Puffing-]
George & Bert Bernard (with
Beverly Hills, Nov. 5.
Nolen,
an ' American
ton comprise the main dish and George Pearce), Felix King and rhythm and harmony, while .one of Priscilla
Fran Jeffries, Bob Dorough,
the team is-on the ivories.’ Their comedy team debutting here, who
while the humor is spread thinly
Don Carlos Orchs; $3.50 minimum. routine, composed of standards feature what they describe as “sex i Roger Nichols; minimum, two
it’s all too. well known by now to
with intriguing arrangements, in¬ with taste.” Billed as “Beauty and drinks.
occasion any surprise. Bergen is
With this program, the Colony cludes such hits as “If This Is Love” The Least,” act consists of Miss
more the entertainer than tech¬
is
inaugurating
a
new
supper
policy
Since it opened some 13 months
and “September Song.” while the Nolen, a slim, pleasant blonde who 1
nician but is lacking in warmth to
become ingratiating. Decked. out with a $3.50 minimum for custom¬ opening chords of “No Business amusingly acts as a wide-eyed, . ago. Ye Little Club has wisety
in white e and high caller, he ers taking their meals from 11 p.m. Like Show Business” cue some of seemingly .naive stooge for diminu¬ • sought out talent hitherto unseen
onwards. That’s an inducement to the hit tunes from latter-day mu¬ tive Black who performs on a de¬ (locally* in an effort to build a de¬
seemed uncomfortable.
the after-the-theatre clientele,
sultory fiddle while keeping up a moted following. Policy has paid off
Dick Powell got him off to a which gives them a bargain price sicals.
The Four Gini-Frediani. who constant routine of solo and cross¬ i effectively with some of its disgood start with his intro of Bergen for food, cabaret and dancing, and
open the show, are a youthful team patter. Personalities of the partners I coveries, notably Ruth Olay, and
as the “Rembrandt of the woodwhich should pay off handsomely
pile” and other humorous asides.
of tumblers and acrobats, who go are strong and funny, but their j the room ” now has Fran Jeffries,
in off-peak periods.
through a standard routine with Stream of throwaway gags and wlio also stands a chance of be¬
Some of his others that rattled the
The current attraction, in for a vitality and good humor. Sydney innuendos harping mainly on sex, coming a fixture.
laugh line were, “it took five 3rears
Miss Jeffries comes in front ex¬
to convince people he wasn’t El single week, is the Bernard Bros., Simone, batoning the resident Sav¬ while rating maximum yocks, pro¬
Brendel” and “when he was with now on a farewell tour after 10 oy Orpheans, takes full care of the duces few new cracks. Old students tended engagements around San
Rudy Vallee, one sung through his years in Britain* and due to return showcasing, as . well as sharing the will blanch at once again seeing Francisco (and she’s currently
nose and the other talked with his home to the U.S. very soon. dance sessions with Francisco the familiar routine were Black working in “The Buccaneer” at
expresses surprise at the reception Paramount) where she developed
mouth shut.” The operation sketch They’ve had a long and continued Cavez’ rhythm unit;
Myro.
he receives for his. violin playing, some attention *as an intimery
with Charlie, which he did 20 years Success on this side and deservedly
ostensibly not realizing that his bleater. She’s right at home at Ye
ago in the Grove, is repeated with earned a reputation as the top
partner is stripping behind his Little Club, having all of the vocal
Crescendo, Houston
mixed reactions. Time marches on. mimist duo In the business.
back. Nevertheless, this is a very -and visual attributes necessary to
Houston, Nov. 12.
In their latest stint they add two
Martha Ann Bentley, an accom¬
Tony Marks, Trudy Richards, solid floorshow offering.
attract attention.
plished ballerina, spins around on or three new items to their estab¬
Vickie Stewart is a tawny-haired
her toes in high speed to reward¬ lished repertoire. As always, the Jose Ortiz Orch (5); $3 min. Sat¬
There’s nothing distinctive or
thrush who has a way with pointed stvlized about her, but she has an
ing- applause, and the Four Preps emphasis is on comedy -and "they urday night.
numbers. She scores notably with easy, sexy way with a song and
match their voices well with youth¬ click in boffo style. Their latest
ful vigor in two specialized spots. additions include? a potted version
One of the biggest rabbits* ever “Fancy Living,” which explains wisely sticks to such iwms as
Freddv Martin’s sidemen give out of “The-King and I,” to a Yul pulled out of thin , air stole show how she becomes a call girl, and a “Blame it on My Youth,” “No
payoff parody on Berlin’s ,4¥he Moon at All,” “But Not for Me”
with “Warsaw Concerto” and kept Brynner-Deborah Kerr disk, which
evokes- non-stop yocks; another night new stanza at Crescendo was Girl That I Marry,” themed on and others of that genre. She has
the hoofers hooping.
Helm.
smash entry is their impression to caught (10). Tony Marks’ 15-min¬ nances. Both numbers are saucy a good voice and a feeling for
an Elvis Presley-Ruby Murray- ute segment brings strong re¬ but inoffensive.
lyrics but there's a tendency, even
Mr. Kelly’s, Chi
Johnnie Ray recording, which sponse. Highpoint of bit is stidden
The Three Quarters, a man part¬ in a room this small, to be a trifle
Chicago, Nov. 4.
merits a vigorous laughter re¬ appearance of dove which Marks nered by a blond and redhead, too hushed in her delivery. Mate¬
pops
into
a
paper
then
blasts
with
Gene Baylos, Mauri Leighton, sponse. Impressions of the Andrew
whoop up the pace with some brisk rial Is well paced and slickly ar¬
Marx <fc Frigo with Jerry Slosberg; Sisters have always been standard blank pistol shot.
terping to rhumba rhythm, and the ranged and her three-times-nightly
This is first Texas appearance gaily dressed Astor Girls are 20-minute stints register well. Fine
$2-$2,50 minimum.
in. the Bernard Brothers routine
and this time they have an hilar¬ for thrush Trudy Richards, and featured in a brace of song & dance musical backing is provided by Bob
A unique knack for building the ious take-off of the gals doing “The she gets general? approval for first- specialities. The first is fronted by Dorough on piano and Roger Ni¬
confidence of his audience While Boogie-Woogie Bugle Boy of Com¬ class arrangements of her material Barbara Hilton punching over “You chols on bass.
Kap.
ribbing listeners and bonifaces pany B.” Mel Blank’s “K-K-K- by cleffer O. B. Masingill. Miss Romeo, You" with pep, and the
alike makes the whole of this in- Katif” the Singing Sisters of Richards makes tlie most out-of second having Linda with the girls
Winston’s,
London
timery part of Gene Baylos* stage: Vienna doing the Hungarian Rhap¬ lyrics, but repertory seems a little in a-medley of oldtime choruses.
London, Nov. 8.
This 'sharp routine is honed on sody and the “Call Me Madam” too sophisticated for aud tastes.
The show is emceed by Verdi,
Third edition of Bryan Black¬
double talk, tempered on character duet, “You’re Just in Love” cora- Sexola special, “(Most Gentlemen) whose intros are short hut rely too
setting references as to the new |plete the line-up in their smash They Just Kick It Around” is in much * on superlatives. He also burn's “Lovelies to Look At," with
two-pants suit with the hole burned comedy show. George Pearce, who the red-hot category and brings leads the Astor specialty of chorus Maggie Fitzgibbons, Barbara Wind¬
in the coat, and accurately speared does the off-stage disk manipula¬ heavy mitting.
singing when dancing is resumed sor, Danny La Rue, Johny Webb;
at the onlooker’s funnybone to set tion, takes a merited bow for the
Comic Jimmy Ames comes in after the cabaret, Jimmy Silver’s Iris Poliakova, Amanda Barry, Judy
the audience into unremitting final curtain and indulges in some Nov. 20.
Burt.
outfit takes care of both the cab¬ Collins, Teddy Green, Elaine Allan,
howls both at'Baylos and at itself.- comedy biz with the freres before
aret and much of the dancing, the Isabel Hurll, Harry Conway and
Repeated recalls failed, to tire the the eventual begqff.
latter chore being shared by Don Franz Conde Orchs; $2.80 cover.
Amato’s, Portland %, Carlos and his bunch of rhumbheavily mitting payees' on opening
The act, of course, does not
Portland, Ore., Nov. 6. % addicts.
night.
Rich.
require musical backing, but the
Tn a comparatively short time,
Frankie Ford & Gary Reynolds,‘
Current chirping at Mr. Kelly’s two resident orchs, maestroed by
Winston’s Club off Bond St. has be¬
is handled in an earthy manner by Felix King and Don Carlos, are on Yvonne Morey, The Claydettes (6),
come firmly established among
Hotel Radlsson, *MpIs.
Mauri Leighton. This lusty thrush hand to take expert care , of the Julian Dreyer Orch (6), Joyce
London’s late night rendezvous
Carey; $1.50 cover.
Minneapolis, Nov. 9.
lets loose With a biting treatment dansapation time.
Myro.
and, like so many other clubs, is
Russell Nype, Don McGrane featuring a complete pajjjcage revue
of standards like “Anything Goes”
or “That Old Feeling.” She carries
New fare at this plush showcase Orch (8).; $2.50-$3.50 minimum.
j rather than the conventional single
Beverly
Hills,
Newport
through with even stronger mate¬
is well balanced and loaded with
| act. Current presentation is third
Newport, Ky., Nov. 8.
rial on “Simild” and her final “Iplenty of entertainment. Word of 1
Still in appearance and manner ! edition
of
Bryan
Blackburn’s
Jerry Lester, Maria Neglia,Donn mouth should get the customers in j the typical wholesome American j “Lovelies to Look At,” which fea¬
Want to Be Loved.” The heavy
Arden
Dancers
(10)
with
Chris
emotional treatment is effective
during the next two weeks despite! college boy type with the crewcut tures a combination of youthful
Mary Fassell, Ronny the lack of marquee, names.
but could be better set off with one Roberts,
j hair and homrim cheaters, Russell j talent, vigorous production and
or two lighter, veined numbers.
\Meren, Gardner Benedict .Orch
Frankie Ford and Gary Reynolds Nype is back in this tony Flame ■ light-hearted lyrics. Emphasis is
Backing is well handled by 88er (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio,' Larry are back for a second return en¬ Room after three years for his always on a breezy entertainment,
gagement here and have come back fourth appearance.
{which is.easy on the eye and the
Dick Marx and. bassist Johnny Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat.
after a year’s absence with a big- . This brief return to supper club I ear.
Frigo, With Jerry Slosberg doing
Making the best use of the mini¬
Comic Jerry Lester, violinist. time hodgepodge of comedy, in¬ circulation, following legit spoken !
heavy duty participation on the
Maria Neglia and the able Arden strumental and talking stuff. Guys drama engagements and prior to ature stage, boniface Bruce Brace
drums.
are on for 30 solid minutes and going into a Florida “Tunnel of i has installed a three-sided Venetian
Baylos continues for four weeks dancers assemble a prize floor show
keep hitting hard throughout. Their Love” production, found an open¬ \ blind, w-hich enables quick scene
with Sylvia Syms taking over the for Greater CIncy nightclubbers in j
stint is the “nutmost in coriiedy.” ing night’s late show audience here ; changes to be effected and adds a
vocal chores Nov. 18 for the bal¬ this two-framer at swank Beverly!
Clumsy, gawky, talented Ford is in a highly receptive mood for • distinctive note to the production
Hills.
ance of the engagement.
Leva.
Dapper Lester, perpetual juve¬ the ideal comic for Reynolds. Team Nype’s pleasant song session that’s ; qualities. Revue features femme
nile, blends considerable versatil¬ work well together with fresh along the same lines as its success¬ ; impersonator Danny La Rue, a»
Silver Slipper, Las Vegaa ity and sly delivery in stacking up material and a style of their own. ful predecessors.
• brace of lively singers in Maggie
Las Vegas, Nov. 9.
a heap of yocks. His bag of tricks Guys are confident in their biz and
Again there’s smart routining of '-Fitzgibbons and Barbara Windsor
“Stage Door Follies of 1958,” includes clown top spinning and are .top drawer in their delivery, seldom heard, extremely Iistenable and a lush fan dancer. Iris Polia¬
starring Hank Henry, with Toni juggling, tap and kneebend terps, salesmanship, and timing. They show and other tunes, including kova, as well as male dancer-vocal¬
Work file audience to the hilt with one calypso number, which the ist Johny Webb,
Mohr, Alis Lesley, Rene, Sparky and chatter that’s fast and clean.
In a varied assortment of num¬
participation bits of biz that fills performer handles in skilfully re¬
Kaye, Mac Dennison, Jimmy Cav¬ Leaves ’em gracefully 'after 30
the auditorium with yocks. Duo laxed fashion. Comedy overtunes bers, Blackburn has penned lyrics
minutes.
anaugh, Silver Slipperettes (4),
finale with singles and duets on crop up frequently and Nype’s to suit the talent more than ade¬
Miss Neglia^. plumplish redtop drums, clarinet, sax, and trumpet.
George Redman Orch (4); pro¬
quately; among the livelier entries
duced by Eddie Fox; no cover or and chic in white dress, sells a fid¬ Ford & Reynolds are major league style projects a very likeable per¬ are “Hearts Diamonds and Clubs,”
dle routine with the best of them. material and suitable for any class sonality.
minimum.
“Please Don’t Mention This to Con¬
Also makes wih big * dark eyes in spot or media.
As always before there’s an ef¬ fidential” and “A Foggy Day.” Miss
“Stage t)oor Follies of 1958” winning fashion. “Plink, Plank,
Petite. Yvonne Morey, a 42-inch fective dip into serious playacting Poliakova’s sexy fan dance is done
presents another Silver Slipper Plunk,” without use of bow, and charmer, Is a showman of big pro¬ with a brief excerpt from a “Mr. to the lyric of “Girl from the
mirthful package with fancy trim¬ “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes” are portions. She slams out some spe¬ Chips” per sequence, giving Nype Casbah,” while Danny La Rue's
mings — the imaginative and standouts in an 18-minute cycle.
cial material stuff and displays the chance to demonstrate his his¬ main spot features two lyrics,
sprightly chorepgraphy of Barry
Donn Arden’s unit, a fixture for some nifty pipes. The gal is a mas¬ trionic talerits along with his vocal. “Toast of the Town” and “Fun to
Ashton. Ashton’s routines send the many months, hits a new high with ter at working the guys in the au¬
Don McGrane orch lends expert.) be a Movie Queen.” The show is
Silver Slipperettes (4) through tab revue treatment of • “Show dience, for plenty of laughs and support to Nype who’s here until brightly backed *by the Harry
flapper-fashioned antics, to open Business” over a 12-minute route. grabs- solid mitting. Best bets are Nov. 20 and who’ll be followed by Conway orch, who share the dais
the Show and then a blossom time Edyie Gorme and Marty Gunty “Give Me A Little Kiss” with ring- a Flame Room regular, “Quintette for dance sessions with Franz
Koll.
skit highlighting the dancers on open Nov. 22.
Rees.
Conde.
Myro.
siders tis stooges and her im- l Allegro.
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'The Big Beat

flip side of layout, and, apart from
Denny Dennis, features Simmy
(EMPIRE, EDINBURGH)
Buss as trumpet-playing Louis
Edinburgh, Nov. 2.
Armstrong
in “Basin Street Blues,”
Harold Fielding presentation of
"The Big Beat/* vaude unit with Jackie Day as Kay Starr (with male
singers joining her “By By Love”),
Nancy Whiskey, Mijce & Bernie
amply-built Dean Petfelli as Mario
" Winters, Michael Holliday, Des¬ Lanza and Phril Arthurs writhing
mond Lane, John Barry Seven, Rey to good results as Elvis Presley.
Qverhury &. Suzctte, Ted Rogers, Bobby King is too short in height
Emerson & Jayne? Gordon L. Rolfe
mates commendable bid to imiOrch.
' tate Frankie
x---tr-T--_
„Vaughan, English
crooner.
Harold Fielding, London concert
Three Tumbling Tomboys add
and vaude impresario, has gone for
variation to second-half opening.
the teenage outfronters in this sat¬
isfying. youthful but noisy layout. Harry Rowson Is a Cockney-style
It’s geared in the modem-music compere with lack of polish and
trend, and winds with “Big Beat” weak fun-fodder, and -works too
finale, all the main acts being on¬ long in his spot with partner Syl¬
via Boss. The Reg Hopkins Rhythm
stage together.
| Group (4) showback on-stage.
The John Barry Seven, new (
Gord.
rhythm outfit, livens show up from I
opening curtain, using the Melj
Tonne tune "Every, ‘Which Way,” j
and following with “Three Little f
Fishes.” It’s a jazz septet in up-to-,
date styling, with lotsa showman-;j = Continued from;page 1
ship, but requiring to adjust itself
acoustically.
j AAP bought the negative rights to
Group, with Barry himself garbed j the Warner library for about $21,In a striking helio-coloreo suit^; 000,000. AAP, according to its last,
later backs up Desmond Lane, clari- j financial statement, j had 401.826
nettist and boogie-woogie penny- j shares of common stock outstandwhistle mart, who has made a gim- ing last April., when a four-for-one
mick of his 30-cent whistle and t stock spiit was approVed. . AAP
leaps about the stage while playing , st0ck is currently beihg exchanged
in almost jumpin-jack style.
tvl
i on the American Stock Exctanee.
Ted Rogers is a nC\v comedian It closed yesterday (Tries.) at 7
with material slightly too subtle in heavy trading, going* up one
for juve-dominated houses. He has point over Monday.
attractively nervous offbeat style,
The role of Hyman in the deal
gabs in good voice, and has still to
settle into a distinctive pattern for remain clouded. One report has it
yock-gathering. Rey Overbnry & that he may exchange his stock
Suzette please with musical act holdings in AAP fof NTA stock
and novel tap-dancing. Emerson & and remain in the combined organ¬
Jayne have unusual dance opener ization, although it will take‘some
to second half, this being a routine months before the two organiza¬
with luminous ribbons, lighter can- tions are merged. Rqoortedly, the
dies and gyrations to Eastern mu¬ cash Would go to the Chester group
sic, a novelty worked out to back¬ for their holdings.
set of smoking cauldron.
NTA, about three years ago. con¬
Nancy Whiskey, backed by four ducted negotiations \yith AAP for
male musicians, turns in her spe¬ the distribution of Warner and
cial brand of folk music, giving other AAP product but that deal
out with her new disk, “Face in the
fell through. NTA, which is dis¬
Rain,” and winding with her
“Freight Train” tune, the song tributing the 20th-Foxf features and
which gave her most publicity. Gal telefilm series, recently purchased
KMGM, Minneapolis’ and WATV
is bright and chirpy.
Comedians Mike & Bernie Win¬ and WAAT (AM-FM); covering the
New*
York-New Jersey markets
ters garner solid yocks with cross¬
talk and goofy comedy. Pair arc subject to FCC approval. It also
owns
a
half-interest With 20th-Fox
easily on the upgrading and have
in the NTA Film Network.
a lively impact.
Last
week. AAP Withdrew its
Michael Holliday, disk singer,
has obvious appeal via good looks Warner pix from sale in about 35
and vocal ability, and is reviewed larger markets, crediting its action
in New Acts. The Gordon L. Rolfe to the possible revenues in pro¬
resident ofch showback part of the jected toll-tv operations and the
performance.
Gord.
need to concentrate > in smaller
markets. But with disclosure of
the current A4P-NTA deal, it’s
Dink Doubles
considered likelv that: the pix were
(EMPRESS, GLASGOW)
withdrawn pending aii agreement.
Glasgow, Nov. 5.
Besides the 1.200 Warner fea¬
Leonard Vrry presentation of tures, AAP . has the Paramount
unit revue; staged by Cecil G. “Popeye” cartoon library, Warner
Buckingham; music arrangements, “Loonev Tunes” shorts, and other
Tex Johnson. With Denny Dennis, cinematics from both foreign and
Harry Rowson, Sylvia Ross, Des American sources. Since its pur¬
Symons, Teddy Wayne, Muriel chase in July, 1.956, of the Warner
Todd, Ted Gilbert, Bobbie King, library—the sole negative rights
Simmy Russ, Jackie Day, Dean [ jniY in all the maior studio deals—
Perelli, Phil Arthurs, Three Turn-; AAP has realized close to $30,000,hling Tomboys. Orch directed by 000 in gross sales to tv stations.
Reg Hoskins. At Empress Theatre,'
. . i
■
Glasgaic.

NTA-AAP Deal

‘Simon Bolivar’

Here’s a recipe in a touring road-;
show that’s paying off in its own
.
it
^ ^
strata of vaude dates. A cast of, ■ ■ ■ ■ Co“tinu*d-^ from, page z ,
-;
largely unknowns sing in style of i cinerama version (foi* initial play-

bassador to the U.S.; Alvaro Diaz
(Colombia), who heads the. Flota
Gran Colombiana;* VIrgilip Lovera
(Venezuela), editor of “El Heraldo”
of Caracas; Manuel Mujiea Gallo
(Peru), businessman, writer and
diplomat; Galo Plaza (Ecuador), ex-j
president of Ecuador; Hernan Santa!
Cruz (Chile), ex-ambassador to the
U.N., lawyer; Carlos Tobar Zalzumbide (Ecuador), foreign minis¬
ter; Ecuardo: Zuleta Angel (Colum¬
bia), ex-minister of Foreign Affairs
and ambassador to Washington.
This group, formed a year ago,
with the intention of making a
film on the life of Bolivar and at
the same time paying a tribute to
the development, of Latin American
civilization, had apparently been'
contacting various American com¬
panies and especially producers for
a tie-in in the giant project.

L. B. Mayer Will
Continued from page? 2

Goetzes supported Adlai Stev¬
enson—Ed.)
Mayer’s racing stably of 59
horses will be auctioned on Jan. 5.
He also held a minority interest
in seven thoroughbred stallions.
His racing interests are believed
to be worth about $506,000.
Estate was valued at more than
$13,000,000 and.Mayer left the bulk
of it to charity by turning it over
to the Louis B. Mayer Foundation,
a charitable organization, he found¬
ed during his lifetime. The will
stipulated that If-any part of this
bequest was inadmissable by law,
the money involved should go to
the California Institute of Tech¬
nology.
Largest single bequest of the
residue of the estate was to his
widow, the former Lorena Danker,
to Whom Mayer left $750,000, the
family home , in Bel Air, and all
personal belongings. His younger
daughter Irene M. Selznick and
Mrs. Mayer’s daughter Suzanne
Danker, whom Mayer adopted
after he married.the girl’s mother
in 1948, each was left $500,000,
with the bequest to the latter put¬
ting the money in trust.
Other bequests, included a life¬
time income of $400 per month to
his sister,. Mrs. Ida Cummings;
$25,000 to her daughter, Mrs.
Mitzie C, Fielding; and $100,000 to
her son, producer Jack Cummings.
Mrs. Mayer’s brother, sister and
aunt each were left $10,000 and
Irene Selznick’s two sons were left
a joint trust fund of $500,000.
Howard Strickling, longtime head
of the Metro publicity department
and an intimate, of Mayer's, was
left $50,000—a bequest matched by
one to Mayer's business advisor
Myron Fox. (Strickling within the
year tried to patch up the MayerVogel feud.)
Mayer’s secretary, Mrs. Helene
Stebbins Delson, was left $10,000
and six household servants were
bequeathed, sums ranging from
$2,500 to $5,000 each, depending
upon their length of service.

j

Marie Torre
Continued from pace 2

to prove their case they must as¬
certain whether the “executive” is
actually ih CBS’ employ and
whether he actually said what was
attributed to. him. Miss Torre re¬
fused to identify him on the basis
of journalistic ethics, and the Trib¬
une announced it would make a
test case of the matter and bring
it to the Supreme. Court.
Judge Ryan stated that he was
sympathetic to Miss Torre, calling
her a “Joan of Arc” of modern
journalism, hut pointed out that the
law calls for a criminal contempt
sentence.

£$*&£»Tthey milht'btdrae I
los's «f “Uma<3'lor dUbgm
bv better known names.
[scenfs‘®tc
F’r’instance, Denny Dennis, who
,
once sang with the Tommy Dorsey ; .f/1™’ ^
'
band in N. Y., does a singing im-]vvl|* *?e
than ^War:
nresslon of
of Bing
Bine Crnshv.
usine .
Peace, will be itiade with the]
pression
Crosby, using
approval
and
aid
of
fourLatin
tunes like “Stardust,” a Crosby
medley, “ArOund The World,” etc. American countries-^-Bolivia, Co-!
Dennis has a song style of his own, lombia, Ecudor and Venezuela. The
and is easily best on the bill, al¬ producer adds, this also will guar-j
antee invaluable aid from the]
though others do satisfying jobs.
None of the acts claims any like- armed forces of these countries as
ness to the disk doubles, Outfront-;as
manpower needed for_
Continued
from page 2 5
ers are advised, program-wise, to : planned spectacular mass scenes in-;
close eyes and imagine they’re volving up to 50,000 extras, and • committee, are named by that
hearing the real thing. It’s a 15,GOO.natives, on the] South Amer-j committee as part of a movement
monotonous format, but a b.o. click, ican locations.
*°
it, the FBI and the Goveven being yells from the juves.
CINEAM (full title is “Cinema-j ernment Security Program.
Des Symons uses “Black Magic” tografica de la Americas”), the!
In a statement today (12), the
for a Billy Daniels travesty; Sylvia j combine group with which DeLaur-i Un-American Activities Committee
Hoss^ emulates Judy Garland sing-s entiis has just signed the pact forewarned against the new “Emering “Swanee”; and Teddy Wayne j “Bolivar,” is an unusual combo of j gency Civil Liberties Committee”
^9®? a
?png likeness j businessmen, politicians and mem-! which it describes as another Com¬
'vl.th Lulu> 'Tzfppy
Motin-^ bers of the arts. Prexy is the writer munist Front Purpose of the new
the book on which the pic will organization, said the Un-American
played, piano-wise, bj Murid Todd, i
Ptn»}pm p«mnAn titayidw
who also emulates the Trinidad i ^ ^sed, Epiiqu. Campos Menem Activities Committee, is “to crip¬
star with featuring of oldies on a dez, and alsq is a member of Parlia¬ ple the anti-subversive programs
veteran honky-tonk piano. Ted ment in Chile. Veepee post is held! of the Congress, to shackle or
Gilbert has a vibrant set of pi|>es by Henrique Brandt, businessman] abolish the Committee on Unas David Whitfield, winding with and politician from "Venezuela. Di-i American Activities, and to dis¬
rectors are Roberto: Huertematte credit . J. Edgar Hoover and the
latter’s “Cara Mia.”
Second segment Is billed as the (Panama), businessman and ex-am-| Federal Bureau of Investigation.”

Dalton Trnmlio
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 15
Numerals In connection with Milt bolew Indicate opening day *f show
whathar full ar spilt week
Letter In parentheses Indicate* dreuifr (I) Independent; (t) Leew; CM) Mast;
(P) Paramount; (It) RKO; (1) Stall; (T) Tivoli; (W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Mud* Hall (F) 14
Marvin Worden
Marjorie Smith
Agriano Vitale
Half Btoi.
Hose Bryun
Eileen O'Dare
Bryan William
Wm. Upshaw

Rockettes
Raymond Paige Ore
Roxy 14
WiMed. Victory
Chorus
Manuel Del Toro
Skating Squires
Roxyettes
Roxy Orch

AUSTRALIA
-SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
TIvali (T) It
Tivoli (T) 10
Shirley Bassey
Larry Griswold
Lili Berde
Neal Jc Newton
Eagle Jc Man
Bobby Limb
Johnny Lockwood
Lawman Sc Joy
A Robins
Lionel Easton Co.
Rayes Sc Faye
Dalrays (2)
Rlgoletto Bros. Jc
Jimmy Jeff
Aimee (3)
Darryl Stewart
Anny Berryer
Johnny O'Cdiuior
Medlock Sc Marlowe Alan Rowe
Winnetou Sc Squaw Alwyn Leckla
Jimmy Parkinson
Rltal
Joan Carden
Rae Morgan
Edit Juhasz
Reg Priestman
Frank Ward
Norman Thorpe

BRITAIN
ASTON
Most Bros.
Hippodrome (I) 11
Johnny Lesley
Terry Cantor
Gilbert Sc Sylvia
Red Presron
LEEDS
Yaltra
Empire (M) 11
Alexis Troupe
Terry Dene Cp.
Toiya Kee
Terry Kennedy Co,
Kenny Cantor
K Sc A Kemp
A & N Meadows
BIRMINGHAM
Les Hobeaux
Hippodrome (M) 11
Andy Stewart
Jimmy Clltheroe
Shipway Twins
Miles Twins
Zom
Jack Watson LIVERPOOL
Alicia Dells
„ Empire (M) 11
Cox Twins
G Jc B Bernard
Skylons
V Sc L Aubrey
Kish Sc Valaire
Janie Marden
BRIGHTON
Ray Alan
Hippodrome (M) 11
Terry Scanlon
Deep River Boys
Trio Tobas
Command Girls
NEWCASTLE
Dick Henderson
Empire (M) 11
Devel Sc Pat
Alma Cogan
Sid Plummer
B1U Maynard
Demos
La Rochelle 1
Roil Scott
Renee Strange
Dash's Co.
Pat Rosa
COVENTRY
Jac & Jonl
Hippodrome (I) 11
R-sf Sc Julian
A1 Read
ltichman Sc Jackson
Nat Jackley
NORWICH
Rawlcz Jc LSndauer
Hippodrome (!) 11
Fredye Marshall
Davis Jc Lee
Gina Sc Gerardo
Frank Formby
Hassanl Co.
Goldwyns
Tllibs Bros.
.Ramon! Bros.
Margaret Burton
Angelina Jc MarguDavis Dancers
rite
George Mitchell Co.
NOTTINGHAM
EDINBURGH
Empire (M) II
Empire (M) 11
Ru<!s Hamilton
Jimmy Young
Ballet Montmartre
Me Andrews Sc Mills
Terry Scott
Harriott Jc Evans
Walters Dogs
Chic Robini
Donovan St Hayes
Henderson Sc Kemp Leranda
Ronnie Collie
Oliver Jc Twist
Ken Swan
SHEFFIELD
FINSBURY PARK
. Empire <M> 11
Empire <M) 11
Dickie Valentine
Johnny Duncan Co.
Martinis
Horler Twins
Jimmy James
Edna Savage
Roy Castle
Benitas
Les Brazllianos
Mundy Jc Earle
M Jc S Davis
Norman Vaughan
Georgette
Annell Sc Brack
SOUTHAMPTON
Robertls
Orend (I) 11
GLASGOW
S Sc M Harrison
Empire (M) 11
Ronnie Harris
Cyril Stapleton Co, T Jt R La’Stair
Ronnie Hilton
Hope & Keen
Marlon
Fred Atkins
Group One
Judy MoXom
Des O'Connor
.SUNDERLAND
Lay cock 'Sc Bee
Empire (M) 11
HANLEY
Yana
Roy*l (Mi tj
Edmund Hockridge
Colin Hicks Co.
Emerson Sc Jayne
Marty Wilde Co.
Baker Jc Douglas
Carlo Sis
Patsy Sylva
Smoother Sc Layton Freddie Harrison
Renee Dymott
3 Brittons

Ernes* Schoen Or*
Paul Mann
Villas* Barn
Ralph Michaels
Susan Brady
Zeb Carver
Ed Smith
Piute Pete
Bobby Meyers Ore

Village Vanguard
Jimmy Giuffre S
Mike Nichols
Mort Sahl
Waldorf-Astoria
Anna Maria Alberghettl .
Emil Coleman Or*
Bela. Babai Ore

CHICAGO
Black OrchldRobert Clary
T. C. Jones
Jo* Pamello (3)
Blue Angel
“Calypso Extrava¬
ganza”
Princess Abilia Jc
King Christian
Lord Christo
Lord Rafael
Candelas Trio
Roger McCall
Blue Note
Oscar Peterson (3)
Les Jazz 7 Modes
Chez Pare*
Sophie Tucker
Mills Bros.
Lenn Redman
Chez Adorable* (6)
Ted Fio Rito Ore 13
Cloister inn
Pat Moran (4)
Ramsey Lewis Trio
Lorez Alexandria
Conrad Hilton .
“Ice Review Spec”
Glenn Jc Colleen

Mias' Lucille
Jo Ann McGowan
Roa. Pettinger
Bill Christopher '
Fred Napier
GU Shepard Jc De
Soto Sisters (3)
Paul Gibbon Jc
Sully Xothman
Norman Crider
*
Time Tattlers (4)
Charlie Fisk Oro
Drake Hotel
Jane Morgan
Jimmy Blade Ore
Oat* of Horn
Bob Moll
Blind John Davis
London House
Bernard Pfeiffer
Eddie Higgins (3)
Mister Kelly'*
Gene Baylos
Mauri LeightonMarty Rubenstein 3
Palmer HouseToni Ard*n
Harmonica Rascals '
Ben. Arden Ore.

10$ ANOElE$
„
c,r®'*
Gateway Singers (5)
■ Coconut Grove
Dorothy Collins
Amin Bros. (2)
Bob Lewis
F. Martin Ore
Crescendo
Lili St. Cyr
BUly Barnes Revue
Dave PeU Octet
Interlude
Arthur Blake

Elaine Dunn
Peter Wood
Paul Hebert Ore
The Trenlers
Marthe Enroll* -•
Billy Wells Sc A Faya
Ffottiat Charlton
Statler Hotel
Carmen CavaRareMeg. Brown
Ed. Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert Inn
“Oriental Fantasy”
Billy Daniels-.
Carlton Hayes rOr*
Dunes
"Minsky Follies”
Tempest Storm
Stunning Smith
Irv Benson
Jo* DeRita
Dick Dana
Garwood Van Or*
El Certes
"Rhythm on Ice”
DeJohn Bisters
Georg* Arnold.
Buster Hallett Ore
II Ranch# Vegae
Eartha Kitt
Myron Cohen
Molnar Dancers
Dick Rice Orch
Pearl Bailey
Ink Spots
Flamlngoettes
L6u Basil Orch
Fremont Hefei
Nltecaps
Make Believes
Satellite*
The Castles
Oelden Nugget
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Harry Ranch
Billy Regis
Charllta
Riviere
“Damn Yankees”
Reyal Nevada
Phyllis Inez

Jack Marlin.
Bobby Kay*
Bob Stevenson Ore
Sahara
Manr* Sc Gower
Champion
Jean Carroll
Ce* Davidson Or*
Louis P-*— - ■
KeeH
Sammy Davis Jr,
Aude Jc' Margo
Cops Girls
Antonio Morelli Ors'
San Seuct
Arthur Blake
Kathy Ryan
Calypso Joe
Coco T#
Luis Urbina Dncrs
Hoyt Henry Ore
Showboat
Gyle- Sc Sena
Sandy Sims
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Vic Artes* Ore
Silver Slipper
Hank Henry
Toni Mohr
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Sparky Kaye
Mae Dennison
Geo. Redman Ore
Thunderblrd
Jackie Jc Roy
Treplcana
Celeste Holm
Dick Shawn
Nell* Adams
Nat Brandywynn*

MfAMl-MIAMI BEACH

Americans
Les Chanteurs
Harvey Stone.
Trie Cottas'
Jo Ann Miner.
Bacasas Ore
Mobiles
Pupl Campo Ore
Stan Ross Trie
Lucerne
Jackie Heller
Havana Mardi Graa
Lee Martin Ore - - Dlosa Costello
Maya Ore
Milos Velarde
Don Casino
Balmoral
Tonis Flores
Billy Mitchell
Tony Sc FranceRa
Rosina Aston
Juan Romero
Sonny Kendls Or*
David Tyler Or#
Tana Lenn
NEW YORK CITY
Luis Varona Ore
Df Lid*
Nautilus
Rotwdynda St. John Mandy Campo Or*
. B*n Solr
HerJtie Styles
Hotel Plaza
Kaye Ballard
Gloria Blake
Marriette
Marie McDonald
Tony Sc Eddie
Jane Moore
Mario Sc Tonia
Ted Straeter Ore
Charles Manna
Bernie Sager
Syd Stanley Or*
Mark Monte Ore
Three Flames
Jack Barcena Ore
Savlll*
Hotel Roosevelt
Jimmie Daniels
Bob Sennett
Eden Ree
Blue Angel
Guy Lombardo Ore
Muni Jc Ruth
Mary Small
RSVP
Martha Davis Sc
Kirby Stone 4
Johnny Silver* Or*
Mabelle Mercer
Spouse
Bobby Sargent
Rey Mambo Or*
Garcons De La Rut Stella Brooks
Baron Buika
Saxony
Hotel Stiller
Mike Nichols
Lord Flea
Weela GaRez
Buddy. Morrow
Elaine May
Charles Jc Fay*
Mai Malkin Ore
Hotel Taft
Phil Leeds
' A1 Stuart Archett*
Chico Cuban Boy*
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jimmy Lyon Trie
Jimmy Grippo
Fontainebleau
Casanova
Hotel St. Regis
Fred Thompson
Paul GUbert
Fernanda Montel
Jacques Zarow
Tommy Angel
Varel Jc Bailly
Milt Shaw Ore
Alex Alston*
Raj; Bari Ore
Chateau Madrid
Latin Quarter
Tun Tun
HAVANA
Szo-nys
Nejla Ates
Davis Jc Rees*
Kittie De Carle
Kim* Mooi*
Montmartre
Ralph Font Ora
Arren Sc Broderick
D’Aida Q
Raul Mesa Debonairs* El Canay
Raquel Barlsba
Gloria Jc Rolando
Gillian Grey
Candi Cortez
Ivette De La Fuenta Miriam Baiyeraa
Simon McQueen
fcopacasana
Clarissa Novo
Roberto Barcelo
Chic James
Buddy Hackett
Gladys Bocay
Maria Magdalene
Bob Kennedy
Marion Marlow*
La Serle Ore
Guzman Singers
Syncopated Waters
Cindy Tyson
Fajardo Ore
Ortega Ore
Jo Lombardi Ore
Sammy Devens
Tropicane
Naclenal
B Harlowe Ore •
Elaine Demlng
Rita Dimitri
Alberto Rochi
L* Cuptden
Michael Durso Ore
Blanca Varela
Ray Carson
Bobby Short
Frank Marti Ore
B Sc J Palmer
Gladys Jc Freddy
Old Romanian
Downstairs Room
Reyes Ore
Riveros
Joey Adams
Julius Monk
Parlsien Dncrs
Guarachefos
A1 Kelly
Ronny Graham
Monica Cartel
Dancing Waters
Barry Sisters
Ceil Cabot
W- Reyes Ore
Tropicana Ballet
Lou Wills Jr.
Ellen Healey
S Suarei Orq
dans SeucI
McKenna. JJnm
Jenny Lou Law
L Romeo Or*
Victor Alvarez
Show Place
Gerry Matthews
Karen Anders
Stan Keen
Gordoh Connell.
Barbara Sharma
Daphne Heilman
Wm. Graham
GRECO’S DALLAS REPRISE
Kenneth McMiUen
El Chic*
Wm. Nix
Dallas, Nov. 12.
Marls Antlnea
Natalie Charlson .
Rosita Rios
Jose
Greco 'will return to th*
Town A Country
N» 1 Fifth Ave
Statler Hilton’s Eiqpire Boom for
Victor Borg*
Ralph BUn*
Bobo Lewis
Buster Burnell
his third engagement next May.
Bob Downey
Ned Harvey Or*
The Spanish dancing; star hold*
Harold Fonville
Socarres Ore
Hotel Pierre
Viennese Lantern the ‘Empire Boom’* boxoffice rec¬
Stanley Melba Or*
Vicky Antler
ord.
jQSe Duval
Joe.lticardel Ore-

Cabaret Bills
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nice deception at the Chaudiere. J
His menu covers tap impressions}
of Astaire, Leroy, Bojangles, Greco, j
Bolger, others, with clicko carboning of each style; caricature-gag
panto of moppet at. first school
dance; ditto or rock ’n’ roll zahy;
gagged-up panto, to disked sound,
MIKE NICHOLS & ELAINE MAY ANNE JEFFREYS & ROBERT of “Figaro’!'in chant; drunk on sub-1 ^
Roxy* X. Y.
Hippano heel and classical terp sfcgSTERLING
way, in panto, an,d other items. '
Comedy
Robert C. Rothafel presentation
in with the right commerSongs, Comedy
20 Mins.
*
Allen hits them all hard and i “Homecoming'
* " with Winged Vic- :■ ™}«»« aspects. Though fire is
47 Mins.
Village Vanguard," N. Y.
'
Diane Corby, lost,., they add an eyecatching turn
| tory Cl
Ing the big mitting he gets locally.
.. Mike Nichols & Elaine May ai;e Statler-HUton Hotel, Dallas
They get
Manuel Del Toro, Nancy Lee to the proceedings.
Married duo whose, comedy and Stint is good for all sight media.
hip’sters' hipsters. Their thought
good guitar backing and big palms.
Parker, Rosettes, Skating Squires,;
George & Tim fiormonds -give a
Gorin:
patterns are Cloud No^7 inspired songs added to a. big nitery show
and their comedic routines are here in June, 1953, when' the pan0rc.h; *?*? Tl\em for hilarious note to the show in a
Me
(20th), reviewed in Variety v.ell- regulated un; cycle number
really far out. It's an act that re¬ left the supper club circuit to film
Nov. 6, ’57.
with; zany near accidents, a wild
quires plenty of “digging” on the 78 “Topper” tv half-hours, return ANTON & JANETTA
Dance
to the clubs with a new act.
- ’
unicycle polo game, etc., to make
aud’s part.
The Roxy’s ice show is themed this a topnotch turn.
Mosk.
At this preeming, overlong pot- 5 Mins.
In a setting such as the Van¬
around
college
life
at
various
times
_
guard with its hip music policy, the poUrri needs wood-shedding before Empire, Glasgow
Male and femme are dainty in the present century, with perduo is in a favorable environment. it distills into the act it will be¬
Jhaps the most colorful segment
Empire, Glasgow
The comedy interlude makes for come. Vocal duets are okay, and dancers, garbed in routine sailor
Glasgow, Nov. 7.
an interesting, if somewhat heady, comedy bits score, but the . Ster¬ costume,' but on gayer strain th?n ^taking place in a setting of the
’20s. Managing dirfector Robert C.
normal.
Twosome
trip
lightly
lings
overdo
reminder
segments
of
change of pace. However, in aver¬
around stage to cute and W.k. sailor
age exposure spots the . act will their “Topper” roles, even bring¬
ing on a waiter to hold a leash and musical, doing nautical routines to
have trouble finding its mark.
dog collar for the invisible dog, seasick and drunken tunes, and
The turn is an offbeat medley of Neil. It gets a bit overdone.
highlight act with some nifty for a pleasant brand of entertain-! ^ °f\ 2iv ^nton & Janetta, Bobby
impressions anfl. improvisations
Pblite palming grows to nice ap¬ swings. No time is lost during fast- ment. There are times when the{DoitJ<is Orch.
that rings of the Actor’s Studio plause for Miss Jeffreys’ medley'of paced act, over which some heavy pace lags somewhat, and there are j.
,, ~-~ ...
technique. (Nichols, incidentally, spirituals, “Wayfaring Stranger,” rehearsal has been spent.
a few moments when some strong :,, Yana, blonde Engbsn nitery
studied with Lee Strasberg, while “Gospel Train” and “Ezekiel Saw
Above-average openers to vaude comedy would provide all around-. thrush, recently projected after tv
the femme was -put through her the Wheel.’'. Red bows on Ster¬ layouts, and okay for general run lift, but generally, the show pavs dates into leading revue and vaude
thesping paces by the late Maria ling’s shoes' are the distraction of vaude houses as well as some tv off in applause values.
“ ■ spots, has come on by considerable
Ouspenskaya.
They play around during his brief hoofing.
Wrapped around the production i lengths in know-how since her
slottings.
Gord.
with such varied items as teen¬
are a pair of outside turns, Diane ^ vaude bow here last year. Warbler
Pair could use fresher comedy
agers’ romancing or various forms lines, trim the vocal sesh, and
Corby and the Winged Victory ihrs more attack, lets herself go.
of adultery, U. S., English and achieve a top nitery act.
BOB & THE BRUNETS (3)
Chorus 110) which take command! and punches home *a bright songBaric.
French style, with an egghead ap¬
Dances
of their spots well. Of course, it’s ! alog added to her own obvious s.a,
proach'. For their improvisational
17 Mins.
fairly evident that the male chorus I , Petite, and garbed in bright blue
kicks, team asks for a first word CONCETTA DEMARCO
Chaudiere; Ottawa
has submerged its identity to fit J dress, chirper scores with “Autumn
and last word cue from the tablets Songs
. One of the slickest of terp three¬ in with the production. They sing i Concerto,” “Gonna'Live Till I Die”
and then fill in the void between 11 Mins.
somes, Bob & the Brunets exhibit primarily college and period tunes, and the tenderer Id Give You
Chsrdas,
N.
Y.
in an ad-lib spree. Like the whole
solid training .and ability. Pair of which doesn’t constitute their com-}Tlie World.” Winso’dercustomers’
Concetta DeMarco . apparently
act, it works sometimes:Gros.
Their harmonics are i approval with a medley of faves,
has a classical background which femmes are built lookers, impact plete . act.
enhanced by smart gowning and good and they give depth to the; inc;udm2
Souvenirs
and
Me
provides an added note of class to
nice routining. Act sticks to Orien¬ procedings. Miss Corby makes a 1and
Shadow, and offers, also, •
JACQUES VERIERES
this Magyar boitev Although pos¬
tal terping, opening with an Indo¬ good impact With her bop takeoff | her gimmick tune “Climb Up The
Songs
sessing a small voice, she makes
She has Don Phil25 Mins.
full use of its voume so that she nesian-styled session and closing oh “Whiffenpoof” and “Man that! Garden Wall.
L’OIympIa, Paris
can be readily heard in the far with, an impressive bit worked on Got Away” latter with a Garland-!^. longUnieM)ianist and com; poser, t° back up.
Jacques Verieres, after plugging reaches of this spot without strain¬ a small platform equipped with esque tinge.
lights that go on or off as terpens
The skating features are by i .Edmund Hockridge, Canadian
awaj^ as a competent song filler for ing the melodic content.
singer from London musicals, is a
years, now emerges with plenty of
Her repertoire is standard for step on certain parts of the dais. Manuel Del Toro, who does a'
Lights are set close to their feet strong bit of gliding in the enact¬ tower of song-strength as co-top¬
promise. Work, honing of his song¬ sopranos, dotng»such tunes as an
tarantella,
“Arrividerce for weird effect. This stanza has ment of a jewel thief attempting per, winding first half of layout.
alog and perhaps just plain matur¬ Italian
He has first-clas set of pipes, com¬
ity, have sparked him into what Roma,” “Italian Street Song” and value on any nitery fare and has to elude the police. Del Toro pro¬
manding presence and a jovial at¬
looks like the bigtime in a couple “Fascination” which looks like it shown up solidly on video in the vides some exciting whirls around
tack in tunes ranging from "Cindy”
the
frappe.
Other
featured
skater
ILSf
Gorm.
of years. Verieres is a personable will also become a standard for
is Nancy Lee Barker who does i to “It's Wonderful” and “If I
looking young man who does not lyric singers. Her voice is suffi¬
. some pleasant work on the rink in [Loved You. Also wins palming for
overdo gestures, and uses his pleas¬ ciently colorful to -get across here.
! a pair of spots for good returns,
i 0Pel>a bit. Jimmy Bailey does the
ing voice as if he knew what he Further seasoning and enlargement
The Roxy production, of late, is, needful at piano,
were singing about. A fine reper¬ of repertoire is needed before she
probably'as opulent as any to be!
Renee Strange, who merits L. S.
tory shows his savvy stance to per¬ can hit the major downtowneries.
found on ice. Sets and lighting attention, has af highly attractive
= ■
Continued from plage 1
Jose.
fection as he deals with the in¬
are lush, and are worthy stars of • puPPyt act, doing her own vocaliztangible appeal of the gypsy| or
blue-pencil panel in Boston led to the blades semmmar.
Jose,
iins** Her pupoets include a standfive sailors of different national^ LANA SISTERS (3)
__
ard French distaff er. Mile Yvette,
a Massachusetts Supreme Court
ties on the . town, or Paris street Harmony Songs
and a cowgal on horse. Registers
decision outlawing censorship, in
songs.
11 Mins.
; strongly on mitt-meter.
effect, in the Bay State.
li'Olympia,
Paris
Verieres has musicianship, poise Empire, Glasgow
*
Joe Baker & Jack Douglas are
Immediate case at hand had as
Paris, Nov. 5.
Girl warblers in triplicate are
and a slightly nop-conformist atti¬
two erazv comedians, one tall, othtude that wrap this into an act becoming so numerous it’s difficult its genesis a nix on “Love”, by the !
AJtny
£OWld’
'
e1’
shortish and plumpish.
Pair
with probable future starring in to keep track of 'em all in the City of Chicago police. In fighting, ques Verieres, Morton Fraser Har-; p|ease W jth cowboy travesty, erosshouses here, and with Stateside current ILK. vaude scene, Here’s this case at a court airing, Bilgrey monica Gang <7), Caracolillo &?ta:k and a magician act, Baker bepossibilities also uppermost. In another trio, still to be sharpened brought to light the fact that Chi’s Mana-Rosa, Patrick Raynal, Johnny stooge as a wandering sehoolchief censor never, reads books, Tillet Girls. (16), George & Tim i bov in red blazer.
these days of sparse new talent he commercially, but with promise.
is sorely needed here, for the big 4 Threesome are all lookers, and never sees a play, and his formal Dormonds; $2 top.
, ;
Kendor Bros, are lively acro-munames are. overworked and over- also add to vocalizing abilities by education was limited to two years
———
sicians. Freddie Harrison, billed
extending their appeal..
Mosk.
instrumentalism on piano, guitar of high school.
Frankie Laihe’s style gets power- : as “The Tricky Pianist,” is offbeat
i
and bass. Open brightly* with “Day
Further, it was established that ful plaudits here. Laine opens with performer who does somersaults
Mexico Gave Up Rhumba,” then
while all members of the censor- some fractured French, but keeps ’ off his piano; comedv-gabs In soft
MICHAEL HOLLIDAY
swing into “Butterfly,” which gains
Songs
ing
gronp objected to the language it down and gives them what thev : attractive Continental accent, and
str$*g reaction, and segue with a
come to hear. His fine rhythms in mixes boogie-woogie with standard
14 Mins.
lively ^Kansas Oity Special,” using of “Love,” no member could un¬ jazz bits, and the upbeat dramatics pianistics.
Empire, Edinburgh
instrumentalism' here. Wind with derstand the French dialog.
of his ballads, easily had Irm :
Anton & Janetta, dance opener
Young singer, a fave among pop
Police
held
“Love”
aroused
the
the semi-religious “In the Begin¬
passing the lingo barrier.
twosome, are in New Acts section.
warblers in the U.K., has relaxed ning.”
sexual desires of normal viewers
The Olympia now looms a logical Bobbv Dowds house orch showbaek
Style and warbles pleasantly
Group are industrious trio with and was “lustful” and “prurient.” Continental.extension of the U.SL.: as per usuaL
Gord.
through tuneful songalog. . He a slice of s.a. and talent potential.- Bilgrey attacked the city ordinance
show circuits. It has always been j
opens breezily in “Gal With the Okay meantime for general run of
under which the ban was imposed, “Lafayette, We are Here” from}
Yellow Shoes”
and following vauderies and for run-of-mill tv
contending this to be a violation the myriad of Gallic singers who j
Bobino. P*r?s
through a relaxed “Cape Cod” into bookings.
.
Gord.
of the First Amendment.
yearly, invade -the States, now it j
Paris, Nov. 5.
the folk-song “John Hendry;” Se¬
Court-appointed master sided is “The Yanks Are Coming” here?
_ Giraud,
_, Jacques Brel,
_,
Yvette
gues with “Dinah” and winds with,
with the film’s reps, saying “Love” as Laine repeats the hit scored' Jack Gauthier. Paola, Jean Marc,
a satisfying “Around The World.” MARJORIE MADDENSongs
should be green-lighted for public recently by The Platters at this Frank Roze, Tom & Jerry, Skating
Main fault is in his tendency to 20 Mins.
presentation and that It was -ob¬ same house. A classy supporting oiands <5),-Qua.ino, Domenechs
slow up the act with some unneces¬ Valli’s, Boston
show makes it in for probable SRO
si V) ton
scene.
sary pauses, but has a confident
Around the Boston and New Eng¬
’ *1*0U lop'_j_
Reversing this position, the U. S. during its two week tenure.
manner which will mature. His beland scene for some time, Marjorie District Court in Chi upheld the
tween-tunes gabbing is delivered
ttertd SSi
Yvette Giraud is a prewar disk
Madden, dark haired blue-eyed
Chi ordinance and continued the
in ersp Voice with a transatlantic
' five here wha spent many years in
looker with personality plus, dis¬
pprhanc hpr vaetpm *cn.
zip.
Gord. .
ban on the picture. On Shelton’s times pounds, rather than socks, - Tsnan
plays a- distinctive singing style.
across
her
dramatico
ballads.
She
?
‘ shows for h% lonlalSe is
The handsomely gowned piper, re¬ appeal, the Circuit Court of Ap¬ has a solid, torchy air, vibrant i shgMv fadedand^wi senthnental
peals
took
the
case
,
and
sustained
splendent in a Kelly green fitted
DIOR DANCERS (4)
voice, poise and a trouper quality.; foi? todav Shehas
otaJfdeH?Adagio
to the knee sheathe, stands out the District Court's decision, hold¬
ery sans'frilU. bSt lacks the utder26 Mins.
With fine stage presence in this ing “Love” to be “lustful through¬ ai.d would he an okay asset ui‘jyjng drive and individuality
out.”
Gatineau, Ottawa
newly opened 125-seater in . the
All leading to the appeal to the
Socko. staging, showmanship and heart of Hub’s theatre district. Ease
slv.S Hends f°r a“g t0^
U. S. ‘ Supreme Court and yester¬ She dresses well^in a red, neatly
jacqu'es Brel. backed bv a guitar,
terpability soar the Dior Dancers’ and versatility mark her stint.
Opening with a special arrange¬ day’s decision which appears to
acro-adagio stint to high level,
out his self-cleffed numbers
keeping the customers mitting ment “This Is My Opening Song,” knock the props from under the fl
!and Pegging down his big pipes for
throughout. Act uses three males she segues to “Just Say I. Love Chi city statute which authorizes
Ithis small house he scores with his
and a tiny brunet, the males toss¬ Him,” using nice contralto for t^e prior- banning of a picture be¬ wKKS; AV,ddy
^Isensitive, sincere songalog and
ing, twisting and lifting, the gal torchy effects. Displaying her var- cause of obscenity.'
10 MnrtS?
: delivery und shapes a possible for
through a ithriller routine that ig- ^atility in her songalog which runs
r
5 offbeat boite circuits in the States.
(n are too much like the late |
Jack Gauthier
some
tightly kniji and fast-paced. She’s the gamiit from pops to blues, she
Borrah
Minevitch’s
Harmonica
does
“Han’sorae
Jim,”
special
spun . through. the air over her;
clever imitations of reigning song
Rascals for comfort. There is a
partners' heads and flipped into; calypoer, written for her by Hal
stars, but fares less well when he
pint-sized guy who spends bis
bone-tearing postures, even used Casty, which has great impact.
has to sing as himself, during
time trying to get into the act and
as a skipping rope and yo-yo at Chirp then switches to Latin-AmerContinued from, pase 1
which he becomes a bad cross be¬
gives and takes in the general
times, but she comes up grinning. ican “El Cumhanchero” for big
tween all the people he has mim¬
reaction. She bows out with aud do a show for less than 3% of the knockabout. However, the keen icked. He has verve, however, and
Stanza is solid for any sight,
participation “St Lpuis Blues” gross.
comic inventiveness of the Rascals
media.
•
Gorm.
wTith an added patter period scores
done in low blues style. Miss Mad¬
Granting that Coward Is a top is lacking, and the reeding is ordi¬ w:th the audience. Paola is a chirp
den looks capable of handling al¬ name in all three fields, he is theo- nary. This is, at best, a smudged
who basr brought special material
DOLORES LEIGH
most any type number, and big retically worth 10% of the gross carbon but to. okay filler.
to her repertory somewhat over¬
Songs
John Tiller Girls (16) are the
plus is exuberance of manner and as author, 15% as star, .3% as
board in gestures and mugging,
18 Mins.. .
styling^ At Valli's she is currently stager and, as a guess, 35% of the best precision terp chorus to hit she is better in straight numbers,
Gatineau, Ottawa
accompanied by the very compe¬ profits. That, of course, is assum¬ Paris since- the Bluebell Girls.
backed by a band, than alone on a
Skill in singing and staging raise i tent A1 Vega Trio. .Miss Madden is
ing, that he insisted on maximum Well-costumed, snappy and right house stage.
Dolores Leigh above many a chirp-. I a good bet for class, rooms, particu¬
in their mass movements, they add
Skating Oiands (5), four women
terms
in
each
category.
er on the nitery circuits. Her tune larly intimate spots.
Guy.
fine production feel -to this w’ell- and- a man, do some fine whirling
Incidentally, the original produc¬
selection and act structure are]
paced show. They may become a
figurines on rollerskates on a
tion of “Nude” is a continuing hit regular part of it
wisely built, including an oldie LEE ALLEN*
mised platform for good eye
at the Globe Theatre, London, hav¬
medley with “Nobody’s. Sweet¬ Comedy
Patrick Raynal is a patter man
ing passed the one-year mark‘last with bucolic tales that do not have appeal. Jean Marc Is a smooth
heart,” “Whispering,” others, then 3a Mins.
magico with an okay patter line
week.
Robert
Helpmann
is
due
to
into “Man That Got Away” and on Chaudiere, Ottawa
to othftr moods.
Lee Allen is a hard-working take over shortly as star, succeeddo ! well-stocked two-week stanza grinds
Thrusting is backed by fresh ar¬ comic Who begins slow and works ;ifig Michael Wilding, who replaced bette? to alSbilt?
rangements.
Gorm.
into a varied stint that, is getting original star John Gielgud.
Caracolillo & Maria Rosa bring l
iContinued on page 79)
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LEGITIMATE

Shows Out of Town

PteRIETY

Pitt Nixon Won’t Open
With Legit Till Jan. 6,
Then Crowds Bookings

Wednesday, November 13, 1957

Do-It-Yourself Reviewing

“The Music Man,” which begins its pre-Broadway tryout tour
Look. Homeward, Angel ’ ries a wealth of. emotion, humor
next Monday (18) at the Shubert Theatre, Philadelphia, is opening
Philadelphia, Nov. 0.
; and interesting conflict.
to an advance rave. It’s in the form of a special laudatory, message
Hermit Bloorasarden & Theatre 200, i
Story involves a western couple s
being run in the Philly newspaper ads on the musical. Some skepInc. production of drama by Ketti Frings. marital disruption and reconciliaPittsburgh, Nov. 12.
. tics, however, consider the comments slightly prejudiced since
based on the Thomas Wolfe novel. Stars tinn with ciri#» cnrfipc
with
Nixon Theatre here' will open
Anthony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet. Hugh . r*01}- "™,slae SOrues dealing
they’re
credited to Kermit Bloomgarden, who’s co-producing the
Griffith; features Arthur Hm. Frances their children and m-laws. Teresa • the latest legit season in its history
legituner in association with Herbert Greene & Frank Productions,
Hyland. Directed by George Roy Hill; Wright seems authentically ma- ; Jan. 6 with “Waltz of the Toreasettings and lighting. Jo Mielzmer; cos- trnniv __
„.un for in
Inc.
tumes. Motley. At the Walnut S'reet lronly as me u“e.. wno» t0V ,1] ; dors,” to be followed by two weeks
Bloomgarden’s “A Message from the Producer,” regarded as «yi
Tiieatre. piiiiadeiphia. Nov. 9. '57; $4.20 years, has never fully appreciated i of. “No Time for Sergeants."
unusual move for a manager, reads “ ‘The Music'Man,’ in my opin¬
tfp- _ k
’ her husband’s merits. She gives a , Ginger Rogers in “Bells Are Ringion,
is one of the freshest, most original and melodic musical come¬
Mrs. Marie "Fatty;* Pert
hne performance.
,
| ing,” has been booked for a fortFlorence Sundstrom
As
her
diamond-in-the-rough
dies in many years. A bubbling, warm and comic story of Iowa in
; night beginning March 3 and
pG*?lBartoh •' Ros^™ary„Murphy j spouse, Pat Hingle is; aces in a part
1912,
it is about an engaging scoundrel who comes to a small Iowa
i others due are Constance Bennett
Eliza Gant
..
Jo Van Fleet J that Calls for hG-Hlcfn GCClardtion
town, endowed with twinkling eyes, a larcenous heart and a way
Will Pentland.Tom Flatley Reynolds ; as well as masculine attraction. j in “Auntie Marne," Joseph Schildwith
women.
It fairly leaps with music—of all lands and tempos,
“ ®ant .
Eileen Heekart strikes a wide range ! kraut in “Diary of Anne Frank,”
highly inventive and brimming with melody and humor. I urge you
Mrs. ciatt
*
Mary Farrell. of emotional chords,: all with bell : Walter Pidgeon in “Happiest Milnot
to
miss
it.”
Bloomgarden’s name appears under the message.
, lionaire,” Eric Portman and GeralFlorry Mangle.Elizabeth Lawrence ringing effect.
Mr*. Snowden. Julia Johnston j
Lesser lights all Of whom plow
Mr. Farrell
.Dwight Marfield
-L,ess.er ^gnis, ail_or ,noJ?1 gJ.ow : dine Page in “Separate -Tables”
Miss Brown..
Susan Torrey ; competently, are Frank Overton ['and Cyril Ritchard in “Visit to a
Laura James . Frances Hyland ! as a dispirited henpeck, Evans Small Planet,"
The Nixon, the sole local legit
Dr. M<Suhe V./.V/.V/.V.'.; v^o^KiHan ! Evans as an amusingly flighty flapTarkinton
.. Jack she-hm . per, Timmy Everett as a person- site, has had the film, “Around the
Madame EUzabeth ....... Bibi ostm-waw ; able military school
teenager, World In 80 Days,” since last
tion is forgotten whenever it suits
Rumple
Luke Gant
Arthur storch Judith R0bihson as a sensitive
April and figures to keep it until
librettist’s- fancy, however),
Paula Stone & Ml** Sloan presentation the
: daughter of the family, Charles
of musical comedy in two parts (10
What seems to be the major Saari as a recalcitrant younger after New . Year’s, even though scenes), with hook by Irvin* Phillips, there are the expected bits of busi¬
dramatic item of the season, pos-. brother and Carl Reindel as an- grosses have been declining re¬ lyrics by Frank Reardon* music by Ernest ness involving disappearing drinks,
cently during the local transporta¬ G. Schwei*ert. Overall staging. Jack self-operating typewriters and so
slbly of tne last decade, is Ketti. other miiitary academy lad.
Donohue; choreography, pob Hamilton;
Fnngs’s remarkably mobile and,
Elia Kazan’s staging is standout tion strike and flu epidemic. Gabe settings and lighting, George Jenkin's; on. Occasionally' a brief flash is
fluent^ dramatization of Thomas.in its highlighting of expressive Rubin, managing director of the costumes, Alvin Colt; orchestrations, Ted actually comic, but mostly it’s
Royal;
musical
director,
Frederick hackneyed, undeveloped or just
theatre,
figured
he
could
have
Wolfes novel.
.
'scenes. The physical production is
Dvoncb; dance music arrangement** Rob¬
Kermit Blooirtgarden has given ; well conceived and executed. Con- opened for legit earlier, but ert Atwood. Star* Eddie Poy, Gretchen plain unfunny. The droll perform¬
the play valiant support in one ' giderable playing area is achieved wouldn’t haven’t gotten any more Wyler, Stephen Douglass; feature* Jerome ances of Foy and Miss Perry are
Cowan, Lois O'Brien. Barbara Parry. Milo
of the finest casts seen on a: h0th indoors and out in a single shows, so he’s compressing all of Boulton, Kenneth Harvey, Ginny Perlo- what might be described as per¬
local stage in years, and has pro- attractive set that also includes ah them into what looks at best like win, Jackie Warner. At the Alvin Theatre; sonal, meaning that they are only
Nov. 6, '37; *8.05 top (*10 opening). casually'related to the story situa¬
vided a sensitive director in Qeorge interior stairway. (The play draws a concentrated 12-week season, NvY.,
Chief of Obllvia ..Clayton Coots
Roy Hill, plus a stunning scenic ■ its symbolic title from this stair- about the same total as a year Judy Marlowe . Lois O'Brien tion, so they don’t build to any¬
Ginny..
Ginny Perlowln thing satisfying.
background by Jo Mielziner. But|way alluding to darkness being ago.
Judy5* Friends.'.-Bonnie West, Janice
Foy is especially engaging.with
the reaLnews of the occasion is still, the thing we fear because we can’t
Wagner, Sally Wile. Sari Clymas
He hopes, the forthcoming pic¬
familiar brand of offhand
provided by Miss Frings with her \ see what the darkness contains),
Nelson Crandal .Stephen Douglass his
ture version, of “South Pacific" Kate Drew .. Gretchen Wyler spoofing, his rubber-legged hoof¬
amazingly vital adaptation of what.
Costumes of the early 1920s are
will be ready for road-showing Rumple ...Eddie Foy ing and skill at tossing away a line,
might seem arid dramatic material, appropriate to the era and varied
Anna ..
Barbara Perry
around
Easter,
when
the
legit
well
The dramatist has taken what ’ lighting is used effective!
J. B. Conway.Milo Boulton and Miss Perry is an,excellent foil
runs dry again.
Photographers. ..
.Elliott - Gould, as his bird-brain accomplice. Al¬
amount to only a few chapters of:
3one.
Larry Stevens
the Wolfe novel, captured the ker- the number itself isn’t
Brannigan .
Ken Harvey though
nel of his Important characters
Barney. Jackie Warner much, the show actually comes
not
distinguished,
is
at
least
capa¬
One Foot/
Dr. Winslow . Jerome Cowan fleetingly to life with they hoof and
and created a play that seems
ble. The sons are Spontaneously Nurse .
Sari Clypias
likely to make theatrical history.
limmed by Buzz Martin and Paul Weird Ones. .Elliott Gould, Doris Lorenz, sing “In Times Like These.”
Pat White, Lila Popper,
Not since the
tryout of “Death
of , Richard W.
------Miss Wyler has a couple of em¬
Carr. The Office vamp is provoca¬
Gall Kuhr, 'William Milie
£dy-drama by
_ Salesman
have local first- > three-act (seven
ivoc; features tively presented by Frances Helm. Dissenter .• George Martin phatic but commonplace numbers,
nigfiters• and
critics
so com- !i ©itor
_A
' „ been
,_,,
Oliver cuSNSSn
Cliff, David White* Nancy Sheridan, Oliver Cliff is convincing as the Match Box . Claire Gunderman including “Red Letter Day” and
He Who Gets Slapped.Elliott Gould “Coax Me,” that she belts across,
pletely Ul accord on their reception J Frances Helm, Joseph Warren,' John harassed
bachelor-partner
and Reporter .
Eddie Weston
Of a legit show.
: Botuff, Martin Rudy. Directed by Robert
Pat White but she can’t disguise their com¬
Thnnke tn
FrlnPq’t unrnnnv i I>ouslas; settings, lighting and costume*. Martin Rudy has a couple of strik¬ Powder Room ..
A names to iviiss r rings S uncanny Paul Morrison. At the Locust Theatre, ing scenes as the widow’s disap¬ Unravelled....Bonnie West monplace quality, and they invari¬
Girls on a Bench.Doris Lorenz,
judgment In writing* the autobio-1 Philadelphia, Nov. «. 1957; *4.20 top.
proving but sympathetic brotherLila Popper ably leave the show just About
^graphical novel of North Carolina!Mike ........... Bu?z Martin
. Ken Harvey where it was. Since she has sev¬
in-law. The settings of a preten¬ Lt. Mallory
Singers and dancers: Sari Clymas. Claire eral numbers, it’s not difficult to
in I9i6 becomes galvanically live £ony ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; Adei?fdJ raSE tious apartment and the office are
Gunderman, Gall Kuhr, Doris Lorenz, Lila
and exciting. The novelist’s family Rose Stone ...
June Havoc
effective.
Popper, Janyce Wagner, Bonnie West, see why she signed for the musi¬
includes Wolfe himself, 17 years '- - -....
Martin Rudy
. If “Foot” is going to click, it will Pat White, Sally Wile. BlU Carter, Elliott cal, particularly since it gets her
old and confronting his first ro-; biu wimisor*Oliver °ciifc he due to Miss Havoc’s perform¬ Gould. Larry Howard, George Martin, name above the title for the first
William Milie, Roy Palmer, Larry Stevens,
mance, the indomitable and pos- [ Frankl.vn Windsor.. Joseph Warren ance.
time oh Broadway. But the part is
Waters.
Eddie Weston.
sessive matriarch of the clan, the |
.Vr;',JESd<$ci!ii
Songs: “It's You for Me." “In Times one of those secondary ones on the
Like These," "Red Letter Day." "The
roaring half-amusing, half-patlietic ' Cora Windsor' .*; *!.‘!.^Nancy Sherld.n
First Time I Spoke of You," “Obllvia," fringe Of the story, so Miss Wyler
,1’lie
rountry
Wife
father, and the tragic brother.
: Dorann ..
Frances Helm
“Peculiar State of Affairs." "How Do You is another casualty in a lost cause.
Wilmington, Nov. 6.
"Look Homeward, Angel" is one
kS
Say Goodbye," Gentlemen of the Press,"
Douglas is forthright and vocally
Playwrights Co. and Malcolm Wells Sc “To Adjust I* a Must." "Coax Me/' "All
of those exceptional plays wherein ! Mrs. Wright . Anne Shropshire Daniel
robust as the artist, but he’s hardly
Blum revival of thxee-act (10 Dressed Up." “Wish."
every character has something in- 1 Mr. Manning —.Richard Kronoid scenes) comedy hy William Wycherly.
enough of an actor to give dimen¬
teresting and important to say and ;Nancy -.
Marion Bra8h Stars Julie Harrl*. Laurence Harvey,
Pamela
Brown.
Directed
by -George
There have been lots worse sion to the rble of the cement¬
is worth listening to. It Is a play!
^
Devine; decor, MoUey; music. Thomas
headed artist. Lois O’Brien is a
that exerts an appeal to both high-! „ 9n J^,he cre^ si^® ^or ^1S
Eastwood. Donald LaSusa, associate pro¬ shows than “Rumple," but probab¬ pretty ingenue (a program note
brows and casuals, because the j Juhe Berns comedy-drama are the ducer. At the Playhouse, Wilmington, ly few so uninspired, ordinary and
depressing.
The musical offers mentions her publicized likeness to
deep philosophy of Wolfe’s writing, performance of June Havoc, and Nov. 6-9. '37; *5.40 top.
Mr. Horner..Laurence Harvey
Grace Kelly) with obviously limit¬
and Miss Frings’s adaptation is ex- i the fact that the play grows in in- Quack
... George Tyne practically nothing for Broadway, ed experience and a somewhat un¬
Willie Wade is negligible as potential film ma¬
pressed so simply and nndprsiand- j terest and in stature too as it goes Boy .....
Legit actor Jerome
Sir Jasneh Fidget ....... Ernest Thesiger terial and isn’t even a near-miss as sure voice.
ably. There is no ponderous mes-:a^nS.
..
Lady Fidget
.
Pamela Brown
Cowan manages to retain dignity
sage. The play has no built-up |
J;Ilss ®er°s
1S spasmodi- Mrs. Dainty Fidget..Louise Latham a record-album prospect.
Because of the impending fold and even, be engaging in the ludi¬
dramatic suspense, according to i cally effective. She. has an exas- Mr. HarCourt.Richard Easton
Dorilant .
Peter Donat of the current musical, “Copper crous part of a quack psychiatrist.
usual structural rules. It simply i perating knack of following an Mr.
Mr. Sparldsh ........... .... John Moffatt
Jack Donohue’s overall staging
cai-ries away the observer with the ! honestly sympathetic scene or a Mr. Phichwife - Paul Whltsun-Jones and Brass,” and the recent ou£bfJulie Harris town closing of the tryout “Care¬ seems trite and occasionally down¬
power of its inherent honesty and ]
turned speech with some- Mrs. Margery Pinchwlfe
.. Maureen Quinney free Heart,” this new Paula Stone- right awkward, and the choreog-'
integrity.
j thing trite and labored^. Miss Havoc Allthea
Mrs. Squeamish ..... Ludi Qaire
Anthony Perkins, returning to ! plunges through the Riches and the Allthea's Maid . .
Joan no vis Mike Sloan production has report¬ raphy of Bob Hamilton appears
Old Lady Squeamish.Phoebe MacKay edly inherited a number of theatre merely athletic, except for some
the stage after a brief but bright i Play ? low spots, however, and then Parson...David
Vaughan
parties. But except for whatever ingenious comedy hits in Foy’s and
spell in films, appears to be in line registers strongly when the playsupport that may provide, “Rum¬ Miss PeiTy’s numbers, possibly de¬
for a stack of awards for his sensi-} wright gives her spmethmg lmWilliam
Wycherly’s
venerable
vised by them. Other production
ple”
is a.doomed dish.
tive portrayal of the novelist. He i P°rtant to say or do.
Among the show’s few assets are credits include settings and cos¬
has a scene in the last act that’
To make the stars role even Restoration era nomedy is begin¬
hasn’t been duplicated here for j ™ore exacting, Miss Berns has writ- ning to show its age despite its Eddie Foy (he has finally dropped tumes by George Jenkins, costume*
many seasons. Another returnee ; ten what really amounts to two cus- rowdy" story about infidelity, its the Jr.) and Barbara Perry, who by Alvin Colt, orchestrations by
from Hollywood, Jo Van Fleet, \ {mct characters to play, and to try frank language, double meanings provide amilsing interludes as a Ted Royal, musical direction by
does a terrific job as the domineer-; to weM into a single entity. That and confidential asides. The clas¬ couple of comic strip characters Frederick Dvonch and dance music
ing mother; Hugh Griffith, im- | Mlsf Havoc even partly succeeds is sic is a specialzed show demanding come to life, plus Gretchen Wyler arrangements by Robert Atwood.
ffobe.
ported from England, plays the evidence of her talent as a trouoer. a specialzed audience - and w*ill to inject punch into several pallid
roaring father, with both comic
'The star plays an ^attractive necessarily have limited appeal. song and dance numbers, and
and sympathetic eloquence.
. ^dow whose ambition is to give It impresses as a prestige play Stephen Douglass to lend at least!
Arthur Hill is a major figure as I f.er two teenage sons the educa- rather than a commercial success. vocal power to a few songs. But
This revival is a tastefully de¬ as sometimes happens in a bad mu¬
the '’tragic brother and Frances i
and the affluent background
Hyland is also arresting and ithat she never had. This is one side signed production, wth brilliant sical, the better the performers
costuming
and
superb perfor¬ are, the more victimized the me¬
to
author
Berns’
story,
the
hero¬
warmly motivated.
Waters.
ine’s insistence on her boys finish¬ mances. ■ The play has been cut to diocre material makes them ap¬
Ottawa, Nov. 12.
ing their schooling, her anguish three acts from the original five, pear.
“My Fur Lady..” which has been
, The Dark at the Top
when the Army, female shows par¬ but the racy dialog remains intact.
Practically everything in “Rum¬
touring
Canada
since its preem last
•
It’s
a
race
between
costars
Julie
ticular interest in the handsome
ple” suggests some past Broadway
OC the’Stairs
Harris and Laurence,. Harvey for show. But the adaptation has al- February at'McGill U., is now «m
youngsters.
New. Haven, Nov. ff.lop
acting
honors*
'Miss
Harris
The
other
side
of
the
picture
is
•most
invariably
been
clumsy.
The
ail-Equity production. With? this
Saint Subber (in.- association with Elia ...
,.
,
Kazan) production of . three-act drama, by j the Widow s spectacular entrance swings easily jhto thellmpish mood basic premise of the Irving Phillips start of a five-performance return
William Inge. Staged by Haz^i; setting,. jnto the business world. Although of her rble- and Cavorts, flirts, and book is a sort of combination “Li’I
stand at the 2,300-seat Capitol
Ben Edwards: costumes. Lucinda Ballard; I t..,.
j___ _i
leads
her
matea
merry
chase
as
Abner”
and
“Finian’s
Rainbow.”
lighting, Je-n Rosenthal. Features Teresa : hei husband has not left her much
Theatre here last Wednesday nigfit
Wright. Pat Hingle. Eileen Heekart. Frank i money, he has bequeathed her a she yearns for a taste of life in th^ The tunes by Ernest G. Schweikert
Overton, Timmy Everett. Judith Robinson. ' number of seemingly not-too-Valu- wicked city.
It’s a grand comedy and lyrics by Frank Reardon might (6), the last-of the original McGill
Charles Saari. Carl Relndel. At Shubert
portrayal
able
patents.
One
of
them
is
a
spe¬
! almost be parodies of various old U. students were replaced by pro¬
Theatre. New Haven; Nov. 7-9, *57; $4.80
top.
Harvey also is in the groove as song hits, except that parody im¬ fessionals.
cial kind of shirt pocket that pre¬
Rubin Flood ...
Pat Hingle
the
posturing,
conniving
bachelor
vents
fountain
pens,
cigarettes
and
The show’s , tour has included
plies wit. Put them down as sin¬
Cora Flood .
Teresa Wright
falling out whom women find Irresitble. He cere flattery, particularly a num¬ bookings at Canada’s two major
Sonny Flood . . Charles Saari other articles from
Boy Offstage..
Jonathan Stewart of it.
puts enough humor into the role ber titled “Gentlemen of the regular outlets, Her Majesty’s
•
Reenie Flood .......... Judith Robinson
The widow sells the idea to a to keep it from becoming offensive. Press,” which is embarrassing Theatre, Montreal, and the Royal
Flirt Conroy ..
Evans Evan?
Morris Lacey..
Frank Overton shirt manufacturing company on As the country wife’s continuously enough to make Rodgers and Ham- Alexandra,
Theatre, Toronto.. A
Lottie Lacey .. Eileen Heekart a fancy percentage basis. She pres¬ worried, mate, Paul Whitsun-Jones merstein regret ever having writ¬
three-and-half-week stand at Her
Sammv Goldenbaum.Timmy Everett
Punky Givens.
Carl Reindel ently becomes a vice-president of contributes a broad comedy per¬ ten that “My Boy Bill” recitative
Majesty’s
was
just completed while
Chauffeur..
Anthony Ray the firm, gets involved in a ro- formance as he stomps around the in “Carousel.”
a return date at the Royal Alex¬
. inahee with one of the partners, stage.
The explanation for the plot gim¬
Pamela Brown, as third costar, mick of the embodied cartoon andra ir slated to begin Dec. 2.
This new William Inge play with; and arbuses the distrust and susis beautiful and accomplished as characters is that their creator has The revue is also scheduled for
an unusually long title, seems a1 picion of another partner’s wife,
cinch for a Broadway run to match, j
The two aspects of the character. the unfaithful Lady Fidget. There been in an accident apd -is. psy¬ the Vancouver Centennial Festival
There’s final polishing to be done..} her troubles as a mother and her is excellent support from the rest chologically unable to draw any next summer.
but the basic hit structure is pres- {triumphs as a business woman, of the cast, including John Mof¬ more, so hi* newspaper syndicate
ent. Also, film prospects are op-;never jell, although Miss Havoc fat is a fop, Richard Easton as and his Tomance are upset. The
The Mirsch Co., a film producing
timistic.
(portrays both .skillfully. The star one of the romance specialists, and two comic strip characters, it's ! outfit, has purchased the U.S. legit
“The Dark at the Top of the; is at her best in the last half-hour Ernest Thesiger, Peter Donat, pointed out teveral times, have 48 l and film rights to “Roar‘Like *
Stairs,” on which the author ha^r of the show, when her Army-son Maureen Quinney and Ludi Claire. hours to get the artist to draw Dove/' the Lnly Storm comedy,
Director George Devine keeps them again, or they will have to at the Phoenix Theatre, London.
been w'orking intermittently for ; brings home a bride who has ideas
the past decade, is an absorbing ; of her own, and is, for a time, stub- the action moving rapidly most go back to Obllvia and join all the; The Broadway production of the
drama of family relationships, in-: Iwrnly reluctantly to submit to the of the time* and Motley’s decor and forgfitten funny paper people of play is slated for next spring, while
eluding the full range from bitter | well-meant dominance of her new costumes are a delight* But this the past.
the picture version is set for re¬
misunderstanding to tender love, mother-in-law.
Is dated theatre and the stylization
Since only the artist can see and lease next August through United
Play is beautifully written and car- *
The supporting east, although only accentuates its age. Klep.
hear the two sprites (that stipula¬ ; Artists.

Show On Broadway

‘Fur Lady,’ McGill Revue,
Now All Professional

P'finiEfr
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Off-B’way Forms Own Organization,
Fqjhts Equity's TlnilateraT Policy
Off-Broadway theatre managersand 'independent producers, re¬
belling against Actors Equity, have
formed a League of off-Broadway
Theatres . to combat the union’s
policy of “unilateral” action in es¬
tablishing rules.
Prior atttempts in the past few
years at managerial unification offBroajJway have been Ineffectual,
with the more prominent theatre
operators and producers usually
refusing to go along. This time,
however, every major off-Broad¬
way theatre and most major pro¬
ducers are involved. The producers, after simmering
for some time over the one-sided
situation with Equity, reached the
boiling point recently following
the receipt of staggered directives
from Equity on changes in the offBroadway contract. This led to
•the formation of the League, fash¬
ioned along the lines of Broad¬
way’s League of N. Y. Theatres,
and the subsequent dispatch last
week of similar telegrams to.
Equity president- Ralph Bellamy
and Equity executive secretary
Angus Duncan, and letters to
every member of the union’s coun¬
cil.
The protest read, “We the un¬
dersigned have formed the League
of off-Broadway Theatres, repre¬
senting theatre managers and ^ In¬
dependent producers. We object
to the procedure used by Actors
Equity Assn, in issuing directives
and amendments to the rules and
contract without consultation and
negotiation with the off-Broadway
managers.
We therefore* desire
• to send our negotiating committee
to meet with Actors Equity with¬
out delay for the purpose of es¬
tablishing a new and equitable
method of procedure between Ac¬
tors Equity Assn, and members of
the League of off-Broadway The¬
atres.”

Boston Needs Big Spot
To Replace Opera House,
But Is Leery on Cost
Boston, Nov. 12.
Whether or not the city should
go into the theatre business is en¬
gaging the attention of Boston
municipal authorities. Proposition
is that with the loss of the Boston
Opera House, being demolished
after sale by the Shuherts, the Hub
may haye to take time out as a:
cultural centre unless a theatre is
- found to bridge the gap from now
until the Bub’s, new $12,000,000
auditorium is built.

Loew’a Theatres Inc. is willing
to turn over to the city its State
Theatre, 3,500-seat picture house,
on Mass. AVe. in return for a
tax abatement. Charles E. Xurtzman, division manager, says^hlsJ
.firm is anxious to either sell*
the property or obtain relief from
the high taxes on it. The city gets
$103,000 a year in taxes on the
spot.
«
Mayor John B. Hynes said he
didn't .think the “city should go
into the theatre business.”.But, he
has not yet been presented with:
the concrete proposal that Kurtzman says he will make within a
week. The State demonstrated Its
ability to house major productions
during the local inn ef thejRoyal
Ballet, Xurtxman argues, and main¬
tains that it cut hold the Met
Opera Co. with a Jew additional
changes. During the Royal Billet
engagement, additional dressing
(Continued on page. 78)

ONCE-BANNED DOCTOR’
NOW DOE FOR LONDON
- ; f London, Nov. 12.
Even the Lord Chamberlain oc¬
casionally changes his mind. In
one nf his rare reversals Of hir own
rulings, the official stage censor for
Her Majesty’s government has lift¬
ed his previous ban oh public per¬
formances of “The Little Doctor,”
a play by Bonald Adam about the !
notorious murderer Crippen. As a
consequence, the meller will prob¬
ably be produced in the West End
this season. Bichard Attenborough
is mentioned for the title role.
Another play by the same au¬
thors “Open Yendict,” is due for
production shortly at Buthergfcn,
Shetland.

Broadway Boat Lauraafa

Show Train from Buff.
Skedded for December
Buffalo, Nov. 12.
Buffalo Evening News theatre
train will. leave Dec. 1 for a week
in New York. Shows on the list
are ‘“My Fair Lady" “Nude With
Violin,” “Monique,” “Square Root
of Wonderful,”
“Rumple” and
“Cave Dwellers.”
Price of $174 includes transpor¬
tation and hotel rooms.

TOM WEATHERLY
Dos his own ckoptor-and-verse
concept of a

*

Merrick Battles

*

ese of the many Editorial Feotarei
In the epcomlsg

Pressagent Pay

52d Anniversary Number .
of
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Inge Has 2-Way
Piece of‘Stairs
“The Dark , at the Top of the
Stairs,” currently trying out on the
road for a scheduled opening Dec.
5 at the Music Box Theatre, N.Y.,
represents an unusual sort of par-]
lay for playwright William Inge.
If it clicks it will not only, be the
fourth hit in a row.for the author,
but stands to bring him a financial
cleanup.
;■ Inge’s author royalties for the
play are the regular Dramatists
Guild minimum (5% on the first
weekly $5,000 gross,
on the
next $2,000 gross and 10%-on the
balance) until the production cost!
is recouped, and then a straight;
10%: In addition, however, he’ll]
get 12% of the profits.
!
He’ll receive the latter slice
through a corporate setup, Taurus
Productions, Of which his agent,
Audrey Wood, of -Music Corp. of
America, is president and director,
and his attorneys, Edward E„ Colton
and John R. Fernbach, are respec¬
tive vice president-treasurer and
director.
Elia Kazan, stager and associate
producer of “Dark at Top of the
Stairs,” received $5,000 fee and
3% of the weekly gross, plus 25%
of the profits, and Saint Suhher will
get 1% of the weekly gross as pro¬
ducer (also $250 a week as office]
(Continued on page 78)

Triple-Hit Merrick Notes Payoffs
To Actors, Authors and Directors;
Like Willy, Wants to Be Well Liked
New Toll vision Dept.

Broadway Pattern
*

LEGITIMATE

Broadway producer David Mer¬
rick is at loggerheads with the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers. The controversy in¬
volves a week’s salary for one of
the union’s members, Samuel J.
Friedman.
Merrick has been ordered by the
ATP AM board of governors to pay
the money, amounting to $270, but
lias refused. The union has since
notified the producer that it would
take the coin out; of the bond he
has on deposit, and he has replied
that in that case he will not re¬
place it. ATPAM is how indicating;
that it is prepared to call out Its
members working on Merrick’s
shows, if necessary to enforce its
ruling.
.. Merrick’s current productions in¬
clude “Jamaica,” “Romanoff and
Juliet” and “Look Back in Anger”
on Broadway, and he has. other
shows in preparation. Th^ dispute
with ATPAM Involves preliminary
work done by-Friedman for “Ro¬
manoff.” The p.a. has since re¬
signed the job, and has been re¬
placed, by Harvey Sabinson (with
Bernard Simon and David Powers
as associates), the general press
rep for other Merrick shows.
Merrick paid Friedman for two
of the three weeks’ advance Work
for “Romanoff,” but balked on the
third week, on the ground that the
p.a.’s only activity during that peri¬
od was a one-day trip to Boston,
the expense account for which In¬
cluded payment to a local publicity
man to handle the routine duties
required.. Friedman had been as¬
signed to “Romanoff” by Bill Doll,
in whose office he is an associate.

Commencing this week. Tollvision will occupy a special
department, between Pictures
and Radio-Television.
All news—unless on Page 1
pertaining to feevee, whether
cable-theatres or any of the
over-the-air systems—will thus
be departmentalized for ready
intra-trade reference.

Blue Cross £ HIP

By HOBE MORRISON
“You can’t win.” So says David
Merrick, who with three new pro¬
ductions' doing capacity business on
Broadway, is the current envy of
the legit trade.
“I thought the function of a pro¬
ducer was to do hit shows, to em¬
ploy lots of actors, pay big royalties
to authors and directors and make
money for backers. The dream )f
every producer Is to get- a play
j with a small cast and a low overI head, have it receive fine reviews
! and sell out for a profitable run.
f “Well, I have that with ‘Look
, Back in Anger,’ and so I’m accused
; of taking advantage of actors, of
underpaying and practically paii; perizing them. Such statements
f might be justified if the facts supJ ported them. Howe”er, the facts
■ are quite different,
j
“The story in Variety last week
was inaccurate, and if Actors
I Equity supplied the information, it
j knows better. It has all the ’Look
iBack in Anger* contracts on file.
Contrary to what anyone in Equity
i«dd, no one in the cast gets as
little as $175, and the highest
salary in the show gets several
times the $250 mentioned as the
top figure.
Not Doing Badly
“I cannot give the exact salaries
or mention the names of the actors
involved, fc-r those are confidential
matters that I do not have the right
to reveial. However, the one mem¬
ber of the cast who originally was
paid $175 was subsequently given
a substantial raise, and now gets a
take-home salary of about $185 a
week after deduction of 30% Fed¬
eral withholding tax (which will be
subject to a large refund when the
actor returns to England), 2*4%
Social Security, around 6% N.Y.
(Continued on page 78)

Off - Broadway producers have
been hit with a new edict of Actors
Equity. It requires them to provide
medical insurance coverage for
performers in their employ.
The insurance regulation, effec¬
tive next Sunday (17), stipulates
that “Blue Cross, Health Insurance
Plan and/or Group Health Insur¬
ance will be provided all Equity
members engaged in off-Broadway
productions.” Shows, which have
been running for more, than two
weeks as of Nov. 17 will be obli¬
gated for three months coverage
for each actor, at the manager’s ex¬
pense.
:
'
Productions continuing their
runs for more than three months
beyond Nov. 17 will have to pay
for an additional three months cov¬
erage. Any . production, opening
after Nov. 17, will have to provide
coverage on a similar basis. In
computing, a two-week run, consec¬
utive paid previews prior to the
opening will be counted by the
union.
Shows, running two weeks or
less, will have to provide $1.50
coverage for. each actor each week
of rehearsal and performance. OffBroadway managers claim, that the
new regulations will in many cases
increase operating costs prohibi¬
tively, and that some shows will
probably have to fold. They point
Miami, Nov. 12.
out that few off-Broadway ventures
Sam Hirsch, who operated the
Sam Levene has been elevated actually make a profit, hut merely Musicomedy Festival at the Dade
to above-the-title star billing in provide a showcase for actors, au¬ County
Auditorium
here
last
“Fair Game.”
thors, directors and designers.
summer, is moving the project to
Ft Lauderdale, between Miami
and Palm Beach for a winter run
His idea is to get awray from the
competition of the niteries in
Miami Beach and the impending
opening of a tent operation on the
mainland side of the resort.
Hirsch has taken over the War
Memorial Auditorium in Lauder¬
dale for the project, and will open
Friday (15) with Denise Dareel in
“Can-Can.” He hopes to tour the
show through the south for four
weeks following the Lauderdale
run.
“Wizard of Oz” Is slated for the
Christmas holiday show, for an
eight-day engagement split be¬
tween Lauderdale and Miami. Best
of the schedule, ending in late
April,
may Include
“Kismet,”
“Kiss Me, Kate.” “New Moon” and
“CarouseL”
Hirsch will again Import leads
from New York, and use a resident
dance-singing company.

To Lauderdale to Duck
Miami’s Winter Season

OUT SOON!
Th«
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CM STANLEY TO BOW
IN WEST END IN ‘CAT’
Formt Closing Shortly
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London* Nov. 12.
American actress Kim Stanley
will make her English stage debut
as star in the London production
of “Cat “on a Hot Tin Hoof,” due
for presentation by the New Water¬
gate Theatre Club at the Comedy
Theatre. She will play the Maggie
role originated by Barbara Bel
Geddes in the Broadway edition of
the Tennessee Williams drama. Leo
McKern will costar as Big Daddy,
with Peter Hall staging.
“Cat” will b«* the third U.S. play
done by the New Watergate Thea¬
tre Club on a membership-sub¬
scription -basis after being banned
by the Lord Chamberlain for pub¬
lic performance. Arthur Miller's
“View from the Bridge” and Rob¬
ert Anderson’s “Tea and Sympa¬
thy” were produced last season,
both successfully.

74
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Richard Money: On Everybody

Cleve/s M McDermott
Still ob Critical list
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Inside Stuff-Legit
Actor Gene Lyons and his wife, dancer Linda Lynch, were rehears¬
ing in different shows last week, but were able to have it real cozy. Ly¬
ons was rehearsing for a Kraft television drama and .his wife was prac¬
ticing the dances for the upcoming Broadway musical, “Music Man.”
The different rehearsal sessions were held on adjacent, floors of the
Central Plaza, a lower east side location frequently us$d because of the
current shortage of rehearsal space in .midtown Naw York. Incidental¬
ly, Mrs. Lynch is the daughter of Fred Lynch, pressagent of the Radio
City Music Hall, N.Y.

Cleveland, Nov. 12.
By ABEL GREEN
William F. McDermott, Cleve¬
land Plain. Dealer' drama criticJean Nathan has been our
Richard Maney’s “confessions of
columnist, is still on the critical
theatre's
most
stimulating
a pressagent” which is the jacketlist after an exploratory gall blad¬
critic and its most feared one.
cover subcaption to the official title
der operation last week at Lake¬
A gay iconoclast, skilled with
of his book, “Fanfare” (Harper;
side Hospital here. However, doc¬
the stiletto, Nathan has de¬
$4.95» is one of the best show biz
tors are pleased at the way he
bunked most of the theatre’s
books of this or any era of Ameri¬
came through. He has been more
great ...”
can show business. It is certain to
or less ill since returning with his
remain a chronicle of sorts of the
In every sphere of influence, wife from a trip to “Europe last
American theatre, circa the Jazz whether Wall St., 7th Ave., the
Age to date, but that is an inciden¬ Fourth Estate, belles lettres, there summer. ;
McDermott, 66, is regarded as
tal to its prime appeal as a racy, always have been standouts. In the
goodhumored, honest, forthright field of contemporaneous press- one of the country’s leading legit
Broadway pressagent Michel
reviewers.
He has been the Plain Mok, who has been hospitalized in
appraisal of the multiple ingred¬ agentry Maney is concededly the
ients that contribute tG the Broad-] dean. The Shuberts bad their long¬ Dealer critic since 192L ■
Santa * Monica for the last four
way legit scene.
months with a broken leg, moved
time Claude P. Greneker; Dexter]
over the weekend to the Beverly
Since Maney’s 30-year career as Fellows and .the Ringling circus!
House, Beverly Hills, and plans to
a trumpeter of Thespis is focused were synonyuious; there have been
leave Nov. 23 -for New York.
chiefly on the Times Square scene, famed legit publicists, of the A.
T. Edward Hambleton and Nor¬
the Broadway belt is essentially in Toxen Worm, Will A. Page, Samuel
ris Houghton, co-producers at the
the spotlight.
Hoffenstein and Walter Kingsley
Phoenix Theatre, N. Y., have ac¬
Andrea Clianler
Against that canvas Maney acti¬ stripe—and today’s crop of legit
quired the rights to Donald Wat¬
(METROPOLITAN. N. Y.)
vates a cast of characters that just pressagents would not be loath to
Throw a couple of vocal athletes son’s translation of French play¬
about includes the who’s who of the1 concede the laurel to that mad together and grand opera comes wright Eugene Ionesco’s “The
age’s dramatic stage, the foremost mahout of flacks, Ricardo Maney. alive. That happened Sat. (9) when Chairs” for Jan. 9-28 presentation
impresarios, and the contiguous
His “Fanfare” has an audience- Mario Del Monaco and Zinka Mil- at the Phoenix. Tony Richardson,
personalities from ticketbrokers to identification that cannot escape] anov demonstrated the familiar who directed a production, of the
angels, from the press to the public. anybody who has ever stepped up. to victory of floating R’s and B-flats play in London, will stage the
presentation while Joan
All This, And More
the till of a theatre boxoffice.; It over the kind 'Of flats stagehands Phoenix
Plowright, currently appearing on
The manner in which Maney reeks of names, glamor, legends, move about. This pair of belters the West End in “The Entertain¬
renders comeuppance to former authority, and flavor. It’s the real will hardly, cop the “best actor or er,” will have the lead assignment.
actress In opera” awards, and Mme.
bosses; his detached perspective on mccoy. It’s a real book. It’s a strong] Milanov
is clearly unbothered sea¬
Yvette Schumer has scrapped
anybody and everybody allied with bestseller potential.
son in. and season out about her plans for a Broadway production
a new' (and also going) legit ven¬
figure. No matter these details. of Lenard Kan tor’s “Salt Air.”
ture; his awareness of manmade
Once, twice, thrice, four times a
Michael Travis, a costume de¬
legends (viz., Jed Harris, Billy Rise, Who-Dat Angels Theatre
relatively dull production of Gior¬ signer, and Annette Havens, a for¬
et ai.>; his irreverent attitude and
dano’s
work
was
redeemed
and
mer
vocal coach and recording ex¬
Buy for Winnipeg Group rendered exciting and satisfying by ecutive,
complete disregard for people whom
have formed a partnership
Winnipeg, Nov. 5.1-.. the musicianship of the leads.
others might fear; his bom-of-exfor the production of Broadway
perience knowledgability of what
Dominion Theatre, 850-seat lo¬
Mariof Sereni making his debut shows.
Musical director Lehman Engel
makes things tick before, during! cal picture house, has; been sold as the Reign of Terror official who
and after the opening nights—all' for reported $120,000 to the Win¬ cannot save his friend also made a is planning to move into the Broad¬
favorable impression. Production way managerial field next fall as
these items, and more, combine
nipeg Little Theatre, an amateur was handsomely re-costumed, cour¬ co-producer with John Roberts' and
into a most entertaining book.
tesy Rockefeller.
Land.
Ethel Linder Reiner of a musical
Not only is it compelling reading, group. An anonymous angel put
versiqn of Robert Bright’s novel,
for Maney has a way with words, up the cash.
’The Spirit of the Chase.”
Abduction From the
but its informative values are what
Arthur Zigouras, of Philadelphia,
The Arts of the Theatre Founda¬
Seraglio
give his Iconoclastic canter through has been hired to direct, with “The
tion’s seventh play writing con¬
(N.
Y.
CITY
OPERA)
almost 400 pages a chronicle feel-j
test,
named in honor of the late
Simple charms of Mozart’s “Ab¬ literary agent Phyllis Anderson,
ing. As for instance, the Xmas week Remarkable Mr. Pennycracker,”
of 1927 which saw the christening "The Crucible,” “Misalliance” and duction From The Seraglio-” were will close Dec. 31. Receiving prizes
preserved and enhanced last week of $2,000 each as winners of the
of “The Royal Family” also wit¬ "The Rainmaker" skedded.
(30) when the N. Y. City Opera Co. sixth contest in the series were
nessed a record number of legit
presented its new staging of the Gordon R. Hitchens, with “So Few
openings. In that six-day span 17
opera under the baton of Peter Tomorrows,” and H. N. XHauss.
plays and musicals made their]
Herman Adler. Scenery was fresh with “The Ride to Glory.” Edward
.Broadway bow—there was no such (Figures denote opening dates/
and imaginative, the voices were F. KoOk, president of the Century
thing as off-Broadway then. (The
for the most part top-rate, and the Lighting Co., is the founder and
Pjovincetown Playhouse and The
LONDON
fact that the opera was sung iif] is the president of the Foundation.
Theatre Guild’s cradling in the old
At Drew of Hat, Fortune (1-24-57).
English' (via John Bloch’s transla¬
“The Pleasure of His Company,”
•oy
Friend,
Wynotum's
(12-1-53)
•
Garrick Theatre were merely . Bride A Bachelor,. Duchess (12-19-56).
tion) didn’t detract, which is an a comedy that Samuel Taylor and
obscure complimept perhaps.
fringe-Broadway extensions).
Dead Secret, Piccadilly (5-30-57;.
Cornelia Otis Skinner have been
Dear DeilMuent, Westminster (6-5-57).
Phyllis
Curtin
was
a
vibrant
Presentday Critics
collaborating on for several years,
Dry Bet, Whitehall *-31-54).
Constanza (though her costuming is slated for Broadway production
This quote from Maney on the
*91, Seville (10-24-57).
didn't match her excellent voice); next season by the Playwrights Co.
Entertainer, Palace (9-10-57).
presentday crop of drama critics
For Amusement Only, Apollo (6-5-56).
Robert Rounseville was sock as
Alfred JLnnt and Lynn Fontanne
will have bearing on future his¬ Free As- Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
Belmonte and David Lloyd was im¬ will appear in a London production
Gra* Me e Gendole, Lyric (12-26-56).
torians;
pudently funny -as Pedrillo. Top of. “The.Old* Lady’s Visit,” which
Heuse by Lake, York’s «5-9-56).
“In their judgement, indus¬
Lovebirds, Adelphi -4-20-57).
honors went to Richard Humphrey Roger L. Stevens and Hugh BeauMan Distinction, Princes (10-17-57).
try and devotion to the theatre,
as the villainous Gsmin, a perform¬ moiit will co-produce for a West
Meet By Moonlight, Aldwych (8-1-57).
the New York reviewers rank
ance that was solid not only for its End opening-early next March. A
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Naw Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
with any group of the past
vocal qualities, but also rated , high 10-tyeek*taur of the provinces Is
No Time Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
in the acting department..:
half century, save In one item:
Nude With Violin, Globe (11-7-58).
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lacks salt, style and irrever¬
Hinton, will appear with Nor¬
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a pleasure to look at, and she— man Wisdom in a British produc¬
ence. Because of this lack,
Repertory, Old Vic (9-18-57). •'
too— rated acting kudos!. But her
Roar Like « Dovo, Phoenix (9-25-57).
they’re not as readable as were
of “Where’s Charley,” opening
Sailor Boware, Strand (2-16-55).
voice was small for the house “and tion
Woolcott, Hammond, Broun,
Dec. 3 at the Opera House, Man¬
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
she . pressed in the * high ranges, ' chester, Under the direction of Wil¬
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Michael
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staging
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*Transfer from Cambridge Theatre
“Salt, style and Irreverence
duction” pleasurable.
Pift.
ary at the Palace Theatre, London.
are suspect by New York pub¬
. The title role in the British pro¬
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
lishers. They would do well to
American Opera Society duction, of “The Happiest Million¬
Urals Ensemble, Drury Lane (11-11-57).
recall Bernard Shaw’s dictum:
(Anita Cerquettl)
Bidders, Arts (11-12-57).
aire,” which opens next Friday (15)
Balls Ringing, Coliseum (ll-14r57).
*My method is to take the ut¬
Anita Gerquetti Is a well-known at'the Cambridge Theatre, London,
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-15-37).
most trouble to find the right
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). dramatic soprano in Italy and her has been taken over by Robert
thing to say and then to say it
Requiem for a Nun, Royal Ct. (11-26-37). voice Is- often, and rightly so, com¬ Beatty- following Wilfrid
Hyde
pared to the other two;seintillating White’s' withdrawal from the. as¬
with the utmost levity/ As
stars on the operatic horizon^'Maria signment -because of illness.
... ,
CLOSED LAST WEEK
becomes a man who genuflects
Chalk Garden, Haymarket. (4-11-56).
Calias and Renata Tebaldi. But the = Stephen W. Sharmat, who’s asso¬
to Max Beerbohm, Wolcott
Damn Yankees, Coliseum (3-28-57).
producer with Shepard
Marcel MarceaU^ Cambridge (10-14-57). 24-year-old* soprano whose reports ciate
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Nekrassov, Royal Ct. (9-17-57).
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Public Prosecutor, Arts (10-15-57).
Verona and Rome have reached quired the rights* to - Thomas W.
edited for the old lady in
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Dubuque’ is the slogan of The
only in Chicago and never as yet which he plans to present on
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
New Yorker . . . In the 40
had opportunity for a N.Y. debut Broadway next March.
BROADWAY
years that he has scoffed at its
arisen. . - .
- *
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In ■ conjunction with the N. Y.
(Theatres
Set)
frauds and flapdoodles, George
Were it not for twO enterprising City Board of Education, the N. Y.
Rope Dancers, Cort (11-20-57)..
Country Wife, Adelphi (11-27-57).
young men, Allen S. Oxenburg end Shakespeare Festival will feature
Look Homeward, Barrymore (11-28-57).
Arnold U. Gamson, directory and in extensive program for students,
One Foot in Door, Playhouse (12-4-57).
conductor , respectively for. the teachers and parents during its
Dark Top Stairs, Music Box (12-5-57).
Shadow My Enemy, ANTA (12-11-57$,
American Opera Society, Miss Cer- cuffo - admission season at the
Genius A Ooddess, Miller (12-12-57)/
quetti would still wait for an offer Heckscher Theatre, which gets un¬
Music °Man, Majestic (12-19-57).
i
to sing in New York. But hearing derway Nov, 25 with “Richard
Miss Isobel, Royale (12-26-57).
n
Much Ado, Globe (1-10-58).
4
that the soprano was stopping over III.”
• '
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-15-58).
5?
at Idlewild on her way from Italy
“Riley ..Randall,” a hew musical
Body Beautiful, B’way (1-23-58).
Captain's Paradise, Alvin CL-28-58). '
to -Mexico they took a tape re¬ suggested , by “Peer Gynt,” with
Sunrise at <Carnpobal!o, Cort (1-30-58).
corder, set it up in the customs book and lyrics by Arnold SundBlue Denim (2-27-58).
room of the airport where Miss gaard and music by Alec Wilder,
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-58).
Cerquettl was to be. found and is planed for Broadway production';
(Theatres Not Set)
Cloud Seven (1-15-58).
played a four minute aria of next spring by Adna Karas.
Maybe Tuesday (wk. 1-27-58)
Gluck’s
Opera “Paris and Helena”
Katharine Cornell will act as
Rivalry (wk. 1-27-58).
which they asked the soprano to chairman pf the 1957 Actors’ Fund
Cut of Axe (wk. 1-27*58).
Portoflno (wk. 2-3-58).
sing
at
the
forthcoming
concert
Week
from Dec. 20-28.
Interlock (2-6-58).
performance in Town Hall 10 days
Judy- Holliday has extended her
Entertainer (2-12-58).
later (5). Upon hearing the aria and contract* as star pf the original
This Is Goggle (2-13-58).
Actress In Love (2-24-58).
being overwhelmed by the enter¬ Broadway company of “Bells Are
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58).
prising method of finding a score Ringing” ., another year, through
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58).
Love Me Little (4-9-58).
Ihrust under her arm, she Agreed. Oct. 31, 1958.
OFF-BROADWAY
And a most auspicious N.Y, debut
Joseph Harris as general man¬
Conversation Piece, Barbizon (11-18*57). it was. Miss Cerquettl displayed a ager and Ira Bernstein company
Fall, SulHvan St. (11-21-57).
brilliantly bleamed voice, surely manager for “Two for the Seesaw/'
Richard III, Heckscher (11-23-57).
Palm Tree, Cricket (11-26-57).
controlled, pianissimi showing ex¬
The show Is now being road-man¬
Will A Way, Theatre East (12-3-57).
cellent musicianship—all in the aged by Basil Fitzgibbon, a profes¬
Makroeolous Secret, Phoenix (12-3-57).
very short aria of the Goddess sional with experience in Canada
Bros. Karamazov, Gate (12-6-57).
Pale Horse, Jan Hus (12-6-57).
Athena who warns Paris and and England.
48th St., West of ftwoy 1|
Sicilian Capers, Marquee (12-10-57),
Helena not to elope to Troy.
. The Troupers, an organization bf
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
Circle 6-8800
jy
theatrical women *who care for the,
* Goth+
Penny Candle, Circle 41-15-58).
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children of needy 3how people, will
give their annual cocktail party
and show .next Sunday (17) at the
Empire Room of the WaldorfAstoria Hotel, N. Y.
Alan Hartwell has opened B. I.
Service,in New York, as a phone¬
answering and casting information
bureau for actors. It also offers
discounts at various stores.
Staats Cotsworth, narrator in “I
Knock at the Door,” which closed
on Broadway last Saturday (9), is
the subject'of the lead article in
the November issue of the Ameri¬
can Artists magazine. The piece,
by James Geilar ..Smith, is titled
“The Duality of Staats Cotsworth”
and includes reproductions of 12 of
the actor-artist’s paintings.
Ann Wickham, Who toured in
1955-56 as a speaker for the Thea¬
tre Guild-American Theatre Socie¬
ty subscription program, has joined
the cast of the .“Reluctant Debu¬
tante,” which moved last Monday
(11) from the Montreal Studio and
Drama Club to the Avenue Theatre
there. The-production, which stars
Arthur Treacher, will play the Ave¬
nue for two weeks prior to moving
to Toronto.
T
Jule Styne and Edward Specter
(Theatre 200) have • purchased the
musical rights to “The Ghost Goes
West” from Robert L. Joseph.
“Week-End Girl,” a new comedy
by F, Hugh Herbert, is slated for
Broadway production next October
by Richard Myers, Julius Fleischmann and Walter N. Trennery. '
Robert Helpmann succeeds Mi¬
chael Wilding as star of the Lon¬
don production of “Nude With
Violin” next Nov. 25. Meanwhile,
the Playwrights Co., Lance Hamil¬
ton Sc Charles Russell, who are
producing the Broadway version of
the comedy with Coward starring,
have announced plains for a New
York production of Coward’s
“South Sea Bubble.” The latter
comedy was tried out several sea¬
sons ago at the Westport (Conn.)
Country Playhouse, under the title,
“Island Fling.”
Joyce Gladmond succeeds.Edith
Adams in “Li’l Abner” tomorrow
night (Thurs.) Another cast change Will be. made' Dec. 2 when Billie
Hayes takes over for Charlotte Rae.
“The Last Days of a Young
Man,” by James Andrews, has
been added to the Theatre Guild’s
production schedule and will be
under the personal supervision of
Henry Weinstein.
Ralph Meeker has been set for
a starring role in -“Cloud Seven/*
Zero Moo tel will star m. a pro¬
gram of three Luigi Pirandello
one-acters opening Dec. 10 at the
Theatre Marquee, N. Y., under the
fcollective title, “Sicilian Capers.”
The plays, “Judgment of the
Court,” “Chee-Chee” and “The
Jar/’ have been adapted by John
O’Toole and Marvin Aledort, and
Frank Silver* will direct the Rose¬
mary Berkely-Judith Carrell pre¬
sentation.
Jack Benny, who’s one of the
major backers of “One Foot in the
Door,” currently breaking in outof-town, is also represented hy a
substantial investment in “Maybe
(Continued on page'78)
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Chi Really in Business;/Lady 62G,
Toreadors’ $31,500, ‘Diary’ $23,!
Chicago, Nov. 12. The new local legit season hit
full stride when “My Fair Lady”
opened last Tuesday (5). It’s a com¬
plete sellout to benefits for the
first three weeks and goes Guild
the second three.
Other two shows perked a bit.
“Waltz of Toreadors” continued
hot in its second week on subscrip¬
tion. “Diary of Anne Frank” im¬
proved, and goes off subscription
this week.
Estimates, for Last Week
Diary of Anne Frank, Erlanger
(D) (3d wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
(Joseph Schildkraut). Best yet at
over $23,800 in final. Guild week;
previous week $22,500.
My Fair Lady/Shubert (MC) (1st
wk> ($7; 2,100; $72,979) (Brian
Aheme, Anne Rogers). Opened
last* Tuesday (5) "to unanimous
raves (Cassidy, Tribune; Harris,
Daily News; Dettmer, American;
Kogan, Sub-Times), First s$ven
performances (including six bene¬
fits) got over 362,000, or capacity
less ojpening-mght press seats.
Waltz of the ‘ Toreadors, Rlaekstone (CD) (2d wk) ($5.50; 1,450;
$39,079) (Melvyn Douglas, Paulette
Goddard). About) $31,500 on sub¬
scription; previous week, $28,300.

Skinner Monologs $5,100,
3 Performances, Toronto
Toronto, Nov. 12.
On a split-week engagement1 of
monologs at $4 top, Cornelia Otis
Skinber did turnaway biz last
Thursday-Friday . nights (7-8), but
had some 60 seats unsold Saturday
night (9), for a gross of $5,100 on
the three performances at the
Avenue Theatre, 500-seater being
run by Terry Fisher and Erie
Greenwood as partners.
Arthur Treacher is due Monday
11) for a fortnight in ‘('The Reluc¬
tant Debutante.”

CONNIE BHHTCTT39G
FULL WEEK IN CLEVE.

Cleveland, Nov. 12.
Hefty business is being raked in
by the new touring edition of
“Auntie Mamie/' starring Con¬
stance Bennett, on its 16-day
break-in rim at the Hanna Theater
here. Comedy by Jerome Law¬
rence and Robert E. Lee rolled up
husky $39,000 last week in eight
performances at $5 top. The inital five performances the previ¬
ous week drew $19,800.
Spurred by complimentary no¬
tices, advance sale for final eight
performances is strong enough to
presage a take of about $45,000 In
the 1,515-capacity house at a $5Total engagement should gross
Davenpqyt, la., Nov. 12.
about $104,000, management ex¬
. ,
.
The bus-and-truck company of pects. “No Time for Sergeants” grossed
a powerful $41,700 iii a four-way,
eight-performance -split last week.
The bookings, with the respective
grosses listed parenthetically, were
one performance Monday 44) .at the
Municipal Auditorium, Sioux City,
Wilmington, Nov. 9.
($4,100); three performances Tues"The Country Wife/’ revival of
day-Wednesday (5-6) at the KRNT William
Wycherly’s
Restoration
Theatre, Des Moines -($17,500); and comedy, opening a tiyout
one performance Thursday (7) at drew a good $17,300 gross, iatour,
five
the Auditorium, Burlington, la. performances
last Wednesday-Sat($4,000).
(6-9) at the 1,231-seat Play¬
Another $16,100 . was racked up urday
house, at a $5,40 top. Julie Harris,
in three performances Friday- Laurence
and Pamela
Saturday (8-9) at the RKO Or- Brown* wereHaryey
starred. •
pheum here..
Next Rooking here is “The Rival¬
ry,” starring . Raymond Massey,
Another $29^0$ In St. Loo
Agnes. . Moorehead* and Martin
St. Louis, Nov. 12.
Gabel, due Nqv.. 28-30.
The. national, company of "No
Time for Sergeants” grossed a neat
$29,900 at the American Theatre Jory in Touring ‘Cat*
here last week.
Hot 29J4G onN.O. Stand
. The comedy winds up a fort¬
night’s, stay at the house this week.
New Orleans, Nov. 12,
George Brandt’s production of
“Cat*
on
a
Hot
Tin Roof/,' starring
Smash 75G ‘Annie’ Week Victor Jory, grossed
a .strong $29,Ends CLO Season, L.A. 500 at the Civic Theatre' here last
week.
Next
lip
at
the' bouse is
vLos Angeles, Nov. 12.
Sam Hirsch’s production of • “CanLos Angeles Civic Light Opera Can,”. starring Denise Darcel. It’s
Assn, ended its most successful scheduled for • Thanksgiving week.
year -Saturday (9), registering a
Except for a possible booking of
$1,885,4.00 gross for the 25-week the Theatre r Guild’s “Back-to Meth¬
season. -Gross for the operation, uselah” in January, the Civic-has
in conjunction with the San Fran¬ no other shows bn tap;-.
cisco Civic Light Opera, presenting
the same shows, topped $3,500,000.
Final week of the season hit just
under $75,000 on “Annie Get Your
Gun,” despite the absence from the
; Montreal, Nov. 12.
cast of Mary Martin, who missed
“Middle oi- the Night,” -starring
the final seven performances be¬ Edward G. Robinson, grossed a
cause of Illness. Her- place was smash $35^200 at Her Majesty’s
taken by understudy Rfenee Guerin Theatre here last week. The take,
—and CLO offered patrons the un¬ at a $5*07 top, was the highest for
usual opportunity of seeing the a straight play at the house in
show before deciding whether they some years.
wanted a refund. During the seven
The production is current at the
performances, only about $150 in Royal
Alexandra, Toronto.
refunds were requested.
Huntington Hartford Theatre
relit last bight (Mom) with Cor¬ Pidgeon $28,400, Cincy
nelia Otis Skinner, the only major
Cincinnati, Nov. 12.
legit offering current In town.
Walter Pidgeon in “Happiest
Other Shows
Millionaire”
grossed a tall $28,400
Fool. Me Twice, Circle (7-19-57). last week in the
2,000-seat Shiibert,
Men of Destiny, Stage Society besting the season’s
previous three
(10-11-57).
shows
here.
Top
was $3.85.
Man on a Stick, Pasadena Play¬
House is now dark until week
house (10-6-57). .
Orpheus Descending, Gallery of Dec. 9 when it • reopens with
“Separate Tables,” starring Eric
(13-14-57).
Portman and Geraldine Page, at
Picnic; Valley *57 (11-7-57).
$4.52 top.
Pajama Tops, Civic (5-24-57).
Sands of Neger. Horseshoe Stage
(11-7-57).
Skin of the Teeth, Little Rep
(10-11-57).
'
(Nov. 11-24)
Waiting for Godet, Dahl Play¬
Auntie Mame (2d Co.) (Con¬
house (10-10-57).
stance Bennett)—Hanna, Cleve;
Witness for Prooeeutton, Players (11-16); Riviera, Det. (18-23).
Ring (9-5-57).
Canadian Playprs—State Col¬
lege, Oswego, N. Y. (12); State Col¬
lege, Geneseo, N. Y. <13); State
College, Shippenhurg, Pa. (14);
State College, Montclair©, N. J.
San Franeisco, Nov. 12.
Fifth week of Randolph Hale's (15) ; Bucknell U., Lewishurg, Pa.
Coast version, of “Tunnel bf Love” (16) ; Coolidge Aud., Wash. (18-19);
at the Alcazar grossed $12,200 last State College, West Chester, pa.
(20); U. of Delaware Aud., Newark,
week.
That was $300 better than the D«L (21); Mary Washington Aud.,
(Continued on page 78) ,, ,

Twin‘Sergeants’

‘Wife’ Lusty $17,300 in 5
In Wilmington Break-In

‘Night’ Big $35/200, Monti

,

Tonring Shows

Tamer $12^00, Frisco

‘ROPE’SPffFlf $32,400,
SINGLE WEEK, BOSTON
Boston, Nov. 12.
Stage activity is light again this
week with one legiter, “The Dark
at tlfe Top of the Stairs,” which
opened at the Wilbur with Guild
last night (Mon.) for a week’s try¬
out. “Dancers of Bali/’ at the Shu¬
bert; is also in for a week, also
opening last night. The Colonial
is dark and remains so until Nov.
25, when “The Genius and the
Goddess” arrives for two weeks.
Next in sight is June Havoc in
“One Foot in the Door,” at the
Shubert opening Nov. 18 for one
Week. “Bagels and Yox,” JewishAmerican revue, is hooked for the
Shubert, to one Nov. 25 for two
weeks.
Estimate for Last Week
°Rope Dancers, Wilbur (D) (sin¬
gle wk) ($3.85-$4.95; 1,241; $32,699)
(Siobhan . McKenna, Art Carney).
Got mixed reviews and went vir¬
tually clean Tor the week’s tryout
stand; grossed $32,400;; exited Sat¬
urday (9) to continue tryout tuneup tour.
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B’way Thriving; ‘Rumple’ $28,609 (5),
‘Jamaica’ $63,676, ‘Wonderful’ 23G,
‘Game’ $20,409, ‘Mary Stuart’ $23,300
Broadway was generally healthy
last week. Business parked for
some shows, but slipped a bit for
others.
The sellouts and virtual capacity
entries held steady.
They in¬
cluded “Auntie Mame,” “Bells Are
Ringing,”
“Compulsion,”
“Ja¬
maica,. “Look Back in Anger," “My
Fair Lady,” “Romanoff and Juliet”
and “West Side Story.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rcvue)i.
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬

1,162; $36,237) (Anne Bax¬
ter). Previous week, $23,100 for
first five performances and two
previews; last week, nearly $23,000.
Tunnelj>f Love, Royale <0 (38th
wk; 309 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
(Tom Ewell). Previous week, $16,D00; last week, over $17,700. Has to
vacate theatre Dec. 14, will vaca¬
tion through Dec. 25, and possibly
reopen at another Broadway house.
Ewell’s contract, incidentally, ter¬
minates Jan. 4.
Under Milk Wood, Miller (D)
(4th wk; 31 p) ($5.75; 946; $28.000>.
Previous week, $12,900; last week,
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ over $13,100. Closes next Satur¬
eretta).
day (16).
Other parenthetic designations
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
refer, respectively, to weeks played, (C) <40th wk; 316 p) ($5.75-$6.Q0;
number of performances through 766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritchard). Pre¬
last Saturday, top prices, number vious week, $18,000; last week,
of seats, capacity gross and stars, nearly $18,300. Exits ;Jan. 11 to
?
Price includes 10% Federal and I tour.
5% City tax, tyut grosses are net; ! West Side; Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (7th wk; 52 pi ($7*50; 1,404;
te.i exclusive of taxes.
Auntie Mame, Broadhurst (C) $60,467)/ Previous week $60,000;
(48th Wk; 381 p) <$6.90; 1,214; last Week, almost $60,500, with
$46,500) (Rosalind Russell). Pre¬ commissions cutting into the take.
Miscellaneous
vious week, $48,100; last week over
Philadelphia, Nov. 12.
Mary Stuart,' Phoenix (D) (5to
$48,000. .
The local legit scene was pretty
wk;
40
p)
($4.60; 1.150; $29,392)
Bells Aire Ringing, Shubert (MC)
quiet most of last week, with “One (50th wk; 396 pt ($8.05; 1,453; $58- j (Eva LeGallienne, Irene Worth!*
Foot in the Door” opening Wed¬ 101)
Previous week, $21,700; last weex,
(Judy
Holliday).
As
usual,
nesday (6) for a two-week tryout
nearly $23,300. Closes Nov. 24.
and one other entry, “Look Home¬ $58,700.
Closed Last Week
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (3d wk; * I Knock
ward, Angel,” arriving last Satur¬
at -the Door, Belaseo
day night (9) for a three-week 25 p) ($5.75-$6/25; 611; $21,525) (D) <6tb wk; 48 p) ($3,85-$4.60;
tuneup. Holding over last week (Barry Jones, Eugenie Leontovich, 1,037; $25/000). Previous week,
Wayne
Morris).
Previous
week,
was the tryout of “Nude with
$17,300; last week, almost $16,200. $10,900; last week, almost $11,600.
Violin.”
Closed last Saturday (9) at an ap¬
Compulsion, Ambassador (D) <3d proximate $15,000 loss.
Additional entries due next week
are "The Music Man/' a musical, wk; 20 p) $5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $38,Opening This Week
at tiie Shubert, and “The Genius 000) Previous week, $37,000; last
Time Remembered, Morosco. >C)
and the GoddeS/’ at the Locust. week, nearly $36,000, with commis¬ ($9.90; 946; $42,000) (Helen Hayes,
Both are tryouts and both open sions cutting ihto the take.
Richard Burton, Susan Strasberg).
next Monday night (18).
Copper and Brass, Beck (MC) Playwrights Co., in association
(4th wk; 28 p) ($8.05; 1,280; $53,- with Milton Sperling, presentation
Estimates for Last Week
000)
(Nancy
Walker).
Previous
Look Homeward, Angel, Walnut week, $23,000; last week, almost of a play by Jean Anouilh, trans¬
lated by Patricia Mo^es, with mu¬
(D) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000) (Anthony $20,100.
Closes next Saturday (16). sic by Vernon Duke; production
Perkins, Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Grif¬
Fair Game/ Longacre (C) (1st financed at $125,000, cost around
fith). Ketti Fring’s dramatisation
9 p) <$5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,- $100,000 to bring in, including
of the Thomas Wolfe novel opened wk;
Previous about $10,000 out-of-town profit;
a tryout Saturday night (9) to 000) (Sam Levene).
unanimous raves (DeSchaunesee, week, $8,800 for first performance can break even at approximately
Bulletin; Gaghan, News; Murdock, and two partially-paid previews; $30,000 gross and net around $8,V 000 at capacity* opened last, night
Inquirer) premiere grossed. $4,370 last week* nearly $20,400..
Happy Hunting, Majestic. (MC) (Tues.).
and' toe balance of the three-week
(49th wk; 388 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,Nude With Violin, Belaseo (C)
engagement is. a . virtual sellout.
Node with Violin, Forrest (C) 989) (Ethel Merman). Previous ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037; $33,000) (Noel
(2d wk) ($4.80; 1,760; $37,000) (Noel week, $41,400; last H’eek, almost Coward). Playwrights Co.-Lance
Hamilton & Charles Russell pres¬
Coward). British author-actor in $43,300. Closes Nov. 30.
Jamaica,* Imperial (MO (2d. wk; entation of a play by Noel Coward;
his own play jumped to a smash
$37,500 on the holdover; ^previous 12 p) ($8.35; 1,427/ $63,000) (Lena production financed at $80,000,
week, $27,600;. exited Saturday (9) Home, Ricardo Montaiban). Pre¬ cost about =$40,000 to bring in, in¬
vious week, $47,100 for first four cluding around $6,000 out-of-town
for Broadway.’
On© Foot in the Door, Locust performances and two previews; profit; can break even at approxi¬
(C> (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $40,000) last week, new record for the mately $17,000 gross and, net
around $8,000 at capacity; opens
(June Havoc). The Julie Berns house at $63,676.
LIT Abner, St James (MC) (52d tomorrow night (Thurs.).
play got thumbs down from all
three local reviewers; grossed $10,- wk; 412 p) ($8.05; 1,028; $58,100).
Previous
week,
$50,300;
last
week,
OFF-BROADWAY „
500 for its first five performances;
almost $49,800.
<Opening date in parenthesis)
tryout continues this week.
Long Day’s Journey Into Night,
Bivoqac
at Lucca, Royal (10Hayes <D) (46th wk; 276 p) ($6.90; 29-57).
1,039; $30,000) (Fredric March,
Career, Actors Playhouse <4-30Florence Eldridge). Previous
week, $20,900; last week, , nearly 57); closes next Sunday <17>.
$29,300. Lays off the week of Dec.
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
16.’
.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-ln-Square
-—New Haven, Nov. 12.
Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) (5-8-56); closes Jan. 5. „
Breakin stand; of the new Wil¬ (6th wk> 47 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,300)
In Good King Charles* Golden
liam Inge drama, “Dark at the (Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh).- Pre¬ Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
Top of. the Stairs/’ had what it vious week, $26,200: last week,
Julius
Caesar,
Shakcspeartakes last week, demonstrating, ad¬ $26,300.
wrigfats (10-23-57).
vance draw, critical values and
Monique, Golden (D) (3d wk; 23
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12staying power.
p) ($5.75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia 27-57).
This Week’s entry at the Shubert Jessel, Denholm Elliott). Previous
Simply Heavenly, Renata (11Is “The Genius and the Goddess,” week, $12,700; last week, almost 8- 57).
opening tomorrow night (Wed.) $11,000.
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East <3Most Happy Fella, Broadway 6-57); closes Nov. 24.
and trying out through Saturday
(16). Other hookings are two try¬ (MD) (80to wk; 636 p> ($7.50;
Tevya & Daughters, Carnegie
outs, “Miss Isobel,” due Nov. 2-23 1,900; $74,297) Previous week, $38,- 9- 16-57); doses next Sunday 117*.
and “One Foot in the Door,” slated 000; last week, over $39,600. Exits
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9for Nov. 25-30, plus the touring Dec. 14 to tour.
25-55).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger <MC)
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” set for
Trace of the Bear, B.ackfriars
(87th wk; 691 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,- (10-23-57):
Dec. 9-14.
696) (Rex Harrison, Julie Andrews),
Closed Last Week
Estimate for Last Week
always, over $68,700.
Girl of Golden West, Anderson
Dark at Top of Stairs, Shubert AsNature’s
Way, Coronet (C) (4th (11-5-57L
(D) (4 perfs.) ($4.80; 1,650; $21,200). wk;
29 p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,000). . Land Beyond River, Greenwich
Premiered Thursday night (7); Previous
week, $22,900; last week, Mews (10-5-57).
drew just about all the house
Man of Destiny, Sullivap St. '9$23i100. .
would hold, for a $21,300 gross;! nearly
New
Girl
in Town, 46th St. (MD) 27-57).
moved out Saturday (9) to continue (26th wk; 207
p> ($8.60-$920: 1,297;
tiyout in Boston. •
$59,084) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma
Ritter). Previous -week, $57,000;
Tut Lady/ McGill Revue, last week, over $54,400.
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth
Gets 120,400 (5), Ottawa (C) (5th wk; 36 p) ($5.75-$6.25;
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov).
Ottawa, Nov. 12.
Washington, Nov. 12.
“My Fur Lady,” professionalized Previous week, $34,100; last week,
“Separate Tables” dropped sub¬
McGill U. revue; grossed a good almost! $34,200, with commissions stantially last week in its third and
cutting
into
toe
take.
$20,400 in last five performances
Rumple, Alvin (MC) (1st wk; 5 p) i final frame at the National Thea¬
last Wednesday-Saturday in 2,351tre. “The Country Wife,” costar¬
seat Capitol Theatre, Famous . Play¬ ($8.05; 1,331; $57,200) (Eddie Foy, j ring Julie Harris, Laurence Har¬
ers’ cinema, here. Scale was $1.50- Gretchen Wyler, Stephen Douglass). vey and Pamela Brown, moved into
$3.50, including matinee. It had Opened last Wednesday (6) to three I the house hist night (Mon.) for two
previously done $14,900 in a week favorable reviews (Aston, World- weeks, with an advance of about
Telegram; Chapman, News; Mc¬
at .a smaller local house.
The show is now being re¬ Clain, Joumal-American) and four | $45,000.
Estimate for Last Week
(Atkinson,
Times;»
mounted to play smaller house. It unfavorable
Separate Tables, National <D)
reopens next Saturday (16) in Corn¬ Coleman, Mirror, Kerr, Herald
wall, Ont., St. Lawrence Seaway Tribune; Watts, Post); over $28,600 <3d wk) ($4.40-$4.95; L667;’ $38,000)
. (Eric Portman, Geraldine Page).
construction centre, and will play for first five performances.
Square Root of Wonderful, Na-j Slipped to a disappointing $18,400;
the latter part of next week In
Kingston, Ont
l tional (D) (2d *wk; 13 p) ($5.75- > previous week, $26,600.
$6.25;

Door $10500 (5).

‘STAIRS’ $21,300 IN 4
IN NEW HAVEN DEBUT

TABLES’ TAME $18,400
IN 3D-WEEK DIVE, D C.
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.,., „

decided to concentrate on the
weekly edition which has a circu¬
lation. of close to'200,000.
A spokesman for the company
also said the situation regarding
the paper’s radio station CHLP is
indefinite but. that it would likely
the dish and where it was cooked be closed down when the daily is
Sexers Ok For Savants
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
What's regarded in some quar¬ best.
dropped.
*’
Biographies have taken so many screwball turns when run through
The book is loaded with anecters as a “bill of rights” for scien¬
tists is the recent decision of N.Y. dota, which will go well with those
the sausage machines of Hollywood I'm wondering if some authenticity
Time-Life’s Outdoor Bally
Federal Judge Edmund L. Palmieri who can’t eat these dishes any
Time Inc. is getting outdoor ad-!
permitting importation of a quan¬ longer, or are afraid to because of vertising conscious. Douglas Leigh and entertainment couldh’t be squeezed out of characters like the late
tity of allegedly obscene pictures, the calory content of many of the is currently completing a spectacu¬ grandfather of physical culture and barefoot parachutist, Beraarr Macbooks and other articles. Ruling best courses. Though book runs lar for them atop the Miller Bldg, fadden.
was in favor of Institute for Sex 450 pages, New York gets only at 46th St. & Broadway which will
Though he had three biographies manufactured for release in 1928,
Research Inc, at Indiana U. which eight pages, which gives an idea of give space to Time, Life and Sports
about the time he hoped to become a presidential nominee, the”be$t of
sought to bring in the material:how much she had to travel for Illustrated.
for scientific study.
. the rest of it. Nice reading, proPlans are also in work to utilize the lot was a job done in 1953 by the most prolific of his wives, Mary
Case grew out Of the Govern- j viding the refrigerator is emotv or the new TimerLife Bldg, now under Williamson Macfadden, in collaboration with Emile Gauvreau. She
nient’s attempt to confiscate and: locked.
»
Scul.
construction as part of the Rocke¬ mothered seven children and lost a couple before birth, thanks toiler
destroy the articles on the grounds
.
feller Center development. The muscular screwball’s Spartan regime.
that they were “obscene and im¬
Sidewalk Superintendents’ club¬
Kronenberger’s ‘Best Plays’
The book is called “Dumbbells and Carrot Strips” but would have
moral’' within the meaning of the
“Best Plays, 1956-7, The Burns house, permitting spectators to look ’done better, I believe, if released by Holt under the title “How To Lose
Tariff Act of 1930. In. an 18-page Mantle Yearbook, edited by Louis in on the 55-foot deep excavation,
ruling Judge Palmieri held that Kronenberger" (Dodd, Mead; $6), will have a huge cutout of a crane Thirty Million Dollars.” An English swimming champ herself, she was
“there is no reasonable probability is priced one dollar higher than and Disney-like figures on. the roof. included In the act of this earlier Mickey Hargitay model while Mac¬
that the material will appeal to the last year's edition. Contents are The space against the Roxy Theatre fadden was on tour in England and in France, a fugitive from some
prurient interest of those who will substantially the same, with one wall will be used as a screen to economic plasters which had been stuck on his International Health asee it . . .”
major difference. Customarily, 10 carry various kinds of copy. A lot torium in Chicago and his Physical Culture magazine in New York. In¬
Court also noted that “while the “top” .plays are synopsized by the of technical problems have to be deed, if Jayne Mansfield can.be manufactured into an actress there is
material would not be importable editor. This year, one of the en¬ worked out on projection of the no reason to believe that Hargitay can’t be groomed to play the mus¬
cular publisher.
o
jfor general circulation, its closely tries, Eugene O’Neill's “Long Day’s image.
? regulated use by an unimpugned Journey Into Night," is repre¬
I don’t knowhow Hargitay is on syntax but he couldn’t be worse than
institution of learning and research sented by reprinting the entire
Show Biz Anthology
Macfadden was. In fact the sort of English these big. wheels employ in
v removes it from the ban of the first act, because, according to edi¬
Holly wood-tv scripter Jerry D. the main must be the sort of foreign language that most Americans un¬
statute.” U.S. Attorney Paul W. tor’s note, “it was felt so intensely Lewis has edited an excellent an¬
derstand and Jike, because they rarely swdon in the presence of those
Williams appeared for the Govern¬ a personal work should not be syn¬ thology of “Great Stories About
who can write simple declarative sentences.
ment while Harriet F. Pilpel, of opsized/’
“Journey” deals, . of Show Business” (Coward-McCann;
How to Have Boys
Greenbaum, Wolff & Ernst, argued course, with O’Neill's tortured $5), fictional short stories and by
The third Mrs. Macfadden—I believe they split up when he was in
an all-star cast of authors who in¬
the case on behalf of the Kinsey- memories, of his family.
founded Institute.
“Separate Tables,” “A Very Spe¬ clude Bemelmans, Benchley, Brom- his eighties and he thought he had discovered the secret of how to fath¬
cial Baby,” “Candide,” “A Clear¬ field, Cobb., Coward, Richard Hard¬ er boys after a run of a flock of girls—is credited in her own book with
Davis, Fitzgerald,
Gallico, having contributed the biggest moneymaker to Macfadden’s follies. That
Sulzberger’s Mild Attack
ing in the Woods,” “The Waltz of ing
Hecht,
Hellinger, was True Story. Before the publishing empire went completely down
Arthur Hays Sulzberger, chair¬ tHe
Toreadors,”
“The
Potting Galsworthy,
man of the board and publisher of Shed,” “Visit to a Small Planet,” Kober, Lardner, Sinclair Lewis, the drain she was talked into turning her assets over, to her Samson
the N.Y. Times, suffered a mild “Orpheus Descending,” and “A Maugham, O’Hara, Dorothy Park¬ and thus ended as broke as when she began.
stroke in 'Rangoon, but paper has Moon for the Misbegotten” are er, Runyon, Schulberg, Shaw (G. B,
She reports with great honesty her collaboration with Stonewall Mac¬
Irwin),
Vincent
Sheehan,
reported his Condition is favorable. Kronenberger’s other choices of and
The JB6-year old newsman was on “best” plays. Of these, according Frank Sullivan, Thurber. For show fadden which resulted in his publishing a brochure entitled “Predeter¬
an around-the-world trip that be¬ to Variety’s tabulation of hits and biz buffs—and who isn’t?—this is a mine Your Baby’s Sex.” Whether this was dictated while standing on his
gan Sept. 27 and was scheduled to flops, reprinted annually in this great pick-it-up-any-time omnibus. head, a gymnastic practice which was thought by Fulton Oursler could
Cecil Beaton’s “The Face of the be softpedaled until it got Lord Macfadden the Muselebound into the
continue through India, Middle book, only "Journey” and “Tables”
World" (John Day; $10) is a globe¬ White House, she doesn't say. Itjsn’t brought out jeithdr In “Chats With
East and Europe. He’s been ordered were hits.
Status of “Waltz,”
trotting photographer - author - de¬
to rest ijor two weeks in a Rangoon “Moon,” “Planet,” and “Petting
the Macfadden Family” by Grace Perkins, who became Oursler’s sec¬
signer’s closeup .on almost anybody
hosp.
Shed” had not been determined at
ond wife, or “Bernarr Macfadden. A Study in Success” by the poet
With him on the trip are C. L. tome’s press time. Balance of edi¬ who is anybody in any place of the Clement Wood, As for Oursler’s own contribution, “The True Story of
globe, sophisticate or outpost. His
Sulzberger, nephew of the pub¬ tor's selections were b.o. failures.
[vignettes are pungent and his IJernarr Macfadden," this one is so lubricated with what Menck called
lisher and the papers foreign Kronenberger substantiates rea¬
j photographic art, of course, is now goose grease that it has no value whatever for those looking for sha¬
affairs columnist, Mrs. C. L. Sulz- sons for his choices in his “Season [ world renowned. An excellent gift dows to make n believable screen portrait.
berger,' and Bernard Kalb, the on Broadway” section of the vol¬
(book.
To read her version of how her family was raised on more fasts than
Times’ southest Asia correspon¬ ume.
. Kay Thompson has taken her
dent.
As usual, the year is covered irrepressible Hotel Plaza adoles¬ you will find in the Old Testament until the regime actually killed their .
from other points; Claudia Cassidy, cent vixen abroad and “Eloise in first male child and then to read Macfadden’s version as published in
Chicago; Philip Hope - Wallace, -Paris” (Simon & Schuster; $3.50; his Physical Culture is to learn that the great divide is not limited to a
Hub’s Obscene Drive
A police drive against vendors of I London; Andre Josset, Paris; Gar- is something for the boulevards, geographical range, in the Rockies. Hers is so far more believable that
obscene literature is underway in | rispn P. Sherwood, off-Broadway i Hilary Knight again has done a it’s surprising the AMA, the publisher’s lifetime Public Enemy No/ 1,
has not pushed her for a Nobel prize in science.
Boston.-Police Commissioner, Leo California coverage is dropped for 1 capital illustration job.
Abel.
J. Sullivan, transferred two patrol¬ the first time. Jo Mielziner con¬
One For Jerry Wald
men from night duty to staff a spe¬ tributes an article on “Scene De¬ Mike Stern’s Alma Mammy Spiel
■Though not written in a comedy vein “Dumbbells and Carrot Strips”
cial, and promoted them to detec- signing and the Future/’ and Ed' Before
Fawcett
Publications’ has plenty of laughs. The efforts of her lord and master to parachute
tives, in charge of a new unit to; ward F. Kook, identified as “lec- roving
European
correspondent
turer in stage lighting, Columbia Michael Stem returned to his into the White House become hilariously funny and his buttering up of
ferret out indecent literature.
These include comic books,, mag¬ University,”* rather than as head Rome base he addressed the Syra¬ everybody from the late Elder Will Hays, Republican presidential pick¬
of New York’s Century Lighting cuse Univ.. School of Journalism, er,* to George Olvany, then Tammany leader, in the hope that he could
azines, books and film.
Co., submits a paper on “The Idea his alma mammy, where he just buy his way up the political ladder should be “must” reading for those
of Living Light." Book is illustrat¬ enrolled Mike Stern Jr. That was who have political ambitions.
Boston Post Sold At Auction
The property of the defunct Bos¬ ed from photos, and with Al the whyfore of the writer’s U. S.
Hollywood has mined some good ore out of the 20’s but has by no
ton Post was sold at auction for Hirschfeld drawings. Other depart¬ ‘ quickie trip, since they make their means exhausted this rich field. Indeed, Jerry Wald, who was Super¬
$183,000 Wednesday (61 and spokes¬ ments are intact from previous home in Italy.
man’s radio editor on the Graphic, .could do worse than- look over this
Young Stem, incidentally, Is tak¬
men for a group purchasing the formats; lists of awards, long runs,
material for one of his 20th Century-Fox releases. With" Walter Winreal estate said a $25,000,000 com¬ theatre books, necrology, etc. Book ing a general course hut doing chell, Ed Sullivan, Louis Sobol and Frank Mallen, he would havi^ a
bination hotel and office building is indexed in three sections:. au¬ practical newspaper work on the group of technical advisors who would be name attractions in them¬
Syracuse
Star-Journal,
on
partthors
and
playwrights;
plays
and
will be constructed on the site on
selves. They all worked .on Macfadden’s Graphic, which was edited by
Washington St., Hub’s vanished casts; producers, directors, design¬ time schedule, and got a P. 1 by¬
ers, stage managers, composers liner last week. Publisher Samuel Gauvreau and fussed over by Fulton Oursler whose first name was
“newspaper row.”
Charlie.
I.
Newhouse
and
Stern
pere
are
and
choreographers.
Volume
cor¬
Atty. Samuel P. Coffman, acting
in the name of the Washington rectly matches high standards set old friends.
As most of the characters involved in this saga are dead by now, it
Rodo.
Realty Trust and a group of anony¬ in 40 earlier editions.
could be the first true story to come out of Hollywood about a guy
CHATTER
mous New York backers, paid the
whose real true story was how to make a loose thirty million dollars in
Mac S. Albert, who started as a
$183,000 for the Post’s buildings.
Holt Adds 2 More Mags
the publishing world, with ho more knowledge of the English language
Coffman
group
_
. said the . _
_ he rep_
Henry Holt & Co., has taken shipping clerk with Simon & or its history than a barmaid in a Fleet Street pub.
resented plan to build a lavish 20- j over Home Modernizing Guide and Schuster In 1938, named general
Indeed, his insistence that no pro he allowed to. pollute the pages of
story hotel and office building with New Homes, both published by i sales manager of the trade book
True Story is conceded by all tq have been the secret of its success.
penthouse, cocktail lounges and Home Guide Inc., W. Wadsworth ! department. ’
John W. McPherrin, onetime While perpetually enceinte his wife read all the manuscripts, but she
parking underneath. The general Wood president and publisher.
style will be similar to that of the Book firm already publishes the publisher of the defunct American must have dozed now and then because at least one pro learned the il¬
new Suffolk Courthouse in Pem¬ highly successful Field & Stream mag and more recently an NBC literate formula. That was Gauvreau who was managing editor of the
berton Sq., he said.
and a couple of years ago added editorial consultant, joined Family Hartford Courant, claimed to be the oldest paper in the country, fie
Popular Gardening to its string. Weekly as publisher according to augumented his 90 bucks a week by writing bachelor love stories for
The Home mags have a 200,000 Leonard S. Davidow who heads the the Macfadden millions. He was heading for a job on the New York
Ralph Gleason’s Tomes
publication.
Putnam’s will publish jazz critic circulation.
Times when he was lured to work on the dry-runs of the Graphic. But
Moscow, Damascus and Cairo are
Ralph J. Gleason’s new anthology,!
Holt &-Co. has just declared anregarded as having^ bestowed a he got off the sinking-ship and moved over to the Mirror before the end.
“Jam Session,” Jan. 17, editor-in- other one-for-20 stock dividend.
With the Graphic more than four million dollars In the red, Macfad¬
special
distinction
upon
U.S.
World
chief Howard Cady decided after Any odd-amount differential is
War II Air Force hero Bill Ldeht- den was still trying to buy up papers across the country to be the War¬
a Frisco visit with author Gleason, computed at $17,625, based on the
man. His book “Between the Star ren G. Harding of his time. He even had Gauvreau make s’pitch to buy
who’s columnist for the Frisco Oct. 10, 1957 price on the Ameri¬
and the Cross” has been banned the New York Sun after Frank Munsey cashed in his embittered chips.
can Stock Exchange.
Chronicle.
simultaneously in Russia, Syria’
At the same time, Cady okayed
What Happened To ‘Brain Power?*
and Egypt.
Gleason’s plunging into a biog¬
Macfadden’s chief intellectual possession, according to Menck, was -a
Ogden Reid’s P.R. Talk
Dr. Herbert S. Zim, author, edi¬
raphy of Woody Herman.
"The story behind the new N. Y. tor and formerly educational con¬ vast and cocksure ignorance. He seemed to be taken in by all the trans¬
« „
1 Herald Tribune will be told by Gg- sultant for the U.S. Fish & Wild¬ parent quacks who advertised in his magazines and he postured as an
‘Uncle Don Bmff
i den R. Reid, president and editor, life Service, named educational authority upon the crimes of modem medicine'Without knowing any¬
Bio of “Uncle Don Carney, who
a speech to the New Yofk chapdirector, of the Artists & Writers thing more about the human body than any other gymnast. John L. Sul¬
climaxed a 27-year history as host' ter, Public Relations Society of Guild, a subsid of Western Printing livan could ffoor an ox with a blow. Franz Schubert was floored by a
of an afternoon juve audio strip on ; America, Friday (15) .at Toots Shor & Lithographing Co. He’ll plan and few miserable bacilli: eTgo. John was a better man than Franz.
IVOR, N.Y., by .a major error in: restaurant. Reid will discuss ex-, develop a variety of -educational
This Was Mencken’s summation of his contemporary, but George Ol¬
taste, is being penned by Bill (pansion 0f the news section, the books.
^
vany did even better in summing up this magnificent mountebank,
Treadwell and has been tagged as, new editorial approach and the inMarty Ross, director of news and
/‘He’s actually throwing his linCs out for the White House," said-01-~
*Head, Heart and Heel,
5 vestment recently made by John special events and assistant to the
Ma\ fair publishes Dec. 6, behind | Ray Whitney, U. S. Ambassador to general manager of WPTR, Albany, vany sadly, “He’s approached leaders of both parties. He doesn’t care
how he gets there. He’s got too much money to be told he hasn’t a
a $50,000 advertising-promotion-; Great Britain
has formed Marty Ross Enterprises
merchandising campaign, it re- j
William Miller, chief editorial Inc. to conduct a public relations chance . . . He doesn’t realize that practical politician^, who drink and
Ports.
* writer, and George Cornish, execu- business in Albany. He will con¬ smoke and eat what they please and hate exercises, Jook upon his health
-tive editor, will join in answering tinue his WPTR affiliation. Ross is ideas as some kind of megalomania. They think he’s made his millions
MM M’s Good Cookbook
! questions following the talk; Tex a younger brother of Herbert by transforming an undersirable mental affliction into a-commercial as¬
Mary Margaret McBride, who; McCrary, public relations counsel Schwartz, branch manager for Co¬ set. When your think of Bernarr Macfadden as a presidential candidate
did more- for other people’s books ;.and tv personality, will introduce lumbia Pictures.
you immediately think of the fun he would “stop you from haying if he
than anybody in the field of radio! the publisher:
Managing editor of the Times- got elected.”
and . tv. has come out with a fat!
Tammany Passed Up A Sucker
Herald, Moose Jaw, Sask., for five
volume called “Harvest of Ameri-S
% Mont’l Dailies Fold
years, Ronald E. Brownridge, 34,
It was Olvany's summation that Macfadden wouldn't‘be cured until
can Cooking" (Putnam; $7.50). ?
Within a month, two daily tabs has been named editor-in-chief of his money ran out. “They’ll take his shirt off his back, But that won’t
Anigricc; turns out more cookbooksr will have folded in Montreal. First the News Chronicle in Port Arthur, be so had for be hates clothes. And if he has to run around naked he
than tcooks. but if. they will read1 it was the Herald and now La Ont. Both papers are in the Roy can live on two bits of cracked wheat a day. He’s got nothing to lose
this' one visitors might get a good Patrie has announced they will Thomson chain. Brownridge had hut his money, hut at the rate he’s going he'll spend more of-it than
meal, anywhere in the country, for cease publication as of Nov.' 15. 17 years’ service with the Timesany man in American history who ever tried to become President.”
she {has collected 1,000 recipes! The 17,000-circulation La Patrie Herald and for a while served partNo psychiatrist, whatever his fee, could have diagnosed Macfadden’s
from all over tke country and tells ? has been dropping steadily over time as news editor of radio sta¬
malady
better. But it’s a great story and as American as Post Toasties.
In sprightly prose where she ate the past year and management has tion CHAB, Moose Jaw.

! SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK {
By Frank Scully, +♦♦♦
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CHATTER

{and vail concern present-day
f nnilnn
trustee of Lowell Technological In-1
{Berlin.
LUilllUil
stitute by Governor Foster Furcolo. i
Eva Bartqk to do the lead in the
Garden /0135/6/7)
Jack Mercer, manager of Loew’s.?
Radio-video author Mona Kent
(Covent Garden/0135/6/7)
Claire Bloom bedded with flu.
~
. _State for past nine years, transrecuperating from recent major new Divina film, “Der Arzt von
Bill Watters, publicist, in from
jStalingrad,” (The Doctor from n^ei-eiViS^es
by Robert ferre(j to Younge Street Toronto.
surgery.
Stalingrad). She stars opposite 6. Clark, Elstree production boss, as Karl Fasick, Loew’s flack here, re- Honolulu.
Art Ford: began filming “Love
.a axreclorplaced Mercer.
George Seaton back from N.Y.
and Jazz” in the Village as an indie E. Hasse.
Arthur Miller’s “Death of a
British starlet Jacqueline Curtis
Eva Gabor, Jack Haley, Ray ana Washington.
production.
jaCk Littlefield actor cl nnced
Joseph Hazen winged west for Salesman” due to be presented in leaving London next month to set- Bolger, J. Fred Coots, Lew Parker
this tie in the U. S,
and Betty Kean heading the Uniied name to Jack Rer’o
*
b
two weeks of huddles with partner Moscow’s Artist’s Theatre
winter, according to a report from[ Tessie O’Shea due to spend Fund Drive kickoff at Symphony
i.'ddie
Fisher* moved
into a new
nmu
Hal Wallis.
Eddie Fishers
moved into
: i Christmas in Germany entertain- Hall Wednesday (13).
home
Molly and Cholly (21) Berns cele¬ Radio Moscow.
home in
in WestwoSd
Westwood. .d
Romy^Schneider, top young Ger- jmg the American forces.
—Taina
Elu returned
returned from
from 26-day
vfi-dsv
brating their 25th anni with a 21
Taina Elg
man actress, due to go to America
Tonia Bern opened a cabaret en•tour
Club bash Dec. 1.
tour ior
for “Les Girls.”
Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox eariy next^year for the opemng of | gagement at the Colony this week.
ilaVdila
Jack Hirshberg joined Rogers,
By Jay Mallin
Cowan
v.p., returned from Europe yester¬ her film Sissi, which Disney is f yickie Stewart is due at the EmCowan &
& Jacobs
Jacobs flackery.
flackery.
day (Tries.) on Hie Queen Mary.
rewa*SSI,, T-e^'c
fmmdPd !bassy Club Dec* 2*
(Calle 13 No. 416; Vedado; F-6579)
Anne Francis studying for a
Hamburg s recently-founded,
h. nnmJna+inn llinhh
T
real estate brokers license.
American Ballet Theatre hits Freie
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Crosby's 'Cap Gains' Deal
Continued from page 1 ;
Later says was agreed to by all
parties, the agent, with backing by
producer Charlie Wicks, was to
have advanced Crosby the money
to film the one-hour spec, with
agent buying back the complete
product at $200,000 over the nega¬
tive cost, with payment spread out
so that Crosby would have become
eligible for the capital gains setup.
(Alternate deal for a live show was
a straight $100,000 fee.)
Under these terms, Later and
Wicks would have had the subse¬
quent-showing rights to the film as
well as any theatrical deals that
would have come up after the
video date. Showing was to have
taken place Dec. 11 over CBS-TV
for one hour starting at 10 p.m.
Later declares that everything
was agreed to by Crosby. Follow¬
ing preliminary discussions W’ith
the performer’s brother and busi¬
ness manager, Everett Crosby,
Later, at request of Crosby’s Coast
office, flew out to California for
meetings with Bing. Following a
slight delay of one day during
which
Crosby married
actress
Kathy G. ant, Crosby and Later
met for a full day working out de¬
tails for the show. Among the stip¬
ulations made by Bing, according
to Later, was the Duying of either
Toots Camerotta, Nelson Riddle or
David Ross as conductor. In addi¬
tion, he asked for an enlarged ros¬
ter of guests to include Phil Harris
and Ethel Merman. Later says he
contacted both these performers
while on the Coast and ascertained
their availability. Guests previous¬
ly booked included Sarah Vaughan,
Georgia Gibbs and the Hi-Lo'’s.
Later says that ShultOn Inc., the
toiletries outfit which was to have
sponsored the full show' originally,
bought the time from CBS on the
basis of a telegram of confirmation
from Everett Crpsby. Even when
the United States Time Corp.
(Timex i came into the picture,
Crosby didn’t complain. Later says.
In fact, according to Later, Crosby
thought it rather funny that Timex
bought him after throwing over
Bob Hope because of Hope’s ap¬
pearance on the Frank Sinatra
ABC-TV show, partially sponsored
by a Timex competitor, Bulova. At
no time did Crosby complain of the
Timex sponsorship, nor did he ever
tell Later that he felt that he
would have too much video expos¬
ure with this show, according to
the agent.
Subsequent to further assurance
from the Crosby office, Sbulton is
claimed to have sent out 150,000
mailing pieces. Crosby, upon re¬
turning from a fishing trip in Spo¬
kane, notified Everett Crosby that
he wouldn’t do the show because
of "too much exposure.’’
The cost to Shulton for the time
to be purchased for the show’ was
$144,000. Entire cost of the show
would have been $452 000.
Interesting angle for the trade is
the modus operand! of getting a
capital gams deal out of a onetimer. It’s seen that others will he
approached upon this basis with
probably an added gimmick of do¬
ing the original show live and then
selling the kinescope rights for
subsequent runs and theatrical
showings. Later says that Bing’s
accountants had okayed the capital
gains setup as bein1; valid.
In addition. Later has filed a
protest with the American Federa¬
tion of Television & Radio Artists,
which hasn’t yet decided upon its
course of action. What will be done
on this score is also a matter of
considerable interest in the trade.
CBS Sets Deadline
CBS-TV has. given Shulton and
Timex a deadline of the end Of this |
week to come up with a suitable j
property with which to replace the
projected Bing Crosby spec on Dec.
11. Network takes the position it
would like to allow’ the two spon¬
sors to telecast a special on that
date, but must be able to give
"Armstrong Circle Theatre” suf¬
ficient notice to go ahead with its
regular show that date in the event
that Shulton and Timex can't find
a property.
Sponsors, it’s reported, have
made overtures to do a one-hour
series of highlights from "Most
Happy Fella,” but prospects for a
deal are dim. Frank Loesser mu¬
sical closes its Broadway run Dec.
14 and takes to the road on Christ*
mas Eve, and Loesser, it’s stated.

feels a onehour recap of the show
would hurt its chances on the road.

Crosby’s—‘Never A Deal’
Hollywood, Nov. 12.
That on-again off-again Bing
Crosby spec for Shulton and Tim¬
ex on CBS-TV Dec. 11 was never
on, as far as the singer-actor is
concerned.
Crosby said here he will not star
in the proposed spec, and made
clear, too, that he has never com¬
mitted himself to any such pro¬
ject Sponsors ordered anjiour on
Dec. 11 from CBS, apparently
without Bing’s knowledge.
0rosby recounted that agent Ken
Later of N.Y. had come to the
Coast to discuss the project with
him and remarked, "the show
sounded good, but I told him I felt
it would give me too much expo¬
sure. I will be on Frank Sinatra’s
Christmas show on ABC, then on
the CBS telecast of my Pebble
Beach golf tournament Jan. 12, and
the Dec. 11 date would give, me
three shows within a month—and
that’s too much.”

Instiiulionals
Continued from page 3 —
to be repeated this year. However,
exhibs in large number proved
chilly on its continuation. They’re
telling COMPO they’ll participate
again but only if it’s imperative—
meaning, all spontaneous enthusi¬
asm has waned and it now seems
doubtful that the stunt will re¬
sume.
Not going any place is the plan
for a group of industry leaders in
each locality to call on newspaper
publishers and editors. Designed
to stimulate more, press coverage
of the picture business and en¬
hance relations with the fourth
estate, there’s no consistency in
this area.
Now, though, many exhibitors
feel their position with the local
papers might he jeopardized if “out¬
siders” came on the scene and per¬
haps "talked down” to the home¬
town newspaper officials. In other
words, the fear is prevalent in the
field that the exec missionaries
might do more harm than good
and the exhibs are in a better po¬
sition to deal with the local pa¬
pers.

Local Press Hypo
So, instead of this approach, the
theatremen themselves will take
on the job of stimulating added
press coverage of films and, for
equipment, in a £hort time will
be supplied with a brochure pre¬
pared by Oscar A. Doob, public
and press relations specialist hired
by the Motion Picture Assn, of
America.
Brochure points up,
among. other things, the public’s
interest in picture material as re¬
flected in the heavy readership of
fan magazines.
Dropped is. the proposal to in¬
vite press reps from all key cities
to Hollywood for perhaps a week
of onceovering the inner workings
of production.
Extensive use of radio as a
medium to plug the industry was
thought about, tested, and appar¬
ently is now forgotten. MPAA’s
ad-pub committee tried this out
via stations in Rochester, N. Y.,
and Denver. Spot time was bought
on newsand discussion shows, dur¬
ing which mentions were made of
the values of pictures and the local
theatres. This was believed bene¬
ficial but there was no way of ac¬
curately measuring the results, and
nation-wide application is not like¬
ly to come off.
Yawn Like Thunder
Apparently of doubtful status is
the most ambitious scheme pro¬
jected within the framework of
the business-building campaign.
This called for an institutional ad¬
vertising approach to. cost- $2,500,000 a year for up to five years.
Numerous agencies - were called
in by the MPAA’s ad-pub commit¬
tee to submit campaigns and one
was selected' after protracted dis¬
cussions and meetings. An impor¬
tant trade angles figures in this,
for financial participation already
has been pledged by Theatre Own¬
ers of America via. Ernest Stellings,
president of this group. He said
the membership would ante up
over $1,000,000 as the TOA share.
Thus, MPAA would assume the
identity of the heavy if the cam¬
paign were to be abruptly scuttled.

So, Instead, key circuit leaders are
to be apprised of the campaign
and asked to spell out the size of
their, bankrolling, .Could be, of
course, they'll do this but this is
not for certain.
And militating
against it is the fact that Leonard
H. Goldenson, United Paramount
president, won’t go along with any
kind of institutional bally unless
the distributors change around
their releasing schedules so that
important pictures are made avail¬
able during "off” periods.
The
distrib§, have shown no inclination
to do this.
All in all, the business building
idea stirred industry excitement on
all levels \vnen in the blueprint
stage. It was given formal approval
by,the film, company presidents
sitting as. the MPAA board. But
considerable indifference has since
set in. If nothing gets off the
ground, this will be in keeping with
traditional aloofness to anything
resembling unified Industry action.
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further ground financially. The or?
der, finally adopted, requested the
Mayor to have it stipulated that
any arrangements should not re¬
SJ— Continued from page TS s—
sult In any cost to Boston taxpay¬
State withh lding. tax and’ 5% ers, and that it should be debated
by the Mayor’s 109-member Com¬
Equity dues.
mittee for Civil Progress.
“One actor in ‘Look Back in
Anger’ was already getting .a great
deal more than the $250 mentioned
in the story as the highest pay in
the cast. He wanted more “money,
so I offered to give him a raise in £= Continued from page 73
return for extending his contract
expense), plus 23% of the profits.
from next June 30 to the same date
The hackers will get 40% of the
in 1959. He refused, so I offered to
net (instead of the usual 50%).
make the extension only until Dec.
The production is capitalized for
1, 1958. He also refused that, and
$100,000, with provision for 20%
apparently Is now satisfied with overcall.
. .
his present contract.”
Inge’s previous produced plays
When "Anger” was originally were "Come Back, Little Sheba;”
produced by the English Stage Co. presented by the Theatre Guild;
at a small non-West End Theatre "Picnic,” done by the Guild and
in London, members of the com¬ Joshua Logan, and “Bus Stop,”
pany were under contract for ap¬ offered by the Robert Whitehead
proximately $28 a week, Merrick & Roger L. Stevens. All three paid
reveals. When the John Osborne off and all were adapted for the
’drama closes on Broadway, or the screen. "Picnic” won the Pulitzer
original cust members leave it, and Drama Critics Circle prizes
they will be obligated to fulfill the for the 1952-53 season.
’
Continued from page 75 —— balance of their English Stage Co.
contracts at $28 a week.
Fredericksburg, Va. (22); College
Merrick contradicts an Equity
Aud., Sweetbriar, Va. (23); St. Jo¬
seph's College Aud., Emmitsburg, assertion that there is any prospect
of
his being put oh the union's list
Md. (24).
Continued from page 74
of "defaulting managers.” As for —
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (Victor
statements that he sought to pay Tuesday,” scheduled to open on
Jory)—Coconut Grove (Fla.) Play¬
two weeks' salaries in settlement Broadway the last week in January.
house (11-23).
of run-of-the-play contracts for his
Actors Equity has okayed the im¬
Country Wife (tryout) (Julie Har¬
previous shows, the producer re¬ portation of all seven performers
ris,
Laurence
Harvey,
Pamela
marks
with
wide-eyed
candor,
“I
in
the London production of "Sum¬
Brown)—National, Wash. (11-23).
certainly wish I could, but Equity mer of the 17th Doll” for the up¬
Dark at the Top of the Stairs won’t let me.”
coming Broadway presentation of
(tryout)—Wilbur, Boston (11-23).
the play.
Other Angles
Diary of Anne Frank (Joseph
The various English actors he * William Nichols and Joseph Fox
Schildkraut)—-Erlanger, Chi (11-1
employed in his production of will be associated with Saint Sub23).
Thornton Wilder’s “The Match¬ ber in producing "The Duchess and
Genius and the Goddess (tryout)
the Smugs,” slated for Broadway
maker” of two seasons**ago didn’t
(Nancy Kelly, Alan Webb)-r-Shupresentation next season.
bert. New Haven (13-16); Locust, think he paid starvation .wages,
"Long After Love,” by Japanese
Merrick
declares.
“Most
of
them
Philly (18-23).
writer Yulrio Mishima, is scheduled
signed new contracts to go on the
Happiest
Millionaire
(Walter
for off-Broadway production next
road with the comedy,” he dis¬
Pidgeoh)—Hartman, Columbus (11January by Gulliver Productions.
13); Memorial Aud., L’ville (14-16); closes, "and several of them wrote
Barry Nelson, who’s been star¬
me letters of thanks afterward, say¬
American, St. Louis (18-23).
ring
in the London production of
ing that they hoped I’d use them
Look Homeward, Angel (tryout)
"No Time for Sergeants” for the
in
future
plays
1
might
produce.”
(Anthony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet,
last 15 months, plans to return to
Besides his three new capacity- Broadway early next spring as pro¬
Hugh Griffith) — Walnut, Philly
attendance shows, “Look Back in ducer and star of "Odd Man In.”
(11-23).
Anger,” “Romanoff and Juliet” and The comedy, an English adapta¬
Middle of the Night (Edward G,
Robinson)—Royal Alexandra, To¬ the musical “Jamaica,” the pro- tion-by Robin Maugham of the
ronto (11-16); Hanna, Cleve. <18- : ducer has plans for two more French farce, "Monsieur Masure,”
Broadway ventures this season. by Claude Marnier^ has been run¬
23).
Miss Isobel (tryout)
(Shirley This first will be the current Lon¬ ning on the West End since last
Booth) — Shubert, New Haven don hit, John Osborne’s "The En¬ July under the production auspicies
tertainer,” with Lawrence Olivier of Henry Sherek. The original.
(20-23).
repeating his original starring per¬ French version is in its third Paris
Music Man ^tryout) — Shubert,
formance, and the secord, due n£xt season.'
Philly (18-23).
Katherine Anne’ Porter’s “Pale .
My Fair Lady. (2d Co.) (Brian March, will be the Paris and Lon¬
Aherne, Anne Rogers) — Shubert, don revue, "La Plume de -JMa Horse,Tale Rider” is scheduled for
off-Broadway production by BradTante,”
to
be
presented
in
partner¬
Chi (11-23).
ely Phillip and David Wheeler at
No Time for Sergeants (N. Y. ship with Joseph Kipnes.
Already scheduled for next sea¬ the Jan Hus Auditorium beginning
Co.)—Regent, Grand Rapids (11Dec.
6.
>
12); Saginaw (Mich.) Aud. (13-14); son are' two musicals, "Gypsy,”,
Elwood Emerick is booking a
Civic, Ft.. Wayne (15-16); Royal based on Gypsy Rose Lee’s autobio¬
concert
tour
for
artist-cartoonistAlexandra, Toronto (18-23).
graphical book, and "Destry Rides
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.) Again,” adapted from the film and author Don Freeman and his.
"Sketchbook Revue.”
—American, St.- Louis (11-16); the original Max Brand story. „
Laring Smith will costar with
Hartman, Columbus (18-23).
Reverting to his initial statement,
One Foot in the Door (tryout) Merrick reiterates that the basic Mix Adrian in the upcoming
Broadway musical, “Hearts and
(June Havoc)—Locust, Philly (11—
function of a producer is to have Dollars.”
16); Shqbert, Boston (18-23).
^
hits. "My primary obligation is to
Celeste Holm will star in "Inter¬
Rivalry (tryout) (Raymond MasSey, Agnes Moorehead, Martin my backers,” he insists: "Therefore, lock”
William Harrigan and Leon
Gabel)—Indiana U., Bloomington I must do everything I can to keep
(12); Scottish Rite Aud., Ft. Wayne, down costs. At the same time, I do Janney have been added to the cast
Ind. (13); U. of . Michigan, Ann not believe in paying subsistence of “Shadow of My Enemy.”
James Whitmore Will be
Arbor. (14); Bowling Green (O.) wages and I do not want to. fight
State tr. (15); Masonic Temple, the unions. It’s a matter of trying costarred with Dorothy McGuire
and Leon Ames in "Winesburg,
Del. (16); Memorial Hall, Lima, O. to strike a reasonable balance.
(18); Municipal Aud., L’ville (19);
"That isn’t easy. At some point Ohio/’ .
Boris Aronson will design the
Keith Albee, Huntington, W. Va. it’s necessary to say *no.’ But it’s
(20); Municipal Aud., Charleston, impossible to satisfy everybody, so sets for "This Is Goggle.”
Shirley Farmer, producer Robert
W. Va. (21); Taft Aud., Cincy (22); some people are bound to be angry.
Veterans Mem. Aud., Columbus, That’s why I say I can’t win. I’m L. Joseph's private secretary, gets
the profile treatment in the N" O. (23).
like Willy Loman in ‘Death of a
vemher issue of Madamoiselle.
Rope Dancers (tryout) (Siobhan
Salesman.’ I want to be well liked.”
Adrian Hall will direct the
McKenna, Art Carney) — Ford’s,
Equity Library Theatre production
Balto (11-16) (Reviewed In Variety,
of "Trip to Bountiful,” which be¬
Nov. 6, ’57)..
gins a seven-performance run next
Separate Tables (Eric Portman,
Wednesday (20) at the Lenox Hill
Geraldine Page)—• Hanna, Cleve.
Playhouse, N.Y.' '
(11-16); Shubert, Cincy (18-23).
SSS Continued from page 73 —_
"Romanoff and Juliet” will alter
Shadow of My Enemy (tryout)
regular
performance
sked
(Ed Begley, Gene Raymond)— rooms were set up in the adjacent its
Thanksgiving Day.
The usual
Ford’s, Balto (20-23).
Fine Arts Theatre.
evening . performance
Tunnel of Love—Alcazar, S. F.
Since then, the Boston City Thursday
will be omitted in fayor of a mati¬
(11-23).
Council got an order introduced by
nee that day.
Waltz of the Toreadors (Melvyn
Councilor Gabriel F. Piemonte re¬
Leo Kerz will design the sets for
Douglas,
Paulette
Goddard) —
questing the Mayor "to make ar¬ "Cut of the Axe.”
Blackstone, Chi (11-23).
rangements for the use of facilities
Sets for "Captain’s Paradise”
of L-oew’s State Theatre for such will be designed by Jo Mielsiner.
cultural activities as the opera, bal¬
The Equity Library Theatre’s
let and musical shows.” This drew annual cocktail party will be held
the support of Councilor Edward Dec. 15 at the Hotel New Yorker,
J. McCormack Jr., but qualifying N.Y.
/’
■ •
: ’
jaa; Continued from page 7
amendments were forced * through
Barbara Baxley has been added
-overall industry results would be by Council prexy William J. Foley to the cast of "Palm Tree in a Rose
made public. He said one copy of Jr. and Councilor Patrick F. Mc¬ Garden.”
the underlying data had been fur¬ Donough.
Richard BaSehart has been ’set
nished the U. S. Treasury, which
Foley and McDonough objected for the leading role m "The Day
presumably still hacT~the figures. to any plan that would saddle tax- the Money Stopped.”
Kevin McCarthy and Gaby Rod¬
He refused to give Dunne any in¬ ; payers with further expense. Foley
dividual statistics.
argues that "people,have lost the gers will standby for Henry Fonda
Trial-, which started in mid-July habit of going to the theatre be¬ and Anne Bancroft, respectively, in
and stems from suit filed in May, cause they have to pay so much to “Two for the Seesaw.” Sets for /
1950, is expected to he over by get in the door.” He said he didn’t the production will be designed by

David Merriek

Inge’s ‘Stairs’

Touring Shows

Legit Bits

Hub Needs Noise

Rental Averages

Christmas. Goldwyn Productions’
President James . Mulvey is still on
cross-examination and will be fol¬
lowed as witness by Goldwyn him¬
self. Then defense, which Is ex¬
pected to take three to four weeks,
will take over.

Want to see Boston taxpayers,
forced to “cough up a few pennies
just to give Helen^Hayes a chance
to make a buck in Boston.”
- ' McDonough said that he would
rather "risk the loss of cultural ad¬
vantages” than iop-see Boston: lose

George Jenkins.

Hugh Marlowe and K. T. Stevens
will-costar in "Janus” at the Pasa¬
dena (Cal.) Playhouse, beginning
tomorrow (Thurs.) Walter Granman will direct.
’ /
- Georges Guetary has been set to
star'in "Portofina.”

PftaiEfr
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umnist of the London . Sunday
Graphic, died of a heart attack
recently in London..

OBITUARIES

7*

"You’re Neglecting Our Kids’

George J. Hughes, 73, last sur¬
viving member of the Bison City
^ Continued from page 1
Foiir, oldtime vaude quartet, died
CHARLES J. BRABIN
! lotte, N. C., in 1924-25, and in the Oct. 24 in Bennington, Yt. His son 11 watch tv. It’s this audience made their older product available
which has been largely lost to the on 16m to churches, clubs, etc.,
Charles J. Brabin, 74, pioneer ensuing years was advanced from survives.
pix biz due to the unavailability of and others have sold it to tv, so
film director and widower of Theda Washington branch manager to dis¬
Sister, 39, of James Marterie, product that appeals to their im¬ it’s no longer bookable by the¬
Bara, silent picture star, died of a trict manager. In 1945, Berger was
atres.
heart attack NoV. 3 while being named southern division sales man¬ one of the owners of the New Nix¬ agination.
transported from his Santa Monica, ager with headquarters in Wash¬ on Cafe in Pittsburgh, died Nov. 5
Production of children’s films,
In the’ concert field, too, some
Ca!., home to a hospital.
ington.
of third-degree burns suffered in a efforts are being made via the particularly if they’re done with
Born in Liverpool, he came to |
Wife and sister survive.
fire in her Pitt home.
Young People’s concerts to pre¬ any kind of budget, represents an
this country in the early 1900’s and
economic problem. Theatres will
Ted Meredith, 67, U.S. Internal sent music at the level of the ju¬ play them, but they’ll do mostly
after a brief stage career, during
willy a. kleinau
which he both acted'and directed,
Willy A. Kleinau, 49, German Revenue agent and a familiar fig¬ venile, and, in the record industry, matinee and. weekend business.
he turned to the screen in 1908, stage and film actor, was killed ure to show folk, died recently ip the output of children’s disks def¬
The evenings are dead. Yet the
realizing its potentialities. Joining Oct. 23 in an auto accident on the New York. He was a former Olym¬ initely is oh the rise.
Disney “classics,” like “Cinde¬
the Edison. Co. in 1908, he imme¬ Berlin-Nuernberg highway. Active pic track star.
But it is the film field, long the
rella,” “Bambi,” “Snow White,”
diately became a director, later in stage and screen productions of
parents’* best friend when it came
etc., clean up every time they’re
Hans
Hunkele,
Bavarian
actor
in
directing most of Theda Bara’s both East Germany and West Ger¬
to entertainment for the young,
many, he appeared with the Berlin foik plays , and also a writer, died and certainly the medium with the reissued, proving the huge demand
films.
..
After windup at'Edison, Brabin, City Theatre as well as' with the of a lung ailment Oct 23 in Felda- greatest impact, where the loss of for this type fare.
Abroad, a good many children’s
fing. West Germany.
who became noted for his sensitive East Zone’s DEFA films.
the good shows Is felt the most.
direction, worked for such com¬
His last screen roles were. in two
films are made, but their produc¬
Mother, 74, of Jerome Baker, Extent to which the companies tion is government - supported.
panies
as Vitagrapli,
Essanay, West German pictures,1 “Der
were,
at
one
time,
conscious
of
Metro, William Fox, Samuel Gold- Hauptmann von Koepenick” and manager of RKO Keith’s in Wash¬
George Margolin tried to bring
wyn, Universal, MGM and First “Mein Bruder Josua.”
ington, and Chain’s D.C. rep, died the need to appeal to and educate over some, expertly done German
the youngest audience sector was
NationaL
Nov. 8 in Los Angeles.
kid pix for tv, hut was nixed by
dramatized by the operation of the
BURRITT WHEELER
Among his many pictures were
the broadcasters. He’s now mull¬
Mrs. Helen 'A. Stanley, 57, in Children’s Film Library within the
“Stella Maris,” “Mismates,” “TwinBurritt Wheeler, 73, veteran of
ing pitching a dubbed German
media department -of Leo Burnett framework of the Motion Picture
film of that special series at the
agency* and a Chicago advertising Assn, of America. Today, the Li¬
You Are in My Thoughts Every Day
woman since 1929, died Nov. 8 in brary, which used to see to it that theatres. Recently plans were re¬
ported for another production, in
| Chicago, Husband survives.
a selected list of good children’s
English, of the classic “Heidie” In
films was made available in the
Josephine L. Baklan, 55, mem- companies’ branches, has virtually Munich.
According to McIntosh, MPEA
: ber of U exchange staff in Pitts¬ ceased to function.
Loving You Always, Your Wife,
members may transfer the Chil¬
burgh (for 29 years, died in that
‘Low Status Quo*
; city Oct. 28 after a brief illness.
dren’s Library project abroad. No
ORA PEASE
According to Stanley McIntosh, definite plans have been made,
Helen Charrelle, former dancer the MPEA’s new community rela¬ but it’s agreed from the outset
kletoes,” "Beast of the City,” “New West Coast radio, died Nov. 11 in and legit actress, died Nov. 1 in tions head, the library Is at a “low that, with children’s programming
Morals for Old,” “Mask of Fu Man- Encino, CaL He entered radio in New York, after a brief illness. status quo.” Most of its favored such a real concern overseas, such
chu,” “Stage Mother,” “Day of 1942, with no previous theatrical Mother and sister survive.
releases no. longer are available, an American move would pan out
Reckoning”
and
“A
Wicked experience, and for a time directed
and the film companies, despite at least as a standout public re¬
the “Housewives’ P.r otective
Woman.”
Lansing- K. Tevis, 65, managing
Retiring in the middle ’30s, Bra¬ League” program On KNX, Holly¬ director of Don Lee radio station prodding, have refused to supply lations gesture. In Britain, J. Ar¬
prints.
To make matters worse, thur Rank for years produced
bin for years' thereafter lived wood. In 1948, he brought a pro¬ KFRC in the 1920’s, died Nov. 3 in
present market conditions don’t al¬ films specially for youngsters.
quietly with his wife, in Beverly gram of homespun philosophy and San Francisco.
low the production of children’s
Hills until her death several years commentary to KFI, Los Angeles,
ago. Widely travelled, he spent long which he continued until his recent
Mother, of comedienne Beatrice films, the few from Walt Disney
periods on the Riviera and during illness.
Lillie, died Nov. 6 in Henley-Ori- representing exceptions. ..
MARRIAGES
Survived by wife, son and a Thames, England.
his jaunting .through Europe ac¬
Recently, an International Cen¬
Carolyn Cline to Byron Raphael,
quired many valuable objects of daughter.
ter of Films for Children was Las Vegas, Nov. 0. Groom, son of
art, becoming an expert art con¬
Brother, 51, of Richard Tucker, formed
under
the
aegis
of yet music publisher Fred Raphael,
WILLIAM RADCLIFFE
Metropolitan Opera tenor, died UNESCO. The proposed American is with the William Morris agency
noisseur.
, :
WilUam Radcliffe, 25, special Nov. 5 in Queens, N. Y.
Center for Children’s Filins would on the Coast.
events reporter for radio station.
VICTORIA WARD
aim to work within the fragiework
Elaine Marks to Jack Lieberman,
Mother, 82, of actor Preston Fos¬
Victoria Ward, 43, Canadian-born CFRA, Ottawa, Can., died Nov. 3
of the UNESCO organization. In Philadelphia, Nov. 9. * He’s an
stage and film actress whose real of coronary thrombosis in Ottawa, ter, died Nov. 6 in Pitman, N.J.
the words- of Peretz. William animation cameraman with Film
name was Victoria LeFleur, was He had conducted two “magazine”
Johnnes, who is sparking forma¬ & TV Graphics, in N.Y.
found dead in her Hollywood apart¬ shows on CFRA plus special chores
tion of the Center:
Nancy Riflcl to Roy A. Somlyo,
ment Nov. 6. Indications pointed to on assignment. Prior to that he
“Children, need motion pictures Nov. 2, Greenwich, Conn. Bride
a natural death, but because of the worked as .announcer and musician
that are created carefully and ■ is a model, professionally known as
circumstances an autopsy was or¬ on radio and television in Bran¬
don, Manitoba.
’' :
especially for them much as 1 they Nancy Vincent; he's general man¬
Continued front page 71
dered.
Surviving are his wife, daifghter,
She came to Hollywood , seven
have books, concerts and plays ager for St. John Terrell’s music
Boliino, Paris
parents and two sisters.
designed for their special taste. tents during the summer and for
with some excellent aero acts to Children need to learn how to ap¬ the new Miami Music Theatre this
winter.
make this in for good receipts.
WILLIAM N. LEVANWAY
In Beloved Memory of
preciate films just as they have to
Tom .& Jerry perform some hep
! William N. Levanway, 63, head
be taught to appreciate music, the
of the film editorial department at acrobatics on a pair of widely I
dance, painting and. literature.”
Metro from 1948 until his retire¬ ‘spaced parallel bars for yock as
BIRTHS
Purpose of the Center* will be
ment last year, died Nov. 2 In Hoi-, well as. sock shenanigans. Quaino
NOY. 14th, 1751
Lieut. (J.G.) and Mrs. Marvin
lywood. He had .been with Metro ups on what looks like a three to gather information on the child
Salomon, daughter, San Diego,
HORTENSE wd JACK JR.
since the firm was organized in globed street lamp to balance* atop, film audience, to disseminate info
Cal., Nov. 0, Paternal grandfather
1924, In the early Thirties he was the big globe on rings and other on this audience and the films is vet songplugger A1 Salomon.
a production assistant to Joseph feats to make this a topgrade turn. made for it, and to assist in the
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Van patten,
years ago, where she appeared on Mankiewicz, Dor'e
Domenechs (2) do a savvy, organizing of special children's
Schary and
stage, screen and television. In Harry Rapf at the. Culver City lot. smooth hand-to-hand biftd a fast film screenings. First stage of the son, New York, Oct. 17. Father is
1955, she appeared in the Pasadena
Wife, sister and brother survive. carioca rhythm, and wind in a Center’s activities is to be devoted an actor; mother is a former
Playhouse production of “Please
clever parody of how different na¬ entirely to the gathering of infor¬ dancer.
Communicate,” more recently in
tionalities would do* it. Smart and mation.
JOY LAFLEUR
Johnnes is connected .Mr. and Mrs. Howard Berk,
tv’on "Matinee Theatre.*” Last Sep¬
Joy LaFleur, 43,■ Canadian ac¬ graceful, this is a good interna¬ with -the Museum of the City of daughter. New York, Nov. 4. Fa¬
tember, she returned to Canada to tress,. died Now. 6 in Los Angeles. tional number. Frank Roze wraps
N.
Y„
where
he has arranged ther is with the CBS-TV press in¬
appear in the Stratford, Ont., Active in both Canadian and u:s. up this outsize, entertainment¬
formation dept,; mother is the for¬
special children’s film shows on
Shakespearean festival.
films, radio-tv and legit, she played laden show with a recalcitrant
mer Phyllis Lavine, ex-Young &
Surviving are twiA sons, Anthony Queen Gertrude in the Stratford, juggling act that is tops in giving Saturday mornings.
Rubicara publicity dept.
Town
Hall
Experiment
and Henri LaFleur, students at Ont., production of. “Hamlet” last a mock edge due to the perfection
Mr. and Mrs. Eduardo Moreno,
An equal concern over the lack daughter,. Mexico City, Oct. 28. Fa¬
McGill U, Toronty.
summer;'. Her U.S. films include i of-the manipulations.
of
suitable
children’s
entertain¬
“The Sixth of June” and “24 Steps [ To. finish he balances .a golf,
ther is a brother and legal rep of
DR. GEORG ASAGAROFF
club, on one across his skull, on ment motivated Ormond Drake, Cantinfias (Mario Moreno).
to Baker Street”
Dr. Georg Asagaroff, 65, head of
which he has a golf ball with a club the director of Town Hall, to in¬
Two sons survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Stone,
the synchronization division for
on that and spins the top club with stitute a series of children’s plays, San Jose, Cal., Nov. 5. Paternal
Columbia Films in Germany and:
a cue stick. It sounds complicated, the accent being on audience par¬ grandfather is Irving Rubine, tv
/ NORMAN FERGUSON
long active in the European film ;
Norman Ferguson, 53, veteran and is, but this fine trouper makes ticipation.* First presentation, on writer and former veepee'of Dougindustry, died Nov. 2 in Munich of animation - director, died Nov. .4 in it all look easy.
Nov. 2, was “Dame Wiggin's Di¬ fair.
complications following; flu.'
Bobino remains a nabe vaude lemma,” a traditional English pan¬
Hollywood. A' director-artist with
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Rubine, son,
Born in Serpuchow. near Mos¬ Walt Disney for 20 years, he re¬ staple with- a big following.
tomime, created by Magda Neeld. daughter. New York, Nov. 4. Fa¬
cow, he was an author, director cently took charge of production
MosTc,
ther is v.p.-general manager of
Reaction
having
been
excellent,
and distributor of films. A student at Shamus-Culhane Productions.
WABC-TV, N.Y.
it’ll be repeated on Dec. 7.- Miss
with the famed German director
Wife, two daughters and son
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Fink, son; Los
Neeld’s group now is rehearsing Angeles, Nov, "8. Father is a flack.
Professor Bauer, he worked for survive.
“Cinderella.” Meanwhile, on Dec.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Moore, son,
14,
another
group
will
put
on
Los Angeles, Nov. 0. Father is an
HAROLD McCORD
- - ■ Continued from page 5
“Treasure Isle,” aiid the two will assistant director at Columbia,
In Loving Memory
Harold McCord, 64, former head
Entire project mother is actress Shirley Allard.
of the Warner Bros, editing depart- needs only to sell the Surf to get then alternate.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Spurgeon,
[ment, died of a cerebral hemor¬ a profitable return on its holdings eventually will come out under
rhage Nov. 3 in Hollywood. He in that area, because if it noTonger the heading -of Small-Fry Theatre. daughter, Omaha, Sept. 19. Fa¬
Nov. ID, 1756
had retired 14 months ago after needs control of the other two Drake, who’s associate Dean of ther is an announcer; mother is in
33 years .at the studio. '
booking operations it can dispose N. Y. University, admitted that the charge of a model school.
ESTHER AND MOTHER
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Kalman, son,
Son, Russell, a film editor, sur¬ of them readily. Paramount has setup won’t pay for the time being,
Hollywood, Nov. 6.
Mother is
vives.
announced intentions of using the hut said it was necessary because
daughter of Ben Gilbert, Coast
of
“the
great
dearth
in
children's
Esquire as a showcase, and Tele¬
UFA, Universal and other film
head of Irving Berlin office.
GEORGE STEINHAUS
entertainment**
management
could
book
the
Car¬
organizations.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Clarke, son.
George Steinhaus, 81, former
Young Men’s Hebrew Assn, in
Asagaroff founded “Dacho,” the concert violinist, orchestra leader, negie itself.
Burbank, Cal., Nov. 8. Mother is
Meanwhile the Surf is being fit¬ Gotham also is doing standout singer Alyce King of King Sisters;
organization fpr all groups affili¬ vaude director and music synchro¬
work
with
children,
particularly
in
ted
with
large
screen
and
Cinemaated with films, and is credited nizer in silent picture houses, died
father is an actor.
Scope lenses because of the in¬ the drama field.
with discovering many young Ger¬ Nov. 7 in Forest Park, Ill
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Grossman,
Film exhibitors frequently are daughter. New York. Nov. 1. Fa¬
creased number of foreign films
man actors. From 1946 until 1949,
A sister survives.
as a theatre owner, he was second
requiring them.
Neither down¬ interested in children’s shows, but ther is conductor of the touring
chief of the Bavarah Film Theatre
BILL CHARNEY „
town art house is so outfitted. How¬ prefer running “action” type pix NBC Opera Co., mother is the for¬
Owners Assn. ; Since 1949 he had
Bill Charney, 53, Hollywood ever, as* film equipment dealers actually aimed at teenagers. Ar¬ mer Anne Chotzinoff. daughter of
been with Columbia Films.
agent, died Nov. 3 in Los Angeles. note, the price of such improve¬ gument is that (1) there aren’t Samuel Chotzinoff, general music
He had been hospitalized since Oct. ments can be amortized in a cou¬ many good children’s films any¬ director of NBC.
rudolph Berger''"
24 following a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry B’*ov.n, son,
ple of years or sold readily should way, and (2) kids these days are
Rudolph Berger, 67, who retired
Three brothers and a sister sur¬ the theatre be sold.
so much with adults, they prefer Philadelphia, Nov. 13. Father is
as southern division sales manager vive.
/'•
co-conductor
of WTPEN’s 950 Club.
Harry Balaban has emphasized the adult entertainment.
for Loew’s Inc., last February, died
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Redfield,
MPAA’s film library was deci¬
that no theatres owned by the cor¬
Nov. 6 in Washington, D.C.
Harry Alton Atwell, 78, longtime
daughter, New York, recently.
Berger launched his career in photographer for Ririgling Broth¬ poration will be thrown up for mated when the. companies Mother is actress-model Betsy
1919 with Associated Producers as ers and Bamum & Bailey Circus, grabs because of the current scare switched from nitrate to acetate Meade; father is an actor.
Washington branch manager. He died Nov. 5 in Sarasota, Fla. Wife in the industry. While not denying and didn’t want to underwrite the ' Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harris. son.Nov.
that purchase offers have been expense of milking new prints for 8. New Haven. Mother is former
later became New York branch and two brothers survive.
made ; recently regarding various the infrequently used children’s dancer Geraldine Delaney; father
manager for American Releasing
Corp. He also served briefly, as
Thomas Scott (‘Scotty?) Hall, 43, H&E houses, he states that none films. p Also, explained McIntosh. is general manager for the Broad¬
branch manager fo^ M^tr^ ^t 'C^ai^ ^ny^ratftiXjSfS^i^ter. .aiu^qol,-. are currently under considena^on. §ever$l J4 - the epmpapies - have. way; musical, “LiT.Ahjper.”;

i

House Reviews

JACK MelNERNEY

Housing Project

HAROLD LEONARD
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Aiiur M. Loew; Sen of the Founder
; Arthur M. Loew, president oL
'Doew's International and for
♦ Short time president of the parent
organization, of which his father,
‘■the late Marcus Loew,. was found-.
;er, reportedly is bowing out of the
: corporation.
., The now 60-year-old son, who has
.freed drawing a salary of $4,000 a
?Week,,is sai4 to feel he “has had*
It’C-meaning. his incumbency has
-peased beings compatible with the
'potion of major stockholders and
X j bahker investors who have been
Rebelling- against “old line" execs
«■
within , the Kbew’s-Metro frame-

ivptk-

;

Loew, who has spent his entire.
Wsiness cafeer with the corpora*
dhj became the “reluctant presieut” of the outfit when Nicholas
-M* Schenck Was forced to with¬
draw from this positiop early last
‘^ear.. After a tenure of several
jnobths he withdrew from the chief
"exec's post, which since has been!
*taken: over by Joseph R. Vogel, to
'resume as head of the foreign de¬
partment.
"r _Nq4 official announcements have
•been made regarding Loew or a
'successor, but itrs hinted by in* sicfers that George Muchnic, who
'has'been second in command un:der Loew, is likely to take over.
" Meanwhile, Charles ...C, Mosko"wltz, former v.p.-treasufer-director
:«f Loew’s, also is reported leav¬
ing the company ahead ofjiis of*
•tidal' exit date.
• j

t

.SeU IHsks, PntMoaey
Info Science Research .
Apd Aid Brit’s Defense
Londoh, Nov. 19.
Booming British disk sales are
. aiding the country In its defense
and scientific research programs.
This means that the rock ’n’ rollers
and the crooners are bankrolling
the back-room boys oh top secret
work.
Two British disk companies,
Electric Sc Musical Industries, and
Decca, both of whom; .contribute
almost endlessly to the? weekly Top
10. British disk bestsellers, have
large research departments, and
profits from disk production, now
at an all-time high, ar-e ploughed
back into the parent companies to
aid the eggheads with their work.
Latest .record sales figures for
the year, .up.until. August (the last
released),, stand, at j Mat below $23,613,000, .excluding sales tax. EMI
and Decca take a major part of
this revenue.. ‘
Apart’ from manufacturing and
doing research into household ap¬
pliances, radio, tv, radar,- and other
allied products,-* great deal of ex¬
perimental work'is being carried
out for the armed forces and other
government departments. Almost
all of this comes under the heading
of “Top Secret."
EMI, which controls seven labels,
(Continued on page 26)

LfllHST
GREEN STAMPS TO HYPO
PIC B0X0FF1GE BLUES?
Chicago, Nov. 19.
A variation on a retailing promo¬
tional theme is being offered to ex¬
hibitors in Chicago. Joe Feulner,
general manager of H&E Balaban
Theatre Corp. proposed to film ex¬
hibitors here that they accept trad¬
ing stamps as admission to ..their
theatres/
The plan would supposedly work
■to the advantages of the stamp
company as well as theatres. By
trading stamps for theatre tick¬
ets Fijulner believes that houses
wives and teeners who would like
to cash in one or two books of
stamps rather than save hundreds
would so be encouraged to attehd
the theatres regularly. So far no
response from theatre owners.

Playwrights Get
2 Hits & Have 4
More Shows Due
The Playwrights Co. came up
with. two . apparent boxoffice h\ts
last week, giving it a 50-50 average
for the season thus far. The man¬
agement has a fifth opening tonight
(Wed.) and a sixth next week, with
at least two other entries due this
winter arid next spring for the
busiest season it has had in years.
The indicated new hits are-“Time
Rememhered,” which premiered
Tuesday (12) at the Morosco'Thea¬
tre to unanimously favorable re¬
views from the first-stringers of the
dailies, and “Nude with Violin,”
which opened Thursday - (14) to
generally unfavorable remarks but
has a sizable-advance sale and has
(Continued on page 79)

Marguerite Higgins’
Ciggie, Toothpaste
Com’is a D.C. Issue
Washington, Nev. 19.
News' correspondents here see
virtually'no‘likelihood that appear¬
ances- for* pay on sponsored tele¬
vision . news. panel shows might
cause forfeiture of membership in
the Congressional Press Galleries.
Issue ‘ Was' raised by Marguerite
Higgins,- .of the -New York Herald
Tribune. Washington Bureau, Whose
membership was revoked by the
Standing Committee, of Correspon¬
dents of the Press Galleries. Sec¬
tion of the eligibility rule which
Miss Higgins was charged with vio(Continued on page 18)

By BOB CHANDLER
This is television’s screwball sea¬
son.
Everybody’s nuts.
Which
isn’t saying much for the tradition¬
ally dizzy television business, ex¬
cept that the daffiness hit has hit
even the normally safe and sane
this year. Even belt-and-srispender agents, network execs and
sponsors have been infected, to the
point where some of the more
dispassionate observers think they
must be Alice in Videoland,
Season is only two short months
old, but look at some of the topsyturvyisms that have already gone
on:
*•
The New York Public Library
pulled its credits from a local New
York show that condemned war
(which is like condemning sin) on
the grounds that it doesn't partic¬
ipate in “sensitive” or controver¬
sial matters.
Two usually safe and sane ad¬
vertisers went so far' as to sign
contracts for an hour of prime
time for a show that wasn’t there.
Namely, Shulton and Timex, for
an hourlong Bing Crosby show on
CBS-TV Dec. 11 that Crosby said
he never agreed to do.
The New York Times went out
and interviewed its arch-rival’s
television critic, John Crosby, 14-;
year vet of the New York Herald
(Continued on page 52)
'

JEW FACES OF 1928’
(READ’EM AND SIGH)
Las Vegas, Nov. 19.
Desert Inn has set a new revue,
“New Faces of 1928,” for a sixweek run opening Feb. 25 prior to
a possible showcasing of the revue
as a tv spectacular. Jackie Bar¬
nett will produce in association
with Paul Ross..
Title of the revue Is* not a typo¬
graphical error. It will headline
Paul Whiteman, • Harry Riqhman,
Rudy VaUee- and Buster Keaton.

I Forgave Them!”
Lanza in London

London, Nov. 19.
Mario Lanza breezed into Lon¬
don to sing for the Queen at the
Royal Command Show last night
(Mon.) and to do a video stint
“I had no quarrel with Metro.
It’s the greatest studio in the
world. How. can you quarrel with
a bunch of guys who helped'to put
me where' I am? My quarrel was
with two guys, Dore Schary and
•Nick Schenck. They've gone. I'm
happy now. I was brought Into the
studio when Louis B.. Mayer heard
me at Hollywood Bowl,
“That-was-swell. But then the j
new regime came in and I was j
caught. Now, though Mr. Mayer i
has. gone I feel I am with friends I
again. Why didn't Schary and I get!
on? I don't know* That, sort of:
By JOE COHEN
* thing can happen. He didn’t be-j
lieve in me. He didn't think I.l
Sputnik Sr, and Jr. are set to could make The Great Caruso,'j
play a strategic role in the enter- one of the greatest musical film
tainment industry.
The sudaen grossers that have ever happened."
concern for science by Washtn3t >n ■ he ‘said.* .
.•.
indicates that fir ore tax programs
Lanza dismissed accusations that
\ 111 be- aimed at elimination or,
- (Continued- on* page 20)
reduction of all luxury items in
•‘lie budge*, and that the Treasury
Dept., until a new tax program
comes along, will attempt to get
the maximum but of present rev¬
enue sources.
Clue to the administration’s
(Continued- on page 16)

In Show Biz Orbit;
Taxes, Writeoffs

Q-TV Sez TelePrompTer
Article in SEP Damaging
To Tune of $1,100,000

Althea Gibson’s Single
The world’s. women’s singles
tennis champion Althea Gibson
plans a show biz career as a singer.
She virtually “broke in" her act
at the testimonial dinner to W.C.
Handy Sunday (17) at the Wal¬
dorf-Astoria, N.Y,
Misa Gibson feels that her ex¬
cursion Into cafes and disks as a
singer will not affect her amateur
standing in the tennis orbit

Q-TV Inc., a company engaged
in operating, leasing, renting and
maintaining.- television arid film
prompting devices, has filed a suit
in N. Y. Supreme Court asking a
total of $1,100,000 in damages from
the Curtis Publishing Co., the
TelePrpmpTer. Corp., and Irving
Kahn, president of TelePrompTer.
Basis of Q-TV's suit is an article
in the SEP entitled “Sore Cure for
Stage Fright." The article, * pro¬
file of Kahn and TelePrompTer,
(Continued os page 52)

World War II, and the men who
fought it, are getting their third
go-around in Hollywood. In addltion, the focus Is on America's
armed forces in the postwar world*
from Japan to Germany.
There have been at least two
distinct “war” cycles in films.
While the conflict was raging, the
screen was ablaze with stories of
men’s courage and sacrifice. The
aim was then partly to portray war
in a heroic light and also to make
the homefront aware of collective
and individual problems.^ hardships
and triumphs on the various fronts.
There wasn't much that was
“funny” then in the presence of
casualty lists, but some furlough
comedies were made.
When It was finally over in 1946*
a revulsion against war themes be¬
gan to grip the public and Holly¬
wood abruptly turned away from
battle to the problems of the post¬
war era. It was. then that Sam
Goldwyn’s “The Best Years of Our
Life” could clean up.
Came cycle number two, which,
stretched out over quite a few
years. War was no longer glorious.
It was grim, it was hell on the in¬
dividual. Fighters were no longer
absolutely brave, killing Japs and
Germans by the regiment. Actual
events were brought Ino sharper
focus and pictures like “Home of
the Brave” could weave race and
other issues into their story fabric.
Now, 8 third film cycle seems
rolling. It treats war from a dis¬
tance, putting individuals under a
microscope and examines more of¬
ten than not the impact of personal
contact between American military
personnel and “the conquered."
War now can be funny, it can be
viewed both critically and with a
(Continued on page 22)

Havana Nitery Sues For
‘Stopped Check’ Bet Debt
In Buffalo Supreme C’t
Buffalo, Nov. 19.
Question whether a check given
in payment for poker chips at a
Havana gaming casino must he
paid is before local Supreme Court
for decision.
Action was brought by the Tropicales Night Club of Havana
against Nelson H. Hause of Roch¬
ester on a check for $1,000 marked
“payment stopped” with which
Hause purchased poker chips in
December, 1955. Casino argues
that gambling being legal and
licensed in Havana, debts Incurred
in connection therewith are valid
contract obligations here.
Hause's counsel contends that
the Casino was a professional
gambling establishment and that
such an operation is not only ille¬
gal and void but contrary to public
policy of New York State, and
that the plaintiff therefore has no
rights here.
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Show Biz Salutes ff. C. Handy

of Chicago

Dr. Lester Asheim
details why

‘Father of the Blues* Honored at Waldorf, Ni Y.,
On His 84th Birthday

Films & TV Do The
Work But Folks
Still Read

j PATACHOU’SB’WAY

By ABEL GREEN

The pi i.r.'l ba.iroum of the Wal-j
dorf-A
v.as filled to capacity j
Sundav >17* niaht in tribute to i
William (\ Maud;;, “the daddy of'
the
bh.e
Spa od
by
the
Amencm
of Composers.
Author
&
Publishers,
with
ASCAP or< \y Pan! Cjjnningham
.
U-™ ;
toastian;Kmindatlon for :

Patachou is undertaking a onewoman
show
under
manager
Arthur Lesser’s direction at the
Golden Theatre, a,Broadway legit
house, scheduled for a Jan. 29
debut, a-la the Victor Borge and
?laurice Chevalier solo operations,

the B un! Pie
The banquet and '
varie.y s:i?»v. tha? followed was
linked to toe 84th birthday of the
famed «om'dser. h'-m-elf blind for;
„
. ... ,
imm-wMi. i
v
t p.’'
fip-ni-p' b»
imf ?»iu-Vd'V
oil*" eonstintlv
i
constant!j in
in

over Chevalier on such a venture
and, as result, had to sue the ’
French star, eventuating in a re-1
cenf settlement,
Patachou, French songstress now
at
Rio Hqtel
de Janeiro’s
pala<je
will do Copacabana
the second

SOLO VIA ART LESSER

The *Wa dorf dinner was the half by herself.
First half will
first of a number of events in his ; comprise three nr four special
mimic
honor.
A tribute by the
? )auetj'’
i
She will be
Actors Gmld at New York’s Savoy\khanning Pollock.
(Continued on page 26>
Ballroom ;s scheduled for Dec. 11
and a Carnegie Hall concert and
nthop
oiraiitc will
trill follow.
fnllnw
Ail funds
funds
other events
All
will go to bis pet charity/ the
Handy Foundation for the Blind.
A fitting capping climax to this
(Continued on page 62)

■ Judy, Count, Mano Play
Before and Meet Liz
11

fl

,

IV *

•

T>1

London, No'v. 19.
The Royal Command Perform¬
ance at the Palladium here last
night i Mon.) had Judy Garland
getting the top mitt of the occasion
with Count Basie a close second
and Mario Lanza a. distant third.
The layout is generally regarded
Time, Life and Sports Illustrated as one of the best all-around shows
are getting a spectacular welcome! in years.
Additionally, the Goofers made
on Broadway. All 23 of the major
illuminated signs in the area will a strong impact wPh their mad
musicianship,
while Leo DeLyon’s
black out for five minutes at 6:20
p.m. today (Wed.) when the new humor registered only moderately.
sign plugging the three mags is Other clicks were Grade Fields,
turned on. The 3.500 square foot , Max Bygraves, Dickie Henderson,
spec will be turned on by the pub- j Harry Secombe, and the Crazy
li.shers of the individual publica-1 Gang, which had Six members,
tions. Andrew Heiskell will pull j dressed in uniforms of the school
the switch on the Life display: i attended by Prince Charles, to
James . A. Linen for Time, and ’ greet Queen Elizabeth.
Prince
. Harry S. Phillips for SI.
■ Littler was the show’s producer.
Sign is in three sections with \
Miss Garland, Basie and Lanza
6.500 light bulbs $nd a half-mile of were among those presented to
(Continued qn page 70)
• Her Majesty.

5-Min. ‘Blackout’ on B’way
Tonite (Wed.) for Preem
Of Time Inc.’s ‘Big Spec’

dimas
Gift Subscription
Enclosed find check or m.o.
•for

Send Variety for
one year...
two years ......

For a Movie Star

Diao of tho Gradual* School

another Editorial Feature
in the upcoming

52d Anniversary Number
of

I’ve known you thru the years, my dear,
I knew you way back when
We used to drink that needled beer
In Louie’s smokey den.
I always loved your cunning bids
For all the male attention—
The pouting lips, the lowered lids,
And others I won't mention.
It was a surefire, wondrous act.
It set my head ahumming:
But sweetie-pie, let’s face the fact:
Today—it’s not becoming!
Tom Weatherly.

P'&RIETY

?
[VIDEO NEGLECTS ADJUSTMENT OF PACE]

To Chi as V.P. Of
Max Blouet, one of the best
known international hotel mana¬
gers in the world, long the person¬
ality front man at the Hotel George
V, Paris, is resigning that opera¬
tion to become v.p. and g.m, of
the Hotels Ambassador East and
West,
on
Chicago’s northside.
Louis Colonelli, Blouet’s longtime
first lieutenant at the George V,
who will succeed to the George
Cinq post, arrived in New York
over the weekend on his first-time
visit to America, and is currently
at the Waldorf-Astoria. By coin¬
cidence, Francois Dupre, the pres¬
ident of both the Hotel George V
and the Plaza-Athenee, Paris,: as
well as the Ritz, Montreal, is also
at the Waldorf.
Blouet’s son Patrick is currently
manager of the Hotel Muehlebach,
Kansas City, and has been getting
his hotel training in the traditional
manner of rotating key spots all
(Continued oh page 79)

Malaya s Premier
Singapore, Nov. 12.
The Prime Minister of Malaya,
! Tunku Abdul Rahman, not only is
’ leading the destiny of this newly
independent state but is also
doubling as a. screen writer for the
Cathay Organization’s Keris Film
Production unit. He’s currently re-1
writing^ a story he originally wrote |
in 1940* to aid the Malaya Patriotic
Fund. Called “Mahsuri,” it was
later produced by several local,
opera companies.
Modern film version of “Mah¬
suri” indirectly stems from a sug¬
gestion to the Premier by Cathay
head Loke Wan Tho who recalled
the many stories the Tunku had
written in the past.-Loke was sure
that several of thte yarns would be
suitable for production. Where¬
upon the Prime. Minister agreed to
revise and . rewrite
“Mahsuri,”
which concerns “the most beautiful
girl on Langkayvi island and of her|
ill-treatment at the hands of a
bestial ruler.”

►-By GEORGE E. HALLEYH
in these centres is not fancied
elsewhere.
Instead of explaining the flop of
comedy on video as due to “Overexposure” it might come closer to
the mark to say.that the dearth, if
not death, of travel in entertain¬
ment has detached comics from
that intimate know-how .the old
vaudevillians had.
I’m retired now, at 67, after 27
years with Arthur Church’s KMBC
in Kansas City so I have the
leisure to recall the skills of a less
mechanized entertainment era. In
this I am abetted by my wife, Mondane Phillips. From Loew to Sul¬
livan & Considine time she was
one of those who learned, by apr
pearing
in a different town every
Dimitri Mitropoulos is quitting as
senior conductor at the N.Y. Phil¬ week, and sometimes two in one
harmonic at the end of the present week, that audience acceptance
season. He'started also conducting l was . a matter of timing and aecomoperas for the Metropolitan in 1954 I mcdation.
In New York, the “fly” audience
and between ^ the two burdens has
been overworked and wants put of of the entire country, fast pacing
;
was
required. However, as the act
the Philharmonic.
neared the center of the country,
The top job passes to American 1 this pacing needed to be slowed
born Leonard Bernstein who has
j down. It reached its slowest pace .
been with the orchestra only one in the Twin Cities, Chicago, St.
year. Since Bernstein gets a con¬ Louis, Kansas City area. By the
tract through 1961 he’ll probably
time Denver and Salt Lake City
be the officiating personage during • was reached it was necessary to
the move from Carnegie Hall,
(Continued on page 26)
which is to be razed, and the notyet-begun new Performing Arts
Center at Lincoln Square, which
the Rockefellers are behind.
David M. Reiser, president of the
Philharmonic discussed the Mitropoulos-Bernstein switch Tuesday (19)
at a press luncheon in the Century
Club.
By BILL CONLAN
“Anti-Trust Investigating Com¬
mittee,” “Anti-Banking Investigat¬
ing Committee,” “Anti-Business
Committee,” and others were the
• themes in the 1957 Financial Fol¬
lies titled “Disenchantment” And,
Micheline Bardin, prima balle¬ while the “Follies” consists of
rina of the Paris Opera, who has parody, and pulling a leg or two,
terped with longhair companies there was plenty in this show to
around the world, is following up point up a real disenchantment
on her Metropolitan Opera (N. Y.) over the way things have been go¬
debut recently with expanded ing in Wall Street and in Washing¬
show biz horizons. Anna Sosen- ton.
The Congress and the .adko has taken, over her personal l^ministration were both targets of
management and after next Mon¬ the wit of the N. Y. financial
day’s (25) slotting on the Howard writers, at the Astbr Hotel, N. Y.,
Barlow-Firestone (ABC-TV) show, Thursday
and
Friday
nights
and another guester on Arlene (14—15th)*
Francis’ NBC-cTV morning show
On Friday night the black tie
(Continued on page 70)
(Continued on page 70)

Kansas City, Nov. 19.
Is it perhaps possible that the
television diowmen of today have
forgotten, or never learned, a valu¬
able lesson known to all the oldtimers of vaudeville? I refer to
the difference in “timing” from
section to section and city to city.
By always originating in Manhat¬
tan or Hollywood, television pro¬
grams may fool themselves that
they are 'getting over very big
whereas the pacing which clicks

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
SUCCEEDS MITROPOULOS

N.Y. ‘Financial Follies’
Potshots Everything,
Wall St & Ike Included

Paris’ Micheline Bardin
Into U.S. TV & Niteries

---—5-

Billingsley OK Now

Zone.... STATE.. ....
Indicate if gift card desired □

CITY. . Zone.... STATE.
One Year — $10.00

Two Years — $18.00

Canada and Foreign — $1 Additional per Year «

VARIETY Inc.
154 West 48th Street

New York 36, N. Y.

Sherman Billingsley, Stork Club
boniface who collapsed in his nitery
Saturday night (16v, while talking
to a patron, and rushed to Roose¬
velt Hospital, is now okay.. He re-|
turned to his usual hosting post on
Monday after a couple of days’
rest at home.
\
Dr. Henry- Cave, his personaLj
physician,*'who was summoned,
ascribed t.he collap. to an upperrespiratory infection <a light flu),I
Induced by overwork and, presum¬
ably also, the^'strain attendant to
ajhis labor problems at the famed
3! East 53d St. spot where the waiters
l and cooks mion has been out on
!strike.

ASCAP’* Bd. Distaffer?
With Bonnie (Mrs. Saul HJ
Bourne now running the music
publishing business she inherited,
it is not unlikely that ASCAP for
the first time will have a decora¬
tive femme on its board.
Bourne, who died last month at
173, waB a.-- .directoraq d* treasurer
i of- thp;*Sqeiely;fPF. man£.years« ;
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Cinemirade Process Impressive
By

JOE SCHOENFELD

Hollywood, Nov. 19.
National Theatres’ $1,500,000 initial investment In the develop¬
ment of the Cinemirade process looks as though it will pay off big.
Given its first public demonstration here at the Melrose theatre,
the new big-screen process proved itself as rating at least equal to,
if not the .best, of the big-screen processes.
,
Literally done with mirrors (the triple-camera and three projec¬
tion machines photograph and then project the 35m film off mir¬
rors), Cinemirade appears to have virtually eliminated the one
major fault of the Cinerama process—namely the obvious dividing
lines between the. three panels, with the resultant distortions and
jiggling. National Theatres’ new process, which was over two years
in the development state before Louis de Rochement commenced
production on the currently shooting “Cinemirade Adventure,” was
shown here in slightly more than 2V£ by 1 ratio on a screen 24
feet by 63 feet. The average ratio in theatres when It. goes into
regular showings, according to NT prexy Elmer Rhoden,, will be
35 feet by 80 feet, with some as high as 45 feet by 100 feet (prob¬
ably at the Roxy, N.Y.).
. '
•
Three projection machines are housed in one booth, instead of
three as with Cinerama, but also on orchestra floor. Number of
front seats in every theatre will have to be eliminated to take care
of huge curving screen set in front proscenium. Screen covers field
146 degrees wide, 55 degrees high, approximately that of human
vision.
_
.__

In Premiere Week on N.Y, Stock Exchange Shares
Sell Off $1.62
Walt Disney Productions’ 1,729,093 common shares, $2.50 par
value, went on the New York
Stock Exchange for trading and
within the first week the price
value tumbled $1.62^ per share.
Attending the usual big board cere¬
mony last Tuesday (12), Roy O.
Disney, president, bought the first
block of 100 shares, at an open¬
ing price of $14,97^ per share.
- By the end of the week 9,000
shares in all exchanged hands, the
price went to a low of $13.25 and
closed Friday (15) at $13.75.
Previously Disney stock, now
listed under the" ticker- symbol
“DIS,” had been traded on an
over-the-counter basis. This makes
the second film company to go on
the big board this year,. United
Artists having made the switch
early last summer.

Prod. Pre-Tests
" Titles, Stories

Par 50c Quarterly
Paramount board has de¬
clared a regular 50C quarterly
dividend
on
the
common
stock.
It's payable Dec. 23 to hold¬
ers of record on Dec. 6.

100 Bookings For
‘80 Days Pronto
Now playing in 68 situations,
Mike Todd’s. “80 Days Around the
World” will move into an addi¬
tional 100 theatres by Christmas
time, according to William J. Heineman, distribution chief of United
Artists, which is handling the re¬
lease. Unique angle is that these
will “locked hookings” of only 11
to 14 days and this is in. accord¬
ance with Todd’s plans. Majority
of the new showings [will be via
35m print-ddwn version.
As Heineman explained it, the
hew bookings, for the limited runs,
likely will be followed by subse¬
quent runs in the same houses,
some for a second time and soiae
even for a third. Idea is to make
the picture available, take it away,
and then make it available again.
Nothing like this has been done
before in the picture business and
there’s a possibility of legal en¬
tanglements in light of antitrust
decrees regarding clearances. It’s
noted, however, that while UA op¬
erates under a decree, Todd does
not.

PAR & LIST OFF
FI
. By GENE ARNEEL
Despite this autumn's downbeat
atmosphere in the picture business,
two
major
corporations—Para¬
mount an4 List—within the past]
week made known considerable
gains in income, both due in large
part to the theatre boxoffice in the
United States.
The two have
diversified interest hut the non¬
picture money racked up, as re¬
flected in profits statements, was
relatively small;
Paramount had consolidated net
earnings from operations of $1,878,000 In the third calendar quarter
of this year, equal to 94c. per com¬
mon share, compared with $1,654,000, or 83c. per share, for the cor¬
responding period of 1956.
Par’s net from operations for the
first nine months of 1957 amounted
to $4,237,000, equal to $2.13 per
share, compared with 3,976,000 or
$1.99 per share, for the first nine
months of last year.
List Industries (RKO Theatres)
had gross income from operations
of $3,809,830 for the first nine
months of 1957, meaning a gain of;
nearly $900,000 over the. corre¬
sponding period of a year ago. Net
income, exclusive of profits de¬
rived from the sale of properties,
marked an improvement of over
100% over the nine months of
1956.
Thus, a picture company and a
theatre circuit are doing nicely in
an era variously: talked of as any-1
thing from “slow” to "extreme!
(Continued on page 26)
j
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BUDDY ADLER UNDER
ESTATE INSURANCE

Practical Instance
Asked by a stockholder at
Columbia’s annual meeting
Monday (18) to give a specific
example how the company was
cutting expenses, prexy Harry
Cohn replied:
“I flew in on a day flight in¬
stead of a night one.
So I
saved $110.”

Amputate Fantasy
In‘Mansions Book
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Elements of fantasy in W. H.
Hudson novel will be deleted from
upcoming “Green Mansions,” as
result ofJVIetro’s fear that features
based on fantasy are doomed at
boxoffice.
New treatment, sug¬
gested by Mel Ferrer, who will
direct, scripted by Dorothy Kings¬
ley for producer Pandro S. Ber¬
man, turns “Mansions” into ad¬
venture story in tradition of “King
Solomon’s Mines” but keeping
Hudson’s unusual love story.
Ferrer contends keeping novel
intact is not as important as main¬
taining creator’s intention, thus
“Mansions,” budgeted at $3,000,000, will he done as “unusual pic¬
ture (which) is best gamble these
days.”

Paul Monash to London
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
: Scripter Paul Monash planed out
to London yesterday (18) to wind
co-production deal to picturize
“The Rock,” best-selling British
hovel. He’s to talk with John
Sloan, prexy of Waterloo films,
anent deal.
Paul Newman and Sylvana Mangano are being wooed to play leads
in feature, which Monash will
screenplay.

National Boxoffice Survey
Business Spotty; 'Days’ Still Champ, 'Joey’ 2d,
'Jailhouse’ 3d, ‘Hunchback’ 4th, ‘Girls’ 5th

Reversion to mild, unseasonable
weather in many key cities is
throwing biz out of gear generally
this stanza. In addition, there is
no holiday to bolster trade as was
the case last week. Besides many
exhibitors are content to coast
along with their present fare rath¬
er than bring in product until
close to Thanksgiving, next week.
Again it is ‘Around World in 80
Days”
(UA) which is heading the
the poll’s value.
list, Mike Todd opus is big to
Hollywood,
Nov.
19.
Corman, who started pix produc¬
capacity, in a majority of 20 keys
Buddy Adler was insured today
tion in 1953, has even dropped
covered by VAiqprr this stanza.
some properties against his better by 20th-Fox for an additional “Pal *Joey” (Col) is placing sec¬
judgement because the poll indi¬ $2,000,000 to guarantee Lus estate ond, the same as a week ago. “Jailat
least
partial
return
from
new
cated a flop. Science fiction and
house Rock” (M-G) is moving up
teenage problems are the core of nine-year contract, which, calls for from fourth to third position.
Corman’s
productions,
ranging him to receive 5% profits of all . “Hunchback of Notre Dame”
from his first, “Monster from the pictures produced and released by (AA) is pushing up to fourth place
i
Ocean Floor,” to his newest, “The 20th.
as compared with fifth last week.
New term life policy has a slight
Cry Baby Killer,” and his upcom¬
It is making a much better show¬
ing “War of the Satellites,” slated reducing clause, bringing face. ing the last round, most of engage¬
amount
down
to
$1,850,000
in
to roll Dec. 9 for Allied Artists re¬
ments being rated big to great.
lease! Most. Corman productions ninth year, hut this is not so with, “Les Girls” (M-G), third last
are released through American In¬ original $600,000 term life insur¬ week, is finishing fifth, partly at¬
ance, policy 20th has been carrying
ternational.
tributable to lack of dates.
Recent polls have shown Corman on Adler’s life since he became j
“Seven Wonders of World” (Cin¬
that in the future the kids won’t studio production head and which erama) is Copping' sixth money,
remains
in
force,
accept with so ,mUch enthusiasm
while “Search for Paradise” (Cin¬
the same subject matter he’s cur¬
erama) is landing seventh spot.
rently filming. ‘Til continue with
Sfu Irwin's Feed film
“10 Commandments”, (Par)
is
science fiction pictures but only in
Houston, Nov, 19.
winding
in
eighth’
position.
the veins indicated in the polls,”
“Old McDonald” film produced “Slaughter pn 10th Avenue” (U),
he said. The highschoolers will ac¬ for the American Feed Manufac¬ comparatively new, is winner of
cept a creature from outer space turers Assn., will have its Texas ninth place.
or one created on earth by atomic premiere showing at the Farm
“Raintree County” (M-G), still
mutation, Corman pointed out, but Products Exposition to be held playing in the same four keys on
they’ll nix a monster'frdieh .,aj>d here, Ijov. ’22-24:
°! :: twe*a>day,.'is •'finishing'. 10th. ?‘Ti{ ‘
.preserved from a pre-hMd&cage. i •/ film -star* Stuart Erwin, . Start* -(Par); is' just'getting iarouni
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
All story material and titles con¬
sidered by indie producer-director
Roger Gorman are pre-tested in his
own poll of JJ5 American high
schools, he recently revealed. “I
won’t make a picture if the poll
gays no,” he said, pointing to a rim
of 23 money-making pix to prove

20th-Fox Willing to Give Theatres
At Least Five-Year Clearance
Protection Against Television
Responding to exhibitor de¬
mands, 20th-Fox now is ready to
guarantee theatres a minimum
five-year clearance over television.
Decision was made by 20th prexy
Spyros P. Skouras and general
sales, manager, Alex Harrison. It
makes the company the first to act
positively in stemming the growing
public impression that films now
in the theatres are being chan¬
neled immediately to television.
Some in exhibition have blamed
this impression for the drop in at¬
tendance. At its recent meet at
Kiomesha
Lake, Allied
States
passed a resolution urging the dis¬
tributors to guarantee clearance
over tv.
According to Skouras, 20th is
wholly devoted to the theatres and
therefore willing to give them this
protection.
Company
h a s,
of
course, sold large batches of pre1948 pix to tv via National Tele¬
film Associates and also is very ac¬
tive in the production of tv series.
One of the immediate results of
such a clearance guarantee is that
it knocks 20th out of the toll-tr
race, for the moment. It’s gen¬
erally agreed that, if pay-video ar(Continued on page 701

New Englanders:
Fixed Clearance
Vs. TV Needed
Boston, Nov, 19.
Lashing out at limited time peri¬
ods between theatrical and televi¬
sion showings of features, local ex¬
hibitors here have adopted a for¬
m'd resolution calling upon distrib¬
utors to insert in licensing con¬
tracts a specific condition that pic¬
tures will not be turned over to
tv for from seven to 10 years after
theatrical exhibition.
In taking
this action. Independent Exhibi¬
tors Inc. urged its members to
keep a check on release dates to
make sure theatremen are given
adequate protection against tv and
to expose distribs who violate “rea¬
sonable clearance” standards. It
was also recommended that Na¬
tional Allied take up the matter
with the film companies.
New England outfit also took a
Stand against the number of pic¬
tures being slated for roadshow¬
ing, contending the policy works
to the detriment of subsequent-run
theatres; asked for an increase in
distrib advertising on a regional
basis, rather than national, and
called for the production of more
pictures in color.

this week, and “Operation Mad
Ball” (Col) round out the Top 12.
“Zero Hour” (Par), not showing
much so far, and “Perri” (BV) are
the runner-up pix.
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) Is
proving a surprise new boxoffice
champ, according to showings to
date. It is big in Providence, ter¬
rific in Buffalo and great in Wash¬
ington, and doing amazing trade
in such smaller cities as Canton
and Akron (in Ohio) and Harris¬
burg.
“My Man Godfrey” (U),
also comparatively new, Is sock ini
Chi and okay in Detroit..
j
Another pat on the back for Dro“Bombers B-52” (WB), which! duetion facilities in New York
comes into N. Y: Paramount this came this week from Lew Leary,
week, looks lofty in Chi, good in unit production manager for Uni¬
Omaha and fairish in Balto and versal. Leary arranged all the de¬
Denver. “Don’t Go Near Water” tails for the location and studio
(M-G) on preem date at N. Y. Mu¬ shooting, for U’s “Never Steal Any¬
sic Hall is rated good.
thing Small,” starring James Cag¬
“Until They Sail” (M-G) looks ney.
According to Leary, he came to
good in Minneapolis. -“Unholy
Wife” (U) shapes okay in Bos¬ New York with some trepidation
ton. “Joker Is Wild” (Par), also after hearing the reports from Holokay in Boston, is torrid in Philly. lywoodites of the problems of
’Devil’s Hairpin” (Par), neat in shooting a picture in N. Y. How¬
Portland and good in Denver, looks ever, he stated that he received
mild in Minneapolis and Louis¬ the fullest cooperation fro-a all
ville. “Kiss Them For Me” (20th) N. Y. departments, from the May¬
is not making much progress cur¬ or’s office to the Dept, of Com¬
rently. “Stopover Tokyo” (20th), merce to the Police Dept. “The
fine in Pitt, is disappointing, in cooperation," he said, “was equal
some for other keys.
and even superior to that we have
“Graf Spee” (Rank), lofty in received in other cities, including
Chi, is bright in K. C.
Tall Hollywood.”
Stranger” (AA) Ipoms slow in Pitt.
As an_ example of what film pro¬
(Complete 'Boxoffice Reports on duction ’can mean to N. Y., Leary

Enchanted With N. Y. City’s
Cooperation; Lew Leary’s
Cheers for U’s Happy Time
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Johnston’s Presence atTOA Conv.
Draws Crack: About Time Producers

V*f Exhibitor

Robert J. O’Donnell
I* chiefly concerned with the

Floiv of Noi Enough
Wani-to-See Fix
*

Appearance of Eric Johnston atthe Theatre Owners of America
convention today <Wed.) comes as

*
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Virginia Exhibs Advise Recruitment
Of Public Opinion to Force New
Release Patterns on Companies

*

+

ABE TE1TEL _
EXITS CHICAGO
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SWITCHING PROFESSIONS

52d Anniversary Number

Agent Into Manager .As Manager
Turns Producer

45 Years Moves West
toppers.
of
Their feeling, for some time, has
Chicago, Nov. 19.
been that the Motion Picture
.
Leaving the .Chicago exhibition
Assn., and particularly
.,*
.
- . Johnston, ! field after 45 .years on Film Row
have shown a tendency to neglect j here .Abe Teitel departed for Calidomestic affairs and problems and; fornia last week to join Headliner
that the MPA A prexy lsconsid^l proc|Uetions jn making documenably more interested in foreign is-[Varies and feature pix for theatres,
sues.
} Operation of Teitel's World Play-]
“If he says anything about our ( house Theatre here is now being
problems in India or Argentina, I handled by his son, Charles,
think I’ll blow up.” cracked a top]
Teitel has been associated with
sales exec last week “It’s about - foreign films here for -the last 31
In a move further reflecting the
time the MPAA got down to cases years as exhibitor, producer and
writeoff of RKO as a major pic¬
right here at home.” he added. ‘ I [ producer’s representative.
ture-making
entity,. this company
know the foreign income is lm-;is near the signature stage of a
portant, but so are exhibitor-dis¬
deal to sell its two Coast studios,
tributor relations and issues in the
one in Hollywood and the other in
domestic market.”
Culver City, to Desilu Productions.
Johnston i-; -expected to deal;
Latter, headed by Desi Arnaz, with¬
with conciliation at some length.’
in recent years has become one
in his speech. There have been'
of the principal producers of tele¬
reports, too, that he may come
films, similarly as is Music Corp.
with an “a plague on both your
of America’s Revue Productions.
houses” pitch in the light of the
;
The two RKO lots have been inapparent impossibility of obtaining
.
active for some time so far as
industry unity.
Some; attempts
! theatrical production is concerned
have been made by distribution
but both have been used on a rentwriting of the*Johnston address*!!
Charging that the filmlndustry \ al basis by tv film-makers, includbu* they were nixed
* is -facing its current ~ crisis in a ing Desilu.
While on the one hand, the feel- i policy-less and “play it by ear”,'
*
manner, producer Sidney Harmon;
iT\
1
/! 1
ing has grown over recent years manlier, piuuuuei oiuncj ncuuiuu • - _
that the Association has contribut¬ suggests the convening of a semi-;Arhnpifjar IlHCKS tOl
nar at which all segments of the : U
V
ed comparatively little on the do¬
industry would be represented so
mestic level • excepting important
“lobby" work in Washington) it’s that the ailments of the industry
could be thoroughly diagnosed.
admitted ot the other that the
In addition to the presence of
trust laws leave the distributors
_ __^
Columbia
Pictures earnings for
little room for effective joint ac¬ representatives of production, distion.
Some Important .projects tribution and exhibition, Harmon J the "first quarter of the current
urges the inclusions of writers, di-; fiscai year will be “poor” and may
(Continued on page 20)
rectors, technicians and all others j involve a “possible loss,”
The
who make a living from the mo-1 second quarter earnings are extiori picture business.
Harmon ; pected to be slightly better. Howdoes not feel that such a seminar . everf the returns from the final six
will solve all the problems con- j months, involving the third and
fronting the industry, but he main-j fourth quarters, are . seen .as being
tains that it will a least drama- : “great” and will contribute to
Warner Bros, homeoffice execu- tize them and perhaps come up , “make -the year a generally good
tiveoffiees expect to- be ensconed with some ideas that might provide i one” for the company.
In its new floor and three-quarters a course of action for the future.
This appraisal was given to0 the
GHQ in the just-completed 666 5th
“Every segment of the industry company’s stockholders Monday
Avenue f52d St.) building by Dec. is desperately trying to survive,” (18) by Abe Schneider, first v.p.,(
1. WB prexy Jack L. Warner ar¬ he said, "buCnobodv has given the at the annual meeting at the N. Y.
rives from the Coast next week.
situation any thinking.' It’s the homeoffice.
The second half of
Having sold its longtime 321 same old improvisation .and follow the fiscal year .will - be bolstered
West 44th St. building (which the leader.”
j w[th the returns from “Pal Joey”
backed into an annex with a sep¬
:
;
and “Bridge of the River Kiyai.”
arate West 45th St. exit), some
In
answer.
answer
to
stockholder
Titanus of Italy has concluded a I
two floors in a Union Square zone
unique three-way deal with Metro queries, Schneider declined to pre¬
building have been leased to house
and United Artists for production dict whether dr not the company
the duplicating files, IBM ma¬
of “Goya.” M-G will handle Over¬ would be forced to by-pass the first
chines, records, the morgue stuff,
seas and UA in the States. Ava quarterly dividend. He said the
etc. The WB film exchange on'9th
Gardner will star. Deal was signed board of directors would meet in
Ave. continues as is. and the new
on the Coast by Titartus’ prodiic- mid-December and would weigh
5th Ave. site will be an executive
tion
topper Franco DeSimone.
|
(Continued on page 22)
setup for Benjamin Kalmenson,

PfiSSIETY

RKO On Brink Of
2 Studios’Unload

What Film Biz
Needs Is Broad
Meeting of Minds

Divvy Query as First
Quarter May Slow Loss

WARNERS SAVES SPACE
IN 5TH AVE. SETUP

Serge Semenenko, Warner (when
he’s in New York) and others.
The 10 floors of the old West
44th St. site not only wasted much
footage but required extra man¬
power for receptionists on each
floor, more office-boys, etc. Lack
of airconditioning forced many
midsummer idle hours, as against
That isn’t doing justice
Exhibitors are their own worst (.finished.
the modern trend of fundamental
to the product, and it isn’t doing
buildings ’en^}1'
airconditioned
office
buildings.
justice to the industry."
This
opinion
was
expressed
last
which, in turn, help attract a bet-1
Slant
week by a top distribution man
ter calibre of clerical personnel.
As distribs today see the exhibi¬
The horizontal operation of the j who, in time-honored distributor
less-than-two-floors is another ef-fashion, asked to remain ationy- tor, he fails to keep in mind the
ficiencv plus, as against the 10- ’ mous. But his remarks jibe with basic problem, he. to attract larger
story 'vertical operation on the1 the feelings of a good many execu- audiences. “This isn’t the time to
west side building.
tives in the distribution field and worry whether one theatre gets
An ultramodern projection room, are apt to reflect themselves in the profits this week and the other
(100 capacity against 80 on West;any exhibitor-distributor dealings. house gets it next week,” he held.
“The problenjf is* to get the public
44th St.), a bar-and-kitehen setup:
“Most of our legal squabb’es
back, and to keep ’Cm coming: If
for press eocktaileries (which will: are created primarily by dissenwe don’t keep that objective in
cut down on the sizable tabs when : sion between exhibitors, with the
mind”—and he made it amply
a film company entertains on the [ distributor caught in the middle,”
clear he thought exhibs were ig¬
outside) are among the plusses. • observed the sales topper. “What noring jt in its essentials-—“than
Reduction of insurance, mainte- ‘ we need most in the industry- towe may all go down the drain.”
nance and taxes are other amorti-]day is exhibitor unity. Only after
(Exhibitors, of course, will ar¬
zations on the economic side.
■ we get that will we make any
gue that the distribution companies
--.* progress at all in settling our many
j are largely to blame by offering
?
.
i differences.”
such an irregular flow of product,
‘Koepenick* for Festival j He went on to say,that exhibi- geared to holiday business only.
The German “Hauptman von; tors should tackle among them- This is one of the prime issues at
Koepenick,” handled in the U.S.j selves
the
whole
complicated the Theatre Owners of America
--„--, .-- .
..
j convention at Miami this week).
to open the San Francisco Inter-.a more intelligent playoff of the: Jfhe
distribution
man
here
national film festival Dec.
4.' product. The distributor’s argu- j quoted, and many with him, be“Hauptman” also paced the German ment was that the companies ! lieve strongly that exhibition has
Film Week in N.Y. recently.
; would gladly go along with new j faiied to modernize its plant and
On Dec, 9, the. satire on German; release methods if it weren’t for ] to give the kind of comfort and
militarism, directed by Helmut: exhibitor resistance.
}service required to‘get people out
Kautner, will be screened for dip-}
“We have to find a way of keep- - of their homes. He, along with his
lomats and members of Congress ati;ing films before the public- for a | colleagues, feels that there'are too

Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Murray Peck was named man¬
ager of the Crest Theatre in Westwood, succeeding Paul Mart, who
will depart the post Dec. 1 to be¬
come an associate producer with
Topaze Productions. His first two
assignments
will
be
“Savage
Trap,” to be made in the Philip¬
pines, and “Hong Kong 999,” to be
lensed in the British crown colony.
Peck is returning to exhibition
after being in the personal man¬
agement field for some time. He
formerly. was associated with Milt
Arthur in Long Beach and with
Galston & Sutton in Los Angeles.

On ’59 Seaway’s
Chi Film Fest
Chicago, Nov. 19.
First steps to forward the citysponsored film festival here for
th.e 1959 St. Lawrence Seaway ex¬
position were initiated at the of¬
fices of Mayor Richard J. Daley
last week. The mayor is approach¬
ing members of the industry to
select a committee for the “World
Festival of Films.” The committee,
which will be named shortly, is to
proceed with plans for a competi¬
tive film festival whether or not
any response comes through from
Motion Picture Assn, of America.
Col. Jack Riley, speaking for the
Mayor’s office, clarified slightly
the intentions the .pity has for the
festival. "Distributors will be asked
to exhibit their product’ on a com¬
petitive basis. Cooperation will be
offered on publicizing their -prod¬
uct, although Riley ridiculed any
idea of needing a $100,000 budget
to show stage a festival. Any par¬
ties that producers wish/to throw
for stars and industry people would
not come out of city fitfances, he
said. But publicity to the festival
will be extensive. He noted the
plans for San Francisco’s festival
—a $15,000 budget. The cost here,
he said, need not rim Inuch higher.

t-Distrib Plugs Exhibitor ‘Unity;’
Charges Theatres Resist Change

_
German Ambassador, will be host,

_ ___, _

__ __

Distribution generally takes the
position that exhibition is being de¬
livered the goods, but does an in¬
adequate job of “selling” them to
the public.
“Showmanship at the
exhibition level is dead,” claimed
the distributor.
“We knock our¬
selves out to make the best possi¬
ble pictures, hut we get little sup¬
port in our efforts to sell them to
the public. Unless the exhibitors
wake up to the current critical
situation, and by that I mean do
something about it, we’ll continue
to lose patrons.”
Curiously, though distribution
is replete with criticism of the
theatremen, several of the sales
execs feel that the gap between
(Continued on page 20)

N. Y. to L. A.
Barney Balabsn
Caroline Burke
David Craig
Alfred E, Daff
Russell Holman
King Sisters
Jerry Pickman
Milton R. Rackmil
Paul Raibourn
Sol C, Siegel
Willard Swine
Nancy Walker
Lawrence Weingarten

Move is underway to draw the
public Into intra-trade differences.
It’s in the form of an organized
campaign to enlist public and con¬
sumer press support of the exhib
cause anent the release of impor¬
tant pictures throughout the year
and not just on holiday periods.
Taking the public approach is
the Virginia Motion Picture The¬
atre Assn. Addressing themselves
to other theatremen, Syd Gates,
president of the Virginia outfit,
the Carlton Duffus, exec secretary,
stated they’ve had the 'belief for
some time “that the faults in dis¬
tribution will have to be taken to
the public through the press of the.
nation.”
Urging that their comrades In
exhibition seek out the same kind
of press spotlighting of the situa¬
tion, Gates and Duffus this week
sent out tearsheets of a piece in
the Richmond Time-Dispatch which
calls for -the abandonment of the
policy under which top films are
concentrated in the holiday slots.
In the form of an “open letter
to film producers,” by-liner Edith
LIndeman reports the public is
wearying of the frequent absence
of pictures worth hiring a baby¬
sitter for during some periods,
while jn other weeks there’s a big
picture in every theatre. It’s noted v
that the ‘ average family budget
can’t afford more than one trip to.
the theatre a.week; the implication
is that many quality features lose
out because of the severe compe¬
tition at certain times.
(Ed. note: The past summer, be¬
ginning around July 4, provided
evidence of this condition. Busi¬
ness generally was good, but still
short of expectations, and many
highly-rated productions proved
strictly a boxoffice disappoint¬
ment. )
The Times-Dispatch article fur¬
ther observed: “You lost some of
them (the public) to television,
but you’re losing a lot more .on
account of this spotty release of
the better pictures.. The curious
thing is a lot of them are ready
to come back if they' can be as¬
sured a balanced diet of film fare.
They just don’t like this feast-orfamine business.”
__

h. A. to N. Y.
Greg Bautzer
Pandro S; Berman
Rodney Bush
Jack Carson
Carol Charming
Jackie Cooper
Julian Epstein
Margaret Ettinger
Sid Garfield
Greer Garson
George (Gabby) Hayes
Vincente Minnelli
Michel Mok
Gene Norman
Leo Pillot
Jane Russell
Larry Shayne
Milton Sperling
William Sterling
Greta Thyssen
Dana Wynter

N. Y. to Europe
George Clarkson
George Comack
Billy Dick
Lady Molly Huggins
Joseph S. Hummel
Jack Hylton
Gail Leslie
David Merrick
Paul Monash
Rosalina Neri
Helen Norman
Jack Radcliffe
Tom Rodgers
Irene Sharp
Sovros Skouras
Will Starr
Max E. Youngstein

Europe to N. Y.
John Byram
Marian Byram
May DaTziel
Mary Jukes
Kitza Kazacos
Lawrence Langner
Armina Marshall:
Jack Short.
Jerome .Whyte •
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Kerasotes Looms Boxoffice Apart Film Industry Enjoyed
AsTOA’sPrexy ’57 Wins In Many Operational Areas
jytiami Beach, Nov. 19.
George Kerasotes, chairman of
the executive committee, is rated
as the leading candidate to suc¬
ceed Ernest G. Stellings as presi¬
dent of Theatre Owners of Ameri¬
ca.
It’s thought that Kerasotes,
president of Kerasotes Theatres
of Springfield, Ill., and a longtime
official of United Theatres of Illi¬
nois, can have the job if he wants:
it.
It's customary for TOA to ask its
incumbent president to accept a
second term, but it's doubted that
Stellings ‘will accede. The job of
TOA proxy, a non-paying one, re¬
quires a well-heeled theatreowner
who can afford to take considerable
time, aWay from his business. Few
TOA presidents have consented to
serve for two successive terms. ■*
Others in the running for Chief
executive post include Burton I.
- Jones, J. J. Rosenfield and Sam
Rosen.
Rosen, executive v.p. of
Stanley Warner, has been offered
the post a number of times in the
past, but has declined.

Miami Beach, Nov. 19. i renewed efforts wiU.be made to;
Generally motion picture thea¬ amend existing wage minimum laws
tres and other amusements fared I to exclude theatres from the spe¬
favorably on the issues of taxes, cial service group. TOA members
fees, censorship, and wages and are advised to take prompt, unified
hours which were raised in the action to stop the extra burden that!
legislatures of a number of states may be imposed by revisions of
during the past year, according to wage and hour laws.
report submitted to the Theatre
The report also notes that bills
Owners of America convention by affecting censorship were intro¬
the exhibitor organization's state duced in a nearly a score of states
and local legislation committee. Including New York, where several
The committee, beaded by E, censorship bills were introduced
LeMar Sarra and Robert Bryant/ but none passed. The Governor of
reports, however, that some mea¬ [New York vetoed a censorship fee
sures were enacted into law which! decrease bill.
will result in increased taxes.
i
In Ohio, a bill to restore state
The committee also reported that censorship of films was defeated.
legislation
increasing
minimum More than six censorship bills were
wages was introduced- in- many introduced in. Pennsylvania but
states and was defeated in most failed to pass.
instances.
In general, the committee noted,
* The report warns exhibitors that bills were introduced regarding un¬

HARDLY A SURPRISE
TOA May Openly Give
Up *Huntr For A Chief

Manchester, NJH., Nov. 19.

Korner, Steinman Backing
Danish Henning-Jensens;
Four Features Planned
New company to produce a se¬
ries of pictures in English has
been formed by a husband-andwife team- of Danish filmmakers,
Mr. St Mrs. Bjarne Henning-Jensen. First entry will, be “A Trip
to Myself,” to be lensed mostly in
Lapland starting next August.
Three Americans—two femmes,
one male—will star.
Henning-Jensen, whose documen¬
tary -\york includes a .prizewiimirig
“Where Mountains Float,” said the
Lapland film would be made “un¬
der $500,000” and . the first one
would have a sked of about 70
days. Negotiations -with distribu¬
tors are in progress. Initial pic
will be color and widescreen.
Financing the new outfit, Grif¬
fin Films, are N.Y. hospital-owner
Harold Kovner and Herbert L.
Steinman, wholesale drug- manu¬
facturer. Plan is to make four
films over a threeyear period.
The Danish team stressed in.
Gotham where they were houseguests “ of Steinman that they
planned to make films for the in¬
ternational market. “We, in Scan¬
dinavia, have -a tendency to think
too much; in our own, limited
. geographical terms,” the producerdirector said. “We never seem to
want to* worry about"the rest of
the world.”

FILM CARRIER CLARK
REDUCING SERVICE
Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
James Clark, president of dark
Transfer Ihc., advised* film dis¬
tributors
in
Philadelphia
arid
Washington that "due to the many
theatre closings and part-time
showings, which are cutting deeply
into the firm's revenue, some
routes will have to be eliminated.
Others will be made "second day
returns, and some day operations
will be curtailed until the routes
get back on a break-even basis.
Clark noted that other film car¬
riers throughout the country had
made necessary adjustments -three
years .ago.

Capra on ‘Brethren’
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Frank Capra it set with Colum¬
bia. Pictures to produce and direct
“Joseph and His Brethren/’ at top
project for 1958.
Capra steps into breach left va¬
cant when William Dieterle bowedout, following studio’s decision two
years ago to shelve property. Die¬
terle had already lensed consider¬
able footage in the Near East,

New Hampshire’s film theatres
have had a mortality rate of 50%
in the past 10 years, according to
Frafik Lyndon, executive secretary
of Allied Theatres of New England,
In 1948, he said, the state had
90 houses, many running continu¬
ously from matinee time on arid a
number of them, operating six or
seven days a week,
Total has
dropped to 45 theatres, 27 pf
which are open only part of the
week.
Excluding the drive-ins,
the mortality rate is • thus about
50%.
Ozoners also have their probblems, according to Dover’s ma¬
yor-elect, Melvin Morrison, who
operates. .the Newington DriVe-In
theatre.
With the screen alone
costing $25,000, the total construc¬
tion cost of a drive-in will reach
about $100,000;- he said. Since the
outdoor- theatre is a new family
form of entertainment, the ozoners
have to offer such sidelines as,
playgrounds and pony rides

Miami Beach, Nov. 19.
Indications, are that Theatre
Owners of America has abandoned
its plan , to hire an executive di¬
rector.
This Was hinted at by
TOA prexy Ernest G. Stellings in
his report to the board of direc¬
tors here. Many observers always,
doubted that a director was every¬
body’s desire within TOA.
Although noting that if the right
man came along “perhaps we
should employ him,” Stellings
added that personally he is not
“nearly so convinced, at this time,
of the need Of filling the post, as
I was a year ago . . . ”
The TOA topper reported that
some 29 or 30 names were discus¬
sed and that possibly 15 were In¬
terviewed for the post during the.
past year, but “we were unable to
locate the appropriate person
The absence Of an executive di¬
rector, Stellings said, placed a heav¬
ier burden on him, TOA's staff and
“on our kitchen cabinet,” but if
the officers and members continue
“to give the same kind of help I
had from them,” there may be no
need to fill the post.

jJ

employment compensation, workmen’s compensation, educational
television, racial discrimination,
labor, communism and annual leg¬
islative sessions. In four states-4
Arkansas, Oklahoma, South Caro¬
lina and Texas—anti-checking leg¬
islation was introduced. The bills
passed in Arkansas and Texas. In
South Carolina, * a similar bill
carried -over to the next session of
the legislature. Attempts were
to introduce anti-checking Iegisla-!
tion in Ohio and Florida, but these
efforts were defeated.
In a number of states, legislation
was enacted making parents liable
malicious and willful damage or
destruction of property by minor
children. Similar legislation was in¬
troduced in several other states in
which it failed to pass. In Illinois,
It was vetoed by the Governor.
j

Writers Hold Back
Anti-Agent Rule
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Writers Guild of America West
has agreed to hold back on its rul¬
ing last month on expiration dates
of'pacts with agents, upon protest
of the Artists Managers Guild, un¬
til the matter is arbitrated.
Guild had asked members not
to ink agent pacts after Oct. 15,
“unless such agreement shall pro¬
vide for automatic termination not
later than the effective termina¬
tion date of the current agreement
between the Guild and the Artists
Managers Guild.”Managers beefed that under its
pact with Writers, a clause spe¬
cifically forbids any Guild rule
"which affects the business rela¬
tionship of agents and writers dur¬
ing . the life of the agreement.”
WGAW contends its ruling would
affect such relationships only af¬
ter AMG pact expires, but agreed
to arbitration and to forego en¬
forcement until issue is decided.

See Page 33
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ML ELSE?
By HY BOLLINGER
Miami Beach, Nov. 19.
As a means to bolster attend¬
ance it has been customery for ex¬
hibitor trade associations to term
each of their annual conventions
as a critical one.
However, as
members of Theatre Owners of
America gather here at the Amer¬
icana Hotel for 'he opening to¬
morrow. (Wed.)-of the organiza¬
tion’s 10th anniversary conven¬
tion. it was superfluous to - cry
•‘wolf.” He was here.
The majority of the delegates
are actually kware that they are
gathering at a. time when the mo¬
tion picture industry in indeed
facing the greatest crisis in it3
history. There is agreement that
the industry as it has exis’ed for
the past 30 years is undergoing
revolutionary changes and that
the old methods of operation in
the fields of production, distribu¬
tion and exhibition will have to
change dras ically.
What the
shape and form of the industry's,
future will be; no one can pre¬
dict. But some effort to chart a
sensible course will be made at
this crucial meeting.
The TOA members gathered for
four days probably represents
theatreowners controlling the larg¬
es; investment in the brick and
mortar that make up the nation’s
theatres. TOA members include
the country’s three largest circuits
—United
Paramount
Theatres,
Stanley Warner and National Tliea res.
In addition, TOA represesents numerous circuit of vari¬
ous sizes and many individual theatreowners.^
Not the most Optimistic theatreowner expects that any final solu¬
tions will emerge after the Miami
conclave. However, by swapping
ideas and exchanging informa ion
at the meetings and in the corri¬
dors, it is hoped that some method
will be found to check the falter¬
ing boxoffice and thus save the
huge investments Involved.
Foremost in the minds of the ar¬
riving delegates are two questions
—(1) the relationship of the ex¬
hibitors with the distributors and
12) toll-tv, -including the cable
thea're and other varities of the
pay-as-you-go system.
Many exhibitors agree with'Wal¬
ter Reade Jr., a former president
of TOA, that all problems con¬
fronting the film industry hinge
on the all important queston of
the relationship be ween exhibi¬
tors and'their suppliers.
“Most
people,” comments Reade, “may
consider toll-tv our greatest prob¬
lem.
I don’t agree.
I candidly *
believe that the basic question is
the sta*e of mind that exists be¬
tween exhibition and distributon.
On that question hinges all other
problems, including the declining
boxoffice, business building and
toll-tv.
Reade’s point is that unless ex¬
hibitors can be assured of a s'eady
flow of product at sensible terms,
there s no Roint in even attempt(Continued on page 20)

Ready Seaports of Spain
For U.S. ‘John Paul Jones’;
Shooting Starts in March
Forms Closing Shortly
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Madrid, Nov. 19.
Producer Sam Bronston and di¬
rector John Farrow are laying the
keel for “John Paul Jones” in
Spain. Historical bioplc is to be
iriteriored in Madrid studios while
exteriors include Spain ports and
coastline sites. Bronston heads theindie setup. Actual shooting alms
for a March ’58 start.
* Following a check on two menof-war being constructed in Italy
and a preliminary survey of Spain
sea locations, Bronston and Far¬
row proceeded to London with Ad¬
miral Boone of the U. S. Navy and
Alan Villers, Captain of the May¬
flower. Latter is counseling on the
four boats to be used during film¬
ing.

FILM REVIEWS
Tke Bridge On The
River Kwai
(CSCOPE—COLOR)
A smash. But no romance.

pressing meed to ttollif? his su-

isfifilETf ,
April Love
„ (C'SCOPE—COLOR—SONGS)

^Holdin -turn# in another of his:
solid characterisations, easy, cred¬
Second Pat Boone film. Story
ible and always likeable in a role „ of city boy’s rehabilitation in
that is the pivot point of the story.
Kentucky - Blnegzass region.
Hawkins is fine as the commando
Good returns, particularly with
chief and there is good support
younger audiences.

Hollywood, Nov. 3.
Columbia release of Sam Spiegel pro- from Geoffrey Home, a young comf-uction. stars wuiiam Holden. Alee mando recruit; James Donald as a
fiSSv'a/jam^S^dd.^ aSE? Sr*u. British army surgeon; Ann Sears,
peter Williams.. John Boxer. Percy Her- glimpsed briefly as a British nurse;
belt. Harold Goodwin, Ann Sears, Henry an(j ftl.R.B. ChakrabandhU, leader
ChaicrabandUbu Vcoi.* BroomeV- Viiaiwan j of the native villagers who aid the
Seeboonreaung. Ngarata Suphaphongs,; commando mission.
Jayanart ^">nchoti.
p0^i^; •
Spiegel’s overall production supis a topnotch job. from
irom his own novel; camera (Technicolor}, ; his concept of the Story as a big
Jack Hildyard; editor, P^r Ta^or; picture to his choice of the untried
sra. rSK£ fiSVBSr- °c‘' Boulle as scrlpter. to the deft castShtars
.william Holden - ing and the shrewd selection of
colonel Nicholson.Alec Guinness technical assistants. In the latter
S;&i"s“tt“ ::::::,.:'5^?nS£.s j department there are a succession
Major ciipton . James Donald \ of top credits; Jack Hildyard s exLieutenant Joyce.Geoffrey Home ; citing Technicolor lensing, Peter
cSpuS H,"", "V.:V:.V/prtSwmS!Sji Taylor’s editing and the music to
MajortHughe* .
John Boxer Malcolm Arnold which- is welded
Grogan . .- P"cy Herbert to tjle story’s mood and action.

Hollywood, Not. 15.
Twentieth-Fox release of David Weisbart production- Stars Pat Boone, Shirley
Jones. Co-stars Dolores Michaels,. Arthur
O’Connell.
Features
Matt
Crowley,
Jeanette Nolan, Brad Jackson. 'Directed
by Henry Levin; screenplay, Winston.
Miller from novel by George Agnew
Chamberlain; camera (DeLuxe color), Wil¬
frid Cline; editor, William B. Murphy;
music adaptation, Alfred Newman, Cyril
J, Mockridge; songs, Paul Francis Web¬
ster, Sammy Fain. Previewed Nov. 13, .’57.
Running time, 91 JMINS.
Nick Conover .Pat Boone
Liz Templeton ..Shirley ^enes
Fran .. Dolores ‘ Michaels
Jed .
..Arthur O'Connell
Dan Templeton ...... Matt Crawley
Henrietta ..
Jeanette Nolan
A1 Turner .... Brad Jackson
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topic of a big, rough range dog,
which appears out of nowhere and
proceeds to protect the family from
wilderness dangers.
Emphasis is laid upon animal ac¬
tion, including squirrels, jackrahbits, buzzards and newborn calves
as well as more rugged depictions.
Packed into film’s tight footage is
the 115-pound dog’s fight with a
huge bear, its struggle with a ma¬
rauding wolf and battle with a pack
of wild hogs, all creating an aura
of excitement which director Rob¬
ert Stevenson handles expertly.
Yarn is given an emotional tug
when dog comes down with hydro¬
phobia.
Dorothy McGuire and Fess Park-!
er head up the small cast, playing j
the parents of two unusually prom¬ •
ising newcomers, Tommy Kirk, 15, jI
;
and Kevin Corcoran, seven.
j

Fatlu ai Glary
Grim story ml liltt French
army polities, ’ Justice loses.
Prospects dim,
Hollywood, Nov. 15.
United Artixta release of Janies B.
Harris production. Stars Kirk Douglas^
costars Ralph Meeker, Adolphe Menjou;
features Georg* Macready, Wayne Morris,
Richard Anderson. Directed by Stanley
Kubrick. Screenplay, Kubrick. Calder Wil¬
lingham, Jim Thompson, based on novel
by Humphrey Cobb; camera, George
Krause; editor, Eva Kroll; music, Gerald
Fried. Previewed Nav. 12, ’57. Running
time, 17 MINS.
Colonel Dax.*.Kirk Douglaa
Corporal Paris . Ralph Meeker
General Broulard........Adolphe Menjou
General Mlreau ........ George Macready
Lieutenant Roget ....- Wayne Morris
Major Saint-Auban.... -Richard Anderson
Private Arnaud ... Joseph Tiirkel
Private Ferol ..
Timothy Carey
Colonel Judge ... Peter Capell
German Girl.
Susanne Christian
Sergeant Boulanger .. Bert Freed
Priest.
Emile Meyer
Private Lejeune
Kem Dibbs
Cafe Owner .
Jerry Hausner
Shell-Shocked Soldier. Frederic Bell
Captain Nichols.Harold Benedict
Captain Rousseau.John Stein

Young Kirk is fine in his char-i■
acterization and Miss McGuire j
gives a lasting impression in moth-1
For its second Pat Boone starrer, er role. Kevin as a fiery youngster J
20th has come up with a remake of also delivers strongly, and Parker, i
Baker ... Harold Goodwin
Nurse .
..
Ann Scars |
"Home in Indiana,” (now Kentucky) is for footage only in the opening
Captain Kanematsu...Okawa {
adding some tunes to take advan¬ and ending, still manages an out¬
Xieutenant Miura ....
■- K. Katsumoto •
“Paths of Glory” is a starkly
tage of the star’s chief qualifica¬ standing portrayal. Jeff York as]
Yai
M-R.B. Chakrabr.mlhu ;
T’ilO Violators
Siamese Girls
Viiaiwan SeeboonrcaunR. :
1 Ui
*
tion as a draw. The result is good a mooching neighbor,
Beverly j realistic recital of French army
Ngamta Suphaphongs, Javanart :
-family entertainment, with empha¬ Washburn as his young daughter politics in 1916 during World War
Punynchoti, Kannikar Wowklee
Soap opera quality drama for
sis on teenage audience tastes. and Chuck Connors, owner of the |11. While the 'Subject is well han¬
-J
tj• .
,?**
the duals; thin b.o. prospects*
Returns should be okay in all situa¬ dbg who makes a present of it to
"The Bridge on the River Kwai ,
_
tions built-in exploitation value in the family, all are in for top sup¬ dled and enacted in a series of out¬
is a gripping drama, expertly put; Universal.Internatlonal release o£ an the title tune, a hit weeks before port. Spike, the dog, acquits him¬ standing characterizations, it seems
tocether and handled with skill in RKD Teleradlo picture; a Galahad Produc- the picture is even released, will1 self as a fine new canine star.
dated and makes for grim s?reen
,, ,
.
,
T,,
,
a,..,,- Hod produced by Him an Brown. Stars
all departments. Its potency stems, Arthur O’Connell; features Nancy Malone, help.
Color photography by Charles P. ] fare. Even with the Kirk Douglas
fpArn
tho hovnfiPtcp -• Fred Beir, Clarice Blackburn. Directed by
Some minor changes have been Boyle leads off above-average tech¬ star name to spark its chances, out¬
only pait,y from tne Doxonxce , JoItn ^ew]an(j. Screenplay, Ernest Pendraw Of William Holden and, to a ; drell. based on "The Violators’* by Israel made in the basic , story line and nical credits, and Oliver Wallace’s j look is spotty at best and will need
,
_
..
.
.... . ; Bcckhardt with Wenzell Brown; camera, it has been updated by Winston music score points up the action
lesser degree, Alec Guinness. What ; Morris Hartzband; editor, David Cooper; Miller, who also wrote the first,
Editing by Stanley all the hard selling United Artists,
elevates ‘-Kwai" to the rank of an music, Elliottjjwreuc*i. x^-adeshown N.Y.. film version, of the George Agnew. splendidly.
Johnson is a potent assist in build¬ which is distributing the Bryna
artistic and financial triumph for -*■<*• 7* 5J“*?*■
.. Chamberlain novel. It’s a bit of
ing and holding mood. Second unit production, can muster.
producer Sam Spiegel is the en- i
SffiS homespun hokum but it has been* direction by Yakima Canutt is good
Produced by James B. * Harris
grossing entertainment it purveys, jimmy Coogan —.. Fred Beir skilfully written to evoke an emo¬
and art direction by Carroll Clark
including some scenes which \v;ll ®X^an«,m«r^n *'‘ C^rIwenJ^Csh^S tional response in the unfolding of is in keeping with pic’s 1869 oeriod. and directed by Stanley Kubrick,
be listed as among the best of film virs^RUey^f..7,7.7.V.’Mars^Michael the story of a big city boy sent to
Whit.
who lately have functioned as a
memorabilia.
Mr. .Riley
... Joe Julian the Bluegrass region of Kentucky
team, script by Kubrick, Calder
From a technical standpoint, it , sheron^Rifey101..!77!17.!'SheUalCopelan- after a minor brush with the law.
Willingham and Jim Thompson is
reflects the care and competence j Judge McKenna .....- Bernie Lenrow It’s basically the story of- his re¬
The Tarnished Angels
sometimes difficult to follow and
thit went into the $3 000 000-plus |»“£*
habilitation, his emergence as a
(C’SCOPE)
ends so abruptly audience is left
venture, filmed against the exotic jean ...Eva stem sulky driver and the awakening of
with a feeling of incompletion.
background Of the Steaming jungles j Stephen . Norman Rose love with the girl next door. (Script
Purportedly an expose' of the
Poorly written and produced.
slickly gets around the problem
and mountains of Ceylon, it’s a ]
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
French military system, as trans¬
Names of Rock Hudson, Robert
long picture—lfil minutes Of foot- : Sam ...Frank Maxwell of Boone’s personal aversion to
lated from the novel by Humphrey
Stack, . Dorothy Malone and
age and without he-she angles. A | Mr. Coogan.. John McGovern public osculation; it will be more
Cobb, narrative lays bare the in¬
Jack Carson to spark its
Story of the futility of war in gen-t
V.^V.V.V.'.' Tom’ Middleton of a problem in succeeding films as
justices that existed during the
chances.
erali, the underlying message is ■
! the pubic begins to realize he’s
floweriest days of the French army,
never permitted to impede. The
and nresents one man’s fight
A quiet story of average people, acting-like a traditional film cowHollywood, Nov. 8.
picture is loaded, but With women
; poke).
against the-system.
Universal release of Albert Zugsznith
to be heard from,
j “The Violators” generates little
Film is pro-directed by Henry production. Stars Rock Hudson. Robert
Story nub revolves around de¬
excitement
dramatically.
Its
pasPierre Boulle scripted from iiis>
Levin, with a feeling both for teen¬ Stack, Dorothy Malone. Jack Carson; co- cision of the General Staff for a
own novel, changing minor story i siveness will likely be matched by agers* and the Bluegrass atmos¬ stars Robert Middleton; features Alan military
unit
commanded
by
Reed, Alexander Lockwood, Chris Olsen,
points here and there to make bet-} „„ e(n,al placidity at the boxoffice. phere; Bopne is a more assured Robert- J. Wilke, Troy Donahue, William George Macready, a general of the
performer In this second film, turn¬ Schallert. Directed by Douglas Sirk. old school, to take an objective
«rt.“fn°t,^W*Shtenfm^n‘iS»ve
for Arthur O’Connell, who
George Zurkerman. based on
It
is an excellent job of. screening in an easy, affable performance Screenplay,
"Pylon,” by William Faulkner; held for two years by the Ger¬
writing
(particularly
since
it! stars, the cast Is relatively unknown that registers, particularly when novel,
camera, Irving Glassberg; editor, RusseU mans. Knowing full well the im¬
^narked Boulle’s debut in the me-! to filmgoers.
he’s singing. Shirley Jones is fine as F* Schoengarth; music, Frank Skinner. possibility of Such an assault be¬
Previewed -October 29, ’57. Running time,
dium), bristling with dialog thatj
New York-made film is the sec- the girl next door, both in the song II MINS.
cause of lack of manpower ehd
makes the characters absorbingly;
,
...
raflio
producer and performance department and Burke Devlin . ...
Rock Hudson impregnability of the position, the
real and understandable. Director °nd
w“lch
* ,
“
there is a topnotch piece of charac¬ Roger Shumann . -.. Robert Stack general nevertheless orders Doug¬
David Lean picked up where the 5 Himan Brown s Galahad Produc- ter work by Arthur O’Connell as La Verne- Shumann..... Dorothy Malone las. colonel in command of the
... *.
Jack Carson
script left off, guiding his per-!t'ons has delivered to RKO Tele- Boone’s uncle. Others in the small Jiggs
Matt Ord . Robert Middleton regiment, to make the suicidal at¬
formers through a series of fine i radio under a four-picture deal, cast, all convincing, are Dolores Colonel Fineman ....
Alan Reed tempt. When his men. either are
Sam
Hagood
.Alexander
Lockwood
portrayals. It Is a superior job with i Brown, as well as his brother* asso- Michaels and Matt Crowley, as Miss
Jack Shuraann ..
Chris Olsen driven back by enemy fire or are
fullest use of the background.
ciate producer Mende Brown, and Jones’ sister and father respec¬ Hank.Robert J. Wilke unable to leave the trenches, an
Frank
Burnham...
Troy
Donahue unjust-charge of cowardice against
tively;
Jeanette
Nolan
as
O’Con¬
Story is “masculine.” It’s about j director John Newland all have had
Baker .. William Schallert
three men, Holden, Guinness and; extensive air serial experience. nell's wife; and Brad Jackson as Ted
Dancing Girl . Betty Utey the men is lodged by the general
Sessue Hayakawa. Latter is the This is clearly evident as the Miss Michael’s boy friend.
Telegraph Editor .Phil Harvey end Douglas is ordered to arrange
.
Steve Drexel for three men. to be selected to
Production is a good credit for Young Man
commandant of a Japanese prison i Ernest Pendrell screenplay, based
Claude Mollet . Eugene - Borden
camp in which Holden, a Yank ’ on a story by Israel Beckhardt and producer David Weisbart who has Mechanic
. . Stephen Ellis stand courtmartial, as an object
mounted it with an eye toward top
lesson to whole army.
sailor posing as a commander, is a " enzell Brown, unreels,
prisoner. Guinness is a British j
For the script's talky soap opera visual appeal in addition to invest¬
Douglas, previously a brilliant
"The Tarnished Angels” is a
cdKfnel who commands a new group overtones, modest sets and a dis- ing it with good components. Tech¬
Paris attorney, takes upon himself
work,
including
Wilfrid stumbling entry, loosely produced the task of defending his men at
of prisoners. He’s a strict rules-of- * tressing lack of movement make nical
war man who clashes immediately i this Universal release look off the Cline’s lensing and William B. Mur¬ and In need of all the draw its star the trial* but it’s a hopeless case
with Hayakawa oyer the latter’s ■ beltline. With the Bronx as the phy’s editing, is good.
power; can muster. Characters are’ and men are executed by a firing
In addition to the title time, Paul
Insistence that* officers as well as locale throughout, story is pri¬
Yam ends with Douglas
.mostly colorless, given static read¬ squad.
med must work on the railroad * marily a character study of O’Con- Francis Webster and Sammy Fain ing in drawn-out situations, and presenting proof to‘Adolphe Men¬
bridge being built over the River nell Who _ supports himself, his turned out four songs to help carry story line is lacking in punch.
jou, corps commander repping the
Kwai.* Guinness wins and then pro-1 daughter^and spinster sister as a the story along. All fit effectively
Film is designed as a follow-up General Staff, of Macready having
into the framework with “Give Me
ceeds to guide hi§ men in building county probation officer,
to studio’s last year hit, “Written ordered his, own artillery to fire
a superb bridge to prove the mettle ;
His interests, like most family a Gentle Girl” and “Do It Yourself” On the Wind,” to lake advantage on the' advancing French as they
of British soldiers under any con- men* lie in his prosaic job and his both possibilities for some disk in¬ of the principals both before and attempt to storm the objective.
Kap.
ditions. Holden, meanwhile, escapes • close kin. The years go by and the terest that will also help,
Kubrick in- his taut direction,
behind the camera in that venture.
to safety hut is talked into leading dany routine changes little. But
Rock Hudson, Robert Stack and catches the spirit of war with fine
Jack Hawldns and ^British com- daughter Nancy Malone has now
Dorothy Malone again co-star—* realism, and the futile advance of
OhIYeller
mandos back to the bridge to blow grown to womanhood and she plans
this time With Jack Carson—and the French is exciting. He draws
(COLOR)
it up.
: to wed a neighborhood lad, Fred
. film is turried out by the same pro- excellent performances, ’ too, right
Douglas scores
The daring mission is discovered, Beir. Strapped for funds, the latter
ducer-director-scripter team. Dif¬ down the line.
Heartwarming
story
|
of
boy
moments before fulfillment, by ’ permits circumstances to lead him
ference, however, lies in a gen¬ heavily in his realization that his
and his dog; hefty returns in¬
Guinness, now unbalanced by the , and his girl into perpetrating a
erally inconsequential plot reach¬ is a losing battle against the sys¬
dicated.
"glory" of his bridge-building feat swindle on gullible friends and
ing no particular climax, the direc¬ tem, and Macready as the relent¬
and he fights off the commandos; relatives. Naturally the law catches
tion by Douglas Sirk doing little less general instilled with the be¬
#
Hollywood, Nov. 15.
lief that an order is an order, even
until, in his death throes, he acci- up with them. Windup finds O’Conto lift it above a monotone.
Buena
vista
release
of
Walt
Disney
dentally falls on the detonator and . nell in his capacity as probation production. Stars Dorothy McGuire, Fess
The Albert Zugsmith production if it means the death of thousands,
completes the mission in the eli- , officer trying to straighten the cou- Parker; features Tommy Kirk, Kevin is based on William Faulkner’s . socks over what may be regarded
Corcoran. Jeff York, ChUck Connors, Bev¬ novel, “Pylon,” and screenplay by his most effective role to date.
mactic scene that is one'of several pie out.
erly Washburn, Spike. Directed by.Robert
highspots in the film.
j
O’Connell manages to wring some Stevenson. Screenplay, Fred Gipson, Wil¬ Gedrge Zuckerman carries an air Menjou, in an offbeat, casting,, i*
Interspersed through the mount-; emotional values out of his lengthy liam Tunberg, .from novel by Gipson; circus setting. Hudson is intro’d as excellent as the General Staffer
camera (Technicolor), Charles P. Boyle;
.Ing suspense are some memorable j role. Father and daughter scenes music, Oliver Wallace; editor, Stanley a seedy, but idealistic, New Orleans who knows the weaknesses of the
scenes, particularly the one in . at the finale are particularly touch-: Johnson. Previewed Nov. 8, ’57. Running reporter covering a barnstorming military system.
Ralph Meeker, one of the exe¬
show in that city. He falls for Miss
which Guinness’ defeated regiment; ing, and may prompt some distaff time,. S3 MINS.
Coates ...
Dorothy McGuire Malone, trick parachutist-wife of cuted trio, gives substance to role;.
marches into the prison compound, audiences to reach for their hand- Katie
Jim Coates..;.•... Fess Parker
the men whistling their regimental, kerchiefs. Miss Malone is accept- Travis Coates .... Tommy Kirk Stack, speed flyer and World War Wayne Morris, as the cowardly
song. Other standout scenes include j able as the girl who temporarily Arliss Coates . Kevin. Corcoran I ace, still living in his past glory lieutenant, scores in a difficult
Bud Searcy... Jeff York as he and his small unit cruises part; and Richard Anderson is
the one in vehieh the British troops i rejects parental guidance, Beir is Lisbeth
Searcy ....... Beverly Washburn
Joseph
greet Guinness’ victory over Haya- j suitably callow as the suitor who Burn Sanderson .a.. Chuck Connors about the country participating in good as the prosecutor.
air events. Carson is third member Turkel and Timothy Carey, handle
kawa and the quietly-dignified but {turned dishonest while Clarice
potent meeting at which Guinness i Blackburn does \^hat she can with
Disney organization’s flair for o'f this combine, a hero-worship¬ their roles well as the other , two
and his officers take over the job !the unglamorous role of the sister taking a homely subject and build¬ ping master mechanic, in love with executed; Peter Capell as courtmartial judge, Bert Freed, a ser¬
of building the bridge.
’ who serves as family housekeeper. ing a heartwarming film is again the wife.
There* are notable performances!
With exception of the aforemen- aptly demonstrated in this moving
Hudson appears in an unrealistic geant, and Emile Meyer, a priest,
from the key characters, shut the! tioned tearful sequences, director story of a Texas frontier family role to which he can add nothing are well cast.
film is unquestionably Guinness’. I Newland couldn’t inject much spar- and an old yeller dog. Picture, and Stack spends most of the time
George Krause* photography is
He etches an unforgettable portrait i kle and drive into the -cast’s per- caught in the- lush tones of Techni¬ with eagles in his eyes. Miss Ma¬ interesting, 'particularly in catch¬
of the typical British army officer,--formances. But admittedly., the color and one of producer’s better lone devotes most of her attention ing backgrounds around, Munich,
strict* didactic and serene in his i script was a formidable hazard for entries, carries strong family ap¬ to long passages of dialog, Carson where pic was filmed in its** en¬
adherence to the hook. It’s a per-; him. Fair support is provided by peal which should run up good re¬ to bitter reflection about Stack’s tirety. Gerald Fried’s music score
'formance of tremendous power and Mary Michael* Joe Julian-, Henry turns in the general market.
treatment of his wife. Middleton also is effective.
Whit.
dignity. Hayakawa, once a star in Sharp' and Bill Darrld, among
Based on Bred Gipson’s novel of comes through with an okay per¬
American silents and long absent others. Camerawork of Morris same tag, this is m careful blending formance, Chris Olsen is good as
Franklin Productions Inc. has
from the screen, also is solidly im- Hartzband at times seems too low of fun, laughter, love, adventure the young son and Alan Reed com¬ been authorized to conduct a mo¬
pressive as the Japanese officer, key. The Elliot Lawrence score is and tragedy. Narrative as scripted petent as the airport manager.
tion picture business in New York.
limning him as an admixture of‘ adequate as is David Cooper’s edit- by Gipson and William Tuqberg. is
Technical credits are capably Capital stock is 200 shares* no par
cruelty1 ind correctness bom out' ing. Productionreflect :a ‘ eloquently '-feMpfe,‘ lending, both undertakeoff: with Irving value. Levifle, Kenabir & Zolotan
of a lifetime Of training and the’ modest budget
v "
Gilb.; ' »cifarfff
Glassberg’s photography. Whit
Were Tifiirf attorneys air Albany.
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Paramount Chiefs Blow Their Fuses As
Warners Steals Glohemaster Boasberg

New York Sound Track
M-f+4
It was before World War II that Norman Corwin wrote a novel titled
“Dog in the Sky,'* which concerned a little boy’s planet-hopping canine
pet . . , George J. Schaefer confirmed as next president of the ToddAO Corp . . . Harry Foster has completed his 100th dubbing job, this
being “Men and Wolves” with Valerie Bettis and Paul Valentine speak¬
ing the English for Silvana Mangano and Yves MontandL In addition to
dubbing, Foster produces and directs Columbia’s sports and travel
shorts. ..
'
Educated guesi: “Farewell to Arms” will end Up in the Roxy, follow¬
ing “Peyton. Place.” Talks were on to slot it into the newly renovated
Loew’s State, but they fell through.
Boston exhibs are getting- a kick out of a line in the new William
Inge play, “The Dark at the Top of the Stairs,” current at the Wilbur.
Teresa Wright, playing a Mother, says to her son: “If the whole world
was fallihg to pieces, you,’d still wapt to go to the movies.” The lad re¬
plies, “Well, I don’t see why not.”
Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox general sales manager, re theatre acquisi¬
tions by 20th: “Count us out, but definitely. We don’t want to take on
any of those headaches.” . . . Dorothy Masters of the N.Y. Daily Nevvs
is the new chairman of the N.Y, Film Critics. Justin Gilbert of the Mir¬
ror is vice-chairman. Crix' will vote on their awards Dec, 30 . . . Ed*
uardo Gardunio, head of Mexico’s Film Bank and an important voice
in the Mexican Cimex (export assn.), was a Gotham visitor.
Constance Tomkinson, author of “Les Girls,” book bn which the
M-G-M film is based—sans screen- credit—-finished her second book
“African Follies,” same evening she saw “Les Girls.” She’s daughter of
a Canadian clergyman who was proud of her career as a Folies Bergere
line girl. Married, out of show biz and living in London, authoress was
asked by Maclean’s Magazine”of Canada how she felt about her brain¬
child’s screen brushoff. She said, “I’ve had my little screaming ses¬
sions.” She sold the rights outright, to M-G-M for a reputedly whop¬
ping sum and after British" taxes had about $60,000 left. Incidentally,
in her book, to avoid embarrassing friends, she used pseuds for all ex¬
cept herself and Josephine Baker. But the movie opens with a court
.case in which Les Autres Girls accuse her of maligning them.
J. B» Salinger’s novel of a prep school boy, “Catcher In the Rye” may
get Australia’s customs censorship abolished. Recently revealed to have
been there since ’51 by edict of a customs clerk. It is now on sale again
after becoming a cause celebre/Once described by S. N. Behrman as
“the finest novel written by an American since ‘The Great Gatsby,’ ” it
was defended in Australian press, parliament and pulpit. Very Rev. S,
Barton Babbage, dean of Melbourne, described it in St. Paul’s cathe¬
dral as “deeply moving” ‘and its ban as “an act of incredible stupidity."
Parliament didn’t protest till it learned th£Lbook had even been removed
from'the parliamentary library.
James (“Maveriek”) Garner has a No. 3 role in WB’s “Sayonara” but
because of his tv click the company plans leaning on that. Plus strong¬
ly in merchandizing the film, which goes into Radio City Music Hall eith¬
er Dec. 5 or 12, as the Xmas holiday attraction.
. Harty Novak, Continental head of Columbia Pictures, is recuperat¬
ing at- the Hotel Negresco, Nice, where his sister Rose and her hus¬
band, fflnr exec Joseph H. SeidelMan,. have jolnfed them. Noyak under¬
went surgery at,the American Hospital, Paris, recently apd expects to
be back in harness in a month . ,. Leonora and Joseph S. Hummel (he’s
general European boss for WB) back to their Paris base after a month’s
holiday in New York—went the slow route via the SS U.S. ,
•It went this way chronologically: .Gene Schoor, pressagent,. announces
a Lotus Club luncheon for the press at which Capt. Harold Auten would
announce a new theatrical enterprise jn 'association with a prominent
show business attorney. A check with Auteri brought a denial. Later from
Auten, a copy of a telegram to'Schoor relieving the latter of the Au.ten account. Finally, a- press notice from Schoor\ that the luncheon
was called off because Auten. “rushed* to hospital -for emergency eye
operation.”
RCA ads claiming color television surpassing the quality of pictures
In theatres, aren’t going to sit well with the film industry . . . Gen. Cur¬
tis LeMay probably doesn’t know it, but he’s been a real friend to Lynn
Farnol. Latter’s pj*. accounts include the Cigar Institute of America
and everytlme LeM.ay Is in the public prints he’s been smoking a stogie
... Columbia hosting W. C. Silver, Missouri exhib, around town. He
won a Col-spohsored exploitatlon-Contest... Erie A. Johnston reported
ready to blast both exhibs and dislribs, in his-Theatre Owners of Amer¬
ica talk, because Df.the absence of Industry unity. Edward L. Kingsley, almost recovered and out for his first walk .. . .
Spyfos P. Skbnras, 20th-Fox prexy, in London on production deals . . .
Wait Disney. Productions propping for the Janmmy visit ■ of; Homy
Schneider, the young German star, Whose “Sissi” Disney has dubbed
and will" release in the States ; . . The Government had a bid for the'
lease of the Central Theatre on Broadway, seized for tax debts: $10 . . .
Could be “South Pacific” ‘will open at the Warner Strand for Easter
. . . Isn’t Warner Bros, acquiring the indie-produced “Mark of the
Hawk,” Costairing Sidney Foitlef and Earths K|tt?
Geoffredo Lomhardo, prexy of Titanus Films, will produce “Goya,”
biopic of tbe Spanish painter for distribution abroad (except Italy) by
Loew's with United Artists handling it in this country ... Gary Cooper
Will star in “Ten North Frederick,” Charles Brackett production at 20thFox . . . Victor Mature sighed a six-picture contract with Warwick Pro¬
ductions, beginning with “The Bandit of Zhobe,” wilt roll in India next
July.
' Jerry Wald optioned “The Best of Everything,” new novel of Bona
Jaffe and is paging Lana Turner . . , Metro confirmed the casting of
Eluaheth Taylor, for “Cat on * Hot Tin Roof,” which George Cukor will
direct.., British* comic Cecil Parker into “Kind Sir,” Cary Grant-Ingrid(Continued on page 18)
V
i

NAB MICHAEL CONRAD
FOR‘ACTOR’CON BIT
. - Los Angelas, Nov. 19,
Arrest of producer-actor Michael
Conrad for allegedly bilking be¬
tween $15,000 and $22,000 out of
aspiring thesps in a variation of
the old “training” gimmick was
disclosed in Municipal Court pro¬
ceedings here.
Judge Vernon
Hunt currently has demurrer filed
by Conrad under advisement, .and
will rule on it tomorrow (20).
Conrad .surrendered to L. A. po¬
lice
bunco
detectives Stanley.
Johnson and Joint DiBetth on Nov.

1,’. Oh complalhtk; charging ”^ight
(Continued’on page 25)
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PICTURES

By FRED HIFT
Film industry advertising, be¬
cause of its failure to seek new
and “modem” approaches, is far
behind that of other areas of mer¬
chandising.
Thus, recently,
opined
Saul
Bass, indie designer,. who’s been
specializing in title and credit de¬
signs for films and whose offbeat
work has created attention for
such pictures as . “Man With the
Golden Arm,” “Around the World
In 80 Days,” “Saint Joan,” “Car¬
men Jones,” etc. He’s currently
winding up for "Bon jour Tristesse.”
A staunch advocate of the
avant garde approach to film ad
and title design, an approach that
—particularly in the ads—has gen¬
erated exhibitor as well as ad de¬
partment resistance, Bass said the
art of title designing particularly
had been sadly neglected in tradi¬
tion-conscious Hollywood.
“A title must catch; in those
brief two or three minutes, some¬
thing of the flavor and the mood of
the main show.
It’s the titles,
after all, that create the impres¬
sion that what follows is interest¬
ing. ’ Titles are like setup exer¬
cises, like the warmup period be¬
fore a radio or tv show.” The way
the designer looks at it,* the titles
must be made an integral part of
a film Tatber' than “an irritating
appendage that drives people into
the lobby to buy candy. Titles in.
our pictures often are abonimably
bad, and the whole field has been.
neglected.”
* Decrying the prevalent attitude

° Muttnik In Your Eye
Atlanta, Nov. 19.
Management of Buckhead
Theatre, nabe located in silk
stocking suburb of Atlanta,
hopped on the satellite band. wagon and began orbiting
Sunday (10) with George Pal’s
“Destination Moon,” plus “Sa¬
tellite in the Sky,” twin bill
. reporting attracting fair trade.
Catchline in Buckhead’s ad
“What have the Russians got
that we don’t have?”

Schwartz’s Name
Dropped in Yates

In a surprise switch, and one that
has Paramount bras., seething with
resentment, Charles Boasberg has
resigned as global sales chief for
Par's, “Ten Commandments” to be¬
come general sales manager for
Warners. Although an official state¬
ment has the effective date as being in January, a Par source said
' “it will be before that.”
Par’s top echelon brass at the
New York homeoffice, feel that WB
pulled a “raid” on a key exec who’s
been effectively calling the turns
on the most important picture in
the company’s history. Boasberg,
according to inside sources, was
approached by WB with so attrac¬
tive an offer that he accepted, mak¬
ing no effort to negotiate a better
deal with Par. WB deal provides
him with a three-year contract,
whereas he had no employment
security with Par.

t
Boasberg began in the industry
! in 1927 as a special representative
; in the field for Metro. * in 1930
i shifted to RKO as salesman in
j Buffalo and moved up to the post of
Sol A. Schwartz, president of ! global sales chief in 1952. He went
RKO Theatres, was in the -wings lto Distributors Corp. of America
while negotiations. were going on ] in 1954 as v.p. and general manlooking to the sale by Herbert J. ; ager and a year later moved to Par
Yates of his controlling stock In ; as assistant to distribution head
Republic to Essex Universal Corp., \ George Wellner.
In taking over the WB g.m. spot,
headed by Joseph Harris.
In an answer to Essex’ Federal Boasberg replaces Roy Haines, who
Court complaint which charged returns to his former position as
that Yates reneged on the sellout western division manager. Haines
deal, Yates over‘the past week said headed, sales since July, 195fr, at
that, in fact, Essex was the party which time he was given the top
not living up to the terms of the job on a temporary basis. In going
agreement. Prior to the closing, back to the western division, he’ll
the Rep president said he obtained be 'able to rejoin his family who
remained on the Coast - while he
operated in the east.
Boasberg’s supervision of the
“Commandments” sale had been
subject to policy decisions of a
committee which * included Par
president Barney Balaban, v.p.
Exploitation meii employed by tbe film companies continue
Paul Raiboum and Weltner. All
skeptical about “artistic” ad^copy. One of thfem commented this
three along with other execs went
week upon the opening in Buffalo to whammo trade of United
to the Coast at the past weekend
Artists’ “Baby Face. Nelson.” The newspaper ads were admittedly
for a series of studio huddles and
old style but “hard sell.” Captions ran to this flavor:.
it’s expected the matter of naming
More Vicious Than' Little Caesar! •
a successor to Boasberg will come
More Savage Than Scarf ace!
up for consideration.
More Brutal Than Dillinger!
Pat’s
long-range method
of
. . . The Baby-Faced Butcher who lined them up
handling the picture requires the
—Chopped them down—and terrorized a nation.
employment of an exec in command
Guys operating on the boxofflee firing line may be "conditioned”
and his giving his time to it ex¬
to their own ways of thinking, and these may be old-fashioned,
clusively.
but they’re pretty unimpressed by* art directors and artists- that
want “symbols” and “insignia.” Argument is that each firm is a
different production—not a uniform “copy platform” or “set
design.”

'Line 'Em Up, Chop ’Em Down’ Art

that thd* industry Is “unique,” and
that ad rules of thumb applying to
other merchandise* don’t, apply to
films, Bass said the hesitancy on
the part of the studios to go for
modernistic or even abstract art in
the ads was due to a large part to
the desire for security and to the
"group decision” psychology.
o
Furthermore, he said, many of
(Continued on page 24)

UA’s Roger Lewis
Sees Rat-Happy
Slant On ‘Sell’

information that Essex had liqui¬
dation in mind, various kinds of
deals, which would benefit Essex
and injure Rep stockholders, and
indicated nothing was being done
about the Essex obligation to “use
its best efforts” to hire, "one Sol
Schwartz,,' an individual with ex¬
tensive experience in the motion
Heads of the film companies
picture, industry.” Schwartz was this week were charged with forc¬
(Continued on page 70J
ing their ad-pub departments to
remain with the status quo in pic¬
ture promotion, showing reluctance
to sanction any real experimentation and, in general, frequently
failing to create a climate condu¬
cive. to fresh
ad approaches.
Charges were made by Roger Lewis,
United Artists ad-pub director,
who elaborated on remarks he
Stress on “scientific” research ex¬ made before the New York -Chap¬
pectedly will result from the cur¬ ter of the Alpha Delta Sigma Na¬
tional Advertising Fraternity.
rent meetings.
Lewis, who stressed he had no
, reference to any policy or individ¬
ual at his own company, accused
Columnist-Author
\ top-echelon execs of approving offj beat approaches only tentatively,
•and quickly disparaging them if
• they didn’t show results pronto^
has written a seasonal short story
i
He said many ad-pub heads in
appropriately titled
:the picture business were in favor
> of changes but their hands are
No Room At The Inn jtied. Because of this situation, he
•said, the question of how best to
*
*
*
use television, for example, still
remains unanswered.
another' Editorial -Feature
And why not, he wants to know,
In the upcoming
slant advertising more directly to
femme audiences—why not ex¬
52d Anniversary Number
amine each ad campaign in terms
of its femme appeal?
of
Lewis suggested that the attitude
of top. pojic^r heads at mapy com¬
panies is preventing, a’ search for
(Continued on page 26)

Wre Not Reaching the People’ and
Paramount Pictures May Do a Rewrite
Top officials of Paramount are
meeting on the Coast this week'and
the decisions could influence all of
show business. Film company execs
are convinced “we’re not reaching
the public” with present-day ad¬
vertising and publicity'approaches,
as one "key source put it, and the
aim now is to come up with some
sort of new ideas.
Participating-in the conclave are
Barney Balaban, president; Y.
Frank Freeman, studio v.p.; Paul:
Raiboum homeoffice v.p.; Jerry;
Rickman,- ad-pub
v.p.; Russell)
Holman, eastern production chief;
George-Weltner, global distribution
chief, and others.
■Disturbing to -the Par brass is]
the fact that many pictures of re¬
nt thne^have measured^ fine
.UridJtipnaL |tand*rds*buf' haVe
proved shaky ait the boxoffice.

Jim Bishop
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'10th Aye/ Rousing 116,
Chi Liles Action Films; ‘Jailhouse’
B’way Spotty; ‘ffater’-Stageshow
Denver; ‘Days’ New High
Good 135G, ‘Zero’ Slim 8G, ‘Gervaise’
Lusty $24,000, ‘B-52’ Fast 18G, ‘Spee’
Record $15,500, ‘Joey Trim 44G, 4th
12G, ‘Godfrey Sock 24G,‘Joey Same
Denver, Nov. 19.
“Around World in 80 Days” goes
into 28th week at the Tabor to
easily top any record made by any
film in this city. New product cur¬
rently is not faring too well. How¬
ever, “Devil’s1 Hairpin” is rated
good at Denham and “Kis^ Them
For Me” is heading for an okay
session at the Denver, “Bombers
B-52” looms barely fair at Orphe¬
um. "Slaughter on 10th Avenue”
shapes fine opening stanza at Par¬
amount. “Hairpin” holds a second
at Denham.
,
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)—
“Story of Mankind” (WB) (2d wk).
Sad $6,000. Last week, $10,500.
Deqham (CockrHIUl,428; 70-90)
—“Devil’s Hairpin”
(Par)
and.“Hear Me Good” (Par).
Good
$9,000. Last week, “Joker Is Wild”
(Par) (3d wk), $6,500.
Denver (Fox) (2^86; 70-30) —
“Kiss Them for Me” (20th) and
“Under Fire” (20th). Okay $12,000.
Last week, “Operation Mad Ball”
(Col) and “Town oh Trial” (Col),
$14,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 70-90)—
“Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Domi¬
no Kid” (Col). Fair $8,000 or close.
Last week, “Jailhouse Rode” (M-G)
and “Battle Shock” (indie), $17,000.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 7030)—-‘‘Slaughter on 10th Avenue"
(U) and “Triple Deception”
(RFDA). Fine $11,000. Last week,
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and “Rest¬
less Breed” (20th), $11,000.
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)—
“Around World” (UA) (27th wk).
Hep $5,000. Last week, same.
Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442;
75-90)—“Devil's General” (Indie).
Good $2,000. Last week, “Bed of
Grass” (Indie), $1,600.

Chicago, Nov. 19. 4
Neatly every house is running
Estimates Are N4t
an action hill this frame and pros¬
pects look a hit better than in re¬
Film gross estimates as re¬
cent weeks. “Jailhouse Rock” at
ported herewith from the ^vari¬
the Chicago starts out with a peppy
ous key cities, are net;
$24,000. A nifty $18,000 shapes for
without usual tax; Distrib¬
‘‘Bombers B-52” and “Tip on Dead
utors
share on net take, when
Jockey” at the Roosevelt in initial
playing percentage, hence' the
session.
estimated
figures are net in-,
“Pursuit of Graf Spee” is hotsy
come.
$12,000 in first week at the Loop.
The parenthetic admission
“My flan Godfrey” shapes pleasing
prices, however, as indicated,.
in first frame at United Artists for
$24,0000 while “Scandal in Sor¬
Include the U. S. amusement
rento” shapes a fancy $7,200 at
tax.
the Esquire in first.
Second
frame. of
“Stopover ■"
Tokyo” is sluggish at Oriental, but
“Les Girls” shapes sharp for third
at the Woods. “Pal Joey" at StateLake is still a focal point for Loop
crowds in fourth week being sock.
“Around World in $0 Days" is
>ace setter for bard-ticket pix in
ts 33d session at Todd's Cinestale, hitting a record $27,300.
Providence, Nov. 13.
“Seven Wonders of World” marks
its 48th frame at the Palace with , Rock is the word for biz at the
another hefty total. _
—
iStrand where “Hunchback of Notre
Dame” is scoring this week. Also
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3.900; 9©-$l,50} up there, with 3-day stand, is
-~vJailhouse Rock” (M-G). Fane/ State's “Baby Face Nelson.” Ma¬
$24,000.
Last week, “Operation jestic and RKO Albee aTe just fair
with “Rodan” and “Rock Around
Madbair (Coll (2d wk). $13,000.
Elmwood is still happy
Esquire (HdcE Balaban) (1.350; World.”
$0-$1.2$)—“Scandal in Sorrento” with sixth session of “Around
(DCA). Hotsy $7,200. Last week; World in $0 Days.”
“Doctor ^et Large” (U) (2d wk),
Estimates fer This .Week
$6,400,
*
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80) —
Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)— “Rock Around World” (AI) and
‘‘Zero Hour” (Par), “Hear Me .“Reform School Girl” (AI). Fair
Good” (Par). Dull $3,800. Last $6,500. Last week,, “Stopover To¬
week, “Devil's Hairpin” (Par), “Mr. kyo” (20th) and “Copper Sky”
Rock and Roll” (P.ar) (Isf wk), :(20th), $6,000.
$4 000
Elmwpod (Snyder) (745; $2-$2.50>
Grand (Indie) (L200; »0-$1.25>— .—“Around WpfId in 80 Days” (UA)
“Invisible Boy” (M-G), “Hired
(6th wk). Neat $10,000. Last week,
Gun” (M-G). Happy $7,000. Last $
, 11,000.
week, “Whispering Smith” (Par)
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80) —
and “Streets. Laredo” (Par) Xrels- <“Rodan” (PDC) and “Hell In Ko¬
sues), $5,000.
rea” (PDC). Mild $6,000. Last
Loop (Telem't) (608; 9O-$1,50)— :
week, “Silver Chalice” (WB)' and
Toronto, Nov. 19.
“Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank). ,
“Helen of Troy” (WB) (reissues),
With “Les Girls” doing sensa¬
Booming $12,000. Last week, “Per- ,$9,000.
tional
turnaway
biz. Including lateri” (BV) (5th wk). $7,800.
■ State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80) — night performances over the week¬
McTickers (JL&S) <1.580; $1.25"Baby Face Nelson" (UA) and
end, this is leading the city for
$3.30)—“Raintree County” (M-G) ,
“Hell Bound” (UA). Big $14,000 or
wham returns at a two-house Loew
(Continued on page 22)
near in 3-day stand. Last <. week, combo and with upped priced. Pic
“Invisible Boy” (M-G) and “Town is easily the major newcomer.
on Trial” (Col), $7,000 in 5 days.
Holdover honors go to second
Strand (Nationaljiealty) (2,200; stanza of “Hunchback of Notre
65-80) — “Hunchback of Notre Dame” plus third frame, of “Perri.”
Damfe” (AA) and “Naked Sun!
Other good holdovers include
(AA). Boffo $3,000. Last week,
“Operation Mad Ball,” “Jet Plane”
“Zero Hour”' (Par) and “Hear Me
and “Sea Wife,” all in second
j Good” (Par), $3,200.
stanzas. Also big. of course, are
Washington, Nov. 19.
such standard holdovers as “This
4 Despite five newcomers, main
Is Cinerama^’ in fourth frame,
stem b.o. continues very spotty.
“Around the World in 80 Days” in
Real excitement is concentrated in
14th week; and “Ten Command¬
holdovers, “Pal Joey,” being socko
ments” in 52nd frame.
at Trans-Lux, and “And God Cre¬
Estimates for This Week
San Francisco, Nov. 19.
ated Woman” at the tiny Plaza
First-run trade shapes uneven in
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$l) —
shaping wow, both second-weekers.
current
stanza.
However,
some
of
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d
“Zero Hour” is, sluggish at Capitol. 1
Nice $9,000.
Last week,
But “Babyface Nelson” at the Pal- -newcomers look okay and a few wk).
12 000
ace is smash. “Slaughter on 10th ' of
! second-week pix will fare nicely.
“Time
Limit”
looms,
as
ace
new¬
Christie, Hyland (Rank) (877;
Ave” is fine at RKO Keith's. ‘Tin
Star” looms' sharp in two houses.
1comer, with an okay take at United 1,337; $1)—“Sea Wife” (20th) (2d
Artists.
“Kiss Them For Me” wk). Oke $6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Estimates for This Week
shapes modest in second Fox ses¬
Colony, Danforth, Fiirlawn,
Ambassador (SW) (1,430; 65- |sion. “Zero Hour” is not getting Humber (Rank) (838; 1,330; 1,165;
$1.25)—“Tin Star” (Par). Nice $6,- ;very far at Paramount in initial 1,203; $1) —t “Destination Moon”
000. Last week, “Hunchback Notre ;round. “Pal Joey” is great, in first (IFD) and “Devil Girl from Mars”
Dame” (AA), $4,700.
holdover week at St. Francis. (IFD) (Reissues). Fair $12,000.
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; - 70-90)-^ “Seven: Wonders of World” and
Downtown, Glendale,. Scarboro,
“Zero Hour” (Par), Sluggish $11,- 1“Around World in ‘ 80 Days” con¬ State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 694; 698;
000, despite lowest scale here in 'tinue excellent.
50-75) — “Gurisight Ridge” (UA)
months.
Last week, “Jailhouse
Estimates for This Week
and “Enemy from Space” (UA).
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 90- Light $12,000. Last week, “Shortcut
Rock” (M-G) (2d wk), $10,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 70-90)— ;$1.25)—“Mr. Rock and. .Roll" (Par) to Hell” (Par) and “Stowaway Girl”
“Midnight Story” (U). Dull $5,000. iand “Short Cut To Hell” (Par); (Par), $10,000.
Hollywood, Palace, Kunnymede
Last week, “Abominable Snow- ■Mild $8J000. Last week* “Slaugh¬
man” (20th) and “Ghost Diver” /ter On 10th Avenue” (U) and (FP) (1,080; 1,385; 1,485; 50-$l)—
“Quantez”ftJ). $10,000.
-j “Hunchback of Notre Dame”' (AA)
(20th), $4,000 in 5 days.
.
Keith's (RKO) (1,850; 85-$1.25)— , Fox-(FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—i (2d wk). Holding, at hep $22,000.
“Slaughter On 10th Ave.” (U). ,Fa- ;“Kiss Them For Me” <20th) and Last week, $30,000.
Imperial (FP) (3,344; 60-$l.lQ)—
vorable reviews boosting this to .“Ride Violent Mile” (20th) (2d wk). j
trim $9j000 or near. Last week, JModest $10,000. Last week; $14,000. “Jet Pilot” (RKO) (2d wk). Good
Warfield (Loew) (2,658; 90-$1.25) $11,000. Last week, $14,500.
“Unholy Wife” (U), $5,500.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,100; 85- -—"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (3d wk).
International (Taylor) (557; $1)
$1.25)—“Tin Star” (Par), Solid 1Good $8,500. Last week, $11,000. — “Woman in Dressing Gown”
Paramount (Par) (2,846; 90-$1.25) (WB). Fair $3,500. Last week,
$10,000. Last week, “Hunchback
r-“Zero Hour” (Pam and “Hear Me “Smallest Show on Earth" (IFD)
Notre Dame” (AA), $8,000.
Palace (Loew) (2,350; 70-30)— 1Good” (Par). Slow $10,000. Last (5th wk), $2,500.
“Babyface Nelson” (UA). Looks to ]week, “Graf Spee” (Rank) and
Loew’s, Uptown (Loew) (2,098;
bit great $18,000 or near. Last “Death In Small Doses” (AA). 2,036; 75-$1.25)—“Lea Girls” (M-G).
week, “Stopover Tokyo” (20th), !$14,000.
Wham $35,000. Last week, Loew’s
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25) “Time Limit” (UA) (2d wk), $7,000
$14,000 in 9 days.
Flam (T-L) (275; 30-$1.35)—“God >—“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Great at 60-$l). Uptown, “Invisible Boy”
Created Woman” (Indie) (2d wk). -!$20,000.-Last week, $28,000.
(M-G), $4,500 at 60-$l.
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,458;
Sensational $11,000 or dose for'2d
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)—
consecutive week. Stays.
i$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders of “Around World in 80 Days” -(UA)
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 30-$1.25)— 1World” (Cinerama) (52d wk). Dandy (14th wk). Swell $13,000. ■ Last
“Pal Joey” (Col) (2d wk). Socko 3$14,800. Last week, $15,200.
week, same:
$20,000 after $22,000, house record
United Artista (No. Coast) (1,207;
Towne (Taylor) (693; $1) —
last week. Continues.
!90-$1^5)—“Time Limit” (UA) and “Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Night turnUptown (SW) (1,100;’$1.25-$3)— 1“Monte Carlo Story” (UA). Fine away biz for $8,500, with no let“Around World in 80 Days” (UA) i$9,000 or over. Last week, “Hunch¬ down on previous weeks’ biz.
(33d wk). Big $14,1)00, Last week, 1back Notre Dame” (AA)
and
University (FP) (1,233; $1.50$14,500, with added show.
4“Naked In Sun” CAA). (2d wk), $2.40)—“This Is Cinerama” (CineWarner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300; i 8 200
rama) (4th wk). Sellout at $24,000.
$1.20-$2.40) — “Seven Wonders of
Stagedoor (A-R)
(440; $1,25- Last week, same.
World” (Cinerama) (47th wk). End- 4$1.50)—“Perri” (BV) (3d wk). Nice
York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2)—“10
of-run notices help this to fine J$4,800. Last week, $5,500.
Commandments” (Par) (52d wk).
$10,000 for second consecutive
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25) — Upsurge -to' $4,000. Last week,
week. Holds on.
(Continued-on page 22)
$3>50o;*
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MyFace’Boff
$14000 in Prov.

‘Girls’ Giant 35G
Toronto Topper

‘Nelson’Whoppag 18C,
D.C.;m Are.'Lofty
9G, ‘Star’ Sharp 16G

TIME* SMOOTH $9,000,
! FRISCO; ‘JOEY’ 20G, 2D
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Despite three new bills launched i an” (Kings) (5th wk>. Fourth stanin current session, Broadway first-)za finished Sunday (17» was terrific
run trade shapes very spotty, with $21,500. Third was $21,000.
many houses off considerably this
Radio City Music Hall iRockeweek. Return of unseasonably mild fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—“Don’t
weather and widespread prevalence Go Near Water” (M-G) and new
of flu coupled with fear of catching stageshow. Initial session ending
the disease, kept many away'from today (Wed.) looks to reach good
attending the cinema. .
$135,000. In ahead, “Les Girls”
Biggest money is going to the (M-G) with stageshow' (6th .wk).
Music Hall with Its new bill of $142,000 and finishing a very big
“Don’t Go Near the Water” and longrun here,
stageshow. First stanza ending tolUvoli (UAT) (L545; $1.25-$3.50)
day (Wed.) looks iike good $135,000 —“Around World” (UA) (58th wk),
or close. “Zero Hour” which got The 57th stanza completed yesteraway slowly, wound initial session day (Tues.) was capacity $37,700
at the State with slight $8,000 or for 11 shows. The 56th week, with
close.
12 performances, was capacity
“Gervaise” broke the arty Baro- $41,000.
net record "opening round with a
Plaza (Brecher) (525; $1.50-$2)-rgreat $15,422. Extra shows Friday “Love in Afternoon? (AA) (13th
and Saturday were needed to ban- wk). This session finishing up todle the crowds. At the arty Paris, morrow (Thurs.) is heading for
“And God Created Woman” topped groat $8,400. The 12th was $9,000.
the third session with a terrific Stays on at least until some time
$21,500 in fourth week.
in December.
“Slaughter on 10th Avenue”
Rexy (Nat'l Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.50)
wound its second stanza at the —“Kiss Thera For Me” (20th) with
Astor with a sturdy $15,000. It's stageshow (2d wk). This week finno W in third week, “Story of Esther Isbing tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to
Costello” finished its first holdover dip to mild $38,000, and may be
frame at the Palace with a stout shoved out after three weeks. First
$15,800, and likewise is now In "week was considerably below exthird week. “Story of Mankind” is pectancy at $60,000 despite Tritn
slipping to a mild $23,000 In cur- ute-to-Pat Boone show the night
rent (2d) round at the Paramount, of Nov. 12. Due to stay on until
being replaced Friday by “Bombers
®$c- 12.
B-52.” “Kiss Them for Me” with
State (Loew) (3,450; 50-$1.75>—
stageshow slumped sharply to a “Z«-o Hour” Par) (2dwk>. Wound
light $38,000 in second frame at upfirrt week last night (Tues.) with
the Roxv
slow $8,000 or near. Last week,
••Pad Joey” still is in the chips
Star” (Par) (3d wk) bit $13,in current (4th) session at the Capi- 000 deluding preview of “Hour”
tol with $44,000 or close. “Opera- 0noTil®ida^.
._Ci
OK
tion Mad Ball" opens today (Wed.) „
,at the Victoria, supplanting “Time
‘Bridge (Hank) ^4th wk).
Limit” which was mild $8,500 in Third
week
ended
yesterday
fourth round
(Tues.) was fair $6,900. Second
Hard-ticket pix held remarkably w*5$8,700.
well. “Around World in 80 Days”, #>,T£ns'Lli£1pd St* (X_L,) (^0,’
was capacity $37,700 in 57th week
Balzac^
at the Rfvoli, starting the 58th ^CAJ Opened big on Saturday
round today. “10 Commandments”
^
nnn
is heading for a big $27,000 in pres- (UCA) (3d wk-9 days), fair $7,000
ent (54th) stanza at the Criterion.
nmNn-152)
“Search for Paradise” climbed
ahead of seventh week to lapd a
ISfL * BaS.
bright $36,800 in its eighth session SFJf ^day;
at the Warner. Pic is now in ninth
VwSJ
week. House used two student light $8,500 after $12,000 m third

fjnl5J2m>
(3d wB^ Second^ round finished
Monday Q8) was nice $15 000 S
waS mCC $15>'uuu*
was $zz,U(K).
(55^U$125?$T80)—“Shis

dke-'fc^eramaMWh wk,°rEfghth5
session ended Saturday il6> was"
briSht $36,800 for 16 performances.
The seventh week was $32,100 in
t.ir.
World‘(Times) (400; 95-$1.50>—

sion ended Saturday (16) was fine (Times? (3d wk lD^avsl wasfair
$7,400. Fifth Was $7,100. “Smallest
slond full week waJ
Show on Earth” (Times) opens
becon<1 luu week wa*
Friday (22).
55’100'
Baronet (Reade) (430; $L25■ .
~
““
$1.80)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (2d wk).
TfllTlfl
Initial stanza ended Sunday (17) IlUIIUHIaUk 1UI1111
was mighty $15,400, record here.
IL.L,
> Af Cl A ftftA
Opened np great, with reviews
IlttD, OWT UK fl4,UUU,
helping, and built so that managemr
f
f
0j
ment was forced to use extra shows
WOHUtD SOCKO ZUu. 0(1
on Friday and Saturday. Openmg
,
***
on Monday (11), of course, gave it
*
, Boston, Nov. 19.
a fine sendoff.
Biz Is sagging some at wickets,
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50) with mild weather hurting. “Hunch— “Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). back of Notre Dame,” best of newFourth session winding up next comers looks big at the Metropolis
Friday (22) looks like fancy $44,- tan. “Unholy Wife” is okay at the
000 or near. Third was $60,400. Memorial. “Tin Star” is fairly good
Due to stay on.
at Paramount and Fenway.
Criterion (Moss) (i.671; $1.80Holdovers dominate the scene
$3.30)—“10 Commandments” (Par) and are holding down total take*
(54th wk). This week ending tomor- “Jailhouse Rock” at State and
row (Thurs.) is heading for big Orpheum now in second round is in
$27,000 in 14 performances. The nosedive. “And God Created Wo53d week was $32;800 for 16 shows. man” 13 wow at Gary in third.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-31.80) “Raintree County” is rated nice in
— “Cabiria” (Lopert) (4th wk). fifth week at Astor.
Third stanza ended Sunday (17)
Estimates for This Week
held, at big $13,200. Second was
Astor (B&Q) (1,372; $1.65-$2.75)
$13,900.
.
—“Raintree County” (M-G) (5th
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — wk). Fourth week was nice $16,000.
“Silken Affair” (DCA) (4th wk). Third week, $18,000.
Third round ended yesterday
Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; 90-$ 1.25)
(Tues.) Was okay $5,000, Second —“Gigi” (M-G) (2d wk). Good
was $7,200. “Cast Dark Shadow" $5,000. Last week. $7,000,
(DCA) opens Nov. 27.
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354:
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- $1.25-$2.65)—^-'Search for Paradise”
$1.80)—?Perri” (Bv) (8th-final wk), (Cinerama).
Preera
for
Arch*
The seventh week ended Monday bishop’s Fund, Tuesday'(19), and
(18) was okay $6,000. The sixth was opens to public Nov. 20. Last week,
$7,500.’ “La Strada” (T-L) (reissue) “Seven V/onders of World” (Cine(Cine¬
opens Nov. 27.
rama) (64th wk), $22,000.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 95-$2)- —
Copley (Indie) (961; 90-$1.25)-~
“Story of Esther Costello” (Col) "Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO)
(3d wk). First holdover stanza (9th wk). Eighth was oke $4,000.
ended Monday (18) was fine $15,- Last week, $5,100.
Exeter (Indie) (1,200; 60-$1.25)—■
i800, Opening week was $22,000.
“Novel Affair” (Indie) (2d wk).
JStays indef.
Paramount (ABrPT) (3,665; $1- First ended Nov. 16 was stout
;$2)—“Story of Mankind” (WB) (2d- $8,500.
afinal wk). This session winding i Fenway (NET) (1,378; 60-$1.10)—
itomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for /‘Tin Star” (Par) and “Short Cut to
imild $23,000. First week was $32,-"Hell" (Par). Good $4,500. Last
l000. “Bombers B-52” (WB) opens week, “Zero Hour” (Par) and “Hear
Me Good” (Par). $5,000.
iFriday (22).
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90Gary (Sack) (1,340; 90-$1.80)r’ (CnriHnnpd nn na^
1$1.80)—“And God Created Worn-

t^AniEfr

Wednesday, November.20, 1952

THE SAME 3 EXCITING
That gave
!'

HUDSON
Iy

w

BURKE...he had heard all the
whispers. He knew just what
La ■\|&me was —but he also
knew^jhat he loved her!

co-starring

ROGER ...he won La Verne on
a throw of the dice. He gave
her his name —
and took everything else!

MIDDLETON * ROBERT 1. WILKE Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK

*
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Wednesday, November 20; 1957

THE SAME JOLTING IMPACT!
cms
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SUCH BOX OFFICE POWER!
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'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFICE
1 St. Martin's Plac«, Trafalgar Square

Italo Communist Party, Under Cloak
0( Cultural Film Setup, Now Going
Rome, Nov. 12 ■
The Italian Communist Party
has entered the distribution-exhi¬ The Mace’ Picked Up
bition field in pictures, according
By Rank for Distrib
to a report from Bologna, in the
London, Nov, 19.
heart of the Red belt of Emilia.
Following its successful opening
Source reports that leftwingers, ap¬
parently . disguising the effort as: in Canada and New York "The
cultural association of ‘Triends Sceptre and the Mace" has been
of the cinema," have been buying * snappe(i up f0r British distribution
!h0SeS»« I* Rank Film Distributor?. It opens
they have been building or in the West End this week, and has
reconditioning meeting halls into' already started its provincial run
theatres boasting 250 to 800 seats. in key cities.
To escape c£ntro1;>
■1t!ck€It®
"The Mace” is a documentary
f oniy memberehips) are sold. In prQduced by the National Film
this ''f3'*
^ . 5 Board of Canada. It shows the arfrom the
rival of Queen Elizabeth in Ottawa,
fice. Yet
* 5t k? the glittering scene as she opened
turning into a.
and Canada’s Parliament and vividly
gamzation, able to negotiate and eXplains Canadian Parliamentary
purchase features outri^it for precedure and how the Queen fits
showing to members.
For thejr,^
.f Shot
CK^f in
•„ Eastmancolor and
into it.
moment, the movement would be available both in 36m and 16m,
limited basically to the region of "The Mace" will shortly he re¬
Emilia, where the Communist leased for exhibition in British
party has traditionally maintained schools.
its Italian stronghold.
What apparently has brought
the ma ter to Yank attention here
is that the "circuit" reportedly
not only books leftist product or
Russian pix which might other*
wise not see the light or day in
the country, but also is reported
to have bought release rights out¬
right on some U.S. product.
From early indications, the move
Rome, Nov. 12.
_seems to be a development of the
The three-country committee
long-popular film club idea in this ,
., _
country. Film societies grew and ■ charged with setting up the Eurodeveloped rapidly in the years i pean Film Pool organization will
following the las*. World War with! hold its next meetlngvin Hamburg
the object of showing art pix and \ N
25-27
screen classics for the students of motion pictures.. A strong in-1 Principal topic up for discusfiltration effort has been made in ■ sion by members of delegations
tli is sector over the years, with \ from’ Italy, France, and Germany
some success, by the Communis' ; will be a report to be subrnitted

Europe Fix Pool

To’fight it, the church at first =t0 German Minister of Economy
set up rival .clubs. Later it went Ludwig Erhard on Nov. 28,
into regular showing of pix in ‘ Bonn. Report will compare the
parish film houses and audito¬ German film industry setup with
riums, which subsequently were that of France and Italy, devoting
united in a large and powerful special attention to the film aid
association, the ACEC (Catholic laws, Germany to date has no aid
Exhibitor’s Assn). This is said to legislation, and this is viewed as
control over 4,000 of Italy's 16,000 a major hurdle before a Conti¬
cinemas.
nental pic pact can be sealed,
f
Other subjects of discussion will
I be the coordination of procedure
[ by the three film industries in
1 their presentation to the respec; tive governments of plans regard' ing the substitution of current
: bilateral co-production agreements
• with new tripartite pacts. Confabs
„
| will also cover a proposal to go
. ,,
’ aNOV* „ . i to the various governments to uniAfter some 20 years ^ P*™} fy financial and other, film legislarepiesentative of Sol Hurok, ] ti0n in France, Italy and Germany
European concert impresario L, within the frameWork of the EuroLeonidoff is Joining National Ar- pean Coram0n Market idea. Lattists Corp. of Nevv York as its con- ter topic wag already discussed
tmental general director. He is, of} during the recent tripartite talks
course, not the Leon Leonidoflj held in Munich 0ct. 27 and 28.
who has long been senior producer
T.
. v
..
,
at the Rad o City Music Hall N.Y.I Ita.han delegation to Hamburg
President Luben Vichy of NAC,. meetlogs wiR compriseEitel Monwho has been visiting a series of: ac0’ Goff re do Lombardo, Alfredo
European centres signing up con-‘.
* E°n^° Gian n ell i,_ Nicola
cert attractions for America, raided! DePirro and Benedetto Orta.
Hurok of Leonldoff in the wake off
a whole series of N.Y. officials:
Hurok enticed away from NAC;
upon ending his (Hurok’s) tie of
many years to set up his own book-:
ing office.
*

Hurok’s Paris Rep

EVTEItXATIOXAI.

Uariett
Tho Roamin' Roman

SAM’L STEINMAN
details why
Old Revistas
(Italian Revues) Never Die:
They Just Keep Rolling
Along
* * *
one of the many Editorial Feature*
In the upcoming
52d Anniversary-Number

•r
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Takeover Of
Now in Works
'London, Nov. 19.
A bid for takeover of British
Lion Filmj, the government-owned
distribution company, is in the
works! Behind the takeover, ac¬
cording to authoritative reports
here, is agent Christopher Mann,
who, it’s understood, is organizing
a syndicate, of producers and direc¬
tors to provide the necessary bank¬
roll.
Mann declined to comment when
questioned by Variety, but neither
did he dedy that he was associated
with, the deal. He indicated that he
might have some observations to
make within two or three weeks,
even though he had nothing to say
at the present time.
It’s been a fairly open secret
along Wardour Street (London’s
Film Row) for some weeks that a
group was negotiating the British
Lion takeover, but utmost secrecy
had hitherto been maintained.
There’s no hint at the present time
of the amount involved, but the
company has an authorized capital
of. $2,800,000 of which $1,680*000
has been issued.
Any offer for the acquisition of
the company- would, presumably,
need clearance at Treasury and
Board of Trade level and it’s not
clear what the procedure would be.
In its present setup, the share Capi¬
tal of the company is owned by the
National Film Finance Corp.,
which, in turn, originally got its
coin from the Treasury.
British Lion is, in any event,
about to undergo important execu¬
tive changes following the appoint¬
ment of Sir Arthur W. Jarratt, its
managing director, as honorary
president of the Kinematograph
Renters Society, It’s-been gener¬
ally assumed that David Kingsley,
who’s also a member of the board
and - managing director of the
NFFC, would move in to fill, the
vacancy. That appointment, how¬
ever, has to. be made by the direc¬
tors of .the film hank.
In the last annual report for the
year ended last March 31, British
Lion showed a; trading loss of
around $60.00Q. before taking into
account dividend and interest pay¬
ments. There was no dividend pay-,
menC

BRITISH PIX INDUSTRY
WANTS NO ADMISH TAX

Vienna Philharmonic Already Booked — Statoper
Tour in Prospect—-Spanish Horsemen to Hit U.S,

Loudon, Nov. 19.
Total abolition of Admissions
Tax is the British picture indus¬
try’s goal. The Cinematograph!
Exhibitors’ Asso. has stated that
nothing short of this can save it.
The CEA, in supporting this
claim, which will he made by the
All-Industry Tax Committee to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, has
instructed its members to make
known the; full facts about any the¬
atre closings to their members of
Parliament. -Publicity about the¬
atres which go dark, the associa¬
tion says, should be directed
towards Westminster, because ef¬
forts to interest the public in the
need for tax abolition were not
only unprofitable, but might have
the effect of creating an* unfavor¬
able impression in the. public’s
mind as to the future of the in¬
dustry.

Luben Vichy, the former Met is for five years. It does not, of
Opera basso who became a concert r course, preclude private mariageimpresario as president of National [ments making deals with private
Artists Corp., returned Monday ^Austrian entertainers, Andre Mer‘ 18) from Europe with exclusive tehs of Columbia Concerts has his
managerial rights for. Austrian own "Vienna On Parade" opening
state-subsidized cultural organiza¬ in the U. S. this January for an ex¬
tions. He has world tour rights for tensive tqur.
the Vienna Philharmonic, which
will hit Russia, Japan, Phiflipines
and the U. S. in 1959.
Dicker Patrice Wymore .
NAC hopes to book American
London, Nov. 19.
dates in I960 for the Vienna Stato¬
Patrice Wymore is planning to
per, Vienna Opera Ballet and the
Burgteatre repertory. Latter is the open in cabaret in London. Music
main problem, because of its .Ger¬ Corp. of America has offered her
man language dramas. Another ltd Harry Morris, ’boss of Mayfair’s
Vienna -organization, the Spanish Colony Restaurant. .
Riding Academy, which has exten¬
Morris, Who will visit New York
sively toured European centres, in January in search of floorshow
will be managed for U. S. arena talent, said he is also dickering
bookings.
With Kaye Ballard for her to re¬
Vichy's reported contract with turn to London cabaret at the
the Austrian Ministry of Culture Colony,

Belgium’s Film Biz Up in Arms Vs.
Competish of Brussels World’s Fair
British Film Actor
Named College Rector
Edinburgh, Dec. 12,
James Robertson Justice, British
film actor, was elected Lord Rec¬
tor of Edinburgh University. He
outdistanced the other nine candi-,
dates with d total of 1003 Votes.
Justice, 52-year-old actor, has,
flayed the role of surgeon in the
Rank
Organization's
“Doctor"
films. He is the second film actor
to become rector of Edinburgh,
the first having been Alastair Sim.
Justice was nominated by medi¬
cal students. He beat nine others,
who included Malcolm Muggeridge, controversial British tv per¬
sonality (who recently criticized
Royalty in the Saturday Evening
Post), and tele personality Jacque¬
line Mackenzie, actress and mimist.

Arg. Film Studios

Paris, Nov.. 19.
Wnrd has been,<received that film
circles in Belgium are up"in arms
against the overpowering competi¬
tion which the Brussels World’s.
Fair may develop during its sixmonth (April 17 to Oct. 17) tenure.
With Russia and U. S. probably
getting the- top . play tekhibits be¬
ing practically side by side), the
news that both will count heavily*
on permanent film setup has Bel¬
gian ; distribution and exhibition
circles feeling this may seriously
dent their b.o. receipts during the
fair. Additionally, there will be
three film fests going 'on at the
fair. This, it’s feared, mean that
films will languish at the regular
cinemas in Brussels, which sup¬
plies the key receipts from, this
small country, .
■ Hence, the Belgian filmites. feel
that 195$ may turn- out to be a reaHy non-Vintage year as'„far as
film glosses gO.VExhibs in Brussels
and other keys are now concocting
ideas to combat this rugged rival¬
ry, To tap the big influx of Yank
and Anglo visitors, exhibs hope to
demand and get top new British
and American product* for showing
in original versions with subtitles
all over Brussels, not a common
practice. Dubbed versions are
usually used.
' .
Exhibs also hope to make-up
losses via daily midnight, shows,
thereby catching crowds after they
leave the fair. Small Belgian night¬
life current is envisaged as helping
these late-late shows. Foreign films
may also be shown in Anglo and
German subtitled versions to get
visitors who do not dig French -or
other lingos. Also being consid¬
ered are special programs of pix:
that the average visitor might not
be able to see at home.'
Battle For Int’l Film Okay •
Film circles are* also watching
fair’s battle for recognition by the
Federation of IntemationaL^Film
Producer Associations still going
on. Though wanting the Fair .and
its film fest aspects to be a suc¬
cess from a national point of view,
some Belgian distribs and exhibs
secretly hope that a real interna¬
tional film fest is not held ^o as to
eliminate further • competition.
FIFPA still has not given the
proposed Brussels International
Film.Fest, May 30 to June 13 next
year, an "A" rating. It is believed
that the French strength in the
org is bringing the stalling. At any
rate there will be an . International
Experimental Film Fest, April 2125, to crown the amateur pic which
is tops in giving _ new ways and
methods Of film technique and ex¬
pression. There also will be a
fest which will screen the best
pictures of all times as chosen by
the leading world film-historian*
and critics. .

Buenos Aires, Nov. 12.
Time is fleeting hut Argentina’s
film studios are still gathering cob¬
webs, very few pictures are rolling
or ip print, and production inter¬
ests are distinctly soured over van¬
ished hopes that the new Film
Law (62/57), passed last January,,
would automatically bring a revi¬
val of their industry. ' Producers
had imagined they would be given
the .millions pouring in from the
10% boxoffiee tax to play around
with while unemployed film work¬
ers looked to it to restore their
jobs.
No one has relied on good pic¬
tures to give the industry the
needed shot. Recent releases of
pictures made subsequent to the
revolution have done nothing to
counteract the citizenry’s feeling
that the native material isn’t worth
seeing.
"La Sombra de Safo”
(Sappho’s Shaw) ((ADOCA), a se¬
quel to a hit of 1943, "Sappho,”
flopped miserably.
"Alfonsina
Storni" (D’An Fran), based on the
life of a loved Argentine poetess,
arid the historical "La Muerte en
las Calles” (Death in the Streets)
(Atalaya), a historical opus set in
1808, were both boxoffiee failures,
protection notwithstanding.
A
feeling is beginning to spread, in
fact, that the wrong people are in
charge of production.
Chagrin over the Film Law’s
failure 'to put things right is so
strong that the industry union (Sindicato de la Iridustria Ciriematografica Argentina, known as SICA),
now grouping every one of the.
industry forces, has published a
first bulletin embodying an unusu¬
ally scathing denunciation of the
National Screen Institute, created
under the law.in' ApriL To quote
the Union, the Institute "ha4 utter¬
ly failed and is directly tesponsifcle
for the dire straits, of the indus¬
try workers." The Union diatrihe
winds up with an appeal to the gov¬
ernment to sweep out the Screen
Institute President, Antonio Aita,
and his board.
Rome, Nov. 12.
Aida's resignation, has been a
Rome ' film boxoffiee returns,
foregone conclusion for - months;
but somehow gets no official an¬ usually indicative of the remainder '
nouncement.
of the country, showed a slight up¬
Estimates are that the 10% box- ward trend after a disastrous fall
office tax for \he Institute has al¬
start.
Arrival of strong product *
ready yielded 30 million pesos,
which producers eye covetously. also helped the upward swing, with
The Institute is.expected to loan Yank pix. predominating the top
some of this to film worker coop¬ spots.
\
eratives for production purposes,
Highest daily averages -were be¬
and a deal is under way to use
them for purchase of the shuttered ing racked up here by "10 Com¬
EmelcO studios, which would be mandments" (Par), helped by ad¬
leased or loaned to experimental vanced prices in its current two-aday at the Ffaihma. The DeMille
fiim groups.
Current activity on local lots has opus is averaging, more than $1,500
Lucas Demare rolling "Behind the per day, high for this" city, at the
Long Wall," from a Sixto Pondal ■ comparatively small showcase.
Rios script,, with Susana Campos . Gross to date Is around $25,500.
and Lautaro Murua in the leads.
Top local grosser at the moment
* The Long Wall" was erected un¬ is "Teahouse of August Moon"
der the Peron dictatorship to: close (M-G), Currently better" than $35,off the view of the shanty tQ\vns*in 000 in Rome first-runs alone. It is
which the dictator’s most enthusi¬ closely followed by “Sun Also
astic, supporters and* worst victims ■Rises’’ * (20thJ, witli .$34,500; and an
.had to live.
. v Italian pic, "Cabiria "; (DeLaurenRuben Cavaiotti is preparing tiis), with $34,400, ~
!
work on "Prisoner 1040,” which he'
Other pix showing strength in
will direct for Enrique Faustin, early returns are ^Prince apd the based on a story by Uruguayan Showgirl" (WB), “Gunfight at OK
author Juan C. Patron. This will Corral" (Par) and "Sea. Wall"
I (Rank).
(Continued on page 14)
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Black Market in Cinema
Vest End Still Healthy; les Girls’
Tickets Forcing Gori
In W. Pakistan to Act
Lively $15,000, ‘Time’ Fast 9G, ‘Kwai’
Big 11G, 6th, Tride Stout 7G, 5th

Reds Hold bad on China Mime

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
„
Paris, Nov. i9.
From Formosa, with a two-way boost- from the National China
Karachi, Nov, 12;
and U.S. Governments, has arrived here at the Chinese National
Shortage of cinema houses and
Theatre, a company of some 60. It is in for two weeks at the
the few new releases of Pakistani
Champs Eiysees Under the management of Eugene Gruhberg, Jean '
and Indian films plus overwhelm¬
Robin and Benjamin Carlin.
ing interest of the . people in films
Unavoidably the contrast must be drawn to the Peiping com¬
has resulted, in huge crowds
T'
London, Nov. 12. pany of mimes, acrobats and showgirls from Red China which was
thronging the cinemas when new
a wow in Paris and other European centres three years ago. The
First-run biz continues' healthy
product is preemed here. Taking
present venture suffers by comparison: ;It is slower, more sing-^
here, there being no evidence yet
advantage of the situation, brokers
songey and without the show-stopping whirlwind acrobatics of the
of seasonal decline.
The major
have gone into blackmarketing of -Peiping revue. In show biz terms Peiping was Sputnik, firstest
new entry of the last week was
admission tickets. To stop this evil,
with the mostesti
“Les Girls,” the first musical ever
the Cinematograph Act will be
Formosa group has some offbeat values and exotic touches but
chosen for a Royal Command show.
amended with blackmarket selling
as a concert or legit attraction in the States carries a danger sign
It ended first week of regular run
of cinema ducats made a violation
lest it repeat the recent experience of the Dancers from Bali at
Rome, Nov. 12.
at the Empire Nov. 11 with a stout
of the law. The penal provision
the ANT A Theatre in Manhattan. By which this is meant: the
$15,000.
The free Italian labor unions
would apply to both the general
show would need to he edited and speeded for American consump¬
Another sturdy newcomer is have officially approved the MPEA public as well
the cinema man¬
tion.
•‘Time Limit,” heading for a solid office in Rome, asking its inter¬ agement.
$9,000 or near in- first full frame vention in convincing the Ameri¬
Many cinemas in the country are
can film companies in Italy to con¬
at Leicester Square Theatre.
not properly ventilated While gen¬
Holdovers are also in good shape. form to local labor laws covering eral sanitary conditions are far.
“Bridge on River Kwai” in sixth wage standards, pensions, illness from perfect, The* act alsoRwill be
• Plaza frame looks big $11,000. indemnities, etc. Plea was made amended, it’s predicted, so as to
“Pride and Passion” shapes lively in friendly but forcible manner by give authority to the government
$7,000 in its fifth Pavilion week. Claudio Rocchi, head of the demo¬ to improve health conditions in the
“Bolshoi Ballet” looms smash cratic labor uniohs in the Italo theatre.
*
$11,200 in fourth Gaumont rouijjl film industry. Rocchi made it clear
A provision is also being made ------♦By HAZEL -GUILD
“Sun Also Rises” is heading for that unless the companies com¬
a sturdy $8,500 at the Carlton 1ft plied with the local law, his organ¬ in the act to . insure the youth
Hamburg, Nov. 12.
ization would be forced to go to against harmful effects of films.
third session.
The Board of Censors will be au¬
“Man" can’t live on residuals
court for a judgment.
Estimates for Last Week
!
alone”
is
the
feeling of Hollywood
thorized
to
be
more
strict
in
clas¬
According to reports here, Roc¬
Astoria
t CM A)
(1,474; $1.20screen and television actor Leon
chi said that previous union ef¬ sifying films—for . general unre¬
$2.151—“Around World in 80 Days”
Askm, who’s scoring an important
forts, on an individual basis and stricted exhibition and “for adults
(UA) (19th wk>. Huge $17,900.
first in West Germany. He’s cur¬
via ANICA’s labor office, had re¬ only.”
Cameo-Royal (Indie) (417; 50- peatedly been frustrated by tacit
rently acting, producing and di¬
Paris, Nov. 19.
$1.20)—“Flesh Is Weak” (Eros) compahy resistance and even re¬
recting (In German) at the Ham¬
■
The
old
game,
of-filmmakers
hit(15th wk). Stout $2,400.
burg Kammerspiele theatre.
Vi¬
fusal to discuss the matter. Be¬
tihg hack at film crix Is still going enna-born Askin went to the TLS.
Carlton (20th) <1,128; 70-$2.15)— cause of this impasse, and espe¬
on here. The latest to take a slap in 1938, with a background of stage
“Sun Also Rises” (20th> (2d wk). cially in view of the delicate poli¬
at the scribes is young director and theatre experience including
Sturdy $8,500. Last week, $9,900. tical situation determined by the
Denys De La Patelliere who has running a cabaret inx Paris (which
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.I5)— upcoming Italian elections in the
had some neat boxoffice pix, but introduced Lili. Palmer), where he
“Cinerama Holiday" (Robin) (93d spring of 1958, further leniency in
has been getting the brush from had the late screenwriter Robert
wk'. Fine $17,000.
the matter had become impossible.
highbrow film reviewers. De La Thoeren as emcee and Henry KosEmpire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)— The free workers unions, he said,
Patelliere suggested that a special ter writing skits; wrote film scen¬
Edinburgh, Nov. 12..
“Les Girls” (M-G*.
Hypoed by could not risk potential opposition
fund be set up to pay for a picture arios in Paris, acted in Vienna and
Disaster
faces
the
International
criticism
on
this
delicate
question,
Royal Command publicity to hit
course for the crix who seemed the Duesseldorf. Three times his ca¬
Festival
here
unless
more
coin
can
but had to enforce the standard
stout $15,000.
be found In the near future. That’s most incompetent in their judg¬ reer was interrupted by stints in
labor
regulations
for
the
U.
S.
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
ments during the year.
the
solemn
warning
voiced
here
by
concentration camps.
—“Bolshoi Ballet” (Rank) (4th wk). companies.
He was backed by another topthe annual arts junket’s artistic
In America, he recently com¬
The Italian labor topper is said
Fancy $11,200 on two-a-day en¬
notch commercial director, Chrisdirector, Robert Ponsonby.
pleted a series as Chef Pierre on
to have acted with the full knowl¬
gagement. Third was $12,600.
tian-Jacque," who felt he did not
“Unless
substantial
financial
“The
Charles Farrell'TV Show”
mind taking ‘instruction and aid
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA) edge of Harry Goldberg, AFL-CIO
support can be found, there is a
and had literally hundreds of tele
from intelligent reviewers but not
(1.376;
50-$1.70)—“Time
Limit” rep In Italy, and to have compared
grave danger that the festival will
and film character role?..
the
local
situation
with
a
similar
from those who passed judgment
(UA>.. Looks bright $9,000.
one in the U. S.: Would American come to an end within the next without any seeming knowledge of
“Here in Europe, you still have
London Pavilion (UA) <1,217; 50labor unions in the U. S. have long year or two,” he said.
•the mechanics and essence of film- a chance to prove yourself in new
$1.70)—“Pride and Passion” (UA)
Since the Festival was started making.
tolerated defiance of American la¬
fields, withdut being type-cast,”
(5th wk).
Stout $7,000.
Fourth
bor laws by the Stateside workers 11 years ago, grants received had
De La Patelliere stated that vari¬ he claims. “In the States, I got
was $7,600.
of an Italian company?—say Bui- not been increased apart from a ous widely known highbrow critics sick of being sent out on inter¬
-■ Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA) toni—or the like? And oyer a peri¬ further. $30,000 from the Edin¬
had made some short pix which views wearing a dark suit and a
(2,200; 50-$1.7D)—“Jeker Is Wild” od of years? In his forceful plea, burgh Corp., he said.
were piteously had. He opined that derby so that 1 would look like a
(Par) (2d wk). Fair $8,000 or near. Rocchi is also said to have noted
*At first’ we could manage on a cric who did not truly under¬ villain. The final straw was when
Odeon, Marble. Arch
(CMA) that he was prepared to supply
the grants, 'but within the last two stand all aspects of the film game an agent asked me, ‘Have you ever
(2.200;
50-$1.70)—"Johnny
Tre- detailed proof of all Yank com¬
or three years, costs have in¬ had no right to exercise his profes¬ played a part wearing a beard?’ ”
main” (Disney) (2d wk) and “Bam- pany “shortcomings”-' in the mat¬
creased tremendously.
All com¬ sion. He' feels that this -type of
40th As ‘Othello’
bi” (Disney) <2d wk). Fair $5,600. ter over the last few years.
modities have gone up in price, film scribe is legion ip France, but
Askinhas just completed 40 per¬
First was $7,600.
As previously detailed in and actors, actresses and musicians that the public is beginning to formances as “Othello” at the
Plaza (Par) (1,902;. 95-$2.80)—
Variety, the Italo labor argument have wanted higher payments.”
[ catch on. Film crix had much less Kammerspiele. He also directed
“Bridge on River Kwai” iCol) (6th
and played the lead in G. B.
Is that current Yank company
The price of ducats for fest power than legit reviewers.
wk). Big $11,000 or near ort twoThe director stated that the Shaw’s “Widower’s House,” both
worker contracts are (still being shows could be raised, but indicat¬
a-day date. Fifth was $11,700.
negotiated on an individual basis ed resistance by the management danger was in the hinterland re¬ getting rave crix.
Rialto (20th) <592; 50-$1.3Q)—
For his Kammerspiele perform¬
and standard, rather than on the against such a raise. Even if given sponse of exhibitors who went by
“Back from Dead” i20th> and “Un¬
collective basis enforceable since a big boost, it would not he enough what crix in the key cities said ances, Askin is receiving an excep¬
known Terror” (20th). Fine $4,500
quite often.
tionally-high salary, by German
all
companies
(except
Metro) to cover expenses.
or near.
One critic, Francois Truffault of standards, nearly $1,000 per month.
joined ANICA some years back.
Edinburgh, he said, has gained
Ritz
(M-G)
(432;
50-$1.30)—
Compared to Stateside earnings,
This makes them liable for all reg¬ a world-wide reputation through the highbrow weekly Arts, has re¬
“Little Hut” (M-G). Good $3,000.
ulations agreed upon under the its festival, and the Scot tourist plied. He maintains that the film¬ this Jsn’t much money. But, as he
Warner (WB) «1,785; 50-$1.7Q)—
Italian Confederation of Industries trade would suffer considerably if maker has to treat the audience as adds, “Under the great economy
“Both Ends of Candle” (WB).
wave in films, a supporting player
(CONFINDUSTRIA).
it went down. So would Britain’s an accomplice, not people to he
Mild $5,000.
What
•The local labor rep is said to prestige. Advertising costs had in¬ pandered to. Truffault feels that) today finds his role cut.
have claimed that with few excep¬ creased and would have gone up too many directors fall into the used to be four weeks work Is now
tions all Yank companies here more if.3,000 journalists from all trap if trying to please without condensed to 10 days. Residuals
on television bring in the main
evade and have evaded the general parts of the world had not attend¬ feeling anything themselves.
source of income for*the support¬
Italian labor law. Rather than pay ed the fest events in the past 10
ing actor—but Hollywood doesn’t
a salary plus the contributions years.
offer enough challenge today.
London, Nov. 12.
j called for (pensions, etc.) for
“Americans, „ particularly those
around an added 5%, companies
If Ealing Films concludes its
with
European background, like
NEW DALLAS SPANISH HOUSE |= Continued from page
deal for the sale of its backlog to are said to have preferred to pay
to keep proving, themselves. And.
a
global
(higher)
fee
to
include
the
Dallas,
Nov,
19.
commercial television, the Cine¬
for
actors
who can apeak French,
be
an
Argentine-Urguayan
co-pro¬
Trans-Texas Theatres has re¬
matograph Exhibitors Assn, will aforementioned payments, asking
duction. Hugo del Carril is at work or German, there are plenty of op¬
call an emergency general council the workers to sign in acceptance opened the downtown Capitol The¬ on “Una Cita con la Vida” (A Date; portunities to come over here and
atre here as. a Spanish-language
session to decide whether or not to of these , conditions.
with Life) based on a Bernardo act today.”
It’s figured locally that the labor showhouse. The house is the city’,? Verbitsky
Introduce a boycott against the
novel,
“Street
of
The 50-year-old actor feels that
oldest downtown theatre.
* ■
company. This was decided at the unions have a'fairly air-tight case,
Tangos.”
the. ideal is to split the year, with
New carpets, new concession
regular monthly meeting of thie also, that if they want to push their
Mexican director Mfguel Moray- six months for television and act¬
stand
and
refurnishing
of
the
seats
council last week on the personal arguments into court (which the
were among the improvements. ta is rolling “La Venenosa” (The ing in Hollywood and- New York,
assurance of the president, George Rocchi-MPEA talks were designed
Poisonous One), for’General Bel- and the other six months in Eu¬
to avoid), the U. S. companies Trans-Texas Circuit is .headed by grano. This outfit already owes so rope—“at less pay, but at trying*
Singleton.
Louis Novy. Harold Novy is gen¬
That assurance was given at the might lose out as well as cop con¬
much—backed by promissory notes new thipgs.”
eral manager of the circuit
siderable
unfavorable
publicity
tail end of a long debate, which*
—to local actors, that these refuse
was dominated by reports from and ill-will in Italy, still an im¬
to accept contracts, so a circus
South Wales that local exhibs had portant market for Yank film com¬
film is now being planpeg for
already been circularized by their panies.
which juvenile players are being
branch to boycott Ealing films'
tested, presumably on a “pay if
from now on. Several prominent
Iras wrlttM on
and
successful” basis. . As Suflamfilm
general council members pointed
(David Cabouli) is now bankrupt, j
London, Nov. 12.
uarchiRf traarisa an
out that the Welsh action was
a deal was made with SICA'to com¬
Connery Chappell, who joined
precipitated in as much as the em¬
plete-and exploit “Hay que Banar the Rank Organization earlier, this
bargo was being imposed before
al Nene” (The. Baby Must Be years as an executive *at Pinewood
Ealing had closed the deal.
Edinburgh, Nov. 19.
Bathed), which was directed by ,-Studios; has been named assistant
In giving his undertaking to call
Montreal Bach Choir, a group of,
Eduardo Togni, with Ana Mariscal, i executive producer, working under
a special meet, the president ex¬ 30, will sing at the 1958 Interna¬
Juan Jose Miguez and Nelly Me- Eaxl-St John.
anoHwr Editorial JFoataro
plained that it would then have to tional Festival here next summer.
den. The picture is being distrib¬
Chappell, a vet newspaperman,
decide w-hether or not to imple¬ First Canadian musical ensemble
in tto upcoming
uted by Gong Cooperative, set up for some years was a screen writer
ment the resolution passed at their to make the trek.
by former Lumiton studio workers. at the WB Teddington Studios, Ha
Llandudno summer conference in
Founded in 1951, choir, has ap¬
52d Anniversary Number
Luis Mentasti Is producing “En was associated with Variety’*
1952. At this meeting, it recom¬ peared on radio and tv iri Canada,
La Ardjente Oscuridad” (In the, London bureau. In more recent
mended members to “discontinue and performed at Montreal festi¬
•f
Burning Dark) with Daniel Tinayre times, ho was editor .of the Pio
trading with any distributor or vals.
directing and legit actress.'Luisa turegoer and of the Kifte Weekly.
producer making or handling enOnly Canadian group at the
Vehll in a leading role, together He held the editorial-chair af Utertainm^trt.films for both tele and Edinburgh arts,junket .was the]I
With Alfredo Al^on, Igbaclo Quiros lustretejl until h*' took uphjiiflew
.A
■
:
)
!«(«***.
cinema ''exhibition.”
Stratford (Ont.)*FTtyCr§‘;;ih ‘1950/^J
and Bia$* Ingrdf
vv- '
appointtaOnt.
vv
■

Italian Labor Unions v
Ask MPEA to Swing
U.S. Prods. Into Line

Austrian Actor Sez He Can’t Live On
H’wood Pix Residuals; Returns Home

French Rim Directors,
Irked by Crix, Would
Pay to Educate Them

Inti Scot Fest
Short of Money

Ealing Tele Deal Wffl
Bring CEA Crackdown

|

Arg. Cobwebs

12

Noel Meadow

MONTREAL BACH CHOIR
SET FOR EDINBURGH They Shall Not *Pass9

[

Chappell Mores Higher
As Producer Fof Ranh
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SPAIN PLAYS AT ‘EMBARGO’ TOO;
YANKS’QUOTA POSITION ON SHRINK
By HANK WERBA

Amusement Stock Quotations

Madrid, Nov. 19.
Jesus Orfila, Spain’s film chief
in the Ministry of Commerce, de¬
scribed for Variety the position
of government film circles with
regard to the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn.
Explaining that the Spanish film
market has been abundantly sup¬
plied for the 1957-58 season, prin¬
cipally with Continental films, he
said “Therefore there is no pres¬
ent necessity for a pact with
MPEA. An agreement with MPEA
now would only bring in additional
U. S. product we do not need or
want because of current problems
affecting our national economy."*
Marking a distinct change of
policy with that enunciated six
months ago, when the Ministry of
Commerce fixed an annual import
quota
of
80
U.S.
pix
(preMPEA embargo it was 100) and
then urged the Americans to reach
an agreement with the Spanish
film industry itself, Orfila said the
U.S. quota, for the Sept.* ’57-Aug.
’58 span ha$ now been reduced to
between 40 and 50 American pix
ind these had already been ac¬
quired by local distributors from
sources other than MPEAOrfiia, whose Servicio de Ordenacion Economica de la Cinematografia (SOEC) authorizes import
licenses for all foreign films
brought to Spain, said his office is
currently withholding authoriza¬
tion on local distrib petitions for
22 U.S. pix in excess of the new
quota and has suspended issuance
of import documents for Yank
films until further notice. Orfila
underlines:
“Our decisions have been
dictated solely by a given eco¬
nomic situation in our coun¬
try and modifications of this
poliey will be related directly
to future developments in
Spain’s financial and economic
situation. Any other Interpre¬
tation wall be completely er¬
roneous."

Week Ended Tuesday (19.)

]V. Y. Stock Exchange
1957
High
Low
17i/6
24%
36%
35%
20%
19%
115
4%.
10%
22
9%
36%
3734
18%
40
8%
13%
18%
29%
30%
25%
30%
73
28%
126%

Weekly Vol.
in 100s
11% ABC Vending 25
13% Am Br-Par Th 423
23% CBS “A” .... 132
88
22% CBS “B” ....
13% Col Pix ..... 54
84
13% Decca .
31% Eastman Kdk. *76
3% EMI . 163
List Ind. .... 87
7%
H% Loew’s ...... 463
Nat. Thea. ..
71
7%
Paramount .. 58
28
Polaroid .... 561
36
11
Philco ..224
RCA ..._628
27
4% Republic .... 100
Rep., pfd4
9
13%
Stanley War. 37
20% Storer . 70
21% 20th-Fox .... 67
16% United Artists 21
6
20% Univ. Pix ...
66
Univ., pfd. .. *50
19% Warner Bros. 56
49
91 %• Zenith .....

Weekly Weekly Tues.
High
Low
Close
13%
12%
12%
133/4
14%
13%
26%
25
25%
23%
25%
24%
13%
15
133/4
14%
15%
15%
93%
98%
90%:
3%
3%
3%
8%
8%
8%
12%
12%
12%
73/4
8
7%
30
29%
3034
32%
34
30
13%
13%
.15 28%
28%
27%
4%
5
5%
9%
9%
10
14
13%
13%
22%
22
22%
22%
22
22%
17%
17%
18
21%
21%
21%
66
66
66%
20
20%
19%
113%
117%
118%

Net
Change
forwk.
— %
— %
+v*
+ %
— %
+ %
—1%
+ %
— %
+ •%
— %
+ V4
—2%
— %
+ %
— %
— %
+ ^
+;%
. + %
— %
+ %
—2
—
+3%

American Stock Exchange
4%
10%
11%
1%
6%
4%
9%
9
8?4
6%

2% Allied Artists 104
6
6% Al’d Art., pfd.
6% As so. Artists 352
% C & C Tele.. 240
3
DuMont Lab. 76
2% Guild Films . 67
5% Nat’l Telefilm 151
3% Skiatron .... 83
3% Technicolor . 113
3% Trans-Lux ... 12

3%
734
7%
9/16
3%
3
73/4
6
4
4%

234
7%
7%.
%
3%
2%
7
5%
3%
3%

3
7%
7%
%
3%
2%
7%
5%
3%
4

+
+
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Ask
41%
1%
1%
2%
8%
1%
1%
4%

•_
’
__

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Over-lhe-Counter Securities
Bid

Ampex ..
Chesapeake Industries..
.
Cinerama Inc. ..
........

%
1%

Theatre _:.... ..
.
Films ..

1%
1%

DuMont Broadcasting ..
Magna

Official
U, A, Theatres

Orfila also commented on the
sale of RKO interests and 18 films
to the Ramos brothers and felt
the liquidation of RKO in Spain
was attributable to stalemated
MPEA operations in this country,
now becoming a burden on the
companies concerned.

+ %

__

* Actual Volume.

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Its Up to Ramos
“Refusal of RKO to deliver 18
films has not been officially con¬
firmed," he went on, “but would,
in any case, remain a matter be¬
The pruning of homeoffice pub- more firings was given at this
tween RKO and Ramos. If the
meeting.
latter asks the government to in¬ ad staffers, which started at War¬
The nine employees pinkslipped
tervene, we will do so but inter¬ ner Bros, several weeks ago,
vention will be purely along com¬ spread to Paramount this week. by Par are: Bob Schwartz, writer
mercial lines and in no way dif¬ [Nine employees, including five and copy editor; Bob Montgomery,
publicist; Charles Earle, fan maga¬
ferent from official demarches
taken whenever there Is contrac¬ [publicists and four artiste, were zines; Grace Fischler, national
tual non-compliance in internation¬ handed dismissal notices. Two of magazines; Frances Weil, press
al agreements affecting Spain. The. rthe staffers have been with Par for books; Jack Berger, Frank Mc¬
Guire, John Ficara and Charles
Ramos company, if it so chooses, more than 30 years.
Strobel, artists.
All were given
can also privately have recourse
According to Dave Cassidy, busi¬
double severance' pay in accord¬
to international tribunals."
ness agent for the - Eastern Pub¬
ance with'the company’s contract
Vigorously denying certain Ma¬ licists AsSn., an affiliate of the In¬ with the union.
drid Film Row assertions that the ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Meanwhile, at Warner Bros:,
government w*as manifesting par¬ Stage Employees, the union has
tiality in supporting local distrib been assured by the Par manage¬ where eight publicists and 32 art-,
ists
• were given their notice, an
film purchasing Central de Co*m- ment that there will be no addi¬
arbitration proceeding relating to
pras, Orfila said his SOEC ar¬ tional dismissals in the pub-ad de¬
the pinkslipping of the publicists,
partment
“unless
the
bottom
falls
rangement with the Central was in
whose dismissals have been tem¬
exact proportion to official facil¬ out of the picture business.”
There were indications that porarily rescinded, will be held
ities granted any Spanish distrib¬
next Tuesday (26). At the same
utor requiring hard currency for rank-and-file members of the Par
unit may join with the Screen Pub¬ time, WB continued to cut its
film imports. $
licists Guild, a rival union repre- homeoffice white collar staff, four
“Central .de Compras delega¬
[ senting publicists at Warner Bros., more having been given notices
tions have been pressing during
United Artiste, Metro, Columbia, last week.
the past months for a peseta con¬
Universal and 20th-Fox, in con¬
In another aspect of the film
version in the amount of $800,000.
certed protest efforts. SPG offi¬ company homeoffice labor situa¬
We have authorized only $500,000
cials have invited Par staffers to tion, the Homeoffice Employees
and we are temporarily annulling
a confab scheduled for tomorrow Union, Local H-63, IATSE, will re¬
ten of the 30 import licenses now
(Thurs.). It’s understood that Cas¬ sume negotiations with the nine
in possession of Central distrib
sidy did not object to this pro¬ major companies as a body for a
member companies for film pur¬
cedure.
new*eontract to replace the twochases in the U. S. A hard cur¬
Asked if the IA • intended to year pact which -expired on Sept. 1.
rency transfer of $500,000 for
request arbitration of the dismis¬ During the prolonged talks, Localabout 20 American films is entire¬
sals or if it’ planned a campaign of H-63 has negotiated with the film
ly consistent with normal SOEC harassment similar to that carried
companies individually and on an
policy,” he said.
on by the SPG against Warners, all-industry basis. It has concluded
Government film authorities, Or¬ Cassidy replied: “We have our own the individual % talks, involving
fila concluded, will nevertheless way of doing things. We’re trying fringe benefits such as hospitaliza¬
study Central de Compras bloc¬ to avoid excitement. What’s the tion, etc. (WB being the last to
buying moves to ascertain success use of upsetting everybody. We’ll settle the fringe benefit questions)
of local distribs (1) in prying do what we think is best for our and will sit down with the nine
loose U.S. films at the source, (2) members.”
majors for an all-day session on
in reducing inflated prices of films
According to reports, the Par fir¬ the four main problems of money,
now’ being paid by individual com¬ ings were executed following a hours, severance and vacation.
panies and (3) in eliminating ex¬ conference between Jerry PickThe Par publicists until recently
isting marche noire money ex¬ man, Par pub-ad v.p. and Richard were affiliated with Local H-63.
change operations in purchasing F. Walsh, president of the IA. It’s Several weeks ago they were grantcostly hard-currency film product.” believed that the assurance of no. led a separate charter by the IA*

IATSE Calmer Than Guild at WB

j

Technicolor’s Financial State
Technicolor Inc., and its wholly owned subsids ran up con¬
solidated net earnings of approximately $591,850 for first nine
months of 1957 after taxes, reports^prexy Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus.
Figure equivalent to 29 cents per‘share on the 2,033,904 shares
of stock:— ^ ‘
Corresponding figure last year was $1,026,000, or 51c per share.
Said Kalmus:
“It was announced on July 25, 1957, that the earnings per
share, after taxes on income, for the first six months of 1957,
amounted to five cents per share. An operating loss of approxi¬
mately six cents per share was experienced during the third
quarter of this year, but this loss can be attributed to a great
extent to the cost of merchandising Technicolor’s vigorous di¬
versification into the field of Consumer Photographic Products.
“The resulting loss of one cent per share during the first
nine months was offset by a non-recurring profit, after taxes,
during the second quarter of this year of approximately 30 eents
per share, resulting from the sale of land in Van Nuys, Calif.”

One by One: But RKO’sAbout-Face
Only a Brief Boost for Morale
Madrid, Nov. 19.
with his lawyers and government
The significant statement made authorities.
While some sage observers here
by one of Spain’s ranking govern-'
were conjuring up the 18 RKO
ment film toppers (herewith) knocks pix in contest to stand-or-fall pro¬
the Spanish props from under a portions for both sides in the
Motion Picture Export Assn, set¬ MPEA-Spain dispute, it is mow a
fact that Commerce Ministry Ortlement and confronts American
fila’s clear and firm delineation of
distribution companies here with the government’s film position,
at least another, the third, full sea¬ relegates RKO to small sideshow
son of standstill operations.
status.
U.S. film circles in Spain, whose
film fever chart during the past
month has been a zig-zag and who
supposed themselves out of dan¬
Continued from page 1
ger when RKO was reintegrated
within MPEA’s embargo ranks, Is thinking is seen in several events
low again with the Orfila pro- and public statements. The Treas¬
nounciamento. MPEA’s successful ury already has tipped its mitt by
crash campaign to head off RKO declaring that a lot of expense ac¬
defection in Spain, a major U.S. counts will be gone over thoroughly
distrib achievement in the United in the quest for more coin. Marion
States, now appears a pyrrhic vic¬ Folsom, Secretary of Health, Edu¬
tory, least through Spanish lens.
cation & Welfare, has stated in an
While Yank reps here prefer a address that the country will have
“common front," last ditch stand to get along with less chrome afid
to being knocked off by the clever “perhaps a few less country clubs.”
Folsom’s remarks were aimed at
Spaniards one by one, the fact re¬
mains that RKO no longer exists the need for more and better class¬
in
Spain.
RKO
prexy
Tom rooms in order to come up with
O’Neill's agreement with MPEA sufficient Scientists and engineers
“to cancel all. or part of the Span¬ to meet the Sputniks head-on.
Some showmen already have
ish arrangement” (Variety, Nov.
6), is taken seriously here , only given up the hope voiced earlier
with regard to withholding 18 this year that the 20% cabaret tax
RKO films purchased by Jose Gar¬ will be reduced to 10% or elimin¬
ated.
cia Ramos and his brother Luis.
However, the cafe industry, for
Spanish law, one U.S. rep here
example, is more concerned with
stated, once allowed foreign firms
the likelihood that entertainment
to own Spanish subsids 100%. Law,
and travel items on jucome tax re¬
changed-in 1940 and still in vigor,
turns will- be scrutinized micro¬
now limits foreign investments in
scopically, and expense account
Spanish-based enterprises to 25%
spending will be reduced drasti¬
capitalization. Having legally trans¬
cally.
In a previous pronunciaferred RKO Spanish stock to Span-,
mento, it was indicated that ex¬
ish hands, RKO could only repur¬
pense . accounts given in lieu of
chase, a maximum 25% interest in salary increases will be looked into
Radio Films S.A. (formerly . RKQ- more carefully.
Radio Films). General feeling here
If’s anticipated that many class
is that Spain has nationalized an restaurants-cafes will suffer a drop
American film company and what’s in trade. There’s also a fear that
done cannot be undone.
numerous industries such as re¬
There is considerably more spec¬ sort hotels, airlines, pleasure boat
ulation ov<*r RKO stand on 18 pix. yards, and even the auto Industry
Ramos only applied for eight .im¬ (which benefits from the second
port licenses out of the 18 acquired car, often written off as expenses
and licenses have not . only been of the firm)'and virtually every
approved by Commerce Ministry major industry is likely to be af¬
but have been passed along to fected.
Spain’s Institute de -Moneda . ExAnother operation that, 'will be
tranjera (governments foreign cur¬ looked into more carefully is the
rency clearing house) with an urg¬ spending, done at company ex¬
ent request to expedite, reliable pense-, on charge account cards.
sources say, and a government dol¬ This is the major source of in¬
lar transfer to RKO will be made come for the countless restaurants
this week for eight pix.
and niteries.
Observers here are sure Ramos
Some industries,- however, will
has a strong damage claim If RKO benefit
Those* engaged in de¬
continues to withhold after a gov¬ fense work, research, the building
ernment dollar transfer is execut¬ of rockets, etc.; are looked iipon
ed, holding that “Jet Pilot,” “The as being, better cushioned against
Conqueror,” “Bundle of Joy” and the inroads of . taxes.
five other Hollywood-labeled fea¬
Some quarters feel that it may
tures would rack ilp strong gains in even be more difficult to find
a market Where rationed U.S. film backers for legit shows when
product has 14-karat value.
crackdowns start.
«■
Former RKO Iberian manager
It’s believed that the “scare”
Rene Beja (still RKO rep in Spain), put out by the Treasury Dept, last
presently aiding Ramos here In month, in its announcement that
take-over details, confirmed legal¬ expense accounts will be an object
ity of RKO sale (Including ipix) but of closer scrutiny, was a prime
knew* nothing of New York devel¬ cause in the unusual October de¬
opments. Ramos also pleaded Ig¬ cline that hit amusements. There
norance of Stateside RKO cancella¬ were other lactors too, including
tion and would make no comment, Asiatic flu scare and a couple of
although he initimated jhte long as¬ severe stock market dips, but some
sociation with RKO (over *20 years feel that the Treasury announce¬
including 14 as manager of key ment was the villian in sliding
Madrid territory) precluded any hoxoffice. That being the case, if
hostile action on his part. There the bare announcement can cause
was no repeat of Ramos assertion a dip, then actual practice of the
previously (Variety, Nov. 6) that anticipated Treasury program will
RKO failure to eomply on film de¬ be far more severe, than the Octo¬
liveries £^vould find him huddling ber amusements recession.

Sputnik Sure-Shot
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“RAINTREE COUNTY”-IT’S TREMENDOUS!
The Big MGM “Camera 65" production in the great tradition of Civil War romance. Launched to America in widely
publicized area Premieres, hailed by press and public as one of the BIG ONES of our time. (Montgomery Clift, Elizabeth
Taylor, Eva Marie Saint • In Color).

“LES GIRLS” BIGGEST MUSICAL OF THE YEAR!
Duplicating its smash Music Hall business in first play-dates! The most talked about film in many years. (Gene Kelly,
Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Kendall, Taina Elg • Sol C. Siegel production • CinemaScope, Metrocolor).

“JAILHOUSE ROCK” SETS ALL;TIME RECORDS!
New M-G-M highs nationwide. It’s Presley's best yet, already acknowledged to be his topr grosser. At press time the
title song is America's No. 1 hit! (Elvis Presley, Judy Tyler, Mickey Shaughnessy • Avon Production • CinemaScope).

“DON’T GO NEAR THE WATER” SMASH COMEDY!
Sensational Previews in 29 cities forecast smash hit! Best-selling book now a block-buster comedy. Now convulsing New
York at Music Hall. (Glenn Ford, Gia Scala, Earl Holliman," "Anne Francis, Keenan Wynn, Fred Clark, Eva Gabor,
Russ Tamblyn, Jeff Richards • Avon Production • CinemaScope, Metrocolor).

“SADDLE THE WIND”-SOCK DRAMA OF THE WEST!
Fitting in with the trend for big-scale Westerns, this powerful picture is sure-fire! Filmed against the grandeur of the
Colorado Rockies. (RobertTaylor, Julie London, John Cassavetes, Donald Crisp, Charles McGraw • CinemaScope, Metrocolor).

“THE BROTHERS KARAMAZdV”*-ALL-TIME GREAT!
Preview confirms advance reports that it is an industry milestone! Something to watch for is this widely publicized and
eagerly awaited attraction. (Yul Brynner, Maria Schell, Claire Bloom, Lee J. Cobb, Albert Salmi, Richard Basehart, William
Shatner • Avon Production •'Metrocolor).

“MERRY ANDREW”—DANNY KAYE’S BEST!
Danny Kaye returns to his waiting public with a NEW uproarious and spectacular musical comedy, already rated his
best. (Danny Kaye, Pier Angeli, Baccaloni, Robert Coote • Sol C. Siegel Production • CinemaScope, Metrocolor).

“GIGI”-FAMED COLETTE PLAY ON THE SCREEN!
Big news! Rated in advance as the equal of “American In Paris," this new hit by the same producer is revealed in its
Preview as topping all estimates? (Leslie Gatfon, Louis Jourdan, Maurice Chevalier, Hermione Gingold, Eva Gabor, Jacques
Bergerac, Isabel Jeans^ • Arthur Freed Production • CinemaScope,^Metrocolor).

“SEVEN HILLS QF ROME”—TOPS “GREAT CARUSO”!
Yes, it's Mario Lanza's big rdinantic singing" hit, topping “The Great Caruso." And he sings to a gorgeous new girl!
(Renato Rascel, Marisa Allasio, Peggie Castle * A Le Cloud Production • In Technirama® and Technicolor).
M-G-M HAS WHAT IT TAKES FOR THAT INDUSTRY SLOGAN t "Gtt Mom Out Of Life... Go Out To A Movie l19
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Calm Mulvey ‘Star Witness’ asGoldwyn
Trial Resumes; Issues Put in Focus

overall, should have been 32V£%
of the gross admissions, which was
considerably more than the film
got on the Fox circuit:
■ Dunne continued to toss indi¬
vidual situations at Mulvey and
showed that, . overall, Goldwyn
made 80-odd adjustments on "En¬
chantment” in major situations—
all downward.
There were two
methods of adjustment, -a cirt in
percentage or a cut in playing
•time.
Mulvey, however, testified that
in the Case of the Warner circuit
the circuit had the habit of ask¬
ing for a price cut (or rebate) on
an old film every time negotiations
for a new picture started.
He
noted these adjustments, of course,
would show up in' the completed
accounting on each picture.
Mulvey also caught up Dunne
on a couple.-of adjustments Dunne
put into the record.

:: Arthur Knight on Film

Art

To the already voluminous1 lit¬ the kind of personal expression so
erature on the motion picture, past admired in European pictures.”
and present, now is added Arthur His chapter on television traces
Knight's “The Liveliest Art — A the film relationship to/the elec¬
$an Fracisco, Nov. 19.
Panoramic History of the Movies:” tronic medium, including a brief
Sharpe cleavage between the op¬
reference to toll TV, a reference
(MacMillan, $7.50; 383 p.) It is an
erating philosophies of an inde¬
analytical, well-written and intelli- which, in the light of signs on the
pendent film producer and a cir¬
gentaly planned updating of the wall, might ./have been expanded.
cuit was spotlighted last week as
H there Is one major disappointhistory of the film, done with com¬
Sam Goldwyn’s $1,755,000 anti¬
passion for the' medium and a ' ment in this book it’s Knight’s fail¬
trust suit against 20th-Fox, Na-. } Be ‘Guys and Dolls’
grasp of its intricacies. Knight has ure to give sufficient space to film
tional Theatres and Fox West
Mulvey pointed ouf^or instance,
Coast resumed trial, without a
turned out a volume that not only censorship, which has been a
jury, before Federal Judge Ed- that Loew’s Warfield in downtown
reads well, but is crammed with : moulding force through the dec¬
Frisco "would have been delight¬
• ward P, Murphy.
the kind of information that Is in¬ ades. He briefly mentions the Code
dispensable to any student of What and the Legion of Decency, but
On the witness stand all week, ed” to play "Guys and Dolls” on
—eventually—may become known since he is concerned with “art”
under cross-examination of defense a 90-10 deal but "we wouldn’t per¬
mit
it
because
of
the
tremendous
as the rise and fall of the motion and its ramifications, - censorship
lawyer Arthur B. Dunne, was Goldsurely deserved bigger play.
picture.
v.yn Productions’. president James expenses they asked for.” He said
Goldwyn
finally
had
to
'take
that
Knight, who writes and lectures
Mulvey. The conflict, clearer last
Considering how thoroughly Hol¬
Prelude to Apology
week than at any time since this particular Picture to the 440-seat
lywood’s history has been covered, on film, has wisely included a
trial started in mid-July, boiled j Stagedoor with a $100,000 guaranDunne introduced letters show¬ atdeast through the 1930’s, Knight chapter on international trends.
down to these questions:
tee- against the 90-10-and that ing that Standard Theatres’ River¬ has done an excellent job in "going It’s very well done. What he un¬
,. T
S:
.
, ..
Goldwyn took $160,000 out of the side, in Milwaukee, had asked RKO
over familiar territory in his chap¬ derplays, and perhaps deliberately,
‘11 Isn’t a film-maker contnbu-:
for adjustment on "Enchantment,” ters on the growth of the art and are the economic factors that, in
ing toward a tendency to exhibitor *
s
Dunne crossed Mulvey up by claiming house expenses (exclud¬ films in the twenties. But, apart the film biz, are so intimately re¬
monopoly if he picks his own ex¬
bringing in his 1950 deposition ing film rental) were $5,600 week¬ from the clear and pleasant style lated to the development of the art.
hibition outlets?
in which Mulvey had testified the ly.
Rialto, in Louisville, tried he commands, the book is prob¬ On the whole, however, and with a
<2) If smaller exhibitors refuse
only effect of product splitting was the same tactic on the basis of a ably most important for bringing few minor exceptions he makes no
to play an independent producer’s that a film played one theatre as
$6,400 weekly house expense (ex¬ up-to-date earlier studies on the mention of Cine-Miracle, for in¬
product is that the fault of a large, opposed to another. But last week.
cluding film rental).
motion picture. The chapters on stance, in his rundown of the sys¬
powerful exhibitor who has also Mulvey denied this was the only
Mulvey said he believed the fig-J changing trends in the American tems), the author demonstrates
refused the product but who has effect, cited rental, length of run
ures were incorrect and Dunne, film, the Challenge of Television, how well he knows his subject and
no overt arrangement with the and the handling—exploitation—of
rather piqued, wouldn’t believe and the Shape of Things to Come •the still-tremendous vitality left
smaller exhibitors?
the film as other effects.
RKO would pass On padded house are important contributions in an in the medium. 'He has made an
i 3) Does the independent pro¬
The Goldwyn president also took expense data. Mulvey said that era when the industry obviously important contribution in a field
ducer have to have a wide-open exception to Dunne’s statement was just the point—RKO was sim¬
is on the brink of important that has been somewhat, neglected
opportunity to negotiate situation that as a picture plays off its box- ply passing on the requests, not
since the war. "The Liveliest Art,”
changes.
by situation with each unit in a office appeal declines.
Mulvey certifying to the accuracy of the
He duly notes, for instance, the tracing the still-continuing evolu¬
large/powerful circuit and simul¬ said:
expense figures.
tion of the screen, is a “must” for
trend
towards
decentralization
in
taneously to negotiate with small
"That isn’t necessarily so at all.
In the noon recess following
commenting
it
is industries’ bookshelves. It has an
exhibitors opposing the circuit’s There are many cases where a pic¬ this exchange, Mulvey phoned his Hollywood,
excellent appendix listing the 100
“heartening
to
note
that
the
Hol¬
uni s in every situation?
ture develops as it goes along. New York office, got the data on.
"
Hift.
lywood films are struggling through best books on film.
14) Finally, if this wide-open ‘Marty’ played two weeks at the Goldwyn’s expense-plus deals With
opportunity is the law, what is to United Artists here and was a bust. these two theatres. He returned
be the fate of the large exhibition Then it went to the Stagedoor and to testify that the Riverside’s
circuit—indeed, is there any rea¬ started building.”
weekly expenses for the roadshow
son for the large circuit’s exist¬
"BYOL” were $4,970, for “Hans
Regular Customers
ence?
Christian Andersen” $4,836, for
When Dunne returned to the "Guys and Dolls” $4,907, and the
These are the hard questions j
Disneyland, Nov. 19.
which Judge Murphy; must answer subject^ of Goldwyn’s "regular cus- Rialto’s expenses for "Hans” were
A labor dispute that put pickets j
and, in answering, perhaps shape tomers,” he introduced a letter $5,250.
around Disneyland for one week¬
the future course of film producers from Herb McIntyre, then RKO’s ^ Dunne apologized.
and, more emphatically, the future j Los Angeles branch manager, to
At the week’s last session, tooj end last month was ended when
course of both the profit-squeezed j an exhibitor named Mrs. Dodge in Goldwyn’s lawyer, Joseph Alioto, office and clerical workers at the
Hollywood, Nov. 19<
large circuits and the. marginal I Ventura, Calif. The letter, written introduced parts of the 1950 Spy- amusement park decided they did
Allied Artists Pictures Corp.
small exhibitors.
j March 7, 1947, simply regretted ros Skouras deposition which he not wish to be represented by any
and
its
wholly-owned
subsids
Personifying the cleavage in ! j\hat Mrs. Dodge had "passed up wished to become a portion of the union.
Office Employees Union Local chalked up a net profit of $90,800,
In the deposition
thinking were the deliberate Dunne i ll.;e
*? PIa* ‘he road' case’s record.
before
Federal
income
taxes,
for
30
and
Teamsters
Union
Local
952
and the imperturbable Mulvev,.
n
a ct™- Skouras said, he’d fire anyone in
uho remained calm as a monk at i *>«*?”* Fw? house—Dunne s lmpli- his organization who engaged in had agreed to submit a jurisdic¬ | first quarter ended Sept 28 of
current
fiscal
year,
George
D.
tional
quarrel
to
an
election
con¬
matins through hour-upon-hour of (cation wasithaf.Goldwyn* "regular product-splitting deals with Unit¬
questioning. At week’s end both I cu®|onjers got treated no differ- ed Artists Theatres after the dis¬ ducted by . the California State Burrows, exec veepee-treasurer,
reported ,at annual meeting of
Conciliation
service.
In
the
bal¬
solution
of
the
United
West
Coast
aides felt optimistic but the low-1 ant!y ‘h?n any°?.e else’
Ml*
loting, a majority of the employees stockholders.
voiced, square-jawed judge gave | vey* interrelation ran different- circuit in December, 1949.
concerned voted' for “no union."
Figure compares with a net loss
no real hint of his inclinations and iy'(4r^?
’
*'■
Election did not affect any of Dis¬ before Federal income taxes of
merely requested both sides to ..
is a clea^ Ration to me
neyland’s
other
employees
who
are
$100,100
for corresponding quar¬
turn in derailed breifs of what ! J?atrtthere'vas a deaJ bf we?nJfr*
represented by a total of 36 union ter last year.
No provision for
they’d like his findings ’fto be be-!
an^ .^03L tliatT,®he^
organizations.
Federal income taxes was made
fore he has to try another film jplay
P1CtUreThe fact that ——. Continued from page 3
in quarter ended Sept, 28, 1957,
antitrust case next spring.
!
refused even to negotiate is
_:_.
6
; decisive to me that that is what revealed that U had spent some
according to Burrows, who pre¬
$250,000, which went to merchants,
«_Dunne’s Dig _j_'•‘happened.”
sided in absence of prexy Steve
Dunne quickly got down to the !
Dunne then started probing at hotels, technicians and extras, for
Broidy, still hospitalized * as result
seven pictures in issue here. Gold-; an°iher chink in Goldwyn^s^rmor, 10 days* of shooting in Nr Y. To
of auto, accident, because of a loss
Continued from page 1
t
protect
the
Hollywood
unit
against
wvn wants triple damages for these i H® asked Mulvey whether “Encarry forward credit of approxi¬
films exhibited between 1947 and '■ chantment had been disappomt- bad weather, U arranged for two lating, reads: “that he or she is not mately $775,000 which can. be ap¬
1950: "The Secret Life of Walter Iin?" at the boxoffice and Mulvey standing sets at the Gold Medal- engaged in paid publicity or pro¬ plied against profits of current
1950
Mitty,”
No* !t dld yery vel1
y,” "Bishop’s
“Bishop’s Wife,” "Best;
“Best; ?aid*
^
„ on
_ the Biograph Studios in the Bronx so motion work . . . and will not be¬ fiscal year.
•v_ . o /x
i. .
Pav anH
Aiwnifc M
Tlunno that interiors could be shot during
Years of Our Lives”
(general. re-’=' £ox
and other circuits.
Dunne
come so engaged while a member
Burrows disclosed that com¬
lease*. "Song Is Born,” “Enchant- '= brought out that Goldwyn had ad- inclement weather. Outdoor loca¬ of the galleries.”
pany’s gross income for quarter
ment,” "Roseanna McCoy” and ! justed^the film’s rental downward tions included the Brooklyn dock
ended Sept. 28, 1957 amounted to
Miss
Higgins
was
challenged
be¬
"My Foolish Heart,” Mulvey had | ™ the Warner qrcuit-ffown from area and the Fulton Fish Market.
$4,894,000, as against $4,552,000
A total of 75 N. Y. technicians cause of her paid endorsement of a
testified before the trial recessed 3* to 30 o in the case of the bettoothpaste. She has also endorsed for the corresponding quarter of
in September that "Mitty” should
situations,.from 30 to 259a for were added to the 50 that were tigarets for pay.
[1956.
have taken about 409o of gross ad- i
smaller situations. Point here brought in from the Coast. In ad¬
Stockholders elected following
The Herald Tribune correspon¬
missions as film rental on the FWC was that in September Mulvey had dition, 2®5 extras were hired in
dent, a Pulitzer Prize winner, ad¬ directors for the coming year: G.
"Enchantment”
rental, Gotham to. portray longshoremen.
circuit, rather than the 29rr it ac¬ testified
Branton,
Steve Broidy,
mitted her ad sponsoring,' but also i Ralph
tually got.
Dunne asked if his
called on the Standing Committee ! George D.. Burrows, Sherrill Cor¬
estimate included RKO’s 20rr ‘of
(an elected group of five newspaper win, W. Ray Johnston, Edward
film rental), distribution fee, and
: correspondents) to investigate !the Morey, Paul Porzelt, Herman RifMulvey admitted it had not.
eligibility of newspaper correspon¬ kin and Norton V. Ritchey.
Mulvey testified he didn’t know
dents who appear on sponsored 1
Board, which, met" directly after
Continued from page 7 ;
of any formula to fix fair film
radio-television panel programs for stockholders session, re-elected all
rentals, said the fair rental is
Bergman starrer which Stanley Donen will produce and direct in Lon¬ fees.
present officers. It was announced
whatever a picture will bring, add¬
don for Warners .. .
However, it is pointed out here, ' that the Executive Committee of
ed that "as long as the market is
At least four distribs showing interest in David Plel’s annimated newsmen on these shows do not the Board had, on Aug. 5, 1957,
open a film will find its own
short, "Harold and the Purple Crayon,” based on Crockett Johnson’s speak the commercials or endorse authorized payment of the Dec. 15,
level.”
book of the same name. Piel owns the film and tv rights to all the “Har¬ the
sponsors’
products.
They 1957 quarterly dividend of. 13%
Dunne’s questions implied the
old” stoxles by Johnson and plans a series of.shorts . . . Strange re¬ merely serve as newsmen question¬ cents per share on company’s 5Vz%
Goldwyn organization had had a
union took place last week in office of Bernie Kamber, N.Y* represen¬ ing newsworthy guests. This is re¬ cumulative convertible preferred
finger in effecting FWC-Warner
tative of Hecht-Hill- Lancaster.. Present were three former HHL pub- garded as comparable to the job stock. Payment will he made to
HuntogtoSpartFreTno. I^bS ?d veepees-Dqvid Goldin, Georse Glees; and Walter Seltoer . . . Gra- done by a reporter for a newspaper stockholders or record Dec. 3, 1957.
nardino and other smaller Califor- bam Tharpe’ executive-of Countryman Films Ltd., in Gotham to con- which also carries commercials,
; ft «jU, Baum-Newborn agency to eompleteoasting lor ”Our Virgin otherwise known as paid advertis¬
COMBINED INTERVIEW
ing. The reporter gets the news,
vigorously, saying: "We.had noth-£'a?d’ . staITwg ®ld^ay Po“,er and John Cassevetes and currently
but has nothing to do with endorsRival Productions Share A
*'•’</ to do with the making of split;
the West Indies • • •
Story In Kansas City
situations We knew of th-'ir < istMax E* Younsstein, vicepresident of United Artists, off on a quickie ing any product in his publication.
c icc and had to live with them " sw*ng of London, Paris and Munich, with his agenda including, among
There is a completely independ¬
Kansas City, Nov. 19.
Despite the deniel Dunne ham- other things, a onceover of “The Vikings,” now in its wrapup stages ent radio-tv group on Capitol Hill,
Town hasn’t had a picture player
mered on this same’point in half • • • 0ver 300 industryites at the Plaza Hotel Monday (18) for the un- known as the Radio and Television
a dozen different wavs all week veilin8 of a plaque in memory of Jack Cohn, Touching tribute to the Correspondents’
Galleries.
Like iir here on a p.a. tour in months,
and introduced letters in evidence late Columbia co-founder delivered by Judge Ferdinand Pecora, his long- the Press Galleries, this organiza¬ but had two in ofle flay last Week,
tending to show. Goldwyn actively time friend . . : Arthur Krim says UA has no intentions of acquiring tion operates under rules laid down April Olrich, plugging the British
"Pursuit of the Graf
participated in making Uie splits theatres, the Astor and Victoria here having been picked up solely to bjrJDongress and administered by a (Rank)
Mulvey said he had been in dailv prevent a showcase logjam,
committee of elected news corres¬ Spee” and Miiko Taka, plugging
Warner’s
"Sayonara,” were both
contact with the RKO distributing
George Barnett of Movies-on-Route on a cruise . . .. Mike Todd due pondents of the radio-television
here last Thursday U4). ’
organization and that Goldv.vn in Gotham earlier than planned . , . Trans-Lux Theatres and Sahara galeries.
films had been assigned to KKO Petroleum Co. glare at each Other up on the I2th floor of 625 Madison
Significantly,
however;,
these
Both were interviewed by the
theatres in Frisco and. Los An- Ave. ... The French have completely dropped the idea of a distrib- rules exclude the proviso, "engaged Kansas City Star (in a combined
geles.
But Dunne then pointed uting setup in the States . . . Brigitte Bardot rapidly emerging as the in paid publicity or promotion story), and by T|(dio arid television.
out that only three of the seven! top sex & b.o. symbol. Even her bad films do good business
„ War- work.” There is a reason for this: Miss Olrich did an autographing
films under consideration
had ners’ “Spirit of St. Louis,” (produced on a budget originally reported many newsmen in the broadcasting p.a. in. the lobby of the Paramoqnfc
played RKO’s Golden Gate in Fris- as $6.000,V0O>, (it’s much closer to $5,‘000,000), won’t return its nfega- field also deliver thie commercials Theatre, where her picture opened
co and only three had pl;;\ ed tive cost. It may do $3,000,000 domestically.
for their sponsors.
Thursday afternoon.
By WILLIAM STEIF

fRKO’s Hillstreet and Pantages in
Los Angeles.
Q.—Isn’t it a fact that Goldwyn
never failed to get the first-run
house he wanted in Frisco, Los
Angeles and other situations?
A.—No, that is not the fact.

DISNEYLAND CLERICAL
HANDS VOTE NO UNION
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TOA Battle Against Minimum Wages
Miami Beach, Nov. 19. On
the
national
legislation
front, Theatre Owners of America
confined its activities during the
past year entirely to combatting,
before Congress proposed legisla¬
tion to extend and increase the
minimum wage, according to A. Ju¬
lian Brylawski, -chairman of the
exhib org’s national legislative
committee.
Brylawski noted that that he had
appeared before a. committee of
the U.S. Senate which was consid¬
ering some 10 separate bills to in¬
crease minimum wages. At the end
of hearings lasting a month, Bry¬
lawski reported, the committee,
beaded by Sen. John F. Kennedy,
<Dem„ Mass.) endeavored to com¬
bine all 10 bills under considera¬
tion into one new bill which Sen.
Kennedy personally introduced.
Brylawski added that no hearings •
were he’d on Sen. Kennedy’s bill
and that no^action had been taken
by the committee at any of its later
sessions. However, he warned, that
the bill still remains the “business
of the committee-” and may be call¬
ed up by Sen.' Kennedy or any
member of "the committee at any
time. Sen. Kennedy’s bill, Brylaw¬
ski pointed out, does not specifi¬
cally mention motion picture thea¬
tres, but calls for the inclusion of
any retail or service establishment
doing business of $1,000,000 per
year to be included under the pro¬
tection of the present minimum
wage legislation.
The TOA official indicated that
the fact that the coming year Is a
Congressional election year makes
it a “dangerous situation’* for thea¬
tres. The Democratic Party, lie
said, is out to embarrass the ad¬
ministration in every possible way.
The President’s veto of the Federal
Pay Raise Bill passed by both
Houses is a case in point, he added. !
“It is sure to be re-passed in but |
but a slightly revised form,” he i
continued. “If the minimum wage '
extension legislation is tied to a
Federal Pay Raise Bill, it is going
to be bard to beat and almost fatal
for the President to veto.”
Brylawski reported that he also
appeared before the House Educa*
tion and Labor Committee which
-was considering some 14 bills on
minimum wages. The House com¬
mittee, he said, has not yet com¬
pleted its hearings and is presently
touring the country to consider the
impact of the legislation on many
industrial cities in the various
states. Such activity by the com¬
mittee, he said, indicates real in-1
terest in a new minimum wage law.
Such a law. providing $1 to $1.25
per hour minimum wages to all
employees, would spoil disaster to
many small theatres. Brylawski emphasied. He warned exhibitors of
the “ever-present danger." and
urged them to impress on individ¬
ual Senators and Congressmen,
who are now at their homes briefly
until January, “just how danger¬
ously this legislation would affect
us and how many small theatres
would be closed by the impact of
additional costs.”

Exhibs’ Own Fault
j

Continued from page 4

■' ■

exhibition and distribution has
narrowed rather than widened in
recent
years.
The, “common
danger” factor is cited- in support
of the thesis that “unity” is more
necessary today than ever; that
there must be jo*nt action in re¬
vitalizing
the
functioning
and
a.ms of the industry not strictly in
terms ‘ of intra-industry relation¬
ships, but primarily in the effort
to raise attendance levels.
Distribs say “progressive lead¬
ership” is urgently needed in ex¬
hibition—a long with ' up-to-date
thinking—to eliminate the -selfish)
pressures that protect outdated
operations and keep new. ideas and
methods from taking hojd. Reply
to1 the question why the distribs
don’t initiate action is that the cir¬
cuits, via their buying power,
won’t allow any drastic revisions
in the presentation of pix.

he is temperamental. “Somebody
■ ought to understand what tempera[ ment is. It’s when you say ‘No’ in
: Hollywood. I figure that a man has
I the right to say ‘No* when he
; really believes it!”
On'his weight.
“I’m not over¬
weight. I’m just a husky guy, and
except when 1 am making “Sere¬
Some rough years ahead, with nade* for Warners Irve never been
major- -changes in both distribu¬ overweight. I always thought that
tion, were predicted last week by it was necessary for a singer to
John Davis, managing director of put on weight when working. Now,
the J. Arthur Rank Org..
I’ve found it’s hot necessary.
I
In N.Y., Davis said the costs of used to put on weight deliberately
physical distribution were “ridi¬ for the recording of my songs and
culously” high and should be re¬ then fine down for the actual
duced only via a centralized set¬ shooting.
up.
He said his company was
“Funny how stories circulate
greatly- interes'ed in toll-tv, but about a man,” he continued.
“I
only as a second-run operation, fol-. blame the publicity machine in
lowing the theatres.
Hollywood. I found that the studio
Rank will produce 20 next year, were circulating ‘hatchet stories’
and most will be shown in the U.S. about me. When I discovered that
I traced it to source and stopped
it. Now I won’t be kicked around
by anybody.”
Lanza good humoredly lambasted
the British press when he said:
22S=S£ Continued from page 4
“One 'of your top reporters came
have been scotched by the lawyers to me and said ‘Whrf are you?’
who fear the onus of ‘conspiracy.’ ‘Don’t you go to the pictures?’ I
There is no question that the asked. He also said: ‘When did
accent today is on the Motion Pic¬ Metro forgive you?’ Then I near¬
ture Export Assn, and that. John- ly blew my top.
‘Forgive me?
ston-^personally and otherwise— Why should it forgive a man who
finds the foreign problems more has brought it so much money. 1
challenging and intriguing. Also, forgave Metro.’ Then I went to
over 50% of the industry’s total bed. I’d had enough.
revenue now comes from abroad,
“Everybody in Britain — the
and there is sharp awareness that
the overseas income level must. press that is—seemed to think they
not be allowed to be reduced tooj were going to meet a curious fat
nguch.
man from Mars. If they’d seen my
Nevertheless, there has long
been a groundswell of sentiment films they’d know I am just an or¬
demanding "leadership” in the in¬ dinary fit man who likes to singt”
dustry, and Johnston stands out
He stated that he was dickering
as an obvious figure.
The fact with offers to ap'pear at Covent
that this leadership has. not been.
Garden. “It!s now simply a ques¬
—or couldn’t have been—forthcpm- |
ing, has led many to grumble Over - tion of terms and other commit¬
the MPAA’s lack of action.
I ments.”

JOHN DAVIS PROPHECY:
GRIEF LIES AHEAD

Johnston’s Presence-
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Stellings’ 4 Main Piroktrais
Miaml Beach, Nov* 19.
The “bare, cold facts” that Theatre Owners of-America and all
theatreowners must face “as realistically as possible” are, according
to Ernest G. Stellings, president of TOA, the following:
(1) Business is still declining.
(2) There is still a shortage of product
(3) There is a serious need for an orderly release of the product
■being made.
(4) Theatreovmers are still faced with,the questionable problem
of cable-tv as well as the possibility of toll-tv.
These" problems were posed by Stellings in his report to TOA’s
board of directors who met today (Tues.)- prior to the opening of
the. exhibitor organization’s iOth anni convention tomorrow (Wed.)
at the American Hotel here.
. In outlining the activities of his 14-month tenure as TOA’s chief
executive, Stellings emphasized that the . biggest problem we have
all resolves around one subject—product.” It is Stellings contention
that if the nation’s theatres had a sufficient supply of good product
that was released in an orderly manner throughout- the year and if it
is supplemented "with national and local exploitation, “we should
be able to win back a large share of our lost audience.”
“To me our objective is clear and apparent,”, he added. “We must
get more people-into our theatres. This is our one major objective,
our major problem—the really important subject td which all of us
must bend our efforts. 'All the other objectives of our program are
aimed at the accomplishment of this one major need.”
In a point by point discussion of the program he had suggested
when he took office last September, Stellings revealed the following
progress and accomplishments:
A

(1) There is the possibility of harmony among all segments of the
industry. All elements of the film biz are conscious of the fact that
each segment is entirely interdependent?
(2 TOA has given its members expanded service in many fields,
including the introduction- of a foreign glm directory, the issuance
of bulletins on cable-tv, wage arid hour laws and showmanship. In
addition, TOA has assisted its members, in obtaining concessions from
the film companies on film rentals and other terms. TOA also suc¬
ceeded in getting the Small Business Administration to amend its
rules so that theatres could, become eligible for government loans.
The organization's membership has been increased.
(3> TOA helped to evolve a conciliation plan and is continuing
negotiations for an: arbitration system.
(4) TOA has tnet with' some success in convincing the film companies of the need to solve the problem in relation to quantity, quality
and*-the time schedule on which the product is released. Favorable
response has been received from 20th-Fox and Universal. Paramount
has said it would produce more pictures, but-has made no commitment
relating to how many or when the pictures will be relased.
(5) TOA urged the Dept, of Justice to relax the consent decreesso that all the former affiliated theatres may produce pictures. TOA
has urged all Its members to play all the product of the former af-.
fiiliates “so as to encourage them to go on.”
(6) TOA initiated and sparked an industry ticket selling and busi¬
ness building campaign. However, the development of this plan, has
taken too much time. Progress has been slow, but the effort has been
Miami Beach, Nov. 19.
worthwhile. The effectiveness of the campaign will be in direct ratio
Tex McCrary* on The Pitch
Is Tex McCrary pitching for the.public relations account of Theatre to the release of good product in an orderly manner.
Owners of America? McCrary, chairman of the board of the public re¬
lations firm of Tex McCrary Inc., is represented with an article on p.r.
for theatres in - TOAIs manual and handbook distributed to delegates
at the convention here.
Continued from pago 5
McCrary pitched for Loew’s Inc. corporate public relations when be
appeared at the Loew’s board meeting in Los Angeles at which the Jo¬ ing to find a solution to the other
seph Tomlinson^Stanley Meyer faction first attempted to oust Joseph problems confronting the business.
R, Vogel as president. McCrary was introduced to the Loew’s situation “How can we bring people back
by Robert Heller & Associates, the Cleveland management firm about to the theatres if we don’t have
which nothing is nowadays heard.
the product or if it isn’t released
*•
*
*
*
at the right time? Reade asks.
The New Jersey, the&treowner said
Rock Hudson ‘Star of Year’
that the attitude of distribution
Rock Hudson has been selected as winner of the “Star of the Year”
Miami Beach, Nov. 19.
has a great deal -tp do. with the
award by Theatre Owners of America. Hudson will be a guest at the
Although Theatre Owners of
nnaj decisions .that must be made
President’s banquet Saturday J23). Prior TOA award winners were
on the question of toll-tv.
“Sup¬ America has succeeded in obtain¬
Danny Kaye, Jimmy Stewart and William Holden.
pose,” he said, “that .after due ing concessions from the Small
*
*
. *
consideration the distributors de¬
Business Administration so that
cide that it is not advantageous to
Dave LIpton on Young Faces
four-wall theatres .are eligible for
David. A. Lipton, Universal's pub-ad v.p.. will address TOA Friday sell their picture to toll-tv. Then Givemment loans under certain
(23) on new personalities in motion pictures. .Lipton’s talk will be of we- don’t have tb face that prob¬ conditions, the exhibitor organiza¬
‘
...
special interest since Rock Hudson is a product of Universal’s star¬ lem.”
tion intends to press for additional
With Eric Johnston," president liberalization of the SB A rules.
building program,
' •*
*
*
*
*
of 'the Motion Picture Assn, of
This is indicated in a report sub¬
America, scheduled to address the mitted to the TOA convention, here
Visiting From Scotland
convention tomorrow (Wed.), TOA by Philip F. Harling, chairman of
TOA will receive greetings from abroad in the person of Scotland’s members are hopeful that “he will
TOA’s Small Business Administra¬
Robert Wotherspoon, provost of the Royal Burgh of Inverness. Wother- face the music and gall‘a spade a
tion Committee. At the next secspoon, in addition to other activities, is managing director of a theatre spade.”
sion of Congress, through senator¬
company.
Declared one TOAite:* “If John¬ ial and congressional committees,
TOA will seek the enactment of
ston is going to cpme ;before us legislation so that:
Zenith Ducks Cable Panel
and hand out the §ame ofd plati¬
The amounts of the loans be re¬
Zenith will not be represented at TOA’s-roundtable on the.cable
theatre. According to TOA, Zenith does not express sufficient interest tudes, he might as well stay home.”^ vised upwards.
in cable-tv. RCA also will not be represented since, says T0A, it is not He added, however,, that Johnston
The SBA be established as a
taking any position on the cable-tv question jit the present time. Mod¬ had the respect of .all segments of permanent agency.
erator of the cable-tv session, set' for Thursday <211, will be- Philip 5f.
The SBA’s: policy board, ’ pres¬
the industry and that his address
Harling. Speaking for the proponents of cable-tv will be Herbert Bar¬
ently consisting of the adminis¬
before the TOA convention offered
nett, of General Precision Equipment Corp.;: Paul McNamara and Lou an excellent opportunity 'for him trator and the Secretaries, of Com¬
merce and Treasury, be expanded
Novins, of Paramount’s International- Telemeter Corp., and Milton J. to'present a program o£ a modus
id include bankers and business
Shapp, or Jerrold Electronics Corp.
qperandi for the entire industry to men.
*
*
*•
*
follow to meet the crisis currently . The new policy. board be au¬
Distribs Paying Note
thorized and empowered to guar¬
facirig it.
•
. '
antee, for- a fee, a 'mortgage loan
Film companies are snowing unusual interest in TOA’s Convention.
■made by an individual qualified
In addition to Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assh., of
lending institution.
Robert
Shapiro
otr
Road
America, high officials of major distribs here include Abe 'Montague,
The SBA revise its rules [re¬
Robert Shapiro, managing di¬ quiring a statement of inability
Columbia’s sales v.p. and Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox’s sales chief. Irv¬
ing Sochin, sales bead of Rank Film Distributors U.S. operation, is also rector of the N.Y. Paramount Thea¬ to . obtain private financing os'a
a visitor. Heading the foreign film delegation is Joseph Maternati, head tre, spent most of last week in condition precedent to filing ; an
application for a mortgage loan,,
of the French Film -Office in the U.S. Also present are Mike Simons Houston and Hollywood on biz. He and that the amortization be ex¬
and Bob Wile, exhibitor relations chiefs of Metro and 20th-Fox re- made the quickie trip to Texas to tended from 10s to 20^ years.
give once-over tb prospective pic,
spe lively.
.According to Harling, nine ap¬
. *
*
*
and then went on to the Coast for plications for loans through the
Schulbergs on Hand «
a fast looksee at some new product* SBA have been approved in Vary¬
Budd and Stuart Schulberg, shooting “Across the Everglades” in
Shapiro planed back from Holly¬ ing amounts since TOA launched
Florida, will drojjJn at the TOA convention “to make friends and in¬ wood so that he was back at his its campaign to obtain loans from
fluence people!” ^
N.Y. desk Monday (18).
the Government agency.

‘Distribitis’

Still Seek Easier
Terms for Loans
To Four-Wallers
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When
they
Sayonara
they’ll
see
the
greatest!
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rat THEM ABOUT IT BOW!

Let them know ft's your Xmas attraction!
This 40 x 60 ready for immediate display
at National Screen.

.And apraad thm wordx G^T MORE OUT OF L/FE...G0 OUT TO A MOVIE!
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‘STAR’ STURDY $8,500,
INW1S; *NJ).’ 6G, 2D

Vjedne«day, November 20, 1957

SAN FRANCISCO

best anti-Nazi film* made on the
Coast are showing up on television,
(Continued from page 9)
an almost constant reminder to a
“Roots” (Indie) (3d wk).
Oke unde audience of what Nazi Ger¬
$2,800. Last week, $3,100.
many was like. No Hollywood pro¬
Indianapolis, Nov. Iff.
day (Rosener) (400; $1.25) — ducer in his right mind today
Biz is .moderate at first-runs
here this stanza, with three hold-; “Lovers’ Net” (Times) (4th wk). would turn out the kind of hard¬
hitting (old) films that are being
overs hurting. “Tin. Star” at Circle, Fair $2,200. Last week, $2,100.,
(Continued from page* 9)
is drawing fairly well to lead new . Vojrue (S.F, Theatres) (364;$1.25) shown over tv.
“And God Created Woman” ’(Rings) starters. “Abominable Showman” —. “Abdullah’s Harem” (UA) and
In the opinion of °story editors,
(3d wk>. Wham $20,000 or near. at the Indiana is just passable. “Lover Boy” (UA)- (reissues) (2d the war cycle will continue as long
“Around World in 80 Days” in 15th wk). Fair $1,500. Last Week, $2,200.
Last week, $22,000.
as the experience continues to re¬
Bridge (Schwarz) (396;'$1.25) — verberate among the authors. Thus
Kehmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)— stanza at Lyric is still ace b.o.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
“Young Stranger” (U) (4th wk). draw. “Jailhouse Rock” at Loew’s “Silken Affair” (DCA). Fah: $2,000.
such films as “Kings Go Forth,”
* Big noise continues to be “Oper¬ Third week slick $7,200. Last week, and “Hunchback of Notre Dame" Last week, “Green Man” (DCA)
etc., will be brought to the screen
at Keith's afe doing nicely in sec¬ and “Stranger’s Hand”
ation Mad Ball'r at Harris, where $8,500.
(DCA),
simply because the stories are pre¬
. second week will be better than
2 000
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l) ond weeks.
sold and audience interest in them
Estimates for This Week
the first. Squirrel Hill has another —“Tin Star” (Par) and “Short Cut
Coronet (United California)
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 60- <1,250; $1.50-$3.75) — “A r o u n d. appears to be high. .*!winner in "Perri” and both run pix, to Hell” (Par). Okay $9,500. Last
“Search for Paradise” at Warner week, “Zero Hour” (Par) and “Hear 90)—“Tin Star” (Par) and “Hear World In 80- Days” (UA) (47th wk).
Me' Good” (Par). Nice $8,500. Last Fine $20,000. Last week, $21,000.
and “Around the World” at Nixon Me Good” (Par), $8,000,
are holding steady. “Tin- Star” is
Mayflower (ATC) (689; 65-90)— week, “Devil's Hairpin” (Par) and
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—“The |
disappointing at Pehn, after fine “Careless Years” (UA) (2d wk), Oke “Stowaway Girl” (Par), $7,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200) 60-90)— 41st” (Indie). Mild $1,500, Last
notices. “Stopover Tokyo” looks $4,500. Last Week, $5,000,
week,
“Ruten” (Indie), $1,200.
j
“Abominable
Snowman”
(20th)
and
Continued from page 4
lofty at Fulton,
,
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 7541.25)
Presidio;. (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
Estimates for This Week
—“Unholy
Wife”
(RKO)
and “Ghost Diver” (20th h Just okay at
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; &0-$1.25>— “Lovers and Lollipops” (Indie). $8,000. Last week, “Reach for Sky” $1,25-$1.50) —■ “Love. Lottery” ( all aspects of the company’s finan(Cont)
and
“Maid
In
Paris”
(Coni)}
cial
position
before making a de“Stopover Tokyo” (20th).1 ’Took off Okay $10,000. Last week, “Slaugh¬ (Rank) and “Noah's Ark” (Indie),
(2d wk). Good $3,200. Last week, j cision on the dividend. However,
well over weekend and looks at ter on - Tenth Avenue" (U) and $7,000.
*j nnn
he indicated that. Col’s new hank
Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 75-$1.25)— $4,000.
least fine $7,000. Last week, “My “Slim Carter” CU), $12,000.
loan for $23,000,000. dated Aug.
Man Godfrey” (U) (3d wk>, $5,000.
Metropolitan .(NET) (4,357; 90- “Hunchback of Notre Dame" (AA)
Guild (Green) (500; 85-99)—“A $1.25) — “Hunchback ;of Notre (2d wk). Hep $6,000. Last week,
31, 1957, did not prevent the com¬
Man Escaped” (Cont). Fairish $2,- Dame" (AA) and “Naked In Sun” $9,000.
pany from issuing a divvy if it so
000.
Last week, “Third Key” (AA). Sock $23,000, backed with . Loew’s (LoeW).-(2,427; 60-85)—
desired,
(Rank) (4th wk), $1,700.
.heavy exploitation and advertising. “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Ride
Schneider, who is the chief fis¬
Continued from page 1
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 8041.25) Last week, “Stopover Tokyo” (20th) •Back” (UA) (2d wk). Nifty $7,cal officer of the company, report¬
flQfc: Last week, $14,000.
—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (2d and “Persuader” (AA), $12,000. ,
sensfc’of humor. Military leader¬ ed that Cpl ,would continue to cut
*
Lyric
(C-D)
(850;
$L25-$2.20>—
wk). Best thing here in a long
Pilgrim (NET) (1,100; 65-95>-W
ship is no; longer Necessarily fault¬ expenses (We’ve been cutting ex¬
time. Second weekend was $1,500 “Joker Is Wild” (Par) and “Stow¬ “Around World” . fUA) (15th .wk).
less. There are cowards, and men penses since we’ve been- In busi¬
ahead of first. Looks sock $12,000, away Girl” (Par). Oke $4,500. Last Up again at slick $12,000. Last
just doing a job, and a couple of ness”) and Would da everything
with terrific word-of-mouth. Last week, “Battle Hell” (DCA) and week, $11,000.
genuine
Reroes.
possible to reduce costs without
week, $10,000.
“Loser Takes AH” (DCA), $6,000.
Theory seems to be .that the vast iifiparmg. its competitive position.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.25-$3)—
Saxon (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3,30)
audience of former GX’s now is Asked by a stockholder if it could
“Around the World” (UA) (32d —“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
•ready and Willing to" look-back at be assumed lhat the'bulk of Col’s
wk). Holding steady, Special par¬ (32d wk). StilT high With $24,000.
the war as an adventure, a deep ex¬ first quarter earnings. came from
ties bolstering weekends. Looks Last week, $26,00u.
Portland, Ore., Nov. 19.
like good $7,000, same as last week.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (724; 75-$1.10)—
Too many holdovers are slowing, perience now dulled by the passage Screen Gems, COL’s wholly-owned
Penn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25)— “Bride Is Much Too Beautiful” the b.o. pace her? this round even e£ time in which only tlie high¬ subsidiary,
Schneider
replied: •
“Tin Star” (Par). Big disappoint¬ (Indie) and “Sorceress” (Indie), Big though- many of these -second-] lights stand out vividly. • it is no
“You could .take that, assumption.”
ment considering good notices and $7,200. Last week, “DeviPs Gen¬ weekers are providing the back¬ longer-the tension aiid the. horror
He flatly denied, however, the re¬
looks only slow $7,000. Last week, eral” (DCA) and “3 Feet in Bed” bone of trade currently. “Around of action that counts. It is more
ports that Col planned to spin off
“Jailhouse Rock” (M-G), $10,000.
World in 80 Days”. moves into- a the people that made up the army, the Screed Gems operation.
(Janus) (2d wk)t $5,300,
Squirrel HHl (SW) (900; 85-99)—
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 75-$1.25) rousing 31st week' at Broadway. the navy and the airforce.. The war
“Perri” <BV). Youngsters jammed —“Jailhouse Rock" (M-G) and.j “Armored Attack” . paired With
The meeting, presided over by
the place Saturday and Sunday, in- “Hired Gun” (M-G) (2d wk>, Good ‘Battle Stripe” shapes big at the now emerges in a liew form, up¬ . proxy Harry Cohn, Was attended by
dated by the war-in Korea and the
= suring at least big $3,500, very $9,000. Last week, $19,000.
Fox. Ace holdover among regular, resultant new generation of battle some 100 stockholders. Since most
good here these days. Last week,
of the shareholders’ questions,
State (Lpew) (3,500; 75-$ 1.25 >— runs Is “Operation Mad Ball,” loud yets.“Brothers In Law” (Cont) (2d wk), “Jailhouse Rock” <M-G> and “Hired in second Orpheum week.
dealt ‘with
financial
matters,
Now and again, World War !
$1 700
. Estimates for This Week
Gun” (M-G) (2d wk).; Fair $5,000.
Schneider provided the majority
Still rates attention (“A Farewell
Stanley (SW) (3,800;. 80-$1.25)—
Broadway (Parker)
(980; $2Last week, $6,000.
of the answers. Elaborating on
“Tall Stranger” (AA). Nothing do¬
$2.80)—“Around World” (UA) (31st to Arms,” "Lafayette EscadriRe”) thp anticipated poor .earnings for
ing and will be lucky to wind up
wk). Hefty $9,000. Last week, and, increasingly, the screen ex¬ the first and second quarters,
with
sad $6,000.
Last week,
plores present-day services main¬
$9,100.
Schneider revealed that overall
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” tAA)
Flue Arts (Foster) (425; 90-$1.25) tained by the armed forces in their domestic business fat the film in¬
picked up down "the stretch and
—.“Nana” (indie). Preem of new world-wide operations and in the
dustry was down-15% to 20%, The
wound up with oke $10,000.
Art house Of' Foster circuit,. Stout search for new and better yeapons.
first part of the Second quarter, he
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
This formerly was the
Omaha, Nov. 19. . $3,000.
On the whole, it’s fair to say that
$1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬
added,
will be seriously^ affected
Biz remains so-so at the firstHollywood~basn’t had much to say
dise” (Cinerama) (6th wk). Staying
rurifc this stanza. . Only ppening. '. fox '(Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50), about the atom or hydrogen bombs by the world-wide flu.epidemic,.
• up over the $13,500 mark fine, and
Tabs
TolR
near the good level is “Bombers -^“Armored Attack” (NTA) and and their, potential effects on man- I
same as last Week.
B-52” at the Orpheum/undoubt¬ “Battle Stripe’” (NTA) . (reissues). kind.., “Peace,” reasoned oh. the'1
Abe Montague;.. distribution v.p.,
edly helped by the* location of Stra¬ Big' $8,000 . br near. Last '-week, threat of an all-out ^war, is not "a reveled jhat Col was ■ keeping
tegic Air Fqrce headquarters here. “Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and “Un¬ ,popular theme on the screen, pos¬ close tabs on the question of toll"Mister Roclf* and Roll,” starring known Terror” (20th), $6,300.
tv. He reviewed the .Bartlesville,
(Continued from page 8)
Guild (Foster) (400; $1.25)—“Ris^ sibly- (and ironically). because the Okla., experiment. Her said it was.
singers who were here in person a
Poor $8,000.
Last week, “Man couple of weeks ago at the City ing of Moon” (WB). So-so $2,000/ Soyiets have made the “world
interesting to note that theatre
peace?
slogan
one
of
theftvpropa-j
Godfrey” (U) (4th wk>, $6,80Q.
Aud, is . only modest at the Bran¬ Last week, “Torero” (Col), $l,90Chbusiness in Bartlesville did not
. . V
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$l,50) ded. “Pursuit of • Graf . Spee” is
Llberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90- gkhdji'weapons.
—“Happy Road” (M-G).
Pale just fair at the Omaha despite a $1,25) — ’“Jailhouse Rock” (MX?) '- ThoU^i.films are paying:'a.good- decrease desDite the operation of
$2,800. Last week, “Perri” (BY) heavy bally. Strong weekend play and “Action' oX Tiger” (M-G).t2d d^al of attention to personal'intef- 0e cable-tv theatre^ Asked if Col
a 1th wk-9 days), $3,70Q.
Okay 45,500. Last week, relitioxvs in the armed fprees^ a was contemplating acqufting kn in¬
makes “Jailhouse Rock” fairly wk).
Fox Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; 90- pleasing at State.
$13,600. * '
brace of pix heal still \ritij 'World terest' in i pay-tv system; Mon^• . * * •
Orpheum (Evergreen) (I,6O0;.$l- War- H ftseli. Among them—1“per- taguev said that " Col was giving
$1.50)—“Adam and Eve” (Indie).
Estimates for This Week
Shaky $5,000. •
Admiral (Blank) (866; $1.50- $1.50t^“Operatibh Mad Ball”- (Col) hy’s Rangers,” “The Deep Six,” some thought ta the. matter-, and
Los Angeles, Loyola, Hollywood $2.20)—“Around World in 80 Days” and -“Domino Kid” (Col) (2d wkjf. “Undpiwater Warrior,” “Wings of careful consideration to the future
(FWC) (2.097; 1,248; 756? 90-$1.50> <UA> (12th wk). Shapes fair $4,000.I bLoud’ $8,500.; Last, week, $10;200.
.the Eagle,1' ‘Hunkirkv” “Tbe.Ene-, Of pay-tv. “If it Works, it. will mean
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90-—“Three Faces of Eve” (20th) (1st Last week, $5,500.
my. Below,” “The Yoiing Liens,,” a.great deal of money for distribu¬
multiple run) and “Death in Small
Brandeis (RKO> (1,100; 75-90)— $1.25)-r-“Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and *(Th'e Naked and the Dead,y ;“The tion,” he declared. X
''
Doses" (AA). Light $14,500.
Mr. Rock and Roll”' (Par) and “StowaWay Girl” (Par). Neat $7,- Big War,” “Bitter Victory.“Brid ge
Ralph Cohn, v.pv‘in charge., of
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; 1.25-$2)
500.
Last
week,
“Time
Limit”
(UA)
Stowaway Girl” (Par). Modest
Over
the
River
Kwai,”
“Run
Silent,
the
Screen
Gems
operation,
de¬
—“Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). Big S3.100. Last week, “Devipi' Hair¬ and “Satchmo The Great” (UA),
Rtiri 'Deep,” “The Big Red,”' “No ! scribed the; company’s, activities as
$19,0Q0. Last week, $25,600.
..
pin” (Par) and “Short Cut to Hell” $5,000.
Time to Die,” “Stella,” etc.
• - >j “enormously .successful” particuDowntown Paramount (ABPT) (Par), $3,000.
- ... Korean Tales'/ .....
-T
ftuiy.in
th^release<^.ihe Rrst 52
(3.300; 90-$1.50)—“Tin Star” (Par>
Omaha XTristates) (2,066; 75-00)
and “Triple Deception” (Rank) (2d —“Pursuit of Graf Spee” (Rank)
Ih’additioiivthere ara the Hofean. Vfthostiy hqrrori-' filirfe being '..Ran. (Continue^.froni^ jpige .9)
wk). Slow $5,800.
sft- stozies/lii%'“Fright 3 fc
Ihiiiversu.1 •': • - . •
,>
watand “Spook Chasers” (AA). Fair
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan^ $4,500. Last week. ■ -‘Armored At¬ (4fh’wk>.'*0kay $16,000,: Last week, telling. the storyof an isolated U; S.
The subject of star participation
G&S) (2,213; lpl06; 90-$1.50)— tack” . (NTA)- and “Battle Stripe” $21,000.
•
■•'■...•
xrmy patrol. But, oat of these .con¬ deals Was, sharply introduced by a
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-79)— flicts, now come, stories about stockholder.. ‘There’s nothing we
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA) (NTA) (reissues), same. .
and "Portland Expose” (AA) (2d
Orpheum (Tristates). (2,980; 75- “Daughter of DP. Jekyll” (AA) and people caught up in the backwash can do' about * these star deals*”
wk>. Mild $7,200.
90)—“Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Death in Small Doses" (AA). Par of war' like the upcoming “Sayo- Cohn replied! “If Marion Brando
4,000. Last week, “Enemy from
Iris
(FWC)
(825;
90-$1.50)— “Deep Adventure” (WB). . Fairly
ipace” (UA); “Street of Sinners” nara,”, which dramatizes the con¬ will make ;a deal ’with me tomor¬
“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and “Back good $8,000. Last week, “Hunch¬
flict. between. Americans and. the row for 50% of a picture, I’d kiss
From
Dead”
(20th)
(2d
wk). back of Notre Dame” (AA)* $6,000. (UA) (1st--wkV$5,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$1.50) Japanese and couches them in dra¬ him.” Sclpeider added that the
Dreary $2,000.
State (Goldberg) (850: 75-90)—
—-“Stopover Tokyo” (20th) (2d wk). matic-romantic terms, and “Frau- star participation deaTs were part
Ritz (FWC) (1,320: 90-$1.50)—
Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (3d wk).
Sluggish* $10,000..
Last
week, lein,” backgrounded in Germany* of the "hazards and problems of
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (3d
Okay $2,800. Last week, $3,600.
Similar > these
as
“-SayqnaraX; Our business.” He indicated, how¬
wk) and “Helen Morgan Story”
$13,000. ,
Palace ^SW-Cinerama)
(1,484; though handled as a comedy,.was: ever, that the trend may soon re¬
(WB>. Slow $2,500.
Downtown, Wiltera, Hollywood
$1.24-$3.40) — “Seven Wonders* “Teahouse of the August Moon,” verse. Hej said he^ had heard a
(Cinerama) (48th .wkV Bright $25,- which dealt With the occoUpation number of; reports that a number
Paramount (SW-F&M) (1.757; 2,344;
(Continued from page 8)
000. Last Week, $24,500.
1,468; $1.25-$2.50>—“10 Command¬
of Okinawa. In Germany again, of independent deals involving
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-90)— it’s ’‘A Time to Love and -a Time stars were , “not working out so
ments” (Par) (4th wk). Stout $28,- in first. Last week, “Stopover
Tokyo” (20th), $7,500.,
“Bombers B-52” (WB), “Tip . oh $oDIe” : .
000. Last week, $39,000.
:
' well” and that there was a possi¬
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.50RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 75- Dead Jockey” (M-G), High-flying
Pix in the comedy vein are lack¬ bility that some stars may return
$21—“Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). 90)—“Tin Star” (Par). Mild $7,500. $18,000. Last week, “Brass Legend”.
ing. There are “Onionhead,” “Kiss to the major studios shortly for a
Great $18,000. Last week, $22,700. Last week, “Time limit” (UA), (Par) and “Gunsigh't Ridge” (Par),
—•
Them fpr Me,” “No Time for Ser¬ salary.
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; $8,500.
$15,000.'
In the formal portion of the
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90- geants,” “Don’t Go Near the
$1.50-$3.50)—“Raintree
Country"
RKO Pan (RKO) (1,800; 75-90)—
(M-G) (6th wk). Dull $10,000. Last 'Time Limit” (UA) (m.o.). Neat $1.50)—‘“Pal Joey” (Col) (4th wk). Water,” “Operation Madball,” “The meeting, the stockholders unani¬
Sad Sack,” etc.
mously reelected the board of di¬
week, $11,700.
$5,000. Last w'eek, “Joe Dakota” i Sock $24,000. Last week, $26,000.
Many, if not most, of thdtop war rectors consisting of Cohn, Schnei¬
Warner Hollywood (SW) (1.384; (U) and “Man Afraid” (U), $4,000 I
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685: $1:25)
films
are
based
on
novels
thaif
be¬
der, Montague, Ralph Cohn, Nate
$1.20-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” at 65-85C.
—“Four
Bags
Full”
(T-L)
(2d
wk).
.
1
(Cine) started 24th week Sunday
gan to appear years after the sound Spingoldr Leo M. Blanckef Donald
State (Par) (2,300; 85-90)—“Esca¬ Okay $3,000. Last week, $4,400.
(17) after smash 26,300 last week.
of battle had died.
“Naked and S. Stralem, A. M, Sonnabend and
Todd’s
Cinestaie
(Todd)
(1,036;
pade in Japan” (U). Very well
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75,In addition, the
$1.75-$3.30) — “Arouhd
World” the Dead” and “The Yoflng Lions” Alfred Hart
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” liked and nothing but kind words (UA) (33d wk).
Record $27,300, both are being made from best¬ shareholders approved a new fivefor this. But it looks like slender
(UA) (48th Wk).
Wow $24,500.
sellers.
In
several
films,
the
“en¬
year
employment
contract
at
with
extra
"shows.
Last
week
$5,000. Last week, “Hunchback of.
Last week, $24,700.
emy” had to be defined more close¬ $2,500 per week for Montague and
25 000
'
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)— Notre Dame” (AA), $9,000.
ly,
for
fear
of
offending
the
Ger¬
approved
stock
options
for
v.p.
'
United
Artists
(B&K)
(1,700;
90Suburban World (Mahh) (800;
“Third Key” (Rank) (2d wk). Nice
85)—“Laugbter in Paradise” (AAJ $1.50>—“My Man Godfrey” (U). mans and the Japanese: Former and treasurer Leo Jaffe, domestic
$3,800. Last week, $4,200.
particularly
are
sensitive
to
their
sales
manager
Rube
Jackter,
Inter¬
Lofty
$24,000.
Last
week,
“Time
and
“Last
Holiday
”
(AA)
(reis¬
Crest; Sunset (Lippert-Cohen) s
war record, and the German mar¬ national prexy Lacy W. Kastner,
(800;
540;
$1.25-$1.50)—“Stella” • sues). Okay $2,200. Last week, Limit” (UA) (2d wk), $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- ket being as important as it is, British managing director M, J.
(Indie) (3d wk). Slim $2,600. Last - “Brothers in Law” . (Cont), $1,800.
week, $4,200.
\
World (Maim) (400; 85-$1.25)— $1.50)—“Les Girls” «M-G) (3d wk). none of the companies desire to Frankovich; and Screen -Gems
sales v.p. John MitchelL
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50> “Les Girls” (M-G) (2d wk). One of Sharp $17,000. Last week, $21,000. ’offend” by being too general.
—“Fire Under Her Skin” (Indie). year’s top grossers here with
A total of 90% of the 1,150,871
It’s ironic that, even as Holly¬
World (Indie) (606; 90)—“Rich¬
Big $4,500.
Last week, “Devil’s smash $8,500 in sight. Last week, ard III” (Lopert) (2d wk). Solid wood exercises such caution in the shares outstanding was present in
General” (Indie) (3d wk), $1.9JO.
$9,500.
♦
portrayal of the Nazis, some of the person or by proxy.
$6,200. Last week, $5,800.

Tokyo’ Fine $7,000 In
Pitt; lad M’ Mo
12G, 2d,d,‘Search’ 13iG
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“OPERATION MAD BALL” keeps snowballing...
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PICTURES

Legion of Decency's New ‘A-3’ Tag;
Moving Into Television Programs
Par for the course: The
Legion of Decency reviewed
six films last week. One went
into A-II, the rest into B.

Inventory of *57 Woe*

Minneapolis, Nov. 19.
Cognizance of the current
stock market decline is being
Washington, Nov. 19.
taken in the large newspaper
Following an “exhaustive and
ads which four local neighbor¬
long-term
study,”
the* Homan
hood houses are running for
Catholic National Legion of De¬
"The
Greefi
Man”
which
cency has added a new classification
they’re playing day and date
—A2: Morally Unobjectionable for
for its initial outlying engage¬
Adults and Adolescents to its
ments.
film evaluations. Purpose of the
A postscript to the ads
change appears to be to strengthen
reads: “This is the kind of
the definition of the “B” rating,
picture that will make you for¬
which has been a catch-all in the
get all about Sputnik, Asian
past.
Flu, Stock Market and all your
The Catholic Bishops of the U.S.,
personal cares. It will leave
at their recent meeting here, also
you and your family with
appointed a committee to study
'that happy feeling.'”
ways and means of evaluating radio
and tv programs. Activity was
recommended in the recent en-|
cyclical letter from Pope Pius XII.
Activity will be undertaken by the
Legion, which so far has been ac¬
tive in the film field only.
New Bishops committee will be
called the Episcopal Committee for
Motion Pictures, Radio and Tele-,
vision. Its aim will be to make the
Papal encyclical "applicable to
radio and television on the Ameri¬
can scene.”
*
Two subruns in Philadelphia
Bishops William A: Scully of last week pulled the French "Pas¬
Albany, chairman of the film com¬ sionate Summer” (Kingsley-Inter¬
mittee, said the change in the rat-| national ) when . threatened with
ing system "should he understood arrest by the District Attorney.
as emphasizing the real moral DA acted afer the firstrun play¬
dangers” of the B and G ratings. off, which was without incident .
The Legion classifications now are;
Charge was that the Gallic im¬
A-l—Morally Unobjectionable for port was "lewd jmd obscene” and
general patronage; A-l It—Morally that the DA had "hundreds of
unobjectionable for adults and ado¬ letters” of protest against the film,
lescents, and A-lll—Morally un¬ which shows the birth of a goat.
objectionable for adults. Then
Picture was passed without .a
comes B, i.e. Morally objectionable cut by the N.Y. censor and played
in part for all, and C—Condemned. the Paris Theatre, N. Y. The Philly
The Legion in the past year reviews were neither here nor
fended Oct. 1, 1957) reviewed 418 there.
pictures, including 335 from Holly¬
wood and 83 from abroad. Of the!
American films 109 (32.54%) were
in the B class (against only 23.05%
last year*; 111 (33.13%) were con¬
sidered unobjectionable for general
patronage, and 114 (34.03%) rated
anobjectionable for adults. One
Arthur B. Krun^-president of
51m, “Baby Doll/1 was condemned.
At the foreign end, there were United Artists, says he’s, in acccfrd
with
exhibitor ideas about “rea¬
!8 B pictures <33.74%) and 10 were
sonable clearance” between the¬
condemned.
atrical
and television exposure of
The number of B ratings has
risen continously for years. It was feature productions. But, he In¬
83.45% of the total of all American sists, distributors must agree to go
film reviewed by the. Legion in along with this on a unanimous’
basis and this requires ‘'serious
1955? dipped to 23.05% last year,
legal considerations.”
and now is way up again. One of
Krim added that UA attempted
the explanations is that the Legion
to prevent its independent pro¬
reviewers incorporated in the B
ducers from selling old pictures to
rlass a lot of pictures that either
telecasters and in the process of
barely missed making it for the
so doing found that other dlstribs
A—II rating or the ,C class.
were unloading their backlogs to
Now* this has been changed, and
the rival medium.
it can be assumed that the Church*
will seek stricter observance of the
3 category by its members. To this
moment, a B rating has virtually
no meaning in the U.S. in terms
Df affecting Catholic attendance.
There appears to be some divi¬
sion within the Church re the real
"moral dangers” from B and even
C pix, with some holding that it’s
a matter of how frequent is the ex¬
Chicago, Nov. 19.
posure to them.
It is not yet fully clear what
consequences may flow from the
latesf
decision ' on
censorship
handed down by the U.S. Supreme
Court. It could render municipal
censorship (there are 13 of them
in Illinois) financially prohibitive.
A hint that the distributors can;
win if they are prepared to fight
was given by Chicago’s Corpora¬
Three antitrust suits involving tion Counsel, John Melaniphy.
total damages in excess of $3,500,- Said he: “The ci'y can’t afford
000 have been settled by American these long court fights. ‘Game of
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Love* has cost the city thousands
according to papers filed yesterday of dollars.” However, he stated
(Tuesday) in N.Y. Federal Court. that other disputed films handled
Actions were brought last year by on an individual basis, were not so
•three New Jersey theatre corpor¬ expensive. Chicago’s censor board,
ations as many houses. Terms of he states, will continue to oper¬
the settlement were disclosed.
ate but now with a liberalized
Plaintiffs include Kearuth Thea¬ viewpoint.
*
tres Inc., operating the Rivoli,
Chicago administers local cen¬
Rutherford; S. M. P. Corp., operat¬ sorship via policemen who get red¬
ing the Lincoln in Kearney, and faced on the witness stand. Their
Arlthe Inc., former operator of the veto to the foreign “Game of Love”
Cameo. Newark. They charged the brought the appeal of i s distribu¬
eight majors, AB-PT and Stanley tor, Times Film Corp., first to the
Warner, among other defendants, Illinois and then to the United
with conspiring to violate the an¬ States Supreme Court.
Times Film Corp, has now ac¬
titrust
laws
by
discx’iminating
against them in respect to runs cepted a bid for the first Chicago
and clearances.
showing of the pic by the H&E
Repping the plaintiff exhibs in Balaban-operated Surf. The. film,
the settlement was Harry Pimstein which started its court history here
while Herbert Lazarus was attorney two years ago when the police
for AB-PT. Suit continues against censorship board turned thumbs
the other defendants.
down on it, needs only to go

Scene Cancels
French‘Summer

Arthur Krim Favors Fixed
Clearance System If Law
And Unanimity Both Met

San Antonio, Nov. 19.
A group of 52 United Artists mo¬
tion pictures produced since 1952
at a total cost of over $60,000,000,
including many Academy Awatd
winners, have been acquired by
KONO-TV here, per a tout of Bob
Roth, commercial manager.
Among the films are "Red Riv¬
er,” "Moulin Rouge,” “Return to
Paradise,” “The Purple Plain/'
“Suddenly,” "The- Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe” and "Romeo and
Juliet.”

Maryland Censors
Want Under-16's
Denied Films
Baltimore, Nov. 19.
The Maryland. State Board of
Censors wants a law to bar chil¬
dren under 16 from certain films.
C, Mprton Goldstein, board chair¬
man, said, last rweek, he is pushing
actively for the legislation,
Ferdinand Sybert, the Maryland
Attorney General, added: "We do
not believe the proposed amend¬
ment should be drawn t.o permit
some children to see a restricted
film when, accompanied by their
parents, while other children are
forbidden. The same harm would
be done by exhibiting a film to a
child accompanied by his parent,
as by exhibiting it to ah unaccom¬
panied child.”
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Civil Law Is Not Adequate Standard
Of Morality-Position of Bishops
From Booth to Cell

*
*
Washington, Nov. 19.
!■ . "Civil legislation by itself does
not constitute an adequate stand¬
ard of morality.”

Concord, N.H., Nov. 19.
So declared the Catholic Bishop*
Bradley T. Callahan, 53, mo¬
of America following their meet¬
tion picture projectionist and
ing here last week which re¬
former business manager of
indorsed the National Legion Of
the Concord local of the Stage¬
Decency Work in film classifica¬
hands’ and Motion Picture
tion and the National Office of
Operators’ Union, has startedDecent Literature work with books.
serving a 60-day sentence for
federal income tax evasion.
Washington meeting took special
Federal Judge A. J. Connor
note of the Pope’s, encyclical of
refused to reduce the sentence.
Sept 6, 1957, respecting the fam¬
ily media—movlesf television, ra¬
Callahan, whose local was
dio and also spelled out some fur¬
involved in a membership¬
ther thoughts on the Catholic po¬
selling Scandal, was also fined
sition. Liberty is not an absolute
$2,000.
The
government
charged that he evaded pay- * right but must be “understood and
defended not as license, but as true
ment of $2,163 in income taxes.
rational freedom.”
"The right to speak out in favor
of good morals can hardly be chal¬
lenged in a democracy such as
burs,” asserted the bishops in re¬
buttal to the anti-censorship ar¬
guments of the film attorneys who
have been winning victory after| victory in recent years.

Film Men Ash:
Where Is Legion's
‘Positive Plan?

Groap Decision

^
What happened to the program to SSS Continued from page 7.
route the activities of the National the industry’s leaders lack cour¬
Legion of Decency into more posi¬ age for the simple reason that they
lack the necessary criteria. "Cour¬
tive channels?
age and intelligence, courage and
Question was being raised in N.Y. information tend to go together,”
film circles this week in the wake he opined. . "If a gian lacks cri¬
of the lengthy statement on censor¬ teria, bow can we expect him to
ship issued over the weekend by show courage?”
Core of modern advertising • Is
the Roman Catholic Bishops of the
U.S. at the close of their annual simplicityk Bas* held, apd this type
of advertising requires .concentra¬
meeting in Washington,
__
„
tion on one, single point. "If it
The Bishops’ statement, rather catches on, you're a hero.
If it
than indicate a new slant for..the doesn’t, all’s lost and you take the
Legion, in fact reaffirmed its im¬ entire blame,” he observed, adding
portance as a guardian of Catholic that film people preferred multi¬
(and American) morality, without ple insurance, going for ads with
defining
whether the
Catholic multiple facets to caotch the fancy
Universal has consolidated the
leaders deemed it necessary or de¬ of different types of persons.
company’s domestic sales organiza¬
sirable for the Legion to achieve
He sard the indies are more re-'
tion into two divisions—r eastern
its ends in more positive fashion. ceptive than the majors to new
and western. This is the first
In fact, said the Bishops, tradi¬ ideas, and he blamed the group
change In U’s sales setup under
the direction of Henry H. “Hi” tional American freedoms In" the decision system at‘the studios, “It
Martin, recently appointed general field cf expression have created a kills everything new,” he held.
wide gap between what is legally "When you have not one, but five
sales manager.
punishable and what is morally people, each voicing their indivi¬
The two district? formerly oper¬
good. The Church, as a teacher of dual objections; any tendency to do
ating under the southern division,
morals, has the right and the duty somethings new is stifled.”
which has been eliminated, will
to step into this breach.
Bass said he was aware of the re¬
be divided between the eastern andj
What is puzzling some observers sistance to the type of new think¬
western divisions. R. N. Wilkinson’s
district with headquarters in Dallas is the failure of the. Bishops to ing he represented, though he felt
will be moved to the western divi-| .acknowledge the pressures within many art directors in the industry
sion headed by Foster M.. Blake. and without the Church for a re¬ would like to do more challenging
James V. Frew’s district with head-] examination of some of the Le¬ work were they allowed -to devel¬
quarters in Atlanta will be shifted gion’s^ basic operational concepts. op in new add less orthodox direc¬
However, he said, it was
to the eastern division headed by Few will quarrel with the Church’s tions.
right to determine moral values to the credit of the industry that,P. T. Dana.
now.
at
least,
there was a recogni¬
for
its
members.
What
many
have
Martin, Incidentally, was south¬
ern division manager, before he been saying is that the methods tion of the need to explore new
used are out-of-line with modern ad avenues. “I can testify to this
moved up to the top sales post.
thinking and haven’t helped the simply by pointing to the sharp in¬
Church in the U.S. public relations- crease Jn requests for my serv¬
wise. •
'
' ices,” he declared. “In fact, these
requests by far exceed the time I
Prior to the Bishop's powwow,
can give to them.”
there had been ample indications]
Regardless of how good it is, ad¬
that changes are afoot and would be!
vertising v^ill never “save” a pic¬
discussed. Some now speculate that
ture at the boxoffice, said Bass, the
the Bishops didn’t want to act “un¬
reference applying to “Saint Joan.”
der pressure.” Others opine that;
What provocative ads may do; be
through the formal filing of a li¬ in the behind-the-scenes seesaw,! said, is 1.0 'help push a mediocre
the
more
conservative.
Status-quo
cense fee before opening sometime
film “over the line/’ He opined
faction won out and that changes
this week.
that Hollywood generally tended to
\will -have to wait.
underestimate the public’s redepHowever, Abner J. Mikva, who
It’s thought that the Jesuits have tivity to new things. There’s no
handled the case for Times Film
Corp., from Chicago, since its in¬ been in the forefront of those who [ question that the film companies
ception, stated that be is advising have arguing for a new Legion ! are wary of offbeat ads, much as
exhibs who play his client’s re¬ approach. A critique of the Legion i they are wary of virtually anything
leases to refuse to submit them to was contained in a recent issue of that doesn’t- correspond to “forthe police censor board when ap¬ Theological Studies. Written by two L mula.” As the risk grows, so does
plying for a license. But under Jesuit fathers, it emphasized the the industry’^ conservatism.
Real problem in film 3Hs is iden¬
such circumstances the city will need for changes.
tification, Bass held.
His own
prosecute, Meliphany warns. .
Work tends strongly in that direc¬
The crux of the matter is that
tion; For “Man With the Golden
both the city and the distributor
Arm,” "Saint Joan” and others he
are trying to read their own. in¬
Kansas City, Nov, 19.
designed what he called “visual
terpretation info the Supreme
Kansas City Star last Thursday slogans,” with which the picture
Court ruling. Because the deci¬
“It’s
sion was handed down without quoted Elmer C. Rhoden, presi¬ became widely identified.
a formal hearing It does not have dent of National Theatres, as say¬ the trademark principle,” he said.
the precedent-setting stature ap¬ ing that Max Reinhardt^ old “The “Ideally, .there should come a time
plicable to future cases of tills sort, Miracle” will be the next,produc¬ when •you should be able, to run an
Mikva’s office admitted.
Mikva tion in CinemirAcle. Contracts are ad with just the symbol, and the
claims that the decision was de¬ beirife prepared, and-the produc¬ public should know exactly what
termined on twro cotints, first that tion will be made with Warner film is being referred to.”
Bass feels strongly re Holly¬
the picture in question is not ob¬ Biros, and National Theatres work¬
scene, as charged, and second, ing together. “The Miracle” toured wood’s collective timidity and tra¬
that prior censorship of films is U. S. as a special auditorium spee ditionalism in the ad approach.
“Other industries research their
unconstitutional in the light of in the 1920’s.
First production in the new market and their public, and they
the First and 14th Constitutional
Amendments.
The
city
feels process has been completed as design ads to please the potential
forced to accept the first count but "Cinemiracle Adventure,” and will customers and; to lure them,” he
“In the film business,
denies that the second one is con¬ be shown early in 1958 in New observed.
tained in the court’s ruling.
If York and Los Angeles, he’* said. wo want to research not the exist¬
so it would mean that no censor¬
(Robert Rosselini’s Catholic-an¬ ing facts, bui the future. It doesn’t
ship restrictions would be ap¬ tagonizing Italian film with Anna work. And the results, if anything,
plicable* to films prior to their actu¬ Magnani was also called “The are stifling and inhibiting down
the line.”
ally being shown in theatres.
Miracle.”)

‘Game of Love Opens Against Chi Cops;
City Rues Cost of Censors' Defense

Par Circuit Ends
3 Jersey Suits

Rhoden’s Next Venture

"

PfatlEfY
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'Game of Love Hit
Hub Censors, Too
Boston, Nov. 19.
Apropos the victory of “Game
- of Love” over the Chicago cops:
this same film brought about a
ruling of the Massachusetts Su¬
preme Court against film censor¬
ship as an infringement of free
-speech. At the time, two years
. ago, Boston was operating a Sun¬
day law setup which in practical
effect was censorship for the
whole week since distributors
' could not pfford two sets of prints
to service the state's largest city.
Boston officials hated Iike poison
allowing the film to show at Beacou Hill Theatre in 1955. Tor the
first time, they were not “invited”
but Mayor John B. Hynes and a
delegation of city-officials saw the:
film. Said the mayor: “suggestive
but not obscene.” No action was
taken.
Re-Trial in Fall River
. Fall River, Mass., Nov. 19.
A Bristol County Superior Court
jury will be asked tomorrow,
Wednesday .(20) to decide if the
. life-in-a- nudist colony “Garden of
Eden” film, is obscene.
Cases of two men, Benjamin P.
Rogers, Brookline, and Antone T.
Moniz, Fall River, named in com¬
plaints for showing the film, will
have their cases returned to Su¬
perior Court after winning a rouffd
in their appeal to the Massa¬
chusetts Supreme Court.
The re-hearing, skedded for to¬
morrow, was- ordered after the full
bench of the high court ruled that
Superior Court Judge Harry Kalus
had erred in upholding guilty ver¬
dicts against the two men, im¬
posed by the Second Bristol Dis¬
trict Court. The supreme jurists
ruled that the case should be tried
by a jury.
Rogers was fined a total of $500
and Moniz, $200 for showing the
film in the Embassy Theatre-last
winter. The appeal resulted in a
viewing of the contro film by the
full bench of the Supreme Courtin Boston on May 1, and its ruling
that Superior Court Judge Harry
Kalus had erred in upholding
guilty verdicts came on June 4.
At tomorrow’s' rehearing, Su¬
perior Justice Reuben Lurie wili
preside. The case of “Garden of
Eden” has been going on for al¬
most a year. The film was viewed
.by the district court, superior
court and supreme court.

CORKERY'S BRAZILIAN CROSS
Robert J. Corkery, vice-president
of the Motion Picture Export Assn,
and director of its Latin American
and Canadian division, last week
was awarded Brazil’s highest civil¬
ian award, the Cruzeiro do Sol (or¬
der of the Southern Cross).
Presentation was made by
Ameral Peixoto, the Brazilian
Ambassador to the -U. S.( at the
Brazilian Embassy in Washington.

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING9’

Albany, Nov. 19.
United States Supreme
Court, in invalidating a ban by
the Chicago Police Board on
the French-made “Gafite of
Love,” indulged “in another
lesson in semantics at the cost
of common sense and the pub¬
lic weal.”
So declared the Evangelist,
official weekly publication of
the Albany Catholic Diocese,
declared in Friday (15).

Michatl Conrad
Continued from pare 7 —^
counts of violating California’s
corporation laws. According todetectives, Conrad advertised for
thesps in local metrppolitan press,
stating that his Monarch Produc¬
tions Inc. would make several fea¬
ture pictures,
including
titles
“High Yaller” and “The Madman
Reincarnated.” As a guarantee of
their “loyalty” in return for
“training” and percentage of pos¬
sible profits, he asked for and got
sums totalling between $15,000 and
$22,000, detectives state. Sum isn’t
exactly known because Conrad
kept no books, -they point out.
Prospectus lists Conrad as a le¬
git producer and actor in the East.
Screen Actors Guild files show he
joined SAG. in N. Y, just last Au¬
gust, and has but one picture
credit

PICTURES

Attorneys Divide on ‘Game of Love9
As Forward, Back or No Step at All
|

Three lawyers who’ve made film
censorship their specialty
ap¬
peared at odds last week in at¬
tempts to determine the precise
meaning of the U. S. Supreme
Court’s decision reversing the ban
on the French film, “Game of
Love,” in Chicago.
One saw it. as a step forward in
the battle* to kill pre-release cen-:
sorship of pictures. Another main¬
tained that, by sticking to the sta¬
tus quo, the decision actually was
a step backward. And a third said
the Court’s ruling, coming with¬
out any comment, was meaningless
in terms of an attempt to gauge its
Impact on the future of censorship.
They all came to the one logical j
conclusion, however, i.e., that thej
Court apparently Isn't ready to do
away with pre-release censorship,
of films. None believed that the
example set with “Game of Love,”
with the Justices actually viewing
the film, could be construed to set
a future pattern.
' “Game of Love,” distributed by
Times Films for William Shelton,
Was banned by the Chicago police
censor on. t> ground* of obscenity.
The lower court upheld the cen¬
sor, though testimony established

he lacked higher education and
lhat the members of his board
didn't speak French
In reversing the lower court,
the Supreme Court last week
merely made brief reference to
the Alberts vs. California case, in
which a court upheld a state crimi¬
nal conviction for the peddling of
obscene books. At that time, the
Court defined the meaning of “ob¬
scene” as: “Whether to the aver¬
age person, applying contemporary
community standards, the domi¬
nant theme of the material taken
as a whole appeals to prurient,
(i.e., dirt for dirt’s sake) Interest!”
In the opinion of Felix Bilgrey,
attorney for Times, the citation of
the Alberts case strengthens the
argument against pre-release cen¬
sorship inasmuch as, in the Alberts
case, the book in question wasn’t
attacked until after publication.
Also, Bilgrey points out, the
fact that the Supreme Court saw
fit to actually, view “Game of
Love" may be misunderstood. “The
Supreme Court Isn’t here to judge
the facts ” he said. “It’s function
is to see whether the correct
standards and procedures have
been applied by the lower courts.”
In the Kingsley Books case.

which was decided the same day
as the Alberts case, the High Tri¬
bunal noted that liberty of speech
and the Press wasn't an absolute
right, nor was protection as to pre¬
vious restraint absolutely unlim¬
ited. But, it added: “To be sure,
the limitation is the exception;
it is to be closely confined so as
to preclude ; what may fairly be
deemed licensing or censorship.”
The legalites believe that the
Supreme Court’s “Game of Love”
decision wasn’t a hasty but a very
well thought out one, since the
Court failed to make * ruling on
it at its first meeting in the new
term. Also, the Court’s failure to
refer to prior film censorship
cases, and specifically the original
“Miracle” case of 1952, is deemed
significant.
In that case, the
Court nixed a N. Y. censor ban on
the film on the grounds that it
was “sacrilegious,” and it stated
the new concept of films being
equal with the press in their en¬
joyment of the protection of the
First Amendment. In subsequent
cases, the Court has ruled on that
basis, and on the theory that vari¬
ous definitions used by censors
were too vague to be legally ap¬
plicable.

There may be many ways
to use adhesive bandages...
but there’s only one way
to use the BAND-AID trade¬
mark correctly...please say

BAND-AID
Adhesive Bandages
Remember—all adhesive bandages are not BANDAID Adhesive Bandages! “BAND-AID” is actually

To Thank
ILVIS PRESLEY

A Catholic Comment

• PAUL MUMI^

LIBERACI • MARGARET TRUMAN

a trademark... one of the most widely known in
the World.. .recognized in more than 50 countries.

KIM NOVAK • JIMMY DURANTE

- It means Johnson & Johnson, not the name of

. i. . 6 of the 406 great person¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
vision’s original hard-hitting^
telephone interview session . . .
going into its fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday. Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30 pjn. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

a product. ..and it refers to a whole family of prod¬
ucts made only by. Johnson & Johnson.
The “BAND-AID” trademark is always followed
by the product name,i.e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly
Closures, BAND-AID Patch, Spot, Strip.
We appreciate your mentioning our products
and we hope you will continue to do so. But when
youdo, won’t you please use the full name correctly?

The most trusted name in surgical dressings
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ILL-PREPARED, HURRIED
i:SHAPP

hf+4

M-M-4

In an effort to bring greater flexibility to its Telemovie setup at Bar¬
tlesville, Okla., Video Independent Theatres plans to install individual
Difficulties experienced by Skia- y
metering devices in a selected number of homes within 60 to 90 days.
Iron in San Francisco, where
Several such*siinple tape-metering devices, to be attached to the out¬
HAL ROACH RETURNS
side of subscribers’ homes, have been developed, including one from
strong and articulate opposition
; Witlx Hittelman and Will Produce Stromberg-Carlson. Under such a setup, a viewer would pay a monthly
has developed'vs. its franchise ap¬
mimimum, for which he might get a certain, number of top programs
'theatrical Features
plication, are attributable for the
free. After that, he'd pay only for whatever he looked at.
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
most part to poor public relations,
Current Bartlesville setup calls'for $9.50 a month on a flat basis, with
_
!
Hollywood,
Nov.
19.
(
Demand . that he be given sole
according to the executive, head
Hal Roach is going -back into no consideration as to what a consumer does or doesn’t look at. Cur¬
[ screenplay credit on United Artrent
subscriber total in Bartlesville stands at close to 600.. Increase,
theatrical
film
production
in
asso¬
of another company, Milton J.; ists« -Baby Face Nelson" has cued
Shapp, of Jerrold Electronics, j hassle between Dan Mainwaring ciation with Carl K. Hittleman according to Claude Fulgham, Video v.p., mojre or less offsets the loss
which has long been in the fore- i and producers of pic, including A1 Productions Inc. New pact calls of some 100 early “monitor” sets which Video never expected to keep.
front of those battling for “cable j zimbalist, Jerome ‘Red” Doff and for dozen films, beginning with
Slow Gain
Bartlesville Telemovie operation according :o some is gaining ground
theatre.”
; Mickey Rooney. Writers Guild of “Pirate Women,” which rolls Jan¬
a lot slower than originally anticipated. Hqwever, Fulgham insisted
“The rush for theatre franchise; America West will hold grievance uary 15.
applications has given the whole' conference today (19) in attempt -r It will be first feature film to be last week that subscriptions were coming in l“on schedule,” i.erat the
made at Roach lot since 1948 when rate originally
w. ... anticipated. A house-to-house^ selling campaign to add
cable theatre development a black: to iron out hassle,
eye,” he opined.
j
Credit of “Baby Face,” which Roach was. then producing for j snl)scr.ibers will be started.
release.^ _
•
|
There are 30,000 people in Bartlesville. Number of tv homes is put
“Serious franchise applications goes into nationwide release this
Following Women, Roach-Hit- , at around 8,000, but only about 5,600 are within'reach of the Telemovie
should be the culmination rather j month, currently reads screenplay
than the beginning of a program, ? by Irving Shulman and Daniel tleman group has three 4 -other | main cabie. Breakeven point for the operation has been put at 1,500 to
Water j 2,000 subscribers by Henry S. Grilling, Vjdeo Iprexy.
Ill-prepared applications have had j Mainwaring, with story by Shul- properties all set to go.
Rebel. In bun and Rip ;
pjan
g0 for individual metering devices f'for those who can afford
the effect of turning a confused! man. According to Doff, Shulman Hole,
public in many cities against the [wrote the original, which was made Cord.”
it” apparently eliminates the original idea of installing a central meter¬
entire concept of cable transmis- for UA by Fryman-ZS Productions,
ing board at the “studio” i.e. the central projection booth. Such a cen¬
sion into the home."
’ a joint production firm between
tral unit has been developed by Jerrold Electronics of Philadelphia,
The
cable
proponents
feel j Zimbalist on one side, and Doff
which did a good part of the engineering at Bartlesville. However, the
, central registering board is expensive and Video feels the individual
strongly that .some of the “confu-; and Rooney on the other,
l imits are cheaper and more practical.
i.
sion” has been sown quite delib-t
When director Don Siegel was
erafely by those who feel it may 1 hired, he suggested a rewrite polThey can fulfill a dual function: (1.) Simply; to indicate the programs
hurt their interest.
Actually, itMsh, Doff continues.
Mamwarmg
seen to allow for a basis for accounting with the distributors contribut¬
reflects quite accurately the state-; was called In for chore in June,
ing product. (2.) To give a viewer a chance tjo pay on a per-attraction
of-mirid in the industry itself, i 1957, and at ft conference, asked
basis. Many in the industry feel that the per-4ttraction charge is bound
San,: Francisco,/Nov. 19.
where there is a wide spread of' ^or a certain fee, but specifically
to be the type to operation that eventually will be adopted.
Finance committee of this city’s
opinion re the cable vs. air trans-; stated he wanted no screen credit
«.
Two-Channel Choice;
Board
of
Supervisors
has
set
Nov.
mission issue.
■ at all, Doff states. His name, hpwBartlesville currently offers programming on two channels, one car¬
'rh«co
_i ■ ever, was included, to comply with 27 for hearing on Skiatron (and
other pay-TV) franchise applica¬ rying new films, the other re-runs. JChe metering device would apply
say the^re cheaper and mo^ loS !
regulations, according to
tions, after two-month hiatus dur¬ only to the prime channel, according to Fulgham. Telemovies already
ing which Skiatron was supposed have turned to specialized programming, sUch as special children’s
thl' hteriiSf111
However, since pic's completion,
to supply . Frisco officials with shows on Sunday afternoons.
the cable sav it isn't limited rf the ; MsinwariD8 has suddenly sprung technical and fiscal. data on pro¬
It’s now thought that, eventually, the main cable may be split, to
Jime that8^ can" bemused and- i “■ *“le
posed home-toll operation. Hear¬ carry, in addition to the two pix channels, special sound programming
most important—it doesn’t hi ark i cle(^lt» Doff states.
ing, sought by Skiatron vice-presi¬ on two or three channels. Thus, Video may offer its subscribers con¬
dent Alan Lane, is crucial because tinuous music on either a free or charge basis, What would be needed
out “free” tv, thus eliminating a j
'
Northern California Theatre Own¬ would be a speaker, but without need for tuning equipment. Some spe¬
prime objection.
It’s felt that!
ers’ Committee Against Pay-TV is cial and public service programming also is being mulled by Video
many among the public fail to-;
YVIIHIGlS
rapidly mounting a full-scale cam¬
properly understand that the cable :
„ „
^„
execs for their tv channels.
paign
against 'the
home-toll
setup supplements rather than == continued- from nase 3
supplants the "free” tv shows.
[ hardship."
Commenting, a dis- medium.
Meantime, it was. learned that
._1 tribution v.p. this week made this
Spyros Skouras has given assur¬
; point:
ances to Northern California thea¬
“Industry trends are often
tre execs,that he is in no way in¬
meaningless to. individual en¬
volved in home-toll. This revives
terprises. What does it matter
a so-far unanswered question: if
IT
Continued from page 2 —
to us if the business generally
Skouras, who is very close politic¬ Paris Film Museum Discusses Problem- -Nine-Point'
is
bad
so
long
as
we’re
doing
start to speed up the pacing again
ally to Frisco: Mayor George Chris¬
all right?”
Plan Only Needs Capital
topher, isn’t involved in pay-TV,
until, by San Francisco, the act
Same spokesman made the point why doesn’t he ask the Frisco
was again paced at the New York
that this has become a per-picture mayor to squelch Skiatron’s fran¬
speed.
viduals rjepping both government
Paris, Nov. 19.
industry, that the welfare of any chise application in the Board of
A nine-point program designed and industry quarters.
Since all the comedy casualties
one organization depends solely Supervisors?
Much Of the historians’ discus¬
to preserve the great film master¬
In tv have been New York or Hol¬
upon its own lineup of product
Arnold C. Childhouse, chairman,
lywood originations and since a The overall ups and downs, as re¬ of the theatre owners’ .committee pieces of the past was adopted last sions wefe on a rather esoteric
very considerable part of their au¬ ported by Sindlinger, are Important and himself treasurer of Michael week by more than 20 motion pic¬ and even musty level. But eve¬
dience land those the advertisers is perhaps to the statisticians and his¬ Naify’s 100-theatre United Califor-| ture historians at an informal ning screenings and lectures added
quite anxious to sell) is not a New torians, and carry weight in ad¬ nia circuit, lit into home-toll again meeting. Some 11 countries had some verve to the proceedings.
delegates at the session which was Jean Renoir talked on the cine¬
York nor Pacific Coast audience,
vancing arguments for tax reduc¬ late last week and in so doing
the end result desired, the pur¬
grabbed considerable space in the backed by Henri- Langlois, prexy ma’s universal aspects, Juris Ivens
tions.
of the Cinematheque Francaise, a went over the documentary as a
chase of the advertisers’ product,
Par has benefited, of course, Frisco dailies. His pitch* as pre¬
does not result ..because the viewer from “Ten Commandments” but viously reported, was that “the ba-r film museum subsidized by both witness of the times while Alberto
sic
issue,
is
whether
pay-TV
is
has been lost.
High cost per so far limitedly.
the government and the picture in¬ Cavalcanti detailed the great docu¬
This Cecil B.
right or wrong for the public,” dustry.
mentary Movement in England just
thousand—remember?
DeMille production still has a big with the corollary that home-tollj
List of “musts” which the pun¬ before World War II.
Here is a suggested remedy, distance to go, probably to next
would kill film theatres, free (com¬ dits feel is necessary for uphold¬
Chroniclers of motion picture
and it is definitely constructive.
July or August at the present rate, mercial) TV and badly hurt hotels,
Every single one of these com¬ before it’s break-even gross is
ing the world!* filmic heritage will art came;from Italy, U. S., Great
restaurants and down town mer¬
be submitted to various' govern¬ Britain, [Poland, Spain, Norway,
edy personalities should take the reached and thereafter the rev¬
chants.
Sweden, pentaark, Belgium, India
show on tour. Originations should enue will be all profit less dis¬
He shed a little more light on mental and Industry bodies for and Japan.
When the meeting
occur before a local audience in tribution
Suggestions rec¬
and
advertising
ex¬ the controversy between his group possible action.
such cities as Pittsburgh, Cincin¬ penses. Consequently, other pic¬ and Skiatron over the cost of in¬ ommended by the historians in¬ broke up all pledged to get the
nine-point program in operation.
nati, Cleveland, Chicago, St. Louis, tures on the Par roster clearly have stalling coaxial cable over 700 to clude:
the Twin Cities, Omaha, Kansas contributed to the earnings rise.
750 miles of Frisco. Skiatron has
(1) Microfilming of all motion
City, Denver, etc. Since all these
RKO is well situated, particular¬ contended that the Pacific Tele¬ picture periodicals.
comedians play hard to their studio ly in New York, where the only phone & Telegraph Co. could do
(2) Steps should be taken to
audience they would be forced to major competition comes from the job for between $2^4 and $3
compile a list of cinematic master¬
change their pace as was necessary, Loew’s In obtaining the best pic¬ million, but Childhouse said late
Continued from pace i —j
pieces
considered worth preserv¬
and as the oldtimers had learned tures. But this situation has ob¬ last week that the phone com¬ ing.
including !HMV, Columbia, Capitol
long ago. These present personal¬ tained over the years. Competi¬ pany’s basic charge for putting
(3) Setting up a freer inter¬ and MGM, is devoting a major part
ities are being blamed for some- ■ tive conditions haven’t changed, coaxial underground (almost a
necessity in a metropolitan area) change among existing film arch¬ of its resources to experimenting
thing they cannot be held respon¬ but business has, for the better.
is
$8
a
foot,
which
would
add
up
ives
of both eastern and western with automation—electronic brains,
sible for urgess they are permitted j
There’s partial reason, of course, j
machines: which think, for them¬
countries.
to tour and meet their great Amer- j for the growing volume of gloom to around $30 million for Frisco.
Childhouse also admitted he
(4) An attempt should be made selves, etc.
lean audience face to face. The dialog in the trade. There are the
was /‘irritated, and annoyed” that to restore great films which may
The Ddcca group, with-12 labels
present crop of comedians are i pictures which disappoint.
And Skiatron’s Lane and two of his have been defaced by censorship,
under its • wing, including Decca,
probably as talented as those of, disheartening, too, is the news of lieutenants had “sneaked into” a
RCA Victor, Brunswick, London,
a bygone day and maybe more so. ad-pub dismissals, first at Warners strategy meeting the theatre own¬ bad printing pr neglect.
(5) Establishment of a board of and Vogue-Coral, also has hn ex¬
They are not getting a fair shake and now, even though on a much ers held at the Coronet Theatre
international experts to determine tensive research program, with the
because no one has thought of the ; lesser scale, at Par.
Jiere week before last He said:
which films are worth keeping.
.main concentration in the radar
difference in audiences in the va-j
‘That
wasn’t
necessary.
We
would
But the veteran observer of the
(6) Creation of a group which and radio navigation fields. Details
rious sections of the United States. ! picture scene must take note of have welcomed them and I’d be
would study existing film histories of this wtyrk are a closely guarded
glad
to
debate
them
any
time.”
Of course, the networks will not' much talk that is loose and unjusti¬
in an effort to correct errors stem- J secret, but a Decca spokesman
be happy with this suggestion. As! fied. Cracks such as “the whole
ming from censorship or dubbing. said: “Research is going on in a
you know, they are violently op¬ street Is off” and “nobody is do¬
(7) A board should be named to very big Wayall the time.”
posed to originations outside New ing business” often are made by a
study the conflicting censorship !
York or Hollywood.
However, distribution exec orvan-ad-pub of¬
codes of the world to insure a
good talent is scarce enough it ficial or even a producer as an alibi
5S Continued lrom page 2
better treatment, of films.
needs to be husbanded and used for the fact that his particular pic¬ five weeks in Rio and has just been
(8) Liaisons would also be set
correctly so it will grow and de¬ ture is proving a lemon.
shifted from the smaller-capacity up with existing governmental and
velop instead of dying on the vine,
Too, the finger-pointing at the (180) Golden Room into the larger industry film bodies in the various mssstsjcontimted from page 7 ssssa
as it were.
sluggish b.o. of a rival’s feature is (300 seats) Midnight Room, both countries.
I the answers to questions concern¬
more prevalent.
scaled at 440 cruzeros ($6) mini¬
(9) Historians propose -annual ing the relative values, of newspa¬
per and tv ads* the technique*
The
accent
has
been
on
the
nega¬
mum
check.
Julie
Wilson,
Edith
Piaf
meets
to
hear
reports
on
work
in
I
Linda Burson Possible *Anne’
tive within the trade and this, of and Jane Morgan have been recent progress. *
|I needed to biffld new stays, the per¬
.Memphis, Nov. 19.
course, had to reach the consumer bookings in this spot which im¬
Ironically, observers point out, haps unwise neglect of 24-Sheet
Linda Burson, 15-year-old teen¬ press and the public.
It’s the presario Oscar Omstein, on behalf many of the above suggestions posting jpd the virtual writeoff of
ager. is being groomed by director opinion in some quarters that too
of the Copacabana Palace, books have gone awry in the past and national advertising because of its
George Stevens as one of five as¬ many in the business are wearing via Eddie Elkort of General Artists plans for international repositories expense ljut despite surveys which
pirants to play the leading role in two hats, making for one colossal
Corp. New York’s Mayor Robert to preserve outstanding pictures show it pays off.
“Diary -of Ann Frank." Pic is ex¬
Ad-pub; departments eventually
clash. They’re singing the blues F. Wagner and his wife and the are still being bandied about by
pected to roll next year.
and banging crepe one, day. And U. S. Ambassador to Brazil were various global film organizations. will be given freedom of move¬
Girl has made several stage ap¬ the nexjt they’re telling the public there thils past weekend.
The In addition, the film museum here ment but) in some cases it may be
pearances in several summer stock ! to “Get More . Out of Life... Go Wagner party is vacationing in is fighting for its life. ‘Opposed to preceded by changes in manage¬
and in tv commercials.
J Out to a Movie.”
South America for two weeks.
it is a faction composed of indl- i ment, stated Lewis/

DAN MA1NWAR1NG ASKS
SOLO TAG ON 'BABY’

SkiatronPlea
Hearing Nov. 21

Preserve Fib Classies-But Yes!

Air Comics

Disks for Defonss

Patachon

Roger Lewis
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GH Watches the Fords Go By
Ford Motor Co. is running a good nine laps ahead over the Trendex course in the tv battle against its arch rival, General Motors.
The vital statistics attending the automotive. network specials thus
far this season is one of the major topics for trade discussion this
week.
Here’s the rundown!
Ford has put its “big splurge” eggs in the CBS basket. Its two
shows thus far this season, the Edsel special with Frank Sinatra
and Bing Crosby, and the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show, each cost¬
ing in the neighborhood of $250,000, registered Trendexes in the
40s. By present-day tv standards, that’s a slap-happy cost-per-thousand circulation payoff.
'
■*
In contrast, General Motors poured $750,000 (exclusive of time)
into its Sunday night 50th anni show on NBG-TV. Despite some
glowing reaction, it only averaged out to a 31.6 Trendex, making it
(strictly aside from qualitative appraising) perhaps the costliest
cost-per-thousand show oh record.
Adding irony to the situation is the fact that the Exquisite Formsponsored “Las Vegas” special last Saturday probably hit a new
low in boring the critics. Brought in for less than $150,000, it
nonetheless came within two points of matching the GM show on
the Trendex scorecard.__

! Networks Vs. TV Critics
Viewing Up Over La*t Fall, So How Can Season Be
Bad, Web* Reason
Battle of the" networks vs. the
critics is posting some new devel¬
opments on the research side, with
the mass of statistics thus far point¬
ing to a first-round victory for the
webs. At issue is the question of
whether network programming is
as bad as it’s painted by the critics
and whether the critics’ views are
shared by the public.
Data on viewing this fall thus
far support the networks' conten¬
tion that the viewers dp like what
they see, and the webs offer as
proof the fact that viewing is up
over last fall. NBC has broken
down November Trendex,data to
show that network nighttime (7:3010:30 viewing) is up by 6% over
last November, and even in the
face of a 12% decline in inde¬
pendent station ratings, sets-in-use
are up by 4%. Comparative fig¬
ures show that sets-in-use have
risen from 54.4 to 56.7,: three-net¬
work total ratings have gone up
from 49.4 to 52.3 arid total inde¬
pendent ratings have dropped'from
5.0 to 4.4.
CBS, using somewhat more dated
Nielsen data (Sept.' 2 report),
finds that total home hours of view¬
ing per day is up 12.7% this Sep¬
tember over September of 1956.
Hours per average home per total
day is up 3.2%, from 4.43 to 4.57
hours. Average sets in use* 6 to
11 p.m., is up 0.5% to 44.6 (in
terms of actual homes, it's up
9.8%, to 18,375,000).. Major in¬
creases, the CBS figures, show, are
in daytime, which shows a 16.5%
hike in average 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Weekday sets, in use, to 13.4,
Data, however, doesn’t tell the
entire story in terms of audience
approval oh disapproval of the new
network, programming; The Tren¬
dex figures, though updated .to the
(Continued on page 51)

Tace It’Favored
To Replace Hick’

Everybody On a Couch
One type of television pro¬
gramming seems to be giving
the westerns and vocalists a
run for their respective monies.
By actual count, there were no
less than four network shows
over a two-day Span last week
that were devot'ed- to mental
health and psychiatry.
“Armstrong Circle Theatre”
kicked the two-day cycle off
with “John Doe 154,” a case
history of mental rehabilita¬
tion. On Thursday (14), “Cli¬
max” presented “Two Tests
on Tuesday,” yarn about a Vet
with ,a history of mental ill¬
ness; “Playhouse 90” did “The
Jet-Propelled Couch,” comedy
about psychiatry; and “Navy
Log” did “The Storm With¬
in,” story of a Naval psychia¬
trist.

CBS-TVs Massive
Lobby in Shifting
Mil Meet to D.C,
Increasingly concerned about
Government threats against the
networks, CBS Television has
switched its annual affiliates meet¬
ing from its customary pre-NARTB
convention date and site and In¬
stead has scheduled it for Wash¬
ington on Jan. 13 and^44, shortly
after Congress opens.
While the web isn’t saying-so,
what it hopes to achieve is a mas¬
sive lobby effect in which its ag¬
gregated affiliates qan contact and
socialize with their local congress¬
men and stress the network case
as applied to threats of Govern¬
ment restrictions on the web, prin¬
cipally as represented by the Barrow Report*
Web’s fourth general* conference
of the affiliates will be held at
the Bhoreham Hotel in D.C. In¬
formally, it's understood, the web
has asked key affiliates to plan to
stay on a few extra days for offthe-cuff sessions on the Barrow re¬
port and other hot areas of discus*
slon.

Colgate-Palmolve- ls now plan¬
ning to drop “Strike It Rich” at.
the end of the year, with its re¬
placement choice due to be final¬
ized within a week, or so. One of
the new top contenders for the spot
is a Peter Arnell package, “Let’s
Face It,” which the Ashley-Steiner
office is reppirig.'
“Face It” is one o! four pack¬
ages contending for the spot, but
it’s reported to be a couple of
NBC has changed the call letters
notches ahead of the field. It’s a
quizzer involving a photograph of its newly acquired Pittsburgh
covered by several masking, AM’er. Change is from WJAS (AM
patches. With each correct an¬ f &FM) to WAMP and WFMP, with
swer, the contestant can. remove a the new call letters having gone
patch and at any time attempt to into effect Monday (18).identify the photo.
The WAMP letters were made
All the Colgate agencies are In available to the station by the
on the discussions on the “Rich” American President Lines, which
replacement, with each offering its has used them for its ship
own candidate, Colgate, however, call letters on oceanic transmissions
will make the finalMfecision.
over the ‘years;-a- r*':
s -•> \ :

NBC’s New Pitt Tag

By GEORGE ROSEN
The tv singers are in trouble.
Frank Sinatra more than anyone
else. In the case of the latter, what
was expected to be the one smash
entry of the new season has, in a
few short weeks, turned into a flop,
rating and otherwise.
ABC-TV is worried; McCann^
Erickson agency is worried, and,
perhaps more than the other two
combined, so is Chesterfield. For
the ciggie and parent Liggett &
Myers is not only riding with a
$5,000,000 stake in the singer, who
otherwise has established himself
as the hottest piece of property in
show biz today, but has scored a
strikeout on its “Club Oasis” Sat¬
urday night songfest. Nor is the
Eddie Fisher-George Gobel Tues¬
day-night rotating parlay,Jn.which
Chesterfield has another $5,000,000
co-sponsorship stake, setting the
NBC spectrum ablaze.
Confronted with such a horren¬
dous splurge for a dirge, McCannErickson tv factotum Terry Clyne
went scuttling out to the Coast last
week in a desperate bid to salvage
the properties and apply restora¬
tives to sore throats.. And for the
first, time it’s reported that Mc¬
Cann prexy Marion Harper him¬
self has stepped into the breach,
since Chesterfield accounts aren’t
exactly to be trifled with. ”
Downbeat reaction to the Sinatra
show reached a state of crisis early
last week when the returns were
posted on the singer’s rating for
the previous Friday, which found
FS low man on the Trendex poll
with a shattering 13.4 as against a
17,1 for NBC’s “M Squad” and an
even' bigger ' 18.0 for. CBS’ ’ “Mr.
Adam & Eve.” And this was the
Sinatra, show that was to restore
Friday night viewing respectability
and give ABC its No. 1 talking
point! .
What particularly hurts is that
it i* costing the client $65,000 per
installment to bring in the canned
Sinatra segments as against rival
network entries that approximate
half that cost.
If ABC-TV is
super-sensitive about the whole
thing. It’s because it was obliged
to plunk down $3,000,000 to snare
Sinatra as its own.
Despite the fact that Sinatra al¬
ready has a flock of shows in the
can (he’s been grinding ’em out at
a steady and rapid clip), there are
reports that, out of sheer despera¬
tion, McCann-Eriqkson. and ABC
may toss them in the ashcan and
convert to a live entry. This, of
course, presupposes a Sinatra bless¬
ing, but those close to the singer
say it’ll never happen; that as far
as Sinatra’s concerned it’s gotta be
film—or else.
Major criticism stemming from
the 30-minute showcase is that
Sinatra .appears to treat tv as a
stepchild medium undeserving of
his best efforts,. That goes for his
vocalistics as well as slipshod,
careless production that reveals
the hurry-up job that it is. Eyen
on his all-singing segments, there’s
no pace or movement; everything
sounds the same, without the dis¬
tinctive Sinatra phrasing or timing.
Actually, of all the vocal entries
(Continued on page 52)
TV Scripttr

Mannie Manheim
This year has done his

Depth Poll
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video Thrushes—In a fight
if not too polito manntr
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Out With Survey on Network
Stations Vs. Indie ‘Believability’
One of the bitterest controversies
to hit the radio industry in years is
about to erupt. CBS Radio will
Elevation of Oliver Treyz
soon release details of a qualitative
and James Aubrey to new and
research study which finds that
higher posts at ABC-TV has
reportedly, been put off for at
listeners, tend to find commercials
least another month. It’s com¬ | more “believable” on network stamon knowledge that Treyz, | tions than they do on independents,
now veep in charge of the tv j Moreover, listeners are “more atweb, will become prexy short¬ j tentive” to network outlets than
ly, while his program veep, ' to indies and find them “more
James Aubrey, who already
authoritative.”
seems to have broadened his
Survey, 'undertaken for CBS by
area of concern, will probably
Motivational Analysis Inc., covers
become executive veep. But
attitudes of a group of 1.202 re¬
the board of directors of par¬
spondents polled during the past
ent American Broadcastingsummer in the six cities where
Paramount Theatres, which
CBS Radio has o&o stations. Their
met Monday (18), has decided
views were sought with direct ref¬
to hold off the promotions un¬
erence to the CBS o&o and the
til a replacement for Aubrey
leading independent in each market
can be found to head up pro¬
—in N.Y., WCBS and WNEW; in
gramming.
Boston, WEEI and WHDH; in
The next board meeting
Chicago, WBBM and WIND; in St.
should be Dec. 2.
Louis, KMOX and KXOK; in Los
Angeles, KNX and KMPC, and in
I San Francisco, KCBS and KSFO.
I In seeking to determine listener
l attitudes toward indies and network
stations, the survey sought answers
to the following questions:
( 1. Do listeners pay closer attent tion to some stations than to
j others?
! 2. Do they distinguish among
• stations—regarding some more fa¬
vorably than others?
j
3. Are listeners more likely to
A. E. Staley Co. of Chicago has i believe some stations than others?
come up with one of the biggest! -The - 1-202 respondents were
divided into three equal groups,
radio deals of recent months, a “fans” of the CBS o&o. “fans" of
$1,200,000 time & talent order for the indie, and a “mixed” group
a Peter Lind Hayes-Mary Healy which listened to both stations.
daytime strip on CBS Radio, start¬ Requisite for a fan was that he
or she listen to radio more than a
ing Jan. 6. Staley, a heavy radio half-hour daily and that he spend
customer, will bankroll the Hayes more than half of his listening
at 12:05 to 12:15 p.m. cross-tlje- tuned to the station in question.
board, with the time costs on the The mixed group comprised lis¬
firm-52-week deal running to teners who spend more than half
$1,000,000 even and the MCA their time listening to both stations.
package running to about $200,000.
In assaying “attentiveness,” the
Staley deal, which was slugged survey, found three characteriza¬
out with NBC Radio (which offered tions of radio listening, radio as a
Steve Allen and Jayne Meadows as “friends,” radio for information and
another husband-and-wife unit in radio for background sounds. Com¬
a 15-minute strip format), is an¬ bining the first two into “fore¬
other of those solo-bankrolled pro¬ ground” listening and the latter
gram buys which seem to be in¬ into background listening, the surcreasing in frequency in the face i
(Continued on page 52)
of the opposite tendency to buy
(and sell) network radio as a mass !
circulation, multiple-exposure me- j
dium. CBS now boasts a number
of the single-sponsor entries, such
as Ford’s Ed, Murrow and Arthur
Godfrey strips, Wrigley’s Pat Buttram and Howard Miller strips,
General Motors’ Lowell Thomas
entry and Home Insurance Corp.’s
Jack Benny show,
CBS-TV is negotiating with Jane
Hayes & Healy will do a chitchat
to star In her first televi¬
show about themselves, plus some: Russell
=
music, in the new mid-day entry, j sion series, “Guestward Ho,” based
the
Dennis Patrick (“Auntie
Slotting of the program forces
„ ; Mame,” etc.) book. Web earlier

Treyz Prez Delayed

Staley’s $1,200:
For Peter & Mary
As a Radio Strip

CBS-TV Dickers
Jane Russell Deal

oWtta to?

i ™

Fabray

hasn't yet decide! whether "War-!^
“*
(Continued on page 51)
“Guestward,” which was ac¬
quired for a series and a possible
“Playhouse 90” adaptation (one^
shot has since been dropped», is
one of four brandnew properties

Nelson Exits ‘Climax’

Tn
Helm fRS .Sums son.
lined Others
up by the
web *°r next sea1U nCUI1
are “King of the Vik-

Hollywood,, Nov. 19. ! ings,” “The Sergeant & the Lady,”
Ralph Nelson is exiting his pro- and “Collector’s Item.”
ducer berth on CBS-TV’s “Climax”
Pilot film on “Vikings” is alshow to take over director chores, ready in the house. Film was proon forthcoming spectaculars for the; duced in Europe for CBS by A1
web. In addition to that chore, Nel- Crown, the former Allied Artists
son will also shuttle back and forth producer, and was delivered last
as producer-director of the "Studio week. It’ll be put up for sale in
One” program which is leaving N.Y. the spring. “Sergeant” is a series
to emanate from the Coast in the about a San Diego man-and-woman
future.
police team, based on the S. D.
Nelson, who alternated producer police files, which staff producer
chores with Edgar Peterson on Jim Fonda (ex-“You Are There")
“Climax,” will first direct “Junior will turn out for the web. “ColMiss” as initial spec assignment, lector’s Item” is the series about
Show will topline Robert Cum- • the art connoiseur starring Vinmings, Joan Bennett, David Wayne; cent Price, pilot of vhich was
Paul Ford and Carol Lynley on ihe filmed last year but proved unsati)ec. 20 telecast. Following this he isfactory but which is being redone
helms “Aladdin” live from N. Y. by “Lineup” producer Jaime del
Feb. 21 with Cyril Richard, Anna Vaille next month.
Maria Alberghetta, Peter Lorre and
Four new entries give CBS no
Sal Mineo starred. In April Nelson Jess than 16 new properties in the
is slated to helm the Dupont spec, hopper for next season.
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John D’s flute to You’

TV-RADIO’S LEGION OF DECENCY
* Annie Y Claiiy Com’ls

Jack Benny on Ratings,
Pop Music; TV Comedians,
His Violin, Hep’ British

Washington, Nov. 19.
Irving Berlin will permit
Either the Legion of Decency
his music to be used for televi¬
will be authorized to issue “moral
sion commercials for the first
evaluations'* of radio and televi¬
time in conjunction with the
"Annie Get Your Gun’* spec
sion programs, or a new organiza¬
next Wednesday (21) on NBCtion will be created for that pur¬
Atlantic City, Nov. 19.
TV.
Tunes from the musical
pose by the U. S. Cathoiic Church.
Jack Benny, here last week at a
will be the basis of Pontiac
This was indicated today (19) by
State of Israel Anniversary Ball,
commercials prepared by the
the Catholic Bishops of the United
said he didn’t pay too'much at¬
McManus,, John & Adams
States,
following
their
annual
tention to tv ratings, for "there’s
agency’s creative staff.
meeting in Washington last week.
not much one can do about them
Curiously enough, the pre¬
They announced that the scope of
anyway.”
cedent for such use of a mu¬
the Episcopal Committee on Mo¬
sical’s score was set last sea¬
“Often
certain
circumstances
tion Pictures will be extended to j
son by Pepsi-Cola, which is
are responsible for low ratings,”
embrace radio and tv.
cosponsoring "Annie” this sea¬
the veteran comic said.
"Take
The film committee is headed by
son with Pontiac.
Pepsi was
Danny Thomas, for example. He
Bishop William A. Scully, of Al¬
given permission by Rodgers
is a very funny man and had a
bany, N. Y.
He said a one-year
& Hammerstein to use the mu¬
good show. But he was on a cer¬
study will be made "to determine
sic from their “Cinderella”
tain network (ABC-TV) at a bad
the most suitable and acceptable
spec on CBS-TV, which Pepsi
time and consequently suffered
means of carrying out the aims and
sponsored, to background the
poor ratings.
His recent switch
objectives’* of the recent encycli¬
softdrink commercials on the
of network (to CBS-TV) and time
cal letter on motion pictures, radio
show. The Berlin deal differs
caused an improvement in his rat¬
and television, issued by Pope
in that Pontiac is creating
ings.”
Pius XII.
lyrics to the Berlin music.
Benny said he didn’t think too
At their meeting here, the Cathmuch of the popular music of the
olic Bishops "praised this signifi-;
day
but said it was a trend and
cant document of the Holy Father;
would pass over, as do all trends.
for its clear instructions on the ^
The television comedian isn’t on
moral and social responsibilities of 1
his way out. If comics left *tv,
those who are engaged in the far- ;
he said, people would hate it and
reaching and influential media of ,
they’d make them bring the come¬
motion pictures, radio and televi- J
dians back.
sion."
:
Bishop Scully said the encycli¬
On the Russian situation. Benny
cal will be implemented as it is
said he would like to go there ’to
“applicable to radio and television \
look around but couldn’t entertain
on the American scene.” It.was;
because of the lahguage.
"If I
pointed out that the National Le¬
NBC-TV is solvent in its Bob played violin,” he added, “I’d
gion of Decency is now the "only”
probably be placed up there with
“ VhTnnLv
i Hope operation, with Plymouth
arm of‘ the policy-making
"
~
Episco- I
nf phrvsler Corn derid- that dog.” He said he loved to
*
pal Committee
on Motion Pictures,^1^011.^ 5?The tab o^'theie- play the London Palladium. “The
which has been extended to cover |
” English are very ‘hep’ and I think
the shows there are comparable to
the old two-a-day vaudeville pres¬
entations in this country.”
Television.
Thus, the inference was made |
rescheduling of the five Hope
that either the Legion of Dcccrny j
will evaluate the other two media, to NBC after being on the hook for
or a comparable organization will that million.
Plymouth’s
purchase
means
be created for the job. The year¬
long study will make the recom¬ that NBC won’t take any legal ac¬
tion against Timex, which anklefi
mendation.
Bishop Scully also announced a the five shows in what NBC de¬
change in the Legion’s system of clared constituted a breach of con¬
evaluating pictures. A new cate¬ tract. As long as the network has
Hollywood, Noy. 19.
gory — "morally unobjectionable made the money good, it won’t
In line with shift to music-andfor adults and adolescents”—has bother with legal proceedings. And news policy, JZABC, local ABN
in the eyes of NBC, Timex got its
been added.
owned-and-operated station, will
just deserts last week anyway,
Legion categories now become:
drop all paid-for religious shows
A-l. Morally unobjectionable for when its CBS-TV cosponsorship as of Dec. 6 weekend. New policy
buy with Shulton on an hourlong
general patronage.
affects 15 local and net shows, in¬
special
for
Dec.
11
vanished
into
A-2. Morally unobjectionable for
cluding 31-year-old Dr. James. Fithin air. This occurred after Bing
adults and adolescents.
field’s "Evensong,” and ABN Billy
Crosby
refused
to
do
the
show
and
A-3. Morally unobjectionable for
Graham layout, as well as five¬
Shulton and Timex couldn’t come
adults.
weekly "Science of Mind” ship.
B. Morally objectionable in part up with a suitable substitute*! Ni t affected are three ABN shows,
quickly enough.
Result is that
for all.
"The Message of Israel,” "The
Timex, which did want at least:
C. Condemned.
Christian in Action” and “Pilgrim¬
The addition, accoi‘ding to Blsh- one special before Christmas, now| age,” but these are sustaining
is left without any.
(Continued on page 52)
shows, station topper John S. Hau¬
NBC has already scheduled the
ser) points out
first of the remaining five Hope
Probability exists that policy,
shows for next Sunday (24) at 7
which
stems.from N, Y., will ex¬
to 8 p.m., but is still working out
the schedule for the remaining tend to KGO, San Francisco, Han¬
sen
admits.
four, one of which Plymouth will
Pattern of dropping paid re: sponsor solo and the other three
share with Johnson Outboard Mo¬ ligiosos is not an isolated one lo¬
tors.
Complete revamp of the cally, Hansen observes;-' In recent
[ Hope schedule was necessitated by years KMPC, KFAC, and KFOX
Steve Allen will take his Sun- ; virtue of the fact that Plymouth have done the same thing here¬
dav night NBC-TV show down to; is an automaker, leading to con- abouts, lie notes. KABC may carry
Havana on Jan. 19 to originate the: flicts under the old schedule. For some local religio’sos itself on a
entire program live from ther new! example, Hope’s cancelled- Nov. 7. sustaining basis, but hasn’t any on
Havana Riviera Hotel there. NBC: entry was a Thursday show, and the air at present,.
New policy represents a "consid¬
will use the new over-the-horizon j NBC’s lineup Thursday includes
scatter microwave system with' DeSoto (Groucho Marx) and Ford erable” loss in station revenue, at
Hansen
admits,
"We
w hich to throw a signal across • (Tennessee Ernie), which rules put present,
from Havana to Miami, where it I a Thursday Hope show for the re- haven’t sold the time yet; we
haven’t even picked the shows to
wlll be fed into AT&T circuits.
; mainder of this season;
replace them,” he states. But since
Talent lineup for the show isn’t;
---religious shows are generally onceset yet, but the Allen unit is ne- WHHH-TV All Qpfweekly (Saturday evenings or Sun¬
gotiating with the hotel to use the ' 1" MUH * " fill uvl
days), they aren’t eligible for large
big name acts booked there at the i
n
link
time. CMQ-TV, the NBC affiliate j
rOl 1166111 III flllD frequency discounts and thus pay
higher rates, he points out.
in Havana, will provide the crews :
Boston, Nov. 19.
and technical facilities for the "\VHDH-TV, Channel" 5, was exfeed. It’s the first big Cuba remote • pected to begin regular programfor a
network variety
show, ming tomorrow, Wed: (20), after
Richard Mealand
a. though NBC has in the past feW completion of the final section of
weeks done at least one show out the antenna, a 1,249-foot strucGets in
of Havana, that being Martin ture ,jn Newton, and the final sevAg roil sky’s “Look Here” interview eral davs work to complete the
ot President Batista.
installation.
--i- ‘
"With the continuance of good
on som* TV perspectives
MrKWllFc Now Tirlrof
weather,” William B. McGrath,
MLlYWgiU h new ilLftCl
veep and managing director, said,
* * .*
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
"we hope to transmit our test patTom McKnight. producer of tern sometime during the weekAnother Editor!*! Feature
“Life of Riley” for NBC-TV the end.
in the upcoming
past six years, has been handed
"Transmission of the test pata new three-year no-option ticket tern will continue until regular
52d Anniversary Number
by the web.
programming is permitted by the
Network only last September re- FCC.
of
newed McKnight for a year, but
Channel 5 was expected to begin
decided to tear up the pact and program operations Nov. 17, but
replace it with the longer no- bad weather caused intermittent
.option deal,
delays.

Plymouth Deal On
Bob Hope Set; NBC
Drops Timex Action

SSff "XfStV*

SSti^ *$32

KABC Axing 15

Steve Allens Live
Remote From Cuba

A Word in Edgewise

J'S&lETT

A month-old legal skirmish that pitted John D. Rockefeller Jr.
against the Chock Full O* Nuts Corp., because the firm used
the name “Rockefeller” to advertise its coffee in a singing com¬
mercial ended last week with John D.'crunching the nuts.
William Black, president of Chock Full O’ Nuts, said that the
line "better coffee Rockefeller's money can’t buy,” would be
changed to “better coffee a millionaire’s money can’t buy,”
Controversial jingle which is sung by Jean Martin is heard daily
on both radio and tv. The "Rockefeller” ;Kne will be replaced
as soon as Miss Martin (Mrs. Black in private life) records a new
version.
Black stated "we still feel the ‘Rockefeller line’ is in perfectly
good taste. We meant no harm to John £>. Rockefeller Jr., or
his family and we feel that our commercial has not hurt them.
We only implied that the Rockefellers have a lot of money which
they certainly can’t deny.
• "The Rockefeller name has been used in slogans, plays and
songs, to illustrate wealth. For instance, the song ‘On the Sunny
Side of the Street,’ contains the line ‘we’ll be rich as Rockefeller’
and the reference was never challenged in the courts.”
Of course the song didn’t deal with nuts and that may have
been the reason why Rockefeller took exception to it.

TV Industry’s Gotta Spend More
Time Publicizing Itself: Keesely
■+

“The television industry is good
at, publicizing its shows but is very
bad at publicizing the televi¬
sion industry,” according Nick
Although the Polly Bergen
Keesely, v.p.- in charge of radio
teleshow originates • in New
York, sponsor Max Factor flew
and tv for Lennen & Newell, in a
speech before a luncheon of the
announcer Don Morrow to the
Coast for a series of live com¬
Academy of Television Arts and
mercials.
Sciences , held last week.
The cosmetic house leaves
Keesely went on to state that
the show proper to the pro¬
"those of us who are in television
duction boys 3,000 miles away,
already know thafTihere is a good
but it wants to mastermind
deal the matter with it. I would
the blurbs at the home base.
like to suggest that there would
be less criticism and more appreci¬
ation of what is on the air. If
the viewers were finding no satis¬
faction in looking at the things we
held before them, they would stop
looking.
"The television viewer never
; had it'so good. That’s what he
j thinks.
And he’s the one who
[ matters because he’s the one we’re
serving.”
Keesely cited the tremendous
growth in tv, asserting the medi¬
um
had attracted more viewers
NBC-TV’s "Today” show will
spend nearly half of 1958 on the than ever before.
"To
be willing to accept honest
road. Program will originate in at
least' 28 cities starting in January, criticism—and surely we are will¬
ing
to
do
that—is quite a different
with a minimum of three days in
each city, and in some cases a full thing from being on the defensive
continuously
and obliged every
week, beginning with a week in
day to answer public criticism. X
Miami at the end of January,
think that more network execu¬
Plan is that of NBC’s director of
tives should spend more time not
participating programs, Bill Sar¬
defending what they are doing but
gent, who believes the program is
rather calling the widest possible
a natural for a series on key Amer¬
public attention to what they are
ican cities and feels that "Today”
doing.”
confrender Dave Garroway lias the
Keesely concluded by sayjmg
right touch for the Americana
that “if there is anything wrong
treatment. Remotes would concen¬
with tv it iis simply that there is
trate on the historical and the
such an overwhelming amount of
"mood” aspects of the cities visited.
top entertainment to look at night
Th'ough "T&day”- has done plenty of
after night that it blunts our. ap¬
out-of-town remotes' in the past,
preciation . .... we become spoiled
it’s been on a hit-or-miss "request”
. . . the people of the tv in¬
basis;-from* the city: concerned,;
dustry . must- do everything inwhereas in the current instance
their.power to see that the public
NBC would plan the complete
is made aware not of our feebler
year's tour well in advance.
efforts
but of the
enormous
Also under consideration, apart amount of! excellent entertainment
from the 28-city stint; is A major that the industry turns out .each
promotional effort for both "Today” season:”
i
*
and "Tonight” which would involve
the chartering of a Mississippi
steamboat, with the casts and creWs
of both shows starting iip on thd
Ohio- river and stepping at each
NBC affiliate along the route to
originate the shows from those
towns, with the entire tour ending
in New Orleans.
"Today” will experiment with the
WOR Radio in the calendar year
"mood” type of remote next Wed¬ ending Dec. 31, 1957, expects .to
nesday (27), when it -sends Garro¬ gross over; $5,000,000, an increase
way up to Plymouth, Mass..
of about 27% over last year, put¬
ting the. station among the top
grossing outlets in the country.
Station ^topper Robert Leder
credited the rise to the general ‘
health of local radio, the station’s
corralling .new sales talent since
Although he gave his own ten¬ his takeover about 18 months ago,
tative approval several days ago, the revamp in the daytime sched¬
N. Y. Herald-Tribune critic John ule and" the new shows introed for
Crosby was barred from appearing the afternoons and evenings.
on Mike Wallace’s ABC-TV inter¬
New sales talent brought over to
view stanza on Dec. 21 by CBS-TV. the RKO Teleradio New York flag¬
CBS has Crosby under an exclu¬ ship includes Jacque Biraben, for¬
sive tv contract as host of the mer sales {manager of WINS,, and
"Seven Lively Arts Series,” on Burt .Lambert, formerly assistant
which Wallace appeared in the sales manager at WNEW. They
first show of the season.
operate atiWOR, which remains as
It was Mark Hanna, Crosby’s a Mutual Outlet under, its two-year
agent, who said CBS wouldn’t give affiliate deal, under sales manager
its approval. However, Wallace’s Bill McCormack.
contention was that Crosby should
The comparatively new show”
appear as guest interviewee on a hosted by Jim McCoy and stripped
quid pro quo basis, in light of the two hours/ daily in the late after¬
fact that Wallaee gained permis¬ noons is spld out. The Boh Smith
sion for the "Lively -Arts” appear¬ show is . doing okay sponsorwise,
ance even-though he has a like as- well as! other .station personali¬
-exclusive pact^ tritti1’ Abc;*>- »t,;s ? ties; and
shSws;
•

Rh (Real Home) Factor

‘Today’ to Swing
Around Country;
28-City Tour Set

$5|00,000 Gross

CBS Bars John Crosby
From Mike Wallace Seg

PSSTPFr
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MADISON AVE. HANG-DOG LOOK
Nielsen Top 10: Its Still CBS
/

(Two Weeks Ending

Oct,

19)

CBS-TV continues its heavy domination of the Top 10 Nielsen
lists, racking up seven out of the Top 10 in the current second Oc¬
tober report (two weeks ending Oct. 19). Moreover, with the ex¬
ception of NBC’s World Series one-shot, Columbia grabbed off the
first five positions in the field (there are "actually 11 listed, due to
the Tennessee Ernie-Perry Como deadheat tie for 10th place. Sur¬
prise entry on the. list, in the No. fi spot, is the Danny Thomas
show, which after four “starvation” years at ABC, has hit the Jack¬
pot at CBS. “Gunsmoke” continues at the top of the heap, outrating- even the Edsel spec and the World Series* while Como is down
considerably from the last report.
TOTAL AUDIENCE
World Series-Suit. (NBC).53.9
SO 75th Anniv. (NBC> ...48.3
Edsel Show (CBS) .48,2
World Series-Mon.-Wed.Thurs. (NBC) .45.2
Id Sullivan Show (CBS) .42.8
Gunsmoke (CBS).,42.2
Perry Como (NBC) .....40.5
Playhouse 90 (CBS) .,,..39.4
Bob Hope (NBC) .38.9
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS .,36.0
Pinocchio (NBC) ..36.0

AVERAGE AUDIENCE
Gunsmoke (CBS) .... t.-. -40.fi
World Series-Sun. (NBC) .40.1
Edsel Show (CBS) .......38.5
Ed Sullivan Show JOBS) . .34.2
I’ve Got a Secret (CBS).. .33.5
Danny Thomas (CBS) ... . 32.8
Bob Hope (NBC) .32.3
$64,000 Question (CBS) ,.32.3
Red Skelton (CBS) ..31.1
Tenn. Ernie Ford (NBC) . .30.9
Perry Como (NBC) ..30.9

CBS-TV’s $3,000,000 Splurge
To Proem Video Tape Operation
An elaborate video tape record-fing operation, designed for the
dual purpose of solving the daylight'
Jerry Lewis is reducing his writ¬
savings time problem and correct¬
ing West Coast telecasts to a clock ing staff. His December show, on
time system, will be put into oper¬ NBC-TV will .be written by Neil
ation by CBS-TV w,ith the com¬ “Doc” Simon and himself.
Mel Tolkin who worked on the
mencement of DST next spring.
The tape setup will consist of two last show with £>imon, has been
operation centres, a nine-machine dropped.
unit in Hollywood and a 14-re-j
corder centre in New York.
The tape operation was spelled
out in detail to all CBS-TV affili¬
ates. last Week in a closed-circuit]
session. Plans for the Setup had
been given key affiliates last Labor]
Day at the CBS-TV affiliates ad-1
visory board session in Colorado
Springs, but the. network held back
on informing the entire affiliate
body until it was assured of the
necessary -circuits by AT&T.
Bill Lodge, v.p. in charge of
NBC is now considering starring
station relations & engineering, told Jack Paar in a 90-minute special;
the affiliates that by the end of next spring under the title of “Thej
1958, 'CBS-TV will have spent Best of Tonight.” With Paar one of ]
gome $3,000,000 on equipment, cir-! the. hottest commodities in the
cults and operatings costs on the web’s talent roster, the network
VTR installations. That sum will
wants to expose him in prime time
represent
unrecoverable out-cf-J
without straining his current fivepocket costs, hut, the benefits, in a-week schedule, and has come to
the form of more satisfied adver-J the conclusion that a 90-minute one
risers, viewers and stations, along
shot is the way to do it and give
with larger station lineups and bet¬
some major on-the-air promotion to
ter clearances, will make the in-j
"Tonight” as well.
vestment a worthwhile one.
Project is still in . the formative
The N.Y. installation, with* 14
stages, but Paar has already agreed
(Continued on page 53)
to do the show and already is at
work culling some of the show’s
better sketches and routines. Paar
won’t get any other kind of night¬
time or daytime show, since he’s
too valuable a property right where
he is and his schedule won't permit
any additional programs.

Jerry’s Solo Scripter

As Paar Special
On Spring Roster

"Mavericks’ Lead
Becomes a Habit

For the second week running,
and despite a formidable spec line¬
up'rm NBC the same night, ABC- TV’s “Maverick” topped both Steve
Allen and Ed Sullivan, and came
within an eye-tooth of Jack Benhy
In the' 7:30 period.
‘'Maverick”
scored out at 21.1 at 7:30 vs. 22.8
for Benny and 7.8 for “Sally.” At
8, it jumped. to 24.0, vs. 20.2 for
Sullivan and 15.0 for Allen. It’s
also the first time “Maverick’s”
hour topped the comparable CBS
hour on a Benny week.
In a weekend devoted to specials
--three of them, all bn NBC—two
of them came out strong, one only
so-so. The General Motors 50th
anniversary show Sunday (17) av¬
eraged out to 31.6 for its two-hour
9 to 11 span. Blow-by-blows: at
9,. 33.0 vs. 19.7 for “GE-Theatre”;
at 9:30, 34.0 vs. 183 for “Hitch¬
cock Presents” and 4*1 for ABC’s
football highlights; ait 10, 32.0 vs.
17.2 for “$64,000 Challenge” and
.6.5 for ABC's new “Scotland
Yard”; at 10:30, 27.4 vs. 19.4 for
“What’s My Line?”
“Hallmark Hall of 'Fame” j>ro(Continued on page 51)

Picks Up Tab For
Grid Game to Save
Bother of Traveling
.
Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
William • F. Adler, ^publisher of
the local edition of TV Guide, is
an alumnus of fhe Pennsylvania
State Univ; and also a rabid fol¬
lower of that school's football
games. They haven’t bffeh carried ;
all season on any of the local radio
stations.
Last Saturday, KDKA didn’t
have gridiron broadcast scheduled
because Pitt, which it covers, was
idle. So Adler Went to Les Raw¬
lins, g.m. of the Westinghouse sta¬
tion, and told him if he'd agree to
take the; Penn State-Holy Cross
clash, TV Guide would co-sponsor
it.
Rawlins gave him an. okay imme¬
diately.. Adler.figured half of the
cost of bankrolling wouldn’t come
to the expenses’ of -going to Wor¬
cester, Mass., for the game and
he'd be. able to enjoy , it in* the

comforts his .owa lwmo.'-

. . «!

IEMQANING ABC-TV Mullsa Major Revamp Of
fOlffl Til FARE’!'
Shows; Mebbe Thursday, Too
Feeling around Madison Ave. is
that
the
advertising
agencies
should stop ^knocking themselves
and drop their hang-dog, apologet¬
ic attitude regarding their new
television shows and instead adopt
a new winter outlook, a sort of
count-your-blessings attitude that
the best in tv is being brought to
the public.
In the past three weeks, as a
result of the spiels given before
the Assn, of National Advertisers,
American Marketing Assn., and
the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, the agency tv men
have split into two distinct camps.
In the first category are the ad
men who climb the platform and
proclaim that there are too many
oaters and throat specialists on
ty; John Q. is tired of the imita¬
tion and is in general bored by
the fare shown, and conclude by
saying tv must produce better
shows.
This class of tv agency men has
earned the scorn of their trade
brothers who feel that they are
blowing .the whistle on their team¬
mates, and why knock the manner
in which you earn-your bread and
butter. Its a sort of let’s-keep-itin-the-family idea.
In the opposing camp are those
who live on the same street and
sometimes in the same house, but
feel that what television needs is
a good public relations man who
will jump on the soap box and
tell, the world the facts of life;
that is, that more people are
watching television than ever be¬
fore (as the networks are doing),
and instead of taking heaps of
abuse by the critips and the in¬
dustry in general, they ought to
be taking pats on the back for
what they’re bringing them. .
The last straw to this group of
agency men is their fellow admen
sounding off without in any meas¬
urable way suggesting how they
plan to Improve theeir shows.
In most cases, they chalk this
off to agencies seeking publicity
and name awareness.

BRODKIN BOWS OUT
OF BELLAMY SERIES
CBS-TV’s projected Ralph Bellamy-starring vidfilm series about
big business, “Front Office,” is
now minus a producer. Herb Brodkin, who was to handle the show
as his first assignment 'following
“Stndio One’s” move to the Coast,
is now out of the picture. Though
on staff producer status at CBSTV, he and the web couldn't come
to terms on a specific deal for the
new series.
As of the moment, Brodkin is
without portfolio, with no new as¬
signments on tap after his “Studio
One” stint expires. However, he’s
due. to sit down later this week
with CBS-TV exec v.p. Hubbell
Robinson Jr., to discuss a new onehour, live dramatic series he’s been
developing.

It’* Back, to NAB
.Washington, Nov. 19.
The broadcasting industry’s
trade association returns to its
old name of National Assn, of
Broadcasters come Jan. 1.
Members of the organization
voted 1,227 to 35 by referen¬
dum last week to delete
“Radio and Television” from
the title. NAB was organized
in 1922 and became NARTB in
1951 following a merger.with
the old Television, Broadcast¬
ers Assn. A return to NAB
was unanimously approved by
the NARTB board last June.
. Organization currently has
2,053 members, composed of
1,727 radio stations. 319 tv
outlets, four radio networks
and three tv networks. There
are also 117 associate mem¬
bers from fields allied to the„
industry.
.
^
,

Lucy-Desi Back on Top
(Trendex Top 10)
Lucille Ball-Desi
Arnaz
Jerry Lewis
Perry Como
Gunsmoke
Wyatt Earp
Wells Fargo
Jack Benny
Person Jto Person
Danny Thomas
What’s My Line

CBS
NBC
NBC
CBS
ABC
NBC
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

40.2
34.3
32.7
32.3
29.2
28.9
28.6
27.9
27.3
27.2

CBS-TV Dropping
Dean But Keeping
"Kangaroo’ Intact
CBS-TV has finally made its
move to go dark in the early
morning. ' Prexy
Merle
Jones
told the web’s affiliates over a
closed-circuit last week that ef¬
fective with the Dec. 13 telecast,
the Jimmy Dean show will be
dropped, with the web turning the
7 to 8 a.m. period over to local pro¬
gramming.
“Captain Kangaroo” will be re¬
tained at . 8 to 8:45, followed by
Richard C: Hottelet’s new'scast.
Hottelet’s 7:45 newscast will be
dropped along with the Dean
show.
“Kangaroo” has been re¬
tained, Jones said, because of the
show’s prestige, the willingness of
stations to carry it and the fact
that in spite of the absence of any
official indication that it would be
dropped, CBS-TV received some
3,000 letters protesting such a
move.
Both the “Kangaroo” and Dean
segments have failed to attract
much sponsorship coin, and both
have been heavy red-ink items in
the CBS ledger.
The Dean show
was the fourth effort in some.four
years to program the 7 to 8 a.ra,
period, others having been the
Will Rogers Jr„ Jack Paar and
Walter Cronldte versions of “The
Morning Show.”
Jones said the
decision to drop Dean didn’t re¬
flect on him or the show, but that
economics
dictated the
move.
Dean is still under contract to
CBS-TV and will continue his
one-hour Saturday afternoon show\
with a meeting- planned for a
couple of weeks from now to dis¬
continued on page 52)

Miami Origination
For Tonight’ Show;
Mebbe Havana, Too
“Tonight” has sponsors, '•will
travel.
\
With some $6,200,000 in the
sponsor till and the earlier finan¬
cial strains gone, the Jack Paar
starrer is currently wrapping up
final plans to take to the road for
at least two weeks this winter, one
in Miami and the other in Havana.
Miami week is all set—origination
will come the week of Jan. 15 from
the new Carillon Hotel there.
Havana stint isn’t finalized yet,
though it’s tentatively scheduled
for late February or early March.
Group comprising Paar, his agent,
Dick Rubin; NBC-TV participating
programs director Bill Sargent,
p-p manager Dick Jackson and p-p
program services coordinator Rill
Anderson planed down to Miami
over the weekend.
Sargent and
Jackson proceeded from there to
Havana to do survey that origi¬
nation,. while Paar, Rubin and
Anderson
returned
yesterday
(Tues.). Jonathan Winters subbed
Paar on “Tonight” Monday (18)
while he was in Miami.

ABC-TV is contemplating some
checkerboard charges in the pro¬
gram schedule in January, and the
chief night that would be affected
is Friday. Network is hoping to
change the time period for the
Buick-sponsored Patrice Munsei
show, which, in turn, would change
the time for Chesties’ Frank Sin¬
atra series and the time and night”
for Plymouth’s situation comedy
“Date With the Angels.”
Chain *
reaction will thereafter probably
affect Thursday night and Mennen’s "O.S.S.”
The network has taken no
definitive steps yet, but for the
moment is speculating on the Munsel shift from 8:30 to 9 p.m. Fri¬
days, with sponsor o.k., that is.
Theory behind the move' is (hat the
singer’s format Js okay as is, but
that the program is “too adult” to
satisfy an early evening audience,
particularly on a leadin. from the
8 p.m. “Jim Bowie.” which is more
for juves even though it does have
an adult audience quotient.
In
addition, the weh aims to begin
an allout exploitation of Miss Mun¬
sei, to make the public aware of
her. The contention is that she is
relatively unknown outside the
operatic field to many persons.
It's expected tha* Sid Mesibov.
the network’s exploitation exec, will
be ordered to handle the show's
special pitch.
A move to 9 p.m. by Miss Mun¬
sei would be followed by moving
Sinatra from that period to 9:30.
according to tentative plans. This
would displace “Angels” to an¬
other night, perhaps 9:30 Thurs¬
days where “O.S.S.” now is. In
such an instance, there is the pos¬
sibility that “O.S.S.” would then
move to 8:30 and the current Mun¬
sei anchorage.
Meanwhile, ABC-TV is pushing
“Exclusive,” a half-hour film se¬
ries produced by ABC Film for
Sundays at 9*39. in the time which
w-ill follow* the Sid Caesar-Imogene
Coca half-hour, which starts the
last Sunday in January. “Exclu¬
sive” is pegged to the workings of
the Overseas Press Club. “O.S.S."
was briefly considered for Sun¬
day at 9:30.

Spot TV Spending

up mow

Spot tv expenditures were up
$39,000,000 for the first nine
months of 1957 over the corre¬
sponding 1956 period.
The eighth quarterly spot tele¬
vision report by Television Bureau
of Advertising also indicated that
tv stations in the third quarter of
1957 grossed a total of $93,094,000,
approximately $10,00,000 better
than the same 1956 quarter.
These third-quarter totals, based
on material given by 325 tv sta¬
tions to Rorabaugh Reports, “re¬
flect the usual seasonal dropoff,”
according to TvB. Biz generally
picks up in the last quarter for tv
spot sales.
A breakdown of the third-quar¬
ter spot grosses' reveals, not sur¬
prisingly, that nighttime tv is far
and away the largest recipient of
such coin, with $57,290,000 of the
$93,000,000 going into prime time
vacancies. “Late night” drew $9,444,000 of the total volume, while
the rest, $26,360,000 went to predark billings.

Glo-Rnz Biz to Kastor
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Glo-Rnz Inc. of Dayton, O., is
shifting its account from Wesley
Associates in New York to H. W.
Kastor & Sons Advertising here.
Key product,
Glo-Rnz Instant
Color Puff, is going into national
distribution, and Kastor shop is
mulling a national television spot
campaign.
Account goes to the Chicago
firm Dec. 1.
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BRACE
Ziv Detects a Spot-to-Syndication I BOX STERN’S
OF SPORTS SERIES
J
Trend Among Its New Pix Sponsors
Bill Stem is prepping a pair of
- new sports vidfilm series. Already
in production is “Portraits & Pro¬
files,” a five-minute filmed series
based oh his old Mutual radio
show, which Madison-Olyrhpia Pro¬
ductions is filming.
Other property, a half-hour in¬
terview series, is titled “Sports
Beat.” Pilot, has already been
filmed and features Gus D’Amato,
manager of heavyweight champ
Floyd Patterson.

Advertisers who have previous¬
ly used various types of tv spot
participations represent the big¬
gest source of new sponsors for
syndicated product, according to a.
WRCA-TV, N.Y., and National
Ziv study, based on a sales analysis
Telefilm Associates have reached
In 30 key markets.
a verbal deal on latter’s “Cham¬
“We’ve found that there is a pagne Package” of 58 pix, mark¬
definite pattern of ‘trading up’ to ing NTA’s first package deal with
full sponsorship from ‘LD.’s,’ spots the NBC o&p.
The new package went for about
between shows and participations,
with some advertisers taking the $15,000 per pic on a multi-run
basis,
totaling about $870,000 for
Intermediate step of alternate
week sponsorship first,” M. J. he package which includes such
Vet Hollywood directors Frank
leaders
as “High Noon,” “The
Hifin. v.p. in charge of sales, com¬
Men,” “Cyrano de Bergerac,” and Borzage and Tay Garnet have
mented.
firmed up a partnership deal with
“Bells of St. Mary.”
»
Other syndicators, polled on the
Deal, still to be reduced to writ¬ Joseph Steiner under which they
Ziv study, fell into a variety of
will participate in the production
groups, based on their individual ing, also has this interesting facet. of . the new Hildegarde vidpix ser¬
experience. Some acknowledged Bypassed was WATV, the New ies, “The International Show.”
York
outlet
recently
purchased
by
they have had the same experi¬
Steiner will continue as producer.
ence, that of garnering sponsors NTA, the station buy awaiting apSeries, to be filmed in Brazil, Ja¬
from spot buyers. But they con¬ r proval from ■ the FCC. - WATV, pan, France, Spain, Italy, Den¬
though,
still
has
NTA's
“Rocket
tend, the reverse is true also, that
mark, Thailand, England and Ar¬
is eo-soponsors and full sponsors 86” package bought by the former gentina, will be scripted by Han¬
of syndicated shows have returned owners yet to be unreeled by the nah Goodman and Harry Ruskin
to participation buys, sometimes station.
and will be released next October.
to their regret. As one non-Ziv
sales exec put it, the situation is
Hildegarde’s Bookings
more of a revolving door type of
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
affair.
Hildegarde is going in for long
Nevertheless, the Ziv experience
jumps. She opened Friday (15) at
is important, Ziv being one of the
• the Hesperia Inn, Apple Valley,
major bellwethers in the syndica¬
j Calif., and follows with the Eden
tion biz.
| Roc Miami Beach/ Thursday (21).
In its 30 market survey, Ziv
| Meanwhile, singer scFeentested
found that 27% of its sponsors had
; at Paramount for her forthcoming
“graduated to full program spon¬
“International TV Show.” Frank
sorship within the past two years.
Borzage and Tay Garnett ^directed
In October, 1955, all but 3% of
the test with Ernie Lazio on cam¬
The, larger potential in syndica¬ era and Wally Westmore doing the
the full program sponsorship were
using some form Of tv. At that tion today as compared to only makeup.
time, 65% already had full spon¬ about two years ago is illustrated
sorship arrangements. About 15% with Pyramid Productions’ experi¬
were using syndicated film par¬ ence with “Decoy” and “Man Be¬ TPA Sets Scripters
ticipations primarily and 12% had hind the Badge.”
“Decoy,” being handled by Offi¬
For ‘Turning Point’
alternate sponsorship buys. The
remaining 5% used a form of tv cial Films, has racked up about
Hollywood, Nov: 19.
other than syndicated film.
! $1^200,000 in three months of sell¬
TV Programs of America has as¬
Significantly, of advertisers us-! ing. “Badge,” introed in'the mar¬ signed scripters Mary McCall^Jr.,
ing alternate week sponsorship of ket via MCA TV about, two years David Chandler and Barry Trivers
Ziv shows in October, 1957, only ago, just about equals that grob to new “Turning Point” telepix
over the 24-month span.
series, based on* lives of big-money
8% had previously used full spon¬ figure
These figures were cited by Py¬ quiz winners.
sorship of a .syndicated film. The
ramid
topper Leonard Loewinthan
' majority had “traded up” to alter¬ and exec
“Turning Point” is'joint project
producer Everest Rosen¬
nate week sponsorship from vari¬
thal, in going over Pyramid’s plans of TPA and Entertainment Pro¬
ous forms of participation buys.
ductions
Inc., producers of many
for the new season, which includes
These figures, according to Rif- ] four projects either for hational qufzzers.
kin, point to one of the great areas ! or syndication sale. Stations and
of potential expansion in the syn- j advertisers currently are willing
Sassenberg to Piclear
dication field. Careful reevalua-j to pay better price for what they
tion of the uncertain identification i consider better programming, they
Richard Sassenberg has resigned
obtained with spots, Hifkin felt, say.
his post as traffic manager for
has led many advertisers to take
The new season’s project roster RKO Television to become prexy
the next important step, going full includes filming a new version of of Piclear, Inc.,, which produces
sponsorship to build program iden¬ "Treasury Men in Action,” an adult and distributes the Piclear device
tification and make the merchan¬ adventure show to be shot on loca¬ aimed at eliminating the visable
dising of a show practical.
tion in South America; “All About effects of abrasion damage on mo¬
Women,” a series to be based on tion picture film. Sassenberg in¬
top “women’s page” stories ap¬ vented the device.
pearing in r leading newspapers
He had been traffic manager for
throughout the country Which also RKO Television since its inception
five years ago.
(Continued on page 54)

WRCA-TV’S 870G FOR
‘CHAMPAGNE PACKAGE’

New Partnership Setup
On Hildegarde Series

Pyramids Snazzy
Biflings on‘Decoy
& ‘Badge Entries

American Bar Assn.
Gets Behind Granik’s
‘Attorney at Law’ Series

Chicago, Nov. 19.
Lawyers throughout the country
were urged to cooperate with story
material for CBS Film Sales’ pro¬
jected "Attorney-at Law” series,
to be produced by Theodore
Granik.
The call was issued by prexy
Charles S. Rhyne of the American
Bar Assn, in a letter to all ABA
members which decried the “many
dramatizations on television in
which the attorney is made to ap¬
pear either as a dupe or charlatan;
a twister of the law to suit a shady
character, or an unmitigated
rascal.”
ABA topper Rhyne said it’s good
public relations for lawyers to get
behind the Granik project. He
asked counsels to send in story ma¬
terial on a two-page outline and if
the particular story fs utilized af¬
ter being put into shape by proseripters, the donor would get
$200 for his efforts. All episodes,
he added, would be reviewed by
the ABA prior to filming, although
the choice of stories would be left
up to CBS Film Sales and the pro¬
ducers.
ABA has recently set up a com¬
mittee on public relations to work
i:. New York and Hollywood “to
o\ rcome misrepresentations of
tK profession. With over 50 milli' v tv sets carrying such images
o attorneys into American homes,
it is little wonder that lawyers
e\ erywhere are concerned,” the
ABA head stated.

Revues $5,000,000 Overhead Intake
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
More and more, the rapidlygrowing vidfilm Industry In Holly¬
wood is approaching the major
film studio pattern as regards
financial operations. And just as it
happened in the pix biz, over¬
head costs continue rising and pro¬
ducers in tv film are paying spiral¬
ing costs to get their shows filmed.
While overhead of course dif¬
fers at the various vidfilmeries,
at the moment it’s highest at Re¬
vue Productions, MCA subsid,
which charges each of its 17-series
20% overhead. Revue is in a lu¬
crative spot since in addition, its
parent company, MCA, gets 10%
off the top for selling the shows,
and owns parts pr all of the Revue
series.
That 20% Revue overhead is a
particularly significant item, since
Revue is the top telefilmery in
town, with approximately $25,000,000 in celluloid goods, before the
cameras.
Thus the overhead
charges accruing to Revue amount
to about $5,000,000.
Not all the vidfilmeries or ren¬
tal lots charge straight overhead.
Goldwyn’s, for example, charges
$650 a day for rental of its stages,
plus sound and electrical equip¬
ment which it> estimated would
cost $150 sa <hiy* rerital. Q^n^I

Service charges a flat $500' a day
stage rental, but this-doesn’t in¬
clude the sound and electrical
equipment.
Metro charges 15% overhead,
second highest in town as far as
is known. But circumstances vary
depending pn the producer. One
producer recently wanted to' rent
Metro’s jungle set for his vidseries, was told the price was $1,500
a day. Had he been a tenant at
Metro, the price would have been
$600 a day.
At Desilu stage rental varies
from $1,650 to $1,750 a week, and
this includes art direction, prep¬
aration, one camera , a day, and
$250 ^electrical equipment. Every
show is charged $1,000 for studio
expense and there are other charg¬
es, for legal fees, etc. .
Revue’s 20% overhead, it’s un¬
derstood, inpludes extra services
such as production manager, ac¬
counting, etc. As a rule, the indie
producer in tv doesn’t buy such
services; he prefers to rent stage
space and line up his own crew
and any extras involved.
In addition to that 20% over¬
head for Its subsid. Revue, MCA
receives 40% of the coin on each
series for domestic distribution
via its MCA-TV Film Syndication
arm, and 50% fojr global distribUrJ
:tm.
■ '
1

*
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Stations Hot for Science Films
Sputnik, Muttnik and President Eisenhower’s messages on
“Science and Security” have-created a new .interest by stations
throughout the country for factual films on scientific subjects.
Nothing which was done by Trans-Lux’ to sell the Encyclopaedia
Britannica Film library has had* the impact cif Sputnik 1, accord¬
ing to sales topper Richard Carlton^ Since the event, and in re¬
sponse to a Trans-Lux telegram to stations throughout the country,
the distrib organization has been on the receiving end of an
unprecedented number of requests for films dealing with all
phases of science.
In the free public service programming field, Assn. Films is
offering a half-hour “Space, and Time” package to stations. The
package consists of two films, “The Corporal jStory,” dealing with
an Army rocket-powered missile, and “Youb Safety First,” an
animated cartoon conception of travel in the year 2000.
Another sign of these.scientific times is provided in the Screencraft Pictures deal taking over distribution of “I.G.Y.,” the docu¬
mentary narrated by Prince Philip on the International Geophy¬
sical Year, produced, by the British Broadcasting Corp. and’initially
telecast in this country by ABC-TV.
Screencraft, which acquired the tv rights fur the U.S. and its
possessions, making two versions of the film available, one having
a running time of one hour and 20 minutes (and the second, 56
minutes. The initial ABC-TV- telecast was in 31i markets.

CBS Films Global Pubaffairs
Spread; No Coin, Lotsa Goodwill
'

Stanley Florsheim To
NTA’s Famous Films
Stanley C. Florsheim, former
sales manager of Ziv, has been
named general sales manager of
National Telefilm Associates’ Fa¬
mous Films-Programs for Tele¬
vision subsid, which handles NTA’s
rerun product.
Florsheim, a vet of more than 25
years in the advertising,4 radio and
tv fields, organized -Ziv’s rerun
Economee subsid while helming
Ziv’s sales operation. In his new
post, Florsheim will be responsible
for all sales activities of the
Famous Films division.

NARTB Would
Bar all Horror
Films on TV
•Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Horror pictures are too shocking
for youngsters and constitute poor
programming in the opinion of
Television Code Review Board of
National Assn, of Radio and TV I
Broadcasters meeting in Beverly j
Hills last week. To the end of elim¬
inating them entirely from'-station
schedules, the trade association’s
policing arm is reported drafting a
regulatory measure for submission
at next quarterly meeting. Edict,
if officially sanctioned, would ban
the “shock” pictures from airing)
on member stations, numbering
more than 300.
Board is said to have based its
objections- to the horror films on
“bad programming and injurious
effect on children.” Rather than
single out those stations that show
the old pictures in the early even¬
ing*. hours, understood that the
board is in favor of making its edict
sweeping to encompass the entire
membership.
Failure to abide by such a ruling
would result In offending stations
being denied use Of NARTB seal of
good practice and the more serious
setback of defending their non¬
conformity before the FCC when
the time comes for license renewal.
Stations signatory to the code
could kill off the current fad by
(Continued on page 54)

CBS Film: Sales, which does a
tip-top foreign commercial biz, has
strong representation abroad with
educational. ‘ and cultural shows
taken off thje .CBS-TV net, giving
the foreign market an Insight into
U.S. television which otherwise
would be almost totally lost.
Public affairs programs going
out all over the world regularly
include “See It Now,” "You Are
There,” “Aif Power,” “Twentieth
Century,” “Conquest,” and specials
such as “Algeria Aflame,” “Korea
—The Last iBattlefront,” and the
Khrushchev -interview. They are
translated iijto a variety of lan¬
guages, Spanish, French, Swedish,
et al.
*
Net’s telefilm subsid, which Util¬
izes both ktyes and fiilms for the
shows, doesn’t make any coin on
the project, payment by the coun- •
try being confined to the handling
charges. But] the outfit does claim
credit for a lot of goodwill abroad
as a result pf making the shows
available, goodwill which improves
the saleability of CBS Film Sales’
commercial shows abroad.
CBS Film] Sales topper Leslie
Harris feels 'that any organization
engaged in world-wide distribution
of telefilms j has a responsibility
in the informational field, along¬
side that of; supplying entertain¬
ment. Granted, though, only the
network affiliated syndicated subsids<Jtiave the roster of public af¬
fairs programming to drawfrom.
He adds that many European coun¬
tries are more^interested in cul¬
tural shows than in strict enter¬
tainment, and being able to supply
both helps.
CBS Film Sales foreign opera¬
tions currently accounts for about
25% of the firm’s total yearly
gross.

Dwarfed Pictures Fait
To Giro Client Fair
Shake on TV: Kiaeger

With the ty-pattern pretty much
a thing of the past, there is a need
for a new pattern to help viewer*
learn if they' are getting the com¬
plete tv picture, according to tele¬
film commercial producer Robert
lOaeger. He :said that a large por¬
tion of the picture transifiitted is
cut off at the sides.
This he said only forces .the
makers' of commercials and tv pro¬
grams to limit their pictures to
considerably less than the full area
of the home$creen. (Screen Gems, in a survey last year, said the situa¬
tion forced many producers to limit
their message to the inner 60 to
70% of the total available area, but
SG laid the problem off to the
“outmoded and odd-shaped picture
tubes” of a begone tv era). Kiaeger
said that todpy It is more an issue '
of amateurish installation and re¬
Hay Singer & Dick Chevillat, pair, and said that the only really
whose “This Is the Life” comedy effective way jto correct the situation
series had a two-year run on NRC- is for the tv Inetworks to intermit¬
TV, are hack In action via a pilot tently beam i a new pattern, one,
film on a new series, “Combat Cor¬ perhaps, Whlbh shows crossed ar¬
respondent, U.S.M.C.”- Their Ray- rows. If the; viewer can’t see the
die. Productions Is shooting the tips of the aijrows on all four, sides '
film at Screen Gems studios on the of the picturtj, the network can ad¬
Coast.
vise him that; it’s time to have the
Lin McCarthy will star. Singer screen properly adjusted,
& Chevillat will produce and Ed¬
Kleager said the way things are
ward - O’. Stodel, agency exec .who now the advertiser, isn’t getting, a
created the show;, will serveas.as- fair shake foff either- bis program
Utr Ms product
wT. - '

Singer, Cherillat Ready
‘Combat Correspondent’

W Sir *
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METRO TV’S TOP STATUS BID
Can NTA, as Supplier of Film,
Own a Station? KSTP in Protest
As FCC Nears Ruling on Mpls. Buy

National Telefilm Associates, embroiled in the Associated Ar¬
tists Productions stock acquisition, yesterday (Tues.) issued its fiancial report for the fiscal year ended July 31, showing a record
net income of $1,094,031 for the year. It represents a 148% in¬
crease over the previous year’s net.
The net is equal to $1.60 per common share on the 682,526 num¬
ber of shares outstanding. For 1956, the net wars $441,877, equal
to 68c per common share on the 650,000 shares outstanding during
the year.
Fly Landau, NTA board chairman and chief exec officer, re^
ported in his statement that a total of $17,720,134 in exhibition
contracts were written over the course of the fiscal year, an in¬
crease of 206% over the previous year’s figure.
The report also disclosed that NTA had total assets amounting
to $32,143,270 as against $13,092,934 12 months earlier.

By DAVE KAUFMAN
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Metro TV welcomes deals with
Washington, Nov. 19.
indie producers and is ’ exploring
Action is likely by the Federal
such possibilities now, It’s revealed
here by Charles C. “Bud” Barry,
Communications Commission this
v.p. in charge of tv for the Culver]
week on a deal by which NTA
City lot. Studio would‘like to see
would
acquire controlling inter¬
outsiders joining Metro as indies;
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
est of KMGM-TV in Minneapolis
with participation deals; with Metro
Irving
Brecher
has
originated
and enter station ownership field.
financing, or with the studio in
outright purchases of series idea, new tv- melodrama series, “The Whether transaction, which in¬
Big Time,” which will go into pro¬ volves a consideration of about
he said.
duction in January starring Ray
“We are not saying the only tv Danton. As with “The People’s $800,000, will get routine approval
properties we do must be based on Choice,” which Brecher also origi¬ is not certain in view of a protest
MGM films. We will do some from nated, he’ll do the producing-direct- filed by KSTP of St. Paul which
purchases film from NTA.
such films as well as the studio’s ing and farm out the writing.
Three weeks ago, KSTP raised
unproduced properties, hut there
Brecher
has
made
no
definite
the questions regarding transfer
is no rigidity-in our thinking. Metro
TV is being as flexible as possible. commitments for the show, but is on grounds It would be in competi¬
A three-way battle for the pur-<
We are not saying no to any good presently talking a deal with Eddie tion with a station owned by one
chase of Associated Artists Pro¬
idea presented, and we welcome Small, latter to put up the financ¬ of its suppliers of films and that
ductions, the company which owns
antitrust proceedings instituted
talent and ideas from the outside.” ing for a 50-50 share.
the negative rights to the Warner]
Pilot for “Big Time” was written by the Dept, of Justice against
the exec emphasized.
Bros, library, appeared to have
by
Frank
Gill
and
George
Carlton
NTA
cast doubt on NTA’s qualifi¬
shaped up as of press time yest.
Barry said the tv branch hasj
cations as a licensee.
ABC Film . Syndication’s “26 been in discussions on plans to Brown.
(Tues.).
Notwithstanding National Tele¬ Men,” now sold in about 135 mar¬ launch two new pilots in January,
In reply to the protest, NTA ad¬
vised the commission that ability
film Associates statement that it ket for a hefty gross of about and that he will make a decision in
has a firm contract for the purchase
of other stations in the Twin Cities
is
now
in
the two weeks when he returns from
pf a majority stock interest in AAP, $1,300,000,
market to obtain its product “will
N. Y. Thirty properties are currently
not in any way be altered, affected
reports persisted that United Ar¬ “mop-up” sales operation phase. being mulled, he added. '
or diminished by reason of the pro¬
tists has a prior option for the buy¬ Only large markets still to be sold
Metro TV is currently in nego¬
out of the company, an option are Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland tiations to rent space to indie vidposed transfer.”^Company pointed
out that during the last two years
which overrides NTA’s contract. and Kansas City.
filmeries also, he revealed. “As far
it has *Sold*motion picture product
The third prong in the battle ap-j Initial ratings on the western, as the immediate -future is con¬
to all four stations in the area for
pears to stem from AAP prexy gave the show in Sacramento an cerned, we would like to have
contracts exceeding $350,000. “It
Eliot Hyman, the largest minority American Research Bureau rating three or four series controlled by
would be absurd," NTA told the
stockholder in the company, who is of 28.5, topping the “Phil Silvers Metro; have rental deals such as
agency, “to invest the sums of
said to oppose the NTA contract Show” ‘there, a 16.1 in Santa Bar¬ we now have with California Na¬
money required for the acquisition
for the buyout of the majority bara, a 14.4 in Seattle-Tacoma and tional; and work with creative
Guild Films may be the first of KMGM-TV to gain the ends al¬
stock interest held by Canadian a 15.4 in Buffalo.
groups from the outside. We want telefilm distrib to get its supply ready achieved by it.”
financier Louis Chesler’s group.
Metro to be one of the most impor¬
United Artists execs, Hyman and
NTA a’so noted that CBS, NBC,
tant lots in town both in movies of theatrical short subjects on
AAP officials declined comment on
and- tv. We have 187 acres not fully the tv market. Company will re¬ and RKO Teleradio Pictures are
the turn of events. In the face of
utilized here, and want to see capa¬ lease. Its 1,200 RKO short subjects engaged in syndicated film distribu¬
persisting reports to the Contrary,
tion. “Following the line of rea¬
city tv operations here,” he said.
on Jan. 1 In seven different pack¬ soning” of KSTP, NTA suggested,
NTA prexy Oliver Unger insisted
‘There is a more aggressive at¬
ages.
Guild
is
already
heavily
in¬
that NTA’s contract with the Ches“each of these companies would
titude toward tv on the manage¬
ler group remains firm, and already
ment side today. Loew’s president] volved in the barter sales of haif- be required to divest itself of all
a substantial sum of. money has
Joseph R. Vogel Is tapping the hour syndications and since there of its tv and radio stations.”
been paid to the Chesler group ini
As for the antitrust question,
creative force today; he wants new is no established tv pricing struc¬
Canada and New York.
NTA said it sees “no relevance”
blood, new thinking, new ideas.
In the midst of these claims and
There was a tendency on the part] ture for shorties, it is likely they, between the D of J proceedings
counterclaims, AAP has a board
and the proposed transfer. “In
of the -major studios to treat tv too, will go the barter route.
meeting scheduled for today
Meanwhile, National Telefilm any event,” it asserted. “NTA has
like a stepchild a few years ago,
Chicago, Nov. 19.
(Wed.), which may be climactic
but such thinking has been revised Associates is working up a format denied and continues to deny the
Fred" Niles, who heretofore has in the last two years.
In settling the issue. The board will
for some Paramount shorts, using material allegations of the Gov¬
be confronted with a claimed been interested primarily in the
George Jessel as newly filmed ernment’s complaint, and the is¬
‘Harry Cohn Was Right'
“prior" commitment by UA to buy production and filming of tv com¬
host. Metro is wondering how to sues of that action are presently
“Harry Cohn, president of Co¬ package the MGM shorts for tv, pending and undetermined in the
AAP’s stock, and the NTA state¬ mercials, has sunk about $100,000
ment that it has a contract for into research and project develop¬ lumbia, was the first to make the and AAP has not indicated any U. S. District Court for the South¬
the purchase of more than 50% ment for a specialized network right decision on tv; then Warner clear plan of action regarding the ern District of New York.”
stock interest in AAP. NTA said it scoping “a broad, generally over¬ Bros, sold its pictures to tv, and Warner shorts which it controls.
Apparently, KSTP was not satis¬
made its contract with a group looked television market—rural became aggressive in tv production;
Guild is not going to film addi¬ fied with NTA’s reply and it sub¬
repped by AAP board chairman America.” Rural “networks” have then we decided to keep control of tional parts around its one and sequently urged that the Commis¬
Chesler and exec v.p. Maxwell been tried before, but Niles feels bur movie properties, but to lease two-reelers, as is. the case with sion “not grant” the transfer ap¬
they failed because they were ill them to tv. We have grossed about
Goldhar.
NTA, but it is offering proposed plication “unless the proposed
. UA’s bid is said to run along conceived: The scheme and for¬ $51,000,000 in such sales so far, and' live formats to stations, into which transferee submits a statement of
mat of his 30-minute-a-day web, are still selling to the smaller situ¬
(Continued on page 54)
on the other hand, has been moti¬ ations. Under our lease deals these the RKO shorts can be fitted. The its policies regarding the questions
vationally designed.
movies revert to us in seven years,1 formatting would, be produced on raised.” In a letter of Nov. 4,
KSTP advised the Commission
the air by the stations.
<‘Cross Country,” as . both the and there are at least 300 to 400
One of the first Guild shortie that “it would appear that the
show and network are called pictures that are alltinie hits, that
proposed
transferee sNTA) has
packages
to
take
a
reasonably
def¬
(Niles Incorporated it as a web in we will be able to sell to tv again
*> inite shape is a batch of 120 doc¬ failed to .make a satisfactory show¬
Oct., 1956), is slated to debut* on and again for years to come.
ing that granting its application
umentaries
to
be
banded
under
the
]
“But
our
full-fledged
tv
film
op¬
about 150 rural stations early next
There I would be in the public interest.”
year, although Niles is sure he can eration is just getting under way; title, “This Is America,” There j
ultimately guarantee 300 markets. we are seven months pregnant,” will be 145 musicals in another
Show, on bicycled film, will cost cracked the -veepee. “We also have; group, and three packages .taken!
the stations no more than half a tv commercial and Industrial de¬ out of a group of 500 theatrical!
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Guild is also =
partment for which- we have set aj comedy shorts.
New tv series projects to' be their noon hour, and the outlets goal of $1,600,000 in business thej building a group of 153 sports sub- •
built up by Warner Bros, will will be permitted to sell any un¬ first year, and we expect to top jects, and the rest of the 1.200
stress- new personalities, studio sold time locally.
RKO shorts, slightly under 300,
(Continued on page 52)
Niles, defines “rural” as ’towns
topper Jack L. Warner stated last
will go into a general grouping.
week.
Buildup similar to that of 2,500 or less whose residents
Guild salesmen met in New
are
in
agri-business,
i.e.,
dependent
which developed Chut Walker,
York a week and a half ago to map
Hollywood. Nov. 19.
■James Garner, Will Hutchins and on agriculture, whether it be farm¬
out
the preliminary plan for han¬
ing
or
related
business.
‘.‘The
re¬
Ida Lupino and Howard Duff
Wayde Preston will be employed
dling the shorts. All the details have set “Green Peacock.” based
on new crop of stars, he indicated. cent technological revolution in
are not yet completed.
on an idea by Morton Fine and
Warners recently disclosed $2,- agriculture has enabled the farmer
Guild bought the short subject ] David Friedkin, as their next tv
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
000,000 program and facility de¬ to' find time*for relaxation at
“The .Adventures of Tom Saw¬ negatives from Matthew Fox a - series, and are paging John Drew
velopment policy, under which noon,” Niles .says, “and research
present telefilm output of two-and- has found tfiat rural sets-in-use yer” and a Mark Twain vidpix few months ago for an undisclosed •! Barrymore and Cara - Williams to
co-star. Series, which would be
a-half hours weekly would be during the noon hour is far great-, series has been skedded by Harry price.
er than urban. At that time of day, Jackson-Sam Weston Productions.
made in association with Don
doubled within four months.
we’ve .learned, the farmer wants
Sharpe, would be made by Bridget
First series for the company,
to hear about other farmers, the also in theatrical film production,
Productions, but Miss Lupino and
soil bank issue, and new revolu- is “Sawyer,” being scripted by
Duff would not appear. Pilot is
year,
Steve Fisher. -Show will roll at
(Contlnued on page 54)
Ziv, - Twain series will be an an¬
jwith Latin American lpcale.
thology show based on the au¬
Screen Actors Guild earned . Meanwhile, also on Bridget slate
thor’s works. Vidpix will not af¬ $2,576,491 in telefilm residuals in tentatively is a series based on ex¬
Mark VH Limited has completed
fect company’s theatrical film the 12 months up to Oct. 31, mem¬ ploits of a teenaged singing idol,
production on Its pilot film
Jack Webb’s Mark VII Limited plans. Their latest film is “Gun bers were told last week at a meet¬ a la Elvis Presley or Tommy Sands,
“People” and is Currently searching for a sponsor for the series, has purchased the rights to James Fever,” being released by UA in ing at the Sheraton-Astor. Coin Casting is currently under way.
‘Invitation to
a came in the form of 39,600 checks.
which presents Ben Alexander in Horan’s “The D. A.’s Man” based December.
Eventually, Miss Lupino would •
the Investigations of Harold Hanging” rolls in January, will
a series uf off-the-cuff Interviews
Both the total amount of resi¬ like to return to directing, she
with*people in different Los An¬ Danforth pf the N. Y. District At¬ probably have a UA release also. dual earnings from telepix and states, with Duff swinging into pro¬
torney’s office, and plans to start
geles locales.
the number of checks top amounts duction chores.
Under future
Film .series It' produced byj shooting a pilot* shortly.
received in the three previous Bridget setup, director Richard
Oth*r TV-Film N*w$
Frank La Tourette and is directed
Price paid for the rights was not I
years. Since November of 1953, Kinon, currently on their “Mr.
On fag* S4
by -George Stevens* Jr. It COsts disclosed by "MCA which, handed
.Screen Actors Guild djew;a total of: Adams & Eve,” would play a prom$20,000 per segment
' ' •'J
tiie deal for the Webrotttfct.4 T 11
$4,790,600 in residuals,
inent part, Mjss Lupino Indicates.

IRVING BRECHER’S
m TIME’ PILOT

Who’s Buying AAP? Some Insist DA,
Unger Says NTA Deal Is Closed

‘26 MEN’S’MOP-UP;
$1,300,000 GROSS

RKO Shorts Into
7 Barter Bundles

Kival America’
Filmed Network

WB on Prowl For
New Personalities

Lupino & Duff’s
‘Green Peacock’

Mark Twain Anthology
Series to Roll at Zirl

$2,576,491 in Vidpix
Residual Coin to SA

MARK VII PEDDLING
TEOPLE’; 20G PER SEG

Jack Webb’s‘DA’s Man’
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Fellows Decries ‘War & Peace
Overtones on 1-Min. Radio Comls
Hollywood, Nov. 19. Radio blurbs today are “too fre¬
quently lost in a welter of insane,
repetitious, high volume phrases ..
We have an inclination to cup our
hands around the prospect’s ear and
shout at him until his eyes
cross
” Harold E. Fellows, prexyboard chairman of National Assn.
Of
Radio and TV Broadcasters
warned last week.
Speaking at joint meeting of
Southern California Broadcasters
Assn, 'and L. A. Ad Club, Fellows
commented, "I don’t know whether
it’s true in your market, but it’s
true in a lot of them . . . Even with
two ears, the average potential
customer can get only one message
at a‘time . . . Why not be nice and
easy—persuasive—“soft-talk” the
virtues of the product or service . |
“And you shouldn’t try to get
Tolstoy’s ‘War and Peace,' with an¬
notations, into a one-minute an¬
nouncement,” Fellows continued.
“People’s minds arc sensitive, too.
This old bromide about the low
average intelligence of the Ameri¬
can public should be forgotten.”
Directed at agency men in his
audience. Fellows asked, “Would
you dare to suggest to a grim and
demanding client that he buy 10
spots a day on radio and limit his
message to i ne idea or one product
a day, and perhaps a total of 100
words?”
In private, Fellows disclosed
that NARTB hopes to get its new
audible “seal of good practice” into
operation by next year. Policing of
radio code would remain purely
voluntary, with greatest penalty the
withdrawal of the “seal.” (However,!
such withdrawal might presumably
have some effect at license renewal!
time).
_ |
In too many cases, stations are
rot complying with the current
radio practice" code, Fellows .ad¬
mitted.
i
NARTB hasn’t taken any official
stand on wired pay-tv. Fellows ob¬
served, but personally, he doesn’t
think it will pay off. “It might work
in large markets,” he qualified,
“but is poses no long-range threat
to free tv, because not enough:
people will buy it.”
|

The Beaver Brigade
Don Russell, announcer on
NBC’s “Monitor” and local
radio personality in suburban
Stamford, Conn,, has started
something new among disk
jockeys. Not as a protest, but
simply for his own curiosity,
Russell has decided to grow
a beard and keep growing it
until the U.S. catches up with
Russia on the guided-missle
front. Shave-day presumably
will be the day the U.S,
launches a satellite.
Idea has spread, and Russell
says he's heard from no less
than 500 deejays throughout
the country who’ve decided to
go along on the beaver-till. satellite idea.

Lever Saturation
Campaign on MBS;
Grabs Everything

PtiEwMSfr-*.

WRCA-TTs Banner Nov.
November will represent an alltime record sales month at WRCATV, the NBC flagship in N.Y. Sta¬
tion's projections, based on sales
already in the house, puts thisj
month’s gross at 24% ahead of
November of 1956, and 20% above
last month, station’s previous alltime peak.

like NBC O&O
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Ward L. Quaal, v.p. in charge of
the Chicago Tribune stations here,
made it clear last week that WGNTV has taken on a limited schedule
of colorcasts for the express pur¬
pose of helping the sale of tint sets
in this area. Quaal stated, “We are
interested in encouraging the pub¬
lic to buy color sets, and certainly
the best stimulus is Increased pro¬
gramming in color,” This refutes]
an eariler unofficial report by a
station spokesman that "we’re not
in it to sell sets,”
Quaal’s confidence in color tv and
his eagerness to get in on the
ground floor is consistent with his
prestige - mindedness during his
first 15 months at the station’s]
reins. Arid apparently his desire to
help sell tint receivers is motivated
by the logic that more color viewers
will meari more WGN-TV viewers.
Quaal stated it thus: “As in the
early days of black and white there
is the handicap of a relatively small
circulation of color receivers . . .
but our. programming may be just
the thing to help color catch fire
in Chicago.”
Quaal said that demand for ad-;
ditional prograriiming, after the sta¬
tion's first 10 days of tint, is causing
WGN-TV to add another camera
chain to Its operation. At present,
station is using one studio Tive|
camera chain and a Vidicon color
film chain for film and slide pro¬
jection, all of it RCA color equip¬
ment.
Along with the congratulatory
messages on the station’s tint debut
was one from Jules Herbuveaux,
NBC veep here in charge of WNBQ,
first all-color station in the country,
who wrote, “the. entry of WGN-TV
in color will serve to heighten the
viewing public’s increasingly en¬
thusiastic acceptance of color tv.”

All fiverminute Mutual news¬
casts that can be made available to
Lever Bros, for a saturation cam¬
paign up to Dec, 31 have been
ordered by the firm for two of its
products, Pepsodent and Dove.
It was estimated'that a minimum
of 150 of the five-minute news seg¬
ments on the half-hour are being
cleared for the Lever Bros, cam¬
paign. Mutual airs 3.4 such news¬
casts daily of which half are net¬
work sponsored. Most of the 150
estimated by’ MBS sales v.p, Sid¬
ney P. Allen will become available
to the firm by the first week in De¬
cember, when other saturation-type
campaigns for automotive sponsors
expire.
The Lever Bros, campaign repre¬
sents about $100,000 for the net,
with the final figure dependent on
the time period during the day
when the Pepsodent, and Dove
newscasts are aired. Lever wants
the slotting emphasis on the early
morning and weekend programs.
Net’s rates for newscasts range
from $500 to $750 per broadcast.
Another net client B. T. Babbit
Co. is augmenting its current
J Bab-O campaign with a special
three-week drive Vhich started
Ted Oberfelder, former ABC
Further shrinkage of RKO Tele- j Monday (18), Bab-O.’s lineup now
radio Pictures broadcasting opera- j includes five newscasts weekly veep and ex-prexy of the Burketions is in the offing upon the clos- j spotted at different times over the Stuart station reppery, moved
down to Raleigh, N. C., last week
ing of Mutual negotiations With! span of a week.
the Don Lee NetWork, a wholly! Similar saturation ad campaigns to. take over as president-general
via MBS newscasts have been con¬ manager of WKIX, 10,000-watter.
owned RKO Teleradio = subsid.
Under the pending deal.' expect¬ ducted for automotive and food there. FCC okayed his purchase
ed to be closed by Friday <22), Mu¬ products, but this is the first time of the station last week from Sir
tual will take over all the leased Lever Bros, products have been Walter Television Corp. (WNAOTV) for $168,000.
wires of Don Leej. Additionally, brought into the house
the programming Of Don Lee will
be diminished to about 100 minutes;
daily, as opposed to the regional!
net’s full schedule of programming ;
at present. Mutual also will ink!
individual station' contracts with j
the affiliates of Don Lee. Under |
present setup. Mutual has a deal;
New York.
pros and cons have been neatly
with Don Lee, which in turn clears j
Editor, Variety:
and evenly divided. These stal¬
time of its regional network.
Details as to the number of Don ; I hate to louse up a festive warts have covered their tracks
Lee personnel who will be retained; Variety with a sermon rather than (i.e.: their earlier boasts of the
under the new arrangements, asi a panegyric but maybe amid all “new programs to come”) with a
well as to the exact programming ’ the gloss and glitter, you’ll listen. mish-mash or statistics to defend
to be offered by Don Lee. are be¬ You know this voice, most of you, their positions, hoping that by us¬
ing worked out. The advantage to but for reasons of self-preserva¬ ing enough mish-mash they’ll con¬
Mutual under the projected deal; tion it must come unidentified out ceal the futility of having to de¬
would be in the clearance area for of the wilderness. It is not a bit¬ fend a position which, if tenable,
MBS shows.
ter voice, only very much dis¬ would need no defense.
Don Lee is a 58-station regional turbed, irritated and filled with
And then come the agencies and
net. encompassing six western legitimate anger. It is the voice their itinerant executives. Inse¬
states. Oregon, Washington. Cali¬ of a small, but not insignificant, cure in themselves, they covet ttye
fornia, Idaho, Nevada and Arizona. packager-producer in the roly- “security” that comes from their
The programming cutback for Don poly world of tv. It is a voice titles and the loudness of their
Lee wil be mainly in the regional’s ; filled with fellow-madness but proclamations; They float from
sustaining programming area. Key |.made hoarse by trying to shout job to job, putting their own world
stations in the Don Lee net include i above the raucous posturings of all and everybody else’s into neat
KHJ, Los Angeles, and KFRC, San l you assorted VIPs. It demands to little packages, forcing, into print a
Francisco, both RKO o&o opera¬ be heard above the din of you word, a line, a “concept,” always
tions.
[space-grabbing network “brass,” choosing the right time and piece
: you frightened agency “toppers” :in the time-honored agency tfadi: and you self-effacing “critics.” ; tion.
New ‘Monitor* Coin
And you’ll listen because: 1) I | But let’s come down to earth!
Sterling Silversmiths’ Guild is have no identity, and 2) You fear ! Good programming is not- puru*ing network radio for the first .you .might be accused. You’re ‘ chased or developed by these bits
time in a 13-week, $55,000 cam¬ right on both counts.
of exhibitionism, even though ex¬
paign on NBC’s “Monitor.” In a
Let’s consider the networks. Va- hibitionism is a part of show-busi¬
move to hit the younger element, j rious spokesmen, at times self-ap¬ ness. Exhibitionism by itself is
the Guild will bankroll four five- pointed, at other times designated [ nothing but a show of gutlessness.
minute musical segments each (or “provoked”), have made innu¬ .Ratings, cost-per-thousand, these
Saturday on the show.
merable stirring soul-searching 1 are legal bits of legalized fraud.
Deal was set via Fuller & Smith “analyses” of the tv programming [A mathematician doesn’t necesfc Ross.
picture. Most conveniently, the j
i (Continued on page 461 ......

Mutual, Don Lee
Deal Is All Set
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Ted Oberfelder’s
Okay on Station Buy

Television Bureau of Advertising says ttyat for the first time *
in the medium’s history study has been completed on the effects
of exposure of a single ty program on the consumer. Show was
the Edsel special, starring Frank Sinatra fend Bing-Crosby, on
Oct. 13.Qualitative Research Inc. did the study for TvB. Promotion
company reports “our results show tv increasing the consumer
knowledge and, more important, the favorable attitude toward
the product advertised.” For instance, before the CBS show,
17,3% of the viewers thought Edsel “a very- good” - auto, and
afterwards, 35.6% voted it “very good.” Ihe technique, which
the promotion house says costs relatively little, ;is to measure
. the ability of tv to “implant ideas and to inform”/ viewers about
advertised products.
i
The study, exposed last week, was made bn house-by-house in¬
terviews of viewers and non-viewers.

JffT ‘Sleeper Play on l4al
Ford Biz Cues Rep Rhubarb
CBS ‘Audition*’ 2057
CBS Laboratories Jjroke
ground last week in Stamford,
Conn., for its new $1,000,000
laboratories building, -with
ceremonies headed up by CBS
prexy Frank Stanton.
As a sign of the atomic age;
CBS buried, a sound capsule,
containing a set of historic
LP records. LP’S were chosen
because they were developed
by the CBS Labs. But the
kicker is that the capsule, des¬
ignated to be opened in 2057,
will then be located by means
of a Geiger counter, which
will detect a small amount of
radioactive material placed
in the capsule last week.

Live Radio Scores
A Chi Victory In
Sachs WBBM Buy
Chicago, Nov. 19. f
WBBM scored a coup and live
radio another solid vote of con¬
fidence when the CBS outlet here
snared the entire Morris B. Sachs
broadcast budget, over $150,000,
for a musical strip in the early
p.m. Bluechipper’s “Fashions in
Music,” which debuted last week,
supplants the
clothing
store
chain’s' longrunning
“Amateur
Hour,’’”which had started on radio
in 1934 and went simulcast in
1949, making the rounds of the
stations here.
Amateur show, last on WGN and
WGN-TV, was perhaps the .oldest
of Its kind anywhere when It was
bumped off the air this past sum¬
mer to accomodate the advanced
starting time of the baseball
games.
Morris B. Sachs, com¬
pany’s founder who became a re¬
tail clothing magnate here while
“Amateur Hour” was developing
into a radio institution, then
switched hi* coin temporarily to a
spot campaign. He died about a
month ago. His son and heir, also
named Morris B. Sachs, decided to
abandon the amateur hour format
(Continued on page51)

WMCA TAKES AD ROUTE
FOR‘HOT’SCHOOL DATA
WMCA, New York radio inde¬
pendent, has been ” trying news¬
paper and magazine ads as a last
resort in getting information on
Gotham school problems. Station
has been buying space in the N. Y.
times, the Herald Tribune and the
World-Telegram & Sun, and last
week placed an ad in the Satur¬
day Review of Literature, aimed at
getting "frightened” teachers and
parents to come across with ma¬
terial about the rough educational
setup by promising that all mate¬
rial will be treated confidentially.
WMCA plans to do a special
broadcast or special series on the
Gotham school problem if it can
round up the material.
Tea¬
chers particularly, fear - that if
they open up about trouble areas,
there may be reprisals, according
to the station. „A station -spokes¬
man added that even officials who
have taken to the radio airwaves
to explain the situation, have been
eauUous, and. equivocal! . .. .

A national radio account by pre?
tending it Is local has secured lo¬
cal radio rites and aroused the ir«
of the bypassed station reps.
J. Walter Thompson “sleeper
play” in vj'hich the agency’s At¬
lanta office placed their Ford
Dealer Assp. account business lo¬
cally and secured local radio rate?
instead of ■■the national rate has
the rep trade hopping mad.
Feeling In the rep business for
the most part is that the Ford
Dealer account handled by the
agency is,^ national account and
therefore should pay the national
rate especially in the light of the
fact that JjVT makes up the copy
and the trajnscripts used on radio.
The Atlanta office of the agency
includes Charlotte, Richmond,
Jacksonville and Atlanta and the
reps claim that if the agency suc¬
ceeds in pulling off this deal, then
other of the Madison Ave. boys Will
pitch for [local radio rates and
force the national rate structure
out of existence.
The bypassed reps feel that part
of the fault of the situation doesn’t
lie with ttye agency so much. as
it does witty the local stations who
dori’t realize the value of their own
medium. As the heated reps put
it, the stations are afraid to tell the
dealers that} they are a national ac¬
count and should pay national
rates.
Reps realize that the agency is
in a box arid that they are under
the gun to Secure the local rate by
the dealers assn., but still feel that
that is breed out of their mouths
in that thejr are bypassed entirely
and are losing their standard 15%..
The Ford, Dealer Assn, is one of
the 35 associations around Jhe
country thqt usually toss part of
their own mofiey into the kitty.
ThC agency feels that seeing as
part of the money is local and be¬
cause the dealers are local dealers,
they are entitled to the local rat*
and have a right to go to the sta¬
tions direot|y arid secure it.
J. Walter Thompson agency
doesn’t feel the -pain and argue that
this is a problem between the star
tions and ]heir rep to iron out.

. AFL-CIO! prexy George Meariy,
who is arbitrating the differences'
between thje Radio & Television
Directors Guild and the National
Assn, of Broadcast Engineers &.
Technicians has, .been doing some
“basic research.” in order to ar¬
rive at a decision in the" hassle tak¬
ing place 4t NBC. He was pre-,
sented the] problem of deciding
which union’s members have the
fight .to. communicate directly to
NBC cameramen.
On Friday (15) night, he made a
surprise visit to the eontrol room
of Jack Paajr’s “Tonight” stanza on.
NBC to acquaint himself with the.
system of {giving instructions to
cameramen] There was rhyme Inhis picking {on the Paar post-ll:15
to once-over, since he got involved
as arbitrator as the result of that
show. He was at home in Wash¬
ington, D. £., three Friday nights
ago, watchipg the show, when he
saw cameras go awry. When he
found out ijhat the pictorial goofs
were the result of the jurisdictional
squabble, he offered to arbitrate.
Meany, vjho. had heard “the last,
arguments pf NABET and* RTDG
on Thursday, hasn’t given his de¬
cision yet ;>
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Seven Lively Arts
CBS-TV chose the third segment
of its “Seven Lively Arts” series
(17> to present an analysis of evan¬
gelism in America. Stanza titled
“The Revivalists” was the best of
the three shows presented so far
this season and gave viewers a
chance to see some stimulating
material.
Show dealt with two different
branches of the evangelical move¬
ment, the non-controversial itiner¬
ant preacher, and the mass religi"oso efforts of some of the latterday evangelists typified by Billy
Graham.
Opening clips fetured David
Brinkman of Augusta, Ga., whose
followers are responsible for the
the many religious road signs seen
throughout the country, especially
in the southern states. Brinkman’s group also distributes its
messages via bottles floating in
streams, and balloons which drift
over various,parts of the southern
countrysides
Second evangelist was William
Carradine, a Negro from Natchez,
Mississippi, whose religious min¬
istrations follow a musical vein
with foot-tapping hymns being the
staple commodity. His was a sim¬
ple, pleasant portrayal in sharp
contrast to some of the more high
powered pulpiteers who followed.
Several other southern revival¬
ist groups were shown at their re¬
spective services,' and one of the
most interesting was the Rev. W.
J. Peterson of New Orleans who
perfectly illustrated the fast talk¬
ing. response getting, high pitched
monolog common to most evangel¬
ists. Rev*-J?eterson also injects
some exuberant body movements
that further heighten the mesmer¬
izing effect of his' preaching. These
shots also led to the conclusion
that some of the present day rock
*n* rollers have lifted more than a
page from the book of these Bible
belters.
Chicago’s Mahalia Jackson, the
gospel singer who has a couple of
gold records to her credit, regis¬
tered as perhaps the most sincere
of the individual revivalists, and
certainly the most talented. Her
gospel singing to a packed Negro
church was eloquent testimony to
power of these interpretive reli¬
gionists.
Show picked up momentum in
the second half when it segued into
the high pressure, big business,
mass conversion revivalists of the
past 30 years. Clips of Billy Sun¬
day in high gear were pointedly
out of date, yet left a viewer regret¬
ful that more time wasn’t devoted
to a display of his wares. Transi¬
tion to Aimee Semple McPherson
was smooth but again brief. Her
Los Angeles temple and Four
Square gospel were portrayed as
indicative of her time.
Next up to bat was Oral Roberts,
evangelist and faith healer from
Tulsa. Okla., who was shown sup¬
posedly curing a deaf girl of her
infirmity. Roberts, perhaps the
most controversial of all those on
the show, "was recently named by
the National Assn, for Better Ra¬
dio & Television in a FCC com¬
plaint filed against indie station
KCOP in Los Angeles. His faith
healing was pointed out as an ex¬
ample of the type of programming
that shoulld not be allowed on the
home receivers.
Windup segment was devoted by
Billy Graham and a fine finale it
was. Footage of Graham was one
of the best documentary jobs seen
on televesion recently and credit
should go to those responsible for
this portion devoted to the latterday Billy Sunday. Evangelism as
big business was clearly outlined
for all to see from the endorse¬
ment line up of the 1,700 member
churches of the New York Protes¬
tant Council to the spade work of
a pressagent in New York for a
full year before Graham started
his 07-night stand at New York’s
Madison Square Garden. Office
setup was amazing and the array
of clerks, secretaries, switchboards
and mailing' equipment was stag¬
gering. Shots of his nouT famous
world “crusade" were interesting,
especially the clip's of his preach¬
ing at Soldiers Field in Nurnberg,
Germany, where another orator
held huge crowds spellbound two
decades ago, albeit for very differ¬
ent purposes.
Fitting climax was the religioso
topper of the past decade when
Graham amassed 100,000 at Yan¬
kee Stadium for his New York
finale. According to show’s host,
John Crosby, Graham is due to
start his decline in about two years
and America won't' • see another

religious sputnik in the evangelis¬
tic firmament for another 40 years.
Production credits were good all
around.
John McGiffert’s script
was well thought out and took ad¬
vantage of the wealth of material
available.
Director Robert J.
Nortbshield and producer Robert
Goldman presented a slick and im¬
partial show on a potentially hot
subject. Stuart Novins was the
narrator.
Crosby seems to loosen up each
week and, having abandoned the
contact lenses for conventional
cheaters, presents a more scholar¬
ly appearance.
It is to be hoped that CBS has
finally unravelled the mystery of
who did the screenplay of “Around
the World in 80 Days” since they
have heen giving the credits now
for three weeks, ever since the S.
J. Perelman kickoff to the series.
Syd.

NCAA Football
Lindsey Nelson has been touted
for a few years now as one of the
tip-top gridcasters on the national
scene. Precise, methodical and
efficient, he. may not have the
“color” of a Bill Stem, the hearti¬
ness of a Mel Allen, the analytic
powers of a Red Barber or the
glamor of a Ted Husing; but as an
information purveyor who’s right
on top of the play and is almost
prescient in relaying the action
right-quick to viewers, he’s the
peer of any and the superior of
many. '
Last Saturday's (16) strictly sen¬
sational joust between Oklahoma
and Notre Dame in NBC-TV’s
“game of the day” was a dilly on
all counts. No little of the mean¬
ing of the onrushing drama can be
attributed to Nelson, costarring the
pause-that-refreshes experting of
Red Grange, the ghostest with the
mostest in his galloping days at
Illinois. They’re a slick and click
combination.
With such a spectacle as this,
one that found the Fighting Irish
upsetting all the pre-game dope
with a touchdown while holding
the Sooners scoreless for the first
time in 123 encounters (and stop¬
ping the Oklahomans’ 47-game
winning streak), the likes of a
Lindsey Nelson can rise to his
peak. He did. And ditto Red
Grange.
For the most part, both kept
calm with competent stripe-by¬
stripe or entr’acte masterminding
that kept a viewer up to the sec¬
ond. But with about four minutes
to play and Notre Dame threaten¬
ing. Nelson comritenced to allow a
bit of enthusiasm to creep into his
voice. This was right in tune with
the stupendous going-on down yon¬
der on a field where the stakes
were so high'that even a referee
could—and did—get hurt. (The
picture of the ref staggering and
then falling to the ground in ob¬
vious pain was one of those oncein-a-lifetime shots that gives tv
one of its genuine reasons for be¬
ing.) Shortly after, ND went over
for the TD and both Nelson and
Grange were more than equal to
the drama. Nelson, himself pressed
for time as the spec to end all
specs was ready to close its gaudi¬
est chapter, showed what he's
made of when, on a couple of occa¬
sions. he fairly shouted a sage ob¬
servation credited, to Oklahoma
coach Bud Wilkergon—that in the
closing stages, the worst offensive
tactic of a losing teani is the aerial,
because the defense then can con¬
centrate all its efforts upon the in¬
tended receiver rather than the
thrower of the pass. The several
comments made for great “ad lib”
showmanship at a time when the
struggle was deep in climax.
In the last two minutes, with Ok¬
lahoma keyed up to do or die for
Sooners, home and mother, the
game became among the most ex¬
citing in television annals. The
camera's closeup of the final sec¬
onds ticking away on the giant
scoreboard clock . . . 59-58-57-56
. . . was a tremendous fillip. Even
the commercials seemed to be pay¬
ing off in interest—but, then, how.
often can such a dTeam game be
“packaged?”
Trau.
Suspicion
*
f Beautiful blind ex-model sus¬
pected of murder. Detective feels
sorry. for her, then falls in love
With her. Won’t book her, but must
find real murderer, even though he
may get into trouble. Girl sets
trap. Detective shows up in the
nick of time, arrests murderer and
falls into clinch.
That’s the essence Of “The Spar¬
kle of Diamonds," Monday’s (18)
live. New York-based edition of
"Suspicion,” Producer Mdrt Abra¬

hams can be thankful for having
Margaret Leighton, as the femme
lead and Ralph Bellamy as the cop,
along with Jack Smight for his di¬
rector. The highly creditable
thesping jobs, particularly Miss
Leighton’s - groping and lunging
performance, made the James Par¬
rish play engrossing even if not
very believable.
But Abrahams and his MCA unit
have done much better in the past
—in fact have given the “Suspi¬
cion” series its best innings of the
season. But this was one instance
of falling down in the story depart¬
ment,
Chan.
Studio One
“Please Report Any Odd Char¬
acter," penned by Jerome Ross,
and offered Monday (18) evening
on “Studib One,” CBS-TV, was a
peculiarly unsatisfying play.
John Carradine portrayed a mid¬
dle aged eccentric, a lonely man
who lives in boarding houses, whb
spread sunshine and light, only to
have his efforts to win friends
thwarted by his odd ball .character¬
istics. (He had hallucinations of
seeing and talking to his mother
and father, his only true friends in
a never-ending hostile world).
In the unnamed town that formed
the setting of the play, some hor¬
rible murders of young women
take place, and inevitably the fin¬
ger of guilt points to the eccentric.
It turned out he was innocent and
his now conscious stricken fellow
boarders say that the only way to
correct similar situations is to ad¬
vise the eccentric to accept treat¬
ment, presumably psychoanalysis.
Nothing was wrong with the
play’s message, if it can be called
that, but the play was flat and the
characterizations two-dimensional.
Only Carradine, by some very
adept acting, was able to realize
more out of his role than that
given him. by the scripter. Phyllis
Love, Henry Jones, Peg Hillias and
Janet Ward tended to overact. Di¬
rector Norman Felton left nothing
to the imagination, having the fan¬
tasy mother and father pictured in
.reality on the screen in their tetea-tete with their son. Father and
mother,' portrayed by Lawrence
Fletcher and Joana Russ, appeared
to he among the most interesting
characters in their brief bit—for
they held the key to the lonely
man’s character, a key only hinted
at in the script.
Haro.

O’Connor’s anxious patients. Phyl¬
lis Avery was decorative.
Lensing frequently was of good
quality. Ben Gazzara was used to
intro the proceedings. He seemed
nervous and ill-at-ease. Martin
Manulis produced.
Hift.
Guy Mitchell Show
Guy Mitchell’s weekly stanza on
ABC-TV continues to register as a
pleasing, if not standout, musical
half-hour. Mitchell is a bright,
young singer with teenage appeal.
Though Mitchell’s pipes lack some
fine shadings, he can belt a rhythm
song or a big ballad with lots of
zest. Mitchell also handles ' the
emcee chores with a boyish enthu¬
siasm.
Dolores Hawkins, a goodlooking
blonde songstress, is a new addi¬
tion to show’s cast. Last Monday
(18), her second week in the se¬
ries', Miss Hawkins furnished a cou¬
ple of vocal highspots wih her ren¬
dition of “April Love" and “Hoop.laf ” the latter in an eye-catching
music hall setting. Guests on the
show'included the Four Step Bros.,
in another dynamic display of terpology and Cindy & Lindy, who
delivered one tune, “The Language
of Love,” in excellent style'. Mitch¬
ell, on_ his part, socked across a
flock of tunes, winding'Up with an
uptempo religioso, “The Unbe¬
liever."
Herm.
Matinee
Margaret Truman, in her drama¬
tic “comeback” on “Matinee” last
week, showed a warm, attractive
personality and, within certain
limits, a persuasive thespjc ability.
She overcame an initial woodeness
to blossom out strongly in the last
act of Arnold Rabin’s teleplay,
“Iris,” with a promising intensity
and sensitivity.
But it would be hard to imagine
a Margaret Truman portrayal of
anything but a woman with a warm,
attractive personality—in short,
herself. Still, other actresses have
successfully managed careers on
the same basis. So long as such
roles are available, there is no rea¬
son why she shouldn’t do them,
and do them well.
Rabin's play is a femme-oriented
variation ■ of the “Marty” theme,
with moments of poignancy and ver¬
bosity in approximately equal mea¬
sure. Problem posed here is that
of an attractive woman on the verge
of spinsterhood, caught between
a sly, angle-playing b.f. and a par¬
ticularly obnoxious marriageminded mother. Despite mama's
manueverings, rather than sell
herself cheaply, she maturely shows
her-smug, shifty suitor the, gate.
In support, Katherine Warren
a§, the blindly domineering mother
was especially noteworthy. Ray
Montgomery as the smooth b.f. also
rates favorable mention, while By¬
ron Fougler and Dorothy Adams,
as the helpless father and under¬
standing aunt, were good, as usual.
Alan Hanson’s direction ably hit
all the story points to build ta an
effective climax. En‘route though,
he occasionally got bogged down in
patches of soapsudsy dialog, not en¬
tirely his fault. Also, a staging
which employs a narrator, in this
case John Conte, to explain the
motivations of the characters at
great length wasn’t a particuarly
good. A cardinal and wise rule of
stagecraft is “Show it; don’t tell it.”
Finally, perhaps economics in¬
trudes here, but the commercial
was both heavy and obnoxious.
For Instance; in one single break,
there were five blurbs in a row,
with the opener and closer especi¬
ally long. Additionally, a station
break and a couple of “Matinee”
kaleisdOscopes were intersperced,
not to mention Conte's narration.
The show admittedly needs com¬
mercial support, but burial under
an avalanche isn’t the answer.
■»Kave. .

laughs. Benny’s bit as a Gypsy
fjddler working a nitery to aug¬
ment his income was the closing
howler of .the layout.
Jose. '
Omnibus
In its last show devoted to The
theme, “American Trial by Jury,”
“Omnibus’? focussed on the 1934
murder trial of the Milled brothers
and ^Abraham Faber who were ac¬
cused of hilling tw.Q cops during a
band robbery In.Needham, Mass.
Boston lawyer Joseph N. Welch
was again; on hand to explain the
various mjaneuvres madd* by the
prosecution 'and the defense during
the progress of the trial.
For ^this- 90-mihute reenactment,
“Omnibus” marshalled its heavy
resources -in a meticulously de¬
tailed production, based on . the
court record. The case against the
defendants was made via a long,
but necessary chain of testimony
given' by numerous witnesses. At
each crucial stage, Welch would
present his -commentary on the
trial's procedure; justifying the ap¬
parent slow paee of the law’s
progress. ;
There was no attempt to sensa¬
tionalize the facts in the case.
Whatever j drama the show had
stemmed ijforo the attempt of the
defense .lawyers to establish the
insanity of their clients and the
prosecution’s counter - argument
that the defendants were legally
sane at the time of the murder.
What made “Omnibus" select
this particular case to illuminate
the jury trial system is not easy to
see. The case offered no unusual
difficulties aside from the question
of whether or not the defendants
were sane, a • technical matter
which never can be satisfactorily
resolved. If anything, the “Omni¬
bus” show presented the case in a
way to suggest that at least one of
the defendants ’ was insane. The
jury, however, convicted all three,
leaving the retrospective feeling
that perhaps an error was made in
this case.
Fundamentally, this stanza suc¬
ceeded in deeply involving the
viewer through the brilliance of
the cast. From the players who
gave brief bits of testimony, to the
opposing lawyers and defendants,
the performances established ,a
three-dimensional credibility. In
the lead roles were Chester Morris
and Phil Coolidge, as the defense
lawyer and prosecuting attorney
respectively. Alan Shayne as the.
key defendant, was superb in sug¬
gesting a combination of mental
lucidity and deterioration. Herm.

Playhouse 90
. It’s difficult to describe what
“The Jet Propelled Couch,” on
Look Here
CBS-TV’s "Playhouse 90” last week
Reclining on. a couch, rather than
(14) was trying to be. It was a
sittifig on one, , would have been a
drama, a fantasy and a comedy. It
more appropriate position for ac¬
was also, strictly speaking, none of
tress Kim Stanley during her in¬
these. Result: A vacillating, uneven
terview appearance on NBC-TV’s
show that had elements of sock
“Look Here” last Sunday (17) after¬
entertainment, but failed to bring
noon. It would have been more In
’em off.
keeping with. Interviewer Martin .
Whoever thought of Donald
Agronsky’s headshrinker approach
O’Connor in the role of the psychi¬
to the half-hoiir question-andatrist—a man enjoying., the confi¬
answer session.
dence of the top brass in the Penta¬
Sounding like a psychiatrist in the
gon and father of two—must have
manner and tone of his delivery, r
given the Stanley Roberts script a
Agronsky probed into Miss Stan- '
superficial reading. O’Connor, was
ley’s inner feelings on and off
too young for the part, and he
stage. The result was less spec- ?»
looked and acted it. He was never
tacular than some of the actress’ ...
believable and, since he was unable
previous interviews in which she’s *
to make up his mind op whether
given legit critics a rough going
he was appearing in drama or homover. On the other hand, in sit¬
edy, the play suffered.
ting for his “live portrait-byinterview.”
Miss Stanley pro¬
Adapted from a Robert Lindner
jected warmth and sincerity in an¬
story, “Jet Propelled Couch” dealt
swering the questions pitched at
with an important scientist—ably
her.
played by David Wayne—who
Fulfilling one’s self and finding
imagined himself taking trips to
a moment of truth in a perfor¬
outer space. Since this interfered
mance were among topics of con¬
with his work, the Pehtagon called
versation pursued on the show.
in O’Connor. Before it was all over,
The setting for the interview, a de¬
Wayne had stopped daydreaming,
serted tv studio, provided a neat
while O’Connor was embarked on
dramatic touch.
Jess.
interplanetary adventures.
All of which could have been
Telephone
Time
•
done effectively with a tongue-inSome years ago at the Harvard
cheek approach. Instead, script and
Club in New York a geographicallydirection (by Burgess Meredith and
Jack.
Benny
Show
minded
reporter who snail be
James Clark) kept covering all
Mary Costa seems to .shape up. anonymous engaged Hoagy Car¬
angles. It was confusing and un¬ both
-artistically as well’'as com¬ michael in a challenge naming the
satisfactory, It’s a shame that, mercially.
Having already demon¬ capitals of the United States. The
when tv has 90 minutes, at its dis¬ strated her skills
on the sales spiels songwriter won, 48 to 47. Car¬
posal, that it can’t come up with for Chrysler Corp.
on "Climax,” michael haa done a lot of films,
anything more solid.
Miss Costa on the Jack Benny show plays a lot of piano, once had a
Production-wise, the show was Sunday (17), showed her talents on television series. In the filmed
okay, though the outer space se¬ vocalistics with her rendition of “Telephone Time” segment over
quences <lotsa pretty girls smother¬ “Un bel di vedramo.” She has a ABC-TV last Tuesday (12), he
ing the visitor from Earth) were well-developed soprano that seems shows up as a- cleffer with a sense
corny without being as funny as, carefully, schooled and colorful as of ethics.- Rbw versatile can one
presumably, they were meant to be; welL Again Miss Costa proved be—even a guy who wrote the allIt was as if everyone concerned hey ability to be a foil for Benny's: time hit parader “Stardust” (words
somehow wanted to convey the lines and generally gave an excel¬ by Miltchell Parish).
slim idea that, maybe, this whole lent account of herself.
How the segment reached the
thing wasn’t a daydream on
The rest of the session came up “TT” series is. probably of greater
Wayne’s part after all.
to.the Benny standards. John' trade interest than the script. Sub¬
Wayne’s performance showed Forsythe of .“Bachelor Father” titled, “I Get Along. Without You
skill and4 he underplayed cleverly aided Miss Costa in completing Very Well," as per Carmichael’s
for maximum effects. Peter Lorre comedy situations. There was an¬ tune bearing a. 1940 copyright, it
came on as an elderly psychiatrist, other bit with. Lassie, and JonJPro- is actually a pilot created and, pro-.
and Meredith did a bit as one of; yost that accounted. for; t lbjtsa
' (Contin&d^^ ^'r
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CAMERA THREE
1 HIGH ADVENTURE WITH
(3-Part German Culture Series)
LOWELL THOMAS
With Jame» Macandrew, David; With Thomas, host-narrator, Peter
O’Sullivan, others
.Opatoshu, William Shatner,
Greta Keller, Beatrice Lind, Exec. Producer: Gilbert A. Ralston
. Herbert Kelson, Arthur Kleiner, Director: Lee Robinson
Writers: Judith Bublick, Gil Alex¬
Jimmy Berg, others
ander, Prosper Buranelli'
Producer: Lewis Freedman
60 Mins.; Tues. (12); 8 p.m.
Director; Clay Yurdin
Writers: ‘Clair Roskam, Warren GENERAL MOTORS
CBS-TV (film).
Wallace
(Campbell-Ewald)
30' Mins., Sun., 11:30 a.m,
CBS-TY, from N.Y.
The commentary and old-fash¬
WCBS-TV’s
“Camera
Three” ioned travelog perspective robbed
had its own 00-minute spectacular this hour documentary adventure
on the CBS-TV “little network” film on the wilds of New Guinea
via superlative examination of ma¬ of its impact and splendor.
In the film footage itself, shot
jor arms of show business in the
pre-Hitler era. Had the CBS N.Y. under the banner of Odyssey Pro¬
flagship’s web-deployed series ductions, there was ample interest,
been welded into a . continuous excitement, beauty and punch.
hour-and-a-half, it would undoubt¬ Apparently with much expense,
edly have attracted wider atten¬ the cameras of the Thomas expedi¬
tion. As is, the. three-part study tion-travelled into the New Guinea
on successive Sundays ending this hinterlands where the headhunters
past Sabbath (17)-morning was a and more primitive tribes live.
prime contribution to an under¬ They came back with a lot of fresh
standing of the political and social and. exciting footage of the tribes¬
aspects of pre-nazi Germany utiliz¬ men, the country and some of its
ing the foremost components of the customs.
In the editing process, too much
theatrical profession as the jump¬
ing off points in the three half-hour footage was spent on Thomas and
his troupe. Once their identifica¬
segments.
• The first-study on Nov. 3, aptly, tion and venture was established
titled “Warning Shadows,” drew the film story should have con-,
upon painting and films for its centrated more on New Guinea,
points; in the former category, for- there was the story, the un¬
work by Kirchner, Grosz, Klee, known. country being brought hack
Ernst - and Kandinsky; in cinema¬ on film for the viewers’ vicarious
tics, an art form in. which Germany adventhre.
The/commentary was the weakest
was a world leader before Hitler
stepped upon the scene, clips were portion of the show. Thomas, an
shown of such memorables as “The old hand at this type of show, in
Last Laugh”. “Uberfall,”
“As-, his narration of his “Seven Wan¬
phalt,” “The Cabinet of Dr. Cali-' ders of the World” Cinerama pro¬
duction, had used a similar motif
gari” and, of course, “Variety.”
and perspective But what may he
Middle part of the trilogy (Nov. palatable with the Cinerama round
10) was a grim but highly illumi¬ I screen and stereophonic sound
nating analysis done in terms of stands out like a sore thumb on
Germany’s expressionist theatre, the borne tv set. Knowledgeable
staged in vertical dimension befit¬ man’s understanding of far-away
ting the overall mood, as con¬ places and people have changed
trasted with orthodox “horizontal”
since the Fitzpatrick travelogs.
staging.
That a fbrm of brain¬ u, Thomas, in his narration of “un¬
washing .already was commencing controlled” New Guinea, constantly
in the T920s clearly evident in su¬ warned of approaching cannibals
perbly done excerpts from three out to do their stuff but the viewer
dramas, George Kaiser’s “Gas,” saw comparatively tame natives,
Ernst Toller’s “Hoppla, Such Is sometimes bewildered, sometimes
Life,” and “Prisoners Miring Ce¬ friendly. The segment dealing with
ment, from Bertolt Brecht’s “The the Australian patrol officer,, Pete
Private Life of the Master Race.” O’Sullivan, on his mission of reIt was a powerful series jof vig¬ | turning an abducted native girl to
nettes featuring David Opatoshu her tribe proved interesting; But
and William .Shatner.
[there again, her reception at the
Last Sunday's final closeup was 1 village appeared theatrical. There
by far the most appealing, per¬ [was some marvelous footage of
haps because it was in the “popu¬ natives, their dancing, their rites
lar” idiom. This tdok up the Ger¬ in heralding the young men into
man cabaret before the goosestep adulthood, of the country and river
took over—the cabaret in its pure¬ and of some of the wildlife. Show¬
ly intimiate form as a wide lure ing of bare-topped native Women
for tentonic intelligentsia, as dis¬ was unusual for tv, although such
tinct from the conventional “night travelog scenes are familiar to
club.” Here, all the political, so¬ moviegoers.
cial and economic foibles and
Despite its faults, the series, the
mores of many cotmtries found ex¬ j first of seven which Will unreel
pression via comedy, satire, and once per month on CBS-TV, should
declamation, in song and story, in ; not be sold short. The camera work
bluesy and ballad stuff; what the I is excellent, Thomas is a w.k. per¬
French have trademarked almost sonality, and man’s hunger for
uninterruptedly lit their avant armchair adventure is strong.
garde “intimeries” the Germans
The Delco-Remy battery, a GM
were obliged to abandon in the on¬ product, is riding on the series. It
rush of Hitler’s hordes.
would be wise if Delco-Remy would
Viennese
producer-writer-com¬ forego one type of commercial in
poser Herbert Nelson charmingly the New. Guinea chapter* While the
philosophized on the great transi¬ viewer is following the arrival of
tion, in talk and song, and spoke Thomas’ boat at a trading spot, the
meaningfully about ; the function spotlight turns to the arrival of
of the “conf erencier.” * Qiher songs Delco-Remy batteries at the same
keyed to the particular subject un¬ outpost, the jobs they do? etc. The
der Study were purveyed brilliantly ; injected commercial episode de¬
by Greta Keller, the' stately inter¬ tracts from the credibility of the
national othrush, and Jthe handsome entire filmed adventure. . Hotq.
Beatrice Lind.
Arthur Kleiner
was in ’ the discussion with, his THIS ’N’ THAT
piano as fulcrun. Jinimy Berg was With Betty Kennedy
Producer: Marion Dunn
piano accompanist.
James Macandrew, the vigorous 15 Mins.; Tue., 3:45 pan.
series’ moderator, deftly . moved CBOT, Ottawa
Mrs. Betty Kennedy (nee'Styran),
about for little interviews to cue
the discussions, and was seen onetime Ottawa Citizen staffer who
smiling engagingly foe perhaps the has travelled a good deal, is hostess
first time , in his long “Camera on this neat new show for house¬
Three” career. ^CBS-TV’s Pub- wives with two brains to rub to¬
An
attractive blOndeAffery produces. “Camera” in co¬ gether.
op With the N.Y* fState .Education streaked brunette with pleasant
voice
.and
wafcm
personality, she
Dept., with Lewis Freedman rein¬
ing, Clay. Yurdin directing, and was nervous at first but quickly
scripts by Clair Roskam and War¬ relaxed.
First subject was Thomas Meyer,
ren Wallace—w top-rung Public
new CQnductor Of Ottawa Sym¬
Affairs corps.
Trau.
phony, very much at ease and out¬
going. “Music makes mankind be¬
come. brothers,” be said, and talked
about his plans for the season.
After some good photography of
Frank Young has-been named a chrysanthethum show at the
manager of the tv show publicity Capital’s
Central
Experimental
department of General Public Re¬ Farm—with lilting music and . very
little talk—Miss Canada 1957 ap¬
lations, the Benton dc Bowles p.r.
peared. A statuesque brunet from
subsidiary. Young,'who exited as Windsor, Ont, named Joan Fitz¬
publicity director of the NTA Film patrick, she stressed that she’d
been chosen in a beauty pageant,
Network a couple of months back
not contest—difference being that
to move into the B&B setup, re¬ talent! takes top points in the for¬
ports to GPR prexy Ward Steven¬ mer. An amateur actress who’s
son.
already played St Joan, her $1,000
Prior to his NTA Rim Network prize will further her dramat:c
stint. Young was publicity chief career. She spoke well, but looked
at Screen Gems and was director away most of the time, destroying
rapport.
of the NBC press dept. In his new
Mrs. Kennedy’s questions were
spot> Young will supervise pub¬ generally natural and always in¬
licity on “Danny Thomas Show,” telligent. Marion Dunn’s overall
“Loretta Young Show,” ^‘Decem¬ production was effective. Stanza,
ber Bride,”. “Zane Grey .'Theatre” unspdnspre& was followed by. a
and other 'accduhYs.* ' " ’ *f‘ "
shot commercial.
Gara.

Frank Young to GPR
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ON BORROWED TIME
HOLIDAY IN LAS VEGAS
GENERAL MOTORS 50th ANNI¬
(Hallmark Hall of Fame)
With Ann Sothern, Sammy Davis
VERSARY SHOW
With Ed Wynn, Claude Rains,
Jr.; Tony Randall, Vic Damone, With Kirk Douglas,, narrator; June
Beulah Bondi, Dennis Kohler,
Jayne Mansfield; David Rose,
Allyson, Don Ameche, Pat Boone,
Margaret Hamilton,
Mildred
musical director
Ernest Borgnine, Eddie Bracken,
Trares, William A. Lee, Larry Producer; Jack Rayel
Carol Burnett, Claudette Colbert,
Gates, William LeMassena, Frank Director: Kirk Browning
Hans Conreid, Dan Dailey, Jac¬
Tweddell, D. Wood, Dorothy Writers: Hal Tolkin, Neil Simon,
ques D’Amboise, Alice Ghostley,
Eaton, Schuyler Larsen, Robin¬
Lucille Kallen
Helen Hayes, Howard Keel, Steve
son
Stone, George Sullivan, 60 Mins.; Sat. (16) 8 p.m.
Lawrence, Bambi Linn, Peg
EXQUISITE FORM
David Leland
Lynch, Carmen Matthews, DoExec Producer: Mildred Freed NBC-TV, from Las Vegas
retta Morrow, Cyril Ritchard,
Alberg
Chita Rivera, Dinah Shore, Kent
( Grey)
Producer-director: George Schaefer
Smith, others
First of three Las Vegas-origAdaptor: James Costigan
Producer; Jess Oppenheimer
inating specials out of the Henry Direclorr CharleslDubTn
90 Mins., Sun. (17), 5:30 p.m.
HALLMARK CARDS
Jaffe Enterprises shop bowed Sat-’ W'riter: Helen Deutsch
NBC-TV. from N.Y. (color)
urday night (16) on NBC-TV in the ?5S^.DireStor:
Green
(Foote, Cone & Belding)
8 to 9 slot under Exquisite Form GENERAL ‘ MOTORS P m
Let George do it. If there’s any¬ auspices, necessitating the pre-. NBC-T^, from New York (color)
body in television with a track re¬ j emption of Perry Como. One more
(Kudneri
cord for producing and staging top¬ j like it and Como will probably
nG®Uil?g a score
stars on. and
1,
,
.
,
.
,
,
*
,
..j
oft
the
tv
screen
without a mishap
flight drama with taste and sen¬ have to start from scratch to build ib in itself a herculean
feat. But
sitivity, it’s “Hallmark Hall of an audience.
“Holiday in Las , to integrate such a formidable talFame’s” George Schaefer,
and Vegas” was, in terms of present-. ent lineup as represented on Sun¬
Sunday afternoon’s (17) production
day tv standards, downright in-; day night’s (17) two-hour "General
of Paul Osborn’s melancholy fan¬
excusable as entertainment.
j Motors 50th Anniversary Show” on
tasy, “On Borrowed Time,” was public—or that segment which.5 NBC-TY in
a smooth-running,
another measure of his consistency. suffered through it — rates an : practically flawless production that
Schaefer and a topnotch cast apology.
: combined warmth with rich enterheaded by Ed Wynn and Claude
As a presumably Vegas-tempocd, tainment values is a rare occurRams, come forth with a beautiful entry, it might just as well havetrence indeed for tv. The mere
and touching production of the originated out of Burbank or New i thought of dovetailing such diverse
story of an old man’s personal York for all its inspirational qual- j talents Is a frightening one; to
battle with death. For Wynn, it ity. Most of it was so bad that the ‘ bring it off in style as a satisfying
was another entry on the list of stripped-to-the-bra models extoll- ■ 120-minute whole and in the
triumphs he’s racked up in the ing the virtues of Exquisite Form ‘ process to extract peak performpast year as a serious dramatic (and there was no stinting on this * ance vignettes without resort to
actor.
His performance as the score) came as a welcome and re- ‘ extraneous folderol is a tribute to
obstreperous but lovable old man freshing relief.
j alv responsible for this $750,000
had depth, understanding and com¬
Considering the talents recruit- GM super-special,
plete believability.
ed for the display, which included [
Here was marquee lure unpreRains, recreating his old role as Ann Sothern Sammy Davis Jr..; cedented within the framework of
Mr. Brink, suffered occasional Vic Damone. Jayne Mansfield and | a single tv show, including Kirk
troubles with his lines, but his Tony Randall, it . was, for the most i Douglas as narrator, June Allyson,
overall performance was a fine part, low-calibre vaudeo, played in Don Ameche, Pat Boone, Ernest
contribution in perfect counter¬ a way which suggested that every- -Borgnine,-Claudette Colbert, Eddie
balance to Wynn's, contrasting body involved couldn’t wait to j Blacken, Dinah Shore, Bambi Linn,
calm, wisdom and inevitability with have it done with and get back to j Dan Dailey, Hans Conreid. Helen
impatience, abruptness and con¬ the^dice tables.
Hayes, Kent Smith, Doretta MorDamone probably fared better. row, Howard Keel, Steve Lawrence,
trariness* Dennis Kohler, as Pud,
the grandson, was letter-perfect tham anyone else with his songs. Alice Ghostley, Cyril Ritchard and a
and convincing; Beulah Bondi in but in a day and age in tv when j flock, Qf others. Yet practically every
her abbreviated role as the grand¬ vocalists are a dime a dozen cross- j one served rewardingly in trans¬
*kls hardly comes under j ]ating scripter Helen Deutsch’s
mother, was the personification of it?
gentle
righteousness;
Margaret the heading of an innovation. For thematic “pursuit of happiness”
Davis it was an off-night,] kaleidoscope into fine entertainHamilton, despite the type-casting
failing < ment it never was pretentious or
was excellent as the nasty old aunt. his .Fascinatin Rhythm
Supporting cast, topped by Mildred to go anywhere. Towards the end I over-sophisticated. When it was
show he Jmd some dancers unashamedly sentimental, it skirted
Trares,. William LeMassena- and
Larry Gates, was fine.’,
ien?agied»m a 's Jit °* ®?ughter
j bathos. In the varying extensions
- James Costigan, who did the 10-to-l Avenue, with its frontier | Gf the realize-life-while-you-live-it
memorable adaptation of “The saloon background, but it wound, theme, it brought into play the
up
as
a
mishmash
of
confusion
stars. best moods and modes of exCradle Song” for Hallmark a
and low-key production that preb- J pression
couple of years back, turned in ably left the viewer scratching his
.„
another superb job on the “Time” head in bewilderment.
; threaded together by prob ; aucer
script Warren Clymer’s settings
But there was lots more be-1
ducer Jess
Jess _ Oppenheimer, Miss
had just the right unpretentious wilderment, too, centering around
„ i Deutsch’s scripting (with extra
touch but showed up beautifully the contribs of Miss Sothern, Ran¬ material by Araie Sultan, Marvin
in NBC’s color production. Schae¬ dall and Miss Mansfield, with the Worthy and Richard Deroy). Char¬
fer’s cameras slipped occasionally writers hardly.helping to alleviate les Dubin’s direction and topflight
in the last act, showing a boom and the distress. Miss Mansfield was assists from the other behind-theeven a quick-slip shot pf a camera paired with Randall In some to-do camera components, the GM show
moving in, but these were incon¬ about love-making under various flayed as though it were a “sea¬
sequential in the overall quality-of circumstances, hut their make be¬ soned” production. The pacing and
the production. Color television, lieve histrionics were boring to the spacing were just right for a proper
incidentally, was never more im¬ point of distraction. Then there correlation of the comedy, drama
pressive than in the Hallmark com¬ was a Mansfield-Sothem-Damone and satirical elements interlaced
and
mercials.
Chiin.
showgirl type nuinbep with attend- with
... the. singing
,
^ the. dancing—
,„
ant choreography that was strictlv all keyed to Kirk Douglas’ “converout of yesterday’s tv, while a ver-j sat.10n P*ec®s
with Ernest BorCOTLAND YARD
bal encounter between the Misses gnine and always returning to the
Vail of Death)
- A
Mansfield and Sothern got all tan¬ same motif. (Douglas was an Ideal
1th Edgar Lustgarden, host-nar¬ gled Up in bad and faulty recita¬ choice as narrator).
rator; Cfril Chamberlain, Ver¬ tion.
. Thus the GM frolic spanned the
non Greeves, Vanda Godsell,
Anyone was lucky to have sat gamut of feeling and emotion.
Ferdy Mayne, Douglas Hays, this one out.
Rose.
There was Pat Boone's “sad lover”
others
amid the Hard! Gras festivities.
roduoer: Alec Snowden
There was Eddie Bracken’s hilari¬
irector: Montgomery Tally
FUN WITH FRENCH
ties in an encounter with Hans
liters: Tully, Judith Warlen
With Mrs. Ann Slack, others
Conreid as a book salesman, and
) Mins.; Sun., 10 p.m.
Producer: Donald Schein
later Bracken’s teaming with Alice
3ft
Mins.;
Mon.,
9:30
un.
ENERAL FOODS
Ghostley and two excellent Juves,
MOHAWK - HUDSON COUNCIL Tirrell Barbery and Dennis Joel,
BC-TV (film)
ON EDUCATIONAL’ TELEVI¬ for a fun-packed “togetherness”
(Young & Riibicam'*
SION
home scene. A Dan Dailey-Steve
A routine entry is this British
Lawrence-Carol Burnett
‘ ^awreuce-juaroi
flurneii teamup
leamup on
aport about Scotland Yard, pro¬
M?ar* of ia “Past aod future sequence” and
ceed under the aegis of Anglo the
e Mohawk-Hudson Council’s two 1 as
^ a “Bullfrog Patrol” vocal trio
malgamated Film Distributors, half-hour morning programs five had pleasurable moments, as did
times weekly, on time made avail¬
adging from the initial episode, able by General Electric-owned the Don Ameche-Peg Lynch bit on
domesticity reminiscent of the
tis dramatic documentary of Scot- WRGB, ’Tun With French” con¬
early “Bickersons.”
Cyril Bit*
nd
Yard
sleuthing,
hardly tinues to be an outstanding educa¬ chard's “suicide bridge” encounter
tatches up to the excitement and tional. Hard to believe that a bet¬ with moppet Claudia Crawford and
ter language program using chil¬ their dueling on “Mutual Admira¬
iystery associated with Britain’s dren is presented on American tel¬
tion Society” was one of the show’s
evision, or that the professional high, marks. A “Symphony of the
tmed service.
-The outing concerned itself with teaching ranks has a more photo¬ Senses” film proved a fascinating
ie tracking down of the murderer genic member on camera than excursion, enhanced by its muted
French-bora Ann Slack.
tint values.
: a circus daredevil motorcyclist,
Wife of a former GI and asso¬
The topper came in the song Sc
is wife,, portrayed by Vanda ciated with the Schenectady public
dance dept, when Dinah Shore,
pdsell, looked mighty .suspicious school system, Mrs. Slack is per¬ Howard Keel, Doretta Morrow and
ght from the beginning and there fect for her role, in background, Dan Dailey either in solo, duet or
knowledge, projectability and ap¬ foursome, had themselves a 15as little suspense connected with
pearance. Smartly - dressed and minute ball as their vocals, regis¬
roving that she did the ugly job. speaking fluent English, with a
tered to the show’s “love” se¬
nother suspect was an aerialist, French accent, she stands closeups quence, ’ were interspersed with
Layed by Ferdy Mayne, who was —used frequently to emphasize some imaginative terping by Bambi
pronunciation—remarkably well Linn, Jacques D’Amboise and Chita
jiving an affair with the murderMrs. Slack, who had college drama Rivera (latter out of the “West
!S, but the cards against him were experience, teaches French to and
Side Story” legiter). It was a
io obviously stacked for him to with a group of attractive third- simply-styled, enormously effective,
grade pupils, for in-school view¬ chirp & terp roundelay of an un¬
; the culprit.
ing, on the first segment; with interrupted mood. Dinah Shore
The circus .backdrop lent some
fourth graders, on the second: Par¬ looked particularly stunning and
florful atmosphere And the intro- ents and other interested “outsid¬
was in fine voice.
ig of some offbeat personalities, ers” are secondary targets. Mrs.
Two closing segments featured
ut the episode was hogged down Slack's emphasis here is on learn¬ Helen Hayes in a remembrancesing
to
speak,
not
read,
French.
She;
j a hackneyed script by Tully and
of-things-past recitative and June
idith Warden. Good number of includes songs and games, occa- , Allyson doing one of the more
:enes took place at night and the sionally being assisted by another < poignant scenes from “Our Town”
an assist by Carmen Matlooting failed to compensate suf- teacher (Mrs. Gibson). A guide | thews. Miss Hayes’ was a condently for the lack' of light for home viewers is offered.
rTun With
French” merges i trolled, beautiful reading and Miss
rimlnologist and author Egar
liStgarden was glib and com- sound showmanship with authentic j Allyson* if not the ideal Emily, ,
Jaco.
Igave a sensitive portrayal. Rose,
irtable as host-narrator. Horo, \ Instruction.

0
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Marit Torn, N, Y. Herald Tribune

Over 50,000,000 Americans saw the General Motors .
50tli Anniversary Show on NBC Television last Sunday
night. It averaged a 54.1 share of audience—mere viewers
thajti watched all other networks and local stations
combined*
Jack Gould, The New York Times, wrote: .. rewardingly experimental in approach .. artistic television of a
high order... enormous style and imagination ... followed
no usual or conventional pattern ... It was a long forward
step in creative musical work on television.”
Larry Walters, Chicago Tribune, called it “TV's most
opulent and splendorous two hours to date.” Jack O’Brian,
N. Y. Journal-American, wrote: “There could hardly be a
bigger show this season.” Helm, Daily Variety, wrotei
“It had that golden glow from stem to stern... RCA color

had the magnificence of a rainbow.” Herschell Hart, De¬
troit News, said: “It was worthy of the sponsor’s half-cen¬
tury celebration ”
The General Motors 50th Anniversary Show was an
NBC Television production. It takes its place with the
other great shows already seen on NBC this season—for
example. Green Pastures, On Borrowed Time and Pinocchio. It is also a measure of others yet to come—Van John¬
son in The Pied Piper of Hamelin, Mary Martin in Annie
Get Your Gun, co-starring John Raitt, Maurice Evans in
Twelfth Night, and the Shirley Temple Story Book Series.
For the exciting and original, look to „. .

NBC TELEVISION

TV-FILMS
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PfiRIETY- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and na¬

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children?s mqrket. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s$
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the Sta¬
tion’s channel; all channels above J3 are lJHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

tional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research. Bur¬
eau on a monthly basis.

Cities icitl be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This \ ARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, ichich can be used by distributors, agencies,,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of .a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be paid to time—day and

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

STATION

BOSTON

Approximate Set Count—-1,400,000

WBZ ..
1. Whirlybirds (Adv).
Frontier <W). ..WNAC ..
3. The Iloneymooners (Co)- .. WNAC. ..
WBZ ...
4. Star Performance (Dr)
. WBZ _

Z.

WNAC...
6. Captain David Grief (Adv) .
7. Golden Playhouse (Dr). .WBZ ...
8. Silent Service (Adv) . . WBZ ...:
9. State Trooper (Adv).. „. . WNAC...
10, Highway Patrol (Adv) . . WBZ ...

WASHINGTON
■

,

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.

9.
10.

■■

DISTRIB.

OCTOBER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

SHARE

SETS IN |
USE
I

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA.

Stations-—WBZ (4), WNAC (7)

..CBS .
...27.3. .... 71.3. .... 38.3 Yankee News; Weather—
.. NBC.... Fri. 10-30-11 00 ...
.. .21.8 ... _50.6. _43.1
. . CBS. .Sat. 10:30-11:00 ... ....21.7.,., .... 51.1_ .... 42.5 Your Hit Parade.
. .Official. .Sun.-10:30-ll:00 ... ... .19.0 .... _50.6. .... 3s:o State Trooper .
. . CBS
. _ Wpd 10-30-11-00 .. . . 18 8 ... ... 50.7 _ _37 1 U.S. Steel Hour_.'.
.. Guild . .Tues. 8:30-9:00 _ ....18.5.... .... 31.7...., .... 58.4 George Gobel .
. .Official. .Wed. 7:00-7:30 ..., . . . .18.4.... .... 58.2. .... 31.6 Patti Page .
. .NBC . .Fri. 7:00-7:30 ..... .... 18.2.... .... 59.9. .... 30.4 Yankee News; Weather..,
•
Patti Page
.,.
. .MCA. ..Sun. 10:30-11:00 ... _18.0. _47,4. .... 33.0 Star Performance.
. .Ziv . .Sat. 7:00-7:30 ..... ....17.9.... .... 45.2. .... 39.6 Harbourmaster .

Approximate Set Count-—800,000
.___

,

.. WNAC ...
..WBZ _
..WBZ ....
..WNAC
..WNAC ...
..WBZ ....
..WNAC ...
..WNAC ...
..WNAC ...
..WBZ _
..WNAC ...

...10.2
.. .19.5
. ..18.7
...18.0
.. .16.2
...36.5
...11.9
... 9.6
... 9.6
... 19.0
...21.3

Stations-—WRC (4), WTTG (5), WMAL (7), WTOP (9)

...

Highway Patrol (Adv)... .WTOP. ... Ziv,... ...... Sat.7:00-7:30
.....
Gray Ghost (Adv) .... WTOP. ... CBS. .Sat. 10:30-11:00 ....
Martin Kane (Myst).... WRC ..... ... Ziv ....
_Wed. 10:30-11:00 ...
Annie Oakley (W)_.._ .WTOP_ ... CBS........ .Fri. 7:00-7:30 ..
Silent Service (Adv) . .,WTOP. ... NBC. ...... Tues. 10:30-11:00 ...
Last of the Mohicans (TV)_. WTRC . ... TP A. .Wed.7:00-7:30 .....
Men of Annapolis (Adv)
.. WTOP. ... Ziv..
WMAL.
Sheena of the Jungle (Adv)
... .ABC. .Mon. 6:00-6-30 .....
WRC. ...CBS.. .Tues. 10:30-11:00 ...
The Iloneymooners (Co).
WMAL.'... . .. .MCA. __ Fri. 10:30-11:00
State Trooper (Adv) .
,

MINNTOLIS-ST. PAUL Approximate Set Count—515,000

RATING

■

..

.... 63.0. ..
.... 38.1.: ..
.... 38.8....... ..
..
.... 39.5.
.... 35.4. ..
.... 42.9....;.. ..
.32.7.. ..
_52.9.. ..
....lU.... .... 31.1. ..
.... 10.8.... _22.7.. ..

. ... 18.9.
.. .'.17.7_
_133....
,...13.6....
....13.0.,..
... .12.9....
....12.3....
_11.8,..,

30.0
46.4
35.6
34.4
36.7
30.1
37.6
22.3
36.7
47 5

__i_'

_______

Bowl the Champ...
Your Hit Parade..
U.S. Steel Hour.
Susie ...
The Honeymooners......
News—#lobn Daly-News—John Daly..
Early Show
Silent Service ..
Person to Person.,

.... WMAL . 4.7
....WRC .. .14.5
_WTOP . ......13.9
....WRC .. .10.2
......11.4
.... WMAL .10.9
.... WMAL ...,.,14.2
/...WTOP . .5.0
....WTOP . .13.0
_WTOP . .24.1

Stations—WCCO (4), KSTP (5), KMGM (9), WTCN (11)

%

1. State Trooper (Adv) . KSTP. ....MCA. . Tues. 8:30-9:00 ... .17 5'.
KSTP. . ... :MCA.. ... Thurs. 8:30-9:00 . .*•15.3......
3. Dr. Christian (Dr) . . WCCO_.Ziv.. . Sat. 9:30-10:00 . ., 14.7.
3. Highway Patrol (Adv). .KSTP ....
. .Thurs. 10:30-11:00 .... ’ .14.7.
4. Popeye Clubhouse (Ch) .,... .W'CCO.
. Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6:00 ... . .14.3.
.KSTP. __MCA.. Wed.9:30-1000 ...... . .14.1.
McCann-Erirksnn ..Sat. 6:00-6:30 ... . . .12.9.;....
6. Death Valley Days (W) . WCCO _
.Ziv .; . Sat. 4:30-5:00 __
. .11.7.
7. Cisco Kid (W). . WCCO
8. Annie Oakley
.. . .KSTP. _CBS. . Sat 5:00-5:30 . . .11.1.
9. Mr. District Attorney (Myst) KSTP...... . . r . Ziv .
. .Wed. 10:30-11:00 . : .11.0.

iW) ...

..
..
..
..
..
..

65.3.
53.4,....
28.1.
28.4...*,
76.5.
51.9.

.. 49.1.

.KSTP. ..... Cross-Krasne. . Sun. 8:30-9:00 . . .11.0. ... 18.5.
9. O. Henry Playhouse (Dr)
Iff. Abbott & Costello (Co). WCCO_
. Sat. 10:00-10:30 a.m. .. ..10.6...... .. 39.8.

SEATTLE-TACOMA
1.
1,
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
8.
8.
9.
10.

Judge Roy Bean (W) .. .
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)
Last of the Mohicans (W)
Studio 57 (Dr) .

1. Highway Patrol (Adv)

6.

7.
8.
9.
Iff.

Stations—KOMO (4),KING (5),KTNT (11),KTVW (13)

Badge 714 (Myst).
. KING. _NBC.. Sun. 6:00-6:30 ..
Whirlybirds (Adv).... .KING. ....CBS . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ... . .
Search for Adventure (Adv)
KING. ..;. Bagnall . .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ......
Death Valley Days (W). .KOMO. .... McCann-Erickson.. .Thurs. 9:00-9:30 .
.KOMO..,..
....Ziv. . Thurs.7:00-7:30 _
Highway Patrol (Adv) ....
Men of Annapolis (Adv) .... .KOMO. .:..Ziv ..
.Fri. 10:00-10:30 .....
Sheriff of Cochise (W). . KING. ,... NT A ... Sat. 7:00-7:30 ...
\v>d 7-sn-fi-nn
NBC
. .
KING___ ..

COLUMBUS

2.
S.
4.
5.

Approximate Set Count—500,000

KING.
KOMO.
KING __
. KING......

.... Screencraft.__ WTed, 7:00-7:30
....Guild .. .Tues. 7:00-7:30
...TPA.. Mon. 6:00-6:30
....MCA..
. Fri. 7:00-7:30. .

.
.......
.
..

.. 27 5.. .65.0. ... 42.3
.47.7. ... 57.6
. 27.5..
. .25.3.. .46.7. ... 553
. ... 66.2
...24.1.. .36.4..
...23.8.. .41.3. ... 57.6
.. 22.9 ..
... 43.9
.. 20.0 .. .39.1. ... 51.2
193 . . 29 8 _ ... 64 8
...18.8.. .36.9. ... 51.0
,, .18.8.. ....34.8. ... 54.0
. .17.6.. --- 50.1.
35.1
. . 16.7 -. .38.8.... ... 43.0

.Tues. 9:30-10:00 .....
.Sun.8:30-9:00 .......
_TPA. ; .Sat 9:30-10:00 ......
.... MCA.-... . Wred. 9:30-10:00 .....
... H-TV.... .Fri. 9:30-10:00 ......
. Fri. 9:00-9:30 .
... NTA..
... ABC....... . Mon. 10:00-10:30 _
... Gross-Krasne..... , Fri. 10:00-10:30 .....
... CBS___
.Mon. 6:00-6:30 “..
.. .‘MCA... . Fri. 10:15-10:45 ..t,.

Meet the Press .. ‘. .KOMO ...
Highway Patrol. .KOMO ...
26 Men. .KOMO ...
Pat Boone ..
.KING ...
.KING. ...
Whirlybirds ..
Waterfront.
KTNT . . .
.KTNT ...
KOMO ...
Big Record _......... .KTNT ...
Phil Silvers. .KTNT ...
Mickey Rooney... .KOMO ...
.KTNT ...
Trackdown..

,. .23.8
.,.14.4
...26.8
.. .27.5
...14.8
.. .16.1
.. 3L9
...19.0
.,.22.3
...10.4
...14.1

Stations—-WLW-C f4), WTVN (6). WBNS (10)

Approximate Set Count —357,000

WBNS ...
WBNS.
Death Valley Days (W)
Hawkeye (W). . WTBNS ....
Crusader (Adv). . WLW-C....
Frontier Doctor (IV). .WTVN.....
Sheriff of Cochise (WT).
WTVN.
Code 3 (Adv) ..
.. WLW-C....
G. Henry Playhouse (Dr)
.. WTVN.
Annie Oaklev (W). .WBNS.....
Waterfront (Adv). . WBNS_

Eve Arden.:... .. WCCO ,.. ....23.8
Playhouse 90:. ., WCCO ... .. . .19.9
MGM Time..... .; KMGM .. _11.0
... 22.5 MGM Time...... ..KMGM ... .... 3.3
... 26.8 Mickey Mouse Clijb. ..WTCN ... _8.5
... 50.1
..WCCO ... _20.5
.., 45.5 Perry Como.. .. KSTP ... ,...30.5
All
Star
Golf.....
..WTCN ... .,.. 2.0
... 15.3
... 21.4 Championship Bowling „.,...WCCO ...
6.1
... 22.4 Red Owl Theatre........ ..KMGM .. .... 5.9
Frank Seifert. ..WTCN ... _5.0
... 59.4 What’s My Line.......... ..WCCO ... .,. . 26.1
... 11.8 True Story.. ..KSTP ... .... 1.2

31.8...... -55.1
.. 27.2. ... 56.3
.. 36.7. ... 40.1

.. .41.0. >
.. .33.6 ..
.. .28.9..
...25.1..
...24
... 19.3..
...17.3.,
. ..16.7
.. .15.7..
...14.7..

A.,

f

.71.7.
.52.1......
.51.0__
.51.9.
.47.2.

. .. 57.2
... 64.5
...56,7
... 48.4
... 51.7
....... 38.1. ... 50.6
.41.9. ... 41.3
... 41.3
.58.6. .,i.. ... 26.8
...35.5

LBig 10 Highlights.

WLW-C ..
.WLW-C .,
Your Hit Parade........... .WLW-C ...
U.S. Steel Hour..... .WBNS ...
.WBNS ...
.WBNS ...
News—Chet Long ....... .WBNS ...
News—Chet Long..
.WBNS ....
Hopalong Cassidy.. .WTVN ...
.WTVN v..
G. Henry Playhouse"!
WLW-C
Life"of RSley^.v.r

;

... 12.0
... 29.9
. ..18 3
...19.7
. . .20.3
...22.6
...24.6
...24.6
_6.7
. ,16.7
.!;43.3

:
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Fraser onFables, Facts & Figures
'
"
London, Nov. .19.
Quote from Sir Robert Fraser,-independent Television Authority
topper, on the ratings race between BBC-TV and commercial tv:
“Who is Hot now so bored with competitive crowing over audi¬
ence figures as barely to be able to stick it?
‘X could scream at the tiniest little rating!
“But what do you do? What is the answer to myth and fable ex¬
cept fact and figure? ,
“You don’t have any serious programs, they say.
"Oh yes we do, you reply, we have—and you steel yourself to
recite the catalog of independent television's remarkable news,
political, and religious programs.
“Ah, they say, you may have more of these programs than the
BBC, but'you put them on when everyone is either in the bus or
in bed, so no one sees them.
“Angels defend m?, you reply, we put them on when we3havb
found it best-,'and they have very large audiences indeed,
“Nothing like the BBC's, I bet, they say.
“Well now, you reply, mercifully capable of not listening to your¬
self in this dreadful routine, in homes able to £hoose between
them, ‘Free Speech' has an'audience seven times bigger than the
‘Brains Trust/ ‘Youth Wants To Know/ twice
bi|j as ‘Press con¬
ference/ ‘This Week/ twice as big as ‘Panorama/ !
*
“But you're not saying, they ask, that ‘Free Speech/ is seven
times as good as the ‘Brains Trust?’
s
“No, you say, I'm not, I am merely saying it has seven times the
appeal And now you lose your head. You really think you’ve got
something, and you slam it in: We get as high a rating for‘Free
Speech' as the BBC gets for Vera Lynn, a larger audience for ‘Rov¬
ing Report* than the BBC gets for Tony Hancock, and Alan Tay¬
lor's last lecture was delivered to more people than Saw ‘It’s Mag¬
ic/ and ‘This Week' usually has a higher rating than any BBC pro¬
gram of-any kind whatever.
“But don’t think you have finished with them. They’re now com¬
ing over with their big pne. Oh well, they say, if all you care about
are ratings...
“You would have done better never to start.”

-4-

London, Nov. 19.

Daly Program Diet Starting Jan. 1

Eli WaUach in Britain
For ‘Counsellor’ TV’er

Brit ComTA-R's
$2,800,000 Loss;
3d Year Looks Up

Granada’s Studio Six

The A-R topper said the com¬
pany started from scratch and had
less than a year in which to equip
London, Nov. 19.
itself, to get on the air and stay
Rational Telefilm. Associates are on the air. It had to buy a sub¬
awaiting approval from the Board stantial stock of filmed programs
of Trade to open a British subsidi¬ to insure program continuity while
ary. The outfit, to be known as studios and equipment were being
National Telefilm Associates (UK) readied. The market was limited,
Ltds., will have Vernon Burns as Wills said, and . purchases were
its managing director. Bums’own hurried and on. some,
_. “it
_is now
company, Television Programs -clear, we spent too much.”
(Distributors). Ltd., will be ab?
—:sorbe$ by the proposed outfit.
Japan's 629,595 Sets
Burns told Variety that the new
Washington, Nov. 19.
British outfit is ready to swing
As of the end of September,
into action as sbon as approval is 1957, there were 629,595 licensed
granted. NTA (UK) is ready to tv sets in Japan, according to the
(bandle between .six and eight tele¬ Japanese, Embassy here’. . This rep¬
film seiiep-in:-its'first 12'months resented an increase of 38,402 over
of operation.’
''
. the preceding month.

39

Britain’s Poser: Can Ad Revenue
Support Two Indie TV Webs?

Even though it ' has openly
thrown in the towel in the battle
for ratings, BBC-TV will still be
hounded out by commercial tv.
Only a couple of weeks back, Ger¬
ald Beadle, ^director of the state
web, announced that it would no
longer compete with its unsubsidised counterpart. Instead, he re¬
vealed, it would offer, programs
“nearer to the'forefront of taste
and intellectual interest.” But the
commercial network is going to be
hot on its tail with offerings in a
similar vein during the comipg
year. So it looks like the fight is
still on.
Sir Robert Fraser, Director Gen¬
eral of the Independent Televisiqn
Authority, speaking at a news con¬
ference to introduce the ITA’s
Third Annual Report, said on the
subject’of balanced programs: “We
have, as it were, pushed out from
the main line of popular entertain¬
ment programs a large salient of
news, political and religious pro¬
grams, probably as large as we
need fpr-"balance and for quality.
We have been able to make no such
advance in the arts.” This was the
field, he added, in which the BBC
had ‘tried harder than the ITA and
so far deserved more praise.
The ITA topper went on to say
that the “world of. the arts” was
a relatively, small one, with a lan¬
guage of Its own, foreign to ordin¬
ary people. This accounted for the
fact that BBC-TV usually had an
Rome, Nov. 19. +
audience collapse when it put on
There is a strong possibility that
an arts program. The ITA had
RAI-TV, the Italian television, net¬
had a similar collapse when it tried
work, will considerably boost its
out symphony concerts.
daily video program time starting
Then, Sir Robert delivered his
Jan. 1, 1958. If current plans ma¬
punch line. He said: “But for those
London, Nov. 19.
terialize, in fact, daily air time
who
love the arts, it is important
Eli Wallach arrived In Britain
over the single local telenet would
that tv. should accept the respon¬
be .almost doubled, giving the ap¬ yesterday (Mon.) to begin rehear¬
sibility of Increasing the small
sals
for
a
BBC-TV
play.
The
ac¬
proximately 700,000 Italo setowntor has come specially to play the population of this happy and eners 10 hour per diem diet
(wiable little world. Independent
Queried on the subject, RAI-TV Jewish -lawyer in Elmer Rice’s television intends to have another
replied with a “no comment,” “Counsellor at Law,” to be aired try in 1958—and from a glance
on
Dec:
8.
though the Italo network admitted
Wallach was in Britain last year I have had at the plans it will not
that “the moye was being consid¬
be for Want of trying if we fail.”
ered.”
If confirmed, the boost when he played the Okinawan in¬
Earlier, Sir Robert had slammed
would have a vast and. important terpreter in the London produc¬
down on a remark made by Beadle
tion
of
“Teahouse
of
the
August
effect on the local television pic¬
in which he said of the ITA pro¬
Moon.”
ture, both in set sales and, im¬
grams: “I think it will be very dif¬
portantly, in the sector of commer¬
ficult for them to be other than
cials. Length of advertising seg¬
slightly old fashioned. But it
ments on Italian television (which
would be a mistake to expect it to
also charges each set-owner a $25
be a reflection of the advancing
per year fee) is regulated by a
taste and aspiration or of the per¬
convention
establishing
lengths
plexities of an educated democracy
proportionate to program length
in
the making.” The coriimercial
during the day. Currently, RAI is
tv topper commented: “I am not
not taking full advantage of this
aware of anything the ITA has
allowance, with 10 minutes of com¬
ever said about the BBC which was
mercials tied together into a daily
similarly provocative, not because
package (four clients) titled “Carwe
are angelic, but simply because
rossello/' Presumably, advertising,
we are realistic enough to sjee that
revenue would play an important
London, Nov. 19.
two
television services have far
if not vital part In any future ex¬
A loss of almost $2,800,000 on its
pansion move in the costly me¬ second year of operation was an¬ more in common than in distinc¬
tion,
and that neither can hope to
dium.
.
/
nounced by Associated Redifussion,
According to the grapevine, ofie the London weekday commercial look very graceful if it chooses to
lecture
the other.”
of the proposed plans for -a new tv programmers. But John Spencer*]
daily sked would see telecasts Wills, chairman of the company,
starting at 1 p. ih., rather.than the after malting this disclosure, added
current 5-6 p, m.f with programs that A-R was how operating at a
lasting through until about 11-12 satisfactory profit, and he hoped
London, Nov. 19,
p.m., time at which . RAI-TV now that when the current financial
Granada-TV claims it has one
year’s accounts were reviewed, it
(Continued on page 46)
ef the most modern and best
would be possible to report sub¬
equipped studios in the world now
stantial progress.
Wills said he felt “regret hut that its new Studio Six is ready
not dismay” at the. loss. Last De¬ for use. The new studio has a
cember the report and accounts floor area of 4,560 sq. ft., which is
for the first 22 months of opera¬ half as big again as the original
Studio One.
tion showed a loss of $9,100,000.

NTA in Bid For
A British Subsid

INTERNATIONAL TV - RADIO

London, Nov. 19.
Commercial tv has staked a
strong claim for a second outlet.
In the third annual report of the
Independent Television Authority,
Sir Robert Fraser, its Director
London, Nov. 19.
General, says that most of those in
tv
believe that this country should
* The problem of homosexuality
have, and will support, three tv
will be dealt with in a BBC-TV
programs, but not four. But will
program next Tues. (26).
The it be state controlled or under
show will be in the series entitled the supervision of private enter¬
prise? The ITA boss states that
“Lifeline.”
The decision to present the there are already a nuifiber of out¬
problem was taken after the chair¬ fits ready and anxious to have &
chance. He is pretty certain that
man of the program, a consultant
advertising revenue will be able
psychiatrist, received a letter ask¬
to support two indie tv webs in
ing for advice and help from a
Britain.
homosexual who was disturbed by
Color tv was still a long way off.
his condition.
Sir Robert stated. “With all their
dash and wealth, the Americans
have not really succeeded in get¬
ting It going, exquisite as their
best color programs can be.” One
of the main problems governing its
introduction to Britain was not a
technical one. Technically, color
tv could be introduced almost im¬
mediately on the 405-line system.
But if that were done Britain
would be saddled with 405-line tv
for good and would have to suffer
the inferior quality of reception
that goes with it. The Issue was
Toronto, Nov. 19.
whether to introduce color tv on
Blasting “Fighting Words” and
405-line system or have a complete
“Ciose-up,” two opinion panels change over to 625 lines.
This
which emanate from Toronto, for was the problem which had to be
their recent details on homosexu¬ settled first.
The growth of commercial tv
ality and
Communism,
Henry
had been enormous, the report
Murphy (Liberal) attacked the states. By September, 1956, after
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on only one year of programming,
the floor of the Federal house as there were about 1,700,000 homes
/hreate'ning family life and ideals. capable of receiving indie tv. By
As a member of Parliament, Mur¬ September this year there were
phy has previously rapped the more than 4,000,000. During the
CBS-TY male ballet dancers as “a second year the monthly growth
group of long-haired, nut boys of the commercial web was in the
The income
who perform In tight underwear.” region of 200,000.
Currently, he has taken issue with from advertising had increased
rapidly
until
it
was
now enough
the State-operated CBC-TV setup
that it must not become sole judge to cover the costs of the opera¬
tion
with
something
to
spare. At
and jury at the expense of the
Canadian viewer who must not the end of the- second year, gross
expenditure
on
tv
advertising,
ex¬
become the member of a captive
cluding
production
costs,
was
audience, despite ratings.
running at the rate of $84,000,000
The fighting_ Irishman also asa year—representing about 8% of
taxfcayers
*“?2d <*=•”»Uon«I advertising expenditure.
(wh° are paytag
j
The report adds it is hoped that
year in subsidy to a State-oper-. ^ jggn
T«p. w*ii u cprvinv
ated systeml do not want to hear! around 99% ofthetota? ?o™a*
the Communist line as expounded;
v F
by Joseph Salzberg on the CBC-;
_
TV trans-Canada networks
on
“Close-up.”
Nor should young¬
sters he submitted to panel dis¬
cussions on homosexuality or pros¬
titution on “Fighting Words” when j
this program is aired in central j
Canada between 5 and 6 p.m., j
when children are watching tv,;
said Murphy.
London, Nov, 19.
Sir Kenneth Clark, recently re' tired chairman of the Independent
; Television Authority, has accepted
IN ^IWPAPfiRP RAW an °^er *rom a commercial tv proill uUyuHi UIVEi Dv If i gramming company to create, preSingapore Nov. 12. j Pare* and participate in a series of

HOMOSEXUALITY TO
GET BBC-TV AIRING

Canada TV Web
Blasted (or Homo,

h Sir Kenneth Clark
In Parnell Deal

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TV

Closed circuit television came to i S™?L?" <he 2115 t0 be aire<t
Singapore for the first, time last
Tha8
a ‘
n_
week when a unit televised floor mana„iria riir/>ntn^°nf *
shows from the Cathay Restaurant 'Television thp
^
night club in a 15-minute program.; ™?/'s
^
: outlets. Sir Kenneth will also act
»ft
25 ad™er '? the outfit on its proand the Cathay Restaurant itselfgrams m the public service and
all of which are within the 13-story i
Cathay Blclg., a Singapore land-;
He has already worked out sevmark.
] eral offerings which will probably
he aired once monthly in a peak
Sunday night spot commencing in
January. Among them are “Is Opera
Absurd,” “Is Art Necessary In
Public/’ and “Need We Talk.”

<L,

(Week Ending Nov. 3)
VYI Parnell’s Startime...ATV
... ATV
Double Your Money..
... AR
Carroll Levis Show....
...ATV
ATV
Take Your Pick.... ...AR
AR
Sunday Night at the London Palladium......
ATV
...ATV
Play of the Week "The Guinea Pig’.’.. ...GRANADA
GRA?>
O.S.S... ......ABCTV
ABCTV
Film Show "Appointment with Crin
...ABCTV
Bid for Fame..,.......ABCTV
...ABCTV
Highway Patrol...ATV/STV
...ATV/STV

BBC-TV’s Legit Excerpts
*

75%
l
r 73%
J

1

j 71%
69%

l
\ 68%

** These figures reveal the audience In the London. Northern,
Midland and Scottish television homes capable of receiving BOTH
B.B.G. and I.T.V. programmes.

London, Nov. 19.
Excerpts from three current
British shows, running in London,
will be aired by BBC-TV in a
series of three programs entitled
“On Stage—London.” They will
be introduced by Alan Melville.
The first program goes out on
Sun (24' and will feature "For
Amusement
Only/’
from
tha
Apollo Theatre.- The.uthec two are
“Salad Days” at the Vaudeville
and “Free As Air,” at the Savoy.

PfaRiEfr

Wednesday, November 20,1957

In Chicago television, showmanship draws the crowd.. .even at midnight.
A recent VARIETY article stated u...the Windy City has
a growing late-nite video audience!’ And nowhere
is this more apparent than on WBBM-TV.
For example, the latest post-midnight Nielsen analysis* reveals
ratings that range from a healthy 8.7 to a whopping 20.3...ratings
that rank with the best of daytime audiences and equal
many of those polled by highly-regarded nighttime shows...
week-long average ratings that represent audiences far in excess
of those of all other Chicago stations combined.
We call it showmanship at midnight. The kind of showmanship
that turns your advertising into salesmanship.
The kind you find .only on..

WBBM-TV
Chicago’s Showmanship Station—Channel 2

CBS Owned—Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

♦October 1957
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TV-FILMS
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ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

weekly chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest reports on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
week, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors; agencies, stations and •advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature shoio in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars> release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to 3Uch factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Variety’s

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but Us share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total gating -not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.
'

PORTLAND, OREGON
1 HEIDI—
Elsbeth Sigmund, Thomas
Klameth; 1953; United
Artists, NTA

HIGH

LOW

Saturday Night Show
Sat. Oct. 12
7:30-9:00 p.m.
KGW

18.0

18.9

17.6

29.8

.KPTV ...._.20.4
People Are Funny.
Perry Como.. .KPTV .... .24.1

Roy Rogers Feature
Sat Oct. 12
'
5:00-6:00 p.m.
KGW

17.9

18.9

16.7

71.0

Wild Bill Elliott. .KOIN ....

Showtime On 6
Sat. Oct. 12
10:35-12:30 a.m.
KOIN

11.9..

14.9

8.4

43.3

Your Hit Parade... '.KPTV ....
«Thousands Cheer,
Channel 8 Playhouse....... .KGW ....
-

. Movie 12
Fri. Oct 11
10:00-12:15 am
KPTV

11.3

12.7

6.5

42.3’

City Desk; Wrestling,.... .KOIN ....
Wrestling; News---....... .KOIN .....17.2
News; Cry of the City,
Showtime on 6............ .KOIN ...

■!
Roy Rogers, Lynne Roberts;
1948; Republic;
?
MCA-TV

2- EYES OF TEXAS—

Z. STANLEY AND LIVINGSTON—
Spencer Tracy, Nancy Kelly,
Richard Greene; 1939; 20th Century
Fox; NTA
4. MILDRED PIERCE—
Joan Crawford, Jack Carson, Ann
Blyth, Zachary Scott; 1945; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions

ARB
RATING

ARB
RATING

TME SLOT

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

^

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

TOP COMPETING SHOWS
OCTOBER 1957

5. THOUSANDS CHEER—
Kathryn Grayson, Gene Kelly
and MGM Star Parade; 1943;
MGRI; MGM-TV

Channel 8 Playhouse
Sat. Oct 12
10:30-1:00 a.m.
KGW

9.9

11.8

6.2

42.1

Your Hit Parade...,.KPTV . ..
Stanley & Livingston,
Showtime on 6... .KOIN ... .11.9

6. WESTERN JAMBOREE—
Gene Autry; 1938; Republic;
MCA-TV

Gene Autry
Sat. Oct. 12
3:00-4:00 p.m.
KOIN

9.3

9.9

8.7

39.4

NCAA Football.,... .KPTV ... .10.9

7. KING DINOSAUR—
Bill Bryant, Wanda Curtis;
1955; Lippert; Telepictures

Armchair Theatre
Sat. Oct 12
11:30-12:15 p.m.
KOIN

8.9

9.3

8.7

71.8

Captain Gallant*....KPTV ...
Along the Rio Grande..........KPTV ...

8. STORY OF VERNON & IRENE
CASTLE—
Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers; 1939;
RKO; C&C

Hollywood Theatre
Fri. Oct. 11
8:30-9:30 p.m.
KGW
^

8.2

9.3

7.1

19.5

Playhouse of Stars..... KOIN
Lineup ... ..KOIN

Two Gun Playhouse
Sat Oct. 12
12:45-1:45 p.m.
KOIN
'

8.1

10.2

6.5

56.6

Along the Rio Grande... KPTV ... .3.7
Captain Gallant... . .KPTV ...
Babe Ruth World Series....KPTV ... ...... 6.2

Two Gun Playhouse
Sat. Oct. 12
1:45-2:30 p.m. •
KOIN

7.9

8,7

7.4

33.1

NGAA—Washington vs.
UCL'A.. . KPTV ... _12.8

9. NORTHWEST TRAIL—
John Litel, Joan Woodbury;
1946; LiRpert; Telepictures
10. WHERE THE NORTH BEGINS—
Russell Hayden, Jennifer
Holt; 1946; Lippert;
Telepictures

.. .23.5
..

BUFFALO
1. REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM—
Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott,
Bill Robinson, Jack Haley; 1938;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Shirley. Temple
Sun. Oct. 20
12:15-1:45 p.m.
WGR

22.6

23.8

20.0

89.0

Wild Bill Hickok. ..WBEN ... .4.1*
Face the Nation............ ..WBEN ...

2. FRANKENSTEIN—

Shock
Thurs. Oct. 17
11:35-1:00 a.m.
WGR

19.6

21.0

15.6

78.1

You Said a Mouthful,
Fifty Film Festival. . .WBEN .. .

Starlight Theatre
Sun. Oct. 20
9:00-10:30 p.m.
WGR

17.3

18.7

15.6

29.5

G.E. Theatre.. ..WBEN ...... . *.29.5
Alfred Hitchcock Presents... ..WBEN ...
$64,000 Challenge.. ..WBEN ....21.8

4. HANGOVER SQUARE—
Linda Darnell, Laird Cregar;
George Saunders; 1945;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Saturday Playhouse
Sat. Oct. 19
11:30-12:45 a.m.
WBEN

16.6

18.7

14.6

52.7

Intel-national Barn Dance.... ..WGR
Penny Serenade, Operation
Swing Shift. ..WGR

5. WILD GEESE CALLING—
Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda;
1941; 20th Century Fox;
NTA Film Network

Premiere Performance
Tues. Oct. 15
11:30-1:00 a.m.
WGR

11.9

12.7

10.5

69.2

Tonight

6. THEY WERE SO YOUNG—
Scott Brady, Raymond Burr;
1955; Lippert; Telepictures

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. Oct. 20
10:30-12:00 a.m.
WBUF

9.4

10.3

8.3

27.4

What’s My Line. ..WBEN
.29.5
11 O’clock News; Weather... .. WBEN . ,
Weather; Sports............ ..WBEN

Operation Swing Shift
Sat. Oct, 19
12:00-1:15 a.m.
WGR

8.8

9.3

7.3

39.8

Hangover Square,
Saturday Playhouse .... i. ..WBEN v.,

Friday Film Feature
Fri. Oct. 18
11:30-12:30 a.m.
WBEN

8.7

9.5

7.9

37.2

Political; General Playhouse . ..WGR ...
Operation Swing Shift. ..WGR

Dow First Run Theatre
Wed. Oct. 16
11:30-12:45 a.m.
WBEN

8.5

8.9

7.9

48.9

Tonight ........I........... .-.WBUF ..
Operation Swing Shift....... ..WGR ... .4.2

11:30 Theatre
Sun. Oct. 20
11:30^1:00 a.m.
• WBEN

7.3

7.6

7.0

49.0

They Were So Young,
Million Dollar Movie.. ..WBUF. .. ......10.5
Night Cap Moyle '..\\WRUP5:.
Otoeriiitioh Swing' Shift....... ..WGR ...

Boris Karloff, John Boles,
Colin Clive; 1932; Universal;
Screen Gems
8. CRIME DOCTOR'S COURAGE—
Warner Baxter, Hillary
Brook; 1945; Columbia;
Screen Gems

7. PENNY SERENADE—
Irene Dunne, Cary Grant;
1941; Columbia; Screen
Gems
8. TIME OUT FOR MURDER—
Gloria Stuart, Michael
Whalen; 1938; 20th Century
Fox; NTA
9- DAVY CROCKETT, INDIAN SCOUT—
George Montgomery, Ellen
Drew; 1950; United Artists

1
19. THE WELL—
Richard Rober, Henry Morgan;
1951; United Artists; NTA

..

.......... 9.1
....

..WBUF ...

t
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BADIO-TELEYISIOX

TV Follow-Up Comment
; Continued from page 34 ;

PSriett
be is, in the showdown he can’t
shoot the teacher, who realizes the
student showed more mercy than
he did in his flunking him despite
the unusual circumstances sur¬
rounding the vet.
John Drew Barrymore excelled
as the vet tortured by an inferior¬
ity complex and the heavy burden
of his responsibilities; John Baragrey turned in a fine portrayal of
the prof who learns tolerance the
hard way; Susan Oliver and Julie
Adams registered with sensitive,
performances as the wives of the
vet and prof, respectively. Buzz
Kulik’s direction extracted the
maximum of emotional conflict
from the fine story by Jerry McNeely.
Baku.
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TV-Radio Production Centres

duced by Sam Coslow for a pro¬ 'the imaginatively plotted Meltzer
jected series called “The Story script had a merry romp.
Behind the Song.”
Coslow co¬
Able support also came from the
reined it with Jerry Stagg on the rest of the cast including Ralph
Mutual has appointed Weiss & Geller to handle its advertising . . .
Hal Roach lot last summer and Bell, and Lee Bergeie. Direction by
Tedi Thurman, weather forecaster on NBC's “Jack Paar Show ” travels
wrote a preliminary script, though David Alexander under the pro¬
to Schenectady, N.Y., on Sunday (24)'to tape record interviews for re¬
the finished material for Tuesday's duction aegis of Maury Holland
broadcast on “Monitor,” on the official opening there of WGY’s new
show was done by Laslo Vadnay. was smart and well-paced. The en¬
radio building. Station also Is celebrating its 35th anniversary as an
It is not often that an outside pilot try on one of the few live tv
NBC affiliate
will reach the light of the tv tube dramas based in New York repre¬
Jack E. Leonard started a new network radio series on CBS this week,
on a regular series.
sents a strong argument in reex¬
a five-minute Saturday show airing at 12:55 to 1 pan. .... Aaron Rubin,
In story or “human interest” amining the wholesale exodus to
director of “The Phil Silvers Show,” goes to the Coast for four weeks
Horo.
value, the segment was average. the Coast.
at the end of the month, when the Silvers stanza goes on its production
The chief interest was twofold—
hiatus, to cast a new situation comedy series he’s developing for CBSiU a true story, granting some
The Real McCoys
The Twentieth Century
license on dramatization, and (2),
TV . . . WRCA-TV general manager Bill Davidson presented N Y. su¬
There isn’t a higher grade com
possibly of greater importance, the
CBS-TV’s “The Twentieth Cen¬ perintendent of schools William JanSen with a special NBC Public Ser¬
in all tv than that peddled weekly
fast that the songwriter involved,
tury” which has been doing an ad¬ vice Award honoring Dr. Jansen's retirement; award climaxed the sta¬
by ABC-TV's “The Real McCoys.”
Carmichael, was played by himself
Grandpa Amos (Walter. Brennan), mirable job of briefing the public tion’s “Know Your Schools” series . . . Mary James was* signed to the
as the lead. According to the
on the “Air Age,” continued its Wm. Shiffrin agency on the Coast after her off-Broadway appearance
Luke (Richard Crenna) and Kate
script, Carmichael was handed the
coverage of this fascinating sub¬ in “Career” and a repeat of her role at the Ivar- Theatre in H’wood.
(Kathy Nolan) are a real folksy
ject Sunday (17) with a filmed doc¬
“I Get Along” lyrics by a romantic
patch of people* as was attested to
umentary on how the Air Force’s She drew a lady medico’s role In Sunday’s (17) “Omnibus” and later
teenage girl attending a school
on last Thursday’s (14) edition of
event where the tunesmith was
supersonic pilots are trained. As this month vail do three shots on the “Edge of-Night” CBS-TV daythe half-hour telefilm skein, "Luke
guest-operating the 88. A decade
commentator
Walter
Cronkite timer .. • Sam Sdbiff, v&'xtdio-jLY producer, hasjdined MBS as execGets His Freedom.” And writer
or so later, he set “ Get Along
pointed out — “natural aptitude prqdUceif;and>vilLwoFk'cfeafciy. ivith exec v.p. BeriJIauser on programs
Bill Manhoff twisted the last drop
Without You Very Well” to music,
isn’t enough , . . it has to be sup* fitiiiig.into the music-nevys-sportsTformats now accented at the web.
but his conscience would not per¬ of sentimentality from his quill plemented by. Intensive training.” Sc&iff; w?Lf associated witb„T«d CoUlns and Kate Spltb for 17 years and
mit him to affix his name as pen to make the setup complete.
Rigorous instruction course that, brought in “The World of li|r. S.w*«ney” (Charle#'Rugffles) for NBCIt’s all so hokey that it can’t be fighter pilots undergo was outlined TV *; . Leon Michel and .John Finale have joined the Wilson, Haight,
lyricist.
Thus 'began a nationwide search taken seriously, and for that rea¬ in “Mach Busters,” an apt title for Welch.dc Grover agency^** copywriter and assistant account exec; Mi¬
centered around Walter Winchell son this quarter can’t see any really Chapter Five in this CBS News and chel‘S ex-Fletcher D. Richards, while Finnic was formerly with Brooke,
reason
why
cityfolk Public Affairs Series. For those
broadcasts and columning (with strong
Smith, French & Dorrance .. . Kim Hunter signed foe one of the filmed
Winchell as Winchell, for another shouldn’t -appreciate and enjoy it whoTnay not be up on such terms “Playhouse 90” segments, “Quiet Zone,” to be directed by Arthur Hil¬
for
what
it
is.
The
show
is
already the net’s press dept, explains that
“from the horse’s mouth” fillip).
ler
.. . WCBS general {manager Sam Slate to Chicago today (Wed.) for
In on this search expedition were big in the hinterlands, so much so mach (pronounced “mock”) is a agency and clientSjessIdhs - . . CBS newsman BfcSard C. Hottelet re¬
Carmichael’s agent and his pub¬ that country cousin appreciation word derived from the name of
ceived af) award from Brooklyn College, his alma mater (’37) last week
has
offset
the
early
low
returns
in
lisher, the latter Famous Music as
Austrian physicist Ernst Mach, de¬
repped then by Sid Komheiser town and made the half-hour No. 1 noting the ratio of air speed to the .for his 20 years of radio-fir news work . . .. Bill/Nlmmo replaced Del
Sharbutt as announcer on ABC-TV’s “Do You Trust Your Wife?”; Shar(fictionalized to Sid Kramer), Its in its 8:30 p.m. bin.
speed of sound.
butt’s commitments prevented him from moving with the show when
Played by most anybody else but
general professional manager (now
Ten years have passed since an
with E. H. Morris Music). There Brennan in the lead, it would be experimental plane of Bell Air¬ it switched tunet this Week . . . CBS music director Alfredo- Antonini
was a nostalgic bit in which .files a pretty standard situation com¬ craft -first broke the sound barrier back from Tampa, "where"he guest-conducted the • Philharmonic, there
of the old Life magazine, In which edy, but the veteran thesp throws in 1947. Today that’s common¬ , . ..Chet.Huntley and NBC News producer Reuveh Frank address^the
the poem appeared, had to be himself vigorously into the incon- place. Just why a pilot’s ability American Women in. Radio 8c TV N.Y. chapter on their “NBC News”
glommed. The lyricist was finally sequentil playlet and comes off has been able to keep pace with and “Outlook” show* at a luncheon meeting Monday (25) at the New
caught u'p with—Jane Brown, by wlnningly. Crenna and Miss Nolan the technical advances of the air¬ York University Club
CBS newsman Walter Cronkite addressed
this time married (Mrs. Thompson) as grandson and grandaughter- craft industry is a tribute to the the Boston Ad Club and Broadcasting Execs Club yesterday (Tiies.) on
and in failing health. According in-law play a pair of attractive hill- Air Force’s painstaking instruction. “Advertising and How It Pertains to News 8c Special Events”... Charles
to the yarn, Mrs. Thompson died williams. Still and all, “The Real For purposes of illustration a couFagan upped to assistant to the manager of program services at CBSshortly after hearing the premiere McCoys” is really only an age re¬ pJa bonafide Air Force pilots de¬
TV .. . Martha Wrirht named radio 'chairman of this year’s March .of
radio version of the song at her moved from the Neanderthal.
picted a student's training phases Dimes’ Mothers' March on Polio; it’s her fifth year with the drive'. , .
home in the presence of Carmi¬
Art.
for the benefit of the camera.
I
“Man
bn Cloud 8.” new farce by CBS-TV casting director Robert Dale
chael, et al., with Tony Mitchell
From T-33 trainers to Republic Martin, to be performed by the Ithaca (N.Y.) College Drama Group to¬
doing the vocal as a “stand-in” for
. Wisdom
Thunderstreaks and ultimately the night (Wed.) through Friday‘(23;. '
Dick. Powell, who in those days
Igor Stravinsky, at 75 “dean” of North American Supersabre is the
and previously was known more
Thrush Tina Robin makes first appearance on the NBC-TV Jack Paar
student's instructional cycle. Scenes
for his chirping than his acting. , the music moderns, made a colorful
were lensed at Luke'Air Force stanza tomorrow ’ (Thurs.) . . . WABC-TV’s “Tinker Tom,” Gene Lon¬
There seemed to be quite a hurrah | subject on NBC-TV’s “Wisdom”
don, making p.a.’s at six Macy stores last week and this; Macy’s has
Base,
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
and
Nellis
j
series
Sunday
(17)
when
he
dis¬
about getting the song showcased,
Air Force Base, Las Vegas. There quarter-hour of show . . . Evelyn Robinson, the WOV deejay, was erthough one reviewer cannot make cussed his long career and offered
were few flaws that viewers could ratumed in a recent issue as the sister of Jackie when actually she’s
claim to remembering that “I Get assorted comments oil his works.
find in this informative film pro¬ the sis of Sugar Ray . . . Pat Crowlby into Nov. 29 Frank Sinatra ABCSince
Stravinsky
obviously
is'
a
Along Without You Very Well”
duced by James B. Faichney. Lat¬ TV'er as co-star of one of his dramatic telefilms . . . Claudette Colbert
ever became as solid a tune as this man who likes to talk, and is able
ter’s script, done In collaboration to star on ABC-TV’s “Telephone Time” Dec. 3 ... A few WNEW pro¬
script seemed to indicate.
Ben to express the essence of his crea¬
with Don Kellerman, was factual gram shifts: Art Ford, in addition to the a.m. “Ballroom,” doing 6 to
tion,
the
filmed
interview
moved
Lessy and Alan Reed were in the
rapidly and interestingly, if on the and concise .while Crorikite’s nar¬ 8 p.m. version, Lonny Starr from 8 to 10 and William B. Williams from
cast.
Tran.
ration was another asset. Pruden¬
“egghead” level.
10 to midnight; besides Ford, the other two have daytime shows too.
Programs such as this, being de¬ tial Insurance underwrites the se¬ Shifts move riighttimers Dick Shepard and Bob Howard mostly to Sun¬
Mike Wallace Interview
Gilb.
veloped by Henry Salomon’s spe¬ ries;
day chores . . . Charles (Chuck) Tranum and the Flaire Agency of Hol¬
Perhaps Elsa Maxwell isn’t to be cial projects division, are definitely j
lywood have joined up to agent for tv commercial talent on both coasts.
taken seriously.
In a frivolous worth while, particularly - since!
Probe
Flaire, run by Betty Collins and Chan Gross, has primarily been a
mood with Jack Paar on NBC-TV’s there’s no attempt to “jazz ’em up” '
Itrs almost a shame that there model agency although it has handled tv talent as well.
“Tonight” (every Tuesday), the for the mass audience. Out of the
boss-lady of the “dahling set” Stravinsky interview, imaginatively ever was a Mike Wallace in the tv
Don Ameche set ^o star in CBS-TV’s musical spec version of “Junior
comes off as an uninhibited and lensed by Floyd Crosby, emerged interview field because of the Miss” on Dec. 20; he replaces Bob Cummings, who Was originally set
gay gal but in the “depth” inter¬ the personality of the composer— transparently powerful influence for the role but pulled out over the weekend, offering as his reason
his
distinctive
style
of
interviewing
view approach a la Mike Wallace, thoughtful, a little vain, very dy¬
his belief that the part was “too small” . . .. Andy McCaffrey switched
she was solemn and not too reveal¬ namic in his, approach to music; has had on his successors. How¬
ard Whitman Is apparently the new from the CBS-TV press info dept, to ditto at NBC as a column con¬
ing.
a firebrand whose impact on his shining star in the WABD, N.Y., tact . .-. Victor Moore moving into I'adio, via a running role on CBS’
Most of the Maxwell attitudes field has been felt for many
interview picture. That’s the sta¬ “Right to Happiness” . . . Marian Carr does the commercial on “Tele¬
dug up by Wallace in the 30-minute decades.
tion where Wallace started with his phone Hour” Monday (25), then appears in “Armstrong Circle Thea¬
q&a session already have become I
Directed by Robert D. Graff, the “Night Beat” strip, later to be re¬ tre” Wednesday (27), and on Dec. 9 narrates and does the character
pari .ofT public
domain
Her
cracks
j
show
had
a
good^sjontan^us
qual—
,T
- j show had a good, spontaneous qual- placed by John Wingate. Former voices on WMCA’s “Let’s Listen to/ a Story” . . . Paul Roberts back to
about Javne
Mansfield.
Elvis
Pres___
„
’
_,
Jayne Mansfic d.
Pres-, it
though a professional inter- reporter Whitman began an hour
ley.
Nikki
Khrushchev, et aL ; viewer might have been more at edition of “Probe”- Monday (18) CBS Radio to direct “Road of. Life” and “Indictment” following his
have already trickled down from j ease than |obert Craft, the young at 11 p.m. Until then a half-hour Broadway directorial stint on “Fair Game” . . . Diana Barth into “Five
Mike Daqn cur¬
the cocktail ciowd to the ice-; American conductor, who was cast show, filling in on the nights “Night Star Matinee” on NBC Radio tomorrow (Thurs.) .
cream soda sippers.
Also such , ^ the role< Sdu„d in the show was Beat” took a hiatus, it is essenti¬ rently on the Coast to expedite the Shirley Temple fairy tale series
and
the
upcoming
“Texaco
Command
Appearance”
show
as his initial
trivia as the feud’s on-off bit with ! exeeDtionallv good
ally the same kind of affair with
the Duchess of Windsor and the! ex^pUon,> g°°a>„ .
■ .
prexy duties under Henry Jaffe Enterprises banner . . . Greta Thyssen,
feucl’s-on stand with author Cleve-|
Stravinsky told-of inventjpg the perhaps a hit more. flexibility. who’s just signbd with the Wm. Morris office, in town for Sunday's
land \niorv
new scale> an<3 shocking Ins uncle There are no complaints with the
T
„„„„ 1 in Russia; of writing the “Fire- format of the new elongated edi¬ (24) Steve Allen show . . . Bandleader-composer Ray Npble debuts as
w.Jtiv
Till Pnnvh
I bird” f°r Diaghilev.; of the new tion, but there are. several to be a dramatic actor on CBS Radio's “Suspense” Sunday (24) . . . Elliot
1°$?? i musical forms of today “based on voiced about Whitman, who is cer¬ Silverstein directing tonight’s (Wed.) musicalization of “Huck Finn”
Dirt We Must even thou0h e\erj-, tbe new musical technology." He tainly not a Wallace, nor, for that on “U.S. Steel Hour” » . . JosepTiine Lyons exited J. Walter Thompson
thing was on the surface.
Gros.
though the comparison of his works. matter, a Wingate.
agency to join Ogilyy, Benson & Mather; first assignment is Sid Caewith the poetry of James Joyce
On Monday, Whitman seemed to sar-Imogene Coca show on ABC in January . . . Mary Kelly upped to
Kraft Television Theatre
. was justified, and he told of his be more interested in giving the associate producer on “Today” . . . Martin Blaine into “Second Mrs.
A Runyonesque -comedy scripted great fondness for Dylan Thomas, impression that he was digging Burton” and Bobby Troka into “Nora Drake,” both CBSoaps.
by Neuton Meltzer and starring
Whv does the miblie m-otest evei-v hard for facts and opinions than
CBS press info boss Larry Lowenstein is Ed Sullivan’s new co-chair¬
BJK1 .Lahr came off withi rollicking i time ? new
fa JS he-was in the facts and opinions
that were offered, and some of man of the Academy of TV Arts & Sciences public relations commit¬
Kraft Telovision
Theatre NBC
TV* : tormed? "Each
I have
Kiatt
Television Theatre,
NBC-T\.;problem{.
andI time
require
new new
ap_ them were worthwhile. He opened tee .. . Donald Richards, from WBCA-and-tv promotion, to promotionTitled “The Big Heist,” the hour proaches,” he replied. “I am in- his stanza with a 20-minute quiz¬ research head of Branham reppery, replacing Ann Heifield who recent¬
outing was one of those rare in-;evitably ahead of my public.” The zing of an insurance actuary who ly took over promotion captaincy of Crosley in New York , . . Sammy
stances when a combination of interview had some pleasant human was against a hike in Blue Cross White, of the team of Puck & White, now doing video characterizations
script, performances and direction touches. It was well-worth while, plan rates, and it was certainly j latest role Is 'on Nov. 27 “Walter Winchell File” on ABC-TV, for which
more Whitman’s fault than his he also appeared in the preem stanza ... Greek songstress Kitza Kazajelled to offer click entertainment
Hift.
in the comedy vein. The yocks*
_
guest’s that there were so many cos, who works for BBC-TV, in New York on visit . . . Jan Murray’#
strained and adkward silences, be¬ right arm, broken a few weeks ago giving his son a hike lesson, now
were aimed at the belly depart- \
Climax
ment rather than cerebral appeal i
crisis in the life of a Korean vet tween several sporadic colloquies sans cast and no troublesome aftermaths . . . “Hotel Cosmopolitan’
and vet performer Lain lealized ,faced with the possibility he will in which Whitman did an inordi¬ emcee Donald Woods, angling a Broadway show, is currently running
every line and situation.
I fiunk an important college exam nate amount of the talking. His through a fistful of scripts ... Len Hornsby to Radio Ad Bureau as
He had able co-starring support ; and thus lose a prize job waiting, excessive speech persisted. even grocery products sales manager . . . John MeKeon named director of
from Fred Gwynne and Mildred; him was the peg of the interest- when he was interviewing a group
WMGM promotion and advertising.
*
Natvvick, both of whom turned in; ingly-told and well-enacted “Two of five persons on the state of U.S.
standards
vis-a-vis
standout performances, lending a {Tests on Tuesday” on last week’s educational
credibility to the fetching low-life j “Climax.”
The vet became a Russia, and Whitman also mani¬
conceit which could have disinte-1 psycho after being caught up in fested an irritating urge to agree
Ben Feiner checked off the production staff at 20th-Fox telefilm sub¬
grated in less capable hands.
! the Korean conflict, and the ten- with the comments of his, guests,
Story concerned an ex-pick- j sions mounting because of the cru- perhaps to show that he was hep. sidiary for an undisclosed, affiliation. He has been, with .TCF for the
past
18 months’ and recently completed four short pilots of “How To
Whitman,
whom
WABD
says
pos¬
pocket, played by Lahr, who pulls j eial exam eventually cause him to
sesses a forte, in “social problem,” Mafry a Millionaire.” Previously he was with CBS-TV , ,. Staff adjust¬
a “Brinks Robbery” in order to win. go psycho again,
the hand of a widow' of an exWith a wife and infant to sup- is being tested as a part-time re-j ments at L.A. office of .Foote, Cone 8c Belding cost 25 their lobs . . •
mobster, portrayed by Mildred port, the young vet can’t take the placement for Wingate on “Night Abner Greshler and Tony Randall joined up to produce tv specs . . .
Natwick. (She would have nothing pressure, and when the exam Beat,” this week. This new assign¬ Harry Rasky, CBS’ public affairs producer, busy editing 32,Q00 feet of
to do with a man unless he proved comes around he cheats, and is ment, in addition to his increased “The Day Called X” down to 2,500 feet. It was all shot in Portland as
his mettle.) Fred Gwynne por-! caught. His professor flunks him importance on his own Monday! a document on survival from an enemy air attack . , . Mogge-Privett
trayed Lahr’s dumb cohort in l as a result, and as he sees the night- “Probe,” could show a mis¬ agency merged with Alfred Atherton, with Nort Mogge as prexy . . .
crime.
Within this framework, I plum of a job and his future eva- placed faith by the station if Whit¬
Alfred Stern will head up publicity on the Coast for National Telefilm
wlth all accepted values turned Iporate, the vet goes after the prof man doesn’t improve .his personal
(Continued on page 46)
Art. I
topsy turvy, the players follovving ’ with a gun. But sick and bitter as style.
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•ABB-Philadelphia Metropolitan Area Report—October 1957. WRCV-TV mm a 35.6% share of audienee-signon to sign-off, Sunday through Saturday—making it the Number 1 Station in the nation's 0i market!
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Associates . . . Sidney Moore named aide to Het Manheim, story editor
at California National , . * Whitney Blake will have her first singing
role in Cal. National’s “Boots and Saddles.’* ... Ed Ebel, tv head of
General Foods, Tom McDermott of Benton & Bowles and Young &
Rubicam’s Rod Erickson in town to look over the new shows for next
season.

US' CHICAGO ...
Ollie Treyz and other ABC toppers here yesterday. (Tues.) and Mon*
day to hold promotion meetings--with major nffils in advance of cur¬
rent Television Bureau of Advertising sessions . . . CBS-Chicago news
directoi Bill Garry elected regional v.p. of RTNDA- and named chair¬
man of next year’s convention . . . NBC veep Jules Herbuveaux elected
vice chairman of Better Business Bureau here . . Dr. Roscoe Barrow,
who authored Barrow* Report to FCC, tapped as guest speaker for Chi
Broadcast Advertising Club meeting next Tuesday (26j .
WCFL deejay Jack Karey narrating Ford Exhibit at upcoming Auto Show for
eighth consecutive year . . . Everett Mitchell, host of NBC’s “National
Farm and Home Hour,” off on speaking engagements in four states this
week . . . Hal Stark and Bill Fontain have new deejay shows on WBBM
. . . Marv Gold added to Kling Film Productions staff as script writer
. . . WXIX, CBS-TY outlet in Milwaukee, has named Charles E. Hinds
to replace Leon Drew as program director. Drew moves to KMOXTV, CBS o&o in St. Louis . , . Norm Barry, NBC sportscaster, emceed
Chicago Prep Football Dinner last Monday (IB) and starts west coast
vacation Dec. 1 . . . Kenneth Snyder of Needham, Louis & Brorby was
named advertising copywriter of the year at recent Chi Copywriter’s
Club awards dinner . . . FM station WNIB this week starts “easy-going,
good music” show with Marty* Robbins, 6-9 a.m. .. . Robert M. Stevens,
ex-McCann Erickson, New York, joined Zenith Radio Corp. as adver¬
tising manager ...
Bill Irvin, onetime Sun-Times television critic now working picture
desk at Chicago American, is guest writing an occasional tv column for
that paper wlple Janet Kern vacations. . . Scott Keck, asst, radio-tv director of Needham Lewis & Brorby. here, got his veepee stripes last
week
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after the election campaign hiatus . . * Reps from tv stations through¬
out the U.S. visited Camden, N.J. (14) for demonstrations of RCA’s
videotape, which makes immediate repeats of telecasts in color and
black and white . ; . Andy McCann, recent winner of WFIL-TV’s “Tal¬
ent Trend” program appearing on WCAU-TV’s “Top of the Morning”
session . . . Howard Jones started his 10th year as the Ch. 6 Santa (16)
with “Santa Claus Calling” on Sat. and the crOss-the-board “Toyland”
stanza ... Jim Kiss, publicity and production chief at WPEN, named
to board of directors of Broadcasters Promotion Assn., new national
group . . . Joe Rosenberg, former WFIL-TV promotion supervisor, now
with Smith, Kline & French on the medical promotion staff . . . WVUE
telecasting the Phila. Warriors Basketball games, with Bill Pheiffer
I handling color and Jim Learning calling the floor action . . . United
I Auto Workers sponsoring “Eye Opener” music, news, sports show on
WRCV.

IN MINNEAPOLIS ...”
Over protests of Stan Hubbard, KSTP-TV head, and other commer¬
cial station bigwigs, educational station KTCA-TV is continuing to per¬
mit a local bank to sponsor and advertise in the newspapers series ofmoney management programs . . . KSTP-TWs sports director Dick Nes¬
bitt appeared on NBC-TV “Today” network show Nov. 14-15, discuss¬
ing U. of Minnesota and Big Ten Conference football . . . WCCO-TV
to carry CBS’ “Changing Ways of Love” on film Saturday afternoons
. , . WCCO Radio exclusively broadcasting all Minneapolis Lakers pro
basketball team, games play by play . . . More than 60 scripts submit¬
ted to WCCO-TV in its $1,000 contest for a Minnesota Centennial cele¬
bration scrip . . . WDGY disk jockey reported mulling $30,000 offer
to front a Los Angeles disk jockey program . .. Bee Baxter, long an ace
KSTP-TV personality until her retirement last year, returning to the
airlanes as hostess on Minnesota Heart Association’s educational sta¬
tion KTVA-TV series - . . U. of Minnesota football coach Warmouth
again has his own Sunday night sponsored WTCN-TV show which in¬
cludes movies of preceding days’ Minnesota game . . . KSTP promoted
Bill McGivern from tv assistant hews director to radio specie! eyents
department head . . . For its play by play of all U. of Minnesota foot¬
ball games WCCG Radio again has “team” which includes former all
time Gopher gridiron coach Bernle Bierman.

j

IN PITTSBURGH . . .

Edward Kroen has stepped down as general manager into program
j director’s berth at WANE in Waynesburg and he’s being replaced' by
j George E. McGary, from WANT in Richmond, Va. Latter started as an
announcer at WISR in Butler, Pa., his home town, and before going to
IN SAN FRANCISCO .
Richmond-was with WAKT in New Castle . . . Alma Spann Barron has
Don Sherwood’s Saturday night show on KGO-TV will be bumped started a weekly show, “Bouncy Bunny,” every Saturday morning at
off at the year’s end in favor of the ABC outlet’s new* MGM film pack¬ 11:30 for half an hour over Ch. 9 in Steubenville, O. A Pittsburgher,
age. Last show wrill be Dec. 28 and then it’s question of whether spon¬ she had a program in a Madison, Wis., station prior to moving back
sor wants to continue spending on Sherwood and, possibly even more4 here . . . Gene Koen, WCAE salesman, and his wife celebrating their
important, whether KGO-TV can find another satisfactory time slot 20tb wedding anni, appropriately enough, on the 20th. . . Regie Cordic,
. . . Also dropped last week was Dick Crest’s teenage show on KPIX, of KDKA, was toastmaster ait Charleroi Chamber of Commerce banquet
“Rock ’n’ Rally.’’ Westinghouse-CBS station was very frank as to the where Governor G. Menrten Williams of Michigan was the main speak¬
reason: insufficient ratings , . . First production model of Ampex’s er .. . Ginger Brock doing* an “Expectant Mothers Club” program for
videotape recorders rolled off the production line in suburban Red- 10 minutes Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at 1:05 over WCAE for
W'ood City last week. Ampex says 100 w'ill be finished and in service by a didee service.
April * . . Henry Untermeyer, KCBS boss, back from New* York after
huddles with CBS-Radio brass and now readying for an important date
next Sunday (24)—his marriage to Elaine Benioff . . . Father Alvin P.
“The Buddy Deane Show” which began as a five-day week, two hour
Wagner’s “Rosary Hour” moved from KROW to KVVBR . . . Two outof-this-world r&b radio stations have already established daily news stint on WJZ-TV, is now a six-day week deal with Deane, doing duty
shows devoted exclusively to new*s of outer space—they’re KOBY and on Saturday . . . Native son Jack Gale, who put in^time -with WTMA in
WCBM
KSAY . . . Biggest individual sale in KPIX’s history was made to the Charleston, S.C., is filling Deane’s slot as spinner at WITH .
Winston’s Riviera sofa company—bought cross-the-board on all KPEX celebrated its first anni of association with CBS . . . A1 Herndon was
partied for the close of his fifth year as Atlantic weather man at WBALlive shows and all film shows.
TV. He was the first such in the. fiation, goes the claim . . . Gary S.
Franklin, winner of last year’s WAAM-TV (now WJZ-TV) television
BOSTON
fellowship at John. Hopkins U, is now with WJZ-TV as assistant to news
WVDA switches name to WEZE on or about Dec. 2 when new owners editor Keith McBee . . . Judy Levinson is now with WBAL-TV’s sales
take over . . . Babe Gallagher, WNEB,‘ ankled to WEEI . , . Len Horns¬ service . . . Jack Wells took his early morning “Closeup” on WJC-TV,
by, mgr. WVDA, left for ARB . . . WBZ-TV and WBZ in cooperation out to Pimlico race track for a behind-the-scenes treatment. In Wells*
with Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce hosted 15 secondary school slot at WCAO is Lee Case, formerly a salesman there and now jockey
educators at a Business-Education sesh in the station’s studios . . . Dun¬ . .. David Deuret is a new addition to the WBAL-TV announcing staff
can MacDonald interviewed Catharine Morris Wright, authoress of “The ... New art director at WBAL-TV is Fred Schneeipan, recently of WJZColor of Life,” on her WNAC- “Yankee Home and Food Show” . . . Jane TV .. . Galen Fromme began a new show for WBAL on Monday. Has a
Day,. WBZ-TV’s regular Monday through Friday weather girl, became variety format and he’ll get assists from Molly Martin and Jay Grayson.
the mother of a seven-pound daughter. She returns to weathercasting
New Year’s Eve ... Ed SulliVan to be toastmaster at WNAC-TV's first
annl Good Sportsman Award Banquet to honor six Greater Boston
Robert Guy,'former program director at KNTV, San Jose, is now
Colleges at Somerset Hotel Dec. 3 . . . New England Tel & Tel. hiked
for sked of 20-sec. spots on WBZ-TV highlighting colored telephones program director at KTNT-TV, Tacoma . . , KOMO-TV has added daily
... WHDH-TV will start a weekly series of inspirational talks Fridays nighttime news show, “Dateline” at 11 p.m.’ as companion to daily
from 11:15 to li.30 starting Nov. 22 with Dr. Howard Thurman, dean of “Deadline” at 6:30 p.m. News director Hejb Robinson heads up both
B. U.’s Marsh Chapel . . ; Frank Luther put on a “Huck Finn Day” on shows . . . King Mitchell, commercial manager for Radio KOMO, set
his “Frank Luther Show,” Tuesday f 19) from fi to 6:30 over WNAC-TV as general manager of two Bellevue Broadcasters* stations; KFKF, Bel¬
with all his guest moppets dressed in costume . . . Reports that the levue, set to go on the air about Dec. 1, and KPEG, Spokane, only radio
FCC intends to allocate a four commercial tv station in Hub are mak¬ station west of the Mississippi with an.all-girl announcing staff . . .
ing the rounds. The new one, it is said, would be Channel II, which Geoffrey Harwood, commentator on Radio KING and KING-TV, has
originally was proposed but never materialized as an educational out¬ left station to return to Boston and newspaper work . . . Maitland Jor¬
let for U. of N. H.
dan has been upped from national sales manager for KOMO--TV to post
as station manager for Radio KOMO, with James McLoughlin named
| commercial manager for the station . . . J. Reginald Miller, public ser¬
IN LONDON .
vice manager for Radio KOMO and KOMO-TV, has been naftied na¬
Arthur Askey opened the first, of a. three comedy show series for As¬ tional sales manager for KOMO-TV. Miller is former radio newsman
sociated-Rediffusion, entitled “Before Your Very Eyes,” Monday (18) [ (KJR, KOMO) and originated many public service programs on KOMO. . . Awards for outstanding work in tv during the past year will be i.TV which have attracted wide attention.
presented by Dame Edith Evans on behalf of The Guild of Television
Producers and Directors at the fourth Television Ball to be held at the
Savoy Hotel on Dec. 4 . . . ABC-TV aired a topical play which was spe¬
cially commissioned from Michael Pertwee about the launching of a
satellite capable of carrying a man into space last Sunday (17). It was
called, “Man In A Moon," and starred Charles Houston . . , Tessie
O’Shea was a guest panelist in last night’s (Tues.) Associated Televi¬
Pittsburgh^ Nov. 19.
Hollywood, NoV. 19.
sion airing of “Tell The Truth.”
Ralph Beaudin has been named
An attempt will be made by the general manager of KQV, which
Office
Employees
International ABC bought for $700,000 last
IN CLEVELAND
The formal transfer of
Union to recapture representation August.
Vince Ford, ex-New York, pacted as WSRS disker . . . Plain Dealer
ownershipls expected to take place
radio-tv editor George Condon elected to Press Club Board, Cleveland of the CBS office workers here, early next month and Beaudin,
Press radio-tv columnist Nancy Gallagher, secretary, and Sangord OEIU prexy Howard Coughlin dis¬ head of WBNY in Buffalo for the
Markey KYW news director vice president . . . John B. Garfield named closed. In line with union's nation¬ last year, will come in shortly after
WJW-TV sales manager ... Bob Cain, WSRY, and Dick Reynolds named wide organizing policy, OEIU also that
WJW diskers . . . Dorian St. George left Rochester to become Carling
will initiate drive for CBS em¬
Present head of KQV is veteran
suds spieler . . . WERE sales price to DuMont reported at $5,500,000
James F. Murray, who has been
. . . Alice Weston using U. of Michigan teacher certificate to conduct ployees ip N,. Y., according to
serving in the joint capacity of
j
Coughlin.
tv school for Home Builders Assn . * . WHK’s Bill Gordon holding lis¬
station manager and sales chief
tener poll for series cf “best” in local news beats including theatre, I
Additionally, OEIU, which has
since Gunnar O. Wiig, who as
sports, columns, etc ., . Tom O’Connell returned to Plain Dealer radio¬ 60 to 70% of film-company homethe executive veep there, resigned
tv beat after long illness . . . WJW radio celebrated 14th anniversary i office workers in N. Y. ln its ranks,
last summer to return to Roches¬
with Euclid Ave. parade and mayoralty proclamation.
will intensify drive to organize
ter,. N:Y, What status Murray will
Warner Bros, and Paramount,
have when 'ABC becomes the
Coughlin stated. Also, drive will
PHILADELPHIA
operator hasn’t been determined
extend to “smaller tv studios wliich.
yet
WCAU was awarded a Golden Mike, representing 30 years of CBS have sprung up,” he stated.
affiliation, during the fourth annual convention of the CBS Radio Af¬
Last June, some 300 CBS office
filiates Association in New York. Donald W. Thornburgh, pres, and gen¬ workers here voted in National La¬
Kansas City—Bob Wormington
eral manager of WCAU,. accepted the trophy for the station . . . Roy bor Relations Board election to has been promoted to production
Meredith, former WPEN staffer, had his fourth Civil War book pub¬ oust OEIU as bargaining agent, manager at WDAF-TV, according
lished by Simon & Schuster, “Storm Over Sumter” . . . “Tell It to the chosing instead the indie CBS Em- to announcement last week by
Mayots”*Avi*.a » Mayor-‘Richardson Dilworth, ♦ returns to WFIL-TV (23) ployees-Management Committee;
Dean FItzer, general* manager.-
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usually signs off. The 1-3. p. m.
slot would be filled with musical
programs; at 3 p. m. a brief news
program would follow; the follow¬
ing three hours would be dedicat¬
ed to various listener categories:
housewives, children, farm- work¬
ers, students, etc.. At 6 p. m.r a
detailed news summary, the popu¬
lar “Telegiornale,” would follow—
to be repeated, in updated form at
p. m. The remaining evening
hours, according to one report,
would generally follow the current
pattern calling for dramatic shows,
variety hours, quizzers (probably
in increased numbers), and other
standard network presentations,
mostly live.
It is also highly probable that
the next year will see a sharp
boost in local use of “Eurovision”
hookups- for sp<frts events or other
special presentations, linking the
various continental television net¬
works. These have been increas¬
ingly popular in. recent times, and
most technical problems have been
licked, so that image quality, un¬
der normal atmospheric conditions,
is excellent.
A recent example of the expand¬
ed use of “Eurovision” is the live
pickup of a regular weekly Italian
show from various European cen¬
ters, “L’Amico degli Animali,”
one of the most popular Italian
teleshows emceed by animal train¬
er Angelo Lombardi, has just com¬
pleted a continental swing during
which it emanated (live) from zoos
in Hamburg, Munich and Basel, at
its regular program hours. Suc¬
cess of this venture will probably
lead to followups.
Finally, it is not unlikely that
another aspect being considered
during the current expansion talks
is the use of the. relatively large
kinescope library RAI-TV has ac¬
cumulated during the past few
years in its fast rise. It’s figured
that especially because of the past
expansion pattern of Italian tele¬
vision, in which the entire South
and the Islands of* Sardinia and.
Sicily were until very recently un¬
able to pick up RAI-TV telecasts,
there is a potentially vast “new”
audience for some of the shows
that northern viewers already saw
some years ago. These kines could
he called in—as they are some-r
times even now—to fill certain
lesser time slots—economically.

8

The Nmnber to Callhs Continued from page 32

safily understand the human heart
(which buys everything from soup
to soap-opera), and statistics (which
always lie unless presented with
temerity) have little to do with a
program’s ability to reach the mass
of people to whom it is trying to
sell a product or service. What
about keeping them sold? What
about listening to the people, not
the self-styled critics (who never
agree and therefore proved them¬
selves undependable at once), and
certainly not to the boys with a.
slide-rule in place of a heart!
Good programming starts with
just one thing: a good idea: The
next thing is the execution of that
idea. And finally there is the test
of that idea; Not how many
watched, hut how many really saw!
•In other words, does It. sell, and
does it keep on selling?
All right, now for the most im-.
poftant element of all: the source
for this programming.
Do the
“bright boys” at the networks, the
■‘high-pressure boys” at the top
talent and production agencies,
the “analytical boys” at the adagencies—tio only these have the
“what gives” and the “know-how?”
Do they have a monopoly on.topdrawer stuff for tv? Obviously not,
oi; nobody would be forced to
make claims and counter-claims
on whether or not this or any
other tv season is- a “dud.” But
they do have a monopoly and you
all know it!
Open up, fellows! When tv be¬
comes a closed shop, you can kiss
it goodbye! There are lots of other
guys and gal4'like;me. The -dif¬
ference Is that we sweat while you
perspire. . We. aren’t jaded, be¬
cause we ain’t afford to he. We’re '
the one * you eventually hire to
clamber up those stone walls. But
we can’t all be bought, only the
stuff we sell. And it sure as hell
is the stuff you need. So come
and get it! The number to call is...,
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The Delight of the Season!
JOHN CROSBY:
“The plots of . the Beaver show are the sort of
thing that anyone’s kids might get into and the
dialogue has that wonderful candot, and direct¬
ness with which children disconcert and enchant
you.”
HAL HUMPHREY:
. . Off to a fine start with a good cast and some
expert writing by Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher.”
JACK O'BRIAN, N.Y. Journal-American:
“An endearing little slice of cuteness. Could be
what the TV family ordered. It’s a mighty un¬
usual TV fiction indeed—not a nasty character In
the show.”
ERSKINE JOHNSON:
“Show starring boys has adult laughs.”
VARIETY:
“Good family-type entertainment , , • full of
chuckles that are bred by familiarly comic situa¬
tions.”
WALTER AMES, Los Angeles Times:
“One of the real surprises of the season .. clean
cut show that will appeal to everyone.” '
BEN GROSS, N.Y. Daily News:
“Put it down as a pure delight.”
BROADCASTING:
“Leave It To Beaver” will be equal parts of hu¬
mor and sentiment, with lots of smiles and
chuckles and a few nostalgic tears—”
KUP, Chicago Sun-Times:
“The click of the season.”
BOB SP1ELMAN, The Billboard:
“The first gusher of the season ... Headed for the
top ten and Remington Rand has one of the best
buys of the season.”
MARIE TORRE, N.Y. Herald Tribune:
“It offers memory-filled belly (laughs and people
as real as the next-door neighbors. Future
episodes are awaited with high anticipation,”
PAUL MOLLOY, Chicago Sun-Times:
“The Huck Finn tradition lives on in Beaver.”
JOHN FINK, Chicago Tribune:
*
“Sharing honors as one of the two of this season’s
TV favorites... as recognizable a family as you’ll
find anywhere.”
ETHEL DACCARDO, Chicago Daily News:
“ ‘Leave It To Beaver,’ is the most promising of
the fall season’s new film shows.”
LEO GUILD, The Hollywood Reporter:
“The producers have a hit on their hands.”
JO COPPOLA, New York Post:
“It’s-a delightfully refreshing comedy...”
CHARLES AARONSON, Motion Picture Daily:
“ . r. The situations and the folks involved are
funny, lovable, and withal most joyfully enter¬
taining.”
X

TONY DOW

IARBARA IILUNGSLEY
“Th« Moth«r"

HUGH BEAUMONT
“Th# F«th*r"

JERRY MATHERS
J,Th*

“LEAVE IT TO BEAVER"
FRIDAYS^-CBS-TY

Sponsored by Remington Rand

Created, Written and Produced by

JOE CONNELLY and BOB MOSHER
HARRY ACKERMAN, Executive Director

•

Directed by NORMAN TOKAR

RAY OVIATT, Toledo Blade:
“One of the pleasant surprises of the currently
television season ... I would say it is the* best
thing in its general category to hit the channels.”

A GOMALCO PRODUCTION
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Radio Reviews
| lyzed the objects as ordinary |
| meteoric fireballs. A critic of the
Air Force’s handling of the Inci-!
dent felt the doctor had been pres¬
sured. into this reaction: At this
point an Air Force colonel when
questioned, hedged by saying he
had only a sketchy report of inci¬
dent and promised to call back
later.
An engineer with the Air Force
(Wesley, Heyne & Cuca)
Successor to the 23-year-old Mor¬ set the pace for the feeling of j
ris B. Sachs “Amateur Hour,” credence given, by whole program, i
which halted its simulcasts early in A witness at the Levelland hap¬
the summer, this radio musical is penings, he never exploited the
pointed at prestige—and gets it. advantage of his momentary spot
It’s an extravagant audio mount¬ in the limelight. The objects did
ing, with a 25-piece orchestra, two not burn, he said, they felt more
excellent regular vocalists and a like the warmth of a suHlamp. The
guestar from one of the local colonel making the return call
niteries. Not for years has a live vouched for the character of this
variety show of such high calibre witness. In-contrast a spokesman
been produced in Chi for local f from the Pentagon sounded irri¬
audiences, and this dessert-hour tated and said an “evaluation"
entry could spark a return to sin¬ would come later.
gle-sponsored live nighttime shows.
Session was fed to Mutual web
Format is a radio counterpart of Sunday afternoon, but not carried
*‘In Town Tonight,” successful late- by local outlet WIP, at that time.
night video strip on sister station Documentaries are usually consid¬
WBBM-TV. Topping its assets is ered poison in the sales dept., but
host Mai Bellairs, a polished and when Parker’s grocery chain spon¬
well spoken emcee who minimizes sor learned it was to be aired Mon¬
talk to get to the business of music. day night, they asked to buy in.
Regular singers Bill Lawrence and Parker cased the tape and found
Connie Mitchell are exceptional three spots for institutional com¬
Quaker Stores bought
for local talent, and the rich sound mercials.
of Caesar Petrillo's full orch re¬ it paying the full rate card tariff.
Gagh.
calls the bygone days of bigtime
AM shows. Arrangements, pleasant
and swingy, and repertoire of
standards clearly are meant for
adult ears. Toni Arden, toplining
the current Palmer House show,
guested the first show 111) in classy
Counterpoint
style with her new Decca ballad.
As the second half entry of a
Bellairs’ blurbs are soft pedaled two-part series on motivational re¬
against a rippling harp and unob¬ search; WNEW last Sunday (17)
trusively act out the message of invited Dr. Ernest Dichter to re¬
friendliness. Withal, it’s a smooth but the arguments of VanceVPackproduction and a picker-upper for ard (Hidden Persuaders) made the
the generally drab state of local preceding week when the author
radio programming.
Les.
called the use of m.r. in advertis¬
ing immoral.
PRESENTING POZY
Dr. Dichter parried the thrusts
With Harry Pozy orch, Ian Fel- of host Professor William Kuntslowes
ler effectively although he spent a
Producer: Stephen Dale
lot of his time trying to tie down
30 Mins.; Sat., 7 p.m.
meanings and defining terms and
CBC Trans-Canada, from Ottawa
intent exactly before giving any
For dialers who want to dance opinions.
or listen, “Presenting Pozy” on the
Referring to subliminal percep¬
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp.’s tion and advertising, Dr. Dichter
Trans-Canada we-b is a solid ses¬ admitted that if a desire was al¬
sion of varied band tunes. Opener ready present, the use of sublim¬
(16) teemed with Dixieland, a for¬ inal techniaues could stimulate a
mat this w.k. showhaeking and person to buy. He also pointed
dance band handles in great style. Dut. however, that distinguishing
But it carried soft ballads. Latino between brands in this type of ad¬
and ritkytick stuff as well, and vertising would be most difficult
plenty of it, using nine tunes plus if not impossible. Thus it would
theme (“South Rampart St. Blues”) not be too difficult to induce peotwice.
Dle to buy a soft drink but it might
Harry Pozy orchestra is house be auite another thing to get them
band at the Chaudiere Club where to distinguish between the several
it went from four years on the brands offered.
stand at the Gatineau Club. Group
The psychologist did admit that
is uniauely show-wise and rates the use of subliminal techniaues
big kudos from all acts it backs, in advertising could be immoral (a
plus being fave with dancing cus¬ Doint Packard makes reDeatedly)
tomers between show's. Big lack but then backtracked with a flock
in this stint is the overall reso¬ of definitions the UDshot being that
nance it is accustomed to in a hall. t^e technique must be related to
Aired , from a hard, overly-dead- the intent and that 'it could be
walled studio, show would be en¬ either moral or immoral depend¬
hanced by injection of some echo, in'* on t^e intended use.
physically or electronically, to
From the specifics of subliminal
broaden the sound and blend the perceDtion the discussion branched
instruments instead of separating out to embrace advertising in gen¬
them.
Band is soeko as is but eral.
Again Dr. Dichter parried
resonance would get bigger im¬ a Packard auote accusing the ad¬
pact.
A livelier announce job vertising bunch of creating a
would also improve. the stanza, treadmill of material wealth by
CBO staffer Ian Fellowes handling saving that they were really cre¬
a bright script as though he was ating “constructive discontent”;
reading Shakespeare and didn’t that this was a support for the
like it.
economy and therefore beneficial
Scheduling break has “Present¬ to +1,e country.
ing Pozv” on radio opposite a
The problems of material versus
video item about Indians and spiritual well being also came in
pioneers called “Radission” which for its share of attention but it
sends most adults to the audio would seem that no discussion of
knobs.
Gorm.
subliminal perception and motiva¬
tional research can progress very
UFO-FACT OR FANTASY?
far without running into these
Narrator: Paul Parker
head problems.
It made for in¬
Producer: Parker
teresting listening but the more
30 Mins.: Mon. (11), 10:30 p.m.
technical and pressing aspects of
QUAKER CITY GROCERY CO.
the problem was buried in plethora
WIP, Philadelphia
Of verbiage.
• Sya.
“Unknown Flying Objects.” doc¬
umentary pieced together by news!
commentator Paul Parker from
his quarter-hour, cross-the-board
Cincinnati, Nov. 19.
midday interview sessions, shaped
Suit for $19,500 against the Cincy
up to a timely and absorbing halfhour. These were no crackpot in¬ chapter of American Federation of
terview subjects, but responsible Television and Radio Artists and
citizens, scientists and Air Force three of its Officers has been
bras*:, telling their reactions to the brought by L. B. Wilson, Inc.,
sighting by four separate wit¬ operator of WCKY, which was
nesses. unknown to each other, of struck in August.
bright egg-shaped objects in LevelDeceit and restrictions in trade
land, Tex. They reported identi¬ and commerce are charges in the
cal descriptions and received the
petition filed last week in Common
same reactions to their automo¬
biles. according to a Texas sheriff, Pleas Court. Another allegation is
that the union pressured sponsors
the first interviewee.
into dropping the station, causing a
The second speaker, Lee Cor¬
bin. news director WFBR, Balti¬ $9,750 advertising loss.
Named as agents are Andre Carmore. Md., told of similar sight¬
Ion and George Palmer, directors,
ings in Maryland, i|n 1952.
Dr. Lincoln LajPaz, metereolo- and Jonas Katz, executive secretary
gist .of Hie U. of -b}ew Mexico ana¬ and attorney for-the chapter.
FASHIONS IN MUSIC
»
With Mai Bellairs, Connie Mitchell,
Bill Lawrence, Caesar Petrillo
Orch, guest Toni Arden
Producer: Howard Weaver
Assoc. Producers: Art Thorse®,
Norman E. Heyne
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 7 pjn.
MORRIS B. SACHS
WBBM, Chicago

Radio Followups

WCKY Suing AFTRA

P^RIETT

Reynolds, CBS Take
A Cold, Hard Look At .
'Duchess’ & Her Future
Sheldon Reynolds, producer of
CBS-TV’s “Dick & the Duchess,”
planed in from London last week
for a Series of huddles with the
network and sponsors and walked
out with a promise of heavy ad¬
vertising-promotion on the falter¬
ing series at least through. April.
Sponsors,
Helene
Curtis
and.
Mogen David, are tied to a 26-week
commitment oil the show* which
takes it through spring, but rather
than resigning themselves to low
ratings, for the rest of the spread,
they’ve decided on an all-out push
on the stanza.
Understood Reynolds came in to
talk cold c.facts to the sponsors,
pointing out to them that it wasn’t
realistic to expect a new show
with no name stars to dent the
Perry Como competition right at
the start.
If the show can top
Como, he’s understood to have
said, it’s the kind of entry which
has to build slowly, and at the
risk of taking an occasional bad
rating heating at the hands of
Como whenever he decides to
bring on some top name guests. At
the same time, he said, if they ex¬
pect it to build, it has to be sup¬
ported with some heavy advertis¬
ing and promotional values to let
people know it’s on the air,
Reynolds has already worked a
couple of kinks out of the proper¬
ty. For one thing, he’s dubbing his
own laughtrack now, after having
had it done for him by CBS in
N. Y. Trouble with the CBS track,
he said, was that it didn’t fit the
show In terms of the pacing of the
action, in filming it, he “cut it
wide,” that is, had the actors take
long pauses for the dubbed-in
laughter, while the track done by
CBS didn’t fill in the pauses prop¬
erly and left the actors “looking at
each other.”
producer flew to Chicago yes¬
terday (Tues.) to meet with the
Curtis and Mogen David prexies,
then was scheduled to return .to
London. Episode No. 23 is current¬
ly in production there, though only
eight episodes have been shown
on the air thus far. He’s due to
return to N. Y. in January to hud¬
dle with CBS on new properties,

‘VICTORY AT SEA’
AS SALOMON TOME
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Inside Stuff—Radio-TV
.Producer Herb Sussan said last Tuesday (12), too late for inclusion
in last week’s issue, that film clips or kinnies of Arthur Godfrey, Lu¬
cille Rkll & Desi Arnaz, Edward R. Murrow, Ken Murray, Phil Silvers
and Jack Benny had been pulled from the NBC-TV Sunday (10) “Wide
Wide World” subtitled “The Fabulous Infant,” because of objections
from sponsors and some of the talent involved. In the case of Murrow
and Godfrey, for example, Ford Motors objected; and in the case of
Benny, Chrysler axe^ the clips, in each instance because of the Gen¬
eral Motors sponsorship of "WWW.” Sid Caesaf (ex-NBC) refuted to
allow a clip of his old show, while Laurie Anders nixed the kine of her¬
self and Ken Murray.
5

First class in the Writers Workshop of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences is tonight (Wed.) with CBS story editor leading off on
the “basic mechanics” of video scripting. Workshop, first of its kind to
be sponsored by an industry group, has several of the top names in
the writing field—Ted Apstein, Robert Alan Aurthur, Paddy Chayefsky,
David Davidson, Leo Davis, Ernie Kinoy, Howard Rodman, Reginald
Rose, Jerome Ross, Rod Serling and . David Shaw—contributing ser¬
vices as faculty and lecturers.
Course is strictly for pros, writers in other fields. Mort Abrahams,
who is chairing the Workshop, has kept the first 15-week course to a
limit of 24 students, broken into four separate seminars of six students
and two instructors.
The Budapest String Quartet, which made its tv debut via a one-hour
concert Oct. 27 on WCBS-TV, N.Y., is returning for an encore Dec. 1
with a 105-minute concert on the same station. Produced in collabora¬
tion with the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn., which arranged
the first telecast, the 3 to 4:45 p.m. telecast will be a remote pickup of
an actual concert from the Frick Museum on upper Fifth Ave. in N.Y.
Composer Norman dello Joio again will host the concert.
Mac Shoub, tv playwright and copy director of Vickers & Benson,
Montreal ad agency, is for the second time the only Canadian repre¬
sented in Harcourt Brace’s annual (seven) “Best Television Plays.” His
script, “Thank You, Edmondo,” done last year on Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Corp.’s tv web, was repeated Nov. 6 on NBC’s “Matinee Theatre,”
His first Harcourt Brace winner was “Ashes In the Wind” in ’51.
W. D. (Dub) Rogers* KDUB-TV in Lubbock celebrated its fifth anni
last week, and to commemorate the event sunk a time capsule to be
opened on its 25th anni on Nov. 13, 1977. Capsule included letters, rec¬
ords, etc., along with copies of trade papers, including last week’s
Variety, which bears the Nov, 13 anni dateline.

No More Fran
Continued from page 43
considering Using two or three
relatively unknown females in the
act to function in the way Fran
Allison did. “If and when we do
the Broadway show,” Tillstrom
says, “and as far as I know I have
only to give the green light, I think
it will be necessary to have live
persons in It.
And with Fran’s
other contracts, it doesn’t seem
possible to plan anything more to¬
gether, But her part in the show
was too integral to simply. re¬
place.”
Miss Allison has been contracted
for the RCA Whirlpool and the
Swift tv commercials this year, and
she is continuing as Aunt Fanny
on Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club”
on ABN. In addition, she has a;
schedule of personal appearances
and is guesting on Jack Paar’si
NBC-TV. “Tonight” show next
week (27-29). Tillstrom’s Kuklapoiitans have been doing a series
of filmed commercials for S&H
Green Stamps in Chicago, have a
Dec. 1 date on Martin Agronsky’-s
“Look Here” and are pencilled in i
return to “Perry Como Show”
later next month.

“Victory at Sea,” which has cov¬
ered most media as a television
series, motion picture .and LP al¬
bum, is due to go into book form
and will be published some time
next year by Doubleday* Book will
be written by Henry (Pete) Salo¬
mon, now special projects director
at NBC, Who produced ^Victory”
and wrote the script. Because the
original television series was so
long, Salomon will use as the basis
of the book his motion picture
(UA) script and expand the tome
from that.
In signing contracts for the book,
NBC, Salomon and Doubleday had
to dispense with one of the stand¬
ard contract clauses, that covering
television rights, natch. It’s prob¬
. Continued from page 43
ably the first time a television orig¬
inal has been converted into book jurisdiction of taped tv? (Appar¬
form (bther thanTeprints of tele¬
ently, the two networks gave
plays and merchandising offshoots
NABET conditional control of “the
of tv’ers).
system of the future” in return for
the technical union dropping all
claims to film, which in all three
networks is controlled by IATSE.)
What concessions is CBS going
Continued from page '43
^
to have to make to IBEW, its own
live
tv union, regarding tape, in
on ABC, “Wagon Train” on NBC
and “Big Record" on CBS—all of order to get a decrease in staff em¬
which do not come together net- ployees In N. Y.?
What can the three webs do'to
workwise.
“Big
Record”
was
selected as the centerpiece of the placate IATSE, if they give tape to
poll, presumably, because its IB and NABET? In the samb re¬
disker personalities as guests are gard, will IA even permit a formal
contractual’ arrangement among
figured to lure the collegians.
Certain presumptions made at the networks which takes tape
the course lead the. instructor to jurisdiction away from it?
Being aware, and reportedly
believe that the idea is “99.7%”
effective, and “will actually tell fearful, of the great power that the
who will and who won’t be watch¬ conference of studio unions, of
ing the show in the future.” which IA is an integral part, has
on the Coast, how far, despite all
These were the results:
Of the 100 persons phoned, 44 the propaganda at present, will the
webs
want to go in moving their
were watching “Big Record,” 32
were with Sinatra, four were ogl¬ production activities to Holly¬
ing “Wagon Train,” and 20 weren’t wood?
viewing anything. These statistics,
And how far will CBS, NBC and
under the'round figure of 100, ABC be willing to go in increasing
translate directly into percentage' flie IB and NABET Coast shops in
figures. The/supplier of the fig¬ return for decreases in New York?
ures observes' that, in. accordance (The latter question raises sec¬
with the laws of probability, tional problems: The live technical
never more, than 62% and never unions might find their New York
less than 23% will be tuned in to local boys fighting any tradeoff in
favor .-of the GoastiL - ^
■» .
^
“Big Record.”

Unions

PhT

Gen. Mills Pacts
New'Ranger Deal
General Mills has signed a new
deal with Jack Wrather, owner of
Lone Ranger Inc., for the “Lone
Ranger” telefilms through August-,
1960. It's a two-part arrangement,
and, depending bn the various op¬
tions that can be exercised; the pact
will cost the sponsor from under
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000, with the
latter appearing more likely.
GM will pay Wrather for rental
of “Lone Ranger” half-hour telepix
on a 104-week, two-play-a-week
deal. If only rerun films are used,
cost to GM will be slightly under
$2,000,000. If 13 new films are
bought, the price will rise to over
$2,000,000, with adjustments being
made in lower costs of reruns.
• However, the most likely course
at this point was that the cereal
company was going td buy a new
39 half-hours, bringing its talent
tab up to just $3,000,000. Wrather
has the right to decide to produce
new product, if he notifies the spon¬
sor by next spring, but GM has the
right in return to buy only 13.
New paet succeeds the original
two-year pact between General
Mills, handled by Dancer-Fitzgerald-SampIe, and Lone Ranger Inc.
GM has the prerogative of selling
off half of its share in “Ranger”
films.
GM is only eight weeks away
from pact renewals with CBS-TV
and ABC-TV, each of which has a
weekly “Ranger” rim.

33 EDUC’L STATIONS
BY END OF YEAR
Washington, Nov. 19.
Noncommercial educational tv
stations should reach the 33 mark
by the end of the year, according
to the Joiht Council on Education¬
al Television.
Latest box score
by JCET lists five new stations ex¬
pected to begin operations this
month or December. They are in
Atlanta, Salt Lake City, Jackson¬
ville, Fla., Albuquerque,' N. M.,
.and San Juan, P. R. All are VHF
except Atlanta.
There are now 28 ETV stations
on the air in 20 states. Largest
number is in Alabama Which has
three. Illinois, Louisina, Michi¬
gan, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wis¬
consin each have two. All but five
of the 28 are VHF.
y* An additional three stations are
licensed to educational institutions
imteperate commercially*
v
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I the ABC Radio Network, has been
i named account supervisor on pack¬
aged goods accounts at Hicks &
Greist.
’ BBD&O recently sponsored a
“brainstorm session” on the “Gar¬
ry Moore Show.”
Agency came
-By JACK BERNSTEINup. with nearly 100 ideas on the
Satellite theme is getting a big i count handled by Fuller, Smith &
subject of “What Wives Can Do to
play by the advertising agencies Ross. T6tal billings with NBC and
Help Their Husbands Live Long¬
in their blurbs. Norman, Craig & | CBS will he in excess of $3,000,000.
er.”.
Mother-in-laws
receive^
Kummel used the bit for Ronson [
Sonotone has contracted for spot I prominent attention.
In advertising the Varaflame pock¬ : radio
announcement
campaign j
Houbigant Perfumes via the El¬
et lighter. Rand McNally is also over WMGM, WINS, and WMCA,! lington agency will launch a 13capitalizing on the idea in plug¬ New York.
Advertising features week color ty . series starting in
ging its maps."
;the new hearing aid concealed in March in 84 cities.
Lennon & Newell is toying with glasses and account is being han¬
the idea of using freed prisoners dled through William Warren,
on “Court of Last Resort Show." Jackson & Delaney.
TV department is planning to use
Young & Rubicam and Johnson
them in an interview on latter half & Johnson are using stroboscopic
of the Old Gold show.
scenes in motion for its new tv
Bing Crosby has concluded four commercials. Technique has been
commercials for Lennen & Newell used in a motion picture made in
for sponsor American Gas Assn. a Paris studio.
Theme is White Christmas and
Richard H. Depewv former ABC
CBS-TV this week picked up
agency states as far as it knows programming exec, has - moved
it's tile first time Crosby has done over to Cunningham & Walsh as some additional fat sports billing,
commercials for anyone except for radio and tv account head on the most of it at NBC’s expense. State
Farm Mutual Auto Insurance has
his own companies.
Andrew Jergens billings.
cancelled the post-fights “Red
Dr. Sidney Roslow, president of
Edro Products plan an extensive Barber’s Corner” on NBC effective
Pulse, last week blasted ad agen¬ radio and tv spot campaign for its Dec. 27, and starting in April,
cies and sponsors for using tele¬ new vitamin lollipop. Agency ap¬ will take a 26-week ride with halfvision. ratings as a Scapegoat for pointed to handle the campaign is sponsorship of CBS’ , “Baseball
dropping shows, in a spiel before; Cohen & Aleshire. •
Game of the Week.”
the
media research discussion
Campbell Ewald agency men,
At the same time, CBS inked
group of the American Marketing while filming the Delco battery Marlboro cigarets for a one-shot
Assn. Roslow said “management commercials for. the television sponsorship on Thanksgiving Day
has its own reasons for dropping series,
“High Adventure With for the telecast of the Detroit
shows but intentionally or unin¬ Lowell Thomas,” traveled the four Lions-Green Bay Packers annual.
tentionally are putting the blame corners of the earth so that the Marlboro, which has been CBS'
on ratings.”
Representatives of film blurbs could be shot on loca¬ sole national sponsor on the web's
the various major rating services tion. They trekked to Nepal, New pro football schedule, has picked
participated in a panel discussion Guinea, the Amazon, the Arctic, up half-sponsorship on the Turkey
before the members of the AMA.
the Australian bush country and to Day one-shot,, with CBS co-oping
The drive against the Asian flu Africa so that the commercials the other half. Deal was set via
epidemic will get a shot in the arm would be realistic*
Deo Burpett.
John Peace, v.p., and a director
from a nationwide public service
As for NBC, it’s put the Friday
campaign conducted by the Adver¬ of William Esty, will preside over post-fight segment up for sale,' of¬
tising Council. Young 8t Rubicam agency’s newly-formed operating fering sponsors a choice of Barber
is serving as volunteer advertising committee.
or any other commentator of the
agency on the campaign.
Resignation of the Halo Sham¬ bankroller’s choosing. If no spon¬
Appointments: Edward Kletter poo and Vel Beauty Bar segments sor shows lip by the end of the
Associates has named Sinclair Ja¬ of the Colgate-Palmolive Co. ac¬ year to take on the $2,000,000 a
cobs Jr. as assistant director of count has cost the Carl S. Brown year package, the web will retain
Barber as a sustainer for awhile.
. advertising.
Gene Schiess has agency about 50% of its billings.
Avis.-Rent-A-Car
System,
has
; joined Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
as tv and radio program manager. backed out of the N. W. Ayer lot
Youngstown, O. — City’s third
Irving S. Kogan, director of p.r. and has driven its $1,500,000 ac¬
UHF outlet, WKST-TV, has re¬
at Hicks & Greist, has been upped! count to McCann-Erickson.
turned. to the air on Ch. 45 from
Stanley Carr, ex v.p. of Leeto v.p. status in agency. Robert;
its new transmitter site on the
Coen appointed associate director | Stockman, has exited to the Wil¬ south side of town, serving a new
for media at McCann-Eriekson. He j liams Advertising Agency where Youngstown-New Castle, Pa., tv
has been with agency for 10 years, i he will be a v.p. and a member of area as an affiliate of ABC. Chan¬
Everett iBud» Gammon has been j the plans board.
nel-went off the air from its site
appointed tv account executive j
Ernest M. Walker, formerly di¬ in New Castle In January, 1955,
for the Libbey-Owens Ford ac- rector of the central division of unable to make ends meet.

Around the Ad Agencies

CBS-TV Grabs Off
More Sports Coin
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NBC’s Wslt For?’
Invites a $2,500,000
Suit Claiming Piracy
Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
Barry Farnol, head of radio-tv
department of the Dublin, Feld¬
man & Kahn advertising agency
here, filed a $2,500,000 suit in Fed¬
eral Court here last week against
NBC for allegedly stealing his for¬
mat for a quiz show.
Farnol
claims the network purloined not
only the substance of his idea but
even the title, “What’s It For?”
Plaintiff's attorney, Alexander
L. Suto, says Farnol owns the name
and the format under common law
copyright provisions.
He stated
that Farnol filed the name and for¬
mat with the Authors League of
New York on Aug. 19, 1952, and as
j evidence of his action mailed him| self a regisered letter containing a
duplicate copy of the information.
This, Suto said, is the customary
practice of the Authors League.
The registered letter serves as a
corollary proof of copyright and is
not,, to be opened unless litigation
results. The lawyer has the sealed
envelope in his possession.
Hal March program, which went
on the air last month, is “an in¬
tentional duplicate,” according to
Farnol, “of my idea in that it copies
not only the name, format, plot,
style and twist but in many re¬
spects the exact wording of my
idea.”

MANI0N LOPS OFF
FORUM ON MUTUAL
Chicago, Nov. 19.
“Manion Forum of the Air” is
declining renewal of its contract
Wi*h Mutual Broadcasting System,
which comes due on Nov. 24, be¬
cause the network bumped its Oct.
20 broadcast for the possible de¬
famatory remarks it might have
contained.
The banned program
had centered on industrialist Her¬
bert V. Kohler, who talked on the
three-year strike against his plant
in Kohler, Wis., by the United
Automobile Workers Union.
Clarence E. Manion, former
dean of. Law at Notre Dame U.
•and conductor of the forum, said
the show will continue on- 70 in¬
dependent stations
which
had
carried the. broadcasts,, on other
indies, land on some Mutual .sta¬
tions on an independent basis.
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CHRISTMAS JOB
AT MACY’S
Full-time and part-time selling jobs... and non-selling jobs,
too. Earn while you learn ... and take home a good salary,
and get 20% discount on personal things, 10% on practically
everything else. Work in the world’s biggest store... it’s fun.

■

t.
★

I

Interview Monday through Saturday, 9 to S
Macy's Employment Office, 166 West 35 St.
Westchester residents: Apply Macy’s White Plains
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John F. Box to St. L.
As a Balaban Exec
John F. Box has been named
v.p. in charge of the Balaban radio
stations by Elmer Balaban, presi¬
dent of the organization.
Box
will work out of St. Louis where he
will also act as managing director
of WIL, the Balaban St. Louis sta¬
tion.
Box has been an executive v.p.
of the Bartell Group since 1954
and held management positions
With Bartell stations in Milwaukee,
Atlanta and Phoenix.
Prior to
joining the Bartell group he was
associated with NBC. .

Lee de Forest VTR’s
For ‘Smaller Stations’
Hollywood, Nov. .19.
New video tape recorder, based
on patents held by Dr. Lee nde
Forest, will be made for smaller
indie stations by Magnasync Manu¬
facturing Co. of North Hollywood.
According to Magnasync prexy
Dean J. White, production on de
Forest tape recorders is expected
to get underway in about a year,
under a licensing arrangement set
recently.
Main feature of de Forest ma¬
chine is a simplified method of
synchronizing the rotating heads of
tape machines, hitherto a major
VTR headache, according to White.

Katz Ups Three
Katz reppery has upped Daniel
Denenholtz, Morris Kellner and
Scott Donahue Jr., to v.p. posts.
Denenholz, who has been with
the firm since 1931, will head-up
the research and promotion de¬
partment, supervising the adver¬
tising, publicity, research and
sales data activities of the agency.
A 25-year employee, Kellner,
who has been radio sales manager^
since 1952, will be v.p. in charge
of radio sales.

Donahue, formerly sales man¬
ager of, station WPIX* N.Y.r will
charge ofteWrtsiiMi'Tsale*. 5a

CBS Hits Peak
9-Mo. Earnings
Record nine-month earnings of
$13,898,171 representing an in¬
crease. of more than 47% over the
$9,368,073 for the similar nine
months in 1956, were reported by
CBS last week.
Earnings are
equal to S1.82 per share, as con¬
trasted with $1.25 for the 1956
period.
The ’56 figures, of course, in; elude provisions for losses and ex¬
penses involved in the discontinu¬
ance of the CBS-Columbia set
manufacturing division. But over¬
all, sales and net revenues for the
current nine-month period also
represent an increase over the ’56
period of 7.4%, from $256,379,847
to $275,276,269.
CBS board declared cash divi¬
dends of 25c per share on Class A
and Class B stock, payable Dec. 13
to stockholders of record on -Nov.
29, and also declared a 3% stock
dividend on both types of common,
payable Dec. 27. CBS will not issue
fractional shares but will send
stockholders non-transferable or¬
der forms for their interest in
fractional shares.

Commercial Airliners
Protest ‘Playhouse 90’
Crash; Scene Deleted
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
As a result of protest by com¬
mercial airlines to CBS-TV brass
in N.Y., inclusion in a “Playhouse
90” drama of a commercial plane
crashing has been deleted, and
there’s no mention of the com¬
mercial plane angle in the revised
script.
Word reached the commercial
companies that “Panic Button,”
Rod Serling teleplay to he seen
on the CBS-TV show Nov. 28, has
to do with the crash of a commer*
cial plane.
Firms immediately
beefed to web brass in N.Y. and
demanded that be changed so that
the plane involved would be a
chartered plane, not that of a
commercial line.
Consequently, web and airline
companies finally reached agree¬
ment whereby name of the com¬
pany owning the plane which
crashes will be called “Charter
Line,” but it will be left vague as
to whether it actually is a com¬
mercial or chartered plane. Robert
Stack, Vera Miles and Lee J. Cobb
star in the drama;

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING”
To Thank
RAYMOND MASSEY • BOI HOPE
LENA HORN! • BILL O’DWYER
MIKE TODD • PETER LORRE
MILTON BERLE
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
vision’s
original hard-hitting
telephone interview session . . .
going info it? fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, NoV. 23,
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.
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Weil k Hartley’s
50% WOV Stake

. JSj&RKEft'Y

WBBM
—^

Continued from page 32

for a more sophisticated vehicle
to add prestige to the company
image. .
Young Sachs has put all his eggs
in the AM basket, dropping. tv
participations. New show is slot¬
ted behind Edward R. Murrow’s
15-minute CBS news strip, starting
at 7 p.m., which is figured to be
dishwashing time, just before the
mass television tuneon. Show, a
breezy, soft-sell tuner, uses a 25piece studio orch led by Caesar
Petrillo, two regular vocalists, Bill
Lawrence and Connie Mitchell, and
an occasional guestar.
Buy was made through Wesley,
Heyne & Cuca Advertising. Nor¬
man Heyne, partner in the firm,
has been Sachs’ “Amateur Hour”
producer for 23 years.
The defunct amateur show, by
the way, boasted such graduates
as Steve Allen, Mel Tonne, June
Haver, Frankie Laine, Harmonicats, Skip Farrell and Maureen
Cannon.

Fairly
widespread impression
last week was that the team of
Ralph Weil , and Arnold Hartley
was taking “absolute control” of
New York radio indie WOV, What
actually happened, though, was that
majority stockholder Morris Novik
sold the brace ah' additional 19%
interest in the Italian-Negro mar¬
ket outlet, bringing his share down
to 50% of the total ownership.
Hartley and Weil, who havq been
the longtime management team at
the station even though their stock
interest had always been out¬
weighed by somebody else, for the
first time own the other 50%.
Sale to Weil and Hartley, accord¬
ing to Novik, who is also radio-tv
consultant for the AFL-CIO, was
part of the original deal he made
with the two when he bought 69%
of WOV in Aug., 1955. When Novik
bought out Richard O’Dea, he gave
Hartley and Weil three years in
which to excercise an option to
take 19% of the stock off his hands
at the same rate at which he bought
it. He paid O’Dea *$250,000 for the
Continued from page 27
^
69% ownership.
Novik will retain exactly 50% ren” will be moved to another
of the voting rights in all WOV sppt (2:05-2:15 is a possibility) or
dropped for the time being.
As
policy decisions.
for NBC's Allen arid spouse Mea¬
dows, they’ve agreed to do their
strip for NBC if the web can come
up with another bankrolldr. Staley
deal was set via Erwin, Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan.
American Broadcasting - Para¬
CBS also grabbed some of that
mount Theatres has established a other kind of sponsorship^-the
“tv character merchandising de¬ multiple-frequency business, via a
partment” headed by Walter R. sale to American Home Foods of
McCurdy.
ABC-TV, an AB-PT 33 7^-minute dajdime units and
subsid, hence becomes the last of five of the five-minute “impact
the three tv webs to get its own plan” segments, starting this week.
formal merchandising unit. NBC Web also renewed its one "impact”
and CBS have each had one for segment per week for 52 weeks
some time.
with Lewis Howe Co.
McCurdy has been with AB-PT
in merchandising mainly for the
parent arm since 1953. Network
will use its* publicity, art and ad¬
vertising staffs in all the licensing
Continued from page 29 —^
promotions carried on by McCurdy.
Auction of “On Borrowed Time”
same day at 5:30 to 7 fell victim,
of all things, to ABC’s ’ “Lone
Ranger.” “Time” averaged out to
WOR-TV, N.Y., has corraled its
11
.0, and in the'first half-hour, it*
second
double-exposure
series,
scored a 9.6, easily topping “Seven
with “Boots and Saddles” > being
Lively Arts’ ” 6.6 but well behind
taken for an extra ride on the RKO
“Lone Ranger’s” 13.1.
At 5:30,
^’eleradio station Wednesday nights
“Time” had a 10.0 vs. 12.3 for
by sponsor A&P. The food' chain
“Beat the Clock,” and at 6:30; it
has the skein on WRCA-TV, too.
topped “The Twentieth Century”
WOR-TV entered the double¬
but a 13.4 to 11.8 score.
exposure field this season with
Saturday night, “Holiday, in Las
“Harbor Command,” sponsored by
Vegas” was an easy winner, aver¬
-Nucoa, also on W ABC-TV. Prior to
aging out to 28.4 in its 8 to 9 hour.
this season, the double-exposure
It scored 27.8 at 8 vs. 19.8 for
field in the New York market vir¬
“Perry Mason”* and 6.4 for ABC’s
tually was exclusively held by. “Country Music,” and at 8:30, rose
WPIX.
to 28.9 vs. 12.7 for “Dick & the
Duchess” and 8.5 for the second
Hollywood — Bernard Goodman
half of the ABC “Country Music”
has been named an account exec at i
entry.
KFMU (FM) here by station topper
Phil Brestoff. '

Peter & Mary

AB-PT PUTS ABC-TV
INTO MERCHANDISING

• ‘Maverick’

WOR-TV’s U ‘Double’

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING’1
To Thank
CHARLES LAUGHTON
EDDIE FISHER • JERRY' LEWIS
STEVE ALLEN • SAMMY DAVIS JR.
ROBERT YOUNG • EX-CUBAN
PRES. CARLOS FRIO
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
vision’s original hard-hitting
telephone interview session . . ,
going into its’ fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30 pin. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

RKO TELERADIO WINS
BACK WGMS LICENSE
Washington, Noyf 19.
RKO Teleradio Pictures got
back its license for WGMS here
| last week after being without it
for a year as the result of pro¬
ceedings brought by a minority
stockholder agaipst the sale of the
station for $400,000 by Good Music
Station Inc.
During this time,
RKO has had nothing to do with
the operation of the station al¬
though it owned the physical fa¬
cilities.
Reassignment of the license to
RKO was ordered by the FCC following.withdrawal of opposition by
Lawrence M. C. Smith of Phila¬
delphia who owned a sixth interest
in WGMS. Smith claimed the ma¬
jority
stockholder,
M.
Robert
Rogers, turned down a higher offer
for the station in favor of the deal
with RKO which retains Rogers
and Mrs. Rogers as consultants for
$25,000 annually for five years. A
Delaware court held against him.
Houston—Forrest Patton, sales
representative for the past five
years on KNUZ, has* been named
the station’s commercial manager
to succeed Bruno .Leonardt Pat¬
ton Was an ad agency! account ex¬
ecutive prior'to entering ^radio.
Leonardt has joined the s&ff of
KYOK and the Ok Broadcasting
Chain.
Bill Pelham, production
. chief of KNUZ, a veteran of 13 ,
'years in radio, has been- trans-j
Jerred-tqrUte KNUZ sales-depart-*
Lent jfci^ia^FuHonu*
r*

RADIO-TELEVISION

G&T FINALIZE 80%
R.I. NEWSPAPER BUY
Television package producers
Goodson & Todman have closed
the deal giving them over 80% of
Pawtucket, R.I., Times. Price for
the newspaper is reportedly in the
vicinity of $3,000,000.
Mark Goodson and Bill Todman
will not take ari active interest in
the management of the 80r-year^old
Times and they will leave the edi¬
torial policy generally the same as
it has been in the past. The daily
was described as “a non-partisan
liberal paper in a Republican
market.”
G&T. owns 50% of stock bought
in the Times. The rest was pur1 chased by a group of men who
joined with the producers in the
deal. Eventually, G&T and their
associates will assume 100% con¬
trol of the paper, as the remaining
small stockholders are bought out
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Networks Vs. TV Cities
Continued from page 27

point where the new season is a
month and a half old, refer to
cities in which all three networks
poured unprecedented sums into
advertising and promotion on a
daily basis, even during November
and particularly during the Trendex “week.” Moreover, the Niel¬
sen data would tend to reflect the
opening-of-season
publicity and
advertising ballyhoo surrounding
the new season, particularly with
ABC’s entry into the network race
as a major contender.
Moreover, it’s pointed out, view¬
ing should be higher for the first
couple of months of the season
due simply to the unprecedented
number of new shows hitting the
air this season. Public curiosity
to get at. least one Or two glapces

at all the new entries would ac¬
count for the increase in viewing,
without necessarily meaning that
the level of viewing would not
decline later . via dissatisfaction
with the shows.

St. Joe Stations Sold
St. Joseph, Mo., Nov. 19.
Sale of stations KFEQ and
KFEQ-TV were completed here
last week. They were sold by .Mid¬
land Broadcasting Co. to Isadora
and Jesse Fine, the new owners’
operating firm being KFEQ'Broadcasting Co.
&
New owners have made Ted Nel¬
son general manager of both radio
and tv facilities.
He succeeds
Glen Griswold.

ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION LIMITED
-S-

UNDOUBTED SUCCESS OF INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION AS AN ADVERTISING MEDIUM
MR. JOHN SPENCER WILLS ON OFFICIAL
LIMITATION OF BROADCASTING HOURS
The Second Annuel General Meeting
of Associated-Redlffusion Limited was
held on November 14 in London, Eng¬
land. Mr. JOHN SPENCER WILLS,
the Chairman, presiding.
In moving the adoption of the Re¬
port and Accounts for the rear ended
30th April, 1957, the Chairman said:
It is with regret, but not with dis¬
may,, that I have to put before you a
loss for the year of nearly a million
pounds. As you will have seen from
the accounts,
£304.000 has been
transferred to Goodwill Account, in¬
creasing that account to £1,379,000
and £640,000 has been carried for¬
ward, Increasing the debit balance on
profit and loss account to £1,520,000.
What I described last year as the
formidable task of recouping the
initial losses therefore remains formi¬
dable. Bdt we are now operating at
a satisfactory profit and 1 hope that
when the current financial year's
accounts are reviewed, it will be posaible to report substantial progress.
After the elimination of the losses,
the next necessary step will be to
build tip adequate reserves! these are
essential in any sound business enter¬
prise but ere particularly necessary
In the case of our business, in which
it is not possible to reduce costs to
compensate, to more than a very
limited extent, for. any recession in
revenue which might be experienced.
The necessity to write down film
and script stock*, by nearly £400,000
is, like the remainder of our initial
losses, part of the price we have had
- to pay for playing the major part in
the launching of Independent Tele¬
vision in this country. Starting from
scratch, . We had less than a year in
which to equip ourselves, not only to
get on the air but to" stay on the air,
providing;, entirely out 6f our own
resources,' some thirty to thirty-five
hour* of programs each week for the
first five months.
We bad tff acquire a substantial
stock of filmed programmes in order
to ensure continuity of programmes,
pending the • provision of adequate
studios .and equipment and pending
even the possibility of arranging for
the networking of programmes with
programme contractors in other areas.
The market was limited, oUr pur¬
chases were hurried and on some, it
is now dear, we spent too much.

the unique impact of the medium and
the enormous increase in the audi¬
ences put advertisers are now able to
reach.
In September 1650, our maximum
potential audience was something
under three quarters of a million; to¬
day it is approaching five and a half
million.

PROGRAMMES

greater will he the growth In the
number of viewers. Some of my per¬
sonal friends have told me that they
prefer the commercial advertisements
to the programmes which surround
them. I must confess (discounting the
•leg-pull"), that I do not find this
comment unpleasing.
Before we went on the air my
greatest fear was that people who
could view a programme without
advertisements would prefer it to One
with advertisements. As it has turned
out, the presence of advertisements
may well have given us an advantage
over the B.B.'C.i

Clearly it would not have bedh pos¬
sible to provide our advertisers with
audiences of the present size unless
we had furnished programmes accept¬
able to viewers and I think that con¬
gratulations are dne to -our pro¬
gramme planning and production staff
INDEPENDENT TELEVISION
for their achievements in this direc¬
AUTHORITY
tion.
Once again, I should Uke to thank
Since we commenced transmissions
the Independent Television Authority
they have produced over 130 fullfor their continued help and coopera¬
length, plays and nearly 200 feature
tion at all levels; the success achieved
programmes.
Our features section
by Independent Television leaves no
staff travel the world in search of the
room for doubt as to the wisdom of
material for the documentary pro¬
the method by which the Authority
grammes'which have always been so
have carried out their basic function
very favourably received. . Several of
our documentary films have in fact, of providing the additional television
broadcasting services required by the
been selected for exhibition at theTelevision Act.
National Film Theatre in December.
Sir Kenneth dark (Whose departure
Some 10,000 scripts have been re¬
has been deeply regretted by all the
ceived by us since the commencement
contractors) and Sir Robert Fraser,
and for scripts purchased we have
and their colleagues, have treated us
paid out some £160,000 of which,
as responsible partners and neither
incidentally, over 90 per cent, has
they nor the public, have lost by it.
gone to British writers.
We look forward to the continuance
Have you- looked at our schools
of this happy relationship under the
broadcasts? If not, I urge you to do
new Chairman, Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick,
so. With the help of Sir John Wolfenwhose recent appointment we have
den and his Advisory Committee and
noted with pleasure.
by the expenditure of mucb time and
trouble by our staff we have, we be¬
REASONABLY SMOOTH
lieve, succeeded in producing some¬
thing really helpful to those whose
RUNNING
privilege it Is to teach thfc young.the
To our programme planning and
rulers of tomorrow.
production staff 1 have already re¬
This, the first schools television
ferred and I am sure that you would
programme in the British Common¬
not wish me to omit a special word
wealth, Is one of our contributions to
of thanks to our administrative and
enlightenment rather than entertain¬
sales staff; theirs is an arduous task
ment. Any suggestions you or your
which has been rendered more ardu¬
friends can make for its improvement
ous by the speed at which the organi¬
will be most welcome.
sation had to be established. It is
pleasant to be able to report that'the
TV TIMES
stage of reasonably smooth running
Our- programme journal, the TV* has now been reached.
.Times, has made remarkable progress
and- in a little over ■ two years has
HOURS OF BROADCASTING
achieved a weekly net sale of rfver
We have had many requests to
2,400,006. We have just published, for
broadcast television programmes at
the first time, a Tv Times Christmas
NETWORKING MAINTAINED Extra, a magazine of general interest times of day at which people now
have
only sound programmes, from
relating
to
-television,
700,000
copies
of
A satisfactory degree of networking
the B.B.C. and from foreign stations,
this publication have already been
with other 'contractors has been main¬
available for their entertainment and
sold.
tained, and I would like again to
enlightenment.
express thanks to the other contrac¬
BUILDINGS
To fill in all the gaps would prob¬
tors and to the Independent Televi¬
ably cost us more than we should
The
internal
reconstruction
of
sion News Company for their con¬
obtain from extra advertising revenue.
Television House Is at last nearly
tributions to the successi of our pro¬
But that is a commercial considera¬
grammes. This pooling of programmes
complete and the whole of 'the build¬
tion. for us to take Into account, and
ing is now either occupied by us or
Is the only rational and economic way
I completely fall to understand why
let to tenants.
Extensions to our
to run the business.
there should be imposed upon us and
It remains my belief, as 1 said last
Wembley Studios, which will make
upon our viewers an artificial limit
for more efficient operation, are in
year, that, so far as new and unde¬
which is not thought necessary for
veloped areas are concerned, no new . progress,
those who use their ears move than
contracting company can. have any '
their eyes.
TRADE UNIONS
possible economic justification: It can*
Ignoring special broadcasts, such r.s
only avoid insolvency by taking prac¬
During the year we hive completed
those to schools and certain outside
tically all Its programmes on network
agreements
with
the
appropriate
events, our hours are limited to an
from the existing contractors.
Trade Unions In respect of most
average of seven out of the daily
grades of our staff. The rates of
twenty-four. Surely the viewing habits
INCREASED
remuneration which have been estab¬
of the public should be. settled by the
lished are high but, provided they
ADVERTISEMENT REVENUE
public themselves and not fixed for
are accompanied by maximum pro¬
them by official regulation?
\ re¬
ductivity and efficiency, weThink that
AND BOOKINGS
moval of the lianit, even if it were to
that is as It should be.
One of Jhe most gratifying, and
bring us no profit, would enable us
certainly the most helpful, features of
to * Institute more programmes for
B.B.C.
COMPETITION
the year is the substantial increase in
minorities.
advertisement revenue and in future
o Some of you, I understand, expect
It is impossible for us to please all
bookings. Television as an advertising
me to. comment upon the competition
the viewers all the time, it is 'not
between our programmes and those
medium is now an Undoubted success
even possible for us to please the
an,d if any evidence of
is required
of the B.B.C. This I would prefer not
majority of viewers all the time.
it -exists abundantly in our order book.
to do. To praise the BR.C. would be
Why? Because we have a duty to
patronising: to criticise them, a mis¬
We have obtained .increased book¬
please the minority sotate of the time.
ings from practically all the adver¬
take. We .believe - that we have a
Remember this, when you hear criti¬
sufficiently onerous task to run. our
tisers who participated with us in -our
cism of our efforts. In the long run.
own business and w# have, right' It is in your interests for us to pre¬
venture of faith in the early days and
from the start, made it a cardinal rule
serve a proper balance, as we con¬
there is a constant stream of new
scientiously try to-do.
advertisers • who are using television
to concentrate upon this.
The. .better are the BJB.C. pro¬
for the first time. This is not really
The report and accounts were
unanimously adopted.
to be wondered at when one considers
grammes, as well as our own, the
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Television’s Screwball Season
; Continued from pa*e 1 ;

Tribune; it was in connection with
Crosby’s bow as emcee of “Seven
Lively Arts.”
Monkey sues man—namely, the
handlers of J. Fred Muggs filed a
libel suit against the chimp’s onetime-on-lhe-air .buddy, Dave Garyoway. and his onetime producer,
Jac Hein.
NBC viewers heard a straightfaced
. . and now we return you
to Arthur Godfrey” during the Lit¬
tle Rock crisis. And behind-thescenes during the NBC-CBS pool
coverage, a few insiders had the
rare privilege of watching NBC
News director Bill McAndrew re¬
laying instructions to CBS person¬
nel from CBS director of news
John Day. That happened when
CBS’ direct wire broke down.
NBC was rocked with a one-day
"strike-lockout” and a couple of
days of cameratic chaos over the
Alice-in-Wonderland question of
who gives direct orders to the cam¬
eramen, directors or technical di¬
rectors.
Sid Caesar quit NBC in a huff
last spring at the very -idea Of his
doing a half-hour show instead of
an hour; so this fall, he signed for
a half-hour show with ABC-TV.
Dither Over ‘Dud’ Season
Network bigwigs drew their dou¬
ble-edged swords to trade parries
for the first time within remem¬
brance with the critical fraternity,
just because, of all things, the
critics didn’t like the programs the
webs had to offer.
New York is a so-called deserted
city, with virtually all the live dra¬
matic shows on the move to the
Coast, but last weekend’s studio
schedule at NBC was so cramped
that Monday’s (18) “Suspicion”
had to originate from a rented
ABC-TV studio while last Wednes¬
day’s 113* “Kraft Television Thea¬
tre” had to be taped a day in ad¬
vance.
An educational program sched¬
uled for 6:30 a.m, turned out to be
the season's first unqualified hit.
And it started a bookstore run on
the classics unrivalled in modern
times. And everybody said WCBSTV’s “Sunrise Semester” was im¬
plausible.
George Montgomery, who be¬
sides doing a few Hollywood west¬
erns is better known in tv circles
as Dinah Shore's husband, did a
“General Electric Theatre” showT

BROADWAY
PREMIERE
Tonight, 4:15 Sharp
BROADWAY & 44 ST.

3 DOUGLAS LEIGH

SPECTACULARS
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TIME

LIFE
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Sm It from the sidewalk free.
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such plx to tv is an industry one,
and the studio will wait to see what
formula is reached between the in¬
dustry and guilds regarding a divvy
of coin from such pix before mak¬
ing a move, he said. He estimated
the majors have around 2,000 pix
in this category, that this figure
will be much larger by the team
post-’48 deals are made. Indie pix
will make it a much greater overall
total, he reminded.

Oct. 20—and ©ut-Trendexed Dinah
in her NBC premiere show.
j
While Liggett & Myers got Dean \
Martin to agree to do an alternateweek Saturday night show on NBC, j
cosponsor Max Factor went after!
Polly Bergen—and got her. Until j
it developed that Miss Bergen was j
still under contract to CBS. After !
a couple of weeks of infighting, I
MCA and Factor pried Miss Ber- |
gen loose. So then Martin pulled i
out, claiming he was afraid of over¬ SSi Continued from page 1
exposure.
contains “false and defamatory
Marie Torre, N.Y. Herald Trib¬ matter” concerning Q-TV, accord¬
une, has gotten a “Joan of Arc” ing to the complaint. Q-TV, which
tag from no less a person than a describes itself as the principal
federal judge, on the basis of her competitor of TelePrompTer in the
10-day rap for criminal contempt prompting field, objects to certain
of court because she refused to di¬ statement made in the SEP article.
vulge a source. But the quote in
According to Q-TV, headed by
question dealt with the weighty
Sam Elgort. “the libelous matter”
matter" of whether Judy Garland
tended to convey the impression
did or did not think she was too
to persons who read the article
fat to fulfill her CBS commitment
“that plaintiff was no longer in the
last winter.
cuing and prompting business, but
“Tonight’s” Jack Paar did a lit¬ had been forced out of such busi¬
eral flip over a skirt-and-sweater ness, implying that plaintiff was
youngster named Trish Dwelley, not capable of competing with de¬
who auditioned for; the show billed fendant TelePrompTer Corp.”
as an inexperienced schoolgirl.
Q-TV also complains about SEP
Paar blushed slightly when he
giving TelePrompTer permission
found out she was a pro with net¬
to reprint the article and Telework experience, but kept faith for
PrompTer’s activities in distribu¬
another two weeks, until he felt
ting the reprint which contains the
she wasn’t much of a singer after
same “false and defamatory mat¬
all.
ter.”
Aforementioned Timex cancelled
Bob Hope after the comic appeared ;
on a Frank Sinatra show cospon- j
sored by rival Bulova. Hope said |
he didn't know until the day of |
- Continued from page 27.555
the show’ that Bulova was a spon-].
sor.
this season (and that goes for
One of ABC’s basic outlets, Gisele MacKenzie, Polly Bergen,
Washington’s .WMAL-TV, refused Guy Mitchell, Pat Boone. Patrice
Rosemary
to carry a Mike Wallace show fea¬ Munsel, Patti Page,
turing British journalist Malcolm Clooney, et al.) there’s not a single
Muggerldge,- because Muggeridge one who has hit it as a boffola
is a critic of Britain’s royalty -and attraction: This sponsor or that
Queen Elizabeth was in the coun¬ sponsor may lay claim to deliver¬
ing a winner (and point to varying
try at the time.
Steve Allen wrote to thank the degrees of Trendex success), but
overall there isn’t one who’s even
Variety critic who reviewed his
show the Sunday' It'was on op¬ on the way to a Como-like click.
posite the Crosby-Sinatra Edsel Dinah Shore" has come closest to
it, but her hour display comes un¬
spec, and said, “More people may
der the heading of “last season’s
have read your review than saw the
show,” the only difference being
program.
Some Weak-willed
editor
on more frequent exposure.

Q-TV Suit

TV’s Sore Throat

“Kraft Theatre” just didn’t have
the heart to cut the line, "There’s
no bitchiness like show bitchiness,”
so “Kraft” found itself in a helluva'
stew.
—^ Continued from page ZB aJJS
That’s the scorecard, and the;
cuss further showcases for the
season at this point is only two^
singer.
months old. Radio, anyone?
1
,N. Y. Sets 30 Mins, of News
WQBS-TVj the CBS-TV flagship
in New York, is scheduline a full
30-minute news show at 7:30 to 8
a.m., starting Dec. 16, in the time
= Continued from page 31 =: period being vacated by the net¬
j that. We have had a lot of action work's Jimmy Dean show. Pro¬
in tv here during a period when gram .will consist of 10 minutes of
Metro has gone through a difficult world and national news by Rich¬
ard C. Hottelet, a’five-minute fea¬
corporate problem,” he said.
Barry will take with him to N.Y. ture report by Hottelet, five min¬
pilots on "Northwest Passage” and utes of local news by Peter Thom¬
“Min and Bill.” It’s a bit early for] as, five minutes of weather by Bill
selling for next season,, so “we’ll Martin and a five-minute recap of
have to put them in the deep freeze. the entire program by Stuart
’
There’s no point in running around Novins.
Madison. Ave. in November when
In the 7 to 7^30 period, WCBSeverybody Is still waiting to see TV will fill with “Laurel & Hardy”
how the shows will do. But we will films, but starting Jan. 27, ‘ it will
show these pilots to Metro execs replace the L&H odlies with
and a few select people on Madison “Comparative Literature 20,” the
Ave.,” he remarked.
second-semester edition of its cur¬
Metro has 350 post-1948 feature rent '6:30-7 a.m. “Sunrise Semes¬
films, but the problem of selling ter,;’ which ends Jan. 10.

Jimmy Dean

Metro TV

\ *;'K >

ZIV GETS A BIG H,

5 OUT OF TOP j
SYNDICATED SHOWS
ZIV SHOWS RATE GREAT!

'

#1

^

^

.

33.5
*2 HIGHWAY
PATROL ;
33.3
(also *8 among top network shqws)
*3 MEN OF ANNAPOLIS
32.0
*A MY FAVORITE STORY
31.8
#5 SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE
3L3
MAN CALLED X

(“8 among top network shows)
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CBS Radio Survey
; Continued from page 27 \

vey found that only 18% of thei
indie fans tune to radio for “fore I
ground” purposes, 'while 71% of the
o&o fans look for foreground pro-i
gramming. Of the mixed group,
50% listened for the “friend-infor¬
mation” foreground type. Contrari¬
wise, 82% of the independent fans
listen to radio for backgrounds,
while only 29% of the o&o fans
listen for this purpose and 50%
of the mixed group listen for back¬
grounds.
CBS Shines 09. Personalities
Further illustrative Is the finding
that only 26% of the network-sta¬
tion fans prefer the CBS station
for music, while 78% of the indie
fans prefer the indies for music.
But 57% of the o&o fans prefer
the CBS station for “specific per¬
sonalities,” while only 19% men¬
tioned personalities among the
indie fans. Conclusion being that
listeners to independent radio lis¬
ten primarily for music background
sounds, „with little attentiveness to
the programming or the personal-j
ities.
In seeking to ascertain the dif¬
ferentiation between stations, sur¬
vey asked the respondents to char-,
acterize the stations as “big” or
“small.” Fully 98% of the o&o fans
and 95% of the mixed group char¬
acterized the CBS stations as
“big,” but only 58% of the indie
fans and 48% of the mixed group,
called the indie stations “big.”
Asked what they meant by big, the
entire group answered with such
characteristics as “large variety of
programming^ complete news cover, j
age, top shows and talent.” Power
of the signal was fourth on the
frequency of mention list, and
other phsyical characteristics had
even lesser importance. More note¬
worthy is the fact that 40% of the
entire group said they mean “big
like a network station” or gave the
name of a network station.
Remarkably, * the
respondents
were highly accurate when asked
to identify stations as network af¬
filiates or independents. Fully 90%
of the o&o fans prdperly identified
the o&o as a CBS affiliate; 5%
guessed 'wrong and 5% didn’t]
know. Among the indie fans, 76%
identified the independent as such,
16% mistakenly called it a network
affiliate and 8% didn’t know.
Asked which station is the “most
authoritative,” 89% of the o&o fans
and 88% of the mixed group named
the CBS station, but only 69% of
the indie fans and 65% of the
mixed group named the indepen¬
dent. Conclusion: listeners to dif¬
ferentiate between stations and find
the network outlet “more authorita¬
tive.”
The major aspect of the study,
?nd the one which is bound to pro¬
voke the controversy, concerns “be->
lievability” of the o&o vs. the in-!
dependent. Following question was'
put only to th* mixed group: If
two stations broadcast conflicting!
accounts of the same incident,
which would you believe? 53%:
chose the o&o station, 11% chose
the indie, 10% chose other net¬
work stations, 1% picked the FM
station, 2% picked a disk jockey
station, 8% had no preference,:
14% would believe nine of them
and 4% didn't know.
Same mixed group was asked,
whose commercials they were
“more likely to believe,” the net¬
work station or the Independent.]
48% chose the network station, 15% I
picked the indie,-18% picked both,
15% said neither and 4% said
they didn’t know. Finally, the!
mixed group was asked, “which one
station has the most believable
commercials?” Fully 41% chose
the network station, 13% chose the
independent, 10% chose other sta¬
tions, 30% said “no one” and 6%
said they didn’t know. Reasons
given for the choice of the network
station
were
that
the
web’s]
wouldn’t jeopardize their reputa¬
tions with fraudulent commercials.
The “believability” aspect of the!
report is the real kicker, since ini
effect instates that while quantita¬
tively independents may reach as
many listeners as network stations,
those listeners place less belief in
the commercial message. CBS be¬
lieves that timebuyers have long
sought verification of the subjective
elements that play a role when the
rating picture between the network]
outlet and the indie are about the
same. Fact that listeners “believe’
the network-station commercials,
are more “attentive” to the pro¬
gramming, and look upon the o&o
^ iiipre' “authoritative”; would set

off an entire set of new values in
timebuying.
CBS v.p. in charge of station ad¬
ministration .Jules Dundes, who
authorized the study strictly for a
“frame of reference” on a qualita¬
tive basis instead of the heretofore
“strictly qualitative research that’s
been available,” now has decided
to take the study out on the road in
presentation form. He’ll start hit¬
ting the agencies with it late this
week.
Presentation
was
“pre¬
viewed” to the CBS Radio Affiliates
Assn, convention week before last,
and the affiliates, realizing the
validity of the findings for their
own purposes, placed orders for
2,500 copies of a book-form release
of the survey due off the presses
within a couple of weeks. All of
which means that the controversy
is going to he a corker, not only
on the national agency level but
right down to the last local market
as well.

Catholic Bishops
Continued from page 2S

op Scully, is the “result of an ex¬
haustive and long-term study.” He
said the result will be to emphasize
“the real moral dangers” of classes
B and C.
Bishop Alden J. Bell, auxiliary
bishop of Los Angeles, was ap¬
pointed to the Episcopal Commit¬
tee, succeeding Bishop Timothy
Manning, also of L.A.
The Catholic Bishops also:
Called freedom of expression
“a key safeguard to civil liberty,
but emphasized that liberty must
not become license, in a statement
on “Censorship.”
They said it
would be “most gratifying” if “the
sense of responsibility” of writers
and motion
picture producers
would make the Legion of Decency
and National Office for Deceht
Literature unnecessary, .But7Y%y
added, “past experience does if>t
permit us to look forward to a d|y
when this sort of evaluation w$ll
no longer be called for.”
Disclosed that the Legion of De¬
cency reviewed and classified 418
films during the past year.
Of
these, 335 were Hollywood product
and 83 were imports.
Greensboro, N. C. — Sports
writers and sportseasters of North,
Carolina chose Charlie Harvillej
sports director of television sta¬
tion WFMY-TV, Greensboro, out¬
standing sportscaster of the year.

MICHAEL CHIMES and
HIS FAMILY
An Unusual Harmonica
Musical Attraction

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING"
To Thank
ZSA ZSA *ABdR end *
PORFMIO RUBIROSA
ALDUS HUXLIY • PHIL SILVERS
JACK PAAR • LOWELL THOMAS.
EDDIE CANTOR
. . . 7-of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
vision’s original- hard-hitting
telephone interview session,...
going into Its fourth consecurtive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:3$ pjn. WROArfv, Ch. 4.
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KITE FLIPS LID
‘World’s

InWINS Billings
Mel Leeds caihe in as program
director of WINS, N. Y. radio in¬
dependent, this past August and
quickly revamped the schedule.
In the months from August until
October, the station had a 22.6%
billings increase over the same
period the same three months of
1956.
Exactly how much of it is
due to Leeds1 efforts is hard to tell,
since .the WINS ratings, when
compared to last year’s or even
this past springs are on a seesaw.
Under the Leeds’ regime, ayem
ratings between 9 and n'oon and
then until about 1:30 p.m. have
made steady, if slight advances in
every quarter hour, according to
Pulse.
In the afternoon, until
4:30 the outlet has gone down in
comparing October to October re¬
sults.
The Jack Lacy post-4:30
tallies, running from about 2.7 to
3.6 per quarter hour, are the high¬
est the station gets in the pre-dark
time. In Lacy’s opening 4 to 4:30
slot his ratings stand at 2.5 in
each period, which matches the
better times earlier in the dayT
Lacy has held pretty much the
same slot since last year, but a
good, portion of the rest of the
daytinte sked has been changed
bv Leeds, who came from WCAU,
Philadelphia to WINS.
A big
change was the replacement of
Bill Stern (who had held the 6 to
9 ayem strip for several months in
a format much resembling WRCA’s
“Pulse” ayemer) by “A Smith
Named. Irv,” with Irv Smith.
Smith only came on a month or so
ago, but the interesting thing is
that when Stern was on last April
his ratings between 8 and 9 ayem
were a shade better than Smith's
are. today. Two weeks ago, Maggi
McNellis was axed from her laterin-the-morning strip on the station,
and replaced by a deejay.
Leeds instituted a five-minute
news capsule 25 minutes after
each hour. It’s a three-part break¬
down, local. news first, then re¬
gional (upstate aiid Jersey) and
closing with a brief letters-to-theeditor seg.
In a short period
after every newscast, there are
gossip notes. The program chief
also .instituted* a system of the top
40 records throughout the deejay
sked.
The- records are picked
from WINS’ own tabulations.

RAB SETS FAST PACE
IN SEPT.-OCT. SIGNUPS
Radio Advertising Bureau is
running, hot on pew members, hav¬
ing sighed more new'stations in
the past September and October
than in any two-month period'since
it began seven years ago. Promo¬
tion org for radio got 48 new sta¬
tion. members and three station
reps as associate members, repre¬
senting another $22,000 in apnual
income.
..
.
Forty-eight, three fewer, was
the previous high, reached during
the first 60 days of 1956. RAB. is
seeking a budget of $1,000,000 an¬
nually. It is believed to be some
$150,000 to $200,000 thy. of that
mark .at the moment,
....
.

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING”

«r \Robert Eastman, prexy of Amer¬
ican Broadcasting Network, who j
has quietly taken command" of
most of the ABC owned & oper¬
ated radio stations, made two key
o&o appointments last week. He
installed John H. Pace, who quits
on Dec. 1 as exec veep and general
manager of KAKC, Tulsa, and
KIOA, Des Moines, as new gen¬
eral manager of the network’s
KABC, L.A., and gave him the ad¬
ditional title of managing director
of KGO, Frisco.
Eastman also
signed Ralph Beaudin, now with
Buffalo indie WBNY, as general
manager of KQV, the Pittsburgh
outlet which the web bought a few
months ago.
Pace will replace John Hansen
at the L.A. o&o, with Hensen re¬
portedly leaving the company.
Pace’s additional KGO duties
wiil consist largely of program
planning for the station, which
falls under the aegis of ABC veep
John Mitchell, who also com¬
mands KGO-TV,
It’s understood
Pace will work on the Frisco flag’s
programming at least until a regu¬
lar radio station manager can be
found.

DOROTHY LAMOUR • MARTHA
RAYE * 4IN. CARLOS ROMULO
H. Y. KALTENBORM
SALVADORE ftkLl
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens, on tele¬
vision’s
original hard-hitting
telephone interview session , . .
going into its fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23r
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

45 Minutes from B’way

Briajr cliff Manor—charmin* country
house, beautifully furnished, antiques,
pine panneled dining tm.ddtchen, &
living room, 2 bedrooms; every coirvenience;
air-conditioned,
acreage.
t225 per month, rental.
Wilson H(M before if a.m. Wilson
1-4471 thereafter.
*

Devoted

CBS’ $3,000,000 Tape Splurge
^Continued from pare 26 ;

San Anionlo, Nov. 19.
KITE here lays claim to broad¬ •
casting the world's first regularly
scheduled newscast devoted to news
of outer space, satellites, rockets,
missiles, space travel and “uniden¬
tified flying objects.”
‘
. The KITE program, “Spacecast,”
instituted' within a few days after
the Russians launched their first
sputnik, is aired seven days a week
at 5:33 p.m,, sponsored by the
White Star Laundry, .

Tenn. B’casters Elect
Memphis, Nov. 19.
John Hart, WBIR-TV, Knoxville,
was elected prexy of the Tennessee
Broadcasters Association. He suc¬
ceeds Frank Corbitt, WGAP, Mary¬
ville. .
Other officers elected were Car¬
ter Parham, WDEF, Chattanooga,
veepee; W. H. Linebaugh, WATETV, Knoxville, sec-treas; Henry
Slavick, WMCT, Memphis, and F.
C. Sowell, WLAC, Nashville, di*
rectors. The state group took a
definite stand against pay-tv in a
unanimous resolution.

Ampex units, will be in fulltime being, however, will not be able
operation for six months of the to correct the standard time situa¬
year, during the DST months, oper- tion in the Pacific northwest, due
to the current long-lines situation
ating at the rate of 600 machine-! whjch
involves
double-tracking,
hours per week. The unit will do;Network is hopeful that the standinstantaneous taping of the entire; ard time setup cau bfe corrected in
daytime and nighttime schedule,!the fut“re as.fhe necessary circuits
and will feed all eaistern and cen- are roade.availablt there,
tral stations operating on standardCBS was first aboard the Ampex
time on an hour-delay basis. Feed! tape bandwagon, demonstrating it
will take the physical form of a j to its affiliates during the NARTB
fishhook, going into the southeast, convention in 1956 and putting
down through the south, then turn-! prototype models into service in
ing upward toward the border] November of ’56 with a Coast re¬
states. All but a couple of central, peat pattern for “Douglas Edwards
zone, “islands” will receive thei With the News.” Web currently
hour-delay feed. With the tape j has five Ampex units in operation,
feed just an hour behind the live j and delivery of production models
DST feed, the customary imbalance ; Is due to start next month, bringbetween standard time stations and; ing the network’s quota up to 23
units by the start of DST in April.
DST stations will be eliminated.
On the Coast, the nine-machine
NBC revealed its new magnetic
unit will serve a different function, tape setup the previous week. Re¬
that Of putting the entire Pacific sponse from affiliates has been
time zone on a “clock time” basis. enthusiastic.
It hasn’t yet been decided whether
the schedule will go on a straightDallas—William (Bill) Crowdus,
clock .time, which is a three-hour
delay, setup or on a two-hour de¬ staff announcer for WFAA and star
lay.
That
is,
a
9
p.m.
EST
show
- ,
, .
; of his own show, “Man Around the
wrn be seen on the Coast via tape; H
„ has b
appointed pro.

Station Reps Plan
Centralized Billing

Dallas—William (Bill) Crowdus, st' afaM cIockXe oratSpn-TJ 2'™ doctor of WFAA. it ,vas
staff announcer on WFAA and star
.. .'rJSKnr" «I..8
by Alex Keese, execuof his own show, “Man Around The
.delay' 0n.ce1 five direct or fov radio and1 tv servHouse” has been appointed pro¬ the decision is made, however, the ices of the Dallas Morning News.
gram director for WFAA here. He entire Coast schedule be uniform. Crowdus moves in to fill the vacan¬
fills vacancy created by Dan Valen¬ The daytime schedule will also be cy created by Dan Valentine who
tine who resigned recently to be¬ straightened out Bnd made opera¬ resigned recently to become pro¬
come program director for WCKR. tive on the same basis.
gram director of WCKR, Miami,
A proposal to save advertising Miami.
The Coast operation, for the time Fla.
agencies and local radio- and tv
stations from tons of paperwork
and an unestimated saving in dol¬
lars is being mulled over by the
Station Representatives Assn.
The plan under consideration is
centralized billings for the rep
trade which if adopted would ex¬
pedite the payment of bills on time,
create a better relationship with
the agencies by the reps via re¬
duced paperwork problems and
counteract the one bill argument
advanced by the networks.
At the present time when an j
agency undertakes placing a spot
radio -or* television campaign
around the country It finds itself
burdened in unprofitable paper¬
HOLLYWOOD’**work. If in a spot campaign 120
,.oo
radio and some 200 tv stations
were selected, a total of 320 Indi¬
October
vidual contracts would be drawn
up at the local station level and
sent on to the agencies passing
through the reps hands going and
coming.
Vouchers that the spot has been
Mr* tick tome**
aired take the same process and
this doesn’t mention the fact that
“sriSST*-*-* ««
each time a schedule is interrupt¬
ed, there is an amendment to the
contract involving more paper¬
Pmt W-ek*
work.
•
Nearly all the reps agree that
! months' after a campaign is over
they still are doing the 'billing.
;
Under’ the plan the local stations
would pay a percentage of their
gross* national spot time. It would
work on a central clearing bouse.'
j Idea and the reps feel, that the
problem can be solved by running
the project on a similar basis to
the BMI clearing house.
One of the problems to be tac¬
—
■"
_ i
■ r
kled is the raising of funds and
the operation would depend on the
securing Of trained personnel who
have a knowledge of the rep: busi¬
ness.
',
In tb« long run the reps feel that
centralized billing would help them
sell more radio and tv spot time
because information would be
right at their fingertips.

***

•SHOCK"* completely

as

"blue chip"ACeCs°UM & M candies,
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increased by 339^

our rating —f
on first telecast.

To thank
JACK BALANCE • WILLIE MAYS

First Newcasts
To ‘Space-

cotdt^Jy.

Name Eidmann Sales Mgr.
Of WGN-TV, Vice Weber
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Bradley. R. Eidmann was named
sales manager.of WGN-TV here
in succession to Ted Weber who;
quit two weeks ago. In the interim,
While WGN Inc. Veepee Ward
Quaal was making his decision,
Eidmann had been acting sales
'manager.
*
Eidmann started with WGN Inc.
-in 1950 as a radio salesman for
WGN and two years later switched
to the sister tv station. For the
past year he was supervisor of
national sales for WGN-TV.
• Houston—“Houston Living”, has
(made its bow here on KTRK-TV as
•a new “home, magazine .of televi-.
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ferent territories. Film will also
cue live cut-ins for local weather
forecasts (“In agriculture, weather
is always news’*J and spot news.
vv
||
«j|
l*
a
T\
• .
I
In addition, as often as possible,!
Acme Markets, fourth largest retail grocery chain .in the U.S., has
possible,
r
’Niles intends to film the commer-. been inked by WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, to-a weekly half-hour film
1 lUlflUllK); lTIuUlOUH il r V* ItvulOUUlvv ; rials in the proper dialect of the series, “Frontier Doctor.” With preem of Rex Allen starrer, tomorrow
ilocafe.
. (Thurs.), Acme becomes largest retail grocer advertising on tv in the
Agencymen have objected to the-f-—-■—
‘ Philly market. Station’s- coverage area extends into four states with
a population of 7,000,000. Gene Crane, host of WCAU-TV’s “Top of
union situation existing among | ^
adopted * similar format ou j
most of the smaller telefilm comslor}.;„
starring
Burgess j
: the Morning” session, will also introduce “Doctor” series.
mercial production shops.
Prob j^Vforedith. culling the best stories!
New service to advertisers filming their commercials on both coasts
em
driving many advertisers j QUl o£ their live programs for
; Continued from page 30;
, has been formed by Charles B. Tranura Inc. and the Plaire Agency of
into the hands of the well-estab-j tho
ndieation
ride.
official
lislied,
regularlv-staffed
larger; FiImg
which i& handling “Big refusing to buy or show the tabooed' Hollywood, both talent agencies. Under the association of the two agen: cies, Gotham producers planning to shoot on the Coast can “pre-cast”
production companies.
* Story.” also is interested in dis- pictures.
TTnnW hit hv
an edirt commercials in N.Y. through the Tranum agency, seeing their talent*
Madision Ave. has the impres- [ ributing “Treasury Men"The
naraest me oy suen an euici. selected to specifications, upon arrival in Hollywood. Same works in
sion that the setup among little | iast year of’ the old “Treasury
producers leads to fea’herbedding ! \ien * was put on film and is cur- would be Screen Gems, now mar-; reverse for Coast producers,
by technical help.
One of the; rently being handled in syndica- keting a block of 52 horror pix;
“The Tracer,” designed to provide leads for Tracers Co. of America,
smaller outfits admits that this is.j tjon under a different title by made by Universal Original deal!
an area that needs careful watch- .\jcA TV.
by SG was- for 600 features from! ™cent}Z .hfJ>>ed to u"cover «ve persons who had sums of money, due
**
,
■
; them that they never knew about. All were from Milwaukee or the gening and correction, if possible.
Qn the »A1I About Women”
Universal pre- 49 stockpile.: erai vicinity, and one was. traced to Alexandria, Va., where she had
One agency executive said that projtct. which could be likened to
The shock-group of the first 52, moved- Tips were provided by WITI-TV, Milwaukee, viewers,
he preferred doing biz with 4 he
story” with a femme slant, has been sold m 78 markets results,:
_
big shops because the personnel, pyramid has gained the cooperai?.,reXenV?'*n ®xce*? of $8,000-!
Reports that Screen Gems made a desperation sale of its “Shock”
since they are on a fulltime basis. ; jon 0f 200 women editors around
000. ltstile biggest selling item in; pacfcage to WBKB in Chicago was hotly denied by SG midwest sales
eventually become “company men” j. tjie country. Outfit claims to have
and work harder to get a job done. 0f the best Women’s features to syndication and sponsorship on ihe;,cbjef stan Dudelson, who described the deal with the ABC station as
At the small production firms, he appear in newspapers throughout local level is a sell-out. Ratings “satisfactory to all parties.” As to repoited resistance by other stahave also topped network shows m tions to the prIce tag on the cbmers, Dudelson said Chi stations weren’t
added, the management only hires ’ the .country for show material over
crews as it need tliem in order a two-year span. The cooperating many locations. Among the shock broached with price during preliminary discussions and that price
to keep overhead low and there- ■ cdj ors have also lined up guests pictures in the first package aye . wasn*t determined for Windy City market until October ratings reFrankenstein
Dracula ” ‘ Invis-. turng from other ..Shock” loCations.
fore the technicians and camera- such as the wife Of the governor ible Man,’ The Mummy,” “Son ofr
men have no particular allegiance tor appearances on the series,
Frankenstein” and “Werewolf of
4
to anvone but themselves. Hence.
London.”
J
lie said, they stall and draw the.
-At the next quarterly meeting of
job into overtime rather than con-;
- y ■■
the. NARTB review board, under¬
centrate on a good job.
if60 NI16S
; Continued from page 31 ;
stood that the entire matter will be
A producer pointed out that .
when he chooses a crew for a new- ;'= continued from page 31 . s thoroughly sifted and recommenda¬ similar lines to that of NTA’s al¬ ment of 20th-Fox in the projected
tions made to NARTB ;for official
job, he tries to be selective in hii-- tionary developments for agriculthough' the nature of UA’s, deal, merger, with NT A pitching War¬
sanction as a. regulatory measure.
ing “premium” personnel, but al- ? A
especially as related tof the cash ner product as well as 20th-Fox
Final action would be taken by an
lowed that the sharp workers' are hire.”
provision, is reported to have pix, said there’s no reason for
NARTB
board.
To rattle'-'off some statistics
not always available as they are
changed since the initial UA nego¬ 20th-Fox to be unhappy. In the
Horror pictures have been as- tiations with AAP.
needed.
compiled to justify “Cross Coun¬
past 18 months, “we’ve given 20thUA, in a move to protect its Fox over $10,000,000 in cash” un¬
try,” rural America represents saiied by National Assn, for Better
Radio, and TV and club organiza¬ claimed “prior” commitment, is un¬ der NT A distribution agreement
about one-third of the national tions around the country. Specific
derstood to have instituted a suit with the motion picture major.
■onomyTAbout 72% of the 54,- complaint was the showing of the
against AAP as a company andthe ,
xJnger also felt that despite the
'000,000 rural dwellers have tv sets, shock pictures in the early evening individual
members
of
AAP’s consolidation of forces planned un■- Continued from pace 30
by U. S. Census, or in othfer terms, “kiddie” hours.
, board of directors. Summons al- der the projected merger, most of
there
are
17,000,000
rural
televi¬
w-ould have some male appeal, as
At closing meeting of the Review, ready are said to have been served. the AAP personnel would be uti¬
well as another skein still In the sion homes and about 30,000,000 Board, “subliminal perception” wasj
Insiders throwing cold water on lized in the projected setup, ex¬
Wural viewers, about 36% of the put on the doubtful list to sub- j the announced Chesler-NTA conformative stage.
cept in certain duplication of func¬
Rosenthal and Loewinthan, who I country’s population. Of this num¬ scribers. Members were asked- to tract, contend that the Chester tion areas. As to where NTA gets
did “Treasury Men” on the net¬ ber, Niles has found, about 30% “refer to the board immediately for group by itself cannot deliver a all its money for its acquisitions, •
work for four years under their have television in theiy kitchens. review and consideration and that majority stock in AAP. With that Unger generalized, by saying cap¬
the “Cross Country” moti¬ experimentation or use of the factor as a problem, the UA suit
old PTE banner, plan to update One
ital investment groups are willing
their material as well as introing vational researchers, Social Re- process should not be-''permitted in the offing, and possibly other to participate when a company’s
a running character in the series. searchvlnc^4n Chicago, has deter¬ pending review.” Subliminal per¬ law suits by miffed AAP stock¬ earning power is strong.
mined that assets in rural Amer¬ ception is the superimposed pro-1 holders, the skeptics contend that
ica total about $90,000,000^000, or' jectioh of a" commercial message1 the NTA-Chesler deal probably
higher than total assets of outside flashed on the tube at such speed will blow up. Skeptics also con¬
industry. SRI also told Niles that that it can’t be seen but knowledge
tend that the difficult situation
tv commercials make a deeper of its presence is subconsciously
makes financing by NTA extremely
impression on rural minds than on apparent.
hard.
urban.
AAP prexy Hyman, who is the
Each “Cross Country” show will
company’s largest minority stock¬
hold four spots, and according to
holder, also reportedly is unhappy
Niles they may be bought one
about the deal. Hyman was said
time in one market or in any grad¬
To Thank
to .have-found himself in the po¬
To Thank
uation upwards to a buyout. “Cost
sition of having his company sold
EARTHA Kin • JOHNNIE RAYE
per thousand for specific and spe¬
WALTER WINCHELL
John Cooper named managing out from under him. Hyman is
cialized markets,” he says, “will editor of CBS Newsfilm . . . Trans- said to own and control about 130,PAYE EMERSON • RED SKELTON
ED SULLIVAN • HEDDA HOPPER
be comparable to an ordinary na¬ Lux has a special holiday package 000 shares of AAP stock, as con¬
tional tv buy. In agriculture, be¬ of Encyclopaedia Britannica Films trasted with the 820,000 shares
DANTON WALKER • VIC RIESEL
TEX and JINX • MICKEY ROONEY
cause it’s so varied in various parts for the Christmas season . . ,
contracted by NTA, said to rep
DREW PEARSON • NICK KENNY
Charles Herbert,
LINDA CHRISTIAN
of the country, there is seldom a Eight-year-old
shares owned by Chesler, Maxwell
who
has
appeared
both
in
features
need by sponsors for complete
BOB RUARK .
Goldhar, and a few others in the
... 8 of the 400 great person¬
coverage.
‘Cross
Country’
is and on tv, has been signed for Tele¬ Chesler group. There are 1,639,. . . 8 of the 400 great person¬
Programs
of
America’s
alities to split screens on tele¬
adaptable to seasonal and market vision
“Thunder Ridge” series ... Karl 000 shares of AAP common stock
alities to split screens on tele¬
considerations with no ‘must buy*
vision’s
original hard-hitting
von Schallern, former mid western outstanding.
vision's
original hard-hitting
clauses.”
telephone interview session . . .
.Hyman could conceivably rally
station sales rep for*MCA, has
telephone
interview session . ...
Half
hour
show
Will
contain
na¬
other
stockholders
and
seek
to
going into its fourth consecu¬
joined the Gross-Krasne sales or¬
tional, .regional, and local agri- ganization, headquartering in New block NTA’s plans to acquire a
going into Its fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
business news, cross-country opin¬ Orleans . . . William Oliver Pal¬ two-thirds stock interest in AAP,
tive
year
this
Saturday, Nov, 23,
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.
ions on farming issues, and human, mer, age 77, a member of the origi- two-third stock ownership required
7 to 7:30 pan. WRCA-TV, Ch, 4.
interest and entertainment features inal Arizona Rangers, will appear on •for NTA’s plans to merge the two
of rural character. As there is no “Wide Wide World” Sunday (24).. companies.
NTA is prepping
nation! farm celebrity, accord¬ Palmer earlier had appeared on papers for filing with the Securi¬
Studio Typo Home, Charming
ing to Niles, “Cross Country” will KTVK-TV, Phoenix, in connection ties and Exchange Commission,
Unasttel 4 Rmi., Stadia Rm. 40 ft.
use regional broadcasting celebri¬ with the kickoff there of ABC Film stating its intentions of acquiring
Levely local, approx. 1 aero*.
ties.
Show will, be hosted by a Syndication’s “26 Men.” . „ . Lee additional AAP stock for the pro¬
Haw Rochelle 4-3052 or
pair of seasoned farmcasters, John Kriss and Pete Henning have joined jected merger.
BSB Savaatli AvaH N*w Yarfc
McDonald and Lloyd Burlingham,* Walter I. Gould Productions, Hen¬
Under terms of NTA’s contract
Scorsdala 3-4322
ning as production manage? and
Ideally located near Cantefle Hell
with the Chesler group, for each
with spliced-in pickups from well$27,500
Kriss as administrative assistant.
known farm directors In five dif100 shares of AAP stock, NTA will
Researcher Horace Schwerin to
1 Va and 3 Roam Sledle Apis.
address the National Television pay $437.50 in cash, $440 in 7%
Suitable for:
Film Council tomorrow (Thurs.) at seven-year subordinated sjpking
fund
debentures
and
10
shares
of
the Warwick . . . Tony Kino to
... Musk
o.. Yoiea
sales for Guild Films . . . Caravel NTA common stock. NTA said a
... Dramatics • •. Aif(«ftc.
Films to host Radio TV Exec So-- substantially similar offer to pur¬
ciety workshop on teleblurbs to¬ chase the balance of the outstand¬
Mr. Davis ea Premise! er
morrow . . .Former UP A animator ing AAP shares is expected to be
Mlti Grand, TR 9-2000
James Murakami to Plntoff-Law- extended to all AAP stockholders
rence.
v
after the initial acquisition has
FARBER-WITTMAN, INC.
Henry Morgan and batonlst- been completed.
restaurateur Paul Taubman signed
Unger, asked about the sentiby Grey .Adv. for Hoffman Bever¬
age commercials . . . Bill Thourlby
pacted by Official Films for
“Decoy" series.
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THEY LOVE ME IN

SYRACUSE

TNT Tele-Sessions
Opens 4 Regional*

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, Ganorai Sain Mgr.
MGM-TV, a torvlco of Imw'i Incorporated
701 7th Avo„ Now York 36, N, Y,: *

TNT Tele-Sessions Is expanding
its closed circuit operations-- and
has opened four regional offices.
John B. O’Connor, former na¬
tional sales representative for
TNT, has been named manager of
the eastern division.
Gordon. N.
Morford will head the western di¬
vision, Fred V. Davis the central
division, and Douglas George the
Pacific Coast division. Headquar¬
ters for each; division are New
York, Chicago, Detroit and Los

TED LEWIS
IS LOOKING

For fresh, new comedy writers, also writers of
special musical material.

If you are ambitious

and have that taient, write

*

Ted Lewis
c/o VARIETY* 154 Wist 44th St., New York 36
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BMI Wins Right to 'Disaffiliate
Publisher Who loaded the Logs
Broadcast Music Inc. has won
.the right to end its ties with a pub¬
lisher charged with trying to cash
in on the loopholes in the BMI
logging system.
An award this
week by an American Arbitration
Assn, committee of lawyers found
that a publisher, Lou Greenfield,
broke his contract with BMI when
he attempted to load the perform¬
ance logs in his favor. Greenfield,
who did not turn up for the arbi¬
tration hearings, was ordered to
pay. $200 to BMI to cover the arbi¬
tration costs.
Greenfield^ plan to get high
performance ratings was based on
utilizing BMI‘s System in which it
rotates on a monthly basis the
stations which are logged. Only
a couple of top BMI execs know
what stations are due to be logged
iii any given month. "The. stations
themselves are informed in ad¬
vance when they are to be logged.
Greenfield, however, wrote to all
radio stations, and asked them to
program his songs when their turn
to be logged camfe- up.
Greenfield-informed the stations,
according to BMI’s complaint, that j
he would share the performance
coin proceeds with them. BMI’s
contention that such activity vio¬
lated its agreement with publishers
Was upheld by the AAA.
A fjew years ago, BMI disaffili¬
ated aijnotber publisher, who alleg¬
edly was splitting his performance
coin with bandleaders and" vocal¬
ists represented on radio.
The
man in question was among the •
early BMI publishers and his deal
called for a BMI payment of over
$40 for each network plug*'

Tin Pan Alley is apparently
going on a literati kick for its
tune inspiration.
Last week
two different songs, stemming
from the title of James Gould
Cozzens’ bestselling novel, "By
Love Possessed,” hit the wax
market.
Della Reese put one “By
Love Possessed”
into
the
groove
for
Jubilee
while
Sandy Evans has the other on
the Golden Crest label. Carl
Sigman, Joe Leahy and Phil
Lamker wrote Miss Reese’s
version
and
Stan
WUde
penned the Golden Crest side.
Howie
Richmond’s
ASCAP
firm has the Slgman-LeahyLamker copyright. The Wilde
tune is-in Pride Music, a BMI
affiliate.

Indies 0.0. Field
As'Chair’Buyers

Now that RCA Victor and Capi¬
tol have followed the disk club
lead taken *by Columbia, record
clubs are-virtually a fait accompli
and some Indies want to do some¬
thing about itr Unlike the antagon¬
istic steam generated by. several
companies when Col launched its
club two years ago, the indies
don’t want to fight if—they want
to *join it. '
.
According to several indie diskery toppers, the dubs are opening
up a new market for the industry
and they agree with the state¬
ment made by George. R. Marek,
Victor’s veepee and general man¬
The Songwriters Protective Assn, ager, that there is a Certain type of
customer who won’t go into a reg¬
and the Music Publishers Protec¬
ular record retail shop but will
tive-Assn. are slated to meet with¬
(Continued on page, 62)
in the next few days to. discuss a
new basic agreement. - The cur¬
rent pact, which has been extended
one year past its expiration date
at the end of 1956, is due to run
out at the end of this year. Both
SPA and MPPA execs held pre¬
lim talks a couple of weeks ago,
but nothing waS decided.
- There’s a strong likelihood that
SPA will .again ask the pact to be
extended for another period. SPA
is holding a council meeting With¬
in the next few days to decide oirf|
the future course of the negotia¬
tions.
Au SPA spokesman indicated
that the status* of - a new basic
agreement with the publishers
would be fully known early next
month.

New SPA Pact
Still Up in Air

i Pic Music 'Clearing House Looks Dead,

I
m j|||

[j|jflUf.?i But Other Formula May Be in Works

By MIKE GROSS

Kissin’ Cozzens

The .. “hit-it-big-once” talent is
giving the music industry a big
headache. The whiz-diskers, who’ve
been coming out of left field by
the ton for a big score in the
record field with their, debut etch¬
ings, aren't showing too much sus¬
taining power with their followuppers.
The one-shot nature of the biz
as it’s shaping up today is caus¬
ing much concern with the diskers,
distributors and publishers alike.
The publishers scramble for reppresentation with a first-time clicko on his second .showcasing, and
the record companies and distribs
go all out for the two-time score
only to be caught out in left field
where the newcomer came from in
the firs place.
The music boys are discovering
that, there are no sure things in
the industry etfen with the tyros
who’ve been outshining most of
the vets in the disk race.
It's
getting so that the tyros are being
replaced by still more tyros as
the companies, especially the in¬
dies,^ keep coming up with new
names.
The Disk’s the Thing
In the more* stable days of the
disk biz an artist like Bing Crosby,
Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore would
score on a disk and leave his name
implanted on the record buyer.
Now, it’s not the name or the
style that comes across as much
as the performance oil a particular
piece of material. The juves who
buy most of the pop single disks
have continually shown fickleness
in determining who their current
disk fave is going to be. It's un¬
nerving the industry and making
yesterday’s heroes a part, of today’s
returns.
Also it’s gotten so that one hit
doesn't establish an artist Despite
a barrage of spinning exposure on
the deejay turntables and coin
machines as well as the inevitable
guest shots on national tv shows
such as those of Ed Sullivan, Steve
Allen, Perry Como and “The Big
(Continued on page 62)

UA Has a ‘James Dean*
United Artists is now in a
position to attempt an acrossthe-board personality buildup
via its film and music, opera¬
tions. First candidate for the
combined UA push is Wes
Bryan, a 21-year-old Hollywoodite Who bears a striking
resemblance to the late James
Dean. He came to UA’s at¬
tention via Clarence Greene,
of Greene-Rouse Productions,
who signed Bryan to a pic con¬
tract.
Greene, who releases his pix
through UA, sent the sound¬
track of the screen test to Max
Youngstein, UA’s music chief,
who signed him to a disk pact.
Bryan is kicking off with a
ballad, “Lonesome Love,” and
a novelty, “Tiny Spaceman.”

H. L. Friedman
Heading UA Disk
Sales; Dec. 9 Bow
United Artists, which is kicking
off its disk label Dec. 9 with a
couple of releases, is now whipping
its distribution setup into line.
Harold L, Friedman, vet disk exec
and consultant to several other
companies, has been named sales
director for United Artists Rec¬
ords. Friedman plans to hit the
road this week meeting the new
label’s distribs. Dick Gersh, mean¬
time, has been put on by UA to
handle its national disk jockey
promotion.
Both Friedman and Gersh are
working under the supervision of
A1 Tamarinjjexec assistant to Max
Youngstein, UA exec who is prexy
of both the picture company’s disk(Continued on page 62)

See Page 33^

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Number
Of

Atlantic Poopin’ After
Long lock V Roll Ride;
Betty Johnson to Label

..

Trade spotlight on the proposed
j Music Rights Clearing House has
I killed +hat plan, although some
i other formula may have to be de[ vised in order to keep the Ameri‘ can Society of Composers'. Au! thors & Publishers, under Us Con; sent Decree, from any needless
• complications. This has to do only
; with the phase pertaining to the
performing rights of synchronized
muric. While the sea -tax aspect
was kayoed by N.Y, Federal Judge
Vincent L. Leibell’s historic deci¬
sion, in granting the synchroniza¬
tion recording rights to standard
numbers, trustee Harry Fox also
coincidentally established a per¬
forming rights license.
The new plan which John Seliulman, for the songwriters, and Sid¬
ney Wm. Wa'tenberg., who is at¬
torney for the Music Publishers’
! Protective Assn, and also repreI senst the Max Dreyfus music in; terosts, had proposed was regarded
; by the publishers as being “anti’
their interests.
One publisher
! particularly, who has been a spark
jplug in the MPPA, exploded. ”11
! they don’t kill <his silly idea there
;\vill be flo MPPA tomorrow because
’ I’ll see to it that all the responjsible publishers who support it
; get out of it with me.”
!
For one thing, the condi ioning
; of sync rights on approval of any
other agency is regarded by the
: publishers as a “string” with imi measurable
nuisance
complicaj tioris in future. For another* says
i one, “Suppose I want to sell my
j business—1 don’t want it complij cated by any approvals or say-sos
i from any o'her agency. I own my
j copyrights period and I want to
j continue owning them without in¬
terference.”
It is generally agreed that writ¬
ers “get every consideration” when
a publsher negotiates a synchroni¬
zation right for-motion pictures or
elsewhere.

BMPs‘Me Too’On
D.C. Scribes’Bash
Washington, Nov. 19.
For several years, ASCAP has
provided songwriting and perform¬
ing talent annually for a luncheon
of Washington’s National Press
Club. It has been a goodwill gesture
to make friends among the news
correspondents in the
nation's
capital.
During that time, BMI sat tight.
But It has just decided that, it, too,
should make goodwill among the
correspondents.
So, BMI is furnishing the show
this Friday <22) night for the first
annual President’s Rail of the Na¬
tional Press Club, this one to honor
the club’s president, Ben Grant.
Bill, lined up for the dinnerdance by BMI, includes Sam
Levenson, Eddy Arnold, Les Paul &
Mary Ford= and Betty Johnson.
Affair shapes as a sellout

Is It Progress to Go
From Grant V Groan To
Rock VRoD in 12 Years?

After a long stress on rock *n*
roll output, Atlantic Records is
now prepping a buildup in the pop
field. Already tapped for the pop
push are Betty Johnson, who pre¬
viously etched for Bally which is
pulling out of the disk business,
and Jackie*.Paris, a former Coral
disker.
The formation recently of the
East/West Records subsid Is part
of Atlantic’s pop push. It’s still
undecided, however, under which
label Miss Johnson will record.
(Atlantic also runs the primarily
r’n’r Ateo line.)
Paris, ^though,
has been set for the East/West di¬
vision. Previously released as a
jazz artist, he will be presented .by
Atlantic in a pop coating to broad¬
en his market.
Label currently is winding up
deals for several other artist ac¬
quisitions for its drive into the pop

market.
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Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
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CHICAGO 11
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LONDON, W. C. 2
t St. MirthT* Piece
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Dallas, Nov. 19.
Ed McLemore, local wrestling
promoter, got into show biz some
12 years ago when he instituted
the “Big D Jamboree” at his
Sportatorium.
He ’was looking for an attrac¬
tion to keep the building open on
Saturday nights. The boxing and
wrestling shows kept the doors
open a couple of nights a week,
and in addition the building was
leased during the week for some
outside event.
McLemore now has top rock V
rollers signed to a personal tontraejt. They are Gene Vincent and
Sonny James. He has several other
rising entertainers under contract
and hopes to develop them. These
include Milton Allen, Billy Jack
Hale, Pat Smith and Sherry Davis.
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Goody s Album Bestsellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

J Compiled by Sam Goody's, leading New York disk retailer
whose jjlobal mail order operation reflects not only the national
market, but internationally).

mBj HERIVI SCHOENFELD^
Johnny Mathis (Columbia': “NO
LOVE" (Weiss & Barryv), an ex¬
cellent ballad with a light tango
heat, is sold to the hilt by Johnny
Mathis whose pipes lend an extra
dramatic dimension to his material.
“WILD IS THE WIND" (Jungnickel*), title song of the Para¬
mount pic, is another piece of
class material, slightly more pre¬
tentious.
Jane
Morgan
(Kapp):
“IT’S
BEEN A LONG LONG TIME”
(Morris*), the oldie. Is an excellent
followup to Jane Morgan's “Fas¬
cination" click. Could be another
big one.
“I'M NEW AT THE
GAME* OF ROMANCE" (MitchellSouthern*'. in lilting waltz tempo
with a long instrumental Intro, Is

. background. “THE OTHER SIDE’1
(Pamco-North*) is a more routine
instrumental item.
Jimmy Haskell Orch (Imperial):
“ROCKIN’ IN THE ORBIT” (Post-)
climbs aboard the sputnik head¬
lines with a clever use of the beep
signal in an out-of-this-world in¬
strumental.
“A S T R O S O N IC”
(Post*) exploits the same idea in
faster tempo.
Vaughn Monroe (RCA Victor):
“THE BEST DREAM OF ALL”
(Pincus*), a melodic number with
an arresting lyric, shapes up as
fine material for Vaughn Monroe’s
baritone pipes.
“STARGAZER”
(Johnstone - Monteit) is another
good ballad.
Jack Carroll. (Decca): “BULL-

Best Bets
JOHNNY MATHIS .....NO LOVE
(Columbia>..
.Wild Is the Wind
JANE MORGAN... IT’S BEEN A LONG LONG TIME
(Kapp i......
I'm Veto at -the Game of Romance

Weduesday, November 20, 1957

LAWRENCE WELK
And Hit CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
3rd Consecutive Year
Dodge Dancing Party
ABC-TV—Sat 9-10 P.5I., E.S.T.
For Dodge Dealers of America
Top Tunes and New Talent
ABC-TV Mon. 1:30-10:30 pm, E.S.T.
Dodge and Plymouth
Coral Records
Thesaurus Transcriptions '

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
18.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Artist
Original Cast
Sound Track
Orignal Cast
Frank Sinatra
The Weavers
Original Cast
Nat Cole.
Harry Belafont*
Original Cast
Original Cast
Mantovani
Harry Belafonte
Ella Fitzgerald
Nat King Cole
Pal Joey
Pajama-Gamo
Original Cast
Pete Seeger
Roger Williams
Katie Lee

Title
West Side Story
Around World 80 Days
My Fair Lady
Where Are You?
At Carnegie Hall
Jamaica
Just One of Those Things
Calypso
Bells Are Ringing
Simply Heavenly
Film Encores
Sings of Caribbean
'Sings Rodgers & Hart
Love Is The Thing
■Sound Track.
Sound Track New Girl in Town
Favorite Ballads
Fabulous Forties
Couch A Consultation

Label
CQlumbia
Decca .
Columbia .
Capitol
Vanguard
RCA'Victor
Capitol
RCA Victor
Columbia
Columbia
London
RCA Victor
Verve
Capitol
Capitol
Columbia
RCA Victor
Folkways
Kapp
Commentary

Album Reviews

Lena Horne-RIcardo Montalban: Cavallaro's lush keyboard attack is
“Jamaica" (RCA Victor). Whatever spotlighted on a fine program of
the merits of this Broadway musi¬ standards, including “April In
Paris,” “I’ve Got You Under My
BILL CRADDOCK ...BIRDDOGGIN’
cal’s book, the score by Harold Ar- Skin,” “Isn't This A LovelyDay,”
(Colonial) ..
...Millionaire
len (music) and E. Y. Harburg “Estrelita,” “The Way You Look
(lyrics) adds up to a multi-colored, Tonight,” and other pldies of simi¬
FRANKIE LYMON ..LITTLE GIRL
surefire original cast package. With lar calibre. A rhythm combo backs
(Roulette) ...It’s Christina* Once Again
Lena Horne In the lead role, this Up quietly.
set has a superlative songstress to
LONNY KELLNER..I TOLD YOU SO
Julie Audrews-Martyn Green:
carry It way over the top. Miss “Tell It Again” (Angel). This is an
(Dbcca) ..That's The Way It Goes
Home belts the lusty ‘“Pretty To outstanding kiddie package deliv¬
Walk With” as her opener and fol¬ ered by Julie Andrews, star of “My
another side with standout poten¬ FIGHT” (Shapiro-Bernstein*), an
lows through with some*standout Fair Lady," and Martyn Green, a
tial.
old street song set to a new-lyric,
material in “Take It Slow, Joe,” veteran of many Gilbert & Sullivan
Joyce Hahn (Cadence): “DID is an amusing novelty colorfully
’Napoleon,"
“Cocoanul
Sweet.” productions. Executed with taste,
YOU
CLOSE
YOUR
EYES?” delivered by Jack Carroll. “ONE
‘Push The Button/* “Ain’t It To simplicity and an absolute mini¬
(Chappell**, from the “New Girl in BLADE OF GRASS” (Diana*) is a
The Truth” and “I Don’t Think I’ll mum of patronization, the reper¬
Town” score, is a striking number big romantic ballad which Carroll
End It All Today,” with Montalban, tory is a charming collection of
projected with an unusual sound belts strongly.
and company. Latter, with a mas¬ familiar and not-so-familiar nurs¬
via multiple dubbed tracks. Could
culine
baritone
that’s
musical ery songs. Music was specially
Ronnie Deauville (Era): “AS
go all the way. “TRYING TO CHILDREN DO” (Warmant), a fine
enough, does “Monkey in the Man¬ written by Louis Hardin, better
FORGET ABOUT YOU" (Show¬ ballad with a literate flavor, is
go Tree," and “Savannah," both in known as the offbeat midtown
case*) is a good commercial tune crooned in first-rate style by
calypso tempo, in addition to some character, Moondog. Julius Baker
with direct impact.
duets with Miss Home. In the sup¬ furnishes: excellent flute accompa¬
Ronnie Deauville.
The S;natra
porting roles,. Josephine Premice niment.
Bill Craddock (Colonial): “BIRD- touch is marked. “I CONCEN¬
vigorously hits on ‘‘Little Biscuit,”
DOGGIN’” (Broadcastt) is color¬ TRATE ON YOU” (Chappell*), the
The Skifflers: “Goin* Down To
with Ossie Davis, “Yankee Dollar” Town" (Epic). Although “sldffling”
ful rockabilly material belted with oldie, is also handled slickly
and the clever “Leave The Atom was recently reintroduced into the
considerable appeal by this new¬
Storm Trio (Jubilee): “WONDER¬
Alone.” Adelaide Hall has a cou¬ U.S. pop market via English com¬
comer.
“MILLIONAIRE" (Broad¬ FUL LOVER” (Gilt), an okay
ple of solid spots in “Savannah’s bos, the music directly derives
cast’) exploits a familiar theme torch ballad in rocking tempo, gets
Wedding” and ‘Tor Every Fish?’ from the American folk.scene. In.
with fair results.
an idiomatic slice by this femme
Lehman Engel batons with an au¬ this set, The Skifflers, a new U.S.
Frankie Lymon (Roulette): “LIT¬ trio. “MA MA ROCK AND ROLL”
thoritative downbeat.
TLE GIRL”
(Leeds*), another (Benellt) is routine stuff,
quartet, have come up with a fresh
Leroy Holmes Orch & Chorus
David Rose: “Jamaica” (MGM).J collection of folk songs with broad
standard to turn up in a rocking
Arlen’s music for ‘‘Jamaica*’ is i appeal. Tunes include “Born 10,000
showcase, is socked across by (MGM): ‘TIME REMEMBERED”
front and center for this strictly in- I Years Ago,” “Stew Ball,” “Who’s
Frankie Lymon with hit impact. (Chappell*), a lilting Vernon Duke
from
the just-opened
strumental package of tunes from Gonna Shoe Your Pretty Little
“IT’S CHRISTMAS ONCE AGAIN” number
the legit musical. David Rose's cus¬ Foot.”
(Patricia •) is a good seasonal entry Helen Hayes, legiter, gets a highly
“The
Crawdad
Song,”
attractive workover by vocal en¬
tomary richly styled arrangements “Jenny Jenkins” and other bounc¬
delivered straight.
have been infused with the Carib¬ ing items. The Skiffler deliver with
Lonny Kellner (Decca): “I TOLD semble and orch. “WILD IS THE
bean beat and atmosphere on this zest in the best tradition of folk¬
YOU SO” (Symphony House*), a WIND” (Jdngnickel*) gets an okay
package of 10 showtUnes.
singing.
lovely ballad with fine lyrics, is instrumental slice.
Earl Carroll & Cadillacs (Josie):
“Carmen Cavallaro Remembers
sold via a highly attractive vocal
Perry Como: ’‘Dream Along With
Eddy Duchin” (Decca). After click¬ Me” (RCA Camden). In his first
by this German songstress. A class “BUZZ-BUZZ-BUZZ” (Cash*) is
ing ;with his soundtrack package LP package for this low-priced
song that could buck current another rock 'n' roll effort with a
from the Columbia Pictures’ “Eddy RCA label. Perry Como is repre¬
trends. “THAT’S THE WAY IT couple of cute lyric touches and
Duchin Story,” Carmen Cavallaro sented by a collection of sides out
GOES” (Symphony House*), an¬ some bright vocalistics by . a typical
turns up with another bouqUet to over the last dozen years, Evenother Heino Gaze-Al Stillman col¬ combo. “YEA YEA BABY” (Murifield*) is more of the same.
Duchin. in the form of a dozen or aside from the bargain price, this
laboration, also is adnlt material,
The Four Coins (Epic': “FOL¬
so tunes that were frequently set is a highly attractive collection
Tony
Martin
(RCA
Victor):
played by the late pianist-maestro. spotlighting Como standards such
"SOUVENIR DTTALIE” (Leeds*) LOW YOUR HEART” (Tray*) is a
as “Without A Song,” “Blue Skies,”
is a lush Italo-styled ballad belted
by Tony Martin in one of his top
“My Melancholy Baby/’ ’I've Got
A Feeling I'm Falling” and his tv
dramatic renditions. “CARIOCA"
(T. B. Harms*), the oldie, also gels
theme -song, “Dream Along With
Me,” among others.
Como is
an all-out production.
Johnny Dee (Colonial): “THEY
backed on the various grooves by
WERE RIGHT” (Bentleyt), a strong
Mitchell
Ayres’
and
Russ
Case's1. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (6)..... Everly Bros.
Cadence
orchs and vocal ensembles.
ballad in the contemporary idiom,
gets an excellent reading by Johnny
2. JAILHOUSE ROCK (6).......
Elvis Presley.Victor
U.S. Air Force—A Portrait In
Dee who also cleffed. “SOME¬
Sound” (Vox). In a salute to,the
$Rays .Cameo
U.S. Air Force on Its 50th anni this
BODY
SWEET”
(Bentleyt) is
3. SILHOUETTES (4)
..* • ■ \ Steve Gibson.. ABC-Par
year. Vox has come tip with this
routine rockabilly material.
Art Mooney Orch (MGM): “RIV¬
j Sam Cooke ...
Keen ^ unusual collection of sounds re¬
4. YOU SEND ME (4) .
ER KWAL MARCH" and “COLO¬
...^ Teresa Brewer
Coral 4 corded at the Eglin air base in
Florida. This is a dish for both
NEL BOGEY” (Columbia*-Boosey
5. CHANCES ARE (8)
Johnny Mathis.Columbia y aeronautical fans and hi-fi addicts
& Hawkes*). from the Columbia
who test their equipment on a
pic. “THE BRIDGE ON THE RIV¬
( Ames Bros.Victor
6. MELODIE D’AMOUE (5)
series of sounds from the “crates”
ER KWAI.” is a marching medley
..\Edmundo Ros .London
of World War 1 to powerful mod¬
set in an effective pop showcase by
ern jets. Most notable is the cap¬
Art Mooney's orch and whistling
7. APRIL LOVE (2) ......... Pat Boone .
Dot
ture of the sonic boom created by
ihorus. “BULLFIGHT” (Shapiro8. FASCINATION (11) .Jane Morgan ....
Kapp
a jet breaking through the “sound
Semstein*) gets another catching
barrier. . Arthur Godfrey handles
workover.
9. I’M AVAILABLE (1)
Margie Rayburn ...Liberty
the narration with a quiet effec¬
Lillian Briggs (Epic): “I” (Kahl+\
{ Bobby Helms ... .’^t..... .Decca
tiveness.
undoubtedly the shortest title on
10. MY SPECIAL ANGEL (3)
" l Sonny Land Trio :.Prep
“101 Strings Play The World's
record, is a hard rocking number
Great Standards” (Somerset). A
which Lillian Briggs socks in her
straight instrumental package of
customary vigorous style. “SHE
standards recorded in Germany
SELLS SEASHELLS’’ (Teepeei)
under the baton of Wilheim Ste¬
is an amusing novelty makmg use
HONEYCOMB .,......
Jimmie Rodgers .......Roulette + phan, this LP is one of a series
of the familiar tongue-twisting
of similar packages to he released
rhymes.
BE BOP BABY .
...... Ricky Nelson .Imperial
bv this low-oriced label. Among
Lou Busch Orch (Capitol):
the 10 numbers are such ever¬
“COOL” (Schirmer*), from the
KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE.....
Jimmie Rodgers ....... Roulette
greens as “The Way You Look
“West Side Story” score, is given
LIECHTENSTEIN POLKA........ Willie Glahe ..London
Tonight.” “There’s A Small Hotel,”
a forceful instrumental in this
“You Go To My Head.” “Two
slice. “STREET SCENE ’58" (Rob¬
ALL THE WAY . ..... Frank Sinatra..
. Capitol
Sleepy People” and “The Nearness
bins*) is an atfnospheric jazz piece.
ALONE ...„ ...
Shepherd Sisters
.Lance
of You.” The sound of the large
Linda Leigh (Verve): “I CRY”
stringed orch. said to range 'from
(Quintet^» is a neat ballad with a
WHOLE LOT OF SHAKING ..'... Jerry Lee Lewis..
Sun f 128 to 141 players (a lot even at
good lyric delivered in okay style
by this songstress. “WHAT GOOD
IF I CAN HELP SOMEBODY.......
Billy Eckstihe 7..Mercury \ \ European scales) is good, though
not possessing the extraordinary
DOES IT DO ME (Laine-Simmsv)
p irivpiiTT
1 Bill Jusi is ..
Phillips ’ * range cla;med in notes. Other
is a “slow rocking item with a famil¬
KAIALHX
....l Bmy yaughn.;. ... Dot
albums in this series already
iar rhythmic pattern.
Muvva (Guitar) Hubbard (ABCLITTLE BITTY PRETTY 0X12 --.........
Thurston Harris
•. Alladdin I released are “A Night At The
Tropics” and “A Symphony For
Paramount i:
“RAUNCHY”
(Hi-1 ,
Lovers."
Lo*>, an instrumental with an cff-| +
IFtpures tn parent hr.<rs indicate number of ir—'ks song has been t n the Top 101
“The Anatomy of Improvisation”
beat sound, gets a solid workover: ^
by Hubbard’s guitar plus rhythm I *'
(Continued on page 64)
* **+**$-♦ tf4
JOYCE HAHN.
DID YOU CLOSE YOUR EYES
(Cadence) .....Trying to. Forget About You

PRriety

promising romantic ballad, deliv¬
ered with a good beat by this four¬
some. “A BROKEN PROMISE”
(Magnificant*) is a nicely worked
out idea.
Plas Johnson Orch (Capitol).
“SWANEE RIVER ROCK” (Beechwoodt) could cause another Con¬
gressional investigation, although
there isn’t much recognizable of
the original Foster tune after this
rocking crew gets through with it.
“YOU SEND ME” (Higuerat) is
another sax-on-top instrumental.
Sherry Lynn (Roman): “SANTA
CAN T COUNT ON YOU?” (Romant), a run-of-the-mill holiday
entry, is delivered by a nine-yearold canary with a slight rocking
overtone. “THAT CHRISTMASY
FEELING" (Smith-Foley*) is an¬
other seasonal item with a catching
beat.
Joan More (Felsted): “RAIN”
(Nasht) is an elaborately con¬
structed number handled in legit
style by Joan More.
“SWISS
CHALET” (Nasht) is another pre¬
tentious item with doubtful com¬
mercial chances.
Joan Temple (Prep): "PROMISE”
'Beechwoodt) is a driving rhythm
number projected in the approved
style by this new songstress. “A
THOUSAND TIMES” (Wildcat) is
a so-so slow rocking ballad.
Bob Crewe (Vik): “DO BE DO
BE DO” (Regentt), a catching nov¬
elty with a cute lyric, gets a bright
vocal by Bob CrewTe. “CHARM
BRACELET” (Regent)*) is back on
the routine rock ’ll' roll track.
Andy Qninn (Decca): “SWEET
TREAT" (Criteriont), a bouncing
item with a juve-angled lyric, gets
a very pleasing ride by Andy
Quinn.
“IT’S EASY TO SEE”
(Woodward*) is a fair ballad also
pegged for the school kids.
* ASCAP. t BMI.
1
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Autry’s Rdigiosongs

Stillman & Men: Hot (Mers

Gene Autry, longtime Columbia
disker who recently formed his
own Challenge Records, is set for
still another disk label exposure.
The
cowboy-croonef has
been
nabbed by Roulette Records for an
album showcasing.
It’s a one-shot deal which will
have Autry grooving $ series of
hymnal-type songs for a Roulette
Max Dreyfus, head of the inter¬ LP. *
national Chappell Music houses, is
in a hospital to treat an infected
nose.
'
The 86-year-old amusie veteran
attended some executive industry
meetings until two weeks ago. At
that time the swelling was very
noticeable and it was inevitable
that he would have to have it diag¬
nosed.

Team Hat Produced Nine Hit* in 5 Years, Tops
For Tin Pan Alley

Max Dreyfus Ill

In a wide-open music biz where
two hits in a row are a rarity and
three successive hies a miracle, Al
Stillman and Robert Allen have
racked up a string of nine smashes
ip the past five years to become
the hottest writing team of the
past half-decade. Stillman, a vet¬
eran lyreist who broke into the
business almost 25 years ago, and
Robert Allen, much younger com¬
poser, met by accident in a pub¬
lisher’s office back in. 1952 and
since that time have turned out j
the money songs consistently.
The Stillman-Alien team have
produced the. following clicks:
"My One and Only Heart,” “You
Alone” and “Home For The Holi¬
Mickey Mouse is going back to
days” recorded by Perry Como;
"Moments To Remember,” “No Walt Disney. . Effective the first of
Not Much” and “Who Needs You,” the year, Disneyland Records, Dis¬
ney’s recording operation, will
recorded by the Four Lads; “It’s
take over control of the “Mickey
Not For Me To -Say” and “Chances
Mouse Club” disk line which had
Are,” recorded by Johnny Mathis; been handled by ABC-Paramount
and “Can You Find It In Your for the past two years.
Heart,” cut by Tony Bennett. In
The disk line, which is'tied in
addition during the -same period, with Disney’s ABC-TV show, went
Stillman & Allen, working alonje to ABC-Paramount when the diskand with others, have to their ery was formed two years, ago .on
credit such numbers as “I Believed an 18-month deal Which expired
and “And That Reminds Me” in September. ABC-Par was given
(Stillman) and “Song For A Sum¬ an extension till the end of the
mer Night” (Allen).
Th£ only year to continue distribution of the
other songwriting teams that have line. Disneyland, plans, to release
come close to Stillman & Allen in five new singles in the “Mickey
the last five years are Dick Adler Mouse Club” line before the end
& the late Jerry Ross (with their of the year under its own banner.
“Pajama Game” and “Damn Yan¬ These new singles will be dis¬
kees” scores), Al Hoffman & Dick tributed by ABC-Par.
Manning and Jerry Lieber & Mike
There are about 30 items in the
Stoller.
line already.
Its estimated that
Stillman & Allen have no get- the • “Mickey Mouse Club” disks
rich-quick songwriting formula. bring in a rackup in excess of
They write what they please and $1,000,000 a year.
j
what they please is usually adult,
literate material that has registered
despite the general musical trends
inspired by the rock ’n’ roll idioms.
Stillman & Allen, moreover, are
not prolific song manufacturers.
During the past five years, they
have shown only about 20 songs to
publishers, firmly holding back on
material which they don’t feel
will hit. That’s a switch from the
usual Tin Pan Alley cleffing prac¬
tice of grinding out a song a week
(Continued on page 62)

‘MICKEY MOUSE' DISKS
BACK TO DISNEY LABEL

Carlton Records
Taps Genson For
Coast A&R, Sales

Don Genson, formerly Coast
manager for Lou Levy’s Leeds Mu¬
sic operation, haS joined Joe Carl¬
ton’s disk company, Carlton Rec¬
ords.
Genson will take over qs
v.p, of the Carlton label In charge
of Coast artists Sc repertoire, sales
and promotion. Genson has been
given it stock option deal in the
disk company.
Genson is cleaning up some of
his own publishing activities
started since leaving the Leeds
firm a few weeks ago. That’s in
line with Carlton’s policy of not
setting up a publishing subsidiary
to the disk Jinn. That’s explained
by the fact that several leading
publishers have Invested in the
diskery with the understanding
that no competitive publishing
company would be formed.
Genson is a veteran of the Coast
music scene, having broken into
the business originally as vocalist
with the Henrjr Busse band. One
of his key jobs on the' Coast will
be to pick up indie masters and
scout new talent.

Gustave Schirmer Retires From Giant
Longhair Firm; Name Tauhert Prexy
RCA'* ‘Blended’ Albums
RCA Victor and the Park Sc
Tilford liquor company are
mixing in a joint promotion cen¬
tering around a couple of Vic¬
tor albums with the Black
Watch Regiment of Great Brit¬
ain and P&T’s Scottish Majesty
. bottles. PScT are distributing
display posters to some 10,000
liquor store dealers containing
plugs for the LP’s, “Scottish
Splendor” and "Highland Pag¬
eantry.”
In the past year, Victor has
been involved In numerous
promotions with non-show biz
firms, including Heinz, Kleen¬
ex, Schrank’s pajamas, and
others.

EMI ADDS A BRAIN
FOR LOGGING TUNES
Broadcast Music Inc. is debuting
a half-dozen new logging machines
at its New York horaeoffice today
(Wed.) The six machines, espe¬
cially designed and built for BMI
by Taller & Cooper Inc.; will sup¬
plement the battery of other auto¬
matic logging devices by Fxiden
Calculating Co. and International
Business Machines already in oper¬
ation.
The new machines are capable of
turning out 1,000,000 impressions a
month on punch tapes in connec¬
tion with BMI’s nationwide logging
system of tune performances.

Scoreboard
OF

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Toronto, Nov. 19.
An overflow audience of 2,800
broke all records for a benefit con¬
cert last Tuesday (12) night in To¬
ronto when Jack Benny made his
Canadian debut as a concert vio¬
linist at Massey Hall. Titled peers,
civic dignitaries, music Critics and
lovers of Bach and Benny agreed
that there “never was such a con¬
cert” in the history of Canada and
that there will be no other until
Benny plays a return engagement.
To quote -John Rraglund of the
Globe, “with a boxoffice sale of
$987,000 to hear Jack Benny I
think Heifetz ought to be ashamed
of himself.”
The concert was under , the pa¬
tronage of the Lieut. Governor of
Ontario, with the 'Toronto Sym¬
phony Orchestra, Walter Susskind
conducting, and Mimi Benzell, so¬
prano. The star hailed “the gentle
way* in which he humored his al¬
most uncontrollable audience, dis¬
playing flashes of rare wit. Who
knows, if he hadn’t taken up the
violin, seriously, he might have
been a pretty fair comedian.”
George Kidd, music critic for the
Telegram, felt, in turn, that “if.
Benny had not decided to become
a comedian after a sound founda¬
tion in violin training, the concert
stage may have gained a topflight
artist, but think what' the world of
comedy might have lost.”
Having volunteered his services
to Israel Bonds, in order.to help
house immigrants into Israel, Ben¬
ny went all the way by being host'
at a cocktail party, which Joe
Ratcliffe of the Star said “turned
out to be the greatest cocktail, par¬
ty of the season.” The party was
in honor of the Builders of Israel
—purchasers of $11,000 or more of
Israel bonds. The guests ranged
irom Lady Eaton to Mayor and;
Mrs- Phillips to Edward G. Rob¬
inson, currently appearing In To¬
ronto;

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets 'enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these -findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks} and three ways in the case of tunes (.coin machines, retail disks and retail Sheet music}.

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

ARTIST AND LABEL

TUNE

1

1_

ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)....

Jailhouse Rockf

2

4

SAM COOKE, (Keen) ...

You Send Mef

3

2

RAYS (Cameo)

4

3 .

EVERLY BROS. (Cadence) ....Wake Up Little Susief

5

8

PAT BOONE (Dot) .... April Love*

6

5

JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)..

7

6

RICKY NELSON * (Imperial) _.......... Be Bop Babyf

8

•7

JANE MORGAN (Kapp).V. ..Fascination*

10

AMES BROS. (Victor) ..

9
10

...Silhouettesf

FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

Chances Are*

. All The Way*
Melodie D’Amourf

TUNES
TUNE

PUBLISHER

f JAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F .....

2

1
2

1

Gustave Schirmer is ending his
active participation in the G.
Schirmer music firm. He has va¬
cated the prexy post which he’s
held for the past 14 years and will
serve the company hereafter on a
consultant basis.
Firm’s board of directors last
week named Rudolph Tauhert as
new prexy. For the past 20 years
Tauhert had been general man¬
ager of the Schirmer printing
plant which today produces about
75Cp of all the music printed In
the U. S. It’s understod Tauhert
will continue to supervise the
printing'operation with an assist
from his aide Joe Ross.
Schirmer, who’s now 66, also
resigned from the board of direc¬
tors of .the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
He designated no substitute. Schir¬
mer had been with the music firm
since 1911.
G. Schirmer, which was estab¬
lished in 1861, is one of the oldest
music firms in the country, noted
for its music books and “Sehirmer’s Library of Musical Classics.”
Recently it has come up with such
theatrical production properties as
Menotti’s “Amahl and the Night
Visitors,”
Leonard
Bernstein’s
“West Side Story” and Samuel
Barber’s “Vanessa.” Latter preems
at the Metopera Jan. 15.
In the past year, G. Schirmer
launched a pop push on its catalog
under the ,ggeis of Abe Olm an,
who’s handling it on a freelance
basis.
New setup doesn’t affect
Olman’s position.

Lotsa Kurt Weill Songs
For Widow Lotte Lenya;
Composer’s German Peak

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Heifetz—Who He? Benny
Racks Up 987G in Bonds
For Israel at Can. Debut
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Presley

Berlin, Nov. 12.
Lotte Lenya, songstress-widow
of composer Kurt Weill, is waxing
: another LP for Philips here enUitled “Mahagonny”
(Rise and
Fall of the Cittf). Miss Lenya’s
previous LP’s for Philips were
“Lotte Lenya Sings Kurt Weill”
(1955) and ’The Seven Deadly
Sins” (1956). She is under conj tract, to the American Columbia
: Records whose products are hand| led. by Philips'in.Germany,
j
"Mahagonny” is another opera
i by
Weill
which,
incidentally,
{caused a scandal when first per¬
formed in Germany (Leipzig) in
1929. Leftists as well as Rightists
objected to this work's political
aspects.
Two years later, Ernst
Josef Aufrieht presented "Mahagonny” at the Theater am Kurfuerstendamm in Berlin. It was the
first time that an opera played a
commercial theatre in Germany. It
was a huge click. Miss Lenya por- .
trayed Jenny in this, one of the
most successful roles in ' her_
career.
Also on Miss Lenya’s recording
list here is an LP of her late hushusband’s “Three Penny Opera,”
ditto an album called “Songs of
My Berlin.” For “Three Penny
Opera,”, she herself is choosing all
the suitable singers among the
German artists.
Kurt Weill works, incidentally,
seem to be reaching a new height
in . this country. Darmstadt »W.
Germany) saw a revival of his
“Street Scene.” NDR, North Ger-'
man radio station, is going to air
some of Weill’s operas, while the;
local Schlosspark Theatre is con-'
5 sidering a performance of his I
j “Happy End.” Latter, a play with;
\ music, is one of Well’s greatest
{achievements.
The new verison
of Weill’s opera, “The Pledge.” is
currently in the repertory of Ber¬
lin’s Municipal Opera.

fWAKE UP LITTLE SUSIE ...... Acuff-Rose

3

3

fSILHOUETTES

. .Regent

Roulette’s C&W Pactees

4

5

fYOU SEND ME .......Higuera

.......

5

9

♦APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F.____....... Feist

Roulette Records has stepped up
activity in its recently launched
country & western division with
the pacting of two new artists.
Tapped for Roulette by Dickson
Hall, c&w chief, were Smokey
Warren and Foy Willing & Riders
of the Purple Sage. Hall heads for
the Coast today (Wed.) for record¬
ing sessions with Willing.
Diskery’s c&w drive was’kicked
off in Nashville last week with
etchings by Freddy King and
Willie Phelps. '

6

4

♦CHANCES ARE ....r,r.v.v.......

•7

6

*FASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F ................ ... Southern

8

7

♦TAMMY—“Tammy, & Bachelor’VF

9

8
10

10

..Korwin

...... Northern

♦AROUND THE WORLD—“Around World In 80 Days”-F ........ Young
fMELODIE D’AMbUR ....... ...........

Rayven
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French Disk Bestsellers

[ONE OF THEM PIPED BY A CLOUD]
Washington, Nov. 19.
The Soviet-launched satellites;
are beginning to infiltrate local j
show biz. “The Doggone Blues/’;
Joe Cal Cagno, Stan Wilde and
a tune about Muttnik, debuted. Robert K. Christenberry Jr„ have
«ruinr
i teamed up for a fling at the music
™dil°
i^2.^0nwlif[business- Trio bas forced Pride
Fred Fiske disk jockey Show. Writ- - Records and Pride Music (BMI).
ten by local musician Stan Rich-;
■
■
.
ardson, with lyrics by Washing- -. Fl£m s,
effoit 1S a Coupling
ton Daily News Staffer Joseph jby Sandy Fvans»
JlI?my
Cloud, tune was sung by Tony j
vocalist, of The Firrt Kiss
Cloud (who he!) and garnered suf- Is ®weet and By Love Posses¬
sed.” The Pride master was snap- j
ficient listener reaction for a
.
.. .
*
*
• Ped up for distribution
..
by the i
peat- ^
.
Golden Crest label.
x\nother tune, written four years
_ , ■
,
,
ago, is being revived here, much
W^r*£0rmerlJ
•
x
Hoiioht nf rnmnnwn Bamee •
N.Y. Daily Mfrror and King,
S. JS Sht»nH 7aS Moslev
It’s * Features as WTiter-artis- Wilde has :

Biz Trio’s Dual Pride

Suedwestfunk, W. Germany’s most jazz-conscious radio station, has
introduced a new regular broadcast series, “Eddie Sauter’s Music
Time.” This serves Sauter in his function as composer, orch leader
and arranger as a forum for new musical ideas. Sauter, who -holds the
position of a musical director with Suedwestfunk, will also give name
jazz sololists from the U.S., Europe and Germany opportunity for
guest appearances.
“Music Time” was officially teed off Oct. 20 via an open concert
at the Stadthalle (town hall) in Donaueschingen. America’s Modern
Jazz Quartet and the Andre Hodiers Jazz Group de Paris were fea¬
tured, along with Sauter’s orch. Several w.k. sololists and ensembles
have been skedded to appear in future broadcasts such as Erroll Gar¬
ner, Lucky Thompson, Swedish baritone saxist Lars Guilin, the new
French tenor «axi$t Barney Wilen and the German Michael Naura
combo which registered a big click at the latest domestic jazz festival.
Management as well as emceeing of the various Sauter airings, are
handled by Joachim E. Berendt, considered Germany’s foremost jazz
expert.

Buenos Noches ....Dalida.
(Barclay)
Oh La La
Marini
(Vogue)
Ranch De Maria.Dalida
(Barclay)
Santa Cruz . .Genes
. (Pacific)
Marianne ..Lasso
(Voix De Son Maitre)

RCA Victor’s color film, “The Sound and The Story,” has copped the
Silver Reel award of the Film Council of America in the industrial
film division. A 22-minute work, the Victor pic traces the technique of
packaging an LP from the recording session to its final distribution.
It “is based on an actual recording session of the Boston Symphony and
shows how 375 persons working nearly 3,000 man-hours were involved
in the making of the disk. Bill Alexander, Victor’s advertising chief,
was overall supervisor of the film’s production and assisted on the
“Jamaica,” Broadway’s newest scripting. The film is being made available cuffo to schools and clubs.
legitune click, is racking up lots of
packaged action. In addition to the
Editor & Publisher, the tradepaper for newspapers, -spotlighted the
original cast set starring Lena ASCAP tunesmith-BMI dispute last week in a piece by United Press
Horne from RCA Victor, four other writer Fred Danzig. Piece was written as background material for ed¬
albums, are set for the Harold Ar- itors who have been receiving publicity handouts from both sides. Dan¬
len-Yip. Harburg score.
zig’s central point is that the fight between the opposing groups is “far
Victor is piling it up with a from clear-cut.” In" the same issue, by coincidence, the Songwriters
straight instrumental workover by Protective Assn, ran an ad titled “Is Everyone Out of Step But BMI,”
Arthur Fiedler and the Boston a vigorous attack against BMPs position.
Pops and a jazz, interpretation by
Phineas Newborn Jr. MGM is com¬
Latest group skyrocketing into the bonanza field of rock ’n' roll are
ing- out with an instrumental treat¬
ment by David Rose and Jubilee is four 17-year-old Philadelphia highschool bfcys. Their platter, “At the
in the swing with an instrument Hop,” recorded under the group name of Danny & The Juniors, is sell¬
and vocal set by Cy Coleman and ing fast at Philly. music counters. Artie Singer, who made the original
waxing under his own Singular label, peddled the master to ABCHoney Dreamers.
E. H' Morris is publishing the Paramount. Booker Nat Segall is acting as personal manager for the
score.
(Continued on page 62)'

JAMAICA’ SCORE GETS
5-WAY PACKAGE PLAY

parentiy before its time, with lyrics ; an atl°rney.
which highlighted the romantic as- i

SUBPOENAS CROSBY
IN ASCAP PRE-TRIAL

latest White House huddle.
Rounding out the satellite boom *
is the “Flying. Doghouse” cock-

Inside Stuff-—Music

Paris, Nov. 19.
Bon Caractere ..;__Delyle
(You're Not So Nice)
(Patfie)
Cigarette, Whisky _ Cordy
(Columbia)
Bambino .. Guetary
(Pathe)
Que Sera Sera.Francois
(Philips)
Day-O .
Belafonte
(RCA)

hotel bartender La?ry Teller
examinations of the ASCAP clefhotel bartender laarry leiiier,
- fer*s suit against Broadcast Music
On
the
more serious side, ■ jnc an£i the major networks. BMI
WTOP-CBS producer Larry Beck- • attorneys have subpoenaed Croserman unearthed a Dept, of De-| by to detail charges that hfr made
fense film, released for tv last , iast summer to . a Senate commitMarch. Film, featuring tba *aaaad j tee about alleged discrimination
rocket missile expert. Dr. Wernher- agamst good music in favor of
von Braun, presents . a startingly; BMI tiines.
straight-from-the-shoulder outline :
Crosby was slated to testify this
of problems of space travel. Little i month, but his attorneys obtained
noticed at time of release; it con- j a C0Upie 0f pos‘ponements.
'j
tains uncanpily accurate appraisal j ----—of Russia’s progress in the rocket j
field. Now, too how to be ignored. Beckerman
presented
it
over
WTOP-TV past Sunday (17).

RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS

To Opera; ‘Medea’
With Mme. Callas
Mercury Records’ longhair line
Is branching into the operatic fie’d.
Label’s first opera release will be
Cherubini’s “Medea” with soprano
Maria Callas In the title role. Miss
Calias is an Angel Records’ artist
on loanout. Angel has scheduled
several operas with Callas for
early next year.
The opera was cut in Milan dur¬
ing September with Mercuryites
Wilma Cozart, veepee-director of
the classical division, and Harold
Lawrence, musical director of the
classical division, on hand for the
sessions.
C. R. Fine. Merc’s en¬
gineering chief, brought over the
diskery’s mobile recording truck,
used for all of label’s classical re¬
cording sessions.
The opera was made In collabor¬
ation with G. Ricordi of Milan, and
other operas are set for the future.
No release date has been set for
“Medea" as yet. Other singers in
the cast are Mirto Picchl, tenor;
Giuseppe Modesti, bass; Renata
Scotto, soprano, and Miriam Pirazzini, mezzo-soprano. The chorus
and orchestra of the Teatro alia
Scala. Milan, was conducted by
Tulio Serafin.

Jimmy Duncan A&R Man
At Prescott, Del Label:
Jimmy Duncan has taken over ;
the a&r spot at Prescott Records, i
recently formed indie headquarter¬
ing in Detroit. Duncan is a cleffer.
whose current tune, “My Special
Angel.” is making some noise via:
Bobby Helms on the Decca label.;
Prescott, which launched its ac-!
tivity with LP packages by Sam.
Donahue’s band. Edgar A. Guest
and film actor John Carroll, is now1
planning a spread into the pop
singles field under Duncan’s direc- ‘
tion.
First release in the new.
push will be the Saints, a young
male quartet. Although the label
will be based in Detroit, most of
the sessions will be cut in Nash¬
ville and Hollywood.
T
j
Larry Tickler (Avenue;
“Y’!
GOTTA” «Amy v • is a more serious j
ballad not suited to this perform- {
er’s pipes.
■

—-

rJXKlETY -“
Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative
ratings for this week and last.
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Artist, Label, Title
AROUND THE WORLD (Decca) '
Soundtrack (DC 9046)... ... .
.
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090.
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Where Are You (W 855).....
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Pat’s Greatest Hits (DLP 3071)...
PAL JOEY (Capitol)
Soundtrack (W 192)...
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Loving You (LPM 1515).
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000).
NAT KING COLE (Capitol);
Love Is the Thing (W 823)..
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EYPIE GQRME CABC-Par)
Swings the Blues. (192).;
MOHAMMED EL BAKKAR (A-F)
Port Said (AFLP 1833).
KING & I (Capitbl)
Soundtrack (T 740).
8
BLACK WATCH BAND (Victor)
Scottish Splendor (LPM 1526)...
MANTOVANI (London)
World's Fav. Love Songs (LL 1748.
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JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028)., * 6
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1050).. 7
JVIANTOVANI (London)
Film Encores (LL 1700) ......
GOGI GRANT (Victor)
Helen Morgan Story (OLC 1030).. /
PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
Soundtrack" (DL 5210).......
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
Ricky (IMP 9048).. .,..,10
EDDY DUCHIN STORY (Decca)
Soundtrack (DL 8289).. .
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
Exotica (LRP 3034)...
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
Soundtrack (SAO 595).
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Jimmie Rodgers (25020)...........
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
Original Csst .......,...
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Swinging Affair (W 803)...:.
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British Duk Bestsellers

Where Does the "Blue Grass'Grow?

London, Nov. 19,
That’ll Be Day..Crickets
(Vogue-Coral)
Party .. .Presley
(RCA)
Mary’s Boy Child .. Belafonte
(RCA)
Tammy ,. • •..Reynolds
(Vogue-Coral)
You're Mine...Boone
(London)
Diana .
Anka
(Columbia)
Be My Girl... %_..Dale
(Parlophone)
Bank, Frank ...Vaughan
(Philips)
I Love.You Baby .Anka
(Columbia)
Man on Fire .........Vaughan
(Philips)

[GLEANINGS FROM NASHVILLE]
■Hillbilly disk jockeys gathered in Nashville (Nov. 14-17) foo their
sixth annual convention seemed disturbed over the pop move-in
oh the'country field. What’s happened to real old country music
or '“blue grass,” as they call it, and where are its roots? .
•Goddard Lieberson, Columbia prexy, answered that the line of
demarcation between pop and country has been eliminated and the
standards are now between “good music” and “bad music.”
Lieberson also said, “I’m not a country boy put I’m saving my
money.”
New York music bizites returned from the Nashville bash with
mixed emotions—high on interest but low on accomplishment.
Although the hillbillies are resentful of “city slicker” influence
in their music, they’ve taken to the big city wardrobe. Ivy League
suits have replaced the cowboy garb of fringes and tassels.
Roy Acuff, for example, looked like he just came down, from
the Yale-Princeton game.
Senator Albert Gore gave, the BMI’ers plenty to cheer about
when he announced that any legislation harmful to them would
get his serious, consideration.
"Roulette Records, a newcomer to the country & western field,
played farewell host in the Saturday midnight spot held by Capi¬
tol. In the past
A rock ’n1 roll combo sent the boys back to their hinterland
berths.

EP SAMPLER TO JOLT
JUBILEE'S LP LINE

most of the top combos and some
Jazz Champion Watanabe vocalists
and formed Watanabe
Productions, a booking manageoffice.
’
Angel's A&R’er in Japan ! ment
It was his idea to pump oxygen

Tokyo, Nov. 12.
Shin Watanabe, a key figure in
Japanese jazz-doings, lias been
named artists & repertoire man
for Angel Records, a subsidiary of
Capitol. He will package pop and
jazz albums for domestic and over¬
seas, markets.
Watanabe, a bass player with the
popular Six Joes combo, is in a
large way responsible for the cur¬
rent revival of jazz in Japan. Two
yeatfs ago, when the jazz boom had
hit rock bottom here, he corraled

into the jazz invalid by revamping
the existing structure which had
the musicians getting more and
more complex and further and
further away from their audiences.
Watanabe instructed the musicians
in . showmanship and de-emphasized jazz. He advised the playing
of more commercial numbers and
arranged for less greedy bookings.
Today, his progress is evident in
the increased activity of jazz shows
and “festivals” and also at the
diskeries. .

Jubilee Records .has launched an
EP sampler program to spur activ¬
ity in its LP line. The EP’s will
be special promotion pieces for dis¬
tributors, salesmen and disk jock¬
eys and won’t be put on the com¬
mercial market. .
The EP’s will include four se¬
lections from each of the seven
currently released Jubilee albums.
The LP’s are Walter Scharf’s “My
Favorite Places,” “Frank Orteg
Trio’s “Twinkling Pinkies,” Don
Rondo’s “Rondo,” Ray Martin’s
“Witchcraft,” Shep Fields’ “Cock¬
tails, Dinner and Dancing,” Bobby
Sherwood’s “Pal Joey” and Moe
Koffman’s “Hot and Cool Sax.”

Coast Local 47 Posts Telepk List
In Opening Gun Vs. Canned Music
*♦
I

Hollywood. Nov. 19.
In the first step of a campaign

to enlist the support of o**f?anized
Crew Cuts Cancel Can. On 1’j labor
in a battle against “canned
j music’ on vidpix, Local 47 of the
Death of Lead Tenor’s Dad j American Federation of Musicians

Regina, Sask., Nov. 19.
i Dotted the names of more than
Making their Western Canadiani 100 telefilm shows now using
debut, the Crew Cuts cancelled aj j "non-union” music, in its monthly
; publication. Overture. The local
two-province tour after their sec¬" i will forward the list to the* central
ond date because of the death off I Labor Council and California St Ate
the father of Pat Barrett, lead1 j Federation of Labor. Both groups
tenor.
j will be asked to distribute the list
Quartet had player the Paragoni j to all unions in the state, with inTheatre, Melville, Sask., to good1 j formation eventually to be disbiz last week (11) and a Regina» i tributed on a national basis, posdate followed the next day. WordIJ sibly with additional names showof the Barret death in Toronto> ing sponsors of shows. .
reached here, just before showtimeList includes four shows (“Date
but the boys carried on for twoJ With Angels,” “You Are There,’
performances to poor turnouts.• "Oh, Susanna,” “Playhouse 90”'.
Barrett planed east Wednesday. A^ which use live music occasionally
return by the group in February7 Shows using canned foreign sound¬
is promised.
tracks include many top-rated enPromoter was Hugh Vassos. off ; tries, among them “Bums & Allen,’
Melville, Sask., and the Regina\; “General Electric Theatre,” “Aldate was ‘ under Y’s Men’s Club)1 free! Hitchock Presents.” “Loretta
i Young Showr,” “Maverick." “Phil
auspices.
Show,”
“Schlitz
PlayVassos, a comparative newcomerr Silvers
had almost a similar deal severall1 house,” “Sugarfoot,” “Suspicion,’'
months ago when he had Bill Ha¬. | “Wagon Train.”
Some Former Entries
ley & His Comets booked for ai j
Included in the Local 47-AFM
Canadian tour. Death* of Haley’s5|
father forced liim to call'off alll i list were shows no longer on the
! networks, though some are in synSaskatchewan dates.
; dication. They are:
Dates cancelled by the Crew
; j
"Alcoa Hour”—this alternated
Cuts include Moose Jaw and North
*; with “Goodyear Theatre” as a 60Battleford, Eask., and Medicine
' j minute live show for a number of
Hat, Calgary and Edmonton, Alta.
; I seasons and is currently a halfCalgary wras reported to be SRO
' j hour series titled “Turn of Fate,”
and Edmonton a near sellout.
with Alcoa and Goodyear rotating;
[“Four Star Theatre,” no longer a
! network entry; “Lux Video,” live
r ! hour show abandoned, with iux
1; sponsoring a Hosemary Clooney
I j live half-hour skein; “20th-Fox
I: Hour,” filmed 60-minute show no
I ’ longer networked.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
~

Young-ParkerSet
Pub-GefferOrg
To Battle BMI

P'SkIETy

Survey of retail disk best
sellers based on reports ob¬
tained from leading stores in
21 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last .week.
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.

Barney Young and Gloria Parker,
who have been the center of several
legal and stockholder actions in the
past couple of years, are now en5 i46
gaged in forming a “trade union”
—
for the “unorganized music pub. 9_
lisher and songwriter.” New outfit
is called Guild of Publishers and
Writers and has Miss Parker as
2 113
prexy. Young as v.p. and Louis
Greenfield, a lawyer and publisher,
4 91
as a secretary.
Main-objective of GPW is to “end
7q
subsidies and guarantees to favored
-; firms and writers.” This apparently
__ t is aimed at the practice of Broad—r? jeast Music Inc. to give guarantees
' j to some publishers. Another objecB 53 | tjve is “to free the airwaves from
: monopolistic control.”
7 41 |
Both Young, a publisher and
: Miss Parker, a songwriter, cur33 ; rently have suits m progress against
-—
BMI in which they charge discrim!
? inatiop against their works.

Artist, Label, Title
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
Jailhouse Rock.
2
SAM COOKE (Keen)
Yon Send Me.... 1
RAYS (Cameo)
Silhouettes .
7
PAT BOONE (Dot)
April Love ....
4
EVERLY BROS (Cadence)
Wake Up Little Susie.
RICKY NELSON (Imperial)
:
Be ;Bop Baby.
3
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Chances Are ..
8
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
"
All the Way .
5
BILL JUSTIS (Philips)
Raunchy

10
1
2
3

5

JANE MORGAN (Kapp)
Fascination .
THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
Little Bitty Pretty One. 10 ..
9
4
ERNIE FREEMAN (Imperial)
‘
:
Raunchy ....._....

4

WILL GLAHE (London)
Leichtensteiner Polka..
6
.
PERRY COMO (Victor)
Just Bom . .. ..
...
..
..
9
BOBBY HELMS (Decca)
'
—
■
My Special Angel ...!... 9.
8
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
‘
—
!
Twelfth of Never ..
4.
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
Tin .:.; ..
.. ..■* s to .
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
Rock ’n’ Roll Music.
DEBBIE REYNOLDS (Coral)
Tanuny .
AMES BROS. (Victor)
Melodie D’Amour .
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
Kisses Sweeter Than Wine.
BUDDY HOLLIS (Coral)
Peggy Sue.
THERESA BREWER (Coral)
You Send Me __....._.,
BOBBY DAY (Class)
Little Bitty Pretty One.
DUBS (Gone)
Could This Be Magic.

so Josh White’s ‘Eve’ Felker
27 j
At NX’s Carnegie Hall
24
20
13
.
_IV
16
13
12

j
Josh White w.ll head up a folk
j bash at New York’s Carnegie Hall
1 next
Wednesday
(Thanksgiving
j Eve, 27)... Concert, which is tagged
“Folk Festival At Midnight,” is be• ing produced by Ken Joffe.
j ' Others in the unit are Marais &
; Miranda, Oscar Brand, Theo Bikel.
: Robin Roberts, The Shanty Boys
! and Ray Boguslav. Jean Shepherd
i will emcee.
White, is now prep; ping a national concert tour in
j which he’ll combine biking with
; a name religioso singer as yet
; unset.

ii |

Stick Around Awhile

I
Chicago, Nov. 19.
5
Sherman Hotel is apparently the
■ ; least fickle employer of musical
-acts In Chi.
-j
Frank York, violin playing bandI leader of the hostel’s Porterhouse
_-l I Room, is starting his eighth year in
;the assignment.
Two pianists of
IQ ; the College Inn, Chet Roble and
~
tHots Michels, have been working
q . at the same keyboards for six ; nd
j five and a half years, respectively.
11

_.
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Keep ‘Honeycomb* Warm

W. C. Handy Salute
Continued from page 2

dulgence in a “memory lane flash¬
back 70 years ago,” when at 14, he
was asked at school what he
wanted most to do. His aim was
“musician.”
He has never re¬
gretted it. Observing that “my
wife will later tell me how truy
wonderful a night this has been
for me, how large was the turnout,,
and all the things I can’t personal¬
ly see,” the honored guest’s sim¬
ple tribute to “the opportunities
that this land of ours affords
everybody” was sincere and heart¬
warming.
Realisticaly he re¬
called
selling
his
“Memphis
Blues” for '$50 but that “when it
came back to me 28 years later it
earned more in its second, term of
copyright than ever before.”
Alan Corelli, executive chairman
of the event, got Paul Whiteman to
emcee the show that followed. Don
Redman later spelled “Pops” as
batoneer. Among the variety tal¬
ent was tennis champ Althea Gib¬
son, more or less auditioning a new
act she plans doing professionally.

career will come when Paramount
releases its just completed biopic,
“St. Louis Blues,” with Nat King
Cole playing the composer, and
with Eartha Kitt, Pearl Bailey,
Cab Calloway, Ella Fitzgerald,
Mahalia Jackson, Ruby Dee and
speeches to minimum lengths, a
wise move, all sincere in tribute to
the music man from Memphis
whom they were honoring.
Yonkers’ Mayor Kristen Kristensen humorousiy took “the great
N. Y. Times” to task for having
designated Tuckahoe, N. Y., in
that morning’s edition, as Handy’s
residence when he proudly claimed
the composer as “Yonkers’ own,”
reprising that Minerva Place, in
the heart of that Westchester su¬
burban city, was now officially
W. C. Handy Place.
Hammerstein’s Kudo
Juano Hernandez in featured parts.
From the Coast Miss Fitzgerald
and Cole taped a holiday greeting,
which segued into a full-range
recording of Handy’s immortal
“St. Louis Blues” from the Par
soundtrack.
Par prexy Barney Balaban was
on the dais along with Dr. Ralph
J. Bunche, Senator James L. Wat¬
son, Congressmen Phil Philbin and
Adam Clayton Powell, Mrs. Pearl
Buck, Fannie Hurst, Ed Sullivan,
Morton Downey, Otto Harbach,
Deems Taylor, Oscar Hammerstein
2d, CBS veepee Lawrence W. Lowman, Dr. Channing Tobias, Wim¬
bledon tenni$tar Althea Gibson,
the Handy family, clergy and other
dignitaries. Cunningham kept the
Hammerstein, a man with words
In more ways than one, evaluated
tlie simplicity and punch of such
immortal lines as “I hate to see
the evening sun go down,” fol¬
lowed by “St. Louis woman with
your diamond rings”; “well,” he
added, “you know she’s a pretty
formidable dame,” as he further
expounded on the now blind songsmith's “honest courage” through¬
out his career.
Hammerstein
likened this rugged American sim¬
plicity with another brand of
“simple” wordage, referring to
Presley and “All Shook Up.”
Handy's own speeclf asked in-

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING"

Platter Flashes
—— Continued from page 55

Record,” the artists aren't sure
that they’ll take hold the second
time out.
Every new record now is be¬
coming another audition to win the
favor of the kids. It’s become a
puzzlement to the disk boys as
how to follow up a click. A record
in the same vein may bore the
teenage buyers and an attempt
at something different may be re¬
jected in the same manner. .
Postscript on 1-Shots
Every release has now become
an uphill fight for the diskeries
and their distributors. Such firsttime clickers as Paul Anka, Russ
Hamilton, Mickey & Sylvia, George
Hamilton IV, Patience & Prudence,
Patsy Cline and The Diamonds, to
name a few, have had to be pushed
hard on the second and even third
releases. Some have made impact
with the followup platter but sel¬
dom have they matched the sales
and spinning power of their take-

j

Hot Cleffers

: a—m Continued from page 57

and showing it around with the
hope that in the" current market,
anything goes.
JAYNE MANSFIELD ® FLOYD
Although Stillman & Allen can¬
PATTERSON • NANETTE^ FAB RAY
not and do not rock ’n’ roll, they’re
HELEN HAYES • IMOGENS COCA
not snobbish about It. Stillman, in
fact, concedes that such ditties as
ROCXY MARCIANO • MAYOR
“Don’t Be Cruel” and “All Shook
ROBERT BRISCOE
Up,” are “good songs” in anybody’s
idiom.
Stillman, however, will
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
not descend' to such a rhyme as
alities to split screens on tele¬ “home” and “alone.”
vision’s original hard-hitting
The string of hits has led to a
telephone interview session . . . big payoff for the songwriting
going into its fourth- consecu¬ team. Any typical smash earns
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23, about $25,000 for both songwriters,
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.. broken down into $10,000 for
mechanicals on a 1,000,000 disk
: sale, $5,000 for performances;
$10,000 for sheet music royalties
on a 200,000-copy sale at 5c per
copy; $3,000 for sundry other
rights such as foreign, lyric folios,
etc.
I’M NEW AT
The real coin for cleffers, how¬
THE GAME
ever, is in Broadway musicals
where writers walk off with 4% of
b/w IT’S BEEN A
the boxoffice receipts. That, on a
LONG TIME
hit, adds up quickly to several
JANE MORGAN
thousand dollars per week. So,
With THE TROUBADORS
Stillman & Allen are eyeing pos¬
K-200
sibilities of a legit musical for
which they can do the score.
Stillman, incidentally, is special
lyricist and production consultant
for the Radio City Music Hall
AjSCCMCjcU
stage productions.

To Thank

Roulette Records has tied in
with the manufacturers of the
Pepperell Blanket for the in¬
troduction of the new “Honey¬
comb Blanket.” Benton &
Bowles, ad agency for Pep¬
perell, has prepared a special
salesmen’s brochure with a
cover photo of Jimmie Rodg-*
ers, whose recording of “Hon¬
eycomb” for Roulette has
passed . the 1,000,00(1 sales
mark.
A copy of the record will be
enclosed in the brochure for
blanket dealers.

Imperials Regal
Million-a-Month
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
Imperial Records sales level has
topped the 1,000,000 mark each
month for the last four months,
prexy Lew Chudd reported, indi¬
cating the label may top its ex¬
pected $7,500,000 gross for 1958.
Diskery has had six million-recordmonths thus far this year.
Sales figure is* based on singles
only, Chudd emphasized, and does
not take into account the firm’s
EP and LP volume. On the basis
of initial ordering in November,
the volume for- this month may
reach 1,500,000.
Imperial now is using seven
pressing plants to meet the de¬
mand.

Inside Stuff-Music
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Continued from

quartet and has set the group for the Steve Allen and Patti Page (“Big
Record”) telecasts.
'
“Cuff links for clicks” will be Cadence Records’ reward to a distrib¬
utor who gets a disk over the 1,000,000 sales mark. According to Ca¬
dence prexy Archie Bleyer, a pair of cuff links will go as a gift to the
distrib whose order gets the record into the gold disk circle.
The policy was started with the Everly Bros, disking of “Wake Up
Little Susie.” A pair of diamond-studded, gold cuff links went to Phil
Goldberg of Bertos Sales,* Charlotte, N.C,, whose order of 10,000 rec¬
ords did the trick.
Continual onrush of packaged goods product is giving “Seabreeze” a
hot wax run. Tune, written by Larry Douglas and Fred Norman in 1954,
was cut originally as a single release by Billy Eckstine.on the MGM
labeL It’s now set in albums by Tito Puente (RCA Victor), Oscar Pettiford (ABC-Paramount), Jimmy Cleve (Mercury), Ernie Wilkerson
(Verve), Deanna Thompson (Signal), Dizzy Gillespie (Verve), Don Costa
: (ABC-Paramount) and Donald Byrd (Columbia).
[ Audio Devices, magnetic tape manufacturer, has developed a new
' manufacturing division for the production of silicon rectifiers, device
for conversion of alternating to direct current. The silicon rectifiers
are used in radio, tv, missile electronics and other industrial and mili¬
tary applications which depend on AC-to-DC conversion. Audio De¬
vices’ silicon rectifier plant wiil be located in Santa Ana, Calif.
A new publication for the hi-fi and music field is being prepped by
Ziff-Davis for a Jan. 28 kickoff. The mag will be called “HiFi & Music
Review.” Oliver P. Ferrell has been set as editor and David Hall, man¬
aging editor. Handling reviews will be Klaus George Roy, Martin Bookspan, Nat Hentoff, Ralph Gleason, Stanley Green and Bert Whyte.
Bill'Haley & His Comets, which sparked the rock ’n’ roll cycle with
their “Rock Around The Clock” and subsequent clicks, are re-record¬
ing their first tune in the rocking idiom for Decca. Tune, called “Rock
The Joint,” was originally sliced with a skeleton crew before they hit
big.
Alfred A. Knopf is bringing out a songbook this month titled “Sing¬

Holidays,” by folksinger and BMI writer Oscar Brand. Book is a
Hub Chief Justice Rocks ing
collection of 90 traditional songs Which tie in with 30 American.holi¬
days. It's the first music book to be published by Knopf in 15 years.
5 Taken Into Tow After
log that comes near Victor’s, Co¬
Hot Fats Domino Roller EMI’s Net $3,119,000
lumbia’s or even Capitol’s, a com¬
Boston, Nov. 19.
paratively young operation.
Boston Municipal Court Chief
Vs.
$2,441,600
LastYr.
A few of the indie prexies are
Justice Elijah
Adlow placed
charges of disturbing a public as¬
sembly on file Friday (15) for five
rock ’n’ roll enthusiasts after he
learned they paid $3 apiece to at¬
tend the Boston Garden rock show.
In court Saturday he held that
they had paid sufficient penalty
with the high price of admission.
Judge Adlow then blasted rock
’n’ roll shows for thousands at
Boston Garden, calling them “a
good thing for someone but ter¬
rible for Boston.”
The jurist
called for local licensing authori¬
ties to stop granting such permits
as he passed on the cases of five
young men arrested at the Garden
session.
The Garden jumped as 8,000
teeners absorbed the three-hour
live performances of leading ex¬
ponents in the “Biggest Show of
Stars for ’57.” A 28-man police
detail, assigned to keep order,
made 12 arrests including a 40year-old woman. Some two .dozen
teeners' were put out when the
beat made them “too energetic.”
The teeners paid $l-$3.50 to dig
the beat, of the roller headed by
Fats Domino. It was a smash win
for r&r in the Garden, which has
a capacity of 13,909. With a draw
of 8,000 for a one-nighter, it
proved that the rock is still hot
with Hub teeners. Recent jazz
concerts at Symphony Hall have
been disappointing.
$18,800 In Pitt
Pittsburgh, Nov. 19.
Although down somewhat over
Its previous take, mainly due to
the transportation strike, rock ’n’
roll show headed by Fats-D amino,
Paul Anka, Clyde McPhatter,
Frankie Lymon and LaVern Baker
came out on top at Syria Mosque
last Tuesday (12), playing to 6,335
persons and a gross of $18,817 in
two performances.
Advance sale looked pretty dis¬
couraging but a window jam de¬
veloped at both shows right be¬
fore curtain time and sent the pro¬
moters out with an okay profit.

'ft

London, Nov. 12.
The Electric & Musical Indus¬
tries group, which operates the
HMV, Columbia, Parlophone, Cleff,
MGM, Angel and Capitol record
labels, as well as manufacturing
radio and tv receivers, almost
doubled its trading profits in the
year ended last June 30. With
$13,250,000 in profits shown the
total was $6,482,000 above the fig¬
ure for the last fiscal year.
After taxation amounting to
more than ‘$7,137,000, and otherdeductions, net profit was slight¬
ly above $3,119,000 against $2,441,600. Dividend on the com¬
mon is being held at 15%;’

now toying with the- idea of get¬
ting together with three or four
other companies to pool their cata¬
logs for a spring into a joint disk
club operation. Most of them
agree that it’s an involved setup
but it's the only plan they can see
so far to get them in on some of
that disk club gravy.

a wonderful
seasonal song

,

STYNEAND CAHN'S

UA Disks
--

CAHN
MUSIC
COMPANY

1 Continued from page 55 —^

ery and publishing operation. It’s
expected that Youngstein and
Tamarin will also mobilize support
for the UA disk product among
the company’s far-flung pic distri¬
bution personnel.
Initial release on the UA label
will he Joe Valino’s “Legend of
the Lost,” title song of an up¬
coming UA film, and one platter
by a new singer, Wes Bryan. Both
have been inked to longterm pacts.

Disk Clubs
Continued from page 55
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buy from his armchair if properly *
stimulated.
One of the smaller diskery prexies put it this way: “It’s a poten¬
tial market that we can’t afford
to bypass.”
The major obstacle to any individual effort by an indie or “small
major,” as some of them prefer to
be called, is the problem of catalog.
The disk. club business is strictly
an LP affair and none of the small¬
er companies has an album back¬
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TELEVISION CLASSICS GO ON RECORD.. .COLUMBIA
Spectaculars highlighting the recent television picture, Pinocchio and
Cinderella reached fantastic numbers of people as '‘live” performances.

ml!■

IIVf

m

They reach even more, preserved in all their splendor, on Columbia Records.
MICKEY ROONEY starring in PINOCCHIO
tfith Fran Allison, Jerry Colonna, Stubby
Kaye, Martyn* Green and Gordon B.
Clarke. Narrated by Mickey Rooney.
CL 1055

CINDERELLA The CBS Television prodn/»+.iAT»
c+orrincr .Tulip
Andrews with
duction starring
Julie Andrews
with
|*p§||| Howard Lindsay, Dorothy Stickney, Ilka
Chase, Kaye Ballard, Alice Ghostly, Jon
§igg| Cypher and Edith Adams. OL 5190

NEW CHRISTMAS STARS FOR CHILDREN... FROM
Besides Pinocchio and Cinderella television sound track records,
Columbia’s Christmas list for children includes such attractions as:

COLUMBIA

64
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MUSIC

On The Upbeat
New York
Les & Larry Elgart orch into the
Hotel Statler’s Cafe Rouge Friday
(22 > . . . Mahalia Jackson set for a
concert Nov. 25 at the Judson
Memorial Church in Greenwich
Village . . . Manuscript Records
has been formed by John Facenda,
Ed McMahon, Harry K. Smith and
Jack Whitaker . . . Merv Griffin
cut four sides for Decca last week
. . . Nitery thrush Louise Manning
signed to Safari Records . . . Neal
Hefti handling the musical director
chores for Bill Kemp’s ABC Radio
show.
Mai Braveman press-agenting
Xavier Cugat . . . Little Joe, Epic
pactee, set for Alan Freed's rock
*n’ roll package at the Paramount
during Christmas week . . . Roy
Hamilton into the Howard Theatre,
Washington, Nov. 29 . . . Screaming
Jay Hawkins goes back to the
Apollo Theatre for one week be¬
ginning Nov. 29 . . . Arnold Shaw,
E. B. Marks veepee, has a piece
on Charlie Parker in the December
issue of Esquire . . . Silver Shey
opened at Cafe Grinzing Monday
(18* . . . Sammy 5aye goes into
Roseland Dance City Nov. 28 . . .
Hugh O’Brian, teevee's Wyatt Earp
and ABC-Paramount disker, slotted
as grand marshal for Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day parade.
Bobby Scott held over at Cafe
Bohemia for another week . . .
Rover Boys cut, three more sides
for Vik last week . . . Judy Scott
set for the Adalphus Hotel, Dallas,
for 17 days beginning Feb, 24.
Renato Carosone’s Sextet makes
Its U.S. debut at Carnegie Hall Jan.
4. The Neapolitan jazz group re-

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

cently wound up a European tour
. . . Della> Reese gets a gold disk
for her Jubilee etching “And That
Reminds Me” on Ed Sullivan’s
CBS-TV show Dec. 15 . . . Trudy
Richards set for the Circus Lounge,
Hull, Quebec, for two weeks begin¬
ning Nov. 25 . . . A1 Hibbler goes
into the Bellaire, Chester (Pa.), for
one week starting Nov. 26.
Meyer .Davis returns to his
Gotham base tomorrow (Thurs.)
after a stay ip San Francisco com¬
pleting arrangements to play sev¬
eral debutante parties.

London
Vocalist Cab Kaye plans to quit
the Eric Delaney band and form
his own quintet. . . Earl Hines due
in from Germany for a recording
session . . . Hal Shaper, for two
years a song plugger for David Toff
Music, has been appointed a direc
tor of Film Music Ltd., one of the
Toff offshoots . . . Tommy Steele
posing for a wax effigy to be in¬
stalled at Madame Tussaud’s waxworks exhibition m London .
Songstress Lorie Maim has joined
the Oscar'Rabin hand . . , French
vocal group, Les Compagnons de
la Chanson, due In for a tv date,

Hollywood

-f'S.RIETYSurvey of retail sheet music
best sellers based on reports
obtained from leading stores in
13 cities and showing com¬
parative sales rating for this
and last week.
* ASCAP
t BMI
National
Rating
This Last
wk. wk.
I

3

6

8
9A
9B
11A
11B
13
14
15

l11
Title and Publisher
__

• OF THE

Ann Sothern’s initial LP album
goes Into release Jan. 1 for the Tops
label . . . Harry James orch making
a three-week trek in Texas on oneniters . . . Dave Pell, Tops’ a&r
chief, disclosed that Judy Canova
has waxed her first alburn in five
years . . , Frank Gorshin will cut
a special children's album for Lib¬
erty Records . . . Gerald Fried has
been signed to score the Gramercy
pic, “Curse of Dracula” . . . Song¬
stress Laurie Allyn has been signed
to a recording pact by Red Clyde,
a&r chief for the Mode label .
Brandie Brandon, 88er at Art Wil¬
liams Eldorado, to cut an album for
Crystalette Records.

THE
CHARIOTEERS
THE
CANDLES

I DIDN’T MEAN
TO BE MEAN
TO YOU

LEROY ANDERSON

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS

•

RICHARD MALTBY l

*
*
4c
4c
4c
4c
4c
4c
4c
4c
4c

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
SHOREHAM HOTEL

--ASSOCIATED B00KIN& CORPORATION-*
JO* GLASER, Pres.
T4S Fifth Ave. 203 N. Wabash Ave.
New York 12, N.Y.
Chicago, III.
Phonai
Phono:
PLaza 0-44M
Cintral M431

407 Lincoln Rd.
Mliml Beach, Fla.
Phono:
J Iff arson S-0313

Silt Sunset Blvd.
H'wood 44, Calif.
Phona*
OLympIa 1-H4S

5
eg

♦Fascination (Southern).
2
2
1 . *Tammy (Northern)..
4
2
♦ Around the World (Young).
L
13
♦Chances Are (Korwin).
4- 5
6
tWake Up Susie (Acuff-R.)...
8
♦April Love (Feist).
3
9
tMelodie D*Amour (Rayven).
5
*Honeycomb (Joy)..
8
11
♦All the Way (Maraville).
5
7
♦Affair to Remember (Feist)....
12
tJailhouse Rock (Presley).
..
14
*Heart Reminds (Symphony).
13 „tSilhouettes (Regent)...■.
9
10
*Ivy Rose (Roncom)..
7
fSpecial Angel (Merge). 10 10
6

“this is long overdue and is the
equivalent of a saliva test on the
racetrack.” But he asks a pertinent
question: “Can they; stand being
honest?” . . . Bee & Ray Goman
celebrated 16th anniversary of
their. Gay 90s, tossed a benefit for
the Laguna Honda- Home (old
folks) to which the AFM and
IATSE also contributed services
free . . . Ella Fitzgerald, Gerry
Mulligan, Dave Brubeck set for a
Civic Auditorium concert Nov. 30
—and Brubeck’s British tour is
definitely scheduled for February
. . . Turk Murphy’s reported ready
to buy up the long-closed Mambo
Club in Frisco . . , Two new bands
at the Jazz Showcase; Brew Moore
Chicago
Another Howard Miller disk and Dickie Mills with a modern
group and Bob Hoads leading a
artist show at Civic Opera House
traditional group that includes Bill
skedded for Dec. 6 with Four Lads,
Dart and Bill Bardin.
Jerry Lee Lewis, Rays, Sam Cooke)
Bonnie Guitar, Del-Vikings, Nick
Sing
Todd, Lola Dee, Sprouts, Eddie
Pittsburgh
Dano and Dan Belloc orch . . .
Jerry Mulligan pacted for Blue
Kal Winding Septet plays a con¬
Note for two frames, Feb. 19 .
cert at Carnegie Music Hall Dec. 7
Wild Bill Davis Trio into Roberts
Show Lounge Jan. 8-26 .. , Carmen under Pitt U. Interfraternity
„
and
MacRae and'Max Roach inked for Council auspices for scholarship
fund . .. Baron Elliott, bandleader,
Blue Note for two weeks, Jan. 2.
and Jimmy Farnsworth are open¬
ing a cocktailery, Stardust Lounge,
Philadelphia
on site of old Little Red Door
De Castro Sisters booked Into restaurant . . . Walt Harper combo
Latin Casino (Dec. 12-21) . . . goes back into Crawford Grill Dec.
Charlie Grade at the Erie Social 2 for three, weeks . . . Joe Carol
Club. The Charioteers work the threesome now playing for dancing
spot t
weeks later (Nov. 30-Dec. Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays at
7). Jolly Joyce has taken over the Temple Restaurant. Unit consists
management of the Charioteers and of Carol on. guitar. Bob Sarkis on
signed them with MGM Records. bass and Rube Kubiao on vibes ,
The group hasn’t had a record label Janet Noel, pianist in Ankara
in the last two years . . . Marnel Lounge, working for U. of Pitt’s
Distributors now handling the Prep radio-tv dept, and also studying
label, Capitol subsidiary, and the there for her Ph.D. . . . Dom Trinew United Artists Records . . . markie Trio has branched out into
Bob Manning has switched to Mode an act at the Bon Age . . . Tom
Records, west coast label . . . Lehrer and Josh White giving a
Another Big Hit
Rover Boys, singing foursome, fea¬ joint concert at Carnegie Music
tured with Alan Gale show at Latin Hall Nov. 29 . . . Tiny. Irvin, exCasino ... Bill Haley & Comets Dizzy Gillespie singer, has joined
signed for a week of one-nighters Bobbie Negri combo at Midway
Lounge . . . Gabe Garland band
in Florida in February.
unit, after two weeks here at New
Nixon, goes into Iroquois Hotel in
Louisville for a fortnight.
San Francisco
Frisco
Chronicle
iazz
critic
Recorded by:
Ralph J. Gleason picked up
• LEROY ANDERSON (Dacca)
Kansas City
Variety’s lead In a column on the
• CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
Ralph Flanagan orch will do a
ridiculous claims of record compa¬
FREDERICK FENNELL (Mercury)
nies to million-sellers. He approves one-nighter at Town Hall Ball¬
of the RIAA’s having to give its room Nov. 24, their first in town
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
okay to mllllonrsales claims, says in long spell ... Roy Cunningham
orch (7) with Trudle Mann signed
for the Harvest Ball at the Car¬
riage Club Nov. 30 . . . Blue Ridge
Boys and Texas Rangers shared
honors at the seventh annual
Square Dance Festival In the Muni¬
cipal Auditorium Saturday (16) . . .
Sheila Sc Preston Foster and Steph¬
T * anie head for the 3&B Club, In¬
* dianapolis, following their stand
at Eddys’ here. They open at the
Currently and Contlnaing thru Jan. 4, 1958
* B&B Dec. 2, following Nelson]
* Eddy, whom they pursued at Ed¬
Washington, D. C.
* dys . . . Kay Cee Jones hops back
CBS Network, Coast to Coast, Tuesday, Friday and Saturdays
* to the Coast to resume her regu-;
lar afternoon stint .on “Double
-*
«
•
Time” on KTLA. Decca is just j
* releasing
“How Come You Do Me
* Like You Do” as her newest plat-;
YIK Records
ter... It’s a return for Roger Wil¬
liams when he comes to Eddys’ for
a two-week stand opening Nov. 29.

The'
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Omaha
Sue Evans, new in this territory,
opened the new Ron-D-Voo cock' ail lounge, in the Hill Hfttel at her
:8 last week . . . Roster of Mbrt
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Wells’ Dixieland Band includes fects that they could pass as vocal
leader on trumpet and vocals; gimmicks, rather than a distinctive
Herm.
Marvin George, Clarinet and vo¬ style.
cals; Ole Gunderson, drums and
vocals; George Stroble, trombone;
Wendell. Hall, bass and banjo; and
Lindy Lindbloom, piano .. . Omaha
Symphony Family Concert slated
for City Aud Dec. 1 . . . Continen¬
tal Trio (Stan Rucker, Freddie
West, Louise Seidel) playing An¬
gelo’s Studio Inn On weekends..,
Lambert Bartak’s Band booked for
Peony Park Nov. 23, 24, 30 and
To Thank
Dec. 1 . . . Hank Winder’s orch
opens at the Music Box tonight
JOE E. LEWIS • SONNY TUFTS
(Wed.), with Skeets Mahoney tak¬
ing over a week later ... RecordART CARNEY • WALTER
smashing run of Paul Moorhead’s
PIDGEON • DOUGLAS
orch continues at the Pax Room
of Julie Drolick’s Paxton Hotel...
FAIRBANKS • MARGARET
Steve George Trio, featuring Lau¬
rie Johnson, holds at the Hawaiian
O BRIEN • GEORGE JESSEL
Room of the Town House . . Earl
Graves comho a nightly fixture at
. . . 7 of the 400 great person¬
the Copa Cabana. Dave Alexan¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
der’s group ditto at the Happy
vision’s
original hard-hitting
Hour . . . Pat Hamilton Trio back¬
telephone interview session . . ,
ing Sue Flanders at Colony Club.
going into its fourth .consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING”

Album Reviews
Continued from pax* 56 s
(Verve). In a tie-in with-Leonard
Feather’s “The Book of Jazz,” this
set serves as the musical illustra¬
tions of analyses made in the text
of the work of 10 top jazz soloists.
Collated from various
albums
previously released by Norman
Granz’s labels, this set is a solid
menu of varied jazz showcasing the
talents of Dizzy Gillespie, Roy
Eldridge, Buddy De Franco, the
late Charlie Parker and Art Tatum,
Coleman Hawkins, Lester Young,
Teddy Wilson, Johnny Hodges and
Bud Powell.
Bill Harrington; “The Golden
Songs of 1927-35” (Golden Crest).
A collection of standards from one
of the fertile periods in the his¬
tory of the pop music biz is
played in- thi* LP in stock dance
band arrangements by Bill Har¬
rington on piano with orch. In¬
clude are 24 of the most familiar
oldies, each going for about one
and a half minutes,
Teddy Buckner Band: “A Salute
To Louis Armstrong” (Dixieland
Jubilee). Although Louis Arm¬
strong is still very much around,
Teddy Bucker is saluting the great
jazzman via an out-an7out imita¬
tion. Buckner plays su<&<Satchmo
classics as “Black and Blue,”
“Potato Head Blues,” “My Bucket’s
Got A Hole In It,” “Squeeze Me”
and others with the exact trumpet
Intonations, although the vocal car¬
bon falls far abort of the real thing.
Buckner Is backed by a standard
■dixie combo. In another "Salute
To Satoh” by joe Newman and
orch on the RCA Victor label,
there are some creative takeoffs on
the Armstrong numbers by -some
swinging jazz modernists.
Kathy Barn “Follow Me” (RCA
Victor) showcases a new Victor
songstress in a program of familiar
oldies for the most part. Kathy
Barr’s delivery, however, is any¬
thing but familiar. If anything, she
vocalizes with so .many,hovel ef¬
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Speed Way For
footer Suit Vs.
AFM in LA. Court
Los Angeles, Nov. 19.
California Supreme Court, in an
unprecedently rapid ruling, has
paved the way for trial in Cali¬
fornia courts' of the involved
$18,000,000 lawsuits brought by
Coast musicians against the Ameri¬
can
Federation
of
Musicians,
James C. Petrillo, the Music Per¬
formance Trust Funds and scores
6f film, telefilm and recording
companies. As a first step in that
direction, the Superior court prob¬
ably will shortly appoint a receiver
to hold all payments normally
made to the Trust Fund, until the
issues are decided.
1
Supreme Court, which nornially
takes up to three months to hand
down a decision, ruled unanimous¬
ly only three weeks after argu¬
ments were heard, that California
courts can assume jurisdiction in
the case, even though Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, trustee ol the Music
Performance Trust Funds and an
“indispensable party” to the liti¬
gation, is in New York.
Decision ends a year of legal
jockeying on the question of juris¬
diction, an issue that arose when
Superior Judge John J. Ford ruled
that the case could not be tried in
California, but that if it could,
sound discretion “probably” would
advocate the appointment of a re¬
ceiver pending final disposition of
the major issues. Theoretically,
the Supreme Court ruling ends
this phase of the litigation, al¬
though the AFM still may appeal—
or can reserve the question of
jurisdiction until after the merits
have been argued.
Musicians filed suit charging
that the Trust 'Fund was getting
re-use and royalty payments, on
music from old theatrical features
scored to tv, which should go. di¬
rectly to individual musicians in¬
volved and contending that .a pay
hike in the recording industry was
diverted to the Trust Fund instead
of going directly to the sidemen.

MUSIC

Fontana New Brit Label George Simon Sets Up
London, Nov. 19.
Disk Consultation Co.
A new disk label is to be
launched by the Philips Group. It
will be known as Fontana. Jack
Baverstock; who recently quit the
Oriole company, will be a&r jnan.
! Musical directors so far appointed
i are Ken Jones and Johnny Greg¬
ory.
.<?
Fontana will; handle the Epic
label as well as some material
from American Columbia. Baverstock’s place at Oriole has been
filled by Reg Warburton, who un¬
til the beginning of the year was
musical director for David Whit¬
field.

Bios of 21 Jazz Makers’
Compiled in Book Form
“The Jazz Makers,” edited by
Nat Shapiro and Nat Hentoff (Rinehart; $4.95), is a collection of bios
of 21 jazzmen, written by the edi¬
tors and by such specialists in the
field as Charles Edward Smith,
John Wilson, George Hoefer, Bill
Simon, Orrin Keepnews, Leonard
Feather
and
George
Avakian.
Profiled in the volume are Jelly
Roll Morton, Baby Dodds, Louis
Armstrong, Jack Teagarden, Earl
Hines, Bix Beiderbecke, Pee Wee
Russell, Bessie Smith, Fats Waller,
Art Tatum, Coleman Hawkins,
Benny Goodman, Duk3 Ellington,
Charlie Parker, Fletcher Hender¬
son, Count Basie, Lester Young,
Billie Holliday,
Roy Eldridge,Charlie Christian and Dizzy Gil¬
lespie,
Editors, who collaborated on
“Hear Me Talkin’ to Ya,” disclaim,
in a preface, that the jazzmen in
their current tome represent most
influential figures in jazz history.
Choice was made to include some
of the most “significant enrichers
of the jazz tradition,” and with an
eye to a future volume that would
allow the editors to ’’write at
length” on many subjects who
have been omitted. Effort has been
ihade to depict artists both on and
off the bandstand; and book, in
general, reflects its people faith¬
fully. Work is illustrated with
several photos.
Down.

A
new
production-consultant
disk outfit has been launched by
George T. Simon. Called Bouree
Productions Inc., the org has been
staffed to handle all aspects of re¬
cording, from the -creation of the
product idea through to its produc¬
tion and ultimate distribution.
According to Simon, one of
Bouree’s primary aims is to open
up new avenues for records in the
advertising, industrial and market¬
ing fields.
The outfit is being
prexied by Simon, jazz critic and
record consultant. Heading sales
will be Fred V. Grunfeld, author of
"Music and Recordings.” In charge
of production and development is
E. Alan Silver, currently engineer¬
ing chief of the Jazztone Society
and Concert Hall Records.

Decline of Negro in Jazz Cued By
Growth of Integration: Fr. O'Connor

-:--+
Boston, Nov. 19.
rnKiniiCTno nc DcnTAocn
Norman J. O Connor, CathoCONDUCTOR. DE-REDTAPED
lic chapiain at Boston U., jazz au„
V „
,
thority who has jazz programs on
: Needs Congressman to Break Thru WGBH and WGBH-TV, feels that
State Dept. -Bottleneck
jazz wjh lose Negro artists as
_T
,n
segregation disappears. “The situDallas,
Dallas, Nov.
Nov. 19.
19.
ation is a paradox,” he contends.
Congressman Bruce Alger was .<because in the near future it Is
credited with saving the Dallas quite iikely that the peopIe most
Civm Opera from possibly being responsible for the development
“IJed off or delayed. Franco 0f
mus{c may ]eave it.
Zeffirelli, the Italian director, was
... „
„
. ... .
in Rome waiting to get a visa so .
Tbat tbls ca? happen is likely
he could leave for Dallas. He had b*««*« as ^crimination and
been cleared by Immigration Serv- segregation
depart
from
the
ice and the State Department, but American scenJ the opportunities
the American Embassy in Rome
Performers m all the
hadn’t gotten the word.
Jrts Wl11 be increased. This sudAlger’s Washington office Jen exposure will come not only
reached the State Department be- because doors once closed to Negro
fore it closed for the day and a talent will now be forced open but
call was put in to Rome. More de- a!?° the improved educational falay there, but conductor was on cities will permit Negro performers to en*er most situations on an
\ his way to Dallas in a day.
__
equal basis.
Fr. O’Connor pointed out in an
my QAfM PRFWINC
article in the Boston Globe: "Jazz
lfiCiA UAUTl 1 REtJJlnU
will be the one performing art that
London, Nov. 12.
UTrtlUD IITRTBAY TAD will suffer the most.
This will
The number of American bands
fllfanmi JuIMjDUA I ill happen because for practically all
coming to Britain in the next year
♦ Mexico City,
City Nov,
Nov 49.
49
its
J322 bas*
tbe 0UHet
+
i
on the Anglo-U. S. band sway, is
Jukeboxes here are giving off *?r the Negro musician. A Gigl
^ a Charlie Mingus or a
likely to be a lot less than it has such sour <bartxj notes for MexiC«letie
a_Joh[1 SanderI
been. Harold Davison, the agent can composers and songwriters, as
well as foreign tunesmiths who i might attend the finest of conresponsible for the greater part of have their works protected in servatory' schools, obtain scholarthe past exchanges, said that in fu¬ Mexico, that the Society of Au- ships to the Jiulliard the Peabody
ture he would concentrate on only thors & Composers of Music ?r Curtis Institutes, do well come
(SACM) is urging the Ministry t°rth with magna cum laude dethe big name bands—the ones with
of the Interior to be “reasonable,” free+s- aI?d yet wh<m the time came
the greatest, pull. He gave the rea¬ rescind the new and lower royalty for.the Job opportunities with the
son for the proposed cut as being tariffs for the machines that it en- maJ°r orchestras or major musical
acted in Julv
groups throughout the country,
due to quota regulations on the
A find those were closed to them.
number of foreign artists appear¬
SACM says royalties it collected
th
wanted t0 continue as
ing in Britain.
from Juke operators previously per{ormers and stick with tha
Unofficial sources claim that the was around $7,600 monthly, but £eld of applied mu<jic, thcn> t!)ey
major reason for the cut is the that due to the new scales, income had t0 tur„ their talcnts to the
high fees being demanded by Yank ha,s d/°PPed ‘o » mere $2,400. fle)d of jazz
That was Hle on]y
outfits. Davison denied this. It’s SACM hopes to hand the boys a piace tney could go and jazz was
likely that the first band exchange mce Christmas .present-it expects
t happy to havc them. Their
in next year will be between the to talk the Ministry Into hiking talent5 c.ould be well-used.”
___
Glenn Miller orch", directed by Ray the tariffs so that the December
McKinley, and the Johnny Dank¬ yield will approach $8,000.
BilIy Eckstine. Woody Herman
worth orch.
The Modem Jazz
Moreover, the tunester union in- an(j Dizzy Gillespie headlining a
Quartet and Dave Brubeqk are tends to force operators of some benefit show for the N.Y. College
scheduled to play here before the 1,500 boxes to pay royalties for the of Podiatry at Carnegie Hall, N.Y.,
first time.
Friday (15).
end of the year.

Anglo-U.S. Band
Swaps to Be Cut MEX SACM PRESSING

HIGHER JUKEBOX TAP;

This Is News!

STEVE GIBSON
and His

RED CAPS

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines^

P^RJETX
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1. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (5) ............
2. JAILHOUSE ROCK <5) ..........

Everly Bros. ...Cadence
Elvis Presley .,..Victor
Ravs ....Cameo

3. SILHOUETTES (3) ...Steve Gibson. .ABC-Par
4. CHANCES ARE (7) .....

Johnny Mathis

......Columbia

5. TOC SEND ME (3).........{iZ^Bre^V l":;'T.' Coral
9. HONEYYCOMB (9) ....

Jimmie Rodgers ......Roulette

7. MELODIE DAMOUR (4) ....■ ■
8. APRIL LOVE (1) ......
9. /FASCINATION GO) ......

Pat Boone ..
Dot
Jane Morgan
.. Kapp

H. MY SPECIAL ANGEL <2! ..........lSZtHio “W..

AMERICA'S No. 1 Entertaining - instrumental - Harmony - Singing - Novelty - Comedy - Attraction

8

a complete variety revue q
—

OUTSTANDING

ARTISTS

—

O

T. V. NETWORK AND LENGTHY ENGAGEMENTS; TWICE ED SULLIVAN; TWICE, JACKIE GLEASON; ARTHUR GODFREY
WRITE

• WIRE

Publicity

MARTY and ARTIE PINE

•

PHONE

JOLLY JOYCE Agency

234 W. 48Hi, NEW YORK CITY
Room 225
Cl 4-8800 — PL 7-1786

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING DIRECTION

1001 CHESTNUT ST., Philadelphia
Suite 717-18-19
WA 2-3172 — WA 2-4677

Personal Manager

H. DIAMOND

'
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New York
Denise Darcel pacted for the
Maisonette of the St Regis Hotel
starting Feb. 13 . . . Jonathan Win¬
ter signed to the William Morris
Agency for all fields except tv.
Martin Goodman books him on that
medium . . . Jane Froman inked
for the Fairmont Hotel, San Fran¬
cisco, May 22 . , . Myron Cohen
goes into the Shamrock, Houston,
April 17 . . . Charlie Byrd Trio new
at the Showboat Lounge, Washing¬
ton. Keter Betts, bass, and Eddie
Fhyffe, drums, back Byrd’s guitar

the cutest chant-tootsie in town”
Cholly Knickerbocker, N.Y. Journal-American.

SUZANNE
BERNARD

ABC-Paramount Recording Artist
"A special wink for Suzanne
Bernard.1'
Walter Wincheil,
N. Y. Mirror
★

★

★

"Pert, Parisian-born Suzanne
Bernard, whose smokey eyes
and voice put such zing
into the stage hit, 'New
Faces,1 moved into the
starlight at the Living Room
—and the lads are living
it up."
Frances Merron, N. Y. Mirror
★

★

Boston, Nov. 19.
The Hotel Bradford Carousel
Room, opened as a calypso spot
last spring shortly after the hotel
shuttered its Bradford Roof nitery,
quits the Jamaican jive policy Sun¬
day (24) and returns to standard
nitery format.
A1 Taxier, who bonifaced the
Bradford Roof and the Carousel
Room during the calypso run, con¬
tinues as host; Harry Drake will
book the spot with same layout
that was offered previously at the
Roof. Three acts will be used with
Harry DeAngelis orch, formerly on
the Roof, backing.
With the end of the Trinidadian
cycle at the Carousel, calypso is
seen as dead here.* Carousel was
the only local spot with a com¬
plete calypso motif.
Johnny Howard, fave in the
Bradford Roof, heads the first
show under the new policy at the;
Carousel, opening Monday (25).'
McClevertys, final attraction on
the calypso kick, exit Sunday (24)
after three weeks,
' .

★

"Stepping to singing
stardom."
Louis Sobol,
N.Y. Journal-American
★

Candy Barr Bond-Free
In Dallas Reefer Rap

★

"Suzanne Bernard, the
French Chantootsie,
quickening my pulse."
Lee Mortimer, N.Y. Mirror
*

★

Dallas ,Nov. 19.
Nitery stripper Candy Barr is
free on a $1,000 bond after a grand
jury indicted her for illegal pos¬
session of narcotics.
• > The stripteaser was charged
under her mccoy name, Juanita
Dale PhilUos, with possession of
300 grams of marijuana found dur¬
ing a raid on her apartment Oct. 27.

★

"Suzanne Bernard, a little girl
who just oozes personality and
sings and dances as well as
any of the top Right stars
will zoom to the horizons of
theatrical fame."
The Advocate
★

★

★

"There is, for example,
the lovely Suzanne Bernard,
who spreads a kind of radiance
over the stage."
John Keating, Cue Magazine

Thanks to LOU WALTERS
for bringing Suzanne to America.

Dallas
Adolphus Hotel, with Penny Sin¬
gleton; opening a fortnight tomor¬
row (Thurs.), follows with Lelia
Guizar, Dec. 5; Charlie Applewhite,
Dec. 19; Don Cherry, Jan. 2, and
Sophie Tucker, Jan. 30 . .. Commie
Kane, wife of maestro Bob Cross,
now singing with Ted Weems orch
orch . . . Statler-Hilton’s Empire
Room, with Tony Bennett current,
has Bob Lewis & Ginny, Nov. 28;
Menola Merla, Dec. 12; Allen &
DeWood, Dec. 26, and Nelson Eddy
with Gail Sherwood, Jan. 9 . . .
Dave Brubeck quartet inked for
May 1 at SMU’s McFarlin Audi¬
torium . . . Don King, vocalist,
joined pianist Nat Cohen at Uni¬
versity Club . . . Organist Hugh
Waddill playing nightly at Engi¬
neer’s Club . . . Carol Burnett set
for Nov. 23 opening at new Twin
Trees. Club . . . Rubia Holland,
singing 88’er, set for indef run at
Club Marquis, privatery . . . Strip¬
per Candy, Barr indicted by county
grand jury last week for marijuana
possession'. . . Three local public
clubs now offering regular-Sunday
afternoon three-hour ’ modern jazz
concerts by local combos . . .
Georgia Gibbs will headline annual
Cotton Bowl Week show at State
Fair Music Hall.

HUB BURIES CALYPSO
IN ONE FRL SWAP

"Suzanne Bernard
est une toute jeune
femme au visage eyeille
grands yeux verts,
cheve lure d'un acajou
etincelant, sourire
malicieux ef ingenu a la
fois."
Noel Pinault,
France-Amerique
★ ★ ★

★
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Joseph Silber Dec. 8 . . i Lyfla show at Civic Opera House, Dec.* 3,
Fairbanks is preeming at the Cafe benefit Chicago Urban League . . .
de Paris, Miami Beach, in mid- Ted Boyer set for Roosevelt Hotel,
December ... Sid Gould & Ralph! New Orleans, for four weeks,
Young tapped for the Slate Bros, March 6, to be followed by Ted
nitery, Hollywood, Nov. 22 . . . Lewis for four frames, April 3 . . .
Della Reese follows Tony Martin Morlidor Trio, inked for Cleveland
Statler, March 24, for two frames,
.. . Hypnotist Morton Greene tour¬ Into Blinstrub’s, Boston, Nov. 25.
followed by two more at Detroit
ing the midwest . . . Lynn Storm
Statler, April 27 . . . Helen Merrill
preems at the Reef, Revere Beach,
Chicago
pacted for Mr. Kelly's Dec. 9 for
Dec. 2 . . . Jack Cole to the. Coast
two weeks.
Two big benefits skedded for
to pick up some added talent for
the Havana Riviera show in Ha¬ Chi; folk singers Mahalia Jackson,
Hollywood
vana which he Is producing . . . Pete Seeger, Win Stracke, Muddy
Marge Cameron tapped for the Waters, Memphis Slim, Fleming
Mickey Shattghnessy opens at the
One-Twor Toronto, Nov. 25 . . . Brown, Bernie Asbell, Gerry Arm¬ Seville Nov. 26 to mark his first
Nitecaps open at the Olympia The¬ strong, Roxanna and others per¬ local nitery engagement ... Mel
atre, Paris, Dec. 24 . . . Boginos forming at KAM Temple on behalf Tonne opens a three-weeker at
of blues singer Big Bill Broomy the Crescendo Nov. 22.
into the Latin Quarter Jan. 2.
Billy
Jackie Miles and Sunny Gale to who underwent lung removal re¬ Barnes Revue and Dave Pell Octet
head the Old Roumanian show cently; Sammy Davis Jr., with orch round out the bill . . . Jacques Foti
starting Dec. 4 . . . Marcia Katz Of under Morty Stevens, and several opens a limited engagement at
the Miles Ingalls Agency to marry guest acts to appear in three-hour Marion Davies’ Desert Inn in Palm
Springs today (Wed.) . . . Duke
Mitchell opens in the Corral Room !
of the Palm Springs Ranch Club
Nov. 29,

Sex Not Surefire,
Chorines Gotta
Dance in Canada
Ottawa, Nov. 19.
With Ottawa-area niteries ap¬
proaching the end of a season
(winter is nitery doldrums here,
with major clubs shuttering or
switching to straight band or
lounge .policies), retrospective con¬
sensus is that, to keep the cus¬
tomers happy, chorus lines must
dance. It’s not enough to use slickgowned lookers walk around as
floor-dressing
although
femmes
with attractive faces and physiques
are important. They have to exhibit
plenty terp ability as well, plus
adequate staging and showmanship
saVvy.
Pair of examples are the Dorothy
Kramer Dancers who just closed
a four-week stint at the Gatineau
Club, and the Winnie Hoveler
Dancers who left the Chaudiere
Club Sunday (17) for the Monte •
Cristo at Palm Beach and subse¬
quent bookings at Miami Beach,
Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico,
others.
While the Krarner group, featur¬
ing modern terp with male and
four femmes, was not specifiically
billed as line or act, it was used as
a -line. Hoveler fivesome (a sixth
was added beginning this week)
got definite line billing and de¬
ployment, but garnered great im¬
pact with intricate routines de¬
manding plenty dance skill.

AGYA, Office Workers
To Arbitrate Hassle
As a result of a meeting at
the New York State Mediation
Board, a compromise agreement
was reached by the American
Guild of Variety Artists and the
Office
Employees
International
Union. The disputed issues which
caused a strike situation with
-pickets in front of the AGVA of¬
fices, were called off, while all is¬
sues were arbitrated.
An agreement between both
unions had been in abeyance for
about six months. Agreement is
iiow being overhauled by both
unions.

O.O. Fire in Dallas Club
Dallas, Nov. 19.
Fire investigators are looking
into the possibility that an air de¬
vice for an oil-fed boiler was re¬
sponsible for a two-alarm pre-dawn
fire that raked the Northwood Club
inflicting heavy loss.
Fire officials estimate the dam¬
age at $25,000, but club operators
said the loss might run as high
as $100,000.

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING”
To Thank
MICKEY SP1LLANE • RUDY
YALLEE • SAM LEYENSON
JULIUS LA ROSA » RUDDY
HACKE7T • JOEY ADAMS
GOY. HARR!MAN
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens oh tele¬
vision’s
original -hard-hitting
telephone interview session . . .
going into its fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30 p.m, WRCTA-TV, Ch, 4.

Nid Ember
Presently at the

hat a savvy closoap on tha
Argeatiae Night . Life

LIVING ROOM

Gulp-and-Gallop
Uncharms
Buenos Aires

Fashionable Supper Club
On New York7* East Side

★

★

★

OBother Xdltorlal Fcatur*
la tha upceaitag
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Big Clean-Oat Special oa All
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AGVAs New York Branch Meeting
On Administration Cues Fisticuffs
Fisticuffs broke out at a If, Y.4branch membership meeting of
the American Guild of Variety
Artists last week (13) when a na¬
tional board member attempted to
stop criticism of the union’s na¬
Bismark, N. D., Nov. 19.
tional administration.
Some members at confab held
Franco
Richards,
Pensacola,
at the Great' Northern Hotel de¬
Fla., owner of the Ring Bros. Cir¬
clared that the union administra¬
tion had acted arbitrarily in ruling cus, which played in Canada dur¬
that members not carrying con¬ ing the latter part of the summer,
tracts on the job would be fined was indicted by a Federal grand
$100. Bob Marshall said that cir¬
jury here on charges of illegally
cumstances are such that holding
out for a written contract some¬ bringing aliens into the U.S. from
Following his arraign¬
times results in loss of work. Tbfere Canada.
had been further criticism that any ment, he was released on $2,500
recommendations that the meeting bond.
could make in the matter of cur¬
It’s alleged that he told five
rent negotiations for. Lakewood Canadian circus employees that
N. J., hotel owners, would be ig¬ he’d get them into this country
nored by the present administra¬ and then that he picked them up
tion.
Fisticuffs broke out when after they’d illegally crossed the
Cy Reeves, a board member, ob¬ border near Portal, N. D.
jected to the remarks being passed
The five Canadians pleaded
about the administration.
guilty on charge of illegally enter¬
Another matter that brought
ing this country and were sen¬
heated discussion was a motion
tenced to 30 days in jail.
made from, the floor that the union
steer clear of any encumbrances
resulting from the libel suit
brought by former eastern re¬
gional director Dick Jones, whom
a N. Y. Federal court jury awarded
$120,000 in damages. Court sub¬
sequently reduced the' award to
$70,000, of which $25,000 was as¬
sessed to administrator Jackie
Bright and $45,000 against Jack
George A. Hamid, prexy of
Irving, former national adminis¬
GAC-Hamid, has been dickering
trator.
Prior to the award,, the
court ruled that AGVA and the for takeover of the Aquashow at
Associated Actors and Artistes of Flushing Meadows Amphitheatre,
America, as well as individual L. I., N. Y. Deal with Park Com¬
members of the national board,
missioner Robert L. Moses is virtu¬
were to he dropped as defendants.
Members stated that since the ally set. However, it has been de¬
union was absolved from this ac¬ layed by a study of the terms ' r
tion, it should sidestep paying the the operation by various unions.
damages. Action on this motion -Last year, inability of Hamid and
was tabled because a court appeal unions to get together stymied
any deal. Until last season, the
in this matter is still pending.
Aquashow was operated by Elliott
Murphy.

Indict Circus Op for
Border-Hopping Aliens

Sads’ GAC-Hamid Post
Hal Sands, for many years an
independent outdoor prdducer, has]
joined the GAC-Hamid office as
] head producer for outdoor shows.
Sands will not only stage various,
aggie, fair and circus shows himself,
but during the seasonal preparation
he. will farm out a lot of other lay¬
outs to outside producers.
Previously, Gae Foster aud Flo
Kelly were in charge of the GACHamid production.

Obsolescence Making Ghost Towns
Of Resorts, Cueing Rebuilding Plans
For the Show Biz Globetrotter

Robert F. Hawkins
has an authoritative compendium of

Rome Eateries

Glaser Takeover

(which you will want to save
for next summer)
*

*

*

another Editorial Feature
in the upcoming
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Albany, Nov. 19.
The first known tour of -ljrge
stores by professional skaters on
a portable miniature iced area, to
demonstrate the practicability of
a home-skating rink—designed by
Dorothy Lewis, longtime star of
ice shows in hotels and featured
in Republic Pictures’ “Ice Capades”—is being made by a com¬
pany of four. Miss Lewis leads
the units.
The troupe gave six free shows
In-two days on the eighth floor
of the Montgomery Ward stme in
Menands—Albany
suburb'— be¬
fore moving on to Boston for ap¬
pearances at the Jordan Marsh
emporium. They are traveling for
10 weeks.
' Opening in Minneapolis, the
foursome later played stores in
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Chicago and
Buffalo, before appearing here.
(Continued on page 68)

Elkort Prexy, New Board
Members in ARA Election
Artists Representatives Assn, de¬
parted ^from Jxadition at-its elec¬
tion meeting, in New York last
week to elect officers not previous*
3y named to the board of gov¬
ernors. David Baumgarten, of Mu¬
sic Corp, of America, and Ben
Kuchuk, an indie agent, were
named first, veepee and secretary,
respectively. Neither had been on
the board before. *
Otherwise, the meeting came out
according to blueprint, with Eddie.
Elkort elected president for his
third consecutive term. He's head,
of the international department of
General Artists Corp. Hattie Altr
hoff, of CRA Concerts, was named
second veepee, and Joseph Singer,
a resident attorney with the Wil¬
liam Morris Agency, tapped as
treasurer.
Members of the board of gov¬
ernors include Willard Alexander,
who heads his own agency; Larry
Barnett/MCA veepee; Howard L,
HAusman, of Morris Agency; Dick
Henry, indie; Thomas Martin,. GAC'
v.jj.; Josh Myer, Leon Newman and
Vic Rocco, allAn<U«;

Resort areas must maintain a
huge building program in order to
avert obsolescense. So says Paul
Grossinger, of the
Grossinger
Hotel & Country Club. Ferndale,
N.Y., who last week was reelected
secretary of the N.Y. State Hotel
Assn. Grossinger pointed out that
unless a required amount, of re¬
building is done annually, entire
resort areas will lose out to the
newer locations.
Grossinger cited the example of
spots in New York State such as
Livingston Manor, once a prime
summer town, but which today is
not seriously considered by va¬
cationers; Loon Lake, Arcady, and
even sections of Miami Beach,
which failed to keep up with the
building boom.
Grossinger
declared
that
as
many as 200 rooms in any town
become obsolescent annually, and
unless steps are taken to replace
them, it constitutes a danger spot
that can drive away vacationers.
Not only are room replacements
necessary, but improvemen t and
innovations are constantly needed
to maintain interest, and to at¬
tract a new beed of dent.
Grossinger also cited the fact
that a hotel must be exploited in
an increasingly wider area in or¬
der to maintain its status as a
year - round resort.
Grossinger’s
at one time bought time on a
Cleveland television station.
As
with many other inns, conventions,
business meetings and incentive
drives now account for a healthy
portion of the revenue, especially
during the offseason.
The Catskill area, is now start¬
ing to get a new lease on life,
Grossinger said.
The improved
road system resulting from the
construction of the N.Y. Sta’e
Thruway is proving a tremendous
benefit to the area. The driving
time from New York has been re¬
duced considerably, and a greater
influx from ^Canada and the wqst
is being noted because of th«
accessibility.

Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking .
Pfi&IETY
Corp. has absorbed Archer Asso- j
ciates, headed by Tom Archer. Lat-|
ter* will become associated with [
ABC as head of the rhythm &
blues sector.
Archer has a roster of approx¬
imately 100 acts and with acquisi¬
tion by ABC^. of this roster, the
Glaser office becomes a potent fac¬
tor in r&b bookings, a facet of the
business which it generally ne¬
Chicago, Nov. 19.
glected despite the fact that ABC
is in a commanding position in the .. With Jerry Lewis cancelling his
jazz field.
"Dec. 1 date at the Chez Paree here,
For the time being, the two of¬ nitery will probably close for the
fices will operate independently pre-Christmas weeks, as it has
with Archer retaining his own often done in the past.
Jimmy
quarters until Glaser’s present of¬ Durante has been inked Dec. 3-16
fices can be enlarged. Oscar after which spot shutters for .10
Cohen, with the Glaser office for days.
15 years~will work with Archer.
Lewis withdrew from the hook¬
■ Archer* until setting up his own ing just short of a month ahead in
office, had been with Shaw Artists order to begin shooting a new fea¬
Corp. for many years. Prior to that ture for York Films.
Although
h^ had been with the William Mor¬ Chez could hold Lewis to pay-orris Agency. Archer’s position with play penalty of $75,000, per the
ABC will be national in scope terms of his contract, the nitery
since he will he in charge of has has given indications It will ac¬
rhythm & blues bookings in the- cept a smaller settlement and a
Glaser offices in Chicago and Hol¬ pact with Lewis for a later date.
lywood as well.
There is still a dearth of topdrawer headliners for the Chi club,
and the Chez apparently can’t af¬
ford to alienate a comic like
Hamid has declared that because
Lewis.
of the hazards of weather, he feels
that a six-day week is unfair and
Vancouver, Nov. 19:
that he should he permitted to op¬
Shellfish
scare
here
ayhich Keyhole, S. A,, Reopens
erate seven days to make-up for came on heels of flu panic and
San Antonio, Nov. 19.
rainy nights. He also feels that big-three industry slump Is now
The Keyhole Club here has re¬
the Aquashow operation shouldn’t receding In spite of continuing'
he likened to Jones Beach or any federal ban on mussels, clams, opened for the season and will be
operated by Don Albert. The spot
other outdoor show with lots of oysters from this area.
choral work and a heavy musical
Las Vegas, Nov. 19.
Cafe and club receipts have will feature Albert on the trumpet,
score since his requirements will perked, say operators, who claimed and his band and a floorshow twice
Threat of a miscarriage forced
be considerably simpler.
Format up to 60% catering losses since the nightly.
Marge Champion to cut short her
will be that of an Aquacircus, ac¬ poisonous red plankton invasion
Show Includes Winnie Webb, Sahara Hotel engagement last
cording to Hamid.
Jack Turner, Shirley Harvey.
hexed shellfish three, weeks ago.
week. Acting on the advice of her
physician, Mrs. Champion, who was
Skedded to wind up a four-week
stint yesterday (Mon.) with her
partner-husband, Gower, was told
by her doctor that she should quit
performing after Thursday (14)
night. Mrs. Champion lost the
child Saturday (16).
Her husband left for Los Angeles
by plane after the miscarriage. She
is convalencing at Cedars of Leba¬
non Hospital there. The Champions
had done 49 performances during
their current run before physicians
advised her to quit.
The Champions had expected
their second child in April. Their
son, Greg, is 11 months old.
Jean Carroll, comedienne on the
bill with the Champions, took over
as headliner for the final four days.
Singer Margaret Phelan was added
to the show, as were the Salmas
Bros., who were appearing in the
Sahara lounge.

Chi Chez Xed Out
By Lewis’Pie Date

Hamid Near Deal
On LL Aquashow

Dot Lewis Frappes Up
Dept. Stores’ Ice Shows
To Sell Rinks for Homes
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Crustacean Seare Ebbs,
Vancouver Cafes Relax

A Miscarriage Follows
Marge Champion’s Exit
From Sahara, las Vegas

See Page 33

OUT SOON!
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*
Ottawa, Nov. 19.
After .a year's hiatus during
which Bames-Carruthers occupied
the seat, GAC-Hamid Inc. of New
York will return next year to pro¬
duce the grandstand show at the
Central Canada Exhibition. CCE
directors awarded the contract at
$28,675.
GAC-Hamid had produced CCE’s
grandstand show for several years,
with predecessor George _Hamid &
Son Company handling it for
about two decades previously. Jack
Clarke, exhibition association gen¬
eral manager, told the directors
the production would feature Rich*
ard (Mr. Pastry) Hearne plus vari¬
ous aerial and stage acts to set up
daily afternoon and evening shows.
World of Myrth midway was
previously pacted for CCE on a

kfiv?*jear.iwsis starting. jjsxt jear. J
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Catskffl Circuit to Get Horsey
!
Set With New Harness Track
Brokers anticipate some changes+•
in the entertainment habits of the ■
borscht belt hostels once the new
harness racetrack in Monticello,
N. Y.. is opeh next summer.
Harrisburg, Nov. 19.
Bookers expect to have a strong
The “World Championship Ro¬
upbeat in the number of late shows deo” did tall business in its debut
to be staged. It's expected that the at the State Farm Show Arena
big show of the night will take here. It was the first major mod¬
place at midnight, while dinner ern invasion in the east by a bigtime cowboy troupe outside of
shows \v 11 be eliminated in many
New York and Boston.
Show
inns.
opened Tuesday (12) and closed
The Sullivan County Harness Saturday (16) after six perform¬
Racotracc Assn., is being readied ances.
Gene Autry and Gail Davis (An¬
fo:* its .iirst series of meets this
summer. The events will be staged nie Oakley) headlined the event;
at ni“ht. and if the current popu¬ in which more than 100 cowpokes !
larity of night harness racing participated.
Tommy Steiner produced the
holds, it’s expected to be another
show, known officially as the Penn¬
draw in the area.
Should'Hie bookers* anticipations sylvania Livestock Exposition &
stack up, it’s likely that the top Rodeo, sponsored by the state
hotels will move their shows up through its Dept, of Agriculture.

Autry, Gail Davis Head
Click Harrisburg Rodeo

to a later hour, and dinner shows
Duo’s Texas Date
will be the rule in the smaller
San Antonio, Nov. 19.
inns. For example, Charlie Rapp,
Gene
Autry and Gail Davis will
major booker of the hill country,
figures that he will need consider¬ star in the 1958 stock show and
ably more talent because of the rodeo to be held at the Bexar
new method of operation, should County Coliseum here Feb. 7
the track be successful. He will through 16.
continue to line up acts for 10week contracts in the summer.
Paul Grossinger of Grossinger’s
Hotel & Country Club, who is a
veepee in +he nfew hamesp track
setup, disagreed with the view of
the bookers by declaring that the
talent picture may not be heavily
hit, since there has been a tend¬
Washington, Nov. 19.
ency in recent years by hotelmen
Jai alai, the Basque form of
to s age the shows at increasingly
later hours. He felt that, from his handball, is moving north.
In Florida, where the sport is
own establishment, there would
rarelv be more than a very small well established, a group has gotnumber to spend an evening at! ten an okay to build a 5.000-seat
the track. Grossinger felt that the j arena in Anne Arundel County,
tendency of many of the Vacation-1 Md., roughly halfway between
ers was to take advantage of the j Washington and Baltimore,
facilities and shows provided for
Jai alai in Maryland, as in
them and that there would always j Miami, Cuba and Spain, will inbe a big audience available for the volve gambling. In this instance,
free shows, no matter what time ! as it Florida, it will be pari-muthev’re staged.
: tuels.
Improved highway system from! .Jai_ alai players are equipped
New York to Catskills, along with
to one arm, in which they catch
the harness track, is expected to
the hard little ball and hurl it
give the mountain inns a banner
back against the wall.
yeai\
__

BasqueUO.O^
B.O. in‘North’D.S.

I Havana to Get Another
Cafe, Casino at Plaza

“HY
GARDNER
CALLING7’
To Thank.
CHARLTON HESTON • ERNIE
XOYACS • JACK BARRY
ERNEST I011GN1NE • JAN

j

MURRAY • LINDA DARNELL
JACK DEMPSEY
... 7 of the 400 great person¬
alities tp split screens on tele¬
vision’s r; original hard-hitting
telephone interview session . . .
going iiito its fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30 p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

YVONNE MORAY
ELKS CLUB
WALLA WALLA, Wash.
(Thank You Joe Daniels)

ASSOCIATES BOOKING CORF.
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PfatlETT

VAUDEVILLE

‘
I

I

;

I

The Plaza Hotel, Havana, is set
to install a casino and nitery. Li¬
cense for the operation was grant¬
ed last week. Inn’s lower floor is
being remodeled to accommodate
the additions, with space being
taken from their dining room. The
new installations are expected to
be in operation by New Year’s
Eve.
Joe Stassi, who operates the
casinos at the Sans Souci and Commodoro, both Havana, will be in
charge at this hotel. The talent
bookings will be by Ken Later out
of New York. He anticipates use
of name talent.

N. E. Showmen in Club

!

Boston, Nov. 19.
The New England Showmen’s
Assn, has been formed here, mark¬
ing the first time a club has been
; chartered for outdoor showmen in
j the t terri’ory.
The org has 330
| members, all carnival operators
and concessionaires. '
,
Jack Ableman was elected presij dent; Mark Wayne, vice president;
[Joseph
Freedman,
secretary;
George Panagopolous, treasurer.

Inside Stuff—Vaude

EDDIE CANTOR
has wrlttea an authoritative short
story about vawde and romance

Once Upon the
Big-Time

*
one of tho many Editorial Features
In the upcoming

•

Even show biz had a representation at what has been described as
the “international convention of the Mafia” at Apalaehin, N.Y., which
was raided Friday (15) by State Police. Louis Santos, operator of the
i Sans Souci, Havana; Roy Galisi, owner of the Club 97, Buffalo; and
l Angelo Sciandra, an orchestra leader of Pittson, Pa., were among those
j “counted” when the carabinieri dropped in on the Joseph Barbara home,
; In addition, there were liquor dealers, a vending machine operator and
a few others working in the show biz orbit among those fingered.

52d Anniversary Number

Show bizites are buying into Miami Beach hotels in increasing num¬
bers. Latest is Jean Carroll who has purchased a slice of the Lombardy
Hotel in association with Harold Jaffe, an investor. Other showbizzers
owning Florida hotel realty include Arthur Godfrey, of the Kenilworth,
and Patti Page, who has bought into the President Madison.

P'ASilETY

Cafes In a Hurry
To Set Stars; Copa, ,1
Sahara’s 'All Full’
Las Vegas, Nov. 19.
With the signing of Marlene Die¬
trich to a new three-year contract,
calling for two engagements per
year, Stan Irwin, entertainment di¬
rector of the Hotel Sahara, has
completed the -entire 1958 sched¬
ule of bookings for the hostelry’s
Conga Rohm. Miss Dietrich's ini¬
tial appearance under the new con¬
tract will be Jan. 28.
Re-signing of Miss Dietrich, best
remembered in Las Vegas for her
peek-a-boo gown which highlighted
her initial Sahara stand, gives Ir¬
win a solid lineup of names -through
thg early part Of the year. Betty
Hutton comes in late next month
to span the first part of the holi¬
day period to be followed by
Donald O’Connor, who opens New
Year’s Eve, and then Miss Dietrich.
After that, Irwin has lined up Mar¬
tha Raye, Dan Dailey, Bob Crosby,
Kay Starr, Teresa Brewer, Victor
Borge, Ray Bolger and the Ames
Bros, to headline.
With the 1958 lineup completed,
Irwin. this week begins setting
talent for 1959.

Designation of an act as “unique and extraordinary” seems1 to be a
kiss of death, especially when performers are yanked into court on
breach of contract suits. Acts have to prove that they aren’t that good
in order to make their particular case? stand up legally. Last week,
the N.Y. Supreme Court threw out the injunction proceedings of Ar¬
tists Corp. of America against the Cemeys, a dance turn which recently
played the Copacabana, N.Y. ACA had sought to enjoin the turn from
working for any other management.
I. Robert Broder, counsel for the Cemeys, had to disprove the testi¬
mony of Bill Smith, a tra*depaper scribe who states he was an expert in
the field. He testified that the Cerneys were “unique” and couldn't, be
replaced. Court’s findings, rendered sans opinion, apparently indicat¬
ed that the Cerneys were not “unique” within the terms of description
by their former persona^ management firm.

Dan Friendly-AI White
New Mgt-Producing Duo
Dan Friendly, former talent
hooker for: the RKO Theatres, and
producer-choreographer A1 White
Jr. have formed a personal man¬
agement and production partner¬
ship. Duo will handle and produce
various acts as well as go into in¬
dustrial shows.
!
Friendly resigned from RKO
Theatres following elimination of
stageshows from the Palace, N. Y.,
which he had booked since it re¬
sumed vaudeville eight years ago.,
White has been producing and j
choreographing shows
in
New |
Vnrlr
onri Hollywood
MnllTmTAftH for
€rst* +ha
noct .
York and
the past
few years.

Dot Lewis
; Continued from page *67

LV’s Royal Nev.
Las Vegas, Nov. 19.
Maury Friedman, former prexy
of the New Frontier, last week was
named. general manager of the
Royal Nevada, succeeding L. D.
Hubbard who resigned earlier In
the week.
Friedman and T. W. Richardson,
rn prexy, say they have tentative
plans to shut down ^ showroom
r

when the current “Royal Revue”
ends Nov, 27.
George
Jesse! will
headline
when the room reopens New
Year’s Eve.
The Jessel show if
booked for an indefinite run, but
the room probably will be closed
again
at
its
conclusion
until
April, when big-name policy will
resume. RN will continue fts lounge
entertainment and chuckwagon.

-New York and New Jersey dates
i —at Stern Bros, scores—and Phila¬
Dean-Danny Door Open
!
delphia, Cleveland and Detroit
The Copacabana, N. Y., has the
stands will follow the Boston stop.
bulk of its headliners set until the
On their return to Chicago, the
summer season. Operator Jules
group will show at a Montgomery
Podell has left two spots open on
Ward outlet in. the Loop.
The
the possibility that Dean Martin .first visit to the Chi area was in
and Danny Thomas will come in
an outlying establishment.
for dates. Otherwise the starring
The skaters drew between 525
spot in his nitery is closed until
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
and 850 at each of the local shows,
warm weather sets, in.
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
a store representative said.
He
After the current Buddy HackNew In Us I7thr Issue, containing
explained that the performances
stories, pno-IJnars, poemettes, sane
ett-Marion Marlowe layout, Louis'
were designed more to cteate in¬
Titles, hecklers, audience -stuff, monoArmstrong preems Dec. 12 to be
leas,
parodies, . double oats, bits.
terest in later purchase -of the
followed by Nat King Cole on Jan.
Idea#, Intros, impressions and Im¬
rinks (four sizes) than to stir up
personations, political. Interruptions.
9. Peggy Lee is down for Feb. 6;
immediate sales. However, a few
Thouflhts .of the
Day,
Humoreui
Tony Bennett, Feb. 20; Myron Co¬ of the latter were recorded dur¬
Views of -the News, etc. Start with
current Issue, SIS yearly — 1 years
hen, March 6. Jimmy Durante,
ing the local date.
A boom in
— * years S4S — Single Copies
Easter season starting March 27.
12.09 — NO G.O.D/S.
home-skating
rinks, , somewhat
The next scheduled headline book¬ similar to that of swimming pools,
BILLY GLASON
ing after that is for June 1 when is envisaged.
IN W. 14 St., New York 19
Ella Fitzgerald names in.
. Running about 20 minutes, the
show was presented in a Christ¬
mas setting, with costumes, color¬
There’s a Rimer Gejeg Areearf
ed lights and recorded music. Two
Abeet Mr, Versatility
candy-striped
tents
served
as
dressing rooms.
One number
featured a bubbles effect, produced
Las Vegas, Nov. 19.
by two small machines . in the
Bob Clemens, Sans Souci flack,
downfront corners of -the 10x10
'
Watch for Hint! ’
has been promoted to entertain¬ rink.
ment director by George Mitzel,
Emphasis is placed on the fact
hotel prexy.
this rink is 44 square feet smaller
Former show producer, Don Hol- than the tiniest Lewis-designed
Jack Valentines Restaurant
laday, will work with Clemens in surface.
There are three others
New Cocktail Lounge, famous for Ice
shows. For sale or sub-lease. The
an advisory capacity.
Clemens, in sizes up to 20x28 and prices are
finest restaurant in the finest loca¬
former Variety correspondent for $23.98, $29.94, $44.95 and $54.95,
tion in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, Buy-er must be successful restaurant
Las Vegas, recently joined the new respectively. The ice is “mock.”
operator
with
financial
responsi¬
hotel as publicist.
Free with each unit is Miss
bility.
Write P. O. Bex 217, Boca Raton,
Jack Kogan, former flack for Lewis’ Home Skating Guide, demFlorida er phene Boca Retell SStl,
Hotel El Cortez downtown, takes ons'rating the skating method she
oyer the Sans Souci publicity, ad has taught “thousands of pupils- in
her private studio.”
She played
and promotion chores.
the Nicollet Hotel in Minneapolis
for 12 years and had ice shows at
Smart comedy material written te ar¬
dor, by trained "Act Doctors." Prlcoi
the St. Regis in New York and
to fit your budget . . . Stack gaefilet
many other top spots.
also are available. Write for Informa¬
tion.
The biggest problem here seemed
Omaha, Nov. 19.
SHOW-BIZ COMEDY SERVICt
to be putting up, taking down and
Ak-Sar-Ben, the Omaha civic icing the rink used. It is not one
(Dept. V)
1613 E. 39 St., Brooklyn a#. New York
org, last week converted its huge of Miss Lewis' designs.
coliseum into an ice palace for
public skating and will be out of
the entertainment biz until May 1
with the exception of the Harlem
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
Globetrotters' basketball exhibi¬
tion Jan. 5 and the “Ice Capades”
9Hi IntermtiMMl Tour
show in late March.
‘Currency
However, general manager J. J.
SAILING HOMt
(Jake) Isaacson is busy . booking
shows for the 1958 summer sea¬
son and hopes to announce a rodeo Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
headliner in * couple of weeks to
Pars. Mgr.: ED KIRKEBY
replace Arthur Godfrey of the past
year arid Annie (Gail Davis) Oak¬
ley -of two; years-ago. ^
;

“THE COMEDIAN”

Bob Clemens Ent’t Chief
Of Las Vegas’ Sans Souci

Stuffy Bryant

SPECIAL MATERIAL!

CAB CALLOWAY
Featured in PARAMOUNT’S

“ST. LOUIS BLUES”
SOON TO BE RELEASED
Mg*. BILL MiTTLER. Ulf Broadway, Now York

The Amaxiag S*ars of “WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND”

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Return Engagement Thru Nov. 30tH=—THE HORIZON ROOM
Pittsburgh Greater Airport
Thank You George Clair.

Mgt. M.C.A.

!Ak-Sar-Ben Converts
. Aud to Ice Till May

The DEEP RIVER BOYS

pi uni mu hi n luniij ii 111 jiifiiiiti njimtu unron
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Tmvn & Gowitry, Bklyn.
Victor Borge, Buster "'Burnell
Dancers (9), Ned’Harvey Orch;
$6.50 minimum.

with an impresh of George M.
Cohan; Florence Ahn further mixes
east and west by chirping “Around
the World” and “You’ll Never
Walk Alone”; and the Tong trio
are expert balancers showing un¬
usual muscular coordination. Tony
Toyoda and Jo Ann Miya are
effective in their song delivery of
occidental numbers* The Carlton
Hayes orch does a good job with
the international musical cues.
Duke.

f'AKIEfr

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

Hot.el Plaza, X. Y.
cafe regulars but not quite out off
CopaOfihaiia, X# Y.
Marie
McDonald,
with
Hal the Coke age. 'A $2 cover, howJules PodeU presentation with
Borne; Ted Straeter and Mark
2Jf1SfwuP.ffjrJ^slow drink- Btlddy Tackett, Marion Marlowe,
Monte Orchs; $1.50 and $2 convert.
^
JL d?dUiE Teddy Randazzo, Cindy Tyson,
■
thp eSfv
■
Sammy Devens, Elaine Deming,

Judgment, or perhaps the lack of
sure° has1 somin sDeclar^atmear^or
BacMbyemarged band under Michael Burso * Frank Marti
it, plays an important part in the
the6 customers* ar^Marie^WcDoa- “J. tag» «
$
current booking of Victor Borge
into the huge (cap: 1,500) Town and
?a" Capp
^
®
Podell has lined up one of
Country in Brooklyn, This spot has
proved to be a bonanza for owner
anniversary celebration, and in her
of^io numbers I with®Bid^'^SkStfWtofoVlIarBen Maksik who recently clocked
^lf°enSed
o?h a^ that give rhe Sstomers all sides o?! lov e and Teddy Raidazzo. With a
a $230,000 record week with Jerry
bealin? attributes If^The Body” his interpretive singing. Sever,.1 j combination of comic, classicist and
Lewis headlining. Advisability of
?uSdid fuouolp Of rh or lisps; of the new items make their appearance 1 dlsk ?m^r, t,he Copa should be
slotting Borge, whose routines are
Hotel Roosevelt. X. Y.
SJfjLSJr
011 his programming but when he: swinging for the next month when
both subtle and subdued, into a
Guy Lombardo Orch (.15); $l-$2 borhe^t^0^a’nVI^fn'the1^custome''s
deep !nd repriseshis fSnS j ^uis Armstrong takes over the
-spot which is- better suited to the
Shf mies orrti?ularlv
Patter clicks, he is home free. On ! Proceedings.
more boisterous forms of enter¬ convert.
present 10-day stint, Ray is doing *
The Copa, with this bill, had an
tainment is to be questioned. It
is doubtful if either club or enter¬
The spruced-up grill of the Hotel fundamedntaTl? worthy somSoe and three shows °n Friday and Satm-- j unusual first show* Hackett is a
JoDarenav ^seriSuI aln fcatiSn day with two during the week.! genuinely funny citizen, having a
tainer will benefit from a case of Roosevelt marks the 30th annual her
ner apparently serious application ^
ie three-show nielils I cherutnc mien which when commiscasting.
j return of the Lombardos and the
t ™kef one wSudef why she
cSttiug consfdeSbly, but he 'Wned with his knock of providing
Show opens with the Buster Bur¬ joint is jumping. There’s a new air
needS-X
hou-ever
^
ffetshei’self
is
just
as
effective
and probably‘ funny twists to commonplace ocnell Dancers who do 10 minutes of around the hostelry, with the ad¬ needs—or however she gets heisen m
discerning on a limited i curences, makes for a lot of hilar.
Umitea : ity. He did get the crowd rolling
routine terping.
Line is strictly vent of vet hotelier Neal Lang as complicated in—-those newspaper schedule
g.m.
and
v.p.
although
there’s
still
-average although it has the advan¬
S^shoutd^merge0^?^^
Preceding the Ray presentation atter a rather slow start, and once
tage of a hardtop bandstand pro¬ something to be desired' in the a - sincS* dSSenfer of dms a^d is the dancing of Bob and his two I the customers came over tq his
viding a showcase for three of the service* Somebody should instill
chorines who display their physical into the captains and waiters that, persSy SPheTone°ifThe mo« 5™nef^';S”d°i!L,ei rhimself3 C‘ear heW
attributes along with some limited being the near-Grand Central zone,
Both femmes
At Ids preem, Hackett apparently
doesn’t necessarily put most of the
hoofing.
clientele into the “hick” class; if mueh^ime thoueht and effort i£to sPecial P«mh.er on a platform with departed fron the usual script, and
Borge, who follows' this toohe^reDerto’ire
°a
mistfe*
imDressesas
<*an8ing
lights
makes
an
okav
.
cveJ’y
so oftf* ,had ^ fePeat.sevanything, for sake of the Father
short opening, is forced to come on
ahard^workinp^eag^r-fo - hle^se clincher.
Lee Allen, who h is ; ?4ral lines untl1 i,e Zot hJs bearings,
.cold* thus having to warm up the Knickerbocker old schooltie the nerformer
g
g
worked
this
spot
on
other
occa-:
11
s
.ab
unusual procedure for a
waiters at this type of hostelry,
aud himself and the first nightcatering perhaps.more to the tran¬ P SidesteDning the newsDaDer stuff sions> is a mild comic with an un- < comic, to say the least. Hackett
first show outfronters were more
2 expected turn of humor that a;i- spolce of many thmgs and rambled
sients, could do a good C. of C.
than a little cooL Borge utilizes
m accoum chieflv for Miss Mc- Peals- Off the beaten track on ma- j °n Wllh Sr«at ef.fect- For an encore,
pitch.
much of his standard material that
‘sn.bfon ",
That doesn’t gainsay the Lom¬ SonaS renoun man her theatdis well-paced, clever and very
eal talents she now Dresents a PPPresh kick and forgets the usual:
wr, always a nowier.
funny; however, his - use 'of off- bardos’ pull and appeal. They still strong saloon act She Sn pla? Patter which does little to boost ! . Miss Marlowe, once of the Godmike asides (standard practice for get ’em up on the floor; all the four from gVegas to Miami from the bis general comedies.
Newt.
. *rey show, has appeared previfreres
are
well
integrated
with
“('VI ..
: ously at the Copa, and before that
him) is lost to most of the audience i
who had trouble hearing unless then- suave team of dansapators;
h t l circuits tQ the '
de0!RSmhft?« ‘iii- H i..*
c „ ‘at the Pierre Hotel’s Cotillion
and they remain, as always, an spots.
, Binilio s «I6p> 4 lull* S* F. Room. Miss Marlowe srems at her
seated: fairly close.
Accompanist-arranger Hal Borne,
American institution of top order
San Francisco, Nov. 14.
best when chirping in the classical
Entertainer was obviously ran¬ despite their Royal Canadians bill¬ long with Tony Martin, is at the
Buddy Les'er, Di Mara Sisters, vein, or at least impressing with
kled by the empty tables in evi¬ ing. Incidentally, when the Hilton
mpntfrTnSn^^ *3■' Dorothy Dorbcn Dancers < 10)! big 'numbers, which displays a
dence and made repeated cracks
chain opens its Montreal link
about them, once saying “welcome
Al- ■ certain freshness, an a mien that
next spring the band will shift also ciiSn a LeablT^ol with his fith Barry Asht0n and
SjtphomV11 from
Wallace Orah , 9.; I gw an aura of class to her ofteto the dress rehearsaL”
These back into its original Dominion en¬ ow
•comments, added nothing to the
virons to teeoff the debut season.
£SS;J5lC?„’S- SiS 5
_
While not abandoning the elassi.performance and only tended to
_ ,, _
.
poi ciio k pccoviti^t Hite timt
Not for nought have the Lom¬ Matuq has f6&tur6d aiio. which
antagonize many present.
These
Miss McDonald introduces and
Buddy Lester, an ol’ pro. warms
St
.were low spots in an otherwise bardos travelled far since the late then retires into the shadows while ^ lbis audience and after a half- j ceriain items /n hher ?CDel?oiri are
.good performance by Borge. Ren¬ hotelier Ralph Hitz helped spark its composer, Borne, does a. con- k(?ur s antics leaves them begging huItv^n fiillnff to Lt her off suf
their
career
in
Cleveland.
Not
for
ditions of “Clair de Lune” and
certo-stvle rendition
Bis material s mostly new andJi.- •
Iamns
set ner oif sutother “straight" musical bits, in¬ nought have they been the “com¬
Miss yMcDonald 'works with a S°od* bis delivery fine and bis!
^ jramUiars'
cluding excerpts from Tchaikovsky mand performance,” orchestra at peripetatic mike and in the already timmg very fast and funny. His | Pact ^ore L\S £5 f elfanee of
successive
White
House
inaugurals
and windup “Warsaw Concerto-,”
intimate Persian Room she comes handful-of-hats gags
keep
tbs i "er
of w‘diSS® She
were all well received. Standard and, also, at state functions such as into even sharper focus as she crowd howling and he winds up sits hfa chSr takes off herSnke
Elizabeth’s
and
Prince
“request” number ran into some Queen
dand* “«*•< » * Gene ^ Zd dMs a dramahc rondmoo
trouble when the aud’s attention Philip’s recent visits to the Domin¬ .p^mbuUtM the tobies She’s a
waned during the waits, but. once ion, Washington and New York.
elwanoe ta a black sequin aad! s The,Di Mara Sisters are .three ‘ ^s\n,.ob0SnceUraha^ ^urnsY® d"^
It
waslike
old—times
with
the
he was seated at the Steinwa'y, all
chiffon creation. (Presumably this f,H,ghtly ^8 Maban pops singers
e nf harman It^not f Jh2»rfS
was well.
Encore included the Brill Bldg, set out en masse and
phonetic punctuation routine that the Lombardos renewing lifetime
friendships,
theirs
being
one
of
never fails to get good response.
Ned Harvey orch backstops the the strongest personal followings
.show capably although seemingly in and out of show biz.
to the credits, not shown
?Iue.S5les*
G°odbye to Rome” ffe norm desoite itsann^ntdif
Maitre d’ Victor will have a busy cording
out of its element with the fancy
on this catching.)
aJld
with something called
’
P
apparent dlsarrangements for Borge’s classical time at the door from now in; he
“Danced All Night,” ‘Tascina- P!™ Daddy ™ which one of the COpS
m
Marlowe could af
should now do something about
numbers/
tion,” “Kick Out of You." “The
^ays a.cbarleston. The last.: ^5
. Tie-ins for Borge included dis¬ jacking up his catering crew. The
play cards at every table for his economy being what it is the cus¬
Vibo cornish game hens at $6 a tomer’s rights should be better
copy and liberal plugs throughout nurtured; somehow some of the
the show for his LP album and up¬ kiddies seem to forget that the cus¬
tomer is always right regardless.
coming CBS spec.
Ro^ gl^elt^efr1^^ ^
Abel.
Victor Borge has repeatedly
Italian, “I Love Paris” in French ^ and Set good audience response,
u1Ci.that Is -some:
proved his drawing power in many
‘and’-Maihatt^rSd
Dorothy Dorben line is excellent. numbers
Lumbers
y b
*
ana mannauan
ana "Alllfght
au iiignc
tours around the p.a. circuit; howWith Me” comprise her repertoire.
ao?shPi!.r*.
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.
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the comical Pane may prove to be
Chicago, Nov. 12
a couple of negative reactions-~the 9ee^ ®moo^bly and Al Wallace orch production holds over "with the
too much of a good thing for lusty
Robert Clary, T.' C. Jones/Joe
Brooklyn clubgoers.
$yd.
Pamello Trio; $1,50 cover.
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Certain, acts haye become heavy elgn to and unnecessary in the Perduty attractions Tor Paul Raffles’ tia^ B°®m* 211(1 ^be somewhat ex- Village Vanguard. X- Y.j Sammy Devens and Cindy Tyson
Las Vegas, Nov. 15.
Billy Daniels, Misao Shuree & Black Orchid. Robert Clary and cn^nl et^°r^n«ni ^ tSU-a’c
Mort Sahl> Jimmy Giuffre Trio;! do the production ringing and
f $3 minimum.
j Elaine Deming the dancework.
Her Kabuki Girls (16), Toy & T. C. .Jones have shown a capacity Slfs achfevlmen? in ta^Montog
*
_
I Elaine DemblE tbe dance'lorJ’
Wing, Tong Bros. <3), Chai It So- for drawing midweek business dur¬
ing their February stay here and
may, Florence Ahn, Tony Toyoda, were the natural choice this cur¬ h^saMcD“n2rh£S»easy re
Max Gordon has a payoff formula .
- ,
'
Jo Ann Miya, Carlton Hayes Orch: rent flu season, with its decimation laxrf m“ ta rWtoicYempo £“t;.T.k'
Village
BUnstruJUg, Bogton
(14);
choreogrphay
by
Jack of niteowls.
with.the
suppleness
of
her
famed
bas,
Boston,
Nov.
15.
•
Bunch; produced and jtaged by
r?noSL^1KeiiCOITt^’
T°ny Martin (with Al Sendrey)
Clary’s formula hasn’t changed ^rso which shows through in neoTom Ball; $2 minimum.
much. ‘ The little-boy personality nude-under-lace accoutrement in atoo?t a blendto? S tw?'vanS Lucicn * AshouT- Alan Drake,
is what carries the show; ilsing the an appealing and,not gauche man- "“fg in IfSrt SaM fhere’. th; st“nr£ Mm9a* Dancers
Producer-Tom Bill has gathered songalog as a vehicle for hahds-in-, ner She is not a wooden perform- f££gdu‘rd 0f g* “good1 old dats” chael G<lVloTd °rch <16), Moro
a motley mixture of oriental acts pockets poses and sundry efferves¬
Sace^wit^a aMB Whef com4 reauf me^? soTe<W). ^ Weir; $5
'for. the new “Geisha Girl Revue" cent antics.- One or two tunes to
which is actually ’an" east-meets- show he can still sing ih French are
west show, because Billy Daniels all .this shrewd little performer i
Tony Martin,
Martin, exuding
exuding class
in all
inTaudience numbers wfth'charm day5’’ with th& spread of the music;
To°y
class in
ail
-headlines the package.
numbers Witn charm room aiong the nitery circuit.
departments, takes over Stanley
veptures in that line. For the jest,
*■ Daniels, assisted by Benny Payne he gives forth with Yankee fodder i
Tod ctronfar. UoifSahi came in for a guest shot Blinstrub’s 1.700-seater, for the
-at. the 88, has juggled his reper- like “By Myself” or “I. Won’t
nf originally when Giuffre and Mike biggest turnout of the season. He’s
-toire since his previous stint here, Dance” and .the inevitable "I'm in
ATort Nichols & Elaine May (now at the *n for a 10-day stay. Opening night
but still gets strongest raitting with Love With Miss Logan,”’all angled
iic
Gordon-Herbert Jacoby Blue An- Friday (15), the SRO aud. swelled
the old standbys like “My Yiddishe to exhibit audience sympathy via
ctrhfi sel uptown) were holding forth. It by big delegation from RCA Vic.Momma” and “Old Black Magic.” the frustration themes.
“P«cfn^tin^»0t5i?fcShAl25 waS a guest stint that paid off in a tor, refused to call a halt and singAn especially
warm reception
“When I bow I’ll never come
b?£1 solid three-week booking.
er had to beg off pleading run over
greets the showmanship and de- back on stage,” is typical of the
j There aren’t many guys like Sahl J into second show if he lingered.
^livery-he gives “The Masculine direct comments that get a warm
»rg.Ihtm^tirfrf61Stan4,hpf311 ^ouud today. He’s fearless and j Working easy and relaxed, Martin
Touch,”, and he clicks with his response from ringsiders. Novel JaiUard, are happy kids.
Abel.
funny Nothing is “untouch- {had ti c aud with him from en¬
distinctive song styling on such touches in his patter keep a sharp
able” as^far as he’s concerned. He j trance to exit, and policy of no
numbers as “Easy' to Love,” ' “It edge on the performance, although
KI Morfteen., Monf renl
goes after politicians, the Washing- serving while he’s on is in effect.
Had to be You,” and YOn the Street the pop song stylings for the most
Mnn*wai Wmr ifl
ton administration, the Soviets, the] With Mike Gaylord’s aggregation
Where You Live.” Daniels and part are derivative.
Johnnie
hr fh
Lmnn hipsters and practically anything; expanded by addition of five fid-Payne do a rousing duet on “Them
Jones keeps a steady following
R?V.
Re™ian else that comes into his mind, with! dies and Martin’s own piano conThere Eyes,” for a neat change of of his own here. The female im¬ w
101 n/r Allen’ Bo\
PPnx' shall) satirical barbs. The delivery,ductor backing, the piper’s efforts
pace, and Payne solos “I’m Going personator hasn’t changed his rou¬ ettes (2), Maury Kaye Orch (16), ! js offhand and likeable but he’s got are met with waves of heaviest
to Sit Right Down and Write My¬ tine much either, but the intense Sonny Caulfield, Romandmi Tnos;a tendency to strick around too Emitting sent out here in a long
self a. Letter" to top salvos*
characterization still makes a sharp $2 cover.
ilong.
. time.
Martin’s charm and easy
The production numbers are impression. Bette Davis, Katharine
-— . ,
j
Giuffre’s group is quiet and mannerisms in patter with the aud
colorful in the oriental tradition, Hepburn and Tallulah Bankhead
Following two weeks of just so-! moody but potently effective. In-1 and ringsiders has the heavily precomplete with banners. Illuminated are the three victims of Jones’ so offerings that reflected in re-! strumentation consists of maestro: dominant femme contingent droolspinning wheels, sparklers and character assassination and draw turns, manager Peter Van de North doubling clarinet and sax with an j ing.
gunfire.
Misao Shuree & Her him hefty mitting. Preceding this, gets back with his name formula assist from bass and guitar. Thej
Martin’s songalog runs from
Kabuki Girls (16), most of whom . he sets the character of the act and brings in Johnnie Ray. This is sound is constructed of well thought; earliest recording. “Begin the Bewere brought here -from Japan, add with an opening takeoff’ on femme Ray’s first appearance in Montreal‘out jazz patterns that gives each.guine” to latest release. “Souvenir
*the proper petite Eastern beauty. irrationality. Jones’ red wig, make¬ since the days when the Seville number unusual interest Group; d’ltalie.” In betwixt, he lias a slick
-Woven into the festivities are the up and evening gown make a temse Theatre -was a combined vauder has plenty of style and avoids any • talkalog prefaced by “Top Hat,
acts Of Chai & Somay, Toy & and convincing Impression that he and film house, and the resulting musical gimmickry by just sticking; White Tie and Tails,” in which he
•Wing, Florence Ahn, and the Tong wisely cultivates and then shatters years show both a change in perr to the musicianship at hand.
I attends a Manhattan party hosted
Bros. (3). 'Chai & Somay are a with a piercing humor. Joe-Par- former to some degree and a defiIn the solemn “Swamp People,”; by Ted Williams, This gives him ji
■skillful 4eam of acrobats specializ¬ nello’s house trio does the backups nite change in his followers. Ray the vari-tempoed “Two Kinds of chance to use Boston ident with
ing in balancing stunts; Toy & with plenty of life. .
looks about the same agewise but Blues” and the lively “Quite Cool,” .Williams and he then goes through
Program stays until Johnny his fans have grown and the capac- Giuffre and his team shine as one a series of confabs with Eva Gabor,
.Wing do a pleasant turn qf terping,
ity house t%t greeted, his second ^cd topmost jazz groups blowing; M. Monroe and Natalie Wood. Gets
rockPam Wing^oresT
evening were" younger* than most Jtodav.
*
Gros. ■ 1
1 Continued nn nasr*> 7n
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VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 20
.Numerals In connacflth with bills below Indicate opening Say *f show
whsthsr full or spilt week
Letter liT paronthosos Indicates circuit: (I) Independent; <L) Lo#W; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount! (R) RKOF(S> Stoll; (T) TlvoIU <W) Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (P) 21
Marvin Worden
Marjorie Smith
Adrienne Vitale
Half Bros.
Bose Bryurt
Eileen O'Dare
Bryan William
Wm. Upshaw

Rockettea
Raymond Paisa Ore

Roxy 21

Winged Victory
Chorus
Diane Corby
Manuel Del Toro
Skating Squires
Roxyetles
Roxy Orch

AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE
Tivoli IT) 25
Larry Griswold
Eagle & Man
Johnny Lockwood
A Robins
Rayes & Faye
Rigoletto Bros. Sc
Airaee (3)
Anny Berryer
Medlock Sc Marlowe
Winnetou & Squaw
Jimmy Parkinson
Barton & Stutchberry
Edit Juhasz
Frank Ward

SYDNEY
Tivoli <T) 25
Shirley Bassey
Lili Berde
Neal Sc Newton
Bobby Limb
Lawman Sc Joy
Easton Harmonica 3
Dalrays
Jimmy Jeff
Darryl Stewart
Johnny O’Connor
Alan Rowe
Alwyn Leckie
Rital
Rae Morgan
Reg Priestman
Norman Thorpe

BRITAIN
ASTON
Hippodrome (!' it
Harry Bailey
George Meaton
Bob Grey
Ron Dillon
Rhoda Rogers
Joe Baldwin & Pt
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome (M) II
Lonnie Donegan
De Vere Girls
Billy Baxter
Reggie Redcliffe
3 Brittons
Miki Sc Griff
Patsy Sylva
Griff Kendall
BRADFORD
Alhambra (M) It
Dickie Valentine
A Sc V Shelley
Jimmy James Co.
Pat Rosa
J Sc P Barbour
Roy Castle
Cooper 2
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome (M) It
Yana
Renee Dymott
Edmund Hockrldgc
Duo Russmar
Baker Sc Douglas
M & S Davis
Freddie Harrison
COVENTRY
Hlppe'drom* (1) It
A1 Read
Nat Jackley
Rawicz Sc Landauer
Fredye Marshall
Gina Sc Gerardo
The Hassanl Co.
Tilibs Bros.
Margaret Burton
Davis Dancers
George Mitchell Co.
Empire (M) It
Johnny Duncan
Gilbert Sc Sylvia
Arthur Haynes
Keefe Bros Sc Ann
Norman Vaughan
Pharos Sc Marina
Frank Holder
Victor Seaforth
GLASGOW
Empire (M) It
Smith Brbs.
Rey * Ronjy
Harriott Sc Evans
Morlands
Stan Stennett
Jean Kennedy
,
Alex Don
HANLEY
Royal (Ml It
Jimmy Clltheroe
i
Miles 2

Piute Pet)
Bobby Meyerp Ore
Villas* Vansuard

Jack Watson
Alicia Dells
Cox 2
Darly’s Dogs
French Sc Joy
LEEDS
Empire (M) It
B Cotton Sc Band
Candy Sis
Sally Barnes
P Sc J Yuile
Shan
Joe Crosbie
Eric Mason
LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) It
Russ Hamilton
Ballet Montmartre
Terry Scott
Nordics
Teenagers
Donovan Sc Hayes
Oliver & Twist
2 Gees
LONDON
Metropolitan (1) 11
Lenny the Lion
Terry Hall
4 Jones Boys
Rlchman Sc Jackson
Tommy Loftus
Leslie Lester
Merry Martins
Derek Dene
3 Panamas
NEWCASTLE
Empire (Ml It
Cyril Stapleton Co.
Ronnie Hilton
Marion Ryan
Group One
Dea O’Connor
Laycock Sc Bee
NORWICH
Hippodrome (I) It
Charlie Ellis
Delewares
Ronnl Duva
Johnny Kenwood
Michael Skinner
Johnny FirpoAmillearos
Glamorama
NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) It
Colin Hicks Co.
3 Martinis
Most Bros.
Marty Wilde Co.
PAP Page
Arrol Sc Meadows
Johnny Lesley
Skating Merinos
SOUTHAMPTON
Grand (I) It
Ballet M'ntparnasse
Scanlon Sc Overbury
Suzette
Terry Jackson
3 Tobas

Mort Sahl
Waldorf-Astoria
Anna Maria Alberghetti
Emil Coleman Ore
Bela Babal Ore

CHICAGO
. Black Orchid
Jo Ann McGowan
Robert Clary
Ros Pettinger .
T. C: Jones
Bill Christopher
Joe Parnello (3>
Fred Napier
Blue Angel
Gil Shepard Sc De
"Calypso Extrava¬
Soto Sisters (3)
ganza”
Paul Gibbon Sc
Princess Abilia &
Sully Kothman
King Christian
’ Norman Crider
Lord Christo
Tune Tattlers (4)
Lord Rafael
Charlie Fisk Ore .
Candelas Trio
Drake Hotel
Roger McCall
Jana Mason
- Blue Note
Jimmy Blade Ore
Oscar Peterson (3)
Cate of Horn
Les Jazz 7 Modes
Jo Hapes
Chax Pare#
Bhfhche Castrillo
Sophie Tucker
Bob Moll
Mills Bros.
London House
Lenn Redman
Chez Adorablfcs (6) Bernard Pfeiffer
Ted Fio Rilo Ore 13 Eddie Higgins (3)
Cloister Inn
Mister Kelly'*
Pat Moran (4)
Gene Baylos.
Ramsey Lewis Trio Sylvia Syms
Lorez Alexandria
Marty Rubenstein 3
Conrad Hilton
Palmer House
“Ice Review Spec"
Toni Arden
Glenn & Colleen
Harmonica Rascals
Miss Lucille
Ben Arden Ore.

LOS ANGELES
Giro's
Gateway Singers (5)
Coconut Grove
Dorothy Collins
Amin Bros. (2>
Bob Lewis
F. Martin Ore
Crescendo
Lili St. Cyr
Billy Barnes Revue
Dave Pell Octet
Interluda
Arthur Blake

Mdtambo
Elaine Dunn
Peter Wood
Paul Hebert Ore
Moulin Rouge
The Treniers
Marthe Errolie
Billy Wells Sc 4 Fays
Ffottiat Charlton
Statler Hotel
Carmen Cavallaro
Meg Brown
Ed. Bergman Ore

LAS VEGAS
Desert inn
Riviera
Oriental Fantasy” 'Damn Yankees"
Billy Daniels
Royal Nevada
Carlton Hayes Ore
Phyllis Inez
Jack Marlin
Dunes
I Bobby Kaye
“Holiday foe GBob Stevenson Ore
Strings”
Sahara
Carrie Finn ell
Kay Starr
Rita Grable
Stanley Boys
Valerie Valjean
I Four Step Bros..
Harbor Sc Dale
Cee Davidson Ore .
The Elegantes
Louis Prima St
Tommy Raft
Keely Smith
Geo. Murray
Sands
Gautier's Steeple¬
Dean Martin
chase
Paul Gilbert
Dick Dana
Copa Girls
Garwood Van Ore
Antonio Morelli Ore
El Cortex
San Soucl
“Rhythm on Ice”
Arthur Blake
Axidentals
Kathy Ryan
I George Arnold
Calypso Joe
Buster Hallett Ore
Coco Te
El Rancho Vegas
Luis Urbina Dncrs
Eartha Kitt
Hoyt Henry Ore
i Myron Cohen
Shewboat
Molnar' Dancers
The Fran tics
Dick Rice Orch
Eartha Quak*
Flaming*
Garr Nelson
Vic Damone
Showboat Girls
Dominique
Vic Artese Ort
Flamlngoettes
Sliver Slipper
Jack Cathcart Ore
Hank Henry
Toni Mohr
Frement Hotel
Jimmy Cavanaugh
Nltecaps .
Sparky Kay#
Make Believes
Mac Dennison
1 Satellites
Geo. Redman Ore
The Castles
Thunderblrd
Golden Nugget
Jackie Sc Roy
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Ernie Kovacs
Harry Ranch
Edith Adams
Billy Regis
Neile Adams
Charllta ‘
Nat Brandywynne

RENO

NEW YORK CITY
Ren Selr
Kaye Ballard
Tony A Eddie
Charles Manna
Three Flames
Jimmie Daniels
RlUe Angel
Martha Davis A
Spouse
Garcous De La Rue
Mike Nichols
Elaine May
Phil Leeds
Jimmy Lyon Trio
Casanova
Virginia Craig
Chateau Madrid
Tun Tun
Nejla Ates
Kittie De Carle
Ralph Font Ore
El Canay
Candi Cortez
eopacabena
Buddy Hackett
Marlon Marlowe
Teddy Randazza
Cindy Tyson
Sammy Deveni
Elaine Doming
Michael Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Downstairs Room
Julius Monk
Bonny Graham
Ceil Cabot
Ellen Healey
Jenny Lou Law
Gerry Matthews
Stan Keen
Gordon Connell
Daphne Heilman
El Chico
Maria Antinea
Rosita Rios
No 1 Fifth Avt
Ralph Blane
Bobo Lewis
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hotel Pierre
Stanley Melba Ore
Jo* Rlcardel Ore
Rosalynda St. John
Hotel Plaza
Marie McDonald
Ted Straeter Ore

Holiday
Tony Gumlna 4
3 Dolls
Frank Marocco 3
Lawrences A Boyer
Harolds Club
Twin Tunes 5Don. Dick 'n' Jim'y
Patsy Shaw
Harrah'S
Kings IV
C-hamako 3
Denis A Rogers
Johnny Ukelele

Mepes Skyroom
Dave Barry
Judy Scott
Martin Bros.
Skylets
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
New Golden
Jimmy Jett 3
Jack Nye Ore
Riverside
Sue Carson
Boglnos 5
Four Preps
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
RSVP
Mabelle Mercer
Stella Brooks
Hotel Statler
Buddy Morrow
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
M1AMI-MIAMI BEACH
Hotel St. Regis
Fernanda Montel
Milt Shaw Ore
Americana
Sacasas Ore
Ray Bari Ore
Don Cornell
Pupi Campo Oro
Latin Quarter
Dean Murphy
Lucerna
Milton Berle
RAE Reyes
Havana MardI Gras
Betty George
Jackie Heller
Diosa Costello
Metropolitan €
Lee Martin. Ora
Miles Velarde
Dunhills
Maya Ore
Don Casino
Stan Fisher
Tonia Flores
Balmoral
Gillian Grey
Tony A Francella
Billy Mitchell
Simon McQueen
Juan Romero
Rosina Aston
Chic James
David Tyler Oro
Sonny Kendls Ore
Boh Kennedy
Luis Varona Ore
Tana Lenn •
Syncopated Waters
Nautilus
Dt Lido
Jo Lombardi Ore
Charlie Carlisle
Mandy Campo Ore
B Harlowe Ore
Luanne Winters
Gloria Blake
Le Cupldon.
Marriette
Jane Moore
Bobby Short
Mario A Tonia
Bernie Sager
Old Romanian
Syd Stanley Ore
Jack .Barcena Ore
Joey Adams
Seville
A1 Kelly
Eden Roc
Bob Sennett
Barry Sisters
Sallie Blair
Murrl A Ruth
Lou Wills Jr.
Billy Fields
Johnny Silvers Ore
McKenna Line
B A J Palmer
Rey Mambo Ore
Show Place
Lord Flea
Saxony
Karen Anders
Mai Malkin Ore
Weela Gallez
Barbara Sharma
Chico Cuban Boys
Charles A Faya
Wm. Graham
Fontainebleau
A1 Stuart Archette
Kenneth McMillen
Jimmy Grippo
Sarah Vaughan
Wm. Nix
Haller A Hayden
Fred Thompson
Natalie Charlson
Johnny Conrad Dcrs Tommy Angel
Town A Country
Victor Borge
1
HAVANA
Buster Burnell
Ned Harvey Ore
Socarres Ore
Nacionat
Ortega Ore
Viennese Lantern Monique V. Vooren
Tropieane
Vicky Autler
Ray Carson
Alberto Roehi
Jose Duval
B & J Palmer
Blanca Varela
Ernest Schoen Ore
Reyes Ore
Gladys A Freddy
Paul Mann
Parlsien Dncrs
Riveros
Village Barn
Dancing Waters
Guaracheros
Ralph Michaels
W Reyes Ore
Monica Gastel
Susan Brady
Sans Seucl
Tropicana Ballet
Zeb Carver
: Los Xey
S .’Suarez Orq
Ed Smith
v Romeu orq
La Serie Ore

New Acts
TEDDY RANDAZZO
Songs, Instrumental
15 Mins.
Copacabana, N. Y.
Teddy Randazzo, who disks for
Yik, has been making a splash
with the hep-set of late. Randazzo
operates with a bass -and electric
guitar behind him and he chimes
in with an accordion to spell his
singing chores. Nice looking chap
is obviously ‘ meant for the juve
trade. He gives the standards some
interesting twists and modem ac¬
cents.
Randazzo has also fortified him¬
self with visual appeal. He has an
Elvis Presley takeoff that has a
fine touch of venom, but the busi¬
ness with the orch sidemen in this
number seems to get lost. Instrumentally and vocally, he works out
well for the cafe orbit, but major
potency at this time lies in his ex¬
cursions for the younger set.
Jose.
JOHNNY KING
Songs
30 Mins.
Monficello, Framingham, Mass.
Johnny King, personable 5-9
blonde-thatched youngster, out for
some time, but not yet documented
in Variety, with revue and njusicomedy background, displays a
slick set of pipes on the high
baritone register for a versatile
songalog which wins solid rounds
in this new 300-seater on the Boston-Worcester pike. In addition,
he gets off a good nostalgic softshoe routine. Floor appearance is
pro from all counts and King has
winning appeal registering heavy
with the distaffers.
Opening with special material,
“Let Me Sing," he displays song
versatility with calypso, blues and
pops.
Backed by the Johnny
Archer Orch, he takes the aud on
a vocal trip to Paris and ■whams
over a boff “Birth of the Blues.’*
King has plenty of bounce and
verve and is an attention-getter
using plenty of body movements
and facial expressions to get his
numbers across. Act is carefully
built around “song and dance
man” premise, but is nicely up¬
dated throughout and is well inte¬
grated. Painstaking work is notice¬
able from special arrangements to
attire.; Etching of songs through¬
out is in class manner, and King
looks to have big potential for the
better rooms, tv, musicomedy.
Guy.
MARION RYAN
Songs
12 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
If a gal can*t be tall and grace¬
ful, she -can at least be small,
peppy afid full of bright tunes.
That’s what this little distaffer
does, currently on trek with a
showband unit.
She gives out with tunes that
put Ufe Into outfrenters, ranging
from the quiet “S’Wunnerful”
through “With All My Heart’* to
“Man Is Necessary Evil,”
Also
clicks with “Rock-a-Bllly Wed¬
ding,” sung with vocal group, to
accompany, and the current fave
“Tammy.”
Thrush, good-looking and mak¬
ing an impact via striking gowns,
has improved act by leaps i and
bounds since last time around
with. Ray Ellington Quartet. She
also has local marquee value
through
regular
tv
slottings.
Should avoid danger of wearing
too tight-fitting garbing — one1
strapless dress in finale accentu¬
ates her small dumpiness.
As is, okay act for general run
of vauderies ,and worth tt
at¬
tention via tv and disks. Gord.

’Financial Follies’
S Continued from page Z

audience (at $25 per) consisted
of representatives from General
Motors,
Ford,. Dow
Chemical,
Chemstrand, Knott Hotels, Gen¬
eral Electric, and other giants. In
the audience were such notables
as Nelson Rockefeller, Johh L.
Lewis,
Ted
McCormick
(ASE
prexy), Eugene Black, William
Zeckendorf, John Roosevelt and
Grover Whalen.
High point of the “all-in-fun”
parody was a mindreading sketch
by Bob Shortal (United Press) and
Joseph Duome (Journal of Com¬
merce) with audience participation
by World Bank president Eugene
Black, who wanted to know, “How
can I stop losing money?” Ans.:
“Treat your applicants as if they
were Americans and don’t grant
them loans”; Nelson Rockefeller
wanted to know “how to make the
world a better place to live?”
Ans.: “Who do. you think you are,
a Ford?” : American • Stock Ex-?

Wednesday, November 20, 195f
change president Ted McCormick:
“When will the ASE Uranium
stocks start producing uranium?”
Ans.; “When they are listed on the
N. Y. Stock Exchange.”
The railroads also came in for
a hit or two in a sketch titled
“More Cash—Less Carry” (sub¬
title: “Take a Train—If You Can”).
It pointed out the difficulties a
traveler desiring transportation by
rail encountered. He was told by
the Pennsylvania R.R. to take a
plane and by the N. Y. Central that
he could be given rail transporta¬
tion if he “were a pig.”
Ike and presidential press sec¬
retary Jim Hagerty were not
spared (as a matter of fact, not
many were, actually). Hagerty ap¬
peared on the golf course as Ike’s
caddy in the first sketch and the
last act before the finale featured
Ike and chorus in “Get Me to the
Golf on Time” (to the tune of “Get
Me to the Church on Time”).
Lyrics:
“Lyndon and Same are running
Congress
Adams and Dulles are sublime
See Richard Nixon—to do all
the fixin’
But get me to my golf
GET HIM TO HIS GOLF ON
TIME.”
The Generals in the Pentagon
and Charlie Wilson were described
as suffering, the latter from “Foot
in Mouth Disease.” A soap com¬
pany was called In to clean out
the Pentagon.
If the Democrats want to pin a
“pro-Big Business” or “pro-Wall
Street,” or “pro-Banking” label on
the Republicans, they will have a
pretty hard job doing so, as evi¬
denced by the sentiment expressed
by the N. Y. Financial Writers in
the 1957 “Follies.”
While such
sentiment
wasn’t
damning,
it
wasn’t too enthusiastic over the
treatment the people in Wall
Street have received during the
past year.
After the show, the businessmen
and the financial writers gathered
at the numerous receptions given
upstairs at the Astor.
-There,
everything
was
forgiven—good
words were' said, even for the Re¬
publicans, end a good time was had
by all.

Schwarlz-Yates
Continued from page 7

not otherwise identified but Wall
Street sources who’ve been close
to the Yates-Harris negotiations
said the RKO chain chief was in¬
volved and the position of Rep
president loomed.
These same sources said Yates
specifically had spelled out condi¬
tions of the sale, the basic consid¬
eration being that Rep. would be
built up, not liquidated.
In his Fed Court answer, Yates
alleged that Essex lacked the nec¬
essary funds to swing the deal;
would borrow nfbney from a third
party which, in turn, would buy
Rep pictures at less than true volue; would have Rep buying Essex
asset) at excessive prices, etc.
Yates further stated he’s sus¬
tained damages of slightly over
$100,000 because of the court’ ac¬
tion and he wants an award in this
amount, plus interest,
against
Essex.

20th TV Clearance
sss Continued from page S

rives, it can gain acceptance, only
via new films that normally are
unavailable to viewers. Its pledge
to exhibs would prevent'20th from
going bn the air with current mate¬
rial.
20th and Metro are the only
companies that have refused to
make available films for the Tele¬
movie run at Bartlesville, Okla.
20th wouldn’t even give Bartles¬
ville reissues.
Question now is being asked
whether the 20th action, which Will
he communicated to exhibs attend¬
ing the current Theatre Owners
of America convention at Miami,
will serve to set a pattern for other
distribs. It’s felt at 20th that the
clearance guarantee can be used
importantly in impressing the pub¬
lic with the uniqueness of the
product shown in the • theatres.
Apart from that, 20th would like
exhibs to stress that it's impossible
to see Cinemascope on the small
home screen. 20th execs, feel .that
the theatres haven’t, emphasized
that point sufficaenily-initlleir^ad?.'.

Skowbanit Show
(EMPIRE, GLASGOW)
• Glasgow, Nov. 15.
Lew & Leslie Grade presenta¬
tion of radio & television “Showband Show/ with Cyril Stapleton
& Showband fl6), Ronnie Hilton
(with Will Fyffe Jr%4, Marion Ryant
Des O'Connor, Group One (4),
Johnny Laycock with See.
Here’s a package show that gives
a brighter slant to the routine
trend of British vaude. The Lew
& Leslie Grade tenpercentery has.
assembled acts of appeal to young¬
er customers, all working non-stop
(no drop tabs between acts) with
the onstage band of Cyril Stapleton, who has marquee name via
radio and tv.
The 16-piece Stapleton group
scores with pops, rock *n’ roll and
jazz, and has its own featured
spots. Spotlight is focussed in first
half on Tommy Whittle's tenor sax,
and pianist Eddie Taylor purveys
oldie requests.
Stapleton outfit is geared to ap¬
peal to most ages. Bandleader,
with suave and firm style, indulges
in byplay with various acts, notably
a laughing comedy boy Des O’Con¬
nor, whose gimmick appears to be
an infectious giggle and who -will
make for bigtime level if he quick¬
ens pace of act and buttresses it
with more solid patter.
Johnny Laycock, multi-instru¬
mentalist, biffs home a musical act,
playing four separate horns at one
time. He's vigorous performer but
should polish up by avoiding the.
shouting style in announcements.
Group One, four gents in natty
suitings, are a harmony crew great¬
ly improved over their stint on last
time around; they score with “Liv¬
ing It Up,” then with “Scarlet Rib¬
bons” and later in a Judy Garland
medley.
Marion Ryan, smallish thrush
with lotsa s.a.f is highlight before
interval in first segment (see New Acts). Ronnie Hilton, young pop
singer, clicks with current song
hits, winds with “Around The
World,” and engages in unexpected
comedy with his jack-a-box pianist,
Will Fyffe Jr. son of the late Scot
comedian-actor.
The Des O’Connor comedy slot¬
ting is a foretaste of future poten¬
tial, the youngster best In a rock
’n’ roll takeoff in businessman garb,
with Elvis bri.efcase. Cyril Stapleton also draws yocks by fiddling
while his bandsment light cigarets,
read papers or walk offstage, an old
but sure gag.
Entire company get together for
a bright finale, Miss Ryan making
quick changes of costume, and each
act repeating with an item.. Alto¬
gether, a fairly bright package, and
one that builds up via word-ofmouth as it plays each vaudery.
Obviously, package shows with tv
and radio names may he one an¬
swer to currently declining vaude
appeal in U.K;
Gord.

B’way ‘Blackout’
icontinuei from past *

neon tubing. The Life panel consists
of an animated display with 4,104
lamps, measuring 23x32, and de¬
picts changing scenes and news
events’. Time's ad is 42 feet high
and 32 feet wide. SI display has
three changing figures.
It’s the
first major- spec construction oh
Breadway in some time. Douglas
Leigh designed the ’ spectacular.
Thje building itself is the only mer¬
cantile establishment on Broad¬
way With a theatrical dedication;
The I. Miner (“Beautiful Shoes”)
Bldg., on top of which the display
is set, has statues of various worldknown theatrical figures adorning
the exterior of the structure.
Advertisers of the other sign* de¬
vised the blackout gesture as a
welcome to' its newest confrere
among the specs.
It’s the first
time since World. War H that’s
there’s been a blackout of the
Broadway -spectaculars.

MicheliM Bardin
jss Continued from pace I

Tuesday (26). Miss Bardin will
segue into the niteries and video
as a soloist.
She appeared at the Met recent¬
ly with Cyril Ritchard in “La Perichole” hut will do such middle¬
brow. song-and-dance on her sched¬
uled tv shots as “Clair de Lune”
and “Can-Can,” Including a jazx
ballet .Songsmith Fred apiehnan
is her accompanist and William
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in which he used eyes, hands and! wojd. of mouth. Valerie Valjean
paced group of acts, make this of
feet quite deftly
* and Rita Grable, top lookers both
Golden Days?’ produced by pop house appeal
ra V
i IV n
l
I
Before the next Oomedy scene \ “ face and body, are the standard
Aznavour has mellowed his rau¬
Lean Leonidoff, with Marvin Wor¬
S
Tod
IM
rreslev
came
unicydist
Ken
Sherwood,
3
strippers in the show and both
den, - Marjorie Smith, Adriano cous, raspy voice into a more
_
J
"from the Ed Sullivan Show.” (One i bow off bra-less after their turns
Vitale, The Half Bros'., Rose By- telling husky, gravelly type. But
Fnr
in ? ^nil Slinwc'of these years there’ll be a gag i on the new^ illuminated runway
his intensity and electric presence,,
rum, Eileen O’Dare, Brian Wil¬
FUI
in u JUU. tfilUWd adapted fr0m the iate joe Cook’s1 which extends into the audience.
coupled with penetrating, sincere
liams, William Upshaw, Corps
Some 15.0Q0 Honolulans paid an: glass-cased spheroid, kept there on ! Batter innovation is another thing
ditties of love and its usual blissful
de Ballet, Glee Club, Rockettes, or dramatic consequences, turn'him estimated $32,000 Sunday (10) alia velvet cushion because "it’s the ; wmeh makes this show more in the
Music Hall Symphony Orchestra into one of the top torchy song two outdoor shows to see Elvis! only, baseball in the world not! Minsky tradition.
Hula-hipped,1 autographed by Babe Ruth.”) His.
Tominy (Moe) Raft, George Murdirected by-Raymond Paige, sets, purveyors "here. Savvy, songalog, Presley in action.
James Stewart Morcom; costumes, pugnacious yet tender underlining loose-legged singer was onstage-best turns were juggling three £ay, and Dick Dana handle • the
Frank Spencer; lighting effects and intelligent lyrics and presenta¬ about 40 minutes. at each show, dcuble-bladed axes while unicycj-; baggy-pants chores with skill which
Eugene Brauni;. ballet director, tion make him ripe for that Yank going through a range of his hits, i ing and his finale—tossing a trio j stiff muks maximum yocks from
ancient comedy skits. The
Margaret Sande; special lyrics, appearance in swank spots. His His own trio and Jordanaires quar- ’ of flaming torches. while maneuv- ■
tet give yeoman backing.
• ering a big beach ball around stage., Rameses (4) -s a fast-movmg acroAlbert Stillman; “Don’t Go Near English is good too.
Tariff ($3.50 top) is a little i Both drew squeals from the pre-1 batic a.et'V1“: * Tginal stunts made
the Water” reviewed in Variety
Christian Mery is an ingratiating steep for Honolulu tastes, but the ! dominant teenage element
; more interesting by the physical
Nov. 13, ’57.
raconteur spinning tales of his kids dug it up almost gleefully.
j
After the second sketch head- -< proweSS of the lone femme member
Corsican countrymen and their
Show that preceded Presley’s; liners Pep-o-Rihos did a nice;
Sr°up. Terp team of Harbor
Victor Herbert’s music provides foibles. He’s a fine patter comedian appearance adds up as merely | lively job of rock ’n’ roll without: & Palem^ graceful with its lifts and
and scores big. Channing Pollack’s passable, many of its shortcomings j trying to rouse the youngsters to j spins. The Elegantes <4» is a sing¬
the motif for the current Hall
smart, white tie & tails magico
show* appropriately titled "Golden turn is also in for powerful plau¬ being chalked up to the mediocre: a frenzy. They got two non-milked i ]ng aet, with bongos made up of
facilities of the outdoor stadium [ encores just the same.
Using t"0 gals and two guys—a handDays,” a tag reflective of the senti¬ dits. He materializes doves and and its portable on-field stage. Ijh electric guitar, accordion and bass, :some gr?4VP which bows off to
mentality of Herbert’s tunes, as turns this into one of the smartest poor lighting (barrage of field • on which they clambered about,! wfrm nutting. Gautier s Steepleprestidigitation acts extant.
lights blazing into audience’s eyes), j they stood on their heads and even \ chase, the act featuring ponies,
compared to those of today’s
j a
_ pyramid,
j_,-j while i_I
and a
monkev. hlends
n hie
Serge Davri is a madcap who poor pubP'4
public address *_.ns«—_a
facilities and , formed
keeping docs
dogs ,and
a monkey,
blends a
big
"beat”
generation.
The show
able stage
lighting
u v the plucking.
atmosphere m with the hurley,
_
„
_ weren’t |..
^_^ A good act for ‘
should hit the bead with the many mouths potty poetry while donning miserable
disguisesfull
of
dust
to
rub
off
on
th.
nieht
audience
also
sat
■
vnnne
audiences
Card.
The
Garwood
van
orch
ill)
deenough, night
sat; young
oiit-of-towner oldsters who have
serves a special accolade for the
the Hall on their must list, as well the audience, He shoots off fire¬ through rain gusts,- wind and even
expert
noteblending.
Duke.
crackers-,
spraying
the
aud
with
a
pint-size
dust
whirlwind.
«
as many youngsters who like to
Program opened with mimic-,
turn back the song pages occa¬ water, breaking up his props, etc.,
for good yocks. Somewhat un¬ singer Sterling Mossman (actually j
sionally.
Hilz rarlton, Montreal
The tunes are showcased in restrained now a clearer purpose .a - full time Honolulu cop) and j
Continued from page 69
Montreal, Nov. 14.
overwhelmingly lush settings, ex¬ and routine should turn him into Queen’s Surf Hawaiian entertain-;
a
much
needed
anything-goes
co¬
rnent.
Emcee
Howard
Hardin
did'!
—_r»
,
_
.
_
Genevieve, Johnny Gallant, Paul
citingly light and staged. The lay¬
%YlSt rub’s, Boston
.Notar Trio; $2-$2.50 cover.
out is enhanced by a pair of hep median. He scored well in his first
: good returns oh this bit in which;
jugglers, the Half Bros.,' the house appearance after years of
ELVIS PRESLEY SHOW
jbe asks MM. to “turn around and I
Since the opening of the Ritz
house’s Corp de Ballet, Rockettes his wild shenanigans in boites
around town.
Honolulu, Nov. 12.
)walk away from me as you do in Cafe several years ago, the enterand Glee Club.
Latona, Graham & Chadell do
Elvis Presley, Presley Trio, Jor- j the movies,” accompanied by series; tainment policy has always stressed
With a huge picture of a piano
(4), Howard Hardin,j of head jerks. Martin ends it up a femme singer. Over the seasons,
and a small portrait of Victor Her¬ an aero act of high precision, clown¬ danaires
bert as a backdrop, tenor Marvin ing and timing. It is socko. Bert Lucky Charms (5), Sterling Moss-;AV*h a Presley gag. Showmanship ; a wide variety of chirpers have apWorden and soprano Marjorie Holt comes on big swinging in man & Queen’s Surf Troiine (6) 1 Part of this Patter bit is nicely; peared m this handsome room,
Smith come out formally attired, hanging by his teeth.’ He juggles Rw Tanaka Orch (11) At Stod 1 aimed toward5 winning the males, i ranging from Suzy Solidor who
«5°<fn l as distaff ride is already 4n his : preemed the spot with perhaps the
going through ‘Tm . Falling, in from this position and also goes off rum, Honolulu, Not. 10, 57, $3.50
: pociceti and succeeds well. Tries: most professional .show ever seen
Love With Someone” and “Kiss ■big as house lights go out and he
ion oldies for size and scores solidly • here, to the uninhibited rhythms
Me Again” in their solo numbers. handles phosphorescent hoops as top_;
_
iall the way.
-of Josephine Premice, current on
he
is
raised
and
lowered
by
his
It’s effective as an opener and sets
;
UUL1CU
Ui. Ashour
AMIUUl get terrif
LCIA11 re1C* Broadway in "Jamaica Story,” Most
Lucien &
dentures. He’s offbeater for U.S.
the stage for the 40-minute show.
some wind-sabotaged juggling and 1 action with their w.k. slambang of the-in-between performers have
The Corps de Ballet, assisted by interest.
More song turns are added by Jordanaires (4) lifted the show into knockdown drag-out Apache rou¬ ranged the talent scale and a few
the Glee Club, then take over in
"Dagger Dance,” staged in an eye- Michele Matey and Vera Gran. a rock ’n’ roll pace. Quartet would tine to open the show. Alan Drake have become regulars who have
filling setting of an Indian desert Miss Matey has ah okay, deep voice be advised to eschew the weak goes over nicely with spoofs of built up a following and appear
locale, with a huge wooden image and belts, out a me'dley of lowlife, comedy efforts, to say nothing of cu rent pop tunes and fast one- "every season. Such a regular, and
Stuart Morgan Dancers, for very good reasons in this town,
of an Indian dominating the stage. romantico ballads. But the indi- the multi plugs for their own rec¬ liners.
The potential in color offered by viuality is lacking and too many ords. They’re good enough to get room fave adagio act, get solid is Genevieve.
When this shaggy-coiffed ehanrounds as two lads swing and
the Indian attire of the ballet of her numbers have been plugged by on their singing wares alone.
Honolulu-based Lucky Charms throw aubumed - tressed femme : teuse from the boites of Paris first
corps and dancing soloist Adriano by the big ones before her. Fewer
(5)
helped
launch
-the
second
half
through
impossible
situations.
Moro
’
came
to Montreal she caused someVitale -is fully realized.' One seg¬ songs and more care in selection
T.onrlie T inn ic nartnr in tn-n mini. * thinC nf . *» stir with hor cirrtnie
ment of the dance comes off most will make her a fine filler and a of the show. Not bad, hut still Landis Line is perky in two num¬ thing of - a stir with her simple
effectively, the corps grouped, to¬ good addition, to orchs. Miss Gran only a prelim as far as the cash bers, a Spanish bullfight presenta¬ black garb and direct song ap¬
tion and a Gay ’90s terp with color¬ proach. Since that time she has
gether waving cloths, the colors of is a big-voiced Slavic singer in from customers were concerned.
Presley had ’em eating out of ful costuming. Mike Gaylord cuts played several U.S. engagements
which give the effect of a huge the fiddle ftoites. Singing sincerely
in Yiddish, French and Polish, she I his pinkies from the moment he the show with nice flair, and Lou and broadened her material, but
fire onstage.
bounced onstage.
It's pre-sold Weir handles the organ interludes basically she Is the same gamin¬
The Half Bros, go through their is a good trouper but still remains mass hysteria, as far as the girls
in fine style. This layout holds like personality. About the only
juggling paces with humor and more for the pizzicato circuits than are concerned.
. major change is her ability to fracPresley’s casual¬ through Nov. 24.
Guy.
house
possibilities,
skill, utilizing pins, little hats uni¬
jture the English language with a
Jean Leccia Orch (27) is onstage ness belies all the rules of show
cycles and cigars. The big stage
; little more finesse. The accent is
biz but his devotees squeal in de¬
throughout.
Arrangements
are
production segue is of a picture
f still present but her intros and
light with every gesture and every
Alltlelic Club, Det,
postcard setting in Ireland, com¬ ordinary but act backing is tops. movement—even when he’s turned
i song explanations make more sense
Detroit, Nov. 12.
plete with a small cottage and Show has dispensed with the usual his back to the audience.
Carcnn
i‘than
tnan before.
Deiore. For
r or the
me clientele of
oi
femcee
which
has
speeded
it
up.
dancing villagers. It’s a bit incon¬
i the Ritz, Genevieve stays almost
Lee
Gordon-promoted
show
got
gruous for Hie "Italian Street Song” It can well do without this Gallic only a one-week buildup. .Promo¬ incur Hoffman Orch (5); private , entirely on a French kick and
Mosk.'
in that backdrop, but one of the fixture.
tion itself was spotty, but that
u '
' brings in several new songs that
men brushes that aside by saying
click in this bilingual boite. Tem¬
didn't matter because press and
that an Irish lass will play the
• M. C. Callahan booked Sue Car- pos are varied and interpretations,
radio went all-out in breathless
Apollo, ft. Y.
seriorita. Rose Byrum, coloratura,
son
as'a
comedienne
but,,
along
although at times rather raucous,
coverage of Presley’s arrlvajL Stardoes a good vocal with that song
Tokayer Troupe (5), Betty Car¬ Bulletin een extraed with an with a capacity posh audience at maintain the Gallic flavor through¬
and then the spotlight turns on a ter, Red Fosse, Jackie Wilson, 5 "Elvis Special” edition for sale at the Detroit Athletic Club, discov¬ out.
dancing threesome who do a Keys, Ruth Brown, Reuben Phil¬ the stadium. A third public per¬ ered that she also was somewhat
Backing Genevieve is fhe Paul
humorous Irish-pegged turn. The
lips Orch (14); “Hot Blood” (Coi). formance Monday (11) at Army’s of a magician with the color blue. Notar trio and house 88er Johnny
trio is composed of pretty Eileen
Miss Carson spreads indigo mate¬ Gallant, who do a fine job. The
sprawling Schofield Barracks.
O’Dare* Brian Williams and Wil¬
rial in such an engagingly innocent Notar combo is fast becoming one
Walt.
This sesh at the Harlem house
liam Upshaw, the males portraying
and uproarious way that it takes of the most versatile and popular
offers very little except for the
oldsters caught in a swirl with a
on a pleasing blush pink hue. Her groups for dancing in town. Ar¬
belting
by
the
Five
Keys
and
the
Francafs,
Ottawa
pretty lass. Miss O’Dare also does
large eyes, which sometimes rotate rangements and vocal efforts are
teeterboard
acrobatics
of
the
Tosome soloing, her acrobatics com¬
Ottawa,
Nov.
17
like
pinwheels much to the delight good
o______
and switching of instruments
kayer Troupe.
ing off better than her dancing.
The Pep-o-Rinos, Juliette Petrie, of the audience, seem to pick up }by threesome breaks the monotony,
Ruth
Brown
gets
top
billing
,
but
"Thine Alone” is sung in high ro¬
Ken Sherbum, Luis Bertrand, Mar¬ the blue color, although offstage Genevieve stays until Dec. 4.
fails
to
deliver
by
attempting
a
mantic fashion by Marjorie Smith
gie Heavens; *Quentin Durward” they are hazel green.
Newt.
and Marvin Worden as a finale to style which combines the elements & “It’s Always Fair Wealher”
Whether she was doing very ex¬
Qf bop, swing and ballads. Her inthe act
pert imitations of Jo Stafford or
(M-G).
terpretaton is labored and leaves
Lena Horne, of discribing in poetic
Ih sync with the approaching .the audience uninspired. The at¬
Gnlinean, Ottawa
holiday season, the last production tractive singer is too slick in her
Ottawa, Nov. 15.
For five years Bob Maynard, song the 10 male wolf lines to
number is. "March of the Toys,” presentation. She pipes "Miss ■ part-owner of Montreal’s Seville in milady’s boudoir. Miss Carson had
Ruby Hill, Danii
Genii Prior,
with the Rockettes going through Brown’s Back in Town,” "Lucky its vaude days, has been valiantly, ’em splitting their sides with guf¬ Dior Quartet, Lou Alexander,
their precision stepping to socko Me,” "Mama” 'and winds it up with trying to restore stageshows to faws or tittering off their chairs.
Champ Champagne Orch (8); $1
It
was
a
begoff.
effect.
They are dressed as tin “Don’t Worry About Me.”.
Ottawa. For the first time since
Stan Fisher is a harmonica vir¬ admission.
soldiers and they come onstage
Red.Foxx is billed as a comic but his initial month he’s running ’em
from a huge fortress in the back- laughs are spasmodic. He has show¬ every week for a while (Thu.-Fri.- tuoso who would have been better
drop via a drawbridge. The final
than
good if he had shunned an unBacked by standout arrange¬
manship but can stand a better Sat. only) in his 1,000-seat off-thefriendly-to-harmonlca mike which ments, Ruby Hill works a solidly
bit, after they fan out across stage library of gags.
main-drag Francais.
constructed stint of chirp in the
for* some click kicking, is to-have
emitted
harsh
sounds,
and
if
he
This second bill hit an opening
Betty Carter returns to the* house
them lined up for an imagined and runs through "Romantic,” all-day, - all-night rain, and the had also sharpened and shortened Gatineau Club. She gives both gab
and warble chores strong drama¬
shot from a toy cannon, and like
"Let’s Fall in Love” aqd finales crowd was sparse, though enthu¬ the between-numbers chatter.
tization and collects big mitting
toy Soldiers one leans against the
Tew.
with "FrenesL” Miss Carter strays; siastic, throughout the 85-minute
everywhere in the stanza. Miss Hill
other until-the Whore line is down.
Unbilled
pianist? and
from the melodic line into a swing stanza.
constantly strives for perfection in
Providing, fine accompaniment is and bop form. She’d probably fare drummer opened with a neat two
canary and staging slots, with re¬
Dunes, Las Vegas
the. Music Hall Symphony, under better if she played it straight.
minutes’ instrumental, followed by
sult that every movement
and
the baton of Raymond Paige. . The
Las Vegas, Nov. 15.
,
.
The Five Keys, male warblers, Margie Heavens’ first of two num¬
“Holiday For G-StringsCarrie j sound is in its proper place for
overture is a medley of Victor Her¬ are a smooth group. Who pattern bers, Though no eedysiast, she did
bert melodies, with Harry Cykman, themselves after the Mills Bros. it in a blue spot—perhaps to sug¬ Finnell, Rita Grable, Valerie Val¬ ■ strongest impact. Highlights inviolin soloist, and Robert Swan, Their best is "Gut of Sight” and gest Gene Austin’s most famous jean, Harbor & Dale, The Rameses 1 elude "Come Rain or Come Shine”
marimba soloist.
Costumes by "Let There Be You.” The group hi disk. Her tap was okay, but later <4), The Elegantes (4), Tommy and a unique “St. Louis Blues,”
band alto
Frank Spencer, sets by James' addition to neat and mellow har- aero-softshoe was much ^nore (Moe) Raft, George Murray, Dick hauling the house
man to her side and working to
Stewart Morcom’ and lighting ef¬ monizng has style and showman- standout She’s nice-looking chest¬
Dana, Gautier’s Steeplechase, Gar¬ him as he fills his backing chores.
fects by Eugene Braun all con¬ ship.
nut-haired girl with a warm smile wood Van Orch (11); musical ar¬
tribute to a tip-top stagesbow.
Danii & Genii Prior, favorites in
Jackie Wilson is a high-pitched and a few superfluous pounds.
rangements by Bill Reddie; pro¬
Horo.
shouter who does little for the audi¬ ; The came the first of two long duced by Harold Minsky; $3 mini¬ l.the Gatineau, offer a fine session
: of modem terp, opening with a
ence. He has a pleasant enough comedy scenes which invariably mum.
slick blues item. Standout is an
voice bin: negates it with his style cop top reception in this house,
Oriental routine done to Ameri¬
Alhambra, Paris
near the capital’s French section.
of singing.
Harold Minsky’s new recue, can jazz. Genii is clicko in all bits
Paris, Nov. 12.
The Tokayer Troupe, a quintet, Juliette Petrie, w.k. - on Montreal
Charles
Aznavour,
Christian opens the bill niftily. Group has tv, worked both with personable, "Holiday for G-Strings,” is more and gets solid support from featherMery, Serge Davri, Michele Matey, a solid, fast moving series of spring¬ chubby-cheeked young Luis Ber¬ typically Minsky than his previous light partner.
Lou Alexander, who also emcees,
Bert Holt, Latona, Graham & Cha- board jumps climaxed by a high trand as her straight. She showed entries here. This one has less sing¬
excellent timing and panto in both, ing, more comedy, more girls, and uses gab, chant and terp in his
dell, Channing Pollack, Vera Gran, one into chair.
Reuben -Philips backs the show doing the first—a gin-soaked bag- more nudity—which means it prob¬ routine. Most of the act is built on
Jean Leccia Orch (27); $3 top.
in his customary fine manner. He deadpan, the second—a command¬ ably will do more biz than some of his impressions of three types of
the more arty offerings, along the comics: "nitery, offbeat and situaalso leads the crew through a good ing wife—with shrill authority.
This three-week- show looks to “Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil¬
Following his 20-minute straight- Las Vegas Strip, what with many j tion.” They become hooks to hang
be in for large patronage, and, in dered”
i,man stint, hard-working Bertrand conventioneers flue in town over hs material on. Held over are the
Bern.
»socko Dior Quartet, three males
spite of its offbeat location, the
(who also emceed and at 10:10 p.m, the next few weeks.
Carrie Finnell, the vet burley who toss a luscious little femme
Althambra-Maurice Chevalier is in
bicycled across the river to Hull,
as. another bigtime staple in the - Georgia Sotheiii opened a Que., for two shows at the Inter- performer with the individually around like a salad green. Champ
burgeoning vaude picture. The week’s engagementJMo.nday (18) at provincial Club) did six French educated breasts, is featured in Champagne band showbacks and
true star consecration of singer Club Colony bn Albany-Schenec- songs, in a strong flexible tenor, to this one, and her bizarre physical plays for dancing. Show is here to
Gorm.
Charles. Aznavou^, plus * sohd,'fast lady Road, near Albany./jr
< ‘ heavy applause. Best was "Mexico,” humor is the type that gets much Nov. 20.

Maalr Hall, X. V'.
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New Season: Old Theatre Shortage;
Even Quick Flops Don’t Ease Jam
Broadway legit can't' seem to+
beat the theatre shortage.- The
Feast Or Famine
usual flock of fast folds and the
Broadway theatres, although
availability of an additional house
faced with another serious
early next year aren’t appreciably
hooking jam this season, are
easing
the- seasonal
booking
still racking up plenty of open
squeeze. In fact, the situation for
time.
During the first 24
the balance of the current season,
weeks of the season, -endiiig
now just approaching the half-way
last Saturday (16), Broadway’s
mark, is already critical.
31 theatres had legit bookings
There, are at least 19 produc¬
covering a combined total of
tions earmarked for Broadway
approximately
410
playing
without theatres set. That’s more
weeks.
than half the number of Main
That left approximately 330
Stem houses, which will total 32
weeks which the various the¬
when the Globe reverts to legit in
atres were dark or had non¬
January. Of those, 13 look set for
legit bookings.
the season With their present ten¬
ants, another 13 have incoming
shows booked and one, the smallseat Bijou, is being used as a show-,
case for a series of presentations
under the same management.
That leaves ‘five houses, at pres¬
ent, for the 19 shows seeking thea¬
tres. Of that quintet, only one, the
Beck, is without a .booking. An¬
other, the Belasco, is scheduled to
The production cost on the up¬
become available at the end of Jan¬
coming off-Broadway presentation
uary, providing the limited 12-week
run of its current tenant, “Nude pf “Garden District,” the collec¬
tive title of two short jplays by Ten¬
With Violin,” isn’t extended.
The remaining three theatres nessee Williams, will run about
are housing productions figured $12,OOQ-$15,000. That’s the estimate
likely to withdraw before the sea¬ of Warner LeRoy, who’s present-,
son ends. The trio are the Coro¬ ing the double-bill in partnership
net, with “Nature’s Way,”' the with Broadway producer-director
Golden, with “Monique,” and the John C. Wilson.
National, with “Square Root of
Practically everything about the
Wonderful.”
project falls into the debut class.
” Although, “Nature’s” and “Won¬ One of the plays, “Something Un¬
derful” have been thus far been spoken,” has been published but
playing to satisfactory business, never professionally produced in
the grosses have been quite a bit New York, while the other “Sud¬
below potential capacity, and are denly Last Summer,” is in the pro¬
expected to dwindle with the end cess of being completed. Wilson’s
of theatre party trade. “Monique,” association with the venture is one
on the other hand, hasn’t had par-- of the first off-Broadway projects
(Continued on page 77)
of an established Broadway pro¬
ducer.

Wiliams 1-Acts
To Cost 12G-15C

Lerner-Loewe Cap Gain
Deal With CBS Covers
lady’ and Lowal Corp.
If CBS buys out songsmith Alan
Jay Lemer and Frederick Loewe’s
percentage and royalty interests in
“My Fair Lady,” which they wrote
and which the network financed
for $350,000, it will be a more inclusiye transaction than merely this'
particular show. The deal, still be¬
ing negotiated, calls for a $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 figure, provides
for the sale by Lemer and Loewe
of their Lowal Corp., which em¬
ploys them, and which is in the
music publishing business and has
other assets.
Besides publishing the “Lady”
music (Chappell Is the selling
agent),
Lowal
has
published
“Brigadoon” and
“Paint Your
Wagon,” two past Lerner-Loewe
shows, also the nine songs in the
upcoming “Gigi” (Arthur Freed
filmsical for Metrb), just completed
in Paris and Bollywood. It is the
collaborators’ first writing chore
since “Lady.”
CBS owns 40% of “Fair Lady”
for its 350G investment Of the
60% producer’s share, presenter
Herman Levin owned 26%; Lowal
Corp. (Lemer & Loewe) own 30%;
and a remaining 4% Is divided
among lawyers Reinheimer &
Cohn and, agent Richard Lamarr
who figured in the deal for original
property, Levin sold 20% of his
end to a Philadelphia invester for
$450,000, to realize a. capital gain,
and still owns 6%.
Lemer says that between CBS'
hoard chairman William S. Paley
being away and his own and
Loewe’s protracted European so(Continued on page 77)

LeRoy, the son of film director
Mervyn LeRoy, is making his bow
as a legit producer and theatre op¬
erator, since he^s also president of
the Manhattan Playhouse Corp.,
which runs the York Playhouse
where the brace of plays. will be
berthed. The presentation, sched¬
uled to open Jan. 7, will be the first
legit offering at the 299-seater. The
theatre, formerly a film showcase,
is being renovated.
A next-door neighbor relation¬
ship with Williams is attributed by
LeRoy as a factor In his getting a
crack at-the two plays, The dual
production will be directed by
Herbert Machiz.
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Raps Dayton Grips’ Scale
Vs. Columbus and Cincy
Dayton, 0„ Nov. 19.
Montgomery County’s Memorial
Hall was losing money because of.
the “exhorbitant” prices charged
by stagehands, Frank Allen, man¬
ager of the hall, told County Com¬
missioners last week. He said re¬
cent cancellations of bookings
caused loss of more than $1,300 in
revenue. The cancellations were
due to scale of grips, he said. As
an example Allen cited a $600 bill
received by one company after two
days’ work by the stagehands.
Allen explained that each ten¬
ant using the • county-owned-andoperated hall must pay the stage¬
hands from its own pocket, in ad¬
dition to the county rental. He
said that in Dayton the union
charges over twice as much as the
IATSE does in Columbus, and more
than the same union’s local in Cin¬
cinnati. He based this charge on
paid bills.
He said that despite the fact that
Memorial Hall is one of the easiest
halls in the country to move into
and set up, in many instances the
stagehands-were getting more for
setting up the hall than the coun¬
ty received in rental.

'Entertainer On
His Own Honey
David Merrick, whose Broadway
presentation of Laurence Olivier
in “The Entertainer" is due Feb.
, may finance the project largely
with his own money. He’ll offer it
to his regular backers* hut expects
most of them to decline to go
along on it.
The producer figures that it will
cost abouf $50,000 to import the
John Osborne drama, which is cur¬
rently a smash in a return engage¬
ment in London. - Most of the key
players of the British company
will be brought along, including
George Relph, Brenda de Banzie
and perhaps Joan Plowright and
one or two others. Tony Richard¬
son, who staged the original Lon¬
don production, will repeat the as¬
signment, as he did with Merrick’s
current presentation of another
Osborne play, “Look Back in
Anger.”
No theatre has been booked for
“The Entertainer,” so Merrick
cannot yet figure what the boxof(Continued on page 77)
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McGavin Apology; Merman May Sue
A Challenge
James
Hammerstein
and
Barbara Wolferman, readying
a Broadway production of
“Blue Denim,” by James L.
Herlihy and William Noble,
took over last week the mid¬
town office space recently oc-*
pied by the Billy Graham or¬
ganization for the evangelist’s
New York crusade.
“I just hope," Mis? Wolfer¬
man remarks, “that our show
plays to as many people as
his. did.”

‘CandidetoTour
As Concert Bill
“Candide,” which failed to make
the grade on Broadway -last sea¬
son, is going to try the concert
field next fall. Rights to present
a concert version of the Lillian
Hellman-Leonard Berastin musical
have been acquired by Lister Osterman and Hillard Elkins. Osterman was associated with Ethel
Linder Reiner in the Broadway
production.
A tour of about 15 weeks is be¬
ing booked by the William Morris
agency. A subsequent European
hike is also contemplated. The con¬
cert presentation, with Robert
Rounseville and Irra Petina in
the
roles they originated on
Broadway, will have a revised book
by Miss Heilman and a new aria
Bernstein. Martyn Green will have
the assignment originated by Max
Adrian on Broadway.
It’s figured the concert produc¬
tion will cost around $30,000. That’s
10% of the $300,000 original in¬
vestment in the Broadway produc¬
tion.
“The Quare Fellow” and “Noth¬
ing Personal,” two shows originally
planned for off-Broadway produc¬
tion, are now earmarked for Broad¬
way instead. Banner Productions,
which intended “Fellow” for the
Carnegie Hall Playhouse, N. Y., in
now understood to he going after
a Main Stem production in part¬
nership with Jose Quintero, Theo¬
dore Mann and Leigh Connell,
“Personal,” which didn’t have an
off-Broadway house set, is being
produced by Ethel Watt.

See Page 33

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Number
Of

Forms Closing Shortly
Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
The Academy of Music will stage
a sequel to its successful 1957 Cen¬
tennial Jubilee (Jan. 25) with a
program of similar format There
will he a concert by the Philadel¬
phia Orchestra under Eugene Ormandy with soloists Blanche The-’
bom “and Emil Gilels. Leonid Ko¬
gan, Russian violinist, will, make
his Philly debut
A formal ball follows at the
Bellevue Stratford with Meyer Da¬
vis conducting. Hdopla marks the
seeond anni of a three-year build¬
ing vampaignHo T'est6rfc‘<ffrtr "Grand
Old Lady of Locust'St” .

LEGITIMATE

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

The Actors Equity council- has
apparently gotten itself out on a
limb in .the Ethel Merman-Gene
Wesson case. After working out
what appeared to be a settlement,
with Wesson agreeing to sign an
apology and, on that basis, Miss
Merman expressed a willingness to
drop her charges, the union’s rul¬
ing body has been left up in the
air by Wesson’s subsequent refusal
to keep his promise. The council
was to resume hearing of the case
yesterday (Tues.).
The statement whieh Wesson told
Equity officials he was willing to
sign admitted that his accusations
that Miss Merman had been
responsible for his being fired
from a bit part in her current
Broadway musical, “Happy Hunt¬
ing,” had been based on “hearsay
information,” and it expressed
apologies and regrets. The state¬
ment was submitted to Miss Mer¬
man, who accepted the wording and
offered to withdraw her charges if
statement was signed and properly
publicized.
Wesson changed his mind in the
meanwhile, however, perhaps in
fear that the statement might
weaken his breach - of - contract
claim against the “Hunting” man¬
agement. The latter case is cur¬
rently In arbitration and a hear¬
ing has been held, but playwright
Victor Wolfson, the sole arbitra¬
tor, has not yet handed down a de¬
cision.
With her charges against Wesson
(and against Darren McGavin, who
in a radio interview with Wesson
also . made statements critical of
Miss Merman) thrown back before
the Equity council, the comedi¬
enne-singer is reportedly consid¬
ering bringing legal action against
Wesson, probably calling Equity
officials as witnesses.
She will
probably drop her charges against
McGavin, from whom she received
a wire of apology yesterday from
the Coast
Wesson was fired from the
“Hunting” cast last summer after
repeatedly ignoring instructions
from the management to allow his
hair to grow back to its natural
color. He had dyed it iron grey
with the idea, he said, of being
tested for the role of John Barry¬
more in the film version of the
Diana Barrymore autobiography,
“Too Much, Too Soon." • The part
was subsequently played by Errol
Flynn.

Lansing Chic Center Is
Weepy; Too Mnch Loss;
Cancel ‘Sergeant’ Date
Lansing, Mich., Nov. 19.
Unless promoters can be assured
of improved receipts, Lansing may
be bypassed by top-flight events.
Civic Center manager Charles Zio¬
gas told the Civic Center Commis¬
sion. To add emphasis to his re¬
marks, one-night stand of “No Time
for Sergeants” was cancelled be¬
cause of poor ticket sales.
Ziogas also reported slow sales
for four other events recently
scheduled over an eight-day period:
A professional basketball game be¬
tween Detroit Pistons and St. Louis
Hawks, Guy Lombardo orchestra,
“Carmen” and Duke Ellington
orchestra.
Major
entertainment
events
booked at the Civic Centerj have
come out on the snort end as] often
as not since the building was
opened two years ago. “Promoters
can’t be expected to take continual
losses here,” Ziogas told the com¬
missioners.
Major events booked this winter
include the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo, the American version of the
Oberammergau Passion Play, Vic¬
tor Morge.'the Harlem Magicians,
Holiday on Ice and the Harlem
Globetrotters.

Special Exploitation Advantages
Copy and space reservations may be sent to any Variety office
NEW YORK 14
154 W. 44th St.

HOLLYWOOD 2t
4404 Sansot llvd.

CHICAGO 11
412 N. Michigan Avc.

LONDON. W. C. 2
t St. Martin’s Place
Trafalgar Square

Ottawa, Nov. 19.
National Ballet of Canada will
play three weeks in Mexico next
May 31-June 21, at Palace of Fine
Arts. Date follows a seven-month
tour of U. S. and Canada.
Contract was signed by Alvarez
Acosta, PFA director, on behalf of
Mexican government, and a rep
of William Morris Agency for
N.B. of C.
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‘Millionaire’ OK $27,200
B’way Strong, Has 10 Hot Tickets;
In Split of Colnmims-l’viUe Subscription, Parties Boost Chi;
‘Lady $72,515, ‘Waltz’ Perky $31,209
Time’ 39*/$, Noel 24'^G (6), ‘Visit’ 20G,
Skinner's Solo Program
‘Rumple’ $28,000, ‘Wonderful’ $22200
Healthy $10,900 in L.A.

Broadway was generally bullish,
but had its ups and downs last
week. Business climbed substan¬
tially for several shows,
but
dropped for others.
The lineup of sellouts and virtual
capacity entries spread to 10 with
the addition of last week’s two
preems, “Time Remembered” and
“Nude With Violin.” The others
Included “Auntie Marne,” “Bells
Are Ringing,” “Compulsion,”
“Jamaica,” “Look Back in Anger,”
“My Fair Lady,” “Romanoff and
Juliet” and “West Side Story.”

Douglass). Previous week, $28,600
for first five performances; last
week, almost $28,600. Has to vacate
theatre Jan. 14.
Square Root of Wonderful, Na¬
tional (D) (3d wk; 21 p) ($5.75$6.25; 1,162; $36,237) (Anne Bax¬
ter), Previous week, $23,000; last
week, nearly $22,200.
Time Remembered1, Morosco (C)
(1st wk; -7 p) ($9.90; 946; $42,000)
(Helen Hayes, Richard Burton.
Susan Strasberg). Opened Nov. 12
to unanimous approval (Aston,
World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; "Watts, Post);
over $39,500 for first seven per¬
formances ancl one preview.
Tunnel of Love, Royale, (C)
(39th wk; 317 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000) (Tom Ewell). Has to vacate
theatre Dec. 14. Previous week,
$17,700; last week, almost $16,600.
Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
(C> (41st wk; 324 p) ($5.75-$6.90;
766; $27,300)
(Cyril Ritchard).
Exits Jan. 11 to tour. Prev;ous
week, $18,300; last week, over
20 000
West Side Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (8th wk; 60 p> ($7.50; 1,404;
$60, 467). Previous week, $60,500;
last week, almost $60,100, with
commissions cutting irito the take.
Miscellaneous
. Mary Stuart, Phoenix (D) (6th
wk; 48 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392)
(Eva LeGallienne, Irene Worth).
Closes next Sunday (24). Previous
week, $23,300; last week, almost
$23,000.
Closed Last Week
Copper and Brass, Beck (MC)
(5th wk; 36 p) ($8.05; 1,280; $53,000)
(Nancy Walker). Previous week,
$20,100; last week, over $25,900.
Closed last Saturday (16) at an ap
proximate loss of $325,000 on a
$352,000 investment (including 10%
overcall).
Under Milk Wood (D) (5th wk;
39 p) ($5.75; 946; $28,000). Previous
week, $13,100; last week, over $15,100. Closed last Saturday (16) at
an approximate $80,000 loss.
Opening This Week
Rope Dancers, Cort (D) ($5.75$6.90;
1,155; $31,000)
(Siobhan
McKenna,
Art
Carney).
Play¬
wrights Co. & Gilbert Miller pre¬
sentation of a play by. Morton
Wishengrad; production financed
at $70,000, plus 15% overcall, cost
about $42,000 to bring in, including
around . $8,000 out-of-town profit;
can break even at approximately
$16,000 gross and net around
$7,000 at capacity; opens tonight
(WedJ.
*

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
Other parenthetic designations
referr respectively, to weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices, liUmber
of seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes 10% Federal and
5% City tax, hut grosses are net;
i.e.,-exclusive of taxes.
Apntie Marne, Broadhurst (C)
(49th wk; 389 p) ($6,90; 1,214; $46,500> (Rosalind Russell). Previous
week, $48,000; last week, almost
$48,100.
Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC)
(51st wk; 404 pi ($8.05; 1,453; $58,101) ‘Judy Holliday). As Usual,
$58,700.
Cave Dwellers, Bijou (C) (4th
wk; 33 p) ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,525) (Barry Jones, Eugenie Leontovich, Wayne Morris).
Previous:
week, $16,200; last week, almost1
$16,600.
I
Compulsion,
Ambassador
(D) ’
(4th wk; 28 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
$36,200). Previous week, $36,000;
last week, around $36,000, with
commissions cutting into the take.
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (2d wk;
17 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,000)
(Sam Levene). Previous week, $20,400; last week, nearly $23,800.
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC)
(50th wk; 396 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,989) (Ethel Merman). Closes Nov.
30. Previous week, $43,300; last
week, almost $39,100.
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (3d wk;
20 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena
Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Pre¬
vious week, $63,676; last week,
nearly $63,700.
LIT Abner, St. James (MC) (53d
wk; 420 p) ($8.0$; 1,028; $58,100).
Previous week, $49,8CfO; last week,
almost $52,800.
y
Long Day’s Journey Into. Night,
Hayes (D) (47th wk; 282 p)\$6.90;
1.039; $30,000) (Fredric March,
Florence Eldridge). Lays off the
OFF-BROADWAY
(Opening date in parenthesis)
week of Dec. 16. Previous week,
$20,300; last week, nearly $27,800.
Career, Actors Playhouse (4-30Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) 57); closes Dec. 1.
(7th wk; 55 p) ($5.75; 995; $26,400)
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
(Mary IJre, Kenneth Haight Pre^
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
vious week, $26,300; last week, al¬ (5-8-56); closes Jan. 5.
most $26,400.
In Good King Charles’ Golden
Monique, Golden (D) (4th wk; 31 Days, Downtown (1-24-57).
p) ($5.75; 800; $25,152) (Patricia
Jnlius - Caesar, ShakespearJessel, Denholm Elliott). Previous wrights (10-23-57).
week, $11,000; last week, nearly
Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12$10,100.
27-57); closes Jan. 5.
Most Happy Fella, Broadway
Simply • Heavenly, Renata (11(MD) (81st wk; 644 p) ($7.50; 1,900; 8-57).
$74,297). Exits Dec. 14 to tour.
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East (3Previous week, $39,600 last week, 0-57); closes next Sunday_(24).
over $34,100.
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) 25-55.
(88th wk; 699 p) ($8.05; 1,551;. $67,.
. .
Truce of the Bear, Blackfriars
(Rex Harrison, Julie An-; {10-23-57*; closes next Tuesday
drews). As always, over $68,700. ■ (26>.
Harrison withdraws from the cast j
Closed Last Week
Nov. 28, with Edward Mulhare tak-1
Tevya & Daughters, Carnegie i
ing over his costarring assignment, j 9-i 6-57 >.
f
Nature’s Way, Coronet <C) (5th}
Closed Previous Week
v.k; 37 p> ($5.75; 1,101; $35,0001.1
Bivouac at Lucca, Royal (10Previous week, $23,100; last week,; 29-57).
over $21,200.
i
---

$ ,
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££!; ‘GENIUS' MILD $15,000
St ^eekpo«i°si6.mk- ?54'400:!
FOR 5 IN NEW HAVEN
Nude With Violin, Belasco (C> :
New Haven, Nov. 19.
(1st Wk; 4 p' ($5.75-$6.90;- 1.037; >
Breakin of the tryout tour of j
$33,000) (Noel Coward*. Opened . “The Goddess and the Genius” was
last Thursday (14) to two affirma- helped by a fair advance sale and
* tive notices (Aston, World-Tele-, satisfactory word-of-mouth here
gram; Coleman. Mirror), one nega- ’ last-, week. Another tryout, “Miss
tive (Atkinson, Times) and four j Isobel.” opens tomorrow night
star good-play bad
(Chapman. (Wed.), after which the local scene
News; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Me- gets a tuneup of “One Foot in the
Ciain, Journal-American; Watt§. | Door,” Nov. 25-30, and the touring
Post); nearly $24,500 for first four “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,” Dec. 9performances and two previews.
> 14. All play the Shubert.
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth:
Estimate for Last Week
(C) (6th wk; 44 p) i$5.75-$6.25);,
Genius and the Goddess, Shubert
1 062; $36,6251 (Peter Ustinov). i (C) (split-week) ($4.80; 1,65Q; $24Previous week, $34,200; last week, j 000) iNaney Kelly, Alan Webb),
nearly $35,300, with commissions; Opened Wednesday and' played
cutting into the take.
{through Saturday (16), getting
Rumple, Alvin (MC» (2d wk; 13 1 about 65% attendance and a gross
P' (S8.05; 1,331; $57,200> (Eddie: of $15,000 for the five performFoy, Gretehen Wyler, Stephen ‘ ances.
• - -

Louisville, Nov. 19.
“Happiest Millionaire/’ starring.
Walter Pidgeon, grossed a good
$27,200 last week in eight per¬
formances split evenly between
the Hartman, Columbus, and the
Memorial Auditorium here. The
Monday-Wednesday (11-13) take in
Columbus was $13,500, While the
local Thursday-Saturday
(14-16)
Los Angeles, Nov. 29.
gross was $13,700.
With good notices, Cornelia Otis
The comedy is current at the Skinner drew a profitable $10,900
American, St. Louis.
last week for a one-week stand at
the 1,024-seat Huntington Hartford
Theatre. House was scaled to a
$4.40 top and the tally amounted
to under 40% capacity.
Town has nothing in the im¬
mediate legit offing, although the
Hartford relights Thursday (21)
with a return visit by the Carmeir]
Amaya flamenco troupe.
Washington, Nov. 19.
Washingtonians are taking to the
revival of William Wycherley’s
17th century, “Country Wife.” The
show was strong at the National
Theatre here in its first week and
looks even better for the current
holdover. House had standees for
the Saturday matinee and evening
shows and should have several
sellouts this wek.
Boston, Nov. 19.
Guild subscription list is helping,
Only a single legiter was avail¬
but critical plugs and the draw of able here last week, the tryout of
star, Julie Harris, have also been
William Inge’s “The Dark at the
responsible. “Shadow of My Ene¬ Top of the Stairs.” I*ocal terp ad¬
my,” the drama based bn the Alger dicts were* offered “Dancers of
Hiss case, opens next Monday (25). Bali” at the Shubert on a single¬
Estimates for Last Week
week stand.
Country Wife, National (C) (1st
“One Foot.in the Door,” a tryout
wk) ($4.40-$4.95; 1,667; '$36,000)
(Julie Harris, Laurence Harvey, starring June Havoc, opened last
Pamela" Brown). Fat $32,300 for night (Mon.) at the Shubert for
the first week. Comedy got two one week of doctoring en route to
strongly plus reviews (Coe, Post; Broadway, and “Stairs” is holding
and Carmody, Star) and one n.s.g., over to give the town two legit
items. Due next Monday (25) are
(Donnelly, News).
“The Genius and the Goddess,” a
tryout, and “Bagels and Yox,” a
touring Yiddish revue.

We’Big $32,300

‘Stairs’ Healthy
$25,300 in Boston

‘
Chicago, Nov. 19.
Benefit parties helped all three
show^; to solid business last week.
“My £Tair Lady” was almost clean
on parties, as it will be next week
at regular boxoffice prices. “Diary
of Anne Frank” sold three bene¬
fits alj 15% reduction and is selling
cutrate gallery seats to high school
groups at 90c. “Waltz of Toreadors”; wound up its Guild obliga¬
tion at near-capacity and moves on
in twio more weeks.
“Diiary of Anne Frank,” which
posted a closing notice in news¬
paper4 ads a week ago, is now sell¬
ing tickets through Dec. 28.
.Estimates for Last Week
Diary of Anne Frank,. Erlanger
(D) (jtth wk) ($5; 1,333; $35,495)
(Joseph Schildkraut). Almost $25,800 in its first week off subscrip¬
tions;! previous week, $23,900 on
subscription.
MylFair Lady, Shubert (MC) (2d
wk) W; 2,100; $72,979) ' (Brian
Aheriie, Anne Rogers). Except for
a few|seats at the Wednesday mati¬
nee, tiie tourer was a solid sellout
to benefits, at $72,515; previous
week,; $62,000 for seven perform¬
ances)
Waltz of Toreadors. Blackstone
(CD) |3d wk) ($5.50; 1,450; $39,079).
(Melvyn Douglas, Paulette God¬
dard)! Just missed $31,200 on its
final subscription week; previous
week,! $31,500; exits Nov. 30 to re¬
sume jtour.

look’ Oke $31,800,

British Shows

(Figures denote opening dates)
LONDON
At Drop of Hat, Fortune C1-24-5D.
Rolls Ringing, Coliseum (11-14-57).
Boy Friend. Wynanam'* (12-1-53)
Brldo A Bachelor, Duchess (12-19-56).
Dead Sacret, Piccadilly (5-30-57).
0oar Delinquents Westminster (6-5-57).
Dry Rdf, Whitehall «fl-31-54).
(99, Seville (10-24-57).
Entertainer, Palace (9-10-57).
fior Amusement Only, ApoUo (6-5-56).
ree As Air, Savoy (6-6-57).
rah Me a Gondola, Lyric (12-26-56).
Happiest Mill., Cambridge (11-13-57).
House by Lake, York's (5-9-56).
Kldders, Arts (11-12-57).
Lovebirds, Adelphi >4-20-57),
Meat By Moonlliht, Aldwych (8-1-57).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52)
How Craxy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-18-56).
Np Tim# Sgts., Her Maj. (8-23-56).
Hud* With Violin, Globe (11-746).
Odd Man In, St. Martin's (7-16-37).'
Plalslrs Oe Farit, Wales (4-20-37).
Queort A Welthihan, Lyric Ham. (11-7-57)
Repertory, Old Vic' (9-18-57).. .
Roar Like a Deve, Phoenix (9-25-57).
Sailor Bowaro, Strand U-1B-35XSalad Days, Vaudeville (8-5:54).. •
.
Sat. Night at Crown, Garrick. (9-9-57). ■Share My Lettuce/Comedy (9-25-37).
•Silver Wedding, .Win't. Gard. (7-9-57).
Summer of 17th Doll, New (4-30-57).
Urolt Knsemblo, Drury Lane (U-ll-37).
Watty of Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-obA
•Transfer from'-Cambridge Theatre

5

.

Estimate for Last Week

Dark at the Top of the Stairs,
Wilbur (D) (1st wk) ($4.95-$3.85;
1,241; $32,699). Opened to unani¬
mously favorable reviews (Doyle,
American; Durgin. GlobSTHughes,
Herald; Maloney, Traveler; Melvin,
Monitor; Norton, Record). Brisk
trade at nearly $25,300, with the
gross limited by subscription com¬
mission; continues this week.'

‘Tunnel’ Fairish $12,700
On 6th Week in Frisco
San Francisco, Nov. 19.
Randolph- Hale’s Coast version
of “Tunnel of Love” grossed $12,700‘ at the Alcazar last "week, its
sixth. ••
: ■
. That was a healthy $500 pickup
over the previous week.

Touring Shows
(Nov. 18-Dec: 1 j

Philadelphia, Nov. 19.
Capacity business greeted the
first full week of “Look Homeward,
Angelf’ here^last week.. The Kermit Bioomgarden tryout is sold out
for tlje second stanza, with even
scalpers left without tickets. “One
Foot in the Door” failed to pick
up afjter the initial critical-chill.
Show {got ofily minor repairs here,
hut hfcs put in a _new second act,
in Bojiton.
Brace of openings are in this
week,! “The Genius and the God¬
dess”-and “The Music Man,” ar¬
riving last night (Mon.) at the
Locust. and Shubert, respectively;
for tryouts.
- .. •
Fsttmate* for Last Week
* One? Foot in the-Door, Locust (C)
(2d tfk). ($4.80; .1,580; $40,000)
(June =Hav6C). Despite the presence
in town of Jack-Behny and Geprge •
Burns: for repair, work,, the- jUlie
Beras/play didn't take off. So-so
$12,500; previous week,‘$l0,500 for
first ffve performances; left Satur¬
day (16) for Boston^
'
L6ok Homeward, -Anj*l, Walnut
(D) <$*.80; 1,340; $33,000* (Anttiony
Perldns, Jo/Van'Fl^eet; Hugh Grif¬
fith). pramatization of the Thomas
Wolfe {novel is the solktest straight
play hit of the local Reason; Guild
subscription' commission - cut. irito
the tafe; overr-$31,800 nn^l holds,

Auntie Mum (2d Co.) (Conatancc Ben¬
nett)—Riviera, Det. (18-30).
Scheduled openings
Canadian Flayere-M^ooll'ds* Aud., Wash.
Flowering Cherry, Haymarket (11-21-37).
(18-19); State CoUege, Weat Cheater# Pa.
Pike Follies, Lyric Hamm. (11-25-57).
Requiem for a Hup, Royal Ct. (H-28-57). (20) ; XJ. of Delaware Aud., Newark (21);
Mary Washington. Aud., Fredericksburg*
Royol Suite, Princes (11-27-57).
Va. (22); CoUege Aud., Sweetbriar,' Va.
(23) ; St. Josephs CoUege Aud., Emmttsclosed last week
burg, Md. (24); CoUege Aud.. Hollins. Va.
Man Distinction, Princes (10:17-57).
(25); Asbury CoUege Aud., Wilmore, Ky.
(29).'
•
’Gaf en a Hof Tin Reef (Victor JoryVON TOUR
Coconut Grove (Fla.) Playhouse (18-23);
l* My ou»*t
Shubert, Wash. (25-30). >
Chalk Sard an
Country Wife (tryout) (Julie Harris.
Daar Brutus
Laurence Harvey, Pamela Brown)—NaDasart Seng
tionaL Wash. (18-23) (Reviewed in VARI¬
D'Oyly Carte Opdrr
ETY, Nov. 13, *57).
Dinner With the Family
: Dark at the Tep ef th# Stairs (tryout)—
Entertainer
Wilbur, Boston. (18-23); Walnut, PhUly
Happy Man
(25-30) (Reviewed -in VARIETY; .Nov.
I Was a Call Girl
Baltimore,' Nov. 19.
T3, ’51).
Paddle Your Own Cane*
The- tryout of Morton Wishen-.
. Diary ef Anne Frank (Joseph SchlldPajama Gama
kraut)—Erlanger, Chi (18-30).
grad’s “The Rope Dancers>” star¬
Rape ef the Bflt
" Ge'nlus and the Goddess (tryout) (Nancy ring $iobhan McKenna and Art
Reluctant Debutante
Kelly, Alan Webb)—Locust, PhUly (18-23);
Requiem for a Nun ,
Carney, drew mixed reviews last
Colonial, Boston (25-30).
Something About a Sailer
Happiest Millionaire (Walter Pidgeon)— week hare. Sol Stein’s “Shadow of
Tunna! of.Love _■
American, St. Louis (18-23); Victoria, Kan¬
sas City, Mo. (25-26); BUtmore, L-A. (29-30). My Enemy” opemi tomorrow night
SCHEDULED N.Y. OPENINGS
Leek Homeward, Angel (tryout) (An¬ (Wed.) for r tryout run of four
thony Perklps, Jo Van Fleet, Hugh Grif¬ days.
*
BROADWAY
fith)—Walnut, PhUly (18-23) (Reviewed in
. Estimate for Last Week
(Theatres Set)
VARIETY, Nov. 13, '57).
Rope -Dancers* Ford’s (D) (single
Country Wife, Adelphi a1-27-57). * Middlq ef the Night (Edward G. Robin¬
Look Homeward, Barrymore (11-28-57). son)—Hanna. Cleve. (18-23); Hartman, Co¬ week) ($8.85; 1,900; $34,500) (Sioblumbus (25-30).
«■
One Foot In Door, Playhouse (12-4-37).
Dark Top Stairs, Music Fox (12-5-57),
Mfs.s Isobel (tryout) (Shirley Booth)— han McKenna, Art Carney). Play¬
Shubert, New Haven (2Q-23); Forrest. wrights' Co.-Gilbert Miller entry
Shadow My Enemy, ANTA (3L2-11-57).
PhUly (25-30).
Genius A Goddess, MUler (12-12-57).
grossed a nice $26,100 m. its solo
Music Men- (tryout)—Shubert, PhiUy
Music Man, Majestic'<12-19^57).
tryout week, without Subscription.
(18-30).
Miss Isobel, Royale (12-26-37)/
~
My Fair Lady. (2d Co.) (Brian Aherne,
Much Ado, Globe (1-10-58).
Anne Rogers)—Shubert. Chi (18-30).
.
|
Two for Seesaw, Booth (1-16-58).
Body Baautlful, B'way (1-23-58).
My Fur Lady—H. S, Aud., Peterbor¬
ough, Ont, (25-30).
Captain's ParadlSa, Alvin (1-28-58).
No Time for Sergeants (N. Y. Co.>—
Sunrise at Campebelle, Cort (l-GO-38).
Royal Alexandra, Toronto (18-23); Shea's
Goldilocks, Globe (3-6-58).
Buffalo (2S-27); Masonic Temple Aud.,
(Theatres Not Set) *
Rochester (28-30),
‘ '
Cloud Seven (1-15-58).
No Time for Sergeants (2d Co.)—Hart-'
Cleveland, NbV. 19.
Summer 17th Doll (1-22-58).
an, Columbus (18-23); Shubert,—Det.
Maybe Tuesday (wk. 1-27-58)
> There was nothing flightly about
(25-30).
Rivalry (wkj 1-2748).
here
One Foot In the Deer (tryout) (June “Auntie Marne’s’^V business
Cut Of Axe (wk. 1-27-58).
Havoc)—Shubert. Boston (13-23); Shubert, last week. CpmedyVnew company
Portoflno (wk. 2-3-58). ‘
•
New Haveir (25-30) (Reviewed, in VARI¬
Interlock (2-6-58).
starring Constance ^Bennett built
ETY, Nov, 15, '57).
Entertainer (2-12-58).
Rivalry
(tryout)
(Raymond
Massey, up extfa-brisk $38,500 In. final eight
This Is Goggle (2-13-58).
Agnes Moorehead, Martin Gabel)—Memo- j pefforinances of a. twcnand-a-half
Actress In Love (2-24-58).
rial Hall, Lima, O. (18); Municipal Aud.;
Blue Denim (2-27-58).
L'viUe (19); Xelth Albee. Huntington,' week break-in ■ date at the Hanna
Back to Methuselah (3-17-58).
W. Va. (20); Municipal And., Charlton. Theatric.
Hearts A Dollars (4-3-58).
(21) ; Taft, pincy (22); Veterans MemoriaTi
The ;2I-perf<)rmance engagement
Love Me Little (4-9-58).
Aud., ColumbU* (23); Music HaU, Qleve-i
OFF-BROADWAY
(24) ; Syria Mos«me, Pitt. (23); BushneU | .in ‘ the- 1,515-seatgr, at * a $5 top
Fall, Sullivan St. (11-21-57).
Memorial Aud., Hartford (26); Playhouse, grossed
a strong $98,000. Top
Richard HI, Heckscher (11-23-57)..
Wilmington, (28-30).
Palm Tree, Cricket (11-26-57).
■Separate Tables (Eric portman, Geral- potential vwfc afound $110,000.
Will A Way, Theatre East (12-2-57).
'dlne Page)—Cass* Det. (18-23); Royal Alex¬
Edward G. Robinson in, “Middle
Makropolous Secret, Phoenix (12-3-57).
ander, Toronto -(23r30).of Night” is current at the Hanna
Bros. Karamazov, Gate (12-6-37).
Shadow of My Enemy (tryout) (Ed Beg¬
Palo Horse, Jan Hus (12-9-57).
ley, Gene'Raymond)—Ford’s Balto (20-23); for eight performances. Sicilian Capers, Marquee (12-10-57).
National, Wash. (25-30).
Garden District, York (1-7-58).
Tunnel of Love—Alcazar^JS.F. (18-30).

‘ROPir POTENT $2$,100,
BALTO TEYOOt WEEK

Contie Burnett $38,500
fer 2d Weet inCleve.

r... Faye.MEmerson ,Jias~4oined. .the
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legit Bits
Jerome Whyte, production rep¬
resentative in England for Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein
2d, was due from London yesterday
(Tues.) on the Queen Elizabeth.
Harry Bort, who has operated a
boxoffice in the Grinnell Bros.
Music Store, Detroit, for the last
34 years for all local entertain¬
ments, has retired, and is being
succeeded by his son, Harry Jr.
. Highschools in the Buffalo area
are being solicited by local impre¬
sarios Lew Fisher and Kenneth Gill
with special cut-price-tickets for
the Nov. 27 matinee of-"No Time
for Sergeants? at the Shea’s Thea¬
tre, Buffalo.
Willard Swire, national execu¬
tive-secretary of the American Na¬
tional Theatre . & Academy, leaves
Friday (22) for the Coast. After
attending the annual arts festival
in Monterey, he’ll visit Denver,
Wichita, Omaha, Des Moines, Min¬
neapolis, Davenport and Chicago
in behalf of ANTA’s 40-city theatre
circuit plan. He’s due back Dec. 13.
- Jack Friend and Paul Leif have
been set as production stage man¬
ager and stage manager, respec¬
tively, for “The Body Beautiful.”
Director Alan Schneider is con¬
ducting an eight-week Actors Work
Group at the American Theatre
Wing’s Professional Training Cen¬
ter, N. Y., Mondays and Thursdays.
Eileen Herlie will appear with
'the Stratford (Ont.) Shakespearean
Festival company next summer.
Theatrical Interests Plan, Inc.
(TIP) will be partnered with Her¬
mit Bloomgarden in next season’s
planned Broadway production of
“Cry For Happy,” which will be
based on the George W. Campbell
nov.el, which Harcourt, Brace & Co.
will publish next January.
Gerald Ritholz has designed the
Lyric Opera of Chicago’s produc¬
tion of “Adriana Lecouvreur.”
The Hall of Fame Players., of
N.Y.TJ. will present an original mu¬
sical comedy, "Girls Are Hard to
Find,” by two students, Murray
Ehrlich and Jerry Kass, at its Hall
of Fame Playhouse, N. Y., next
Thursday-Saturday (21-23). Nora
Bristow, a professional dancer, is
responsible for the choreography.
Actors Equity will present to¬
morrow night (Thurs.) the first of
a series of eight discussions about
creative theatre crafts'at the HelenHayes Theatre, N. Y., after the-reg-

tsfiaiEff
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London ‘Bells* Gets Mixed Press

By Dr. Simon R.

Mitclmec

ular evening performance of “Long
Day’s Journey Into Night.” The
•Kpeandc •* Hie
subject of the first in the series,
dea'Nspeek-iip-ectert Ik kit
which will be presented free to
exposition
paid-up Equity members, will be
“Why the Revival of Interest in
Trippingly
On The
Eugene O’Neill?” Participating in
the discussion will be stager Jose.
Tongue
Quintero, scenic designer Lee Sim¬
onson, author - producer Russel
Crouse and actor Jason Robards Jr.
another Editorial Footer*
Chester Morris has been set as
In the epcoming
star of the forthcoming Broadway
production of "Blue Denim.”
52d Anniversary Number
“The Master of Thornfield,”
of
Huntington Hartford's adaptation
of Charlotte Bronte’s novel, “Jane
Eyre,” is scheduled to open on
Broadway next, April under the
production auspices of Courtney
Burr. Errol Flynn and Jan Brooks
will head the cast, with Peter Ash¬
more directing.
Maxwell Anderson has presented
a collection of his original manu¬
scripts to his alma mater, the U. of
North Dakota.
N. C. Hunter’s new play, “A
Touch of the Sun,” opens Jan. 6
Lyn Austin, co-producer with
at Blackpool, England, with Mi¬ Austin Noyes of the recent “Cop¬
chael .Redgrave and Diana Wyn- per and Brass” and several other
ward costarring.
Broadway shows, is giving up her
own production activities to join
the Playwrights Co. as associate
producer. Noyes’ plans haven’t
been disclosed.
Under the Playwrights setup.
Miss Austin is expected to serve
Toronto, Nov. 19.
Legit was humming here^ last more or less as a producer, but
week, with Edward G. Robinson1 working on the firm’s shows in¬
getting almost solid capacity trade5 stead of her own. She will prob¬
in the touring “Middle of the ably. report to Roger L. Stevens,
Night” and Arthur Treacher the most active member of the or¬
guestarring in “The Reluctant De¬ ganization, but will naturally be
butante” as a local stock operation. governed in policy matters by de¬
Estimates for Last Week
cisions of the members, including
Middle of the Night, Royal Alex¬
also Maxwell Anderson, Robert
andra (D) (single week) ($4.50-$4;
1,525; $38,600) (Edward G. Robin¬ Anderson, Elmer Rice and John
son). With only the Monday night F. Wharton.
George Hamlin, who was recently
(11) performance and the matinees
failing to go clean, the Paddy brought into the Playwrights setup
Chayefsky play grossed a smash as a production associate, will con¬
$34,800.
House record for a tinue in that capacity, as will Gayle
straight play is held by “Tea and Styne, ^who was recently enrolled
Sympathy,” starring Deborah Kerr, as talent liaison. However, - Jean¬
with $35,549.
ette Kamlns, who recently joined
Reluctant Debutante,, Avenue
(C) (1st wk) (3.50-$3; 500; $9,000) the staff as a production assistant,
(Arthur Treacher).
Nice $5,100 is being replaced. Victor Samrock
and holds, over, with the Irish. continues as general manager and
Players due to follow. New part¬ William Fields as pressagent, with
nership.
Terry Fisher and Eric Walter Alford, Reginald Deneholz
and John L. Toohey- associates.
Greenwood, operate the spot.

*• * *

t'SRIETY

‘NIGHT’ SMASH $34,800,
‘DEB’$5,100, TORONTO
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Janet Blair Get* Opening Night Ovation and
Personal Raves as Star
London, Nov. 19.
Yankees.”
Harold Conway’s no¬
“Bells
Are
Ringing,”
latest tice in the Daily Sketch said it was
Broadway musical to come to the a sad task to hit Broadway musi¬
cals when they are down. “Sad,
West End received a warm, some¬ but necessary. The bells rang
what mixed press, with almost mutedly for this latest importa¬
unanimous acclaim for Janet Blair tion; they seemed to be tolling a
as star.
The American actress- requiem for the old American su¬
singer wa$ visibly affected at the premacy in this field.”
j
vociferous
audience
reception
Anthony Carthew in the Daily
opening night and had to wipe
Herold observed that Miss Blair
away tears before she could make
deserved the cheers at the end of
the traditional curtain speech.
_.
t ,
.. .
.
the show and although rating it as
,,
musical, which opened at.
^est American musical for a
the Coliseum last Thursday (14) | year or so> thought the stvle was
after a two-week tryout m Man- j deliberately
old-fashioned.
He
Chester, is being presented here j said he wouldn’t bet on a long run.
by S
A. Gorlinsky
It’s thej The News Chronicle’s Alan Dent
concert impresarios second en- , described it as a long, noisv, new
try as an importer of a Broadway - musical, while the Times frankly
tuner, his first attempt having^fated it a disappointment,
been with “Fanny,” which failed j
c.u^*
to make the tfrarip at Tlrnrv TanP'
The three evenm2 sheets were
earSfr this
*so mixed
in theIr
attitude
tc the
earlier
this veS
year
=1 show,
but all
hailed
Miss Blair’s
The London dailies Friday (15);
devoted considerable space to their j
reviews of “Bells.” John Barber,.
Daily Express
aisle-sitter,
de-;
scribed the occassion as a personal triumph for Janet Blair, “the,
biggest success in this theatre;
since Dolores Gray won us all in ‘Annie Get Your GuiiY’
:

performance. Milton Shulman, the
Evening Standard's drama critic,
said, though the star “finally wins
us over With her pert vivacitv and
pleasing voice, one suspected and
regretted the missed laughs.’ He
rated the lyrics as bright but less
sharp than tlieir normal, biting
standard.

Cecil Wilson’s review in the]
Robert Wraight, reviewing for
Daily Mail, headlined “Redhead j the Star, noted that in spite of its
Janet Dials Triumph,” commented, I cast of 50 and some frantic efforts
“All right, Janet Blair is not a j to put it over big, it was “just a
Judy Holliday.
But she proved jCoy little show lost in a huge thelast night by earning the gallery atre.” Miss' Blair, he added, “is a
ciy ‘You made the show’ that there \ sweet little thing with a versatile
is something to be said for being' voice and lots of charm and tab?
a Janet Blair.”
.
! ent but, poof soul, she never
The Daily Mirror. provided the [stands a chance of making anyone
only unqualified rave among the forget she is only a substitute for
morning sheets.
Their critic, Judy Holliday.”
Frank Entwisle, stated unreserved¬
Felix Barker wrote in the Eve¬
ly; “This IS a hit.” W. A. Dar¬ ning News that Miss Blair had the
lington in the Daily Telegraph also audience with her all the way. He
kudosed Miss Blair’s performance, described it as a wonderfully fresh
and noted that though the show and attractive performance.
He,
itself was not quite out 'of the top too, thought it was a small show
American drawer, it had a good puffed up a bit to fit “the yawning
deal more charm than either “The chasm of the Coliseum sjage” and
Pajama Game” or even “Damn without much outstanding music.

"SILK STOCKINGS"

"DAMN YANKEES"
"n I
"Gretchen Wyler Is os vivacious
as a carload of Martha Rayas."
CUE
"The main attraction of Hie eve¬
ning Is Gretchen Wyler, who Is
triple threat as a dancer, singer
and comedienne."
JOAN HANAUER,
I.N.S.
"Gretchen Wyler sizzles.”
BROOKS ATKINSON.
New York Times
"Gretchen Wyler, so good in
"SHk Stockings,1 Is her ravishing
self once more."
JOHN McCLAIN,
New York Journal-American %
"Bright and dynamic Gretchen
Wyler."
RICHARD WATTS,
New York Post
"The gal with the most wham is
Gretchen Wyler, who as, Is her
custom, held your emissary numb
in ecstasy over the vigor and
grace of her dancing, the muscle
in her singing."
FRANK ASTON,
N.Y. World-Telegram

I k a m

r//

"Miss Wyler ts oil boundless en¬
ergy, wicked aye and insinuat¬
ing voice: an energy constantly
in control of tke discipline of a
superb dancer."
J. E.,
Wail Street Journal
"Slim-legged and strong-voiced
Gretchen Wyler has enormous
vitality. When she sings play¬
goers can hear the fyrics ail the
way to Row X. When she dances,
she is so much quicksilver.”
WARD MOREHOUSE
"Tantalizing Gretchen Wyler's
sultry singing made the theatre
rafters rattle with delight."
MARK BARRON.
Associated Press
VARIETY
"But it's tail stemmed Gretchen
Wyler, as a man-eating tigress,
who sets the stage on fire."
Guy

Press: SOLTERS, O'ROURKE AND
Direction: SHEPARD COLEMAN
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Show Abroad
Bells Are Hinging
London, Nov. 15.
S. A. Gorlinsky presentation of musi¬
cal comedy in two acts (22 scenes);, book
and lyrics. Betty Comden and Adolph
Green; music, Jiile Styne. Stars Janet
Blair; features George Gaynes, Allyn
McLerie, Eddie Molloy. Jerome Robbins'
original Broadway staging reproduced by
Gerald Freedman; Bob Fosse and Robbins
choreography
reproduced
by
Robert
Tucker; decor, Henry Graveney; costumes,
Rosemary Carvill. Hilary Virgo, Maggy
Rouff; musical conductor, Reginald Burs-,
ton; lighting, Michael Northern At Coli¬
seum Theatre, London, Nov. 14, '57; $2.80
Sue
. Jean St. Clair
Owvnne .Allyn McLerie
EUa Peterson. Janet Blair
Carl
...Harry Naughtpn
Inspector Barnes . Donald Stewart
Francis.C. Denier Warren
Sandor .... ... Eddie Molloy
Jeff Moss
. George Gaynes
Larry Hastings.Robert Henderson
Telephone Man.Keith Galloway
Ludwig Smiley . Arthur Wilman
Dr. Kitchell . Alexander Dore
Blake Barton .
Franklin Fojc
Olga
. Sheelagh Aldrich
Gangsters' Alister Williamson, Salvatore
Pantalone
Paul Arnold .Lewis Henry
Michelle
.
. Rita Cameron
Master of Ceremonies... .Richard Owens
Singer at Night Club .John Delaney
Dancers: Gillian Low, Ann Edgar. Gil¬
lian
Scott,
Sidone
Darrell.
Patricia
Ilawkes, Jackie Jefferson, Leander Fedden, Isla Richardson. Pat Spencer, Ken
Smith. Keith Calloway, Douglas Hill.
Michael Miller. Robin Winbow, Frederick
Evans, Karl Morley, Ross Howard, Arthur
Wilman.
Singers: Diana Bradney. Alison McGuire,
Rita Cameron. Wendy Houseman. Renee
Fellows, Sheelagh Aldrich, Shirley Sands,
Yvonne Marlow, Lola Macdonald, Barbara
Logan. John Delaney. Lewis Henry, Malcom Campbell, Salvatore Pantalone, Alis¬
ter Williamson. Richard Owens, John
Shorter. Bill Clothier, David Fallon,
Leighton Camden.

S. A. Gorlinsky appears to have
. a hit with his second Broadway
musical import in London. “Bells
Are Ringing/’ although unlikely to
repeat its current New York
smash, should stand up for a sub¬

| stantial and profitable run at the
Coliseum, with prospects of a na¬
tionwide four to provide “extra
! gravy. Gorlinsky first U. S. import,
»“Fanny,” was a costly failure here.
In all essentials, the London edi¬
tion of “Bells” is a carefully pre; pared carbon of the Broadway origj inal. Choreography, decor, costuming and staging have all been faith¬
fully reproduced and that insures
a professional quality with the re¬
quisite degrees of color, charm
and vitality. Yet somehow the pro¬
duction lacks the pace British audi¬
ences have become accustomed to
expect from Broadway tuners.
From the moment the presenta¬
tion was first discussed the big
question mark was how would an¬
other star fit into a role specially
tailored for Judy Holliday? There’s
little doubt about the answer.
Janet Blair, a musicomedy actress
with considerable experience and a
whale of a personality, carries the
show triumphantly.
It is. her personal success as
much a5>any other factor which
should keep the boxoffice busy. A
striking redhead who sings remark¬
ably well and who can dance at¬
tractively, she seems to dominate
the proceedings effortlessly and
gracefully.
Wisely, her performance is not
too cloSely modeled on the origir
nal. She may not be able to emul¬
ate Miss Holliday’s skill as a come¬
dienne, but she uses her. other
assets to full advantage, scoring a
big success in what is, after all, a
difficult assignment.
In her own way Miss Blair puts
enough humor into the role of the
warmhearted girl on an answering
service switchboard, who extends a

SIAKKIG- JUST ACROSS Hi RIVER!

helping hand to people down on
their luck. George Gaynes, who
was thp standby for the original
Broadway production, is a-striking
leading man as the playwright res¬
cued from a drunken stupor to
complete his manuscript on time.
He’s an experienced actor and has
a fine voice, which gives consider¬
able weight to several of the num¬
bers.
Jean St. Clair adds some obvious
comedy touches as the head of the
answering service, and Eddie Mol¬
loy makes a personal impact as the
bookie
latches on to the an¬
swering service as a cover for his
illegal business. Allyn McLerie
has only a modest role which offers
hardly any opportunities (but she’s
on hand as possible substitute If
Miss Blair should he ill), and the
competent supporting cast includes
Donald Stewart as the thick-headed
detective, C. Denier Warren as his
assistant, Alexander Dore as the
songwriter-dentist and Franklih
Fox as the “method” actor.
Easily the best song in the show
is “I’m Going Back” and it’s that
number which clinches Miss Blair’s
triumph. It also has the virtue of
bringing the show to a roof-lifting
climax. And the best production
number is easily “Hello, Hello,
There,” staged in a subway car in
which the two principals are sup¬
ported by the virile company.
Other pleasant song entries in¬
clude “The Party’s Over” and “Is
It a Grime?” both delivered in con¬
trasting style by Miss Blair. “Long
Before I Knew You.” a hit duet,
and George Gaynes main solo song,
“You’ve Got To Do It.” Although
the Jule Styne score is engagingly
attractive, there seems not enough
emphasis on whistleable tunes for
likely pop hit.
In re-creating the original Jer¬
ome Robbins production, Gerald
Freedman has admirably fulfilled
his assignment; so has Robert
Tucker in reproducing the dance
and musical numbers. The vocal
chorus and the dancers display
plenty of energy, but the gals, par¬
ticularly, are not always as attrac¬
tive as they might be. Their cos¬
tumes, too, although providing a
blaze of color, are often somewhat
garish.
Myro.

who

2 ’Sergeants’ Companies
Chalk Up $65,000 Gross
Ft. Wayne, Nov. 19.
The bus-and-truck touring com¬
pany of “No Time for Sergeants”
grossed a satisfactory $26,700 in a
three-way, seven-performance split
last week.
The bookings, with
respective grosses listed paren¬
thetically, were two performances
Monday-TueSday (11-12) at the
Regent, Grand Rapids ($15,100),
two
performances WednesdayThursday (13-14) at the Audito¬
rium, Saginaw ($2,200) and three
performances Friday-Saturday (1£h
16) at the Civic here ($9,400).
The stand in Grand Rapids, ac¬
cording to local records, marked
the first straight play booking
there in 27 years.

DOROTHY PATTEN
as the Empress in "ANASTASIA"
North Jersey Playhouse, Ft. Lee, N. J.
NOW through November 24th
"DOROTHY PATTEN as the Dowager Empress brings a
rare talent to Bergen County’s professional [theatre and the
applause which the audience granted her midway in last
night's performance was well deserved and merited. Her
haughty mien is truly majestic; her motherly instincts when
she reluctantly accepts Anna are touching. SHE IS TRULY
WHAT YOU'D EXPECT THE DOWAGER EMPRESS TO BE."
'BERGEN EVENING RECORD

$38,300 In St. Loo
St. Louis, Nov. 19.
The .national company of “No
Time for Sergeants” grossed a
smash $38,300 last week in the.
second lap of a fortnight’s stand at
the American Theatre Here, The
previous week’s take was $29,000.
The comedy is current at the
Hartman Auditorium, Columbus.

Off-Broadway Reviews
Conversation Piece
David Sbaber, Philip Wiseman Sc Wil¬
liam Snyder (by arrangement with Lance
Hamilton. Sc . Charles RusseU) revival of
three-act opmedy with music, by Noel
Coward. Features Joan Copeland, Rene
Paul. Sarah Burton, Joan Kibrig, Sasha
von Scherler,. Louise TrSy, Wyman Kane,
Cherry Hardy, Gerald Gairigan. Staged
by Philip Wiseman; settings and lighting,
Tony Walton; musical director, John
Kander; musical numbers staged by John
Heawood; costumes, Andre;, orchestra¬
tion, Peter Maltz. At Barbizon-Plaza Thea¬
tre, N.Y., Nov. 18. '57; $3.80 top ($5.50
opening).
Cast: Louise Troy, Sasha, von Scherler,
Mildred Cook, Rene Paul, Joan Kibrig,
Joan Copeland, Gerald Garrlgan, William
Woodson, Wyman Kane, Jonathan Morris,
Cherry Hardy, - Mabel Cochran, Elwyn
Harvey, Sarah Burton, Corinna Manetto,
James Valentine, Leampnd Dean, Gloria
Kaye.

Age has not added to the value
of “Conversation Piece,” one of the
slighter items in Noel Coward’s
china closet. In taking this bric-abrac down from the shelf, the pro¬
ducers at the Barbizon-Plaza Thea¬
tre have dusted it off, polished'it to.
a high gloss and added- a fresh dab
of color here and there. But out
of the pot comes a weak cup of tea.
Theatrically*
a
“conversation
piece” is defined as a. play with
accent on talk rather than action.
Coward has"written some sparkling
comedies in this class, blit that he
saved the title for this improvisa¬
tion is probably evidence of his
willingness to call a spade a spade..
The author-actor has also dubbed
his meandering chat-fest a “musi¬
cal play,” and it does contain , a
couple of amiably unimportant
numbers as well as the familiar
‘Til Follow My Secret Heart.” In
the present revival, a modicum cf
fun is engendered by "Regency
Rakes,” in which a quartet of un¬
likely peers fancy themselves very
gay blades.
'
Co-producer Philip Wiseman has
also directed. He has traffic-man¬
aged the company well and kept a
good pictorial eye, though he hasn’t
generally elicited the staccato pace
that is a Coward trademark. Tony
Walton’s sets have flexible fragility
and make remarkable use of the
Barbizon’s limited facilities.
As the French girl (played here
in 1934 by Yvonne Printemps), who
is for sale to the highest bidder at
Brighton-by-the-Sea, circa
1811,
Joan Copeland gives a winningly
mettlesome account of herself, hav¬
ing both vivacity-and temperament.
Her singing, though sweet, is not
completely equal to the demands
of musical theatre, and "Secret
Heart” seems to have been staged
to mask the voice’s limited- strength
and support.
Although Wyman Kane, as a
philandering Duke; Jonathan Mor¬
ris, as a procurer for the Prince
Regent; Joan Kibrig, as a Welsh
maid with a cockney accent, and
Rene.Paul, as the guardian who
unknowingly loves his ward, acquit
themselves with Edwardian de¬
corum and aplomb, Sarah Burton,
as a grande dame, brings her Brit¬
ish theatre training and back¬
ground so sharply into focus, that
it is possible to glimpse in her per¬
formance what even this piece of
minor Coward might he if carried
through with the assurance of ma¬
ture style.
Geor.

TABLES’MILD $18,600,
1ST WEEK IN DETROIT
j
Detroit," Nov, 19.
The touring “Separate Tables”
pulled down a modest operating
profit!here last week in the first
stahza of a fortnight stay. The fact
that h’s a double-bill apparently
hurt the show, despite favorable
reviews and word-of-mouth com¬
ment.;
Coqstance Bennett, starring in
the touring edition of “Auntie
Mame/ roared into the* 2,700-seat
Rivera Theatre last night (Mon.)
for a;three-week stay, with-a re¬
ported advance of $100,000 at a
$4.95 top weekends and $4 iyeeknightsl That gives the town two
top-lefel legiters on the boards
this week.
Estimate for Last Week
Separate Tables, Cass (D) (1st
wk) ($4.95-$4; 1,482; $33,000) (Erie
Portmjan, Geraldine Page). Lean
$18,60ft and holds.

“IjlY
.
GARDNER
CALLING’’
To thank
GEORGE GOiEL • VIC DAMONE.
SOPHIE TUCKER • BRODERICK
CRAWFORD • AN Hi. BAXTER

All My Sons
Equity Library Theatre revival of threeact tragedy by Arthur Miller. Staged* by
Jerry Adler; setting and lighting. Dennis
Brown. At Lenox Hill Playhouse, Oct. 30,
*57; admission by contribution.
Cast; Earl Simmons, Harvey Korman, A1
Corbin, Renee Taylor, Alice Drummond,
Hamel Sumner. Leta Bonynge, Chase
Crosley, Larry Swanson.

Louis Greenberg's operatic ver¬
sion of Eugene (^Neill's “Emperor
, Jones” may be presented on BroadLenox Hill Playhouse isn’t quite
Lway as a “musical play” by Marvin big enough for Equity Library
Z. Goldstein, who holds a threfe- Theatre’s revival of “All My Sons.”
month option on the property.
The dynamic Arthur Miller play

"DOROTHY PATTEN, featured in the Original Broadway
cast of 'Anastasia,' delighted the first night audience in her
stern, somewhat cynical and yet somewhat pathetic por¬
trayal of the Dowager Empress. WHEN MISS PATTEN
LEAVES THE STAGE SHE WINS A SOLID AND APPRECIA¬
TIVE ROUND OF APPLAUSE."
HUDSON DISPATCH

that won the 1947 Drama Critics’
Circle award gets a slambang pro¬
duction that might fit nicely into
an outdoor theatre, for the welkin
rings with a vengeance.
Having made that allowance,
however, a lot can be said for this,
second production of the ’57-’58 ELT
season. Among other things, it’s a
good directorial showcase for Jerry
Adler, stage manager of “My Fair
Lady.”
As any worthy stage
manager - turned - director would,
Adler has been conscious of detail
down to the last rose petal.
He; has insisted on/exuberant
pace,! induced a vivid' sense of
characterisation in his actors, and
if from time to time stridency be¬
comes a substitute for projection,
care has been taken not to sacrifice
the script’s hopeless tragedy of
father vs. son.
Earl Simmons tackles the pivotal
role of Joe Keller. Although sus¬
ceptible to age cliches, though be¬
ing too young for the part, Sim¬
mons-still draws a good head on
the lijne of the character.
Marirel Sumner appears as Kel¬
ler’s json, and while he obviously
understands the needs, like Sim¬
mons; he tends to rely on an over¬
lay of emotion. The tricky part of
the mother is given tear-catching
dimension by Leta Bonynge in a
perceptively
accomplished
per¬
formance.
As .the distraught son whose fa¬
ther paid the penalty of prison for
Keller’s
calculated
negligence*
Larry-Swanson gives a clear, strong
(Continued on page 77)

LOU COSTELLO • ADOLPHE
menJou ~
. . . |7 of the 400 great person¬
alities to split screens on tele¬
visions original hard-hitting
telephone interview session . . .
going into its- ^fourth consecu¬
tive year this Saturday, Nov. 23,
7 to 7:30. p.m. WRCA-TV, Ch. 4.

but don't forget your angel

"DOROTHY PATTEN'S depiction of the imperious, un¬
yielding, proud and pathetic queen mother WAS PERFECT
IN EYERY DETAIL. IT WOULD BE HARD TO IMAGINE
HER SCENE ENACTED MORE POWERFULLY YET TEN¬
DERLY."
THE WYCKOFF NEWS
Will Be Featured in "THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV"
at the Gate Theatre, 162 Second Avenue
Beginning December 6th
Publicity—PHILLIP BLOOM

> Xmas 1957

Women's' Haberdashers:
554 Madison Avo. 4«t S5+K)
480 Madison Avo. (at 42ncf)

Wednesday, November 20, 1957

The‘Entertainer’
Continued from page 73 —^

fice scale will be or how much the
show may be able to gross. How¬
ever, Olivier has agreed to remain
with the production for only 10
weeks, so Merrick is going on tho
assumption that it will just about
break even on the run, with any
profit depending on. whether the
star can be persuaded to extend
his stay or a suitable successor can
be obtained. Jose Ferrer has been
mentioned as a possibility for the
latter assignment.
Because of the unlikelihood of
“The, Entertainer” making a more
than ~ nominal profit, several of
Merrick’s regular backers have in¬
dicated they wil probably not in¬
vest in the show. However, hav¬
ing mopped up with his presenta¬
tions of “Fanny” and “The Match¬
maker” and with the current
“Anger,” “Jamaica” and probably
“Romanoff and Juliet” due for siz¬
able returns, Merrick is in posi¬
tion to put up the entire bankroll
for the new entry, if necessary.

Lerner-Loewe
■—Continued from page 73 =-

journ on the Metro picture, they
couldn’t get together all this year,
but they’ll probably effect some
deal early in 1958.
Lemer & Loewe had been mull¬
ing a musicalization of "Father of
the Bride,” but now are huddling
with Moss Hart on an original book
idea by Hart and Lerneiw Latter
also, is engaged to a French girl,
who happens to be a copyright at¬
torney of no small stature for all
her ingenue years, and the wedding
will probably take place soon. They
go to London in March to ready
the “Fair Lady” premiere April
30 at the Drury Lane Theatre.
By design rather than coinci¬
dence, a Mexico. City production
(id Spanish) of “My Fair Lady”
will open the same night.

Shows Qut of Town
Continued from page 72

My For Lady
Squad;” Frank Blanch in a riotous
censbrship rib; Joyce Kirkpatrick
in a sharp “KKK” sorority satire,
although she hams up a lady brasshat; and Anne Collings (ex-Guildhall Theatre, London) in several
bits. A striking }>ronze-blonde, she
sings, dances and acts and is understudying the title role. Elyse Zorgo
and Doug 'Weese score in brief
cameos.
Dancers are excellent and all the
girls pretty in or out of Eskimo
parkas and the furs they fling
about with abandon in a scathing
“Society Gets Higher Every Year.”
Music to that is by Harry Garber.
Best other songs are “Teach Me
How to Think Canadian” with
music by executive producer James
Domville, who wrote more than
half the tunes; “Into a New World”
(lyrics and music by Roy Wolvin)
and a good pop ballad ‘Tm For
Love” (music by Galt MacBermott).
Ed Assaly’s musical direction and
Lydia Randolph’s costumes cbntribute vitally.
Gard.

L’Oetl da Peu|»Ie
(Eye of thrf* People)
Montreal, Nov. 4.
Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde produc¬
tion of three-act‘.comedy by Andre Langevin. Directed by Jean-Louis Roux; decor
and costumes, Robert Prevost. Features
Denise PeUetier, Guy Hoffman, Henri Norbett. At Orpheus Theatre, Montreal, Nov.
1, o7; $3 top.
Sister Justine . ..Denise PeUetier
Her Son .
Victor Desy
JsabeUe . Hugette Oligny
Organizer .-. Guy Hoffman
CJuef ..... Henri Norbert
Madeleine
.Dyne Mousso
Photographer . Jean Duceppe
Rep. of Pleasure .Jean-Louis Roux
Television Announcer. Raymond Chare tie
Policeman .
Daniel Dupont

Le Theatre du Nouveau Monde
started its seventh season in Mont¬
real with a new play and in a new
theatre. The play is Andre Langevin’s “The Eye of the People” and
the theatre is the Orpheum, which
this French-Canadiah company has
leased from Consolidated Theatres
for a one-year period.
As usual with this group, the
opening was a local event, but the
play falls short of usual TNM of¬
ferings, despite a capable perform¬
ance. Langevin’s three-acter, first
prize winner a few months ago in
a contest sponsored by the TNM,
is a satire on the morals and man¬
ners of a political rfeform group on
the eve of election.
The satire is evident throughout
the first act,, but the second se¬
quence, when the do-gooders re¬
discover ■ sex, dissolves into sheer

I.ITEUATI

PSriety

boked-up tragedy, when the head
of the party bares his soul and is
rejected by his conferes and the
people, fails to gather up the loose
ends.
Continued from page 76. -*
All principal players are in top
form. Denise Pelletier is fine as
All My Sons
Sister Justine, who has renounced portrait of a young man torn be¬
100G For Dictionary Rights
Perhaps a record paperback ad-j
all worldly things to .ead the wom¬ tween vengeance and human unen’s
section of the party.
_
.
. Guy
. Hoff- ,u„oia„un.^.
derstanding. As his . sister, hand- vanceis the $100,000 paid by Ned:
man convinces in his role as the {some Chase Crosley plays with ; Pines' Popular Library for the 50c
cynical organizer who eventually | g00cj concentration, and although i edition
of
World
Publishing’s,
changes the hojier-than-thou party she has a trick of line reading that “Webster’s New World Dictionai v f
into a rabelasian wing-ding, and sounds something like “Idontcare- J of the American Language, : It has :
Henri Norbert has moments as whatthey th-i-i-ink,” on Miss Cros- been two years m preparaaom
head of the outfit who temporarily ley it looks good.
The original work sold at $5:7
Geor.
resists the more lively sins.
and $6.75.
Director* Jean-Louis Roux is ade¬
quate as the only one who remains The Girl of the Golden
Robert Frost SRO
faithful to the party line, and Vic¬
West
Robert Frost, the 82-year-old,
tor Desy shows talent as a come¬
Theatre Four (in association with Nor- •' New England DOet
was SRO at
man
Forman
and
Eddie
Rich)
revival
of
j
wVLiTwill
«-hon an pc
dian. Hugette Olingy and Dyne three-act melodrama by David Belasco. j Jordan Hall in CL
Boston w hen an es- j
Mousso are excellent, the latter Stars Chester Morris, Peter Cookson;i timated 3,000 tried to crowd m, •
giving considerable visual impact
£y but only about 1,200 made it. The i
to the play following her reversion BoVt“ costumes! WimlSS ftSSt's. At fire laws were invoked long before ]
from penitent to prostie. Robert Phyllis Andersen theatre, N.Y., Nov. 5, ! the poet arrived. When the doors j
Prevost’s single set is workable and
English, josip-Eiic. **! were ,do^ »
fomr »»d
]
Newt.
effective.
Rogers, Jack K. Hollander, John Peters,’ abreast, stretched down the St.Pet. ■
Gerald Price, Wallace Rooney. Robert ;
FrOSt read
“Birches,”
’*Tive'
Baines. Chester Morris, Ben Stone. Moul-. rjpnfh nf thp Hirpd Man" “The!
trie Patten, Nancy Wickwire, Eugene j
^“5 ■„
!
Piciano. Peter Cookson,. Reuben Singer, t Runaway,
TTie Ovenbird. . The,
Cavada Humphrey, Ted Curtis. Alan ; Hardship
Ol‘ AcCOUntmg,” “The ■
Becker, William DuFrene, Scott Ware.
Road Not Taken," “Mending Wall” ‘
Continued from page 72 —^
and a dozen or so less w.k. pieces.
"The Girl of the Golden West”
has a slight case of schizophrenia, i
\nde Wit.** Vfolin
Syndicating Doug Welch
Carey is expertly silly as the dim¬ but it isn’t critical. In staging David |
on
ion
j
Douglass Welch, reporter v..
Belasco’s cornball concoction
wit widow.
PhvlHs l Hearst morning Post-Intelligencer <
lower
Second
Ave.’s
new
Luba Malina hammers across
Anderson
Theatre
director
Terome
’in
Seattle,
is
being
groomed
to
sue.
the caricature Russian princess.!
Angela Thornton is attractively Kfitv has wandered between com- *ceed the late E- V. Dueling as colplete
caifdor^and
coneeot
of
“Isift
i
umnist
for
King
Features
syndi-:
poised as the'•sensible daughter J
John Ainsworth is suitably bom¬ oldtfmeDmeiodrama0cute7”0fFbrtut 1 cate. Welch is now doing a daily
natelv tlTe ensuSs lack' nfuitv : column, "The Squirrel Cage." in ’
bastic as the son. Mona Wash- naieiy, ine ensuing lack: ot unity...
p T
na+;onai syndication

Off-B’way Reviews

Shows on B’way

77

Literati
who refuses to tell the source of
a printed comment which moved
singer Judy Garland to sue the
Columbia Broadcasting System
for alleged libel.
“Miss Torre’s employer, the
N. Y. llarald Tribune, says it w ill
carry her appeal to the Supreme
Court if necessary, in hope of
getting a definite ruling on the
question whether reporters can
be compelled to expose tneir
pipelines.
“This is a matter of great im¬
portance to the public as well as
to the press. It involves the
public's right to know what’s
cooking any where—a right which
would be seriously curtailed if
people having significant infor¬
mation knew» their names might
be ponnected with it if they gave
it to the papers. The public iiad
better keep an interested eye on
this case, for its duration.”

13.h ‘Theatre World’
“Theatre World, 1956-57.” edited
by Daniel Blum < Greenberg; $5>,
is the-■ 13th ....
annual edition
of this
,
......
standard pictorial and statistical
record of the legit, theatrical s«.ason. Format is more or less ulentical with preceding volumes, tome
containing
usual
rundown
on
Broadway shows plus couwage of
off-Broadway and road attractions,
do,* on y limited ^dsmage, for, planned in the future
'
American and Canadian Slinkc5lvld BelaSC° k”e'V h0W t0 make a ! P Wekh's humSroas short stories spearc-an festivals are reported;
*■* n'i
j
•»
. - , , : havp sDDpaircd in the Sntcveno^t snd there is dn obit section. Kcluor
Belasco was nol a playwriglit in ^adotahPePS^
bale'ep0St. continues featuring his collection
the strict sense of . the word, and !and other Publications.
. f theatre dolls> cre-ted by Mary
he tailored The Girl to the re-;
Green; and, as expected, departqmrements of actress Blancne I
_
Bub. Cos.
; ment carrying players' biocroptr os
Bates 52 years ago; Yet it’s curious ;. G._ I.-Pub.. Co. has oeen author- jcontajns capsules on actors both
how such a palpably dated play can J?ed to conduct a printing and Pul>* iknown and unknown. John Willis
seem like something other than a lishmg business in N. Y., with capi-f. , * pccictaot editor

boume is amusing as the ex¬
chorine, and Therese Quadri, Iola
Lynn, Robert Thurston, Cory Dev¬
lin and Bobby Alford are passable
in lesser roles. Incidentally, evepy
member of the cast, including the
.smallest bits, has featured pro¬
gram billing.
Oliver Smith has designed a
rather flossy French parlor setting,
Frank Thompson has provided the
costumes and Peggy Clark the
lighting. “Nude” is a shoddy pl§y
and a beanbag performance, but
prim dignity.
.
with Coward's name and presence
There’s Chester Morris, for exSonart Pub. Corp. has been au- •
it's emphatic boxoffice.
Hobe.
ample, as Sheriff Jack Ranee,; thorized to conduct business in
Peter Ustinov Biog NSII
drawling out "Ah’m hongry for ya,! New York, with capital stock of :
Peter Ustinov is Britain’s bright
Min,” hardly baring his teeth over; 200 shares, no par value,
jnoy of show biz. He is aces-hjgh
his cigar. Just about the time the
Harper’s Entries
Us playwright, actor, film director.
audience is ready to laugh, it is
Publicist John W. Hill, board ‘ radio and tv star, essayist and wit.
caught by an underlay of truth.
'■ • ■
Continued from page 73
There’s Peter Cookson, as Ramie- chairman of Hill & Knowlton Inc.,! And all at 36. So somewhere there
rez, terror of the west, a sleek out¬ whose p.r. firm has a 30-year back-! must be a stimulating book in such
ties and has been doing poorly at law Veady to reform for a pure
ground, has authored “Corporate an offbeat character. Unfortunate¬
the b. o.
woman's love.-With nasal, suavity, Public Relations” for Harper's next ly, "Peter Ustinov,” by Geoffrey
Figuring, that not only the Beck, and never a glimmer of sarcasm, January. Hesketh Pearson’s ^Gil¬ Willans «Peter Owen; $3i, isn’t it.
Willans approaches his subject
but also the Belasco, Coronet, Cookson credibly succumbs to emo¬ bert: His Life and Strife" concerns
Golden and National do take on tion.
itself with the librettist half of with a fawning reverence, never
And primarily there’s Nancy j Gilbert & Sullivan, also due in daring to criticize, so the result is
new shows, that still leaves 14
without theatres. ’ That means all Wickwire’s earnestness as the lily*1 January, as is Wayne Bowman's largely like a pressagent’s hand¬
Conscientiously he plods
of the 13 incoming shows already pure schoolmarm who operates the “Modern Theatre Lighting,” with out.
booked would have to fold if those Polka .Saloon in California’s ruggad accent on school and community through Ustinov’s highly success¬
ful career.
First his schooldays
High Sierras during.gold rush time. theatre.
without bookings are to got to
With flat-footed, hip-swinging sheAndre Maurois’ “The Titans” is and then his entry into the thea¬
Broadway. Since that’s unlikely, it
woman virtue, „ Miss ' Wickwire the biography of the three Alex¬ tre. Then his uneventful Army ca¬
may be neeessary for some of the sashays through the evening with
andre. Dumas—the original General reer and here, rather feebly, he
entries to postpone their contem¬ serene faith that honesty is its own Dumas, a giant mulatto, son of a implies that, of all people, Ustinov
plated openings until next season. reward. Not coincidentally, her act¬ nobleman, and authors p6re et fils should have been spared the neces¬
The 13 theatres, with shows like¬ ing proves that it is.
wjio lived parallel romantic lives sity of becoming involved in such
Among the’seedy characters who in novels, theatres and boudoirs. a stupid brawl. From then on the
ly to hold through the.season, are
the Ambassador (’’Compulsion”), drift in and out of the Polka, there Martin Mayer’s "Madison Avenue, book has some value as a chronolBroadhurst (“Auntie Marne”), 46th are portraits that Verge on the bur¬ ILS.A.” treats with the huckster- ogical account of Ustinov's confid¬
Street (“New Girl in Town”). Hel¬ lesque, and there’s a schoolroom ing business in gray flannel suits, erable achievements.
February item; Alfred Hayes’
Although a disappointing tome
en Hayes (“Long Day’s Journey scene that is pure hokum. Although
such comedy notions have their “My Face for the World to See” there are many good things in it,
Into Night”), Heilinger (“My Fair
own kind of laughter, they are at is backgrounded in Hollywood; but these are where the author
Lady”), Imperial (“Jamaica”), Ly¬ odds with efforts of more sincerity.
David Douglas Duncan's biog on borrows large chunks of Ustinov’s
ceum (“Look Back in Anger”),
Particularly difficult for director “The Private World of Pablo own witty writings. His views on
Morosco (“Time Remembered”), and .the two actors involved, of Picasso” is due the same month; Hollywood and Russia make scintil¬
Plymouth (“Romanoff and Juliet”), course, is treatment of the two Gerald W. Johnson's "Peril and lating reading. In that, surely, is
St. James (“Li’l Abner”), Shubert stereotype Indian characters. As Promise” is “an inquiry into the the clue? There is a fine book on
(“Bells Are Ringing”), Winter Gar¬ the squaw, Cavada Humphrey has Freedom of the Press”;- John the Peter Ustinov story but Ustinov
den (“West Side Story”) and ‘pos¬ met the problem by making herself Gunther’s “Inside Russia Today’ is the man to write it.
Rick.
as inconspicuous as possible, scut- is on the Feb. 19 agenda.
sibly Coronet (“Fair Game”).
tling about with beads a-rattle in j
The 13 theatres with incoming
H. Allen Smith’s Newest
]
Lifetime Subscriptions
H. Allen Smith is back from his
shows booked" are the Adelphi a .Groucho Marx kneebend.
Theatre Four (Shirley Ayers,.
Claiming 30 lifetime subscribers third mission to Mexico to polish
("Country Wife"), Alvin ("Cap5U^JrSdnKSeymol^Iiltvmof?’-at
$150—No.
3 subscriber is Sam- his “cockeyed expedition” findings
tian’s Paradise,” succeeding the
Ruth Newton) has provided a capi- , my Davis Jr. ■who also bought one .< mu)
dikjk for
iui next
ucm
into -a
a i-iiLLie,
Little, uruwix
Brown book
current “Rumple”), ANTA (“Sha¬
ias a gift for Frank Sinatra—Play- j fall titled “The Pig in the Barberdow of My Enemy”), Barrymore
■1Hagazine is
on a?Shop.” Smith likens it to his
(“Look Homeward Angel”), Booth
5 Xmas push for more^such subs.
< “Smith’s London Journal,” another
(“Two for the Seesaw,” succeeding 31
i
Jan at Pilgrim, glam-type sub-; offbeat travelog book which the authe current “Visit to a Small Plan¬
a ls ble v g' ' scription. manager who also dou- thar personally regards as his "best
et”) and the Broadway (“Body nette of the best sort.
! bles as model in some of the maga- \ book.”
Beautiful,” succeeding the current
The large PhyUis Anderson The- ; zine*s cheesecake layouts, will do
He is comoletin^ the volume in
atre is-a comfortable addition toi- nercon-to-ner«?nn telenhonic folne
C0IbPieung me \oiume in
“Most Happy Fella”).
off-Broadway, and on the mezza-;
^Xmas eve a„d |
stages because of mag writing
Also, Cort (“Rope Dancers,” an
nine level the Lemuel Ayers Gai- ^ ^ristoa^dar by ™prisi?g tSe asSlgnments m betvveen’
interim booking, to be followed by lery of theatre desigff provides fine ? giftee 0f the $150 lifetime sub.
“Sunrise at Campobello”), Globe intermission browsing. If ever the *
.
*
CHATTER
(“Much Ado About Nothing,” a theatre houses a new script by a i
The M
Torre Case
]
The Cultural Histo/y of France
limited stand, to be followed by new playwright, the memory of the ;
N V Dailv News editor!- Inc* authorized to conduct a print“Goldilocks”), Majestic
(“Music
he^ ^ nam^f wm
hand! ' « ^ K Y^H^Tribune tv j ing and publishing business in Rye,
Man,”
succeeding
the
current
Gebr
columnist Marie Torre'
Tory’s suspended 1N. Y.
“Happy Hunting”), Miller (“ Gen¬ Jomely served
N. Y. Newspaper Women’s Club
ius and the Goddess”), Music Box
«**«<"■
I*
foUo\vs:*ler PaPCr observes its 35th anniversary at
formancesL
(“Dark at the Top of the Stairs”),
__r__D
__ the
.... their Front Page dinner-dance
"In
a court proceeding of.
Playhouse1 ("One Foot in the Door”)
greatest dignity and politeness i Dec. 6 at the Sheraton-Astor Hotel,
and the Royale (“Miss Isobel,” dis-1
ail around, Miss Marie Torre was j Jerry Lieberman recently began
declared in contempt by Federal a skein of humor articles for Ace,
placing the current "Tunnel of
Judge Sylvester Ryan, sentenced'- to appear in the mags. Hi and Ho.
Love”).
!
"Be My Guest,” starring Jane
to 10 days, and released without: January issue of Ho, just out, car"Tunnel” and "Rope” are in-! Baxter and Dennis Price, bows Dec.
bond pending appeal.
Ties Lieberman’s "Advertising Reeluded in the 19 shows without j 11 at the Winter Garden. The com¬
"Thus, the latest round in the ] visited." His “Television Revisited’’
theatres. The other 17 entries are! edy will be presented by Anna
case of the tv-radio columnist * will appear in the same mag.
Deere
Wiman
and
follows
.
the
“Cloud Seven,” “Maybe Tuesday,” j
“Rivalry,” “Cut of the Axe,” “Port-! Evelyn Laye-Frank Lawton com-,
J
ofino,” “Interlock,” “Entertainer,”'! edy, "Silver Wedding.”
Zachary Scott and Ruth Ford
“This Is Goggle,” “Actress in ]
will star in William Faulkner’s ■■
Lavishly Illustrate* — 100?. Topical
Love,”' “Back to Methuselah,”
ir.:.
„ T
T| "Requiem for a Nun” opening next j
’CONTINENTAL. FILM REVIEW*
®?,arts,,a^.d VoUzts, Love Me Lit- TueSday (26) at the Royal Court }
THE
ONLY
MONTHLY OF tTS KINO IN ENGLISH
He,
Wmesburg,
Ohio,
La j Theatre. That will be followed Dec.!
6 MONTHS 1 DOLLAR 40 — AIR MAIL 2 DOLLARS 75
Plume de ma Tante.” "Summer of 26 by Joan Greenwood in “Lysis-!
12 MONTHS 3 DOLLARS 15 — AIR MAIL 5 DOLLARS 45
the Seventeenth Doll,” “Nothing trata,” adapted by Dudley Pitts i
•EVRAP.^iifellshlhji Co.
71 Stoke Newtoaton Rd.. London N. 14
”
^Muu«»Yola2iakis- !
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for Jack Hylton while a messenger
Guild didn’t notify him it wouldn’t
was dispatched back to his West
renew the contract.
55th
St.
apartment
(British
pro¬
Phil Regan chumped Harry S.
. John Murphy and Eugene Picker,
Andy Griffith biten by flu bug.
CCovent Garden 0135/6/7)
_
,
, Truman into dining at a picketed
Veepees of Loew’s Theat: s, off to ducer’s permanent diggings in
Kim Novak bedded with flu.
Les Cinq Peres, currently top-: place when picks themselves were
the TOA convention in Miami N.Y.) to get his passport which he jping Savoy cabaret show.
Arthur Kennedy broke arm in
had
left
behind.
out
to
lunch.
Later,
when
the
exBeach.
Joseph Warton, secretary of Gra¬ Prez was offered a rear door es¬ fall.
A 1958 Chevrolet will be raffled
A1 Anthony returned from Eu¬
TelePrompter’s Chuck
BarriS off at the Motion Picture Pioneers nada Group, joined the board and cape, he said he was an old pianomarrying Dr. Leon Levy’s daughter dinner honoring Loew’s prexy named assistant managing directory player and would face the music. rope.
Sale Of Motion Picture Relief
Lynn tomorrow (Thurs.) in Phila¬ Joseph R. Vogel at the Waldorf
London tent of the Variety Club So he went out as he went in and
Fund Christmas Cards topped the
delphia.
Astoria on Nov. 25. Proceeds will to endow a bed in name of the I apologized to the pickets.
50,000 ^mark.
Dominique
Michel,
Canadian go to the) Pioneers foundation. late Sir David E. Griffiths at St.
Ferlrn Husky had a nose bob for
and niterv chanteuse, to wed Ca¬ Louis Nizer will be one of the Agnes Orphanage.
his film debut in “The Boys from
Kitza Kazacos to N. Y. for guest
mille Henry, N.Y. Rangers hockey principal speakers and Rev. Ever¬
Tennessee.’*
player this spring.
ett D. Clinchy,. president of the shots on Ed Sullivan and Patti
Rouben -Mamoulian
returned
By Forrest Duke
Phil Gerard Universal’s pub¬ ! National Conference of Christians Page shows; also to negotiate caba¬
from N.Y. for “Porgy and Bess”
(DUdley 2-6100)
licity manager, to Boston to launch and Jews, will deliver the invoca¬ ret. deal.
directorial assignment,
Jerome
Whyte,
J.
Carroll
Naish
_
.
Alma
Nitti,
BMI
exec,
in
from
the campaign for “The Tarnished tion.
i
Anita Louise will receive the
Upcoming, show biz nuptials: and Vincent Sherman among show N. Y. catching the shows,
Angels.’’
Chuck Cornet, Sahara lifeguard, “woman of the year” award from
Milton R. Rackmil, Universal Gerald F. Phillips, son of Louis biz contingent'which sailed on the j
Crestview Lodge B’na B’rith Nov.
Queen
Elizabeth
last
Thursday
(14).
will
test
for
title
role
in
“The
Jack
prexy, and Alfred E. Daff, execu¬ Phillips (Nizer, Benjamin & Krirn)
23.
,
Sir Michael Balcon among the Dempsey Story.”
tive v.p., returned to the Coast engaged to Francine Anri Kantor,
Ida Mayer Cummings installed
guests at a dinner party given at t
Bob Clemens, former Variety
over the weekend after homeoffice with a Thankgiving wedding slated
as prexy, Mary Pickford as honBuckingham
Palace
by
the
Queen
J
man
for
Las
Vegas,
now
flacking
at the Kings Point (L.I.) home of
conference?.
| orary chairman, of Jr. Auxiliary of
*
for the Sans Souci.'
Irene Moyer, a familiar figure his cousin, Robert S. Benjamin. and Prince Philip.
British and American industry
Jackie and Roy closed at the L.A. Jewish Home for Aged.
backstage for two generations, sell¬ Music man Abe Olman’s daughter
Jack Cole in town briefly to pick
ing special items to actresses, is in Carolyn Scott Olman, a graduate, toppers turned out in force last (Thunderbird, and Beldon Katie- up special instruments to be used
night (Tues.) for the Royal Naval I man signed them for El Rancho
Misericordia
Hospital,
uptown, of American Academy of Dramatic
for Ginger Rogers nitery debut at
Filin
Corp.’s
dinner,
held
in
the
Vegas.
Arts,
engaged
to
Richard
Melville
after surgery.
Painted Hall at the Greenwich
Hal Belfer, former Flamingo the Havana Riviera next month.
George vessel huddled with the Crocker, of Hollywood.
James MacArthUr (Helen Hayes’
Naval Academy.
,
I show producer, joined George LibPoor R.chard Club officials in
John Davis, managing director of : erace’s personal management biz son) pact with Walt Disney okayed
Philadelphia on funds to rehabili¬
by L.A. Superior Court, calling for
the Rank Organization, will take in Hollywood.
tate the grave of Revolutionary
the chair at a luncheon to honor
Harold Minsky’s new show at the $2,500 weekly for 10-week° mini¬
War hero Haym Salomon.
Reginald Whitley, film critic mf Dunes is called “Holiday For G- mum during summer, months.
By Gene Moskowilz
Metro’s Myra Hansen, who ap¬
Hollywood’s backlot workers
Daily Mirror, who just retired after Strings.” Rita Grable and Valerie
pears in “Raintree County,” will
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 4944)
50 years with the paper.
Valjean are the featured.strippers. have thus far contributed an aver¬
decorate the Theatre Owners of
Eddie Constantine arid Gilbert
age of $27.56 each to the Motion
Circuits
Management
Assn.,
Mike
Benedict,
ex-partner
in
the
America convention starting in Becaud planning to make the first,
company controlling the two Rank Last Frontier, back in town from Picture Permanent Charities Cam¬
Miami Beach-today (Wed.).
Gallic western with songs.
j theatre chains, is launching its 10th Atlantic City where he has inter¬ paign, chairman James Stewart
Paramount scrceritested Rosalina
Mo Rothman now Continental annual Christmas tree gifts appeal ests in the Paradise and Harlem disclosed. Total contributions from
Neri. Italian film actress (who has
15,728 members of 36 unions,
manager for UA here. He pre¬ to help under-privileged children clubs.
also appeared in British television), viously was Continental sales chief.
guilds
and
crafts
comprising
and needy old folk.
Lots of deer hunters still
in New York last week. She has
Labor’s
Executive Committee,
Firstrurt film admissions were
Sir Tom O’Brien, M.P., who this town. One motel on the Strip,
since returned to Europe.
raised this week, since the un¬ month is celebrating his Silver either polite or downright roman¬ reached $433,433. It’s the greatest
NBC veepee Mahie Sacks back freezing, and had no apppreciable
Jubilee as general secretary of the tic, has on its marquee, “Welcome number of subscriptions from this
at his desk following a 5-week flu affect on the attendance.
group since the PCC drives started
National Assn, of Theatrical & Dear Hunters.”
attack which kept him
weeks
Jack Teagarden, Earl Hines and Kine Employees, will be feted at
Sands star Sammy Davis Jr. mak¬ in 1946.
in the Albert Einstein Memorial i. Cozy Cole giving one concert here
a dinner by his union.
ing
the
rounds
with
his
old
boss,
Hospital, Plully, and thence to during the afternoon at the Olym¬
Connery Chappell, last week ap¬ Monte Gardner of the “Girls-aMiami Beach to recuperate.
pia Musichall and Count Basie pointed assistant executive produ¬ Poppin’ ” strippery. Sammy worked
The Richard Himbers’ was the giving two.
cer at Rank’s Pinewood Studios, for Monte at Ciro’s in Miami.
Freddie Montel now singing at
first “mail early for Xmas” cards,
Diahann Carroll in to prepare
Carmen Basilio, who was Riviera Starlite Room.
and London comedian Wee Georgie for a featured spot at the next narried to the board of J. Arthur
Rank
Productions
and
Rank
Or¬
veep
Benny
Goffstein’s
guest
last
Norm
Survis, Variety ad sales¬
Wood beat the international sound Olympia. Music Hall show.
She ganization Film Productions.
week, sent Benny a “thank you” in man in Chi, resigned to become an
barrier to show’ biz friends in the
is accompanied by agents Monte
Associated Television and Metro the form of oversized boxing gloves, actor; replaced by Jack Pitman.
U.S.
Kav and Pete Kameron who are were joint hosts at a Dorchester forgetting that the little Goffsteins
Riff-Tones, with- former Ink
H. V. Kaltenborn, under medical
also ogling the foreign situation reception to welcome Mario Lanza are all girls.
Spots arranger Mifflin Brantford
treatment for some time, attended for other clients.
on his arrival from Italy. He’s to
on
guitar, now at Columbia Yacht
American Civil Liberties Union
With film festivals demanding appear in the Royal Command Per¬
Club.
radio-tv panel meeting last week, “A” status growing, a proposal
formance and in “Sunday Night at
• Duke Ellington to be spotlighted
first public appearance of r cuper- i here would limit the list to Cannes,
London Palladium.”
next Monday (25) on WGN-TV’sative period.
By Glenn C. Pullen
Venice and Berlin every year with
Ron Randell, who has just com¬
“Hour of Music” with Chicago
Following McGill U.’s “My Fur two others possibly allowed in—
Sam and Larry Firsten, local nit¬ Symphony Orch.
pleted his starring role in the
Lady,” another Canadian i vversity i one in Eastern Europe (Karlovy
“OSS” vidpic* series, Sails for N. Y. ery owners, doing promotion work
Max Blouet, longtime manager
has dreamed up a parody tiLe. Vic¬ Vary) and another one in the West.
on the .Queen Mary Nov. 22 for a for “Jazz For Moderns” concert of George V Hotel in Paris, coming
toria College, U. of Toronto, is
Jean Gabin and Edwige Feuillere coast-to-coast promotional tour, ar¬ package, which played Masonic to Chi as veepee and general man¬
titling its annual show “Oh Men! playing opposite each other for the
riving in Los Angeles Dec. 23. He’ll Hall last Saturday (16).
ager of Ambassadors East and
No Women!”
first time in 22 years in Raoul be accompanied by his wife, Laya
Karamu Settlement House, in¬
Kenneth Berc, son of veteran Levy’s new production, “En Cas Raki, making her first trip to cluding two repertory theatres di¬ West.
I
Gale Storm in town this week to
show biz dentist Ira L. Berc, made Du Malheur” (In Case of Trouble),
rected by Russell and Rowena Jel- help fund drive for Retarded ChilAmerica.
his “world dehut on any stage” as being directed by Claude-Autatnt
liffe, getting two new buildings for I dren and for talks with Willard
the bank president in “Time Out
its expanded activities.
Gidwitz, head of Helene Curtis, her
for Ginger” given by the junior
George Szell and Cleveland Sym¬ ‘ sponsor.
Leo Joarinon making a pic based4
class of Roslyn (L.lJ High School on the priest-workers who do or¬
phony made one-week midwest
Jac Worth producing “Jazz Song
Nov. 8-9.
By Lary Solloway
dinary jobs and spread their be¬
tour, doing concerts at Michigan to Sputnik,” with unit comprised
Si Seadler. Metro’s advertising liefs among their fellow workers.
(1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
University, Detroit, Toledo, Muncie of Cy -Touff, Gene Esposito, Ira
manager, told the Alumni Assn, of If is “Le Decert De Pigalle,” the
Frank Sinatra confirmed March and Goshen-, Ind., Columbus and Schulman and Lee Loving tomor¬
the Post-Graduate Hospital at the case of .such a priest who worked 4 date with the Fontainebleau,
Delaware, O.
row (Thurs.) at College of Com¬
Union Club of the therapeutic val¬ as a dishwasher in Pigalle and Liberace switching to a February - Herman Pirchner’s creditors plus
plexes.
ues of "going out to the movies.” tried to save prostitutes.
run.
friends raising a "big chunk of coin
Jayne Walton, Chi singer for¬
His address was entitled “The
Biz pickup for .most niteries reported to be around $75,000, merly with Lawrence Welk, planed
Danny Kaye found time to hop
Tranquilizing Screen.”
to Israel before settling down here came with influx of conventions needed to reopen his dark Alpine to Coast to record “Marie Elena”
Martin S. Shapiro, older son of for the exteriors of “Me and the such as Southern Medics and Bank¬ Village club, which went into bank¬
on Coral with Welk's orch and for
Robert Shapiro, managing director Colonel” (Col) which will be made ers group.
ruptcy.
'
guestshot on his tele show. She
of N. Y. Paramount Tl’
i-\ en¬ in Lyon and Marseille. Interiors
Veep Richard Nixon and his wife
. James Binns, formerly technical introduced original, version of the
gaged to Judy Salkow! i*4*s now will be made in Hollywood. Peter toured the Americana while here director of Lakewood Little Thea¬
tune with Welk several years ago.
^working on film production in Hol¬ Glenville directs.
Curd Jurgens last week with show-stop in . the tre, and Melvin Whittle, doctor
lywood. and the wedding will be and Nicole Maur.ey also star.
Bal Masque.
who turned actor, opening their
there, some time in June
“Cat On Hot Tin Roof,” with new resident stock company thea¬
Allain Bernardin, owner of the
The Nick Schencks’ daughter successful
strippo
club.
Crazy Victor Jory and the national com¬ tre at Oakland Park, Fla., Dec. 4,
■By Guy Livingston'
Nicola engaged to marry actor-di¬ Horse Saloon, planning a new the¬ pany, opened season for the Coco¬ with “Janus.” Binns is its director(344 Little Bldg.; HAncock 6-8386)
rector Helmut Dantine. As Nicola atrical sketch revue and paging nut Grove-Playhouse.
producer with Whittle as associate,
June Havoc in for “One Foot in
Michaels she has appeared in a pic directors Otto Preminger, Al¬
"Harry Steinman, Fran- Warrep’s and financed by Cleveland money.
number of films and her sister has fred Hitchcock and H. G. Clouzot spouse and personal rep, signed
Dobr” at the Shubert.
Mahogany Hall All Stars, Dixie¬
also been in show’ biz, as a nitery to stage parodies of their “Laura,” Tune Toppers, hot local group
land band,, at Copley Square Hotel.
singer and actress, under the pro¬ “Spellbound” and “The Spies.”
around the area’s bistros.
fessional name of Marti Stevens.
Harry Hershfield In to speak at
Shelborne hotel, adding over 100
Roberto Kolisko elected chief of Temple Emanuel.
Vancouver advertising its first
rooms, is also building a cafe with
annual Festival of Arts (July 19’I’ony Martin current at Blinowners Charles YaversJ and Irv Vienna Symphonic orchestra.
Pierre Monteux will direct the strpb’s through Sunday (24).
Aug. 10) in Metropolitan Opera
Pollack on .hunt for talent lor sked.
program. They’re doing “Don Gio¬
Fay DeWitt in town for disk jock
Vagabonds move over to the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra for
By
Hal
V.
Cohen
vanni” out there with George Lon¬
visit on new record, “Take It Slow,
Beach this season—their mainland RCA-Decca disks.
Jane Fisher named, head of Play¬ location is definitely shuttered—
Samuel Barber’s .opera, “Vanes¬ Joe.”
don. Legit, chamber music, sym¬
phony and art films also included. house’s boxoffice staff.
Bradford Carousel Room ends
and will occupy Ciro’S.'in the indie sa,” on program of Salzburg festi¬
vals 1958 Dimitri Mitropoulos as caljypso policy and goes back to
Local dancer Nora Ann Reho night club sector.
French mime Marcel Marceau
signed for chorus of “The Body
booked.
nitriry format' with three acts
“Holiday On Ice” inked to play director.
#
Bregenz Festivals will produce wefekly.
In a piece in Metro’s house or¬ Beautiful.”
the Beach Auditorium in March;
Ann Hathaway, who last played signed to play in future years in “Bartered Bride” with Wilma Lipp
gan. The Distributor, Pandro S.
Eva Gabor, Jack Haley, Ray
Berman writes on his reasons for Dore’s. comes back on Monday to now building exhibition hall with and Waldemarc Kmennt during Bojger, Betty Kean,. Lew Parker
producing “Brothers Karamazov.” the Holiday House.
and Kathy Barr in for United Fund
capacity of 6,500 when rink is set next season.
Joe Shea, in town drum-beating
First thing the new board of di¬ kickoff rally at Symphony Hall.
Among other things, he notes that
up_
rectors of the Austrian Broadcast¬
“few novels have enjoyed so many “The Rivalry,” was bedded for two
fl Hibbler opened at Storyville
ing System did was to promise Monday (18) for week with Dakota
ardent and diverse admirers, among days by the flu bug.
Pittsburgh gal Toni Hurwitz went
them Marilyn Monroe and Sig¬
more Austrian'music.
Staton. Lionel Hempton - follows
into “Most Happy Fella” as a
mund Freud.”
. Cultural film, “Signals in Animal Nov. 25.
By A. P. Scully
Esther Burke, formerly manager chorus replacement.
Life,” by Rudolf Zehetgruber and
£.ce Recording won . an award
(Tel. FA 4-1828)
David Riehl, after a fling at act¬
Kurt Miksch received first prize of frdm Advertising Club of Boston
of publicity department of Roy S.
Durstine In<\, joined Barkas & ing and writing in Hollywood, back
Jack Webb building at Deep the Ministry of Education.
for. sponsoring and promoting hit
State Opera preparing ballet tuner, “On Old Cape Cod.”
Shalit public relations agency in home to work and live.
Well.
William Wymetal couldn’t make
an executive capacity and as a
Pat/Beachcomber) O’Dea bedded week for next year’s Austrian Vien¬
Westbrook Pegler doing his
meeting of light opera managers in with sprained back.
member of the plans board.
na festivals with works by Hinde¬ column from N. E. Baptist Hos¬
Walt Disriey and Frank Lloyd mith, Strawinsky, Berg, Bartok and pital where he’s being treated for
Tom Rodgers, veepee cf Trans- New York because of flu.
Bill Farrell, who has played Copa huddling at Smoke Tree.
Lux Theatre Corp., shoved off' for
Theodor Berger.
ulcers.
Antal Dorati of Minneapolis
Bing Crosby’s Blue Skies lost Its
Paris last week on vacation* re¬ oftener than any other entertainer,
Alan Frazer, Boston American
goes back there next week.
turns Dec, 3.
fight to keep out a trailer camp slated as next chief; of the phil- columnist, on Hub end of 11 city
Director E. Martin Browne in to rival.
harmonia Hungarica, the 57-men telephone interview with Marlon
Mrs. Ted Lewis and Dorothy'
Hirsch of Variety, co-chairmen of speak at Carnegie Tech Drama
Amanda
(“Gunsmoke”)
Blake orchestra of exiled Hungarians. Brando for one hour in N.Y. for
the Belle Baker memorial fund,; School, where he once taught.
queened over Western week, harry UNESCO Is sponsoring.
“Sayonara” (WB).
plan to furnish, as a memorial to 1
Walter O’Keefe set for dais at Finley and Paul Coates got billing
Oefa-Sehoenbrunn Film of Vien¬
‘fSearch for Paradise” preemed
the singer, television hi-fi equip¬ Variety Club's 30th annual banquet too.:
na working on four new pictures, for Hub press at the Boston Mon¬
ment and AM-FM radio for the Sunday in Penn-Sheraton Hotel.
Aridrea Leeds Howard blew “Water Doctor” . (Life of .priest day and for Archbishop’s Fund on
newly-activated third floor lounge
Phil Richards to Las Vegas to whole senior class of St. Theresa Kneipp), ‘(’Marriage on Sophien- Tuesday (19). It opens to public
at the Will Rogers Hospital at join his old partner, George Ar¬ School to Fred Waring orch at lund, “The Lover” and “Organ Ndv. 20.
Saranac Lake, N. Y.
A bronze nold, in El Cortez Hotel iceshaw. Marion Davies’ Desert Inn.
Builder of St. Marien,” '
Four Lads, Richard Hayman,
plaque memorializing Miss Baker
Eva Gabor will be in town to-1
Herb Rogers out as producer of
UNIAUSTRIA, Austrian produc¬ Kay Armen, Pat O’Day, Kathy
will be installed.
morrow to
spearhead tri-state Playhouse,. Michael Ferrall suc¬ ers export association, officially Batr, Jimmy Joyce, Joan and Stan¬
Only because he pleaded that preem of “Les Girls” at the Penn. ceeding. Rogers, who has shuttled registered In Chamber of Com¬ ley Kayne, Jonah 'Jones, Evans
missing that Sunday night plane :
Donna Kelly quit Craig Dayei between here in the winter and merce, Anton Schuchmann prexy; Sisters, Don Rondo and Judy Va¬
would cause him to miss the Com¬ Dancers at New Nixon and will go. Chi in ?mnmer, is clqijped* tp. have Qttq D.yerer .and Alfred Lehr vee- lentin# ..beaded variety show for
mand. Variety Performance
in intb a new. line t>f werk in-Cleve¬ ;ld<st local thackeyswSF/ $A,0Qpolastd®p^.^f#c|i<^iy f&iwppr&ptjfijpii^
London did BOAC hold the plane land.
:»
I year* HogprsKsaid the5P^yJp©use4dwped?f*».w- **».• *
^OEdr*-Cvj*,i=r
£r.'Ol
' 3
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Cooke, to become her assistant as ing are her husband, daughter, two
director of resident halls at Clare¬ sisters and three brothers.
mont Mens College.
Hettie Gray Baker, 76, former
director of censorship for 20th-Fox,
Continued from page 2
MILTON SHREDNIK
Milton Sbrednik, 50, prominent died Nov. 14 in Porters Corners. over the world, including the Hil¬
N, Y. She retired in 1952 after 35
Denver musician for 30 years, died
ton Istanbul, the Pan AmericanELLA BRADNA’
pearance was in “Tomorrow the of a heart attack Nov. -5 in that years with the company.
owned hostelry in Caracas, Vene¬
Ella Bradna, 78, one of the great World,” in 1943.
city. He served as musical direc¬
Rafello Cavallo, 85, founder of zuela, and elsewhere.
circus riders of history, and widow
He appeared on tele last spring tor for KOA, Denver, for 10 years.
Blouet pere has been some 29
of Fred Bradna, for several dec¬ in “Born Yesterday,” with Mary More recently he had operated two the Denver Symphony Orchestra
and director of the Pueblo Civic years at the Paris post and is per¬
ades equestrian director of Ring- Martin, and was seen in numerous record stores in Denver.
ling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Cir¬ films. The most recent picture was . Shrednik, who -came to the Symphony for 25 years, died Nov. haps one of the best known hotel
16 in Pueblo, Colo.
cus, died Nov, 12 in Sarasota, Fla. “The Naked City” in 1948.
personalities to tourists, VIP vis¬
Colorado capital from New York,
Mme. Bradna was also a head-*
His wife survives.
itors, royalty et al., globally, con¬
taught music for IB years and later
Wintbrop Martin, 69, ex-Frisco
liner in vaudeville for many years
was accompanist and musical direcsidering the focal axis of an inter¬
newsman and husband of KFRC
with “The Act Beautiful,” which
AUGUSTUS PITOU
'itorr of the Cushing School of Ballet. home economist Emily Barton, national hostel of the calibre of the
she carried over from the circus
Surviving are his wife, mother,
Augustus
Pitou,
81,
a
theatrical
[died Nov. . 14 in San Francisco. George V.
in the wintertime. It was a comson and daughter.
, William Zeckendorf, president of
His wife and two sons survive.
bination horse, dog, doves and booking agent, died Nov. 18 in
Webb & Knapp, which has a deal
Queens.
.
birds, in later years with a line
WILLIAM J, BYRNE
From 1932 until last year he was
Periquin, 45, a top Mexican film for the Ambassador on New York’s
of girls to dress it up..
William J. Byrne, 42, vaude per¬ and stage comic for 37 years, died Park Ave. (consummation price of
Riding until she was well past assistant to the late Marcus Her¬
former and midget, died recently of cancer Nov, 6 in Mexico City. $11,250,000 is due Jan. 1), had also
60, Ella Bradna retired frcftn the man in operating the United Book¬
in Newcastle, Eng. He had toured He was known privately as Ar¬ been, talking to Blouet for this
Ringling Show in 1943. That year ing Office in N.Y. The office, how
the world’s principal theatres, ap¬ mando Espinosa de los Monteros.
spot, when and if the deal is
she was presented under full spot¬ dissolved,* was formed to handle
finalized.
light in a complete turn ,of the theatrical bookings locally and for pearing with Chefalo, the magi¬
William T, Studebaker, 55, man¬
track by the late John Murray An¬ the “road” formerly handled Se¬ cian, and his team of midgets.
The Chicago Ambassadors are
Standing 2 ft. 9 ins., Byrne was ager of the Logan Theatre, Logansderson, who staged the show for parately by the Shiibert and Erreputed to be the second smallest port, Ind., died Nov. 2, of a self- Frank Bering & Co. properties and
langer interests.
several seasons.
were
put on the global Aap by the
Pitou began his career as an ad¬ man in the world. He joined Che¬ inflicted bullet wound. His wife,
Bora to the circus in Bohemia,
special hosting and personality of
now Czechoslovakia, Mme. Bradna vance man of the road for N.Y. falo & Co. when the magician was Emily, survives.
the late Ernest Byfield. James A.
appearing
at
lie
Empire
Theatre,
legit*
shows.
.
Later
he
became'a
was a star by the time she was 15
!
Harold G. Smith, 64, former Hart, long with and trained by By¬
and it was a few years later that producer of N.Y. road shows. He Newcastle, in 1932.
Survived by his mother.
[vaude performer--and television field, succeeded, and Pat Hoy has
she met her husband in Paris. He also managed a number o{theatres
writer, died Nov. 18 in New York been his general aide. The Am¬
was an army officer from Alsace. throughout the U.S. including the
bassador East houses the famed
JOSEPH BENNETT
after a long illness.
They met in the Nouveau Cirque Blackstone in Chicago.
Sons
and
daughter,
survive,
•Pump Room, and the West houses
Joseph
Bennett;
72,
owner
and
in Paris when she was thrown
performer in a vaudeville act
Louise Kennedy Mabie, former the Buttery and also a private
from her horseHe renounced
called “Telephone Tangle,” died feature writer for Satevepost, died Beau Nash Club with a national
CORA WITHERSPOON
his wealthy, family to join the cir¬
cus, even taking the Bradna name.
Cora' Witherspoon, 67, an actress Nov. 16 at the Percy Williams Nov. 10 in Los Angeles after a long and international membership of
illness. Daughter survives.
James A,. Bailey, surviving part¬ for more than 50 years, died Nov. home in Islip, Long Island.
“beaux” (male membership eating
Bennett, a. veteran of more than
ner of. the Baraum Show,' saw 17 in Las Crucas, N. M.
club).
Widow, 65, of Ansel N. Sanborn,
Mme. Bradna riding bareback in
Bom in New Orleans, she 50 years in show biz, toured the
Blouet takes over Jan. 1.
the Crystal Palace in London in launched her acting career with a major vaude circuits for more than onetime New Hampshire circuit
1901 and gave the pair a contract. New Orleans stock company. She 20 years with “Telephone Tangle,” operator, died Nov. 12 in WolfsBradnas made their debut in Madi¬ appeared in numerous films in¬ playing the role of Abe Kabibhle. boro, N. H.
MARRIAGES
His wife, former vaude per¬
son Square Garden in 1902, re¬ cluding “Marie Antoinette,” “Pic¬
Karen Peters to Malcolm Camp¬
maining with the Big Show in rest cadilly Jim” and “Dark Victory.'' former Florence Bennett, and sis¬
Igor Zitomirsky, 77, operatic and bell, Manchester, Eng., recently.
of their lives.
“
She made her N.Y. legit bow ter survive.
concert singing teacher, died Nov. Bride's ah actress; he’s a singer.
When Bradna became an eques¬ when she was 17 playing a 70 year
12 in New York. His wife survives.
Carol KIrsh to Robert A. Boyar,
trian director, his wife joined with old woman for David Belasco in
WALTER K. GRIGAITIS
Nov. I, N. Y. Bride is an artist;
Fred Derrick in a double bareback “The Concert.” Her legit credits
Walter K. Grigaitis, 72, operatic
Joseph M. Rattee, 69, veteran groom is an insurance broker, spe¬
riding act that was one of.the class also include ‘The Awful Truth,” conductor, died Nov. 14 in Phila¬
film projectionist, died Nov. 6 in cializing in theatrical policies, and
acts of its time.
,
“Grounds For Divorce,” “Three delphia. His' most recent appear¬
is the son'of legit company man¬
Simon & Schuster published the Faces East” and “Forsaking All ances were with the ’ American Hampton Falls, N, H.
ager Ben Boyar.
Bradnas’ life story “The Big Top” Others.”
Opera Guild of which he was
Maggie Pexten to Lyn Murray,
William MacLean, composer and
in 1952, an “as told to” by Fred
Her sister survives.
founder and musical director.
Nov.
9,-Youngstown, O. Bride is
bagpipe-major, died recently in
Bradna.
advertising manager of the May
In 1926 Grigaitis became con¬ Kilcreggan, Scotland.
Survivors include Olympe Brad¬
Co., Los Angeles; groom is a Hol¬
ductor for the Fhila. Opera Co.
CEPHA DAY SISK
na, a niece, in Stockton, Calif., a
lywood
composer - arranger - con¬
Cepha Frances Day Sisk, 53, died and rater the Peana. Grand Opera
leading film ingenue in the 1930s.
ductor.
Nov. 17, 1957 at St. Vincent’s Co. In New York he conducted
Funeral was held Nov. 14 in
Beatrice Limon to Tony Marti¬
Hospital, Los Angeles, of cancer. the Polonia Opera Co. and the
Sarasota.
nez, Las Vegas, Nov. 15. Bride’s a
In the 1920’s she was general French-Italian Opera Co.
A son survives.
assistant to legit producer Gilbert
Continued from page 1
a model; he’s an actor,
Helen Ward to Clifton E. Has¬
BYRON L. SHORES
Miller in Manhattan. She then
been getting lively broker call and tings, Claremont, N.H., recently.
Byron Lewis Shores, 50, former married Robert Sisk, who had left
, CHARLES S. WEBB
Bride is women’s program director
legit and picture actor, died of the staff of Variety to head the
Charles S. Webb, 59, assistant window trade.
head of publicity for Screen Gems
“Time Remembered” .Is an ex¬ of radio staton WSTV.
Rosalie Rossetti to George Car(Columbia’s tv subsid), died of can¬ pensive show, having cost about
cer Nov. 13 in Hollywood. A for¬ $125,000 to bring in and breaking ron, Montreal, Nov. 17. He’s an
In Loving Memory
mer playwright and short story even at around $30,000. Despite the actor in “My Fur Lady.”
Jean Nicole Grant to John Craig,
writer, he was with the Columbia ^teep operating nut, however, it
homeoffice publicity department can net about $7,000 a week at Wishaw, Scotland, Nov. 11. Bride
from 1943 to 1946 when he was capacity, as there’s no . one In the is former manager of Italian opera
Novembtr 22, 1943 /
shifted to the studio. In 1953, he cast on percentage (Helen Hayes, company.
Elso Erb to David Aitkin, Ayr,
Teddy Hart, Dorothy Hart, Lorenz Hart II
moved over to Screen Gems.
Richard Burton and Susan Stras- Scotland, Nov. 13. Bride is a dancer.
His wife survives.
berg all getting substantial salaries
Audrey Wagstaff to Jay Robb,
but no share of the gross). It’s Nov. 15, New [York. Bride’s fath¬
multiple sclerosis Nov. 13 in Kan¬ publicity department of the The¬
MARIA ZACHARIAS
figured the show will recoup about er, Al Wagstaff, is Variety corre¬
sas Cty. A native of Oklahoma, he atre Guild.
Maria
Zacharias,
54,
celebrated
March 1, should span the seaSpn spondent in Bermuda
moved to K.C. as a child, attended
For the past 20 years the Sisks
Marilyn Cole to Bernie Brillschool there and became active in have been in the film colony where circus “fat lady,” died Nov. 10 -in and perhaps extend into the sum¬
Vienna. She was the most popu¬
drama and theatre work.
stein, New York, Nev. 20. She’s
Sisk was a producer at RKO and
mer.
lar
figure*
of
the
Prater,
Vienna’s
an
actress; he’s director of public¬
Shores first appeared, on Broad¬ other studios and latterly of telpix.
Due entirely to Noel Coward’s
Coney Island district. /She toured
ity at William Morris Agency.
way in 1929, played in several pro¬
Burial ,at Holy Cross Cemetery,
Europe with the Renz Circus, personal draw, “Nude” will be a
ductions there, and had lead m a L.A., is today (Wed.).
among other big tops.
quick payoff, since it cost only
company of “Sunup” which touredKnown as Prater Mitzi, she abqut $40,000 to bring in and can
Europe. He went to Hollywood in
LOUISE CAS’zE?
weighed 400 pounds at the time of net around $8,000 a week at capa¬
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Kubbert in
1940, acting in several Metro pic¬
Louise Carter, 82, veteran ac¬ her death. She lost 150 pounds
city. At that rate it should begin N.Y. Nov. 19, a daughter. Mother
tures, including “Johnny Eager/' tress-writer, died in Hollywood
during a few weeks’-illness.
is
former Betty Bean, once pub¬
making
a
profit
after
five
weeks,
“Blossoms in the Dust” and “An* Nov. 10 after a four-month ill¬
but since* the star has indicated he licity director of Carnegie Hall,
Raid Warden.”
ness. -She had been in retirement
TED WELLS
intends remaining with it for only N.Y*
While working in “This Is the for the last 10 years.
Ted Wells, 45, jazz clarinetist,
Mr. and Sirs. Michael Komichak,
Army” in 1942 he was stricken with
12 weeks it’s not likely to earn aMiss Carter appeared in many
multiple sclerosis. He was* able to stock companies around the coun¬ died Nov. 9 in a Honolulu hospital great deal, unless he can be per¬ son, Pittsburgh, Nov. 11. Father's
finish the picture, but spent several try and in several Broadway pro¬ His death was attributed to head suaded to extend his stay. The show chief engineer of WPIT.
Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Ruder,
months at Rochester, Minn., in the ductions before coming to Holly¬ injuries sustained several hours is presented in partnership With
Pittsburgh,
Nov,
8.
Mayo clinic thereafter. He ftaB wood in 1931 for a 16 year career earlier when 'he collapsed on a Lance Hamilton and Charles Rus¬ daughter,
sidewalk.
Father’s
with Everett Neill band
been bedridden since 1945.
in films. One of her top perfor¬
Wells, unemployed in recent sell, two young London managers,- at Vogue Terrace.
Survived by patents, son, and in a n c e s was in Paramount’s
months, first came to Hawaii with
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Pudlo,
The Playwrights get another new
sister.
“Broken Lullaby,” an Ernst Lu- an aquacade troupe six "years ago.
show this week with ‘The Rope daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 8. Moth¬
bitsch-directed 1931 entry. She also He returned in 1953 to play at the
Dancers,”
Norman
Wishengrad er’s Arabella, “the one-woman
had written several plays.
SAMUEL R. GOLDING
Zebra Room, midtown nitery.
drama starring Siobhan McKenna band.”
A daughter, former stage ac¬
Samuel R. Golding, 68, play¬
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Binns,
and Art Carney. It opens tonight
wright and screen writer, died in tress Betty Cartet, survives.
NORMAN RICE
(Wed.) at the Corfc Theatre as a co¬ daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., Nov.
Hollywood Nov. 14 of a heart ail¬
Norman Rice, 47, veteran writer8. Mother is Marcia Binns, tv
production with Gilbert Miller.
ment. He began writing in the
ROY T. FJASTAD
actor and legit director, died In
writer; father is an actor.
20’s and several of his plays, in¬
Roy Trigve Fjastad, 51, head of Hollywood Nqv. 12 of a heart at¬ Next week’s entry for the firm Is
Mr. and Mrs. James S. Poliak,
cluding “Bronx Express,” “Open the Paramount music department tack after a two month illness. In the revival of Wycherley’s “The son, Hollywood, Nov. 13. Mother is
House” and “Divorce A La Carte,” for the last three and one-half recent years he had teamed with Country Wife,” costarring Julie actress Dee J. Thompson; father is
were presented on Broadway.
Harris,
Laurence
Harvey
and
years, died in Hollywood Nov. 13 Thad Swift as a writer but had also
a writer.
Golding also collaborated on following a heart attack* He- en¬ worked regularly in tv on “My Pamela’ Brown, and presented in
Mr. and Mis. Eddie Smarden,
screenplays for such films as “Buc¬ tered the film industry in 1927 as Favorite Story” series.
partnership with Malcolm Wells daughter, Hollywood, Nov. 11.
caneer’s Girl” (U), “Proud Valley” anv assistant director and inter¬
A sister survives.
and Daniel Blum. It's due next Father is an exec with Blair-TV,
(Associated British) and “Voice in preter at the old First National
Wednesday (27) at the Adelphi station reps.
the Night” (Col). Recently he had Studios.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Erwin, daugh¬
Joseph Friedman, former for¬ Theatre.
been writing television scripts.
Fjastad later worked fot the eign sales exec for Columbia Pic¬
ter, Burbank, Cat, Nov. 8. Father
Also on the Playwrights slate for
His last play was “The Most Corinne Griffith Studio and at tures, and prior to that for Univer¬
is an actor.
Fashionable Crime,” a collabora¬ United Artists, where he was a set sal, died Nov. 13 in Hollywood. this season are “The Summer of the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller, son,
tion with Norbert Faulkner, which dresser. He joined Paramount in Survivors include son Seymour, 17th Dolly’ the Australian play by Englewood, N. J., Nov. 13. Father
was presented at the Margo Jones the accounting department, sub¬ productions manager -for Screen Ray Lawler, currently a hit in Lon¬ is prexy of Keesban-Miller Enter¬
don but due here in midwinter as prises and producer of CBS-TV’s
Theatre in, Dallas a few months sequently moving over to the. music Gems.
ago.
co-venture with the Theatre Guild, “Captain Kangaroo.”
department as assistant
His wife survives.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hayes, son,
-His wife and son survive.
Anthony Pudlo, 39, husband of and at least one other production.
Arabella, vaude and cafe “one- The firm’s two previous offerings in Houston, Tex., recently. Father
PATSY (CECIL) MASON
RICHARD TABER
woman band,” died Nov. 4 in Pitts¬ this season were ‘The Saturday is disk jockey on the staff of KILT
Cecil Van Olker Mason, better burgh, just four days before his Night Kid,” by Jack Dunphy and there.
Richard Taber, 72, veteran legit,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Zak, daughter,
film and tv actor, died Nov. 16 m known as Patsy Mason {& Shaw), widow gave birth to their third starring Shelley Winters, and “Miss
Father is a disk
in vaudeville, died recently in child.
New York.
Lonelyhearts,” Howard Teich- in Houston,
Tabor was co-author with James Claremont (Calif.), age 61, of can¬
marin’s
dramatization
of
the jockey on the staff of KTRH in
Nat Williams, president and gen¬ Nathaniel West novel, starring Pat[ that city.
Gleason and appeared in “Is Zat cer.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Rosen, son.
With the debacle of vaudeville, eral manager of' Interstate- Enter¬ O’Brien. The former show, a co-i
So?,” a Broadway comedy which
ran nearly three years, 1926 to Miss Mason became the first wom¬ prises which operates film houses venture with Oliver Smith, folded New York, Nov. 14. Mother is ac¬
1929. His legit appearances also an radio engineer at Station In the south, died Nov. 15 in during a- tryout tour and the latter, tress Freda Larsen; father is a tv
writer.
include “Blue Bonnet,” ‘Three WTRY, Troy, N.Y., arid also had Thomasville, Ga.
done in partnership with Lester
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Allen, son,
Twins,” “The Man Who Owns her own radio program on that
Mrs. rMary G. Sanford, onetime Osterman and Alfred Glaney Jr.T New* York, Nov. 16. Mother is ac¬
Broadway,” “Little Johnnie Jones,” r station and WSNY, Schenectady,
closed
after
12
performances
on
tress
Jayne Meadows; father is a
■Brit
eafiiewtfee
CoaSt-with
cobbbrit^
viblfhisf,g
dfbd
NOV,
7
in
•‘‘Beauty v*SHop’f 'Add •‘‘'Little-Miss'
tv performer.
Brown.” His last Broadway < dp- time friend, Mrs. Judith*1Aihes4-Albany* after a ltwgnihfejfe. Surviv¬ Broadway.
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‘Miami Printing Its Own Money’ As
Competition Whirls Stars Up to 35G

‘Coimtry-Boy Maksib SetsTrade
Right on Stars Actual B.O. Draw
By ABEL GREEN'
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By LARY SOLLOWAY

4

’. Perhaps the frankest nitery op- erator extant is Ben Maksik, the
Brooklyn Belasco of that super¬
b-dupe!,* bistro called the Town &
Country, with its 1,500 main-room
capacity (200 additional in the
lounge).
1 A great believer in. staggering
show biz salaries which, -however,
don’t always produce the vaunted
grosses which the nitery. stars and
their pressagents propagate, Mak¬
sik points to the $126,000 that Jerry
< Lewis actually did “on" his 'first
- week’s stint this past' September,
' arid the still better $131,000 on the
- second semester of a four-week
v stiat. He’s plenty happy with the
fact that Lewis and/or Harry Bela; fonte—both are neck-arid-neck for
; Itop boxoffice' at hiS Town &
Country roadhouse—Were able to
" ‘do* a 50-60% capacity'lbusiness.
: t But Maksik points to last week’s
. 'Variety revieW ofihe Victor Borge
- Show; with its mention of the now
- Well-publicized claftn that Lewis
r set a probable 'one-man high mark
’ as 'an entertainer, With a claimed
*. $230,000 for ,one week, as being
more than a shade inflated. ‘Balafonte did around $125,000 and, as
. Maksik reiterates; he and Lewis
■ are plenty okay at the h.o, when
' they nan bring in 125-130G.
• ' The bonttace didn't mind, in
- fact, frankly, he encouraged,—the
allegations of that whopping—and
. as it develops, fictitiously astro’ nomic—$230,000 -because "as a re¬
formed hot-dog stand owner who,
: With my wife, graduated our place
into the bigtime kriowii as the
Town & Country Club, well, you
can understand it also makes us
look good."
"But," he continues, "it can also
kick back at us, and perhaps more
(Continued on page 25)

Shot for CdUaboration,
French Atijur’s Play Is
A ‘Riot- at Des Arts
Paris, Nov. - 26.
* Near-rioting at the Theatre Des
Arts on two nights may halt a 15year old play “La. Heine de Cesaree." The author, Robert BrasilIgch, is quite dead, having been
shot for collaboration with' the
Germans but French resistance
vets, detest the idea'of his play
having .a . hearing now.
Dialog, • though- -deleted, is still
replete with’ anti-Semitic cracks.
Heroine * is* an older- woman, an
Israeli; - inr love with an Italian
much younger’ than herself.
Opening line of the play "War
is beautiful, isn’t it?” started the
melee the second'night. Actor Ray¬
mond Herman tier' who' has a
maimed hand' from German tor¬
ture and is in the play, tried to
reason with the crowd holding up
his battered hand.' It did not help,
The performance could not go on.

Motel’s Closed-Circuit
Eye on Babes’ Cry Room
Miami Beach, Nov, 26.
Infants registered at one of "this
year’s" motels, the Beau Rivage, will
make their video debuts automatic¬
ally. Each unit will have a closedcircuit telecamera to keep watch on
junior while the parents are gad¬
ding about,.Sights, and sounds are
monitored by a nurse who takes
over should anything go amiss. Inn
opens Dec. 20. .
However, so that parents do not
enter show biz unconsciously, the
camera can be closed off for normal
privacy.. # *

<1

Take Long Count;

By GENE ARNEEL
Financial demands that make
only partial sense in the present
tax situation actually represent
the elephantiasis of Hollywood
"vanity,”
So declares producer
Arthur Hornblow Jr.
He puts it
this way: "In France, actors get
the Legion of Honor. In England,
they are knighted. But in Hollywood to have their ego massaged
they, must get top salaries.”
At * time when theatrical fea¬
tures are fighting for survival, bid
and asked prices in Hollywood are
without any regard for the indus¬
try itself.
This is the heyday of
the big grab.
It may amount to
saying that the film colony has
reached the economics of suicide
by vanity.
Salaries and literary property
costs have become astronomical,
Hornblow pointed out In New
York this week, because of the vast
change that has taken place in the
film colony in the past few years.
Previously, only the major studios,
seven of them, bid against each
other for stars and stories. The
fact that the number of potential
buyers was so limited had the ef¬
fect of. keeping prices down*
Now, however, there are .perhaps
40 other bidders, they being the
film-makers who are more or less
On their own as “independents,”
They all recognize the need for
"important" projects and are pay¬
ing more and more as a matter of
necessity to achieve this end.
Hornblow recalled that in the
(Continued on page 24)

Washington, Nov. 26.
On the basis of new informa¬
tion from the Federal Communica¬
tions Commission, Sen. Charles E.
Potter .(R.-Mich:), a member of In¬
terstate Commerce Committee, to-1
day (Tues.)' announced that the
Commission may legally ban "sub¬
liminal perception" "advertising on
tv.
•Making • public a letter he re¬
ceived from the Commission, Pot¬
ter said he is urging the agency to
stage a demonstration of "SP" in
the near future and. that it has in¬
dicated a willingness to do so. "It
may resolve some of the questions
raised .by a revolutionary, and
frightening new development in the
communications’ field," he .added.
Rome, Nov. 26.
"Psychiatrists claim that people
t Regulations for the 1958 Venice
can be influenced by 'SP’ mes¬
Film Festival will mark a return
sages," Potter asserted, ‘‘and I am
to the formula adopted in the la¬
(Continued on page 87)
goon city over two years ago,

Venice’58 Rules
Ain’t Coma Please

WGST NewsmanFireJ,
As He Predicted, After
Atlanta, Nov. Z(f.
William *C"Pdp”)' Hines, news
editor' of * state-owned WGST, was
fire'd Tuesday (19) after predict¬
ing" over'the air the previous even¬
ing* he ’ would lose his job if he
spoke* out against Mayor William
B. ’ Hartsfield.'
Hines' statement
followed' his' report that the mayor
was ’ trying * hard to get a Negro
bloc] vote.- ] (Hartsfield, winner in
the' ‘primary election, is being op¬
posed iii the general election by I
Lester Maddox, Atlanta restaurant j
operator.)
]
‘ L. R. Sibert, executive secre-;
(Continued on page 24)
i

Ike’s Illness Cancels
Press-Radio Shindigs

Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
The ever increasing competition
for patronage that is an annual ul¬
cer inciter for hotel bonifaces in
this always-building resort, will be
compounded
in
mid-December.
For then comes a renaissance of
the big independent night clubs,
dormant in recent seasons; the en¬
try of at least one "this year’s ho¬
tel” with a production idea for its
cafe and the 90-minute by-air dis¬
tant group of new Havana hotelcasinos, all premiering within the
course of the next few weeks.
That the Big 3—the Americana,
Eden Roc and Fontainebleau—are
well aware of the patron-lure
spreadout is indicated by the man¬
ner in which they’ve upped already
high budgets, not only to meet the
new competition hut to make in¬
roads on their established rivals by
holding on to those toppers who’ve
been boxoffice clicks in past sea¬
sons and adding to these rdsters.
End-result has been recorckbreaking deals—salary wise—and
a
bonanza for agencies and their
wanted acts.
Last week’s announcement by
the Fontainebleau of the signing
of Frank Sinatra for a March twoweeker was illustrative of the com¬
petition for names. The deal had
been pending for several weeks,
with rivals Eden Roc and the
: Americana evidencing notions of
; getting his name on a contract. To
iget Sinatra, the Fontainebleau’s
Ben Novack rearranged his seasonj al rundown, shifting Liberace into
a February time from the March
period originally scheduled for
him and switching Jimmy Durante
to the latter half, of that month.
With it, Sinatra Is reported getting
(Continued on page 24)

Washington, Nov. 26.
President Eisenhower’s illness
has an important show business
aside.
The President’s setback
undoubtedly will mean cancellation
of many year-io-year social activi¬
ties at. which top-name talent from
the various mediums participated.
Feeling here is that Elsenhower
will not attend sucfi annually sched¬
uled events as those fostered by the
White House Corespondents Assn.,
Radio-TV . Correspondents, Press
Photographers (newsreels includ¬
ed) and others. Important figures
from the entertainment world were
prominent in these outings which
are now likely to he halted.

British Writers
U.S. Song Tripe’
London, Nov. 19.
Echoes of the U.S, music biz
controversy, involving allegations
of discrimination against ASCAP
music by the.American broadcast
industry, have been-picked up in
England.
Eric Maschwitz, chair¬
man, of the Songwriters Guild of
Great .Britain, is novf taking the
cudgels up against “indifferent
music”
from
the U.S.. being
"dumped” into this country.
Maschwitz states that the cur¬
rent state of U.S. music has been
caused by "a matter of manipula¬
tion on the part of a virtual mon¬
opoly and not a true Indication
(Continued on ,page 75)

namely that the Festival selects
Its own pictures for the event, the
total not to exceed. 14. This pre¬
selection system was the cause of
much
controversy
when
first
adopted in 1956, and eventually
resulted in the ankling of the fes¬
tival by seyeral countries and
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
Motion Picture Export Assn.
Cancellations are becoming the
Exact - reading of the (new) most , frequent headache in the
regulations (Art. 3) says that pix night club operator's life, Record¬
for the fest “will be selected by ing to Dallas Gerson, co-oVner of
the Festival Commission in collab¬ the Latin Casino, Philly’s nitery
oration with the competent organ¬ flagship'.
"The top* acts are all
izations in each country.” Though making so much money,” Gerson
uncommented dr elaborated upon says, "they no longer care whether
at this writing, wording would they work or not.
seem to indicate that 1958 regula¬
"Name stars reserve the right in
tion will not be an exagt replica their contracts to pull out of a
of the rigidly enforced 1956 rul¬ booking with a month's notice be¬
ing, nor of the 1957 rule (whereby cause of a movie or recording
the fest was forced to choose at- -date. The owner who has prom¬
least ten of its 14 enrties from ised the star to large dinner parties
among pix submitted by pic asso¬ is forced to fob them off with a
replacement,” Gerson said.
ciations), but in between.

United Artists Records’
‘Credits a la Pix’; A&R
Men Get Pings on Disks

‘Contracts JwtaScrap
Of Paper in. Cafe Field’;,
Philiy Boniface’s Blast
j

United Artists’ new disk opera¬
tion, .when It kicks off with its
first release Dec. 11, will set a
precedent in giving label billing to
the artists & repertoire director
of the session. It’s In line with
tj^ thinking of Max Youngstein,
prexy of UA’s disk and publishing
companies, that platter credits
should spotlight the creative talent, much as a film gives promi¬
nent billing to the director and
producer along with the scripters
and the cast.
UA’s disk label, incidentally,
will be an adaptation of the com¬
pany’s foreign trademark. While
the film releasing company’s in¬
signia has not been prominently
displayed in the U. S. film credits,
the UA trademark Is wudely
known abroad. Hence, UA’s de¬
cision to utilize the company’s
trademark for the label. The col¬
ors wrill be black and red.
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Overseas Markets Glutted; Increase
Of Small Budget Pix a Problem
Trend towards small budgeters,particularly at 20th-Fox with, its
Regal Films program, is creating
problems abroad where the market
is glutted with product.
In contrast to the domestic side,
where theatres welcome program¬

Stripter

Claude Binyon
hat writtoR Mina whimsical

Reminiscences Of A
Dreamer

mers for day-in, day-out operation,
overseas houses have a plentiful
supply of film, drawing as they do
on pix from many nations.
Foreign execs say it's becoming
more and more difficult to get a
proper playoff for the “B*’ product
overseas, unless it’s of the ‘’gim¬
mick” variety, i.e. horror films, etc.
It's pointed out that, unlike with
a top budgeter, the smaller releases
can show a profit in the U.S. mar¬
ket so that the foreign income, even
when reduced, still is pure “gravy.”
Houses abroad in many places—
at least in Europe—-have the ad¬
vantage of their audiences accept¬
ing dubbed films, giving them a
much wider choice of product. At
the same time, many situations are
single-bill territories, which again
cuts down on the number of films
they can digest.
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‘Not United Artists’
That Fools With
Releases-Krim
It’s a matter of record- that
United Artists sends out its top
productions upon delivery by the
company’s partner producers, Ar¬
thur B. Krim, president, comment¬
ed- this week. He said he finds it
difficult to understand why ex¬
hibitors haven't taken note of this
in their resolutions condemning
all film companies concerning the
practice of licensing major fea¬
tures in large measure during holi¬
day periods.
In line with this, Krim pointed
out that UArs lineup for 1958 in¬
cludes 16 pictures in the “A” cate¬
gory,' representing an investment
of $35,000,000, and these are slot¬
ted for release at the rate of four
each calendar quarter without re¬
gard to “special” time.
All 16 are completed with the
exception of “Kings Go Forth” and
“Separate Tables,” which are now
before the cameras, he said.
Krim insisted that this kind of
scheduling is in accordance with
a blueprint that was drawn long
ago; that is, it actually is not timed
to coincide with the exhib beefs
about “orderly releases.”
William J. Heineman, UA dis¬
tribution v.p., said this is the first
time that a film company has made
.known a lineup for an entire year.
It’s “probably not practical be¬
cause of the restrictions on us” to
license the full slate, he said, but
(Continued on page 29)

20th Chalks Up
$1,709,000 Week
On OSeas Billing
Indicative of the continuing
healthy condition of the foreign
market, 20th-Fox last week racked
up $1,700,000 in overseas billings
alone. It was the ’ third-largest sinle-week take in the history of
Oth-Fox International, headed by
Murray Silverstone. ^
Week was one of the highlight
marks of 20th’s overseas sales
drive. It brought the foreign divi¬
sion" well ahead’ of the domestic
side. Drive ends Dec, 31. It’s ex¬
pected to give 20th an improve¬
ment over the $53,000,000 in for¬
eign rentals racjced up by the com¬
pany last year. It makes 20th the
biggest outfit abroad.

f

EACH SHOWMAN JUDGE
OF OSCAR SHUTDOWN
Miami Beach, Nov. *26.
Theatre- Owners of America, as
It wound up its four-day convention
here, pledged all-out support for
Industry-sponsored Academy Award
telecast but Board of Directors,
which' made final decision after
open session of discussion, stopped
short of recommending that TOA
members close their theatres on
the night of telecast. ThaLwas left
to individual showmen. However,
TOA board urged members to plug
event’ via trailers, advertising, etc.,
to place tv sets in theatres and, if
practical, to make use of largescreen closed-circuit installations.
Despite lack of board'support for
closing of all theatres, many indi¬
vidual operators, including Bob
O’Donnell, of Texas Interstate
Chain, told delegates that they in¬
tended to close houses on telecast
night.
Consensus of opinion of those
supporting complete shuttering of
theatres was that it would .nake
dramatic impact .on public and
would corral widest possible tv
audience for show. Open conven¬
tion session, despite some opposi¬
tion, recommended that board go on
record-as favoring all-out shutdown
pf theatres on telecast night.
Board took into consideration
arguments that some theatres were
in cities or towns where there was
no.NBC outlet. Eastern operators
noted that shpw would not be seen
In ea^t until 10:30 p.m. and there¬
fore it did not necessitate full shut¬
down, However* easterners agreed
to plan program geared for early
closing.

Exhibs Set Up Group To
Push ‘New Personalities’
After Upton’s Analysis
[

'
Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
For the first time an exhibitor
'group has appointed a special
committee to work in conjunction
with the film companies on the de¬
velopment of new personalities.
This action was taken at the Thea¬
tre Owners of America convention
here. TOA’s contribution, accord¬
ing to prexy Ernest G. Stellings,
would consist of providing assist¬
ance^ on the local level in tlje pub¬
licizing of new personalties. The
exhib group’s decision on the ques¬
tion, Stellings said, resulted from
an awareness among theatremen
of the urgent necessity.for the de¬
velopment of new, young person¬
alities to replace some of Holly¬
wood’s fading stars.
The TOA action followed art ad¬
dress by David A. LIpton, Univer¬
sal pub-ad Veep, on the subject of
new personalities^ Lipfort urged
the Industry to abandon the term
“new faces-” and to substitute
“new. personalities” instead. “A
new face no matter how attractive
does not guarantee boxoffice suc¬
cess,” he said. “What are needed
are more interesting personalities
(Continued cm page 30)
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Join United Artists and See Money
Roll in From Non-Cinema Sources

^ In a new kind of operational
format, top stars and other pic¬
ture-making talent — producers,
directors, writers, etc—will parti¬
U. S. Dept. of Commerce
cipate in ’ various show business
mediums through their association
with one company.
New
policy
established
by
reviews tfc*
United Artists calls for Individ¬
uals now aligned with the com¬
pany In the picture business to
operate on the similar independent
basis in television production and,
*
*
*
where music and songs are con¬
oflotiior Editorial Feature
cerned, in recording and publish¬
ing.
Ir tfca upcoming
. Company now has production
52d Anniversary Number
contracts with literally dozens
of
Hollywood's
top
perform¬
of
ers and film-makers, and presi¬
dent
Arthur
B.
Krim
states
he’s hopeful that the lineup will be
a fruitful source" of talent for
the tv operation. Picture people
will be supplemented with recog¬
nized tv personnel, he added:
As an extension of its picture
business enterprises—UA finances
and releases indie product—the
company is set to move into telepix
production for national and syn¬
dication sale. Chief exec said the
outfit ought to have “important
packages” ready for sale next
spring and presentation next sea¬
Todd-AO (American Optical) son.
Corp. is set to establish a new
The new UA record company,
roadshow division to assist pro¬ he said, will be in full swing by
ducers in showcasing their product the end of this year.
and thus cutting down on their dis¬
Aim is to have performers and
tribution costs, according to George
(Continued on page 20)
J. Schaefer, newly-elected presi¬
_a_
dent of the company. Under the
operation, it’s presumed, film-mak¬
ers using the Todd system will
handle their own releasing in the
first-runs, working in association
with the Todd-AO company.
Todd-AO, Schaefer reported,
now has equipment Installed in 54
domestic theatres and is ready to
make additional installations. In
the foreign market, 12 houses are
geared for the widescreen system,
five of them in West Germany, two
In Japan, two in Spain and one
Disclosing that Marlon Brando’s
each in Rome,' Teheran and Malta. contract calls for him to get 10°o
Under its new corporate setup, o.f--the gross of “Sayonara,” direc¬
Todd-AQ Corp. will have outstand¬ tor Josh Logan last week said he
ing only a common stock issue, was in full agreement with this
$4,000,000 in 10-year subordinated kind of high star participation.
notes (to be subsequently ex“I believe it’s the creative talent
(Continued on page 29)
that should get the biggest cut of
the profits,” commented Logan in
New York. “I think they’re fully
entitled to it. I also have a partici¬
pation, but by the time I get
through with taxes. I’ll probably
Pre-Holiday Biz Off; ‘Joey’ New Champ, ‘Days* 2d, get less out of ‘Sayonara’ than I
would out of a much lesser stage
‘Les Girls' 3d, ‘Wonders* 4th, ‘Search' 5th
production.”
«>
|
Thanksgiving Week holiday up- ton’s Tower Theatre.
“Bombers
Logan, now more active in films
j beat will not be reflected at the B-52” (WB), a newie, is winning than in legit, has had a busy time
of it in recent months. After fin¬
wickets until next session since eighth^position.
I most key city first-runs covered
“10 Commandments” (Par) Is ishing “Sayonara” for William
by. Variety have sessions which finishing .ninth while “Baby Face Goetz and Warner Brothers in
wind up before next Thursday. Nelson"
(UA),
a
surprisingly Japan, he directed “South Pacific”
This places the current stanza in strong newcomer, is taking 10th for Magna Theatre Corp. Most of
the category of a pre-holiday one, money, ‘Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) "Sayonara” ,was lensed in Japan.
and naturally it is not too strong. will land 11th spot while “My Man “South Pacific” was shot in Hawaii
However, some theatres already Godfrey” (U) rounds out the Top and on the Coast. It’ll be released
by 20th-Fox. Done in Todd-AO, the
have launched their holiday fare 12 list
with gratifying returns.
“Perri” (BV), “Stopover Tokyo” Rodgers & Hammerstein musical
“Pal Joey” (Col), which has (20th).. and “Time Limit” (UA) was brought in on a negative cost
been in second place for two weeks are the runner-up pix in that se¬ of “between $4,500,000 and $5,000,000” according to Logan.
running is the new b.o. champion. quence..
He said “Sayonara” cost a “very
Playing in some 18 keys, the
“April Love” (20th), one of the reasonable” $3,200,000.
Sinatra musical is running about
$100,000 ahead of its nearest com¬ top newcomers, is fine in Cleve¬
land, lively in Denver and fancy in
petition.. “Around World in 80
Days” (UA), which has been in. Balto. “Raintree County” (M-G),
playing in the same four keys as
first place all this month until now,
recently, is okay in Boston and
is capturing second place.
Chi, and fine in Louisville. L. A.
“Les Girls” (M-G), fifth last
Kansas City, Nov. 26.
round, Is climbing back. to' third rates it dull.
“Graf" Spee” (Rank) appears
Organization of a new company
spot by dint of some additional
playdates. It promises to be heard gathering momentum, doing un¬ to produce feature films and televi¬
from additionally, “Seven Wonders usually well in L. A. nabe houses sion shows is under way here as
of World” (Cinerama) is taking as well as first-runs. “Tall Stranger” Imperial Films Inc. It is headed
fourth money as against sixth a (AA), good in Detroit, is rated big by Elmer Rhoden Jr., and is an
in Seattle. “Tin Star” (Par), good associate of Imperial Productions,
week ago.
“Search for Paradise” (Ciner¬ in Washington and Frisco, shapes company which he earlier organized
and which already has turned out
ama) is climbing to fifth position, oke in Buffalo and Boston.
“Mad Ball” (Col) is sturdy in two indie features.
about the highest it has been since
New- company is approved by the
being listed in the weekly survey. N. Y., stout in Indianapolis and
“Kiss Them For Me” (20th), a good in Pitt. “Cyclops” (AA) is Securities & Exchange Commission
newcomer, is managing to wind up rated lofty in Philly. “Joker Is and is capitalized at $294,000. Stock
Wild” (Par) is hep in Philly.
is being sold privately at $2 per
in sixth slot.
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” share.
“God Created Woman” (Kings),
Plans for Imperial Films include
which has been racking up records (AA), big in Detroit, looks hotsy
in all key cities where preemed, Is in Boston. “Doctor At Large” (U) the production early next year Of
capturing seventh position. French looms nice in Balto-. “Esther Cos¬ two feature films and pilot reels on
pic is terrific in N Y., Boston, tello” (Col) is fine in Providence two television series. Features are
to be “Pink Tea Bird,” a comedy
Balto and Washington on extended- and potent in L. A.
run engagements, and' is headed
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on in Eastman color, and “Johnny
(Continued on page. 24) ..
for a record opening week at Hous- Rages. 8-9.)
Deal by which RKO is to make
“Naked and the Dead-on the War¬
ner lot with WB taking the domes¬
tic distribution rights will be the
first of many such arrangements
RKO has in mind under , its new
operational policy. Similar setups
are in the negotiation stage with
several other top companies.
Terms of the WB tleup, as re¬
vealed this week, provide for RKO
to provide all financing of “Dead.”
The picture, which Paul Gregory
is to produce, has a budget of $1,200,000. This covers only the neg¬
ative and includes, of course, the
WB studio charges.
In taking over the domestic re¬
lease, WB guarantees RKO film
rentals of $1,000,000.
RKO chief TomO’Neil, in mak¬
ing with this new strategy, hopes
to come close to recouping on his
investment, or nearly so, In the
United
States-Canadian market
alone.
Thereafter RKO takes the pic¬
ture for handling abroad in its own
foreign exchanges and, ultimately,
will pick up the television residu¬
als.
With sale of its own two studios
to Desilu Productions now about
set, this is the kind- of approach
which O’Neil now intends to take
on a continuing basis.
Another
l facet of the operation is produc¬
tion abroad in association with
i foreign film-makers. Now in work
: in Italy, in association with Italian
! interests, is "Anna of Brooklyn.”
RKO wil take all or part of the
worldwide distribution ownership
and, subsequently, move the pier
ture into tv.
Regardless of where the future
RKO pictures arO to be -made,’the
tv values represent a major factor
in O’Neil’s thinking. Influencing
his decision to some extent are the
hefty returns he drew from the
“Million Dollar Mo vie’^ exposures
of old productions on his television
stations, including New York’s
WOR-TV.
In any event, it appears clear
that RKO will have no more of Its
own pictures per se, instead will
finance independent producers and
engage In the foreign -coproduc-,
tion deals.

Directpr of Scientific Motion Picture A
Photographic Products Division of

Nathan D. Golden
VS. Films Gains
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More Equipment

Brandos 10% Of
‘Sayonara Fully
Warranted: Logan
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RHODEN JR. CAPITALIZES
NEW $294,000 SETUP
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The diagnosis of the patient has
been made.
Some surgery will
be necessary.
But the hope for
cure and recovery now moves
step closer. That may be a fair
way to put the medical report of
the Loew “doctor”—Joseph B. Vo¬
gel.
Suffice that a plan of revitaliza¬
tion lias already begun. The first
steps are apparent.
Arthur M. Loew’s resignation
lees treasurer-veepee Charles C.
Moskowitz exiting sooner than an¬
ticipated; controller Jesse T. Mills
shifted to be in charge of the
company’s retirement plan; and a
proposal for salary cuts up to 50%
for some of the top-echelon payrollees.
Among the reported shifts men¬
tioned: Eddie Mannix, from $3,000,
on a consultative basis at $1,500 a
iveek; Marvin Schenck, from $2,000
to $1,000 weekly; Joseph J. Cohn
already shifted from studio man¬
agement into television. Douglas
Shearer, veteran art director, may
also have his duties redefined.
,
On the other hand, while Metro’s
own merchandise is being acceler¬
ated—for a moment still slow—it
is understood that the distribution
organization will be given more
and more outside product, as deals
are made.
Metro would like to have Sam¬
uel Goldwyn's “Porgy and Bess,”
when and if, just as it handled his
“Guys and Dolls.”
Understood some $11,000,000 in
theatre rentals have piled up with
the Loew Theatres but until the
divorcement plan is finalized that
money is idling in the exhibition
end of the former Loew-Metro em¬
pire, not even benefiting the pic¬
ture company with its interest
values.

In the Brackett
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Charles Brackett, with the
studio since 1950, has been
signed to a new three year
contract as writer-producer
and/or producer at 20th-Fox.
Deal was completed for the
studio by exec producer Bud¬
dy Adler.
Brackett" recently completed
“The Gift of Love” at the
studio and puts “Ten North
Frederick” before the cam¬
eras on Dec. 4. It will be fol¬
lowed by VThe Remarkable
Mr. Pennypacker.”

Hit Lawyer Fees
For Defense Of
Loews Regime

The attempt to stop Loew’s Inc.
from paying out attorney fees in
connection with the recent success¬
ful proxy fight against Joseph
Tomlinson is regarded as perhaps
the first new move of the dissident
faction against the regime of prexy
Joseph R. Vogel. Another inter¬
pretation is that the action may be
a Tomlinson maneuver to obtain
fees from Loew's for the lawyers
that represented him in the fight
for control of the company.
A restraining order enjoining
Loew’s from paying out $626,000
in legal fees and expense- was is¬
sued in the Delaware Court of
Chancery last week. In signing the
order, the court halted the follow¬
ing payments: $350,000 to the N. Y.
law firm of Phillips, Nizer, Benja: min and Kriih; $70,000 to the N. Y.
,law firm of Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
Wharton and Garrison, and $40,000
to the Wilmington law firm of Berl,
Potter and Anderson. In addition,
another $166,000 had been ear¬
marked for expenses.
The new action was filed on be¬
half of Ralph B. Campbell, of Lex¬
ington, Ky., a Loew’s stockholder.
Campbell, partnered with Tomlin¬
son in a Kentucky hotel operation,
was associated with the latter in
Role of the motion picture critic the fight for control of Loew’s.
has increased in stature, in the Several of the Delaware court ac¬
opinion of veteran producer Arthur tions against Loew’s were filed in
his name.
Hornblow Jr.
According to his
Campbell’s attorneys said pay¬
analysis, the public, having become ment of the fees had been author¬
more selective in choosing film en¬ ized by Loew's board at its meet¬
tertainment, more and more is ing last Wednesday. They termed
looking to the -reviews “for guid¬ the fees “excessive” and asked the
court to stop payment until they
ance.” And akin to this, said Horn- can be studied. Hearing on the in¬
blow', the reviewers have become junction was set for Dee. 19.
more discriminating.
Attorneys for Campbell are Ar- Also of increased importance, be-; thur G. Logan and Audbrev B.
cause of this.same public search|Lank. Logan served as one of Tomfor guidance, are the Academy ; linson’s Delaware attorneys for the
Awards, Homblow observed in j court actions that took part in that
New York this week. He believes \ state.
that even just a nomination for j
an Oscar is proving a substantial j
SELZNICK DRAWS CRACK
boxoffice asset.
\
Film-maker,
who’s
partnered {
'Sure We Live on Popcorn, Not
with Edward Small in “Witness for
, I
On Producers’—Berger
the Prosecution.” related a decision

Film Critics New
Value for Public
Prone to Shop

has been made to open the picture
Minneapolis, Nov. 26.
on the Coast for a week prior to j
David O. Selznick’s recent tauntthe end of the year so as to quali¬ !
: ing of the “average” exhibitor for
fy for Acad consideration.
; failure to modernize bis theatre
• and keep up with the times, thus
bringing his economic woes upon
JUDGE NOT CONVINCED
] himself, has gotten a rise out of
Swarttz’s Oral Pitch To U Falls. Bennie Berger, circuit owner and
Of Collection
jlong-time North pentral Allied
_
! president here arid national AlLos Angeles, Nov. 26. j,ied States bigwig.
Superior Judge Kenneth Chantry ;
Berger agrees with Selznick that
sustained a studio demurrer and j “'£„*£!?£<
..
„ --r, news.
modernized ms theatre and that, as
£?SSS?„S‘SJSSS
the "Farewell to Arms” producer
charges, this exhibitor is “more insaj;
Christie and Ray Cros- terested in selling popcorn than
T^naUth°riZed USC °f a pictures.” But, claims Berger, the
stoiy treatment.
.'blame for “this sad state of afSwarttz had contended he con-; fairs” attaches to Selznick himself
ceived an idea for a science fiction] “and other producers along with
film in 1951 and related it oarllyjthe film companies” that don’t beto Christie in Crossett’s office. Sub-, Ueve in “live and let live.”
“£uenS\ be charged, they made j
-The ‘average! exhibitor hasn’t
The Mole People,
which used* been able to afford to . keep his
substantially the treatment he had(theatre properly improved because
outlined.
j the film companies don’t give him
Studio's case was presented by j the chance to earn sufficient to
Charles A. Druten of the Universal! set aside the necessary funds,”
legal department
| charges Berger.
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Fawcett Publications’ roving European correspondent Michael Stern
was paid $l-a-word twro years ago for his lowdown on the Ingrid Bergman-Roberto Rosselini split but True mag got scared off when return¬
ers reported seeing them’together in seeming affection. Despite Stem’s
cabled and in-person protestations* that, being on the local scene, he
knows the facts of life better, the mag.held off. Stern, incidentally, now
points up that.the Italian papers did not P. 1 the official schism, as did
the U.S. press, for the reason the insiders, including the native press,
knew all about it for too long so it was not particularly hot news on
the local level.
Los Angeles, Nov. 26.
United Artists has no more theatre acquisitions'in mind, the Astor
Actor-producer Michael' Conrad and Victoria having been picked up only because the local showcase
will stand trial for: allegedly bilk¬ situation was a “special situation.” ... Stanley Warner and National
ing between $17,000 and $22,000 Theatres didn’t go along with loans for UA production, whereas the
out of aspiring thesps, after his other three national circuits did, presumably because they have their
plea for dismissal of the case -was own film-making setups.
denied on Friday (22) in Municipal
Adlai Stevenson squired British actress- Margaret Leighton, of last
Court.
Case grows out of Conrad’s pro¬ season’s hit "Separate Tables.” to the^opening night ,_of NoeL Coward’*
“Nude
With Violin.” Miss Leighton’s husband, Laurence Harvey, opens
motional scheme for his Monarch
Productions, in which he purport¬ tonight (Wed.) in “The Country Wife” . . . Upon, taking his seat, Adlai
the
Great
found himself between Miss Leighton arid another actress,
edly asked investments from pros¬
pects iri exchange for thespic whom friends declare he did not immediately recognize as Marlene
Dietrich.
It
developed that the German film star was a fan and she em¬
“training” and a share of the up¬
coming pix’ profits. .He’ll stand braced with voluble chatter the opportunity of accidental propinquity
trial on five counts of violating ... more surprising to Adlai, say his chums, was his showing up the
California corporation laws and next day to give a talk- at the Dalton School on E. 89 St. and finding
eight
counts
of
grand theft Miss Dietrich in the audience again, and ready to accompany hini from
Preliminary hearings commence the premises when he left.
Dec. 11.
Patrick D. Hazard of U. of Pennsylvania faculty, .where is charting a
future course on "mass culture” in U.S. hit The Nation with a round¬
(Michael Conrad, a. member - of up of how "Sputnik” gags ran through show business and the rest of
Actors Equity, AFTRA and Screen the American commercial world. Sarcastic in tone piece argues that
Actors Guild in New York, is not the Russians topped Madison Ave, hucksters, that the outer space stunt
to be confused until the Michael “beat the sky-writing,” zeppelin-hiring fraternity at the game of razz¬
Conrad, described as an “actor- amatazz . . . Owens-Coming Fiberglas held a closed-circuit telecast
producer’, in stories from Los An¬ Tues. (26) for N. Y. at Astor Hotel, one of 18 cities to plug “Comfort
geles. Equity and other actor un¬
j Conditioned Homes’1 ...
ions, typically, try to prevent mem¬
Marlon Brando and director Josh Logan, collaborators in “Sayonabers having, or adopting the same |
j ra,” may do another film together. It’ll be a comedy . . . “South Padname.
. . The DEFA
The west coast operator, now • fic” will be roadshowrf and it’ll have an intermission
in a jam, as above, has caused the (East German) “Mazurka der Liebe,” acquired for the U.S. by Leo SzaMichael Conrad of N.Y. some em¬ bo and Jack Hoff berg, is based on the w.k. Karl Milloecker operetta
barrassment. He is, of course, not . . . While in Europe, 20th-Fox prexy Spyros P. Skouras will huddle
the same man, nor in any way with Swiss technicians re the Eidophor color tv system . . . MPEA v.p.
involved.—Ed.)
Griffith Johnson back from Europe this week . . . Jerry Wald’s “The
Lohg, Hot Summer” will preem in Baton Rouge, La. . . , Brandt cir¬
cuit lopped off several houses in Jersey . . . Batch of screen tests of
young hopefuls for the] “Diary of Anne Frank” lead shipped to the
Coast . . . MPAA’s public opinion survey re films in its final stages. It
contains no , great revelations ... Studio Theatre in Philadelphia was
pressured to pull the Greek “Bed of Grass” but Trans-Lux topper Rich¬
ard Brandt stood his ground. Same pressure got two Philly houses to
pull “Passionate Summer” , . . “La Strada” being “reissued” in the or¬
iginal. subtitled version.
Baltimore, Nov. 26.
|
Arthur L. Mayer returning from Europe Dec. 2 after winding up-proStanley^ Holloway has recorded jduction chores on his first Paramount release . . . Hollis Alpert had his
the sound for an American car¬ novel, “The Summer Lovers,” accepted by Alfred Knopf for publica¬
toon film, “The Lion and Albert’* tion next year. Quote the author: The book has Hollywood possibilities
at -the studio of Milner Productions . . . Film actress after completing three months at a drama school: “All
here. Holloway is the comic star I needed was the fundamentals!” . . . Those “BB” abbreviations in trade
of “My Fair Lady” in Manhattan. headlines have created confusion. Some read Brigitte‘Bardot where it
Plan is to do animated series should he Buiness Building. Then again, there are couple of things the
on the Ramsbottom family, with two have in common . . . Douglas Fairbanks Jr, re the’ silent flickers:
Holloway introducing the charac¬ “They made the medium unique. It was like a photographic ballet.”
ters he first made- famous in a . . . Saturday Review preparing an issue on the “state of the movies.”
“Baby Face Nelson,” Mickey Rooney starrer, is second only to “Pride
series of radio monologues about
18 years ago. The series of 12 and the Passion” on the UA sked for this year in terms of opening
tales of the Ramsbottoms was week grosses ... Allied Artists’ “Hunchback of Notre Dafne” hooked
written by Marriot Edgar, British to play 115 theatres in Greater N.Y. simultaneously early next month.
humorist.
Morton A. Spring was given the^ob of president of Loew’s Interna¬
Edwin M. Milner, president of tional, succeeding Arthur M. Loew, after a reported -flurry of intra-mu¬
ral
skirmishing. George Muchnic had been among the candidates. Spring
the Baltimore film company which
turns out. both industrial and tv moved up from 1st v.p, via action by the board last Thursday (21), which
was
only one day after Loew’s bowout was confirined.
films,
including
commercials,
George Sidney relates he received more than the usual amount of
plans to release the new series to
mail
regarding historical accuracy in his production of “Jeanne Ba¬
theatres next fall, via a national
distributor. Later, the films will gels.” One letter-writer claimed to be? the late star’s.father, several
identified themselves as her sister and on insisted she was Miss Eagels
be offered to television.
herself . . . Sidney, incidentally,, makes the lr. A. to N. Y. hop about 15
times a year, frequently only to catch one or two plays ... At least one
important producer considered doing a picture in the Todd-AGL process
and then decided against it because of the 5c-per-admission royalty
that’s levied.
Duncan McGregor, Pathe topper in the U.S., sails for France Dec. 7
for a month . . . N.Y. censor informs that, contrary to a Vamety story
last week, the French “Passionate Summer” was scissored. The cut:
28 ft
. Associated Artists’ "Ganaris,” in the original German ver¬
Albany, Nov. 19.
Tommy Ippolito, piano-accordi¬ sion, hooked into the World Theatre following “Razzia” . . . Edward L.
onist who won a Major Bowes net¬ Kingsley back in his office.
work talent award and who for
years has headed trios playing Al¬
N. Y. to Europe
L. A. to N. Y.
bany area night clubs, is now a new
booker in the Paramount exchange.
Stanley Illsley
David Bradley
Ippolito was one of the musicians
Michael Myerberg
Macdonald Carey
Jerry Pickman
with Arthur Godfrey show in its
Buster Crabbe
Elmer C. Rhoden
two winter stands at Lake Placid.
Joan Caulfield
Peter Riethof
At Paramount, he took the place
Arman d Deutsch
of Douglas Hermans, .who; switched
Mel Ferrer
to 20th Century-Fox in the same
N. Y. to L. A,
Anthony Franciosa
date-setting assignment.
Audrey Hepburn
John L. Burns
Rilssell Holman
Charles K. Feldman
Gene Kelly
Paul Ford
Bert Lahr
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Abbe Lane
Joe Glaser
Piper Laurie
Joy Lane
Jerry Lewis
N.. Richard Nash
details fast why If* met a
Gary Merrill
George Shupert
Gia Scala
Joseph^ R, Vpgel'
Mickey Shaughnessy
Jerry .Wald
George Weltner
Jack L. Warner
Charle's. Wick
Elizabeth Wilson
Robert Wise
Dana Wynter
New
Theatre'* Fire Los*
«« Amusing Feature
Edrocmtoft, Alta:.', Nov. 26.
Europe to^'N. Y.
in Hi* upcoming
Fire of unknown - origin ’ de¬
Reg Connelly
stroyed a year-old theatre and ad¬
52d Anniversary Number
Griffith Johnson
joining pool hall Friday (15)' at
Raoul Levy
Rydoft, Alta., 266 miles northwest
•f
Tyrone Power
of Edmonton. All equipment m the
Regina Resnik
theatre was lost '
Zadel Skolovsky
Damage to both buildings wa*
Danny Welke*
estimated at $60,006.

California’s Mike Conrad
Jam on ‘Promotion’ Ways;
N.Y. Same-Namer Upset

Stanley Holloways
ILS. Cartoon Series

Bowes & Godfrey ‘Amateur’
Really Turning Pro As
Paramount Booker

Lucius Beebe
Ghost Town
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PICTURES

TO-BE-FREE-NOT-TO-BE-FREE
Those TV Reprises Don’t Pay Nuttin’
But McCrea Sees ’Em Valuable Trailer

Legends Sprout in
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
The death of Louis B. Mayer has chaln-reactioned “legendary”
anecdota. Joel McCrea, who still possesses one of the few player
contracts ever signed personally by Loueebee (a beginning-of-aterm ticket at $100 weekly) weighs in with:
After being sunimonarily dropped by Metro at option-time,
McCrea was in the dumps, circa 1932. Then, out of the far blue,
he got a call from Mayer,, who explained a clerical mistake had
been made, that the actor was still on payroll, his option picked
up.'
Briefly after, from a close-Hearstian source, McCrea said a
copy of a letter William Randolph Hearst petulantly had written
Mayer, complaining, ‘If We ran our newspapers like you do your
studio we'd he broke.” Tenor of missive was that Metro had erred
in lopping McCrea, whom Hearst term an “All-American Boy” (the
publisher- having learned the thesp neither smoked nor drank).
According to McCrea, who started his acting career nearly 30
years ago at MGM, two men existed in whose judgment Mayer im¬
plicitly believed—Hearst snd Bernard Baruch,
Hearst always was a booster of McCrea, who smarted selling news¬
papers on a Hollywood street corner at age 12. The publisher
never inquired, standing pat on the newsboy aspect, but the paper
McCrea sold was not Hearst's Los Angeles Examiner, but its arch
rival, the Times.
_,
_]_.

Possibility arose this week that
Loew’s Inc. might retain its inte¬
grated setup—that is, continue op¬
eration of domestic theatres while
at the same time engaging fn pro¬
duction and distribution of films.
Corporation has been, under court
|order to “divorce” for more than
five years but this has been held
up because of fiscal, meaning indebtness, complexities—who owes,
who gets, what! •
Loew’s attorneys are now mak¬
ing the point that the entire com¬
plexion of film industry affairs has
changed to the.extent, it’s report¬
ed, that the continued integration
would’be a factor contributing to
Open competition, rather than re¬
straining it.
It’s also noted that of the pre¬
viously
“divorced”
situations,
United Paramount Theatres, Stan¬
ley Warner and National Theatres
Madrid See* Yank* Forced to Enfranchise Spanish are back in production and such
production-distribution companies
as Paramount and United Artists,
Distribution Companies
however limitedly, are back in ex¬
hibition. . ‘ *
GEORGE MURPHY TO ACT?
Madrid, Nov. 26.
American, distributors, marking
Traveller Might Also
time in Spain -for a third consecu¬ Metro PRTurn
Producer
tive year,, face biggest dilemna to
date, according to qualified obser¬
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
vers here. Either they basically re¬
George Murphy, who has spent
vamp modus operand! in Spain or
-accept the alterntftive. of abandon¬ the last five years concentrating on
his
work as public relations chief
ing this market for an indefinite
period. Choice, in either case, pre¬ at Metro, is mulling offers to re¬
turn
to the screen as an actor and
supposes shutdown of U. S. affili¬
to become a producer.
ates locally.
Murphy
has been approached by
Statement last week from a rank¬
Lpew’s Theatres would like to
ing government film spokesman Glenn Eord who wants him for a
role
In
“Imitation
General,” Ford Cut down the size of Loew’s State,
(Variety, Nov. 20) lays down a pol¬
icy that offers no hope for a Mo¬ starrer to be produced early next Theatre on Broadway from 3,000
seats to 1,800 to 2,000 seats. What
tion Picture Export Assn, settle¬ year by William Hawks.
Simultaneously, Murphy is talk¬ it requires as an impetus„.however,
ment. Government’s “no pact”,
position is related to Spain’s fun¬ ing a deal with Metro to produce at to proceed with such a project is
damental internal economic prob¬ least one film on its 1958 produc-. the assurance that iL can receive a
lems (hard currency shortage,- in¬ tion schedule. He has three prop¬ hard-ticket picture capable of
chalking up a long run.
dustrial expansion priority, infla¬ erties in which he’s interested.
It almost received that impetus
tion, etc.) requiring long-range
controls that will keep, retrenched ^ Joseph^ Pasternak, with the when it dickered with 20th-Fox for]
a
two-a-day
engagement for David
Blowup
of
his
Sam
Katz
project,
is
film plank In vigor perhaps for
off a payroll for first time in 25 O. Selznick’s “Farewell to Alms.”
years.
years but may return to the Metro 20th was willing to give Loew’s
As seen here, MPEA is check¬ lot.'
(Continued on page 22)
mated until next March when gov¬
ernment film totppers will Inform
Spanish distribs * fixed dollar sum
Is available for 1858-59 U. S. film
purchases. In view of prices paid
See Page 53
by local distribs for this season’s
Yank pix, predicted $3,000,000 al¬
lowance will buy about 55 films to
constitute the 1957-58 yearly quota
of American, entries.•
Tight contraction of Spanish film
market, removes raison d’etre of
U. S. distribution agencies here. In
pre-embargo years, seven MPEA
affiliates alone released* a min¬
The
imum of eight Hollywood pix each
per year. Next March, MPEA will
(Continued On page 22)

The-Pain-in-Spain Increases

De-SeatState,N.Y,

Selznick & Subtraction
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
David'O. Selznick sneak pre¬
viewed his three-hours-plus
version of “A Farewell to
Arms” (20th-Fox) at the Fox
last Saturday (23) night..
Brought along a crew of
technicians to help him figure
out how to trim film to two
hours and 40 minutes.
NOT BY BREAD ALONE

Composers Fight Redaction of
... Oscars To Them
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Fate of the music awards in the
annual Oscar Sweepstakes appears
to be in doubt as a result of the
open rebellion of the music branch
against an Academy ruling reduc¬
ing the number of awards from
three to two. There is sentiment
in the branch for a wholesale with¬
drawal from the Academy, al¬
though insiders believe that no
such drastic action actually will oc¬
cur.
Hassle stems from the Academy
decision to issue only one scoring
award, instead of two as in the
past. Music members contend it
is unfair to pit the score of a dra¬
matic or comedy picture against
the score of a musical and flatly
refused to nominate only for the
one combined category and refused
to participate in the awards setup
if the Academy Board of Govern¬
ors permits a music nomination to
be made by any other group within
the organization.
The Best Song nomination re¬
mains untouched by the rules
change or the furore.
Jerry Pickman, Paramount's adpub v.p., went off to Rome this
week in connection with the sale of
“10 Commandments” along with
Par product.
Number of Par execs hive been
covering foreign ports in pursuit
of “Commandments” marketing.
\|
|
)

| TOA to Justice:
j let Chains Make
Feature Films

OUT SOON!

52nd Anniversary Number
Of

Its Stock at $3
Washington, Nov. 26, .
District Theatres Corp., which
operates a chain of nabes, including
a D. C, flagship Vaude house, all of
which cater to Negro patronage,
has offered to buy Its outstanding
common stock at. $3~l>er. share.
. Condition is that at least 90,000
shares must be offered at that price
by Dec. 13, 195T. Circuit now in¬
cludes 41 houses in Washington,
Baltimore, Virginia and other
Southern areas. There are 279,335
shares outstanding.
All but 78,533 shares are owned
by the corporation’s' officers, di¬
rectors and “related” Interests, it
was explained by Morton Gerber,
company., president, in a letter to
stockholders. Stock is presently be
traded over the counter at prices
•ranging from a little under to
little over $3 per share.

Forms Closing Shortly

Usual Advertising Rates Prevail

*
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By ALBERT SCHARPER
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
For an actor who has 20-odd pre1948 films concurrently in televi¬
sion circulation, Joel McCrea har¬
bors no bitterness that he receives
nothing from their exhumation
from the vault; nor that they com¬
pete with his present theatrical re¬
leases.
McCrea thinks the vintage cellu¬
loid serves as a “trailer” for his
new, theatre product. And, he isn’t
afraid of over-exposure. “All my
career I never made more than
three films a year—my quota now.
They won’t toss ’em in gross lots
into the tv millrun now; they'll
space them; after all, look how
many moss-hung old pictures tele¬
vision now has.”
Within a month 20th-Fox will
trigger the release of the 80th pic¬
ture McCrea has made since he got
his first opportunity—with billing
—in “Lightnin'," Will Rogers star¬
rer, in 1931.
“I've never had a memorable
smash at the boxofiice, but perhaps
I have had something more satisfy¬
ing;” beams McCrea. “I have never
been in a film which lost money.
Even the two I did for the ill-fated
Enterprise Productions a decade
ago—‘Ramrod’ and ‘Four Faces
West’—made a little, even if the
company did go bust ’Ramrod’
grossed $2,700,000. It is also the
best ‘trailer’ I’ve got working for
me now on tv.”
While he’s keeping an eye on
what is trailerizing his theatrical
output. McCrea also is keeping
busy turning down offers to do an
oater series of telepix—as are John
Wayne, Gary Cooper and other
long career-branded screen saddlesmiths.
McCrea nixed the lead in “Wyatt
Earp"= telefilms. It originally was
offered him by the William Mor¬
ris office, his agent, which pack¬
aged the series, before Hugh
O’Brian strapped on the “Earp”
guns and bullseyed the Trendex
target. McCrea also spurned “Zane
Grey Theatre” pitch extended by
Dick Powell, who later undertook
the gallop himself.
In resolutely riding clear of th«
video range, McCrea has been getting perhaps a dozen scripts a year
from which to select his quota of
(Continued’ on page 27)

, LONDON. W. C. 1
f St. Martin’s Place.
Trafalgar Sgaare .

Miami Beach, Nov. 28.
; As one of the final actions of its
■: 10th anni convention here, The; atre Owners of America again ap¬
pealed to the Dept, of Justice to
| amend the industry consent dej crees so that all former affiliated
) circuits be permitted to. produce
! and distribute pictures “with pre‘ emptive rights to show these pic¬
tures in their own theatres.”
The resolution, adopted bv the
board of directors, specifically re¬
quested the Dept, of Justice for
-an “early and favorable” decision
on National Theatres’ petition to
enter* production. NT had held a
conference with D. of J. officials
on Oct. 10, but Elmer C. Rhoden,
NT topper, told the convention,
that his company had received no
word from the Government agency
since that date.
TOA, in its. resolution, “thanked”
the Justice'Dept, for “its recog¬
nition of this serious industry
problem” .(the product shortage!,
by consenting to hold the meet¬
ing with National Theatres. How¬
ever, TOA noted that the position
of theatreowners Is becoming more
critical each day and.that this sit¬
uation is being Influenced by the
product shortage.
The exhib
group, therefore, impressed upon
the Dept, of Justce the necessity
for an early decision on the NT
petition.

HIM REVIEW#
Mum In tie Shadow

through slightly rote-tinted specs.
Picture is well-made, with solid
action and Robert Mitchum and
WHtcrn.
Fast
modern-day
Curt Jurgensto help along prom¬
Okay prospects.
ising bis prospects. This is Jurgens’
first American-made film exposure,
,
Hollywood, Nov. 22.
but he’s got a rugged, mature
Universal release of Albert Zufamith charm reminiscent of Gable, and is
•roduvtion. Stars Jeff Chandler, Orson
Welles, Colleen Miller, Ben Alexander; a fine actor as well. Off this entry,
eostarj Barbara Lawrence; features John he promises to become a potent
Larch. James Gleason, Royal Daub. Di¬ draw quickly.
rected by Jack Arnold Screenplay. Gene
L. Coon; camera. Arthur E. Arling: edi¬
Only discernable b.o. handicap is
tor. Edward Curtiss; music. Joseph Gcrsh- a lack of romantic interest, which
«nson. Previewed Nov, 19. '57. Running
might discourage distaff attendance.
. Je« Clundl.r But pic is interesting enough to
Virgil Renchler .i)r,?on
Skippy Renchler -.. • • Colleen Miller hold femmes, once in the theatre.
Ab Begley ..... Ben Alexander
Producer-director Dick Powell
Helen Sadler.Barbara Lawrence
Yates ...John Larch has lensed two finishes, but studio
.. James Gleason publicity is carefully non commital
Hank James.
.Royal Da no on which will be used in final
Aiken Clay ...
.
Paul Fix
Herb Parker .....
However, since upbeat
.Leo Gordon version.
Chet Kuneker.
Martin Garralaga "ersion was used at press review,
Jesus Cisrenoa ....
Mario SUetU
Tony Santoro ....
. Charles Horvath . ‘s safe to assume that it's in the
Len Bookman.
William Schallert lead.
Harry* Youngqulst.Joseph J..Greene
Fast-paced
Wendell
Mayes
JakC Kelley
.Forrest Lewis
Hr. Creighton.Harry Harvey Sr. screenplay, from novel by British
Juan Martin..
Schnoider Comdr. D. A. Rayner,* starts with
..Mort Mius
DE’s radar contact with the sur.
. . ■
: faced sub, then follows the pursuit,
Tough action and good story de- . combat ana eventual death of both
velopment combine to shape tins t vessei^ Mainly, story concentrates
modern-day western into an okay t on maneuvers of both captains, as
entry for the outdoor^market. Alai - • tl,ey try for the single mistake on
quee lure of Jeff Chandler and j their enemy’s part which will end
Orson Welles will help to a satis-o. the contest.
factory playoff.
'
Sub is getting the worst of it
Jack Arnold has directed the when Jurgens, in a desperation
Albert Zugsmith production with move, succeeds in sending home a
an eye to values which maintain crippling torpedo. But Mltchum
interest in this tale of a domineer¬ lures the surfaced sub within range
ing Texas ranch baron whose power and rams it. As both ships' are
rules a nearby town until a dedi¬ locked together, with a time bomb
cated. sheriff challenges his dic¬ ticking off within the sub, Mitchum
tatorship. Chandler as the sheriff, spots Jurgens struggling to save his
new on the job, and Welles as the mortally-wounded second-in-com¬
• rancher, who governs his vast land mand, Theodore Bikel, and helps
empire with an iron hand, offer the rescue. Finale has two skip¬
contrasting interpretations well de¬ pers’ respectful courtesies on board
fined, and backing them are an a rescuing Yank destroyer, after
assortment of characters who lend Bikel’s burial at sea.
color to the fast unfoldment. A
To soft-soap the German side of
aequence showing the sheriff being
the fight for American audiences,
dragged through town behind a
Jurgens is quickly established as
truck driven by two of ranchers
men Is somewhat over-melodrama¬ an anti-Nazi old-line navy man,
tic, but it serves to motivate f ilm’s doing his sworn duty without too
much enthusiasm.
taut climax.
Mitchum la established as a vet¬
Gene L. Coon screenplay gets
under way when a Mexican laborer eran sub hunter who takes over a
new
command and has to win his
on Welles’ ranch is fatally beaten
and Chandler investigates the re¬ crew's respect, as well as whip
port.
He
immediately,
incurs them Into shape. Be does this with
Welles’ enmity and is ordered off fine results, foregoing most of his
the ranch, but returning with a usual screen mannerisms.
In lesser roles, Bikel snd Kurt
.court order finds incriminating
blood stain which convinces him Kreuger o* the sub crew, snd Rus¬
the crime was committed. Despite sell Collins and Frank Albertson
the demand by town’s leading citl- of the DE, are very good. As
tens that he drop the cast, or they’ll Mitcbum’s exec officer, A1 HedlSon
go broke via Welles taking his trad¬ shows promise, but needs further
ing elsewhere, sheriff continues seasoning. •
Powell’s direction is deft and
his quest, which nearly ends in his
show-wise, especially in handling
own murder.
Chandler in a restrained role de¬ highly technical details of presentlivers a strong characterization and day naval warfare clearly without
Welles is powerful as the heavy. intruding on the story’s progress.
Colleen Miller as bis daughter He also does a quick, clean job of
excels in a key pari and Ben Alex¬ delineating the main characters,
ander handily enacts a deputy who then moves on to his story telling.
Technically, professional credits
plays to Welles before transferring
his loyalty back to the sheriff. Bar¬ reflect a high degree of craftsman¬
bara Lawrence as Chandler’s wife; ship. DeLuxe color photography by
John Larch as the ranch foreman Harold Rosson Is especially notewho committed the murder; Royal worthy. However, model shots of
Dano and Martin Garralaga all the destroyer-sub collision were
transparently model shots. Kove.
offer solid support.
(C*SCOFE)

USSR.VFr
Motorcycle Gang
~ " 7"-

No-better-than average low
budget pin aimed at teenage
market.
Hollywood, Nov. 22.
American-International release of a
Golden State Production. Stars Anne
Neyland. Steve Terrell, Jetrn Aahley, Carl
Switzer; features Raymond Hatton, Russ
Bender, Jean Moorhead, Scott Peters;
supporting players, Eddie lCalafian, Shir¬
ley Falls, Aid Aleong, Wayne Taylor. Hal
Bogart, PhylUa Cole, Suzanne Sydney.
Edmund Cobh. Paul Blaisdell, Zon Mur¬
ray. Felice ffUchmond. Produced by Alex
Gordon; director, Edward L. Cahn; storyscreenplay, Lou Husoff; camera, Frederick .
E. West; art director, Don Ament; sound,
Ben Winkler; music, Albert Glasser; edi¬
tor, Richard C. Meyer. Reviewed Nov. 30,
'57. Running lime, 71 MINS.
Terry...
Anne Neyland
Randy..
Steve Terrell
Nick ..... John Ashley
Speed _;... Call Switzer
Uncle Ed __...... Raymond Hatton
Joe .... Russ Bender
Marilyn .Jean Moorhead
Hank .Scott Peters
Jack . ... Eddie KafaCan
Darlene .. Shirley Falls
Cyrus Wong ............. — AM Aleong
Phil ..
Wayne Taylor
Walt ...,.Hal Bogart
Mary .. Phyllis Cole
Birdie .Suzanne Sydney
Bill .."Edmund Cobh
Don ...
Paul Blaiedfi).
Hal ..... • - Zon Murray
Hal's Wife .Felice' Richmond

Vednetityj November 27, 1957
Milton Subotsky production are
strung together via a loosely-con¬
trived story line of two young
singers, a boy*and a girl, estab¬
lishing as a romantic team and
falling in love, then splitting
■through the machinations of boy’s
ambitious femme manager. Pro¬
ducers use the device of having 21
deejays throughout the U.S. and
Canada intro various entertainers.
Such artists as Fats Domino,
. ' Count
^rrfr
Basie, Jerry Lee Lewis, Jodie
Sands, Ron Coby, Slim Whitman,
Charlie Gracie* and The .Four
Coins head the entertainment sec¬
tion, for ensemble of .rock ’n’ roll,
rockabilly, swing and Tomantic
rhythms.
Paul Carr and Freda Holloway
team as the youngsters beset with
romantic complications, both Scor¬
ing nicely,
Wliit.

Jauft
(GERMAN!
Frankfurt, Nov. 19.

i

Pallet mu release ef a Dr. Ottomar
Demnick production. - Star* Robert Gref
end Elizabeth B6haty. Directed by Dr,
Ottomar Demnlck. Screenplay, Dir. Donl*
nick: camera, Andor -von Barty; music,
Duke Ellington and Wlnfried Zillif; com*
mentary, H. M. Enzensberger. At Bambl
Theatre, Frankfurt. Runnln* time. *1
Jonaa
. Robert Graf
Nanni ... Elisabeth. Bohaty
M. S.
..Heinz-Dieter Eppler
i.neinz-meter
j The strange Man.Willy Reicbmann

Germany, once among the lead¬
ing producers of unusual pix, has
dropped - behind 'since the last
World War in creative, imaginative
productions. But this is an experi¬
mental film of interest which has
already- received acclamation for
its imaginative aspects.
It has
been cited for the West German
Film Prize for 1957 for music and
camera, and rated as “especially
outstanding” by the German Film
Dangerous Exile
Classification Board.
(BRITISH-V’-YISION-COLGR)
Jonas” symbolizes . the biblical
prophet,
in presenting the prob¬
Stereotyped but competent pe¬
lems of the modern world that
riod melodrama which should
beset man. Jonas is a young em¬
be a safe entertainment bet.
ployee in a huge printing plant,
concerned about the mechanical
London, Nov. 19.
advances that are bringing* ma¬
Rank (George H. Brown) production and
release. Stars Louis Jour dan, Belinda Lee, chines forward and setting man
“Motorcycle Gang” kicks, up a Keith MIchelL Directed by Brian Desmond behind, confused in the complex
cloud of dust as soon as it hits the Hurst. Screenplay, Robin EStrldge; edi¬ world. In his state of puzzlement,
Peter Bezencenet; camera, Geoffrey
screen, and the haze-hecomes.a per¬ tor,
Unsworth; music, Georges Auric. At he goes out to lunch and buys an
sistent one, never letting enough Odeon. Leicester Square, London. Run¬ expensive hat from a pretty girl in
story break through. Aimed for) ning time, 10* MIN*.
a men'* hat shop. While he eats
Due de Beauvais..
Louis Jourdan
teenagers.
Virginia Traill . Belinda Lee lunch, his hat is stolen from the
Lou Rusoff’s screenplay borders^ CoL St. Gerard_....... Keith MicheU rack. And is. « moment of anxiety,
XVH ... Richard O'Sullivan
‘The Wild One” in subject mat¬ Louis
Aunt FeU...Martlta Hunt desperation and rage, he steals an¬
ter, but it concentrate* too heavily ] Mi-. Patient . Finlay Currie other hat from the stand,
Heywood
on motorcycle action. Repetition Glynia...Anne
Now a thief and panicked with
Chief of Police .
Jean MexcUre
of the action seems too mueh for Director of the Republic
the problems'of his foolish act, he
Raymond Gerome trie* to got rid of th’e .hat.
director Edward L. Cahn to eope
Ho
Castre*.. Jean Claudio
with, and the pic often bogs down De
abandons It In another restaurant
Col. Sire Frederick Venner
story-wise.
Terence Longdon -r-the waiter pursues him to return
Evans ......... Brian Rawlinson it. He tosses it in front of an auto
Central character* are Steve Dylan
Ogden...Frederick Leister
Terrell and John Ashley, a couple Lautrcc .
Laurenee Payne —a pedestrian risks his .life to re¬
Derek Oldham trieve it. Spotting the monogram,
of cycle bugs, one good and one William .
Petitval ... Austin Trevor “M, S.r” In the hatband, he tries
bad. Ashley has just returned from
to find the owner. He’s picked upa 15-month vacation in jail for a.
‘Dangerous Exile” is a historical, by the police, found not guilty, but
hit-and-run accident and trie* to
goad Terrell, who got probation for cloak and dagger meller with all his sins oppress him. He seeks help
the same accident, into in' illegal the . typical excitements, absurdi¬ in the church.
race. Conflict arises because Ter¬
The problems, says -the commen¬
ties, confusions, flashbacks, sword¬
rell la a member of a. pollee-sanc- play and general trimmings which tary, typify modem life and the
tloned cycle club and wants to stay invariably rear their cliche-ridden compleidtie* that beset everyone.
in. Its graces to compete in regional
heads in such pictures. It won’t With commentary and violent mu- *
cycle races.
stand out in the memory of patrons sic to underline the theme, there
Anne Neyland, a wild cyclist her¬ as one of the best pix this year, is almost ne dialog throughout
self, teases the pair, trying to move
but it will provide safe entertain¬ the film.
the showdown a little sooner. The
The four actors and’ the director
ment at most British cinemas.
pretty girl succeeds, the race en¬
of this film are excellent. With tha
Pic is an 18th Century yam re¬ exception of Duke Ellington, whose
sue*. and Terrell wind* up in *
volving
around
the
clash
-between
hospital.
mood music emphasizes the downContrived outcome is that club Britain and France after the Re¬ beat theme, all these associated
refuse* to disqualify Terrell from publicans. have overthrown the with this production are young un¬
French
throne
and
tumbrilled
competition, making all the . con¬
knowns In tiier German film world.
flict that came before seem quite Marie Antoinette aiid Louis 16th
Strictly an art house piece, this
to the guillotine, Richard O’Sulli¬ film could find a following in the
inconsequential by this time.
Cyclist quits race midstream to van, the 10-year-old son of the U. S.
Haze.
go fight Ashley and three cohorts dead king, is smuggled out of
who are-terrorizing a small town France by Louis Jourdan, ‘ after
€»•!■•
de
Paris
nearby. The good guys win, the substituting his own son in prison.
(FRENCH-GERMAN) '
bad guys go to jail and Terrell and The ,boy lands in a "Welsh island
(Musical-Color)
Miss Neyland wind'up happily with and Is befriended by Belinda Lee
Paris, Noy.
their whole futures in front of uid her rich aunt, Martita Hunt
From
then
on,
there
is
more
in¬
them, probably on a two-seater
Feth* rcleeee ' ef Petfae-Bavzri* Filmvolvement. Jourdan feels it is his ku n*t-Crittri*n-Xl»n Elan production.
Harley-Davldson.
Catarina. Valent*. - Gilbert Becaud.
Terrell and Ashley are good- duty to return the youngster to Stare
Vittorio De Sica; feature* Gregolr* Aden,
looking actors, each showing he France. The boy says “No,” and Gretha Weleer. Rudolf VegeL Vera Valcan handle more than was avail- his protectors back him up. Mean¬ mont. Directed -by .Andre - Huaebell*,
jabl€ here. Miss Neyland showed while local newspaper editor Fin- Screenplay, Han* Wilhelm, Jean Halainj
camera (Technlceler). Bruno Mondi; edi¬
some spark but was handicapped lay Currie is acting as a spy for tor, Jean Feyte; music. Paul Durand.
by a meandering role she found the French - Republicans and Be¬ Becaud; seta and costumes, Rene M*ulinda Lee’s maid, Anne Heywbod, lacrt^ At^ Vivienne, Paria. Running -time,
difficulty
in
defining.
On technical side. Arthur
Production credits were a bit is acting as a spy for Currie. At Catherine ..
Caterina Valahte
Arling does a good Job with his
Fenmilae Tre Volte
above average for low budget pix. the . same time Miss Lee and Jour¬ Jacques :. Gilbert Becaud
cameras. Edward Curtiss’ editing
Gordy ..
Vittorio De lien
dan are falling in love.
(Female Three Times)
Ron.
K»no . Gregolr* Aslan
Is tight and art direction by Alex¬
The film reaches a stirring if Linda . Vera Valmont
(ITALIAN)
ander Golitzen and Alfred Sweeney
Father,....
Rudolf Vogel
straggling
climax
when
Keith
Miatmospheric.
Whit.
Rome, Nov. 19.
Mottier .....
Grethe>jv*Uer
Jamboree
chell, an idealistic Republican sol¬
Variety Film release of a Carlo Pontldier, is ordered to go to the island
Maxlma Film production.
Stars Sylva
(SONGS)
This film, done in Franocope, an
The Enemy Below
Kosclna; features Alberto Bonucci, Bice
to bump off the young king, and is acceptable Gallic version of Cin¬
Valorl. German Cobos. Glsnrico Tede«c{il,
(COLOR—C*SCOPE>
followed by Jourdan who has dis¬ emascope, la a Gallic musical
Galaxy of singing acts strung
Nino ManfredL Gianni Agus, Gina Rovere,
covered that his own son has been which manage* -to ,be somewhat
Brigitte KembeL Laura Caprifoglio. Di¬
together oldstyle production.
rected by Steno.
Screenplay. Steno,
murdered. In a free-for-all sword inventive and trie* to blend story*
For jukebox fans.
Engrossing story about sub¬
Fulcl: camera, Tonlno delli Colli; music,
fight Jourdan kills Michell and is terp scene* and song number*.
marine warfare, which prom¬
A. F. Lavagnlno. At Splendore, Rome.
free to set up home in Wales with Though the big production aspects
Runnln*. time, IS MINS.
Hollywood, Nov. 15.
ise* good b.o. Intro* Curt
Warner Bros, release of Max j; Rosen- Miss Lee and young Master O’Sul¬
Sonia
...Sylva Kosclna
Jurgen* to Yank audiences.
are stagebound there is an excuse
herg-Milton
Subotsky
production.
Directed
Vasslll . Glanrlco Tedeschi
livan.
by
Roy
Lockwood.
Screenplay,
Lenard
supposed t# take place at the
Santucci ..
Alberto Bonucci
As in most films of political in¬ Casino De Pari*. Blessed With fresh
Katluscia ..... Bice Valorl Kantor; camera. Jack Etra; editors, Rob¬
Hollywood, Nov. 23.
ert Brockman, Anita Posner; music. Nlel trigue and counter-espionage, it is
star^ and a fiiame in Vittorio De
SOtbTox production and release. Stars
Hefti. Previewed Nov. 12, '57. Running
Lightweight item is a takeoff on time, *5 MINS.
difficult for the average observer Sica, this look* -headed for okay
rt Mltchum, Curt Jurgens; with A1
ion. Theodor* Bikel, RuseeU Collins, the frequent defection of Iron Cur¬ Grace Shaw ...
Kay Medford to decide who is "for” and who is local returns, but it may lack the
Kreuger, Frenk Albertson, Biff
Lew
Arthur
.,.
.1
Bob
Fastene
L Produced and directed by Dick tain athletes containing some fast- Pete Porter .... Paul Carr “against.” In the circumstances, it stature for the . U.S. in anything
1L Screenplay by WendeU Mayes, paced “NinQtchka”-style doings In Honey Wynn .....Fredt Holloway is perhaps fortunate that director but secondary spots. With the title
novel by Cemdr. D. A. Rayner; cam¬ the broad comic manner. Should Warren Sykes
Dave King-Wood Brian Desmond Hurst has elected!
and marquee names it might be
era, Harold Roaeom editor, Stuart Gil¬
Cindy Styles .............. Jean Martin
off handsomely in depth, Stage
more; art directors, Lyle K. Wheeler. pay
Manager...Tony TkaVls to direct a pe’destrian script at anj worth dubbing.
ert Hefaett; music, Leigh Marline, though a limited item for export. Asst. Stage Mgr...Leonard Schneider equally pedestrian pace. Only to¬
Tale Is about a daadified, aging
viewed Nov. *2, **7. Runnln* time,
Songwriter
.."Aaron
Schroeder,
wards the end does the action playwright who tries to turn a
Brace of lookers will aid sales any¬
MINS.
Fats Domino ..
Himself
itain Murrell .Robert Mitchum where.
Jerry Lee Lewis .. Himself quicken when Miss Lee rushes music hall star into an actress, and
i Stelher* .Curt Jurgen*
around
in
a
flimsy
nightgown,
her
Jimmy
Bowen
..
Himself
Plot tells of several members of
also endeavor* to turn her -head.
11. Ware ...
- Al Hedloon
Buddy. Knox .
Himself home is nearly wrecked by MiBut the comes to his villa, to re¬
ichwaifer .............. Theodore Bikel a world champ Russian basketball Charlie Graele
.
Himself
Sector ................. Russell Collins team on a visit to Rome who choose Count Basie orch...Themselves chelL’s men and her reputation too hearse, with a family, and tha play¬
Xurt ”
Kreuger
_lolem.
VonHol
“
Joe
Williams
.;.
Himself
is
nearly
Wrecked.
wright's ghost, a young man; takes
Frank Albertson freedom while getting abundantly Jodie Sands.
. P. O. Crain.
Herself
.Biff Elliot involved with Italian men in the. Four Coins...Themselves
Miss Lee, apart from calling the to the girl for the usual complica¬
quartermaster ..
___... Alan Dexter proceedings.
Himself boy “Honey,” has no truck with an tions.
Several commissars Frankie Avalon .
a Merry ............. Doug McClure
Lymon Teencherds.Themselves American accent. She is comely
are dispatched to bring them back Lewjs
Gilbert Becaud is at ease in-hit
Slim Whitman .
-Himself
.... David Bair at all costs—and Inevitably fall Andy Martin...
Himself but the script does not give either role of the- undercover writer and
__ ..........
Joe dl Reda
Himself her or Jourdan much chance for deliver* seine numbers in his usual
victims of the wonderful capitalis¬ Carl Perkins ..
, Bonelli . Ralph Monza
tic ways. Humor is often locallyr.v/.viieSS^Iiiwstnonic futworks. Micheii_i* * manner. Caterina Valente emerges
1 stalwart Republican soldier. There as a fine nuitidal personality with
"The Enemy Below” is an en¬ slanted but pace is rapid and often
“Jamboree” was filmed appa¬ are some neat performances in pipes, terp ability and a good film
grossing tale of a chess-like duel of spicy interludes are always brought
lesser roles by Finlay Currie, Anne personality. He Sica does hi* usual
off
with
taste
in
the
able
hands
of
rently
with
a
single
objective—to
Wit* between the commanders of
an American destroyer escort and director Stene (“Sins of Casano¬ present a parade of standup sing¬ Heywood and Terence Longdon. fading ladies’ man routine to--help
f German U-Boat in World War II, va”). Tflesping is likewise the ex-| ing talent. Film is old-fashioned in. Little O’Svfllivan, doubling as'the package this into an obvious but
locked in single combat and each clamatory type in keeping with | concept, reminiscent of the eariy two youngsters, shows distinct fairly pleasing pie. Music-is good
intent on. blowing the other out of plot. Sylva Kosclna, rapidly rising days of talking pictures when pro¬ promise though he is called upon but the dancing is in the night club
to the top in the Italian glamor ducers slapped a group of singing [to cope with some rather, dire ■ dia- vernacular te make the terp entries
this world.
Once in a While, the gallantry stakes, confirms her rank even acts together; Perhaps okay for 1 log. As an eccentric but humorous somewhat static. Color (Techni¬
gets a bit thick, in the style of though limited *by her role. Rates program situations where younger invalid-aunt. Miss Hunt steals most color) nnd -production are fine.
Direction pl&s this for situation
_ patrons
like
their
vocalistics of the few amusing lines.
World War 1 aviation films of the American attention.
[Geoffrey
Unswortb’s
camera comedy Tather than rapid musical
Technical credits are all good, - stylized, and particularly the juke*20’* and ’SO’*. However, time
work is excellent and the color comedy, which slows it down.
move* along, and perhaps World especially A. F. Lavagnino’s tongue-J bdx trade.
Motk.
' ■
Rich.
Hawk.
{ Acts in the -Max J. Rosenbeqf- first-rate.
War II is now safe and remote in cheek musical Score.
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HAPPY DAYS FOR NOVELISTS
Tax Panic-Muted—Threat Remains

44 BOOKS SET

All) in Show World on Warninf for 1958—Must
Have ‘Proof’ of Spending for Legitimate Expenses
Recently, in the 10th. month of
the present year, the Internal Rev¬
enue. Service .ruled that each per¬
sonal tax return for* 1957, when
filed on April 15, 1958, would have
to carry a “flag” on page one giv¬
ing the '.“expenses” right under
reported gross income. Something
like nationwide “panic” followed.
Not that any new policy was really
being adopted, but rather that-the
regular policy .was being; so point¬
edly planted to explode in the’
taxpayer’s' face.'
Among those caught unready
with records, in detail, to defend
and explain expenses .of a taxyear about to terminate were
thousands of shbw folk of all levels
of income’.
For years they had
operated by rule-of-thumb averag¬
ing of business expenses. Not that
-they went unchallenged. Theatri¬
cal personages are watched and,
precisely1 audited, with peculiar
care by Federal inspectors because
> their professional spending is
-large, and unavoidably so.
• The Treasury has. now ruled that
the expense “flag” on page one
need not fly April 15, but that
starting wi'h 1958 the taxpayer
is on warning to keep detailed
financial records and.be in a posi¬
tion to support Expense claims.
The sigh of relief around the
nation on Tuesday (26), had the
vibration of thunder.
But all
thinking persons will not fail to
absorb the lesson of the “scare”
the revenuers gave everbody. Ours
is a culture which lives in the
twilight zone of “interpretation”
and while Americans have more
right to quarrel with the collec¬
tors' than the citizens'of Britain,
in the end the power is clear and
the titizen pays or else.
•Here is not the place to. bring
up the many unfairnesses, ‘implicit
in the tax laws as written rather
than interpreted, which bear down
severely upon talent and brains,
which enjoy few, If any, of the
allowances and shelters open to
capital per se. Suffice that all in
the show. world should take due
note of the new dangers.
Rules for 1958:

Billy Graham Biopic?
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Allied Artists’ Joel McCrea .
sagebrush saga currently in
release, “The Tall Stranger,”
originally Was to. have been
called “Walk Tall."
When the picture started
production a wealthy Texan,
learning of the working title,
-insisted he and some associ¬
ates were planning to wrap a
religious film around evangel,1st Billy Graham and drape it
with that “Walk Tall" sobri¬
quet.
No argument.
Graham is
deemed to have many ardent
followers who hit not only the
sawdust trail, but also the film
theatre trail when an oater is
being screened.

Bardot Film Ires

Hartford, Nov. 2&.
Three local -film houses w}ere
criticized Sunday (24) by Catho¬
lic priests of St. Joseph’s: Cathe¬
dral for* showing objectionable pix.
Specifically, singled out for cas¬
tigation by the Rev. Bradford H.
Coltob and other priests of the
church was the Colonial Theatre,
near the church.
Currently showing at the filmer
is “The Light Across the Street,”
starring French film star Brigitte
Bardot. Father Colton explained
that he and the other priests did
not devote a sermon to the film or
theatre’s policies, but mentioned
them, in a. group of - parish an¬
nouncement. ' AH masses were
notified that “objectionable, moyies are playing in their neighbor¬
hood.”
.
“The Colonial” he said, “is mak¬
ing a fast buck with condemned
films.” He later' explained to
newsmen that by. this he meafit
the- theatre’s fare is largely movies
disapproved by the Catholic Le¬
Pay by check
gion of Decency.
. Open charge accounts where
. Two other film .houses which
possible.
have been offering foreign films
Keep an expense diary.
Have any and all kinds of came in for criticism by Father
"proof” of expenses, included .bills, Colton. The Art and the CineWebb. -He did not name the lat¬
•receipts, stubs.
ter but identified by its location as
“that one down in Wethersfield.”
Latter town is a suburb of Hart?
ford and has only one house. The
Cing-Webb.
Father Colton also blasted the
advertising policies of the Colon¬
ial Theatre. He called them "out¬
rageous.” Said he .did not know
whether the other pries*, s had com?
mented on the ads.
According to Daniel V. Murphy^
manager of the Colonial Theatre,
h^ bad not been contacted by any
Elmer C. Rhoden, president' of clergyman on the matter asof
National Theatres, who is copro¬ Sunday night.
—
ducing three films with Jack L;
Warner in the CInemiracle process,
sails with his wife on Friday (29)
for an extended European tour
to open up new territory for the
hew third-dimension process. Be¬
cause-' the first Louis de Rochejnent. “CInemiracle Adventure” is
strong on the Scandinavian lo¬
Films are losing a huge poten^
cales, the Rhodens Will tee off
tial audience because the industry
their European o.o.’in.Stockholm,
Oslo and Copenhagen. While In is aiming toe* much at specialized
targets in its.sales approach, pro¬
England he will do some quail¬
ducer Jerry Wald maintained in*
shooting with -J. Arthur Rank.
New .York over the weekend.
The process was demonstrated
• Wald; fresh from a trip through
twice yesterday at the Mt, Eden the- south where he discussed his.
Theater In The Bronx (which is upcoming “Peyton Place,” held
the N.Y. counterpart to the' Mel¬ film: exploiteefS were setting tp.
rose Theatre, - Hollywood, - where narrow an aim. “Too many times,
the Coast tests have been held). we aim our selling at either the
Both Rhoden- and'Warner attended teenage group, or else at the so¬
the a.m. screenings^ and -there was phisticates, and we ignore the mass
another last (Tues.) night. - Three-} audience that is waiting for word1
others are scheduled fot next about our films,” he said. . :
Week.
Producer pointed to the myriads
Rhoden envisions 35 global in¬ of clubs,organizations, * church
stallations for jCinemiracie, sep¬ groups, etc. functioning throughout
arate and apart from the 25 in the the country and said Hollywood
TT.S. and two in Canada.
(Continued on page 29)

NewCinemirade

Wald Hunks Targets Too
Limited; Producers Confuse

Awards a Crazy Quilt to Writers
Considerable Vexation Vented at Guild Meeting—
What Team Uniform Do Leaders Wear?

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Hollywood fllmtkers wIH throw
Overture ‘Old Man’
Hollywood. Nov. 26.
their biggest literary Sunday punch
Screen Writers branch of Writ¬
HoUywood, Nov. ii6.
in a decade, with a minimum of 44
ers
Guild
of
America West on
Warners
is
sending
“The
novels poised by the majors for
Thursday night reduced the screen¬
Old Man and the Sea” out
filmization during the first six
writer
awards
in
the Academy race
with
an
overture,
months of 1958.
from three to two, in accordance
S‘udio has quietly filmed a
Of the total, greatest number of
with Academy requests, but not un¬
sequence
involving
the
studio
novelsrto-pix will be made by 20thtil a furious debate raged over the
orchestra, batoned by Dimitri
Fox, which will shoot 16 book prop¬
reduction.
Academy of Motion
Tiomkin, playing the main
erties by next June. The upsurge
Picture Arts
Sciences has asked
themes from the Leland Hay¬
in book .filming is attributed to an
all branches to reduce their re¬
ward.
production.
It
will
be
effort to win back the lost theatrespective
nomination
categories, to
shown ahead of the man title
going patrons. To do so, Holly¬
streamline the annual event.
credits to give the effect of
wood’? new attack is concentrated
Branch met at the Academy li¬
an
actual
theatre
orchestra
in wooing the “book worms” back
brary, and as it turned out chief
providing an overture prior to
to the film houses.
targets of the opponents were
a performance.
Idea was
. While aU of the majors haven’t
Guild reps to the Academy—Acad
used once before, by 20thas yet laid out their 1958 product
prexy George Seaton and Valen¬
Fox, on “How to Marry a
tion schedules, studio spokesmen
tine Davies. They were assailed
Millionaire."
feel, the following properties will
by Daniel Fuchs, Sydney Boehm
Stunt, in effect, makes an ac¬
roll during the first half of ’58:
and George Wells, who in their at¬
tor of Tiomkin. For the first
tack charged that Seaton and
• The 16 novels being transfered
time' fn all his years Of asso¬
Davies
hadn’t consulted the writ¬
to the screen at 20th-Fox include,
ciation with the industry
bis
ers-on the reduction, and that they
“The Diary , of Anne Frank,” auto¬
face will be seen on the screen
were representing the Academy,
blog, which George Stevens will prch
as he conducts the orchestra
not the Guild, in the matter.
duce-direct; “Mud On the Stars,”
of the overture.
Fuchs was indignant about it,
by - William Bradford Huie, pro¬
and said writers Weren’t even noti¬
ducer-director Elia Kazan; “Ten
fied about the proposed reduction.
North Frederick” by John O’Hara,
Charles Brackett and Dudley Nich¬
which Philip Dunne directs for pro¬
ols rose to the defense of Seaton
ducer Qharles . Brackett; “A Cer¬
and Davies, saying they felt three
tain Smile,” by Francoise Sagan,
.1 awards were too many, and Malvin
director Jean Negulesco, producer
j Wald endorsed their position, and
Henry- Ephron; “The Captive” by
: accused the protesting writers of
the Gordons, Samuel -G. Engel pro¬
! being overly
concerned with
«
... At_
j* # l<lt.
,
.
viuijr VVULC1UCU
Willi the
U1B
duction; “Gemma Two Five,” by
On thfc theory that the business * economics involved rather than
Victor Canning, also to be pro¬
duced .by Engel; ‘The Big War” by is better than ever—if you have the awards themselves.
Brackett and 'Nichols contended
Anton Myrer, Jerry Wald produc¬ an attraction,”
George
Sidney
tion; ‘Tender Is the Night,” by F. stated this- week he wouldn't be not only were three writer awards
too many, but that actually there
Scott Fitzgerald, David O. Selz‘'surprised” if the cost of “Ander- should be only one, just as there is
nick production;" DeLuxe Tour” by
Frederic Wakeman which Robert L. sonviUe” goes above $5,000,000. one for directors, producers, etc.,
Jacks'will produce for Darryl F. This is on the basis of the scope and Intimated a proposal for a sin¬
Zanuck productions; ‘The Sound of .the production he has in mind gle writers award may be brought
up in the future. Branch prexy
and the. Fury/’ by. William Faulk¬
although the specifics haven't been) Frank Nugent then proposed the
ner, to be directed by Martin Rittj
award for “best original story” be
for Jerry Wald; “Rally Round the set yet.
Flag, Boys,”.by Max Shulman, Bud¬
independent film-maker,'- who's eliminated, that the* two Oscar
dy Adler production which Leo aligned with Columbia, said he’s categories for writers be for “best
McCarey
directs;
“Bachelor's had the Mackinlay Kantor property adaptation” and “best original ma¬
latter
kudosing -both
Baby” by Gwenn Davenport which for a year and a half and during terial,”
Henry Ginsberg produces; ‘The most of this time Daniel Taradash screenplay and its original basis,
and
this
proposal
was adopted.
Wandering Jew” by Eugene Sue has been at work on
screenplay.
During all the arguing, Stewart
which Nuhnally Johnson produces- Transferring the monumental novel
directs; “These Thousand Hills” to script form has been a sizable Stem complained that Nicholas
by A. B. Guthrie, producer David job and Taradash has reached the Ray had garnered an Academy
Weisbart; “Blood and Sand,” by point Where he has a 350-page nomination for best original story
Vincent Blasco Ibanez, to be pro¬ draft. Sidney, who now has “Pali on “Rebel Without a Cause,” the
duced by Henry Ephron, and “The Joey” in release, said he’s not
(Continued on page 20)*
Small Woman,” by Alan Burgess, necessarily concerned about the!
which Mark Hobson qproduces-di* length of
“AndersonvHle,” his
rects.
reasoning being that nothing’s too
WB, TJ’a 5 Each
long if it’s good.
Warner? and Universal both plan
He said in New York this week
to put five novels before the -cam¬
he hasn’t decided on the screen
eras during the - six month period.
process but has entertained the idea
At WB, “Home Before Dai*k,” by
of doing the . picture in Cinerama.!
Eileen Bassing,' Which Mervyn LeHowever, he hasn’t seen the new
Roy produces-directs; "The FBI
Cihemiracle system yet and in¬
Story” by Don Whitehead, pro¬
tends to view this upon his return
ducer LeRoy; ‘The Nun’s Story” by
to the Coast this week. As for the
Kathryn Hulme which Fred Ziiine:
costs of “Andersonville,” there’s
mann directs for producer Henry
to be a major item in the logistics,
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Blanke; “The Philadelphian” by
considering that 20,000 extras will
Los Angeles city and qounty ofRichard Powell which Alex Match
be, employed
in...
the Cjyil War stock- . ficials have expressed concern over
- produces; and “Letter from Pe¬
king” .by Pearl Buck which Mar¬ ade scenes and all will have to be: the prospect that some other citv
j might be chosen the site for the
tin Rackin produces. U’s quintet herded and fed.
Sidney also revealed he's set to 1959 International Federation of
are—“And Ride a Tiger,” by Rob¬
do
a
picture
with;.
Cantiflas,
the?
Film Producers Assn.—sanctioned
ert. Wilder, which Helmut Kautner
Indignation yras
directs for producer Ross Hunter; Mexican star, as the key character; film festival.
“Bon Voyage” by Marijane and Jo¬ among perhaps five stellar per-j aroused by story which indicated
seph Hayes, producer Ross Hunter; formers. It's'an original and now ’outlook is rosy for San Francisco
“The . Last Outlaw” by Clifton collaborating on the script are: being Chosen one of five world
Adams which MaxweU Shane will Sonja Levien and Leonard Spigel-j sites for film festivals sanctioned
by the international body.
produce;. “The Galilean” by Frank gass. Tentative title is “Pepe.”
Cantiflas has made only one!
Frisco has groundwork already
G. Slaughter whlth Douglas Sirfc
produces; and “ThA Wine of English-speaking picture to date,' kid, a first, with unsanctioned fes(Continued on page 30)
this being “80 Days Around thejtival scheduled to start there
World.” Col has- been releases his j *>ec- 4Spanish-language productions for- _ Letters expressing interest in
luring festival to L.A. have -gone
United Ariiflt' 'Gfvur Whiian'
more than 15 years.
out from Stephen D. Gavin, chief
: exec assistant to L.A. Mayor FoulFrancis M. Winikus
son, and John Anson Ford, chair¬
man of county board of supervis¬
bemoans Us.
ors. Gavin, in a letter to industry
leader Mervyn LeRoy. wrote, “If
the industry is anxious to bring
this festival to Hollywood, the city
would cooperate in every way pos¬
"Dunbar’s CoVe,” by Borden sible, but it’ is our feeling that
Beal, has been acquired by 20th- the lead should be taken by the
pnotliar Editorial Feature
I'Fqx for $50,000.
’ Unpublished motion picture leaders.”
In tfce upcoming
novel will be incorporated in Wil¬ i
Ford, in a letter to Hollywood
liam Bradford
,, , Huie’s
„ “Mud.. on
'n the
“^{Chamber of Commerce exec secreStars,” which
Eli Kazan will make] tary Claire T. .Grimes, wrote:
: 52d Anniversary IS umber
whichElia
for 20th release.
“Your concern regarding the San
of
The BeaL book was brought out Francisco Film Festival seems
by Scribner a month ago.
Like ( well founded. But what do you—
“Mud- on the Stars,” it deals with ' or we—or ‘they’ propose to do
the Tennessee. Valley Authority, i about it?”

‘AndersonviDe’
Cost $5J

j

L. A. Awakens To
TTireatTrisco May
Win Pix‘Festival’

Fate In Paris

PSRIEff

‘Dunbar’s Core’ an Insert;
Beal Novel Reaps $50,000
As Paring Block for ‘Mud’

PICTCHE GROSSES
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‘Joey’ Lusty 12G, Port;
Holiday Hypoes Pet.; ‘Stranger Fat
LA Biz Okay; Time Fast $38,000,
llays’ Big $7,500,32d
$16,000, ‘Joey Hot 176, ‘Girls’ 106
‘Spec’ Sock 75G, Both in 12 Spots;
‘Costello’ Big 49G, 15,10 C’s 25G
Key City Grosses
Portland, Ore., Nov. 26.
Town is loaded with strong new
entrants, and biz reflects it cur¬
rently. “Around World in 80 Days”
moves into a fantastic 32d week at
the- Broadway where still big. "Pal
Joey,” great at Fox, and "Perri,”
sockeroo at Guild, loom as best
newcomers, "Zero Hour,” dull at
Paramount, shapes lightest of new¬
comers.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker)
(980; $2$2.50) — “Around World In 80
Days” (UA) (32d wk). Big $7,500.
Last week, $9,100.
Fine Arts (Foster) (425; 90-$1.25)
— "Nana” (Indie) (2d wk). Fair
$1,500. Last week/ $2,800-.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.50)
—"Pal Joey” (Col). Great $12,000.
Last week,
"Armored Attack”
(NTA) and "Battle. Stripe” (NTA)
(reissues), $8,400.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1.25) —
"Perri” (BV). Mighty $5,000. Last
week, “Rising of Moon” (WB),
$2,100.
'
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,890; 90!$1.25)—"Escapade In Japan” (U)
: and "Slim Carter” (U).
So-so
$6,000.
Last week, .“Jailhouse
Rock” (M-G) and "Action of Tiger”.
. (M-G) (2d wk), $5,500.
Orpheum
(Evergreen)
(1,600;
SI-&1.5Q) — “Story of Mankind”
(WB) and “Black Patch” (WB). Fair
$6,000. Last week, "Operation Mad
Ball” (Col) and “Domino Kid” (Col)
'(2d wk), $8,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 90-1
$1.25) — "Zero Hour” (Par) and
"Hear Me Good” (Par). Dull $4,500.
Last week, “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par)
and "Stowaway Girl” (Par), $7,700.

Los Angeles, Nov. 26. 4Regular first-runs are taking a
dip this frame although a record
number of nabes and drive-ins are
boosting the over-all total to a
soeko $401,900. Several openers
Estimated Total Gross
are getting only fair trade in ma¬
This Week ... ...... $475,800
jor situations but are doing hand(Based on 21 theatres)
. somely in outlying spots. “Pursuit
Last Tear .$643,400
of Graf Spee,” paired with "Slim
(Based
on 21 theatres)
Carter,” leads newcomers with an
okay $18,300 in four first-runs plus
another $56,700 in eight nabe
houses for a smash $75,000 total.
"Time Limit” is heading for a
fair $12,500 in three major thea¬
tres,
with
nine
neighborhood
houses supplying an additional
$25,500. "Motorcycle Gang” with
"Sorority Girl” looks slim $11,000
in three regular situations but the
Boston, Nov. 26.
take from eight ozoners should
total a lush $65,000.
With holdovers dominating and
"Story of Esther Costello,” __ | Xmas shopping crowds out, only
first multiple run after showcasing, j standouts and moDpet fare are
looks happy $10,500 in two houses, ' drawing this period. "Pal Joey,”
with another $38,500 from three i hottest thing' in town and best at
nabes and eight drive-ins.
j State and Orpheum in months.
“10 Commandments” stilljpaces ■ "Search
for Paradise”
opened
regular holdovers,
- with
_
"Seven t sockeroo at the Boston. “Pern” is
_
—r hard-ticket pic at; slick at Beacon Hill.
“Rodan”
Wonders”
top
great $30,000 at Warner Hollywood, j looms whooping at the Pilgrim.
"Pal Joey” is holding up sharply)
"And God Created Woman.”
in fifth stanza.
j continues to draw lines in fourth
Estimates for This Week
} at the Gary, still toDnling records.
Orpheum, Vogue, Fox Beverly;‘‘^onnd World in £0 Days” leads
i\Tprrnnolit'in-FWTP> <2 913* 825* ^ty in 33d week.
Hunchback of
1,334; 90-$1.5Q) — "Time ’Limit” Notre Dame” is pulling solidly in
ira. and
Jn/ “VnWiA”
Fair! second at Metropolitan as result
(UA»
"Valerie” utav
(UAL Fair
S12,500. Last week, Orpheum with of heavy exploitation.
Estimates for This Week
Hawaii,
“Hunchback
of
Notre
Dame” (AA> and "Portland Ex¬
Astor <B&0) U.372; <tf.65-$2.75>
pose" (AA) i2d wk), $6,800. Vogue —"Raintree County” (M-G) (61 h
with Hillstreet. Uptown, "Rodan” wk). Fifth week was oke St 5.000
<DCA) and “Hell in Korea” (DCA), or near. I.-’rt we«»k. $16 nun.
$19,400. Fox Beverly with State,
Bescon Hill (Sack) <678: 90Fox, "Jallhouse Rock” <M-G>,j$l 75)—"Perri” (Btn. Hotsv $]4..
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
and "Domino Kid” (Col), $20,700. j 000. Lart week, VGigi” (M-G) (2d
First-run biz here currently
Four Star «UATC> (868; 90-$1.50) I wk). $4,000.
showed strength only over the
—“How to Murder a Rich Uncle” {
B*>stnn (SW - Cinerama) (1 354;
weekend.
However, there are
(Col). Nice $2,600. Last week, | $1.?5-$?.R5) — "Search for Parasome very sturdy spots,
"Baby
"Four Bags Full” (Indie) i2d Wk), j d’se” (Cinerama).
Looks great
Face Nelson” is great at Goldman
$21 000 in 4 days.
$1,500.
and standout of newies currently.
Los Angeles, Loyola, Hollywood,
Copley (Indie) (961; 90-SI ’5)—
RItz (FWC) <2,097; 1,248; 756; 1.- “Miracle of Marcelino” (UMPO) “Bombers B-52” is highly disap¬
pointing with slim pickings at Mast320; 90-$1.50)—"Pursuit of Graf (10th wk). Ninth week was $3,500.
baum. “Kiss Them For Me” looks
Spee” (Rank) and "Slim Carter” L?ct week. S4.000.
Exeter (Tndie) M 200: 60-$1.25)— mild at the Fox. “Pal Joey” con¬
<U>. Okay $18,300. Last week, Los
Angeles,
Loyola.
Hollywood, “Novel Affair” (3d wk).
Second tinues boff at Stanley in third
"Three Faces of Eve” «20th).(lst wef»lc ended Saturday (°3) was fine round. "Cyclops” is rated stout at
Stanton.
“Les Girls” also Js
multiple run), "Death in Small $6 700. Last week. $8 500..
F>nwsv (NF.T) (1.378: 60-$1.10) smash in third Arcadia session.
Doses” (AA), $14,000. Ritz, "Oper¬
Estimates
for This Week
ation Mad Ball” (Col) (3d wk), and —"Tin Star” (Par) and "Short Cut
Arcadia (S&S) (526; 99-$1.80)—
to Hell” (Par) (7d wk). Oke $4,000.
(Continued on page 22)
“Les Girls” (M-G) (3d wk). Happy
Last week. $5,500.
Gary (Sark) (1.340: 90-«1.80)— $14,000. Last week, $15,000.
Boyd (SW-Cinerama). (1,430;
“And
God
Created
Woman”
for
Para¬
(Kings) (4th wk). Whopping $21.- $1.20-$2.80)—"Search
Off to
000. as records routinue to tumble. dise” (Cinerama) (8th wk).
$13,500. Last week, $15,500.
Last week, $22,000.
.
Fox (National! (2,250; 55-$1.80)—
E’enmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25)
—“Young Stranger” (TT> (5th wk). "Kiss Them For Me” (20th). Mild
$10,000.
Last week,' "Stopover
Fourth
wps
slick
$5,500.
Last
Baltimore, Nov. 26.
Tokyo” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000.
Brigitte Bardot was the big gun we“k. $7,200.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,250; 65Paramnupt (NET) (1.700: 60-31)
here again this week in “And God
$1.25)—"Baby Face Nelson” (UA).
Created Woman,” still smash at the —"Tin Star” (Par) and "Short Cut Wham $13,000. . Last week, "Street
Cinema in second, where it has to Hell” (Par). Okay $9,000. Last of. Sinners” (UA) and “Trooper
broken all existing records there. ] week. $12,000.
Mayflower f.\TC) (689; 65-90) — Hook" (UA), $8,000.
"April Love” was nice at the New
Green Hill (Serena) (750; 75but elsewhere biz was just fair "Joker Tc Wild” (Par) and “Stow¬ $1.25) (closed Sundays)—"Raising
with the rain blamed for lowering away Girl” (Par). Returns house Riot” (Indie). Light $2,200. Last
to
second-run.
Last
week,
"Care¬
the weekend take. “Mom and Dad”
less Years” (ITA) (2d wk), $4,500. week, “Town on Trial” (Indie) (3d
was a bit disappointing in second
Pilgrim (NF.T) (1.100: 65-95)— wk), $2,100.
frame at Century as w*as "Jailhouse
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 90-$1.49)
"Rodan” (DCA) and "Hell in
Rock” at Hippodrome.
Poor
Korea” (DCA).
Solid $12,000. —“Bombers B-52” (WB).
Estimates for This Week
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)
Century iFruehtman) (3,100 50$1.25)—“Mom and Dad” (Ind>e)
and "Mixed-up WTomen” (Indie) (2d
wk1.' Okay $7,000 after $15,000
opener.
Cinema «Schu*aber) 1460; 50$1.25)—"God
Created
Woman”
(Kings) (2d wk). Wow $12,000 after
$9,000 in first.
Film Centre (Rappaport) (800;
$1.25-$2.25>—"Around World in 80
: Cincinnati, Nov. 26.
preview Monday. (25) was on eve
Days” (UA) (49Ui wk). Good $6,000.
"Pal Joey” is the city topper tills of start of "Search for Paradise”
Last week, $6,400.
canto, racking up a terrific gross, run amid gala hoopla joined by
Five West 'SchwabeD (460; 50- hest in 18 months at Keith’s. New public officials of four states.
$1.25)—“Triple Deception” (Rank). bills are no stimulant at most'other
Grand (RKO) (1.400; 75-$1.10)—
<5th wk). Nice $3,000 after near! first-runs. “Bombers B-52” shapes "My Man, Godfrey” (U) and "Night
same last round.
‘fair at the Albee but “My Man Runner” (U). Okay $6,000. Last
Hippodrome «Rappaport) >2,300; 1 Godfrey” at Grand looks okay. week. "Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and
50-S1.25)—“Jailhouse Rock” (M-Ghj "Story of Mankind” at Palace in "Short Cut to Hell” (Par), $5,500.
(2d wk). Fair $6,500 after $12,000 rsplit week is Limp. "Search for
Guild (Vance) (300; 50-90) -i
in first.
\ Paradise” succeeds triple Ciney
Mayfair <Fruchtman> <980; 50- recordmaker, "Seven Wonders of “Lost Continent” (Indie) (5th wk).
$1.25 c—"Perri” iBVi. Sock $6,500. World” as fourth Cinerama edition. Exiting to fair $1,400 tempo, a
Last week, “Zero Hour” (Par), j Six-day visit of Shipstads & John- pickup of last week’s $1,100.
Keith’s. (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25>
ditto.
*! son "Ice Follies” at Cincinnati
New iFruehtman) (980; 50-$1.25) f Garden, ended Saturday (23), re- —“Pal Joey” (Col). Terrific $18,Best grosser
•“April Love” ,20th). Fancy $11^-!fleeted thinning of film fans.. 000. ^
_
,
,here in nearly-18
« - ^
000. Last week, “Stopover Tokyo” “Around World in 80 Days” looms; months. Likely to carry through
(20th >, $5,000.
: strong in 24th week at the Valley.; to Xmas. Last week, "Operation
Playhouse (Schwaber) (400; 50- \
Estimates for This Week
; Mad Ball” (Col) (4th wk), $7,000.
$1.25)—“Doctor at Large” (U) (5th 1
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 90-$1.25)—; Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-$1.10)—
wk). Nice $3,000. Last
r —xweek,
1- $3,900.
— | “Bombers B-52” <WB>. Fair $8,000 j "Story^of Mankind” (WB), split
Stanley (SW) (3,200; 50-$1.25)— (or near. Same last week for
with "Helen of Troy” (WB) and
"Battle Stripe” (NTA) and “Ar-jStar” (Par),
“Silver Chalice” (WB) (reissues).
mored Attack” <NTA1 (reissues). I
Capitol (SW-Ciherama) (1.376; Limp $5,000. Last week, "Stopover
Fair $8,000. Last week, "Bombers; $1.20-$2.65) — "Seven Wonders” Tokyo” (20th>, $7,000.
B-52” (WB). $9,000.
! (Cinerama) <76th wk). Hefty $22,Valley (Wiethe) (1,300; $1.50Town
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,125; ' 000 for extended final session (10 $2.50)—"Around World in 80 Days”
$I.25-$2.25>—“This is Cinerama” j days) of record Ciney film engage- (UA) (24th wk). Shaping for im¬
(Cinerama) <13th wk). Nice $8,300. i ment. with total attendance ex- provement over last week’s good
Last week, $8,500.
iceeding 750,000. Trade and press i $9,000,

Broadway Grosses

‘Joey Giant 63G,
Hub; ‘Search’ 24G

‘Nelson’

My;‘Gris’14G

‘Woman’ Wham $12,000,
, Balto; ‘Lo?e’ Sweet 11G,
‘Stripe’-Attack’ Oke 8G

‘Joey’ Terrif $18,000 Paces Ciney;
‘Godfrey’ Okay OW Far 8G

-4*

Estimated Total Gros*
This Week.$2,561,500
(Based on 23 cities and 259
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
cluding n. y.)
Total Gross same Week
Last Tear.$3,453,600
(Based on 22 cities and 237
theatres.1

‘April’ Hot $1
Cleve.; ‘Days’ 116

Detroit, Nov. 26.
The holiday is helping Jjiz at
many spots currently.
Reserva¬
tion* are rolling in for “Around
World in 80 Days” to boost it to a
terrific 48th week at the United
Artists. Longer run at Music Hall
of "Seven Wonders of World” will
be up only slightly in 69th week.
"Les Girls” is not expected to
get a holiday hypo but still is nice
in third session at the. Adams.
Newcomer "Tall
Stranger”
at
Michigan looms good. "Amazing
Colossal Man” is rated slim at
Broadway - CapitoL
Also new,
"Perri” at the Krim looks fine.
Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 90$1.25) — ^Abominable Snowman”
(20th) and "Ghost Diver” (20th).
Poor $11,000.
Last week, "Kiss
Them for Me” (20th) and “Plunder
Road” (20th), $14,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
90-S1.25)—"Tall Stranger” (AA)
and "Affair in Havana” (AA). Good
$16,000. Last week, "My Man God¬
frey” (U) and ‘.‘Slim Carter” (U),
$15,000.
Pahns (UD) (2,961; 90-$1.25)—
"Zero Hour” (Par)’ (1st wk) and
"Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA)
(3d wk). New feature with "Hunch¬
back.” Fancy $14,000.
Madison (UD) (90-$1.25) —"Pal
Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Hotsy $17,000. Last week, $20,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500:
90-$1.25)—"Amazing Colossal Marr
(Indie) and "Cat Girl” (Indie). Slim
$11,000. Last week, "Decision at
Scndown” (Col) and “Escape from
SaH Quentin” (Col), $12,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,667; $1.25$3)—“Around World” (UA) (48th
wk). Soaring to $18,000. Last week,
$11,500.
Adams (Balaban)
(1,700; 80$1.50)—"Les Girls” (M-G) (3d wk).
Still nice at $10,000. Last week,
11 000
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,205; $1.50-$2.65) — "Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (69th wk). Okay
$13,000. Last week, $12,300.
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.50)—
"Perri” (BV). Fine $9,500. Last
week, "Lost Continent” (Indie)
6 200

Cleveland, Nov. 26.
Biz is hot too exciting here cur¬
rently, mainly because the new
fare is not shaping too strong.
"Bombers B-52”. looms good at
Allen but "Stopover Tokyo” is
sluggish at State. “April Love” is
rated lofty at Embassy. "Pal Joey”
still is great in third round at Hipp.
Estimates for This Week
• Allen (S-W) (3,800; 90-$1.25>—
"Bombers B-52” (WB). Good $12,000 or near. Last week, "Slaughter
10th Avenue” (U) and "Tammy and
Bachelor” (U) (return date), $9,500.
Embassy (Community) (1,200; 7090)—"April Love” (20th). First
Ohio showing plugged for lofty
$9,000 or near. Last week, "Escape
San Quentin” (Col) and "Decision
Sundown” (Col), $6,000.
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 90-$1.25)—
“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Wham
$18,000. Last week, $20,000.
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild)
(925; $1.25)—"French They Are
Funny Race” (Indie) (2d wk). Mild
$1,800 after $2,900.
Lower Mall (Community) (500;
50-90)—"Woman in Dressing Gown”
(WB). Mild $2,400. Last week,
“Wife for a Night” (Indie), $2,000.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; $1.25-$2.50)
—“Around World In 80 Days” (UA)
(24th wk). Steady $11,000 after
same last week.
Palace (SW-Cinerama) -11,523;
$1.25-$2.40) — "Cinerama Holiday”
(Cinerama) (22d wk). Up to big
$14,700 after 12,400 last week.
State. (Loew) (3,500; 7Q-90)—
"Stopover Tokyo” (20th). Sluggish
$10,000. Last week, "Jail House
Toronto, Nov. 26.
Rock” (M-G) (2d wk), $9,GOO.
Xmas shopping Is beginning- to
Stillman (Loew) (2,700; 70-90)—
“Johnny Trouble” (WB) and "Black cut into matinee trade here , but
Patch” (WB). Light $5,000. Last "Pal Joey” is doing terrific tumweek,. “Zero Hour” (Par), $5,200. aWay night biz on weekends and
leading the
city’s v newcomers.
"Three Faces of Eve” also is big
at three-house combo. “Kiss Them
‘Girls’ Slick $14,000,
for Me” looms mild at Carlton.
Denver; ‘Joey* Big 23G “Les Girls,” in second stanza, at
two Loew houses, is getting wham
Denver, NoV. 26.
"Pal Joey” is landing top money returns with night turnaways. Also
here this session with a great take hefty is fourth frame of "Perri.”
at the Denver. "Around World in "Around World in 80 Days” looks
80 Days” goes into 29th week at the wow in 15th session at Tivoli.
Tabor after doing okay in current
Estimates for This Week
(28th) stanza. "Les Girls” is fine
Carlton (Rank) (2,518; 60-$l)—
at Orpheum while "April Love” is "Kiss Them for Me”,(20th). Mild
rated fancy at Centre. Both are $8,000. Last week, ^Operation Mad
holding. “My Man Godfrey” looms Bad” (Col) (2d wk), $9,000.
good at Paramount.
Downtown, Glendale, * Sc arbor o.
. Estimates for This Week
State (Taylor) (1,054; 995; 694; 698:
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 70-$1.25)— 50-75)—"Mr. Rock and Roll” (Par)
‘April Love” (20th). Lively $16,- and "Lonely Man”. (Par). Light
Last week, 'TJunsight
000, Stays. Last week, "Story of $12,000.
Mankind” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000.
Ridge” (TJA) and ."Enemy from
Denham (Cockrill) (1,428; 70-90). Space” (UA), Same.
—"Devil’s
Hairpin”
(Par)
kod
-Hollywood, Palace, Runnyihedo
"Hear Me Good” (Par) (2d wk). (FP) (1,080; 1,385; 1,485; 50-$D—
Mild $3,500 in 5 days. Last week, ‘Three Faces of Eve” (20th). Fine
$9,000.
$25,000. Last week, "Hunchback of
.Denver (Fox) (2,586; 70-$1.25)— Notre Dame” (AA) (2d wk), $13,500.
"Pal Joey” (Col). Smash $23,000.
imperial (FP) (3,344: 75-$1.50>—
Holding over. Last week, "Kiss
"Pal Joey” (Col). Wliam $28,000.
Them for Me” (20th) and "Under
Last week, "Jet Pilot” (RKO) (2d
Fire” (20th), $12,000..
Esquire'" (Fox)" (742; 70-90)— wk),’$10,000 at 60c-$1.10.
International (Taylor; 557; $1)—
“Miller’s Beautiful Wife” (Indie).
Fine $3,500. Stays- on. Last week, "Woman In Dressing Gown”. (WB)
(2d wk). Oke $3,000. Last week,
on reissues.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,596; 9Q-$1.25) $3,500. . .
—"Les Girls” (M-G) and "Hell
Loewis, * Uptown (Loew) <2,098:
Canyon Outlaws’* (Rep). Fancy 2,096* 75-$1.25)—"Les Girls” (M-G)
$14,000, and will hold. Last week, (2d Wk). Holding at smash $26,000,
“Bombers B-52” (WB) and "Dom¬ Last -week, $36,500.
ino Kid” (Col), $7,500.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)—
Paramount (Wolfberg) <2,200; 70- "Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
90)—"My Man Godfrey” (U) and (15th wk). Wow $13,000. Last week,
"Satchmo Great” (UA), Good $10,- same.
000. Last week, "Slaughter 10th
Towne
(Taylor)
(693;
$D—
Avenue” (U) and "Triple Decep¬
“Perri” (BV) (4th wk). Nice $7,000,
tion” (Indie), $10,500.
Last week, $8,000.
Tabor (Fox) (930; $1.25-$2.50)—
University (FP) (1^233; $1.50“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
<28th wk). Just okay $4,000, but re¬ $2.40)^-“This Is Cinerama,” (Cine¬
mains at least one more. Last week, rama) (5th wk). Off on matinee biz
to $15,000. Last week, $16,000.
$5,000.
York (FP) (877; $1.25-$2J—"10
Vogue Art (Sher-Shulman) (442;
75-90)—"Devil’s General”' (Indie) Commandments” (Par). (53d wk).
(2d wk). Fair $1,200. Last week, Oh final three' weeks, upsurge to
good $4,500. Last week, $4,000.
2 000

$ ,

.

$,

. .

‘Joey’ Mighty 28G, Tops
Toronto; ‘Ere’ fine 25G,
‘Girls’ Wham 26G, 2d

$, .
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Xmas Buying Bops Chi; ‘Baby Boff
12G, ‘Game of Love Terrif $11,
‘Girls’ Wow 16G, 4th, ‘Joey 19G
Chicago, Nov, 26. •
Christmas trappings on State
Street and holiday season sales
promotion in the papers mark the
Inception of Chicago's pre-holiday
boxoffice eclipse.
“April Love” gets a cold Novem¬
ber shoulder for first week at Ori¬
ental with $13,000. “Under Fire”
and “Deerslayer” at Grand is bare¬
ly par $5,000. “How to Murder a
Rich Uncle” is sturdy at the Es¬
quire with $9,800. But the Gar¬
rick's “Baby Face Nelson” shapes
smash $12,000 in first session. With
heavy exploitation via Its recent
censorship battle, "Game of Love"
promises to- hit boff $11,600 at Surf.
“My Man Godfrey” looms good
In second at United Artists, and
"Jailhouse Rock” is treading softly
in second at the Chicago. “Pursuit
of Graf Spee" looks nice at Loop
for second. Still great la "Pal Joey'
in fifth at State-Lake.
Estimates fer TUe Week ■
Chicago (BAR)" (1.000: 6041.50)
—“Jailhouse Rock" (M-G) 124 wk).;
Fair $15,000. Last week. $25,000.
E*4«lso (HAS Balaban) U.MO;
60-$lJ25)—“How to Murder Rich
Uncle” (Col). Sturdy $6,600. Last |
week, “Scandal in Sorrento” (DCA)
$7 000
Garrick (BAR) (830; 9041-25)—
"Baby Face Nelson" . (UAL Wow
$12,000. Last week, “Zero Hour"
(Par) and “Hear Me- Good" (Par)/
$3,800 for 6 days.
.
Grant (Indie) (1,200; 9041.23)—
“Under Fire” (20th) and “Deerslayer" (20th). Good $5,000. Last
week, "Invisible Boy* (M-G) and
“Hired Gun” (M-G), $6,000.
Loop (Telem't) (606; 9041-50)—
"Pursuit of Graf Spec” (Rank) (24
\vk). Pert $8,500. Last week,:

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re¬
ported herewith from the vari¬
ous key cities, are net; be.,
without 'usual tax. Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net In¬
come,
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated.
Include the U. fi. amusement
tax.

‘Joey SockolSG,
0maha;Tine’4^

USttlEff

‘Stranger’ Robust 6G,
Seattle; ‘Kiss’ Fair 8G
Seattle, Nov. 26.
Not much excitement at firstruns here currently. Newcomers
“Kiss Them For Me,” “Escapade
in Japan” as well as “Jailhouse
Rock,” in second week, all are fair.
“Perri” looks big ‘ opening round
at tiny Music Box. “Tall Stranger”
also is doing well opening stanza
at Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick)
(800;
$1.25;$2.50) — “Around
World"
(WB> (32d wk). Good $8,000. Last
week, $8,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,870; 90$1.25)—“Tall Stranger” (AA) and
“Fighting Trouble” (AA). Big $6,000- in 6 days. Last week, “Tin
Star” .(Par) and “Hidden Fear”
(UA), $7,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,300;
$141.50)—“Kiss Them For Me"
(20th) and “Young ahd Dangerous”
(20th). Fair $6,000. Last week,
“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and
“No Tim* To Be Young” (20th),
$7,800.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850: 90$1.25)—“Perri" CBV). Big $6,000.
Last week, 'Time Limit" (UA) (2d
wk), $3;800.
Music Halt (Hamrick) (2,200; 90$1.25)—“Escapade in Japan" (U)
and “Doctor at Large" (U). Fair
$6,000 or close. Last week, “Graf
Spee” (Rank) and “Hell Canyon
Outlaws" (Rep), $9,200 In 8 days.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,600; 90$1.25) — "Jailhouse Rock" (M-G)
(2d wk). Fair, $6,500 In 5 days.
Last week, $14,400.
Paramount (SW-Cinerama) (1,282; $1.2042.65) — “Seven Won¬
ders” (Cinerama) (14th wk). Great
$10,000. Last week, $12200.

Omaha, Nov. 26.
"Pal Joey” is blockbuster at the
first-runs this week, being rated
terrif at the Orphaum, and strong
enough to hold.’ “Time Limit”
shape# "stout at Brandeis, “Zero
Hour” looms light at the- Omaha.
“Escapades in Japan” at State is
barely okay. “Around World in 60
Days" continues to sag at the Ad¬
miral, with about two more stanzas
left in what will be a 15-week run.
Estimates for This Week
Admiral (Blank) (886; $2.5042.20)
—"Around World in 60 Days" (UA)
(13th wk>, Down to $3,300. Last
week, $4,000.
Braudels (RRO) (1,100; 75-90)—
“Time Limit". (UA) and. “Enemy
from Space” (UA). Sturdy $4,500
or near. Last week, “Mister Rock
12 000
M* Vickers (JLAS) (1.580; $1.25- and Ron" (Par) and “Stowaway
$3.30)—“Raintree County" (M-G> Girl" (Par), $3,000
Minneapolis, Nov. 26.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-90)
<5thwk). Okay $15,000. Last week,
A trio of especially “worthy new¬
—“Zero Hour” (Par), and “Hear
$16,000.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 57-79)— Me Good" (Par). Wobbly $4,000. comers finds “Pal Joey”- far out
"Hidden Fear" (UA) and 'Tive Last week, “Graf Spee” (Rank) and in front at the boxoffice. New en¬
Steps to Danger” (UA). So-so $3,- “Spook Chasers” (AA), $4,500.
tries “Pursuit of Graf Spee” and
800. Last week, “Daughter of Dr.
Orpkeut (Trtstates) (2,980; -A0- “Bombers B-52” also are winning
Jekyll’* (AA), “Death in Small $1.25)—“Pal Joey”. (Col). Lush plenty of praise, but they're lag¬
Doses” (AA). $4,000. '
$15,000. Last week, “Bombers B-52” ging far behind the Sinatra opus in
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 9041.50)' (WB> and "Deep Adventure” (WB), the scramble for patrons. Hold¬
<—“April Love” (20th). Very light1 $8,000 at 90c top.
overs continue to give a fine ac$13,000. Last week. "Stopover
Stats (Goldberg) (850; 75-90)^4 mount of themselves. The hardTokyo” (20th) (2d wk). $7,000.
ticket pix, “Seven Wonders of
“Escapade
in
Japan”
(U).
Spotty
Palace (SW-Chierama) (1.484;
World” and "Around World in 60
$1.2543.40) — "Seven Wonders of $3,000. Last week, "Jailhouse Rock” Days,” are in their 68th and 20th
' World” (Cinerama) . (49th wk). (M-G) (3d wk), $2*800.
weeks, respectively, and still in the
Great $22,800. Last week, $25,000.
chips. In their third stanzas, “Les
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 85-90)—
Girls,”
“Jailhouse
Rock”
and
"Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Tip on
“Time Limit” still stack up remark¬
Dead Jockey” (M-G) (2d wk). Tidy
ably well, particularly the first
$9,000. Last week, $18,000.
named.
State-Lake (BAR) (2,400; 90Estimates for This Week
Washington, Nov. 26.
$1.50)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (3th wk).
Academy (Mann) 947; $1.50Tali’ $19,000. Last week, same.
. Mainstem pix are getting a spot¬
Surf (HAE Balaban) (665; $1.25) ty reception at the boxoffice,’ with $2.85)—"Around World” (UA> (20th
—“Game of Love” (Times). Wow the upbeat of Thanksgiving week wk). Starting its sixth month and
$11,800. Last week, “Four Bags helping. “Leg Girls” at th« Capitol continuing very much in the profit
Full” (T-L) (2d wk>, $2,800.
looks like the hottest new number column, with $12,000 currently.
Todd's Clnestage (Todd) (1,036; In town, with “Pal Joey” of the Last week, $11,500.
$1.7543.30)—“Around World in 80 holdovers looking best, big in
Century (SW-Cinerama> (1,150,
- (Continued on page 22)
third.
“God
Created
Woman” $1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders"
looks wow in third Week. "Around (Cinerama) (68th wk). It's the
the World" and “Seven Wonders,” eighteenth month, a year and a
although old-timers here, always half. Just ahead for this eighth won¬
react strongly to the tourist influx der and the takings are still suffi¬
•of any holiday period,-and are big cient to Justify bolding. Great
this frame.
$8,000. Last week, $6,500.
Estimates far This Week
Gopher (Berger) (1.000; 85-90)—
Ambtastier -Metropolitan (SW) ‘Bombers B-52" (WB). Kind words
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
(1,490; 1,100; 65-$1.25)—“Tin Star” for this one, but only mild $4,009
First-run biz. here currently is (Par) (2d wk). Okay $9,000 in 6 looms. Last week, "Walk Into Hell”
on upbeat with new pix coming days.. Last week, $13,400.
(Indie) and “Gun* Don't Argue"
through .in great style, and many, Capital (Loew) (3,434; 6341.25)— (Indie),. $3,000.
extended-runs doing' welL Big new “Lea Girts" (M-G). Big $24,000V
Lyrie (Pari (1.000; 65-90)—“JaiL
smash is "Lea Girls" at Warfield. Last week, “Zero Hour” (Par), $10,- house
Rock" (M-G) (3d wk). Robust
"Tin Star” is rated good at Golden
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.
Gate while “Bombers B-52" shapes: 900 for six days.
Radio
City (Pari (4400; 9041.25)
Columbia (Loew) (1,154; 70-90)—
okay at Paramount “Baby Face
Nelson" looms big at United Art-: “Qttantez” (U).. Mild $3,500 in' 5 —“Pal Joey” (Col). Advanced ad¬
Ists while “Stopover Tokyo*Mooki days. Last week, "Midnight Story" mission apparently no obstacle for
this musical Huge $22,000. Last
nice at the Fox. “Pal Joey" Stillj (U), $6,000.'
is. great in third St Francis round.! Reftb'a (RRO) (1,150: *541.25)— Week, “Wait Until They Sail"
"Seven Wonders of World" la slip¬ “My Man Godfrey” (U). Okay (M-G), $$000 at 65-90C. .
ping a bit but “Around World in $9,000. Last Week, "Slaughter oh
BKQ Orpheum (RRO) (2,600; 7580-Days" continues aolid. | 10th Ave” (U), $7,000.
90M-‘*Zere Hour*’ (Par) and "Hear
- Estimates for This Wo*
False* (Loew) (2,350; 70-90) — Me Good” (Par). Slow $3,000. Last
Golden Gate (RRO) (2,859; 90- j “Babyfac* Nelsop" (UA) (2d wk-3 week, “Tib Star” (Par). $7,000.
RKG Pan (RRO) (1,900; 75-90)—
$1.25)—“Tin Star” (Par) and 'Way- days). Okay $4,00<r after a surpria‘Time Limit" (UA) (3d wk). This
ward Girl" (Rep). Good $12,000. lngly big $16,000 first week.
Last- week, “Mr, Rock and Roll": Plan (ET-L) (275; 90-$L35)—"God highly praised film rounding out
(Pari and “Short Cut To HelTi Created Woman" (Rings) .(3d wk). a. good-run. Okay $4,000. Last
(Pari, $6,000.
j Terrific $9,000 as this continues to week, $5,000.
State
(Pari
(2200; 65-90)—
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.1341.30)— rack up records. Last week, huge
Pursuit of Graf Spee" (Rank).
"Stopover Tokyo” (20th) and 49,500. Holds, natch!
“Plunder Road” (20th). Nice $13,Tnufin (T-L) (800; 9041.25) — Plenty of verbal bouquets for this
000-or near. Last week, rRlsa’ “Pal Joey" (Col) (3d wk). Big$12f- fine British pic, but lack of cast
Them For Me” (20th) *4 "Ride 000 -/after $14,000 in . preceding names probably hurting; Fair
$7,000. Last week, “Escapade in
Violent Mfle” (20th> (24 wk>, $lQ,000 in 6 days.
] Uptown (SW) (WOO; $U546)— Japan" (U). $6,000.
■ Warfield (Loew) (2,656; 66-96)— “Around World in 90 Days" (UA)
Suburban World (Mann) (600; 65)
"Lei Girts" (M-G). Nock *23,000, (34th wk). Pushing to big $15,000. —“Laughter in Paradiae” (AA) and
Last week, “Jailhouse Reck” (M-G) Last week; $11400.
“Last Holiday” 1AA*- (rriseues>(2d
(Jd wk), $6,200.
Weraor (SW-Ctoerama) (1,300; wk). Okay $1200. Last week.42.000.
Pnramannt (Par) (2,841; $ML»> $L20-$td0) — “Seveaf Wonders of
WocK (Mann) (400; 85*L25)—
j^Bombera
sad."©*®- WertT (Ctherahta) (46th wk). 'Tea Gifts'* (M-G) (3d wk). One at
ino Rid" (COl>. Dk* $1*66$. XMt Rebounding to handsome $10,000 the yearis best' h;e. performer*;
(Continued on jigas) .
hero. Fat$7,OOO.JLast we4, $64)00.
after $L6tt last taeek.

$ ,

‘Joey Giant 22G,
Mpk; ‘Spee’ %

.

‘GIRLS' BiOT 24G,
D.C.;‘WOMAN'HUGE 9G

‘Grk’Great $15,000 In
Friice; ‘Nekei’ Big 11G,
'Star' 12G, H-Sr 14€

PICTURE GROSSES

Pre-Holiday Dulls B’way; ‘Mad’ Sturdy
24G. ‘Water Mild 1180 2d, ‘Joey Big
42G, 5th. 10th Are.’ 12G, 3d; Arties Click
With the current round not re¬ is due In on reserved-seat policy
flecting the usual Thanksgiving starting Dec. 18, according to pres¬
Day week upbeat, the present ent plans.
Broadway boxoffice picture is any¬
Paramount (AB-PT) <3.665; $1thing but glowing.
Since most $2 >—"Bombers B-52” (WB). Initial
first-run theatres' weeks wind up session ending tomorrow (Thurs.),
before next Thursday (Thanksgiv¬ which takes in Thanksgiving, looks
ing) this rates as a pre-holiday ses¬ like okay $25,000 or close. Holding.
sion, and as such the takings are In ahead, “Story of Mankind" (WB)
lighter than usual.
Business Is (2d wk), $20,000.
not getting much lift either from
Paris (Pathe Cinema) <568; 90the few newcomers or second-week
$1.80>—“And God Created Wom¬
pix.
an” (Kings) (6th wk). Fifth frame
Top newcomer is “Operation Mad completed on Sunday (24) was ter¬
Ball," which landed a sturdy $24,rific $21,000. Fourth was $21,500.
000 opening stanza at the Victoria.
Looks to continue record run here
Although it figures to be helped
for some weeks.
by Thanksgivng Day.
“Bombers
Radio City Music Hall (RockeB-52” looks just okay $25,000 or
near at Paramount opening frame. fellero) (8.200; 9542.75)—''‘Don't
Go Near Water” (M-G> and stage“Please Mr. Balzac" hit a great
show (2d wk). This session finish¬
$12,500 opening round it arty
ing today (Wed.) is heading for
Trans-Lux 52d Street. Also new,
"Razzia" collected a smash $10,200 mild $118,000 or near. First week,
‘at bandbox World, another arty- $130,000. a bit below hopes. Stays
a third with “Sayonara" (WB) and
house operation.
Biggest second-week gross is go¬ annual Christmas stageshow set to
ing to the Music Hall, where “Don't open Dec. 5.
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; $1.2543.30)
Go Near Water” with stageshow
looks to sag to a mild $116,000 in —“Around World” (UA) (59th wk).
week ending today (Wed.). Stays The 58th round ended yesterday
a third, which will give this bill (Tues.) was capacity $37,700 for 11
the benefit of Thanksgiving week shows. The 37th wick was the
trade, “Gervaise" was a terrific! same for like number of perform¬
$14,700 in second session at the! ances.
arty Baronet. “And God Created |
Plaza (Brecher) (525; 1.50421—
Woman" held with huge $21,000! “Love in Afternoon” (AA) (14th
In fifth week at the Paris, where wk). This week ending tomorrow
now In sixth round,
J (Thurs.) looks to hit fancy $8,500.
“Sad Sack” opens today (Wed;) The 13th week was $8,200.
at the State, where “Zero Hour";
Roxy (NatT Th.) (5,717; $1.25did only light trade in two rounds. $2 A0)—“Kiss Them For Me” (20th)
“Pal Joey,” which is counting on and stageshow (3d wk). This frame
a lift from not only Thanksgiving
winding tomorrow’ rThurs.) is head¬
Day but also next Friday, looks to
ed for light $32,000. Second week
hit a smash $42,000 in current (5th)
session at the Capitol, not far from was $38,000. Stays on until Dec.
12, which was the original plan for
fourth week’s total.
“Slaughter oil 10th Avenue” fin¬ opening “Peyton Place" (20th> and
ished its third round with a fair the Xmas stageshow.
State (Loew) (3.450; 78-$1.75s—
$12,500 at the Astor.
“Story of
Esther Costello” also was fair at “Sad Sack" (Par). Opens today
$12,000 in third stanza at the (Wed.). In ahead, “Zero Hour”
(Par) (2d wk>, down to dim 8 500
Palace.
"Around World in 80 Days" even including preview' of “Sack."
wound its 58th session last night First round was $7,400.
(Tues.) at the Rivoli with a capac¬
Sutton (R&B) (561; 9541.75) —
ity $37,700. “Search For Paradise” “Across Bridge" (Rank) (5th wk).
ended the ninth week at the War-! Fourth stanza finished yesterday
ner with -a nice $31,600.
Both (Tues.) was nice $5,600. Third was
Mill be helped by extra shows in $6,900. Stays on for a couple of
their current weeks.
“10 Com¬ weeks longer.
mandments" with an assist from!
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1today’s (Wed.) trade and Thanks¬
$1.50)—“Please Mr. Balzac” (DCA)
giving Day, is climbing to a great
$33,000 in present (55th) stanza (2d w'k). First session winding up
at the Criterion.
This included Friday (22) was great $12,500. Last
Saturday and Sunday (in second
one extra show.
Aster (City Iny.) (1,300; 7542)— week), trade held as big as open¬
ing
week's Saturday-Sunday.
“Slaughter on. 10th Avenue" (U)
Victoria (City Inv.) (1.060; 50(4th wk). Third session ended
Monday. (25) hit fair $12,500. Sec- 52)—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col)
odd was $15,200. Continues until (2d wk). Initial stanza ended last
“Wild Is Wind” (Par) preems night night (Tues.) was sturdy $24,000 or
of Dec. .11, regular run startihg on near. In ahead, “Time Limit” (UA)
Dec. 12.
(4th wk). $6,500.
Little Carnegie (L. Carnegie)
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1.000;
(550; $1.2541.80)—'“Smallest Show $1.2043.50)—^Search For Para¬
on Earth.” (Times). This climbed dise" (Cinerama) (10th wk). Ninth
to a big $8,000 in first three days round concluded Saturday (23)
ending Sunday (24).
night was big $31,600 but down
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25from eighth week’s $30,800 which
$1.80)—“Gervaise” (Cont) (3d wk).
had more shows.
Second round finished Sunday (24)
World (Times) (400; 9541.50)—
held with mighty $14,700: First
“Razzia"
(Kass) (2d wk). First stan¬
was record $15,422, The first hold¬
over week was the biggest second za ended Sunday (24) was smash
round ever at house and also $10,200, one of bigger opening ses¬
greatest non-holiday xweek. This sions here.
second week really played to more
people than first since initial ses¬
sion included holiday with it*
upped scale.
Capitol (Loew) (4.820; $142-50)
—"Pal Joey" (Col) (5th wk). Cur¬
rent session finishing next Friday
(29) is heading for sook $42,000
Pittsburgh. Nov. 26.
taking in Thanksgiving Day. Fourth
Big noise, and practically th*
was $43,500. Holds a sixth.
Criterion (Moss) (1.671; $LB0- only cheerful sound this week, 1*
$3.30)—“10 Commandments" (Par) “Les Girls," biggest thing Penn has
(55th wk\ This week winding tip had since “Pride and Passion” last
tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to bit August. It looks to be good for at
boffo $33,000 for 15 performances, least a couple of holdovers. “Oper¬
taking In Thanksgiving Day. The ation Mad Ball” continue* to hold
54th was $26,000 for 14 shows. smartly at the Harris but else¬
Stays on.
where things are slim. “Story of
Fine Arts (Davis) <466; 9041.60) Mankind" and “Public Pigeon No.
—“Cabiria” (Lopert) (5th wk).i 1" combo at Stanley i* very poor.
Fourth round completed Sunday Long-runners, “Search for Para¬
(24) was socko $11,100. Third was dise" at Warner i* up again whili
$13400.
“Around the World” at Nhcon if
Guild (Guild) (450; $141-75)— very steady.
Estimates fer This Week
"Cast Dark Shadow” (DCA). Opens
today (Wed.). In ahead. "Silken
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 604L231
Affair" (DCA) (4th wk). was-good —"Slim Carter" (U). -Slim $3,000
$5:000. same as third round.
in 9 days. Management sticking in
Norinandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95- “April Love" (20th) tomorrow
$l,60)-=-“La Strada" (T-L) (reissue). (Wed.) for the holiday. Last week;
Opens today (Wed.). Last week, “Stopover Tokyo" (20th), $6,000.
Gnlld (Green) (500; 85-99)—
“Perri" (BV> (8th wk-« days), fine
$4,400 after $6,000 in seventh.
“Alligator Named Daisy" (Rank).
Palace (RRO) (1,700; 9542) — Satisfactory at $2£00, sad hold¬
"Esther Costello" (Col) (4th wk). over/Last week. "A Man Escaped"
Third stanza ended Monday (25) (Cbnt), $1,600.
was lair $12,000. Second was $14.Harris (Harris) (2,165; 8041W
600. “Bridge on River JKwaT (CoDi
4 (Continued on page 22)
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‘Gris’ Sockeroo $18,000
Is Pitt;‘Search’Smart
146,74, Terri* $2,709
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PICTURES

Hit Rome-Made ‘Anna of Brooklyn
For Alleged Use of Red-Linked Crew
Rome. Nov. 26.
Use of Communist labor union
members on an Italian film production partially financed by RKO has
come to light here following a
protest from Claudio Rocchi, head
of tire Democratic Labor Unions in
this country, who has contacted
both RKO officials here, as well as
AFL-CIO
Italian
representative
Harry Goldberg. Latter will take
up the matter personally with RKO
homeoffice and with AFL officials
in the US on his forthcoming state¬
side trip.
Feature Involved is "Anna of
Brooklyn," produced by Circeo
Films and RKO for RKO release,
and starring Gina Lollobrigida, Vit¬
torio DeSica, and Dale Robertson.
Though, unclearly defined. Circeo
is said to be a partnership effort
involving coin from both DeSica
and Miss Lollobrigida, perhaps
others.
According to Goldberg, RKO offlcials here professed surprise and.j
ignorance of the fact that more
leftwing union members (mostly
crew and technicians) were hired
for the production than were mem¬
bers of the free unions in the Ital¬
ian film industry. It is unlikely
that any "preventive" action can
or will be taken on "Anna," as the
production is practically finished,
or at least well on its way.
Theoretically, however, the pic’s
release In the U. S. could be pro¬
tested by the AFL-CIO under a re¬
cent agreement between the Yank
labor organization and the free Ital¬
ian unions, under Rocchi. Terms
of this pact call for denunciation
of all cases in which a U. S. pro¬
ducer hires red labor union mem¬
bers, as well as the previous noti¬
fication of future productions in
this country to the free labor un¬
ion office, so that this could take
steps to prepare for the upcoming
effort with sufficient and appro¬
priate democratic union personnel.
This has recently been the case
with the upcoming Metro produc¬
tion of "Ben Hur," as per previous
stories here on subject.

Jocks for Socks
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Tested musical material will
bulwark the offerings of the
jnew Larry Finley Productions
which has a pair of musical
screenplays ready for produc¬
tion early next year with
budgets on each to run be¬
tween $350,000 and'$400,000.
Pix
are
tentatively
titled
“Flight with Music" and "You
Gn Your Way."
Finley, a local deejay and tv
personality, .will seek to cast
the pix with top diskers sing¬
ing their current or forthcom¬
ing platter material. He hopes
to sign such talent as Sammy
Davis Jr., Peggy Lee, Gale •
Storm and Pearl Bailey on. the
theory that if people buy their
albums they will also pay to
see them in pix.

Doug Fairbanks
Delivers 1, Plans
2 More Features

Sounding just a shade nostalgic,
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in New York
last week said the old days of the
lilent films were exciting “be¬
cause we were a new medium then.
The costs weren't so high then and
you had a chance to gamble."
He added that the rewards in
terms of public response were
greater in the twenties. "A pic¬
ture like ‘Thief of Bagdad' was
the screen at its best precisely be¬
cause it was silent and the audi¬
ence had to be with us, they hajd
to use their imagination. . Some¬
how the coming of sound in pic¬
tures made things too legitimate.
Everything is careful spelled out."
' Fairbanks, who is delivering
"Chase a Crooked Shadow' 'to Warner Bros, for March release, said
i the much-discussed changes of re¬
cent years were in the public more
! than in the industry. "I blame the
public for everything," he held.
"After all, the film business only
gives the public what it’ll buy.
And the industry has the brains
11 and the 'ability to give the public
| f the best. The trouble is, it‘s the
> most expensive of all the media
Negotiations between the Motion! and no one wants to take risks.”
Picture Export Assn, and the East!
Public today is more interested
Germans, looking to tlxe possible! in story than in the star, held
purchase of American films by: Fairbanks fils, once a big star himthem, have been discontinued and! self. "The star today is nothing
the outlook for any deal now is; more than the frosting on the cake,
zero.
i I remember the days of blocfcbookThis leaves talks active only In j ing when they used to sell titles
two of the Iron Curtain countries,: and stars without even having a
Poland and Hungary. Polish deal is • script to go with the title. That’s
the most advanced.
i when the name counted for everyIn effect, Poland and Hungary, thing."
now are the only two countries in |
Fairbanks ^ he had two other
the Soviet orbit where the MPEA \ theatrical films in preparation and
licenses from
the association's may do two after that- In recent
member companies haven t lapsed..> years> he’s been busy primarily
Thus, the companies are—on paper
(Continuedson page 22)
—free to do business, individually

Yanks Stand Still
With Red Reich;
Pole Deal Pends

j

in any of the Soviet countries, in¬
cluding Russia itself.
Since, there were no deals pend-]
ing, it was decided some time ago
that there appeared to be little
purpose in perpetuating the li-]
censes. Originally, MPEA was li¬
censed by 13 companies to do busi¬
ness for them and carry on nego¬
tiations in the Iron Curtain coun-l
tries.
There have been hints that the
Soviets brought pressure to bear
on their satellites to keep them
from making individual deals with
the Americans. The Russians them¬
selves recently approached the U.S.
State Department on the possibil¬
ity 61 activating film exchanges.

BALABAN’S FEDERATION
LUNCHEON ON DEC. 10
Barney Balaban, president of
Paramount, will host a luncheon¬
meeting at the company’s homeoffice Dec. 10 for the press and
film industry execs active In the
Federation of Jewish Philanthro¬
pies.
Federation, of which Balaban is
a trustee, this year is expanding
its health and welfare activities.
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LEVINE'S NEW PAIR
: Boston Distrib Sets L, A. and N. Y.
'
Day-Datinr
Boston, Nov. 26.
Joe Levine’s Embassy Exchange's
Walk Into Hell” and “Guns Don't
Argue" combo are set for a multi¬
ple run in more than 30 theatres
in Los Angeles day, and date with
more than 70 theatres on the en¬
tire RKO circuit in New York City
also day and date, the indie dis¬
tributor said here this week.
Levine is now readying his new¬
est acquisition, “Attila, the Hun, *
with Sophia Loren and Anthony
Quinn, made in Italy,

Ceylon’s Reds A
Problem to‘Kwai’
In addition to the .problems and
hazards involved in building 'the ]
object
of the
picture’s
title,
"Bridge on the River Kwai" pro¬
ducer Sam Spiegel said this week
he was forced to construct some
mental bridges as well. When his
company began work on "Kwai,"
which was lensed in Ceylon, the
local government was pro-western
and there were no difficulties; Co¬
operation Was freely extended.
But after a year’s work the in¬
cumbents were voted out and left¬
ists took over, Biit Spiegel found
them "not too fanatic,” he re¬
lated, and all parties got around
to working together. .
. One incident cropped up involv¬
ing the-bar set up by Spiegel.
Leftist press accused the film¬
maker of discrimination in hairing
natives from the spa but Spiegel
insisted the ban was in conformity
with local law. This even became
an issue taken up in Parliament
but eventually proved only a
tempest in a teapot.” •
"Kwai" is Spiegel’s biggest proj¬
ect so far. In New York .this week
to screen the picture, he recalled
he first went to the Far East in
July of 1955 to scout 'locations.
Siam was considered first, then
Ceylon was selected.
Construction of the bridge and
laying of rail over 3tt miles of
jungle began in April, 1956, and
regarding the latter Spiegel, noted
the Army in wartime progresses at
the rate of two and a half miles a
day. "But in making'movies there’s
no such patriotic appeal" and lots
more time was required.
Other matters to be considered:
Distinguishing between the* friend¬
ly and unfriendly natives; the un¬
reliability. of native workers, many
of whom simply decide not show
up at certain times: the feeding of
500 whites and 800 natives in the_
pic company’s own kitchen; em¬
ploying up to 1,200 .extras in a
single day; the necessity of waiting
12 days for rushes (to and from the
Technicolor diant in London), and
achieving photographic depth in
.the jungle terrain.
,
"Kwai” is a Columbia release,
has . Alec Guinness and William
I Holden in the leads and- startsoff
■next month on a roadshow policy,

‘The Movies’ At $15 Top
[GRIFFITH-MAYER’S NEW HISTORY]
Curator Richard Griffith of the
N. Y. Museum of Modern Art Film
Library and vet showman Arthur
Mayer have produced a prodigious
book, simply titled "The Movies”
(Simon & Schuster), a kingsize $15
volume, telling the industry story
from its pre-nickelodeon days to
date in 1,000 photos and 150,000
words of text.
i
Showmanship is evidenced in the
orderly -layout of the GriffithMayer book from the magic of
Thomas A. Edison’s- original in¬
vention and George Eastman’s
(1889) Celluloid strip.
Included
is Koster & Bial’s Music Hall un¬
veiling of the Kinetoscope. April
23, 1896, on their Herald Square
(N. YJ screen.
Necessarily the authors re-trace
a familiar road,. Numerous pre¬
vious trade historians have, like
Kilroy and Sputnik, been there—
as per the American Mutbscope
and Biograph episodes. . The pio¬
neer names-which were recalled in
some detail in Variety’s own Gold¬
en Jubilee Edition two years ago,
are met
again—Albert, Smith,
George Kleine, Siegmund Luhin
J, Stuart Blackton, Frank Marion,
George Scull, H. N. Marvin, Carl
Laemmle, William Fox, Adolph
Zukor.
David Wark Griffith was the un¬
disputed master of the -1909-1916
era and, once again, Griffith &
Mayer pinpoint the shame that is
Hollywood- eyeglaze which permit¬
ted D, W. to end so ignominiously.
Alt That Moola
As the techniques improved, the
star system dittoed;
Originally
"legitimate" actors looked down
their noses on this ^illegitimate"
upstart But later could sneer at
that money. Presently a few weeks
in Fort Lee was worth as much as
a full season on Broadway. Cellu¬
loid merchants, charmed David Belasco and Daniel Frohman to
"present" their film offerings.
The much-told saga is replete
with7 familiar signposts from the
first cowpuncher herorBronco Billy
Anderson, to.'the bathtub-and-bible
Specialist, Cecil B. DeMiUe. Call
the roll: Valentino, George Arliss
with, his monocle, Paul Muni, the
suave, long-lasting leading men,
Boyer, Grant, Gable.
The
panorama
ranges • the
spreads from William S. Hart,
Tom Mix, Hoot Gibson and Jack
Hoxie to the latterday William
Boyd, Gene Autry and Roy Rogers.
Comedy sweeps from Laurel &
Hardy to Abbott & Costelo to Marrtin & Lewis. .- “Flaming Youth"
leaps Clara Bow, Alice White,
Louise Brooks, takes note of the
sophisticated
German
invasion
(Dietrich, Negri, Lya dePutti) to
the frank technique of Mae West.
Joan Crawford emerges as the
most durable. Chaplin the authors
call the greatest of them all. • The
indestructibles include Dietrich,
Wayne, Kaye, Crosby, Hope, Grant,
Stewart, Tracy, Hepburn, Gable.
Kill-The-Hun
The ; once-deprecated "galloping
tintypes,” with their stylized moth¬
ers, villains and kids have seen an
endless evolution and revolution
which include, in sporadic reprise*
such items as the Von Stroheim

Bank-Yank Leases Broadway’s Central

and Von Sternberg school; Rex the
horse to Hin-Tin-Tin; Jackie Coogan, Wesley Barry and Baby Peggy
to Jackie Cooper, Mickey Rooney
and Shirley Temple; westerns, fisti¬
cuffs, kill-the-Hun, hate-Hitler and
expose Communism; the comedians
from Lloyd and Keaton to Kaye
and Jerry.Lewis, with the peren¬
nial Chaplin throughout.
The golden era of the 20s before
movies learned to talk spotlighted
Shearer, John Gilbert, Swanson,
Garbo, Banky - Colman, GaynorFarrell, and then the more "legiti¬
mate” imports like Clive' Brook,
Chatterton, March; Eldridge, Iria
Claire, Robert Montgomery. The
grim '30s with its gangster cycle ’
(Cagney, Muni, Robinson, Raft),.
tht: shockers (“Dracula," "Franken¬
stein”), the "teacup” school of
cinematurgy (Irene Dunne, Ayres,
Gable, McCrea). After Mae West,
as if to atone, “Little Women,’’
‘David Copperfield," "Little Lord
Fauntleroy” .and the wholesome
‘Andy Hardy” and "Dr. Kildare”
series, also Shirley Temple.
And after A1 Jolson gave "The
Jazz Singer” a Tin Pan Alley goldstrike hit Metro, Paramount and
Warner Bros, with their assorted
"Big Broadcast,” "Gold Diggers”
and "Broadway Melody” revues;
MacDonald-Eddy teamed in operet¬
tas; John Boles, Grace Moore, Lily
Pons and Nino Martini came along
with pop singers (Crosby, Vallee,
Deanna Durbin); then the dancers,
(Astaire-Rogers, Eleanor Powell);
the comics (Joe E. Brown, Buster
Keaton, Thelma Todd, Durante,
Wheeler & Woolsey, W. C. Fields,
the Marxes—and toujours Chap¬
lin); the screwball comedies, do¬
mestic and otherwise (Colbert,
Loy-Powell, Jeaii Arthur, -Lombard,
Fairbanks ;Jr„ Fonda-Stanwyck, ’
Rosalind Russell, James Stewart,
Hepburn,
MacMurray,
Roland
Young); the Robert Flaherty and
"King Kong” schools; the supers
("Good: Earth,” "Mutiny on the
Bounty”); social realism, anti-fas¬
cist, again the .westerns ("Stage¬
coach,"
"Cjmarron”),
"Tarzan”
and Boyer and "Gone With the
Wind”—and also bingo and. free
dishes... . ;
From. 1938-39 . until World War
I there was'• downbeat, and then
wartime boomed the b.O. as nothing .
before. Documentaries, war come¬
dies, GIs at workj at play, at love,
Crosby and Hope on their sundry
■"roads,” Abbott & Costello, Milland, DeHavilland,. Jennifer Jones;
then the "serious"pictures ("Snake
Pit," "Pinky,” "Gentleman’s Agree¬
ment,” "Home of the Brave"); and
more—science-fiction, Judy Gar¬
land, and finally into 3-D, Cinema¬
scope, Todd-AO and blockbusters.
When page 442 is reached, the
fifth- page of an intensive, four-col¬
umned series of carefully indexed
cross-references—the average read¬
er will have new awareness of how
fast-paced have been the transi¬
tions of ..the industry and how fleet¬
ing have.'been the fame and the
standards of many concerned in
this oversize treatise on. "The"
Movies." ~ SJt$. have
$11.95 pre^
publication pricetag. on this king-*'
size $15 volume, obviously with an.
eye to the Xmas trade. - It’s a gift,
book for all,time! It is rich in it*....
memory, stimngs; compelling in' its
organized unfolding- with' a man¬
nerly chrololpgicai sequencing; and’ ,
eye-appealing- in photographic lay;
out, with attractive text .accompani¬
ments.
Abel.
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RABB’S JAP PITCH FOR
FOX’S TOWNSEND’PIC

Rank Organization, for the sec-l $40,000 security against the $80,- and Harold Wiesenthal.
Until shortly before Rank’s U.S.
ond time in Its U.S. history, is tak-! 000-a-year rent of the house.'It's
believed that Rank will assign man¬ chief, Kenneth Hargreaves, reached
ing over a Broadway showcase.
Shuberts,
agement of the showcase to some¬ agreement with the
Company is set to sign a lease for’ one else.
Rugoff & Becker also were in on
•. Washington, Nov. 26.
the Central Theatre In Times
Acquisition of the Central gives the negotiations. However, the cir¬
Hollywood’s current Japanese
Square.
Rank two distinct advantages; (1). cuit dropped out at the last minute kick paidjaff for at least one visi¬
Last time Rank tried for its own It can now split product Intelli¬ for undisclosed reasons.
tor to the Far East Maxwell Rabb,
Broadway outlet was right after the I gently, playing off egghead films at
The Central has hevet.really.had] Secretary to the Cabinet, and
war, when the outfit ran the Winter] the arty Sutton and action pix. at a policy, and it has 'suffered from friend of many , show biz figures,
Garden Theatre (and lost a lot of the Central. (2). An outlet on Broad¬ the U.S. majors’ unwillingness to recently junketed to .Japan as of¬
money on it).
way, where space i? “tight," is par¬ make available product. It was a ficial guest of the International
Acquisition of the Central, with ticularly unusual for the British legit house’ for a while, then: Nisei Businessmen's Conference,
a seating capacity of over 900, gives product. Central already played a switched
to
exploitation films a first for the Japanese^American
Rank Film Distributors of America] Rank. film. “Checkpoint,” some (playing "Mom and Dad" for
group.
two New York outlets since it al¬ weeks ago.
strong run and being temporarily
Rabb, ever conscious of his re¬
ready books the Sutton Theatre
Located on the West corner of] closed for it by the City License sponsibility to strengthen the re¬
which is managed by Rugoff & 47th St. and Broadway, Central was Commissioner).
lations between this country and
Becker. In Philadelphia, Rank closed recently when the Federal]
In addition to the 18 months can¬ Japan, based'many of his speeches
books 26 weeks of the Pathe-owned Government seized it for back] cellation privilege, Rank also gets on the career of Townsend Har¬
World Theatre.
taxes. However, the Treasury Dept, an option to renew for five years. ris, first U.S. Minister to Tokyo,
Central is owned by the Shubert could only seize the lease, which Outfit, in addition to the Winter and a hero to the Japanese!. And
interests and is offered on a five- can’t be assigned in the first place. Garden, also, ran the park Avenue for authentic background on Har¬
year lease with options. It’s , under¬ Government put up the lease for] Theatre, some years ;ago. House ris,. Rabb checked with reps of 20th
stood that Rank-Yank, took it on auction and was offered;. $10. At] eventually went to Universal, then Centltfy-Fox, currently oh location!
with the understanding that it could the time of seizure, the Central to Walter Reade, and how no longer for the John. Wayne starrer based
cancel after 18 months. It paid
! on the famed New YoTker’s life.
lease was held by Maurice Maurer exists due to zoning restrictions.
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UA has...

THE TOP STARS
THE TOP DIRECTORS
THE TOP PRODUCERS
THE TOP PROPERTIES

ANTHONY
...MANN
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and for the theatres of the world for 1958

UA WILL DELIVER MORE
BOXOFFICE BLOCKBUSTERS
THAN EVER BEFORE IN
ITS ENTIRE HISTORY!
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For Esoteric Films
Main provision in Buddy Adler’s new seven-year contract with 20thFox calls for him to participate in the profits of four major films to
he produced under his aegis each year. Contract was approved by the
20th board last week. Original proposal to drop the level of his fixed
annual income under such an arrangement has been eliminated. At
the same time, the studio will make certain allowances on the Adler pix
involving lower-than-usual overhead, etc. etc. This will give him the
largest.possible participation.
20th studio head had made-participation an absolute condition of his
remaining with the studio. His friends say he wasn’t at all eager to
stay with the demanding job unless he got at least a participation. It’s,
understood Adler originally asked for.a cut on all films released by
20th, i.e. those made by the studio. Adler’s current contract with 20th
still has two years to go. The new pact overlaps, and the deal thus runs
to 19QA

g,

Twentieth-Fox execs in N.Y. were doing a big burn last week over
a San Francisco dateliner, detailing the assignment of-Herman Web¬
ber to push the “stalled” playoff of. “Oklahoma” in Cinemascope.
Story said the picture had played off only 37% of its potential due
to stiff terms, insisted on by Magna Theatre Corp.
Ijow,' 20th execs say this isn’t truer that “Oklahoma” has played
off 9,119 contracts out of 13,700 possibilities;* that the South (where
Wobber is to start) is traditionally slower than the rest and that,
anyway, Wobher’s assignment was a minor one, confined to the South
alone. A team consisting of a Magna exec and a 20th man has been
touring the branches to review the situation and examine the spots
where the musical hasn’t played. Actually, it’s pointed out, there
Is a difficulty since the film did, of course, play off in the roadshow
version in many keys.
James Agee, emerged in death as a literary figure via publication of
his novel, “A Death in the Family,” wrote a complete motion picture
script 'just prior to his death two years ago in collaboration with How¬
ard Taubman, New York Times music critic. Property, titled “A Tanglewood Story,” had been kept under waps until recently. It’s now in the
open and interest in it has been expressed by; 2Qth-Fox, Jerry Wald,
Sam Spiegel, Mark Robson and Louis De Rochembnt.
. Story concerns young musicians at the pivotal point of their careers
and is set against a musical background at the Berkshire Festival where
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Charles Munch, is perform¬
ing. Munch participated in the dramatization. Agee and Taubman or¬
iginally did a 400-page draft and subsequently reduced this to a 200page script.
After more than 40 years of admiration and controversy, D. W. Grif¬
fith’s “Birth of a Nation” continues to circulate among theatres. Houses
are booking the film, often with good b.o. results. Stanton Art Theatre
in Washington d*ated it for two days recently, a third booking there.
Using a prjni with a music and sound effects soundtrack, the story is
presumably considerably “deleted” since the original 12-reel version
made in 1915 has not circulated since 1930.
In his “Rise of the American Film,” Lewis Jacobs calls it “a passion¬
ate and persuasive avowal of rhe inferiority of the Negro” who is made
to appear “obnoxious and audacious. The entire portrayal of the Re¬
construction *days showed the Negro, when free from white domina¬
tion, as arrogant, lustful, villainous.”
Spyros P. Skouras* 20th-Fox prexy, who flew to London especially
to attend the dinner hosted by the Royal Navy Film Corp. at the Green¬
wich Naval Academy, was told by the First Sea Lord, Earl Mountbatten,
that if he ever implemented his suggestion of making a film tribute to
the Royal Navy, it would receive full official support.
Mountbatten recalled that in the past eight years, 16 features about
the Royal Navy had been produced with th£ full co-operation of the
Admiralty and he hoped that such co-operation would continue. It
was, in his view, a two-day traffic, as the Navy would never cease to
be grateful for the service which the motion picture industry rendered
in supplying film entertainment free of charge to all ships at sea.
Carman Gingras, 18-year-old “Miss Verdun ’57” (Montreal suburb),
told newsmen she’d just returned from Hollywood appearances in three
tv-films directed by Alfred Hitchcock. She spun such a good yarn that
almost everyone believed her and she got considerable'space. One
skeptic, though, phoned Hitchcock, who said No. Miss Gingras then ad-‘
mitted she’d made it up. Why? “I don’t know.”
Hitchcock used her in 1952 in his “I Confess,” filmed in Quebec
City. She said he had promised her a screen test in Hollywood if she’d
go there when she reached 18.
/‘Hollywood is a very nice city, but I find it rather ordinary,” was her
comment. She’s actually been there once.

Charles Simonelli, Universal’s eastern ad-pub manager, notes it’s
.becoming increasingly, difficult to lure young men into the theatre busi¬
ness in start-of-career capacities. “They can make more money Work¬
ing on the docks,” he observed. Another point he made is that the
abundance of downbeat talk within and about the film industry has dis¬
couraged youngsters from coming into the trade. Actually, though, said
Simonelli, where there’s a “natural inclination” to join; the film busi¬
ness the best time to do it is in a downbeat period when talent is apt
to be more quickly spotted.
Edwin L. Weisl, a member of Paramount’s board of directors and a
key behind-the-scenes figure in the recent battle for control of*Loew’s
Inc., received the “man in the news” treatment in the N.Y. Times on
Monday (25).
Distinction went to Weisl for his roL^ as special coun¬
sel to the Preparedness Subcommittee of the Armed Sendees Com¬
mittee which opened an investigation on Monday on the U.S.’s missile
program.
1
Weisl, a member of the law firm of Simpson, Thacher and Bartlett,
is credited with gaining a place on LoewV board for Samuel J. Briskin.
Phillip Yordan, president of Security Pictures, disclosed this week
his outfit wUl make a survey of various foreign areas with the intent
of Investing blocked money in local film production where it’s found
that local currency is not stable on an international-trading basis. Ob¬
jective is to'get the money working at its current value rather than
facing future devaluation. According to Yordan, Security, which i?
aligned with United Artists, has over $1,000,000 currently frozen
abroad. He said Herbert P. Silverberg, Security v.p’., will work with
several New York banks in conducting the survey. /
It was inevitable that a theatre man would be elected as new mayor
of Dover, New Hampshire. Melvin Morrison, an exhibitor in the area
for many years, was the Republican candidate,, while his Democratic
opponent was James P. Nadeau, owner of several outdoor theatres. Mor¬
rison won the race, piling up 3,473 votes as against Nadeau’s 2,539.
Bette Davis has sold /‘Butternut Lodge,” a summer home which she
purchased at Sugar Hill, New Hampshire, 20 years ago, to Ross Coffjih,
proprietor of the adjoining “Peckett’s-on-Sugar-Hill,” from whom she
originally acquired the property. The actress and Gary Merrill
sighed papers for the transaction.
i

Minneapolis, NoV. 26,
A. Twin Cities’ Film Society
has been organized to present
six pictures that ordinarily
would not be offered on local
screens at the neighborhood
“fine arts” Campus on Satur¬
day afternoons.
Series tees off with Jean
Cocteau’s “Orpheus” and Or¬
son Welles’ “Othello!’ Dec. 7,
Other
offerings
will
be
“Diary of a Country Priest,”
“Alexander Nevsky,” “Love in
the’ City” and “A Day in the
Country.”

Demands Modest
Major distributors in recent
years have been bombarded with
exhibitor antitrust suits usually
asking astronomical damages. But
five actions were filed in N.Y. Fed¬
eral Court yesterday (Tuesday)
seeking the smallest amount-of
balm in the memory of veteran
court observers. Total damages de¬
manded in all five cases total only
$195,000.
All former operators of theatres
in New Jersey, Long Island and
New York, the plaintiffs a Ye: Rona
Theatre Inc., operator of the Rona
in the Bronx in 1954, $30,000;
Cameo Corp., operator of the Cameo,
Astoria, L.I., in 1956, $45,000; Al¬
vin Amusements Inc,, operator of
the Alvin, Bergenfield, N.J., in
1954-’55, $30,000; Berdon Amuse¬
ment Corp., former operator of the
Fleetwood in the Bronx, $30,000,
and Park West Theatre Inc., op¬
erator of the Park West Theatre,
N.Y,, from 1947 to 1954, $60,800.
Named defendants aside from the
eight majors are Just Industries,
RKO Theatres, Loewis Theatre &
Realty Corp., American Broadcast¬
ing-Paramount Theatres, Stanley
Warner, Skouras Theatres, and
Randforce Circuit. They’re charged
with conspiring to discriminate
against the plaintiff exhibs by set¬
ting an illegal pattern of runs and
clearances, among other things.
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20th Abandons Optical Prints;
Top Releases Average 450 Copies,
-:——1Use of optical prints lias been

OPPOSE WOMEN JURORS

M ‘EDEN’ ADJUDICATIONlE°SP-h
Fall River, Mass., Nov. 26.
All-stag Bristol Superior Court
jury went to a private showing-of
the film, “Garden of Eden,” at the
Center Theatre Thursday (20) tq

j

—

20th is still, putting out as many
(as 450 prints on top releases only
,a
■” slight drop from the print total
’.used in the past, when it used by
j optical and magnetic prints.
In order to play the magoptical
decide for themselves if the film, combo prints, a theatre has to in¬
depicting life in a nudist colony, stall new and narrower sprocket
teeth.
Magoptical prints can be
is obscene in Fall River.
used by one house, whether or not
Four women had been drawn for ' it**'equippedfor magnetic sound
jury duty, but were challenged in
the trial of Benjamin P. Rogers of
Brookline, booker, and Antone T.
Moniz, of Fall River, projectionist,
before Judge L. Francis Callan.
They are charged with showing an
allegedly obscene film. Both were
fined in district court on charges
of presenting the picture at the
Embassy Theatre last winter.
Both appealed. Superior Court
Judge Harry Kalus upheld the low¬
er coyrt ruling. But on further ap¬
Washington .Nov. 26.
peal, the Massachusetts Supreme
Court found that Judge Kalus had

Oct. Dividends
Dp But This Yr.

1
a$h?L^hZd:i956' dividends for the first 10
bi trie^TsuD^or Court^mv months of this year still trail the
b
SIE®?It
i1956 fishes. The stockholders cut
?nPtf
w-pwimr of the film
melon last month,
the
suited in
a viewing,
film bv'a
fiy rT *2.046,000
q
^
the full bench last May 1. followed i
u/il^^i of
,
.. ., i<r>„r,ion -. ports, mis was well ahead of the
S' was
Lal shown
fhoJwn in
in4‘thf
EmSssv ,f th
51-714,000
for the
Eden
the Embassy
nreeCedinc
Vearsame month of
Theatre on Jan. 1 through 3, 1956,; tne preceedmg year.
Following a police raid, both men !
J!115, year’s 10-month dividend
weret fined in Second
for this/ear'/lag1 has

nded/Lat Superior Court Judge [ j^dEd PaSSi"g *
Harry Kalus had erred in uphold-[ De^a;'?Qena’
t
T
„
ing guilty verdicts against the two;
October payments, bj the cornmen imposed by the Second Bris-' pany* *or tllis >’eaI’ an(i last:—
tol District Court. The supreme!
AB-PT, $1,126,000 this year; and
jurists ruled that the case should, $1,162,000 last year. Chesapeake
Industries, nothing this vear: $121,be tried by a jury.
A guilty verdict was returned 000 in 1956.
‘Columbia Pictures. $328,000 this
last Thurs.
Rogers was fined a total of $5Q0, October; $312;000 lact. National
and Moniz, $200 for showing the Theatres, $346,000 this year; none
year earlier when the company
film.
paid in November instead. Dist.ict
Theatres, $15,000 each year.
Republic Pictures. $100,000 each
year. Roxv Theatres, none this
year; $4,000 last year. Official
Films, $131,000 this year; none in
Week Ended Tuesday (26)
1956.
Dept, of Commerce says that
publicly reported dividends in any
N.
Stock Exchange
5 industry generally represent 60 to
Net
•1957
I
High
Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tues.
Change 65 percent of all paid in that In¬
Low
for wk. dustry.
in 100s
Close
High
Low
— %
13%
12%
12%
17% 11% ABC Vending 15
— %
14%.
13%
13%
24% 13% Am Br-Par Th 377
26%
24%
24%
— %
36% 23% CBS “A” .... 163
24%
84
24
25%
35% ’ 22%' CBS “B” .. ..
+ %
14%
14%
13%
-f %•
20% 13% Col Pix ..... 33
15%
15
15
47
— %
- 19% 13% Decca .....
Boston. Nov. 26.
14
13%
13%
—
14% 13% Disney ...... 35
A tieup with a youth saiety pro¬
-f2%
98%
96
92%
115
81% Eastman Kdk. 123
gram
is
building
up a profitable
3%
3%
— %
3%
4%
3% EMI
. 52
Saturday matinee business for
8%
8
8
— %
10%
List Ind, ...» 71
7%
Massachusetts
neighborhood
thea¬
12%
12%
12%
— Vi
22
11% Loew’s ...... 517
54
7%
7%
7%
— Vi . tres. Promotion has the endorse¬
9%
7%
Nat. Thea. ..
ment
X>f
Rudolph
F.
King,
the
33
30%.
31%
+ 1%
Paramount .. 65
36% 28
state’s Registrar of Motor Vehicles.
14%
13%
1414
-f %
18% 11
Philco ...... 205
Among
the
circuits
participating
+4%
37
31%
40
Polaroid .... 472
40
30
1 are Interstate Theatres. American
29%
31%
28%
40
27
RCA V. 834
+ %
Theatres Corp.. New England Thea¬
■—
5%
5
1
4%
8%
4% Rep ublic .... 85
Redstone
Drive-Ins.
and
{ tres,
10
10
9%
12
9
13%
+
%
Rep., Pfd-. .
Smith Management.
j
15
13%
14%
-f %
18% 13% Stanley War. 70
Teenagers arid moppets receive
I
22%
21
21
19
0 —1%
29% 20% Storer
Youth Safety Patrol Badges when
22%
22%
23%
I
30% 21% 20th-Fox .... 141
+
they attend a Saturday matinee.
16%
17%
17%
— %
25% 16% United Artists 19
In
addition, they receive a film star
i
21%
4
21%
30% 20% Univ. Pix ..
22
+ %
stamp
album and a safety pledge
i
65%
65%
73
66
Univ., pfd. .. *20
— %
65%
which is printed on0the back of
—
]
20
19%
20
28% 19% Warner Bros. 14
the album.
Weekly prizes are
126
126% 91% Zenith. 186
117
— %.
117
awarded to youngsters holding
I lucky license numbers on the hack
_jI of each film stamp album.
43%
2% Allied Artists 72
3
3%
2%
10%
8
6% ATd Art, pfd.
8
8
+ %
!
1
—
;
6% As so. Artists 294
8%
7
11%
7/4
It's Tobolowsky Again
—1/16 i
7/16
-1%
%
%
% C &C Tele.. 219
Dallas. Nov. 26.
3%
3%
3%
6%
3
DuMont Lab. 83
+ %
|
Directors’
board of Variety Club
2%
4%
2% Guild Films . 99
2%
2%
+ % ■{
Tent 17 reelected Chief Barker F.d7%
7*2“
9%
7
5% NatT Telefilm 129
5%
5%
5%
— %
j win Tobolowsky, dough guy Meyer
9
3% Skiatron .... 76
3%
3%
3%
-%
j Rachofskv and property master W.
8%
3% Technicolor . 97
L. Marshall for 1958 terms. A^wly
•j
Over-the-counter Securities
elected are Charles V-'eisenbmg,
! first assistant chief barker, and
Ask
Bid
42%
39
Ampex
-fi%
! Harry Sachs, second assistant.
—
Chesapeake Industries ....
1%
1%
New directors are Fred Hansen
Cinerama Inc. .
1%
+ %
; and Harry Sachs. Returning mem¬
%•'.
2%
2%
Cinerama Prod. ........ ......
+ %
5 bers are Joe Caffo. Duke (‘lark,
7%
8%
DuMont Broadcasting .....
+ %
j Jake Elder, John Hicks, W. L.
Magna TheCtre ..........
........
%
%
— %
j Marshall. Meyer Rachofskv. Paul
Official FOma ..
%.
%
—
j Short, Edwin Tobolowsky and
4%
O. A. Theatre*..
— %
J Charles Weisenburg.
3%
Wallace Walthall was named
♦ Actual Volume^
delegate to Variety International'*
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)
London convention in April.

Y.

Safely Drive Tie-Up

_...
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INTERNATIONAL

French Views Prevail Over Italians
On Exhib Get-Together With Producers

'VARIETY**' LONDON OFFICE
i >h Martini Plit«< Trafalgar Squra

CALLAS BEFORE AGMA JAN. 27:
from

Tot

Avhr

Must Clear Frisco Rap Before
Any Met Rehearsals -Befin

Peter Vernon
has den* an lataaslva jarvay of tha

Maria Callas who flew into the
States last week for a Dallas sing¬
ing engagement has returned to
Italy where %he will open with the
La Scala Opera at Milano in De¬
cember. Her coming and going
served to ventilate her position respe&ting the American Guild of
Musical Artists which had set Nov.
25 for its hearing on the charges
of the San Francisco Opera that
the soprano ‘.‘capriciously” left it
in the lurch last September.
AGMA has re-scheduled the Cal¬
las case for Jan. 27 but made it
clear that She must first meet the
charge of San Francisco before she
can “begin rehearsals” with the
Metropolitan Opera where she is
to sing seven times, if in good
standing.
_
As - a member of AGMA the
American-born Greek goddess of
song is subject to its discipline.
AGMA hearing is expected to be
a battle of medical affadavits.
As reported some months ago
here, Maria Callas will pass to
management of Sol Hurok for U, S.
concert bookings. She’ll sing at
least 10. She’s ducked the plat¬
form heretofore, stuck to opera.

‘Bible Tone* of Israeli
Show Biz

Johnston Puts
In Boost For
Brussels Fest

Madrid* Nov. 26. 4
French delegation to the special
assembly of the International Un¬
[In IQ-Yaar-Otd Slat* Cubur«]
ion of Film Exhibitors (UIEC),
# *
*
Frankfurt, Nov. 19.
Paris, Nov. 19.
held in Madrid recently saw its
Republic is holding its own in
Word from Brussels is that Eric
proposal ’ on exhibitor reports
another
Editorial
Footin'*
with producers voted favorably Germany, with several new deals
Johnston,
prexy
of
the Motion Pic¬
In the apeominf
ever a more aggressive approach for next year consummated here,
ture Assn, of America assured
submitted by the Italian delegates,' both for additional releases in G6r-,
52d Anniversary Number
Brussels Filin Festival reps that
eager to enter film production and many and for the right to bring
of
some German and Japanese pix to
the U,S. industry and government
coproduction without delay.
South America. Rep will continue
were behnd the fest and, if neces¬
French resolution, more care¬ its policy of releasing its American
Vakiety
fully elaborated and fur'her- films through Gloria, one of the top
sary, would override the Federa¬
reaching, calls on the union to win German distribution companies, ac¬
tion of International Film Produo
producer collaboration via the In¬ cording to Dr. Rudy Goldschmidt,
ing Assns. Latter is still against
ternational Federation of Pro¬ company topper .in West Germany.
recognizing
the Brussels Fest.
ducers’ Associations (FIAP) for
Additionally it' will release seven
which Is to open next May as part
exhib pre-production approval of
films
through
a
hewr
German
dis¬
of
.the
Brussels
World’s Fair. Tbife
script, cast and director in ex¬
is because of Belgian rulings al¬
change for guaranteed bookings to tribution company, Loewen Films
of
Dusseldorf.
Under
a
sub-license
lowing
only
minor
sums to be ad¬
producer in all UIEC countries and
_ ararngement with Gloria, Loewen
vanced to foreign producers by
cinema houses.
I will place these special Republic
Belgian distribs. France is the
French, aware of risk fears ‘ films in West Germany.
Madrid, Nov. 26.
main wielder of this power in the
manifested among delegates at
Absence of new Yank features,
FIFPA.
Republic bought South American trade
possibility of a loosely-premedi¬
bow
of
two
Spanish distrib i
Johnston told Brussels Fest
tated exhib dive into film produc¬ rights to eight German films and to companies and continued inroads
reps
that some Yank steps might
a
pair
of
Japanese
pix
that
were
tion, successfully garnered assemof German films marked preems in
be taken if the FIFPA insisted on
bley votes for their conservative .shown at the recent Berlin Festi¬ the past fortnight.
val.
Through
Imperial
Films,
which
its
boycott,
hut he would not spe¬
and slower scheme projecting ex¬
Lone Hollywood entry, “Lastcify what they were. It is felt
hib influence on film-makers every¬ is the successor t* Republic in Time I Saw Paris" < Metro *54) had
there
that
the* filmic prestige
Brazil,
it
will
take
these
pix
to
the
where to provide product with in¬
dual at Carlos III and Roxy “A". |
battle, which will probably go on
ternational lure, family appeal and South American market.
Only U. S. product still enjoying
between
the
U.S. and Russia, is
non-censorable footage.
boxoffice pull are “Fantasia" (Dis- J
one - of the reasons why Yanks
An exhib commission made up
ney, 1940) in its 11th week, “Love j
want a elear field to send the best
of one rep from each member
in the Afternoon” (AA) in sixth
product to the Belgian festival.
Paris, Nov.- 19.
country, functioning in UIEC Paris
frame and “80 Days Around the
Fayette Allport, the American rep
Federation of International Assn, to the FIFPA, has been instructed
headquar'ers would, if plan works
World.”
out in practice, receive script and
_
_
Interpeninsular and M.G. Films i of Film Producers already has re¬ to vote for an “A” rating" for this
London,
Nov.
19.
ceived over 17 requests for official one-time manifestation.
other information in advance of
I„,„ unusual"operation7Michael
film festivals from all. over the
shooting from producers.
Sug¬
Meanwhile, the FIFPA has been
gestions,
based
on situation
_
.
t ciin Carreras, executive producer Of j by the Motion Picture Export Assn, world for next year. The FIAFP meeting here on this and othdr
particular countries, to make film i Hammer Film Productions, is in j embargo. Interpeninsular came in has divided 1958 into two semes¬ questions. Five fests were decided
commercially successful m world ; T „
. x
,
. ’
.. ,' strong with two Ruth Leuwerik ters, with six official “A” fests
upon for “A” ratings next year—
market, are routed back to pro- j Hollywood to make a vidpie pilot
starrers, “Amor Fingido” (False those having international compe¬
ducer. For producer conformity,! for a series which will be filmed in Love) and “La Reina Luisa.” Al¬ tition’ and awards, with Cannes Cannes, Venice, Berlin, one in tha
U.S.
(probably San Francisco if
UIEC will arrange pre-production ] Britain. He left for the Coast last ready . accredited here after a 12-. and Berlin recognized in the first the present
one does well) and one
part, Venice and Karlovy Vary in
b0SS"*!J“ +^e thousands amonglweek to make the initialler in the week showcase exposure in “The the second ,and perhaps the San in Asia. It considers the Yank
exhib adherents.
: “Tales of Frankenstein” series at Trapp Family,” German actress has
and Asian markets ‘as the needed
Francisco
fest
in
the
U.
S.
and
If plan fails, resolution adds, ex- the Columbia studios, which the strong support as most popular
big future outlets for Continental
hibs should go all out to producer; company is producing jointly with foreign actress of the year. M.G. one in Asia.
But it’s not exactly that simple pix.
themselves.
Accepted by dele- ’• Screen Gems
Films jumped off* with “Gimple,” since
However, this looks like a slight
everybody
wants
on
the
band¬
story of a German spy scouting wagon for these prestige manifes¬ to the Czech Karlovy Vary Fest
Carreras wm sPend about six
I ^ecks on the Coast and Will then atom secrets in U.S. during World tations. Besides -those named, it which has been an “A”*fest for .two
at1
to
series War II. All three German pix made is now rather certain that the Bel¬ years now. This may get the nod,
Other resolutions voted i-Uro'!
were • return
• *
i* London to put the
Tiemmai*
it with crix.
gium Film Fest. in Brussels, in con¬ too, for Continental Western coun¬
First, to ask film industry to stan-j'1Jd° acJ™e
SSHni.2 “tS
Italy added two quota films and junction with the World’s Fair, will tries have turned towards the East¬
dardize cinema projection around 1
'stdn ”
co-partnered
three
others
ushered
get a one-time “A” nod. LatestJ ern European marts and are also
the present, 35-mm process and ! Curse of ^ankenstem.
in under Spanish colors. Feature report on Belgium is that it will engaged in bigseale coproductions
avoid continual and costly adapta¬
documentary "Green Magic” and raise pre-distrib outlays to films of there.
tions as new techniques evolve. Ex“Monte Carlo Story” are the Italo the various countries (namely
hibs hold that success of pix at b.o. Eisenstein’s Mexico
nationals although latter stars Mar¬ France) which would remove the
has no relation to size of screen,
Film on Paris Screen lene Dietrich, was written and di¬ FIAEP
ban.
v
width of film or increase in sound
Paris, Nov. 19.
rected by Yank Sam Taylor and
Cannes will get an increased
channels.
bankrolled by United Artists with budget in ’58, close to $210,000
Gallic
film
museum,
the
Cinema-1
Second, appeal to distributors
U!A. outlet C.B. Films releasing against $125,000 of previous fests.
for cooperation in defeating unfair theque Francaise, scored a first here.
Cannes will permit only one pic
Rome, Nov. 19.
non-commercial competition from here with a four-hour compilation
Hispano-Italian coproductions un¬ per country but will invite other
Recent UIEC (International Ex¬
cine clubs, parochial halls, armed of the footage shot by the late
outstanding
pix.
No
country
will
veiled
are
“The
Open
Door,”
“An
hibitor’s
Union)
meeting
in Madrid
forces and maritime film installa¬
tions by withholding all films not Russo director Sergei Eisenstein in Angel Lands in Brooklyn” afad have the right to more than two has apparently put a slight damper
entries.,
FIAFP
intends
to
recog¬
"Schoolteacher.”
Last
named
fea¬
on
Italo
exhib
hopes
of
a rapid
Mexico
(in
1930)
for
an
epic
docu¬
In release over four years.
Third, appeal to distribs against mentary film which was to be tures Italo Aldo Fabrizzi as star nize only one Eastern European conversion to an integrated inter¬
abusive film rental terms, citing called “Que Viva Mexico.” Trouble and director, has received jackpot fest which in the past has been national setup of current individual
national exhib group ventures into
classification “of national interest” Karlovy Vary in Czechoslovakia.
Increasing distrib demands for
production and distribution of fea¬
70% of gate for color or giant- with the backers, Mr. and Mrs. (50% handback of negative cost)
ture pbc, Italian exhibs had gone
and
opened
at
Albeniz,
Madrid’s
Upton Sincli-dr, led to seizure ofj
screen film fare.
to Madrid with a definite plan
Col Pix to Release
Theatre Owners of America and the film, with Eisenstein never new showcaser.
leading
to further development of
France.
brought
in
Christian
Allie States Association adhere to finishing it himself. Two films were
B. Bardot’s ‘Jewelers’ exhib pic production schemes. The
UIEC but failed to send delegates hacked from it, “Time in the Sun,”ij Jacque’s “Si TOus lea gars du
Paris,
Nov.
26.
plan
.seemingly
was viewed with
Monde”
and
“OSS
1J.7
Isn’t
Dead”
this year.
by Marie^ Seaton; and “Thunderr
Raoul Levy, who has Gallic hit, favor, but no immediate action will
which with fourth frame “Hunch¬
Over Mexico,” by Sol Lessesr.
back of Notre Dame” gives Gallic “And God Created Woman,” in the be taken on it or. on similar
But now Yank film historian Jay film-makers an attractive trio on U.S., will only deliver one pic to schemes submitted by other mem¬
Leyda has grouped a great deal of local screens.
Columbia, under a coproduction bers.
the film, handed to the .Museum of
“Davy% Crockett” closed after' setup, Instead Of a group of six
It was decided to “prepare” the
Modern by the Sinclair’s bankers. four rounds and failed to coon cap previously agreed upon. Levy feels showcasers’ production venture by
Pari, Tvj-rvv
1
four hours °* an exciting ex-| Spanish public although distrib Di- that it is better to work on only various prelim studies and moves.
i ample of what-might-have-been. penfa flack Enrique Herreros kept specialized pix with international First, it Was decided that contact
T pnnSff ahIS.p ITlprvpf
1 Leyda has sorted out the footage to ballad on airwaves for a heavy spot chances and worth making an must be established by the UIEC
'folIow Eisenstein’s scheme. There campaign.
Anglo version for, instead of put¬ with the FIAPF (its production op¬
ting all productions in this catego¬ posite) as well as the Various na¬
of iSnhStin
* WaS
edit, With the
certs Coip. of Manhattan is aPPar_; perfect lending of Edouard Tisse
ry. Thus, he made an English copy tions’ producer associations, in or¬
of “Les"Bijoutiers Du Clair De der to help orient pic production
«?r-yiha*1UTSiyhp?UviriiveSnf'i
and
Eisenstein’s
endeavor
to
get
ai
mfy that Luben Vichey of NAC, country on fijm evident in this reLune” (Jewelers of Moonlight), especially in Europe, towards a
on his recent visit here, “bagged” i construction.
*
\
with Brigitte Bardgt, which Colum¬ general audience level. Mean¬
Sol Hurok’s Paris man. This lias
bia
gets.
while, individual exhib production
been, and remains Wolfe Kauf¬
Henceforth Jie will be on a two- ventures in various countries (such
man, former Broadway pressagent
Glasgow, Nov. 26.
SCHNITZER SCOUTS LATINS
pic
deal
with
Columbia,
depending
as in Italy)' are to he encouraged.
who resumed his Parisian life
Robert Clark, Associated British on the story. Levy just started “En
some years ago.
ANTA-State Exec in Advance Of ; pictures studio topper, in an inter¬ Cas De Matheur” (In Case of
Leonidoff did business off and i
1958 Cultural Exchange
view here, said he has faith ip fu- Trouble) to be made only In French Israeli Unit Plans
on with Hurok as did another Euwith a cast including Miss Bardot.
ropean concert impresario, Michael
Robert Schnitzer, general .man- >ture of cinema:
To Do ‘Freedom* Pic
Rainer, whose offices are next door ; ager of the .International Cultural 1 “It will come back,” he said, “It This Georges Simenon story will
Tel Aviv, Nov. 19.
have
an odd love triangle sequence.
to Leonidoff.
■ Exhange system of the U. S. State \ may take five/10 or 15 years, but
Latest
Israeli film venture is a
Under the new arrangement Le-: Dept. (via. ANTA) left yesterday iit m b
maior form of enterpic
based
on
the hook by author
onidoff will get some American; (Tues.) for a field trip to 15 Cen-i".
T
3
tQ “
°
talent from Vichey and vice versa.: tral and South American repub- 1 tamment once more; Soon there
Ya’acov Meridor, “The Long Road
-■• lies. He’ll be back just before j will be a generation which has
to Freedom.” This is set in deten¬
London, Nov. 26.‘Dolphin* Scores in Athens Christmas.
j been brought up with television. Holger & Dolores
have been tion camps of Kenya before the es¬
Athens, Noy. 19. i State Dept, will he the auspices. They will accept tv like we ac- inked to a year’s conttact for the tablishment of the state of IsraeL
“Boy on a Dolphin” (20th V shot in 1958 for tha N. Y. Philharmonic, cept the telephone., electric light next cabaret Show at the Lido,
Film, to he .titled “Passport ta
on location in Greece, broke all •San Francisco Ballet, Woody Her-1 and radio. And they will want to Paris. The ballroomologists re¬ Freedom,” is to be produced by
records during its first week at six : man Orchestra and University ; go out to the cinema for relaxation cently concluded a four-and-a-half the local Moriah Film Productions
top first-runs day-and-date, the ■ Theatre troupe in Latin tours, f and to be entertained.”
week run at the Dominion Theatre which is now looking for young tal¬
Rex. Attikon, Esperos, Astron ■ Schnitzer will set governmental] On the shuttering of British cin- in the Judy Garland show.
ent to take the leads. It will be
and Rivoli. It was held over at and press cooperation.
: emas, topper said it was inevitable
Last month, the American duo an Israeli-French- co-production
five of these houses with the sec-1 American talent which has pre- j some should close. %He pointed starred in the cabaret at the Hallo¬ and shooting is to begin soon lo¬
ond week still strong.
’ viously hit the Spanish and Portu- I out that some smaller cinemas were ween Ball at the Dorchester at cally. The director, Ben OyserThis great success partly stems : guese language lands includes Jose j worn out and not worth renovating, which Princess Margaret was guest man, was formerly associated with
from wurdiof-mouth of those who 1 Limon, Dizzy Gillespie, Blanche * also, that others have outlived their of honor. That show was in aid of such pix as “My Father’s House,”
attended its world charity preem . Thebom. Bsllet Theatre, New Or- 1 usefulness because of shifting pop- the National Children’s Adoption “House in the Desert” and “Isaac
last spring.
i leans Symphony, Joseph Fuchs.
iulation.
and Rebecca.-” Assn.
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German Law Kills
Metros Drive-Ins

Soviet Film Weeks In
Rome, Milan, This Month
.
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CNC Finds French Cinema Patrons
Dp 1%, Foreign Sales 21% Over ’56

t Rome, Nov. 19.
' A Soviet Film, Week is currently
being .held both, here (Nov. 21-27)
and Milan, Nov. 23-29). Showings
are.part of an exchange deal signed
-:---+■
Paris, Nov. 26.
Frankfort, Nov. 19.
with Soviets some time ago, and
Rome, Nov. 19.
ATr» TT»n-nr,
I The governmental Centre NaMetro lias had to drop its plan which has already resulted in an
tional de la Cinematographic, in
for a series of drive-ins in West Italian Film Week, held some time
The “exceptional picture” hassle A1U Urges Members
Germany, first to be built in this; ago in Russia.
To Dodge Eady «Levyirele.®sing
optimistic figures
between Italian distributors and ex¬
on the state of the French film in
country. The initial ozoner was due! Following are features to be
London, Nov. «19.
the first nine months this year,
in Offenbach, a Frankfort suburb,! screened at both events: “Othello,” hibitors in this country has built
Small
theatre
owners
who
are
by the end of this year,
“The Forty-First,** “Don Quixote, into a subsurface controversy of experiencing hardship in paying the stated it was highly significant at
that time when other European
A recent German law rules-that “Faithful Friends,” ‘Mqgdana’ no mean dimension.
statutory Eady levy are being countries were involved in pix
no children under the age of six Mule,”; *Vertigo” and “Cranes Fly.
“EXceptionals” :gre those pix urged by the Assn, of Independent crises, French product was doing
can go to films, that children from
freed of rental ceilings by a spe¬ Cinemas to withhold their dues and better than ever.
6 to 12 can go to the pictures only
cial commission because of rare risk a prosecution.
until 8 p.m., and Juveniles from 12
In the first three months, the
values, unusual length or expense
The AIC issued that advice after
to 16 must be out of the cinemas by]
of production.
a meeting with the Board of Trade. CNC reported that attendance in
10 o'clock
'
France,
French speaking and for¬
Situation stemming from the re¬ At this confab, the AIC was told
“This killed the whole theory
fusal by exhibs here to accept any that the government could not eign terri'ories, was up 7% over
behind our drive-ins plan,” com¬
1956.
Gross
was $79,500,000 and
other “exceptional” items into the promise an alteration of existing
mented Myron Karlin, general
magic circle besides the already legislation which had only just! there were 207,200,000 patrons.
Copenhagen, Nov. 19.
manager of-Metro in Germany. “We
France was now taking 53% of the
passed “10 Commandments” (Par), been passed by Parliament.
had planned to advertise drive-ins
The little flock of Danish cine¬ as well as the 2-2 deadlock on the
total for its own pix with 32%
in Germany with the same advan¬ mas, which are playing Hollywood five-man commission (following
going to Yank films, 4.19c- for
tages as the States, namely, you pictures, have been doing such the determined ineligibility of its
Italo pix (down 7% from 1956),
don’t need a baby sitter, you can I good business this fall that it’s ex¬ chairman, Nicola DePirro), has
4%* for Anglo pix and 2.2% for
bring the whole family and let the pected that several additional cine¬ led to some furious intramural lob¬
West Germany. *
kids sleep in the back seat during mas wRl swing to the “American bying in the various Roman film
CNC also pointed out that for¬
group.” The large group, showing Circles directly concerned with the
the film.
eign sales went up in 1957 for a
“But the German law meant that only local or other.European pix, matter. Most talks have been
i reported $9,320,000 gross, a hike
the kids can’t even be in the thea¬ thus will swell the ranks of cine¬ strictly, hushed, and’little has come
* ■Paris, Nov.-19. | of 21% over the previous year.
tre. We could start the picture only mas playing Hollywood, films at out in the open regarding the con¬
Plenty of firsts will be achieved ; The nine-month period also had
at 8 p.m., when it’s dark enough in higher rental. Dagmar Bio, which troversy to date.
in Columbia’s “Me and the Colo- j 109 pix of French and French co“
the summertime, and if the film played “Carmen Jones” (20th) for
nel,” which rolls In _Lyon this j production in work at a cost to
Situation
at
present
*
is
as
fol¬
ran later than 10 p.m., all those three months, now is scoring with
week. It stars Danny Kaye, Curd Gallic producers of $30,780,000.
under 16 would have to be ex¬ the first James Dean picture seen lows. Following the acceptance Jurgens, Nicole., Maurey with Costs went up since last year, with
cluded. Even at the 8 o’clock start¬ here, “East Of Eden” (WB). “Desi¬ (by unanimous vote) of “10 Com¬ Akim Tamiroff. Producer is Wil¬ the average film coming in for
ing time, the younger ones couldn’t ree” (WB) at the Saga drew a mandments,” five other pix were liam Goetz and the director is $275,000 and the usual coproducwarm welcome at a midnight submitted by their local distribs Peter GlenviUe.
be in the cars.”
ions for $482,000.
However,
preem attended'by several mem¬ for an “exceptional” rating: “A
This is Kaye’s first serious role, plenty of bigseale films hit the
bers of the government. Added, in¬ King in New York” (Cineriz),
and
he
will
wear
a
moustache
j
$1,000,000
mark,
“Sea
Wall”
(DeLaurentiis-Rank),
terest, of course, is that Austrianborn Annemarie • Selinko, who “Pride and Passion” (UA), “Sayo- throughout the film which is black I However, film circles here are
wrote the best-selling book, is mar¬ nara” (WB) and “Girl and the and white since the subject calls ’ not all so optimistic. * Costs are
Palio”
(Cevenini-Martino).
At for it, taking place during the j still skyrocketing, and even hiked
ried to a Danish diplomat.
Berlin, Nov. 19.
Two film houses in wealthy sub¬ least two of these (“Sea Wall” and bleak times of the French exodus admission prices and growing for¬
Billy Wilder, accompanied by urbs, Bellevue and Villiabyernes “Pride”) were seen by the commis¬ in 1940 before the German inva¬ eign income are not keeping pace
with e&sts> they claim. But the
Tyron? Power, paid another visit Bio, are doing exceptionally well sion, and mayhe “King.” While sion.
here last week, coming mainly for with U. S. pix. It is thought that both “Sea Wall” and “Pride” re¬
It also Kaye’s first time to be jFilm Aid parcelled out is keeping
a special showing 'of his latest pic, these two cinemas,, which have portedly received a 2-2 vote (Eitel actually shooting a feature pic! 'be French film in a good state
“Witness for the Prosecution,” good parking space, have this ad¬ Monaco for producers and Franco abroad though he made his j financiaUy.
These same sources
which is going to be released by vantage over the older theatres in Pennotti for distribs giving a “yes” UNICEF short all over the world.I"80 claimed that the needed
United Artists in Germany next the heart of Copenhagen, where Vote; Italo Gemini and Bruno Ven- He has q. production piece of the I French quality is receding with
year.
there is little parking space in the tayoli for exhibs voting no), the pic. Kaye plays a refugee Polish J to<\ much apiqg of Yank-type pix,
Austrian-born Wilder, who lived congested streets. When those two third film.J'A King,” was quietly civilian with a car he cannot drive, ■ and ? decline of the needed offbeat
in Berlin before he went to Holly¬ cinemas played European pictures, withdrawn 'from the “exceptional” Script is by S. N, Behrman fromi
puF. wjmh insured- its
wood, deplored the fact that the I they usually changed bills each candidacy by its distrib, apparently his play, “Jacobowsky and the;world prestige before now.
distributors have too much to say Monday and Friday. Now they keep because it was felt pic had little Colonel” which he adapted from a j
~
in Germany. Talking to local crix, ' American pictures like “Picnic” change of making the grade. Fate story by Franz Werfel. Kaye has a r flnf?P PJY TprllUlriaTtC
ha lauded the late Ernst Lubitsch, I (Col) and /'Woman’s World” (20th) of the other candidates is unknown. part of the production in lieu of a j mi 1 riA 1 CUUULiiinb
saying “Lubitsch was probably the on the repertoire for, three weeks
The blocked vote, which has set fee. Director GlenviUe essays
film director who has done most or. more.
brought various plans for. adding his initial Yank pic.
members to the commission to
for the German film. And he did
City of Lyon wiU serve as Paris j
Paris, Nov. 19.
never forget his hometown of Ber¬
solve the impasse, has meanwhile
lin. Shouldn’t it be possible to
created serious, problems for the for the pic since felt it would be j An International Congress of
place a memorial shield bn the
distribs in question since they have easier to shoot there wjthout the < Film Technicians held recently in
house in which he lived in Ber¬
previously set release dates. These encumbering Parisian traffic and ; Warsaw with 19 countries, both in
must be met regardless of the* de¬ oglers. Unit then moves to Valence j East and West Europe, present,
lin?”
Paris,
Nov.
26.
and MarseiUe. The four week sked ? found the U.S. conspicuous by its
About “Witness,” Wilder said
Now that cinema admission cision on the rental ceiling.
is expected to go to six. Interiors! absence. This was pointed up bethat he has made this film prima¬
*Everyone For Himself*
prices
have
been
unfrozen,
with
~
^
cause the American majors, name¬
will
be done in Hollywood.
rily for Miss Dietrich.
The result apparently has* trig¬
exhibitors charging often as much
ly 20th-Fox with its CinemaScope,
as the market will hear, legit the¬ gered an “everyone for himself”
started the widescreen revolution.
atre directors are also besieging movement which, if one listens to
U.S. Writers Active In
Gallic reps at the ICFT stressed
the new government to free legit repeated local complaints from the
•
that Yank
D
J
i
Ik
LI
II
’inai
*anK screen stretching came
S. African Show Biz scales. It is felf that with legit-lag¬ exhib sector, threatens to endan¬
IrOfl.
lO
1/GUD16
UD!
al
a rime when the public, perhaps
Johannesburg, Nov. 19. * ging, higher prices for hits, and ger the AGIS-ANICA agreement of
T
-KTriir io
i
unconsciously
desired a bigger
American radio and tv “writer lowering them for uncertain en¬ last July. This pact set up the
n
to
'screen- Although the American inBob Quigley (“Shenanigans” was tries, would help give the theatre “exceptional”
proceedings.
+centive
came
mainly
from tv comhis last New York tele show) camte' a boost.
While unconfirmed reports say ;
e*.
petition, Europe also was ready for
to South Africa a few months ago
Top prices in legit theatres now that “King.” which is doing good! flexibility in the treatment of pic- a c]iange
“to get a little peace away from are from $2.50 to $3 which is low biz. was negotiated at above-eeiUng ] ^^ect^att^preducer Carl
jng ^ ^ ^ ^
show biz.” But he’s back in the in comparison to the rising'costs
entertainment world as part-author around them. If a play is wavering sion votes, Dino DeLaurentiis has necesssary to shoot two versions on at this conclave. It was felt that
of “Dial 4M’ For Mirth,” an inti¬ the only help is specially reduced freely admitted that’ his pic, “Sea of “The Key," the WiUiam Holden- w.°.rId coloy processing had to be
mate'musical revue scheduled for prices via papering, but directors WaU,” has been getting a ceiling- Sophia Loren starrer for Colum- f^u,^ed to.glv.e correct prints for
showings of foreign tmtopening soon at the Library Thea¬ feel this cheapens the effect while topping 60% rental in many situa¬ bia/J, Originally, Foreman planned fhe
tre here; “Dial ’M'” will be pre¬ lowering actual boxoffice ' tabs tions, pending final decision by to film certain sequences twice.1 tors, setting up of a definite, staudsented by The Company Of Three could help it. So far, first-run tabs the commission.
once for European release and one ■ aTd ^5m negative on a11
var>’mg
to conform with the Code .as it ex- J»2 scZea? Processes and a rcgulawith cast of a six headed by Mar¬ have gone up about 50c hut some
Other films, affected by the 2-2
jorie Gordon.
nabe spots have nearly doubled impasse is “Pride.” This pic opens isted at the time his Highroad Pro- tion^of the unique-sized print that
duetion was first planned.
eoulA be shown anywhere m. the
Quigley, responsible for all their prices.
|gn 45 Italo keys Dec. 20, and it is
sketches in the show, was sold on
Following the revision of the world without difficulty.
The theatre director's syndicate
Johannesburg’s potential as * a has already made its demand for apparent that terms have already code in recent months, Foreman F
negotiated, though the com¬
. haven fon writers by Yank Bill freer price controls to M. Jaujard, been
has had talks with Jack Wizzard of Karachi Censors Ban
Sears, who for'the. last three years director of the Bureau of Arts and pany is obviously not saying what the Motion Picture Assn, and has *
n
y
•
x *
»
has combined farming successfully Letters under the Ministry, of these call for.
reached the decision that two ver- •
IU U S J KejCCt Appeal
Fragility of the AGIS-ANICA sions are no longer necessary,
just outside the city with a senes Beaux Arts, With the goyemment
Karachi, Nov. 19.
of programs broadcast over the still settling down, no answer is in rental ceiling and “exceptional”
-“10 Commandriients” (Pan has
South African Broadcasting Gorp. yet, but some expect it to be af¬ setup is further commented on
here by observers who point out
commercial station Springbok,Ra¬ firmative..
that
distribs
can
almost
always—
diol Quigley makes his debut on
Dublin Nov 19
‘Karachi Board of Film Censors.
though perhaps not openly—skirt
Springbok Eadio as quizmaster in
Variety Tern 41 was about’$3,000- Gr®“nd Jor banning the film acthe legislation by enforcing pack¬
a new series,-Colgate-Palmolive’s
short
of
its
target
for
the
year
acS
cordmg to the board is that the
age deals in which the product“120,000 Challenge,” Which started
Glasgow, Nov. 26.
religious
hungry exhibs are more or less cording , to outgoing Chief Barker I filnLls Uable
early this month. He “and Sears
The Variety Club International forced into taking the top pic. re¬ Jim Lewis at the tent’s convention ! sentiments of the Pakistan people,
also have completed a legit play. spread its wings to Scotland with
here this week- Louis Elliman, • ^f115 raeans that the film will not be
gardless of exceptional status or managing director of Odeon (Ire- sbown in Karachi. An appeal for
its first active operation, a charity
film and stage show-at the Regal not, at special conditions in order land) and other theatre interests re-censoring the film also has been
cinema here, Nov. 24. All-star bill to land the remainder of the com¬ here, was elected Chief Barker, re-. rejected.
London, Nov. 19.
included Tommy Steele and his pany’s release slate. On the other turning to the office he held when
The other two censor bodies of
The Covent Garden Opera Com-1 Steelftnen, George Baker, Alan
the tent was first formed five years . Pakistan, the West Pakistan and the
party is to present the first British White, Carole Lesley, Magda Mil¬ hand, there are those who sympa¬ ago.
j East Pakistan Boards, haVe yet to
thize
with
the
exhib
situation
visstage performance of Francis ieu and Lucille Mapp.
Hitherto, the Variety Club has j see the film and have made no
Poulenc’s opera, “The Carmelites,”
All proceeds from the show have a-vis distribs who all want to sell devoted all funds to aiding blind j ruling. It would be no surprise if
on Jan. 16.
been presented by the Variety their currently top items ‘ as “ex- j children and institutions, but the i one or both of these boards declare
Margherita Wallmann, who Club to East Park Homes for In¬
incoming officers have been asked ; the film as fit for exhibition. In the
handled the world preem at La firm Children. The Variety Club cepfional” regardless of their abso- j to examine prospects , of aiding ; past when a fi^m has been declared
Scala earlier this year, will be in in Britain, in eight years has given lute values in the general market other groups of under-privileged ; as unsuitable by one board it has
pf Jbs JBriW, pjQdm&op* _ over. $75dQff(L to. children’s, causes. J picture.
children in the coming year.
j been thought okay by the others.

Yank Films So Big In

May Go for If wood Pix

Danny Kaye in Straight
Role for Col’s 'Colonel/
Goetz Prod, in France

Wilder Tabs Lubitsch
Ace German Director

In Warsaw Meet Sans U S.

French Legit Theatres
Seek Tab Unfreezing

PCA Change Permits

Irish Variety Misses Target i^ra?ecpS

Variety Club in Glasgow

Covent Gardes Opera 1st
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UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL SHOWMANSHIP
AT ITS TIMELY, TERRIFIC BOX-OfFlCE BEST!

THE RED-HOT EXPLOITATION EXPLOSION
OF THIS CENTURY WITH THE
GREATEST PRE SOLD AUDIENCE OF OUR TIME!
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PICTURES

RAMON GARCIA ADDS
PERU, ECUADOR FOR U

Loew Restrains Parth Cine Lab
Peddling ‘Ben Hur,’ Other Oldies

Assignment of Ramon Garcia,
Universal manager of Colombia,
to supervise the company’s opCrations in Peru and Ecuador, was reported this week by U foreign genera! manager Americo Aboaf.
Garcia joined U in 1939 as manager of the Cuban branch. He was
appointed U manager in Colombia •
in September, .1956, when- the'
company first set up direct film
distribution in that territory.
Meanwhile, Raul Viancos of
Chile emerged last- week as the
winner of the; October Aboaf
Month, sales drive honoring Aboaf
and running five weeks. It ended
Nov. 2. Viancos doubled his as¬
signed quota.
Melarkode Hariharan in Indonesia finished in sec¬
ond place .and Garcia in Colombia
third.
* Far East division, under super¬
visor Arthur Doyle, was the leading
division. Ben Cohn captioned thfeAboaf sales push.

j
Philadelphia, Nov. 26. ♦
j
Judgments of 51,000 each were
j
awarded Loew’s Inc., in copyright
j
infringment actions brought in
U.S. District Court here against
Julia Parth, doing business as
{
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Parth Cine Laboratory, and Wil¬
Diane Varsi set in “Ten North \
liam Donnachte, who operates as
Frederick” at 20th-Fox . . . Hal
Movie Classic.
<
The defendants were also enjoin¬ Rand and Charles Meredith drew
ed from directly or indirectly print¬ roles in “The Buccaneer'* at Para¬
ing, publishing or offering for sale, mount . . . Barbara*HaIe will play
rent, exhibit, license or supply any the femme lead in "Desert Hell”
prints, film negatives or other cop¬ for Regal Films . . . Joanna Barnes
ies of “Ben Hur,” “The Scarlet joined the cast of “Too Much, Too
Letter,” “White Shadows in the Soon,” at Warners . . . Lindsley
South Seas” and “The Kids.” The Parsons set an April 2 starting date
defendants were also ordered to de¬ for “The Far Wanderer,” which he
liver to the plaintaff, all such cop¬ will, shoot aboard star- Sterling
ies, records, negative and positive Hayden’s schooner oft Eureka, Cal.,
for Allied Artists release . . . San¬
prints.
Court costs were also awarded dra Dee drew a co-starring assign¬
ment in “And Ride a Tiger” at
to the plaintiff.
Universal . . . Baddy Adler as¬
signed Harry Knrnitz to do a screen
treatment of the Mike Roipanoff
biopic at 20th . . . William R. Stin¬
son named head of the Paramount
music department succeeding Roy
Fjastad who died. He had been
assistant department head since
February.
Allied Artists closed a deal to
distribute two films to be pro¬
duced by Westpic Productions, be¬
ginning with “Blue Chip,” Mark
Stevens - Forrest Tucker starrer
which rolls next month . . . Robert
Chicago, Nov. 26.
Chicago’s heavy-footed censoring E„ Kent set new term pact as pro¬
ducer with Edward Small . . . 'Ann
cops who were obliged, under a
e Washington, Nov. 26.
McCrta and Kathy Marlowe for
U.S. Supreme Court decision, to
Despite the U.S. Supreme Court
roles in York Production of “Rocktake their hoofs off the neck of a a-Bye Baby” at Paramount.. . . ruling that held unconstitutional
French import, “Game of Love.” Jean Simmons will star in “Home ,lhe Chicago cops’ ban on the
handled by Times Films, have now Before
Dark”
which
Mcrvyn French film, “Game of Love,”
heard from the local critics, the LeHoy will produce and direct at Chicago should prosecute those who
picture being forced into release Warners . . . French actress Bar¬ exhibit the film. Such was urging of
finally.
bara Laage signed by Gene Kelly the Churchmens* Commission fo?
So far Doris Arden of the Sun- for a three picture deal, beginning Decent Publications, an interde¬
Times has rendered a three-star with “The Diamonds of Mademoi¬ nominational Protestant organiza¬
plaudit and Ann Marsters of the selle Antoinette” for his indie tion.
American a pan. Sam Lesner in Kerry Productions . .. Leo. Gordon
The High Court, argued the
News opined “artistically almost set for “War of the Satellites” on
Churchmen’s Commission, merely
flawless, not obscene, althrough which he is also dialog coach . . .
kayoed
“prior restraint,” and did
“Submarine X-2” set as Alex Gor¬
disturbing.”
not approve “obscene” motion pic¬
Mae' Tinee of the Chicago Tri¬ don’s 14th feature for American
International Pictures ... Molly tures. Therefore, the. Commission
bune shrugged off the furore, call¬
Bee’s seven year pact with. Univer¬ continued, the way to handle the
ing the release “average.”
sal, which starts at $1,500 per week matter is to wait until a picture is
Focal point of both published rer and goes to $4,250, approved in.
. j shown before prosecuting.
views is the extreme youth of the Superior Court:
“We are' in agreement,” said the
characters portrayed. Miss Arden
Universal switched' the title,of churchmen’s statement, “with the
referred to the two young people
“If I Should Die’Vto “Appointment’ Supreme Court’s decision in this
as “artless and appealing, and with a Shadow"'. . . Romney Brent
often comic, hi ‘heir sudden shifts signed for a role in “Kings Go and other recent cases- that movie
of mood,, their quick embarrass¬ Forth,” which Frank Ross is pro¬ censorship by prior restraint is un¬
ments. hesitations and ardors.” She ducing for Urn ted Artists release constitutional.
“But we want to point1 out, not
characterized the film as “produced with Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis
with delicacy and taste, and unless and Natalie Wood . . . Universal only to the city officials of Chicago,
you find its theme—youth’s first loaned Jack Arnold to William but to public officials and churchtentative encounters with sex—dull A’land Productions for a role in men^everywhere, th«.t the Supreme
or embarrassing, it isn’t likely to “Space Children” which goes be¬ Court did not say it is. permissible
fore the cameras next week . . . to show an obscene movie in
offend you.”
Miss Marsters took an outspoken Ned Young, former Warner con- Chicago ... It does not follow that
view on the Colette story. “There, tractee las* before the cameras an exhibitor is immune if he pre¬
in
those
two words—’extreme four years ago in “House of Waax,” sents a lewd arid indecent perform¬
youth’—is the objectionable angle returns to pix With a role in i’Ter- ance. Prosecution of this movie by
roi in a Texas Town,” Seltzer; legal processes which are approved
of the story. I would not'call it
Films production for United Art¬
‘obscene,’ but I can’t believe it is ists ., . “The Naked and the'Dead,” i by the Supreme Court, would hjjye
a suitable movie story.”
originally slated as a black-and- a healthy effect in deterring an
Film is playing at the Surf to white feature, will he made in increasing importation of lewd, in¬
near-capacity.
Cinemascope and WafnerColor to decent, immoral movies, largely
take advantage of the photographic frbm France and iPly, where, ap¬
parently, there is little Christian
assets of the Panamian location.
Joe Pasternak inked new term influence on the cinema industry.”
deal with Metro, reporting Dec. 2
. . . Anthony Mann will direct
L— iContinued from paee 3
Honor Dublin Projectionist
I
“Man of the West” for The Mirisch
others associated with the com- c
Dublin, Nov. 26.
Co. . . . Monica Henreid, Paul’s 15pany in multi-faceted roles—that y
year-old, snagged role in Univer¬
Theatre and Cinema Assn, and
is. having outlets in pictures, tv ssal’s “Take Five from Five . .. 20th Theatre
and
Cinema Workers
and perhaps records, in such a b
bought R. C. Hutchinson’s “March" Union joined to donate a Gold
manner 'hat the exposure in one t]
the Ninth” for production by Jerry Medal- commemorating vet projectfield will have the effect sof bene- *Wald . . . “Handle With Care” is: ist Robert Tait, chief projectionist
fitting jthe other in terms of pub- ffinal tag for Metro’s “Mock Trikl” at the Savoy here, who died early
lie penetration and building of *. . . “Cast a Long Shadow,” novel this yearr and elevating him to. top
by Wayne D. Overholscr, set as
name values. Fur tier, th.ey’11 have ^
cinema apprentice at Dublin In¬
Audie Murphy’s first starrer for
the independent status that UA’s *
Mirisch outfit, to roll next summer stitute of Science and Technology
picture makers now have.
Tait helped found the course at
As part of the new modus oper- j. . . Tom Duggan goes into Warner
Bros.’ “Born Reckless,” Mamie the Institute to train young pro¬
andi. top names in platter work ^
Van Doren starrer
jectionists' 26 years ago.
v ill be offered picture contracts
via the package deals. Eddie Fish- er. say would be offered a record¬
ing contract and a picture assign¬
ment at the same time. The film
participation figures to draw the
recording artists who otherwise
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
would be hard to come by.
Trend in film prints, arid processes “is now back to normal for¬
U.Vs overall broad play, un¬
mat,” W. F. KeHey, secretary-treasurer of the Hollywood Motion
usual in the show business scheirte
Picture Research Council,, told a pgnej of the. convention ofthc.
of things, has a spectacular angle
American Standards Association hero -recently. . •«/
;
in that relatively recently (six and
Kelley, the research council’s chief executive for two decades,a half years ago» the company
said the studios have also “recently found it uneconomic to put out
was virtually idle even in the pic¬
two prints” of different sizes for projection and pointed out most
ture business.
Since that time,
of the 14 experiments in print sizes being conducted two years ago
when the Krim-Robert S. Benja¬
had been abandoned.
;>
min regime took over, the outfit
“We’re almost completely back to a i ngle. track and sound
has progressed strongly with in¬
width,” he said. .
creasingly expensive product on
Kelley also said:
its lineup and a continuing rise in
(1) Cinemascope “couldn’t, have gotten off the ground” if it hadn’t
both grosses and net profits.
UA, incidentally, via its picture
been for the fact that the changeover to C’seope equipment was a
business extension; is now seeking
relatively Tninor economic Rem;
acquisition of Associated Artists
(2) Todd-AO is “very successful financially” because only one pic¬
Productions, prominent telefilm
ture a year is made in the process and there is “no plant, no invest¬
outfit
i
ment, no overhead” that the producer of normal pictures has.
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Rfollywood, Nov. 26.
Film production is becoming, increasingly, a problem in logistics.
Mounting problems of talent availability, clearances,'space availability
and other factors' are reaching the point where they demand, in Some
cases, more time,-attention and follow-through than the creative as¬
pects of a film. And, in general., they pose the biggest headaches^
If Paramount’s production department wasn’t aware of it before, it’s
only too sure now that a background in traffic ^management is just one
<>f the useful adjuncts to film work. The realization came through force¬
fully on the recently completed “St* Louis Blues” and only now that the
film is completed and producer Bob Smith and director Allen Reisner can relax and look b£ck at it, can the whole complicated plot be un¬
ravelled.
’
“To begin with,” a studio spokesman reported yesterday, “we had
clearance problems. Everybody has them. But we had tough ones. And
it wasn’t until the picture was completed that we realized that the
clearances were only a small part of the problems we faced.”
Clearances, in this case, were complex because of the involved finan¬
cial deal under which the W. Cr Handy biopic was made. The story cov¬
ers a large part of the 85-year-old composer’s career, dining which he
was associated with, in one way or another, many top showbiz person-,
alities.
Once the* clearances had been established, however. Paramount dis¬
covered that it faced a gigantic problem in getting, the cast together
and getting the picture completed without major lapses in production ac¬
tivity that* would havejbeen extremely costly. Originally, project was
slated for three weeks of filming; it finally was completed only five days
over schedule despite the complications.
%
Basically, the headaches stemmed from the conflicting commitments
of stars Eartha KItt, Pearl. Bailey and Cab Calloway. When production
started Oct. .7, the studio knew it had to shoot all scenes in which Miss
Kitt appeared prior to Oct. 16 when she opened at El Rancho Vegas. By
working overtime every day, on an 8:30 AJM.-8 P1M., schedule, they
made the deadline.
'
. ,
With that out of the way, Paramount began what came to be known
as Operation Jazz Lift, involving Pearl Bailey. When she started ott the
film, she was working at the Flamingo, Las Vegas. At first; die finished
her late show in Las Vegas and grabbed a plane for Los Angeles, ar¬
riving at 5:30 A.M. But since this system gave her no sleep, the studio
switched to another routine. Miss Bailey declined to fly in a small char¬
tered plane, or any plane with less than four motors, so the studio
commissioned a limousine. Nightly after the last show in Las Vegas,
she got into the car 'and was driven to Los Angeles, sleeping en route,,
and arriving at 7:15, in time for wardrobe and makeup calls. By 2 P.M.,'
she 'was excused from the soundstage to catch a plane to Las Vegas
in tim^ to get a bite to eat and a rest before doing her first show.
The Bailey scenes couldn’t have been filmed before she opened in
Las Vegas because she appeared in scenes with Calloway, who was avail¬
able only for five days, and with Miss Kitt. SimilarlyTspecial arrangeInents had to' be made for Cole, who was in the midst of his tv sched¬
ule and had been previously committed to certain guest appearance*
which could not be cancelled.
Meanwhile, the studio had to go through, the long, involved process
of obtaining music clearance on Handy’s compositions, which cover
every phase of tunesmithing from a political campaign song to hymns.
From the vast catalog of Handy material, clearances were obtained
for everything the studio needed except one song. At that point, rather
than meet what werexonsidered exorbitant demands, the studio decided
it had had- enough of 'problems and got on with the production.

Awards Fuss
Continued from page *7 —

Warner Bros, pjd starring this late
James Dean. Stem, who screenplayed “Rebel,” said he never saw
prie word written by Ray, and that
he failed to .understand how he
rated a nomination. He said a pre¬
vious writer had been on the prop¬
erty, but- his material had been
tossed away by .the studio, .when
he was brought into the picture.
Best illustration of the fiascos at¬
tendant to “best original story”
was' last yei'r, when it went to
“Robert Rich” for'the King Bros.’
‘The Braye. One,” and \ It subse-;
quently developed there was no
Robert Rich, so the Oscar for that
one still is .at the Academy—only
unclaimed oue in history.

Capote^ Braude Piece
Continued from- page t

jeant compromises in filming, the
Micherier story in order to obtain
Army and Air Force, cooperation.
“The Air Force complained that the
basic facts in the story weren't ac¬
curate,” he explained, "There never
was an actual order 'that service¬
men with Japanese wiveg'should be
rotated home (without their wives).
I’m not saying it wasn’t done. But
there never was such a law. Arid
this is one of the things Paul Os¬
born, the
writer, and myself
changed.”
Logan said he was puzzled and
discouraged"by the public’s re¬
jection of "some of the fine Aims
pU^ OUt -doring the-past year. He
’attributed, this in part to television.
- Generally-, he felt that films had
to take into account the preemin¬
ence of the young people in the
audience. It’s a maxim he kept in
mind while: shootirig “Sayonara”
and “South Pacific,” both love
stories. In-fact, “South Pacific” was
angled for the screen to put the
emphasis more on the yourig people
in the show and less.on what .where
the Mary Martiri-Ezio Pinza parts
in the stage version. Film stars.
Mitzi Gaynor, Rossano Brazzi and
John Kerr.

ANTITRUSTER FROM
MARGOLD OF GOTHAM
Two separate antitrust suit*
seeking total damages of $330,000
were filed in N.Y. Federal Court
yesterday (Tues.) by * pair of in¬
dependent exhibitors. Named de¬
fendants are RKO, 20th-Fox, War¬
ners, Columbia, United Artists, List
Industries, Skouras Theatres at
well as George, #Spyros P. and
Spyros Skouras Jr.
G. ic W. Operating Corp., opera¬
tors Of the-Apollo Theatre, N.Y.,
asks • $150,000
while
Margold
Amusement Corp., operating the
Canal Theatre, N.Y., wants $180,000. It’s charged that the defend¬
ants violated the antitrust laws by
discriminating against the plaintiffs^ theatres in runs and clear¬
ances through favoring the RKO
and Skouras chains.
Action also claiins that both the
Apollo and the Canal have been
denied any rights to the RKO
“splR.”. However, they have been
getting films under the Loew’*
“split.”
.

Blacklist Case
==:' continued from pi(« *

Supreme Court in November, 1956,
by Michael Wilson, Gale Sondergaard, HowardDa Silva, John How¬
land Chamberlin, Fired Qraf, Alvin
Hammer, Donald A. Gordon, Rob¬
ert Lees, Robert L. Richards, jValdo Salt, Philip . Stevenson, iouise
Rousseau, Alfred .L. Levitt.JPaul
Jarrico, Abraham L. Polansky-. Wil'
ma Shore, Paul Perlin, Guy Endre,
Edward Huebsch, Frederic I. Rinaldo* Louis Solomon, and Anne
Revere.
Named as defendants are Loew’s,
Columbia, RKO, WB, Republic,
Goldwyn Studios, Hal Roach Stu¬
dio, 20th, - Universal, U* S. Pic¬
tures, Krasna productions,. SIMPP,
MPAA, • Sol Lesser Productions.
Citadel Pictures; the officers of '
these companies; and members, and
staff of the Un-American Activities
Committee.
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‘Kiss Me’ Loud $10,000,
Indpls.; ‘Ball’Hep 96

Pre-Thanksgiving Hurts L’vie tigs; ‘Eve’ Fair
KX.;‘Tokyo,flep $12,000, $8,500, ‘Tammy’ Hep 6G
touisvllle, Nov, 26.
kelson’ Bright $9,000 Moderate business
is the rule
this week. “Raintree County,” in
Kansas City, Nov. 26.
Newcomers are moderate to good, eighth week at the Brown, con¬
although generally satisfactory for tinues to sustain a surprisingly
the pre-Thanksgiving week. “Stop¬ healthy pace, particulraly on week¬
ends. “Tammy & Bachelor"-"Suover Tokyo’’ shows a solid return
san Slept Here” combo at the Ken¬
in three Fox Midwest houses while
“Babv Face Nelson” at the Mid¬ tucky, on return dates, is hep.
land is bright. “Black Scorpion” at “Three Faces of Eve” at Rialto
Paramount and “Carnival Rock” in looks fair.
Estimates for This Week
four Dickinson theatres are light.
“Pal Joey” in third week at the
Brown (Loew-Fourth Ave.) (1,000;
Roxy looms strong. “Around the $1.25-$2) — “Raintree County”
World in 80 Days” at the Tower is (M-G) (8th wkh With Saturday
nearing the end, probably bowing (23) night near sellout, and balance
out with 27 weeks to its credit, a of stanza sturdy, fine $9,000 looms
record. "Seven Wonders” is big in after last week’s $10,000.
14th week.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 50-85)
Estimates for This Week
—"Tammy and Bachelor? (U) and
Apollo, Brookside, Vista tFox “Susan Slept Here” CU). Both had
Midwest)
(1,050;
900; 75-85)— nice runs previously, and return
“Careless Years” (UA) and “Vale¬ date looks hep $6,000. Last week,
rie” iUA), These houses moved “Devil’s Hairpin” (Par) and “Stow¬
from subsequent to first-run. Mod¬ away Girl” (Par), $5,500.
erate $4,000.
Last week, subse-;
Loew’s <Loew-U.A.) (3,000; 50quent-run.
.
j 85)—“Time Limit" (UA) and “Chi¬
Mild
Glen, Dickinson, Shawnee Drive- cago Confidential” (UA).
Last
week,
“Jailhouse
In, Leawood Drive-in (Dickinson*: $6,000.
i?00; 750; 1,100 cars; 900 cars; 75c j Rock” (M-G) and “Sierra Stranger”
person)—"Carnival Rock” (Hawco). (Col) (2d wk), $8,000.
and “Teen Age Thunder” (Hawco'. |
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1.20Q;
Light $3,500. Last week, “Naked! 50-85)—“Battle Stripe” (NTA) and
in Sun” (AA) and Affair in Ha¬ “Armored Attack” (NTA) (reis¬
vana” (AA), $3,000.
sues). Neat $5,500. Last week,
Ximo (Dickinson) (504; 75-90)— “Story Mankind” (WB), $4,000.
“Value for Money” (Rank) <2d wk).
Rialte (Fourth Avenue) <3,000;
Nifty $1,500; holds.
Last week, 50-85) •— “Three Faces of Eve”
2 200
(20th) and “Ride Violent Mile”
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-90)— (20th). Fair $8,500. Last week,
“Baby Face Nelson” (UA) and "Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA),
“Hell Bound” (UA). Sprightly $9r- $9,000.
000 or near. Last week, 'Jailhouse
Rock” (M-G) and “Girl in the Black
Stockings” (UA) (2d Wk), $6,500.
LOS ANGELES
Missouri (SW-Clnerama) (1,194;
(Continued from page 8)
il.25-$2) — “Seven
Wonders
of “Helen Morgan Story” (WB) (sub¬
"World” (Cinerama) (14th wk). Big run), $2,500.
$9,000. Last week, same.
Downtown Paramount, New Fox,
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-90)
Uptown (ABPT-FWC) (3,300; 965;
—“Black Scorpion”
(WB)
and 1,715;
90-$1.50) — “Motorcycle
“Stowaway Girl” (Par). Skimpy Gang” (A-I) and “Sorority Girl”
$4,500.
Last week, “Graf Spec” (A-I). Slim $11,000. Last week.
(Rank), $7,000.
Downtown Paramount, “Tin Star”
Rockhill (Little Art Theatres) iPar)
and
“Triple
Deception”
750; 75-90)—“Nana” (Indfe). Flashy (Rank) (2d wk), $5,Q00. *
$1,500; may stay. Last week, “To- ;
Hawaii, El Key, Globe (G&Srero” (Col). $1,200.
1 FWC-Metropolitan)
(1,106;
861;
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 90-$1.25)— 799; 90-$1.50) — “Careless Years”
“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk). Big (UA) and “Street of Sinners” (UA).
$6,500; stays on. Last week, $8,000. Poor $6,000 or near. Last week, El
Tower (Fox Midwest) (1,145; Rey, Globe, “Story of Mankind”
$1.25-$2)—"Around World” (UA) (WB), plus "Let’s Be Happy” (AA)
(26th wk). Fair $5,500 and nearing (El Rey) “They Died With Their
end of record run. Last week, Boots On” (WB) (reissue) (Globe),
$4,700.
$6,000.
Hillstreet. Iris (RKO-FWC) (2,Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox
Midwest) (2,043; 700; 1,217; 75-90). 752; 825; »0-$l.50)—“Esther Cos¬
—“Stopover Tokyo” (20 th) and tello” (Col) (1st multiple run) aiid
“Under Fire” <20th). Fancy $12.- “Decision at Sundown” (Col). Hap¬
000.
Last week, “Slaughter on py $10,500. Last week; Iris, “Stop10th Avenue” (U) and “Unholy over Tokyo” (20th), and “Back
from Dead” (20th) (2d wk), $2,000.
Wife” (U). $6,500.
State (UATC) (2,404; 90-$1.50)—
"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Dom¬
ino Kid” (Col) (2d wk). Routine
SAN FRANCISCO
$5,800.
(Continued from page 9)
Chinese (FWC) (1,908; $1.25week, “Zero Hour” (Par) and “Hear
$2.40)—“Kiss Them for Me” (20th)
Me Good” (Par), $10,000.
i
(2d wk}. Wobbly $7,600. Last week,
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 90-$1.25)!
8 200
—“Pal Joey” (Col), (3d wk). Great!
Fine Art* .(FWC) (631; 90-$1.50)
$15,000. Last week, $20,000,
j
—“Happy Road” (M-G) (2d wk).
Orpheum (SW-Clnerama) (1.458; j
Pale $2,400. Last week, $2,400.
$1.75-$2.65) — “Seven Wonders” j
Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 90(Cinerama) (53d wk). Down to nice :
$1.50)—“Adam and Eve” (Indie)
$12,200. Last week, $14,800.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;: (2d wk). Dreary $1,900 in. 5 days.
90-$l,25) —> “Baby Face Nelson” Last week, $3,806.
(UA) and “Careless Years” (UA).
Pantages (RKO) (2,812; $1.25-$2)
Big $11,000. Last week, “Time! —“Les. Girls” (M-G) (3d wk).
Limit” (UA) and “Monte Carlo Snappy $17,000. Last week, $18,700,
Story” (UA). $9,209.°
Downtown, Wiltern, Hollywood
Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-; Paramount (SW-F&M) (1,757; 2,344;
$1.50) — “Perri” (BV) (4th wk).‘ 1,468; $1.25-$2.50)—”10 Command¬
Good $3,500. Last week, $4,800. J ments” (Par) (5th wk). Big $25,000.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1.25)—j Last week, $27,200.
“Only French Can” (Indie). Fine;
Egyptian (UATC) (1,503; $1.50$3,900. Last week, “Roots" (Indie) i
$2)—“Pal Joey” (Col) (5th wk).
(3d wk), $2,800.
Clay (Rosener) (400; $1,251—; Hotsy $18,000. Last week, $17,000.
Warner Severity <SW) (1,612;
“Only French Can” (Indie). Nicej
$3,800. Last week, “Lovers' Net”i $1.50-$3.50) — “Raintree County”
(Times) (4th wk), $2,200.
1 (F-G) (7th wk). Dull $9,000. Last
Vogue (S.F.
Theatres)
(364;! week, same.
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine$1.25)—“Panic In parlor" (Indie).
Oke $2,900. Last week, “Abdull¬ rama) (1,384; $1.20-$2.65)—“Seven
ah’s Harem” (UA) and “Lover Boy” Wonders” (Cinerama). Started 25th
week Sunday (24) after sock $30,(UA) (reissues) (2d wk), $1,500.
last week.
Bridge (Schwarz) (396; $1-$1.25^
.Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75—“Silken Affair” (DCA) (2d wk).
$3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
Fair $1,500. Last week. $2,200.
Coronet (United California) <1,- (UA) (49th wk). Rich $27,000. Last
250; $1.50-$3.75)—“Around World week, $23,700.
Crest, Sunset (Lippert-Cohen)
In 80 Days” (UA) (48th wk). Up to
fancy $20,500. Last week, $20,000. (800; 540; $1.25-$1.50)—“Three Feet
Rio (Schwarz) (397; $1.10)—“In¬ in Bed” (Indie) and “White Sheik”
timate
Relations"
(Indie)
and (Indie). Fine $8,400. Last week,
“Blood of Poet" (Indie). Fair $1.- "Stella” (Indie) (3d wk), $2,900. ,
500. Last week, “The 41st” (Indie),
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
$1,500.
—“Fire Under Her Skin” (Indie)
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; (2d wk). Sharp $3,500. Last week,
$1.25-$1.50) — “Four Bags Full” $4,500.
(T-L). Hep $3,500. Last week,
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.50)—
“Love Lottery” (Cont) and “Maid “Third Key” (Rank) (3d wk). Fat
In Paris” (Cont) (2d wk), $3,200. $2,800. Last week, $3,500.
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Indianapolis, Nov. 26.
Biz is uneven here this stanza,
with three of five entries at firstruns proving winners. “Around
World” is still leader in 16th week
at Lyric. “Operation Mad Ball” at
Loew’s and ,rKiss Them For Me,”
big at Keith’s, are others doing
well. “Stopover Tokyo” at the
Indiana is light as is “Slim Carter”
at Circle.
Estimates for This Week
Circle (CockrilLDolIe) (2,800; 6090) — “Slim Carter”
(U)
and
“Quantez” (U). Mild $5,500. Last
week, “Tin Star” (Par) and “Hear
Me Good” (Par), $8,000.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-90) —
“Stopover Tokyo” <20th) and “Girl
in Black Stockings”.(UA). Modest.
$6,500. Last week, “Abominable
Snowman”
<20th) -and
“Ghost
Diver” <20th), $7,500.
Keith’s (C-D) (1,200; 75-S1.25)—
“Kiss Them For Me” (20th). Big
$10,000 or near.
Last weak,
“Hunchback of Notre Dame” (AA)
(2d wk), $6,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 60r85)
"Operation Mad Ball” (Col) and.
“Domino Kid”
(Col)>
Strong
$9,000.
Last week, "Jailhouse
Rock” (M-G) and “Ride Back”
(UA) (2d wk), $7,000.
Lyric (C-D) (850; $l,25-$2.20)—
“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
(16th wk). Sturdy $10,500. Last
week, $11,500.

‘Joey’ Whopping $20,000,
Buff;‘Star’Okay 10G

Pais-ln-Spain

aaa Continued from page f
^
Buffalo, Nov. 26.
Biz is holding nicely this week, find formidable competition for a
with new bills coming iff-to take sharply reduced quota.
advantage of Thanksgiving week.
Conclusion, reached here is that
“Pal Joey” shapes standout, being current Hollywood dependency on
wow at the Century opening stan¬ foreign revenue will not permit
za. “Tammy and Bachelor,” on re¬ ■MPEA to abandon Spain as a mar¬
turn dates, looms okay at Lafay¬
ette. “Tin Star” is rated okay alStfj ket. To do .any business at all in
at Paramount. "Baby Face Nelson” this country, one U. S. film rep
has wound; up a great 8-day session holds, New York distrib majors
at the Buffalo, with legitrshow now ' should close down Iberian branches
and make swift arrangements to
current.
franchise local companies as ex¬
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500;. 70-90)— clusive distribs of MPEA. product.
Legit show first part of week. “Les Failure to reorganize operations
Girls”
(M-G)
Opens Nov.
28 i for deadline next March, he
(Thurs.). Last week, "Baby Face: i opined, will blackout Americans in
Nelson” (UA) and, "Hell Bound” Spain for 1958-58 and make it four
(UA), great $17,500 in 8 days,
no-business-as-usual years in a row.
j Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70Local franchise already has its
90)—“Tin Star” (Par) and “Stowa¬
way Girl” (Par). Okay $10,000 or precedent. United Artists has been
close. Last week, “Amazing Colos¬ registering grand slam returns,
sal Man” <AIP) and "Cat Girl” 1 embargo or no embargo, through
its Spanish outlet, C. B. Films.
(AIP), $9,500.
- • Center (AB-PT) (2;000; 70-90)— Up until 1962, Paramount distrib¬
’-'God 1$ -^ "Partner” (20th) and uted exclusively for many years by
"Black Beauty” (20th). Soft $7,500. way of a major local, Mercurio
Last week, “Zero Hour” (Par) and Films. Recent U. S. distrib tie-ins
"Hear Me Good” (Par), $7,000 in 9 now team Magna Corp. with Hisdays.
pamex and RKO with Ramos’ Ra¬
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 70-90)—
dio
Films.
Republic
Pictures
“Tammy and Bachelor” (U) and
“Written on Wind” (U),
Okay dropped four-year old bonds with
CEPICSA
and
picked
up
Dipenfa$8,000 or near on return playdates.
Last week,
“Hunchback Notre Filmayer. Some, looking ahead to
Dame” (AA) and “Badge Marshal salvage MPEA stakes, can name a
Spanish
distribs
under
Brennan” (AA) (2d wk-5 days), dozen
BOSTON
whose banners MPEA product
$5,500
(Continued from page 8)
Century (Buhawk) (2,900; 70- make a graceful, if limited re-en¬
Last week, “Joker Is Wild” (Par) $1.25)—“Pal Joey” (Col).
Wow try in this market.
and “Stowaway Girl” (Par) • (2d $20,000. Last week, “Operation
Government retrenchment on
run), $7,000.
Mad Ball” (Col) and “Domino U. S. films, more devastating to
Memorial (RKO)
(3,000;
75- Kid”' (Col), $10,000.
MPEA Interests than anything
$1.25)—“Monolith Monsters” (U)
Teek (SW - Cinerama) (1,200; heretofore encountered, neverthe¬
and “Love Slaves of Amazons” $1.20-$2.40) — “Search for Para¬
(U). Fair $9,000. Last week, “Un¬ dise” (Cinerama) (7th w£). Holiday less offers MPEA justification for
holy Wife” (U) and “Lovers and week shows pushed this to solid closing U. S. agencies here with¬
out global loss of face, one obser¬
Lollipops” (T-L), same.
$11,000. Last week, $9,000.
ver said.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357: 90Shuttering MPEA doors here (as
.41.25) — “Hunchback of Notre
dlstinet sell-out), it is felt
Dame” (AA) arid “Naked In Sun”
here,, would give U. S. distribs a
(AA) (2d wk).
Torrid $17,000.
chance to make a grandstand re¬
Last week. $22,000.
Saxon (Sack* (1.100; $1.50-43.30)
appearance on the local scene from
Providence, Nov. 26.
—"Around World .in 80 Days”
the wings of a typically Spanish
(UA) (33d wk). Still fancy at $22,- " An upped scale has “Pal Joey" patio.
riding high at Strand where sock000. Last week, $24,000. *
Trans-Lnx (T-L) (724; 75-81.25) eroo. Nearest . rival is State’s
—“Bride Is Much Too Beaultful” "Jailhouse Rock,” rated ax strong.
(Indie) and “Sorceress” (Indie) "Around World in 80 Days”' at Elm¬
(2d wk). Hot $6,000. . Last week,. wood looks big in seventh week.
Majestic’s “Bombers B-52”- shapes
CosttiMi from sage U
$7,200.
Orpheum (Loew)
(2.900; 75- good. “Story of Esther Costello”
with Iensing tv films in the “Doug¬
81J25)—“Pal Joey” (Col).
Wow likewise is healthy at Albee.
las
Fairbanks
Presents” series.
Estimates for This Week.
438.000. : Last week. "Jailhouse
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 60-85)— Which he’s now dropped “to cash
Rock” (M-G) and “Hired Gun”
"Esther
Costello”
(Col)
and
“Dom¬
‘
in
on
the
reissues
where the
(M-G) (2d wk), $9,000.
State (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l,23>— ino Kid” (Qol). Fairly good $7,500. money is.” He did 180 of these in
“Pal Joey” (CoD. Terrific $25,000. Last week, “Rock Around World” four 'years.
Last
week,
“Jailhouse
Rock.” (AI) and “Reform School Girl” - His next two will be “Quest for
(M-G) and “Hired Gun” (M-G) <Al), $6,500;
Panjaro,” a story about a man who
Elmwood (Snyder) <745; $2-$2.50) goes forward in time and falls in
(2d wk), $5,000.
—“Arouhd World in 80 Days” (UA) love with a woman hot yet born.
(7th wk). Neat $10,000. Last week,
He’s also considering "a crazy idea
PHILADELPHIA
$10,500.
of mine,” i.e., an up-dated version
Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-85)—
(Continued from page 8)
of Stevenson’s "Dr. Jekyll fc Mr.
takeoff and $13,00Q In sight Last; "Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Last Hyde,” In addition, he has an op¬
Stagecoach
West”
(WB),
Healthy
week, "Zero Hour” (Par) and
$7,500. Last week, “Rodan” (PDC) tion of the Cecil Woodham-Smith
“Stowaway Girl” (Par), $9,000. Miitewn (Goldman) (1,000; $2- and "Hell In Korea” (PDC), $6,000. book, "The Reason Why,” whjch re¬
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-85)— volves around the eharfe of the
$2.75) — "Around World” (UA)
(48th wk). Down to $8,500. Last “Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) and “Tip Light Brigade in the Crimean War.
On Dead Jockey” (M-G). Strong
Why is he going back Into the¬
week, $9,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (1,250; 65- $13,000. Last week, “Baby Face atrical production? ‘“I know more
$1.25)—"My Man Godfrey” (U) (3d Nelson” (UA) and “Hell Bound” about it, and it’s more gratifying
when it comes off,” he replied.
wk).
Lean $4,000.
Last week, (UA), $10,000 in nine days.
Strand (National Realty) (2,200; "True, films are more of a gam¬
$5,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,800; 9»-$1.80)— 65-90W“Pal Joey” (Col). Smash ble, but they're a lot more satisfy¬
“Pal Joey” (Col) (3d wk).
Boff $15(000. Last week, “Hunchback ing if they come off.” Comparing of Notre Dame* (AA) and “Naked
$24,000. Last week, $30,000.
today’s industry with that of his
StaUton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.49)— Sun” (AA), $9,000 in 8-dAy week. : day iff the business, Fairbanks said
“Cyclops” (AA) and “Daughter of
production now was much more
Dr. Jekyll” (AA). Stout $10,000 or
PITTSBURGH
efficient, with, much more expert
near. * Last week, “Rodan” (DEA)
thinking and a more intensive ana¬
(Continued
from
page
9)
and “Hell in Korea” (Indie), $11,lyzing
proceu in" the creative and
—“Operation Mad Ball” (Col) (3d
600.
distribution ends.
Studio (Goldberg) (450; 94-$1.49) wk). One of the nice surprises of
*
He’s
negotiating with several
—“Bed of Grass” (Indie) 2d wk): season. Getting only five days on
Good $3,300. Last week, $4,200. the latest ho. because house wants companies re the distribution of
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80)— to open “Pal Joey” (Col) day be¬ his planned productions.,
"Joker Is Wild” (Par) (7th wk).. fore Thanksgiving; abbreviated ses¬
sion fine $7,000. Last week, better
Hep $5,800. Last week, $7,000,
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.49)— than the first at $11,000.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1.25-$3)—
"Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (2d wk).
All matinee trade, nice $7,500. "Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
>if * l zaa
(33d wk). Seems to have hit a aaas CntiaMl
Last week, $12,000.
World (Pathe) (599; 99-$i:49)— steady level and isn’t varying more State the picture If the house could
“A 1 b e jr t
Schweitzer”
(Indie). than a few dollars each week. Just be made ready by Christmas. HowStrong $5,500. Last week, “Hap¬ around hep $7,000, same as pre¬ ever, after weighing the situation,
pened in Park” (Ellis) .(2d wk), vious session.
which would have necessitated
$2,500.
Fenn (UA) (3,300; 80-$1.25)—
darkening the^theatre fpr a long
“Les Girls? (M-G). A real honey,
giving this house its first $5,000 stretch, Loew’s Theatres officials
CHICAGO
Saturday in several mopths. Hold¬ decided against proceeding with- the
(Continued from page 8)
ing ffir smash $18,000. Holds, natch! plan at this time. Another factor
Days” (UA) (34th wk). Socko $24,- Last week, "Tin Star” (Par), $7,500. that halted the conversion was the
Squirrel HHI (SW) .<900; 85-99) theatre’s ability to snag 7 Para¬
600. Last week, $27,300.
- United Artiste (B&K) <1,700; -90- — Terri" (BV) <2d wk). Down to mount’s Jerry Lewis starrer,. “The
$1.50)—“My Man Godfrey”' (U) (2d oka^ $2,700 but house will hold be¬ Sad Sack," for ThanksgiYlng and
wk). Good $11,000. Last week, cause looks for big kiddie push Metro’s "Raintree County” for
during
Thanksgiving
weekend Christmas. Both pictures1 are rated
$20,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- school vacation. Last week, $3,500. 'as excellent b.o. potentials.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)—,
$1.25)—“Les Girls” (M-G) (4th wk).
When . the right- ' opportunity
Nice $16,000. Last week, $17,000. "Story - of Mankind" (WB) and comes, and there’s every indication
World (Indie) .(606; 90)—"Rich¬ “Public Pidgeon No. 1”‘ (U). Sad that Loew’s Theatres plans to make
ard III? (Lopert) (3d wk). Plush $3,000. Last week, “Tall Stranger” the change, large'sections in the
(AA), $5,500. =
^
$5,000. List week, $6,800.
rear of'the' orchestra and balcony
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,300;
Ziegfeld (Davis) (435; 79-$1.25)
t—"Port of Shadows” (Indie} and $li0-$2:40)—“Search for Paradise” ' will be eliminated. Since the back
“Bizarre Bizarre" (Indie) (reis¬ (Cinerama) (7th wk). Steadily-inch¬ of the theatre is on W. 45th Street,
sues). Trim $2,600. Last week, ing up again, with show buses and the theatre chain plans to build
“Lovers of Venice” (Indie) and other promotions helping. May top ! stores in? the eliminated area,
“Well Digger’s Daughter” (Indie) $14,000
currently.
Last
week, i These stores are expected to be im¬
portant revenue producers. ■
$13,500.
(reissues), $2,900.

‘JOEY’ SMASH $15,000,
PROY.;‘JAILHOUSE’13G

<Dwg Fairbanks

D*Sm1 Stats

BACKS UP
THE
INDUSTRY
SLOGAN!

KAINTKte
COUNTY

Jt’s the talk of the nation, launched in widely publicized area
Premieres. The Big MGM “Camera 65” production in the great
tradition of Civil War romance hailed by press and public
as one of the BIG ONES of our time. (Montgomery Clift,
Elizabeth Taylor, Eva Marie Saint • Print by Technicolor*) *

"LES GIRLS”

Never such nationwide publicity in magazines, press and by
word-of-mouth. And its smash Music Hall business is being
duplicated in its first play-dates. A “must see” attraction!
(Gene Kelly, Mitzi Gaynor, Kay Kendall, Taina Elg * Sol C.
Siegel production • CinemaScope • Metrocolor).

..

;

/

.*

.r

DON’T GO NEAR
THE WATER”

Already acknowledged to be Presley’s top grosser, it’s hitting
new M-G-M highs nationwide. And the title song, America’s
No. 1 hit,: is a teen-age magnet! (Elvis Presley, Judy Tyler,
Mickey Shaughnessy • Avon Production • CinemaScope).

“New high in hilarity,” says N. Y. World-Telegram as critics
and cash customers have high time at Music: Hall World
Premiere.'Confirming hit forecast of 29-city theatre previews.
(Glenn Ford, Gia Scala, Earl Holliman, Anne Francis,
Keenan Wynn, Fred Clark, Eva Gabor, Russ Tamblyn, Jeff
Richards • Avon Production • CinemaScope * Metrocolor).
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Dietz Nifties Enliven Pioneers’ Dinner
Continued from pace 2
cial "Song of the Pioneer” which
Dietz and his longtime collabora¬
tor Arthur Schwartz whipped up
for the occasion. It was loaded
with laughs and intra-trade nifties.
Dietz urged. "Now don’t take
lyrics too lightly.
I remember
that Arthur and I worked at nights
on shows and we were kicked out
of the Essex*House, the St. Moritz,
the Astor—there wasn’t a midtown
hotel that didn’t object to two
perspiring songwriters working so
late into the night. But I always
warned Schwartz, ‘I don’t know—
somehow the neighbors never com¬
plain about the lyrics, it’s always
about the music.’
So you see,
lyrics should not be taken too
lightly. I also recall that we used
to write a musical comedy a week
for a tv sponsor and I warned Ar¬
thur, ‘Wouldn’t that take a lot out
of you?’
To which Schwartz
acquiesced, ‘Yes, but itll also take
a lot out of Beethoven, Bach and
Brahms’.”
Columbia prexv Harry Cohn
squired Mrs. Jeanette (Jack) Cohn,

Pioneers’ Necrology
The Pioneers who passed
away this year were^ listed:
John B a 1 a b a n,f Herman
Becker. Albert M. Cohen, John
Dacey, Charles J. Feldman,
William C. Gehring, Leonard
Goldberg, . John
Hamrick,
Clarence D. Hill, Arthur^ Kal¬
man, Morris Kandel, Albert
A. Kaufman, Fx*ed S. Kogod,
Jacques Kopfstein, Harry W.
Lamont, John A. Norling, Os¬
car Neu, Phil Reisman, Wil¬
liam F. Rodgers, Edward Ru¬
binstein,
Harry
J.
Schad,
Gradwcll Sears, Ira H. Sim¬
mons,
Arthur
Silverstone,
Sydney Weill, Nat Williams
Sr.

widow of the founding president
o'- the Pioneers, who accepted a
memorial tribute—a piece of sil¬
ver suitably inscribed by the offi¬
cers and directors of the MPP.
Cohn, Jack L. Warner and Elmer
C*. Rhoden were among the west
coast toppers attending the Vogel
fete.
(Incidentally, considering
the intimate association of the
Pioneers' founder with the organ¬
ization the goof on misspelling his
and his widow’s name as "Cohen”
in the programs is.something not
understandable!.
The Invocation
Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, presi¬
dent of the National Conference
of Christians and Jews, played the
Invocation "across the board” by
announcing and invocating in the
three faiths—in Hebrew, the Ro¬
man Catholic and the Protestant
prayer. Judge Ferdinand Pecora
inducted the new members. Louis
Nizer waxed oratorical about the
honored guest for his 'Horatio Al¬
ger success story and his courage,
stating that Vogel is really the
"youngest Pioneer because a new
Vogel was bom this year,” refer-

Pushing the Rye?
The
Waldorf’s
banquet
manager Claude C. Philippe
or the Pioneers’ own arrange¬
ments committee should know
that the Scotch ran out pre¬
maturely.
Somewhat incredible In this
day and age of non-shortages.

ing to his battle against the op¬
position stockholder forces. Eric
Johnstonls address reiterated the
function and the responsibilities
and the horizons of the industry.
Somewhat more realistic was
comedian Alan King’s kidding-onthe-squar.e observations that he
notices the Screen Gems, Warner
Bros, and other time-honored film
trademarks on television series
and pondered on when the Smith¬
sonian Institute may exhibit "a
stuffed theatre manager, complete
with carnation” as a reminder of
another era. The exliih contingent
in the 700-800 attendance nodded
in grim acquiescence.
Cab Calloway was the only
other entertainment interlude. A1
Rickey’s band did well by the
Schwartz-Dietz medleys, hesides
the show backstopping, causing
Dietz to wonder "how come some
'My Fair Lady’ tunes crept in?”
Metro sales veepee Charles M.
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Seaton Sees 70,000,000
Viewers for Oscarcast
Miami, Nov. 26.
George Seaton, president of the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences, told the Theatre Own¬
ers of America convention that a
home audience pf 70,000,000 to
,000,000 could be expected for
the telecast next March of the an¬
nual Oscar presentations..
This, obviously, will bo murder
oh theatre business but Seaton
advised exhibitors they would bene¬
fit in the long run, for the purpose
of the Oscar show is to "sell your
pictures six months in advance.”.
TOA delegates pledged full sup¬
port of the industry-sponsored airer
as well as other projects—film mu¬
seum, tours of craftsmen, press
seminars, etc.—as proposed pre¬
viously by the Acad.

'Miami Printing Its Own Money’
Continued from pare 1

4

the biggest fee ever paid in these | Nejla Ates, Danielle LaMar, among
parts—$35,000 per for the engage* others. It will be the first time in
several seasons that the site will
ment.
light up. (For Walters Casino de
Fontainebleau .
j Paris in New York, see separate
The reshuffling now virtually story.)
Cotton Club
finalizes the Fontainebleau lineup, j
Directly opposite is the Cotton
with Gordon. MacRae teeing off]
Club, the big money-maker last
the winter run at Christmas,
year. Cab Calloway will again head
followed in January by Billy Eck- I the revue, with a completely new
stine and Phil Foster. Latter two book and staging by Benny Davis
weeks of that month are still to be and Lee Sherman. Around the cor¬
filled. Tony Martin plays the lat¬ ner, Ciro’s, a flop last time out as
ter half of February—here again] Olsen & Johnson’s place, is sched¬
an illustration of the competition] uled to reopen with the Vagabonds,
continued from page 1 —^
among the. hotelmen. Following a j who’ve given up their own club on
f tary of the Board . of Regents,
the mainland, slotted for a sixrival’s offers, Novack shelled out:
which operates WGST (owned by
week run.
$17,500 per. for his return as I
Georgia Institute of Technology),
Latin Quarter
against $15,000 last year. Esti-|
stated that the news commentator
E. M. Loew, now that. Walters
mated averages for top names on i
Was fired for violating the sta¬
the roster run from $15,000 to j has moved up-beach, will operate
tion’s policy of keeping personal
Continued from page 1 =S> Sinatra’s $35,000, with supporting] the Latin Quarter on Palm Island
views out of the news. He said
acts not figured.
'
j with Eddie Risman, his general •
Hines was warned a month, ago to
years ago he sold "Dark Angel”
manager, overseeing. Here too,
Eden Roe
cease and desist* from injecting bis
there’s been a physical change, the
personal opinion into his news¬ screen rights to Samuel* Goldwyn
The Eden Roc’s Harry Mufson, posts which formerly framed the
for
$33,000.
Goldwyn; griped through no fault on his part, lost
casts.
stage having been removed, a new
Regents Allen M. Woodall, of about the price although the prop¬ two of hfs hig-draw staples when ceiling and stage installed and ex¬
Columbus, Ga., Mrs. William T. erty served Initially as a vehicle Lena Horne became occupied with. pansion of seating capacity. They’ve
"Jamaica” on Broadway and Harry set Sue Carson to open the season
Healey, Sr., Atlanta, and Freeman
for Ronald Cplman and Vibna
Belafonte decided to skip Miami in*a lush production, with Milton
Strickland, members of the Re¬
gents’ Radio Committee, joined in Banky'and further stood.up through this year, although he can still take Berle coming in February for a six*
up any one of several plug—$2Q;- week stay in all-out attempt to
supporting
the
action.
Hines a couple of remakes.
000-weekly offers. However, with draw resorters away from the hotel
named Strickland,
senior vice
$420,000 Whodunit
president of the First National
As an example of conditions to¬ several spots still to fill, Mufson and mid-Beach club orbits.
Bank here, over the air as the day, Hornblow revealed he had to has himself a strong lineup in es-r
Barcelona
man who threatened his job if he pay $420,000 to acquire Agatha j tablished draws in this areaATh'ese
The new Barcelona Hotel, a
broadcast about Mayor Hartsfield. Christie’s "Witness for the Prose¬ are Billy Daniels and Myron
Hines said his dismissal raised cution.” With the payoff to the Cohen'for- the end-year holidays; smaller, but plush, inn near the
the question
of "freedom
of film’s stars—Tyrone Power, Mar¬ Jane Froman, then package of Fontainebleau, will have a 350-seat
speech” of a radio newsman to lene Dietrich and Charles Laugh¬ Buddy Hackett-Glorla - DeHaven cafe and is looking for a topliner to
. report the news as he sefes it. “I ton—as another big consideration, and the - Harmonica Rascals for open the spot. To follow the in¬
am too old and have been in the he and his partner, Edward Small, January; and fdr peak February, augural weeks, however, manager
newspaper business . too long to spent over $2,000,000 for the nega¬ Joe E. Lewis'with Marie MacDon¬ Jack Parker1, has not set his sight!
start letting bankers and politcians tive, said Hornblow.
ald, then Nat King Cole.
For on any definite policy, with-possiMarch, Sophie Tucker is a possi¬ bility that his hostel will join the
tell roe how to report the news,” he
"Prosecution” has been pending,
bility, as well as Lewis, Daniels nightly-change-of-show ranks. Diff*
said.
incidentally, a year and a hal£,
Hines said Wednesday he re¬
and Cohen for return dat$s. Range to the neighboring Empress, which
noted the producer, because of a
cently received a letter from Board
for this roster runs from $.12,500 to has Salhe Blair for- the holidays;
decision to await the availability
but rest , of season open. And the
member Woodall praising him for
$17,500.
of the . three principal players.
largest—room wise—new hotel on
his news and editorial work at
Americana
But in any event, stated Hornthe Beach, the 620-room Carillon
WGST. He challenged statements
Americana's "Larry Tisch is mix*
by the regents that the firing was blow, a film-maker must cope with ing his hookings with ; new and With "a 750-capacity club, is cur¬
rently adhering to decision to es¬
not based on the Hartsfield is¬ the sky-high costs in order to put previous click names.
Px'e-holltogether
any
kind
of
project
that
chew the broader, more hectic as¬
sue. but on the principle of giving
has major stature. Top-caliber days will have Jose Greco & Co., pects of night life along hotel row
personal views on the air.
as well as Joey Bishop. Victor to join the one-nighter circuit. This
stories
and
stars
are
a
“must”
if
"I have commented on plenty of
•Borge .is his Christmas package
things and have never received a the producer is to have a head and for turn of year/Tony Ben¬ decision .is subject to change, but
warning about anything except to start toward public acceptance, nett along with Duke Ellington . for the moment, it will be a major
stop* along the circuit for the con¬
and
this
adds
lip
to
the
new
eco¬
keep away from Hartsfield and .the
orch; Georgia Gibba and Jackie siderable group of acts who find a
city administration,” Hines de¬ nomic pressure.
Miles (or another-top comic), fol¬ minimum of four weeks work at
Topliner fees insisted upon, al¬
clared.
lowed by Anna Maria Albergbetti.
"After my first broadcast about though largely going to the Gov¬ Dean Martin plays his first single-o varying scal-e sn-depending on
the mayor in September, Mr. ernment via taxes, are worn like cafe date in this area, in February. name value—among the scores of
George Oliviere (WGST. execu¬ "vanity badges,” observed Horn¬ Eartha Kitt and Jack Carter are hotels with nightly-show-change
operations.
The more money an artist
tive director) said tbat my job blow.
paired, then Jfllie Wilson, possibly
Sails Souci
and his had been theatened by'Mr. receives the more ego appeal. And
with Joey Bishop returning. March
Strickland if I ever talked about they’re in a position to demand the
The Sans Souci, long a one-week
brings Frankie Laine, Tony Benthe mayor.
Nothing was said blue-chip payoff because there are
class
spot
for
acts, has only Mickey
nett again, .ditto Miss Gibbs and
about any. other subject,” Hines so many film-makers now requir¬
Miles for 10-day deals.
Carol Katz set for several seasonal dates.
ing their services.
said.
I Channing is skedded for first week Jean Suits, a show biz vet who is
Strickland said Hines would
Hornblow, though, notes that in April. Tisch’s tabs tote as high managing director, finds that he
have been fired regardless of many stars, are not .toO .demanding
as $25,000 for acts in this lineup. does well with the nightly changes
whether the program had been if a top-notch director is signed for
he inaugurated last summer, but
Deauville
aimed at the mayor or his oppon- a particular property.
would.go for A'good act for a long¬
He said
The new Deauville, in a switch er stay, at the right figure. The
en\
that many a top-rated player
In announcing the dismissal, the would go into a picture "blind¬ from the big payoff pack, Is going next-door Saxony has been mulling
regents denied any connection be¬ folded” if anyone off the 10 best in for productions supervised by a return to higher-bracketed' full
tween the mayor and the firing.
directors in Hollywood has been Radio City Music Hall’s (N. Y.) bookings, hut currently is expert- *
hired to call the turns.
He de¬ Leon Leonidoff. But, in avoiding menting on a weekend deal with
clined^ to list his "10 best” but "name” competition, Morris Lans- an iffy angle: acts that click in the
doufciless they include Billy Wild-, burgh and partners are Tunning Pagoda Room could he moved into
into that problem -with the night the hotels smaller Tropical Room
er, who directed "Prosecution.”
Continued from pace 3
Hornblow had a beef to air con¬ clubs. The Deauville’s clpb also for balance of a week.
promises to be a departure from
Bargain Basements
cerning
exhibition.
He
said
that
Sundown,” a western also in East¬
hotel-cafes in its physical layout
Notable is the importance of the
man color. Video series are to be in bygone times the theatre itself
for the stage, complete to water- bargain night club tours to all
was
a
show,
attending
it
was
an
"Private Eyeful,” with a story line
■ spouting curtain effects. Leonidoff spots, the plush and the small as
framed around a dumb blonde pri¬ event "that lifted up my spirits.”
is concentrating on plenty of well as the one-nighters. They are
vate detective, and “Johnny Sun¬ N. Y:’s Radio City Music Hall
femmes for the. 850-seater Casa¬ the key to profits for all, providing
day,” adventure series surrounding would fall into this category hut
thousands of Other situation nova Room, with • fashion. models guaranteed late-shoW business that
a private eye.
around the country are, in effect, included to play, to the distaffers. can mean the break-even or profit
Rhoden has lined up Sandra
depressing.
He said he attended: There’ll be the big complement of points during an off-week.
At
Giles, who currently is playing on
one house recently and the only show and line girls as well as height of season, these busloads
tv in L. A. and who has appeared in
lift he got was via a spring pro- novelty and standard acts, hut no add up to as much as 2,500 persons
several feature films. She is under
names.
. truding from the seat.
making the three-stops for IQ
option for 10 pictures over a four"Lucerne
bucks, the fee Including drinks at
year period, the deal being worked
Only
other
hotel
on
the
Beach
two-places and a midnight supper
out through the Michael Gertz
with a line Is the Lucerne, which at a third, with tips, tax and trans¬
agency.
is holding over its longrunning b.o. portation: included. In the bigger '
First production in which Miss
Giles will appear will be- "Daddy- 'sss Continued from pace Z j—-m hit, the Latin revue starring Diosa spots, an average load of 300. la
Costello. ThereH.be a new edition welcomed, to fill out capacity.
O,” next up on the production
is simply that strong subject mat¬ staged for the upcoming season. They get them too, at the smaller
| schedule for Imperial Productions,
set to roll early in 1958v Story ter makes for strong story lines. Hit aspects of this One can be : places, such as a Sans Souci, Casa*
property already is acquired, and If the public is ready for these traced to smaller .capacity to fill blanca, Monte Carlo.
Shelbome
; details of script, casting and shoot¬ topics in the privacy of its reading (350) and comparatively low budget
for what is actually a condensed
ing with K. C. backgrounds are
Downtown, near. Lincoln Road,
chair, it is ready to absorb them at revue, personnel-wis’e.
bow being worked out. Story is
the .Shelbome, completing a 200! the local theatre.”
Casino de Paris
not localled in K. C., however.
room addition, will have a night
On tv today, public Is being
Miss Giles also is to appear in
The big nitery news this season club, with Charles Yavers, who
"Pink Tea Bird” and “Private "served a diet of pablum, because is the opening of the Casino de made the Driftwood Room of the
Eyeful” for Imperial Films .which sponsors worry about whether the Paris, Lou Walters’ new venture at Nautilus a hot spot for acta when
also already owns the story prop- kiddies can digest anything mope the ex-Copa City. The. structure lie ran the hotel, dickering for '
: erties mentioned above. "Johnny chewy. Their mothers and fathers, has beeiKcompletely remodeled hit middle-bracket names. As for the
i Sundown” already is in completed though, know that life is not a bed the inside; there’ll be a swimming Nautilus, which changed ownership
script form, Rhode, said.
of roses. They don’t mind seeing, pool under the stage, with sliding again, the new operators Inherited
His second feature film, "Cool a picture which deals with the floor to cover when not In produc¬ a hatch .of contracts for acts Who
! and the Crazy,” has been completed thorns/’
tion use; runways on sides of the normally play the on^-jdghter cir¬
i and he is now dickering with disPast attempts to deal with room and complete new stage'. Wal¬ cuit, with occasional * one-week
! tribution companies to take it over. "adult” themes have generally paid ters is concentrating on his usual stands. Management; here, how¬
It was also shot in Kansas City, as Off. at the b.o. Kaufman contends, opulent, many-peopled stagings ever, may still go after the middlewas his first, "The Delinquents,” and points to such successes as with an occasional middle-bracket brackefeers in an attempt to re¬
which was bought. outright by “Johnny Belinda” and "Esther name, such as Dick Shawn, plus a build the Driftwood Room’s former
United Artists.
stock company of performers In patronage;
Costello”-to support his thesis.
Reagan and a corpS of 45 were
kudoed
for
underwriting
the
Chevrolet which was raffled off at
$10-a-crack for the Indigent Fund.
Depinet pitched for the necessary
charity work done by the Founda¬
tion
of
the
Motion
Picture
Pioneers.
Vogel’s thank-you speech was
off-the-cuff, brief, sincere, earnest
and so recognized.
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Expected Week’s Stand, Goldwyn Act Runs 10 Minutes
(SAN FRANCISCO ANTITRUST SUIT DEFENSE NOW DUE)
San Francisco, Nov. 28,
“My Wife and I were ready to stay for deposition can correct or clar¬ "the impact”—-that is, the dam¬ Sherrill Corwin or Charles Skou¬
ify that testimony, but cannot ages—of the defendants' arrange¬ ras and playing them off one
"Sam Goldwyn didn't live up to here a week.”
Next day, after 3,200 pages and Change its meaning.)
ments, assuming the arrangements against the other to the open mar¬
his dramatic filling last week.
.about one million words of testi¬
The lawyer claimed Skouras had
ket. But we’re forced to deal with
It wasn’t his fault, that he was mony, Alioto rested Goldwyn’s been “trapped” by FWC booknr had existed;
(3) The pivotal testimony of just one.”
on the witness stand only 10 min¬ side of the antitrust suit filed in Bert Plrosh’ testimony about agree¬
Possibly Alioto’x most telling ar¬
Mulvey
about
damages
was
simply
utes' as the climactic witness of May, 1950, and on trial since mid-> ing with Pat DiCicco (then of UA)
that of an interested witness mak¬ gument was that National, Itself,
his own $1/521,924 antitrust suit! July.
to split Metro product at time ing generalized guesses;
paid
20th-Fox an extra $500,000 in
against 2Qth-Fox, National Thea¬
Up to that point 385 plaintiff’s (December,' ^1949) United West
tres and Fox West ■ Coast. He’d exhibits
(4) Alioto hadn't shown Nation¬ film rental to 1945, after 20th’s A1
and 153- defendants’ ex¬ Coast was broken up into Its 11
Uchtman
had complained of low
come prepared to testify for a hibits had been Submitted to Judge UA theatres and its 47 FWC thea¬ al’s power to dominate the film
percentages. Of the $500,000, Fox
price structure.
week.
Murphy—and there’s more to tres.
West Coast paid $322,500, and
His own lawyer, Joseph Alioto, come.
Motion asking testimony to be charged It off on its books to six
However, ho ruling was made
1
called Goldwyn as his last Witness,
^.pictures this way:
In winding up his case, Alioto i and the status of the Skouras de¬
elicited the producer's age (75), the gave a concise breakdown of ex¬ position Is still up to the air.
Orif lMt %
ASOHUmI
Tetal
T«f«t
fact that he'd started in films 49 act damages sought. Total is $507,Earlier, Dunne got to some good
PHm
OrtstMf ReoHt «n Or*M
Rontftl
years ago With Jesse Lasky, gone 308, trebled to $1,321,924. The per- defense licks on Goldwyn statis¬ “Thunderhead” .*189,057
27.3
$41,856
$210,913
34.0
independent in United Artists with picture breakdown;
tician Joseph A. Walsh. In cross- "A Treertlrows
Mary Fickord, Douf Fairbjmks Sr,,
examining Walsh, Dunne got the
in Brooklyn” „. 248,338
29J
56,608
305,142
“Secret Ufa‘of Walter Mitty” statistician to admit one of his
36.7
Charles Chaplin.
—$107,872; "Btshep’s Wife”—$50,- schedules showing damages Gold¬ "Diamond
Goldwyn testified he never got 425; “Beat
(general release)
Horseshoe” . ... 185,252
56.221
28.2
241,473
34.1
into exhibition negotiations ‘'ex¬ -<-$**.714; “A Sea# Is Bora”— wyn suffered erred because:
cept when it got too tough for the’ $31,123; "Enehamiment” — $32,(1) It was based on thfe Stod- “A Bell tor
Adano”
26.1
.... 128,374
35,265
181,859
37.3
boys.” He said he'd known Charles 741; “Rooeaana MeCoy”—$51,511; ltoger report and ^showed nation¬
Skouras close to 90* yearn when “My Feolkk Heart” — $52,588; wide film rentals $39 million -high* "Nob Hitt”* ,
...
261,767
36J
the general-release "Best Years of “Beet
...
150,228
33.4
Years”—raadshaw—$110,- er than the Federal business cen¬ “Junior Miss”*
Our Uvea” came up for negotia¬ 541 (difference between what Gold¬ sus of 1948 showed;
tion.
■1
,
.
♦Total of $122,332 paid in additional rental for these two films.
wyn claims war# actual house ex¬ -(2) Definitions of "feature rent¬
Producer testified Bkouras* de¬ pense# and what he claims were als”’ vary, and at a result Walsh's
The extra rentals raised JJOth’s
mands were “too high,-" said Skou¬ Inflated house expenses).
schedule compared nationwide fea¬ stricken was based on defense
ras wanted 15% of the gross re¬
also
hit pies that ture rentals, which included shorts, claims that the testimony either percentage of gross admissions
ceipts plus house expense#. Gold¬ allAlioto
Goldwyn pictures' since mid- news and trailers, with National hadn't been hooked up with the from about 28 to 35.5 per cent, Ali¬
wyn said he had Skouras tec lunch 1930’s
be admitted to case (only Theatres’ rentals for full-length Goldwyyn case or fell In a time oto pointed out—or to the neigh¬
at- his studio, told Skouras he ob¬ seven between 194T-50 are under features alone.
period .before or after 1847-50. borhood of what Goldwyn now
jected to top-heavy house expenses consideration because of Judge's
Walsh alio admitted that RKO,
and asked to audit .National Thea¬ ruling that atatute of limitations Goldwyn’s distributor for the Sev¬ Some of the testimony Dunne ask¬ seeks.
tres’ hooks. Goldwyn said Skouras applies) and Judge denied Alioto’s en pictures, would be entitled to ed stricken was:
Finally, Alioto brought out a
(1) That relating to drawings out
told him:
its 20 per cent distribution fee— of a hat for product in the Rich¬ hitherto buried facet of the Gold¬
motion.
'These are the .actual expenses
and Dunne emphasised that $403,- mond, C4L, pool,. 1954-57;
wyn case. He said toe producer Is
1- Move Than A. *Cegroetion*
) 848 trebjed it considerably less
and you'll have to accept my word
(2) All that relating to the 20th- "asking not only damages but also
The lawyer also' refused to ac¬ than $507,308 trebled.
That was all,, and Allot# rested.
injunctive relief” and noted the
Fox
"BIL
stock
transaction,
1944In so doing, he waived Ids right to cept correction of Spyros Skouras'
On “Roseanna McCoy” and ”My 48, by which toe .Skouras brothers, suit asked toe Judge to:
restrict defense lawyer Axtbur B. 1958 deposition in which Skouras Foolish Heart,” Walsh admitted Elmer Rhoden and other top cir¬
Issue a permanent injunction
Dunne to questioning ea the direct: testified he’d fire anyone in his or¬ Goldwyn’* NeW York office, not
against toe defendants;
examination. The waiver was a fu¬ ganisation who made dealt to split he, had made a major part of the cuit execs profited by millions;
(3)
All
that
relating
to
clearances
Appoint * special master to su¬
tile piece of magnanimity or, as product in theatres affected by statistical study, , and Walsh testi¬
pervise breakup of the Naify cir¬
one spectator speculated,
ef Federal divorcement proceedings. fied he may not have given Na¬ and availabilities;
cuits
“pools of monopoly” (though
Skouras* correction said:
(4) All that relating , to pools
“grandstanding.”
tional Theatres as much credit for
Naify portion of case was severed
"In answering questions concern¬ the two films' sellaways (to com¬ terminated before or by 1947.
Dunne arose and said there’d
last
year
Alioto countered by claiming that rately); and will be tried sepa¬
ing 'allocations' of product I un¬ puting damages) as he might have.
be no cross-examination.
Federal Judge Edward P. Mur¬ derstood that the term wee being j
Argue Motions
] toe Paramount case was an exact
See that Northern California
duplicate of this one, with the facts
phy looked surgfieed, and ao did used to deoerfee a binding agreeLast two day* of Week were spent as to pools already adjudicated by "independents get pictures and are
Alioto, Ms legal associates. Max¬ | meat between exhibitors under
not
blacked out from getting pic¬
the Supreme Court. He also cited
well Keith' and George Slaff, end which each undertook to license in arguing:
(1) Defense’s motion to dismiss the recent Supreme Court duPofit tures because of a system of froz¬
Goldwyn Productions* President certain pictures and to refuse to
en
clearances
case decision forcing duPont's di¬
license other pictures. I did not in¬ the entire case;
James Mulvey..
to imply that discussions or
(2) Defense's motion to strike vestiture of 22% of General Mo-! Judge Murphy took in all the ar¬
Out of court. Allot# reported: tend
understandings between exhibitors great gobe of testimony from toe tors, pointed out Fox.West Coasts guments, back and forth, without
“They said they were going' to which
held 30% of the Naify circuit. He; batting an eye, and announced:
are satisfactory to distribu¬
tear Mr,* Goldwyn to pieces-but tors, concerning 'splits’ of product record.
noted toe intimacy between the "Without bonding myself. I’ll re¬
they were afraid of him.**
Among Dunne’s arguments for Fox circuits’ agency corporation serve decision on toe motions un¬
or the-offering of pictures, are In dismissal:
Out of court, Dunne reported: any way improper.”
purchases and National Amuse¬ til toe end of the trial” In short,
“Mr. Goldwyn didn’t say anything
(1) Alioto hadn't made out a ment Co. purchases, went on, to say, toe defense will now have to go
Alioto said: "This is no correc-<
so there was ho reason to cross- -tiou at all but an obvious attempt case of either monopoly or con¬ with irony*
ahead with their case. Then toe
examine him.”
spiracy;
to change his deposition/’
“We seek the privilege of going Judge recessed toe trial until
Out of court, Goldwyn reported:
(legally, a witness subpoenaed
(2) There was no evidence of to Joe. Schenck, Mike Rosenberg, next Monday (2).

-renewed

it goes in cycles with other1 things.
If one star wonts all ths waiters
should drop dead, so it’s no waiters.
Another wants a blackout' on the
room, so the .customer* can’t even
—j Ceatiaaeg trees m< 2
»
SSSBB CMtkw4 from/pegs 1 bBBB
find the Ice for their drinks, but
so at toe stars. So Victor Borge and expert). In fact, Maksik has blackout it it” etc.
Times Square Idiom. Tho five Saturday (23) with a parade around
Maksik
feels
that'
it's
time
that
periodic
shop-talk
meetings
with
isn’t doing the business we hoped:
floors are attractively furnished, the Mode prior to toe formal open¬
staff around 9 p.m„ before toe all of show business had an aware¬
for, hut I want* to tell you he's one his
ness of too facts of life as they are ranging from what will be a play¬ ing ef the new club. A couple of
rush starts, on this very subject.
of the nicest gentleman In show
now.
Business
isn't
good.
The
mar¬
house
(now it’s more like m play¬ Lewises, Joe E. end Ted, strutted
He has an objective appraisal
business.'
on (1) “Jbf one star dicks with a ket, Sputnik; call it what, they’re room) in toe basement to toe top- in front of about 150 Friars In the
not
spending
as
not
so
many
More important than straighten-j one-man show, they all wanna do
. short march. Afterward, Joe E.,
months ago. If « star gets a bad floor gymnasium, steamroom, etc.
ing out the vital statistics is Mak- one-man chows”; and (2) “if some¬ notice Maksik feels it's not entirely
Because of toe Madison Ave. who's toe organization's Abbot,
body
gets
$40,000,
then
all
acts
aik’s and his wife's earthy concept] think they're worth .$40,000.’’ toe house’s fault. If tot aforemen¬ proximity, toe Friars hope to at¬ opened the iron grill doors and
tioned headliner who didn’t do-of-j tract the "new” brand of show¬ flung away toe key.
of the stars they have pro booked
More important is his knowledge
at whopping salaries. Borge is get¬ that "this way things ore today with , capacity 8% business, only pulled men from too ad agency and video
The parade was one of toe ma¬
75 people on “fcood nights,” then
ting $35,000. Milton Berio gist $13,- stars and headliners I’m glad I'm tho house isn't to Marne either. If belt, although it Is obvious that the jor events in a day-long gala cele¬
000. Belifonte got $11,090 but when alMwed In my own place. They they're toe big to rehearse; If they herd core loyalists date back to brating formal dedication of toe
be comes bock in February Maksik don't rehearse, and If I suggest it] don't wont to make sute of Iheir too time-honored vaudeville days. building.
The Friars lunched,
says he'll be peylng Mm $35,000. they fell me to mind my own busi- music; if theysuddenly discover the Club attorney Harold M. ColdWatt paraded and then settled into their
One famed male trio recently there ncu.XBorge did want to rehearse plane is not tuned properly, for toe credits general executive secretary new quarters with an open house,
but
wanted
our
musicians
to
come
simple reason that they paid no
got $15,000 a week, did a brutal I
In which virtually all toe Friars
8 of capacity (at $0 minimum per to Manhattan so 1 sent them to Man¬ attention to their tools of trade and Carl L Timln tor sparking the new based in New York, and wives and
head), and-had to Skip shews, be¬ hattan—I don't mind that, he’s a made, euro of it before the grand environment, haunting s auctions friends partook of a buffet until
cause business was so bod. The, very busy man. If I suggest light¬ openings; if they sneer that "they for bargain items, and too like, and toe small hours.
Alan Gale debadewas also widely! ing -rehearsals, plane rehearsals, don’t 'need supporting acts ” then too general interior reflects good ■ The Friars* new home puts the
publicised.
r cue rehearsals, music rehearsals,, Maksik feels It's a two-way street taste.
in the realm of higher
Important also, sposking of using more acts, they laugh at me, on responsibility. He's tired of , Alan Corelli, for example, is organization
mathematics. The building origi¬
“straightening out” the figures, M TMc io.wbat 1 moan that, instead covering up for headliner# who sparking a theatrical book collec¬ nally was purchased for $325,000,
of
using
come
girls
and1
acts
to:
flop.
toe fact that Vamxtt 4*
tion drive, by donating some of and perhaps another $100,000 went
*warm up* tho Mace, they come on
3-to-l Criterion
the Inflated figure. It m
his own choice library items.
into alterations and furnishings.
a pleasant canhrd to which the cold, and then (i> too hfcadliners
On the ether hand, he’s glad to - ThJ clubhouse itself retains
wonder
*wha*
boppened’
end
(2)
I
Paramount Pictures publicists, with
credit headliners even for the party many of toe flne Interior, features Under current operating ex¬
their .personal enthusiasm • for get the blame for ’bringing the business. In Jerry Lewis' first $126,- of the original Erdmann decor, im¬ penses, the club needs around 800
Lewis, who 11 * tsopsraUVs come¬ Otar on cold.! This is practically 000 week there was $38,000 in party ported wood paneling, and all. The members to break even, and it has
dian, must plead gUttty for bring what VAuxty said about me in business, end for his second $131,- many different rooms seem made- ] that number now. Membership
\ so effective in spreading the phony relation to Borgo last week.”
000 greet there was 40G in party to-order, however, for several bars, < Hsts are expected to be closed at
figures:
bookings—but since Lewis at¬ at strategic places, and of course, 000.
The Friars were also openMiktik continuer "For our Dec. tracted that kind of business, re¬ the inevitable card rooms.
Important to toe -acts, (heir 3 shew with Johnnie Bay and Jean gardless ef any special rates, he . The club Is conducting a mem¬ housed by neighbor HarVey Rosen,
managers, and agents. Is tbs Mak- <MmrilTJ*m back where I think I deserves the credit
bership drive Ond, among the at¬ operator of El Boracche, just next
silks’ realistic appraisal ef talent belong—cunning myewn place and
Makstk’s yardstick-far a profit¬ tractions, also, are several interims to the clubhouse, on Sunday (24)
which,' fundamentally, is a ooe^- helping my Own show. The line of able engagement 4s "three times which could make suitable confer¬ tor cocktails. Although located on
jnodity as much .os the Bquoc, food Meta i# back, I toll ’em what to .do the cost of too show." A $40,000-a- ence and/or private ltmcfaron- a block where fine restaurants
abound, toe Friars hope to make
and their skillful .watering'service. ttot who knows, if they suddenly Week. (record high .wage) headliner meetjng rooms.
of which they are proud land not want to run things their own way. like' Lewis did that If Borge
New York got the classiest cake¬ out well in this department os
without justification, because the: welt here we ga sgatol
: gamers 1Q0G- a week he measures walk from a couple of- very high there's- a scarcity of eating faciliservice has been noticeably*fast
priced performers—for free—on i ties In that part of town;
*Tt^ fuwyr/* - he observes,” how. i up* to hi# 35G take-home pay.

‘Country’-Boy Maksik

%

Friars’ Posh N.Y. HQ
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FLAMING ACTION... PULSE-POUNDING
ADVENTURE:..TORRID ROMANCE
in a frank, outspoken story of an American business man’s Spanish
affair—with a fiery senorita, born to love and to flaunt the code that
has bound women like her for centuries.
It’s unforgettably played by a new and news-worthy star team: Richard
Kiley who scored in "The Blackboard Jungle” and "The Phenix City
Story"... and Carmen Sevilla, Spain’s most alluring actress. They kindle
a new kind of boxoffice heat!
It was filmed on-the-spot in Spain...in VistaVision*and Technicolor®...
to give the giant theatre screen a big, beautiful attraction—with daring
drama to draw strong patronage!

PICTURES

Vedngid»y^ November. &7t 1957.
SPIRITED BIDDING

Clips From Film Row

WB’s 'Sayonara* and MG’* 'Water*
Offbeat Bookings

heavy grosser In Twin Cities and
throughout territory.
New press agent at the Golden
Near blizzards and heavy snow-]
Gate Theatre is Harry Blanchard, falls are-playing havoc with boxreplacing Joe de Victoria, who office in Twin Cities and through¬
went to Honolulu for Consolidated out area,
'
•
Amus. Co.
.Local film exchange employes Jack Erickson* Frisco branch receiving flu shots at their em-;
manager for 20th-Fox, in Hahno-; ployers' expense.
mann hospital for a detached - There still are. buyers for thea¬
retina.
tres in tins territory. At least*
Ralph Dostal, who reopened the Ernest Anderson, Mahnomen,
big neighborhood El Capitan last Minn., has purchased Cozy Theatre,
spring after Fox West Coast had McIntosh, Minn., from Bender
given up its lease, closed down the Bros, of Bemidji, Minn.
theatre.
In order that the town shouldn'tMax Ratner, ex-RKG booker in be without a film house, the Elgin,;
Frisco, shut, his nabe Bayshore N. D., Improvement Assn, took
Theatre.
over the operation of the town’s
only, theatre.
Renville, Minn., merchants spon¬
soring free Wednesday night shows
Alex Manos, younger son of Mike at the community's only showManos, owner of the big theatre house.
Minneapolis’ indie Gopher and St
circuit which bear* his name, leav¬
RKO Orpheum
awarded
ing his father's organization to go Paul
with the Scott Paper products in “Bombers B-52”„ on competitive:
Scarsdale, N.Y., in industrial sales. bids.
Rank’s “Pursuit of Graf-Spee”
Joel / Golden, former- Co-Op
booker, joined Continental Dis¬ .booked into all United Paramount’*
tributors as a salesman in the area situations in this territory. •
Benny Cameron (Goldenberg) has
comprising Pittsburgh, Cleveland
quit pix and tde acting to Join
and Cincinnati.
Gus Kavouras resigned as man¬ local Continental Films, makers of
ager of the Manos ia Monessen and industrial and tv commercial films.
left for Florida, where he will go
into the restaurant business. Don
Woodward has moved from Latrobe
to Monessen and Jim Gladcosky
. Ben Zimmerman, formerly of
takes over the two. Manos houses In the Carman, Is manager of new.
Latrobe.
- ' MtcDidt
Drive-in,
1,200-car
Nick Giovan, ex-Grafton exhibi¬ ozoner.
tor, purchased * partnership in a
The Star, Camden, N. J.f shut¬
store in San Fernando,.Calif., and tered, Former manager Bill Whyte
licensed as package sale* liquor now with Stanley Warner Orphe¬
distributor,
um. Germantown.
Joe Mazzei closed Grant Theatre
A1 Zimbalist, producer of “Baby;
in Millvale bid ia continuing in -ex¬ Face Nelson,” next at the Gold-,
hibition at the Olympic to Verona. man, formerly in publicity dept at
Anthony Calderone ..leased his Stanley Warner here,
Paramount on*the North Side to j WB staged high school press in¬
William Hill and CaJderope is leav¬ terview to let kids quiz local stars
ing for Florida, to make his future In “Jamboree.”
home.
Eldred, Pa., Theatre.- formerly a
unit of Wally Anderson circuit and
closed since summer, reopened by
Decar Amusements Inc. author¬
R. Burrows.
Harry Wilt, a newcomer in this ized to conduct business in Sidney,
area who used to be with a south- Delaware County. Directors are
. ern state circuit, and his wife have Harold DeGraw, of Cambridge,
leased and reopened the Bun in Md., who with John FemicdU re*
cently took over the former Smal¬
Altoona.
Arthur Manson* pub-ad director ley Theatre, in Sidney; Alexander
here for Cinerama, will handle its F. Carson and Carrie - Keto, of
promotion for the Syracuse, N. Y., Oneonta. T
DeGraw, - a former Schine, Cir¬
opening right after first of year.
He continued here; shuttling be¬ cuit district manager in Qneonta
tween the two cities for a few' and now, operator * of drive-in* at
Cambridge and at Orlando,'Fla.,
weeks.
\
Howard Forman, student sales¬ and Fernicola, onetime 20th-Fox
man in Cincinnati office for the salesman' id New York' and now
last year and a half, named to UA owner of. Center Theatre; Center¬
sales staff here, replacing Sam ville, Md„ have assumed control of
Milberg, who moved to *20th-F6k~ the Palace, in Qneonta,; dark for
At the same time city salesman; more than a year.
John Zomnir becomes sales man¬
ager at exchange.
. "'V,
Variety Club Post 58# of Ameri¬
can Legion named Max Reilly com- i
The Sunset Drive-In on Mallette
mander; Perry' Nathan and Art Bay road, Burlington, closed for
Stern, vice-commanders; C. C. Kel- season.
lenberg, adjutant; G. F. Callahan
Five art Rims highlighted sea-.
HI; finance officer; Bud Rosenberg, son’s Second'picture program at
service officer, and Morris Berman, Fleming Museum In Burlington.
county delegate.
Cinema Art Club of Burlington
Ross Atchison,
exhibitor-pub¬ recently sponsored public showing ■
lisher, has folded his Lincoln Thear of “Bashamon,” Japanese film.
tre at Rimersburg. He edits; a
weekly newspaper. which serves
Rimersburg,
East
Brady
and
Parker.

SAN FRANCISCO

PITTSBURGH

j

PHILADELPHIA

ALBANY

BURLINGTON, VT.

MeCita Echoes

MINNEAPOLIS
A local State Theatre contest
tieup with • the Minneapolis Star
newspaper for “April Love” car¬
ries for its first prize an introduc¬
tion to the film star, Pat Boone,
along -with an * all-expenses-paidNew York trip.
“Friendy. Persuasion,”
which
goes out of release next month, has
chalked up 6p0 bookings in this
territory, including many repeats,
which is by far’ the best showing I
ever made by the local Allied]
Artists’ branch for any one picture.
Exhibitor leader Martin Lebedoff getting signatures to a letter
to Clark Gable, thanking the lat¬
ter for stating that* he’ll never
appear in any film for any form of
toll or other tv. The letter ad¬
vises Gable that his pictures will:
receive the utmost possible playdate favoring.
N
Frank Mantzke, former Univer¬
sal branch manager here apd now
a buying-booking group, head, re¬
covering from pneumonia.
Bob Favafo, Metro expldteer,
and his bride back from honey¬
moon. •
“Femaridel
the
Dressmaker”
had nabe fine-arts fir strum here,
Bill Donald, formerly with Re¬
public, joined-United Artists: sides
staff* succeeding Earl Wilson whohas become *J. Arthur Rank rep
here.
. “Hunchback of. Notre Dame” a

Continues from pace 5 ss

three—and he also has managed to
avoid playing a heavy, something
he never has dpne in his long ca¬
reer. He’s coming close, however,
and not unwillingly.
"In -Cattle Empire’ I am cast
in a villainous mold initially. My
character pans out in the finale,
barely.- But that is in keeping with
my age now, a character part. I
now turn down roles which would
have me in boots and Stetson,
twisting my toe In the corral dust,
cow-eyeing a gal in muslin. Who’d
believe It, in a man obviously my
age?
“Recently, James Cagney, in a
provocative Variety interview, pro¬
posed actors' with 20- and 30-year
hashmarks in the film business quit
playing leading, men ; and let
younger hands take oyer. I say,
let ’em take over the - romance,
but keep the veterans around, in
Character roles.
'This Is particularly important in
westerns. I haven’t noticed any
new stars ip more than ten years
in .Westerns.
Cooper, Wayne,
James ^Stewart,, Alan Ladd, Ran¬
dolph »N>ft, Roy Rogers and a cou¬
ple of more old, leather; hands.are.
stiH rbunding ’em up at the boxoffice. When these vets work some
new, young male leads into the
herd, then they can-step aside.”

Minneapolis, Nov, 26.
Spirited downtown firstrrun com¬
petitive bidding for a pair of pic¬
tures that are expected to prove
big boxoffice clicks finds Warner
Bros.
“Sayonara"
awarded
to
United Paramount’s • Minneapolis
Radio City and St. Paul Paramount
and Metro’s “Don’t Go Near the
Water” to ' Bennie • Berger’s local
Gopher said the St. Paul indepen¬
dent Strand. Previously, U.P. had
the winning “Pal Joey” bid and
that attraction is current now at
it* Radio City here at advanced ad¬
mission.
“Sayonara” opens in the Twin
Cities and United - Paramount’s
Duluth, Minn., Norsbore and Sioux
Falls, S.D., State Dec. 31 at ad¬
vanced admission. The- successful
bids call for minimum four-week
and three-week runs in Minneapo¬
lis and St Paul; respectively.
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'Mediocre Sums Up a lot of Linpals
But Though Over-All Quality Out of Europe Down
U,S. Importer* Cheery

Catholic Paper Piqued As
Daifie* Neglect Ksbops’
Credo os Free Press
Albany, Nov/28.
The Evangelist, In a front-page^
editorial Friday 122) on the de- •
liberations of the Catholic Hier-i
archy of the United States, at the ;
annual meeting In Washington, j
criticized Albany “area” newspa-;
per* for “appalling Ineptitude in

Though they’re conscious that
the quality of European production
has declined and that Europe to¬
day yields fewer artistically valu¬
able films, importer-distributors in
Manhattan still believe that their
business is on an upward trend.
Paradoxically, they base this on
the realization that, every time the
.
domestic film business has dipped
in the past* the foreign film biz has
gained, with exhibitors trying out

JEM
SSSSnSiOSt?;*"*- «* •
and judicisions counsel of the spirt- ^basistual leaders of a vast segment of f
Indies don’t like the rising flood
the population that comprises the l0f foreign Ungualers, many of them
supportlng leaden “ and declared. of
qlualty. now pouring into
the Bishops* Statement on “Cen-.'
, ' - _*
,
sorship” places insistence “on the jthe States. They agree that one
logical need “for restraint, entailed | of the results has been a decline
by right reason and a sense of re-’in the quality of the pix offered.
.sponsibiljty,.on the freedom of ex-,At the same
they point out

Gem Perry Raps
Slack Houses &

PrBi*h°op-nrilUam A. Scully, chair-ith>t the relelse3 »» Soverhed by
man of the Bishops Committee for j the law of supply-and-demand, and
Motion Picture?, Radio and Tele-] that they’re necessary at a time
,visi0“* h®ads
publish-1 -when several of the indie organ!-

Expansion of the Rugoff St Beck¬ in the Capital District.“blanket of < that must be supplied with proder circuit, now consisting of 15 silence accorded a document that I uct.
bouses, is predicted by Clem in reality constitute* a masterfulAlso, they say, the swing now
Perry, its new v. p. "Our kind of defense of the freedom of the ^
operation (semi-arties) can be very pres.." Editorial iound It atrangrr*pp*f‘ ‘° ^ «w«d* the sexsasuccessful.” he said. "We are look¬ that dallies give emphasis to “the tional and away from the “arty.”
ing around for theatres to add to trivia of bowling score* and Holly¬ Example is cited of such films as
our chain if we can find the proper wood scandal.”
“And God Created Woman” “Bed
locations/’
■
of Grass,” etc^ which rely solely
Perry, general manager of the
on sex.' German film opening at
R
B circuit .for 13 years, was
the 72nd St Playhouse is titled
mad4 veep recently in a reorgani¬
“Rape on the Moor.”
zation that also saw Don Rugoff
While stressing that there's noth¬
elevated
.to
the
presidency.
ing obscene about many of these
Minneapolis, Nov. 26.
Switches followed the death of
pictures, Richard Bragdt, TransMinnesota exhibitors find e;
Herman Becker. N. Y... chain plays
Lux prexy* tills week said a sur¬
mostly Imports and. outstanding couragement In the fact that the: prising number of exhibitors were
Farmers Union, largest organization j
American features.
steering clear of “sexy” product for
Arrangement,
under
which of its kind In the state, now has! fear of local pressures. Yet when
lined up against daylight savings!
R it B lets the J. Arthur Rank
time. There now is solid opposition they do play It they do well. His
Organization book the Sutton The¬
Greek “Bed of Grws,” now7 also
atre, but retains all operational to DST by all farm organizations.1 passed in New York, will gross
Farmers Union-action is consid¬
control and gets a percentage of
around f35Q,000.
ered
significant
by
theatteiften
be¬
the'gross over and above'a weekly
. Confirming that the foreign film
minimum, »‘is working -out very cause at the last state legislature] biz is dolng^well on the overall,
session when the DST .law wasi
Well,” Perry stated. He also said
Brandt
said the Trans-Lux Thea¬
adopted, covering 1857 and 1958,
that there are no immediate plans
tres, playing foreign and offbeat
to turn the' plush Beekman The¬ this organization as a goodwill con¬ American films, had their best year
atre into a firsirun/ though he’s cession to city people expressed a in m decade in 1857. Circuit is ex¬
•willingness to let ft go through al¬
been pressured to do so by distrib¬
though not in favor of it
i panding, adding the T-L Krim in
utor*. Perry said he’d do better
It’ll
This farm help- came at just the! Detroit in early January.
with second runs* - •
psychological moment to break the play top U. S. and foreign pix.
“The way we depend op one or logjam on the hllL
Brandt's “La Strada,” released in
two reviews in this town, we’re
In the resolution adopted at the both original and dubbed versions,
better oil pith. ..the second-run convention the Union proposes that will gross $1,100,000 and already
product,” he commented] sdding DST next suknmer be confined to a has grossed $650,000 Brandt re¬
that the risk whsfrt worth taking. Memorial-to-Labor Day period and ported. He bought the Italo win¬
Perry had some harsh words to then the law-be allowed to expire ner for $65,000 fiat with a small
say about exhibitors who refuse thereafter, leaving up to Congress percentage of the profits to actor
to modernize their plants to pro¬ the adoption of unlfonn laws on Richard Basehart.
vide the utmost in-patron comfort. timing for the entire nation.
It’s estimated that between 350
“In our trade, , too many people
Outdoor theatres suffered the] and ^00 houses now play Imports
expect too much for too little,” he-] most from DST last summer, bat regularly, and that another 600 to
maintained. Obit* often, he said, all showhouses Were hurt at the
theatres will book them oc¬
theatres in what now are nice com¬ boxoffice.
casionally. The number, is definite¬
munities haven’t kept'pace and are
Because the state legislature ly on the increase.
It’s much
inferior.
He agreed with those doesn’t; meet again until 1858 noth¬ larger, of course, for dubbed en¬
who claim that a goodly number ing can be done for the present tries.
of "fringe” operations cotild close about wiping DST off the statute!
Brandt objected to the high ad¬
without harm to either ' industry books.
,f
vances being asked by foreign pro¬
of public.
ducers (indie* * apparently aren’t
Regarding the'proposed moves
giving them any more) and said he
towards suburban* flrstnm preems,
could see the wisdom, of somb in¬
day-and-date. with downtown, Per¬
die outfits merging. His own Trans/Hollywood, Nov. 26.
ry, who operates,,houses in the
Limited production schedule for] Lux Distributing, capable of han¬
suburbs, said he favored- the prin¬ the next two months'has cued a dling six films annually from the
ciple. “But,” fie added, ‘hvho’s to personnel cutback at Universal.! homeoffice, Le., advertising-wise,
say how such a' new release meth¬ Primarily involved are departments] may take on another six films from
od will affect' 'the in-between directly concerned with production,! indies for release.
Brandt said
houses, which' in my opinion are including wardrobe, story, easting,! T-L may go as high as five offices,
bound to. suffer, and may even etc.
! which he opined was tops without
have to close up?” Some of the
With a record 32 films completed, being burdened’ by unnecessary
R Sc B situations participated in currently shooting or slated to stall] overhead.
saturation openings of certain pic¬ before the year’s end, studio is eas-]
tures without downtown run (“Ber- ing up on its production plans. Only]
nardine” for instance) and did films slated to go between now and
welL
the end of the year are “And Ride
There are no concession sales in a Tiger” and one other, probably
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
thy of the R Sc B houses.'
“The Perfect Furlough.”
An hour long (8 p.m. to 9 p.m.)
personal appearance of the stars
of Vanguard’s “Jamboree,” a rock
’n* roller being released by War¬
ner Bros., will feature the world
premiere festivities at the Stanton
Theatre today (Wed.).
..
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Question of whether Hollywood benefits from foreign locationing
Dick Clark, ABC network deeha* drawn diametrically opposite points of view from Serge
jay, heads the list of feature ar¬
Krizman, prexy of the Society of Motion Picture Art Directors,
tists* which includes Connie Fran¬
tod George Davis, past prexy of SMPAD.
cis, Charles Grade, Frankie Ava¬
Krizman is on record opposing, the foreign shoo’.ing on the
lon, Jodie Sands, Andy Martin,
grounds that 4t is extravagant and that art directors can dupli¬
Paul Carr and Fran Lori.
Ten
cate any effect on a studio lot. Davis believes that the indus ry
winning couples from
Clark’s
can benefit from foreign shooting, particularly now that it is
"Bandstand” contest will take part
having "a tough time.”
in the motdreade to the theatre.
On minor sets, he agrees, there may be no point in traveling,
A press interview for high school
students received a big play in
‘but you can’t fool the public on major misrepresentations of for¬
eign cities. There’s nothing like being there.”
the local press.

Farm Or*. Helps Maa
ExUUbvs Fight DST

1,000

Layoffs at Vabersal

Mike for ‘Jamboree’

What Europe’s Got, We Can Duplicate ?
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A BIRD IN
THE HAND...
THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAMEwas listed fourth in Variety's National
Boxoffice Survey last week with the
comment--“engagements rated big

Rational

THESE ARE VARIETY’S
ACTUAL RATINGS!

Delroil
Boston Torrid

frneapofe ^
Buffalo Foi
Louisville Healthy
Providence Boffo
Frisco Fancy
Toronto Huge

to great”. The previous week it was
fifth among the industry’s blockbusters. Thanksgiving week it will have
another wave of important openings.
We strongly urge exhibitors to line up
their best playing time now for this
outstanding BOXOFFICE performer..
Where available grab it for Xmas and
New Year's. In split-week situations
be sure to date it for Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, because “HUNCHBACK”
is one of the most amazing week¬
end blockbusters you’ve ever had!
Remember the old saying “A Bird
in the hand...etc.” This bird is the

golden goose!
Indianapolis Hep
GINA

VICTOR BUBO’S SUPREME NOVEL
Directed by JEAN DELANNOY Written
I

I>I> r

P&RIETY
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Eric Johnston a Hero-Double

Wald
•

PICTIRES
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Symphony Matinee, Cinerama Evening:

Continued from page 7 .i,'

Hi* Comment* at TOA Convention Make Sense
To Both Exhib* and —Sic!—Also Distribs
,Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
Eric A: Johnston, president of
. the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
ica, accomplished the “impossible”
here last Week. In a speech on
“Molehills, Mountains and Motion
Pictures,” delivered before the
Theatre Owners Of America con¬
vention, he rode the rough seas of
exhibitor-distributor dissension and
emerged a hero to both sides by
carefully avoiding stepping on any
toes.
It was a case of telling
every side what they wanted to
hear.
Johnston plugged unity <“£he
•noisiest issues vrithin our industry
are mostly fancied and cookedup”); he called for a shoulder-tothe-wheel effort to up lagging at¬
tendance; he defended exhibitors
against distributor charges, and dis¬
tributors against exhibitor com¬
plaints. And he said he’d1 do What
he could to persuade his distribu¬
tor-principals to switch to an or¬
derly release of product.
“I am in agreement—and all the
distributors I know are id agree¬
ment-—that the motion picture busi¬
ness should be a 52-week-a-year
business,” he declared.
At the
same time, lie nixed two proposi¬
tions: (a) That distributors them¬
selves get together to formulate
a plan for spacing out films
throughout the year. And fb) That
there be a joint distributor-exhibi¬
tor meeting to hash out various
problems.
“It is my conviction that neither
of these proposals is the way to
approach the problem,” he tqld
TOA. “Everyone must realize that
the distributors, who are competi¬
tors, could not agree under the law
. to any plan to diminish competi¬
tion.”
As for a joint powwow,
Johnston thought better results
could be achieved by individual
contacts. .
Gptta Sell More
MPAA prexy pinned down the
Industry’s current problem as sim¬
ply this: "We aren’t selling enough
tickets.”
He called the present
average audience of about 45,000,weekly a “rock-bottom audi¬
ence” and commented “The only
way to go from rock bottom is up.”
Emphasizing the importance of
local efforts, Johnston suggested
liomctdWn clinics into the state of
the'theatre business, with other
businesses to be included.
The
goal, he said, should be a 2,500,000
•weekly attendance boost next*year,
and a similar one in 1959. These,
he said, were attaihable goals con¬
sidering that the audience was in¬
creasing and the fascination of tv
was wearing off.
As for the impact of tv on. the
theatre biz, Johnston went out of
his way to disprove that tv had
“grown might” on old Hollywood j
films. TV grew great in its early |
stages by dint of live programming
and “this period of television's
sharp rise was also the period of
our most precipitous drop at the
hoxoffice.” He defended the stuiods' action in selling the pre-1948
product to tv.
“If you had old
films on the. shelf and someone'
wanted to buy them, would you
drive him indignantly from the
premises?” he asked.
“I don’t
think so.”

000

Too Many Charges
Johnston denounced the general- Ized accusations levelled vs. the exhibs, i.e., that they’ve abandoned
showmanship and that the theatres
aren't being kept up, and he then
turned around and debunked exhib
charges that the distribs are goug¬
ing the theatres and are deliber¬
ately creating a seller’s market.
Figures demonstrate, he told his
listeners, “there are plenty of pic¬
tures to play, that arenT being
played. " Actual booking''figures
♦ prove that thousands of theatres
didn’t play pictures available to;
them.” The only real shortage, headmitted, was in b.o. hits and ini
this, he held, the industry wasn't;
any different from other industries. Groves Ini Houston
Houston, Nov. 26.
Jack Groves of the Post Oak
Drive-In Theatre has been named
chief Barker of the Houston Vari¬
ety Tent *No. 34.
Other officers includes Jerry
Kirby, second chief barker; Les
Hunt, KGUL-TV, dough guy* and
Sid Balkin, property master.

wasn’t reaching them, or making
j^any particular effort to reach them.
Pittsburgh. Nov. 26.
I “Americans belong to some group
•A different kind of Show Bus is
; almost from the time they can read
being promoted here and judging
I and write,” Wald opined. “I don’t
from success of the first one, it
could turn out to be a genuine win¬
•care whether it’s the Boy Scouts,
ner all season. This one’s a tie-up
or student; leagues, or professional
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
between
Cinerama at Warner Thea¬
! societies, or the Elks, the Masons,
Mike Todd continued his legal tre
and Pittsburgh
Symphony
Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
j Moose or Knights of Columbus, ’
hattie
to
recover
$105,064
in
Losi
Orchestra
and is aimed at smaller
Reelection Of Ernest G. Stellings : they’re organized and they'll work
; Angeles county taxes on “Around; towns within a radius of 100 miles
}
with
and
for
us
if
we
reach
out
for
as TOA prexy marks the . second
i them. If this were done properly, j the World in 80 Days” by filing a Of Pittsburgh.
time in the organization’s 10-year
Package calls for ticket to the
’ we cbuld have an audience for ■ second Superior Court suit. A sim-i
history that .a: chief executive has a film in the U. S. alone of • ilar suit a year ago, seeking to in-; Symphony concert on Sunday after¬
;
validate
an
estimated
tax
of
$90,noon,
dinner at the Oliver Restau¬
held the post- for. two years in a 100 000 000
was settled for a reported $10,-! rant and a pasteboard to “Search
Applying his theory to “Peyton
row.
Sam Pinanski served two
:
000
.
for
Paradise”
at night.
Since
Place,” Wald promised that he’d
terms from 1949 to * 1951. In ad¬ “get everyone into the act,” wheth¬ j
Todd’s new lawsuit is based on Symphony’s matinees and Cine¬
dition to the reelection of Stel¬ er- it’s the State of Maine, the j two theories; (1) that the tax should rama’s Sunday evening perfor¬
lings, head of Stewart & Everett American Legion or the snob set. be refunded because0 the negative mance are generally off, this could
Theatres, TOA named the follow¬ “Jusf because we know that this is of the film is not tangible personal mean a potent b.o. increase far
ing officers. and directors for bound to be a top grosser doesn’t property as the assessor claims; and both.
First of the Show Buses came in
1957-58. '
give us the right to sit back,” Wald (2) that the wrong formula wras
George G. Kerasotes, senior as¬ said. “In fact, it intensifies our used in applying the tax and that Sunday (23) from Meadville, and
produced nearly three loads. Tab
sistant to the president and chair¬ obligation to make as broad an im¬ a refund of $89,244 is dut Todd.
First claim is based on Todd’s was $11.60 each and plenty of en¬
man of the executive committee; pact as we can.”
Myron N. Blank, chairman, of the
He added that many in the in¬ firmly held theory that the nega¬ thusiasm from customers and Cine¬
board; Pinanski, honorary chair¬ dustry tended to impress them¬ tive is an intangible and that the rama and Symphony as well. Idea
man; assistants to the president— selves by catering only to.- those county had no right to assess its was worked out between Arthur
Roy Cooper, Nathan Greer, R. M. groups to which they felt an emo¬ value at $1,526,909. Second con¬ Manson, pub-ad director for Cine¬
tends that an “arbitrary and illogi-l rama, and Zane Knauss, p.a. for
Kennedy, Albert M. Pickus, Sam¬ tional attachment.
cal” method was used to arrive at Symphony.
uel Rosen, J. J. Rosenfield, J. B.
the tax* even assuming that the
Schuyler; vice presidents^-Carl E.
tax was proper. Todd claims the|
Anderson, Abe Blumenfeld, A.
assessor estimated that 400 prints
Julian Brylawski, ' C. C. Cook,
would be made from the negative
Horace Denning, Albert Foreman,
Continued from page 3
when/ in fact, “probably less than
Phillip F. Harling, Burton Jones,
John W. Keiler, Paul L. Krueger, it does give exhibitors a chance to 70”. would be made and only 28
! had been made prior to March 4,
Henry G. Plitt, John H. Rowley,
E. R.j Rueben, John H. Stembler, plan on programming on a long? : 1957, when the negative assessment
was made.
Robert R. Livingston was named range basis.
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
secretary and S. H. Fabian treas¬
Krim stressed that the schedule
urer. ] Herman M. Levy is the is not made up simply of a num¬
With ticklish issue qf public re¬
general counsel and Joseph G.'
lations' accounts outside of thea¬
ber of titles, instead specifies pro¬
Alterman continues as assistant
trical film and telepix fields settled
secretary. The new finance com¬ ducer, director, writer and stars
at conference last week between six
mittee consists of Mitchell ‘Wolf- in each instance.
son, chairman; Will J. Connor,
major indie publicist firms and
UA board chairman Robert S.
Walter Reade Jr., Albert M. Benjamin also noted this, observ¬
IATSE Publicists Assn., Local 818,
Pickus and Morton G, Thalhimer ing that other companies’ lists
only formal signing is needed to
Jr.
have “indefinite ingredients.”
finalize long negotiations.
Chief exec said no program pic¬
New contract, drawn, up and sub¬
tures will be added to the sked
mitted by Henry Rogers of Rogers,
but there’s a strong -possibility of
Cowan & Jacobs-firm, will serve as
extra “A” entries which, would
model for all indie pubbery deals.
Chicago, Nov. 26..
bring the number of releases above
Pact extends Guild’s jurisdiction
Although it was feared that “10 onlyjto film fields, but gives indie
the presently-slotted 36 in 1948.
The anticipated additions 'Will j Commandments” had been played unit men assigned to film projects
bring next year's inventory to ; to the hilt during its 49 weeks on a the
prevailing studio. publicist
$60,000,000, Krim stated.
j roadshow basis here, the film in¬ scales.
In addition to this, UA by year’s
New
pact also will cover Cleary,
end will have definitely slated 24 dustry is being set on its ears by Sttauss & Irwin, which signed with
“A” pictures. for production in ] grosses on first outlying run re- Publicists Guild separately several
1958, these . being for -release in lease. Playing five nabe houses weeks back, after firm landed the
1959. This means, he said, a re¬
Miami Beach, Nov. 26/
: after one Of the' biggest promo- Hecht - Hill - Lancaster account
lease sked in 1959 ot two “A” pic¬
With Columbia, United Artists, tures a month in the minimum, or ; tional* campaigns for a subsequent; When other six sign, it will bring
run in recent years, “10 Command- ; total of indie signatories to 17.
20th-Fox and Universal having perhaps 2Vz a month.
ments” topped $125,000 for its first;
Aside from RC & J, other five
pledged “orderly” release sched¬
week net here last week. Second] negotiating firms, united in an in¬
ules, the Theatre Owners of Amer¬
week grosses promise to be heavy,] formal org for talks, are McFadden
and there is a possibility that film! & Eddy, Ted Loeff, Public Relatiors
ica convention here voted to par¬
will continue running at some of Consultants Inc. < Stanley Marguticipate in all phases of the indus¬
the houses until Christmas.
lies», Lewin, Kaufman & Associates,
Continued from page 3
try’s long pending institutional
Not only did the pic top most; and Blowitz-Maskeil.
Campaign. Heretofore, the distribs’ changed for preferred stock) and firstrun downtown grosses at each}
Actual inking is expected early
promise that they’d make impor¬ all of this is to be owned by Magna of the nabe houses; but playing, on; this week. ^
tant pictures available throughout Theatre Corp. and American Opti¬ a two-a-day basis at upped prices]
the year, and not concentrate them cal Co, There rare no other owners. it ran near capacity for all evening
and weekend . performances. In
on holidays, had been a condition
In addition to Schaefer, the t nearby Gary and Hammond (Ind.);
of TOA’s participation in .the in¬
board ^now comprises James F. ; where unemplojunent has hurt the1
dustry bally project.
TOA expects Other companies in Burns Jr., partner of the brokerage ! film patronage even more than inMinneapolis, Nov. 26.
addition *to the 'aforementioned to firm of Harris, Upham; Walter J. ! Chicago, grosses were also over■ “The
Ten
Commandments.”
go along with the idea of even dis¬ Dreves,. financial v.p. of American ! whelmingly impressive. •
which has been a sensational
Exhibitors reiterated their, long- j
tribution of product. When this is Optical; Joseph M. Seider, circuit \
grosser in the eight Minneapolis
done the exhibitor organization operator and Magna director, and i standing claim that top quality
and three St. Paul neighborhood
will join with the Motion Picture Percy M. Stewart, partner of Kuhn, product is the only means of draw-]
houses that already have played it,
Assn, of America and the Council Eoeb.
ing a selective public into the thea¬
wilL go on Dec. 18 into Its* third
of Motion Picture Organizations in
Schaefer, while having taken tre. Estimates are that “19 Com¬
round of local outlying theatres—
working, out' the specifics of the over the helm, will also continue mandments” will, easily top $300,a quartet of them again in the
campaign.
as sales rep indie producers Stan¬ j 000 in its first three weeks of sub-]
four
neighborhood
areas
into
As had been promised months ley Kramer and Otto Premipger.- I sequent run in Chicago.
which Paramount has divided the
ago by TOA president Ernest Stell¬
-city -for competitive bids.
ings, members will contribute onePicture just finished its second
half of 1% of their film rentals, or
Minneapolis and St. Paul first
an expected total of $1,750,000, and
neighborhood round in the four
the distribs are to match this dollar
local and three St. Paul houses
for dollar, to pay for the intended
day and date.
sweeping ad approach.
On the first round here it ran
TOA’s action was taken a day
three weeks and four days at the
after Roger "Lewis, head of the
four
neighborhood houses.
The
MPAA* ad-pub committee, assured
Henry H. (Hi) Martin, Univer¬ port, subjects, of film industry de¬ second round of four outlying
the convention that the business¬
bate.
Leonard
H.
Goldenson,
sal’s
new
domestic
sales
manager,
theatres
here
are
playing
it
up
to
building program “is not dead and
there is'plenty of%life in it.” He taking note of exhibitors' com¬ United Paramount Theatres presi¬ four weeks. It was a hard ticket
dent,
recently
called
for
the
listing
plaints
about
distributors'
release
attraction
downtown
here
for
13
acknowledged, however, some "cor
Iossal blunders” have been made. schedules, stated in New York over of distrib lineups a year in advance weeks before any outlying en¬
Lewis asked theatremen here to the/past week that U is now in a so that exhibs could plan their pro¬ gagement.
In the St. Paul first round of
consider the proposed campaign as position to name the pictures on gramming that far ahead.
Martin conceded “we like holi¬ three uptown houses day and date
a “good workable approach” and its roster through to next JulyAugust.
Further,
the
releases
days”
but
insisted
that
U
operates
it’ll
stay up to five weeks. As a
not an immediate panacea for the
through next October wilt he set on a “12-moqth basis”—that is, non-reserved -seat attraction it ran
industry’s ills. ■
spacing
its
big
pictures
all
through
nine
weeks in St. Paul.
at
a
studio
meeting
this
week,
he
Regarded as.the most significant
the calendar year. As for the availIn both -Twin Cities’ neighbor¬
feature of the convention was the added.
Martin stated further that U is abflity of pictures, he said “there hood theatres the DeMille smash
assurance obtained from the four
companies anent the “orderly” re¬ now signing for actual playdates always has been and always will be has been puiling by far the biggest
leases. Exhib croup’s reaction was through next May. Charles Simon- a shortage of product” hut this is grosses in Twin Cities’ uptown
film history. In all instances the
enthusiastic to statements, con¬ elli, eastern ad-pub manager, re¬ limited to specific situations.
Exec, who until recently was U's ] winning bids only obligated the
cerning this by Abe Montague, ported that campaigns are now be¬
"which he personally made here; ing planned for pictures going out southern division manager, said he; neighborhood houses to play the
, envisions no shrinkage of distribu- j picture twro weeks.
by Henry (Hi) Martin; for U, is¬ next April.
Downtown top
- as $2.25
Scheduling of product, and the? tion facilities. In fact, he noted, I
sued in New York and relayed
here; Arthur Krim, UA, also is¬ slotting of Important films for holi- i his company “went against the and local neighbor I.,>od houses
sued In N. Y., and Alex Harrison, day periods have emerged In re-j trend” by opening a new exchange boosted their admission from 85c
I to $1.50 for “Commandments.”
cent weeks as among the most im- 5 in Houston last March.
th, delivered in person.
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Miami Beach, Nov. 20. , to permit the formerly-affiliated
The fotir-day convention of theatres to enter production.
The Miami convention was per¬
Theatre Owners of America here haps the most significant in TOA’s
concretely demons'rated. the same¬ 10-year history, and best attended
ness of the basic philosophies of as also most newsworthy in sev¬
TOA and Allied States Assn. Al¬ eral years.
though these two exhibitor groups
Perhaps most significant was the
continue to operate separately, a position taken on home-toll f-see
definite working arrangement be¬ separate story this issue’s. Tolltween the two organizations-exists vision Section). Condemnation of
on a high level. Only personality all forms of toll, including, the
differences be’ween certain offi¬ cable theatre, caught many observ¬
cials of both organizations has pre¬ ers off guard.
vented a merger.
Another important development
TOA quickly adopted as a com¬
mon cause actions taken by Allied of the convention was assurance
of
four film companies that they
at the latter’s recent convention
at Kiamesha Lake, N.Y. And the would adhere to a policy of releas¬
ing
pictures on an “orderly” basis.
actions taken by TOA reflect simi¬
lar positions held by Allied. Once TOA felt it a major victory that
several
film coihpanies stated unagain a call for the amalgamation
of all exhibi or organizations into : equivocally that they regard the
one strong group was issued at ; theatres, as their primary customthe TOA meet. Both Elmer Rho¬ • ers. With this posi'ion came an
den. the keynote speaker, and S. \ indication from some distribs that
H. Fabian, an influential force in I "hey are aware of the damage
TOA, called for a unification of , being caused by the quick release
all exhibition interests.
It was i of pictures to television and the
pointed out. too. that both TOA I need to establish a knofm “clearand Allied would continue to work j ance” protection.
together on the adoption of an ! Support of Eric Johnston, presi-.
ai bit ration system and that their I dent of the Motion Picture Assn, of
thinking on what should be in¬ \ America for “orderly” release
cluded in the plan is substantially ! pleased the exhibs.
Alex Harrison, 20th-Fox sales
■the same. Both organizations are
in complete agreement on the ne¬ * chief, became the initial distribu¬
cessity for an orderly release of tor hero when he committed his
product and for the need of addi¬ : company to an orderly release, and
tional pictures. Both have also : gave promise of a waiting time
appealed to the Dept, of Justice i between theatrical and tv release.
r

JACK L. WARNER,
SERGE SEMENENKO and
BEN KALMENSON:

Abe Montague, Columbia sales
v.p., who came to the convention
primarily to pitch for support of
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospi¬
tal, fell in line and also promised
to follow a patttern of orderly re¬
lease. However, Montague pointed
out that the problem was not al¬
ways caused'by the distributors,
since frequent upsetting of ah or¬
derly release schedule is caused
by. pressure from certain exhibi¬
tors. Universal’s position on. or¬
derly release came from N. Y. In
a message from sales topper Henry
H. “Hi” Martin. Earlier, United
Artists had made its position clear
in a N. Y. press interview by prexy
Arthur Krim.
Official recognition of the posi¬
tions of 20th, Co.l, and U was taken
at the convention with resolutions
commending these companies. UA
was not included, according to
TOA prexy Ernest G, Stellings, be¬
cause the exhib organization had
received no official communication
from UA on the subject. However,
Stellings stated that he was highly
pleased with UA’s position.
TOA voted support for the in¬
dustry’s “Business-Building” cam¬
paign and its assurance that it
would lend assistance in the form
of financing,
' Stellings indicated that he ex¬
pected the still-uncommitted com¬
panies to fall incline on the ques¬
tion of orderly release. “They
have to,” he said, “if they want
to make money and satisfy their
stockholders.”

Wage Rates For
Toll a Worry

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
A special committee to study pos¬
sible pay setups for live video paytv and set up demands was author¬
ized at membership meeting of
local American Federation of Tv
and Radio Artists chapter last
week.
No chairman has been
named as yet.
Meanwhile, AFTRA also voted to
form a speakers bureau to oppose
Current “right-to-work” legislation
in the state legislature. Union will
not support or oppose individual
candidates for public office, exec
secretary Claude McCue empha¬
sizes, but only supply speakers for
union and public meetings.
Also authorized were commit¬
tees to work out various wage and
When you start a panic, a lot of people get hurt. working condition demands for up¬
coming negotiations, to be corre¬
The action begun by Warner Brothers is spreading lated at 1958 N. Y. national con¬
vention of union. Another 14-man
committee was named to prepare
like an epidemic through the whole industry. It has slates
for upcoming local elections.

Why are you
leading the industry
to suicide ?

already swept through Paramount.

It has reached

the public, and exhibitors are feeling it at the boxoffice.
When the industry is most in need of showmanship,
why do you fire 32 experienced showmen?

What

happened to all your fine talk that our business
needs more showmanship to fight off disaster?
It's high time you stopped being hypocrites!

EXHIBITORS! Help us urge
Warner Brothers to rescind these
suicidal firings! Help us keep
the movie business alive!

,

J CREEN PUBLICISTS GUILD, District 65
(cne of » s«ri«s of advertisements)

Further progress on cable-tv, as
exemplified in Bartlesville, Okla.,
"Will unfailingly be disastrous in
numerous directions, including the
destruction of the motion picture
theatre, destruction of free televi¬
sion itself, and saddling the public
with unjust costs and taxes.”
View is contained in a letter sent
to Sen. William Langner last week
by Phil R. Isley, head of Phil Isley
Theatres with houses iq Texas and
California. Langner himself is
opposed to pay-tv,
Isley said his own survey in
Dallas, Houston and Fort Worth
“revealed overwhelming; rejection”
of any pay-tv project and expressed
the view that the U.S. Government
“will not condone such .calculated
abuse of the public as well as es¬
tablished legitimate business repre¬
sented by.the nation’s 18,000 mo¬
tion picture -theatres.”

ENGEL HEAD OF ASSOCIATES
Philadelphia* Nov. 26.
Joseph Engel, of 20th.-CenturyFox, was named president of Mo¬
tion Picture Associates of Philadel¬
phia at the annual meeting.
. - Other officers named were Ed¬
RWDSU, AFL-CIO ward Adleman, New Jersey Mes¬
senger Service, vice president;
David Law, Warner Bros., treas¬
urer, and Stanley Kossitsky, Unit¬
ed Artists, secretary.
s
'

IT'S OUR INDUSTRY, TOO!

ISLEY STEAMS LANGNER
VERSUS TOLLVISION

Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
TOA’s Miami Beach convention Is the first that has ever received
full tv coverage. WTVJ, the local station, is owned by Wometco Thea¬
tres, headed by Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney Meyers, staunch TOAites
. . . Wolfson and Meyers had a plane circling the Americana Hotel with
a trailer welcoming the TOA delegates-. . . Robert Wotherspoon, who
brought greetings from Scottish exhibitors, was a great hit as he came
out in kilts proceeded by kilt-clad bagpipe player . . . Quote from §id
Meyers: "Many theatremen have come to. Miama Beach before, but
never have so many come at one time on ah expense account that is
-legitimate.” . . . General counsel Herman M. Levy reported an impasse
in arbitration on the question of clearance and availability. However,
he said he was convinced that the distributors were sincere in efforts to
make the present conciliation system workable.. .What’s the difference
between TOA and Allied States Assn? They both say the same things,
but Allied leaders shout louder at conventions .
Apparently both or¬
ganizations wanted to display the extent of their unity. Jackie Miles,
who entertained for Allied at the Concord Hotel in Kiamesha Lake,
also appeared before TOA at the Americana here.
With exhibitors continually crying the boxoffice blues, one distribu¬
tor representative sarcastically wondered how they -could afford to hold
their conventions at such lush and expensive spots as the Concord and
the Americana . . . AB-PT got in strong plugs for its "J.8 and Anxious,”
which opened at - Miami at time of the convention. Stars of pictures
were present for a bow . . . Myrna Hansen on hand for Metro’s “Raintree County” and Miiko Taka for Warner Bros.’ “Sayanora.” . . . Rock
Hudson, who arrived to accept the star of year award at closing ban¬
quet, caused the greatest stir among -exhibitors’ wives.
Unofficial rating at film rentals roundtable found Warner Bros,
toughest company with which to do business. Paramount was sceond
toughest. Rated as most favorable were 20th-Fox and Universal . . .
WB, it was reported, is asking the same “high” terms and playing time
on “Sayanora” as it did with “Giant.”
Nathan D. Golden, of Dept, of Commerce, an observer at the con¬
vention . . . TOA considering adding a list of appropriate shorts to be
played with foreign films. Will be included in its foreign film directory
. . . Best attended roundtable meeting was the one on drive-ins . . .
Most theatres, it was reported, went into the foreign films because of
the shortage of playable American pix . . . Playing of mediocre foreign
pix, it was pointed out, can kill a theatre’s foreign film policy . . .
Drive-in operators were warned to stress family programs and to
avoid dawn-to-dusk shows . . . Sidney Markley, AB-PT v.p., told dele¬
gates that circuit’s film-making subsidiary would release a picture a
month starting in January. In addition, he reported that efforts would
be made to upgrade quality of the product. ’ He also gave assurance
that AB-PT pictures would not be released to television until seven
years after theatrical distribution . . . Right after TOA passed a reso¬
lution condemning all forms qf home-toll, Paramount’s International
Telemeter Corp. hosted a cocktail party for the delegates ... Pepsi
Cola, Coca Cola and National, Carbon commended for their special
parties for delegates and theirjwives . . . Returning to a TOA gather¬
ing after a long absence was Theodore R. Gamble, who helped found
TOA and was its first presidentjin 1947. Now in the tv and fishing busi¬
ness as well as in theatres, Gamble spoke at a luncheon at which for¬
mer heads of TOA were the guests of honor. Gamble voiced “great'
confidence in the future of the theatre business, hut not as we have
known it.” . . . Gamble termed pay-tv as “a snare and a delusion.” . . .
TOA issued a hep convention journal. Instead of the usual innoucous
greetings, publication contained comprehensive list of business build¬
ing ideas ...

=—=
Novelists
, Continued from page 7 ■

Youth” by Robert Wilder, producer
Howard Pine.
Metro and Columbia roll four
novels. At the Culver lot, “Ben
Hur” by Lew Wallace, which Wil¬
liam Wyler directs for producer
Sam Zimbalist; “Green Mansions'”
by W. H. Hudson, producer Pandro
S. Berman, director Mel Ferrer;
“The Village of the * Damned,”
based on the novel “The Midwick
Cuckoos” by John Wyndham which
Milo Frank produces and “Some
Came Running” by James Jones
to be produced by Sol C. Siegel.
Col, ^“Papago Wells” by Louis
L’Amour, producer Vic Orsatti and
Rory Calhoun; “The Notorious
Landlady” by Margery Sharp, Rich¬
ard Quine directs for producer
Fred Kohlmar; “The Last Hurrah”
by Edwin O’Connor which John
Ford will produce and direct; and
‘The Man’s Buchanan” by Jonas
Ward, to be directed by Rudd Bo.etticher and produced by Harry Joe
Brown.
Paramount and Allied Artists
have three novels being filmed.
Par, “The ClifFs Edge” based on
two books, “The • Cliffs Edge” by
Marie Hackett, and “The- Card-,
board Giant” by Paul Hackett,
which William Perlberg produces
and partner George Seaton directs;
“Bridge To the Sun” by Gwen
Tereasaka, not yet assigned; and
‘The Little Shepherd, of Kingdom
Come,” by James Fox which Frank
Freeman Jr will produce.
AA’s trio are “The Incredible
Yankee" by Hermann B. Deutsch
which Lindsley' Parsons will pro¬
duce; “79 Park Avenue” by Harold
Robbins who also will produce; and
'Desperate Women” by James D.c
Horan/to be'produced by Lindsley
Parsons.
United Artists will, release four
novels to be made by indie com¬
pany’s by. next June. They are
the Gramerdy production, “Dice
of God’s” by Hoffmgn Bimie; the
Bryna production, “The Most Con¬
tagious Game” by Samuel Graf¬
ton; “On the Beach” by Neville
Shute which Stanley Krajner will
produce-direct; and the Melville
production* “Pork Chop Hill” by
Gen. S. L. S. Marshall.

ECKEL OF SYRACUSE
CINERAMAS ON JAN. 8
Eckel Theatre, Syracuse, NlY.,
becomes a Cinerama operation on
Jan. 8, 1958. First picture in the
three-strip medium, "This Is Cine¬
rama,” will be shown.
-Addition, of the Eckel, a Schine
Circuit house, marks 20th domestic
situation displaying Cinerama. Deal
was made by B. G. Kranze,
Stanley Warner v.p., with George U. Lynch of Schine, Enterprises.
House, under new deals being
made by Stanley Warner, will be
operated by the Schine Circuit.

New Personalities
m Continued

from

page 3 .ja

with talent. The big bust has be¬
come the big bust at the boxof¬
fice.”
Lipton contended that the im¬
portance attained by the teenage
film audience made it imperative
for the film companies “to develop
new young personalities,” He add¬
ed that U was taking cognizance
of the young audience by investing
$10,000,000 in three top-budgeted
pictures with “entirely new prom*
ising personalities” in the cast:
The-U executive maintained that
there was interest among the film
companies in the development of
new personalities, but that the rise
of the independent producer had
hampered’ this development The
indies, he pointed out, require es¬
tablished stars fqr their pictures
because they are not in a position
to take chances with newcomers as are the large studios.

New York Theatre
,— NA01a cITT NIIIIC NALL—i
RockftftMer C«nT«r • Cl 6-4600-

“DON'T €0 NEAR THE WATER”
starring GUNN FORD
CM SCMS * ANNE FRANCIS * EVA CAM*
An M-C M ffctm ■ MENASfff mi MPMCftM
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Theatre Owners Condemn Any IAll “Toll”
FULL DAY DEBATE AT MIAMI CONVENTION ENDS
IN RESOLUTION—MANY SPOKESMEN RAISE
FEAR OF GOV’T REGULATION VIA ‘UTILITY’ STATUS
By HY HOLLINGER
Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
What appears to be a seriously damaging blow to the
advocates of toll-tv both the broadcast and cable variety,
was delivered last week when Theatre Owners of America
at its convention at the Americana Hotel here unanimous¬
ly registered its opposition to all forms of pay-as-you-see
television. Resolution was adopted following a full day of
debate.
TOA's position is seen as being particularly harmful to
• the proponent's of the cable theatre which had appeared
to be winning support among theatremen, However, TOA
officials indicated that the resolution represented the posi¬
tion of TOA as a trade association and that it did not ne¬
cessarily bind all exhibitors, Including TOA members. r
To implement its resolution,' TOA, through its regional
units, will urge members of the Senate, House of Repre¬
sentatives and state and municipal authorities to pass, leg¬
islation4 against home-toll.
According to TOA, its decision came after three years
of study of both broadcast and cable television. Among
the reasons cited by the exhibitor organization for oppos¬
ing any form of toll-tv were the following:
(1)
Free television and pay-tv cannot co-exist because toll• tv could only succeed by usurping all popular programs
r and personalities which the public now enjoys without
payment.
<2)
The American public has invested in 45,000,000 tv sets
with the full expectation and faith that it would receive
free programming.
(3)
Pay-tv would have a stagnating effect on the nation's
existing economy and would entrap much of the purchas¬
ing power.
(4)
Proponents of toll-tv are asking Federal, state and city
governmfents for licenses to secure a monopoly of virtual¬
ly all of the American public’s entertainment dollar.
(5) .
Novelty of even seeing the poorest pictures on pay-ty
systems would so damage theatre audiences that it would
result in theatre closings which could almost completely
eliminate the exhibition industry.
(6)
The public, both in official and unofficial polls, has over¬
whelmingly opposed pay-tv. .
The resolution, it was .pointed out, also had the objec¬
tive of warning the film producing companies that if they
furnished pictures currently in release to toll-tv systems
it would mean the end of. the motion picture theatre.
Full Day Debate
There was no question about the importance of the con¬
troversial subject of toll-tv^ince TOA set aside a full day
to probe every aspect of the medium and its relationship
to the theatreowner. The morning session consisted of an’
open forum which aroused provocative comments as the
proponents and opponents presented arguments for their
respective cause. An afternoon session was closed to the

press and representatives of the toll-tv firms. It was at
this session that the delegates debated the issue and came
to their final conclusion to oppose pay-tv in all forms.
Enter Selectivision
Several surprise elements marked the open session.
Chief among these was the Introduction of a new cabletv company which claimed it was ready to proceed with
eight experimental installations on Jan. I. The company,
Selectivision, which heretofore has remained in the back¬
ground, stated unequivocally that it had signed contracts
with eight different theatre groups, including the Interboro Circuit and Associated Prudential Circuit of New
York. According to Bernard L. Goldenberg, who described
himself as the assistant to J. T. Hamilton, president of Se¬
lectivision, the company will wire 15,000 homes in the For¬
est Hills, Queens, N. Y. area and operate a cable system
from the Elmwood Theatre.
Selectivision’s plan of operation, as presented by Gold¬
enberg, appeared to surprise representatives of the other
toll-tv firms present. Goldenberg stated that Selectivision
would foot all costs of installing the cable connections be¬
tween the theatre and neighboring homes as well as the
cost of the special theatre projection equipment. He main¬
tained that there will be absolutely no out of pocket ex¬
penses for the exhibitor. After all operational expenses
were deducted, he noted, the theatre and Selectivision
would split the take on a 50-50 basis. Charge to the sub¬
scriber, he said, would be 50% more than regular thea¬
tre admission. Special cards inserted in a gadget attached
to home tv sets would bring in the show, he explained.
These cards would be sold by the theatres or by mail.
Goldenberg said that the system would be inaugurated
early in 1958 in Bridgeport, Conn., Elizabeth, N.J., in a
section of New York City, in Suffolk. County, Queens,
Cleveland and several other cities. The initial plans of his
firm, he added, was to wire homes in a twomile radius.
He declared that contracts had already been signed With
the “telephone company” to install the lines.
Following the formal sessions, Goldenberg was sharply
queried by reporters and other toll-tv representatives. He
engaged in a somewhat heated argument with Paul Mc¬
Namara of paramount’s International Telemeter Corp. He
pointed out that Selectivision was an over-the-counter se¬
curity, that its president is a former member of the board
of governors Of the California Stock Exchange, and that
Sy Weintraub, former £ead of Flamingo Films, was a large
investor in Selectivision. He added that his company was
well financed and also had the support of important real
estate interests.
Government Regulation
What appeared to be the most potent argument against
any form of toll-tv was presented by Marcus Cohn, Wash¬
ington attorney specializing in communications and coun¬
sel of the exhibitors Joint Toll-TV Committee. Cohn warn¬
ed that, the adoption of toll-tv was an “open invitation”
for Government regulation similar to any utility. “You’ll
find yourself in the same boat as the people delivering
gas, water and electricity,” he declared. He charged that
the toll-tv advocates have evaded and ducked the ques¬
tion of what price will be charged for the entertainment

Reaction to Miami Nix of Fee-Video
Exhibitors Prone to Damn While Investigating
Prospective New Competition
By FRED HIFT
Flat rejection of subscription
television, whether cable or air, by
Theatre Owners of America ^at its
convention at Miami last week had
many in the New York trade won¬
dering out of which side of their
mouths exhibitors are talking:
On the one hand, observers say,
theatremen
are
unquestionably
wary of the impact successful toll¬
casting could have on their* busi¬
ness. On- the other, a large num¬
ber of exhibs are taking an active
interest in the development of tollcasting, particularly via cable, as
evidenced by the contacts they
have made with the various sys¬
tems in discussions of franchise
arrangements.
Precisely what such arrange¬
ments will be like hasn’t been dis¬
closed. In one instance, the price
will be determined on the basis of
a per-set charge, figuring about
20% of the available sets in an
area. The promoter supplies the
programming, but the franchise
holder must bankroll the decoder
part.
What angers the tollcasting pro¬
ponents is that some exhibitors,
who in public have come out
strongly vs. feevee, privately are
most active in investigating the
possibilities. Furthermore, the pay.
pluggers are puzzled and annoyed
that TOA should take such an anti¬

toll stand at a time when the whole
idea appears of lively interest to
exhibitors, as evidenced by the
TOA convention itself.
Some even read “meaning” into
the convention visit of Alex Har¬
rison, general sales manager of
20th-Fox, which is the one com¬
pany that has taken an all-out and
anti-pay tv stand and in fact has
guaranteed exhibitors a minimum
five-year clearance over television,
which knocks 20th effectively out
of .the running should pay video
develop into any proportions. It’s
assumed that its primary attrac¬
tions would be the new films.
Thpre’s agreement that, had the
Bartlesville experiment progressed
with greater promise, TOA’s vote
prbbably wouldn’t 'have
come
about. Many theatre owners have
gone to Bartlesville to look over
the setup. Whether they’ve left
impressed or not, the fact remains
that—under Its present “monthly
package’’ setup—Bartlesville is do¬
ing a crawl.
Out of this, some
draw the inevitable conclusion
that the public will be slow to pay
for anything on the air.
Looming over all the discussions
about pay-tv, whether at Miami or
elsewhere, are today’s economic
facts-of-life in the film biz. Fact
number one: The public isn’t go¬
ing to the theatres the way it used
to. Fact number two; A lot of
houses are “in trouble.” Whether
pay telecasting is or- isn’t the new
way of reaching the stay-at-homes
is, of course, open to argument.

that will be shown on pay-tv. He cited t le remarks of
John Doerfler, head of the FCC, in support of his argu¬
ment that regulation of prices would come from state or
municipal bodies and, if these groups fail to act. from the
National Government. Under Government regulation,
which Cohn said was certain to come, he noted that the
rights now enjoyed by the motion picture and tv indus¬
tries would disappear—the right tb charge what they want
to theatre patrons and to advertisers.
Novins Rebuts Cohn
Lou Novins, president of Telemeter, sharply challenged
Cohn's “bugaboo about Government regulation.” He
charged that it was contrary to the American system of
free enterprise and that Cohn’s remarks only served to
cloud the issues. He suggested that TOA alter the scope
of its discussion from “is toll-tv good or bad for the ex¬
hibitor” to “is toll-tv good or bad for the public.” “If tolltv meets the convenience of the public and fits in with the
social changes that are taking place, there isn’t anything
anybody can do about it,” he declared. He urged the thea¬
tremen to think in terms of the puolic’s likes and dislikes
and, if the public accepts tollTtv, to consider how exhibitors
could fit Into the picture.
Herbert Barnett, assistant to the president of General
Precision Co., counseled exhibitors to find out if pay-tv
is good or bad “before somebody else does." Too many
questions, he stated, still remained unanswered. “There
are no experts yet to give you a definite reply,” he stated,
“If the test is to be conclusive, it must go beyond Bartles¬
ville. Your job is to find out if it works or not."
Milton-J. Shapp, president of Jerroid Electronics Corp.,
called upon the motion picture industry to take a lead In
the further development of the cable theatre by extending
the Bartlesville experiment into additional communities.
Shapp said that although it is too early to reach any def¬
inite conclusion on consumer acceptance of this new ex¬
hibition medium, the public response to telemovie ser¬
vice in Bartlesville has been extremely encouraging.
Gloomy Forecast
Strongest exhibitor opposition to toll-tv was registered
by Mitchell Wolfson, head of Florida’s Wometco circuit
and of Miami tv station WTVJ. He warned his theatre
colleagues not to believe the rosy picture painted by hometoll proponents. "It will put us out of business.” he de¬
clared. He contended that cable-tv cannot succeed with¬
out first-run motion pictures and that the use of first-run
pictures “means death to motion picture theatres.” “We
theatreowners,” he continued, “will be committing finan¬
cial suicide if we rush out and permit the distributors to
put first-run pictures on cable-tv. Wolfson also raised the
question of what made the toll-tv advocates present be¬
lieve that exhibitors will be able to controll cable-tv 6n
an exclusive basis.
Carl Lesserman, general manager of Telemeter, echo¬
ing Novins* position that the public should be given a
chance'to determine the issue, cautioned those interested
in toll-tv to move slowly and to experiment first in small
communities before attempting to wire a large city.
-The forum was moderated by Philip F. Hailing, head
of TOA’s toll-tv committee.

Rumor Speed-Up
Dallas, Nov. 26.
An alarming rumor current¬
ly being publicly circulated
hereabouts is that new feature
films will be booked to tele¬
vision stations within a month
of their theatre run. The ru¬
mor has been reported by
numerous exhibitors through¬
out this area.
It was not known where the
rumor got started or how.
However, It is having its effect
on boxoffice receipts because
many theatre patrons believe
the rumor to be a true one.
Theatre owners and oper¬
ators were of the opinion that
some steps should be taken toeducate the general public to
the fact that theatres will run
all features at least five years
before they will he licensed
for tv.
This publicity should
be placed on the air and in
theatre ads.

A ‘‘kit” of editorial, comment is sible under advertising sponsor¬
being distributed by Zenith Phone- ship, such as the new motion
pictures like ‘The Ten Command¬
vision of Chicago. Its key-piece is
ments’ or ‘Raintree County.’ great
San Angelo
(Texas)
Standard- Broadway hits like the networkTimes editorial beginning:owned success, ‘My Fair Lady/
“Robert Samoff, president of the great opera companies and sym¬
National Broadcasting Co., is pre¬ phonies, et cetera. You must also
dicting the . end of free television know that the public would no
if pay tv is even given a trial in more pay for existing tv programs
some selected markets.;
in the home than they would in the
“As the chief executive of one of j theatre, and that subscription tv
the big networks, Mr. Sarnoff does! would bring into being so many
not demonstrate much faith in the more independent tv stations that
quality of the product he and the tv would become a much greater
other networks are producing Tor source of public entertainment and
the American viewing public. If advertising revenue.
“I. must conclude that your
the networks are going to lie down
and play dead without a fight, they charges were made with tongue
must realize they don’t have much in cheek because of the lively and
continued interest RCA has shown
to fight for.”'
in subscription tv."
What impresses a lot. of circuits
Outlines of the, public relations
Most of the editorials, as re¬
and independents is that tollcast¬ war between status quo (advertis¬
ing offers one answer in the kind ing supported) television and the produced by Zenith, argue that
of setup which, conceivably, they proposed tollvision systems can be pay-see will be decided by the
public, that new media are in the
could control.
»
discerned in the newspaper com¬
American
tradition
In the light of this, the TOA ment “George Todt’s Opinion.” progressive
thumbs-down on . pay-as-you-see (Valley Times, No. Hollywood, Nov. and that vested interests cannot
“stand
in
the
way.”
Belleville
strikes some in New York as an 1) is almost literally Zenith’s Ted
unnecessarily broad action. Arthur LeitzeU’s opinion, being one long News-Democrat. Rockford RegisterRepublic, Fall River Herald News,
Levey, Skiatron Electronics prexy, quotation from an “open telegram”
commented that the TOA blast to Bob Sarnoff. Zenith, spokes¬ Anderson <S.Cj Mail. Rock Hill
(S.C.) Herald., and Des Moines
would hardly epd exhibitor inter¬ man’s jab goes like this:
Tribune are the papers.
est in subscription tv. “A lot of
"In Pittsburgh on Oct. 23 you
people have tried to stem progress j publicly stated that free tv and
Another Theatre Now Church
in the past to serve their own self¬ i paid tv could not coexist that the
ish motives,” he said. “Even those coming of subscription tv would
Hollywood. Nov. 26.
who voted for the TOA action drive free tv from the air. Iir Pitts¬
Marcal Theatre on Hollywood
know in their hearts that pay tele-: burgh and elsewhere you have Blvd., up until a few months ago
vision is going to come. The only made these charges from forums a film house for many years, has
question is: Will they make them¬ where there was no possible chance been converted into a church.
Peoples Church of Hollywood
selves a part of it, and benefit, or for them h. be refuted.
“You arc certainly aware that has taken over for non-denominawill they remain outsiders and see
others take that business away the only market for paid pro¬ tional Sunday service. Opening
grains Would he far those hbt pos¬ services were held last Sunday.
from them.”
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Matty Fox Wants Bob Lurie to Front
For Skiatron in San Francisco Fight
San Francisco, Nov. 20.
Matty Fox has asked Frisco fin¬
ancier Louis Lurie’s son, Robert,
to head up Skiatron’s fight to es¬
tablish itself in Northern Cali¬
fornia.
If young Lurie accepts, he would
he stepping into home-toll scrap
at a crucial time, because Frisco
supervisors’ finance committee is
set for important hearing tomor¬
row * 27) on Skiafron’s and Tele¬
meter’s franchise applications.
Fox first talked to young Lurie
late last spring, about the same
time he sewed up program rights to
Frisco Giants and Los Angeles
Dodgers. Under Fox’s plan, young
Lurie would:
(1) Become general manager
for Skiatron from Fresno to Ore¬
gon border;
(2) Shepherd franchise applica¬
tions through dozens of boards of
supervisors and city councils;
(3) Help raise local Capital to
form
regional
corporations to
which Skiatron would assign fran¬
chises;
• 4) Get a small percentage—
probably under five percent—of
Skia'ron’s
Northern
California
gross.
Skiatron plans to finance opera¬
tes here and elsewhere this way:
(1) Interested capitalists will
be asked to form local companies
to take over franchises;
(2) Local companies will be
asked to put up $10 for every TV
set in area—in Frisco, for in¬
stance, this would mean $2,850,000
because there are 285,000 sets here
—plus certain amount for promo¬
tion, advertising, installation;
(3) Each subscriber will be
asked to sign a three-year concontract at a. $3 monthly basic
charge;
(4) Skiatron will discount con¬
tract at bank at 85 to 90 per cent
of face value (Bank of America
reportedly is very interested in
this paper);
(5)
Money obtained from dis¬
counting contracts will be turned
over to local franchise-holding com¬
panies and presumably will pay
off initial investment;
16) Parent Skiatron Corp. will
tend to maintenance and service
and franchise-holding companies
will be concerned only about bill¬
ing;
(7) Investors In local franchise¬
holding companies wll get 10% of
the gross in their areas, after ini¬
tial investment is repaid.
Lurie is high ‘ on Skiatron po¬
tential, says “the biggest questionmark is the phone company.”

Ad-Supported Telecaster
Predicts Tollvision In
Hawaii’s ‘Distant Future’

Closed-Circuit TV
Closed-circuit tv, which began
largely as a means of presenting
sports events to a paying public
in theatres, has now so widened
its scope that today more than 90%
of closed-circuit shows are carried
to hotels and involve business
meetings. For this purpose, the¬
atres have become generally im¬
practical. ’
This was pointed out by W. P.
Rosensohn, v.p, of the Tele-PrompTer Corp., at a roundtable discus¬
sion on “closed-circuit’ television
for industry” at the Industrial
Audio-Visual Exhibition in New
York. J. B. O’Connor, manager,
eastern division, TNT Tele-Ses¬
sions, also participated in the dis¬
cussion. The roundtable was held
before advertising managers, sales
executives, production managers
and film producers.
Asked about the cost of a closedtv show, Rosensohn said that the
answer depended on the number
of cities required, point of origina¬
tion, date and time of telecast,
length of duration and type of
show.
O’Connor agreed that if
these questions are answered, “a
very reliable estimate can be given
in a matter of hours.”
It was pointed out that programs
have cost from $2,000 to $100,000,
depending on the factors men¬
tioned.
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Toll Less Competitive Than Free Video
So Think# Elmer Rhoden — Meanwhile Advocate*
Theatre and Home Screens Not Insult One Another

Miami Beach, Nov. 26.
still received no reply from tht
*A recommendation that a code of Government agency.
In calling for unity of all seg¬
ethics be established “so that the
dignity’’ of both the motion picture ments of 4he industry, Rhoden
and television industry is upheld again appealed to theatremen “to
was made by Elmer C. Rhoden in put aside petty bickering” and to
Honolulu, Nov. 26.
his keynote address to the Theatre join with Allied States Assn, and
“Pay-as-you-see” video is only
Owners of America at the exhibitor | other indie exhibitor groups to
coming to Hawaii “in the distant
organization’s annual convention “form one strong, active, theatre
future” but it “definitely has its
irere last week: Suggesting'® meet¬ organization.”
place,” one Honolulu, exec con¬
As for unity between production
ing between representatives of bpth
tends. Addressing a Waikiki serv¬
media, the president of National and exhibition, he recommended
ice club. Porter Heflin of KONA-.
Theatres maintained that there that exhibitors match the contribu¬
TV predicted that home-toll has a
should be no cause for conflict be¬ tions of the MPAA and indepen¬
tremendous future ahead.
tween the two entertainment out¬ dent producers (one quarter of 1%
lets. “Many times,” he saidr*‘you of their film rental) to create a
Tradester declared the situation
on mainland is being watchedhear uncalled for remarks over fund to pay the cost of the Acad¬
television about the movies—also emy Award telecast and other in¬
closely as to applicability to this
some of our motion pictures have dustry promotions. He suggested
“tight little island," which already
that exhib contributions become
been unkind to television.”
has four advertising-supported tv
part of film contracts automatical¬
stations.
Rhoden made the point that mo¬
tion pictures and television can ly collected by the distributors “to
co-exist if the motion pictures thea¬ match the funds they now propose
to make available.”
tres can find a solution to the prob¬
lems relating to the shortage of
quality pictures, high boxoffice
prices, difficult parking problems
and congested traffic. These prob¬
lems, he indicated, appeared insur¬
mountable in the face “of outstand¬
ing film attractions shown free In
By SANFORD MARKEY
the living rooms,”
Cleveland,. Nov. 26.
He reported that several weeks
Toll television “must-come” and
TeleP’s 750G Suit
ago he had requested all distribu¬
By ABEL GREEN
sports will help, lead the way even
Antitrust suit seeking $750,000 tors to give the nation’s theatres
Barney Balaban is definitely
if it means taking over UHF avail¬ in treble damages was filed in a seven-year clearance over tele¬
committed
to the idea that some
abilities for a possible tie-in with N. Y. Federal Court against Tele- vision. He said he received evad¬
new extension of the film audience
educational outlets.
PrompTer Corp., Autocue Sales & ing answers from all but one com¬
is an immediate must-do if Holly¬
That’s the opinion of George Distributing Corp., Tele-Q Corp, pany—which, he added,—“had the
wood Is to survive. Since it ap¬
Medinger, vice-president of Cleve¬ and Lawrence H. Merchant. Ac¬ courage” to state that it was “un¬
pears inevitable that either some
land Indians in charge of radio-tv, tion, filed by Henry Kohn as trus¬ willing” to grant a clearance over
freak novelty or a costly block¬
who says the Tribe will mover into tee in bankruptcy of Autocue, tv and that it must reserve to it¬
buster alone seem to do any busi¬
right
to
determine
toll television within two years charges defendants with conspiring self “the
ness these days, the “extension”—
after its establishment as an opera¬ to develop a plan to turn over all whether, when and, .how we will
the new audience potentials—must
tional, success.
assets, staff and advantages to Tel- make our pictures available to tele¬ come from some new values.
vision.”
1
“It is inevitable” said Medinger, ePrompTep and its subsidiary.
“And I don’t mean Telemeter,
(As per Variety last Week, 20th“that home-toll, with its financial
Complaint also charges that
just because we (Paramount) hap¬
offerings will be a success. The Merchant, as prexy of Autocue be¬ Fox is ready to establish a mini¬ pen to control it. It .can be some
mum
five-year
clearance
over
tv.—
fact that two major league teams^-* fore
bankruptcy
proceedings,
other system. That’s why I okayed
the Giants and the Dodgers—are agreed wtih TelePropmTer and Ed.)
giving Paramount product to Bart¬
Clearance Vital
on the Pacific Coast contemplating Tele-Q to abandon the company
lesville.
Take that -situation—one
Stressing that the nation’s thea¬
toll tv merely means that through as an officer and. to enter the ex¬
theatreman I know has eight hard¬
tres
require
a
specific
clearance
sports the newest chapge in en¬ clusive employ of the defendants
top
theatres
and two drive-ins and
tertainment will soon become a as director of sales and business over tv so that the public can be he says he won’t be surprised if he
reality.”
supervisor, to obtain the benefit of acquainted with the fact, Rhoden has to come down to operating only
said that the first producer or dis¬
Tollvision added Medinger, will all of the bankrupt firm’s custom¬
tributor “who will have the cour¬ two hard-tops and one drive-in.”
mean an end to baseball telecast¬ ers, and “to cripple Autocue as a
age to permit us to advertise that But that doesn’t mean that less
ing as now realized, and, for the going concern."
his film will never be shown on people are seeing movies—only
Indians, the termination of a policy
free television should be re¬ thing is they’re seeing them some¬
that in 1954 started professional
Double-Header
warded.” It will be the respon¬ how or somewhere' else. So if it’s
ball telecasting of away-from-home
What is considered to be the sibility of exhibitors, he continued, not for free on tv maybe it will he
games and blacking out of local first “double header” closed^circuit to see that the picture receives in the home, without commercials,
games.
telecast was handled by the Tele¬ “maximum showmanship efforts” on some cable system, or other“It is not inconceivable that .if PropmTer Cofp. yesterday (Tues.) so that the producer is amply com¬ j wise, but let’s at least meet the
bugs develop in plans for toll-tv for the Owens-Coming Fiberglas pensated for relinquishing the ulti¬ j market potential as realistically as
; it exists today—not as it used to.”
that such organizations as profes¬ Corp.
mate income from free tv. “This
Since this is increasingly a counsional baseball Yearns could team
The telecast, the third staged will happen,” he stated, “arid when
up! with educational outlets and this month by TelePrompTer, con¬ it does, it will be watched closely ; try on wheels, thus the ozoner
f came into being. At the same time
thus realize sale of games.
Of sisted of separate morning and af¬ by other producers.”
course,” Medinger added, “this ternoon sessions. It originated in
The National Theatres topper it created a traffic congestion
would necessitate a change in FCC Washington and was seen on an 18- made a big point of his differentia¬ which has made the downtown the¬
thinking, but with the use of UHF city hookup.
'
. tion between “free television” and atre no longer the lure it used
for ball teams, non-advertising
Top officials of Fiberglas out¬ pay-tv. He said that he did not in¬ to be, he observes.
Balaban harks back to a 20-year
, (commercial) funds could he ob¬ lined the company's . new market¬ tend to predict if pay-tv would
tained for educational station use. ing campaign.
come or not or whether it would tinier capsule prognostication he
Both the ball team as well as the
be a success or a failure hut he submitted for the new Rockefeller
Spokesman for Selectivision, one community would benefit.”
added: “I can tell you that it is Center office of the E. F. Hutton
of the new outfits plugging cable
my profound judgment that pay feevee “will be here in 1977.”
Medinger does not believe that
theatre, said in Gotham last week closed circuit tv Is advantageous.
television will be less competitive brokerage. Therein he accented that
He. also stresses that he feels, as
that, in working out details of wire It is too costly to reach the general
to our theatres then free television,
a shopman, some system of cashsetups in the suburbs, the company publlfc, and its greatest potential
so let’s not fear it.”
in-theTslot
(which is Telemeter), is
had found the American Telephone is a long way in coming.
Touching on the now common ex¬
Co. “most cooperative.”
hibitor beef about the necessity of the jjdeal procedure. “And the rea¬
He does not believe that toll-tv
son
for
this
is that ‘going to the
Selectivision is negotiating with
a steady flow of quality product
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
would hurt attendance any more.]
a number of suburban circuits and
and the tendency to group top theatre’ is an emotional urge, and
than present methods of telecast¬ - Sam Goldwyn says Hollywood’s
it’s especially true of ‘going to the
houses for the establishment of
pictures
during
the
holiday
seasons,
ing.
I future “doesn’t look too rosy right Rhoden recommended that TOA movies.* Welre conditioned to put
cable webs “within the immediate
“People want to get out of the now, but I’m optimistic.” Here to employ
trading areas” of the situations in¬
a
paid
representative money on the tilL So what’s more
testify in his antitrust suit against “whose job. it will be to inform- natural than, as the Urge moves us
house.
If
the
method
of
entertain¬
volved. One such theatre is the
20th-Fox, National Theatres and this association of the pictures that to see which ever attraction is
Elmwood in Elmhurst, Queens.
j ment is there, arid if it is what
Exec said AT&T was being help- j they want, they will go to see it. Fox West Coast, the producer re¬ are going into production and their proffered some night, v to put
ful “with our type of operation.”! Baseball, at the ball park, cannot ported:
ultimate release dates.”
In. this mpney-In-the-coinbox and that is
“The old habit of going to the manner, he said, the theatres can that/’ This Is his brushoff to the
He wouldn’t detail it, but it’s be- be duplicated anywhere,” he main¬
movies twice a week has disap¬ find out in advance what their proposals about billing, phoning
lieved to involve use of community j tained.
Furthermore, hall clubs look at peared. But film-makers are doing problems* will be. He added that some central switchboard to turn
antenna systems existing in the |
many large developments in that! tv-as a means of proiriotion; the de¬ a greater job now, producing more the theatres cannot have a steady, on the juice, and the like. “If they
area.
__
j gree varies with the particular unusual pictures. At the same flow of product unless “we have want it, there it is, right in your
- Selectivision subscribers would ‘ club’s vifews, as, for example, tele¬ time, there aren’t enough fine pic- i the same flow of motion picture home, .‘you puts up. your money
use a punchcard and thus would casting night games, double head¬ tures being made. Yet I’m optimis-, put into production.” He acknow¬ and takes your cherce* as the tradi¬
be in a position to purchase at-: ers. Sunday games, , etc. As a re¬ tic that more great pictures will be ledged that theatres receive ad¬ tional circus man says.”
tractions individually.
Seleetivi- ■ sult. Medinger feels that there will made in the future.”
vance release schedules, “but we
s;on won’t disclose whether the' never be the time when ball clubs
Goldwyn said he’d been offered also know how unreliable they can
film companies will supply prod¬ should worry about playing to an $500,000 for & pre-Christmas reis¬ be.”
Plymouth, Mass., Nov. 26.
On the same point, Rhoden sug¬
uct, but the exec said he. expected empty park—toll tv or otherwise. sue of “Hans Cliristian Andersen,”
WBZ-TY, Boston, cameras will
“no trouble” on that score. Ar¬ “No one, and I am convinced of but declined, feeling that he’d do gested that TOA call on the Mo¬
rangement presumably would call this, will sit at home to watch the better later on, that there wouldn’t tion Picture Assn, of America to bring a special remote telecast of
for the tv transmissions to run entire season’s play in front of a be too much profit after taxes and cooperate. In addition, he urged portions of the “Today” show to
day-and-date with the theatre at¬ tv screen,” he declared
the delegates to go to their Con-' 'viewers throughout the county to¬
expenses.
traction.
Medinger questioned whether
He felt that home-toll was in¬ gressmen and Senators to solicit morrow, Wednesday (27), 'when
It was via community antenn$ there would be toll tv during the evitable, approved it and (as he’s support in removing the restric¬ Dave Garroway visits Plymouth
s\stem that the current Telemovie coming season, and the Indians, he often told before) told his “secret”; tions being imposed by the Dept, of Plantation here.
Plymouth ' Plantation, a non¬
run at Bartlesville, Okla., origi¬ said, are going ahead with plans to
“Get a good story and you’re Set, Justice under the consent decree
nated. Selectivision, according to pact a ’58 contract in talks with You can get the best cast, best forbidding the formerly-affiliated profit, educational foundation, is
its proxy. Bernard L. Goldenberg WEWS which has handled the producer, best director, but you theatres from going into produc¬ located near the world renown
at the Miami convention of The¬ Tribe for the past two years. can’t make a poor story stand up.” tion. He outlined National Thea¬ Plymouth Rock and is an exact
tres’ frustration with the Justice: replica of early Plymouth complete
atre Owners of America, has dea’s Medinger did not believe radio will
for eight installations in the ^\. Y be affected whichever way tv goes,
James Dean Club de Mexico had Dept, and noted that National Thea¬ with its village and Fort. Garroway
area.
His company carries the and the Indians have a Contract a mass said for the late Warner tres’ had petitioned the D. of J. will visit a typical family ip Pil¬
co^t anu splits the profits 50-50 with WERE through 1963. WERE boy rebel at Santa Catarina, Mex¬ for permission to enter production grim dress in exact reproduction of
more than five weeks ago, but had an early Pilgrim home.
with the exhibitor.
, has had the Tribe since 1950.
ico City last week.

Cleveland Indians:
‘Hurry Up M

Slants on Fee-V

Praises Friendly
Spirit of AT&T

Goldwyn: Good Films
Always Wffl Pay Off;
Home-Toll ‘Inevitable’

Today’s’ Plymouth Remote
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The Teepul' Vs. Paideo
Of the many letters received by TV Guido accompanying readers’
ballots giving, their vole .on the pay-tv question, the five below, from
various sections of the country, appear to be typical:
From Ingleside, Md:. “It sure is a shame that a poor person doesn’t
count! Pay-tv is just for rich people! You take a lot of people who
can’t go to the movies two or three times a week and they can look at
tv. Only a person in the uppier money brackets could afford to look at
tv then.
Why can’t tv stay as it is and still remain an enjoyment for
the average American?”
From San Francisco: “I do not want pay tv because we paid $400
for our set* plus the tubes you have to buy, plus the electricity. I
believe if we have to pay to see shows it would be like paying on a
never ending bill. When our set is paid for it’s ours and we don’t
Want to feel like we have to keep paying to watch It. What kind of a
free world do you call that?
From Murray, Ky.: “I would like.to say this, first of all: I like com¬
mercials. I find them very.helpful and interesting. How else will
we know what’s new? I enjoy the programs and when anything new
■ Is advertised, I go out and get it.
How could the poor working people
have tv and afford to pay for it? It’s all a fellow can do to live as it is.
From Portsmouth, N. H.: “I desire no change in the system as it is.
The working man now is supporting too many loafers and racket per¬
sons add any change to penalize me or any other persons lucky enough
to possess a $300 tv set will be the beginning of the end.’
From Philadelphia:
“I get hotter than-r Wyatt Earp six-shooter
every time I read or hear anything about pay-as-you-go tv. Even with
all the racket and goofy ratings and commercials, etc., it s pretty dog¬
gone good just as it is.”

Willingness-To-Pay Seems Nil
[PER TV GUIDE’S READER SURVEY]
- By LEONARD TRAUBE
When one owns a piece of real
estate, does he want to have the
status’quo disturbed by, say lowfee extra assessments, condemna¬
tion proceedings, too-rigid zoning
changes, etc.? When it comes to
pay-tv, owners of receivers -don’t
figure to be fascinated by the pros¬
pect of haying to shell out money
for programs winch they have
been getting free.
It apparently does not matter what
tollvision entrepreneurs and cham¬
pions promise in the way of “new
programming not now seen on tel¬
evision.”
Subjectively, the setowner says, “let things alone.” Ob¬
jectively, that may be another mat¬
ter, worthy of diligent study.
The latest f'rinstance is TV
Guide’s poll of Its readership (its
circulation is over 5,000,000 now)
through a ballot in its Sept. 21 is¬
sue listing six questions on sub¬
scription video, with results made
public in yesterday’s (Tues.l issue.
Of the nearly 45,000 readers who
responded, 96.$% were against any
form of coinvision. The exact count
was 44,888 ballots, tabbed by
PhiHy’s Research Inc., Independent
survey group. Extending the fig¬
ures in ratio, this means that only
84 put of every 1,000 ballots fa¬
vored any type of feevee.
TV
Guide believes the public opinion
sampling is the largest ever under¬
taken on the subject.
'*
The response by areas would
not necessarily follow the circula¬
tion curve of the weekly consumer
magazine. A lot would depend on
what “impact” as propaganda that
pay-tv has had In given regions
and localities.
The response by
geographical areas was:
Area.
5 of Total
Midwest ...33.4%
East .
31,4
West ..
24.2
* South .
9.3
Canada and other...,. 1.7
Total
100.0%
According to TV Guide, the vote
was 28 to 1 against “any form” of
pay-tv by readers who sent in com¬
plete questionnaires. In addition
to balloting, “thousands of read¬
ers” also wrote letters explaining
the reasons for their-views (see
excerpts from five letters in ac¬
companying box). The most favor¬
able area for the greenback elec¬
tronics is in the large cities, to go
by the ballots. In 15 keys, returns
showed that 77 out of every thou¬
sand persons favored the money
medium, compared with- the na¬
tional average of 34 persons out of
every thousand.
Lowest Interest is on the Pacific
Coast, where two major league
baseball franchises have . been
transferred, “and there have been
reports about televising games
from Los Angeles (the Dodgers),
and San Francisco (the Giants). In
J£i. A., where the city fathers have
approved franchises for pay sys¬
tems, only 3.51% of the votes
favored tollvision. (The Coast has
had some Impregnation in the last
couple of years, via Telemeter. (Par
amount) testing in Palm Springs.
TV Guide said in an editorial
that “the poll shotdd serve as a
signal to the FCC and-to Congress

. '

.

that perhaps there are not as many;
toll television enthusiasts as they
have been led to believe. And with
more than 40,000,000 sets in use, I
it certainly is incumbent upon the
Government to consider the -de¬
sires of the set owners.
!
“It is argued that if you don’t
want to pay for shows under pay-tv
you won’t have to. True, but once
pay-tv gets started—and there is
testimony from a number of au¬
thorities on this—performers will
drift away from advertising-sup¬
ported television to the viewersupported type, Where they would
find greater financial rewards. SO
if you don’t feel like paying, there
wouldn’t be much to see. That, we
believe, was what prompted the
28-1 vote against pay-tv.”

Capital by Sale
Of 40,900 Shares
•Arthur Levey, prez of Skiatron
Electronics Corp., informed the
stockholders last week that he had
sold 40,900 shares to immediate
friends in order to raise a sum of
money required by Skiatron-TV,
headed by Matty Fox.
Sales leaves Levey with 366,531
shares of Skiatron stock. Skiatron
is the development company for
the Subscriber-Vision toll-tv proc¬
ess: It leased the patents and opera¬
ting rights to Skiatron-TV on, a
longterm basis, but participates in
any profits shown by the Fox outfit.
Money was needed by SldatronTV in connection with its activities
in seeking franchises in various
cities. Skiatron also intends to file
with the Federal Communiciation
Commission by March for authori¬
zation to rim three-year over-the-air
•tests in various cities.
In his letter to the stockholders,
Levey said his stock didn't go
through the open market, and was
bought by friends who stipulated
they wanted the stock to hold for
investment. He added that the use
of coin wouldn’t benefit himself
personally, but only as a stock¬
holder of Skiatron Electronics.
Skiatron-TV, laid to hold con¬
tracts with both the Dodgers and
the Giants on the Coast, has fran¬
chise applications pending in San
Francisco and Milwiiakee and ap¬
plied also in Los Angeles. It plans
to go into other cities.

Tollvision Up in Chi
Chicago, Nov. 26.
Home-toll comes before the City
Council today (Tues.) for its first
official .sounding here:
Among
measured" being referred from com¬
mittee are a proposal to ban all
pay-tv and an application bv TeleMovie Development to install a
monthly payment basis for a wire
system.
Latter similar to that now op¬
erating in Bartlesville.
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ZENITH WARNS OF AT&T ‘MONOPOLY’
pitch for municipal control. of
home-toll as opposed to"5tate con¬
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
trol. The State legislature coun¬
American Telephone & Tele¬
sel recently offered his legal opin¬
graph Co. holds the aces In the
ion that a pay-TY circuit operated
high-stakes California game of payon phone company equipment
see-in-the-home but It’s in no hurry
would lie between the jurisdiction
to show its strength. Such was the
of city or county governments and
main impression left by a two-day
would either he regulated by the
hearing.on home-toll conducted last
State Public Utilities Commission
Thursday (21) and Friday (22) by a
or, possibly, could be regulated by
State Assembly subcommittee in¬
new laws.
vestigating the possible impact of
Brlesses Up Streets
a fee system. Chairman of the hear¬
But Hoim cited reasons for vest¬
ing
was
Assemblyman
Louis
ing
control,
in local government:
Francis, Of San Mateo.
(a) Installation and mainten¬
Much of the heading was monoto¬
ance
of
a
cable
system would in¬
nous rehash of the same old pro
and con arguments which have volve use and occasional disrup¬
tion
of
city
and
county
streets, for
centered on Los Angeles and Frisco
since it became evident early last which the cities and counties
should
be
compensated,
summer that the National League’s
(b) Installation and maintenance
Brooklyn Dodgers an*’ New York
Giants were . heading west—and of pay-tv would pose new problems
in changing street pattern, in de¬
Skiatron had ’em.
But one purpose of the inquiry veloping public areas, such as
was also to discover the Pacific parks, and in conflicting with such
Telephone & Telegraph Co.’s atti¬ govemmentally owned utilities as
tude to wiring this State’s two transit and water systems;
(c) Pay-tv outfits should be
major cities for home-toll, since it |
is. perfectly ohvious that the utility forced to pay for additional .use of iI
rights-of-way
mantained
is the only company set up to do public
such a stupendous job in the near through regular property taxes.
Holm said that in first three or
future.
four hearings (before the Frisco
Candor in the Hall
More than .three quarters of P. supervisors’ finance commitiee)
T. & T.’s stock is held byA. T. & T., there was no opposition” to homeand it was assumed that a. policy toll, but “in later hearings there
decision would have to come from was very definite opposition from
He added
New York. This was confirmed at the theatre > owners.”
the close of the first "day’s hearing that he’d heard no taxpayer proin Frisco’s City Hall. One of Pacific’s tesf ’‘except for one letter I got.”
Hoim also testified “we have
highest executives happened to be
walking past the hearing chambers. eliminated any form of advertis¬
ing”
from the proposed franchise,
He Was asked directly if his firm
had made up its mind on home-toll but Skiatron executives lisening to
the
testimony
doubted this was
and replied:
true.
“We passed that hot potato
Owen Kuns, of the Slate legisla¬
right back to New York. I
tive counsel’s office, presented the
know they’re studying it there
opinion, that the State Public Utili¬
right now, but no policy has
ties
Commission could control homecome down.”
This simply plain-talked the im¬ toll through its regulaton of the
phone
company, thus make un¬
plications of testimony offered at
the hearing by George Gitchell, necessary city or county fran¬
chises.
Pacific’s assistant vice-president.
However, Lewis Keller, counsel
Latter read a fence-straddling
statement somewhat in the classic for the League of California Cities,
disputed
.this view', cited a State
style of Senator Claghorn. Its most
important—indeed, only—point was Supreme Court decision holding
that
a
Martinez,
Cal., community
that P. T. & T. was waiting for the
“extent and character of public antenna company wasn’t subject
to
Public
Utilities
Commission
demand” for home-toll to assert it¬
self. He admitted the phone com¬ regulation.
L.
M.
Summey,
deputy
^district
pany had “received seyeral re¬
quests” from fee-teevee firms to attorney of Sah Mateo County,
work out “the complex problems” went along with Keller, added that
of wiring Frisco and Los Angeles his county was far behind Frisco
and other areas. In £act, he thought and Los Angeles in processing
a total of 14 companies had made Skiatron and Telemeter franchise
inquiries, “but we haven’t yet come applications.
Fears Bell Monopoly
up with the answers.” He had
As could be expected, G. P. Slet“three fundamental thoughts,” how¬
teland, attorney for Zenith, took
ever:
an entirely different tack, claiming
“Whatever is done -can’t be a
A.T.&T. would take oyer “the
burden to phone users, financially”;
whole gamut of communications”
“We should be In a position to
if wire home-toll was enfranchsed.
offer all firms the same service”;
He claimed the theatre owners and
“Existing phone cables won’t
commercial tv networks first sug¬
suffice for closed-circuit TV.”
gested wire feevee two years ago
During questioning, Assembly’‘because they knew wire couldn’t
man Charles H. Wilson of Los An¬
compete
with
through-the-air
geles embroidered the obvious by
broadcasts and now they’ve chang¬
remarking: “It’s apparent the phone
company is the key, there could ed their tune.”
Sletteland
one
Frisco
area
be no (wired) pay-tv without its
TV station fKBAY. Oakland UHFfacilities or co-operation.” Gitchell
er not yet built) and one Los An¬
insisted P* T. & T. had “made no
geles station (General Teleradio’s
agreements made no specific pro¬
indie) had already applied to the
posals
ai$d
hadn’t
discussed
FCC to carry Zenith’s broadcast
charges.”
feevee next year. He suggested
No April Start
three of ’ Los Angeles’ seven TV
Pushed into a comer, he said he outlets “are in trouble” and would
could set no timetable for home- like to carry Zenith programming,
toll installation except that “my and named four in the Frisco area
guess is there'll be no pay-tv in (UHF KSAN, KTVU due on the
time for the Giants’ opening game air in March, and two for which
in April.”
:
only permits have been Issued) in
He admitted the phone company the same boat.
had persuaded Skiatron to abandon
He followed this with an eloits proposed open-wire circuit in j quent appeal for the Zenith sysfavor of coaxial cable, which he em.
said “might have UP to 100 fre¬
E. Stratford Smith, counsel for
quencies available.”
the National Community Televi¬
. But that’s as far as he or Carl sion Association, clamed the threat
Holmes, P. T. & T.’s lobbyist, of State regulation was holding up
community antenna development
would stick their necks out.
Every other witness, however, and took a swipe at P. T. & T.:
“Many community , antenna op¬
was willing to stick his neck 'way
erators have had-opportunities to
out,.
Frisco City Attorney Dion Holm lease to motion picture companies
testified a decision of the city’s but can’t because the P.T.&T. con¬
supervisors on whether to grant tract allows transmissions only of
franchise applications to Skiatron commercial TV programs.”
In the hearing’s second day Arand Telemeter was “only a mat¬
nola C. Childhouse, chairman of
ter of weeks, it’s that close.”
(The supervisors’ finance com- the Northern California Theatre
mttee meets tomorrow (27) in Owners’ Committee Against Paywhat may be a crucial session on TV and treasurer of the 100-the¬
atre Naify circuit, repeated what
the franchise applications.
Holm also made a determined he has said dozens of times since
By WILLIAM STEIF

the theatre owners started their
big campaign against home-toll
two months ago. In essence. Childhouse claimed feevee would drive
both, commercial tv and radio out
of business, kill film houses stonecold dead, seriously damage down¬
town hotels, restaurants and stores,
and that there wasn’t enough non¬
tv entertainment to f$fd pay-tv’i
voracious appetite. He I particular¬
ly objected that feevee would hurt
lower-income families!"1 said “im¬
pulse sales will wreck the economy
of the home.”
John A. Forde, international rep
of Stagehands, Union took the
same view.
They’!! Adjust’
Robert M. Edwards, of Cali¬
fornia, said he “sympathized very
much with the trial of the motion
picture exhibitors,” but claimed
home-toll would “revitalize” film
production, that commercial tv
would “readjust” and that feevee
would allow “expansion of such
processes as Todd-AD, Cinerr.ma
and Cinemascope.”
Skiatron vice-president Jerome
L. Doff insisted home-tqll, far from
hurting
lower-income
families,
would assist them by providing en¬
tertainment for a whole family at
much more moderate prices than
films. He said the outcry against
feevee was “analogous to the horseand-buggy and the auto,” claimed
the way to settle the argument was
by trying feevee.
Jordan Beyer, vice-president of
Jerrold Electronics, took the same
stand, saying “the advertiser con¬
trols programs viewers now get”
and promising home-toil {.would in¬
crease greatly the quality of all
tv shows..
Doff also took issue with the
IATSE rep, said two IATSE of¬
ficials had approached him in Los
Angeles to organize Skiatron and
the IATSE's top executives were
sympathetic to home-toll.
Outside the hearing chamber,
Childhouse reported he’d had “tre¬
mendous” response to the theatre
owners’ anti-feevee crusade, said
he’d have petitions with the signa¬
ture of 15,000 persons ready to
present to the supervisors’ finance
committee tomorrow (27).. All the
signatures, of course, were gath¬
ered at the nearly 600 theatres in
Northern California.
Chairman
Francis
reiterated
during the hearing that his simply
was a study group, that no deci¬
sions as to recommendations to the
Legislature had been or wnuld be
made for many months. It sounded
as If his unspoken prayer might
be that by that time the A.T.&T.
would have - made up its mind
which way the cat was jumping.

Can’t Resolve
Agin‘Progress’
Opines Novins
Miami, Nov. 26.
Immediately after passage^of the
TOA-anti-toll
resolution,
Louis
Novins Issued a statement on be¬
half of Telemeter in which he
stated that regardless of any reso¬
lution taken by the exhibitor or¬
ganization, Telemeter has been
highly encouraged at the conven¬
tion by the number of individual
members of TOA who have active¬
ly solicited for Telemeter fran¬
chises. He said Telemeter had no
doubt about the serious intention
of these TOA members “in seeking
to adjust to new and advanced
means of bringing entertainment
to the people.”
Novins added that no resolution
“can stop the inevitable course of
progress” and the ultimate deci¬
sion will be made by the American
people. “We are content to leave
the decision to them,” he con¬
cluded.
Hugh Vassos, manager of the
Paragon theatre, Melville, Sask.,
and a promoter of name talent in
Western Canada, has been elected
to the Melville town council for
his first term.
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Mates Fears on

With $1,000,000 at Stake, ABC
Radio Changes Mind on ReHgiosos
Four owned and operated radio 4stat ions of American Broadcasting
Network were forced to reverse
a decision to eliminate a hefty
share of their commercial religioso
business. Edict came down from
the network tn withdraw fiveHollywood, Nov. 26.
Deal, to stage “Point of No Re-|
week cancellation notices to the
turn/’ play by John Osborn from
churches.
The o&o’s agreed to axe the John P. Marquand novel, on CBSlocal religiosos in order to make TV “Playhouse 90"- has beea set
room for more straight commer¬ by producer Martin Manulis.
This will mark third Broadway
cial time, and the decision by the
stations was based on ABN’s own play which “90” has undertaken.
plan for the future to eliminate Others have been Clifford Odets’
most or all of its paid religious “Clash by Night” and the perennial
programming. The network, tem¬ "Charlie’s Aunt.”
porarily at least, has changed its
mind about cancelling its own na¬
DANNY O’DAY and FARFEL
tional religious business whieh is
With HUMPHREY HIGSBYE ...
believed to pay the web between
Dec. E, “Pat Boone Show” ABC-TV.
$19,000 and $20,000 net a week.
Dec. 14 and Dec. 28, The “Jimmy
This is to offset for larger expendi¬
Dean Show,” CBS-TV.
tures on new programs, which as
Currently TV Spokesman for the
NESTLE. CO.
.
yet have not brought a cent of
Management: . Directional Enter¬
commercial return.
prises, 200 West 57th Street, New
WABC Radio, the N.Y. flagship,
-York.
for one, notified the Church of
Booking: Mercury Artists Corp.
God that its nightly strip from.
730 Fifth Avenue, New York.
11:30 to midnight was to be axed
at the end of the year. It was the
NBC-TV’s 7:30 to 8 p.m. strip will
station’s first step in instituting a
look like a recap of its daytime
o&o-wide policy of reportedly limit¬
schedule
starting Dec. 13. As of
ing religiosos to 6 to 11 a.m. on
Sundays, rather than letting them that date, “Truth or Consequences”
range throughout the day and moves in to replace “Saber of Lon¬
week. Within a week, word came
don” on Fridays, and the following
down- from the office of Robert
Eastman, ABN prexy, that the can¬ Tuesday (17), Jan Murray’s “Treas¬
Chicago, Nov. 26.
cellation was to be withdrawn and ure Chest” replaces Nat King Cole.
Roscoe L. Barrow, who directed
the biz reinstated.
That gives the web nighttime ver¬
Eastman
has
stated
several sions of its daytime strips in four the network study bearing his
times within the trade that his out of five nights of the week in name for the Federal Communica¬
plan at ABN was to eventually dis¬ the 7:30 period.
tions Commission, told the Chi¬
continue commercial religious pro¬
NBC picked up some extra spon¬ cago Broadcast Advertising Club
grams. Web, when the new man¬
sor coin In the shifts with Sterling
today (Tues.) that a supplemental
agement took over last spring and
Drugs buying "Truth” while re¬
summer,
initially
cancelled
a
taining “Saber” in a new Sunday report on issues relating to pro¬
couple of million dollars worth of
gramming was forthcoming to the
slot.
moi*ning soap operas in order to
Barrow said this part of
Already in are “The Price Is FCC.
institute a new live program policy.
But since then and now, there may Right” on Monday and “Tic Tac his study was delayed because a
have been a change of heart about Dough” on Thursday, so that the number of independent producers
cancelling for the time being any only non-daytimer is the Wednes¬ and distributors were reluctant to
more ready coin, and the religious day night full-hour “Wagon Train”
supply data for fear it might beformat at ABN is worth about Sl,- series. “Wagon Train” is also the
only non-audience
participation ! come available to their competi¬
000,000 annually to the web.
format
in
the
7:30
to
8:30
period.
tors.
Data was yielded later
Before ABN demanded reinstate¬
ment for Church of God, the “Saber of London” will switch to when the Commission and Federal
church sponsors were seeking Sundays at 5:30, replacing the I Court sustained Barrow’s request
seven prime time half-hours on in¬ web’s “Outlook,” which moves to for the information,
6:30,
bouncing
“My
Friend i Barrow, who.is Detfn of the U.
die N.Y.'stations.
Flicka" into a still unselected [of Cincinnati Law School, elabor¬
Saturday or Sunday afternoon slot. ated to BAC the reasons why his
Cole is leaving to fulfill other study recommended FCC regulacommitments, but loosed a blast 1 tion of networks, prohibition of
last week at the major ad agen¬ network option time and “must
cies while expressing his gratitude 1 buy” station lineups, tightening of
to NBC for having stuck with [ multiple ownership rules, and
him despite the lack of national other restrictions.
sponsorship.
He said he turned i
Of his recommendation for an
down a Saturday at 7 time period [ FCC arm on the nets, Barrow
Ottawa, Nov. 26.
offered by the web.
said, “Power and responsibility go
Elliot-Haines Ltd. survey of radio
Use of the daytime shows at hand In hand, not weakness and read television audiences during the
night isn’t completely accidental. i sponsibility.
Decisions are more
visit to Ottawa of Queen Eliza¬
NBC, according to programming responsible when those who make
beth and Prince Philip in October
veep Bob Lewine, has found that them are answerable to those af¬
showed an estimated 12.000,000 Ca¬
those daytime strips slotted as one- fected by the decision and to the
nadians (three out of four of Can¬
a-weekers in the 7:30 period thus [public.” Barrow credits the net¬
ada’s population) either saw or
far—namely, "Price’'* and “Tic Tac works with having made possible
heard some part of the CBC air¬
Dough”—have proven their ability ; the rapid growth of television in
ings of the Royal visit. Top fig¬
to
attract audience, so that it was ; this country,. and . he says they
ure. recorded during a holiday
serve the national public interest
week-end, was 7,600.000 for the only a logical step to fill in other
nights
with the same kind qf show. In broadcasting across the coun¬
opening of parliament, Oct. 14.
try events of universal interest. On
Network
has
abandoned
the
con¬
This is a’ record audience for tv
cept of the 7:30-8 period as a pre¬ the other hand, he said, there are
and radio in Canada.
ways in which the concentration of
Unofficial estimate of U. S. tv dominantly children’s hour, Lewine
control and other practices of the
and audio audiences for Canadian said. “We’ve only had to look at
webs have been found incompati¬
‘Name
That
Tune’
and
‘Cheyenne’
coverage was set at between 60,ble with public Interest.
000,000 and 75.000,000. CBS, NBC to realize that it’s potentially a
family
audience
period.
If
you
“The best atmosphere for en¬
and ABC carried various portions
of the CBC coverage, live and put on a ‘RIn Tin Tin’ or a ‘Lone forcement of rules Is lacking.” BarRanger,”
you’ll
get
the
kids,
of
row
said, “when the sanction apfilmed. No audience estimates have
come from CBC service (kine¬ course, but we’ve found that there’s i plies to a party not responsible for
scope) to BBC and ITA in the a larger audience to "get attracted the conduct prohibited by the rules
rather than to the responsible
United Kingdom, video in France if the programming is right.”
The existing regulatory
The new nighttime quartet repre¬ party.
and Australia, shortwave via CBC
International Service to other coun¬ sents the network’s solid two-hour approach would appeal to- Gilbert
tries and radio on troop airers to • morning block. “Treasure Hunt” & Sullivan.”

Marquand’s ‘No Return’
For ‘Playhouse 90’

JIMMY NELSON

NBC-TV Early Nile
Schedule Getting

‘There’s More To
Come,’ Sez Barrow

Liz’s Whopping
Canada Audience

Radio Canadian Army Europe and | is the web’s 10:30 entry; “Price” is
i the 11 a.m. show, “Truth or ConBritish Forces network.
f sequences” follows at 11:3b and
I “Tic Tac Dough” is on at noon.
I"'T or C.” incidentally, is not new
i to nighttime tv or to Friday nights;
| it had a long NBC run and was
Old Golds’ Friday predecessor to
American Can Co. is expanding the shortlived Walter Winchell
Its stake in “Douglas Edwards show of last season.
With the News” on CBS-TV from
alternate Fridays to once a week.
F.xpansion was made possible via
the cancellation by Brown & WilNew Orleans, Nov. 26.
liamson of its own alternate Fri¬
Appointment of Richard D. Cross
day sponsorship, with American
Can taking on every Friday. To¬ ! as manager of programming for
bacco company, however, .retains | WDSU-TV was announced Friday
its Monday-Wednesday sponsor¬ j (22> by Robert D. Swezey, exec
ship. and show is still SRO with : v.p. and general manager.

American Can Expands
Buy on Doug Edwards

WDSU-TV Names Cross

Cross
American Home Products in on
j resigned
Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Compton is the American Can ;time to
agency.
; teaching

succeds Tom Hicks, who
in order to devote more
his creative efforts and
responsibilities.
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The Sponsor’s Wife
Joan Crawford will do her
first television commercial to¬
night (Wed.) In the closing
spot of the NBC-TV "Annie
Get Your Gun” spec. As the
sponsor’s wife, she and hubby
A1 Steele, Pepsi-Cola boss,
along with their two children,
will close the show by deliver¬
ing Thanksgiving greetings to
the audience.
Pepsi shares
the "Annie” tab with Pontiac.
Mary Martin, who stars in
the, spec, was to have deliv¬
ered the Thanksgiving closing,
but with the decision of Miss.
Crawford to do the spot, she
and costar John Haiti; will
merely take the customary
curtain hows.

,
Boston, Nov. 26.
Walter Cronldte, speaking at the third arud jpint luncheon of
the Broadcasting Executives Club of New England and Ihe Ad¬
vertising Club of Boston at Hotel Statler Tuesday (19), eyed the
upcoming 1960 politico conventions for tv and foresaw trouble if
the nets try to decide which parts the public is to see.
The CBS commentator warned that broadcasting of .only parts
of conventions would be disastrous. “If the whole session Is taped
and then cut for a few hours evening presentation, who Is going
to decide what shall go out to the public?” he asked.
He hinted that all sorts of charges would be leveled against the
nets for eliminating sections. Commenting on the Mike Todd
Madison Square Garden party, Cronkite said: “In regard to the
Mike Todd affair, I wish only to say I am sorry.”
He also told the assemblage that he couldn’ see how either the
Dems of the GOP could go into the campaign without the serv¬
ices of “the best brains they could find on Madison Ave.”

That East Vs. West Conflict May
Precipitate Serious TV Acad Rift
Altman, Ex-‘Studio 1/
Shifts to ‘Suspicion’
William M. Altman, longtime as¬
sociate producer on “Studio One”
and more recently active in Hol¬
lywood as a screenwriter, returns
to television and the Monday
night fold. But this time, with the
“Studio One” competition.
Alt¬
man has joined “Suspicion” as as¬
sociate producer on the live-from
New York segments under Mort
Abrahams.
He replaces Robert
Foshko, who resigned.
Since his “Studio One” stint,
Altman turned out the original
story on “Operation Home,” in
production at Metro, and wrote the
screenplay for “That Certain Feel¬
ing/? the Bob Hope starrer.

IBEW Formulates
Contract Demands
In’58 CBS Dickers
With the International Brother¬
hood of Electrical Workers’ con¬
tract \rith CBS-TV due to end on
Jan. 31 the union and network have
set Jan. 13 as the date for their
first bargaining session. Union
hasn’t yet formulated its demands,
but has tentatively set a meeting of
all local chapters affected for early
in December.
Meeting of the locals will estab¬
lish the actual demands, with the
various chapters involved each pre¬
senting their own formulas and
settling on final compromise de¬
mands for the entire country. Local
1212, the key New York chapter,
has already had its own shop meet¬
ing and settled on Its goals for a
new contract.
The Local 1212 meeting, held
last week, voted to present the
following demands to the Inter¬
national session:
1. A four-day 36-hour week to
replace the current five-day, 40hour schedule.
2. Substantial wage increases,
amount not revealed, from the cur¬
rent $175 maximum. Increases
would be proportionate. to the
(Continued on page 61)

Grounds are developing for a
mighty rift between the New York
and Hollywood branches of the
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences. A number of members
In the newer Go them branch are
trying to find a means of keeping
video production in New York, or,
better still, of getting a goodly por¬
tion of it to return from the Coast.
Since any action from New
York that is even seemingly unto¬
ward, in the .eyes of the Coast
membership or ruling council,
might create the breach In the all¬
industry body, the New Yorkers
are moving very slowly and.cau¬
tiously toward their end:
Ways
are being Investigated to get a re¬
duction in taxes for producers and
in ameliorating the toHgh N. Y.
situation that is known to exist in
trafficking, tv materials. It is held
possible that ATAS here will join
with the Film Producers Assn, of
New York in an attempt to get
Mayor Robert F. Wagner to take
steps in the City Council. How¬
ever, no official ATAS steps have
[ been taken in that direction, and
some tradesters believe none ever
will.
Both branches qf the Academy
are divided about equally in mem¬
bership, about 1,500 actors, direc¬
tors, producers, writers, execu¬
tives and technical men on either
coast. And some of the New York¬
ers involved indicate they are still
aware the fundamental stress of
the organization is to further the
tv arts and crafts, regardless of
geography. Nonetheless, a move
to take biz away from Hollywood
has a direct relationship to the
earning of a living by many New
York ATASians, who do not want to
or cannot follow the trend and mi¬
grate coastward. -The latter may
prove to be the stronger motiva¬
tion, some believe.
An Academy member here ob¬
served that there was not much
(Continued on page 61)

Hamm Exit Cues
ATtoFSnari

“Person to Person” sponsorship
situation is up in the air again,
due to the decision of Hamm Brew¬
ing to let its contact expire on
the show after March 1. As a
Tesult, General Foods is withdraw¬
ing from its deal to share alter¬
nate weeks with Hamm and tht.
entire skip-week Is being offered
up for sale.
Situation as it now stands is
ABC-TV and Orson Welles haVe this: as of March 1, Time Inc.,.
finally come to an agreement to do will sponsor alternate weeks, wliilt
a program together next fall. Net¬ the other week will be open. Un¬
work has bought an option on.his til March 1, that week will be oc¬
services, but has not decided cupied by the present sponsors,
whether to use him in a half-hour Hamm, and Amoco, who share a
or hour weekly drama program.
split-network. Amoco wants to pull
It has been fairly well decided, out in January,’ and CBS, under
however, that, the 1958-59 entry the impression Hamm wanted to
will be done on film. There are a continue into next' season, first
great many details still to be granted Amoco relief and sold its
worked out, but Welles will appear eastern coverage to General Foods
on all the programs as host, and, for a January start.
according to one ABC source, as
But with the Hamm decision to
an actor in a large proportion of pull out, CBS then would have
the 39 films.
been left with half a network to
sell on alternate weeks after March.
So it got General Motors to with-.,
draw from its deal, and at the
same'
time notified Amoco that it
Stokely-Van Camp has ordered
two alternate-week quarter-hours would have to continue its spon¬
lu NBC-TV daytimers. It’s picking sorship until the original expira¬
up alternate Wednesdays in “It; tion date In March. Consequently,
Could Be You” and “Queen for a when both Amodo and Hamm ex¬
Day” for 13 weeks starting Jan. 9. pire, the network will have a fullDeal comes to about $250,000.
(Continued on page 56)

ORSON WELLES, ABC
FINALIZE’58-’59 DEAL

Stokely’s 250G TV.Buy
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JWT’S ‘NEVER HAD IT SO GOOD’
Whatever Happened to Xmas?
Stocking hung by the tv set this year will be virtually barren
of Yuletide themes or commercials.
Agency men are turning Scrooge as far as putting on Xmas
shows are concerned and what’s even more surprising they have
turned a deaf ear as far as holiday commercials are concerned.
Young & Rubicam has nothing planned for its programs while
the Ted Bates agency admitted that it has stayed away from the
Christmas theme this year. BBD&O agency currently has only
one show planned thus far with its Dec. 20 duPont Show of the
Month. It’s “Junior Miss” will have a Christmas theme.
• While not exactly in the spirit of Santa and by sketching it a
point or two, McCann Erickson agency put on the “Pied Piper” for
Liggett & Myers last night, month in advance.
Edwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan has thus far only planned a
one-minute spot commercial for its Dutch Master cigar. In the
same, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Baylec has neither a Xmas
show nor any special yuletide blurbs planned.
Kenyon & Eckhardt has not forgotten the occasion though and
has laid special plans to have Eddie Fisher do live commercials
for RCA and Chesterfield on his Dec.’ 24 show._

TV Factor in Picking Jurors
Preconceived Ideas of Court Procedure to Be
Considered by Ohio Jurist
Toledo, Nov. 26.
Judge Tom D. Stahl of_Lucas
County Common Pleas Court, tak¬
ing cognizance of a complaint by
Judge John M. McCabe several
weeks ago, said that he will hence¬
forth question seated jurors in all
criminal cases assigned to his
court for jury trial, to determine
-whether they have formed opinions
as a result of television viewing.
He said that if answers indicate
preconceived, false ideas of court
procedure, he will immediately ex¬
cuse the juror from serving. Judge
Stahl, of Port Clinton, handles
Lucas County cases as a visiting
judge. He said that the court must
see that people have fair trials,
and if a juror reveals by his an¬
swers that he has formed precon¬
ceived ideas of court procedure
and cannot be impartial, he will
be excused from duty.
Judge Stahl noted that in some
recent cases, it was’evident that
verdicts were arrived at “in the
tv manner.” Prosecutors and at¬
torneys, he added, do conscientious
jobs, but in the eyes of over-stimu¬
lated television viewers, they may
seem lacking in glamour.
In Ohio, a judge may excuse a
juror for cause, including the
forming of any number of pre¬
conceived ideas which might influ¬
ence thinking in the cases. Jurors
commonly are excused for fixed
views on capital punishment, for a
belief that a man or woman must
be guilty of a crime if arrested or
indicted; and for many other rigid
opinions. Judge Stahl said it was
possible that television viewers
have not been influenced by pro¬
grams, “but we want to find this
out.”
Judge McCabe said he will watch
the procedure with deep interest,
and may later adopt the same sys¬
tem in his court.

Smart Money Uses
“Ratings are a must,” according
to Ward Dorreil, v.p. of John Blair,
who reviewed the survey tech¬
niques before the Radio and Tele¬
vision Executives Society time buy¬
ing and selling seminar last week.
. Doirell told the group that “rat¬
ing services are indispensable and
that smart money uses the rating
services and their qualitative col¬
lateral data in addition to just the
numbers.”
In pointing out the importance
of ratings, he asserted “ratings
themselves, as any agency person
knows, are but one of the many
elements that'enter into an adver¬
tising campaign. Ratings are but
one of many measures, which in
conjunction with qualitative infor¬
mation and the advertisers’ own
experience and highly specialized
knowledge enables a business to
make sensible decisions and con¬
duct its affairs sensibly.”

ABC-TV VJ>.

Oliver Treyz
details his reasons for

As Detroit Goes,
So Goes—

another Editorial Feature
. In the 'upcoming

52d Anniversary Number
. of
USriety

Ax‘Amateur Hr.’;

By GEORGE ROSEN
Two years ago, as an aftermath
of the passing of John Reber,‘ J.
Walter Thompson was •having its
troubles. There was no unified
leadership within. the radio-tv
operational area and, despite its
onetime boast as the biggest agen¬
cy in the world, there was a hitand-miss approach to the agency’s
network programming which put
some of the more lucrative JWT
accounts in jeopardy.
Those were the days when JWT
was committing Eastman-Kodak to
one bad show after another (re¬
member, “Norby?”) for example;
Ford was getting restless. Even
Lever Bros., the vet among all JWT
accounts, was floundering with
“Lux Video Theatre.” Its onetime
.hold on daytime programming was
slipping. In short, something had
to be done.
Today JWT, with a more than
509b turnover in programming this
season alone, is not only back in
harness with what is undoubtedly
the most diversified scheduled of
nighttime shows, but will probably
move into ’58 at the top of the
agency heap with approximately
$110,000,000 in tv-radio billings.
It’s generally agreed that Danny
Seymour, the ex-announcer-turnedexecutive who moved over to
Thompson from Young & Rubicam
about two years ago, rates the
major credit for maneuvering
JWT into its enviable status today.
V At first it was rough going and
for a while they were laying odds
on Seymour’s chances of pulling
the agency out of its rut. But
Seymour played it slowly and
cautiously —and without fanfare.
First off he insisted on a “one big
umbrella” unified operation giving
him east-west control, a status
which even Reber had not enjoyed,
as well as ending the traditional
practice of permitting each account
to operate independently.
In place of a wornout “Ford The¬
atre” anthology serie*s, Seymour
pinned his Thursday night NBC
hopes on a newcomer to the nighttime sweepstakes — Tennessee
Ernie Ford. Despite the formidable
competition from CBS’ “Playhouse
90,” by season’s end Ford was rid¬
ing a Top 10 entry. It was Sey¬
mour’s initial major triumph.
This season the automotive com¬
pany Is in an even more enviable
position, Seymour having grabbed
off the Desi & Lucy specials on
CBS. (First time up two weeks ago
it knocked off the No. 1 rating,)
Ahd Eastman-Kodak, whose sole
claim to successful programming
lay in the increasingly-popular
“Ozzie & Harriet” on ABC-TV, was
wooed into the Ed Sullivan Sunday
night show for an additional
$5,000,000 billings windfall.
,Not that Seymour and JWT are
in the clear on their multiple buys.
The Rosemary Clooney slotting for
Lux as the back-to-back NBC at¬
traction with Tennessee Ernie still
has an iffy future. Same goes for
the Gisele MacKenzie Saturday
night show, purchased for Scott
Paper. And there’s a “maybe yes,
maybe no” payoff in Ford’s halfsponsorship interest in the Monday
(Continued on page 62)

Hazel Bishop, whieh was com¬
mitted to a firm 26-week fall-winter
pickup of the “Original Amateur
Hour” in the Sunday night 7 o’clock
slot on NBC-TV, is dropping the
show after 13 weeks of the regular
season—a move which may pre¬
cipitate litigation on the part of the
show’s packagers, Reemack Corp.
Last telecast in current time slot
will be Dec. 29. However, Reemack
is dickering for an ABC-TV slot
and is negotiating to deliver a
built-in sponsor. Previously on
ABC, it delivered somje impressive
Sunday night Trendexes and Niel¬
sens.
. Sopie months back Hazel Bishop
bought a $10,000,000 bundle from
NB(^(including “Amateur Hour,”
“Jane Wyman Show” and “M
Squad”) in resolving its longstand¬
ing differences with the web. Last
week, at last minute notice; web
served notice on “Amateur Hour”
that the time wa^ being preempted
for Sunday’s (24) Bob Hope Show,
with still another in the offing,
making three preemptions in all,
despite NBC policy of only two pre¬
emptions for any time period in a
single season span. All of which
CBS-TV and Sidney Kingsley
cued a beef from Reemack and
Hazel Bishop’s ultimate decision to are “anticipating” a deal for rights
to
the playwright’s 1949 Broadway
drop the show, despite the fact it
was leaving itself open to litigation. hit, “Detective Story.” There’s
been no negotiations yet, but in
NBC may leave the time clear January, rights to the title and sto¬
for some upcoming specials.
ry reyert to Kingsley from Colum¬
bia Pictures, which made the film
version of the Broad.vay play. At
TONIGHT'S' HOSIERY COIN
that time, CBS will enter negotia¬
The Van Raalte Co. has signed tions with Kingsley for rights to
for 12 participations on NBC-TV’s the title, on which it hopes to base
“Tonight” starting March 3. The a new series.
$75,000 tab is the first network ex¬
Kingsley’s already under con¬
penditure for the hosiery manu¬ tract to the network, and recently
facturer."
cut a pilot film on the “World, in
Deal was set via C. J. LaRoche White” series, based on his “Men
agency.
i in White.”

‘DETECTIVE STORY’
AS CBS-TV SERIES?

Treyz to ABC-TV Afffls: Wli
Have Supremacy by Next April’;
45% Increase, in Homes Reached
Chicago, Nov. 26.
ABC-TV is out to rid itself of
that “third network” status, and
this time it’s not just a lift-up-yourH. Allen Smith
hearts anthem fqr the affiliates.
Net’s determination to emerge from
who campaigned against tho
' jaw-grinders now offers
the back seat centres on a buildup
of the entire Wednesday and Fri¬
day night lineups with approxi¬
A Cure For The
mately the same tactics that paid
Snappers
off so well with “Maverick,” name¬
ly a dense promotion and exploita¬
(TV Singing Style, That Is)
tion attack in major competitive
*
* *
markets, emanating from the local
stations. Ambush should come off
another Editorial Feature
just after the first of the year, and
is tho apcoinlng
ABC brass is giving it three months
52d Anniversary Number
to accomplish its purpose.
of
Special meeting with primary
affils was called in Chicago last
PSltIETY
Wednesday (20, just ahead of the
annual Television Bureau of Ad¬
vertising meeting which station
heads would be attending anyway..^
Ollie Treyz, v.p. of the television
network, laid out the blueprint set¬
ting April, 1958, as target month
for ABC’s rise to “leader in night¬
time audiences” in markets where
NBC and CBS are in direct compe¬
tition. Throughout the meeting
“Maverick,” as the upstart which
! broke through the great Sunday
i night wall that Allen and Sullivan
1T,n
. .. .. _
(built, was cited as ° the network
ABC-TV has decided definitely on J hero and its case history vaunted
certain major program shifts ini as the book of procedures.
January. Network is also fairly; Treyz based his confidence in sucertain about three new shows for ; premacy-by-April on recent gains
the 1958-1959 season.
j'm audience share by the web, for
Patrice Munsel, now at 8:30 on! instance a 45% increase in homes
Fridays for Buick, will be moved. reached in evening hours since last
to 9:30 the same night, following: year at this time. Treyz calculated
Frank Sinatra instead of preceding! this amounts to 2,000,000 more
him. Step will displace “Date With: homes viewing ABC, and he said
the Angels,” and although nothing. the biggest ratings gains came
definite in this instance, it is held; from the live competitive markets
quite possible at the network that, against CBS and NBC. Achieving
the Plymouth package will shift! the goal, he said,'would make ABC
to Wednesday at 9:30 in lieu of I the Number 1 network in 85 of 100
“Walter Winchjpll File.”
I American tv homes.
Winchell, oh the other hand, will!, Wednesday ahd Friday were de¬
move to Fridays at 8:30 vice Miss- termmed the. two best nights to
Munsel. Also on the January. w0I?.(wS.h> if* Jiving a highly
.docket and almost certain to occur, exploitable show that so far this
is the axing of the Monday at 8'
(Continued on page 61)
Guy Mitchell musical. Show has a!
15-week contract with Max Factor
which expires after the first of thei
year.
Another move is by sponsor Men- r
nen, which is shortly leaving full:'
Sponsorship of “O.S.S.,” Thursdays:
at 9:30, and is taking up the unsold
half of the 10 p.m. Friday stanza,
“Colt .45.” No decision on what to} Next season may see a mass
wit? "O.S.Safter tomorrow; trend among the webs toward “hop(Thurs,), Mennen’s last week on: scotching” each other for leadin
the show, has been made. However, audiences. Already? it’s reported
it is strongly felt that the pro- j NBC-TV is talking to Metro-TV
gram will be left in its current slot] about picking up the studio’s new
until January, even though it j “Northwest Passage" hourlong
might be sustaining.
. filmed adventure series for a 7 to
Still another January move by; Sunday night setting.
(Continued on page 61)
i Strategy in this instance is to
get the jump on ABC’s 7:30-8:30
“Maverick,” which by virtue of its
half-hour-earlier status, gets the
, jump on NBC’s Steve Allen fairly

Munsel, Winchell
Shift in Revamp
OfABC-TVShows

(NBC-TV Dickering
‘N’west Passage

looks Like 7)0110’ As

Replacement for CBS-TV j2SJ%h 2."MCiSS2d,i£

either with “Passage” or some
other property, the next logical-to“Dotto,” a new quizzer out of the absurdity step would be for ABC
to
rebut this with an hourlong 6:30
Frank Cooper office, now looks like
the odds-on favorite to replace to 7:30 should to get the jump on
NBC,
and so on down to the point
“Strike It Rich” bn CBS-TV. The
Cooper office did a xush-kinnie on or diminishing audience returns.
As for “Passage.” if the NBC
the Coast a couple of weeks ago,
talksT don’t
jell,
peddle
and the new. package has cleared »..
.
.Metro
. will
-all the Colgate agencies and both! J ^sewhere effher in hour or ro¬
of the client’s divisions, with only; duced-to-half-hour form,
a top echelon okay and CBS’ clear-1
ance needed for purchase to be-'
come a fact. Final okay is due
this week.
Show is based on the old draw¬
ing-book technique of connecting
Several deals ar£ in the making
dots' with lines to form a picture. to use kinescopes of “Mike Wallace
This is done on the show electron¬ Interview” on ABC-TV in several
ically, with contestants choosing foreign markets. Dickers have been
questions whose difficulty varies in¬ going on between the network and
versely with the number of dots stations in Guam, Bermuda, Hono¬
they are awarded. When enough lulu, England and Australia.
dots are connected, contestant may
Both BBC and an undisclosed
select to Identify the picture commercial outlet in England, are
formed by the interconnected lines.: competing for the interview halfIn each case, two contestants vie'; houf. The pending pacts in Austraagainst each other, with the first ;
are for stations in both Sidney
to identfy the picture the winnah. and Melbourne.

‘Strike It Rick’ Entry

Mike Wallace Kmnies
Planned for Overseas

S6

PSnWfi
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FCC Okays NTA’s 650G Purchase
Of MpkKMGM-TV: Bartley Wary

T¥RGB-TV Regrets’ Dumping of live
Shows For Pix; ‘What Can We Do?
Schenectady, N.Y., Nov. 26.
WRGB-TV, owned by General
Electric Co. and an NBC affiliate,
did a lot of "soul searching" in
answer to public criticism of the
dumping of some long-standing
live shows in favor of Hollywood
films.
,
"Most broadcasters," said
WRGB’s program manager A1

y

Prep Ann Sothern
‘Career Girl’ Series

SG Sets Carol Irwin
For ‘Minerva’ Series

Hollywood, Nov. 26..
Deal is on the^ front burner for
Ann Sothern to topline a new
i series, “Career Girl," for Desilu
{Productions. CBS-TV N. Y., producer Arthur Hoffe is being paged

Hollywood, Nov. .26,
Carol Irwin has been set to pro¬
duce new Myrna Loy-starring tele¬
series,
“Minerva,”
for
Screen
Gems, and arrives here this week
with assistant Doris Quinlan to set
shooting start. .
Pilot is expected to roll in Jan¬
uary.

Zink "regret the shift in pro*™, j

associate

emphasis from local live ... to . producer on Miss Sothern’s "Prifeature films and we are a part of; vate Secretary" series. Joel Cohen
this group; yet it is an inescapable j oi Frank Cooper Associates is hanfact of television business life that! ^xing bargaining.
currently Hollywood film produc- f
_1__
tions are more attractive to a ma- i
jority of a station’s audience than ‘
are certain types of local origina¬
tion."
He expressed his sentiments to
viewers commenting or criticising
the shift to features. Most of the
viewers complained about the
elimination^ of children’s shows,
Prior to the big saies push on
which included “U. S. Glendora.” "Minute of Prayer,” C & C Tele¬
done live and a film-cartoon fea¬
vision has racked up sales in about
ture handled by announcer Bill Edwardson. "Bedtime Stories." spon- a dozen markets,
sored for seven years as a lateThe series, consisting of 365 oneminute filmed prayers contributed
: or suggested by Protestant, Catho* lie and Jewish clergymen, was proSchenectady, Nov. 26.
j duced^by Lew Kerner. C & C is
The recent arresting record
! handling, domestic
distribution,
of viewer popularity and bill¬
J while Guild Films will distribute
ings for “Tonight” is causing
i the series in Europe. Present plans
the WRGB management to re¬
[call for dubbing in 12 foreign
view its decision dropping the
i languages,
.
|
Jack
Paar NBC-TV show.
|
Those stations inking; for the
There is now a possibility the
; “Minutes of Prayer” library inprogram will be reinstated on
* elude WMCT, Memphis; WBAP,
the General Electric station,
* Dallas; WOAI, San Antonio; KTYH,
about Jan. 1.
; Wichita, KTVI, St. Louis;,KGEO,
If this step is taken, the
\ Oklahoma City; WDSU, New Or¬
“Cinemasix” series which re¬
leans, and WAFB, Baton Rouge.
placed the live show will be
discontinued.
Going on the plans of some stai-■■
i
~
i
i
' ~ tions to utilize five or six one-min-

Sales Pile Dp On
‘Minute of Prayer

May Restore ‘Tonight*

f*„

afternoon block, was advanced 15 '
S'
minutes, to make way for "Sun- i £wpr.^“t ®dd‘l“°,?a' £?,ta#a *°r
set "Cinema.” The station’s biseest.
t . , ennH*ehZHtina tr?w
livp nrnenm "TV Showcase ” a ' Pec^s to
some shooting m Hono+5-minute show which enlisted the | £>"£.goi!lgthe«>■ nud-December
services of 32 persons, five nights! S
' als° haS b°Ught
weekiv, aiso was ditched, in the !
‘
switch to "Cinema Six.”
‘
" & C and Kerner kicked off a
Program manager Zink acknowl- i
°f
* N-Y. tart
edged the station’s responsibility j "
®?*??? by
for cultural and informational proProminent civic and religious
grams pointing out that WRGB-TV ,ieaaers-_
is continuing many such local live
programs. Station has about 28 to
50 hours of live programming
weekly, having eliminated five to
seven hours from its live program-;
ruing roster.
;
He wound up his letter by ex- j
pressing the hope that the present;
Ziv has come up with more amcycle of feature films will be fol-1
lowed by renewed interest in loeal munition against the desirability
live programming. Zink put the 0f station break spot announce-

'Does Everybody Get
! Lost at Station-Break
Time? Ziv Does a Study

Lm'thec‘\“eSr ‘he teatUre

n,ents versus sponsorship In pro-

THE
HONEY DREAMERS

‘Heidi’ Projected

Currently on "The*'Jim Backus
Show," Dally-American Broadcast¬
ing- Network.
• *
Management: AftTAVARD
Oxford 7-9D34
Direction: MCA
,

On Teleblurb Fees
New York branch of Screen
Actors Guild met in New Yorrk
Thursday (21), and the 225 mem¬
bers attending the annual meeting
were told to expect trouble in the
negotiations for new fees for ap¬
pearances in teleblurbs used by na¬
tional spot advertisers.
Dickers
with producers and ad agencies are
a month away, , and the employers
seek to lower rerun rates on spot
commercials while at the same
time SAG nationally will be push¬
ing for new increases.
Consultant Martin Segal, hired a
few months ago by the screen guild
to plan a SAG Pension & Welfare
fund, briefly laid out the progress
made so far. Segal, who was con¬
sultant in forming the P&W plan
to be used by the American Federa¬
tion of Television & Radio Artists,
is expected to have his demands
ready by the time negotiations be¬
gin toward the first of the year,
George Dales, national boss of
SAG, told the New Yorrk mem¬
bership precisely the same thing
he told the Coast body, that toll-tv
deserves a test. .(SAG is in direct
opposition to AFTRA on pay-asyou-see.)

Jon Hall in Hawaii
For New Telepix Series

WRGB mailed a similar explana- gla!w^ , .
,
......
Lahaina, Hawaii, Nov. 26.
torv letter earlier to viewers pio“ad Burke Market Research
Actor Jon Hall has arrived here
resting.the junking Qf the Hunt- d? a.
Cincinnati mtertey-Brinkley newscast (NBC' and ' tewing .1,000 tv families. It was from Honolulu to launch filmJng
the ".lack Paar Show” for features. fo.V?d,.th.at 'U 0 of the audience of his new TV series^ “Malolo of the
_
_with their tv sets tuned in were
lost for the station breaks. Audi¬ Seven Seas” for Jon Hall-Cowan
ence activity during the ^station Enterprises. Hall says 39 episodes
break period varied from leaving will be distributed through RKOTeleradio.
the room to switching channels.
Actor shipped in a ton <?f ; diving
On the basis of the study, done
in June but now being circulated, gear and camera equipment to’ this
sleepy
Maui island seaport where
Ziv contends that an advertiser
using the number of sets-irr-use as several “Gapt. David Grief” epi¬
sodes
were
filmed some , months]
a basis of; his buy, is kidding ^lim*'
■' ■'
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
self. He only has 23% of the audi- back.
"The Gaucho,” new telefilm se- enee paying attention during staLater Hall will do some filming
rles based upon the Douglas Fair-' tion break-time, the study states. in Tahiti and Kwajalein atoll.
banks Sr. starring film produced __
in 1927, goes before the cameras.
at Churubusco Studios in Mexico
City tomorrow (Wed.) with Car1 os j
Rivas, one of the Mexican film in-:
dustry-’s top young stars, in the!
title role. The series will be pro- ■
Indicative .of the mileage received by public relations or indiis-*
dueed by Odyssey Pictures Corp..■
trial films on tv is self-described "Golden Circle" of li films dis¬
In association with N. Peter Rath- i
tributed through Association Films, one of the largest of the freevon.
'
pix-for-tv distribsT Though the pix aren’t necessarily the most
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and Sol j
heavily played in the field, the listing and the grand total expo¬
lesser acquired ‘The Gaucho" sev- j
sure is an impressive key to the wide exposure the industrial pix
eral years ago as part of a package r can amass. Films, "sponsor" (company which financed the produc¬
including all outstanding Fairbanks |
tion), and number of telecasts are as follows:
Sr. successes.
Odyssey Pictures, j
How to Catch a Cold—Kimberly-Clark. ..
_1,379
in which Fairbanks and Lesser are;
A Matter of Time—Institute of Life Insurance ..1.106
major stockholders, was formed at t
American Portrait—
" .972
that time.
For Some Must Watch—
“ ./....,.892
H. Alexander MacDonald, part- ;
Helping the Taxpayer—Amer. Inst, of CPA’s .. 852
r.er of Douglas Fairbanks Jr., nowj
Liberia, Africa’s Only Republic—Firestone Tire & Rubber ... .857
is in Mexico City making arrange¬
The King Who Came to Breakfast—National Biscuit Co.845
ments for the production. Nathan '
A Diamond Is Forever—De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd_805
Juran has been set to direct the
Romance of Silver Design—Reed & Barton Silversmiths.730'
pilot.
Better and Safer Highways—Firestone Tire & Rubber . 727
William Morris Agency will han¬
Mr. O’Fiynn’s 50-Million Wheels—Automobile. Mfrs. Assn. .. 712
dle sales for the Fairbanks-Lc^pr
Total telecasts . . 9,877
organization.
1
Total Combined audience _792,575,205 viewers

‘Gaucho’ Series To
Roll in Mex City

Industrial Pix’s ‘Golden Circle’

"Heidi,” the feature produced
by‘Bill Cruikshank and financed
by RKO Telqradio Pictures, will ba
utilized as a pilot” for a projected
"Heidi” television series.
Prints of the feature,' produced
in Germany with an American cast
headlined, will Jbe made available'
for screenings along Madison- Ave.,
beginning Monday (2>. Plan is to
release the pic abroad theatrically,
but to withhold theatrical release
in the U.S. for a possible national
tv deal.
The use of newly-made feature
as a pilot for a tv series represents
a first by a motion picture com¬
pany. Warner Bros, has indicated
that it may do the same, but as yet
nothing has come off the beltline
in that department.
Producer Bill Cruikshank is for¬
mer prez of Four Star Productions.
The American cast features Sandy.
Descher, William Fowley and Van
Dyke Parks. Feature was produced
in Eastman color.
RKO Television, the subsid,
sponsoring the agency-advertising
screenings is shying away from
pilot production this season, utiliz¬
ing presentations on properties, as
well as’a feature in the "Heidi”
case.

RON KELLY INTO OWN
CANADA VIDPIX PROD.
- Vancouver, Nov. 26.
Ron Kelly, scripter-producer-cameraman for his tv travel-documen¬
taries "Avignon” and "Spanish
Village,” plans to set up a vidpix
production outfit.
Kelly recently returned from
Hollywood on a selling mission.
Hjs contract with CBC expired
Dec. 15 and there is no talk of a
renewal, which appears consistent
with the apparent current CBC cut¬
back policy in this area.
But if Kelly gets some state-side
financial support, he hopes to get
into vidpix production.' He feels
it’s time Canada began using the
UK-film entry quota which Ameri¬
can . companies have appropriated
by the simple means of producing
in Canada. "If Canadian settings
are suitable for them they should
be good enough for us to use,” he
states.

Shirley’s ‘Capt. January’
AJso Tops Competition
The second Shirley Temple starrer "Captain January” beat all
competition, . according to a 13city Trendex taken by the NTA
Film Network, for the show in the
afternoons of Saturday (2) and
Sunday
(3).
Philadelphia
and
Washington, markets which are a
week late in unreeling the Temple
pix,’ were not included in the re¬
port.
-v r
The "Captain January” holiday
Special registered a 14,1 rating and
a 45.2 share of audience. All other
competition in the time period
had a combined 17.2 rating and a
54.8 share.
The four holiday specials, now
completely sponsored, are being
telecast on a lineup of 63 station'
affiliates of N't A Film Network.

Disney’s ‘Annette’
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Walt Disney started rolling a
new 15-segment quarter-hour ser¬
ial, "Annette,” starring Annette
FuniceJo, for his ABC-TV "Mick¬
ey Mouse Club” series, to be
spotted in later this season.

Washington, Nov. 26.

- Recognizing a letter Of protest by
KSTP, In St. Paul, the-Federal
Communications CommiSison last
week gave the green light, to the
acquisition of control of KMGMTV in Minneapolis for $650,000 by
National Telefilm Associates, mark¬
ing NTA’s entry into the station
ownership field. The action was
made contingent on the outcome of
Government’s, antitrust suit against
NTA and four other vidfilm distrib^
utors, charging block-booking .in
the sale of product to tv stations.
Commission voted 5-1 to allow
the transfer, with Comr. Robert
Bartley issuing a sharp dissent in
which he raised questions regard¬
ing NTA’s plans to acquire the
full complement of tv stations and
its pending application to purchase
WATV in New York. Bartley in
protest referred to the KSTP let¬
ter- by saying he was "not satis¬
fied” with the “general representa¬
tions” made to the Commission by
NTA* regarding its policies toward
other stations, including KSTP,
which are its customers for’ film.
KSTP had protested that approval
of the sale wo.hld put it In compe¬
tition with one of its film suppliers.
Bartley asserted that “NTA has
made no claim here that tv stations
are needed for the operation of its
business, that they are needed as
outlets for revenue, time clearancs, or program origination, or
that it presently is at a competi¬
tive disadvantage.”
He further
noted that NTA’s entry into the
field through purchase of existing
facilities does not increase the
number of stations serving the pub¬
lic "but does increase the concen¬
tration of ownership of existing fa¬
cilities in fewer and fewer hands.”
Comr. Bartley expressed the
opinion that "since this constitutes
the first application by this organ¬
ization for a license under the Com-.
municatioris Act, the Commission
should have before it complete in¬
formation as to the proposed meth¬
od of operation by NTA of the tv
stations it seeks. Particular em¬
phasis should be placed on the com¬
petitive practices it proposes to
follow in its ‘negotiations’ for tv
(Continued on page 60)

‘Boots & Saddles’
Brews Beer Booty
California National has been
kicking up some foam with its new
"Boots and Saddles” telefilm skein.
In the last few days four breweries
signed for the half-hours. .
Biggest buy was Stegmaier Brew¬
ing in four markets, Wilkes-BarreScranton;. Jphnstown-Altoona and
Lanpaster-Harrisburg, all in Penn¬
sylvania, and Binghamton, N. Y.
Only station lined up to carry
"Boots” so far, however, is WBRETV, Scranton.
Other pacts; were made with Budweiser for WWL, New Orleans;
Piels, WRCV-TV* PMly, and Bur*
gemeister, KLAS, Las Vegas.
Chances are that series star Jack
Pickard will make personal appear*anees in the fopr cities belonging
to Stegmaier. Cal Nat is worsting
on that end of it now.
The syndication company.would
not disclose the precise number
of markets in which the series is
sold, but it said, that breweries
constituted the third largest cate¬
gory of buyers, owning 14.6% of all
markets. Of all bankrollers, food
stores were the largest takers, and:
food product manufacturers were,
second.'
Evidently, a.trend has developedin the purchase of ,teiefilm by mar¬
kets and food-makers. The stores
are buying mostly full sponsorship
of the half-hour series, presumably
because their market needs de¬
mand as much identification as
possible. Of all the full sales made
by Cal Nat on "Boots,” the food
stores took nearly 22%.
On the other hand, the food man- ufacturers are going in heavily, for
co-sponsorship deals, .in this case
presumably because they want to
get as much spread as they can out
of their televisipn-hucks. ManUfao
turers took 16.4% .of all the co¬
sponsored markets.. Bakeries: and
soft drinks use full sponsorships
exclusively, according to Cal Nat.
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Rep Plans Release of Post-48 Pix
v

Republic Pictures is planning the television release of between
•225 and 250 post-48 pictures. Prexy Herb Yates is understood to
be in current discussions with three potential buyers, with the
alternate possibilities of outright sale or a lease deal being con¬
sidered.
Under either setup, such a deal could net Republic between
$5,000,000 and $8,000,000. On an outright sale, that’s the price
area being discussed. Under a lease deal. Republic might gross
up to $10,000,000, but would have to pay certain handling,
charges, such as print costs, that would reduce the gross. Yates is
expected to make a progress report on.the negotiafions to the next
Rep board meeting in January.
■ Yates hasn’t approached the various talent and craft guilds cn
the sale yet, preferring to have a deal In principle before crossing
that bridge. Though the unions would have to consent to the
sale and work out a participation. formula. Republic apparently
doesn’t attach much Importance to the guilds as do other major
studios, for the simple reason that it hasn’t produced a new picture
in eight months and there are no foreseeable signs of its doing so.
Guild’s riiain bargaining strength in their post-'48 pix negotiations
is their ability to cripple current and future production._

It s Still a Tossup Who Buys AAP;
Hyman Rallies to Maneuver DA Deal
Final decision as to who will begiven the majority interest in As¬
sociated Artists Productions—Na-j
tional Telefilm Associates or Unit-'
ed Artists—is expected to be put
to a vote of all AAP stockholders
shortly. Plan to have a company¬
wide vote was presented after
three successive meetings by the ;
AAP board of directors last week
and this, in which they failed to
agree which of the two bidders
should have the right to buy Lou
Chesler’s better than 50% interest
in the company.
Stockholders holding about 10,000 shares ini Associated Artists
began an action yesterday in N. Y.
Supreme Court to enjoin any pro¬
posed sale of Liou Chesler’s con¬
trolling stock to National Telefilm.
They want a temporary injunction
pending trial of the case.
The plaintiffs claim a “much
better deal” was offered by United
Artists and approved by the AAP
board of directors but never sub¬
mitted to the stockholders.
Eliot Hyman, AAP prexy, is
making an attempt to rally the
smaller stockholders to back a buy¬
out by UA. If he Can control even
slightly better than one-third of
the voting stock, he. can block NTA
from absorbing AAP into its own
distribution setup, thereby destroy¬
ing what is reportedly NTA’s basic
purpose in buying the Chesler in¬
terest in AAP. NTA wants Chesler
and associates’ majority stock as a
base on which to spring into buy¬
ing up a full two-thirds of the com¬
pany. Two-thirds is needed to af¬
fect a merger of NTA and AAP.
Even without Hyman's course of
protective action, the deal is be¬
lieved to have swung in favor of
(Continued on page 62)

CBS Film Sales’
One-Shot Specials
CBS Film. Sales, breaking, new ]
ground with one-shotters in syn¬
dication, is putting “The Christ¬
mas Carol” on sale for station
buys during the holiday season.
The one-hour Basil RathboneFredric March starrer had played
two .seasons on the net. Response
to the move at this early point ap¬
pears good, according to CBS Film
Sales topper Leslie Harris, For¬
eign -sales on the filmed show al¬
ready .bad been racked-up to Can¬
ada, Australia, England, Sweden,
France, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
CBS Film-Sales.still is engaged
in clearing up rights on the “Odys¬
sey” project,.winch also represents
a. departure from ‘series selling in
the; public uffairs field. The pro¬
ject calls for a rerun tide in syn¬
dication of sfat filmed entries tele¬
cast last season on the net’s “Odys¬
sey” program.
'
Returning to .special holiday
syndication programming, National
Telefilm Associates and Trans-Lux
Television are among* those Syn¬
dicators offering Christmas film
packages,
'
; -

It Happens
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Don Wilson was slated to do
three teleblurbs for Coldene
Cold Remedy last week."
He failed to make the film¬
ing date at General Service
Studio last week—because he
had a cold. ,

Future of AAP
Veiled But It’s
Biz as Usual
Sales force of Associated Art¬
ists Productions, both in New York
and the field, didn’t know which
way was up last week!. Morale
showed signs of being-at a low
ebb, because of the doub'ful
status of the company’s present
management in the various re¬
ports of selloff of the majority
stock interest by Lou Chesler &
Co. Nonetheless, AAP still con¬
summated some feature film and
cartoon sales during the upheaval
and one executive voice at the distribbery wanted to let the trade
know .“business is going on as
usual during- alterations.”
In the event that sale of Ches¬
ler’s majority stock goes United
Artis’s, one source believed AAP
would certainly continue with a
large majority of the present sales
staff. He also felt that there is a
very good chance that toplevel
sales ' employees, including sales
chief Bob Rich, might be displaced
by UA men, but th4t UA was seek¬
ing. a larger distribution setup
(Continued on page 60)

Ry MURKAY HOROWITZ

Late pilot; buying, resulting in
insufficient time tor the producer
to realize tito maximum potential
in a series, appears on the horizon
for next season’s buying period.

Whether Network or Syndication,
All Out of Same Program Mill;
More Discriminating Pilot-Making
+

Rickshaw Ricochets

Telefilm producer - distributor
plans for the new season under¬
score the diminishing difference
between network-berthed proper¬
ties and those that find their way
into syndication.
Plans of most major telpfilmeries is to prep the pilot, pitch it
for a network sale, and if a na¬
tional sale is not effected, to take
the property into syndication. Es¬
sentially, it’s the same filmed prop¬
erty, although it’s argued that a
network ride may bring up the
budget allotted for each episode.
Some telefilmeries, such as Ziv,
$fBC’s California National Produc¬
tions,
Television
Programs
of
America, and others have a syndi¬
cation arm to feed, a sales organi¬
zation that must be given a fresh
property at certain intervals to be
kept going.
For such outfits, a
decision is made at certain inter¬
vals to put a property into syndi¬
cation, regardless of the network
situation.

Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
Lack of time is partially blamed
Due to the response gained
for the less than good quality of
by the rickshaw promotion
many network berthed skeins this
gimmick to. hypo the “Charlie
current season. The same "wait
Chan” series, WCAU-TV has
and see" attitude appears to pre¬
Increased the .area for the
vail along Madison Ave. now, and
stunt to Include Wilmington,
although everyone will acknowl¬
Del., Camden, N. J., Trenton,
edge something should be done
N. J., and Reading, Pa., all
about it, no corrective steps of any
within the station’s four-state
overall significance are. being taken.
coverage.
It’s a case of hand-wringing. Ad¬
In Wilmington the stunt ran
vertising client budgets for .next
afoul of an old law. The partseason' are yeti to be set, although
time employe, dressed as a
the bluechippers know they’ll be
Chinese to pull the vehicle was
riding network tv with a show next
arrested for impersonation.
season.
Ageneies
acknowledge
He was later released when no
though that a producer should be
criminal
Intent
could
be
given the maximum time to get out |
shown.
the best series possible. Agencies
The station couldn’t get
add they can’t make commitments ;
bona fide oriental for ricktoo early—especially when every¬
saw chores. Members of local
one’s worried and watching the
Chinese colony felt It would
current sponsor entries, when there
bring “Loss of Face.”
are liable to be mid-season causal- ;
ties and the consequent scramble
for new properties.
*
|
Another element mitigating ,
against early buying is the agency,
sponsor position of'.“let’s see all
!
Many telefilmeries which in the
the Entries from all the houses be¬
’ past did not have a strong syndicafore sticking our neck out.” It’s
I tion arm have built one because
bettler to make a choice from a
* of the vagaries and gamble of
fiel<j( of many than from a field of
; clinching a network deal. Official
a few, although the former situa; Films to fist-run syndication, for
tion'leads to under the wire buying,
example, after failing to make a
with resultant poorer quality shows.
| sale last^^eason on a number of
Everyone’s hesitant about making
Flamingo Telefilm Sales has ac¬ pilots, including “Decoy.” Screen.
a decision, passing the buck up and
down the line.
(quired the tv distribution rights to ; Gems, which failed to sell a flock
Running head on into the pre- ;five series controlled by RKO Tele¬ ; of pilots last season, also now is
vailing advertiser-agency climate, ivision, including “Screen Directors ■ in the first-run syndication, biz,
Metro TV has yanked its two pilots ]Playhouse,” “Sailor of Fortune,” j with “Casey Jones” and “Ranch
“Min and Bill,” starring Peggy 1“Aggie,” “The Big Idea” and “Ani¬ i Party,” strengthening that arm of
Wood and Chill Wills, and “North- jmated Fairy Tales.” The deal in¬ ; its biz.
west Passage,” done in color, from ivolves payment to RKO Television j
The way things are shaping at
circulation. Current talk is being <of over $1,000,000 for guarantees [this stage it looks like the pilot
limited to the nets.
;and other considerations, with : fever this upcoming season will
• After a sampling of a few poten- ]Flamingo getting the tv sales rights ; not run as. high as last season,
tial buyers and getting the com- ifor from seven to nine years, the i when the casualty rate was very
ment, very interesting, but come 1term varying with each series.
j high. Many of the major telefilm
around -again in March or April,
The
contract
highlights
the ; outfits have done a lot of prelimiMetro TV v.p. Charles (Bud) Barry <strides being made by Flamingo ■ nary work before giving the green
threw up his hands. “It’s a danger- fTelefilm Sales, organized
only j light to pilot making, shying away
; oils situation,” he says. “If you jabout three months ago by Herman ; from buckshot production of pilots.
continue showing the pilots around ]Rush and Ira Gottlieb.
It also :
Exemplifying the narrowing
now and then come back again in jmarks the virtual boWout of RKG field between syndication and net¬
\ the buying’ season you’re met wuh 'Television from the half-hour syn¬ work properties to be pitched are
a ‘we’ve seen this before’ attitude.” <dication field.
the activities of such outfits as
The critics this season, Barry
According to Robert Manby, v.p. CBS Film Sales, Television Pro¬
points out, have had a field day rap- of
(
RKO Teleradio Pictures in grams of America, Official Films
ping shows. “We came in early so (charge of tv, the arrangement will and ABC Film Syndication.
that we'll have time to prepare allow
.
RKO Television to concen¬
CBS Film Sales has “Colonel
quality productions. The late buy \trate on the development and sale
Flack” and “Fire Fighters” in the
on ‘Thin Man’ didn’t help us any. (of various national network series
can, and is prepping “The Diplo¬
We’re only now getting the ap- <on which -co-production deals with
mat,” “Attorney at Law” and a
proach in writing and characteri?a- jproducers already have been set
detective - mystery show.
Each
tion we want."
At the same tim°, RKO Television property could go either network
As to the touted advantage of )has retained the tv distribution
or syndication.
selecting a property from a field of jrights of its Bank of America pack¬
Official Films will have a roster
many, Barry feels that’s skirting ;age of 27 pix, the rights on which
the issue. “A property should stand ]have about eight months ago under of four or five properties, inqludon its own feet, the evaluation be- ithe original deal with the bank. j ing “Invisible Man,” most of which
will be first aimed for national
(Continued on page 60)
^Continued on page 60)
sale and then possibly for syndica¬
tion. A similar situation holds true
for Television Programs of Amer¬
ica and ABC Film Syndication,

$1,000,000 to RKO
As Flamingo Gets
Right to 5 Series

Rides With \Empire9

National Telefilm Associates, a deal is Srm, a deal which would
five-year baby, has telescoped its give NTA the second largest back¬
growth to become one of the ma¬ log of features of -any company
once its planned merger with AAP
jor giants in tv fftm distribution, takes effect. AAP, among other!
wheeling and dealing an organiza- properties, owns the negative
tion* that encompasses tv station rights to the Warner Bros, li¬
ownership, the.. NTA Film Net¬ brary. NTA, which has been draw¬
work with about 134 station affili¬ ing from the 20th-Fox library un¬
ates, a tele^ix syndication arm, der Its deal with the motion pic¬
ties with Desilu and 20th*Fox for ture company, is only topped by
production of new series, and with the Columbia Tsubsid Screen Gems
lots more on the calendar for the in the number, of features it will
have available for tv. Screen Gems
future.
NTA’s latest move; the an¬ has a greater number due to its
nounced purchase of a majority call on the Columbia library, its
stock interest in Associated Art¬ distribution deal for the Univer¬
ists Productions, has kicked up a sal library, and its takeover of
fumble from many quarters. Un¬ Hygo-Unity.
official accounts and an announced
NTA, though, still is dickering
suit question the solidity of the for the purchase of the Paramount
deal. United Artists hid to buy out
AAP is said to be very much alive, library—although a possible *deal
with AAP reportedly scheduling
stockholders meeting in the midst
of contradictory reports.
Despite reports to the contrary,
NTA prexy Oliver Unger says the

Other TV-Film News
On Pagre 58

still is apparently some ways off.
Here is the status of the Ely
Laridau-Oliver Unger-Harold Gold¬
man managed firm at this point:
1. Another 39 20th-Fox pix have
been made available for the new
season of “Premiere Performance”
bn the NTA Film Network. The
season begins in January and NTA
is confident of picking up sponsor¬
ship on the basis of its rating his¬
tory. The net, in which 20th-Fox
is partnered, is no longer an ex¬
perimental first. Among the new
pix for the net are “Nightmare
Alley,” “State Fair,” and “The
Rains Came.”
. 2. NTA has given the greenlight on the production of six se¬
ries, filmed either at the 20th-Fox
or the Desilu studios. They in¬
clude “How to Marry a Million¬
aire,” “Man Without a Gun,” “This
Is Alice,” second year production
on the syndicated series “Sheriff
of Cochise,” “Official Detective,”
(Continued on page 60)

‘High Noon’s’65.0
Share-of-Audience
San Antonio, Nov. 28.
“High Noon,” the Stanley Kra¬
mer pic starring Gary Cooper, iij
one of its first ratings scored a
hef y American Research Bureau
rating of 37.5, with a 65.0 share
of -audience, on KENS-TV. It was
unreeled Saturday (16) night bei ginning at 10 pjn., trouncing all
; opposition, according to the spe[cial telephone coincidental,
j
Opposition stations also had feai tures in that time slot. WOAI-TV,
with “Gaslight” scored a 10.4 rat¬
ing, while KONO-TV, with “Return
to Paradise,” another Gary Cooper
starrer, trailed with 9.3.
“High
Noon” is one of the pix in Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates’ latest
“Champagne Package."
|
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Bob Finkel’s Kudos

Sinatra Going Live? ABC, McC-E
Explore Ways to Upgrade TV Show
Dickers are still going on among
McCann-Erickson,
ABC-TV
and
-Frank Sinatra to get the actor-)
'“singer to do as many live half-hours
Hint to-some of the future
as possible for the remainder of the I
uses of video tape is supplied
season. A temporary compromise* by j
by holiday plans for CBS-TV’s
the singer-actor was to agree to
“The Verdict Is Yours’* dayfilm all his musical programs, ap¬
timer. Series stimulates ac¬
pearing from Jan. 3 on, before
tual courtroom cases, arid
studio audiences as opposed to the
strives for the utmost realism.
strictly closed sets h-3's worked on
But it’s on the spot come
until now.
Thanksgiving and Christmas,
The possibility of more live pro¬
since everybody knows that
grams by Sinatra on ABC, plus the
the courts are closed yet the
probable obsolescence of the Jan. 3
program must be aired those
through Jan. 24 half-hours in the
weekdays as per usual.
can could easily mean a total loss|
Answer lies in pre-recording
of $325,000—and possibly more—
on
tape.
This
afternoon
that has been laid out in production
(Wed.), and the day before
of the telefilm stanzas. Programs
Christmas, cast will do tw’O.
cost the network $65,000 each, and,
shows, feeding one out. over
for now, five segs are jeopardized.
the regular network and then
Another part of the problem, and
doing a second fed closed-,
one coloring present talks, is how
circui* to the Coast for tapeSinatra can arrange his feature film
recording for use on the fol¬
schedule to make more time to
lowing day. But for that real¬
prepare live tv shows.
istic effect,, narrator Jim Mc¬
As part of the compromise, Si¬
Kay will announce on the holi¬
natra agreed to do his next Friday
day shows that the courts are
night ABC half-hour live instead
closed for the day but that
of on film. Film for the Nov. 29
the cases con‘iriued in ses¬
program is one o£ the 14 that have
sion after the show went off
been completed since Sinatra began
the air the day before, and
lensing his ABC skein. The 14 were
what’s being presented is a
supposed to carry him through Jan,
recording of the
previous
24, but one half-hour has already
days “extended" session.
been “superceded" by the live pro¬
gram, and another may be replaced
the last Friday in December by
second new live half-hour. Network,
which has a $3,000,000 pact with
Sinatra, is not certain as to whether
the bumped seg will be used later, |
in light of the fact that the web and
sponsor Chesterfields twhich
McCann-Erickson reps) want to ar-:
range for so many live shows.
1
Radld dame ul ™th Sdm!
First filmed half-hour was us#*} $*50,000 in net new business last
by Sinatra on Oct. 25, a week after] *<*kr "*ing deals with some
an hourlong live premiere done by seven advertisers. Major share of
purchase,
him. Film has been used on each' the new business was the
fhp n,,rphncp
succeeding week since then, with by Gil ette of sponsorship of the
ratings for the highly-touted* show Blue-Gray game on Dec. 28 arid
being very low, the factor which the Rose Bowl on Jan. 1.
Also set was Kiplinger, for a 13kicked off the scramble to the Coast
by the network and agency toppers week ride on its “Changing Times”
weekend quarter-hour; Evinrude
for talks with Sinatra.
It seems the current talks have Motors, for seven “Fishing Roundnot altered the decision made after Up" segments per week on “Moni¬
the flop of Sinatra’s first dramatic tor” for 15 weeks; Northwest Air¬
half-hour to diminish dramas but lines, which ordered five.one-min¬
not entirely eliminate them. If the ute “Monitor” participations on
show goes all live, however, it’s the first and third weekend of
likely the dramas will be com¬ each month over a 52-week period;
John E. Mitchell Co., for six “Moni¬
pletely axed.
It is possible that the network tor” weather segs a week for- six
will get to use many of the dis¬ weekends in the spring; and A. O.
carded film stanzas later in the Smith Corp., for seven one-minute
season, if the “new look” generates “Monitor” spots the weekend of
Feb. 7.
new rating interest in the show.

Bob Finkel, producer of the
NBC-TV “Perry Como Show/* re¬
ceived the “TV producer of the
year” award from the Variety
Club of Pittsburgh Sunday (24).
Finkel, who is a native of that*
to,wn, also accepted the “TV per¬
sonality of the year” citation from
the club in Como’s behalf (Como
is from Canonsburg, Pa.)
Ceremonies were he.d in the
Penn-Sheraton Hotel in connection
with the 30th anni of the local VC.
Present to see his son plaqued was
William L. Finkel, ex-Chief Barker
of the Pitt club.

Tape Can Be Wonderful

NBC Radio’s 450G
Invites 7 Clients

A network-agency-written state¬
ment said that Sinatra has arranged
his motion picture and other com¬
mitments so he can carry but an
“original concept of doing addi¬
tional i to the preemv live shows and
producing his half-hour musicals
before a live audience.” (No¬
where in the release does it
does it clearly indicate that the
“live audience” musicals are to be
filmed, but this fact was corrobo¬
rated by officials verbally).

DOUBLE-EXPOSURE FOR
WHITEHALL ON NEWS

Whitehall Pharmacal division of
American Home Products will be
represented on the major news
shows of both CBS-TV and NBCTV—and on the same day, at that
—this winter. Via the Ted Bates
agency, Whitehall has bought a
total of six alternate Tuesdays on
the Chet Huntley-David Brinkley
“NBC News,” starting last night'
(Tues.). Expenditure comes to about
$150,000 gross.
Drug outfit already has Tuesday
and
Thursday
sponsorship
on
Washington, Nov. 26.
“Douglas
Edwards With the News”
Acting on a protest by Television
Spokane, Inc., the Federal Commu¬ on CBS-TV, giving it the double¬
nications Commission last week set exposure-in news setup. NBC show
aside its okay of the sale of KREM . airs at 6:45 p.m., while the Ed-|
and KREM-TV in Spokane for $2,-} wards show is at 7:15,. so they’re
000,000 to Mrs. Dorothy Bullitt’s.not directly competitive.
KREM Broadcasting Co. Mrs. Bul¬
litt owns KGW-TV in Portland,
Ore., and KING-TV in Seattle,
Wash.
Cincinnati, Nov. 26.
Mrs. Bullitt acquired KREM last
Sherwood R. Gordon, president
summer from Louis Wasmer and of WSAI, takes to the mike himself
the Commission approved the deal, to initiate airing of editorials
effective Sept. 25. Agency there¬ whenever he feels an issue needs
fore ordered that in the event the public attention.
^
transfer has already taken place
His blast last week was against
the assigned be restored to Wasmer I Cincy dailies for failure to inform
within 30 days.
voters about “a vicious whispering
campaign” which caused the de^
feat of Negro city councilman The¬
odore M. Berry in a new voting
system at the recent municipal
lection.

FCC HOLDS UP OKAY
ON KREM-TY SALE

WSAI Prexy’s Editorials

It’s ‘Richard Diamond’
Vice ‘Harbourmaster’effin

CBS-TV has finalized its decision! ,NGo^°”. ‘»uot,ed 5°m “ stolJ’
to replace the departing “Harbour-;
e^ec^10n
^e'v York
master” with Four Star Films’;lunesSchenectadr-Union-Fero Funti.
in the Thursday^ at 8 period on
c' r'
u*
v a. nnc I day nights. Company’s last previous
So far, no sponsorship, but CBS t sponsorship via the General Elechas decided to sustain the series | trie station was a five-minute “winif necessary. New senes began; dow” cutout on NBC’s old “Home
rolling two weeks ago on the Coast. J Show.”
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Westerns in Nielsen Saddle
Television’s western trend has, at least for the time being, been
..received with open arms by the public. A CBS-TV study of the
latest Nielsens (second October report) find that of television’s 15
westerns, five have reached the Top 25 list, and the average rating
for westerns is a full 23% above the average rating for all other
nighttime programs.
,
Average audience rating of all 15 westerns, according to the
CBS study, is 25.4 while the average nighttime show ratings is
20.7. On an individual basis, only two. westerns had ratings below
that of the average nighttime show, those being ABC’s “Maver¬
ick” and “Colt 45” (but more recent Trendex ratings on “Mav¬
erick” indicate projected Nielsen ratings will he much higher,
not only reversing “Maverick’s” position hut raising the overall
audience status of westerns as a group).
Of* the Top 25 entries, CBS has three, “Gunsmoke” (No.l),
“Have Gun, Will Travel” (No. 20) and “Zane Grey Theatre” (No.
21); NBC has one, “Tales of Wells Fargo” (No. 16) and one on
ABC, “Wyatt Earp” (No. 18). On a network-by-network rating
basis, the everage ratings of CBS’ total of four westerns is 30.5,
some 47% above the nighttime average; NBC’s three westerns aver¬
age 26.6, or 29% higher than the nighttime average; and ABC’s
eight oaters average 22.4 .or 8% above the evening average,
»

TV‘TicTac&21’ WCCO Probes Subconsciousness
With Pioneer Thantom Spots’

NBC has made $1,000,000 on just
two parlor games, based on “Tic
Tac Dough” and “Twenty One”—
and since only last summer. The
merchandising gross is- said to rival
the large returns of “Howdy Doody,” when the stanza was a big
afternoon fixture on the same net¬
work.
NBC instituted the merchandis¬
ing plan this summer, a few months
after the web bought up the BarryI Enright ownership interest in the
two programs. Licensing duties
fell to the net’s subsidiary Califorinia National Productions Inc.
|
Only two. toy games have been
[ involved in building the hefty reI tail take, one made by Transogram
Inc. and based on “Dough,” and the
! other by Lowell Toy for “Twenty
One.”

WABD in Late Nite
Shuffle; Wismer Set
For Post-Bout Stanza
WABD, N.Y. indie tv station, is
joggling its personality lineup in
the latenight area. Harry Wismer
steps in on Dec. 16 as the star
of the post-Monday fight stanza
sponsored by Piels and El Producto. And already underway is the
plan to use Howard Whitman as a
parttime interviewer on “Night
Beat.”
Wismer goes into the post-fight
slot at 10:45 vice Gussie Moran,
who has had it for the past several
months. It’s largely an interview
session.
In another late nighttime move,
WABD last week decided to start
the Monday fights proper at 10
instead of 10:30. By doing that,
station was able to extend Whitt
man’s Monday night interview
stanza, “Probe,” by a half-hour,
beginning it at li instead of from
just 11:30 to midnight.
Use of Whitman on “Night Beat,”
which John Wingate has had
all alone for sometime, was de¬
scribed by the station as an “ex¬
periment.” Whitman, whose forte
is “social problems,” took two in¬
dividual interviews last week, one
on Tuesday and the other on Fri¬
day. But Wingate still remained
the host and did the second interr
view on each of the nights.
“Probe,” the Monday stanza, is
much like the original WABD in¬
terview, “Night Beat,” except that
instead of interviewing simply two
guests a night Whitman varies the
procedure on the first of h£s hourlong stands by .offering two* quar¬
ter-hour to 2<Aninute interviews
with individual guests and approx¬
imately a half-hour interview of a
five-man panel.

JESSEL’S WHODUNIT
AS LEGITER, TV PLAY
George
Jessel and Frederic
Mann, the Philadelphia arts patron
and industrialist, have bought the
stage rights-to a whodunit,. “The
Case of the Beautiful Body,” by
Jonathan Craig. The comedianproducer picked up what he calls
an “airport novel” (paperback for
quick reading) and envisioned it
as a stage meller.
Jessel is also talking to NBC’s
Manie Sacks on the idea bf -first
doing it as an hour-long t&eplay,
cast with actors who are identified
or have been identified with their
own whodunit series, viz., William
Gargan, Mark Stevens, Raymond
Burr, Dick Powell, et ah

Minneapolis, Nov. 26.
Employing two U. of Minnesota
psychologists as consultants in what
it calls Phantom Spots, WCCO Ra¬
dio (local CBS affiliate) is pioneer¬
ing this novel device to “reach
Schenectady, N.Y., Nov. 26.
deep into listeners’ subconscious¬
A new color tv camera, smaller ness.”
in size and utilizing transistors in
The Phantom Spots sit on top of
great number, was unveiled by the music and even slide into pauses
General Electric Co.’s technical of dialog.
products department at the new
As described by Larry Haeg, the
WRGB studios at a press demon¬ station’s general manager, they’re
stration.
“quickie phrases,” used to promote
It weighs 215 pounds, 75 pounds audience tunein and to support
lgss than current models. It will he public
service
campaigns
and
competitively priced, putting it in they’re designed to flow so smooth¬
the $50,000 price tag category.
ly and quickly from the radio set
The new camera was made that you almost don’t hear them.
smaller than current models by use
“We are building on several, com¬
of printed circuits and of transistors munications principles which have
to replace certain- tubes. Its com¬ been solidly established by our own
pactness and simplicity is in keep¬ and by general research,” says
ing with GE’s policy toward simpli¬ Haeg in explanation of the tech¬
fication and miniaturization of com¬ nique.
plex broadcasting equipment, Paul
’The include the principles of
L. Chamberland, Syracuse manager repetition to increase coverage and
of marketing for technical prod¬ penetration; added recall, as a stim¬
ucts.
ulus to retentiveness, and variety
of sound*, to gain entry without
annoyance.”
In addition to the university psy¬
chologists, Haeg has put the-proj¬
ect under program director Wil¬
liam Schwarz and program promoI tion director Gordon Mikkelson.
1 Dr. W. W. Ziebarth, U. of Minne¬
sota summer session dean and reg1 nlar WCCO Radio staff world af¬
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
fairs commentator, is coordinating
Indie WPEN has taken another ; the project’s academic study by the
step forward with its strip pro¬ ■psychologist pair.
*
gramming concept, stretching its
First Phantom Spots promoted
Weekday personality programming tunein for President Eisenhower’s
on a seven-day basis.
Nov. 13 address which the station
Station, one of the first in the broadcast following its 10 p. m.
market to go on a music and news Cedric Adams’ news show.
The P. S. phrase was “Hear Ike
format, now has its early morning
man Jack O’Reilly and* its late Tonight” Regular staff announc¬
morning
and
early
afternoon ers broke into regular programs
deejay and chatter personality Red with the phrase during each half
Benson on a seven-day stint. The hour that day, starting at 11:45
change leaves only two of WPEN’s a. m.
first line shows on a six-day week.
Retained in the Sunday lineup are
an early morning and an evening
religious programming slot.
William B. Caskey, exec* v.p. of
the station, said the move was
taken to strengthen the hold on
New Orleans. Nov. 26.
the top spot in Philadelphia radio
Purchase of WMRY here by Rob¬
which
WPEN
assumed
eight ert W. Rounsaville, Atlanta, presi¬
months ago for the first time after dent of a chain of radio stations,
a steady climb. Pulse ratings since was announced here Wednesday
March of this year have shown (20). Rounsaville said he bought
WPEN first among all Philadelphia the station for $250,000, subject
stations from 6 a.m. to midnight. to approval of the Federal Commu¬
The first time Pulse showed WPEN nications Commission.
Rounsaville purchased the staleading was on a six-day program¬
ming basis. Latest Pulse figures tion* from Lester Kamin, Houston,
showed WPEN leading was on a Tex., WMRY’s principal owner.
Other stations owned by Rounsa¬
six-day programming basis. Latest
Pulse figures showed WPEN for ville are WQXI, Atlanta; WLOU,
Louisville;
WCIN,
Cincinnati;
the full week.
Noting that there have been WMBM, Miami Beach; WIOK, Tam¬
other attempts in various parts of pa, and WSOK, Nashville.
the country at seven-day program¬
ming.
Caskey added that most
others had shown enough success
to convince them to make the
London, Nov. 26.
change.
Carroll Levis, whose discovery
For the present, Sunday rates program on the ATV commercial
will remain at their current level.
network has been hitting the top
10 Nielsen ratings in recent weeks,
heads for New York next Sunday
BROOKS HELMS WJBO
(1) for a fortnight’s stay for l gen¬
Baton Rouge, Nov. 26.
Howard .Brooks Sat. <23) was eral looksee *and meetings with tv
named general manager of WJBO executives. He’ll also hop to Seat¬
here. He replaces Kelly Maddox, tle to see his family.
Who resigned.
Prior to planing out for New
Brooks, a native of Morris, N. Y., York, Carroll Levis telerecordetf
has been associated with radio sta¬ .the next two programs in his series
tions in Binghamton,- N. Y.; At¬ to maintain continuity. He’s ap*
lanta, Ga., and most recently peering in a live Show at Bristol
this week featuring his discoveries.
WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla.

GE’S COMPACT TINT
CAMERA; 50G TAG

WPEN Strips’Em
-7 Days a Week

ROBT. ROUNSAVILLE’S
250G WMRY BUY

Carroll Levis to N. Y.
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‘THAT OLD (TV) GANG OF MINE’
AFTRA Extending Pension & Welfare
Benefits as Aid to Radio Tksps

The Weekend Trendex
Despite a tight squeeze at both ends of his Sunday 7 to 8 hour.
Bob Hope managed to out-vTrendex his combined competition in his
first outing for Plymouth. Hope averaged 21.6 on his hour, well
below the norm for the comic hut probably due to the dhrly-evening slotting of his show. He also built up enough of a Ieadin for
Steve Allen to enable the latter to top both Ed Sullivan and “Mavrick.”
Hope was topped in the 7 to 7:30 segment by “Lassie,” by a 20.3
to 19.4 count, with ABC's “You Asked for It” a poor 9.7 third.
At 7:30, Hope led the field with a 23.7, but “Maverick” was close
behind with 22.2 while “Bachelor Father” had a 10.0. At 8, Allen
popped up with a 23.1, .vs. only 17.8 for Sullivan and 21.3 for
“Maverick.” And at 8:30, Sullivan bounced up to a 28.5 vs. 24.0 for
Allen and 6.8 for ABC's “Bowling Stars.” Allen was the hour's vic¬
tor, 23.6 to 23.2 for Sullivan, while “Maverick” spread-eagled to
a 21.8 average:
“Texaco Command Appearance/1 with a salute to Ethel Barry¬
more Saturday night (23), bombed out, managing a weak 12.6 in
the first half hour (10 to 10:30), slightly ahead of Mike Wallace’s
10.5 but way in the dust of “Gunsmoke's” 29.1. At 10:30, “Appear¬
ance” jumped to a 20.6, against iocal programming on CfiS (16.8)
and ABC (8.7). Earlier in the week, ABC'f “The Real McCoys”
scored .an upset over both “Climax” and “Dragnet,” belting out a
21.0 vs. 18.3 for “Climax” and 18.1 for “Dragnet.”
Monday's (25) “Du Pont Show of the Month” presentation Of “Be¬
yond This Place” easily ^outpaced the competition, averaging out
to a 22.2 on its 9:30-11 span. First half-hour, it was a 24.8 for the
CBS spec, 13.6 for NBC’s “Goodyear Theatre” and 16.4 for ABC's
Lawrence Welk. At 10, “Place” had a 20.2, “Suspicion” a 13.9 and
Welk a 16.1. And at 10:30, it was 21.7 for “Place” and 16.5 for
“Suspicion,” latter averaging to 15.2 on its hour._•

With SRO Status on Option Time
Mutual Plans Jan. 1 Rate Hike
Mutual, which currently has all
its network option time sold out,
consisting mainly of five-minute
newscasts on the half-hour and
surrounding adjacencies, plans a
rate hike at the beginning of next
year. Understood the hike will be
from 10 to 12%. Current rate of
five-minute news segments runs
from $500 to $75$^ ,
The net, at the same time, is ex¬
panding its service another two
hours, effective Jan. I, 1958, going
off the air at -2 a.m., instead of
midnight. Net opens its- service at
7 a-.m.
One major reason for the pro¬
jected 2 a.m. closing is the current
deal for the takeover by MBS of
the Don -Lee Broadcasting Co/s
lines. Armand Hammer, Mutual,
board chairman, is now in Los
Angeles, closing the Don Lee deal,
under whidi Don Lee affiliates
will have'''direct affiliation con¬
tracts with Mutual and Don Lee's
West Coast regional broadcastswill be limited to about 90 minutes
daily.
MBS prez Paul Roberts
said the: tab to Mutual for leasing
the Don Lee lines will he about
$250,0QQ yearly.
In the programming area, MBS
also is expanding, building on the
net’s base of news, music .and spe¬
cial events. The Kite Smith show,
Which'starts Jan. 6, will be slotted
cross the board from 10:05’ to
10:30 in the morning. It also' will
be repeated at 11:05 In order to
get the maximum number of clear¬
ances, especially fo£ the conven¬
ience’ of the many dual affiliates
(Continued on page 62)

One Way or Another
&BS-TV is apparently miffed
over Bing Crosby’s refusal to
do the projected Dec. 11 spec
for Shulton and Timex and
appears determined to get
Crosby’s name on the screen in
a purely show biz way.
So the network has retitled
its telecast of the Bing Crosby
Pebble Beach Golf Tourna¬
ment in Janutaiy to “Bing
Crosby & His Friends.”

Others Eyed As

CBS-TV is negotiating for the
rights to “Mildred Pierce” for use
as a half-hour daytime strip. At
the same time, the web is near a
deal for a new Paul Coates pack¬
age, also a halLhour daytimer,
based in part on Coates' still-show¬
ing syndicated scries, “Confiden¬
tial File.”
Both properties would go on the
shelf, with no immediate prospects
: for on-the-air use. But both also
represent departures from the nor¬
mal daytime fare, and it’s likely
that if the network consummates
negotiations for the shows, they’d
be .at the top of the replacement
roster.
Network currently had
about four other daytime proper¬
ties in reserve.
“Pierce” negotiations are being
conducted with Associated Artists
CBS News will telecast the first
productions, which by virtue of its
of its standby news “specials” for
buyout, of the Warner Bros, back¬
Prudential Insurance (preempting
log, owns negative rights to the
the regular Prudential “The Twen¬
Joan Crawford-starred pic version
tieth Century”) on Dec. <8, with of the James M. Cain hovel. Cou¬
“Middle East Smoke Screen/’ a re¬ ple of other parties are also in the
port on the Turkish-Syirian situa¬ negotiations, but the chief negoti-.
tion.
•"
ating issue is the length of time
Program will feature filmed re¬ CBS would control the properties.
ports. from both countries—Cairo
Coates, the Los Angelas Mirror
correspondent Frank Kearns and columnist, ..who aside from his
cameraman. Youseff Masraff are “Confidential File” had a featured
filming in Byria, Richard Kallsen spot on the old “Tonight” show,
and cameraman Paul Bruck are in would do a half-hour series in
Turkey - and Rome correspondent' collaboration with top national
Win.'toii Burdett and cameraman' magazines, in which he’d base his
Joseph Fallotta are standing by in topics on articles upcoming or just
.Jordan. Frank de Feilitta is direct¬ on the stands. Idea is to use his
ing all the middle-east filming. interview-plus-location
filming
Half-hour special will be produced technique in covering each story.
by Ed Hoyt’s special program unit. He'd do tjvG or three subjects a
Program will preempt “Twentieth day; Package is being produced <
Century’s” report on air traffic by Howard Blake, onetime “Queen
control, “The Crowded-Air,” which for a Day” producer, and is being
has been rescheduled for April. 20. agented by, Jim Sapphire.

‘Mideast Smoke Screen’
Preempts ‘20th Century’
As CBS Standby Special

After an association with NBC
dating back .to 1946 during which
he played a majhr role in program¬
ming as’ one of the web’s key cre¬
ative production aides, Fred Coe
has finally checked out of the net¬
work, with CBS hot in pursuit.
With the exception of his helm¬
ing of the tv production on tonight’s
(Wed!) “Annie Get Your ‘Gun”
spec, Coe has jnore or Jess been
“on ice” and -sitting Out his net¬
work contract ever since the
change in network regime last fall.
“Annie” was in the nature of a
“must” assignment at the behest
of Mary Martin, Coe having also
figured prominently in Miss Mar¬
tin’s “Peter Pan” tv productions.
(Actually “Annie” was hooked as
far back as 16 months ago, at a
time Coe was still active in NBC
production.)
Until the changeover in regimes
last December. Coe was responsible
for at least one new network entry
each year, either in hour or halfhour form, building up one of the
enviable reps in the business nota¬
bly through the ex-Sunday night
“Philco Playhouse” and through a
succession of Series that included
“Producers’ Showcase,” “Mr. Pee¬
pers,” “Playwrights ’56,” etc. At
„one time it was Cbe who was
originating most of the major NBC
efforts, notably in the area of
drama, and his “stable” of writers
and directors, including the Paddy
Chayefskys, the Horton Footes, the
Arthur Penns, the Delbert Manns,
the J. Vincent Donehues, the Herb
Brodklns, the Sumner Locke El¬
liotts, etc., reading like a Who’s
Who in tv dramaturgy.
A Coe switchover to CBS (Co¬
lumbia’s initial efforts to wop Coe
over date back to 1950) will thus
be in the nature of a reunion,
since many of his ex-NBC asso¬
ciates, both writers and directors,
have since been signed to network
contracts by Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
CBS’ programming exec v.p.
It’s also anticipated that others
in the “Coe gang” would establish
a CBS identification.
Fact that NBC this -season by¬
passed Coe in setting its series of
Monday night “Suspicion” live en¬
tries, turning over the latter to
Mori Abrahams and MCA, is said
to have influenced Coe’s decision to
call it quits vwith NBC once and
for all.
Not that Coe has been idle. He’s
just finished a Warner Bros, film
and has a legiter upcoming. Un¬
derstood CBS has in mind groom¬
ing him for the “Playhouse 9f.” slot
next sOkson/with Martin Manulis
slated to exit and shift over to
20th-FoX for feature pix assign¬
ments.

TV‘SALLY’TO GET
A REVISED FORMAT
In a move to boost Its faltering
ratings, producer Frank Ross is
making, some changes in the format
of his “Sally” stanza. He's shifting
the locale of the show from Europe
back to the U.S., and is introducing
a Jove Interest In the show for
Joan Caulfield (Mrs. Ross), who
plays the lead. New episodes em¬
bracing the changes roll in another
week at the Paramount studios, and
the revised format should be on
the air in another five weeks.
Despite the rating situation,
“Sally” is a firm 26-week entry on
NBC-TV, and there’s no chance it
will go off before April even if the
ratings don’t improve. Royal McBse, one of its two bankrollers,
has been trying to get out of its
deal, but the contract is ironclad.
Chemstrand, other bankroller, isj
happy with the show, for despite
the ratings its sales have shown a
substantial increase since sponsor¬
ship began.

Cost-Per-Million
Some observers in ad agen¬
cy circles see television miss¬
ing on a good psychological
bet by accenting the cost-perthousand value in preference
to another “sell” technique
-that they think carries more
impact.
They reason that, since tv is
the sole money-backed medi¬
um that measures Its viewers
in the multiple millions—and
overnight at that—the obvious
i approach would be cost-perI million.
They don’t mean
I this to replace cost-per-thou—
I merely as a conversational and
■publicity design. The obvious
logic behind the “trend” is in
4 the form of a question: How
I many newspapers and maga¬
zines have a million or more
- circulation? Place these along¬
side programs with “million
or more” viewers and the dif¬
ference, both in quantity and
the number of millions, pre¬
sents a sharp contrasting pic-

‘What’s It For?
‘Court’Loom As
NBC Casualties
Two new program casualties ap¬
pear to be shaping up at NBC-TV,
though one of them will probably
be delayed until March. Pharma¬
ceuticals Inc. is already shopping
fpr a package as a possible replace¬
ment for it's “What's It For?” on
Saturday nights, while Old-Gold
has decided to drop "Court of Last
Resort” in MarcHt
“What’s It For?” the EPI panel
package based on- offbeat patents,
hasn’t been able to make a Satur¬
day night dent, and the competing
“Gunsmoke” has been having a
field day, hitting the No. 1 position
on all rating services. Pharmaceuti¬
cals and the Parkson agency
haven’t yet decided whether to
cancel but admit they’re shopping.
As for “Court/’ while it’s re¬
ceived generally good critical re¬
action, its Friday at 8 ratings are
not all that OG would like! Concur¬
rent with a change In OG market¬
ing plans in March, sponsor expects
to drop the show/and possibly the
time as well.

Several improvements in the
Pension & Welfare benefits due
members of the American Federa¬
tion of Television Sc Radio Artists
will take place on Jan. 1. P&W
consultant
Martin
Segal
told
AFTRA members this week, during
their annual conclave in New York,
that benefits for radio actors will
then become effective.
Extension of pension and wel¬
fare to radio was written into th«
last AFTRA contract, but the de¬
tails have only lately been com¬
pleted and then came Federal ap¬
proval of the plan. Audio thesps
will get the same degree of cover¬
age as has been in force for video
performers. Any radio actor who
earns $1,000 or more annually in
the medium qualifies.
All AFTRAns who earn the nec¬
essary minimum amount of coin
will receive a boost from $3,000 to
$4,000 in life insurance coverage
and a similar increase for acci¬
dental death or dismemberment in¬
surance.
„ Both acting groups will benefit
from improvements in major medi¬
cal expenses, Segal told AFTRAns.
Currently, tv actors have a $200
deductable clause. After Jan, 1,
however, they will only have to pay
the first $100 by themselves, and
80% of the balance up to $5,000
in medical bills will be paid out of
the employers’ fund. “Jntil jjo\v,
employers have forked out *75%
of the $5,000 after the- first $200
paid by actors.
\
Also in effect for the first time
will be the AFTRA retirement plan.
It was written into the AFTRA
contract, but the first retirement
applications will be honored Jan. 1.
Segal also told unionites that oh
Oct. 1 of this year any per¬
former who earned over $500 an¬
nually in his medium qualified for
$50 a week “occupational disability
benefits,” for on-the-job accidents.
The’ details of the new benefits
will be sent to the AFTRA mem¬
bership in the near future.
Employers, who are signatories to
the AFTRA P&W plan, nay an
additional 2% of regular afirnings
into the Welfare portion/rad 3%
into the Pension plan. iftch actor
has to earn $1,000 or more annually
to qualify.

Tony Martin Makes like
- He’s in N. Y. in Gnesting
For Sullivan From Hnb
Boston Nov. 26.
Tony Martin, closing his 10-day

They’re Just Nuts About stint at Blinstrub’s nitery Sunday
(24), became a technical first in
telecast against a set
Daytime Tele Viewing intv byNewbeing
York although he was
In Boston.
In Southern Cal. Areai actually
While Mar'in sang from WNAC-

Hollywood, Nov. 26. j
Survey of - Southern California j
televiewing habits show that nearly'
90% of tv sets are turned on dur-i
ing afternoons, 75% are being j
watched two hours or more be-]
tween 9 a.m. and 6 p.m., and 40%, I
three hours or more.
|
These
are
part
of
results]
garnered from survey conducted by
KTTV at L. A. County Fair this
year, during which 25,000 questionhaires were completed. Survey was
conducted by station personnel, at
tho

TV in Boston, he was accompanied
by Ray Bloch's orch in New York
where a specially designed set
was constructed for the act on the
Ed Sullivan show.
Martin piped two of his new
disks. “Souvenir D’ltalie” and
“Carioca,” in Studio Six at WNACTV standing in front of two black
velour columns.
vei.?u?
cT01mn?s- The
lfte reverse
reverse circirlookup fro™ Bos‘on and the
technical. innovation was a tv first,
co-producer of the Sullivan show,
Mario Lewis, told the WNAC-TV
Hub org. Martin flew to Hollyweek period.
.Survey also indicates that nearly j wood following his closing night
a third of Southern California’s al-| (24). at Blinstrub’s.
Interested
observers
on the
most .3,000,000 tv sets are turned
to post-midnight programming at Boston end were headed by WNACleast once a week. Approximately TV prexy Norman Knight, who
13% watch tv after midnfght every pointed out that in using the new
technique, performers could be
night.
TimeS-Mirrof-MGM station dis¬ put on shows from whereever they
tributed 11 different questionnaires were appearing without having to
in all at fair, dealing with different fly to New York from nitery en¬
video areas. Results of other sur¬ gagements to make tv shows.
veys, touching on programming,
Technique was seen as marking
commercial practices and audience ; the beginning of performer’s ap¬
reaction to other media, will be re-; pearances from Chicago, Hollywood,
leased upon completion of tabula¬ . Miami and wayside stations wi htion.
1 out having to fly to New York.

J/BtelffFi
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Photo by Morris H. Jaffa.

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc.

Following its merger with Life Saver£, Beech-Nut Gum
adopted an aggressive new sales policy, aimed at over¬

and its agency,

coming distribution problems and at making Beech-Nut

Young and RubiCam,

initial build-upin America’s top 50 markets. The medium:

are Sold on Spot as a

Using 63% of its total advertising allotment, Beech-Nut

basic advertising medium.

spot campaign,ranging from 50 announcements p er week

Gum the leading national brand. The method: a> giant

SPOT RADIO.

Gum is blanketing the top 50 markets with a 10-second

to 115 per week in New York City. The schedule covers
radio's high-traffic periods, Monday through Friday, 7-9
a. m. and 4-6 p. m., with emphasis on the latter, part of
the week, when most family marketing is done.

Jim Parker, Advertising Manager, telis why SPOT

Wednesday, November 27, 1957
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jit nes Parker
Adverts r.n Maracjer.
Beec'-Nj* Cfe Savers. Inr.
Ro<.oo C i. 0r'e Sup t
F
National Stores. Crocs Co,
i-U-rjert vVa.tson
Rac o Sa

Rep-e^enta; ve

NBC Spot Sa :-?fr
W :,vn P DoMard
v & R Media Buyer
c

RADIO figures large in Beech-Nut Gum** future plans:
“Using those regions where its distribution is already
established as a springboard, Beech-Nut Gum is making
a national splash. Only SPOT RADIO gives the frgquen:.
qy required for such a tremendous job at -such reasonable
cost. To its extensive and continuing schedule in the top
50 markets, and to NBG Spot Sales’ radio stations in
every market where they play a part, go3s much of the
credit for the Overwhelming success of the Beech-Nut
Gum campaign*”
Whether you’re aiming at a specific region, or trying to
hit all the top markets* you’ll find that yon can really
call your advertising shots when you use SPOT.,. esr
pecially on these leadership stations, represented by.. .

WNBC
Hartford - New Britain^
WRCA, WRCA-TV
New York
Schenectady - Albany - Troy WRGB
’ WRCV, WRCV-TV
Philadelphia
WRC, WRC-TV
Washington
WBUF
Buffalo
WAMP
Pittsburgh
WCKT
Miami
WHK
Cleveland
WAVE, WAVE-TV
Louisville
WMAQ, WNBQ
Chicago
KSD, KSD-TV
St. Louis
KOA-TV
Denver
KRCA
Los Angeles
KOMO, KOMO-TV
Seattle - Tacoma
KNBC
*
San Francisco
KGU, KONA-TV
Honolulu
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USriety

Pj$RIETY- ARB City-By-City Syndicated Film Chart
time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show, with a low rating, may
have a large share and an audience'composed largely of children, with cor¬
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrens market. Abbre¬
viations and symbols are as follows: (Adv), adventure; (Ch), children’s;
(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical;
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quiz; (Sp), sports; (W), western; (Worn),
women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the sloe
tion’s channel; all channels above 13 are VUF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national sponsor from whom the film is aired.

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and nalional spot film covers 40 to 60 cities reported by American Research -Bureau on a monthly basis,

Cities icill be rotated each week, with the 10 top-

rated film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
All ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports.
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering, of all pertinent informa¬
tion about film in each market, ichirh can be used by distributors, agencies
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market. Attention should be phid to time—day and

STATION

PHILADELPHIA

Approximate Set Count—2,000,000

DISTRIB.

OCTODER
RATING

DAY AND
TIME

TOP 10 PROGRAMS
AND TYPE

SETS IN |
USE
1

SHARE
(%T:

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM
PROGRAM
STA,

Stations-—WRCV (3), WFIL (6), WCAU (10) , WVUE (12)
S.

,. Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30
... AAP..
... Ziv... . Sat. 7:00-7:30 ....
... Ziv ............. ..Wed. 10:30-11:00 .
...CBS.. . Sat. 10:30-11:00 ..
... CBS... . Tues. 7:00-7:30 • • •
Golden Playhouse (Dr) . .WCAU. ...Official.... ..Tues. 10:30-11:00 .
.. WRCV. .., McCann-Erickson . Mon.7:00-7:30 ...
Death Valley Days (W) .. .
.WRCV. ... MCA. .. Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ..
State Trooper (Adv)
.Citpprmin fArivI
WFIL.
Boots and Saddles (W). .WRCV. ... -NBC... . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 .
Studio K7 IDr)
..
WRCV. ... MCA
^. .. Fri. 7:00-7:30 _

1. Popeye Theatre (Ch)- _ WFIL.
.WCAU.
2. Martin Kane (Myst).... .WRCV...,.
2. San Francisco Beat (Dr) .WCAU-.
WRCV.
3. The Honeymooners (Co). . .
4.
5.
6.
7
8.
8

9. Byline (Adv). .WCAU.
_ WCAU.
10. Gray Ghost (Adi^

DETROIT

. .21.7...
.19.1...
.19.1...
.....19.1...
.... .18.0.. ,
.... .17.7.7.
..... 15.3...
.14.2...,
__12.1,..
.11.8...
..... .11.8...

.66.6...
..... 58.8.,..
.50.0..,.
.38.8....
.51.1....
44.0 ...
.41.9....
.42.6_
.48.0_
..... 29.4....
.42.9_

..... 32.6
..... 32.5
...... 38.2
.49.2
..... 35.2
40.2
.36.5
.33.3
25.2
__ 40.2
.27 5

j
j

... M&A Alexander.. .Sat. 6:30-7:00 .... .11.0... .’59.5.... ..... 18.5
.... CBS. . Mon.7:00-7:30 ... _.10.9... .29.9_ .36.5

Approximate Set

Count—1,610,000

Stations—WJBK

.

Million Dollar Matinee..,,. .WCAU . ,^:... 7.4
-WFIL ... .8.0
U.S. Steel Hour.. .WCAU .. .....12.8
Your Hit Parade. .WRCV .. .18.2
. WFIL ... . *.. 13 7
Boots Jc Saddles . . WRCV .. .11.8
Gray Ghost..*.... . WCAU .. .10.9
.WCAU .. ..... 9.5
.WCAU
..... 7.0
Golden Playhouse..... .WCAU ..
Dick Powell. . WCAU .. .7:0
News—John Daly.... . WFIL ... . 8.7
Search for Adventure...... .WRCV ..
Death Valley Days ... . l^RCV ,. .15.3

(2), WWJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

i.
. .Tues. 9:30-10:00 . ..33.6... .62.8. ... 53.5 Crusader ..
1. Highway Patrol (Adv). . .WJBK .... ....Ziv ....
.. 26.2... __67.7. ... 38.7
.. CKLW'......AAP.
3. Celebrity Playhouse (Dr).... ..WJBK..... .... Screen Jems...... . Fri.9:30-10:00 ...... .. 21.9... .40.9. ... 53.5 Cavalcade of Sports........
Person to Person.-,.
. .\VJBK. .... Ziv. . Tues. 10:00-10:30 .... . .21.5...
... 41.1
5. Dr. Christian (Dr) . .. WrJBK. _Ziv. . .Thurs. 10:00-10:30 ... ..21.4...
... 53.7 Hockey ....
. Mon. 10:00-10:30 .... ...21.0...
... 45.6 Don Ameche...
6. Death Valley Days (W). . .WWJ ....
... 52.1 U.S. Steel Hour...
7. Studio 57 (Dr) . . .WrWJ...... .MCA. .Wed.9:30-10:00 ..... ...20.1...
. .Sun. 10:00-10:30 . ...19.7... .38.6...,.. ... 51.0 Premier Film Parade.
S. Badge 714 (Myst)........... ..’WJBK.
9. Amos ’n‘ Andy (Co). .. .. WWVJ...... .....CBS,.... . .Wed. 10:00-10:30 .... ...18.3... ..46.2. ... 39.6 Bowling Champions.
10. Rocket Squad (Myst). ..WJBK. .... ABC. . Fri. 10:00-10:30 . ...17.9... ..37.4. ... 47.9 Youth Bureau.

SAN FRANCISCO

7.
8.
9.
9.

Stations—KRON

Approximate Set Count—-1,350,000

. .KRON.
2. Search for Adventure (Adv). . .KPIX.
3. The Honeymooners (Co)- ..KRON.
. KPIXL. . ...
: KPIX;.
6. Silent Service (Adv) . ...KRON.
: KRON.
Science Fiotlon Theatre (Advf KRON.
Boots and Saddles (W) .,... ..KGO.
Life of Riley (Co).. . .KRON.
Sheriff of Cochise (W). . .KRON...,.
. .KPIX..

BALTIMORE

... Ziv.... .Tues. 6:30-7:00 . .. .25.4... . __57.2. ... 44.4
... Bagnall..., .Thurs. 7:30-8:00 __ .. .21.9...
... 53.6*
... CBS. . .Thurs. 7:00-7:30 -- ...20.5... .46.3.. ... 44.3
..Thurs.7:00-7:30 . ... 19.4... ...... 43.8...... ... 44.3!
. pi 0
Sat. 9:30-10-00 . .. 18.3... . 30 0 ...,.
... NBC. . .Sat 7:00-7:30 _... ...17,5... .38.2. ... 45.8
42,1
... Ziv................ .Wed. 6:30-7:00 . .. .16.7...
_39.7
... Ziv....;... .Thurs. 6:30-7:00 ..... ...16.7...
... 38.9
.. NBC. . .Mon. 7:00-7:30 ... ...16.6...
... 53.6
... NBC. . .Tues. 7:00-7:30 . ...15.8:...' .28.7.. ...55.1
_42.1.
... NTA... . .Sat. 6:30-7:00 ... ...15.8.
... 37.5
...MCA...,. . Sat. 10:00-10:30 . '..15.6... .■. 32.7. ... 47.7

1. Highway Patrol (Adv). .. WMAR_
. .Sat. 7:00-7:30 __
Brave Eagle (W). .. WMAR_.CBS..... , .Sat. 6:30-7:00 ..
Studio 57 (Dr) .. . .WJZ ._MCA. . Wre<L 10:00-10:30 ....
Silent Service (Adv) .... . .WBAL. _NBC. . .Tues. 10:30-11:00 _
Frontier (W) ..
.. WBAL. ....NBC.. . .Wed. 10:30-11:00 ....
Sheriff of Cochise (W). . . lVBAL._ .... NTA. ..Sat. 10:30-13:00 .....
Men of Annapolis (Adv-).... .. WMAR_.Ziv.. .Sat. 10:30^11:00 .
Superman (Adv)..
..WJZ__
. Mon. 5:00-5:30 ..
Death Valley Days (W). . .WBAL.
.Mon.7:00-7:30 .
The Honeymooners (Co). .
..WJZ. ._CBS.. Sun. 10:00-10:30 .
Victory at Sea (Doc). . . WJZ._NBC.__ . Fri. 9:00-9:30 ...

CINCINNATI
1.
2.
3
4
5
6
7.
8
9.
10

.
.
.
.
.
.

..
. ..
.
.
.
. ».
.
..
..
...

.. . 27.9.
...
... 20.0_.64.9. ...
.. .17.9_.33.8. ...
;..i7.8... .36.2. ...
41.8. ...
,..14.8...
... 14.4... .27.2...... ...
... 14.2.. „ .26.8. ...
.. .13.7... __ 71.7. ...
...13.4... ...... 37.9. ...
...13.4... .21.4. ...
.. .11.0... _ 19.6. ...

Approximate Set Count-—662,000

._
.
....
. ....
. *...
.
. ....
_
....

... _
..
.. .
.
.
.. .
... ,....
. .....
.

38.2
30.8
52.9
49.2
35.4
53.0
53.0
19.1
35.4
62.5
56.0

. .
.....
....
.
.....
....
.....

.
..
..
.......
......
.

. .. .
.
.
.
..
. ..
..
.
.
.. .
. 54.9........ .
. 56.4.... .
53.8
. 56.7.
55.0........
.53.1
37.8
.,56.0..
47.1......,,
. 42.9

56.3
52,9
44.4
45.6
63.4
41.1
48.4
52,4
39.7
36.2

.13.7
...... 99
..._17.5

WJBK .
.WJBK .
.WWJ ..
.WXYZ .
. "WXYZ .

_15.3
.17.7

.99

.. ... .16.1

.14.6
.18.5

(4), KPIX (5), KGO (7)

Price Is Right...,. .KRON . ,,....19.0
Phil Silvers..
.KPIX .. ..33.2
■ KPTX .. _ 193
.KRON . .... 17 0

(2), WBAL U), WJZ (13)

Early Show.-. .WJZ
WJZ ..
.WBAL .
. WJZ ..
Late Show... .WJZ ..
Late Show... .WJZ ..
. WJZ ..
.WBAL .
Early Show... .WJZ ..
75th Anniversary... .WBAL .
.WMAR

Stations—-WLW-T

Sheriff of Cochise (W>
WKRC
NTA.
.30.3
Sat. 9:30-10:00
Whirfybirds (Adv)
WKRC_ ... .CBS..
.....Sat. 10:00-10:30 . ..30.0.......
Stories of the Century <W) . .WKRC
....H-TV
Sat. 10:30-H:00
..24.4
Dr. Christian (Dr>
..WKRC.....
Ziv.
Mon. 10:00-10:30
..24.2
Highway Patrol (Adv)
..WCPO
Ziv
..23.9..,..,,
All Star Theatre (Dr)
WKRC
Screen Gems.
.23.0.
Code 3 (Adv)
..WTKRC
...ABC
.Tues. 9:30-10:00
..22.3
Playhouse 57 (Dr)
.WLW-T...
MCA
Wed. 9:30-10:00 ;
..22.5.
Martin Kane (Myst)
! WKRC
Ziv,.
..21.8
Fri. 10:00-10:30
Kingdom of the Sea (Doc)
..WLW-T....
Guild......;,.
Wed. 10:00-10:30 .... ..20.4

.WWJ ..
.WWJ ..
.WWJ
, CKLW .
.WWJ ..
.WXYZ .

10!?
KPIX
Tic Tac Dough. . KRON . ......17.3
O. Henry Playhouse........ .KPIX ..
*_20 5
tCron
KGO
.KPIX .. _ 170
. KPTX . .
12 4
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon. KPIX .. ..15.5

Stations—WMAR

Approximate Set Count—664,500

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

RATING

. 9.3
.... 90
24 1
*.. . 19 8
-11.3
.23.0
.... 230
_
0

23 O

(5), WCPO (9), WKRC (12)

IflPt

Midwestern Hayride..
Midwestern Hayride
HHVF<ir
Secret File, U.S.A....
Playhouse 90
Herald Playhouse.... .....WLW-T
11.7
Rtn Erwin
, .....WCPO
12 2
1*5
O* Henry Playhouse.
.WCPO
Jim Thomas
"
......11.5'
Hollywood Playhouse.

.,

..

,
.
__

.

.
<

.
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FIND AN ULCER THERE’S A REP
Dean Ping Polled Too Soon?

I IT’S fllFS, MS

Chrysler Attributes Upbeat In
Car Sales to TV Effectiveness

Despite the. old adage about hindsight, CBS-TV may have reaion to regret its axing of the Jimmy Dean show and the daricening
of the network in the 7 to 8 ami. period after four years of trying ■
to top the Dave Garroway competition. Just a few days after the
Chicago, Nov. 26.,
network decided to swing the axe on Dean, the Second October
Potency of television advertising
Nielsen reports came out and gave CBS-TV its highest ratings'
The question that never has been
is
attested
to
by
E. C. Quinn, prez
ever for the 7 to 7:45 Dean slot. Show averaged out to a 3.9 AA
posed in an isolation booth but is
of Chrysler Division of Chrysler
Glasgow, Nov. 26.
rating, a full point ahead of “Today’s” 2.9. Those of the web’s execs
worth more than $64,000 to sta¬
Corp.,
who
told
Television
Bureau
The
battle
of
ratings
betwith misgivings about’ the cancellation feel that perhaps the show1
tion reps is what makes a station
of Advertising membership last
tween BBG and Scot indie tv
should have been kept in a little longer, in light of the fact that
change
Its
representatives
so
Friday
(22)
that
Chrysler
cars
have
continues
unabated,
with
both
Dean has been able to top "Today” in a few months whereas the
often.
gained 6% of the market share in
groups
putting
out
their
web hung on previously for four years despite never having been
The reasons for the changes
less
than
three
years,
largely
“we’re-the-most-in-d
e
m
a
n
d”
able to approach the Garroway rating before.
which come as often as a business
through video’s effectiveness.
figures.
Adding fuel to the fire is the fact that Dean’s new. Saturday noon
executive changing shirts, run from
BBC stated that the 10 larg¬
Quinn ^aid that in 1954 Chrysler
to 1 p.m. hour has lifted the web well above NBC in the Nielsens * brother-in-law tieups to,the more
est Scot tv audiences in week
was down to a 14% share of the
race. Dean inherited a 7.3 rating and 33.6% share from “Big Top”
essential feeling by the stations
Oct. 27-Nov. 2 were for purely
market,
but since the Forward
and with a substantial change in audience composition managed
that the present rep is not doing
BBC programs, according to
Look was incepted and blurbed on
to hike this to an. 8.2 and 37.4% share in the latest Nielsen. That’s
the Job expected and that another
BBG Audience Research. First
“Shgwer of Stars” and “Ciimax”
50% ahead of “True Story’s” 5.4 and 43% over “Detective Diary’s” - rep could’drum up mo're btislness.
place for the week was shared
company has gone up to 20% of
5.8 on NBC in the same period.
To give an example of some of
by “What’s My Line?”, a foot¬
the market in 1957. “How much the
the changes that have taken place
ball game, and “Dixon of Dock
medium of tv has contributed to
Since the first of the year, Adam
this success is impossible to meas¬
Green,” a weekly serial thrill¬
Young has picked up 12 radio, sta¬
ure,” Quinn says, “but certainly a
er.
tion and sixty tv stations. Flair TV
“This Is Your Life” notched
real share of the progress has come
Assoc, has added seven television
through the facilities (of tv>.” He
Up fifth position, and “Wells
stations to the list that it repre¬
Fargo” came in ninth._ called the Forward Look a “bluesents while John Blair, has had
chip gamble” on the part of his
some eight changes in its gained or
company, for all the retooling it
lost column.
necessitated, and said tv was a
Paris, Nov. 26. ■
Part of the reasons for ' the
natural medium to sell it on be¬
As video gets ipore Important in
changes lie with the reps them¬
cause of the demonstration possibil¬
selves who are always making
ities.
the hinterlands, outlying exhibs are
When Allan Kalmus, pf the % switches to gain stations in the top
Earlier in the day TvB had a
beginning to worry.
TV’s new
tv p.r. firm of Dine & Kalmus,
markets.
The stations in the
turnout of over 600 agency and sta¬
. pi»-n« for more increased Saturday
was readying last week fob a
fringes do not add substantially to
tion execs for its presentation,
hospitalization siege with gall¬
and Sunday film and live entertain¬
the revenue of the Madison Avenue
“Vision of Television—1958,” up¬
stones, a colleague , of his sent
boys and to carry a station out in
dated version of what was shown on
ment fodder may cut into their
him on his cheery way with', Podunk bn its national sales list
west coast last August. TvB prez
main biz days. Though these pix
the crack;
represents nothing more than ad¬
Norman E. Cash did narration, and
have had little influence on Paris¬
“With your luck, they’ll
ditional bookwork.
attendance was highest yet in
ian attendance, since they are old¬
Edinburgh, Nov. 26.
come out rubies.”
The second and probably the
three-year history of the organiza¬
ies or even recently but thoroughly
•
The
Free
Church
of
Scotland
Is
most important reason from the
tion.
exploited pix,‘it is felt here that
stations’ point of view is that they protesting to the British Prime
“Vision” revealed that 41,000,000
it is time to set up a modus operfeel with a different rep they Minister about "the position of in¬ homes now own tv sets, with tv
andi between films and video be¬
would
be
getting
more
national
growing
at rate of one new tv home
creasing
dominance
secured
by
fore competition starts on a bigbusiness and additional services the Roman Catholic Church in the every eight seconds and with only
scale.
which the reps perform, which in¬ BBC sound and television pro¬ 3% of US homes remaining outside
Though this is not expected be¬
cludes everything from hand hold¬ grams.”
tv’s coverage. Television, it said, is
fore '60, when all of France is to be
ing to financing. Personal tie-ins
This was decided here by the number one national advertising
covered by beamings, the over 600,form still another reason for mak¬ Commission of Assembly.
medium for second straight year,
000 sets in operation are felt to be'
ing a change. Under this category
requiring only $1,420 at night and
of enough consequence to call for
A resolution stated they were $1,050 by day . to reach a million
fall the
family
and "buddy”
important tv-pic confabs as soon
disturbed to note an announce¬ people, making it about nine times
switches.
as possible.
A not uncommon thing amongst ment by the Roman Catholic cheaper than newspapers and about
According to Gabriel Delaunay,
the reps is to be offered a more Church that . a Catholic Radio five times cheaper than women’s
: Washington, Nov. 26.
Guild had been formed by mem¬
head of the governmental Radioprofitable station in the same mar¬
service magizines to reach the
Bing Crosby zhid associates -will ket they are currently in. In this bers of the BBC staff with the same number.
diffvisiOn-Television'’ Francaise, the
$60,000,000 yearly Outlay for radio have to make some 'Changes- in case it’s just a matter of dropping avowed aim of securing ever-in¬
At close, Lawrence H. Rogers 2d
and tv is not enough and will call KCOP-TV In Los Angeles if they the station they currently rep and creasing time for Catholic services
and propaganda. Thdy considered (WSAZ-TV, Huntington, West Vd.)
for some economizing. But he in¬ f-expect the Federal Communica- taking on the new property.
was
named chairman of the board,
that a grouping of this kind Inside
tends to cut thq expensive yariety tionsv Commission to approve their
Whatever the many reasons may
Roger Clipp (WFIL-TV, Philadel¬
items down- 20% of present -e*- $&PO8,O0O' deal, to -purchase the be, the reps along Madison Avenue a Gov’t-sponsored body which pro¬
phia)
secretary, and George B.
fessed scrupulous impartiality in
penses, curtail some, and add some station.
are presently suffering from turn¬
religious matters should be dis¬ Storer Jr. (Storer Broadcasting
quiz games underwritten by the " 'This,' In essence, was what the over ulcers.
Corp.) treasurer.
couraged
by
the
Governors
of
the
national lottery setup. Set for Sun¬ agency wrote Crosby’s company,
The feeling along the street Is
day, it' is felt these' may really KCOP Television' inc., ‘last week that it’s getting so you-can’t tell a BBC.
affect other show facets since pub¬ in requesting further information- station or a ballplayer without a
Commission also noted “with
lic interest, as evidenced in Italy,
(Continued on page 62) (Continued oii page 62)
scorecard.
is usually big for giveaway shows,
Delaunay also intends to have
more live plays, newer pix and
daily, newsreels sans the usual gov¬
ernmental paraphernalia of corner¬
stone laying, propaganda, etc., now
cluttering theatre newsreels. So
By LES. BROWN
Stockton, Cal., Nov. 25.
mind being - named).
In nearly public affairs reviews exciting be¬
film circles are finally beginning to
Gannett Co. of Rochester, N. Y.,
every case they have their own cause, as noble efforts to begin
*
Chicago, Nqv. 26.
look at tv as a possible near-future
management to contend with, and with, they’re presumed to be good has sighed an agreement. to buy
Public
affairsprogramming
.Is
competitor and talks may soon be
everyone higher up seems to have or worthwhile beforehand.
She KOVR, ABC-TV affiliate beamed at
, in the offiing on this growing mon¬ caught in one of those hapless a different idea what the tv col¬ cites as a case in point the Chi¬ Sacramento.
circles wherein everyone given the
ster.
umn should focus on. Some news-- cago Symphony telecasts on WGNNew deal was set up by KOVR
onus to bear fingerpoints the other
paper . toppers regard the ty col¬ TV, which is always good for those owner H. Leslie Hoffman, Los An¬
man but doesn’t want his name
umn as boxoffice lure, and they who like longhair and which has geles, after an early deal made
mentioned. It started here when a
want it either to naipedrop or been on for years.
with Lowell Thomas’ Hudson Val¬
station exec attended a community
create controversy, a cue to lay off
“I’ve discovered that people who ley Broadcasting Co. fell through.
meeting in his own suburb and
the egghead and do-gooder shows. say there’s nothing good on tv
Gannett is acquiring capital
heard his medium blasted roundly
Larry Wolters, first-stringer of never tune in the good things,” stock in Television Diablo. Hoff¬
for its deficiency in worthwhile
the Tribune, for one, feels his Miss Daccardo says. "With so man’s holding company for KOV.R,
shows.
Quickly scribbling down
column has given 'ample coverage many people watching *the Mike for $1,100,000.
over a dozen local and network
to pub affairs- in proportion to its Todd party instead of Green Pas¬
Gannett President Paul Miller
p.a. titles, the exec posed them
prevalence on the air. He’s given tures’ I’m forced to believe that the said, however, that Diablo remains
CBS Radio picked up $500,000 one by -one to the group for a the full review treatment, for in¬ majority of people want untaxing
committed to repay its outstand¬
show
of
hands.
The
result:
never
In gross sales this week, a major
stance, to such shows as "City entertainment and not the so- ing indebtedness of about $2,000,heard of ’em.
Desk” on WNBQ and “Chicago called worthwhile shows.”
■hare of it via two Art Linkletter
000, thus making total sale price
Who’s to blame? The exec Is
Completing the circle, Paul Mol- $3,100,000.
.“House Party” sales. One was a miffed because the tv critics on the Boom Town-1957” - on WGN-TV
and would have done the same Ioy of the Sun-Times fingerpoints
Price earlier agreed on by Low¬
52-week deal with Carnation Milk daily gazettes love to pan the bad with “Know Your Schools’’ on the the stations for cramming public
ell Thomas’ company had been
under which the company bought shows but never cite the good ones. NBC station but assessed it as “a affairs Into the Sunday daytime $3,500,000.
* * ' *
■‘weekly quarter-hour of the show; He’s informed by the station pub¬ model of dullness” and decided periods. "What is it about Sun¬
licist- that local tv critics aren’t
other was a 13-week purchase of usually inspired by news of new the less said the better. Wolters day,” he says, "that makes ’em
two seven-and-a-half-minute units pub affairs shows, Dike televi¬ frequently catches previews of spe¬ think you want to spend it learn¬
per week in the program by the sion stations, the columnists are cial shows (he even called NBC in ing? If anything, that’s the day I
California Prune A Apricot Grow¬ competitive themselves and .feel New York last week to ask for an like for relaxing. Even a strip¬
ers Assn. Carnation, incidentally, they have to give the reader what ^advance showing of ‘Tnhocenfj tease gets boring if you've got to
Jack Smlght, who has been mak¬
replaces Simoniz, which let its run he wants to read!' about—the big Years”) and runs the reviews the watch it for 40 minutes.” (Fourth
day of the show to better service critic, Janet Kern of the Ameri¬ ing quite a splash in the one-hour
In the show expire after a year.
stars and the big. shows—or take his readers. Wolters cites “Ding can, is vacationing)..
drama directorial field of late, has
Other business included pur¬ a chance on losing circulation. Be¬ Dong School” as one in the gen¬
Since many public affairs shows negotiated a deal with CBS in con¬
chase of one-quarter of the Orange sides Which the publicist has a dir eral realm of public service shows make news, the field in general Is nection with the shift of “Studio
.Bowl broadcast New Year’s Day "by lemma: with only limited newspa^ that gets -perhaps a greater share finding its best publicity outlet the One” to the Coast in January. He’s
"Bristol-Myers; purchase of - two per space available, what do you of publicity than most local strict- news pages of the dailies. Best re¬ been pacted to do four of the
quarter-hour and one .five-minute' pit ch—the - sponsored show id ly-entertalnment entries.
cent example is the “Chicago Dy¬ Coast-berthed “Studio One” en¬
“Great Moments in - Music”' spe¬ prime time or the p.a. entry, in
Ethel Daccardo, .of the Daily namic” educational spectacular on tries starting Jan. 13 among the
cials on Dec. 1 by White House Class D?.
News, who had done a lot of cam¬ WTTW, which locked poet Carl segments to. be produced by Gor¬
Co.; a five-week campaign by Sterl- i
Chi Ophtien Divided
paigning for greater wholesome¬ Sandburg and architect Frank don Duff.
ing Drug for otie seven-and-a-half- j
Newspaper critics here are di¬ ness in the entertainment shows; Lloyd Wright in a 40-minute con¬
Prior to shifting to the Coast'
minute daytime unit per week I vided on how they accept the' and who hat been known to give versation bout. Next day brought Smight will direct #the Dec. 8 in¬
starting this week; and a two-seg¬ charge that they’d rather damn considerable linage to public af¬ frontpage coverage in the Sun- stallment of “Seven Lively Arts”—
ment “impact plan” purchase for; than praise
(and, incidentally* fairs, flips the onus to the reader, j Times and page 3 spreads in both “The Sound of Jazz,” which will be
this week by Cowles Magazines.
they’re the ony ones who don’t It’s often hard, she says, to make I
(Continued on page 5fi)
produced by Robert Herridge.

Scot Rating Battle

French Exhibs Anxieties Over TV

Gem of a Gag

Too Much Catholic

Lotsa KCOP Raps

Pubaffairs & the TV

Gannett s KOVR
Critics Buy for $3,109,1

In New Gross Biz

JACKSMIGHTIN
‘STUDIO ONE’ DEAL
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PlfailEff

Wednesday, November 27r 1957.

Carols Bertnett, The Satisfies, Ralph Her« fhihnr3 orchestra*

Wednesday, November 37, 1957 ;

PSSSXBft

*5

The Mery Griffin $how (7:15 to 7:55 pm^

The Bill Kemp Show (8 to 8:55 pm)

features singer Darla; Hood, The Spellbinders;
jerry Bresfer's orchestra.

-headlines vocalists Peter Hanley and Betty
Holt, The Upbeats, Neal Hefti’s orchestra^

svening
From morning to night, five days a week, you can have American Radio’s milliondollar sales staff selling your product, exclusively to millions of people every¬
where.
Here’s how it works: When you buy a five-minute program unit in any one
of American’s hour-long, weekday musical shows, you automatically lock out
competition for the rest of that hour— all week.
Here, for.the first time in years, is a brand-new advertising franchise.
Nowhere else in all mass media can you buy this kind of salesmanship and
product exclusivity.

thelfere one is

•RICAN
kp CASTING
NETWORK
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TV-FILMS

November 27, 1957

ABB FEATURE FILM CHART

weekly chart, bated on rating* furnished by American Research Bu¬
reau's latest report* on feature films and their competition covers 120 cities. Each
iceek, the 10 top-rated features in a particular city will be rotated.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers In
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been,
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is suchrfcertinerit information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
Yaxutt**

feature period and share of audience, siuei these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition; tv., a lata show at 11:18 p.tn. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience mayrefleet dondnence in that
time period. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basts ictiliring the same theatrical throughout the week a total raring for tha
total number of showings for the week it given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be ascer¬
tained from a multiplicity of station and other data.

NEW YORK
1. MOULIN ROUGE—
Jose Ferrar, Zsa Zsa Gabor; 1952;
United Artists; United Artists-TV
2. DESTINATION TOKYO—
Cary Grant, John Garfield; 1943; Warner
Brothers; Associated Artists Productions
3. A WOMAN'S FACE
Joan Crawford, Melvyn Douglas; 1941;
MGM; MGM-TV

am
RATING

HIGH

LOW

Late Show
Sat. Oct. 12
11:13-1:30 p.m.
WCBS
Early Show
Wed. Oct. 9
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS
Late Show
Fri. Oct. 11
11:15-1:30 a.m.
WCBS Early Show
Thurs. Oct, ,10
5:30-6:55 pjn.
WCBS

21.7

23.7

18.0

Late Show
Sun. Oct. 13
11:15-1:15 ajn,
WCBS

9.2

Premiere Performance
Fri. Oct. 11
10:00-12:00 a.m.
WPIX

8.1

9.4

Early Show
Fri. Oct. 11
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS

8.1

. 8.8

Night Show
Thurs. Oct. 10
11:15-12:30 a.m.
WABC
Early Show
Mon. Oct. 14
5:30-7:00 p.nL
WCBS
Early Show
Tues. Oct. 8
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCBS

7.8

6.9

7.2

6.4

_ 31.7

Shirley Temple
Sat. Oct. i9
3:30-5:00 pan.
WVET

31.2

31.8

30.9.

63.6

NCAA Football ,..v .IVROC.........14.4

Feature Film
Thurs. Oct. 17
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WROC
Million $ Playhouse
Fri. Oct. 18
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WROC

12.8

12.9

11.9

76.0

Film Shorts ...:.WVET•.1.8 As the World Turns..,...WVET:..... 5.1 Boat the Clock. ..WVET ..
.... 5.4 *

12.5

12.9

il.9

38,8

12.4

12.9

12.2

60.8

Wrestling .
Late Movie .

10.8

12.6

8.2

32.7

Woody Woodpecker ... WVET .22.5
Mickey Mouse Club... ...\ WVET ......... 26.4
Bin Tin Tin .....WVET .17.9

10.4

10.9 -

9.9

83.2

xnereiore j^aaies ......... . . . WJtUMJ . . . .
As the World Turns ....... ...WHEC ....

TME SLOT

TOP 10 TITLES AND OTHER DATA

1

4. ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE—
Dan O’Herlihy, James Fernandez; 1953;
United Artists; United Artists-TV
4. THE PRIVATE LIVES OF ELIZABETH
& ESSEX—
Bette Davis, Errol Flynn, Olivia De
Havilland; 1939; Warner Brothers;
Associated Artists Productions
5. ROADHOUSE—
Cornel Wilde, Ida Lupino, Richard
Widmark; 1948; 20th Century Fox;
NTA Film Network
5. THREE MEN IN WHITE—
Van Johnson, Ava Gardner, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lionel Barrymore; 1944;
MGM; MGM-TV
6. FRANKENSTEIN—
Boris Karloff, John Boles, Colin Clive;
1932; Universal; Screen Gems
7. AIR RAID WARDENS—
Laurel Sc Hardy, Edgar Kennedy; 1943;
MGM; MGM-TV
8. DR. EHRLICH’S MAGIC BULLET—
Edward G. Robinson, Ruth Gordon;
.1940; Warner Brothers; Associated
Artists Productions

11.3

12.7

TOP COMPETING SHOWS
OCTOBER 1957

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

Stranger on Horseback,
Movie 4.....
Anna, Midnight Movie..
Frankenstein, Night Show.....
Mickey Mouse Club..........

81.3

10.1

43.2

5.9

46.7

Looney Tunes
9.3

9.2

11.0..

10.1

10.3

33.8

8.1

70.8

7,9

4.8 •

18.3

7.2

30.2

----:.

ARB
RATING
. WRCA ..
. WRCA ..

.WABC ..
.WABC .. ...... 7.3
. WPIX ,. ..7.0
.WABD .. ...... 6.7

Road House, Premiere Performance..... .WPIX
Frankenstein, Night Show...-. .WABC

v.
.. .5.5

T. nnnpy Tnnps

. WABC
Mickey Mouse Club..
Popeye the Sailor. .WPIX
.. ---T__ .WABD

.. .10.5
..
..
9.8

The Great Man Votes,
Movie 4... .'WRCA

..

.

...WCBS .
...WCBS .
---...WCBS .
...WCBS .
Mickey Mouse Club ... ;..wabc .
Popeye the Sailor-..... ...WPIX .

Line-Up
.
Person to Person.
News; Weather; Sports
Moulin -Rouge, Late Show..

Looney Tunes .. .. .WABD .

7.2

8.3

8.1

7.2

Design for Scandal, Late Show
..

34.7

4.4

..

...WCBS

...........WABC
....WPIX
— ........WABD
Mickey Mouse Club......WABC
Popeye the Sailor ....... ; . . WPIX
•Lohney Tunes
_,. .WABD
Mickey Mouse Club
Po'peve -Theatre
Looney Tunes

29.6

.

. ....... 7.5
. ..,. .. 6.7
. ....... 7.8
.
11.5
.
7.5
.
7.6
4

ROCHESTER
1. REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM—
Shirley Temple, Randolph Scott, Jack
Haley, Bill Robinson; 1938; 20th Century
Fox; NTA
2. MAN WITH A MILLION—
Gregory Peck, Ronald Squire; 1954;
United Artists; United Artists-TV
3. RIDERS TO TjHE STARS—
William Lundigan, Martha Hyer, Richard
Carlson; 1954; United Artists; United
Artists-TV
4. WITNESS TO MURDER—
Barbara Stanwyck, George Saunders;
1954; United Artists; United Artists-TV
5. RAIDERS OF THE SEVEN SEAS—
John Payne, Donna Reed, Lon Chaney;
1953; United Artists, United Artists-TV
6. ANNA—
Silvana Mangano, Vittorio Gassman;
1953; I. F. E.; Amanda Television
Productions
7. CITY ON THE HUNT—
.
(Title Changed from No Escape for TV)
Lew Ayres. Sonny Tufts, Marjorie
Steele; 1954; United Artists; United
Artists-TV

8. THE MAN WITH MY FACE—
Barry Nelson, Carole Matthews; 1951;
United Artists; United Artists-TV
9. IN OLD CALIENTE—
Roy Rogers. Gabby Hayes; 1941;
Republic; MCA-TV
10. CLAUDIA—
Dorothy McGuire, Robert Young; 1943;
20th Century Fox; NTA

Million Dollar Movie .
Sat. Oct. 19 _
11:30-1:00 a.m.
WROC
Million •$ Playhouse
Thurs. Oct. 17
5:00-6:30 p.m.
WROC
Feature Film
Wed. Oct 16
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WROC
Feature Film
Fri. Oct. 18
1:00-2:30 p.m,
WROC
Feature Film
Tues. Oct. 15
1:00-2:30 p.m.
WROC Million $ Playhouse
Tues. Oct. 15
5:00-6:00 pjn.
WROC
Premiere Theatre
Fri. Oct. 18
11:20-1:00 a.m.
WVET

-

Buccaneers ...
Mickey Mouse Club ...,,
Annie Oakley"..

.....15.5
.....26:6
.... .17.3
.WHEC
......whec

-13.6
.4.3

4.4’

10.2

10.5

9.9

79.7

Civil Defense .... ...WHEC ....
As the World Turns. ...WHEC ...._4.4
Beat the Clock.../,...WHEC .;...; 2.4

9.9

10.3

9.5

78.6

As the World Turns. ...WVET ...._ 5.4
Beat the Clock ... ...WVET ....

9.8

10.5 ’

8 J8

81.9

9.6

10,5

8.5

53.0

,

Sir Lancelot..
...WVET .,....17.0
Mickey Mouse Club ....... ... WVET .,.,,....24.7

Suddenly, 11:30. Theatre .,.. ...WROC ..... 8:3

MULTI-STRIPPED SALES
NEW YORK, OCTOBER 1957
TITLE AND OTHER DATA
Oct. 8-13—CORNERED—
Dick Powell. Miclieline Cheirel, Walter
Slezak; 1945; RKO; RKO Teleradio
Oct. 14—STEEL TRAP—
Joseph Gotten. Theresa Wright; 1952;
20th Century Fox; Associated Artists
Productions

STATION
WOK

>

SHOW
Million Dollar Movia

,

TOTAL
RATINGS OF
ALL SHOWINGS
32.9

... TOTAL
SHOWINGS
18

AVERAGE
RATING PER
SHOWING
2.1

HIGHEST
RATING PER
-SHOWING
5.9
Monday, Oct. 14
7:30-9:00 p.m.

ftSssiETf
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Nielsen’s Top 10 in Britain
(Week Ending Nov. 10)
Carroll Levis Show.....,.(ATV)
Sunday Night-at the London Palladium;..... (ATV)
Take Your Pick.......
(AH)
Armchair Theatre, "The Great City”....(ABCTV)
Bid for. Fame....
(ABCTV)
O.S.S........(ABCTV)
Double Your Money...(AH)
Jack Hylton Presents—"Alfred Marks Time”. (AH) ■
Val Parnell's Saturday Spectacular.....(ATV)
The Film Show—“Three Weird Sisters”.(ABCTV)

73%
72%
71%
69%

68%
67%

Figures reveal, the audience in the* London, Northern, Midland
and Scottish television homes capable of receiving both B.B.C. and
I.T.V. programs.
^
*
.

Dick Kleiner, TV Key’s Rebuttal
Vs. lorning After’ TV Critics
New York.
abling setowners . throughout the
country to be informed ahead Of
Editor, Variety: '
While, in general,-1 think your time about all the outstanding
story (on TV’s "Fortune Tellers,”, shows every day. All the above
or previews) was a fair one, there mentioned network and agency ex¬
are a few points I feet should be ecutives had themselves, under¬
mentioned. First, I am not syndi¬ gone the annoying experience of
cated in 850 papers, as you printed. Watching some disappointing pro¬
My preview dblumn is strictly writ¬ gram only to discover the follow¬
ten for one paper, the New York ing day that they had. missed a
World Telegram & Sun. NEA is much better show the same eve¬
considering syndicating it.
I do ning which had been covered and
write a news tv column and a recommended by TV KEY’S im¬
weekly tv profile, both of which partial critics.
TV KEY’S staff in New York and
are distributed to about 600 pa¬
Hollywood now numbers an even
pers.
Now, as to the philosophy of the dozen, all of whom have had ex¬
preview. I feel quite strongly that tensive background% not only in
a conscientious, responsible pre¬ theatre and tv production (as I
viewer can do more good for tv— have had) but in newspaper work
both for the industry and the as well. We preview, by means of
viewer—than he can possibly do screenings, reading scripts and at¬
harm. *' I feel that, in calling the tending rehearsals, every major
viewer's attention to programs he network program with the obvious
might otherwise miss, a great con¬ exception of sports and quizzers.
structive good is accomplished. My staff-arid I are highly experi¬
For • example, when I previewed enced in covering “live” dramas for
I am fully aware, of
"The Green-Pastures ” I wrote that example.
it "could be one of tv’s high spots course, that minor changes some¬
to date.”
The next morning- times occur in such shows up to
after the fact—the * critics hopped air time. TV KEY’S previews are
on the bandwagon and bemoaned therefore not concerned with mak¬
the fact that it was overshadowed ing definitive judgements of a
-by the Todd party and what a particular-scene or performance.
shame ‘more people didn’t watch it. We are primarily interested in
I feel that my one little sentence telling the readers of over 130
was of more constructive value leading papers why any given show
than the-' columns written after- is worth seeing, and who it will
uvards; perhaps some of my read¬ appeal to. This Is the information
ers tuned in the show, but the most needed by would-be dis¬
critics’ readers could tune in -all criminating viewers.
they wanted to—it was too late.
Thanks to the fact that a staff
Admittedly, a previewer cannot member has seen every episode
be infallible.
But he can—and of every network series (a de¬
does, I believe—perform a service bilitating and frequently unnerv¬
infinitely more valuable to televi¬ ing assignment), TV KEY is
sion than the critic. He can alert uniquely qualified to comment on
the viewer to the good things, the the overall level of any given pro¬
above-average shows, the programs gram over a 13 or 26-week period.
The advertising agencies and the
that are not routine.
I do not "pan” shows. If a pro¬ networks are fully aware of our
approach.
gram' is, in^ray estimation, not so basically ..affirmative
hot, I omit it. There are excep¬ TV KEY. recommends the most de¬
tions, but that is the general rule. serving, if not, the mostly highly
rated, shows of the day. Far from
The function of the previewer, being "reluctant” to cooperate with
as I see it, is to call attention" to
me and my colleagues on both
the good programs, not slam the coasts, the ad agencies and net¬
bad ones. This, I feel, is a func¬
works are most anxious to insure
tion that tv needs badly and should
TV KEY’s access to any and all
encourage. 'It is much more help-:
programs.
ful to the industry and, to the1
We can and .consistently do
viewer than the personalized ex¬
pressions of the morning-after steer viewers of all ages to the
Critics whose views cannot help a outstanding shows on all net¬
viewer who missed a good show or works, be it “Playhouse 90,” "Hall
of Fame” Series, "Disneyland,”
saw a bad one.
“See It Now” or "Project 20.”
Previews, viewed sensibly, are This is clearly not a service that
the best way of covering tv from can be provided by the local tv
a newspaper’s standpoint and sure-: editors throughout the country.
ly from a viewer’s standpoint. Even the ablest out-of-town ty- ed¬
Perhaps it’s time the tv industry itor is basically dependent on pub¬
realized that they are also the licity handouts wid has. therefore
best way from tv’s standpoint, too. little basis on which to form an
Dick Kleiner.
accurate opinion regarding the
merits of any particular telecast.
Softener’* Rebuttal
• These same tv editors find TV
New York.
KEY’S service perfectly comple¬
Your recent article on preview¬ ments their own coverage. It is
ing the shows misrepresented the a matter of record that our materi¬
nature and function of TV KEY, al has enormously increased read¬
the longstanding pioneer service er interest in the tv pages of
in the field, and consequently does papers where it appears. By so
the tv industry itself a major dis¬ doing we also contribute substan¬
service.
tially, in a period where they are
It is clearer now than ever be¬ more desperately needed than
fore that TV KEY’S basic point of ever before, to higher program¬
view about television coverage is ming standards and criteria.
unquestionably, sound; i.e., that
Steven H. Scheuer.
viewers throughout the country
need and indeed welcome authori¬
COWLANyS
m SLOT
tative first-hand previews of meri¬
Bert Cowlan has been named di¬
torious tv shows.
I have spoken during the past rector of programs, new* & special
few years -to virtually every pro¬ events for WBAI-FM, the Indie
gramming executive in tv and to FM’er in N. Y. Cowlan was last
numerous - top officials of the with Teldon Productions as pro¬
leading advertising agencies. With¬ ducer and creator of “This Week
out exception they agree that TV in Boating,” heard locally via
KEY is contributing greatly to WRCA.
viewer enjoyment and the raising
He’s best known as an announcer
of programming standards by en¬ and actor In N. Y.

American Federation of Televi¬ pearing on the half-hour are un¬
sion
Radio Is pressing, for addi¬ paid guests. The Como and GM
shows are the first sold abroad
tional payments to tv performers
Where standard AFTRA players are
when kinescopes of live U.S. tv involved.
shows are sold abroad. Issue came
Immediately after NBC tipped
about as the result of NBC’s sales of the fact that it had sold several
Television may not yet have
Perry Comd hours on kinescope to
come of age in the decade of its Perry Como programs to BBC and
BBC-TV, in England, AFTRA .was
fabulous omnipresence as a com¬ the General Motors 50th Anniver¬
poised for trouble. Some days later,
mercial entity, but perhaps the sary special to ABC-TV and As¬
NBC announced that it had also
dramatic works thereof have ar¬
sociated Television, English com¬ sold the General Mot >rs one-shot
rived as a literary form. That this
of three Sundays ago to ABC-TV,
may be more than a mere idle mercial tv outlets.
a commercial British tv outlet. BeProblem opens an entirely new
thought is reflected in the issuance
tv'een the first announcement and
of “Best Television Play’s 1957” area of possible residual payments
the second, AFTRA had sent the
(Harcourf, Brace; $5.75), edited by to AFTRA members. But, appar¬
network a letter notifying that the
NBC’s William I. Kaufman as part
ently, the network is resisting ad¬ actors’ union expected to be con¬
of bis tv assembly line series of
sulted before NBC made any move
books bearing his name as editor ditional actor fees on both of the
to deliver Como on kinescope to
programs in question, hoping to
over the last few years.
BBC. AFTRA did not immediately
stave
off
a
precedent-making
ac¬
What sets the book apart is not
send another letter after hearing
so much that the chosen dramas re¬ tion. There is n.o specific reference about the GM special being ex¬
ceived the Harcourt, Brace Awards currently in the web-AFTRA con¬ ported for Dec. 7, but the union in¬
but that every entry was* examinedj
dicated that it was going to assert
for reading yalues in the script] tract covering foreign sale of live itself in that matter too.
form. The nominations were turned tv programs.
CBS-TV has reportedly been
Network, on Monday t25) an¬
in by a committee of 20 members
watching how the AFTRA-NBC sit¬
of the faculty of universities and swered an AFTRA note requesting
uation develops. . It is expected to
colleges representing the depart-] that the union be consulted be¬
have broad ramifications for any
mepts of English, theatre, speech, fore any steps to sell live shows
network attempting to sell its live
tele communications, or humanities. abroad is taken. However, the
domestic tv product abroad or in
Como
deal
is
already
firm
and
so
With the exception of Prof. Frank]
Canada. Steps taken In the next few
C. Baxter of the U. of Southern too is the GM show pact. As a mat¬
days or weeks will affect the posi¬
California, and perhaps his tele¬ ter of fact, the stanza has already tion Kof exported tape video pro¬
communications colleague, Asst. been retitled by the English buyers
grams. When tape comes in, general
Prof. Stuart W. Hyde, the others and becomes "Pursuit of Happi¬ trade opinion is that the flow of
are little known to the television ness,” to appear Dec. 7.
exports will be heavily Increased,
industry at large. It is not unlikely
The NBC letter, which passed making exportation a* important
that some of them have seen a few through the hands of the network’s part of network financial returns.
of the various Works in electronic legal battery, Is said to have been
Right now. AFTRA doesn’t have,
form. •
broadly stated,' giving generally the
a clause in its network pact cover¬
The committees elected seven idea that the web has the right ing delivery of live shows on kine¬
plays, of which three were picked under its present AFTRA contract scope or tape (classed as "record¬
by the judges for* the first three to resell any of its video stanzas ings”) to foreign tv markets. Since
places; hut all seven plays are pub¬ abroad for one replay within 60 big amounts 6f money are expected
lished ifi full as part of the book. days <of the original playdate and to be involved, the performer union
The judges were,. in addition to on facilities which "have an affilia¬ revealed that it expects “substantial
Prof. Baxter in a doubling role, tion with NBC.”
compensation” for re-use of any
John Houseman, w.k. lit’ry author¬
There is little doubt that the recorded stanza on which one of its
ity who has -become executive pro¬ union will oppose this definition members appears. 'Union did not
ducer of CBS-TV’s "Seven Lively: of its contract with the networks. formally express its demands over
Arts” Sunday secies, and Joseph] Guild attitude, as one AFTRA the weekend. AFTRA was hoping
Wood Krutch, former New York source expressed It, is that there for a reply to its letter of notifica¬
drama critic, and long a leading is no contractual arrangement per¬ tion from NBC, but made it clear
author, critic, teacher and essayist] mitting resale of American-pro¬ that if one was not forthcoming
of the "think” echelon. In the nor-| duced shows abroad. AFTRA, it shortly it would take certain steps.
mal course of their daily routine, is expected, will demand negotia¬
NBC foreign department pointed
all or some of the judges may also tion.
out to the press that it planned to
have seen one or more of the dra-|
It’s likely at the moment that go through with the foreign sales of
mas. they have singled out.
AFTRA will ask NBC to pay 75% the kinnied show's, claiming that
To nobody’s surprise, the top of tile domestic minimum for every the contract made provision for
prize, went to Hod Serling’s “Re¬ overseas replay of a live tv pro¬ such a move. Network claimed that
quiem for a Heavyweight,” CBS-TV, gram. The same rate is now in the AFTRA clause, which gave it
"Playhouse 90,” directed by Ralph force for first rerun of a live pro¬ up to 60 days from the time of the
Nelson, produced by Martin Manu- gram in the U.S.
original live television playdate to
11s;
second accolade, "Cracker
CBS-TV sometime ago sold “Per¬ replay a show, on kiae, covered
Money,” by Steven Gethers, NBC- son to Person” in England, but them legally. Furthermore, network
TV, the ex-"Kaiser Aluminum emcee Edward R. Murrow is a well said, contract gave the webs power
(Continued on page 61)
overscale player and the others ap- to sell on any of their facilities, if
they weren’t covered by the first
show'ing. Asked If ABC-TV in Eng¬
land, qualified as an NBC facility,
the network said yes, since NBC
and the British company had an
agreement under which BBC would
take NBC shows when availabilities
. existed for them,
Tclevision is more wasteful than has Gobel there Aiming a travetog; Telefilm shows have been ex*
any other media from the point of for Dec. 3 show for RCA.
■ ported overseas for some years.
Grey agency still looking around ;,but the screen Actors Guild has
view that it reaches for the adver¬
for a casting director.
no provision covering payment for
tiser fewer potential buyers ac¬
The Advertising Council this these additional telecasts. One
cording to Horace S. Schwerin, past week presented awards to the source felt that at the present SAG
head of the Schwerin Research volunteer ad agencies who contrib¬ has not clause in its production pact
Corp. in a speech before the Na¬ uted their services gratis to public that qualifies it to make demands.
service campaigns. Nearly all the He had no idea what demands SAG
tional
Television
Council last
top agencies worked on one cam- j would make on foreign residuals in
week:
paign,
the next negotiations in 1959.
A1 Paul Lefton Agency has
•Schwerin pointed out that Hie
unififormed time buyers are mere¬ picked up the $2,000,000 account
ly buying impressions and that of¬ of the Beneficial Management
ten advertisers who are reaching Corp.
Eleanor Dean, formerly a v.p. at
fewer people sell more goods.
He pointed out that circulation Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, joins
Warwick
& Legler as a veepee.
or the cost per show from the most
Cincinnati. Nov. 28.
Scott Keck, assistant radio and
expensive to the cheapest ran at
Twenty years of affiliation with
a 4:1 ratio while the commercial tv director of Needham, Louis &
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. by
Brorby,
has
been'upped
to
v.p.
slot.
effectiveness ran as high as 40 to
Henry Opperman, radio and tv James D. Shouse, board chairman,
I. That is, some shows were 40
times as effective in plugging director of Geoffrey Wade -Adver¬ and Robert E..Dunville, president,
tising, will head up the .agency’s
their products as other .shows.
_ office.
_
was marked today *26) by a sti.ff
N. Y.
Schwerin stated that the pro¬
Mutual Broadcasting System has \ gathering for * a surprise testigrams play a tremendous part in
shifted its account to Weiss & J moniaL Affair unfoloed at suburban
the . effectiveness of a commerciaL Geller.
Maketewah Country club.
Halted the example where an
A former EWR&R V.p.. John
ice-crofcm manufacturer used a; Toland, has shifted over to War¬
Both execs joined CrosTey’s WLW
at the same time, moving from St.
mystery story to advertise his wick & Legler as veepee.
product and found that the sales:
The 4A’s has retained Clarence Louis where , they filled top spots
actually went down instead of up. E. Eldridge as a consultant on pub¬ with KMOX, Shpuse as manager
- Schwerin asserted that the size lic relations, including the Frey and Dunville his assistant. It was
a switch from CBS to NBC affil¬
of the audience is of no signifi¬ report, for a period .of one year.
cance to commercials but.that it
Glen Hurlburt has joined Guild, iates.
Since 1937 the Shquse-Dunville
was a matter of intensity; how ] Bascom & Bonfigli’s San Francisco
team has directed Crosley progress
many people are reached and howl office as music director.
and
development in radio and tv.
strongly.
J
Doris Craig has been selected as
In the "Win George Gobel con¬ radio-tv. copy chief at William Besides clear channel WLW present
test,” Kenyon & Eckhardt has the Warren, Jackson & Delaney. She operations Include tv stations in
comic in Cincy where Mrs. Fred was formerly associated with the Cincy, Columbus and Dayton, At¬
lanta and Indianapolis.
J. Schneider "won him.” Agency Fischbein Agency in Minn.

Win. Kaufman’s Topflight
Collection of TV Plays;
It’s Good Reading, Too
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Get a Ziv show and you’ve got what it takes
to win top ratings. Look how Ziv shows outrate ail syndicated programs in city after city.
. , '•.1

ft

BALTIMORE

l- s

' -•C 1.

V,

."

• COLUMBUS
1. HIGHWAY PATROL..29.2
2. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS...22.2

1. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS.......,.,...26.3
2. HIGHWAY PATROL.16-3

PULSE, July '57

PULSE, Sept. '57

• CLEVELAND ft

• ODESSA, TEX.
‘ 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. HIGHWAY PATROL.,..25.8
2. MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY.......18.6'
ARB, Sept. '57

• DETROIT tt
1. /HIGHWAY PATROL...31.9
2. DR. CHRISTIAN..:.23.1
ARB, Sept. '57

ft

MAN CALLED X..33.5
HIGHWAY PATROL...33.3
MEN OF ANNAPOLIS..--32.0
MY FAVORITE STORY..31.8
SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE.31.3
PULSE, April '57

• PORTLAND

• PHILADELPHIA ft

1. SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE.35.5
2. HIGHWAY PATROL. ..28.9
PULSE, April W

1. HIGHWAY PATROL....18.9
’2. I LEO 3 LIVES.........14.0
J

NASHVILLE

ARB, Sept. '57

It

• CINCINNATI

PULSE, April '57

1. DR.-CHRISTIAN.24.7
2. HIGHWAY PATROL „......23.1
"

• PITTSBURGH

NEW YORK

ARB, All*. '57

ft
ARB, July '57

ARB, July'57

• ATLANTA

• BUFFALO ^
1. HIGHWAY PATROL.24.5
2. MAN CALLED X.
.:. 21.5
PULSE, Sept,'57

MU3KT IN OVER 100 MARKETS

TO WIN AUDIENCES AND SALES FOR*
. Starter* Oirpf
California

Farm Buraau Insurance

• Cett Beverages

Budwaiter Beer

Kroger

• rhffllptW

Hope Natural GatC*.

• Cariiafa Beer

EdselCart

• lawman Biscuit Co.

Mercantile National

• Safeway Starts
• Household Finance

,. In stories of exciting action on
lend, sea and under the sea!

ft

1. HIGHWAY PATROL.15.2
2. MEN OF ANNAPOLIS;....10.6

1. HIGHWAY PATROL.43.0
2. DR. CHRISTIAN.38.6

Starring

ft

1. HIGHWAY PATROL.
2. DR. CHRISTIAN .

♦ Bristol-Myers

And ether important advertisers
and TV atatiom!

ft

1. SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE..........25.3
2. DR. CHRISTIAN.
.23.0
3. HIGHWAY PATROL __ 21.8
ARB, M»y'57

; j
r ^
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

Television Followup Comment
Twentieth Century
ing condemnation of a system that Mare Wilder, Miss Fleming’s echor^n,,Vlerine that the‘‘Twentieth can afford no opposition^ there’s chamber chirping of-Baby Baby’’
C onsidermg that the iwentiem such a thing as “g00(i" propaganda, and a closing “Hollywood’s deb
Century” series’ chapter on “B ainstars” walkathon with Francis X.
I Bushman hosting the youngsters,
washing” over CBS-TV Sunday (24)
1
Chan. •
v as billed as an asDeet of the fu-[
See It Now
y.as billed as an aspect oi tne iu
p
t1 f at0mic'energy
--ture of our century, its facts and
Simdre (24) on
U S Steel Hour
implications were frightening. »See It §ow » CBS-TV. 5 to 6 p.m.,
Mark
Twain’s
“Huckleberry
Show had a calm, documentary the first in a series of programs on Finn” apparently is an elusive
quality that was utterly persuasive the atom planned by producers Ed- property for adaptors. It’s been
anH eainod in imoact nreciselv be- ward R. Murrow and Fred W. musicalized previously for offand gained ip impact precise > be Friendly
Broadway and dramatized for tv
cause its technique didnt put the
TiUed “Atomic Timetable, Part without too much success.
Ann
stress on “propaganda.”
1 Fission, Fusion and Abundance ” Croswell and Lee Pockriss (book)
Produced, directed and scripted the one-hour contained many news- and Frank Luther (score) made anbv Albert Washerman and presented worthy and startling comments other stab at it for the U. S. Steel
bv CBS New? ^d^ Public Affaire from U. S. scientific experts which Hour last Wednesday (20) over
by C BS .News and Public Affairs, grabbed off Page 1 headlines in CBS-TV and it emerged as a vapid
the program laid bare some aspects th current hot competitive race be- piece lacking the color, satire and
of Communist methods not only in tween the U. S. and Russian inspiration of the original.
making pimple confess to crimes sciedce.
-Buck Finn" as the.tv adaptathey
The Murrow entry served to em- tion was called,
called excerpted tne
thev haven’t committed,
committed but in rethe se*
uui m ic.
tho
in trhinh
moulding their thoughts to the
to'“gmppU
& oSte

r~seyd=bm si^«Ve3d^mst^i ksxs

played out believably and power- despite some lively quips from the
fully
•
.
.
comic it was his singing dachshund
With this kind of acting and di-| who ^was^the high point of the seg:
rection, “The Troublemakers” is ment. Paar’s getaway lent itself
worth another try on Broadway, to some interesting CBS camera-.
and certainly would roaJte
make a top- worx,
work, i.e. loiiowmg
following tne
the comic
flight film.
his car and
Chan.
across the grounds to Ms
-continuing the interview inside.the
-—
inside , the
auto with a camera m the front
Gisele MacKenzie Show
S
wi!
Truman, once again on seat,
seat. nut
But raar
Paar behaved
Margaret Truman,
Denavea like
nice it was
the tv circuit after a long hiatus an intrusion.
attending to some family matters,
Slezak was the better subject
is still not back to fighting form, and the wittier, though m all fairAs guest on the Gisele MacKenzie ness he was anything hut bound
layout last Saturday, her voice for w-ork. The veteran actor was a
showed signs of her long show biz smooth host, his keepsakes and
layoff. It lacked precision as did hobbies mterestmg, and his famdy
the rest of her performance.
C°SPifrifon:;,SiS“SS
Perhaps for .that reason. Miss |
which he ,called early
Truman didn’t get much of a Slezak, a self portrait with a gas
chance to sing. In her first bit on
antl played a tape of. ms
"I Only Have Eyes For You." she
gS
q£ roIe « he said «is'what
pays the
was deliberately, .swamped by a ofrole"
"iswhatnavsthe
male duartet doing some modern ox roie, ne saia, is wnat pays tne
jazz,
In a sister routiuewitb
«”SSi^«S[5^S u5-

vicious and a cruel process, and its
implications are vast.
Sunday’s show examined some of
the Communist victims—a Hungarian woman who had heen in
solitary confinement in Budapest
for seven years; an Associated
Press correspondent who was imprisoned in Prague; some American fliers shot down over Korea
and imprisoned by the Chinese
Keels, and a British engineer,
caught by the Reds in Tibet and
“brainwashed” by them.
These
stories w^re presented simply, on
film, with the barest dramatic setting. Walter Crankite provided the
continuity. It was an hour of chilling revelation and, in its underplayed presentation, a warning to
Americans not only against the
Communist way, but against conformism in general.
“Brainwashing” had the guts to
frame its show into the overall concept of conformity, not only in Russia and the Soviet orbit. It very
distinctly made the point, several
times, that—as someone put it—
“the last century will be known as
the century that produced dquality.
Our century will be known as a
time when everyone tried to be the

c
f ener£y>
ance. Unfortunately .Huck and his «?
foreground with Miss Mac,
.
Th highooints were the inter- Negro friend; Jim, are of second- Kenzie carrying the ball for most
Murrow, for Ms par*;, belabored
views. It was sobering to hear Dr. ary importance to tMs escapade part. Miss_Truman also engaged Paars topsy-turvy work sc^dule
Edward Teller, generally referred which may be why so much of “J some jitterbuggmg with Miss
to as the chief architect of.the hy- Twain was, missing in this treat- MacKenzie and four youngsters to mtohcnv the comedian really lives,
drogen bomb, say that the Russians ment.
, show that she s a good sport. It Paaram w10,3
,° c 6n w
have achieved a scientific victory
Jack Carson and Basil Rathbone, [meant little else.
fAanfeA' b9*^^*aa
over the U. S., more disastrous as the Duke, and the Dauphin, reFor her part. Miss MacKenzie - „ YffTrlJf «
than that of Japan’s Pearl Harbor spectively, had a <Smith ifield day is a slick performer, equally cap- ““ ln„
s u"1
attack. He called for a public ap- bamming up their parts. They able with gab or song. Her script ^equipment, ne saia iDeing runny;
predation of the role of science, played it broad and loud without calls for some casual comedy in- 11 was aDout as muen as abl n«s.
adding that under most favorable any particular point of view. Jim- troes which she handles very
■L,es*
conditions it would take the U. S. my Boyd, who’s becoming a Mark smoothly, as if it were off the cuff
_ _
r ...
Hy Gardner Calling
about 10 years to catch up to the Twain prototype for tv with a Tom stuff. She delivered such items as Ay
> r,±ly,L,ar®ne£
. n
Hy
Gardner
took
on
Edward
Soviets.
Sawyer characterization already to the rhythmic “Bom To Be My _
Gardner took on B,awara G.
u.
Robinson Jr.
In an equally serious vein. Rear his credit, looks the part but his. Baby” to the ballad, “TMs I Know,” Robinson
Jr. and
and Lori
Lon Nelson
Nelson on
on
Admiral Hyman G. Riekover, in adolescent twang gets to be grat- also giving a big plug for her RCA
screen interviews over
charge of nuclear development for Ing. Earle Hyman had little to do Victor, recording of the latter. The vykla-i v on saturaay
zon¬
the U. S. Navy, said the country as Jim but* made his shots counts four boys on the show are a nice inson s gaDfest served tfte purpose
of plugging his autobiographical
should accommodate
ifs
“egg- Marcia Henderson, as one of the touch.
Herm.
°f&
™
tome, “My
Father, My fc’°S,
Son” Y1.,
with
heads,” for they have a contribu. young gals due for the loot, is ap—;mnv’
tY «atnefi’
William
Duffy coiiabing.
tion to make. At one point he broke pealing to the eye and has a pleasWide Wide World
William iJuffy
coiiabing. it’s
its like
like
up the filmed interview with Mur- ant vocal quality but* she looked;
The latest hour-and-a-half of a segment of
Compulsion now
row to rephrase a Murrow question, too old for any romantic inclina-i NBC-TV’s “Wide Wide World" on ^“a^
« query which he felt did not go to 'lion for young Huck.
Sunday (24) hardly dramatized its
„fn
the roots of the matter It was then
Luther’s score added little to the premise In trying to emphasize
thR.
he made his “egghead” plea.
general run of things. Except for the marked transition of Arizona
wfth the nld ?SuatlnTi ^?thSeh
Other notables on. the program “Loafin’ on the Water,” which fit|in th,e past 10 years from desert to Jal ^ffthe old situation, aitn^gh
included Admiral Lewis
L. into- the Mississippi mood, the a well-irrigated agricultural, Indus- .S
stoppeu rar snora
Strauss, chairman of the Atomic iunes seemed to be shoved into trial and social (with special stress o* P™raer.
Energy Commission; ancf Sir John the script at random and weren't on the latter) giant, the General , Robinson, son of the noted actor,
Crockett. Britain’s atomic expert, strong enough to stand up on their Motors’ sponsored tv program fell was brought up in luxury, but fell
bWn.
' j into a series of fragmentized re- apart m later years. What benefit
j: Filmed clips took the viewer to the I own.
ports, very few of which made any the interview had came, not as
sauu?-”
I
Director Elliott Silverstein
reasonable point at all.
result of the questions asked, but
The most moving episode was
nuclear the best he "Could with the material i
as nable p0 Pt a’ a11’
the first, featuring Dr. Edith Bone, Station, Idaho Falls the nucleai at h{md
"Gto*
Program quite often, in the. few £h°“thldeep £eeling of Robinson,
air, has Xbe Quenos were not much more
incarcerated in Budapest. A high-. P0™*’station at- Caider H;all, Eng-years it’s been on the
tl
shown ambition
ambition far
far nut
nut nf propor- }ban a recital of transgressions by
ly intelligent woman, once a Com- and ibSa«n?a/,f^)fS?HanUFntr
Playhouse 90
shown
tion to
to its
its ability
ability to
to te
tell its story. *be youngster against society, his
munist. Miss Bone in her quiet. P^er station at Caider Hall, E „
George* Beliak’s
play,
“The tmn
Again _it
it tried
than it family and Mmself But In his anundeinonstrajtive way told a storv land. In toto, the shew was Quite Troublemakers." had only a mod- ASam
tried to
to do
do more
m
_, heroism
1__ of* _a
nmnmvn on
nn what’s
wnat s erate
_x- succeS
_
. londonandTess
_
.
J
.
nrao able.
qMo in
in the
+Vi« sta^
pfin.rn called
J
of real
magnificent > a rovealiriff
revealing rundown
^n
was
“Mir- swers one was able to obtain a
acle in the Desert-” Annrnvimetelv picture orarjad Drought-up without
rosistence In Ihc face ol threats j happening m a few phases of fhr^etStCC0^Br0adway
a
fe3
yiars
“
?%?eserL”t
Approximately
gCeXve
oftoo
too btisyparents.
bSyfareTts"^
off-Broadway a few years ?be first 20 mi^tes of th^show tbe
lQve of
Withand persuasion. She never gave in. atomic development.
Koto.
back Butt a pair
ir bf
firat
made a casY
of superb per- the _r
^ 20 . minutes of the show outt tryine
trvinff to
fn he'
>1A;TriJ,dp
_n_A for
+nr.
Instead, she called her seven years*
_ _
-c.
formances hy Ben GasSara and ^e devoted to expressing the b^self^ne could sense a fS^^
in solitary “mv liberation,” and!
Bob Hope Show
Barbara Rush, along with John blustory Pf .the Arizona territory, ofloneimit when herpededS
she demonstrated how she kept
Timex fbdn t know what time it Frankenheimer’s best directorial Tbe confu^on of yignettes, of oid ental W
lierself from • falline anart
Her was when it cancelled -Bob Hope,
of
-pac.nn
west horsemen, of mock gunfights, e11^11ove. autnonty ana aiscipiine.
story w as moving and wMl-told.
S^°i?dT?°pe 0Uti?| £f lh'l TS “Troublemakers” into a tense and 9f Spanish priests leading children hif
Not quite the same could be said
television drama, easily ” anTC p1rt4T£toT a<^X Ttoe" S “ttae^e ff^
havmg stepped fn as the Timex ‘|jfs
for “H*yhousd SO”
Miss Nelson. Presumably for a gag.
imprisoned m Prague on charges replacement), was a corker, Hopes
y
,,
Moreover, it was difficult under- bliss Nelson interviewed Gardner,
of espionage, which he admitted, best in a long time.
°f tbe murder of an un- standing what “T^WW” expected to I With this show Hy Gardner
Hot e again, threMs of violence and
Chief distinguishing factor was p°pivar ciaxlmat,e by four college gajn by showing episodes that were marked his fourth anni with a
of death; the promise of a more Hope’s return to nothing-sacred ^P^bs and the struggle of another i6ss than documentary and worse “person to person” telephonic
lenient treatment if he admitted topicality.
Not that Hope ever student who had witnessed and than ersatz.
ersatz
techMque he helped pioneer. He
hi«s omit
tho
_-j x_:_r_u..x.
tried tn nrpvent the
r. ...
,_,
n..
.. x •.
his guilt. Tho
The trniihlo
trouble with
with the
abandoned
topical gags, but this trmd
to prevent the murder urith
with
There was slightly
more method_ has
brought the
split screen
techOatis case is, and always has been, session was a w’ide-ranging, no- his conscience after keeping silent to the second portion of the stanza nique to a bright polish and has
thnl
lie himself fends tn aeree i..u, i_i-about it had snmo u-oat crw-itc
m.wuU j,U4,xuu
mt oiouxa,
_“SL, ,_j
xt._x
b? himself tends to agree holds-barred barrage of satire that ab?ut. it had some weak spots, but hardly any more interest made it a personal
trademark
that
with the Czech contention that, covered everything and everyone, Principally^ skirted the bounds evoked than in the first. About the adds to the intimacy of his inter-'
under the definition of Czech law, from Sputnik and Dulles to Sinatra of plausibility at times,* though only patt with any impact “vas the views.
' *
ne was engaged in unlawful acti- and Sarnoff.
There’s been too Beliak’s teladaptation managed to scenes of agricuitural development
Jose.
vity.
Yet Oatis emerged as an much reluctance among comics of keep it just within those bounds.
S the ISSram'Mnd of d?gen-_ordinary man, with no special iate to gag about world affairs.
But the performances and the erated into a lengthy plug on the
Voice of
of. Firestone
heroism of the kind a lot of peo- and from this vantage-point alone direction forced the viewer to for- virtues of sunbaked living, and in
A Parisian motif was neatfy
neatlv deple «sitting comfortably m their Hope’s outing was refreshing.
.
get all matters of plausibility, even one instance, a plug for what treated on ABC-TV’s Firestone
homes• might demand of AmenBut better than that, he had of motivations Gazzara and Miss seemed to he powerful commercial stanza Monday M25) by Roberta
cans caught in such situations.
some hilarious moments, narticu- Rush, along with Keenan Wynn, building - contracting interests. If Peters, ballerina Micheline Bardin
The three fliers told their story larly with guestar Danny Thomas. Mary Astor and a topflight sup- there was’ any distinctive difference and the Howard Barlow orch. It
intelligently and with interesting who paired with him twice, first pbrting cast, turned loose the pow- between Arizona and, say Florida was a gay musical fest that zipped
details. But the most harrowing for a takeoff on ty westerns and ax and turned up an agonizingly tvhich was the subject of a “WWW” the Gallic flavor across the home"
home
nnitnho
OH on
A* tlio
—. it
J X wasn’t
■ ,X inimnoot
episode invnlv(*d
involved tho
the -Rrifich
British Bnh.
Rob- later
later for
for ditto
ditto^ On
on the
the Video
video crooncroon- tension-fill
tension-filled
90 minutne
minutes. As
the nearly two _
yearsI
ago,
screen nritK
with impact,
ert Ford, caught by tbe Chinese in ers.
Thomas takeoff on Frank bystander who agrees to keep quiet dicated in Sunday’s unappetizing
Session seized as a Showcase
libet. After many months in jail, Sinatra was a gem. replete with but then gets involved with the potpourri.
for Mile. Bardin who was spotted
his captors not only insisted on a fed<>ra, open striped tie and ciga- dead boy’s family (and falls in
The value the program had- as a * in two appealing dance sequences,
confession of guilt,4)ut also on his ret; the western satire (gunfight at love with the sister to boot), Gaz- public relations vehicle for bank- She hit aM>t note withsfczesty
acceptance of Communism. He had
^ turaied in,a superb portrayal, roller GM might have been great; can-can and showed that she .knows
to become “a new min,” and here
arnoff presents Bad Day And Miss Rusn literally gave off Cadillac consumption cohld easily what the baHet biz is all about In a
the show made its title point. To at NBC
wrts f^d ^oo. narticu- sparks as the tortured sister. The rise in direct relationship to the more classic setting later.
I ora it was a mattei ofself-preser- Jarlv with an unrehearaed assist stapng and nctmg were particu- number of Arizonans who appeared
Roberta Peters no stranger to
ration. Enmeshed m the vicious
'vb^n bls
larly powerful m the most effective on “WWW” as dancers, sneakers
nViSfSAirapattern. he finally concluded tb*t,
s?enef of a11’ tho?e where Gazzara, wheel-toners, te^ playera etTi. tSt ranged Som pS to^on?hto
to be able to sound sincere, he with Hope going tMrough a tw<>- already tortured by his role in the But the viewing public, which
really had to be sincere. He was way-stretch routine to getot back murder, lias to talk about it with didn’t receive lnyR plugs
was
at times swept up in a kind of “P- Add an assist from Durango Miss Rush and Miss Astor, who shortchanged
and not by any orch and chorus with prefer spirit
“mass hysteria” when he actually Durante. _ with the Schnoz appeal- played the dead boy’s mother.
nennv-ante dealer Mther
Art.
4 Qros.

HrUSL «»

«•«»»» “

But the “thought reform" didn’t'

f

SS

SCree"

“

£lt

*“

.. ^ as » overprotedive fa-

|her« Vaughn ™'us weak-wmed°3om

a valuable lesson for both the Com-1 caraeramen as tbgV concentrated
nnmists
and
the free
world, j an Mis? North’s lLr hf? face^
“Brainwashing” benefitted from an turned Hope upside down etc’
exceptionally\ood script and good
lensmg by Peter Glushattok. Its j in^r had so.so values. with Hope as
reenactments
sharpened
viewer I a honevmooner with a case of halrealization of the physical and| ludnations triple-taking an inmental torture these people had | vasion of pint-s?zed Mail-men and
undergone and-especially in the, then ^e?ng shrunk down to mideet
case or Miss Bone—they became; size and still cracking to his bride,
a tribute to the human spirit.
; “The rest of the night is all Ours.”
This was a depressing view ofOther ingredients were oke—
the twentieth century, and a tell-; Miss North’s cha-cha pairing With

Mullaney as the victim, and Jackie
Coogan as a detective, all com
tributed fine performances. But it
^ In the 'direction and staging
that “The Troublemakers” particularly excelled. Those face-to-face
scenes of conflict with Gazzara and
Misses Rush and Astor. the paging
Of the murder itself starting out
as a drunken “teach-Mm-a-lesson”
heating and ending in tragedy, and
a last-act dormitory fight when.the
foursome turns on Gazzara, all

„

—

1

No nepofem'heJe^’^’was there? piJ?th^^fe0sea?"°onTMkeCwS'
natural plugs for the comedian’s
latenight stanza on NBC-TV, and
foIiowred with a visit to Walter Slezak, whose filmed series. “Slezak
and Son ”
hangmg fire as an upcommg CBS entry.
Paar failed to make the most of
the* handout insisting repeateMy
that he had to get away to make
Ms own show on time, which
caused some viewer anxiety. ^ Tour
of the-homestead . was brief and
Paars family self conscious, and

her
“d pinions
w^ace tookitlSy wffh thequeS
easy wun tne quea
r^te^^f0^weT?outto^
about pSS
wto many quesnims
pr s
uay leaner^
(Uontinuea on page oo;
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Wednesday, November 27, 1957
FOLIO
(‘Trial of James Whelan’)
With Douglas Rain, John Drainie,
Jack Creley, Katharine Blake,
.Chanson King, Frank Peddie,
Jane Mallett, Robert Christie,
Alex McKee, others
Producer-Director: Mario Prizek
Writer: Len Peterson
| 95 Mins., ThursM 10 p.m.
(BBD&Q)
| CBC-TV, from Toronto
If a dancing qat, a flying ham- j
Largest cast ever assembled for
ster and a magic gremlin aren’t a CBC-TV drama (68) was "The
enough to lure the kiddies to the Trial of James Whelan," a 90-min.
mainly courtroom drama concern¬
return, of ’‘Andy’s Gang,” then a |
ing the. hearings of a young Ottawa
jungle adventure made especially! tailor who was charged with the
for them should do the trick. midnight murder, in 1868, of
Show obviously is aimed at fairly, Thomas D’Arcy McGee, Irish-born
stateman, one of the Fathers of
wide spread in moppet department Confederation of Canadian prov¬
with this segment coming up with inces, and victim of one of Cana¬
da’s few political assassinations.
a tasteful case of murder.
Quickly moving telepic is divided (His great-nephew, Frank McGee,
is a Conservative^ member of the
Into three parts, ©the longest of current House of Commons at Otwhich is the jungle sequence. Host
On production values, "The Trial
Andy Devine sets the stage for seg¬
ment, which, though obviously low of Thomas Whelan” was a splendid
piece
of writing research, together
budget, does an effective job of
putting elephants, a python and a with Len Peterson’s transcript of
the spoken testimony, the costumes
panther on film.
and settings of a Victorian period.
This time, it’s a story of an ele¬ Put this character and case history
phant mahout who kills a wood¬ of the McGee killer as one of the
cutter, then blames crime on his finest tv productions to date of the
beast. He runs through forbidden State-owned Canadian Broadcast¬
jungle, is chased by two jungle ing Corp.
boys and finally is subdued as they
On the mob scenes, the recon¬
maul him "water buffalo style,” struction of the old Ottawa court¬
That is, they maneuver on either room, and the presence of Sir John
side of him and butt him with A. Macdonald, first Prime Minister
their heads.
New fight game Of Canada, as observer on the
.should
provide
some' exciting Bench, the producer-director gave
hours, and tall headaches, for im¬ the trial an authentic atmosphere
itative youngsters.
which, with the sterling acting of
Devine has more to do In show’s the many principals, marked a
second half, when Midnight the highlight in this CBC sustainer se¬
. cat fiddles while Squeekie the ries that only a. State-operated tv
hamster flies his single-motored, setup could accomplish In this
job.
Then Froggy the gremlip country and, with its large cast
comes on- to introduce cousin and five-weeks’ rehearsal time for
Harry, a live orangutang. With¬ the 90-min. presentation, no Cana¬
out use of animation. Harry mi- dian sponsor could afford.
micks' what’s being said—or per¬
As the drama showed, this court¬
haps it’s vice versa—and the out¬ room scene of only two days point¬
come is quite amusing.
Overall, ed up the orderliness of Canadian
technical credits on final half of courts, free of postponements and
legal loophole tactics, with Whelan
show are excellent.
There's a spark here that should proclaiming his Innocence but re¬
keep the kids jumping. Devine is volving in his mind, via flashbacks
affable, fun to look at, and has the and soliloquies, the political aims
ability to make a pal of every he brought to the assassination.
(Whelan had also been found In
young viewer.
Ron.
possession of a gun which had the
bullet markings of, the slug that
penetrated McGee’s brain from be¬
THE DROP-OUT
With Jim Walton, Omar Carmichael hind as he was letting himself into
his Ottawa boarding-house; and
Director: Bob Pilkington
then blurted out, when confronted
Writer-Producer; Bob Pjlkington
by a French-Canadian witness—
45 Mins.; Sat. (16), 5:15 p.m.
"When. I shot McGee, nobody saw
WHAS-TV, Louisville
"The Drop-Out,” a WHAS-TV me do it!”)
This was a gripping courtroom
community service program, was a drama that held suspense to the
program based on a statistic, fact finish, with Douglas Rain playing
that almost half of the total en¬ the assassin and bringing out the
rollment of the Louisville Public killer’s ambition to be a Fenian
hero to his mother, Wife and com¬
Schools drops out of school be¬ rades; who all deserted him toward
tween'the seventh grade and grad¬ the consummation of his crime and
uation. Figure for the class of 1955 would have no part in killing even
a hated Irish "betrayer” of the
was 45.8%.
Fenian cause In which Canada was
Citizens of the area must have to be freed from Britain—even
been particularly interested in how though the Canadians didn’t want
the WHAS-TV staff investigated to be freed!
Jack Creley was the prosecuting
the reasons for dropping out.
Through the interview method, attorney, with John Drainie as de¬
both drop-outs and potential drop¬ fense counsel. Both were excellent
outs gave their reasons for the ap¬ in their verbal fencing, with Jane
parent lack of interest in continu¬ Mallett fine as the mother and
ing their schooling. Some of the Katharine Blake splendid as
students who have, left school are Whelan’s wife. However, it was
now back in school, after realizing Douglas Rain’s superb characteri¬
the handicap they are under with¬ zation as a weak, would-be hero,
out a diploma. Others are working too often drunk to be taken se¬
at jobs where it is suspected they riously by his family or colleagues,
will not go much further, and one that was the outstanding role in
"The Trial of James Whelan.”
. Is in city jail for auto theft.
Statements by the young people While he boasted at the finish that
tied the program together, being his name would go down in pos¬
spaced throughout between inter¬ terity, few, until this "Folio” pro¬
views with important leaders of duction, remembered the name of
the community on the subject. the political killer. (Whelan, of
Principals of academic high schools course. Was found guilty by jury
as well as heads of public trade and hanged.)
With all principals turning in
high schools gave their views on
convincing 'performances, plus
the problem. Also appearing for a
strong support from that large cast,
lengthy talk was L, H. Means,.
the success of "The Trial of James
Director of Public and Employe
Whelan” is probably the greatest
Relations at G.E.’s Appliance Park:
for the directorial abilities of
a marine recruiting officer, and
the Chief Probation Officer for the Mario Prizek; with appreciation
County Juvenile Court, as well as also to the sombre -.sets of Edgar
McStcty.
the Principal of Jackson Street Krumins.
ANDY’S GANG
.With Andy Devine, Nino Marcel,
Vito Scotti, Peter Coo, Paul
Cavanaugh, Bill Rau
Producer-Director-Writer: Frank
Ferrin
SO Mins.; Sat., 10 ajn.
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG.
NBC-TV (film)

Junior High School, which has a
•predominantly
colored
student
body.
About 98% of the program was
on. film, and with Superintendent
of Schools Omar Carmichael ap¬
pearing at the end for a summation,
subject was well covered and in¬
formative. Probably, the most in-.
* terestrog portions of the program
were the interviews with drop-outs
and potential drop-outs, who gave
their reasons for their decisions
anent their schooling. No attempt
to editorialize was evident on the
program, but script stuck to astraight factual approach to the
subject. "The Drop-Out” was .writ¬
ten, directed and produced by Bob
Pilkington, in cooperation with Ben
Freeman of the Guidance Clinic of
the Louisville Board of Education.
Narration and interviews were
handled by Jim Walton.
Wied.

WATER RATS BOOK
'A BRITISH TV SPEC
London, Nov. 26.
A tv program, claimed by BBCTV to be "television’s biggest allstar show of the year,” will be
presented by (The Grand Order of
Water Ration Dec. 1. The show
will be called "Revels of 1957,”
and will run for .75 minutes.
Among the members of the
Order so far booked to appear are
King Rat • Cyril Dowler, Peter
Cavanagh, Charlie Chester, Vic
Oliver, Donald Peers, and. the
Four Smith'. Brothers. The pro¬
gram will be produced by Richard
Alton/ who Is, himself a Water
Bat*
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[THE INNOCENT YEARS
TEXACO COMMAND APPEAR¬
BEYOND THIS PLACE
ANCE
| With Alexander Scourby, narrator
(Du Pont Show of the Month)
With Ethel Barrymore, Joseph With Farley Granger, Peggy Ann
Producer: Henry Salomon
Cotten, Claudette) Colbert, Ethel
Writers: Salomon, Richard Hanser.
Garner, Hurd Hatfield, Arthur
Barrymore Colt, Dolores Gray,
[ Editor: Silvio D’Alisera
O’Connell, Fritz Weaver; guest
i Music: Arranged-conducted by RobDavid Niven, Carl Reiner, Hoagy
star, Shelley Winters; others
Carmichael, Lauren Bacall, Leo Producer: David Susskind
[
ert Russell Bennett
Durocher Casey Stengel, Fred Director: Sidney Lumet
60 Mins., Thurs. (21), 10 p.m.
Haney, Roy Campanella, others Adaptation (from A. J. Cronin
TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
Producer: Burt Shevelove
NBC-TV (film)
novel): Vance Bourjaily
Director: Paul Harrison
(BBDO)
90 Mins.; Mon. (25), 9:30 pm.
A viewer born in or around the Writer: Arnold B. Horwitt
DUPONT
CBS-TV, from New York
period depicted in "The Innocent Musical Director; Paul Weston
IBBD&O)
Years" (1900-17) need not neces¬ 60 Mins,; Sat. (23), 10 p.m.
sarily have an "entertainment” ad¬ TEXACO
As its third program of the sea¬
vantage over one born later. It’s NBC-TV, from Hollywood
son DuPont Show of the Month
(Cunningham
&
Welsh')
to be assumed that such an era will
ventured into straight dramatics on
be done Accurately, and particular¬
Any resemblance to Ethel Barry¬ Monday (25), with an adaptation of
ly in the ease of NBC’s master more’s career as "queen of the A. J. Cronin’s novel, "Beyond This
historian, who uses television as a American theatre’s royal family” Place.” The 90-minute mystery
medium for magnum opus pageant¬ and the tribute staged in her be¬ drama boasted a formidable "cast
ry, accuracy and fidelity, in both half on "Texaco Command Appear¬ including guest star Shelley Win¬
spirit and letter, is par for Henry ance” last Saturday (23) night ter¬ ters, Farley Granger, Peggy Ann
Salomon’s course. Although the minated with the thought. In fact, Garner, Hurd Hatfield, Arthur
population is getting older, per¬ for the major portion of the hour- O’Connell, Fritz Weaver and a host
centage-wise, and tv is a great long telecast ort NBC-TV, any of others. David Susskind’s produc¬
gadget for tiring /bones, there are viewer who hadn't been briefed ip tion credits even enjoyed a Sidney
other types* of viewers to be" con¬ advance as to the intent of this Lumet directorial tag. But for all
sidered; types by age as well as Henry Jaffe Enterprises produc¬ the energies and talents expended,
tion must have been bewildered it was a disappointing show.
types by television tastes.
The senior citizens represent a and perplexed by <a diffuse assort¬
For one thing, Vance Bourjaily’s
ment
of talents trying to make adaptation of Cronin’s eerie period
very substantial part of the total
national audience, but there are something out of nothing.
piece might have survived the
Strictly on its merit as entertain¬ ordeals of a tv showcasing far
many born after the first world war
started (that is, 1917, American ment, it was shoddy and unin¬ more successfully within a 60-min¬
view) who are a large looker-in spired: As an attempt to .recap¬ ute framework, for at least, it
potential for flashback stuff like ture some of the grandeur, the would have eliminated a suc¬
"Innocent Years” and the other ret¬ magnetism and the sheer artistry cession of superfluous sequences
rospective treatises masterminded of one of the great performers of that slowed the action down to a
by Salomon with his cracker jack the 20th Century, .this 60-minute walk. But ’ whatever the length,
network unit. The qualitative pay¬ hodge-podge was, at best, a cheap basically the fault lay (1) in the
For it vehicle itself, and (2) in the method
off, in fact, may stem from the exploitation of a name.
interest in the Project 20 pro¬ made no attempt to relate its vari¬ chosen for presentation. It was
gram by those well under 40 ous episodes to the life and times overpretentious and arty. Lumet,
of Ethel Barrymore, and if it was it would appear, seemed more enyears of age.
"Innocent Years” is sure to rate, not the show’s intent to recap the ; grossed In making "characters” out
encomiums (an A for effort, any¬ highlights in the career of a leg-! of each and every one of his mulway), and it was a nice piece of end m the American theatre, tliejtipie performers than in creating
work: It had nostalgic and infor¬ least it could have done was to j and building story interest. His
mational value—a reminder to the uhhze Its best creative talents toj devotion to camera effects, facial
oldster, a stimulating vignette for pay tribute to the lady in the. studies, shadowy backgrounds and
wings.
' foreboding street scenes -misplaced
"younger folk.”
To compound confusion when the accent completely. What might
Through coincidence or other¬
wise, the program could well have Frank Sinatra, for example, In the \ have been exciting mystery fare
been titled "The Innocent Years closing moments made a surprise ; was sacrificed for “camera studies.”
In New York” since that was the appearance to sing ’‘Accustomed to
As a result, it wasn’t even good
dominant arena, the centerpiece 6f Her Face,” an obvious natural, it offbeat tv; the continuity at times
the 17-year span. To be sure, there was with the frank admission that was as puzzling and distracting as
he
was
singing
it
for
himself
as
was Washington, but only as a kind
the Shostakovich music bridges
of punctuation point for the then he turned toward the camera in¬ and
backgrounding.
Strangely
Administrations (the assassination stead of directing his vocal tribute enough, the final scene, at com¬
to
the
honored
guest.
For
that
of McKinley in Buffalo as the
plete odds in mood and reference
century became a one-year old: matter, most of thqse concerned to the story heretofore unfolded,
Teddy Roosevelt, William Howard with the “Command Appearance” presented a new and interesting
Taft, Woodrow Wilson); there was gave the impression that they denouement that" could have lent
also Hollywood, but only to point were there with no motive other itself to a more dramatic and re¬
Up, the squeaks and crawls of a than to do their individual turn. warding presentation.
scrappy infant; there was a flood Any tie-in with Miss Barrymore or
Readers of thfe Cronin story may
in Ohio, an earthquake in San her career seemed beyond their recall the intrigue that develops In
Francisco, a border war with ken.
a
gas-lit English village when a
Perhaps the lone exception was
Mexico, etcetera. But the chief
Orson Welles’ sincere and simple young roan, determined to find the
artery was Gotham,-the metropoli¬
sentiments. Miss Barrymore’s own real murderer for whose crime his
tan district—and if Wall Street is
contribution was limited mostly to father has been Serving 18 years
considered national rather than
a brief listing (with accompanying in‘prison, finds himself in a h<slocal, there was quite a broadposters) of some of her successes tory-repeating-itself frameup. The
canvas omission in^not giving eye
spanning her 1905 “Capt. Jinks of woman holding the "key” to the
and ear to the.economlc panic which
the
Horse
Marines”
through father’s freedom is herself "done
occurred about the middle of the
"Cousin Kate." “Doll’s House,” in” by the same religious fanatic
depicted span.
“Trelawney of the Wells.” "Twelve who committed the 18-years-earlier
Traffic jams in a younger New Pound Look,” "Lady of the Ca¬ crime, with the new murder rap
York and the horseless carriage
mellias” and "Corn Is Green” to pinned on the son. It takes a lot of
(automobility) sneaking up on the
her latterday Hollywood career in characters and sets for a proper
populace were wonderful to behold,
films.
Later she introduced her exposition of the foregoing. Suss¬
even if one got the impression that grandson and shook hands with kind didn’t stint on either count.
only Father Knickerbocker hopped some of the present-day baseball
But unfortunately for the viewer.
on the new-fangled contraptions greats.
It wasn’t possible to become per¬
with similar "horse scares” in Chi¬
There was the customary ele¬ sonally involved or to care very
cago, Frisco and perhaps Buffalo
much about the outcome. With the
not being regarded as worthy ments of comedy, singing and exception of the highly melodra¬
enough for Inclusion. Of course, dancing (along with the co-hosting matic “teaser” as the frontispiece,
a history-on-tv such as this is a of Joseph Cotten and Claudette there was no real emotional qual¬
servant to the availability and con¬ Colbert), with Carl Reiner, Do¬ ity. There was fog, rain, fire, snow,
dition of film footage, and where lores Gray, Hoagy Carmichael, murky grays and Victorian folderol
there is available shaky but David Niven, Ethel Barrymore that, withal, was . believable and
Colt, among others, as the partici¬
splendid film of a Mark Twain,
technically quite an achievement.
perhaps no reelage at all can be un¬ pants. What they did could jtist.--—- ^- —.as easily have been integrated into . But what went on within these surearthed- of other literary heroes in
a dozen other shows.
j roundings certainly didn’t run such
America's yawning rendezvous with
It’s unfortunate that Miss Barry- ja
«
,
..
.
.
belles-lettres.
Farley Granger made the best
"Innocent r .Years” was a well more should have lent her namef
Rose.
hl£
“ th* long-suffering
handled kind of pleasant cliche in to such mediocrity.
son, but be was handicapped by
which a film editor—in this case
i the pace of the entire production.
Silvio D’Alisera—takes a strategic
IGY: A SMALL'PLANET TAKES The same, for that matter, goes for
role, along with the film researcher
A LOOK AT ITSELF
Shelley Winters, Peggy Ann Gar(Daniel Jones), and the writers, (The Quest)
per, Hurd Hatfield and the others.
Salomon, and teammate Richard
With Frank Blair; Dr. Joseph;
Rose.
Hanser. It is a thriller-filler to
Kaplan, guest
I
-see <the madly dashing hot water
30 Mins.; 12 noon, Sun.
MEET LORRAINE
"bromo seltzer” fire engine so ob¬
WRCA-TV, N. Y.
! With Lorraine McAllister
viously from N.Y., but what kind
Part of NBC’s Educational Tele-' Producer: Jem Winther
of fire-fightln’ equipment did they
vision Project, "IGY: A Small j 15 Mins.; Toes., 7:15 pun.
use in Philadelphia?
Planet Looks at Itself” adds up to; CBC-TV, Vancouver
There was vaudeville, which as an absorbing, informative halfOrbiting on a weekly $842 nutpurveyed on film took on a honky- hour of viewing. It’s coupled with i nik, here’ll a homemade sputnik
tonk^Ssm that merely caricatured a sister series, “Survival: The : that shouldn't bum out. To achieve
the original; the dance steps of the Story Man, Resources and Civiliza- : his slashed-budget satellite. Danperiod; the songs they were singing tfon,” likewise a half-hour airer; ish producer Jorn Winther signed
and some of\ the flickers they were which preemed the preceding Sat- i onetime web tv hilStnilly Lorraine
seeing;
urday afternoon.
; McAllister and with backing by
"Innocent Years” was, in sum,
Subtitled "The Quest,” Sunday’s!local nitery’s Chris Gage trkkcame
a competent if sketchy socio-politi(24) initial installment was an il-i up-w ith a sweet ballad and bounce
cal-show-bizzy-history of the period,
luminating session for both young; Package lacking nought but length,
its narrative—by the able Alexan¬ people as well as their elders who * Femme is a fetching sight, a deft
der Scourby—drawn largely from may have had a shady idea on what \ emcee between pipings qf popsong
the basic textbook*, its overall
viewpoint from the top of some¬ the International Geophysical Year or oallacMl?s
one’s head. Since it obviously was is all about. For special guest Dr.
Joseph Kaplan, of the U* of CallJ Aj?“ter- *arb«d senn-forma. teed
never intended to he other than
superficial and vignettlsh, its lack fomia’s Dept of Physics and chair2?
of depth Cournot be called to ac¬ man of the U, S. national commit- £fat 1 *Jel
count. The events leading up to
the first world war were hardly put
in such perspective as to take on
significance. It its own way, the
Timken Roller Bearing commer¬
cials had more scientific prepara¬
tion than the show proper. A hodge
here and a podge there, and out
comes ‘The Innocent Years.”
Trau.
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aSwers in cleaf conc^e ieras foH items* Y0^1 «*d Plastic by turns

the technically uninitiated,

J ffT jWn0ULSC<
J Johnsonron bass, Jimmy Wight-

This is an age of truly reach- ^ mamPdrums.
Personable trio is
ing out for knowledge, Dr. Kap- profobly the
grooviest combo
lapremarked, as he explained how Sorth of Frisco.
Chris Gage
and why some 8,000 scientists and j ivorled a moody "Love Walked In”
laboratories of 64 nations^are co-.jthen chanteUse segued into “A
operating in the study of the earth J Love Affair to Remember.”
(Continued on page. 54)
j
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Foreign Television Reviews
CHAIR THEATRE
{the television centers. Penetration [ The show would have been a lot tongue-in-cheek knock at Victorian an excerpt from “The Egg,” tha
Parisian' stage click now playing
an In a Motfn)
! of the telecamera into close range smoother had the acts been linked society.
A young man with high morals with wavering success at the SaWith Donald Pleasance, Hilton Ed- ' situations. helps give viewer a cau- together by an emcee instead of an
and scruples hailing from a “good” ville Theatre. The evening perwards, Derek Oldham, Basil Dig-} tious thrill, while at same time offscreen voice,
nam, Charles Houston, Jessica | Lombardi’s commentary provides]
L0g Chilenos, trio comprising family becomes engaged to the vi- formance was started early to perSpencer, Keith Anderson, Bar-] interesting and colorful instruc- p|anp, guitar and a vocalist who Vacious daughter of a wealthy self- mit Nigel Patrick & Co. to dash
bara Everest, Hilda Fenemore, ? tional angles. The “thrills” are shared close harmonies with the made man. When it was revealed to the Chelsea Palace for the teleBob Danvers-Walker, James Rag:- ; heightened, perhaps, by the intro- guitarist on songs from their home- that his wealth had been accumu- cast. Their journey was hardly
lan, Damaris Mayhew, Job Stew- duction of a trim femme assistant, iand} rated a smash reception, lated by owning ‘slum residences worth the trouble despite some
art, Neil Wilson
Blanca Maria Piccinino, likewise which was helped a great deal by and twisting the arms of his ten- conscientious yocks from the studio
Writer: Michael Pertwee
growing into Italian fame. Her ^e beauty of; the songstress. In -a ants to get the rent, the groom-to-. audience. Best thing was the brilPjjdncer: Stuart Latham
(genuine) fear and well-cued ques- simnar vein, Nati Mistral, another be refuses to accept any cash from liantly Wry introduction to the play
mtccton Stephen Clarkson
tions regarding the beasts on the g00(j looker from Spain rated hefty his prospective father-in-law. The by Miriam Karlin,
The ever reliable Dora Bryan
60 Mins.; Snn., 9:30 p.m.
show make for a Holmes-Watson mitts with songs and dances in her tables were turned when, with
ABC-TV, from Manchester
patter which helps give the presen- native style. Italian zany, Mimmo, Shaw glibness, it was pointed out was in good form in an. indifferent
Though only completed a month tation much of its charm and flair, came over well with a routine that both the offender and offend- sketch: in which she was a gabby
Cockney; hotel receptionist trying
ago Michael Pertwee’s play, "Man :
Show uses remote pickups fre- mimicking dance styles of Ameri- ed were in the same boat.
John Welsh as Satorius, the to talk French to telephone callers,
In a Moon,” hops on the satellite; quently, even going underwater can artists, but marred the earlier
bandwagon so topically that it had i with camera, Lombardi, Piccinino, part of his act by overdoing a gim- landlord, gave a crisp and con- LIlo, Parisian thrush, had two spots
to be altered dt the last moment to \ and animals, in order to present the mick involving repetitive gestures, vincing performance with strong and was best in her opening when
keep it abreast with the most re- j subsurface view of wildlife. Other j
Dancer Colette Marchand did backing from Trader Faulkner as she sang “C’est Magnifique” with
cent happenings. This tense little! remote pickups are planned from [ not register as high jinks with a the suitor, Harry H. Corbett, Dick- torchy spirit. From Paris came Les
drama was not science fiction.: various European Zoos in the very ballet routine to a modern piece of ensian type well-to-do rough, and Mains Julies, a very good puppet
Rather it was a psychological study j near future.
music. Argentinian balancing act, Maureen Connell, the spiteful, un- act in which they presented an unBary.
derwateT fish ballet, created enderwater"
of what gives in the minds of men !
While animals “covered" vary The Elfys, a male-female duo, heroic heroine.
-tirely by white gloved hands. GilInvolved in penetrating, the mys- • vvith each stanza, Lombardi winds capped their act with an applause
Ban Lynne, a versatile ballerina,
teries of Outer Space. In a way • up each show with a visit to his raising finale by balancing finger TEN HAPPY YEARS
Writer-Narrator:
Louis
Nkkolls
scored
with a conventional apache
Nickolls
it was a form of dramatic reportage : unusual
menagerie,
in
which to finger. Umberto Basso, a jugdance, supported by four young
and it was absorbing throughout.! monkeys, lion cubs, hears, dogs gler from Italy, did some routine Director: Bill Morton
Mins.. Wed.,
Wed.. 11 p.m.
n.m.
men.
Pertwee visualized the State of ' all play around together in perfect stuff with tennis balls and then 30 Mins,,
Making his tv debut was an Irish
Mittel-Europa, with 27' satellites I and amusing harmony. Show also picked up eight of them in one Associated -RediffUsion from Londoii
tenor from Covent Garden named
already hurtling round the earth. ? has a busy -Otters segment and hand, and the Trio Gipsys gave
“Ten
Happy
Years,”
a
telefilm
Dermot
Troy. Doing himself a disMittel-Europa
must
experiment ■ deals with animal problems of lis- out with some spirited acrobatics,
even further. How? A ^dedicated : teners. High popularity of this The sets were simple but effective, retrospect of the married life of service by clearly hanking on a suscientist ups with a bigger and presentation is seen writs key-hour and the Eric Robinson orch was Queen Elizabeth 2d and Prince perficial facial and vocal likeness
Philip, aired by the London week- to the late John MacCormack, Troy
better rocket ship in which he pro- <9 p:m.) evening slotting—also un- ‘ good.
Bary.
day commercial tv programmers nevertheless showed promise of
poses a man should be shot into usual for this type of material.
.
——Outer Space. Selected for.this
for this unHawk,
Hawk. j; THE SPRINGTIME OF OTHERS on the royal couple’s 10th wedding good things to come. The Granacongenial task from which he would
--With Diana Wynyard, Tom Crid- anniversary, lacked the punch and diers directed by Cliff Adams were
certainly not return, is a prisoner THE STARING MATCH
I
die, Geraldine McEwan, Made- slickness that is normally associated as usual strictly professional but
with independent tv feature pro- Anthony Oliver’s emceeing was coy
serving a life sentence. The peo- ■ With William Sylvester, Michael j ; leine Christie
ductions, but served its purpose and unwitty to the point of empie are to be deluded into believing
David, Leo McKern, Helen Hor- Writer: Jean-Jacques Bernard
well in covering many of the as- barrassment.
that he has volunteered for this j
ton,
Oliver Johnston,
Percy [ Producer-Director: Peter Potter
pects
of their married life during
Individually the items had merit
grisly expedition in penitence for ;
Herbert, Ardith Pelton, Bessie j Designer: Richard Negri
: some very busy years.
but the entire show failed to make
his past misdeeds and a stirring;
Love, Gaylord Cavallaro, others 90 Mins.; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
Where A-R made its mistake was the sock impact that previous offerbroadcast to the nation from his : Writer: Jerry McNeely
Associated Television from Birin looking for a new angle. Louis ings in this very creditable series
flying coffin Will ensure hirii a Director: Alvin Rakoff
ftying
mingham
martyr’s death. The high officials 60 Min., Fri., 9 p.m.
A well picked cast and good pro- Nickolls, a reporter assigned to have led viewers to anticipate.
Buckingham
Palace by a British Bernstein’s talent scouts and ideas
are split between those who de- Ii Granada-TV, from Manchester
duction turned Jean-Jacques Berplore the whole ghastlv
Granada-TV’s production of Jerry
nard’s involved and often slow news agency, was given the job of merchants have a tricky task ahead,
ghastly experiment ’
Je
• Rich.
and .those who regard* it as essen- McNeely’s offbeat play, “The Star- moving piece into a good* teleplay, writing and narrating the story . .
tial for national prestige and scien- , ing Match,” turned up trumps in. The play had very little action and from an inside viewpoint. Nickolls
Sunday Night at The
tific expansion.
i all departments. Acting was of a relied almost solely on dialog, but knew his stuff, but failed to put it
Prince of Wales
The cvnical tramlines unroll i high standard, production was notable performances by Diana across with charm and warmth.Val Parnell’s “Sunday Night at
Press andy n' Covera?e afe intensi-: smooth and set at a confortable Wynyard. Tom Criddle and Geral- The story began during the days of
the royal cojirtship, and with the the London Palladium” became
fied. But at the last moment the 1 Pace/ and sets were good.
dl£e McEwan made for easy viewaid of newsreel shots, which were Bernard- Delfont’s “Sunday Night
prisoner’s nerve breaks and he can
Set in an American farming com- in&
.
- j well edited, came up to date with at the Prince of Wales” for one
only be persuaded to carry on by ; munity in the West, which was a*
choice clips from the marriage night only on Sunday (17) because
the fanatical scientist’s tying prom- j going through a bad drought, the
ceremony, the coronation, the birth of Royal Command Show -rehearise that he will make an adjustment plot revealed what happened when, jjjj* ^dercu^enf of^nrion which of the royal children and the many sals. There seemed very little point
that will ensure the man’s safe ; in answer to a prayer for rain two ™sd^®]fori^lack of acUo^ A tours the Queen and Duke have in even announcing the difference
return.
{ strangers turn up—one dressed in ™aa®
~ undertaken. A little too much since the vaude showcase retained
All this added up to some I white, the other in black. Both
a footage was devoted to the recent precisely the same formula as
thoughtful, exciting/ drama sus- claimed they had come from beauty (Diana Wvnvani) Jlidthen tour of the Commonwealth, which usual, though the settings seemed
directed by Stephen Heaven to find a bottomless well.
ponsefully directed
andMmaSed^her daughter is still quite fresh in the minds of to have an extra glitter
Clarion and with a splendid at- The community was left to decide ?Ge?aldfS McE^n)
Thev^ll it
mosplifere of mounting edginess, which one came'from God and aDrjeared remained * crnnd friend?
nentary,* the program succeeded;
Pertw^’s dialog was plausible and vhich from the Devil. The issue bSt the mother both^ wanted her but
U there was aa lack of intimacy. ggd
gjg».a hSg r«epUon
e$0°c ulteSSg
not overladen with scientific jar- was decided by a staring match.
daughter hick and at the'same
iSaTy,
/in fun
full fojf
f/Vr* fhA
firef time)
timoV the everaipor__
Bit*
,, (in
the first
gon and his characters were well
Notable
performances
were tinie loved her good looking young
§reeii
W3lterf * A brscc of
shaped Following the release of given by William Sylvester, as Mr. husband.
8 y
8 pirnvnn t a ufAitTiuA
a
new
pop
numbers,
“L^ve
Letters”
the rocket the play ended In some- Black, Michael David as Mr, White
The only letdown was a slight
and “Let Me Be Loved” and folwhat disappointing confusion Dra- and Leo McKern as the agnostic one. This was in the translation With
lowed UP ^th “The Ugly Duckrnatic though the sound of the Linus Hobbs, who finally came up from the French which was at
ling,” whieh gave heF opportunities
™ai}f vmce from the rocket un- with the ansv?er to the problem, times heavy handed. Sets and
Piccardi» Laura Carl!, to act as well as doing a snatch of
doubtedly was, his message wasn’t The offering was taught, compact camera work were good.
Ban/.
others .
An*™,
whistling. She climaxed her highly
fa?y *° €a*ch and the audience was and both amusing as well as dra--Director: Anton Giulio Majano
left m some doubt as to the out- matic, with direction honors going BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES
M‘,”# CbilF and Sedouton
come of his fate.
]
^lvin Rakoff.
Bary.
With Arthur Askey, June Whitfield,
dercl,” proving yet again that Miss
. It seemed that Pertwee rather i
—-Vic Wise, Sheena Marshe, Billy RA1 TV from
nnl nf
xi__ Fields can take on most new girls
missed the boat in this inconclusive : JUNIOR CRISS CROSS QUIZ
Ternent orch, others
3X1(1 Beat them by a mile to an
ending. Since the possibility of a ; "With Jeremy Hawk, others
Writers: Sid Colin, Talbot Roihwell
Rothwell
audience’s heart. This artist may
Direfttor; Kenneth Carter
man being fired into Outer Space ; Director; David Main
Director;
flintb
be Surrounded by an aura of sentiis by no means out of the question, 30 Mins.'; Wed., 5 p.m.
30 Mins.; Mon., 8:30 p.m.
SL v!A‘
ment but no one ean fail, to recogor so it would seem, the fascinating Granada-TV, from Manchester
Associated-Rediffusion from LohLon¬ John van Druten play showed nise her sheer' technical brilliance.
don
Italian video at its best. It also Bert Walter accompanies her ably..
problem would surely be the reacThe only difference between the
d?n
tions of the world to such a scien- adult version of this quiz game, . The first in this series of three allowed a rewarding closeup
Rest of the bill consisted of Les
tific experiment. Judging, that is, based on “Tic Tac Dough,” and shows starring Arthur Askey, was glimpse* is the key role of Martha,
but the outcry surrounding the the'junior one is that the questions brought forward 60 minutes be- of one of this country’s best ac¬ Cing Peres, the French vocal team
whose singing takes off musical in¬
Bussian dog.
are easier, the competitors young- cause the comedian was appearing tresses, Evi Maltagliati.
With few exceptions, the rest of foments, the Trio Rayros, slide
Man In a Moon has the bene- er and the prizes are not cash, later the same night in the Royal
, - of some solid all-round acting Emcee Jeremy Hawk, who also Variety Performance at the Palla- the large cast ably seconded Wampolme actv and a new comewith Donald Pleasance setting the handles the senior version, con- dium. Unfortunately, the whole of “Mama” in a well-written, well- dian, Bruce Forsythe. Latter is a
right note of sombre menace with ducts the kiddies through the quiz, the offering suffered as a result directed adaptation which bridged cheerful young man with a llkea performance of smooth underAge limits for contestants are of the impending appearance be- the lingual barrier for a strong abIe personality who gives his imstatement. Hilton Edwards was between 12 afed 15-years-old. No fore Royalty. Many of the gags romantic impact. Sets, lighting. Passions of various types picking
a dollar, from-the sidewalk, folpompously fussy as an oily Min- one leaves without a prize. Hawk were levelled in that direction and and lensing were also of top caliister, Keith Anderson played the was pleasant without being con- became slightly tedious. The stand- bre. Ivo Garrani stood out in the /owed by a skit on an Edwardian
, victim with a neat sense of irony descending an4*put the youngsters ard of material was below that colorful role of Uncle Chris, while,' Pxano player contrasted with a
day rock n roll ivory
and
despair.
Barbara
Everest, at their ease. Prizes were won ac- delivered by the zany in the past, to name only one other, Maresa
„
.
Derek Oldham and Basil Dignam cording to the' points scored, and and only his expert timing and Gallo sensitively; acted out the part
also contributed effectively.
included sports equipment and sense of fun, saved the program of Kathrin, who tells the story in i IBjSBie Green emceed capably,
Bertram Tyner’s settings and his book and record tokens. Winners!from being labelled as a barrel flashback form. Show lasted two apart-from one slightly tasteless
and onehalf hours, with a brief *af ab«uiShiriey Bassey’s recent
machine effects gave an air of prob- with big scores|can get a free holi- scraper. .
ability to th£»- entire adventure.
j day with their parents.
Bary. j Sketches, one about a flight to intermission, hut appeared much hotel holdup by a gunman, and
Hawk. ' . coped very weH with the “Beat the
Rich.
—\ the moon, and another entitled shorter.
Clock” spot, particularly- with a
j THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL t “Teahouse of the Artificial Moon,”
'*-- 1
- DahSsh -gentleman who, probably
L’AMICO DEGLI ANIMALI
1l
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC-HALL' (were
I were in pantomime-vein.
pantomime vein. Askey’s r*
T»
•
»nr ft 11
through self-consciousness, tried to
(The Animal's Friend)
? With Mimmo, Colette Marchand, ‘ flair for exposing the works and
roreunt IV iOllOWIlD
hQld
the, proceedings by being
With Angelo Lombardi, Biancat
Los Chilenos, Nati Mistral, The j his ad libbing, however, provided
^
* 1
a comic. The 'John Tiller line of
Marla Biccinino
;
Elfys, Umberto Basso, The Trio j• quite a lot of laughs.
Bary.
M -1
girls and the Beryl Storr Singers
45 Mins.; Wed., 9 pjn.
'
_ —-—
Gipsys, the Eric Robinson orch.

SSSSt

a£& s^kwa5whdoomk^Jj

sste?'011?1 .act «th

RAI-TV, from Rome
: Producer: Bryan Sears
Unusual show, half way between1 Designer: Tony Abbott
the instructional and the spectacu-.
-. 60 Mins., Sat., 8 pan.
pjn.
lar, looks headed for perennial:
L: BBC-TV. from London
status on the local video setup. A:
The BBC made no bones about
l;
Eurovision coverage is being con-;
-; announcing the fact that the hefty
templated, thus adding to its con-; lineup of vaude acts which aptinental audience.
■''
jpeared in the show had travelled
The unassuming, good-natured J over 16.000 miles to do so. But
personality of animal trainer and] were some of the journeys really
expert Angelo Lombardi makes for necessary? The bill included .a
ingratiating viewing of the stanza,; comic, a ballet dancer, a juggler,
which usually consists entirely of; a balancing act* and an acrobatic
display and comment cn. rather ’ team, none of whom presented anymore than less wild animals, often j thing novel to British tv audiences.
without natural barriers of sorts,! Two acts which really did pay. off,
sometimes in their zoo cages, other . however, were Los Chilenos from
times in plexiglass cages set up in , Chili and Nati Mistral from Spain,

WIDOWER'S
WIDOWER’S HOUSES
With John_Welsh,
John—Welsh, Maureen ConCohhell, Harry H. Corbett, Trader
Onlton, Benny
Faulkner, Brian Oulton,
Lister, Alfred Hoffmann, Ivan
Owen
Writer: George Bernard Shaw
Director: David Bplsseau
90 Mins., Wed., 8:30 pan.
Associated - Rediffusion from London
George Bernard Shaw’s first
play, “Widowers’ Houses," presented in its entirety by AssociatedRediffusion, can be listed among
Britain’s top teleplay productions. I
A well chosen cast and good direction got the most out of this typical

Chelsea
Chelsea at
,t Nine
Nine
Rronada.Tv
Granada-TV is Hoforminod
determined +Kot
that
“Chelsea at Nine,”-its current pro¬
gram pride and joy, shall retain its
own unique character and never
slide into a light vaude format.
“The day we have to introduce
trapeze artists or acrobats then the
show comes off,” stoutly asserts
Granada boss Sidney Bernstein.
The last show (19) proved that only
the very best and most unexpected
artists can maintain Granada's
praiseworthy objective. This one
disappointed despite -sound talent
and some good ideS.
A French motif was the week’s
gimmick. Star spot was filled by

M°n’' WitS Rtch.
lw?ld

Collins a brisk M.D.

Sileifrio SI Gira (RAI-TV, Milan)
Nicholas Bros, topped an easy:fop^a «
“stallment of the nowhoif*
thf
°duc«ons
, Nicholas Bros., teamwork is wellaSF». Winding with the usual series
of terped splits, came across well.
First on» a. Hungarian aero team,
(Continued on page 56)
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(Sales story...
Everyone in Show Business is in the business of
buying and/or selling. Mostly selling—because

.The upcoming 52d ANNIVERSARY NUMBER
of VARIETY will pinpoint the Trade Action and

that’s where you and your organization make

Reaction for 1958. The Review of the Show Biz

money. When you are gelling you sell to only one
person in an organization. If that company has a

Scene, circa .1957, is the Canvas of the Shape of
Things to Come. The special Trade Analyses,

personnel of 10 or 1,000, the only one who can buy

Industry Appraisals,/ Charts, Special Articles and
Vital Chronological Data insure extra readership
values—for Buyer or SellerX

from you is that person whose “business” it is to
' buy. That’s THE person you want to reach, im¬
press, and eventually SELL. •
By the same token if.you are the “buyer” you are
the one who must be sold, YOU and YOU alone.

The VARIETY Annuals are Preserved Editions.
Reserve your Advertising Space at any of the
VARIETY offices:

That’s why VARIETY is the medium to use to
accomplish this mission.
You PINPOINT YOUR SALES .STORY to
your prospective buyer because there is no waste
motion with VARIETY.
Performer, Station, Agency, Network, Station
Representative or Sponsor—VARIETY takes your
sales message directly to your buyer.

IffW YORK 36

HOLLYWOOD 28

15^ West 46th Street

6404 Suniet Boulevard

CHfCAGO 11

LONDON

612 Nov Michigan Ave.

8 St. Martins Place
Trafalgar Square
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IIADIO-TELE VISION

RCA’s $63,000 Tab For
NBC’s Fancy Hoopla in Preeming
Spectrum Tape Recorder;
Its New Pitt Radio Acquisition Dec. ’58 Delivery Dale

Wednesday, November 27, 1957

RCA has set production-model
. . .
<
prices of .$63,000 for its new color
Pittsburgh, Nov. 26. 4
More than 300 business and civic
video tape recorder and $49,500 j
Mel Brandt replacing Martha Scott as host-parratbr of “Modern Ro¬
leaders here turned out Friday for.
mances”;
she’s
leaving
to
do
a
Broadway
play
.
.
.
Rodney
H. Clurman,
for the black-and-white version. !
the “Radio Renaissance Luncheon”
assistant producer of the “Tex & Jinx” show, enters the Army for a
Delivery dates for both the tint j
in the Penn-Sher'4on Hotel on the ,
two-year hitch on Dec. 1. He’ll be’ replaced by Don Lipp, reporter on
and * monochrome recorders has the “T&J” staff .. . Ray Forrest, host of WRCA-TV's “Children’s Thea¬
occasion of the NBC radio net-;
been set as December of 1958. The j tre,” playing Santa on a week-Ionjg Christmas toy lift to five South
work’s return to Pittsburgh via its .
newly-owned stations. WAMP and;
Ampex monochrome recorder, American cities, sponsored by Pan] Am-Grace Airways . . . Elizabeth
WFMP
They
were
formerly;
BBC-TV, which has shown sev-; RCA’s only rival in the videotape Lawrence, back from the Philly tryout of “Look Homeward, Angel,”
WJAS-AM and WJAS-FM. which eral
of
Canadian
scriptwriter;
which opens tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Barrymore, picked up her run¬
NBC bought from H. J. Brennen Arthur Hailey’s plays in kinescope! field, costs $45,000 for the produc- ■ ning roles on “Road of Life” and “Search for Tomorrow” and also is
for $750,000.
„ , i form, will do one of his shows live j tion model; Ampex makes no color ; cast in an upcoming “My True Story” . . . A. E. Staley deal for Peter
Guests heard Matthew J. Cul-. for the first time. It’s his comedy.; recorder.
,
j Lind Hayes & Mary Healy on CBS Radio was set through the William
ligan. NBC veep in charge of its; titled “The Transmogrification ofWith
one
prototype
already Morris office, not MCA as erra turned. Deal was set for Morris by How¬
radio network, hail network radio; Chester Brown.” Same script was I
ard Reilly of the Chi office and Sol Leon of the Gotham homeoffice . . .
as “today’s prime communications done on “U.S, Steel Hour”, earlier' completed. RCA is going ahead on \ Denise Lor takes three weeks off the Garry Moore show to do nitery
system for reoorting news of the this faH, but the Theatre Guild) manufacture of add tional proto- • work in Florida starting D.ec. 16; she’ll be subbed by Sandy Stewart, ..
world and of the outer space of the* used “The Change in Chester” as types and has already sold seven Joan Mensi, secretary to v.p. in charge of station administration Jules
universe.’’
He emphasized the a title, even though “Transmogri¬ of the pre-production machines. Dundes at CBS Radio, honeymooning in Mexico . . . Pierce L. Romaine,
immediacy of NBC’s “hot line news fication,” which means the same Six are going to NBC-TV next formerly v.p. at the Paul Raymer reppery and also with Avery-Knodel,
flash” which has brought world¬ thing, was Hai'ey’s original- tag. ] spring for its “Tape Central” in has joined Time Merchants Inc. as v.p. in charge of sales , . . Casting
wide haDpenings to the American British apparently nave more for- \ Burbank, and the. seventh has at CBS Radio: Seth Riggs and John Seymour into “Right to Happiness”;
public through the facilities of. titude.
purchased
by
Jefferson Alan Bunce and Lenora Thatcher into “Our Gal Sunday”; Rusty Mor¬
j been
NBC radio affiliates for about a
At the same time, Canadian Standard Broadcasting for use in ris set for "Backstage Wife,” Jack Livesey for “Romance of Helen
year and said the network has now Broadcasting Corp. has sold the its WBTV in Charlotte, N. C. Trent" and Agnes Young into “Wendy Warren” . . . Lanhy Ross will be
extended its coverage to the re-, kinescope version of his “Course j WBTV becomes the first station in guest of honor at the 36th anni celebration 6f the N.Y. State Comipfsporting of stories from outer space for Collision” for. telecasting in! the country to be equipped with sion for the Blind Dec. 5 . . . Jimsey Somers set for “True Story” cast
both Japan and Australia. Kinnie j a color tape unit.
minutes after they happen.
on NBC Radio Dec. 4 . . . Bob Quinlan, CBS-TV news & special events
NBC’s purchase of WAMP and. of the melodrama had already)
RCA will wind up manufacture director, to direct the Rose Bowl Parade for the web Jan. 1 . . . Sonny
WFMP marks the return of the been shown on BBC-TV in Eng-j of the prototypes late next year, as Fox, host of “Let’s Take a Trip,” featured as narrator in Little Orches¬
network's service to Pittsburgh.; land twice, and the script has also j the production models begin to tra Society presentation of Stravinsky’s “Firebird Suite” in ,Newark
America’s eighth market, after an been sold to CBS-TV here, though] come off the assembly lines. The over the weekend . . . Leon Janney written out of the “Edge of Night”
absence of over a year. The web no production date is set yet. Lan- j new color recorder, though priced soaper to take a major role in the upcoming “Shadow of My Enemy”
was formerly affiliated with West-. guage is no problem for the Aussie i higher, than the monochrome ma¬
on Broadway ... Joe Culligan, v.p. in charge of NBC Radio, to Pitts¬
telecast, but the Japanese will j chine. is a compatible unit, re¬ burgh last week for opening ceremonies of the web’s new WAMP and
inghouse’s KDKA.
The service was officially, probably use titles or flip-cards for [ cording both tint and black and
WAMP-FM . . . Don Morrow will be host for General Electric on ABClaunched during the luncheon with • the translation.
j white.
TV's telecast of the Bamberger’s Thanksgiving Day Parade tomorrow
the regular hourly news featuring •
Hailey’s
television
original, i
(Thurs.) . . . Robert Goodier doubles from his “Mary Stuart” off-BroadMorgan Beatty, whose broadcast _ “Flieht Into Danger.” which is cur- j
way stint into the “Omnibus” presentation of segments of the" play
originated in the Penn-Sheraton. rently in theatrical release under I
Dec. l . . .
Hotel.
Mavor David Lawrence! the Paramount banner as “Zero!
. . . Deliveries to 20,000 youngsters in some 200 Metropolitan New
proclaimed it “WAMP and WFMP j Hour.” will be converted into a |
Schenectady, Nqv. 26.
York hospitals is the goal of the 13th annual Children’s Christmas
Day” and stations’ new general ‘ novel.
Deal's been set with the i
More than 23,000 persons from Fund Drive now being conducted by WOR Radio and WOR-TV .. . Paul
manager. H. W. )Hank> Shepard, j London publishing hpuse of Souve- ’
welcomed the guests and stated ■ nir Press under which Hailey will six states inspected the new WRGB- Ford, starred in “The Missouri Traveler" has left for Hollywood to ap¬
“We hope to provide listeners and collaborate with novelist John Cas- TV and WCY studio building Sat¬ pear in the “Junior Miss” spec . . . Alene Dalton will star in a new Mu¬
advertisers with the most compre-; tie on the novel version, with urday and Sunday (23-24). No com¬ tual children’s program, “The Story Princess,” starting Dec. 2, in an
liensive radio service in the tri- ( publication due next summer. All parable turnout had ever been reg-J across-the-board Slot from 6:35 to 7 p.m. Program will be another in
the deals Were agented by Maeve istered in the history Of Capital MBS’ “station service group.” . . . Mutual’s news and special events di¬
state area."
rector Norman Baer is. popping a weekly science show.*
Shepard's staff includes Martin Southgate, Hailey’s j N. Y.-based District television and radio.
Pollins,
sales
manager;
Oscar agent.
Both Mutual’s Maggi McNellis and NBC’s “Monitor” taping photog¬
Clocking was In excess of 1,500;
Campbell, business manager; Jack
an . hour, long lineups being the rapher Gary Wagner’s 10th annual “Good Will” party for 300 celebs
Buccheit. who was sales chief of
Louisville—George A. Johnson, rule. Those ■ taking a tour of the on Dec. 5 at the Carnaval Room of the Sherry Netherland for on-theWJAS. local sales manager, and WHAS-TV sales rep for the past multi million dollar building in¬ air use . . . Joan Sears, formerly with the traffic dept, at the Ted Bates
William Babcock, who remains as three years, has been named sales cluded Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, agency, joined the WCBS-TV publicity dept. . . . Singer-dancer-model
program director.
1 manager of the station, succeeding retired ■ General Electric scientist, Mary Mon Toy makes her dramatic debut and stiaight-thesp Beatrice
Albert J. Gillen, who leaves on
Pons is featured in tonight’s (Wed.) “Armstrong Circle Theatre” pro¬
Nov. 29 to become vp in charge of pioneer! in high frequency and tele¬
duction of “Have Jacket. Will Travel” .\ . WCBS' Jim Lowe launches
sales for WABT-TV and WAPI ra¬ vision 'transmission, and holder of
a five-day, round-the-clock Thanksgiving weekend highway safety cam¬
300
patents.
dio. Birmingham.
paign this morning (Wed.) delivering some 150 spots in all . . . Dick
Heffner’s “The Open Mind” sports Gilbert Seldes, Max Lerner and Virgilia Petersen Sunday G) on WRCA-TV in a discussion of “The Intel¬
lect and Mass Culture.”
Art Van- Horn to host Mike Wallace, Ernest Borgnine, Ogden Nash,
For the first time officially, lead¬
Miiko Taka, Hugh O’Brian, John P. Marquand and, if distaffer is recov¬
; Continued from page 51 ;
ing Madison Ave. advertisingragenered from her recent miscarriage, Marge & Gower Champion, week of
cies were called together to huddle,
during the IGY. Mystery of the cuffer—^because of the news phase. Dec. 2 on his WABC Radio “Mid-Day Composite.” . . . Singer Betty Ann
with execs of ‘he American Federa¬
ectf’th’s crust, the atmosphere and ] A closeup. picture of the White
tion of Television and Radio Artists various other physical character-; House and a virtual /‘report” to Grove to be birthday partied at the Monsignore next Monday (2).
As a result of her “General Motors 50th Anniversary Show” stint,
In the unions’ attempt to blockade; istics of the globe were, touched. O’Brien’s constituents, of the effect
station WCKY, Cincinnati, from rc-l upon briefly.
; increased spending for missiles and moppet Clandia Crawford got a featured spot on “Lamp Unto My Feet”
ceiving national advertising.
i Conductor of the |pY series,; national defense would have on a last weekend, was set for “Look Up and Live" next Sunday (1) and was
General feeling among the agen-J (which will be 10 programs jn all) i Hudson River deepening project Signed by RCA Victor as one of 10 GM cast members to participate in
cies is that they have the duty to. is* Frank Blair, news editor of j were skillfully interwoven on the an LP highlight album of the tv spec . . . Ellen Carr, a model, was win¬
inform the sponsor of the hassle! NBC-TV’s “Today.”. Flanked by] commentary (given an added local ner of a contest to choose the hostess for ABC-TV’s "Do You Trust
between the station and AFTRA: an assortment of “geophysical” j twist via mention of the fact Budg¬ Your Wife?” daytimer.
et Director Brundige is a longago
Writes Arnold B. Horwitt: “I was delighted with last week’s
and from this point on the decision; props, he ably handled the intro- j
ductorv as well as windup com-; graduate of . Albany Academy). Variety review of the Kraft play. ‘The Big Heist.’ However, I would
to advertise over the station rested;
mentary. Balance of the session; O’Brien has a winning-video per¬ appreciate a correction on writing credit The show seen on the air was
with the sponsor.
**
; more or less was Dr. Kaplan’s; sonality.
Jdco.
my work based on an original script by Newton Meltzer. Because the
AFTRA position is that the “lecture.”
Upon occasion there;
WCKY has not bargained in good was some slight confusion owing FOOTBALL FILM HIGHLIGHTS show was taped one day ahead of schedule, the video credit left out this
information.”
But better re¬ With. George Mooney
faith and that with other stations to missed cues.
they have attained reasonable con¬ hearsal should result in a smoother Producer: Ed Greany
...
tracts.
t “performance” for subsequent epi¬ 30 Mins.: Sun., 6:30 p.m.
sodes.
Gilb.
LOCAL FORD DEALERS
Union claims that a substantial
Ben Feiner, who recently checked off the producer staff at 20th-Fox
WMCT, Memphis
number of national and local ac¬ SATURDAY SPECIAL
vidpic
subsid,
will
sopn
have
a pilot in the works, financed by Screen
Memphis
Ford
dealers* and
counts have refraimed from adver¬ With Leo W. O’Brien, others
WMCT snared a nifty package Gems . . . AB-PT prexy Leonard Goldenson and the net’s program
tising On the station. On the other 15 Mins.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.
when they engineered a deal to chief, James Aubrey, flew 6,000 miles just to pass a few hours with
hand, WCKY says the only defec¬ ALBANY TIMES-UNION
show film highlights of the U. of Frank Sinatra . . . Jerry Stagg, producer of “Telephone Time,” credits
tors were those who had run the M’RGB-TV, Schenectady
Tennessee grid sked over Channel his cameraman, Paul Ivano, with the “prettiest picture in television.”
The blending of interpretative 5 here. The 30-minute stanza was What does it, says Stagg* is the low key lighting and depth of focus . ..
course of short term contracts.
;
Agencies representatives from news by Rep. Leo W. O’Brien, of j wisely spotted by station execs in Parke Levy, who has been around in radio and tv long enough to know,
BBD&O, MeCann-Erickson, Young Albany, with feature-story inter-1 the choice 6:30 night slot on Sun¬ says program loyalty is not what it used to be as with Amos 'n’ Andy
& Rubicam. and Ted Bates attended. views conducted by reporters for days which, attracted a hefty audi¬ and Milton Berle because “shows are either getting tired or people are
the secret meeting but declined to the Hearst paper and in which Rep. ence to the preem show spotlight¬ getting tired of looking at them.” . . . Molly Low quit as spies manager
give their specific feelings over the O’Brient joins, does not always ing the U. Of Tenn. and Georgia of KGFJ to go into business for herself. Her successor is Lee Roddy,
come off smoothly. Of three blocks Tech contest.
AFTRA rhubarb.
George Mooney, U. of Tenn. up from the sales staff . . . This should make it official: Ed Ebel, tv
caught, the one in which Phil Joyce
quizzed Diane Strubel, comely Volunteer sportspieler, turned in boss at General Foods, told a meeting of Advertising Council that “Hol¬
swimmer land mother of three a terrif performance oh com¬ lywood is the tv center of the universe.” Big Ed~is based in Manhattan
small children) who has covered 20 mentary of the gang which is snip- . .. Frank Ferrin has had a camera crew in India for the past four years
miles in Lake George and who pered to 25 minutes of actual play¬ shooting jungle scenes for a tv show he’ll'soon offer to the trade. In
hopes to traverse its 30-odd miles ing time, with the balance of'the his 26 years in radio and tv, Ferrin can look back on both glory and
next
summer, was the nearest to a half-hour commercials authored in disappointment. He put the first filmed show on tv—Smilin’ Ed Mc¬
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
real mesh.t
top style by producer Ed Greany. Connell, and on the darker side let both Jackie Gleason and “Lassie”
Robert Fellows will ankle his
O’Brien, former T-U Capitol Hill Mooney’s voice, style and tempo is
producer assignment on Four Stars
correspondent and ex chief of the better than par for the course in get away from him .. . John Patt came in from Cleveland to meet with
“Turn of Fate" series after com¬ International News Bureau there, describing the action on film for a group headed by CBS' Howard Meighan on the formation of a Hol¬
pleting four more half-hour tele- asked several questions also, but this hot-bed territory for Southern lywood chapter of Broadcast Pioneers.; . , Crew on “Truth or Conse¬
pix, under term? of an agreement the physical, technical and projec¬ gridiron clashes.
quences” will come out of the sunshine for one night a week of tele*
reached last week.
Parting was tion problems involved, in the setup
Film camera work which is vising. Ed Bailey produces all of them, Bob Barker emcees and Bill .
described as “amicable” by joint (either he or the guest is usually handled under direction of U. of Burch heads up the “ idea” staff.
statement issued by Fellows and off camera) were not too intruding. Tenn. supervision every Saturday
Four Star prexy Dick Powell, to Incidentally, the legislator’s news direct from scene. of action of all
. . .
permit Fellows to make two fea¬ and commentary segment seemed Vol contests is tops. Cameraman
“Breakfast Club” cast in New York yesterday (Tues.> for ABN’s pre¬
to have been cut on that origina¬ was on top of every play and
ture pix.
scored heavily with his slow mo¬ sentation of its live show to clients and affils. Today’s (Wed.) show or¬
Yincent Fennelly, currently pro¬ tion—a shade too much so.
O’Brien, the sole local television tion action which literally was the iginates from* N.Y. . . . Georgia Drake winds up her WBKB stint this
ducing “Traekdown” series for
highlight of the show. It’s a cinch Sunday (1) and probably will be replaced by half-hour film*.. . WMAQ’s
Four Stars, moves over to succeed commentator. at the moment and
uncjuestionably the outstander on that from reaction of opening show “Carnival of Books” getting 1957 Thomas Alva Edison National Mass
Fellows on “Turn of Fate.”
the air hereabouts, does late area here that slow motion grid action
First feature project on Fellows’ n<nvs as well, on “Saturday Spe¬ of college classics will grow with Media Award as best children’s radio program ... Thomas Henry add¬
slate is pic to be made in Formosa, cial.” He is using a script to a momentum and become contagious ed to NBC-TV’s central division sales staff in “Today’’-“Tonight” unit;
he states, with cooperation of Chi¬ greater degree than usual—the along tv row both here and na¬ he’s former MBS salesman in Chi , . . Chicago Motor( Club renewed
nese Nationalist government
(Continued, on page 56)
Matt.
Congressman is an adept off-the- tionally.

IN NEW YORK

Canada’s Arthur Hailey
Going lire’ in London;
Japan, Aussie Kine Route ]

WRGB-TV’s Open House

Ad Agencies Officially
Enlisted by AFTRA/
Push WCKY Sponsor Ban;

Television Reviews

IN HOLLYWOOD

FELLOWS ANKLING
AS TATE’PRODUCER

IN CHICAGO
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was great on tne
General Motors
I

N ALL OUR YEARS in the agency business, we have never
seen any show get the praise and plaudits of the recent
General Motors Anniversary Show.
And before the scrapbooks are closed on this memorable
event, we'd like to add our own official thanks to all the
experts who made it possible.
So we thank you, Helen Deutsch, for conceiving and writing
a show that was such, a shining example of how television
can be used.
We thank the principals of the cast for their appearance in
the show and the brilliance of their performance.
We thank all the creative and production and technical folks
—Direction, Lighting, Music, Choreography, Sets and
Costumes—for the superlative job each delivered in his
own field.
And we thank NBC for their support, cooperation and
interest at every turn.
Aii of you folks Jjave proved a point—when you get the
best in the business—you get the best results.

KUDNER AGENCY, INC.
675 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22, N. Y,
OFFICES IN DETROIT, DAYTON, WASHINGTON. LOS ANGELES, AND SAN

FRANCISCO
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Radio-TV Production Centres

■■ --!. Continued from pas* M —

"World Is Yours” for sixth consecutive year on WGN-TV . . . Josh Bra¬
dy ex::*nding morning time on WBBM an additional 45 minutes, with
Jim Conway switching to an afternoon slot. . . New shows: singer Mike
Douglas on WMAQ Sunday nights at 10:15 with Art Van Damme quin¬
tet and A1 DiBitetto, show biz columnist for Peacock newspapers, on
WBKB Saturdays at midnight Latter Is an Interview show , . . Jackie
Van show on WGN-TV has gdne color, the station’s third tint show so
far . . . WENR-FM carrying ABN’s, live Metropolitan Opera broadcasts
. . . WMAQ’s "Chan Show” availing itself to live audience for Second
time on Dec. 9 .. .■ Bob Grant of WBBM’s “Gold Coast Show” addressed
Gold Coast Tavern and Restaurant Assn, last week on “Economics of
Leisure.”
,

IN LONDON ...
Two new permanent BBC-TV transmitting stations will.be opened
on Dec. 12 to replace temporary low power stations in the North of
England and on the Isle of Man . , . Kathleen Byron will make her first
commercial tv appearance on Frl. (29) in an Associated-Rediffusion tele¬
play, “Not Proven,” written by A-R’s script manager Patrick Camp¬
bell ... Mario Lhnza headlined the bill of Associated Television’s "Sun¬
day Night At The London Palladium” (24). It marked his first British
tv appearance , . . Clips from four pictures to be screened during the
Japanese Film Festival at the National Film Theatre, will be aired by
BBC-TV on Dec. 7 . . . Telerecordings of the Queen’s Christmas Day
speech, to be televised for the first time, will be flown to Canada and
Australia shortly after the transmission . . . Janet Blair* currently star¬
ring in the London production of "The Bells Are Ringing,” will appear
in ATV’s “Sunday Night At The London Palladium” show on Dec. 8.

IN BOSTON . . .
Walter Cronkite, CBS-TV news correspondent, in for address at joint
luncheon of Advertising Club of Boston and Broadcasting Executives
Club ... Ed Sullivan presents a gold watch to the “good sportsman of
the year” at WNAC-TV’s banquet honoring greater Hub college foot¬
ballers at the Somerset Tuesday (3) . . . WMEX threw a cocktail party
to usher in “a new era in Boston radio—color radio” at their studios
. . . Dave'Garroway in for Thanksgiving telecast from Plymouth over
Channel 4, WBZ-TV, arranged, by Mass. Dept, of Commerce’s p.r. staff,
which now includes A1 Sherman and Jim Leonard . . . Len Hornsby,
former WVDA mgr., joins staff of New York Radio Advertiiing Bu¬
reau Dec. 9 as grocery products sales mgr .,. Campbell’s “Lassie” host¬
ed at press party for Hub tv writers Monday (25) at Hotel Statler with
Phyl Doherty, p.r. and ad director, WNAC-TV, in charge . . . Donald
H. McGannon, prexy Westinghouse, speaks Dec. 10 in Hub for Emer¬
son College seminar in contempt broadcasting . . . Frank Luther, dir.
public affairs WNAC-TV and host of his own "Frank Luther Show,
making p. a.’s at toy departments . . . Duncan MacDonald guests A1
Capp on her “Yankee Home and Food Show” Friday (29) on behalf
of the Asso. for Retarded Children.
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Asia flu bug hit WERE's veep Dick Klaus, program director Sam Elber,
and chief telephone operator Emmy Kocls the same day . .. KYW disker Bir Wilson pacted to emcee.pre-Elsenhower speech festivities . . .
WDOK and Cleveland Press sponsoring Hi-Fi show at Hotel Statler.

IN DETROIT . . .
Edwin K. Wheeler, general manager of WWJ and WWJ-TV, was hon¬
ored at a testimonial dinner in the Statler Hotel by his colleagues for
his 20 years of service ... John Schubeck Jr., formerly on the news
staff of WUOM, Ann Arbor, has been appointed to the WJR news staff
. . . James Schiavone, formerly WWJ-TV operations manager, is the
station’s new station manager . . . WVfa has launched a “Melody Pa¬
rade” policy designed to augment its “More Enjoyable Music” formu¬
la. The new feature will spin the records in Detroit’s current melody hit
list, emphasizing melodic tunes with a general appeal to all age groups.
In addition, station will include “Melodies to Remember”—the stand¬
ard faves.

IN SAN FRANCISCO ...
New building for KTVU, Oakland's new tv station, will go out to bid
this week, with one-story, $250,000 structure scheduled for completion
April 1. Indie outlet plans to get on air March 1 . . . Back on KGO
is Evangeline Baker . , . KQED held an educational tv clinic, with
Charles Hettinger, Pittsburgh boss of tv teaching, explaining how it’s
done in Pa. . * . A1 Levitt’s new KSFR-FM figures on taking to the air
Jan. 1 . * . Bert Williamson and Clyde Bond, of KRAK, Stockton, ap¬
plied for a 500-watter at suburban Redwood City ... KTVU named
H-R Television to rep the new outlet nationally . . . Stuart Minton Jr,
named radio-tv boss at Frisco office of Foote, Cone . . . Alfred Hitch¬
cock Insisted on KCBS’ Dave McElhatton for a radio-voice bit in his
Frisco production'of “Among the Dead” . . . RKO Teleradio applied for
a Frisco FM outlet.

TV Follow-Up Comment
; Continued from page J

that she did not think much of the themes. Another asked if the
leadership of the present Republi¬ record companies bribed disk
can administration and that she jockeys to play their tunes. Still
had serious doubts about the “con¬ another wanted to know if Com¬
victions” of Vice President Nixon, munistic artists should be given a
the hottest candidate for the 1960 chance to perform.
Republican Presidential nomina¬
Marek denied that the disk ^comtion.
Questioning covered the panies attempt to influence jockeys
general nature of happenings over by unethical methods. On the
the past decade including the role longhair front, he pointed out that
of former President Truman, and classical Stiles were proportion¬
Mrs. Roosevelt’s ideas on the cur¬ ately higher in the U.S. than in
rent world and domestic situations. Europe. Marek also said that he
. Wallace managed to get in a few generally wouldn't employ as an
zingers at the end of the show artist someone known to be an
with posers about Westbrook Peg- enemy of this country.
Miss
ler’s caustic description of the for¬ Stevens, who differed with Marek
mer First Lady, the deep rooted on a number of points, said that
resentment of many people toward politics should not play a role in
her husband, and her son’s (Frank¬ one’s attitude towards an artistic
lin) legal representation of the performance.
IN MINNEAPOLIS ...
Dominican Republic. Mrs. Roose¬
Miss Gibbs, handling most of
Unusual KMGM-TV publicity stunt has its weathergirl, Mary Jo velt parried these thrusts with a
Tierney, buttonholing at 5:55 p.m, weekdays pedestrians passing in calm dignity that took most of the the pop music queries, defended
front of skyscraper where station’s tower is located for their guesses j sting out Of the digs and never lost rock ’n’ roll as “here to stay” and
as “part and parcel of our era.”
on the day’s low temperature. Prizes go to those whose predictions prove ! control of the verbal gymnastics.
deplored, however, some rock
A subject that would have been She
the most accurate. . . Radio stations permitted a “Three Faces of Eve”
'n' roll excesses, but, as she puts
movie spot announcement asking listeners what they’d do if they were of greater general interest than it, “excess in anything is bad.”
married to the town’s nicest girl "who now is everybody’s pickup” aft¬ those discussed, Mrs. Roosevelt’s
Herm.
er newspapers had censored it out of Radio City theatre’s ads . . . recent trip to Russia and her in¬
KTCA-TV, new Twin Cities’ educational video station, was salu|ed be¬ terview with Nikita Khrushchev was
never
discussed.
Some
time
de¬
tween Minnesota-Indiana football game halves before 64,000 Specta¬ voted to this hot topic could have
tors by the university’s 125-piece band with various formations, a great given the show a definite lift and
publicity break . * . Taking its cue, perhaps, from the film industry, tv made for more interesting view¬
Continued from pas* 52
program producers are sending various shows’ start here in person in ing. All in all, it was a pretty .calin
increasing numbers for publicity purposes. Latest visitor was John half* hour for Mr. Wallace and the Five Puztai, performed 4 series
Lupton, “Broken Arrow” luminary ... U. of Minnesota radio station ABC,
Syd.
of difficult but standard jump and
KUOM recipient of Minnesota Statehood Centennial Commission
balancing numbers for a good hand.
Ed Sullivan. Show
$2,400 grant for 39 programs about the state .. . "Music and Man” title
Danielle
Dupre, a blonde looker,
Ed
Sullivan
had
a
diversified
en¬
of series of 40 KTCA-TV good music telecasts by Minneapolis Sympho¬
ny orchestra memberj . . , WCCO-TV to carry St. Paul’s Christmas tertainment layout on his CBS-TV followed with several songs de¬
hour Sunday night (24). Standout livered in Piaf-Iike style and voice,
parade on Thanksgiving morning.
on the show were two novelty acts,
both Involving spectacular body finally having to beg off. Could
register in U.S. dates, video or
maneuvering.
IN PITTSBURGH
One, the Morlidor Trio,; had a nitery.
Dick Pack and Bil Baird were in town to launch the new Westing- 23-year-old German making like an
In between, and for a gangsterhouse educational series, “Adventures in Number and Space” . . . June India rubber man with an assist saloon
finale dance number, choBuzzelU, promotion manager for KDKA radio, received her 10-year from two sturdy gals. In the other, reographer-terper Norman Thomp¬
Westinghouse pin . . . Bob Dickey, KDKA salesman, elected to council the femme member of the dance son and his group headed by
team
of
Holger
&
Dolores
com¬
in Pleasant Kills district . . . Dave Shallenberger, WWSW-deejay, and
Claudia Lawrence performed ably.
his wife celebrated their fourth wedding anni . . .. Tom Keefe, subbing bined lithesome footwork with as¬ Lensing and other technical details,
for vacationing Davey Tyson on WCAE’s early morning show, came tounding aero hits of the split and as well as direction by Eros Macchi,
balancing
variety.
down with laryngitis after two days and had to be spelled by Tom Sha¬
into a pleasing, if not out¬
The Four Aces, in the opening blended
fer . . . Call letters of WJAS, recently taken over by NBC, have been slot,
switched from their. Usual standing, whole. What remains a
changed to WAMP ... Ed and Wendy King back from Las Vegas va¬ straight songstering to a jazzed-up mystery is why RAI-TV still insists
cation; during their absence, Tom Bender and A1 McDowell subbed for “Saints Go Marching In.” Tony on keeping featured attractions on
and other weekly shows a
them on'KDKA radio’s "Party Line.”
Martin, piped in from Boston,* reg¬ this
istered pleasantly on two tunes, secret until they go on the air,
while vocalists Barbara McNair rather than adding to-their viewer
IN PHILADELPHIA ...
and Lu Ann Simms were okay in total, especially when the fare is
strong, by advertising the attrac¬
Rupe Werling, longtime WIBG program manager, moving to Florida individual offerings.
*Joe E. Lewis was spotted briefly tions or at least announcing them
to take over operation of his recently purchased radio station, WJOE, for
in the daily video programs.
a
few.
laughs.
Ventro
Ricky
in Port St. Joe . . . Kenneth Curto, formerly with WPRO, Providence, Lane and. his dummy Velvet also
Hawk.
R.I., named television sales manager for WFIL-TV. He replaces Sher¬ scored in the humor department,
man D. Gregory, named to the named sales staff of the radio and tele¬ as did the pint-sized Tun Tun with
vision division of Triangle Stations . . . Howard Morris in for radio his frenetic movements in an imi¬
and tv appearances in NBC-TV’s “Twelfth Night” , . . “The Scout” tation of Elvis Presley and in a
award of the Philadelphia Council, Boy Scouts of America, presented terp bit witn^the Dunhills, a neat
Continued from page 43
to WFIL station manager, George A. Koehler, and staffers Jim Felix, tap trio.
Les Garcons De La Rue weren’t the Daily News and'American, be¬
A1 Rosenthal, Phil Sheridan and Chief Halftown . . . Ed Harvey
too
impressive
in
their
comedyWCAU’s morning man, named president of the Grinnell College Alum¬
sides a rash of column Items. From
ni Assn . . . Charles O’Donnell appointed news director for WIBG. He songstering contribution. The West
also broadcasts all the station's news from 6 am to 12 pm . . . With the Point Glee Club showed up im¬ the standpoint of one leave-myJess.
name-out-of-this publicist, “The
Monday night fights on WVUE added to his chores, Ed McMahon is the pressively.
most important public affairs
only broadcaster in town to be heard over all four channels ... . Charles
Youth Wants To Know *
shows
are- the ones that make
Shaw, WCAU news director presenting “A Quarter Century of the
The state of this country’s musKp
News,” reflections of his 25-year career as a newsman in three special cal culture, both in its longhair anaf(fhewsJ*'
broadcasts, this week.
Another station p.r. suggests tjfr
popular phases, was given an in¬
conclusive workover on the “Youth Ins with local papers, a reciprocal
Wants To Know” stanza Sunday deal of the “we’ll use jtetlr man,
IN CLEVELAND . . .
afternoon (24). Facing a group of you use our picture” order..
Joseph Mertens named audience promotion director and Ted An¬ hep youngsters from the N.Y. City
Wolters, of the Trib, agrees with
thony, ex-KRCA, named WJW-TV sales promotion head . . . Chris Mil¬ highschools was a panel consist¬ the pubbers that there is a space
ler, WSRS, doing nightly stint from Stern’s Open Kitchen . .-. Bill Mc- ing of George Marek, RCA Victor shortage in the press and states he
Gar, ex- KYW, named to KDKA-TV promotion staff . .... Joe Howard, v.p. and general manager; opera has long felt the papers should ex¬
ex-KYW, published “Swingin Close In” album for Key. Record . . . Don singer Rise Stevens and pop song¬ pand .their- tv pages, considering
Georgia Gibbs, both RCA.
McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting president in for day’s (19) visit stress
The questioning ranged over the how video minded the public is.
V . . Cities Service pacted “Year Review” on KYW with Gene Slaymaker whole musical gamut, leading no¬ Says Wolters, “The first paper to
. . . Reg Merridew, WJW manager, chairman of “Toys and Tots” cam¬ where in particular.
One kid cover ±v in the way the newspapers
paign . . . Plain Dealer radio-tv columnist George Condon and News as¬ wanted to know why children in cover sports will reap the bene¬
sistant radio-tv editor Donna Onash in*New York on writing chores ... the U.S. couldn’t whstle symphonic fits.”

Foreign TV Followup

Pubaffairs

Radio Reviews
OPINION
With' Tex Antoine
Producer: Steve White
Director: Draper Lewis
25 Mins,; Sun., 2:05 p.m.
WRCA Radio, from N. Y.
The man in the street will, get
a chance to sound off on topics of
the day via “Opinion” new show
On WRCA, NBC’s New York key.
Format is simple enough. Host
Tex Antoine, with tape recorder in
hand, canvasses John and Jane
Doe on queries submitted .by
listeners; It’s a hit-and-miss setup
depending on the q.’s turned in
and the a.’s received.
The kickoff show, labelled a
“preview,” showed up a major
fault that could be remedied once
the show gets under way. Tape
pickup pointed out that the "man
•in the street” ain’t no thesp. A
lot of the comments were hard to
make out, background noises, from
Grand Central Station, in this
case, interfered, and the various
opinions seemed to run into each
other. -A more careful editing job
could straighten this out.
To give the listener a taste of
pro opinion, show picked up Nat
Kang Cole on European attitude
towards U.S. jazz, Ogden Nash on
the family piano and children and
a vintage recording of Will Rogers
on practically everything.
If “Opinion” could get some of
that Rogers’ bite and humor, it
would be a shoo-in.
Gros.

This Is New York
WCBS Radio, in the big city, has
gone a long way in cleaning up the
irritants on this nightly 9:30 to
10:30 strip since the chatter-inter¬
view stanza was first heard last
spring. It’s informal and thank¬
fully less the ever-busy selfcon¬
scious show It was six months ago.
The ends have been pulled to¬
gether and co-emcees Jim McKay
and Dave Dugahr-easygoing types,
don’t run interviews, they run con¬
versations. Intermixed is news,
sports flashes, and weather. Gab
with the likes of authoress Dorothy
Thompson, Victor Borge and Max
Asnas, entrepreneur of the Stag#
Delicatessen. When heard Friday
(22), the Asnas chat allowed the
restaurateur to be colorful, senti¬
mental and slightly egotisticaL
Miss Thompson seemed high-strung
and perhaps too dramatic, but she
may he going against her nature
in bujiching various radio-tv inter¬
views to plug her new tome, “Cour¬
age to Be Happy.” Borge was
Borge, and that’s good. If you got
time and cock a latenight ear to
radio, mtdium can be fairly re¬
vealing.
Art.
Counterpoint
Rep. Emanuel Ceiler (D. N.Y.),
Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, was the featured guest
on N. Y. indie WNEW and its pub
service “Counterpoint” show, Sun¬
day (24). The Congressman, whose
views on television and feevee are
well known, used the time to re¬
state his familiar gripes about the
medium, singling out the networks
for special criticism.
The reprise, went from too much
commercial in “commercial” video
to “turnstile television” (feevee). of
which he takes a dim view, to the
“monopoly” of the nets and the
subsequent stifling of initiative, to
a blast against the four rating sys¬
tems which Ceiler claims are “ruin¬
ing” television, to the repeated
charge of “mismanagement" by the
FCC for not getting more stations
on the air thus promoting a better
quality of program fare for the
public, the Congressman claimed.
Nothing very new or startling re¬
sulted from the interview which
was well paced by host Prof. Wil¬
liam Kuntsler and of general inter¬
est to toose not too familiar with
the medium.
Syd.

*? to

P’

Continued from page 34 ;

web alternate-week available for
^sponsorship. It won’t fool with
split-network sales any further,
but will sell the show on a na¬
tional basis only. If it should
snare a sponsor willing, to start
earlier than March, it will then
grant Amoco relief.
Hamm decision to pull out Is
based on the fact that it’s had th$.
show for more than three years
and wants to try something dif¬
ferent.
General Foods, which
might have take.n over the Hamm’s
west-of-Cleveland network, wasn’t
prepared to do so, having budget¬
ed only for the east.
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rWRC-TV’s share of audience::
44%, A 53% advantage over'
the second station, A 58%
advantage over both of the
other two stations combined!.

UStiiEff

WRC-TV’s share of audience:
38%. A12% advantage over
the second station. A 25%
advantage over both of the
other two stations combined!
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WRC-TV’s share of audience:
36%, A 9% advantage over
the second station. A 24%
advantage over both of the
other two stations combined!

It’s another clean sweep—clear evidence that your product stands to gain a greater share of customers on WRC-TV..

ALL REPORTS: TOTAL WEEK, OCTOBER 1957

WRG-TY-4 WASHINGTON, D. C.

SOLD BY (NBlI SPOT SALES

5&

J'&KilSff

tv-hois

J. Carrol Naish Drumbeats Economies,
Other Advantages of ‘6-Minute Take

‘Willie Wonderful’
Back to Station Sales

'Wednesday, November 27* 1957

Inside Stuff—TV Films

Wonderful Productions, which
The why-cameramen-and-direetors-get-gfay department: Joe Kohn
froze syndicated sales on its “Wil¬
lie Wonderful” series four weeks of MPO Television Films took a crew to the observation tower at Laago in an effort to make a network Guardia Airport last week to film a storm sequence for Player’s Cig-.
deal on the five-minute kid cap¬ arets. Weather was appropriately stormy, but the wind was blowing in
Most important new’tv filming+■
sules, is back to station sales. Rob¬ the wrong direction and no water was hitting the tower windows.
technique developed recently—at
ert DeVinny, Wonderful sales chief,
Kohn had to. borrow two hoses and send damp crewmen to the slip¬
said that a longer edition of the pery roof to train heavy streams of water on the'windows, to simulate
least in his opinion—is the “sixstanza was being considered by a rain.
minute take," J. Carrol Naish
national bankroller but that the
stated here last week. The tech¬
web deal was delayed until next
Official Films says “so sorry we goofed,” on reporting $42,000,000
Miami, Nov. 26.
nique is just what it says, Naish
fall rather than Jan. 1.
grossed in retail sales on “Robin Hood” merchandise. To set the rec¬
Thomas B. Shull, formerly an
KSTP, Minneapolis, and KRNT,
explained, with camera and sound
account exec at MCA TV, has been Des Moines, inked this week for ord straight, Official Films now states that during the past two years
of the merchandising campaign approximately $2,000,000 in retail sales
gear rolling uninterrupted for as named director of film operations
the 195 five-minute sfegs.
was grossed from sale of various items manufactured by some 30 li¬
long as five and six minutes with¬ for the Storer Broadcasting Co.
censees from which approximately $60,000 was realized in gross royal¬
He
will
headquarter
in
£Tew
York
out any break whatsoever. Tradi¬
ties.
/
tionally, most film takes, both in and report to George B. Storer Jr.,
v.p.
.
feature and vidpix production, run
Robert Lawrence Productions has . added a J?wo-story building to its
Shull will direct the film opera¬
a minute or so, and heretofore any
Manhattan telefilm commercial production facilities. Building, directly
scene going for two minutes or tions on the overall company level
across West 54th St. from Lawrence’s main shop, has a new sound stage
more was considered phenomenal. and cooperate with the managing
and office space. New studio was designed specifically for shooting
Naish was in New York one day directors of the five Storer tv sta¬
<20) on a stopover to Hollywood, tions, WJBK-TV, Detroit; WJW- . “Cheyenne” and “Sugarfoot,” food and beauty commercial footage, ■which does not require exten¬
sive
floor space.
TV,
Cleveland;
WVUE-TV,
Wilarriving from England the day be¬
v- eight
w
mington-Philadelphia;
WSPD-TV, the Warner Bros, hourlong telepic
fore. He's been in Europe
months making "New Adventures! Toledo; and WAGA-TV, Atlanta, westerns currently alternating on
Educational Television & Radio Centre, at Ann ArBor, Mich., is
of Charlie Chan” for Television Pro-!
^IS association with ABC-TV, have been sold on the underwriting a series of eight half-hour documentary telefilms being
grams of America and Ineorpo- j MCA TV, Shull in 1954- 55 had same basis to Australian commer¬ produced by Columbia U’s Centre for Mass Communication,* bossed
rated Television Programs on a co¬ been prez and general manager of cial tv stations in Melbourne and by tv scribe Prof. Erik Barnouw. Series, now in the making, has been
Sydney. TCN, Sydney, and HSV, titled “Decision: The Constitution in Action;” with each seg tracing
production deal. Series wras filmed WTOM-TV, Lansing Mich.
Melbourne, also have options to an important constitutional test cast of recent years, using actual
in London, Spain, Holland, France,
buy the weekly “Maverick” from participants and locations.
Italy and Belgium.
Covered will be disputes over such issues as the right to vote, mini¬
Although he’s been in pictures
Warners.
Stations also bought
for more than 20 years, Naish ex¬
“Have Gun Will Travel” through mum wages, child labor, union shop, censorship, military-civilian rela¬
tions and presidential powers. Location shooting will be going on in
plained, to the best of his knowl¬
CBS Film.
edge no one’s ever used the "six
The costly 'T Love Lucy” Is ap¬ eight states—Connecticut, Georgia, New York, No. Carolina, Ohio,
minute take” before. It evolved
pearing on Aussie video, but Texas, Virginia and California.
A noncommercial project, the skein will first be released for educa¬
out of production huddles on the
Charles Michelson, who reps the
“Chan” set, Naish, producer Rudy
commercial interests, said that the tional tv’ers. Stephen Sharff is producer-director.
Flothow and the two directors, Don
“Cheyenne”-“Sugarfoot” purchase
London, Nov. 26.
Chaffee and Leslie Arliss (nephew*
(over 39 weeks) ranked as one of
Norman Katz, director of foreign the highest paying deals made
of George Arliss, silent picture
operations for Associated Artists Down Under.
star) participating.
With commercial
There are many advantages and Productions of Newr York, has video going into its ’second year
benetFs via the six-minute routine.
there,
Michelson
recently closed
cemented deals involving 193 fea-j
It enables great economies, not
other deals for the same two sta¬
only bv reducing the total number ture pictures and cartoons with tions: He bought 50 RKO features
of takes, but in the number of four major British commercial tv and 52 half-hours in Official’s
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
“setups,” i.e., scene changes and outlets.
“Star Performance” package.
Guild Films has been negotiating
Desilu plans use of RKO studios,
The pictures are all Warner
lighting delays. It also simplifies
Bros,
products.
Associated
Tele¬
which it is purchasing, as a “Haven with Tele-Pictures to buy the nega¬
the entire film processing side of
weekday Midland
and
things, reducing editing time as vision,
for Indies” in both theatrical and tives of 144 feature length films,
Weekend London programmers,
well as dubbing time.
vidfilm fields, exec veepee Martin 'most of them of the post-1948 vinTechnique, Naish says, works has bought the tv rights to 34 of
Leeds reported. It will enable the |tage but which have been playing
like this: “Suppose you have a the feature pix, and ABC-TV,
firm to service tv series without television for about four to five
payoff scene in a ‘Charlie Chan’ weekend programmers far the
MCA TV is repping a new series, going to outside lots.
years. X,ate last week, however,
picture, with Charlie walking into Midlands arr1 the North, has done titled^ “Caribbean Adventure,” star¬
No immediate plans to sell Mo¬
ror 39.
a room where there are four sus¬ a similar t'
dickers^bogged down,
ring John.Howard, being produced
Associab
‘diffusion, the Lon¬ under the banner of Film Studios tion Picture Center, where Desilu
pects.
There are red herrings;
is currently headquartered.
The j Tele-Pictures reportedly asked in
one’s--the guilty person. The cam¬ don weekday commercial tv outlet, Bermuda, Ltd.
name RKO Studios will probably the vicinity of $250,000 for the
era establishes the overall situa¬ and Granada-TV, weekday pro¬
Being shot on location in the
tion, then picks up Charlie and grammers for the North, have ac¬ Caribbean area, the series is be¬ be changed to Desilu. Final papers former theatrical flicks, which
follows him as he starts talking, to quired between them 120 shorts. ing supervised by Eugene Solow for purchase, at a - price over : were, in the main, made by Robert
Lord Fennevessy, red herring No. Katz told Variety that he is nego¬ and Brewster Morgan, who did “Dr. $6,000,000 are expected be signed
iLippert. When Lippert first rein two or three weeks.
1.
Now the camera is in for a tiating several other deals.
Hudson’s Secret Journal,” the syn¬
Between the two RKO studios ■ leased the features to the video
tight two shot, showing the actors
dicated skein .also starring John
[market, he had a run-in with the
(Hollywood,
Culver
City),
and
Mo¬
reacting to each other, and elimi¬
Howard. Direction is being han¬
screen unions, since only pre-1949
nating tiie need for sharp, jarring
dled by Pennington Richards, who tion Picture Center, Desilu will [pictures were then covered for tv
have
a
total
35
soundstages.
avail¬
cuts going from one actor to the
Ted Cott has been given his directed many of the “Robin Hood”
I
in
producer-union agreements.
other. Don’t forget, each of these veepee stripes at National Tele¬ episodes.
The adventure series able for its own use or rental.
|
While talks have momentarily
cuts is at least one take and a set¬ film Associates, where he’s in concerning two electronic scien¬
come to a halt, it has been re¬
up. Eliminating them saves time, charge of NTA’s owned and op¬ tists will be available for a Janu¬
ported that Guild still entertains
monev and, frequently, petty irri¬ erated tv and radio properties.
ary network start.
hope of a buy-out.
tations.
Cott joined NTA as a general
Several months ago. Reuben Kauf¬
“The last line of dialog between exec last Junfc and since then
Geo. Shupert to Coast
man, Guild prexy, indicated that
Charlie and Lord Fennevessy is so played an important role in the
George Shupert, prez of ABC
eventually his company, until now
Washington, Nov. 26.
written that it sets Charlie in mo¬ negotiations for the purchase of Film Syndication, will leave for
engaged only in cartoon and halfA new Catholic television film
tion. walking to the next red herr¬ KMGM-TV,
Minneapolis.
and the Coast next week to see pro¬
hour telefilm syndication, might be
series, “Rome Eternal,” has been
ing. The camera pans with Char¬ WATV and . WAAT
(AM-FM), ducers on projected new series.
forced to buy” full-lengtbers if the
produced
in
Rome
and
Vatican
lie and moves in again for another Newark. N.J. The FCC approved
He will be accompanied by
circumstances continued favoring
tight two shot. This procedure is the KMGM-TV purchase last week, John Burn, v.p. in charge of net¬ City by the National Council of
i them. This is the first known effort
followed until the scene is com¬ with ah okay still pending on work sales, on the look-see mis¬ Catholic Men and NBC, with the
on Guild’s part to buy features. The
Holy See cooperating.
pleted. We used this technique on WATV.
sion.
company is still entrenched in pro¬
almost 20 shows, not only in payoff
Series of four half-hour films
duction of new telefilm half-hours.
scenes,
hut * in
group
scenes
traces the story of the Catholic
Lippert turned over the flicks,
. Church and Christian faith from
throughout, many times at the
which include “Steel Helmet,”
start of a show to establish the
St. Peter to the present Pope, Pius
“Loan Shark.” “Flanagan’s Boy,”
basie plot of the picture.”
XII, Narration was written by Paul
etc., to Official Films about threeTi*.e "six-minute take,” Naish
Horgan, historian and novelist, a
and-a-half years ago, where they
declared, is also a boon to the
Pulitzer Prize winner.
•stayed
for a year. Four months ago,
ai’oix involved as well as the di¬
A special showing of the films
Tele-Pictures hired various re¬
rer tors.
Performers can get into ;
Don McClure has checked out as visor, winging to L. A. for produc¬ has been set for Thursday, Dec. 12,
gional sales reps, including Ar¬
tr.v moon faster and hold It longer ,.
.
■ .
.
T
..
T
at the Motion Picture Association’s
and 2-iVK-t much more authentic-! ****** of Mm for International tions confabs . . . Film Producers Academia theatre here. The Papal thur Kerman in New York. TeleAssn, tv workshop will probably
Pictures. is headed by Ed Baurnnily To the director, it’s an ef-jLatex- He had been with company
be postponed until spring; feeling Delegate to the U.S., Most Rev. garten, who took the pictures off
fe;ti\e means of getting greater j more than two years ... Bob Wil- is
membership
doesn’t
have Amleto Giovanni Cicognani, will be Lippert’s hands.
q:u iity in picture and performance, j son signed to his seventh year as enough fresh material to justify a guest of honor. Other Catholic
About, the time the Lippert deal
the same time eliminate co-narrator of National Assn, of workshop
now,
as
originally church and U,S. Government offi¬
was supposed to have been closed
the headache of multiple “cover” Manufacturers’ “Industry on Pa¬ planned ... “Melbourne Rendez¬ cials will attend.
*
|
last
week, Guild tipped that it was
rade”
vidpixers
.
.
.
Robert
NewshoN and retakes.
After the
vous,” the feature of the 16th
soon.tp release seven packages of
“t’ha*?" ciew adopted the tech- gard, formerly with Interstate Tel¬ Olympiad,
has been
sold
to
RKO shorts for tv.
Contrary to
r.:(:i:e. N.ush declared, not one re¬ evision joined Screen Gems’ sales WHDH, Boston, by distrib Transoriginal reports, the tv film com¬
Lux . . . National. Screen Service
take v.isx inquired for any picture! staff as a Chicago staffer.
pany now says that the original
udui usulcJUOj
Norman Katz, foreign manager has the following tv commercials'
in uliici; it was used.
It’s the first!
theatrical shorts will be peddled
tiMie ill hi< ve il s of exnerience that I of Associated Artists Productions, in production: Big Top Peanut
h“
that has. returned to London from Sing- Butter, Bon Ami, Pontiac, and
for the .time* being on a straight
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
1 V V
+V.O civ I apore . . . Irish McCalla of “Shee- Suffolk-Franklin Savings Bank . . .
Revue productions is planning a cash basis and not as barter fooder.
V , in n-M) )ated that the six-. na^ Queen 0f the Jungle” will ap- A BBC television film of the re¬
pair of shows, on controversial
r,V:!Vl° !n< La(HA
,Iir?cluceri pear in San Jose, Calif., on Dec. 14 cent visit of Que'en Elizabeth, a themes for its “Schlitz Playhouse.”
I* iOt hi'W nrirg tne Chan pictures on behalf of her sponsor General CBS kinesedpe of the Common¬
James Mason’ starrer, “No Boat
m at .m average of $1,500 below! Appliance Co. there . . . Official wealth Ball, and a special tv broad¬
per picture. "When you’re ; Films prexy Harold Hackett due cast of the life and career of Sir for Four Months,” which Lewis
making "9 films,” he said, "that; back from London tomorrow (28) Winston Church PI was shown yes¬ Milestone directs, will deal with
adds up.”
!. . . KPRC, Houston. Tex.; KTVI, terday (26) at the Museum of Mod¬ dope. Series also readying “East
s,Spacp Explorer,” cartoon serial
-\ St. Louis, and KSIX, Corpus Chris- ern Art at a special screen for of Moon,” which will revolve
on. space travel done with the .as¬
■ ti, Tex., have acquired the Trans- VIP’s . .. A1 Stem, newly appoint¬ around interracial marriages.
ed Coast public relations director
sistance • of the Hayden Planetar¬
for National Telefilm Associates,
ium, N.;Y., is;, being prepped by
“Father Knows Best” becomes WPIX, N. Y., has bought 26 filmed to Hollywood.
Sterling: Television.
Mike Baker did an Ed Mnrrow
“Yater Weiss Es Am Besten” on repeats of Fulton J. Sheen’s “Life
RKO Teleradio, which bought
London, Nov. 26.
Jan. 2. when the Screen Gems >Is Worthl Living” program for tele- impersonation with Bob & Ray
Several Associated - Rediffusion Sterling’s . Cartoon Classics, also
(Elliott Sc Gonlding) on a slidetelefeature programs have been had inked {or the “Space Explor¬
series bows at the first fully spon-:
l_ii* tit
* more
hsvc been ink6d on film commercial for Quaker Oats
selected by the British Film Insti¬ er” for its o&o’s, WOR-TV, N.Y„
Film syndication’s “26 Men” ... . Screen Gems shifted salesman
V*
^
. German- r
sterling’s “Bowling Time” has Tom Seehof from L.A. to Salt Lake- tute for screening at the National WNAC-TV, Boston, and CKLW-TV,
dubbed entry will be sponsored by| been bought by WHDH, Boston; City as head of the mountain area Film Theatre in a special seven- in the . Detroit-Windsor market
The ne\y serials, like those in Car¬
Mokri cigarets. which bought the ;WTVR, Richmond. Va:; and WINR. sales office . . . Tom O’Brien com¬ day season commencing Dec. 11.
toon Classics, will be about five
series via the Contact agency.
! Binghamton, N. Y.
pleted a series of commercials for sented twice nightly.
The program will be called “The minutes! in length, and will be a
Show’s currently in its fourth •
William Bernal, Robert Law- Tintair and Curlcreme with Vera
Captive Cinema” and will be pre- running story about space traveL
year on NBC-TV.
1 rence Productions creative super¬ Ellen.

SHULL’S KEY FILM
SLOT FOR STOKER
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AAFs British Deal
On WB Features
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Studio Acquisition As
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Lippert Bundle
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ROD ALEXANDER
KEITH ANDES
BILL ATKINSON
LAUREN BACALL
BOB BRAUN
MILT BROWN
SAMMY CAHN
JOHN GALLEY
ROY CAMPANELLA
HOAGY CARMICHAEL
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P^RIETY

fer disposes of the case remains to
be seen. Under the so-called “Pro¬
test Act,” formal protests against
authorizations granted by the Com¬
mission without hearings cannot be •
Storer Broadcasting chief George B. Storer informed stockholders
S Continued from page 37 - ■:—■—— - -■ ----filed until the grants have been that by year end his “most conservative” projection would put the re¬
This apparently explains j at a special screening for exhibs at the Melrose Theatre, Hollywood,
also in syndication, and “George i Twin bill of “Armoured Attack,” made.
- KSTP raised its questions in' which he said will'be offset by. the capital gain which Storer made by
Jessel’s Showbusiness.”
In to o, formerly titled “North Star,” and , why
“Battle S ripe,” once titled “The ■
f°rm
* letter.
'selling properties:in Birmingham, Ala., is due largely to the recent
they represent 337 half-hour epi¬
Men,” has grossed about $1,000,000 ———
. purchase of WVUE> the fourth tv’er in the Philadelphia market. As a
sodes.
in theatrical reissue.
result, he said, it would take about a year before currently adversely
3. The plan is not to hit adver¬
The company which became a
affected earnings are restored to balance. .
tisers with a “pilot and a promise/’ publicly owned corporation about
Storer’s net profit before taxes was $9,557,304 for the first. nine
according to prexy Unger. When two years ago, grossed about $17,- . —; Continued from page 37
months of 1957 against $8,304,973 for the same time last year. Net
the selling season starts in Janu¬ 000,000 at its last fiscal year ended
profit after taxes was $5,249,492 or $2.12 per share compared to $3,911,;
ing
whether
it’s
entertaining,
ary and February, NTA will have July 31, 1957.
464 or $1.58 per share for the same nine months of 1956,
' whether it’s popular and whether
about 15 episodes ready on each
Company reported that gross radio revenues again were substan¬
of its series for screenings by net¬
it’ll move product.”
i tially higher than for the comparable
_
_
w a contin_
1956 period
reflecting
works, agencies and sponsors. He
From, the production-distribution ue<* improvement on Storer’s Seven radio outlets. “However,” Storer
acknowledged
NTA,
developing
end, Barry’s sentiments have wide j warned, “gross tv revenues were down, reflecting the sale of two unweights and counterweights via its -■ •
Continued from, page 36- endorseitient. Most everyone would! profitable UHF stations and the expected' dislocation and expense of
syndication arm and its film net¬
like to get into production soonerreplacing WBRC-Ty with WVUE.”
work, could adopt such a proced¬ film with its own stations, as com¬
. then allowed under present buying
ure of going ahead on production pared to its dealings with other staTallulah Bankhead, Dennis King and Peggy Wood salute the Little
j practices. The only outfit that isn’t
rather than waiting for a sale based
WhCTe “ pro-jw^tog”or“rPfiSt’buy to g“alTead Church Around the Corner and its pastor, Rev. Dr. Randolph Ray, on
on a pilot. NTA. Unger explained, poses to operate,
( on pro(iuction is National Telefilm CBS Radio “Mitch Miller Show” next Sunday (1). Show is tied to the
adopted this procedure after its
Turning to the inclusion of NTA Associates, but they’re
_ _ _ __
in an un- publication this, week by Simon & Schuster of Dr. Ray’s new book,
experience during the last selling in the Government antitrust pro¬ usual position. NTA, in addition to j “My Little Church Around the Corner,” in which the minister recalls
season when so many pilots were ceedings, Bartley pointed to Com¬ having a syndication-arm, also has! bis 30-odd years at the church. Misses Bankhead and Wood and King
around that it was just out of “fan¬ mission policy which provides that the NTA Film Network as a cushion! all worship at the Church, with Miss Bankhead recalling the marriage
tastic luck” that national deals “if an applicant is or has been in¬
in ease a network sale isn’t con- j of the late Robert E. Sherwood and King reminiscing on his eulogy for
were made. The plan of having volved in unlawful practices, an
summated. Production, via tieups! Walter Hampden,
about half the series available for analysis of the substance of these
with Desilu and 20th-Fox, is under I
screening has been warmly re¬ 'practices must be made to deter¬
way on “How to Marry A Million-j
CBS Inc. has awarded all employees in all divisions a Christmas
ceived by advertisers, he said. mine their relevance and weight
aire,” “This Is Alice” and “Man; bonus equivalent to one week's salary. All employees with CBS since
Twentieth-Fox
is
participating as regards the ability of the appli¬
Without A Gun.”
the first of. the year are eligible, with those who joined after the first
financially in the “Millionaire” and cant to use the requested radio
of the year but prior to March 31 ..getting a half-week’s salary. It’s the
“Gun” series.
authorization In the public inter¬
same bonus setup as last year. Payday is Dec. If.
4. NTA has ’formed a London est.” This policy, he added, em¬
headquartered subsid and plans powers the Commission to “consid¬
Of college students who take radio-tv courses, less than half stay in
co-production deals on telefilms in er and evaluate the conduct of an
the broadcast industry, survey taken by .Ohio State U. prof. Harrison
m Continued from page 37
England and elsewhere on the applicant” even though there has
B. Summers indicates.
t
Continent.
been no determination of the anti¬ RKO also has another group of 17
Survey coVered OSU grads between 1949 and 1955, and showed that
5. Getting into live production trust allegations.
features for tv distribution.
only
45%
have
remained
in.
the
field.
Poll
is
indicative,
of
entire indus¬
is on the horizon for the organiza¬
“Where the conduct complained
In toto. Flamingo will ^take over try, Prof. Summers holds.
tion.
It’s waiting for Federal of relates closely to the television
the distribution of 115 half-hours, . Speaking<pf broadcast training, the OSU savant notes most employers
Communications Commission • ap¬ industry, as it. does here,” Bartley
35 episodes of “Screen Directors want graduates with considerable “vocational” training, but also want
proval of its byCy of KMGM, Min¬ declared, “careful scrutiny is par¬
Playhouse”; 26 of “Sailor of For¬ them to hay'e a broad liberal education.
neapolis, and JVATV, in the New ticularly called for and an assur¬
tune”; 26, “Aggie”; 30, "The Big |
York-New Jersey roafket, a' pur¬ ance that such conduct, if found Idea”; and 12 cartoon treatments ’
Voice of America has teamed with Radio Morocco to provide a series
chase, inciden'aH^Avhich included to exist, will not be carried over of popular fairy tales;
of daily radio broadcasts providing complete details of the 16-day U.S.
radio stations WAAT (AM-EM ). into radio and tv operations.”
Flamingo Telefilm Sales began visit of Sultan Mohammed Ben Youssef.
NTA is on the prowl for a full
Commission advised Spearman with the acquisition of the original
USIA assigned a team of radio reporters to cover the Sultan’s ac¬
complement of five VHF stations. and Roberson, Washington counsel Flamingo catalog consisting of 225
tivities beginning with his airplane arrival at'Washington Airport yes¬
The o&o’s will serv% as an experi¬ for KSTP, that in approving the
half-hours and 240 features. It fol¬
mental hase for live shows which transfer it has “fully considered" lowed through thereafter with a terday (25). The broadcasts are being made both in English and Arabic
could be made in*o telefilm se¬ the protest. However, in light-.of co-production deal on* “Citizen Sol-* and transmitted shortwave to Rabat where they are picked up by Radio
ries. or video taped shews to be representations made to it by; dier,” the first episode of which Morocco and rebroadcast at standard wavelength.
sold to other stations. 'Addition¬ KMGM, It said that “no present now is being shot in Munidh, Ger¬
Granada-TV has launched an intensive advertising campaign for its
ally, NTA is thinking in terms of basis exists for believing that the many, making -a number of key
forming a regional live network, acquisition of KMGM-TV NTA syndication sales on the basis of “Chelsea At Nine” British program. As well as taking large space in
with its o&o’s as anchors, serving will in any manner adversely affect the pilot. The RKO deal adds an¬ the national press the programmers also took a half page in the Lon¬
those station? in ■'eed of the type the access of the other tv stations other 115 half-hours to its catalog. don Evening News to announce the lineup for last week’s show.
of projected programming to be in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area to
In an open letter to President Eisenhower, John S. Hayes, prez of
offered.
the films distributed by NTA on an
Seattle—Clair Weidennar has
j the Washington Post broadcast division, has asked the President to
6. NTA’s theatrical reissue arm: equal basis with KMGM-TV.”
been named program director for
i name the planned U.S. satellite “The Freedom Sphere.”
under A1 Schwalberg is prospering, i
Whether approval of the trans- KIRO here.
|
His suggested name for America’s Sputnik received the immediate endorsement of four Congressmen, Senators John Marshall Butler and
J. Glenn Beall. Md.; and Rep. Joel T. Broyhill, Va.; .and Dewitt Hyde,
★
★
★
Md.
[.
★
★
★
★
John E. Fetzer, head of the regional network bearing his name
★
*
★
★
(WKZO-TV&AM. Kalamazoo, Mich., WJEF-FM&AM, Grand Rapids,
★
★
Mich., and KOLN-TV, Lincoln. Neb.), sends out Thanksgiving packets
★
*
★
★
of celery from his hometown, which is famed for thef vegetable. This
★
year, however, he added a li’l builderupper message on the special
boxes, “For tired AM & TV nerves.”
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CHRISTMAS JOB
AT MACY’S
Full-time and part-time selling jobs. Earnr while you learn
... and take home a good salary,'and get 20% discount on
personal things, 10% on practically everything else. Work
in the world’s biggest store ».. it’s fun.
htervitw Monday through Saturday, 9 to 5
Mocy's Employment Office, 166 West 35 St.
Westchester residents: Apply Macy's White Plains
long Islanders! Apply Mocy*s, Roosevelt Field, L. I.

I

★

I

Roughly 1,000 tradesters attended yesterday (Tues.) morning’s
breakfast show thrown by American Broadcasting Network at tlfe
Plaza in N.Y. Basis for the ayem session was to push “live fun radio,”
ABN’s recent theme in switching to five new strips with all live
talent.
NARTB prexy Harold Fellows was the guest speaker at the ABN
session. There were over 100 radio performers, now appearfiig on
ABN, who were present to dramatize the ABN concept in various
skits and songs.

- — 1-*-—-—

AAP Future Veiled .
Continued from page 37-:

that it presently has. Possibility
was seen where UA may turn its
own features over to AAP.
Trade sources, in the main, great¬
ly doubted that National Telefilm
Associates would keep the AAP
field ^forces intact were it to buy
Chesler’s shares. However, a well
informed spokesman for AAP, of¬
fered the opinion tftat NTA could
not assimilate AAP because of ad¬
verse stockholder and Securities
Exchange Commission pressures.
AAP reported that “sales dur¬
ing the past two weeks (roughly
the time that the various dickers
were known to the trade) hit a
pace of one important contract
closed each day, includng Sun¬
days.” Sales to stations included
total library deals on the Warner
Bros, pictures controlled by -the
distribution company to sale of
AAP’s new horror-mystery fea¬
tures and westerns, “wih the stead¬
ily moving cartoon contributing
their share tor the total.”
Among new AAP sales is a pack¬
age of 45 programmers to WCBSTV, N.Y,, for a reported $225,000.
It’s the fourth sale by AAP to*|
WCBS-TV, and the grand total of
WB pix in the station’s library now
numbers around 300.
Station will begin using them on
its “Late Show” and “Early Show,"
as part of its backlog, of over 1,400
major studio features. The War¬

ner backlog, incidentally, is still
not exhausted in the N.Y. market,
since the only other sale of the pix
other than to WCBSrTV has been
to WABD, and there are still over
300 -features still available for
Gotham stations.
-n-1
^New Orleans — Newsman Nick
Gearhart and news film cameranian
Vic Randall have been added/to
WWL-TV’s expanding news depart¬
ment, W. Howard Summerville,
general manager, said Sat. (23).

WANTED
Contact" Mail -in Hollywood to
dolivar ■ st*»' jiotnos for TV --films.
Faa porkomo. TV Prixa Man wantad.
Writ# A. SLACK
450 f. 43 St., How York
H. Y.
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ATAS SYMPOSIUM
. —
ON TV’S YARDSTICKS|_
An attempt will be made on Dee.
10 to correlate theoftime discordant yardsticks, program 'research
and "creative.showmanship,” used
in choosing network television programs. Academy of Television Arts
. & Sciences, in alliance with ABCTV, is underwriting a symposium
on the subject,
ABC-TV program ch’eftain.
James Aubrey will moderate the
four-man ATAS panel with Revlon
ad chief George Abrams, Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather radio-tv topper
Hendrick (Hank) Booraem, Dr.
Ernest Diehter (prexy of the Institute for Motivational Research)
and Benton & Bowles research boss
Dr. Arthur Wilkins.

Munsel, Winchell
«

Continued from

pape
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ABC-TV will be the insertion of
Dick Clark in a teenage musicalvariety package from 7:30 to 8:30
on Saturdays. This will be an ex¬
tension of .the Clark Monday halfhour, show, which will be dropped
to make way for this new show.
Whereas the current Clark show
has no live music, it is expected
that the new hour, to bridge CBS’
"Perry Mason” and NBC’ Perry
Como, will have a liye orchestra
and live performers.
Of course, there is the wellknown step being taken of putting
"Harbourmaster” for R. J. Reynolds
into the ABC-TV Sunday 8:30
anchorage vice "Bowling Stars.”
This, too, will take place in Janu¬
ary.
Incidentally, Dean Martin is set
to guest on.the kickoff of Frank
Sinatra’s new live string this Fri¬
day.
At the moment, ABC has three
shows that definitely will be offered
next fall and a fourth package that
is said to have a very good chance
to be in the network’s sales bro¬
chures. There is the. Screen Gems'
"Frankenstein” telefilm series, the
new Orson Wells telefilm •‘dramas,
which may go either 30 or 60-min¬
utes and a vidfilm pilot (subject
still undecided) to he produced on
a 50-50 deal by MCA and ABC.
Mike Wallace, who does a regular
Saturday night interview on ABCTV, is being seriously considered
as the host of a Winchell-like docu¬
mentary half-hour telefilm drama
to be- produced by Adrian Spies,
Winchell's current scribe.
There is another Wallace pos¬
sibility, on the same format lines.
Talent Associates wants to do a live
documentary drama as early as
January qr February using Wallace
as host.
Meantime, Wallace’s regular
nighttime quiz has been renewed by
Philip Morris into Ferbuary, giving
the half-hour stanza a consecutive
39-week run from its network in¬
ception last April. Stanza will re¬
main on the air, whether sustain¬
ing or commercial, until May 1,
because that’s the way the net¬
work’s contract with Wallace plays
it.
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present wage of each member, but
present
since
since a
all the IBEW technicians re¬
,
«
ceive $175 .top after four years, the
. ;
majority of the technicians would
majorit
receive the maximum increase.
Raise ffor technical directors Would
Won «
keep
them at 13% above the regu¬
p
lar technician
grade, same differ¬
lar
tec
ential ias currently obtains.
3. Holidays
Hi
off. IBEW members
currenl
currently work on^ holidays, but
demam
demands seek recognition of a nowork status
si
on holidays. Since net¬
works must
i
telecast; holidays would
then be
bt classified as overtime.
.* 4.
* Definite
D(
meal periods, replac¬
ing the "on-the-run” mealtime
status, along with other minor
working conditions improvements.
Local also advised its member¬
ship to make personal loans from
banks now while they are making
money so they’ll have funds avail¬
able in the event of a strike, since
the union’s own war chest isn’t ex¬
pected to be sufficient to cover a
prolonged walkout. In light of CBS’
executive training program under
which some 300 of the web’s ex¬
ecutive-grade employees are learn¬
ing the technical jobs at the TeleStudios in N.Y., any strike, if
called, could be expected to be a
long-drawn affair.
Whether or not the specific de¬
mands formulated by the Gotham
local will be the same as those
which the International will pre¬
sent to CBS is problematical. The
network contract is national in
scope, with uniform :wage rates
for all locals affected, -and the N.Y.
chapter's demands are customarily
higher than those of other locals.
Next month’s meeting will hammer
out that issue.

it\mo-Ti;iK vision

WJBK-TV; U. of Detroit j
Tup in Telecasting
Of Courses for Credits Hour,”

Kaufman's Tome
; Continued from page 47 ;

directed and produced by;* attractions, there are a couple of
Detroit, Nov. 26.
Fielder Cook; third, Tad Mosel’s ! good featured acts. In order of their
First Michigan telecast of regu¬
'The Five Dollar Bill," CBS-TV. appearance: the • honorable men¬
tions; the tv script market listing
lar university credit courses on a,
"Studio One,” directed by Robert the
programs
using
dramatic
commercial station wall occur Jan.
Mulligan, produced by Gordon material, the script or story editor,
6 over WJBK-TV. Local educators
Duff. The other four are: "The the address, etc.; "an example of
and executives hailed the educa¬
Trial of Poznan,” by- Alvin Boretz, the dos and dont’s of the television
script market" (limited to CBS-TV
tional courses as an opportunity
NBC-TV, "Armstrong Circle Thea¬ dramatic program requirements);
for the general public to register
tre,” directed by William Corrigan, and literary agents specializing in
for classes and to look into the
workings of a university classroom. produced by Robert Costello Tal¬ the tv market. Although the latter
appears to be a substantial list,
Bill Michaels, managing direc¬ ent Associates, David Susskind, ex¬
and certainly it includes all the
tor of WJBK-TV, said he believes ecutive producer); "Survival,” by;
majors and perhaps most of the
the new series will be the start Alfred Brenner, CBS-TV, "United minors, there are at least half a
of several similar ventures by States Steel Horn:,” directed by dozen names that do not belong
other schools.
The. Very Rev, Norman Felton, produced by the there as "specialists.” At least one
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., prexy of Theatre Guild (Marshall Jamison, of them is exclusively a talent
the U. of Detroit, commended the executive
producer);
“Lee
At agent, and several are not "tv
station for its "vision in giving the Gettysburg,” by. Alvin Sapinsley, specialists” at all but derive most
public an opportunity to measure ABC-TV, "Omnibus,” directed by of their income frcm such other
the effectiveness of this sort of Delbert'Mann, produced by Robert media as the theatre, Hollywood
course.' Ultimately, we hope to Saudek (Bruce Catton, historical films, and the book field. All in
'provide a large number of credit consultant; Walter Kerr, drama all,"'it is an excellent assemblage
courses to adults as well as the consultant); and "Thank You, Ed- and a fine service to beginning
youth of .the community.4’
mondo,” by Mac Shoub, NBC- writers as well as to tv as a whole.
Detroit’s educational tv station, TV, "Matinee Theatre,” directed by
Trau.
WTVS, has been .carrying lectures Allan A. Buckhantz, produced by
of the complete freshman curricu¬ Albert McCIeery.
lum of the U of D College of Arts
Memphis — Jay Black, sportThere are 44 plays given honor¬
and Sciences since September.
able mention. Among them are sev¬ spieler, has ankled WHHM, focal
eral that in one reviewer’s opinion indie, as program and sports direc¬
would rate the nod over some of the tor for St. Petersburg, Fla., where
Nashua, N. H. — Radio station
he will handle sports for WSUN’s
prizewinners for their actual play¬
WOTW here has been purchased
tv and radio operations. Black han¬
ability; but since the examination
by Samuel Dane and Theodore
dled major league ballcast crea¬
Feinstein of Brookline, Mass., own¬ and selection were concerned with tions In this area for several sea¬
the
literary
form
only,
the
com¬
ers of the Puritan Network. Arthur
sons and was the first ballcaster to
A. Newcomb, who sold the station, parison is not meant to he odious. beam games gimmicked with ef¬
Although the seven plays are fects via Western Union over
said the purchase* price was "in
published in full and are the star southern web.
the neighborhood of $250,000.”

BAKERSFIELD REPORTS!

ABC-TV
Continued from pate 35

season has been disappointing. On
Wednesdays it’s "Disneyland,” los¬
ing ‘ground to “Wagon Train” and
"I Love Lucy” on the opposing
nets.
"Tombstone
Territory,”
"Ozzie and Harriet” and "Walter
Winchell File,” which follow It in
that order all were deemed to
have the potential to get hot Simi¬
larly, on Friday, the ‘Frank Sin¬
atra Show” is flanked by such en¬
tries as "Jim Bowie” and "Patrice
Munsel” on one side, and "Date
With Angels’’ and "Colt .45.” on the
other. ABQ, isn’t out to promote
any single *sfaow but intends to
make a night of It in both in¬
stances. A ratings boost anywhere,
it feels, can help all the others.
(There will be changes in the
Wednesday and Friday ABC line¬
ups: see other story.)
Net is providing the ad layouts
(and there’ll be plenty), splitting
costs 50-50 with the aflEQs. Most 6f
the ads will tout the entire eve¬
ning. Promotion, exploitation and
publicity is to be done at station
level, as was done with "Maverick,”
and the net has encouraged expan¬
sion of those departments.
Meeting was attended by all of
the web’s top brass, including ABPT prez Leonard Goldenson. At
same meeting station heads met for
the first time ABC-TV’s newly ap¬
pointed v.p. in charge of sales,
Thomas W. Moore-

TV Acad
— Continued from pace 34

chance of official action by the
New York.branch. Kilt he believed
that "if individual members band¬
ed together to do Something about
keeping production in New York”
the measure,, would be beyond the
official scope of the ATAS national
board.
Unilateral action -from New
York could readiiy„affect'the sen¬
sitivity that has always been under
the surface of the relationship of
_the west to the east in tv. Before
the original ATAS branch in Hol¬
lywood okayed a blending with
New York, there were many harsh
words of a sectional nature that
were delivered.
There is some doubt at this point
that the national head Ed Sullivan
could sanction any move by any New
York members that would be in di.rect conflict.with the org’s una¬
nimity, even though his own. CBS
hour is primarily a N. Y. emana¬
tion.
'
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were devoted'to commercials, as
contrasted with the maximum of
seven minutes recommended by
the code of the National Assn, of
.
Contiau«d fro^t par* 35 s
Radio and TV Broadcasters.
While ruling that action on the | night “Suspicion” series on NBCcomplaint is "not warranted at TV, which wJH be largely deter¬
this time,” the Commission ad¬ mined by the success the opposi¬
Claim was made in New York-f
^ Washington, Nov. 26.
vised Crosby, et al, that in view tion “Studio One” encounters when
that a camera system used in pro- ‘
of their statement in their trans¬ it shiftsJto the Coast for film star
Two Chicago tv receiver manu¬
duclng kinescopes can also be used
fer application that they propose marquee values after the first qf facturers were charged by. the Fed¬
without any known hitches In
“no substantial changes” in the op¬ the year. Also under the heading
making taped video programs. iisus Continued from pare 39 ■-? ■■ ■ • eration of the station,' it is “unable of “Mr. Dubious” is the CBS-TV eral Trade Commission last week
Tele-Studios, which purports to which also carry American Broad¬ to find” that the proposed assign¬ PEve Arden Show on behalf of with misrepresentation in advertis¬
have made considerable coin by do¬ casting
ing their sets. Admiral Corp. was
Network’s
“Breakfast ment- would be in the public inter¬ Lever Bros.
ing high-quality kinnies for agen¬ Club.”
est.
But, call ft luck or shrewd buy¬ cited for deceiving the public by
cies and networks' for the past 15
MBS prez Roberts says there are
“The situation,” the agency said, ing, . Seymour tills season has failing to give “adequate” informa¬
months, said the system solves to
a number of sponsor orders already “is one which calls for specificity latched on to a couple of Thursday tion regarding the “true” size of
a great degree the difficult tech¬
In the house on the Kate Smith on the part of the assignee, either night sleepers on ABC-TV with the., its picture tubes. Muntz TV, Inc.,
nical problem In editing tape.
show.
Net also is sounding out by reply to this letter or in a hear¬ back-to-back “Zorro”- for Seven-Up was charged withjexaggerating the
George
Gould,
Tele - Studios affiliates on carrying the Wednes¬ ing.”
and “The Real McCoys” for Syl- size of the tubes.
prexy, said that his system, which day night fights of the Interna¬
A complaint against Admiral
Crosby and associates, including vania. He brought into the JWT
he calls Telefilming, is capable of tional Boxing Club, recently
house the- new “Have Gun, Will said the company’s use of such
Kenyon
Brown,
have
until
Dec.
20
doing at least 25% to 3Q% of the dropped by ABN, although still
phrases
as “21-inch,” followed by
Travel”
companion
entry
to
“Gunthings done on film. Matting and telecast by ABC-TV. In the sports to file comments or amend their
smoke” for Lever and, riding the an asterisk, Is misleading because
film-like wipes and dissolves are department, net has inked for,the; application to provide more “spe¬
western cycle, . has Ford pledged it requires the public to read from
cificity.”
done in the control room at the f Christmas night North-South game
a footnote in fine print that “dia¬
to “Zane Grey Theatre.”
same moment the cameras arej at Miami Beach. Additional perSeymour and his Kraft client are gonal” ^rather than “horizontal”
trained on performers, and are de¬ fsonallties and special events will
today the solo survivors among measurement of the viewable area
signed as a replacement for the [be added, the pace dependent on
those dedicated to perpetuating the of the tube is meant.
fancy optical effects done by tele¬ sponsor interest and station clear¬
The complaint against Muntz al¬
hour live drama in the East, with
film producers in the laboratory ances.
’ Kraft Television Theatre” (a JWT leges that the horizontal measure¬
after the cameras have stopped
Roberts, in the midst of nego¬
“production” baby) carrying the ment* of the tubes are “substan¬
functioning. He said that the sys¬
tiations for a new pact with Ful¬
Wednesday night live torch on tially1 less” than the sizes advertem can also provide limited ani¬
ton .Lewis Jr„ reports that Lewis’
NBC with a hiked budget and up¬ tisedV and marked on the 'set*
mation by integrating Tele-Studio
on the air plea for local sponsor¬
themselves.
Company
is
«1sq
graded production values.
cameras with the method of pro¬
ship, made Nov. 8, has brought re¬
jecting images on a large screen
As evidence of the JWT diver¬ charged wjtk misrepresenting that
sults.
Lewis, co-oped by thfe net,
that was recently developed by
sification in programming, Johnson the sets are sold directly from the
picked up about 50 additional sta¬
factory.
Cell-o-Matic.
Motors is going for three of the
tions, 30 Coast stations being
one-hour Bob Hope Shows starting
Gould says the only thing his sponsored by Dr. Ross Dog Food.
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
the first of the year; Schlitz stands
system cannot do that film can All told, he now has 140 stations
In further diversification of its pat with “Schlitz Playhouse”; Lever
are full-animation and location carrying his 15-minute weekly
interests, National Theatres is and Scott ride “Father Knows
lensing.
news show. Under Lewis’ old RKO
Gould and his promotion-sales contract, he was paid $100,000 moving Into radio-tv. Chain re¬ Best”; Pharma-Craft has latched on
veep King Horton plan to install yearly, plus a percentage of gross. cently expanded its 320-house oper¬ to the Steve Allen Show (giving
regular tape video equipment next Net, which- was taken over from ation by developing the Cinemir- JWT a Sunday 8 to 9 conflict in
view of Eastman-Kodak’s Sullivan
summer.
It will be Installed be¬ RKO Teleradio by the Roberts
allegiance); Pan American has
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
side the $35,000 kinn^e machine, management group last August, acle process, i
Deal was closed Monday <25) for. “Meet the Press” and Aluminium
Strong formal- protest was regis¬
made by General Precision Labs, currently is operating in the
Ltd. rides “Omnibus/’
that is now being used In making black, according to Roberts.
tered last week by CBS-Ty direc¬
purchase of Kansas City Star’s1
Agency is all^ver the tv daytime tor Ted Post to clause In contract
test and real commercials.
radlo-tv operation. WDAF-WDAFlot with its clients siphoning coin between net ahd Radio-TV Direc¬
TVr for $7,600,000. Joint announce¬
Since going Into business, for¬
into Garry More, Arthur Godfrey,- tors Guild which requires that all
ment by NT prexy Elmer C. Rho¬
mer CBS director Gould says that
“Price Is Right,” “Hotel Cosmopo¬ CBS directors, whether in film or
his company has made a hefty
den, X.C. Star Co, Prexy Roy Rob¬
litan,” “Tic Tac Dough,” “It Could live video, be members of RTDG.
piece of change by lensing blurbs
erts said formal FCC application
Be You,” “Beat the Clock.” LinkContlantA from
43
for various agencies.
Work has
will be made within 10 days.
In letter to local RTDG office.
letter’s “House Party,” “Matinee
given Tele-Studios the chance to regarding their plans for operating
Post pointed out that he has been,
Charles L. Glett, who heads Theatre,”
“Verdict Is Yours,”
perfect the tape-like system, which the station.
assigned
exclusively to CBS film
The Commission’s NT’s video operations is prexy of “Queen For A Day,” “American
can be fully applied once the tape action 'was prompted by a com¬ its film production subsid, National
shows (he’s currently on “Gun-Bandstand,” “The Edge of Night,”
machines arrive.
plaint filed by the National Assn, Film Investments, Inc. He will “Modern Romances” and “Comedy smoke") and has directed no live
programs at all. Howeyer, since •
Chief value of hijs kine system, for Better Radio and Television.
head the two stations for which NT Time.”.
he works in film, he’s also required
he claims, is that fully-processed
NAFBRAT wanted the Commis¬ has set up a new subsidiary. Rho¬
It’s estimated that nighttime fare
test blurbs have been turned over sion to institute license revocation j den-said the move fits the firm’s represents $100,000,000 in billings, to join Screen Directors Guild, he
complains.
to advertisers within a quarter- proceedings against KCOP on al-j policy of “whenever a good deal is
with tv spots and radio making up
hour of the time they were shot, legations that it has violated the offered, we’re interested.” Stations
He sees “no . purpose in paying
the $10,000,000 differential.
and at half the price. of a similar industry’s code, that it has failed are both NBC outlets.
double dues,” he states, arid asks
film commercial.
RTDG suspend either his member¬
to prevent both sides of controver- i
ship or his dues until he works on
Gould says that his kine system, sial issiies, that it has carried pro¬
a live video program.
Also, he
since it is not first intended for grams involving commerical bypno- live transmission, can get a higher- tism and "undocumented faith
suggested
that CBS, RTDG and
Continued from -pare 37
fidelity than network kinnies pro¬ heallng.l that its children’s shows
»
SDG work out some permanent’
UA. Latter is threatening legal ac¬ arrangement under which “con¬
duced
frfom
actual
on-the-air portray \ crime and violence, and
tion, on tha grounds that a prior tract requirements are riot "en¬
shows.
His lighting and camera that otb^r programs are of ques¬
option to buy all AAP stock was forced on people who are not do¬
techniques are designed specifical¬ tionable propriety. Singled out were
not honored by AA*P, and the liti¬ ing work covered by the contract.”
ly for kinnies and not for live pro¬ programs* by revivalist Oral Rob-j
gation threatens to tie up any kind
gramming or commercials.
erts, commentators Dan Smoot and I
Pittsburgh, Nov. 2^.
of x sale for several months. Evi¬
Tom Duggan, and hypnotist Emile]
An indication of things to come dently, Chesler wants to get out of
FrancheL
„
1
Pittsburgh — Another deejay,
' NAFRBAT also attacked com-1 on the tv-baseball front in New AAP as quickly as possible in or¬
third inMast couple of years, has
York next season was revealed der to get cash for ready reinvest¬
left Indie station WWSW to go mercial policies of KCOP, particu¬ here by Joe L. Brown, general
Continued from pace 43
j
ment elsewhere and, it is felt, that
with Westinghpuse’s KDKA. He is larly for excessively long spots,
manager of. the Pittsburgh Pirates, a clash with UA lawyers would special uneasiness” that recent ap¬
Jim Williams, who made the some over 10 minutes, according'
Organization who said he had already been con¬ serve nothing more than to hold pointments to high office in the
switch last week. He’ll take over to its complaint.
television services had followed the
a Sunday record show and also do charged that during a one-hour tacted by a prospective Manhat¬ him up.
Hyman prefers a UA deal, as same trend.
period it monitored, 33 minutes tan sponsor about the possibility
a number of FM programs.
of telecasting Into N.Yv the games there seems -to be no evidence that
(This was later admitted tq be a
the Los Angeles Dodgers and the the Hollywood major wants to reference to the new appointment
San Francisco Giants play at merge with AAP. Basically, the of Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick as chair¬
Forbes Field this summer.
Ap¬ company wants to use the AAP man of the Independent Televi¬
parently,
according to
Brown, telefilm distribution setup, since sion Authority.) .
other Eastern National / League it doesn’t have an extensive one of
A BBC statement replied: “Of all
Clubs have no doubt been sounded its own. Also to be considered is the broadcasts allotted on a de¬
out pn the same idea,
the fact UA can turn over its own nominational basis, the Roman
So far, Brown said, nothing has features for tv to AAP for dis¬ Catholic Church is allowed one
been, done about it and in all tribution, and benefit financially broadcast in 10.
There has been
?
Ikelihood nothing probably will from any further sales on AAP’s no increase whatever in, the pro¬
”. . . a long step forward in creative mu«ca! work on
portion of Catholic broadcasts ”
because the Pirates’ GM has Warner Bros, catalog.
television."
JACK GOULD, N. Y. Times
pointed out, that could possibly
scramble the entire baseball tv
These ere the music cresfits:
picture between the leagues -and
give, for Instance, the Yankees a
Musical Director
.BERNARD GREEN
clear path to pipe their games into
Associate Musical DIract6r,.........RAY CARTER
other cities, too.
At any rate, the tv picture as
•’’SYMPHONY OP THI SENSES" Music Scare and
far as baseball is concerned-still
Other Original Music.BERNARD GREIN
remains pretty much in the air
here for ’58. Last season Pirates
Vocal end Cherei Arrangements........BERNARD GREIN
telecast all. weekend away-fromOrchestral Arrangements: MILTON WEINSTEIN. CLARE E. GRUNDMAN,
home games. That’s obviously im¬
SID PINE eod BERNARD GREEN
possible now with West Coast orig¬
inations, due to the time differ¬
Dane* Music Arranger
ence, and juSt what will be done
for JOHN BUTLER’S Choreography...JOHN MORRIS
nobody knows, not even Brown.
Vocal Rehearsal Accompanist.....SANFORD GREEN

Geo. Goulds Got a Kinescope
That Makes Like Taped Video

Admiral & Muntz
Facing FTC Raps

JWT

Mutual

National Theatres
$7,600,000 Buyout

Ted Post Squawks To
CBS-TV Owr Two-Way
SDG-RTDG Allegiance

KC0P

Who’s Buying AAP?

On Ballcast Front

Scots Protest

THE GENERAL MOTORS
50TH ANNIVERSARY SHOW

NBC-TV, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 1*57

THEY LOVE ME IH

ATLANTA

NBC Audio Engineer..*...

.FRED CHRISTIE

NBC Music Library Service.........WILLIAM

PAISLEY
JAMES DOLAN

Assisted by.
Music Copyists:

HARRIET CADY. JACK KANTOR, FRANK FRAZEE,
EARL SISSON A GEORGE ZEY1TAS

NBC Orchestra

Manager.

.AARON LEVIN I

41 Many thanks and full credit to HELEN DEUTSCH for con¬
ceiving and writing the script of "SYMPHONY OP THE
SENSES" as well as the great overall script that provided
the outlet for all the creative work.
B. C.

J

New ABC Radio Coil
Sterling Drug and Kitchen Art
Foods are adding fresh coin to the
American Broadcasting Network
coffers. After a. quick pact. Ster¬
ling began on Monday (25) as
bankroller of five five-minute segs
weekly , on the ayem Herb (Oscar)
Anderson live music strip.
Same advertiser also bought the
weekday news from 7:55 to 8 p.m.
cross-the-board. Kitchen. Art hiked
for three. five-minute segments of
“Breakfast Club” coma January.

Contact: RICHARD A. HARPER, General Solo* Mgr.
MGM-TY, a service of Loew's Incorporated
701>Z»h Avo„ Now York 36, N. Y. • JUdton 2-2000
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'Sam Goody Decision Seen Coping
Imports of Cut-Rate Pop Platters
At the Copyrigtft Luncheon Cir¬
cle meeting last Friday (22) "atToots Shor’s restaurant, in N. Y.,
attorney Julian T. Abeles, the
guest speaker, brought up some
nuances on the effects of the now
importantly established “Sam
Goody decision,”.which may have
bearing on imported pop record¬
ings sold in the U. S. Since the
Goody case makes the retailer re¬
sponsible—this important action
was instituted by Abeles to curb
diskleggers and the like—it also
cuts off the American outlets for
cheaply made pop platters import¬
ed from overseas. **
Specifically, U. S. tunes licensed
for recording in Germany are
naturally at a much lower royalty
rate. If some LP catches on,- it's
cheaper to import the platters -in
hulk, pressed abroad, whereas
pressing them in the U, S. would
create a much higher royalty rate.
Heretofore the cutrate diskery
importer argued that the music
publisher can proceed only against
the manufacturer, and since these
were made legally abroad* the im¬
porter—and the retailer—was not
responsible.
The Music . Publishers’ Protec¬
tive Assn, which, through trustee
Harry Fpjc instigated • the Abeles
proceeding in the Goody case,
naturally doesn’t want foreignmade platters swamping the
American market at cutrates. It
could follow* that pressings could
be made in Mexico, Cuba or other
Latin American • countries where
labor Is cheap and undermine thedomestic market.
Abeles stressed that since the
ruling has also established that
“sale alone” constitutes an in¬
fringement, the other attorneys
concerned with copyright, who at¬
tend these twice-monthly Informal
talks, which are = under attorney
Samuel W. Tannenbaum’s direc¬
tion, manifested much interest.

US. Constitation as Disk
The U. S. Constitution has now
turned up in disk form in an LP
released by Kaydan Records, a
Coast Outfit, under the title of
"The Living Constitution of the
United States.” It’s a reading by
radio-tv actor Marvin Miller of the
original text, plus the Bill ot
Rights and other amendments.
Robert Armbruster wrote- the
background music.
Dana Tasker, former exec editor
of Time mag, and Stacy Keach,
radio-tv producer-director, pro¬
duced the package.

Walt Disney Sues
Bourne Music On
Pix-Songs Pact

Walt Disney Productions suing
Bourne. Music for the return of a
fiock of yaluable film music copy¬
rights; according to an option filed
in N. V* Federal Court last week.
Disney'S complaint charges that the
Bourne? firm acquired the Disney
music copyrights through “misrep¬
resentation/’ It further alleges
that Bourne’s royalty statements to
Disney were “false and inaccu¬
rate,” to the tune of $75,000 to
$150,000, since the contracts were
entered into in 1033.
Disney 'claims that the Bourne
firm in 1933 induced him to trans¬
fer the pic music copyrights to
that publisher.
Bourne reps
claimed,' according to the com¬
plaint, that they had great experi¬
ence in the publication and exploi¬
tation of music; outside of the film
field. Disney then assigned the
copyrights of tunes in. his short
Vanguard Records, which has subjects to Bourne, including thebeen actives in both the longhair
. i Continued on page 70)....
j
and jaifc package market, is break¬
ing into the single field early next
y ear, it is planning to release-pop
sides in January by such artists as
the Weavers,.whose, latest albums'
See Page 53
for Vanguard have been consistent
sellers; Jimmy 1 Rushing, blues
singer formerly .with • the Count
Basie band; Brother John Sellers,,
a folk and blue& artist, and othefts.
Vanguard also has inked Candy
Reed, a rock *n’ roll songstress
now playing Roberts’ Show Lounge
in Chicago.
Vanguard plans to cover all as¬
pects of the single market from
pop through country & western to
rhythm & blues. The Weavers,
who were liot several years ago
wth such songs as “Goodnight,
Irene” apd *‘Tzena,” are due to get
a heavy spotlighting in. the new
Vanguard program.

Vanguard Sets Artists
For Its Popsingles Bow

MUSIC

Plan for Pic Music ‘Clearing House’
VS. LOW IMS Still Alive; Pubs Want More Data
^Although. the recording Industry
has made steady advances in hifi, pressings and other technical
areas, it’s losing, ground With its
most important commodity — the
musician.
The big problem facing the in¬
dustry today, according to Archie
Bleyer, Cadence Records prexy,
is the vivid possibility of eventu¬
ally running out Of musicians for
recording; dates. The average age
of the musician now being used
for diskery sessions is gradually ifccreasing and Bleyer See* no4 re¬
placements in view.
The dearth, of footer* who Can
handle recording‘dates already-.is.
evidenced by. the fact that- the
companies have no alternative but
to call on the same handful of
men for each session. ^ It’s impor¬
tant to have musicians with a re¬
cording studio savvy* Bleyer points
out, so that recording costs , can be
kept at a minimum. With musi¬
cians who know ’their way around*
there's never any problem of run¬
ning into overtime costs, Bleyer
said.
Where these pros will come from
in the future is a query that the
industry should give serious con¬
sideration to, Bleyer believes. If
something isn’t done about it soon,
he adds, the recording business
will be in big trouble in years to
come.
Bleyer feels that the disk busi¬
ness, through its Record Industry
Assn, of America, should begin to
formulate some plan to bring
young people into the musical
world. It’s more than just a disk¬
ery problem, though, he claims,
for the whole entertainment busi¬
ness will be affected by the event¬
ual fadeout bf the musician.
Because of its overall affect on
the entire show biz structure of
the future, Bleyer feels that the
recording boys should get together
with representatives of the Ameri¬
can Federation of Musicians, mo¬
tion pictures, radio and tv to fig¬
ure out a way to prevent the “live
musician” from becoming obsolete.

4- The issue of the proposed “clparj ing house”, for film music rights is
still hanging fire. After the Music
Publishers Protective Assn, mem¬
The Hampden-Harvard Brewery, bership meeting in New York last
which services the Mn&sachusettes week, several publis'hers stated
area, has entered show biz ranks. that the general formula merited
The beermaker has purchased the further discussion, although not
Lionel Hampton orch for a series taking a position’on any of the
of concerts in towns in which it plan’s specifics,
.
^
operates, with admissions going to
Sidney Wm. Wattenberg, MPA A
local charities. If experiment works attorney and co-author of the plan
out* then prexy George Bissel will with John Schulman, legalite for
buy shows for presentation in ball¬ the Songwriters Protective Assn.,
parks during the summer.
outlined the genesis of the plan
The Hampton orch Is slated to to the 40 pop publishers at the
play Dec. 2 in Springfield, Mass., conclave. He pointed 'out that *
Dec. 2; 'Worcester, Dec. 3, and group of top publishers, including
Lynn, the following day. Miles In¬ some not in the MPAA, directed
galls and Joe Glaser’* Associated him to explore the possibilities of
Booking Corp. worked out the _ setting up • an’ agency that would
deal.
[.clear, both.synchronization and perj forman.ee, rights . with film pro¬
ducers.
Wattenberg stated that he and
Schulman hired a Washington at¬
torney, Sigmund Timberg, former
Dept, of. Justice legalite in the
antitrust division, to sound out
Justice on their attitude towards
such a “clearing house/’ It’s un¬
derstood that Timberg’s fee for
the job was $15,000, split between
SPA and the publishers for whom
Wattenberg was spokesman. It was
. RCA Victor*4f?hikIrig the price pointed out that It was not strict¬
ly an MPPA matter,, since the
of its Red Seal line to $4.98. The proposed clearing house would
new price structure goes into effect {cover a considerably broader seg1 ment of the industry,. Wattenberg
Feb. 1.
^
All distributor orders posted be¬ ? stated that his dealings with Tim¬
fore midnight Jan. 31 will be billed berg were done with the full
at the' present $3.98 price. The knowledge of the publishers in¬
same dealer-distributor discount volved.
Wattenberg explained that the
structure will apply on the new
$4.98 tab. The new price range will proposed formula for such an agen¬
apply to Victor’s LM, LCT and LVT cy which was circulating among
the publishers was only a tenta¬
series.
tive draft and did not represent
Last month Capitol Records by‘ any means the final ideas on
upped its classical line to the $4.98 the subject. For instance, the sug¬
tab, a departure from the $3.98 gested 10% fee which the clearing
priced established when Victor house would charge for handling
slashed the price line a couple of the film deals was only an arbitrary
years ago to $3.98. Columbia execs figure, he stated. If 1% would
stated they were holding their cover costs, then the fee would be
Masterwork line it $3.98.
that and not any higher.
It's understood that steadily ris¬
However, Louis Bernstein, MPA A
ing production costs In the disk in¬ prexy, was sharply critical of the
dustry led to Victor’s decision to plan. He particularly rapped the raise its longhair paclgfrge prices.
proposed 10% fee and the fact that
the clearing house would give the
writers a say-so in the negotiating
of sync rights, an area that has
been handled exclusively by the
-publishers with the consent of the
writers obtained ex post facto.

Hamp’s Suds Swing

ir LPs

OUT SOON!

Levenson Has a Ball
At BMI-Ron PC D.C.'er

Tin

Number
Of

Music Publishers Sue
Upstate NX Station
' Buffalo, Nov. 26.
Suits against radio station WWIA
In suburban Cheektowaga, owned
by G. P. Brown of Rochester, were
filed in Federal court here by four
music publishing companies claim¬
ing that on Feb. 6 .the station playcopyrighted songs without their
permission,' ‘
The following publishers seek
$250 damages each; . New World
Music Corp. for “’S Wonderful”;
Edwin H, Morris Co. for “Moon¬
light Gambler’?; Leo - Feist for
“Swingin’ Down the Lane” and
“For All We Know”; and Robbins
Music Corp.* for “Elmer’s Song.”
COL'S WAREHOUSE MGR. .
David Banegan has taken oyer
as manager of Ithe Columbia Rec¬
ord Club’s east coast warehouse.
Ranegan Comes to Col after sev-;
eral years with Montgomery -Ward.
He’ll assist Arthur Kindler in
the opening of the- club’s eastern
shipping centre.

Forms Closing Shortly
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Washington, Nov. 26.
National Press' Club’s first an¬
nual Presidential Ball got off to a
bang last Week, thanks to enter¬
tainment arranged by Broadcast
Music Inc., which took over the
talent program on short notice
when Eddie Fisher and. Debbie
Reynolds could not appear.
Sam Levenson, had the fourth
estater audience rocking with his
monolog on the younger genera¬
tion, problems of modern parents,
schooling etc. Seldom has a Press
Club group been held in such a
steady grip of laughter.
Sharing equal honors with Lev¬
enson were Les Paul & Mary Ford
who went over big with their clever
songs and tricks with string in¬
struments. -Pair drew prolonged
applause. Betty Johnson, vocalist,
and Eddy Arnold filled out the bill
nicely. Robert. J. Burton, BMI v.p„
emceed.

Decca^ Longhair And
Father & Son Albums
The Concert-Masters of New
York, a longhair group made up of
former soloists and first-desk men
with the top symphony orchs, are
bowing on disks via Decca’s Gold
Label line next month. Under? tfie
baton of David Broekman, the orch
performs works by Bach and Paga¬
nini for the Decca set.
Decca next month is releasing
at the same time a father-and-son
package with David Olstrakh, the
Russian violinist, and his son, Igor.
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Album Reviews

Jocks/Jukes and Disks
■ ■■■■■,

By MIKE GROSS

Johnny Nash (ABC-Paramount).
‘•A VERY SPECIAL LOVE” (Korwin* > is a solid ballad entry which
Johnny Nash, with plenty on the
vocal ball, builds into a big payoff slice. “WON’T YOU LET ME
SHARE MY LOVE WITH YOU"
(Rayvent) has a rocking beat
which gets a big sendoff via Nash’s
hardselling style.
Bob Jaxson (RCA Victor). “DECLARATION OF LOVE” (Zodiact)
Is a nifty ballad concoction with a
topnotch vocal showcasing that

QUARTER’S WORTH OF LOVE”
<Aberbach-Cana$a*) shows off the
thrush in a slow rocking ballad
mood and she makes the change
count.
Sandy Evans (Golden Crest).
“BY LOVE POSSESSED” (Pridet)
has a plehsing folk quality which
Sandy Evans croons appropriately,
“THE FIRST KISS IS SWEET”
(Pridet) is a lighthearted item
that’s easy to take but hard to
push in today’s market,
rii •
m

558?1 H™ntiNiro1r* gS

Christmas Platter*

more*) moves along at a neatly; set
rhythm pace.
Tom & Jerry (Big).
“HEY,
SCHOOLGIRL” (Vlllaget) has .the
common tefinage touch that should

Ruby Wright (Fraternity),
“LET’S LIGHT THE CHRISTMAS
TREE” (BMIf) shapes as the
bright item in the seasonal push,
It’s got the proper point, a melodic

Best Bets
JOHNNY NASH..A VERY SPECIAL LOVE
(ABC-Paramount) .Let Me Share My Love Wi+h You
ROB JAXSON..
(RCA Victor) ..

.DECLARATION OF LOVE
.. *.I'm Hurtin' Inside

...HEY, SCHOOLGIRL
TOM Jk JERRY ...... ..HEX,
.Dancin' Wild

Johnny Mathis: “Warm” (Columbia). In the past year Johnny Mathis has emerged as one of the top
pop purveyors of the ballad fonn.
Hes already , ^captured the singes
market andwiilreally wrap up the
package field with this one. It’s a
standout ballad potpourri handled
with taste and musical care. Tune’s
range from the newde title tune to
such established items as “I£e
Grown Accustomed To Her Fadf.”
The™ Goes My Heart,” and
“While We’re Young.” Percy Faith
ls at the baton.
Herb Straus*; “Folk Music Fur
People Who Hate Folk Music”
(Judson). The levity ends with the
title here. Herb Strauss, is a serious folk-song seller who gets a
l.AWRISW!E WET K"
rlous
.
, ,V
lot out of and into the traditional
And HI* CHAMPAGNE /MUSIC
pieces. Working with a combo
3rd Consecutive Y*ar
topped by Mu'dell Lowe, Strauss
. rp
£Jf*7 v « m **t* UP * likeable mood with such
nr au “Story of Shenadoah ” “Aura
l|-o,
w .nd “Water Boy.ABC-TV Mo«*
»m, E.3.T.
MtUm Merrick Orck-*** Ill"
Dodge and Plymouth
lor; “Music For Playboys is Play
Cersl Records
By” (Urania). This package marks
Thesaurus Transcriptions
Urania’s step Into the pop album
==aaag=aaa^»
■ ■ .s field. if* a highly lirienabld pack-

HEARD THE BELLS ON CHRIST- -*f\that combines the topline work JJd1?! hitstoerighfsoMs ^WhM
Mahion Meirieks oreh 7S
W *?“"■
tan-. Your Lover^
s^^
When
Has[Ight
ftone”
“Just
On*

MAS OAX~
DAY” <St. Nicholas*)
is m
in
MAS
«»Cl»ias'l is

cFb£? ?hto.T'“Ml Gri

«*>.™
Christmas Platters
Platters
Christmas

readtog^thSl b2SSd*to>adS°up to ^

RUBY WRIGHT ..LETS
.LET’S LIGHT THE CHRISTMAS TREE
(Fraternity)
.Merry, Merry,
Merry, Merry,
Merry, Merry
Merry Xmas
Xmas
(Fraternity) ..Merry,
KENNY BOWERS... .WEACH FOR THE WAFTER,
WAFTER, SANTA
.An Axe,
(Columbia).:An
Axef An Apple and a Buckslin Jacket

addV to easy

°ver” set th*

for the

w A^ME A ftoRrmnW

^ Enoeh Lfc* Orch: “The Roaring
of fJi^^R^“rs U^Sgh M^
Fw^LUht BriSide^^h
mainly because of the .Waring orch “Honeycomb” and “Kissers Sweet- havecaotured themualc^vorof
and chorus treatment
er Than Wine” They’re reprised ^ 193(fs ^ a 24-tune' two-12-inch

BING CROSBY.HOW LOVELY IS CHRISTMAS
B,?Ka^iOSBY.«8SP
1
Oisf
(Kapp) ..
Own Jndividual Star ■■■ YOU” counts on pre-teenage
(Kapp) .’ ...My
••
mop‘
- pet Sherry Lynn and she makes it
bring this swinger in from left- line and a socko rendition by Ruby easy to take without getting
field for a big score. “DANCIN' Wright and chorus.
“MERRY, maudlin about it “THAT CHRISTWILD” (Villaget) la In a similar MERRY, MERRY, MERRY, MAS’Y FEEL1N*" (Smlth-Foley*)
spirited groove.
XMAS” (Buckeye*) has the kind of is a bouncy item that sells the
0*1* Sltarm (Dot)
"WINTER Joyous choral quality that flts: the Christmas feeling with lots* zest.
WARM” (Famoust) la* likable bal- i»ood of the season.
1
««,_
Kenney
^weri
(Columbia). “L^ ^GLE^ElS”^
view in lyric and melody which “WEACH FOR THE WAFTER, win*)’puts the eld “Jinfile Bells”
Gale Storm makes an attention- SANTA” (Compton*) is th* stand- melody line in a new setting in a
getter.
“GO ’WAY FROM MY out Xmas novelty this season. The standout interpretation that makes
WINDOW” (Vera. Nova*) has an cute juve-pegged idea is bounced for click dee jay programming.
intriguing blues beat which could across the groove with lots of fun. “SNOW,
SNOW.
BEAUTIFUL
spell spins.
'
“AN AXE. AN APPLE AND A SNOW” (Roxbury*) is another fine
Vaughn Montoe (RCA Victor). BUCKSKIN JACKET”
(Berryt) instrumental treatment that rates
“THE BEST DREAM OF ALL” has a happy quality that will ap- spins during the winter play.

tc Sons*)
Son,*) bmi a stnmg nai- P«1
some Yul. spinners.
Spinner5.
(Pincus &
peas to
co somc
Bing Crosby (KaDn).
“HOW
lad appeal that Vaughn Monroe
(K^pp).
works into a. side that could re- LOyELY IS CHRISTMAS”
“STARGAZER’MJohnstone1- MonputS
Crofbir JLn,uthe
+
Christmas running again with a
ne*tly
fashioned ballad that’s
llne t0 enbanc*
P°' warm and meaningfiil. “MY OWN
\
,
rrs
v ..fn^TVATT INDIVIDUAL STAR
fWalton*) is
Toni Arden (Decca). “CAN YOU an impressive balled that may grab
BLAME ME” (Mutual*) gets a attention after the Yule spree,
warm delivery which builds^ the
Jan r^TCe (RCA Victor).

delineated here via Johnny Duffy’s
Wurlitzer Pipe Organ. It all adds
up to a'musical funfest.
Lester Lanin Orch: “At The Tiftsny BaU” (Epic). Lester Lanin
Rafted the society dance band
vogue on wax a little over a year
ago with his first LP and he’s keeplng the ball rolling with Ms third,
“Tiffany Ball* set.
As before
Lanin has the dam* beat down pat
and he makes everyone terp-happy
through the 43-tune set
Ray Conniff Orch: “ ’S Marvel¬
oua” (Columbia). This is a followup
to “ ’S Wonderful,” and it’s bound
to have the same clicko sales pattern. It doesn’t follow the same
styling of its predecessor because
It shows off Conniff in a moodier
it
mood. However, he makes It
it all fit.
“The Way You Look Tonight,”
“Where. Or When,” “They Can’t
Take That Away From Me.” “Someone To Watch Over Me.” and the
like. .11 beneflt from hi. musics
concoctions.
^fd)Cele: Just Quo Of
T***#
tCapitol). ^Another
^ftural for the bestseller lists. The
with Billy May backing,

If

idhereCtoth'e

^equality.
,
Chorus: CVik).
FOr^those who dig male chorus
fhe Winged Victory Chorus
wUl be right up their
*Jeyunder the direction
of Joe Baris and the Neal Heftl
orc*' show off some topnotch har-

t®
them are Speak Lov^
Heart
So PuR of Yotl ^ My Ideal and
Mixed.Emotions. Ray EUis^ sxrangements make everything go
h«r way
....
Cy Coleman.
JamaIci
(Jubi

Bobk, Helm*
BOm. (D«ca).
“CAP- r«g« from the romantic
romSu^-A*
^
Bobby
(Decca).
“A PretTAIN SANTA CLAUS” (Amber*) +v
a Melody” to tK.
ty ri{T-i
Girl Is t.iv*.
T.iir*. a
the
gets a touch of “Space Cadet” that curing “Stwt Hearted Men”
Billy May Orch: “Jimmto Luneedies.
JINGLE BELL ROCK f#rd in Hi-Fi” (Capitol). Probably
(Cornell*) puts th* Yule* season in no one is better suited to recreate
a rocking stocking hut it doesn't the Jimmie Lunceford style than
fit.
Billy May. In its heyday (1935-42)
(1935riS)
— Lawrence Welk
Orch (Coral, the Lunceford band was hard .to
‘MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM beat and In this recreation it's easy
)UR HOUSE TO YOUR HOUSE” to see why. May has captured the
Vernon*) is a warm Xmas wash Lunceford wail, drive and swing In

tog score
Jor' for “Jamaica” gets a hip
burg
cslvose
calypso flavoring in Cv
Cy Coleman’s
hands. Packaged "is neatly mixed
between vocaU and instrumentaU
with Coleman in charge,in both
departments.
His vocalllng, asristed at times by a chorus, has a
and
pleasant., free-wheeling quality ana
->-R in *1-his, »—-i—*-■
keyboarding it right
the
groove.
aiWm.
« »
r(

fnnAr«lT

hv th» T.ann/\r»

flne ®jerall results.
AI Goodman Orch: “Salutes Iry
i»g Berlin” (Promenade). A1 Goodnaan has taken a flock of Irving
Berlin faves and pegged 'em for
the dancing crowd. Arrangements
*nd batoning build a slick musical
mood that's as good for listening as

1 mnrtnu'n nf Dlimh»rt icuu«ltfiu1

and brisk manner and the package
comes off as a lively bit of musical
Americana.
The
vocalists
are
vaguely billed as “TV’s Most Talented Singers.” Who dat?
Chris Connor: “I Mis* You So”
(Atlantic). Here are more of Chris
Connor’s subtle and silltry jazz

r*_

EIVlS frcilej.

LlTl*

ClUUUnU

iable” refu^ 04 Pace ^tiVe ^ed^Tt J^ P^ sSe^^qldSly liied by the MSthelato^bS. mS
foi good turntable returns.
makes pay off via his hlgh-pow- Welk crew. “SANTA CLAUS IS with May are Willie Smith, Trum- J* 0 ^ .i0f ^ h?ttert P^kages In
^
T^,n*f!rs
,FLJ?~ SMi., Pipin^,
?AITH” (Triple HERE AGAIN” (Chatham*) Is the mie Young. Joe Thomas and Dan
3SZVL*\LJ!t
Grissom
cellophane-wappea item
FLOP” (Planetary*) rolls in the EEEt) is an inspirational message traditional “Old MacDonald Had a Grissom.
colorful cellophane-wrapped
established rocking form. “EVERY- which Peerce gets .across in a Farm” dressed in Yule garb.
Johnny Dnffy: “CaroiiMl Music ^b jucludes photos of Prwley
THING TO ME” (Sylviat) is a stimulating manner.
jn Hi-Fi” (Liberty). The hapoy k*ck and front as well as a photo
routine ballad that gets a bit tireFred Waring Orch (Capitol), “I
* ASCAP. tBMI.
tBMI.
quality
neatly
Sre standqu^ity of
of carousel
carousel music
music is
I. neatly
’cJS^but
some.
Presley is singing ’em this tim*
Eddie Cochran (Liberty).
1 •
and that’s what makes the big dif“TWENTY - FLIGHT ROCK”
(American*) could turn .up as a
gleener because of Cochran’s vo¬
♦■>♦»♦♦♦ »»»»♦♦»» ferred W*ri»c A Th* Pen**ylranT ians: ^ew Is Th* Caroling Se*cal drive and tune’s incessant heat.
^. non” (Capitol). When It comes, to
“CRADLE BABY” (Americant) is
1. JAILHOUSE ROCK (7)
not much different from th* rest
Elvis Presley 4.Victor — popular choral arranging, Fred
,
_ ,
■ _
" ’: Waring Is hard to top. In this packof the stuff that’s been coming out
>am Cooke...Keen ’ ’ age he adds his touch to a flock of
t. YOU SEND ME (5)..
...
( Sam
(5).
of the r’n’r hamper.
.’(Teresa
.. • >. .Coral ,, fgves and they emerge the better
"eresa Brewer .•
Jill Corey (Columbia). “I TOLD
A LIE TO MY DARLIN”’ (Kor3. WAKEUP LITTLE SUSIE (7) ......
Everly.Bros.
.. .Cadence C.
SverJy. Bros. .
.n, liuh st«
\vin*» is a pleasant hillbilly-styled
number pegged for pop tastes. It’s
lays •....
Cameo^ <. of Bethlehem” (Columbia). Paul
4. SILHOUETTES (5)...
*.v..
• .. Cameo
kickoff on Kraft’s NBC-TV show
iteve Gibson ....
..ABC-Par
ABC-Par * ► Tripp .and Georg* Klelnsinger have
.f Steve
last week will help its commercial
; collabed.oii a simple seasonal story
5. APRIL LOVE (3) ...
Pat
Bdone .
.
Boone
.
Dot
at Boone
Dot
togged “The Little Btar of Bethlevalues. “EXACTLY LIKE YOU”
(Shapiro-Bernsteln*) is set In a
Jill
Justis
.
Phillips
:
‘
With Kenny Bower* ban(
Bill
«. RAUNCHY (1)
vintage arrangement for a nifty
(Billy
Dot V.
Hlly Vaughn. ••......Dot
lt 1°™*
*»•
revival potential.
__
., «s important addition to the Yulo
| Amc«
.*.Victor .. jhelf. Tripp’s hook, and KleinSunny Gale (Decca).
“WHO
tine# Bros...
7. MELODIE D’AMOUR (6)
ARE WE TO SAY” (BRSt) should
(Edmundo
".dmundo Rqs .London - - singer’s music alllt into the Christattract spins on two counts. 1>
r/iTiMbi.i
r.LiiiinTiiJi ., mas mood. Flip side of the LP
3. CHANCES ARE (9) ....
Johnny
.
ohnny Mathis
Mathis -.-.---Columbia
Columbia
features “The Toy Box,” a ballet
Thrush’s solid ballad handling.:
2> Tune’s showcasing in the pic
lobby ?elm*
Helms».
Decce *1 suite by Kleinslnger. It has a lot
*.
MY
SPECIAL
ANGEL
(4)..
.V.
....
{
%Qhhy
%••••♦t^ccm“Jamboree.”
“A MEETING OF
<onny Land Trio..Prep
V, of musical charm. *
Sonny
.
THE EYES” (Sequence*) U a hap¬
. „ . .
_ .
Yhe Amo* Br**.: “Thero*U A1-*
19- KISSES SWEETER THAN WINE (It
py meeting of material and vocal¬
Jimmie
.
hmmie Rodgers.Roulette
.. ways Bo a Christmas” (RCA Vieist in a spirited item that will win
’ for). The Ames Bros, h*v« a proper
lotsa friends.
^’ appreciation for Christmas, too,
Uk* Glasser (Argo).
“MAKE
. Thflr harmony talents are ahowBELIEVE
WEDDING
BELLS”
. ■ .
cased to .advantage in a round of
I’M AVAILABLE .... Maigie
Rayburn .Liberty-,
(Bourne* i comes out fast and snap.. . Liberty , *; Yule musical pleasures. Their pop
'lafgie Rayburn
pv which rives it a stepout ooW Morgan
Mnrann.
Vnm
■<
• f“*
for It M Well Of thOSi.
FASCINATION ....... Jane
...
....Kapp
ane Morgan .....Kapp
wb# uj^ theIr Christmas long*
tential.
“GO ALONG BABY"
(Bourne*) has a touch of the rock¬
PEGGY SUE ......
BitdSyiuddy- Holly ’ ..Coral
well done.
... .Coral
ing beat which ought to appeal to
LnFailce-Bra*.: “Chrtotmaa” (Ju*
LITTLE BITTY PRETTY ONE...ithJsUm
Alladdin ^
the iuves.
A
hurston Harris
Harris -- .. Alladdnv
Here Is an 13-carol dish exAngel* McNeil (Foisted). “CAN
JUST BORN ......
Perry-Como*. ..
‘erry Como- ..
Victor ’ ‘ pertly served by the LeFalce Bros,
...
YOU TELL . ME WHY” (Lee
, *
..
_ , ,
carols have been culled from
ALL THE fv AY ....
Frank
Talent*) puts Angele McNeil In a
. . Capi
tol ;,, the U. S.,- Britain and .sOmo aiher
rank Sinatra
Sinatra ...
..........
Capitol
rocking ballad groove and she
BE BOP BABY
..f
Ric%y
licky Nelson .. ....... .Imperial
.Imperial•. j'
*£** !*??* S? * ^
makes a good job of it. “PLEASE
. llgMfia musical round tor the sea- DADDY” (Leo Talent*) ha* an easy
HONEYCOMB ....... Jimmie Rodgers ..Roulette
rocking feel that will* help it in
Gene Autry: “Christmastime’*
PUT A LIGHT IN* THE WINDOW...
Four Lads . ....... ^Columbia
the spinning competish for the
(Challenge).
A Chriatmas Jtopf*
teenage ear.
ALONE .. ...*..1
. Shepherd Sisters
.Lance - ; since he recorded “Rudolph, The
Vidd iMm* (Brunswick). “TRI¬
Red-Nosed Reindeer” for ColumANGLE LOVE” (Figure-Krondest)
bia in IMf, Gene -Autry is tricing.
(Figures in parentheses rurii^rte'-number of ejeefcs: song\ ha* been in~the Top 101, j
swings Nat a lively beat that’s
another rrbA- at the -YUlemiarket
pegged for juke action.
. “A A
(Continued on page an)
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Japan Crazy For
Honorable Jazz,
Sez L. L. Lorillard

f'AftiE'rr

who served as the *57 festival an¬
nouncer, have helped tell many
foreign lands of the anni jazz fes¬
tivals in Newport. He said the
trip renewed his interest in send¬
ing Newport Jazz Festival perform¬
ers on tour with State Dept, help,'
a project that has been discussed:
for the past two years.
i

Welt as 1-Man TV Orch Trend With
No Takers for Low-Cost (15G) Crews

Lady Dhk Jockey

Jimma Strong
has her own moiirolr or

Mama Won’t You
Rock With Me

Despite the top-rated success of
Lawrence Welk in tv, bands are3

Angel's 'Great Records’ j still having a tough time cracking
through the video barrier. A trend
Front British Vaults happy
medium when it somes to

Newport, R. I., Nov. 26, ; KC0H N<UH6S Distllb
another Editorial Footer*
'Louis L. Lorillard, just back
riiiaf* P,pfc A-irtictc I
Ir tho
tho optMRlRf
vpe*Mlo§
Ir
Anger Records U S subsidiary
fto’d a global tour, says Japan is .
faClS M0SlS!
.
..
. ■
of Electric & Musical Industries
The
52d Anniversary Number
(EMI), is dipping into the disk
mad for jazz and the fame of the
The indie
indie Keen
Keen label,
label- which
'vhlch j
jumped into
disk pic-;
archives^of the British company
Newport Jazz Festival has spread iumped
tat0 the
tbe national
natkmal disk
Plc;
with Sam
etching of
/
#f
for a new series of historic recordaround the world.
'
" ture
turc wit“
Sam Cooke's*
Cooke's'etching
of j
'•You
Send
Me,”
has
set
Andy
j
* t/X&T&fZZr
i?gs titled “Great Records of the
•' Lorillard, who was on a 52-day ''y°u Send Me-” has set
PfJXRIETY
Century.* Platters will be drawn
Litschi
as
director
of
distribution,
j
tour shepherding a group of 40 “tsc“ as director of distribution.
---:_1_ from the various EMI labels such
Keen
is
part
of
th5
Rex
Producmedicos making the global hop by Eeen ls par‘ ?£ th* Ruex Produc- n
xj
/ftAv
, as His Master's Voice, European
air under arrangements by LorUwh‘* als0 has tha Anlard’s travel firm, ^avel Inc., said |^“e‘ Eex 15 praded by John
India is also very receptive to jazz.
Rex has set “Stringing Along,”
The Lorillard tour ended In an album featuring English vibrist
* IFirst release in the “Great ReDlrultUlY lCIC lu LOnuOIl • cordings” series will be made in
Hawaii where Mrs. Lorillard went Vic Feldman, * guitarist Dempsey
.
London
to meet her husband; then both re- Wright, flute and altoist Rbscoe
. London, Nov
Nov. 2fi
26. ! February featuring such artists as
Weathers and the Felix- Slatkin
Slatkinj Theatrical historian w Mar* -Fritz Kreisler, Adolf Busch Cham4a
' ' T*rwi
/nv,
'Weathers
tmped.to Newport. Today (Tues.) SWllg Quartet, for release on An- queen-Pope1 spe^tegat the dinner I ber Orchestra. Edwin Fischer, NaLorillard is in New York for the dex. Firm also tapped guitarist tossed bv British 'music' nubberv' 2ia Boulanger, Artur Schnabel,
Jazz Festivals annual meeting,at Dempsey Wright to a three-year Francis Dav & Himtor to ofAp ; *erge Piokofiev, Feodor Chaliapin,
atsktogtolattwo albums'. year. brate
aim* f»tb “SuiverSy; | EUsabeth Schuman and others.
three hew directors chosen and
said they were “80 years in which *‘ Dano
Dario Soria, Angel
prexy, said
'
Ar
plans for the 1958 Newport Festi¬
the that reissues have
f
writ
in
*11
i>
oj-.fi
f
standards
have shrunk and the
hav been brought
val discussed.
>
tape-measure
precedes
talent.”
as
close
as
possible
to
modern reL;
S IA
|
possib]
- In places like Hong Kong and
L. Wolfe Gilbert, veteran Wig. *
was proposing the toast, “The , 001
s an.
Bangkok, the jazz buffs are most
Firm,
distinguished! '
often Mipinosl^h^
before a distinguished
_
•
Filipinos rather ^an
than Cliinese
Chinese smith and ACSAP board member. Firm,”
or Thailanders, the jazz festival is wrapping, up negotiations in
Carter OH Roulette Bike
prexy said. He found that in .many New Y°rk with his publishers, Jl
. head of the eomhanv
Don Carter, national sales manspots jazz fans knew his name and Vantage Press, for ins second book. Resent head oL the company,^ ager for .Roulette Records, heads
.also the name of George Wein, fes- Vanfa^ published his autobiogra- «>n ®f.
fSJ™r J^vid Dey, out thig week on his fil.st western
tival producer and operator.of Bos-, .Phy» Without Rhyme or Reason, with his vufe Doris, were hosts. rlrek since taking over the post.
ton’s Storyville jazz bitery.
las^year.
^e .story of the firm goes hack
He’ll cover distributors and dealLorillard said broadcasts on the
Gilbert, in N. Y. for ASCAP £ the 1870s.when two brothers, ers in Los Angeles, San Francisco,'
Voice of America shortwave pro- meetings, is returning to Los An- William and James. Francis, quit Houston, Dallas and Seattle among
gram handled by Willis Conover, geles today (Wed.).
(Continued on page 70)
other stops.
: 7 ’
'
f .
. •'

J

Down the Years (80) With
Francis, Day & Hnnter At “a"France by pathe Mar‘
Birthday Fete in London

nolle Gilbert

Kook

westernS,
quiz shows
shows or
or musical
musical
westerns, quiz
. .
, .
'
variety show's, tv is still reluctant
to admit that. Welk marks the be
ginning of a trend for band shows
AcC0rding to Marvin Josephson
who*s acting as speclal lv re for
Sammy tfayet coordinating his ef
forts with Music Corp. of America

new steps as far as bands are concerned. They've virtually written
off the band as oldfashioned and
out-of-date despite upbeat in ballroom business around the country
and the steady— especially in
Kay’s case—disk sales rackup.
Whene«r a band show is pitched.

the agencies discount or overlook
the Welk phenom and point to the
so-so score of such previous tvband outings by Ray Anthony and
the late Dorsey Bros. Their arguSents lre wea£ here says Joseph^
Sn, beSusethe Antho^J and Dorseys’ shows were primarily variety
stanzas and not a “bant* show” a
la Welk.
5
The strange economic^ of tv is
ano^er oSle Joseph^n s findto
fa?hto
sefL He.s fieilred that a half-hour
Kaye diow coul“be 'brought !tffor
about .$15,000 Weekly, bUt the lietworks don’t get excited about small
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more secure ^ith a show budgeted
around $60,000 with a strong lineup of guest stars to. guarantee
-some viewer loyalty in sticking
with the channel.
U
Josephson, therefore, has been
concentoatinghis pitch at the agencies and here too the economics
throw the bands for a Iom. The
agehcies say it wiU be difficult to
interest a client in a $15,000 show
when-the time charges come to
more than twice that much.

He could Probabwd0

«'

he came to network programmers
with a high budget band variety
format, Josephson concluded, but
that wouldn’t help the case for
bands at all.

5

WNEW Flooding AM-TV
With Zaret & Soger’s
UnThMHofi) Day’

9
4
2

A radio independent in New
York, WNEW, has recorded an “all¬
holiday” song which It’s started
distributing cuffo to. every radio
,. and tv station in the United States,
“in the belief that broadcasting
needs an inspired song for our na¬
tional holidays.” Hy Zaret and Lou
■ Singer were hired to write the
song, “On This Day,” which was
recorded by Ray Charles and a 26voice chorus, and pressed by Co¬
lumbia.
“On This Day,*1 according to
WNEW, was “expressly written for
the times throughout the year we,
as Americans, reflect on our good
fortune: Thanksgiving, Christmas
and July 4. On tha flip side of the
disk being turned out by WNEW
is a Ray Charles arrangement of
“America the Beautiful.” Station
points out that the latter has not
been recorded* anew for several
years.
Master platter is being turned
over to the American Heritage
Foundation, which, WNEW says,
plans to distribute copies to every
school in the country.

3

JOHNNY MATHIS {Columbia)
Wonderful, Wonderful (CL 1028).; 6
6
RICKY NELSON {Imperial)
7
14
Ricky (IMP 9048).
4
1
1 PAJAMA GAME (Columbia)
““
“
8
13
Soundtrack (DL 5210),. 7 10
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
:«A
7
Fabulous Fifties (KXL 5000).
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
9B 1«
Exotica 1*2 (LPP 3034).<._
7
RLVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
HA
8
Loving You (LPM 1515),_,,..,10 ..
WEST SIDE STORY (Columbia)
11B 19
Original Cast (CL 5230)...
HARRY BELAFONTE (Victor)
13A 10
Sings the Caribbean (LPM 1050).. 8 ..
. MANTOVANI (London)
13B 11
Film Encore (LL 1700).
..
OKLAHOMA (Capitol)
13C 11.
Soundtrack (SAO 595) ...
KING * I (CapitoD
16A 23
Soundtrack (T 740)..
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
16B- ..
Christmas Album .(ELC 1037).
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
18
18 ~ Jimmie Rodgers (2&020)..
..
' GOGI GRANT (Victor) :
19 ;12
Helen Morgan Story (OLC 1030).. ./ , .
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)'
20
8
Love Is the Thing (W 823)........ 1. ..
N
FOUR LADS (Columbia) '
21A ..
Sings Frank Loesser .(CO 1045).
ERNIE HECKSCHER (Verve)
“T”
21B ..
Dance Atop Nob Hill (MGV 4007)..
'
MJWTOVANI (London)
”
23
25
Wbrid’s Far. Love Songs (LL 1748) .. ..
^
LESTER LANIN ORCH (Epic)
'
24
..
Dance to Marie Of (LN 3340)..
..
/ NAT KING COLE (Capit#'
"
"
25
One of Those Things (W 903).
6

■ v

:
m
o
1
g
»

9

* -•
••
. 5

a -• -• •• - -■
»..

18
15

Hayton Back on Disks
And Roulette’s Got HimLennie Hayton is returning to
the disk field via Roulette Rec¬
ords. He's been pacted to the la¬
bel as recording artist as well as
arranger-conductor.
As arranger-conductor, Hayton
already is prepping albums for
Pearl Bailey, Jeri Southern and
Frankie Lymon.
Hayton, inci¬
dentally, is the husband of Lena
Horne, an RCA Victor pactee.
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MUSIC

British, Disk Bestsellers

Inside Stuff-Music

London* Nov. 26.
Mary’s Boy Child. .;B«lafont«
(RCA)
Party
Presley (RCA)
That’ll Be the Day...Crickets
(Vogue-Coral) I Love You Baby
Anka
(Columbia)
Remember You’re Mine. Boone
(London)
Be My Girl .Dale
(Parlophone)
Tammy ...Reynolds (Vogue.Coral)
Bank, Frank
.Vaughan
(Philips)
Little Susie .... Everly Bros,
(London)
Diana.Anka (Columbia)

Bob Taylor, Boston branch sales manager for Capitol Records, And
Herb Dale, promotion manager, worked out a hangup disk jock bally
last week with Columbia Pictures’ field exploitation-chief John Markle
on “Pal Joey” album and film. Promosh was topped off day the pic¬
ture opened (20) at Loew’s with a breakfast at the Somerset Hotel
where seven Hub deejays, Dave Maynard (WORD, Joe Smith (WVDA),
Bill Marlowe (WBZ), Kenny Mayer 4WBOS), Jack Camey (WILD), and
Norm. Nathan (WHDH) selected three -winners from radio and partici¬
pation contest on “Why I Would Like to see *BtfPwoey.' ’’ Jocks and
their winners were transported in 1957 chauffeuredp Buicks to Loew’s
State Theatre for a special screening of “Pal Joey”snd were presented
. copies of the original soundtrack album on CapitSfT
The battle overvpopular music, sparked by charges of some ASCAP
songwriters that me broadcast industry is favoring songs of Broadcast
Music Inc., is getting" another public airing in the December issue of
Redbook mag. Written bya freelancer, Booton. Herndon, the articleds
the latest in a long series of mag pieces covering more or less the
same terrain which have appeared in the last couple of years. Entry
of such top-ranking personalities as Bing Crosby and Prank Sinatra
into the dispute has heightened public interest in the intra-trade has¬
sle.
In line with Its ''continual buildup of the standard and educational
division. Mill* Music has acquired the catalog of the London firm, W.
Paxton & Co. Ltd. for fhe U.S. and South America.
Catalog of the Paxton firm contains compositions for organ, chorus,
piano, voice, children’s music instrumental solos, etc. Compoers repre¬
sented are Alec Rowley, Leslie Woodgate, Granville Bantock, Edric
Cundell, Thomas Dunhil], Josef Holbrooke, Sigfrid Karg-Elert, as well j
as such topline longhairs as Purcell, Mendelssohn,, Handel and Bach. ;
Decca Records is making a de luxe display unit, called the DeqcaDex, available to dealers in time for the Christmas season. Unit is ac- 1
tually *n album index, featuring 72 sets on nine different categories :
such as mood. Country & western, classical, soundtrack, etc. On the con- j
0 sumer level, Decca is distributing a “record- review” eight-page bro¬
chure plugging the company’s packages and phonograph line/
Although. Gustave Schlrmer has resigned his prexy post at G. Schirmer, hell stay with the ASCAP board of directors through his current •
term. Schlrmer was elected to the board last April. The term runs two
years.
Latest teenage cleffers to crack Tin Pan Alley at* Tom Graph' and
(Continued on page 63)
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Native Songs' 2d Life in Germany
After They’ve Scored in Yankland
“♦

Berlin, Nov. 26.
The shortest route for a German
writer to click with a tune here in
his own country is through a
transatlantic passage to America
and then back again. Repeatedly,
Paris, Nov. 19.
pop melodies by Germans that
The first international Jewishb, failed to click here in their origMusic Festival was held here lastt inal form have achieved liit stature
week with a meeting of musicolog¬- after a workover in the U. S.
Most notable example was the
ists and musicians from the fivee
continents who decided to set upp German song, "Muetterlein" (Litan International Society for Jew¬_ tie Mother), which was just an avish Music with centres in Jeru¬_ erage tune in this country. Then
salem, Paris and New York. Thee it was sold to the U. S. where it
Festival was organized by Leona became a hit under the title of
Algazi, of Paris, and Dr. Eric Wer¬■_ “Answer Me.” Back in Germany,
ner, of New York, and sponsoredj it became a standout seller under
the new title of “Believe Me.”
by the World Jewish Congress.
Currently, another German tune,
Two synagogue concerts weree
given, with the Rev. Maurice Gan-_ Heino Gaze’s “Immer Wenn Die
^
Tuer
Aufgeht” (Whenever The
choff, of N. Y., as soloist. A sym¬
phony concert by the Colonne Or¬ Door Opens), has gained renewed
s
attention
since it was adapted by
chestra, conducted by Charles
Bfuck, included an ancient prayerrJU. S. lyricist A1 Stillman into the
ballad,
"That’s
The Way It Goes.”
chan* from southern France, in
which the Jews prayed for thee Eddie Fisher’s version for RCA
^
Victor
is
stirring
some noise, as is
health and prosperity of the Pope.
' the German songstress Ldnny KelThe newly-founded Society, to■ lner’s slice for Polydor.
which Prof. Curt Sachs of Colum¬
Gaze, who has his own publishbia U., N. Y., was elected honoraryl ing firm, Takt Si Ton Music, which
president, Will publish musical andi is repped by Paul Siegel’s Symtheoretical works, sponsor record¬ phony House In the U. S.. p savvy
ings and concerts, and convene® to the international music angles
similar festivals and conferences“ and Intends strenghtening his ties
at regular Intervals. The Paris5 With the American market. He
Congress was attended by profes¬” feels that numerous German songs
sors of the Sorbonne and by? suitable for the American market
French musicians, by representa¬'r are still to be tapped.
tives of the Church, and of learned4
It’s felt that Germany, partic'associations as well as the officialss ularly during the 1920s, produced
of French musical societies.
tunes with direct appeal to the
U. S. Examples are such numbers
as “Mack The Knife,” from the
Kurt Weill score for “The Three¬
penny Opera,” and melodies by
Paul LInke, who Wrote the "Glow
Worm” tune. Such German tunes
as “You, You, You,-” "When White
Lilacs Bloom Again,” "The Faith¬
ful Hussar” and, perhaps the most
successful of- all, ”Auf Wiedersehn,” and “SchoenerGigolo” (Just
a Gigolo) have proved to be clicks
s 1 ■ * $
to
C
jo
i'
in the U. S.
B 2 ^ &
3
«
B Q

Inti Jewish Music Soc.
j
Set Up at Paris Meetf1
{
:
i

SCOTS’(BIG) SHOTTS
TO PIPE IN RUSSIA
Glasgow, Nov. lfc
The pipes. and drums of the
world champion pipe band, Shotts
Caledonian group, will be heard
in Soviet Russia next year.
The 25-strong outfit will make m
four-week tour in' August with a
conceit party unit. They will offer
Russian audiences an all-Scot program>. complete with Highland
dancing.
• Tunes of Robert Burns songs
will be transcribed for bagpipe
playing. Bums is a fave poet with
Soviet customers.
•Tour will be sponsored by the
Scot area of National Union of
Mineworkers as part Of the band’s
prize for winning Scot miners'
championship in May this year.
Outfit has broadcast and appeared
on tv.- It was formed in 1910.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
Survey of fetall disk best
seller* bated on reports ob¬
tained fftmn leading stores in
20 .cities- and showing com¬
parative sates rating for this
and last toeefc.Natteal
latte*
ThteLut
wfc. wk.

Artist, Label, Title

' *
H
*
\£

BAM COOKE (Keen)
Yea Send Me..
2
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
'
2
.1 Jailbenee Koek .1
:
PAT BOONE (Dot)
:
J“"
2
te April Love-..
*
."JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
~ ~
4
7 Chance* Are.
fl
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
~
5
a All the Way..
g
RAYS (Cameo)
6
3
Sflheoette* .//....
ERNIE. FREEMAN (Imperial)
7 -12
Ranhehw .. .
EVERLY BROS (Cadence)
^
8A 5. Wake Up Little Susie.. 3
THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin)
SB 11
LHOe’Rltty Pretty One..
. JANE MORGAN <Kapp)
10A 10 Faseteatlon ....
BELL JUSTIS (Phillips) '
r
1QB J
Rannehv .. .
AMES BROS. (Victor)
‘
12 20 Metedte D’Amw ..^.
RICKY NELSON (Imperial) '
"
“
13
6 Be Bop Baby ........ 4
; '
*
BUDDY HOLLIS (Coral) =
'
14 22
Peggy She .... IQ
'
. . BOBBY HELMS (Decca)
'
IgA 15 My Special Aagel ...... 5
WILL GLAHE /London)
15B 13 Xetehtenoteteer Polka ..,.
JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette)
EhM Dexter Thao - Wine..,.
CHUCKBERRY (Chess)
~
Rock ’a’ RoH Mqrfc.
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
.*
-Till
HOLLYWOOD FLAMES (EBB)
Bm, Bar, Bans ... .
‘SATIES (Ember)
•
Ohr Apnlvpwary
.
TORY COMO (Victor)
“
Jot Born j,....., .T.
NAltiRRAYBURJT (Liberty)
Fin Available .............
PATTI RAGE (Mercury)
ftt Remember Today ...:.
TECHNIQUES (Roulette)
Key, Llttlfe Gill 1:,
1

2

II
* : R

1 i ?

B

5

E

1

2 I l

I 11

■*

Ynfe Be Hearing Lota
Itndojph’Again at Xmas;
St Nick’s Other Plans

iff
t

3

1

1

5

2

9

..

2

3

1

1

2

4

t

8

5

.,

10

3

3

7

7

..

:

4
6

4

10

..

3

3

9

9

8

4

8

..

6

.
8

10

.. ..

4

..

4

5

2

7

9
4

10

"Rudolph, The Red-Nosed Rein¬
deer" Is readying for its ninth
Christmas season ride. For the
1957 Yule spree, the tune has
picked up' seven new recordings,
highlighted by Gisele MacKenzie,
who cut It in English and French
.for RCA Victor.

Since its takeoff In f49. "Ru¬
dolph” "has racked up more than
90 different disk versions for an
estimated total of 26,000,000 rec¬
ord sales. Gene Autry’s Columbia
grooving leads the way with 3,000,000-plus.
Also on tap for showcasing this
Christmas Is a special production
based on "Rudolph” for New
York’s Radio City Music Hall
Christmas show. Special lyrics for
the production were written by
A1 Stillman. The color film short
featuring the ^song 'also will be
making the rounds again via Astor
Films distribution and the tune
has picked up the rack order for
sheet music for the ninth consecu¬
tive year.
Johnny Marks, who wrote the
tune and publishes it himself via
his St. Nicholas Music firm, figvures that the sheet sales have al¬
ready passed the 2,000,060 bracket.
\On the Christmas pop level,
Marks is going into hl§. second
yean with "I Heard The Bells On
Christmas Day.” It was kicked
off last Christmas by Bing Crosby
on Decca and will get an added
push this year from Fred Waring's
Version for CapitoL Marks’ "Night
Before Christmas Song," with 10
records to Its credit already, has
added Gisele MacKenzie and the
Ames Bros, (both RCA Victor) for
the ’57 drive.

Reg Connelly in U. S.
7

..

... 10

..

London music publisher Reg
Connelly is in New York on one of
his periodic business trips but re-,
turns to England on the SS Queenx
Elizabeth next Thursday <5).
\
Because of his wife, Olive’s 111yness, lie is also
‘
♦Wr
annual winter holiday trip to Nas¬
sau. Mrs. Connelly *ecviit.y
* went surgery.
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Harms’ Mass Suits
Vs. Carl Doshay

ffiRlffiY Scoreboard
OF

Hollywood, Nov. 26.
Second of what promises to be a
string of 30 to 40 suits against
Carl Doshay and his various record
enterprises, whose retail outlets are
mainly supermarkets %nd drug*
stores, was filed in Federal Court
here by Harms Ind Couple of:
weeks back. Harms sued Doshay
and his Tops Music Enterprises, in
another action involving alleged
unauthorized use and non-payment
of royalties for the 1934 Howard
Dietz-Arthur Schwartz tune, “You
and the Night and the Music.”
Harms’ attorney Arthur Katz, of
Fink, Levinthal Sc Lavery law firm,
emphasized in complaint that Do¬
shay operates; under- many cor¬
porate identities, and indicates he
will file suit against all, which may
lead to 30 or 40 separate litigations, i
Last weeks’ filing was against
Doshay and his Cavendish Record
Manufacturing Corp., and sets a
|30,000 price tag as “reasonable
value" for alleged unauthorized use
of the Harms name, “You and the
Night" song title, and names of
Dietz and Schwartz on the disk
label.

All This and Ottawa’s
Mayor, Too, in Salute
Of 15-Year-Old Anka
Ottawa; Nov. 26.
The mayor, record company of- \
ficlals, hopping fan-clubbers and:
almost 7,000 customers packed Ottawa's Auditorium {18) to. see local,
jean-ager Paul Anka collect a!
golden disk from ABC-Paramount.!
They also watched and heard Bud¬
dy Knox, Jimmy Bowen Sc His
Rhythm Orchids, Drifters. Fats!
Domino, Crickets, Eddie Cochran; j
LaVern Baker, Frankie Lymon, ‘
Clyde McPhatter, Tommy Brown.;
Diamonds, Paul' Williams band;
plus, of course, Anka doing his
topper, “Diana."
Show, lasting;
two and a half hours, was present-;
ed by Super Enterprises Inc. of ?
Washington, D. C. House was:
scaled to $3.50.
I
This was Ottawa's biggest and
loudest rock ’n' roll event since
last April’s Elvis Presley booking.!
ABC-Paramount’s gift,- besides the;
gold record, was a watch, present- ;
ed by the Mayor George Nelms, f
Anka, 15-year-old son of Ottawa
restaurateur Andy Anka (Locanda), gifted ABC-Paramount ar¬
ranger-conductor Don Costa with
a sweater.
MUSIC

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Ipsue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each- gf thec three major sales outlets enu¬
data from under sources, which are exclusive
findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways ifi the case of talent (coin machines, retaildisks) and three ways in the case of tunes lcoin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
merated above. These findings are correlated with
with Variety. The positions resulting from these

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
1

.

2

2

1

3
4.
5

5
3
4
6

„

6

7
8

9

9

10

10
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week
1

5

2

1

3
4
5
6
7

43
2

.7
6

8
9

10

10

8

ARTIST AND LABEL
TUNE
&AM COOKE (Keen) ...... You Send Mef
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor) ....Jailhouse'Roekf
PAT BOONE (Dot)
... April Love*
RAYS (Cameo) .......-..._... Silhouettes^
EVERLYBROS. (Cadence) ................ Wake Up Little Susief
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia) ...Chances Are*
BILL JUSTIS (Phillips) .....Raunchyf
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)..All The Way*
AMES BROS. (Victor) .....Melodie D’Amojirf
■ THURSTON HARRIS (Aladdin) ..
Little Bitty Pretty Onef

TUNES ‘
TUNE
PUBLISHER
* APRIL LOVE—“April Love”-F..Feist
fjAILHOUSE ROCK—“Jailhouse Rock”-F . Presley
» fYOU SEND ME ......Higuera
f SILHOUETTES
.....Regent
fWAKE UP LITTLE SUSIE ..'...
Acuff-Rose
^FASCINATION—“Love In The Afternoon”-F ... Southern
*CHANCES ARE ...,..-..Korwin
* ALL THE WAY—“Joker Is Wild”-F..'..Maraville
fMELODIE D’AMOUR ......
Rayven
* TAMMY—“Tammy & Bachelor”-F......
Northern
(*ASCAP fBMI F-Films)

Inside Stuff-Music
; Continued from page 97 ;

Jerry Landis. The sixteen-year-old, students at Forest Hill (L.I.) highschool, wrote “Hey, Schoolgirl,” which they also recorded for Big Rec¬
ords under the name of Tom & Jerry.- Tune is published by Sid Prosen’s
Village Music. The Willard Alexander office is now lining up personal
appearance dates for them.

LEROY ANDERSON
' AnofJitr Big Hit

FORGOTTEN
DREAMS
Recorded by:
• LEROY ANDERSON (Deccel
• CYRIL STAPLETON (London)
• FREDERICK FENNELL (Mercury)

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

Wednesday, November 27, 1957

Coast songwriter and bandleader A1 Trace is currently on a tour for
the Dainon Runyon Cancer Fund which he is plugging in conjunction
with a new Decca album, “Conc'ert In The Sky, ’ with the Teddy Phil¬
lips orch. Writer of the theme for the album. Trace is donating all of
his royalties to the Fund while paying all of his own expenses in mak¬
ing the disk jockey tour.
Belter Records, Spanish firm, has received the Spanish Gran Prix
for records (1957) for its “Recardanto A Tommy Dorsey,” which fea¬
tures 18 songs by the Dorsey orch. J. Alfonso is musical director for
the label.

Before you start diminishing any fifths,
come Christmastide
See us for her gifts
{Bhe'll l* o-h tU* {Up. tide)
Women's Haberdashers:
554 Madison Ave. (At 55th)
580 Madison Ave. (At 42nd)

CHAMPAGNE TAKES CUEFROM BEER ON MUSIC
San Francisco, Nov. 26.
‘ With‘the United States-Brewers
Foundation, trady association for
the beer industry, financing a
brand-new 54-voice National Cho¬
rus of America, now comes word
that
Paul - Masson
Vineyards
(Fromm Sc Sichel) will, during the
summer of 1958, sponsor outdoor
concerts at Saratoga, Cal., under
the series name of “Music at the
Vineyards."
"
Ferenc Molnar, cellist with the
San Francisco Symphony, will con¬
duct. Soloists lined up include Jean
Madeira, Andor Foldes, Margrit
Weber, Norman Scott.
Masson produces champagne and
brandy.

Columbia Records has nabbed
the original cast rights to “Alad¬
din,” tv spec set for CBS-TV Feb.
21.
Score was written by Cole
Porter with S. J. Perelman hand¬
ling the book.
Set are Cyril Ritchard, Sal
Mineo and Anna Maria Alberghetti.
Col already has supplied
CBS-TV with a special preview
platter of four tunes from the show
which the network is sending to.
trade- and
general
reviewers
around the country.
CBS gave
the. Richard. Rogers-Oscar Hammerstein .2d -score for “Cinderella"
a similar treatment.

Pat Ballard Teams
With Elmer Willett
To Readnate Tones
Pat .Ballard plans to reactivate
his iASCAP publishing, operation
in connection witha stepped-up
recording program in association
with Elmer Willett,, w.k. Pitts¬
burgh entrepreneur, specializing in
the C Sc W and R A B field.
Ballard already has a -“sold mas¬
ter” .riding on .the Chess-Argo label
called
:‘Make-Believe .. Wedding
Bells" (Bourne) backed by “Go
Along Baby/’ also a Ballard tune.
“Present conditions in the bigname recording field," Ballard says,
‘Snakes it the exception rather
than :the<~nile when former hotselUpg talent comes through with
a smash. The gamble with young,
unknown talent has at least the
same hit-percentage in its favor
and it seems patent that today’s
young disk buyers, prefer rendi¬
tions in their own idiom with thgt
.‘young sincere’ soiind, whether the
tunes be ballads or heavy rockers."
Ballard also figures that being
a one-man writing operation :he
avoids conflicts with collaborators
(and publishers) by* being able to
back his judgment 100% and get¬
ting the sound in his material that
he wants, without regard to .in¬
dividual tastes e£ a&r men, ar¬
rangers,' or pubs. “After all. tell
me one guy who isn’t ju$t guessing
in this market,” Ballard says. “I’ve
been in the biz for a long time And
find I have acceptance with the
kids and d.js, so who could ask
for anything more—except a hit?"

Album Reviews
—7^ Continued from pas* .*4

with an album on his' own Chal¬
lenge label. It’s a likeable, un¬
pretentious seasonal, medley of
‘Rudolph," “Santa Clauses Com¬
ing To Town,” “Silver Bells" and
the like. Carl Cotneris orch help*
Autry get the message.across^ ■
John Klein; “Caroling On Hie
Carillon” (Columbia). The carillon
and chimes give off an inspiring '
sound for the Christmas season.
Here, with* John Klein as ‘ carilloneur, the Oarol*, and ballads are
given an exciting new. hi-fi mean¬
ing.
Grox.a

British Court Orders
Trial in Steele Case
London, Nov. . 26.
A high court judge, in ordering;
a speedy trial of the. dispute, re¬
fused to grant an injunction re¬
straining Tommy Steel’s co-man¬
agers from-signing contracts for a
tour of South Africa, America and
Denmark, for fees totaling $44,800. « wondtrfvl
The injunction was sought on be¬
toato/nat tong
half of Harold Fielding,. 'who
claimed he heid a contract en¬ STYNB AND CAHN'l
titling him. to the services of Steele
for 16 weeks in the last six months;
of the present year and that he
had exercised an option to renew
the contract on similar terms-forf
the first- si* months of next year.
Kitty Kallen named “personality
of the yeai/' by the Variety Club
of Washington, D.C. She'll receive
plaque
at Washington’s
Hotel
Statler Nov. 30.

^
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f

JAMAICA is Broadway’s newest, most glittering hit. SAYONARA is
one of the year’s biggest movies. Delivered at the peak of the selling
season of -the year, these brilliant Original Cast^ajad Original Sound
Track albums are typical of the big things comipg from RCA Victor.
Order them from your RCA Victor Distributor, display them, push them
hard! They’ll be hits at your cash register, as well as at the box-office!
And coming soon from RCA VICTOR and Hollywood: The
Original Sound Track album of BAINTREE COUNTY.
WATCH FOR THESE NBC-TV SHOWS4 THE FERRY COHO SHOW, THE GEORGE GOBfiL SHOW, THE
EDDIE FISHER SHOW, THE PRICE IS RIGHT, AND TIC TAC DOjOGH, THEY'RE ALL* SPONSORED BY . . .
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Seattle—(Capitol Music Co.)

4

Detroit—(Grinhell Bros.)

S

Boston—(Mosher Music)

Ann Hathaway follows up her
Survey of retail sheet music
current two-weeker at the Holiday
!
01
best sellers based on report*
<4
s
House, Pittsburgh, with a four-week
obtained from leading stores in
O
C
T
stand at 'the “Roosevelt Hotel, New
O
11 cities and showing com¬
O
Orleans, beginning Dec. 12 . .
s
o
parative'
sules
rating
for
this
>
T
at
Billy Duke Sc His Dukes start
to
and
last
toeek.
CL
A
month's run at Wally's Clover
CL
♦ ASCAP
t BMI
L
Club, Miami, Dec. 11 . . . Mlcki
g.
Mario kicks off a four-week run at
London
El Rancho, Las Vegas, today (Wed.)
P
•s
Nationid
* . . Epic’s Sal Mine© guests on
O
Seven traditional jazz outfits
1
&
Rating
5
Steve Allen’s NBC-TV show Dec. have been booked to play at the
I
h
8 . . . Kenneth Lee Karpe’s got a ninth annual Jazz and Ball Dec. 2
N
This Last
< •*
©
jazz concert going at Carnegie Hall at Hammersmith Palais . . . Nat
6
T
!
wk. wk.
Title and Publisher
«
Friday (29) for the benefit of the Temple orch ‘ provided the music
8
z
CO
CO
j
Morningside Community Center. at the All-London Press Ball held
2
2
2
Bash headlines Billie Holiday, Diz¬ at Royal Festival Hall , . . Sister
1
♦Tammy (Northern).
4 4
2
2
4
92
1
$
zy .Gillespie and Ray Charles.
Rosetta Tharpe lined up for a com¬
2
3
2
♦Around the World (Young).
3- 3
3
3
1
7
5
5
77
1
Max Roach Quintet at Gil Blum’s mercial tv appearance Dec. 17 . . .
2 10
3
2 4
1
♦Fascination (Southern)...
2
2
1
9
3
1
74
Sugar Hil, Newark, until Dec. 1.... Tenor saxist Jimmy Skidmore con¬
4
6
♦April Love (Feist).
Darwin Venneri hitting the key¬ valescing after a stomach operation
3
6
3. 3
7 10
6
1
1
1
7. 73
board at Bill Rosen’s Gatsby's for . . . Songstress Shani Wallis dicker¬
9
5
2
4
♦All the Way (Maraville).. .u ...
5
49
3
5
an indefinite stay . . . Lou Carter’s ing an American tv date early next!
6
4 . ♦Chances Are (Korwin)_ .i_
10
8
4
9
7
1
7
31
new album for Golden Crest will year.
7
14
6
8
♦Ivy Rose (Roncom)
4
•7
be tagged “Aqueduct Alley’’ . . .
6
23
7
Bobby Scott returns to the Cafe
8
10
♦Affair to Remember (Feist).
8
4
3
7
7
26
Hollywood
*
Bohemia for a 10-day stand start¬
9
22
8
7
8
tMelodie D’Amonr (Rayven).., .......
. 10
3
8
7
E. E. “Bubber” Johnson has re¬
ing Friday (29) - . . Ben Webster
lo
5
21
set for an eastern tour by\Shaw signed as Dot’s distrib manager in
5
5
9
5 .... 10
fWake Up Susie (Acuff-R.).
Artists. . . Lee Allen left his'tenor New Orleans, effective Dec. 1...
8
11
-19
4
♦Honeycomb (Joy).
8
5
8
spot with Fats Domino to go\put L. Wolfe Gilbert in Gotham for
12
..
7 9
4
11
fJailhouse Rock (Presley).
18
on his own. He's set to record r“ ASCAP meeting ... Harry Sukman
has been set to compose and con¬
13
13 . (Silhouettes (Regent).
9
8
15
Herald . . . Cindy Tyson pacted
6 ..
9
8
duct score of Ivan Tors’-“UnderMark Records.
14
5
♦Till
(Chappell)......
9
6
10
14
Jodie Sands, Chancellor Records \ water Warrior” . . . Manny Harmon
15
tBe Bop Baby-(Travis)_
8
8
disker, has set Gary Lynes as ac¬ I orch set to*backstop L.A. Exam¬
companist and conductor for her iner’s Annual Christmas benefit
personal appearance tours -. . . show at the Shrine Dec. 6 . . . Pee playing six nights weekly from 11 ployees “for hire," the copyrights other mechanical forms of enter¬
Larry Hovis pacted to Capitol Rec¬ Wee Monte back In the manage¬ p.m. at Playhouse Restaurant . . : were the exclusive property of Dis¬ tainment.
ords. He’s a regular on “Wings of ment biz.
Showmen go into Vogue Ter¬ ney before their transfer to Bourne.
A general topic of pre-dinner
Larry Hovis, vocalist-drummer, Four
Music’’ out of'KPRC-TV, Houston
race Dec. 9 for four weeks . . .
Disney charges that beginning in conversation was, what is going to
,.. Tina Louise recorded an album. has been signed by Capitol . . . Freddy Masters Quintet into Town ‘1934
and
for
a
period
thereafter.
happen
to the firm and the music
^Date With Tina,” for the Crowell- Dwayne Hickman of “The Bob House Motel for a run . . . Kirby
Cummings Show” has inked with Stone 4. set for two-week stand at Bourne’s royalty statements to him publishing business in the coming
Collier disk operation.
were
“untrue,
unjust
and
fraudu¬
80
years?
One comment was:
ABC-Paramount
and
will
debut
as
Another midnight jazz concert is
New Nixon beginning Dec. 6 , . .
set for Greenwich Village’s Loew’s a disker Within fortnight . . . MackJ Jack Purcell orch played fpr South lent.” The complaint charges that “Whateyer happens to the music
Sheridan Dec. 7. Jean Shepherd David & Jerry Livingston inked ter* Side Hospital Harvest Ball at Penn- Disney learned of the “false state¬ business, FD&H $ will still be
will host a lineup that’ll Include do 21 original tunes for use on the Sheraton Hotel. . . Chuck Maurice, ments” on Oct. 1 of this year. Saul around.”
Chet Baker, Zoot Simms, Sonny Shirley Temple tv series , . . Art Billy Rye Sc Dick Miller form new H. Bourne, founder and owner of
Rollins and Charlie Mingus . . . Mooney cut a dixieland album for threesome at New Chateau . . . Bourne Music, died in New York
Sam Cooke gets a gold disk for his the MGM label . . . Howard Jack- Over 21 Dance Club, which holds Oct. 13. His widow, Mrs. Bonnie
CoP* New Pitt Distrib
Keen etching, “You Send Me,’’ on son scoring and conducting “Man¬ hops every Friday night at the Bourne, How operates the firm.Eckhardl Sc Co. is replacing tl\o
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV’er Sunday hunt Jungle” for Warners.
Disney is asking that a special Danforth Corp. as Columbia Rec- Sherwyn Hotel, has suspended
(1) . . . Hal Rosen has joined Mur¬
operations until the transportation master he appointed to make an ac¬ ords’ distributors in the Pittsburgh
ray Nash Assoc, in Nashville...
Chicago
s^ike ends . . . Joe Negri combo counting of royalties allegedly due territory.
Robert D. Browning, former re¬
had option picked up again at the him; that all contracts between
Riverboat
5
Plus
2
open
threeRobert Eckhardt, formerly gen¬
cording engineer for RCA Victor,
Cbpa.
himself and B.ounrr be declared eral manager of Danforth, will
joined the research and engineer¬ week stay at Preview Dec. 25, after
null and void; that Bourne transfer prexy the new distributorship.
ing staff of ORRadio Industries, which comes Chain Gang for two
frames,
Jan.
15
.
.
.
Stan
Getz
into
all
rights
to
the
disputed
copy¬
manufapturer of magnetic record¬
James Winston, formerly salei
|
Kansas City
ing tape . . . Manuscript Records, Town Tavern, Toronto, Dec. 2 for Uean Shannon Sc The Brooks rights to Disney; and that Bourne manager with Danforth, takes over
new Phllly diskery, launched by one week . . . Don Thompson Quin¬ Bfos. are set to pay Toronto,' open¬ he enjoined and restrained from a similar post with Eckhardt.
tet
into
Club
Alibi,
New
Orleans,
John Facenda, Harry K. Smith,
ing Dec. 16 at the Barclay Hotel dealing in the copyrights, pending
Jack Whitaker, Ed McMahon and Jan. 9 for four frames.
for one week, their next stop after outcome of the legal action.
Edward Sproat * . . Herb Strauss,
two weeks at Hotel Muehlebach’s
Boston
Terrace Grill here . . . Staff of the
Harry Marshard orch playing the Kansas City Times (morning edi¬
tion of the Star) has set Dec. 7 as
Boston
Auto
Show
at
Common¬
OF THE wealth Armory opening Saturday the
date for its annual Christmas
The
WEEK (30) with Jane Morgan in for the party and will have two crews put¬ a Continued from page 65
revue dubbed “Fascination.” Mar- ting out music, the Oliver Todd their jobs with the Chappell’s mu¬
shard, who is musical director for Quartet alternating with the sic company to form a troupe of
the “cars and stars” show, getting George Shearing Quintet at the minstrels, known as “The Mohawk
good returns from his album, “Har¬ Dixie Manor . . . Woo Woo Stevens Minstrels.” A rival troupe “The
ry Marshard Plays Resort Favor¬ lending a hand with the kickoff of
Dick
Sam
ites,” on. Unicorn , . . Pee Wee the annual Shrine Circus, doubling Manhattan Minstrels,” run by Har¬
Hunt and Ted Herbert band com¬ from his date in the Muehlebach ry Hunter, was making the rounds
at the .same time. Hunter wrote
bine musical efforts- at Lowell for the circus grand opening.
songs, gags and sketches for his
Commodre next Wednesday (4) . . .
outfit.
Rosemary Kane chirping with
Vancouver
THE
George Cawthorne band at LakeThe Francis’ brothers made a hid
Suzanne, Theatre Under The for his services and finally won him
side-Wakefield . . . Former Jess
PEANUT
Stacy drum man Ernie West lead¬ Stars thrush and sister of web-tv over to their own troupe. The songs
chanteuse
Juliette,
caroling
nightly
ing a new group at Valli’s .. , EHie
VfeflDOR
flowed out at a brisk rate and be¬
Williams handles the West vocal on first club break, Stan Miles’ came hits. They now needed a pub¬
(El Manlsaro)
chores . . . Dizzy Gillespie playing Pacific-Athletic Club, with Hugo lishing outlet for the numbers.
Sartorello
back
on
the
ivories
after
holiday dance dates at Mechanics
and
Hall, Worcester, and Carousel, three months at Norm Bobrow’s That’s where David Day came on^
Manchester, N. H. . . . Jimmy Giv¬ Colony, Seattle . . . Lorraine McAl¬ the scene. He invested his savings
en’s group featured at Rathskeller lister to guest-chirp on almamam- in the venture, and took control of'
WALK
74. A rock ’n’ roll unit, the band my, the web-fed Toronto “Holiday the business, called W. & J. Francis
features the Commandos, singing ■Ranch” telecast, Nov. 30, and heads & Day.
WITH ME
When James Francis died, Har¬
group in the Moonglow-Teenagers to Montreal to pact for Ritz dates
tradition . . . Harry DeAngelis cut¬ .. . Local theatre-tv. dancer Maggie ry Hunter was made a partner in
ting the sliow at Hotel Bradford St. Clair now staging Toronto’s net¬ the firm which was retitled Francis, j
worked “Showtime^. . . “Jazz a la Day & Hunter; however, he was;
Carousel room;
Carte” in Norman Granz’s at Geor¬ never an active member of the
gia Auditorium Defc. 2 . . . Jose
Pittsburgh
Iturbi at same house Dec. 19... partnership and sold out his share
Artie Amell band tapped to play Royal (ex-Sadler’s Ballet into Or- to William Francis and David Day
West View Park’s New Year’s Eye pheum Dec. 3-7 . .. Suzanne Bloch, in 1900. Since then -the company
dance for the third straight year lutanist-singer and daughter of has prospered, and seen the intro¬
« Marian Vaux, organist, now composer Ernest Bloch, presents,, duction of radio, tv and all the *
recital over CBC radio web tomor¬
★★★★★★★★★ row (Thurs.) . ; . Delta Rhythm
Boys from Cave to Isle de Capri,
Just Returned From Extended
Edmonton, for 10 days . . . Victor
Vanderplas, concert violinist from
PHENOMENALLY SUCCESSFUL EUROPEAN TOUR
Antwerp, is playing nightly recitals,
at Dueck’s dealer-promotion of
1958 Cadillacs.
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Kansas City—(Jenkins Music Co.) |

-
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Minneapolis—(Schmitt Music Co.) |

unit manager at NBC-TV, doubling
as disk singer with “Folk Music
For People Who Hate Folk Music,’’
for Judson Records , . r Greta Kel¬
ler, back in the U.S. again, trans¬
lated the German click, “South
Wind. West Wind,” with Jimmy
Phillips. Peter Maurice is pub¬
lishing.
"

New York

Philadelphia—(Charles DuMont) |
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FD&H

KISS THEM
FOR ME

HYMAN & TAYLOR

Sensational!

JACK TEAGARDEN
SEXTETTE
BOURBON STREET, New York
CAPITOL RECORDS

^-ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION-I
JOI GLASER, Prts.
I4J? Sunwt Blvd.
H'woo* 44, Calif.

is the March they Whistle

Disney-Boarne
; Continued from paga 63

Starting December 9
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song, “Who’s Afraid of' the Big,
Bad Wolf.”
Subsequently, Disney, under the
contract, delivered the scores from
“Snow White and the Seven
Ilwarfs,” “Pinocchio,” “Dumbo”
and numerous shorts. Under the
pact, Bourne had the right to pub¬
lish, exploit, collect fees and royal¬
ties in the' U. S. and overseas in
return for payment of a royalty to
Disney. Since the tunes in the
Disney films were written by com¬
posers and lyricists who were em-

'in Columbia Pictures1

THE BRIDGE ON IKE RIVER KWAI”
Recorded by: Mitch MHUr, Col. 41044
Art Mooney, MGM 12590 — Edmuedo Res, Lon. 45-1779

BOOSEY & HAWKES,30 W. 57 St., ftLYX. 19
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Jerry Lewis Agrees to Pay Cher
Paree 75G Out officture Budget
Chicago, Nov. 26.
The Chez Paree is holding Jerry
Lewis to his $75,000 obligation to
the cafe. Lewis will have to pay
the club that amount as a result
of his failure to notify the room
in time to cancel Bis three-week
date at the Chez which was to have
started Dec. 1. Lewis' contract
had the standard 30-day cancella¬
tion clause.
Since Lewis was to have started
his York Productions film, “Rocka-Bye Baby,” on Chez Paree time
the obligation to the Chez will be
part' of the production budget.
Paramount is releasing the picture.

O’Shea’s Unit for Cl’s
In N. Africa & Azores

Comment On Biz
*
Montreal, #oy.‘ 26.
"Things, are like this (h
most Montreal nightclubs,"
reports Gerald FitzGerald in
Montreal Gazette. "A tele¬
phone caller who asked the
time of the next show got the
reply: ‘What time do you want
it?’ ”•
Vet vaudevillians will under¬
stand.

A volunteer unit, independently
produced by Michael Sean O’Shea,
will entertain military installations
in the Azores and North Africa
from Dec. 14 to 22. Unit will be
presented by columnist-commenta¬
tor Drew Pearson, and will include
members of the Harlem Globe¬
trotters, Lisa Ferraday, Clara
Two key Hilton hotels in New
Cedrone & Damien Mitchell, Siri, York, first the chain’s flagship Wal¬
Four Jumping Jacks, Barney Ross dorf-Astoria and latterly the Hotel
and a sextet of Hartford Agency Plaza's Persian Room, have ex¬
models. Burt Bacharach will be perienced talent dropouts because
musical
director.
of illness. The Anna Maria ■ Al¬
Lewis Will Pay
O’Shea produces several volun¬ berghetti one-show omission at
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
teer
units
annually
for
entertain¬
the
Waldorf was otherwise hot in¬
Jerry Lewis confirmed the fact
that he’s shelling out $75,000 to ment of servicemen stationed -in terrupted, but a mild heart at¬
remote
areas.
*
tack,
induced by Asian flu, has
the Chez Paree in lieu of playing
forced Marie <The Body) McDon¬
the date.
ald out of the Plaza where she was
Because of the exigencies of pic
clicking. The rest of her 2^-week
production, it would be cheaper to
stint will be filled by Varel &
pay the $75,000 than keep the date.
Bailly with the Chanteurs de
A three-week delay In production
Paris uhtil British diskery singer
would have cost York, Lewis' pic
Alma Cogan follows on Dec. 11.
firm, an estimated $300,000.
Carol Channing segues on Dec. 30.
“The Laugh Makers” by William
Music Corp. of America, Lewis’
Virginia Somers was the emer¬
agent, however, said that the beef Cahn (Putnam; $5.95) is a nostalgic gency stand-in for Miss Albergpictorial history of American come¬
Is still in negotiation.
dians which points up, with a shade hetti. She and her huband, Brit¬
of tragedy that, to borrow a Gobel- ish bandleader and Decca (Lon¬
ism, "they don’t hardly make ’em don) disker Reg Owen—Miss Som¬
Glasgow Kelvin Hall’s
like that any more.” It is unques-| ers ^also waxes for the same label,
Xmas Circus Talent tionably true that many of the but*solo-—are in the U.E. on busi¬
She was brought
yesteryear greats might not survive ness-holiday.
Glasgow', Nov. 26.
over by Mr. and Mrs. Ri J.t
Aerial acts will again be in¬ in 'today’s more sophisticated Scaife ’(she’s a Mellon), of the
spheres of comedic influence, yet
troduced into the Kelvin Hall Cir¬ somehow, in their era, their potency] Pittsburgh clan, to sing especially
Mrs.
cus, opening here over the holiday was more durable and enjoyed a for their 30th anniversary.
Scaife had heard Miss Somers at
period. Acts pacted include the decidedly more loyal following.
Aerial Chapmans, Excess Baggage
The answer to this, uf'course, is the Colony Club, London, last
(pooch turn), Yokoi Troupe, Three this sputnik era’s too-fast-whirling summer. While this is Miss Som¬
Gezzis, Five Christianis, Three tastes and standards. The public ers’ first trip back to her native
Merkeys, and Eddie Rose & falls oilt of step with its favorites U.S. in six years, it’s Owen’s first!
Marion.
with the same rapidity as it takes American visit. Both flew to Hol¬
Circus, with acts gleaned from a’Martin & Lewis, a Wally Cox or lywood this past weekend to visit
her famiily who reside in Califor¬
British and Continental circuses, a Red Buttons to its bosom.
It is this very sense of durability nia.
opens Dec. 9 and runs to Feb. 1.
A. R. Delbosq is ringmaster.
^ which has left its impact on the) Last Monday, by happenstance,
when Miss Alberghetti couldn’t
Opposition shows over the holi¬ mass memory, as witness the his¬ make her supper show at the Wal- ]
days range from "Around The toric holds on the American scene dorf-Astoria's Empire Room, be¬
World in 80 Days” at Gaumont still associated with such represen¬ cause of nervous exhaustion, mae¬
cinema, Norman Wisdom in tative funsters as Weber & Fields, stro Emil Coleman spotted the
"Where’s Charley?” at King’s The¬ Eddie Foy, Bert Williams, Leon Owens in the lobby of the hotel
atre, and three leading panto¬ Errol, Harry Watson, Fanny Brice, and impressed her into a standmimes, starring local comedians Rae Dooley, Will Rogers. Buster in substitution.
They had just
Keaton, Bobby Clark, W. <£ Fields,
and top-drawer vaude talent.
Lew Dockstadter, Fred Stone, Har- come from “My Fair Lady” to
rigan & Hart, McIntyre & Heath, meet friends at the Waldorf.
The hotel dispatched a car to
the Four Cohans, Gallagher &
Shean, John Bunny, Mabel Nor- the Owens* Blackstone Hotel,
mand, Chester Conklin, Ford Sterl¬ where they were staying, for her
ing, Mack Sennett, Fatty Arbuckle, orchestrations—brought over for
Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon, Wal¬ the Pittsburgh party—and, to
lace Berry, Marie Dressier, Laurel quote the songstress, “ it was ~just
& Hardy, Joe Cookj Fred Allen—and] wonderful how they followed and
of course the one and only Charles read everything, without even a
rehearsal.
My husband, as a
Chaplin.
Still with us, , some new, - and trained musician, will also attest
many spanning the transition from to that.”
Miss Alberghetti was well
fruitful and prolific careers in all
show media, from the tanbark and enough for the Tuesday night show
the rostrom to today’s electronic until her closing engagement.
standards, are personalities like Harry Belafonte opened last
Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Durante, Jack Thursday (21).
Benny, Red Skelton, Joe E. Brown,
a few of the Marx Bros., Smith &
Dale, Danny Kaye,1 Bums & AHent
Bert Lahr, Ed Wynn, Bob Hope,
Joe E. Lewis, Jimmy Savo, A1
Schacht, Emmett Kelly, Felix AdAn Unusual Harmonica
ier, Jack Pearl, Eddie (Rochester)
The first name booking of the
Musical Attraction
Anderson, Charles’ Cornell & Free¬ year has been made by the Tropi¬
man Gosden (Amos ’n’ Andy), Joan cana, Havana. Nat King Cole is
87 Hillside Av*!, Mount Vernon, N.y.
Phone MO 4-4141
Davis, Martha Raye, Edgar Bergen, set to start Feb. 7 for two weeks.
Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber With rare exceptions, the Tropi¬
McGee & Molly), Gertrude Berg, cana relies on dts lush production
the Ritz Bros., Jack Paar, Bob & as its major entertainment draw.
“THE COMEDIAN”
Ray (Bob Elliot & Ray Goulding),
Bulk of name bookings in Ha¬
Milton Berle, Sid Caesar, Imogene vana have been made *for the
Coca, Jackie Gleason, Victor Borge, newer hotels, with Jose Greco and
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
Steve Allen, Herb Shriner, Sam Gordon MacRae having been
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Levenson, Art Carney, Lucille Ball, signed for the Captfi Hotel, and
Now in its 87th issue, containing
Phil Silvers, Eve Arden, Ben Blue, Ginger Rogers set for'the Havana
stories, one-liners, poemettes, song
Henry Morgan, Joey Adams—and Riviera, both still under construc¬
titles, hecklers, audience stuff, monologs, parodies; double' gags,
bits,
of course the above-dited Martin tion.
I
ideas, intros. Impressions and im¬
& Lewis, Cox . and Buttons.
personations, political. Interruptions
Author Cahn’s layoiit is attrr.?Thoughts
of the
Day,
Humorous
Views of the News, etc. Start with
tive; the book is well Organized in
current issue, $15 yearly — 2 years
Joey Adairs
periods; his summation! are on-the$28 — 3 years $40 — Single Copies
$8.00 — HO C.O.D.'s.
beam. There are "source” credits]
takes a dim view of sneaky
to
Variety,
to
Joe
Laurie
Jr.,
and
BILLY GLASON
radio-tv eommareials
to "Show Biz: From Vaude to
200 W. 54 St. New York 19
Video.”.
Abel.
in his piece on

Va. Joiners, Varel & Bailly
In Rush Duty for Ailing
Anna Maria & The Body’

Oldtime Comedians More.
Durable and Remembered:
Cahn’s ‘Laugh Makers’

Tropicana Bows Name
Policy With Nat Cole

MICHAEL CHIMES and
HIS FAMILY

Operation Plugerooni

1

CAB CALLOWAY
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Milbourne Christopher; the magico who recently completed i "Euro¬
pean tour, last week obtained a curious memento of British' conserva¬
tism. During his visit', he did three , shots on BBC, finale of which was
the bullet catch, which He announced was the last time he would per¬
form this dangerous feat. A letter caught up with him in his N.Y*. Horn#
telling him that now that he’s abandoning this trick, the writer’s firm
would. be glad td do business with him. Missive was signed by^ a-rep of
the Crown Life Insurance Co.
Acts have sought renown in a lot of ways,- but. few, until this year,
have tried biRb.oards. On the road to the Catskills, one of the most tra¬
velled thoroughfares for talent, one of the simplest forms of exploita¬
tion hoves into view as th^ altitude gets higher.'There’s a billboard ad¬
vertising "The.Faritabulous one-man-show by'P'aul Valentine/’ listing
a phone number of his agent.

USO-AGVA Deal: Simon Pitres QK
If Units of Simon Pros Are Booked
■*t

CJiez Green With Envy
Chicago, Nov. 26.
Following,the announcement
that some local theatre ops
are trying to promote a deal to
redeem green stamps for the■ atre tickets, the Chez Paree
disclosed, that it is carrying on
negotiations to sell an evening-at-the-Chez package for
stampholders.
The Chez Is considering ac- .
cepting the stamps of all^the
premium companies.

Yank Tourist Season in
Paris Looks to Extend
To Year-Round Affair
^
Paris, Nov. 26.
The Yank tourist season seems to
be extending itself to an almost
all-year
affair.
Paris-By-Night
buses are still packed and the Lido
nitery shoehorns in more than 1,000
people every night.
However,
yanks do not seem to live entirely
by night.
Pigalle flesheries are suffering,
the plush Nouvelle Eve has trouble
filling up on weekends while the
Moulin Rouge seems to have lost
its pull .In spite of low tabs. The
strippery Crazy Horse Saloon gets
big play plus some of-the plush
dafiseries like L’Elephant- Blanc
and Jimmy’s. Also, the windup
places such as Le Petit Cafe, Au
Franc Pinot, Calavados, Elysees
Matigrion, Epi Club and the Turtle.
Many of the others are in trouble.
Gffbeaters are not up to par ex¬
cept for sueh jazz spots as ‘Club
St. Germain-Des Pres, Metro-Jazz.
However, more than 100 clubs
somehow keep above hoard here,
and are girding for what they be¬
lieve will be a bonanza starting
next April, which is expected to
last for six months..
This is the Brussels World’s Fair
period. Lack of sleeping facilities
in Brussels will have special trains
bringing loads of visitors to Paris
every night for housing. Local
niteries'expects to cash in on such
a setup. The Lido group will turn
the Moulin Rouge into another ele¬
gant revue spot for this expected
upbeat. And even the offbeat
spots are expected to benefit.

The USO may use amateur en¬
tertainment, if' it continues with
the hiring of pro performers: Issue
of whether USO could cast the vol¬
unteer Christmas shows was re.
solved last week with, assurances-'
from the USO that it wiR continue
to employ professionals, in ’its en¬
tertainment units. ; These 'assur¬
ances were given at a conference
between execs of the American
Guild of Variety Artists 'and'USO.
Jackie Bright, national admin¬
istrative secretary of the union,
had protested'‘the casting of the
gratis shows because pf the wide¬
spread use of amateurs. On the
Coast prior to a takeoff for Honolu¬
lu, where he opened a branch
AGVA office. Bright stopped the
casting of shows because of the fact
that no pspvision had yet -been
made for^paid units. VUnder the
compromise agreement, there will
be four volunteer troupes .and one
paid unit which will tour the Far
East for 10 weeks.
The confab was attended by
Bright, Col. Louis W. Jackson, chief
of Army Special Services, and Lt,
Col. Lionel L. Hayden, chief of the
professional entertainment branch
of the Dept, of Defense.
Heading two of the volunnteer
units will be Bob Hope, who leaves
Dec. 16 to entertain at Pearl Har¬
bor, Okinawa, Korea, and Japan,
and will return Dec. 29. .. While
abroad he’ll tap a teleshow'* Deejay Johnny Giant will tour Eur¬
ope.

BOSTON ij
SMASH HIT |
THE GlAMOftOUS NEW O

HOTEL

Show folks are raving about the
all new Hotel Avery, All new. large, ^
beautifully fumisheddeluxe rooms

si

with private bath and television. sj
Many Air Conditioned.

m

AVERT A WASHINGTON STS. |

Ernie Ford Pays Off But
Nags Don’t for Ohio Fair
.Columbus, Nov. 26.
The 1958 Ohio State Fair finished
$21,355 in the black, reported State]
Auditor James Rhodes. Total re¬
ceipts amounted to $895,283 and
expenditures were $873,928.
The Tennessee Ernie Ford Show
cost the Fair $61,619, and took in
$85,876. However, horseracing ]
didn’t pay its way. The fair re-j
ceived $47,747 in entry fees and
$11,527 in admissions to the races,
totaling $12,111 less than purses of
$71,385 paid put. Gate and auto
admissions amounted to $241,450.

|

HAVE YOU SEEN?
, MIL VERSATILITY

Stuffy Bryant
Jack Valentine’s Restanrant
New Cocktail bounce, famous for Ice.
shows. For- sale or sub-lease. The
finest restaurant in the finest loca¬
tion in Ft. Lauderdale,.Florida. Buy¬
er must be - successful restaurant
operator
with . financial
responsiWrlto F. G. Bex 2T7< Boca Retail,
Florida or phono Boca Raton 1591.

The DEEP RIVER BOYS
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS

.another Editorial Feature
in the upcoming

“ST. LOUIS BLUES”

52d Anniversary Number

SOON TO BE RELEASED

•f

Mgt. BILL M1TTLEX. U19 Broadway. New York

PSsiEfr

ftfc International Tour
“Currently”

Piroctfont WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Fora. Mgr., ID KIRKEBY
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bach has brought in Jean Shannon
and her two Brooks Bros., an act
which has* been out only a few
months .but already has played
with distinction In a number of
leading spots. Format has Miss
WEEK OF NOVEMBER 27
Shannon singing and dancing with
Numeric In connection with bills bolow Indicate opening day of show
constant strong support from Don
whether full or split weofc
Heaton and Larry Martin, the
Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit: (It Independent; tU Loew; tM) Moss;
dancing - singing - “Brooks Bros.,”
(P)
Paramount)
(R> RKO; <S> Stoll; CT) Tivoli; <W) Warner
dressed that way to be sure, hut
brothers only on the floor.
The 37 minutes is packed solid
Jimmy Giulfre 3
Susan Brady
NEW YORK CITY
Zeb Carver
Mort Sahl
with songs, highly embellished with
Ed Smith
Waldorf-Astoria
Rockettes
choreography, vocal backgrounds Music Hall (P)
Piute Pete
Harry Belafonte
Raymond
Paige
Ore
Bobby Meyers Ore
from the men and a" sprinkling of Marvin Worden
Emil Coleman Ora
. Roxy 28
Village Vanguard
Bela Bahai Ore
comedy chatter.,A shapely blonde. Marjorie Smith
Winged Victory
Chorus •
Miss Shannon jumps right in with Adriano Vitale
Diane Corby
CHICAGO
Bros.
“How Deep Is The Ocean,” follows Half
Manuel Del Toro
Rose Bryun
crisply with “Get Happy,” and Eileen* O’Dare
Skating Squires
Black Orchid
Jo Ann -McGowan
Roxyettes
Bryan
William
adds a calypso, “Men Smart. Wom¬ Wm, Upshaw
Robert Clary
Ros Pettinner
Roxy Orch
T. C. Jones
Bill Christopher
en Smarter,” which is just short of
Joe ParneUo (3)
Fred Napier
a production itself. There are a
Blue Angel
Gil Shepard & De
AUSTRALIA
’’Calypso Extrava¬
Soto Sisters (3)
couple of standards, then a solo by
ganza”
Paul Gibbon &
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE r
Miss Shannon on “A Good Way To
Princess Abilia St
Sully Kothman
Tivoli (T) 2
Tlvo.il
(T)
2
Lose a Man.” The wind is a spe¬
King Christian
Norman 'Ciider*
Shirley Bassey
Lord Christo
Tune Tattlers (4)
cial play 'on the “Roaring Twen¬ Larry GrisWold
Lili Berde
Lord Rafael
Charlie Fisk Oro
Neal St Newton
ties” which wraps up all their in¬ Eagle & Man
Candelas Tri^
Drake Hotel
Bobby Limb
. Lockwood
gredients in a single bit, including .Johnny.
Roger McCall
Jana Mason
Lawman St Joy
A Robins
Blue Note
Jimmy 31ade Oro
Lionel Easton Co.
some comedy, a parody to “Secret Rayes &, Faye
Slim Gaillard <3>
Gate of Horn
Dalrays
Bros. *
Love," and a ripsnorting Charles¬ Rigoletto
Chez Pares*
Jo Mapes
Jimmy Jeff
Aimee (3)
Sophie Tucker
ton.
Blanche Castrillo
Darryl Stewart .
Amiy Berryer
Mills Bros.
Boh MoU
Johnny O’Connor
Turn is' carefully put together, (Wedlock *
Lenn Redman
London House
Alan Rowe
Chez-Adorables (6) Dorothy Donegan
music and choreography up-to-date I ^mmyParkinf on
Alwyn Leckie
Ted Fio Rito Ore 13
Mister ICelly’a
Rita!
as outer space travel, and the three Barton & stutchCloister Inn
Gene B'aylos
Rae Morgan
work at a topnotch clip throughout.
Pat Moran (4)
Sylvia Syms >
Reg Priestman
Ramsey Lewis Trio Marty Rubcnstein 2
Norman Thorpe
Generally the act shapes as aif&nk wa«i
Lorez Alexandria
Palmer House
Vegas type, with lots of flash and!
Conrad Hilton
Ahne Jeffreys St
BRITAIN
snappy pace, and it could do
"Ice Review Spec”
Bob Sterling
Glenn & Colleen
Dior Dancers <4)
with an intime touch or two for the
Skating Merenos
ASTON
Miss Lucille
Ben Arden Ore.
cozier Terrace Grillj although Hippodrome (l> 25 Billy Baxter
Frank
Holder
probably not needed for the major¬
Page
LOS ANGELES
Jeffrey Lenner
ity of rooms the# will play. Brought Peaches
Mundy St Earle
Eno St Gray
on by orch leader Ken Harris, dou¬ Peaches
LONDON
Lovelies
Ciro’s
Shelly Mapne Ore
Mefropolltan
(I)
25
Amin Bros. <2)
bling as m.c., the house received Rockfelds
Laruo
Max Miller
COVENTRY
Bonaires (4)
them modestly at first, warmed Hippodrome
Arthur L. Simpkins
Penny - Nicholls
Gen Galian Ore
U) 25
Gordon St Colville
with each succeeding number and A1 Read
Coconut Grove
Jimmy Grosso
The
Shermans
Dorothy Shay
Nat Jackley
A1 Escobar Ore
heralded them off solidly.
Rawicz St Landauer Griff Kendell
Bob DeYoye <3)
Mocambo
A St.V SheUey
Music is completely modern, Fredye MarshaU
F. Martin Ore
Peggy King
Don Arden
Gina St Gerardo
Crescendo
Paul Hebert Ore
worked out by George Morgen¬ The
Caruno
St
Dodos
Tr.
Mel Tonne
Moulin Rouge
stem who also leads from the key¬ TilibsHassani
Cynthia
Bros.
Billy Barnes Revue Johnny Deiimond.
NEWCASTLE
Dave Pell Octet
board. Choreography Is compact Margaret Burton
Statler Hotel
Empire CM) 25
Davis Dancers
Interlude
Wiere Bros. <3>
and telling, the work of Don Heat¬ Joan
George Mitchell Co.- Ruby Murray
Frances Faye
Ed. Bezgins n Ore
on. one of the Brooks, and cos¬
Francois St Zandra
EDINBURGH
Jones
Boys
Empire (M) 25
tuming is elegant, the work of
LAS VEGAS
Chas. McDevitt Co/ Harry Jacobsen
Larry Martin, the other Brooks. Eleanor
Beam’s Co. Audrey Jeans
Billy Dainty
Desert inn
Miss Shannon has a chorine’s fig¬ Terry Wayne
Royal Nevada
Skylons
“Oriental
Fantasy”
Comets
ure, has a husky quality to her vo- Flying.
Phyllis Inez
Tommy Locky
Billy Daniels
vinden
calling, and proves apt at clowning Bill
Jack Marlin
NORTHAMPTON
Carlton Hayes Ore
Hank Foster Co.
New
Cl)
25
Dunes
a bit.
Terry Scanlon
Bobby Kaye
Pauline Penny
“Holiday for GShirley
Bob Stevenson Oro
The turn is highly pro, should fit Keith
Barry Piddock
Strings”
FINSBURY PARK
Sahara
HoUoways
Carrie Finnell
Empire (M) 25
nicely for clubs and hotel rooms,
Annette
St
Noel
Rita
Grable
Eric Delaney
Kay Starr*
and is a lot of show from just Bamberger
NORWICH
Valerie Vaijean
St Pam
Stanley Boys
three.
1
'Quin.
Hippodrome
CD
25
Harbor
St
Dale
Mack St Kirk
Four Step Bros.
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ERNIE KOVACS & EDIE ADAMS PENNY SINGLETON
Songs, Comedy, Dancing
Comedy, Songs
*
40 Mins.
£5 Mins.
Adolphus Hotel, Dalla§
Tropicana, Las Vegas

Ernie Kovacs, the moustachioed; Penny Singleton, vet of 44
“Blondie” feature films, who’s
odd-hall comedian, has a superb j launching a nitery career, comes
sense of timing coupled to his off¬ out way ahead as a sock bistro act.
beat imagination. His Wife, Edie She takes full advantage of special¬
Adams* is a good-looking, shapely: ties: costumes by Mitchell Leisen,
blonde . whose satiric flair is as special material by Earl Brent and
sharp as her looks. Together, they choreography by Jon and Helene
are ag promising a . team for Gregory. To these accoutrements
saloons, revues or musicals as has she lends inherent show savvy
come along in many years, but, un-' since, yclept Dorothy McNulty,
fortunately, they chose the' biggest she was tap dancing as a youngster.
Shapely-blonde gets off fast with
of the big-time, the Tropicana, Las
Vegas, for (1) Kovacs to make his a throwaway gag before piping a
very first nitery appearance any¬ topical parody of "Little Things
where and (2).to "break-in" their Mean A Lot,” to score. Comic
material. The net result opening lyrics of “Everybody’s Friendly in
night was extremely spotty, though Hollywood” keeps auditors, and
clearly indicating that judicious preludes a medley of 1920 faves.
Clarinetist Nino Tempo, her
scissoring and tightening will re¬
sult in a highly satisfactory enter¬ 'accompanist, spices the act by on¬
tainment for most of their six- stage joinings for vocals of “Come
Bain or Come Shine" and duet of
week run here.
The holdover Monte.Proser pro¬ “All the iFSy." He fills neatly,
duction of “You Gotta Be In Love," as she changes to black-sequinned
themed to a strawhat troupe (en toreador pants, with vocal solo of
route to Vegas), with music and “Hard Hearted Hannah,” then
lyrics by Gordon Jenkins, serves as both reprise dances of the 20s.
the framework for the Kovacs- Her tap sesh winds the click show.
Bark.
Adams melange of bits, blackouts,
impressions and slapstick. A num¬
ber of the spots, whether by Ko¬ THE MORLANDS
vacs and Miss Adams in tandem or Balancing
separately, are comedy standouts,, 19 Mins.
but as like many are overdrawn, or Empire, Glasgow
Well-built pair, the Morlands
too specialized in appeal, or just
weak. Opening night the show ran are a strong entry as balancers in
101 minutes and the headliners the vaude and nitery stakes, and
were on for at least 55 minutes. loom as useful hooking for general
It was obvious that they could be run of situations.
Twosome combine* grace and
cut a minimum of 20 minutes to
symmetry, and work out their
their and the show’s benefit.
Kovacs themes his material here. routines to reffcful, well-chosen
to, natch, gambling. After a funny orchestral backing. Open with
pie-in-the-face opening, with Miss femme lifting male partner into
Adams on the receiving end, the horizontal, then upright position¬
show opens with Kovacs in a Pull¬ ing, and link in various postures
man compartment, accompanied oy that garner good palming from
outfronters. Act’s best feature is
his own blackjack dealer and cute their
near-to-closing trick as male
and personable dancer Neile
hoists
distaffer into locking'posture
Adams, a Trop holdover. Erom
there on the show weaves in and against his body, then does handbalance with femme-still tied via
around the Kovacs-Adams. routines, positioning.
Exit to worthwhile
with highlights being the “Nairobi
Gord.
NICOLA KNIGHT
Trio” musical segment, with Ko¬ applause.
Marionettes
vacs aided by the Misses Adams,
24 Mins.
all costumed as apes, his realistic, GARCONS DE LA RUE (4)
funny description of gambling peo¬ Songs, Comedy
Chaudiere, Ottawa
ple; his takeoff-on a lisping tv poet, 14 Mins.
Nicola Knight has been in the
“Percy Dovetonsils,” “who reads Blue Angel, N.Y.
marionette business for some
Garcons de la Rue, a quartet years with a partner but is new
only the classics—his own poems,”'
a bit that’s a- little coy for Vegas; from Paris, seem like an economy as a single. It’s a slick stint with
their “40 years of celluloid" rou¬ edition of the Compagnons de la good ideas and nice staging, intine, and, best of all. Miss Adams’ Chanson* and Chanteurs de Paris, ciudinE strobe -work
devastating takeoffs of a trench- both of whom worked U.S. cafes4^ -^_L„ ^l^° ^
Routine preems with a slow-boy
coated, dialectic Marlene Dietrich This smaller package is breaking
singing “Hey, There” and a sim¬ in at the Blue Angel, one of the minstrel type who sleeps first, then
jumps
to a solid beat. Standout
pering Marilyn Monroe, with much more intimate showcases. Evident¬
derriere - waving, delivering “Is ly a singing act, a lot of physical has an argument between a poodle
Wonderful, ’S Marvelous.” Also in elements -call for various move¬ and a puppet hydrant, with hydrant
her favor is a Gershwin vocalese ments which have to be curtailed shooting dog when he shows signs
because of the small amount of of gettipg too dyesh, closing with
on a “Porgy and Bess” melody.
pup’s ghost slithering, halo-topped,
Definitely on the negative side working space.
The quartet have improved -a into atmosphere. Another okay
are Kovacs’ takeoff on a. Hollywood
gimmick has.a drunk watching a
curtain
to
cut
off
any
distracting
columnist, “Skodney Silksky,” un¬
stfipper. All bits get deserved
funny and too specialized, and his movement of the orchestra from palmslaps.
abortive “magic tricks'*, early in behind and to set. them off more
Item is not for video due to bluesharply. All sport derbies and three
the show.
"<
of the taller gents wears striped tinged material and need for
Just how the Kovacs ahd Adams basque shirts. The foufth, evident¬ strobes, but is solid for niteries.
team will do the business side only ly the personality Jji'd In black
Gorm.
time will telL At the moment, they shirt, takes the lead in the comedic
don’t have very- strong competition movements, and" provides a con¬
in Vegas, so at least part of their trast to the others. Their routines
stay here should be profitable for are well worked out. The kids have
the plush Tropicana. For the fu¬ a showmanly outlook, indicate a
ture. though, they’ll have to be a lot of work in rehearsal rooms and Continued from, page 1
better coordinated act for general their thesping out of various songs
nitery acceptance as top head¬ ranging from “Folies’Bergere” to that American songwriting in gen¬
liners.
Scho.
“The Girl on the* Swing” (en eral has descended to the depths.”
Anglais) as well as others are a Maschwitz says “we. know that
lot of fun.
BONATgES (4)
They are capable nf working the Cole Porter, Irving Berlin, Hoagy
Vocal Group
larger spots, being a sapient mix¬ Carmichael, Oscar Hammetstein,
20 Mins.
ture
of sights and sounds that .Richard Rogers and others of your
Ciro’s, Bollywood
should make them a good addition truly greats are still writing songs
A personable, ypung quartet, to the roster of standard acts.
and have wondered why we could
the Bonaires dishes! an intriguing
not hear these, knowing that they
Jose.
vocal blend. Outfit has okay possi¬
must be superior in taste and orig¬
bilities for the nitery circuit, par¬ JACKIE LEE
inality to the empty hysteria : of
ticularly among the intimeries.
Piano Novelty
rock ’n* roll which, must have been
Carefully stylized arrangements 36 Mins.
designed solely for the ‘entertain¬
form the, basis for the harmonics Chaudiere, Ottawa
ment’ of prospective juvenile del¬
and the songs are sold with an
There’s more showmanship • than inquents!
enthusiasm that, unfortunately, keyboard ability in the novelty
“The exchange of culture is an
sometimes gets out of bounds. stanza, offered by Jackie Lee. hut
Overall impact is good but there’s enough 88ing is there to sell the important factor in the mutual
a tendency toward over-staging stint nicely. -Male whams through understanding of the American
that could be cut down for better a loud, brassy and fast^session of and British .people^” Maschwitz de¬
results.
gimmicked piano items plus minor clares, but if “the illiterate tripe
Group concentrates bn standards uses of drum and solovox attach¬ which is now thrust down our
and • show tones and has worked ment. Best bit is a string of pian- throats” is characteristic of Amer¬
many of them into package rou¬ istic impressions of Carle, Duchin, ican culture, “one is filled with
tines that' enhance the presenta¬ Heywood, Shearing, Cavallero, Au¬ despair for America.” He stated
tion. Thus, a “Tour of the Cities” gust, Williams, others.
that “if I were an American citilabel is affixed to some tones that
This is okay for niteries and zerf, I should be less than happy
have a civic connotation and is ex¬ stages, possible for television, but to know that my country was being
tended to include a song like should always have both audio and represented by J‘A11 Shook Up”
“Pigalle” as a part of an “I Love video for-best results.
Gqrm.
and “Hound Dog.”
Paris” segment. A “Samoan Sam¬
Maschwitz said that efforts by
ba” provides an unusual change of JEAN SHANNON A THE BROOKS
U.S. Congressmen, such as Sen.
pace .for the stint and*they use
BROS. <2).
George A. Smathers of Florida, to
Webfooted Friends” for an okay- With George Morgenstem
crack down on alleged broadcast
getaway.
Songs, Dances
control, of music has “been, re¬
With staging reduced to the 37 Mins, ceived "with interest and relief by
point where it doesn’t conflict with Hotel Mhehlebach, Kansas City
the vocalizing, the Bonaires should
In the way of something differ¬ all songwriters on this side of the
register.
Kap.
ent Buddy Landon of the Muehle- Atlantic.”

British Writers

G. H. Elliott
Devel St Pat
Hetty King
Demos
Randolph Sutton Ballet Montmartre
Billy DanverGLASGOW
Jill Jayes
Empire (M) 25
Maurice & Segal
Russ Hamilton
HAW Mack
Clarkson St Leslie
NOTTINGHAM
Cherry Wainer
Empire CM) 25
Oliver & Twist
Jimmy Clitheroe
Nordics
Miles 2
Arrol St Meadows
Jack Watson
Donovan St Hayes
Alicia Dglls
Les Brazilianos
. Cox 2
HANLEY
lJDarly*s Dogs
Royal (M) 25
J & S Lamonte
Terry Dene Co.
Bert Lindon
Sonny Roy
SHEFFIELD
Terry Kennedy Co.
Empire CM) 25
Teenagers
Colin Hicks Co.
Les Hobeaux
K St A Kemp
Miki St Griff
Marty Wilde Co.
Zom
Griff Kendall
Horler 2
P St P Page
LEEDS
Most Bros.
Empire (M) 25
Carlo Sis *
Josef Locke
Reg Thompson
Gilbert
Sylvia
Johnny Lesley
Jo, Jac it Joni
• SOUTHAMPTON
P. T. Rosa
. Grand Cl) 25
Raf St Julian
Morecambe St Wise
Laycock. St Bee
Top Drum. 4
O’Neil St Haig
Idris St Belle
LIVERPOOL
Paulos
Empire CM) 25
Johnny Duncan Co. Ron St Rita
The Blue Orchids
Dancing McKennas
Pat Trevor
Sally Barnes

Cabaret Bil
NEW YORK CITY
Hotel Plaza
Varel St Bailly
Ted Straeter Ore
Mark Monte Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore
RSVP
Mabelle Mercer
Stella Brooks
Hotel Statler
Baddy Morrow
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Julie .Wilson
Milt Shaw Oro
Ray Bari Ore
Latin Quarter
Milton Berle
Betty George
MetropoUtan 6
Dunhills
Stan Fisher
Boh Kennedy
Syncopated Waters
Buddy Hackett
Jo Lombardi Ore
Marion Marlowe
B Harlowe Ore
Teddy Randazza
Le Cupldon
Cindy Tyson
Bobby Short
Sammy Devena
Old Romanian
Elaine Deming
Jackie Miles
Michael Durso Oro
Sunny
Gale
Frank Marti Oro
Lou Wills Jr.
Downstairs Room
McKenna Line
Julius Monk
Show
Place
Konny Graham
•Karen Anders
Ceil Cabot
Barbara Sharma
Ellen Hanley
Wm.
Graham
Jenny Lou Law
Kenneth McMillen
Gerry Matthews
Wm. Nix
Stan Keen
Natalie Charlson
Gordon Connell
Town A Country
Daphne Heilman
Johnnie Ray
El Chico
Jean Carroll
Marla Antinea
Buster
Burnell
Rosita Rios
Ned Harvey Ore
No 1 Fifth Ave
Slcoris Oro
Ralph Blane
Viennese Lantern
Bobo Lewis
Vicky Autier
Bob Downey
Jose Duval
Harold FonviUe
Ernest Schoen Ore
Hotel Pierre
Paul Mann
Stanley Melba Oro
Village Barn
Joe Ricardel Ore
Rosalynda St. John
Ralph Michaels
Bon Solr
Kaye Ballard
Tony & Eddie
Charles Manna
Three Flames
Jimmie Daniels
Blue Angef
Martha Davis &
Spouse
Garcons De La Rue
Mike Nichols
Elaine May
Phil Leeds
Jimmy Lyon Trio
Casanova
Virginia Craig
Chateau Madrid
Tun Tun
Nejla Ates
Kittle De Carlo
Ralph Font Oro
El Canay
Candi Cortez

The Elegantes
Tommy Raft
Geo. Murray
Gautier’s Steeple¬
chase
Dick Dana
Garwood Van Ore
El Cortez. -'
“Rhythm on Ice”
Axidentals
George Arnold
Buster Hallett Ore
El Rancho Vegas
Enrtha Kitt
Myron Cohen
Molnar Dancers
Dick Rice Orch
Flamingo
Vic Damone
Dominique
Flamingoettes
Jack Caibcart Ore
Fremoht Hotel
Nitecaps
Make Believes
Satellites
The Castles
Golden Nugget
Hank Penny
Sue Thompson
Harry Ranch
Billy Regis
Charlita
Riviera
“Damn Yankees”

€ee Davidson Oro
Louis Prima St
Keely Smith
Sands
Dean Martin
Paul Gilbert
Copa Girls
Antonio Morelli Oro
- San Souci
Arthur Blake
Kathy Hya:i
Calypso Joe
Coco Te
Luis Urbina Dncrs
Hoyt Henry Ore
Showboat
The Frantics
Eartha Quake
Garr Nelson
Showboat Girls
Vic Artese Ore
Silver slipper
Hank Henry ,
Toni Mohr
Jimmy Cavanaugh
sparky Kaye
Mac Dennison
Gep. Redman Ore
Thunderblrd
Jackie Sc Roy
Tropicana
Ernie Rovacs
Edith Adams
Neile Adams
Nat. Brandy wynno

RENO
Holiday
Tony Gumina 4
3 Dolls
Frank Marocco 3
Lawrences St Boyer
Harolds Club
Twin Tunes 5
Don, Dick *n’ Jim’y
Patsy Shaw
Harrah's
Kings IV
Cbamako 3
Denis Sc Rogers
The Moods
Mapes Skvroom

D&*e- Barry
Judy Scott
Martin Bros.
Skylets
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
New Golden
Jimmy Jett 5
Jack Nye Ore
Riverside
Sue Carson *
Boginos 5
Four Preps
Starlets
Bill Clifford Ore

MlAMfrUHAMI BEACH
Americana
Jackie Miles
Elaine Gordon
Soler & Lorca
Jackie Heller
Lee Martin Ore
Maya Ore
Balmoral
Billy Mitchell
Rosina Aston'
Sonny Kendis Ore
Tana Lenn
Dl Udo
Mandy Campo Orp
Gloria Blake
Jane Moore
Bemie Sager
Jack Barcena Ore
Eden Roc
Hlldegarde
Something South
Redheads
Lord Flea
Mai Malkin Ore
Chico Caban Boye
Fontainebleau
Frank Parker
George Matson
Natale Fields 3

Johnny Conrad Dors
Sacasas Ore
Pupi Campo Oro
Lucerne
Havana Mardi Graa
Diosa Costello
Milos Velarde
Don Casino
Tonia Flores
Tony Sc FranccHa
Juan Romero
David Tyler Ore
Luis Varona Ore
Nautilus
Dick Havilland
Betty Barclay
Mario St Tonia
5yd Stanley Ore.
Seville
Boh Sennctt
Murrt St Ruth
Johnny Silvers Ore
Rey Mambo Ore
Saxony
Wee la Gallez
Charles & Faye
Henry Levene Ore
Jimmy Gfcippo
Fred Thompson
Tommy Angel

HAVANA
National
Monique V. Vooren
Ray Carson
B & J Palmer
Reyes Ore
Parisien Dncrs
Dancing Waters
W Reyes Ore
Sans Souci
Los Xey
La Serie Ore

Ortega Ore
Tropicana
Erlinda Cortes
Alberto Rochi
Blanca Varela
Gladys St Freddy
Riveros
Guaracheros
Monica Castel
Tropicana Ballet
S Suarea Orq
4 Romeo Orq
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about his sock Iaff score. T won¬ I Wal^Asterin, X. V. material for. Muriel Landers, a
Latin Quarter, X. V*
Bine Angel, N. Y.
Milton Berle, with Sammy Liner der where Henny Youngman's ]
Hairy Belafonte with Millard good comedienne .who’s' wasted
Martha Davis & Spouse, Phil
dying
tonight” and a topical nifty | Thomas and Vic Messer Folk Choir 1 here.
at piano. Betty George, Stan Fisher,
Leeds,
Mike Nichols & Elaine Mayf
about Red Buttons (among the outHit of the show is Barbara Hel¬
Metropolitan Sextet, The Dunhills fronters, and featured In the up¬ (12); Emil Coleman, Bela Babal
ler, a thin comedienne who has Les Garcons de la Rue fe), Jimmy
(Walter Long, A& Stanley, Bobby coming “Sayonara”)* keyed to a orchs; $3-$4 cover.
Lyon Trio; $6 minimum.
! been around for a while but never
Roberts >, Martha Ann Bentley, Bob Nipponese looker in Berle’s cast.
showcased better. Her “Born in a
Harry Belafonte, who started bunk in a junk in the middle of
The Blue Angel bill, has a wide
Kennedy; Latin Quarter Girls (12);; were o^her samplings. He also
$6 minimum.
! ribbed his penchant for “borrow- out as a folk singfer and hit the top the China Sea” remains a hilarlou*. variety of interest with., talent fa¬
via
the
calypso
detour,
goes
back
—:I ing” gags, actually a self-libel by
satire, particularly for a show-wise miliar to the clientele and a pair’
The ole master of the saloons is' now, as. a cue into his ad lib to the to folk singing in his current Em¬ crowd, and her impressions of of turns that are entirely new here. ‘
v i
hit:
flrof
outfront
comics,«em»
“Now you’ll learn pire Rpojn stint. It’s his fifth ; Bette Davis, Tallulah Bankhead The sum total adds up to a session
back
on Broadway, his
first ‘■ how
to deUver
date at the Waldorf and he delivers and Roberta Sherwood are all of potency for this Herbert Jacoby’Gotham stand In a decade and still
Another thing that’s more in the a sock show that holds the room good. Sammy Wolf is also around Max Gordon hospice.
In the vanguard of the vet enter¬
the top stand-up comedian extant. tossup stage is his harkback to spellbound.
for his familiar stooge work and
This isn’t the same Belafonte he too scores, as always, with take¬ tainment is Martha Davis & Spouse,
An authority in anybody’s bistro Sandra. His attachment for the initery
audiences here have known offs on the Ink Spots, Liberace and a volatile Negro team who pour
his
mother
is
now
weRknown
and,
'or any rostrum, “Mr. Television”
in fact, he did it with dignity and ’ in the past. He’s grown more seri¬ Johnnie Ray; and then he and Blue out a stock of staples with Miss
* was dedicated to that medium in aplomb during his stint on the ous and more mature. Much of team with a pair of fine routines Davis at the piano and spouse Cal¬
between his last two Gotham nit- telecelebration of “The Fabulous the material he presents is new, on Ted Lewis’ “Me and My Shad¬ vin Ponder at the bass. The focal
ery stints, first at the defunct Car¬ Invalid.” the decade milestone in and he performs With a skill and ow” and a Durante-Jackson car-; point of interest is, of course, the
nival Room in the Capitol Hotel the development of the tv medium. intensity that confirm him in the boning with Blue doing the strut distaff side, a big babe with an
(now a YWCA) and about 10 years True, Berle is plugging his new rank of a topflight artist. Backed Singer Ann Mason registers well in , ebullient personality and a knack
of punching but a song in which
ago at the Latin Quarter. He’s Roulette LP of “Songs My Mother : by the 12-member folk choir (male) a quartet of tunes,doing a double-featured encore at Loved,” which makes it an exploi¬ • and aided by original and imagina¬
There could be more ’ of Blue, j she creates her own humor with
the LQs, here for six weeks and tation plausibility, although this is tive arrangements, singer in ef¬ who spotlights himself principally each number. There’s an appre¬
six more at the sunkissed road not intended to gainsay the senti¬ fect has transposed his concert act on the “Bee” pantomime bit and is ciative mitt for each offering, and
company in Miami Beach* Berle’s ment. which no doubt inspired this > to the nitery floor, aud it goes over on and off dining the evening with as in her many visits at this spot,
$19,000 wage for his package also album..
encored amply.
. .
with a bang*
a succession o*’ comments, and in she’s
sets a new Manhattan nltery high
Other experienced hand' is Phil
It's a long show, running over 75 the midst of ;.ie welter of tamfoolBerle has Sammy Liner at the minutes,
mark—Ben Maksik’s stratospheric
Leeds,
doubling
out
of
“Romanoff
Belafonte,
in
the
trade¬
ery, Lois Ra< good tapping should & Juliet” Leeds, is a quiet little
5salaries
iiarifs at
ai his Brooklyn Town
Jtuvyu &
ix i,ivories backstopped
^ __ , by Jo Lorn,
mark open shirt and tight troiisers,
ierently. Show back¬
Country must be taken into con-! bardu ex-RKO /Palace maestro, sets the mood with his familiar' be spotted
ing is a t' ■‘notch music'll job by guy with a lot of knowhow in gath¬
si deration—topping anything the ' °at?nin'?
,x
I “Did’ya Hear About Jerry” and fol¬ Ivan Lane ufld his orch, which also ering laughs with skilled under¬
Copacabana or even the old Ben!
His gab is literate and
lows up with the folk ballad,
Kap* J playing.
Warden (later Bill Miller) Riviera, j
^ld out) and g.m. • “Shenandoah,” which gets him big handles thy dance stuff.
punctuated with laughs. He gets
across the George Washington 1 Eddie
across with applause to spare. *
Emitting. In line with his clever
Brifl-sc
i, cinch tQ keep
their
ft e • pacing throughout, he then deSands. Las Vegas
New to this house, but. with a
Bridge, could
could MTord
anora.
the current
bistro atstflr
Bereling
Las Vegas, Nov. 22.
fcreak-in as Gordon’s companion
“Jump Down, Spin Around,”
xr
a fUIJfest.
aPvrthe
Vrtrt ’ jrinch rto t keep
the bistro atAbei
Berle- ]j livers
Dean Martin (with Ken Lane), ^itexy are Mike Nichols & Elaine
which gives the choir a chance to
He’s
the 1S
answer
to what
New York
*
needs and has needed for a long
pernt'
AoeL'
1 shine via some excellent rythmic Paul Gilbert, The Vogues (3). May, a pair <of promising players.
! coordination.
Cop a Girls (14); choreography, At this point the youngsters are
time—a laugh joint. Actually the«
greatest show biz centre in the i - Sahara, Lais Vegas
t “Here, Rattler^ Here” is a chain- Bob Gilbert, Renne Stuart; music, too much impressed with them¬
world lacks a laugh winduppery.;
gang song which comes off with Jimmy Van Heusen; lyrics, Sammy selves, and become too precious-at
Las Vegas, Nov. 22.
several stages in their act It’s a
as in the halcyon days of Jack:
the accent on the clever arrange¬
.
Kay Starr, 4 Step Bros., Saharem ment. “Take Me” seems to be of Cahn; produced by Jack Entratter; mixture of set routines and im¬
White’s Club 18 (Pat Harrigtrm.'
orchestrations, Billy May; Antonio
Jacide°Gleasonrpre-Fort^ KnoxT the: Doncers (12). Cee Davidson Orch West Indies origin and is new in
provisations on any theme called
Morelli Orch (19); $2 minimum. .
out by the audience. This needs
ashcans of garbage from the classy ; flD; production numbers by Sonia the Belafonte repertoire here.
the intimacy of a small room and
Club 21 across the street, and all ■; Shaw & Bill Hitchcock; produced Then he and the choir engage in a
'
Dean
Martin’s
second
trip
as
a
that nonsense), and what the old | by Stan Irutin; $3 minimum.
,bit of nonsense via the Langston single into the Copa Room finds an audience of spirits kindred to
Club Durant. Dover and Parody -] Hughes shortfe, “Of Great Im- his stylized song delivery supple¬ theirs. This type of crowd is avail¬
able at this spot as well as the
Clubs represented in the hey-hey;
Kay Starr’s return to the Congo ! portance,” following this with a
mented with a larger helping of [ Vanguard, and so they are amply
days of Clayton, Jackson & Du-; Room showcases her distinctive I laugh-getting variation on “The
comedy. He has many very funny appreciated. However, without a
rantc. Even Leon & Eddie’s was • pipery to top advantage, as her ! Saints Go Marching In.”
lines, many of them throwaways, broader
common
denominator,
a surefire haven not only for the • pace-changing repertoire is pre- i
Other numbers include “Mary’s
tourists but for the hinsters who. senled in a well-balanced fas‘- j Boy Child,” the Spanish “La Bam- and the result i% that his act is their horizons are limited.
growing more important as a bistro
Under New Acts are Garcons de
got ^a bang from Eddie Davis’;moving production.
With, such ] ba” and a Hebrew number. Windribald lyrics and the ofT-the-cob ; well-received warmups as “Mama ; up comes with a overlong nod to attraction. Martin is introed as la Rue (4). Jimmy Lyon Trio back¬
Jose.
but always diverting bumps-a- {Goes. Where Papa Goes,” “Two ; calypso ("an era I’m trying to for- “coming direct from Cedars of stops capably.
Lebanon hospital,” since there was
daisy hokum not to mentionfhe ; Brothers,” “I Don’t Want to Know” ; get”) called “Little Flea.”
talk of postponing the open¬
strippers,
the
upcoming
Joey and -.side By side» MiSg starr i
(Whatever his personal feelings ispme
ing because of bis recent surgery.
Mocniubo* Hollywood
Adamses et aL
glides into her disclick, “Wheel of i about calypso, Belafonte in subseHe rushes to the stage from the
Hollywood, Nov. 19.
With the cxceDtion of the Copa, Fortune.” to enthusiastic mittine 1 quent shows pulled the “Rattler” audience singing “Just in Time,”
Peggy. King,-, Paul Hebert Orch
such as.Buddv Hackett this semes-j in one number, “Shake. Rattle and number, but the “Little Flea” and follows with special Las Vegas
ter, Martha Raye ju=t closed, and; Roll,” she’s joined by the Four calypso up tap and wound up with
(5), Frankie Sands Trio; $2 cover.
lyrics
to
“Lady
is
a
Tramp.”
Selec¬
the perennial Joe E. Lewis and; Step Bros., and in the atmosphere- “Matilda” via. “popular” (and man¬
tions include “All the Way,” “True
Schnozzle repeats, the niteries, like | churning demonstration they toss agement) request.)
The steady growth of Peggy
Lo.ve,” “Once in Awhile,” plus a
television, have been from hunger; huge dice souvenirs into the audiIn * his current stand, Belafonte [bow
off with his disclicks. At one King as a singer is reflected in her
in the laugh department.
Berle - ence.
makes few other concessions. His point he sez, “I have a 15-yecr latest stand at the Mpcambo. Gone
Is filling a much-needed void for;
In their own portion of the show sometimes .exaggerated
manner¬ contract with the Sands—my option is the cloying (“pretty perky”)
six weeks at least and he’s a cinch; the Step Bros, again prove theni- isms are gone, and he no longer
atmosphere and the derivative
comes up after every song.”
for boffo biz.
; selves hep showmen and dance “flirts” with his audience.
He
Paul Gilbert, usually seen else¬ singing style. She’s now strictly
lie’s the same hard-working ver- technicians. Their strenuous tap*- does* move around the floor with where on the Strip, makes his Copa Peggv King, a slandup singer
satile comedian of y^re, in con-; terpery, punctuated with bits of a showman’s knowhow, but for the j : Room debut in this show, and standing up there oh her own and
stant command of the floor and; comedy dialog, was rewarded. by ! most part he just stands and sings, comes up with much new material. selling her ware—and she’s pretty
everything that goes on in the first-nighters with hefty yocks And ‘ which seems to be just fine with He revives his w.k. “Medic” skit good at it.
the. ringsiders. He’s a performer l for big yocks. and also scores with
room. Unlike recent trenejs where , applause.
Miss King has wisely buried the
comics seem to aspire! to dne-man
The Shaw - Hitchcock opening who radiates sineerety (in fact he ! hiy horse player, and striptease “pretty perky” routine' once and
shows. Berle is wise is' sharing the production is a clever bit of stag- seems overly serious at times) hut bits. Gilbert’s strong delivery con¬ for all with this stint, with a spe¬
wealth.
True, whether it’s the*ing featuring a giant slot machine is very adept in putting over the trasts sharply with Dean Martin’s cial material bit kidding the Idea
generously endowed Betty George.' with lights and moving cylinder required light touches.
He and casual approach .to humor, and be¬ and herself. It’s well done, both
Stan Fisher’s harmonica virtuoso-j.which flashes “jackpot” when the the choir along with his two guitar tween them they provide a show as a piece of material that changes
ing. the operatic Metropolitan Sex-‘ line girls (12) come shooting out . accompanists have a routine that has more laughs per minute the pace of. the act and as a decla¬
ration of independence.
let or the Dunhills i3>, he utilizes on a slide, for the payoff. Stage •worked out, but the table assigned than any other in town.
Thirty-minute turn is launched
them as comedy foils—but he also manager Sy Lein and his crew de- i'to this reviewer by the Waldorf
The Vogues (3) present the new
afiords them their innings.
serve special credit for maneuver- didn’t allow a view of anything Copa Girls (14) with pleasing song- with “Everything I’ve Got Belongs
Berle is almost consistently in . ing the intricate props. Cee David- •more than the performer’s heads. ology in an original number to You.” which also has some
good taste save for some of the son orch expertly backs the pack- | In mid-show, Belafonte takes a wherein the line steps one by- one added lyrics, and runs through a
range of material, that lets her
break and lets the chir take over
business as- the Ozark interloper in . age.
Duke.
a TWAirliner. Jack Entratter showcase her ability from belting
•with a repeat on “Jerry,” which from
the operatic sextet and some ex—selected these girls in to bleating Whether on the torchy
seems superfluous, though it’s well personally
traneous accent on “shticklich,” a;
« '»_**
■
Texas,
where
the
Sands
conducted
done/ Ensemble follows up with special contests. Most of them have “Get Out of Town” or tie bouncy
Yiddishism meaning little bits of I ■■Ofel lladtsson. Mpls.
“Lonesome Road” (and there’s a
a well-rehearsed “Rodeo” number. [never
• stage* business, i.e.. upstaging. I
Minneapolis, Nov. 23.
on the stage, and rep¬ natural parlay for someone), she
Belafonte is in for the pre-holi- resent been
clowning, eyebrow-twitching, and
Quintetto Allegro (5), Don Mc- ,
housewives,
secretaries,
the like. You can throw-away one Granc Orch i8>; $2.50-$3.50 mini- i day season and the Walclorf can nurses and salesgirls — so it’s works effectively. Both the vocal
i pride itself on the attraction. Emil especially, notable that after only and visual impact Is good but that
or even two of these—although. mum.
( Coleman’s men give the show fine 11 days of rehearsal they were coat affair she wears has got to
why suave exponents of the Ameri__
T
cm brand of fun^tering need it
with its Continental brand of [backing and also for the dahsapa- molded into a group of terpers go.
Singer gets good backing from
at all has been too long dwelt upon entertainment comprising music, t.tiOn. Bela Babai gives alternate-! which performs with professional,
a trio consisting, pf Jack Elton on
Hift.
\
heretofore — but his repetitive song and tomfoolery, Quintetto Al- {ly out for the dancers.
skill. Antonio Morelli Orch provides niano, Max Bennett oh bass and
usage of the term causes strangers : iegro is holding forth for a fourth
excellent backing for the show, Ralph Donerly on drums. Paul
to Lmdy s shores to wonder [V - time in this tony Flame Room,
Ben Bluets, Saul a
skedded through Dec. 17. Duke.
Hebert orch and the Frankie Sands
what it means and »2) naturallv. since the act’s last local visit two
Monica
Trio share the-dance assignment.
resent a perhaps inside style of ; years ago, the five Italian male enStatler-Hillon, Balias
Santa Monica, Cal,, Nov. 20.
Kap.
hiunor. Berle s universal appeal ■ tertainers have amassed some addi¬
Ben Blue, Barbara Heller, Muriel
Dallas. Nov. 19.
ng long been proved—ind accept-; tional prestige by an appearance
Tony Bennett, with Ralph Shar¬
ed—on that broadest of ehtertam-; on Bob Hope’s television show. As Landers, Lois Ray, Sammy Wolf,
Mr. Kelly’s* Cht
ment convenor belts—television— | a matter of fact, Hotfe, here on a Ann Mason, Ivan Lane Orch (5); on Trio, Bob Cross Orch 112); $2(FOLLOWUP)
$2.50 coper.
to require this.
i picture plugging trip-, caught them $3.50- minimum.
'Chicago, Nov. 13.
He permits opener Martha Annj in this very bistro and made the
Diversification in the selection
Call it Slapsy Maxie’s Revisited.
Tony Bennett, with mucho afici¬
Bentley to do her plastic toe work1 deal on the spot,
solo but thenceforth he makes j All of the group’s members play Or even Charley Foy’s-at-the- onados here since last year’s smash of chirpers has brought almost
with the mammary gland humor j a variety of instruments and the Beach. By any name, Ben Blue’s date at another hospice, may break every .type of song styling into Mr.
w ith the well - stacked Betty ; ensemble andsolo work, as well as new nitery on Wilshire Blvd. in Empire Room b.o. records in his Kelly’s of late. True-to-life blend¬
George. Stan Fisher Is a virtuoso; their vocalizing of Such numbers Santa Monica looks like a click; it’s fortnight here. Anticipating that, ing of lusty girlish daydreams and
of the mouth-organ and does get as “Oh* Marie” in broken English, a return to the zany, sometimes hotel has added an extra Friday the frustrations of a workaday
in an inning or so anyway. The! French. Spanish and German, and blue, type of nitery layout .that show, plus the usual two on Satur¬ reality characterize the plaintive or
giddy song treatments of Sylvia
suave Dunhills register all the way] their didoes, have a savory foreign flourished here years ago and has days.
Opening to a packed room, lusty Syms* To put all this qver in the
with their legmania- hut they also (flavor that’s refreshing and a de¬ been represented latterly only by
cue Berle’s hoofology versatility. ] viation from the usual fare here. the part-time operation of Billy singer smartly-paces the tempos in gilded confines 6f an intimate
his 15 songs during 35-minute nitery takes an astute musical ear.
Berle makes with the buxom; Upon this occasion the group Gray’s Band Box.
blonde in the Metoperatic Sextet! brings some, new members and
Everybody gets into the show stint. After a brace of warmups, and showmanship braced by consid¬
like Groucho used to leer dowm ] comedy business, including even a here, the waiters, busboy. eigaret Bennett gets lusty mitting repris¬ erable self-eontrol. All this comes
Margaret Dumont’s bosom, but the; dip into rock ’n’ roll, and it also girl, hatcheck girl,’men’s room at¬ ing wax hits—“Rags to Riches,” to the fore in Miss; Syms, who* can
mixed double-trio evidence that repeats the best of its former suc- tendant—everybody. They’re all “Because of ‘ You,” “Taking a put considerable meaning into “Get
they can thrush legitimately sans; cesses such as an impression of a onstage for the madcap revival of Chance on Love” and “Middle of Me to the Church bn Time,” “Mad
the clowning.
(passing regiment and a massed as- the Ben Blue Glee Club that winds an Island.” Dramatic, sobering bit About the Boy” or ■“English Muf¬
After singer Bob Kennedy’s con- ■ sault on a plana. At opening din- up the 90-minute layout. It’s good is “Lost' In the Stars/’ Rapport fins and Irish Stew.”
Backing the thrush is the Marty
ventional opener with 16 LQ girls, • ner show in fairly well filled room but not necessarily clean- fun with patrons increases as singer
does some ringside handshaking, Rubenstein trio, a sharp‘and lively
and lookers they are too, Berle i .they were called back repeatedly throughout.
Not that the show is without a doffs tie and coat before belting combo with plenty of technical
goes into his monolog with a flock * and finally wound up with a begoff.
of topical nifties, many of them • It’s an act that seems made to or- flaw* Over the 90-minute course “One.For the Road.” Begging o$, savvy' shown both in the support¬
on the "inside” type* but great for • der for this sort of intimate class there are some sags, but Blue’s a responds with two added encores, ing role and between acts.
Headliner Gene HaylOs continues
the firstnighters, loaded with beau- \ room,
canny showman and there will be “Sing, Yon Sinners” and “From
coup lammisters from show biz. j Don McGrane and his musicians changes made. Among them, prob¬ This Moment On,”" to garner terri¬ as a crocker. No audience is too
unruly to get the best of him, and
Some were a li’l too insidey, viz., 1 lend the kind of support that en- ably, some of the quickie blackouts fic applause.
Slick accompaniment comes! from the material sounds continually
“Bob Hope entertaining the troops: hances the act’s entertaining qttal- which fail to meet the standard set
at Little Rock” or “Chaz Chase ate \ ities. Quintetto is here tlirough when the form .was the bulwark the Ralph Sharon /Trio, backed fresh. Baylos stays for two more
up his press clippings” but, the' Dec. 4 and then organist Ramona years ago of the original Slapsy solidly by Bob Cross’ orch. Latter weeks and Miss Syms.for three
surefire stand-up comic that he is, * Gerhard come* in for ber second Maxie’s. “Too, something will have loads the floor with hoofers at Helen Merrill opens Dee 3.
.Lend.
Bark, •
there was nothing Mister Dubious Flame Room engagement. Rees*
to be done about getting better terf> time.
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peared at the uptown Composer, is Eden Roe* Miami Beach She’s a very sprightly brunet and Crescendo, Hollywood,.
Boa Sotr, N. Y.
a welcome show opener.
Miami Beach, Nov. 24.
Kaye- Ballard,*Annette Warren, a sUcksstyliat on the ivories. She’s
- Hollywood, Nfv. 22. .
The main question with the FosHildegarde, Somethin' Smith &
Tony «fc Eddie, Jimmie Daniels, 3 got a free-wheeling .jazz feel out
Met Torme, Billy Barnes Revue
of the old school that gives each The’Redheads, The Maxwells, Mai } tfer trio is "what do they do?” as a &),
Flames, P.hil Della Penna,- Dick
Dave
Pell
Octet; $1.50 cower.
: customer bluntly put it. The an¬
item an invigorating spark. Work¬ Malkin Orch; $3.50 minimum..
Boyd; $5 minimum.
swer is they do some folksongs,
ing with Bill Clark on bass and
Time
was
when
Mel Torme was
some
chatter,
some
clowning,
some
Bruce Lawrence on drums, she hits
The Bon Sotr ls a steadying fac¬ continual rhythmic rounds through
Several years of i absence from pops, some special bits, some gui¬ a singer with an eccentric jazz
tor in this changing era of sputniks sets that run about 30 minutes this area hasn’t dujled the draw tar plunking and generally bring it style that , drew accolades from a
value of Hildegarde, who is pulling off
and anti-jaywalking campaigns. It each.
V41> clean cut and
„„„ effectively. Fosi w small, but devoted, following. With
remains the same. The crowds still
Clyde Burke takes over the key¬ in heavy dinner biz needed to hypo ter is quick to say the dramatics Ws return to the Crescendo this
overflow the premises,'most of the board for a solo stint when the trio recent in-and-out . patronage at are not for him on a night club1 tvin
trip, however,
howpwr Torme
Tnrmp has
hflR achieved
performers are either regulars or takes time out to stretch. Burke hotel-cafes. She’s still the same floor as he resorts to guitar and a new stature; he's a singing en¬
returnees and the show,-as usual, has a quiet and likeable manner ebullient personality, with adroit quip, and soon has the audience tertainer, still with a fine sense of
is good.
at the 88 and he helps his reper¬ way of getting ringsiders involved with him on his new tack. Shortly jazz values, but • purveying his
Kaye Bellard, -the comedienne- toire with some pleasing vocalis- in her routines comprised of Sheila joins him to reveal a sin¬ wares in an easy, lighffiearted styl¬
songstress, is back again with some tics. "they All Laughed,”. “Pane- standards she's been associated gularly low register voice for duos ing that Svill earn broader appeal.
fresh material. She’s'food for a. ring on the Ceiling,” and “Mountain -with, and the assortment of spe¬ in the folksong style, and present¬ It should be a good three-week
load .of laughs, particularly in her Greenery” are examples of the cials the Hildegarde. bent for ly it is young Stephanie singing stand for the Crescendo.
tongue-in-cheek light. Comedy re¬ soprano. They join to close, and
Vocally, there appears to be only
opening tranquilizer bit, in which kind of material he prefers.
quires.
by that time have built their 30 subtle differences in styling from
Gros.
sne reclines on top of the piano,
Slick approach s^hvcs to ob¬ Iminutes to a hearty reception.
: t,ie Tonne of the past. He still
and a followup item covering stock,
scure minor voeal laa^k with audNext is Roger Williams opening' works from highly effective arremarks made by mothers to the'r
hold maintained thBBkhout her
ov 29 for a fortnight.
Quin, ■ rangentents to deliver a different
American** Miami B<
children. Other offerings in the
30-odd minutes.
{mere's now-j
_
! tonal quality and phrasing and decomedy vein aren’t as potent, but
Miami Beach, Nov. 23.
more of the 88-keying at which
llltnivi
response
such
standhave a sufficient sprinkling of hu¬
Jackie Miles, Elaine Gordon;
i>auaca^. wtrxxi a
,: rive
ards toP
as „La<ly
Is a from
Xramp
» «Mounmor. Miss Ballard, who knows how Soler dp Lorca, Jackie Heller, Lee she is expert, with accompanist
Martin
Fret
id
lending
apt
assist
22* , 1 toin Greenery”- or Mis own "Christto mug her way through a line, Martin Orch; $5 minimum.
on the Inseits. Superbly gowned
Gilda, Ruby Htll, Bobby Dae &: mas Song.” But there’s an infecchanges pace for a straight ballad
iK, Al
Al Costi,
/"V.O+J /'•’hTtimn
_ _I l_'
Champ rh/lmn/inn.,
Champagne tious
and handsome/as ever, Hildegarde Babs,
good humor added to the
closer that’s okay.
Jackie Miles is boxoffice insur¬ adds up as a class performer mak¬ Orch (8); $1 admission.
tir n, as in a fractured French ver¬
Annette Warren, a newcomer to ance for the Bal Masque. Work¬ ing it solidly in a class room.
sion
of
"Autumn Leaves,” that
the Greenwich Village cellar club, ing the plushery four times a year,
Somethin* Smith & The Red¬
Gilda, a male who does a clioko makes the 30-minute showcasing,
scores with her savvy styling. The he maintains steady draw power, heads also , are longtime absentees femme
impersonation,
is
into
the
easy
to
take.
Act is well paced,
gal, who’s been around the nitery with considerable of the locals, from this sector and for no good Gatineau Club as a single. Pre¬ bouncing between
standards and
circuit, delivers expressively, sink¬ who’ve been conspicuous by their reason.
They’re a commercial vious local appearances (at other recent pops and items like "Must
ing her teeth into the ballads and absence from the bigger cafes but property, with the right blend of niteries) have surrounded him with You
Bury
the
Tune.”
Torme alter¬
getting right bite out of the more are coming out foe his appear¬ the corny, the satirical and the a company, but the solo idea turns nates between a standup
chore and
frolicsome tunes;
ances; They're present in abun¬ musical spoofs that mixed resort¬ out as strong as if not stronger some piano-piping, winding up
Tony & Eddie, who’ve just about dance, with current TOA conven¬ ers here take to enthusiastically. than the group.
with "Lulu’s Back In Town” (what
set up permanent residence in the tioneers, tourists and package •Their instrumental work on piano,
Vividly gowned and wearing con¬ else?) to round out an offering that
basement operation, continue to tours combining to give the room banjo and bass is top-drawer, vincing makeup, Gilda has a re¬ never disappoints,
while the clowning is easy-to-take markable resemblance to La Die¬
break up the customers with their a midseason look.
Billy Barnes Revue is back again
zany record pantomiming. They’re
Miles has a book of tried & true stuff that earns them hearty trich, the impression enhanced by to peddle its slickly satirical mate¬
still probably the noisiest act in routines to fit the varied groups, laughs. Non-typical of the "slick” deep-toned pipes and French ac¬ rial on a variety of subjects. Group
the business. Although they’re not adding topical overtones and new hep trios around, their, fresh ap¬ cent. The Mariene picture is bro¬ maintains a freshness and enthusi¬
everybody’s cup of tea, there’s no twists to give his standards a pearance and eager-to-please ap¬ ken, however, by a cutehess he asm that sharpens the material and
questioning: their sbek impact with touch of freshness, For the the¬ proach spairk the big palm payoff. could nicely omit. Stronger mate-' registers solidly.
Kap.
Panto - comedy - lined balancing rial would help, too. He’s in to
the Bon Soir clientele.
atre owners, his movie attendee
'
One segment of their act, how¬ bit is prime stuff; for the tourists, of the Maxwells—an unusual book¬ Nov. 27.
ever, almost-misfired on them at the overblown Texan (once a gar¬ ing in this room—sets well. Their
Held over is socko chirper Ruby
(live, Vancouver
the show caught last week. With ment centre type) and rundown deliberate pace serves to focus at¬ Hill. Bobby Dae & Babs handle a|
Vancouver, Nov. 19.
the room blacked out, the sudden on hotel life here, with bit on tention on their tricky stunts, slick ferp session, mostly in tip.
Delta Rhythm Boys, Frank iiudspotlighting of a monster-masked tv’s effects on home life, toting up with , the mugging garnering gig¬ Standout is a routine done to j cliff, Paul Suter Orch (6); $1 * '
waiter among the tablesitters the laugh, load that is a constant gles, albeit the gasps coflre with Gershwin tubes. Al Costi emcees i $2 cover.
their ceiling-high - finishes. Mai plus between-show pianoing and
caused one femme patron to thing when he’s on.
Elaine Gordon was in a tough.: Malkin orch sets up the act’s ar¬ Chant chores in the lounge.
scream out in actual fright which
Boniface Lsy Walters goofed here
Gorm.
turned to embarrassment when the spot at show caught. Somebody rangements in top style with
by farming resident terp team and
forgot to adjust thfe mike “volume maestro handling the intro chores
room relit.
chorus line to Seattle, filling with
The Four
Host-singer Jimmie Daniels con-; properly, with result, a struggle in smooth maimer.
Gomans9 Gay 90’s, S. F. colored scat ’n* trumpetman Frank
tinues in.fine form. Ditto.for the; for attention. Credit the attrac¬ Lads take over at end of week.
Radcliff as only warmup to Delta
San Francisco, Nov, 21.
Lary.
Three Flames, easily One of the top tive brunet with winding a win¬
Ray K. Goman, Bee & Ray Go- Rhythm Boys. This plus flu, labor
combos around. Waiter Dick Boyd ner, thanks to standup vaudelayoffs here and epidemic shellfish
man,
Bonny
PerkinsJ
Joy
Healy
style
delivery
that
belted
a
Jolson
has succeeded Bruce Kirby in dou¬
Flamingo, Las Vegas
Dancers (6), Wally Rose Orch (41 poisoning, have hexed latter’s first
bling into the Tony & Eddie rou-‘l medley to. a palm-raising beat.
Las Vegas, Nov. 21.
with Elliston Ames; $1-$1.50 cover. plunge into home waters since
tine, Kirby, incidentally, has moved 1 Soler & Lorca make for’expert ex¬
Vic Damone, Dofninioue; Don
Madrid.
to Julius Monk’s Downstairs club. ponents of the Latin patterned Kirk, Flamingoettcs (12), Jack
In for a fortnight after three
Gomans’ new, 50-rfiinute show years
Phil Della Penna handles the in¬ terps. purveyed in authentic, au- Cathcart orch (14); choreography,
away, the Deltas click well
thoritatimamier
to
earn
them
needs
tightening,
ra6'?e
rehearsal.
terim keyboarding nicely. Jess. ; warm reception.
with
turnout there is and
Jean Devlyn; $3 minimum,
Cool reception of opening-night menu what
is varied, comprising stand¬
Jackie Heller has been house
crowd reflected this.
Broadway stuff and "special
Vic Daraone’s sometimes-belting,
Show is based on hotel theme, ards,
Beverly Hills, Newport emcee here for a long term, and
is showing tendency to stay on sometimes-caressing approach to a with Papa Ray Goman acting as material” such as "A Substitute
Newport, Ky., Nov. 22.
too long in his opening song spot, note provides pleasant listening in emcee-clerk, son Ray K. offering For Love,” a droll monolog by bas¬
Eydie Gome, Marty Gunty, whether another male ' singer Is
so Lee Gaines reflecting on thrills
alt offerings at his new' Plaining
Damn Arden Dancers (10) with on the bill or not. With it he’s Room show. First-nighters were intermittent comic bits. Mama Bee per pills, and other spoofs that get
doing a songalog and brief black¬ warm plaudits though nQrdly
Chris Roberts, Mary Fassett, Ronny also making with overload of reluctant to let him exit after they
out
bits.
Material
tends
to
be
blue,
ignite.
Meren; datdner Benedict Orch bubbly "the greatest” ’ theme in gave maximum applause to such
but this is no objection if it comes
Song’s the thing, but somewhere
(10), Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry buildups for tbe acts.
A re¬ numbers as “Lulu’s Back In Town,” out crisp and fast. Unfortunately,
appraisal of his approach is in¬ "Bewitched, Bothered and Bewil¬ such is not the case, particularly since Europe the Boys junked the
Vincent; $3 minimum, $4 Sat.
dicated. He’s a warm, winning dered,” "Cheek to Cheek” and in dull, drawn-out skit between stage savvy tha4 starts the spenders
Youth comes through with flying little guy, manages to • get their "September Song.” His skits in opening dance number and singer pounding. .Handsome presence,
colors in this fortnighter at Great¬ attention despite the overdone en¬ Which he reveals his ambition to Bonny Perkins belting out "Oceana whip-smart timing make poor coveriip for personality department,
er Cincinnati's ace nitery. Eydie thusiasms.
be a dancer, and the one about the Roll” and "Redhot Mama.”
Gorme and Morty Gunty, young-! Lee Martin and his orch rate as gongs he rejected which became
Papa Ray gets good hand with the offering losing by overmuch
sters on their initial visits, lose no one of the toppfehs in toun. Ar¬ hits, are packed with showmanship. banjo numbers as "Roll Out the form-fours biz behind the mike.
time ir» meriting hurry-back invi¬ riving end of week: Joni James Bill Miller gives skillful assistance Barrel,”* "Baby Face,” "Sleep, Act projects less customer woo in
Lary.
tations. Supporting them in style and Jaye Bros.
atr the piano.
Sleep. Sleep,” "Alabamy Bound,” 40 minutes on than occurs on a
are the location Donn Arden group
Dominique, the pickpocket come¬ "Sweet Sue,” and' Ray K. does tape sesh in a sound booth.
Frank 'Radcliff's offering is a
and Gardner Benedict’s combo.
dian, makes his first appearance
Viennese Lantern* IV- V. here in a $*mple of years, and st-II some very funny bits with a dozen mishmash of evergreen tunes and
Miss Gorme, dark-haired cutie,
or so hats—all one-line gags and softshoe engagingly done, nicely
Vicki
Autier,
Jose
Duval
,
Ernest
gets
expressions
of
amazement
—
the show's best.
with a flock of her tv and record
received.
Toms.
plus a lot of yocks — from his
fans in evidence,' clicks all the way Schoeh Orch; $3.50 minimum.
But by then it’s too late. Joy
victims and the audience with the Healy Dancers hoof nicely, pianist
in a 32-minute song- cycle. Biggest
Max
Loew“s
gemutlich
weinstube.
theft
of
such
items
as
watches
and
returns from Opening nighters
Elliston Ames and Wally Rose orch
Amato9#. Portland
were for "After You’ve Gone,” has one of it's strongest bills in a wallets. He's also an expert with are swell and colorful costumes
Portland, Ore., Nov. 20.
"When I'm With You,” "Gypsy in long time. The annual return of the card tricks, and a remote tops, but some performers have to
Ink Spots < 4) with Herman FlinVicki
Autier
from
France,
and
the
microphone enables him to wander go back and learn their lessons: tall. The Claydettcs (6), Julian
My Soul,” "I’ll Take Romance” add
"Chicago.” Supplements personal¬ bow of Jose Duval to uptown audi¬ about the room unencumbered.
Show’s run _
is indefinite. Stef. , Dreyer Orch < 6), Joyce Carey &
Don^Kirk is featured in the
ity and vocal range with, polished ences, provide a show of especial
'_,,
, m
.
,i Barbara McFarland; $1.50 cover.
opening production, with a set of International,
delivery. Joe Guerclo is her pian¬ delight in this environment.
Houston ■ JI0 minimum,
Miss Autier, smartly gowned in solid pipes, and the Flamingoettes
ist-director.
Houston, Nov. 19.
_
the
harem
silhouette,
is
a singer of (12) parade prettily with Rockette
Funster Gunty; delightfully dif¬
and charm. Whether at; precision.
Jack- Cathcart orcli _ Kirby Stone Four, Carl Sands ] Charles Fuqua’s Ink Spots are
ferent on style and crisp material, warmth
Orch (9); no cover or minimum}, making their riorthwest nitery dethe
portable
mike
or
at
the
piano,
smoothly
blends
the
notes.
is of. the Jerry Lewis stripe. Puts she has an ease of demeanor and
■ but at this plush showcase. From
Duke.
a Tot of energy, mugging and-some an intimate delivery that get ex¬
Shortly after International boni-: their preem «19) till they close in.
hoofing into singing, storytelling cellent results. Her tunes are
face Porter Parris booked the - two weeks, the boys should pull
and impressions. A 26-minute bell¬ mixed so that there’s the comfort
Eddy#9, K. C.
Goofers, the musical madmen plenty of customers to hear them
ringer. • “
Kansas City. Nov. 19.
headed for London and boff returns giye out with their top perennial
the w.k. Gallic items, several
Two classy production numbers of
Preston Foster & Family (3), at the Palladium. If Houston reac¬ tunes.
tunes
en
Anglais,
plus
catchy
songs
by the Donn Axden unit round out new to her repertoire. Slip’s ele¬ Kay . Cee Jones, Tony DiPardo tion is criterion, history ought to
The foursome please the payees
a gay 80-minute floorshow. Sam gantly received in a pleasant apd Orch (8); $1*$1.50 cover.
repeat for Kirby Stone Four, also with their w.k. style which is often
Levenson headlines the layout highly
slated for Palladium stint follow¬ imitated but never quite captured.
effective routine.
opening Dec. 6;
- KoU.
Duval has been around for some
Present acts at the Eddy estab¬ ing closing here (27). Act is solid They display plenty of showmanyears, but at this point sefims to lishment are both new to town, talent & Jaffs from first hot 'beat ?sliip and close harmony throughout
be
approaching
a
peak
that
be¬
and
between them show a consid¬ of “Sugarfoot Rag” opener to third j are businesslike- all the way, and
ClierryLaiie Best..
Y. speaks great potential. He has a erable
; have that "makes ya wanna listen”
assortment of talent, largely begoff following second encore.
Mary Lou Williams Trio, Clyde powerful baritone that carries am¬ on the musical side. There's also
Although in; this 10-gallon coun- . merchandising duality. Dave MeBiirke; $3 minimum weekdays,
\ ply. sans amplification, Duval, at a good sprinkling, of comedy chat¬ try for the first time, group has a ! Neil,
basso narrator; Charles
minimum weekends.
one time in the traveling troupe of ter somewhat folksy on the part of considerable rep via appearances ‘ Owens, 2d tenor; Chas. Fuqua, bar¬
"The King and I,” shows a thespic Preston Foster, frau Sheila Darcy on Ed Sullivan and ex-Martha Raye ’ ilone; and. 1st tonor Jim Holmes
The chow and jazz formula con¬ ability in his tunes as welL There’s and daughteifcStephanie, and more shows. Pacing and savvy of. head-; deliver their standard faves with a
tinues to spread in New York. Lat¬ a lot of. 'shading and color and he on the vivacious side from pert man Kirby Stone also guides guys, good change of pace. They use
est eatery to swing over to a music has excellent control. In short, Kay Cee Jones, billed as a song¬ well clear of regional pitfalls to 1 their original trademarked sound
for nearly all stuff. "We Three,”
policy to attract the hipsters is the there’s a lot of technical apd artis- stress but showing up as a singing paw-pounding clicks.
Aud loves imitash man Larry; "To Each. His Own” and "If I
Cherry Lane Restaurant, adjacent tic virtues in his songs. Duval’s comedienne. There’s m$re than
to the Cherry Lane Theatre in choices ..range 'from a sensitive enough of the combined talents for Foster who somehow takes on . Didn’t Care” stop the show -cold,
Greenwich Village. Spot had been "Toreador’s Prayer” to pops and the 50-mfhute show, and by and appearances of personalities he ‘ The Claydettcs are on for two
operating as'a straight feed room the semi-classics. The Cuban-bdm large the customers are happy over mimes, from Ed Sullivan to Marlon . terrific line numbers. Tee off withfor the past -two years until it de¬ singer . has a range that permits the proceedings.
Brando. Mike Gardner, deadpan a nifty nautical number and finale
cided to follow -Gotham's "music him to. essay stands in. niteries as
The personable Miss Jones is a accordionist and Eddie (Little : with a Roaring’20s thing that gets
room” trend.,
.
well as musicals, and sterns headed Decca pactee and also of the "Dou¬ Poison) Hall, a sometime drummer,: male customers from the audience
.It’s a . comfortable layout that for a climb.
ble Time” show oh KTLA, L.A.j along with Stone himself, are all • onstage for a rip-snortin’ Charlesmakes for easy dining and listen^ ‘ Thd orchestral chores. ate in the She gets a ’good deal of sparkle j big yak-getters in their own right, i ton. This house line trained by
ing. And with Mary Lou Williams keeping of Ernst Schoen, who and bounce into her 20 minutes,; Fave bit on night caught was I Emery Clay is one of the best beto start things rolling, the room is aside from providing an .aixL of singing numbers such as "I’m in "Monitor Report on Rock ’n’ Roll i cause gals are real dancers and
off to a good start, She’s only in, lightness with the" Viennese jieder, Love,” "Small Town” and her Around The World” featuring Brit-;know how to pick ’em up, and lay
on a . two-week booking, though,’ chimes in capably with' song. waxed "Sayonara.” She also gets' isb version of "St. Louis Woman” j ’em down in top precision manner
It was a j for smash results. Choreography,
which may not be. enough time to Schoen conducting from the violin' some- fun in her chatter between j ("Piccadilly Woman”).
get the word around.
and lighting \are big
i is able’ to handle, virtually any kind songs, tosses in some original bits: riot. Results in London ought to l costuming
c
'Face.
Burt.
time.
Miss Williams/ who recently ap¬ of musical request,
'JoSe. * and warbles in several languages.' be interesting.
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Jules Archer

would-bt. writer in engulfed In
It another writer whe expeuadi t
Playwright* Ce. * Cllbsrt MWsr pro¬ tragedy.
duction of tbr-ae-act (five scene*) drama
Miss Blondell, top-featured as
by Horton WiBhengraS; stood by Fetor the goodhearted, simple but basi¬
Hall; scenery and Hghtlqg. Soria Aron¬
son; costume*. Patricia. Zlpprodt. Star* cally sensible “slob" from down¬
Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney; features stairs, gives a performance that
Joan BlondeU. Theodore Blkel. Beverly
Lunsford, Joseph Julian. At Cert Theatre, also grows in force, definition and
N.Y,» Nov. 20. '37; S6B0 top Friday-Satur- dimension as the evening unfolds.
day nlrhts, 23:73 weeknlghts 08.10 open¬ Her early scenes offer modest
Mather Idiferial feetara
ing).
Lizzie Hyland
Beverly Lunsford scope for comedy, which she han¬
in the upcoming
Margaret Hyland..Slabhan. McKenna dles with seeming effortlessness,
Moving Man ......... William Edmonson and later passages of emotional
Mrs. Farrow1 ..Joan Blondell
S2d Anniversary Number
Clementine
.Barbara Elen Myers depth, which she plays with the
James Hyland ...
Art Carney skill of a real pro.
•t ^
Lameshnik . Joseph Julian
Beverly Lunsford reveals consid¬
Cop ..
Joseph Boland
Dr. Jacobson .. Theodore Blkel erable talent as the pathetic daugh¬
ter caught in the crossfire of mari¬
Sitting
through
“The Hope tal hostility, and her mother's re¬
Dancers" is something like being jection and corroding supersti¬
the victim ©£ a mistaken-identity tion. If she is not always believable
assault—you take a beating without it is probably because the part Is.
knowing why. Since there's prob¬ 'enormously difficult, if not unplay¬
ably only a limited public for pun¬ able, for a child. Certainly her per¬
ishment plays, this Morton Wishen- formance is'; a credit to a moppet
grad dram% seems a questionable actress.
%
Washington,
Theodore Bikel gives a vivid
boxoffice bet, unless, a rave from
Brooks Atkinson in thie N.Y, Times, portrayal as an earnest, sympa¬ Editor, Variety:
plus the personal draw of tele¬ thetic, tired doctor who looks as if
I am writing as the artistic di¬
vision's Art Carney and perhaps he hadn't ha.d time to change his rector of the English Stage Co. re¬
Siobhan McKenna can hypo it The clothes in Weeks, and there are ferred to by Broadway producer
play is dubious film material and admirably individualized bits by David Merrick in an interview in
negligible for stock or little thea¬ Joseph Julian as a conscientious,
yotir issue of Nov. 13. In his ef¬
harrassed truant officer, William
tres.
*
forts to justify himself, Merrick
Although the chastisement in Edmondson as a disgusted moving has chosen to attempt to diminish
“Rope Dancers" seems purposeless, man, Barbara Ellen Myers as a the position of the. English Stage
it is skillfully dished out. So de¬ dirty-faced urchin neighbor and
Co. and the Royal-Court Theatre,
spite the acute discomfort, the Joseph Boland as another of the
audience is never bored, and there stolid cops he enacts so realisti¬ from, which the production of
“Look
Back-in Anger" sprung, by
cally.
*
is no coughing or other telltale
The staging by British director suggesting, that the Royal Court
sign of restlessness. Though the
author gives the impression of try¬ Peter Hall appears to emphasize is an off-Brpadway type house 'of
Anyone who
ing to make a point presumably the dramatic element# of the play little significance.
an urgent one, he fails to make it, effectively,
—-, without
--- -- - bringing
.,- - out, knows the London theatre will tell
clearly enough. Even the intensely ^whatever point the author must you that that Is palpably untrue.
moving performances of Miss.,Mc-4 surely have had in mind. Bons However, that is finally a matter
Kenna. Carney and Joan Blondell Aronson has designed a graphically of knowledge and opinion.
grubby tenement interior and Pa¬
don't clarify it.
In his statement, about the artists
“Hope Dancers" is a tragedy in tricia Zipprodt ha# provided bril¬ contracts, however, Merrick is en¬
liantly
appropriate costumes.
which love and hate, pride and
tirely
inaccurate. . Nope of them
Wishengrad, a veteran of radio
humility, superstition and wisdom,
and tv (“The Eternal Light." etc.), has ever played at the Royal Court
terror and courage are all mixed
is a playwright with, evident power for as little as $28 a week, nor are
up. Tiie harried characters hurt
and fire, and he creates chan .^ers the artist*: concerned under con¬
each other agonizingly. But a play¬
that are painfully alive. Put i. this tract to us at present. - I am ex¬
goer leaves the theatre asking him¬
< Dot tremely annoyed that Merrick
self, "Why, why, why?" The title, first produced play he
elucidated the meanin ihs: might should have made such a misstate¬
as the weak, errant husband and
make the tragedy bearable and ment and I would he obliged if,
father points out, refers to human
thereby theatrically justifiable. For you. could see yodr way clear to
beings who are like dancers on a
George Devine»
tightrope, always in peril of falling the Playwrights Co. and Gilbert correct it.
Miller this stacks up as a worthy
off, whether they go forward, back¬
(The writer is the director of the
failure.
Hoke.
ward or remain in one place.
revival of “The Country Wife/*
Perhaps the meaning is very sim¬
which was trying out in Washing¬
ple. if overly implicit. Maybe the
ton last week and opens on Broad¬
author Is saying that pride, ignor¬
way tonight (Wed.), with Julie
ance and hatred bring their own
Harris, Lawrence Harvey and Pa¬
punishment. Or possibly he means
mela Brown co-starred—Ed.)
that if we do not understand the
Answered the Flute
violent emotions that assail and
Washington, Nov. Id.
rule us, they may destroy us. But; Aren* Stage production of three-act
(eight scenes) dram* by Sam Robins. Di¬
if such is the theme, it leaves much rected
by Zeldx Flchandler; settings, Dick
unexplained and confusing.
Nelson; lighting Leo Gallensteln. At Aren*
Washington, Nov. IS. '37; Sa.73 top.
The wife and mother of the play Stags,
Cast: Geraldine Refer!#. Allen Joseph.
is one of those grimly self-right¬ L*rry Crowley, Dorothea Hammond, John
The Actors Equity Council, find¬
eous, proud people who are unable Hagen. Astrid Wllsrud. Chiton Corutte.
Charles McRae, Nicholes Cosier, Tom
to overlook an injury. Who cannot Bosley,
Ed Treble, Lola Alexander, Bobble ing that statements made In radio
unbend enough to show affection Coklnos, George VogeL
interviews
last summer by Gene
or even accept it, and who punish themselves and those around them
Screenwriter Sam Bobim has Wesson, constituted “conduct pre¬
for their own sense of guilt. She's done another of those plays about judicial to the welfare of the asso¬
perhaps a pitiable character, but failures for whom life as bearable ciation" and Ethel Merman, issued
not a lovable, or likeable ofr even only as long as they can keep their an official apology to the actress
illusions. In this instance, when yesterday (Tiles.). The council,
admirable one.
The husband and father, an elo¬ the illusions are destroyed the tendering its- apology to Miss Mer¬
quent, amusing and charming audience is left' to take over.
man for the conduct of Wesson as
The author seems to have col¬
talker, is a weakling who cannot
a member of the association^ fur¬
earn a living and lacks even the lected incidents of seductions, the ther directed that Wesson he
treadmill
movements
of
classical-]
backbone to stand up to his wife
“sharply
censured and that he re¬
or defend his cowed little daughter. Russian plays and something of
frain and desjrt from a repetition
He has been driven out of their the harshness df Tennessee Wil¬
of such statements.” .
liams.
The
result
is
overlong/some^
]
home, but he loves the little girl
Charges had been filled with 'the
and she loves him, a fact that the times confusing, and too often
union against Wesson by Miss Mer¬
wife and. mother is unable to seem# pointless.
Principal dreamer is the pro-, man after he had publicly accused0
understand or forgive.
prietor of*a small candy, news¬ her of being responsible for his be¬
The 11-year-old daughter Is a
paper and tobacco shop in Balti¬ ing fired from “Happy Hunting,”
hysterically shy, frightened young¬
more. He lives upstairs over the which she denied.
ster, pathologically ashamed of
store, with his wife and highschoolhaving been born with a sixth fin¬
age daughter. He plays a flute and
ger on her left hand. She has been
likes to think that he is potentially
convinced by her mother that the
Research Pays
a great symphony musician. His
defonnity is a mark of sin, so she
This could lead to a revolu¬
keeps a mitten on her hand and daughter believes the fable.
His wife, embittered by their
tion in the theatre. Probably
usually has it in the pocket of her
lack of economic progress, seeks
not, though, .as other per¬
immaculately clean, daintily ironed*
to destroy her husband’s illusion
formers aren't likely to have
dress. She is not allowed to go to
while she supports her own, about
the resourcefulness and .point¬
school or play with other children,
the supposedly now-rich man she
ed wit of Joan. Copeland.
but skips rope endlessly, composing
Interviewed on the “Nightlittle jingles to accompany herself. might have married. When the
latter's son arrives to attend medi¬
beat" television show last Fri-.
The locale of the drama is a New cal school and becomes a boarder
day night (22), the actress
York tenement at the turn of the with the family, the self-delusions
took exception to Brooks At¬
century, and the leading characters begin to shatter.
kinson’s reference to, Yvonne
are Irish imigrants. As the mother.
The youth seduces the teenage
Prlntemps in his N. Y. Times
Miss McKenna has a compelling daughter, or vice-versa. The mother
review of last week's off-Broadblend of fiercely Inhibited emo¬ also tries to seduce the young man,
way revival of “Conversation
tion, of repressed maternal' love but he pushes her off and reveals
for her daughter, still-smouldering that his father is a penniless phony.
Piece." Recalling the French
but unconscious passion for her The storekeeper tries out for the
star’s appearance in the orig¬
husband, and aloof scorn for the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and
inal production of the Noel
kindly neighbor who would be¬ is told bluntly he has no talent.
Coward comedy, the critic in¬
friend her. It's a searing perform¬ Tiie teenager runs off with a neigh¬
dicated a nostalgic preference
ance, with Miss McKenna avoiding borhood boy, is found and returned
for the French actress rather
the occasional vocal excesses that by the police, and finds she's even
than Miss Copeland hv the
have marred her playing In previ¬ afraid to commit suicide.
same part.
ous New York appearances.
Arena Stage, the Washington
Miss Copeland revealed to
Carney, in his Broadway stage theatre-in-the-round.
.
.
has introthe tv audience that she had
debut after establishing
_„_
himself as duced a number of new plays, hut
looked up the 23-year-old
# television character-comic on the } this isn’t (me of the better ones.
Times notice, and she reported
Jackie Gleason television series, is!
Loire.
that Atkinson had not been as
a revelation as the apparently re- ‘
happy with Mile. Printemps
laxed, assured gab artist who can
Roger D. Sherman has succeeded
at the time as he remembered.
talk.his way into the^affection of the late Alen R. Matthews as gen¬
If they want to make compari¬
everyone but his embittered wife. eral manager of the Jamestown
sons, Miss Copeland quipped,
His portrayal starts on a low key, Corp., producer of the'outdoor his“critics should go to the
as does
_ the. part,
__ but
_ grhws
_ in torical presentations. “The Cornmorgue.” '
depth and color as* the indolent j mon Glory” and “The Founders."
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Domestic Blitz
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CONTRADICTS MERRICK
ON ENGLISH STAGE CO.

Equity Upholds Merman,
Censures Gene Wesson]

Off

“Pins and Needles,” the revue sponsored, produced end per¬
formed by members of the International Ladies Garment Work¬
ers Union, and in those tenuous 1837 days stressing problems of
“social significance," is on the threshold of its 20th anniversary.
So reminds Mis. Hilda Cohen. 937 58th St., Brooklyn 19, N.Y., who
is sponsoring a reunion of all personnel from cast members to por¬
ters.
She writes, “Some continued in the theatre and attained con¬
siderable fame. Others soqght to continue but never made the
grade. Some went back to the shops, others didn’t and couldn’t.
Several have passed away, some during World War H. On. thi* 20th
anniversary all . . . would like to celebrate together. For this was
truly a democratic group where everyone; the directors, actors,
musicians, ushers, concessionaires, porters, were kneaded togeth¬
er in a close community, equal and sharing , each other’s experi¬
ence.”
The ILGWU revue (in two acts. 39 scenes) Opened at the Labor
Stage, N.Y., Nov. 27, 1937, to $1 top. It later moved .uptown to the
Windsor Theatre. It had two successive editions. The original show
had songs by Harold J. Rome, sketches by. Charles Friedman,
dances by Gluck San'dor.
The cast was alphabetically listed and apparently had no out¬
siders from show biz, other than Rome, Friedman and Sandor.who
were called in from the professional stage, as were sketch writer*
Arthur Arent, Marc Blitzsteln and Emanuel Eiseztberg, the latter
p.a. for a ILGWU group. Rome's songs included .“Sing U# A Song
With Social Significance," “One Big. Union For Two" “Doin' the
Reactionary" and “I Used to Be on the Daisy Chain." ‘
Variety opined that “this ILGWU production, if kept in its
present quarters or pot too ambitious a theatre, might easily turn
into another of the season's unexpected clicks. Professional Broad¬
way will have a hard time laughing off this amateur revue with a
cast recruited entirely from the garment trades. It's one of the
most vigorous and effervescent entertainment* to be seen in the
metropolis at the present' time."
After a two-year run a second edition opened April 26, 1938;
this, time staged by Robert H. Gordon, again with song# by Rome,
and sketches by Charles Friedman, Rome and Arent, augmented
With others by Joseph Schrank, David Greggory and John Latouche. Music arrangements were by George Davis and Baldwin'
Bergersen. Felicia Sorel was called in to stage special number* and
' the scale had been titled to $3.30. But with the third edition, which
opened. Nov. 29, 1939; this time moved to the Windsor Theatre, the
scale came down to $1.65.

Shows Out of Town
A Shadow of My ftmemy
Baltimore, Nqv. 26.
Nick Mayo presentation of two-act (tour
scene*) meloCrama by Sol Stela. Staged
by Daniel Petrie; irtting* and lighting.
Donald Oeiulager; choral music, Scmour
Barak; conducted by Noah Greenberg.
Stare Ed Begley, Gene Raymond; feature*
William. Harrigan. Leon Janney, Mason
Adam*. Howard Wierum, William Zuckert,
John McGovern, Anna Hegira. Alma Hub¬
bard, Ull* Kazan ova. Tom Gorman. At
Ford'*. Baltimore. Nov. 20. *37; $$.*7 top.
Hr. Popnlu*.-.Leon Janney
Augnatua Randall .Ed Begley
Horaca Smith.... Gene Raymond
Interrogator ..
Mason Adam*
.Congressional Interrogator
William Harrigan
Lawyer..
Howard Wlerum
Prosecutor...WlttUm Zuckert
Holly TTanrtall . Anne Hegira
FBI man ..
Tom Gorman
Gtetehen Muller...........111111 Xazanova
Maid .
Alma Hubbard
Dr. Hane Eberhart.John McGovern
The Singers—Morris Gcsell, Gordon Myerg,
Charles Breezier. Brayton Lewis

the defendant., Good, too, are Leon
Janney as the) rabble-rouser at the
trial, William Harrigan as Con¬
gressman/doing the investigating.
Mason Adams, Howard Wlerum
and William Zuckert as attorneys,
and Ahne Hegira as the accused's
wife.
Cedro,

Miss Isabel
New Haven, Nov. 26.
Leonard Sillman. Sl John Roberts pro¬
duction of three-act {five scene*} drama
by Michael Plant and Denis. Webb. Stars
Shirley Booth; feature* Robert Duke,
Edith King. Peter Laser, Kathleen Ma. goire, John Randolf, Nancy Harchand.
Directed by Cedric Hardwick*; setting;
Peter Larkin; costumes, Audre; lighting,
Lee Watson; production associate, Jacque¬
line Adams. At Shnbert Theatre, New
Havenu. Nov. 20. '37; S1S0 top.
Mrs. Ackroyd ___....... Shirley Booth
Mrs. Ling .
.IdltlxKlng
Miriam Ackroyd .....i.. Naaey Marehand
Robin ....
Peter Lazer
Elen..
Kathleen Maguiro
Howard..
JetmReadolph
Nurse...
Dtnnle Smith
Andrew McNeil
Robert Duke

As with “The Day Lincoln Was
Shot," no one has to be told the
ending of “Shadow of My Enemy"
in order to spoil the suspense. That
“Miss Isobel" is in .intriguing;
is the major flaw in this courtroom
but nqf completely satisfying play
dram* by Sol Stein.
The author leaves not the slight¬ in its premiers condition. It is in¬
est doubt that.“Shadow” is based, triguing in its story offering sev¬
just, about fact for fact, on the eral possible interpretations, but
Alger Hiss-Whittaker Chambers somewhat unsatisfying in its slow
i
case, right down to the typewritten start.
documents,' the pumpkin papers, . Th* drama1 contains .moving pas¬
the farm in Maryland and the ver¬ sages ancf lethargic segments, but
dict of guilty that sends “Horace the final effect seems disappoint¬
Smith" to prison.- A weakness in ing. The fact that It never clearly
the play Is that it is so reportorial resolves certain portions of it*
theme can be taken as either a let¬
rather than theatrical.
What Stein has done ir ; repro¬ down or as a challenge to the im¬
duce a situation rather than drama¬ agination; The answer to that ques¬
tize it, and the result is good news¬ tion may resolve the show's fate.
The play involves an elderly
paper copy but weak stage mate¬
rial. Unlike “Inherit the Wind,” Australia-born widow living in a
there is no outside^ action and un¬ remodeled San Francisco mansion
like “Witness for the Prosecution”' in which she rent# apartments to
there is little inside. Stein's Char-. support herself and her misfit
acters are one-sided, with no depth, j daughter. When the latter seeks;
and beyond what is already on. the to obtain money to finance a proj¬
record, nothing is learned about ect for her Incompetent. suitor,
there is a scuffle, the mother!* in¬
them.
jured and becomes subject to irra¬
Had the. author taken libertii
with* the characters and pk . tional spells.
Shirley Booth, gives a notable
“Shadow" might have been a Bet¬
ter show. The only respite offered performance as- the once-wealthy
from the factual testimony is by a widow whose nostalgic memories
representative of the public who come and go, making the character
occasionally barges down the aisles Intensely human ana touching. In
and shouts lines from the audience. featured support, jtaacy Marutand
The author makes'one deviation should make a memorable Broad¬
from the original when, after the way debut as the romantically bar- verdict, the defendant calls his ren daughter. In a moppet assign¬
antagonist by the name he sup¬ ment^ young Peter Lazer exhibits
posedly used when both men were understanding beyond hit years,
allegedly active in the Party. That and good supporting portrayals, art
leaves the audience to speculate given by Edith King as a friendly
and argue whether the defendant Chinese apartment neighbor, Kath*
leen Maguire at the hoy's whole¬
was really guilty or innocent.
The play's entire action takes some young mother, Robert Duke .
plkce before a Congressional in¬ as a blind ex-GI and-John Ran¬
vestigating committee with the for¬ dolph as the daughter's romantic
mer Time mag editor sticking to walkout. .
Peter Larkin's setting of an old
his accusations and the State Dept,
official insisting to .the last that he Frisco domicile is a gem atmos¬
pherically, although much of it$
is innocent.
The production is fine, with spe¬ upper level value Is lost via sightcial credit going to Daniel Petrie lines. Lee Watson has lighted the
for direction and to. Donald Oen- production deftly and the costumes
slager for an excellent setting. As by Andre are satisfactory.
Cedric Hardwicke'a staging hits
the Communist- turned - informer,
Ed Begley is convincing, and Gene an Interesting pace in both tense
Raymond provides effective con¬ dramatic sequences and intermit¬
Bone.
trast by underplaying the role of tent comedy scenes,'

\
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as Mass
: Joe Fields
Hollywood, Nov. 26. Films, rather than legit, are now
the vehicle for presenting the lead¬
ing theatrical hits to most audi¬
ences. That's the belief of Broad¬
way playwright - stager Joseph
Fields, who's in Hollywood to di¬
rect and co-produce his own adap¬
tation of his own and Peter de
Vrie? legit comedy, “Tunnel of
Love,” based bii the latter’s novel
Tightening economics have vir-.
tually done away with the rOad for
all but the very top boxoffice
smashes, Fields observes. “Touring
shows are generally too expensive
for the revenue available,” he
§ays. “Few shows can be depend¬
ed on to pull the sort of consistent
big grosses that mean sufficient,
profit.
"Most touring shows do only
moderate business, even with
favorable notices, and even that is,
likely to be .. s ' in-and-out basis,
with the retty*.
ira several good
weeks wiped out by one bad week.
People-, frequently forget,” he
points out, “that authors, direc¬
tors, stars and the theatre—every¬
one—shares in the profit on :a
healthy week, hut nobody, ahares
the deficit on a losing week: ,
;
"An increasingly severe prob¬
lem in recent years, particularly
with the growth of television, is
that it's almost impossible to get
top actors to go on tour* A few
stars will go out, usually bn very
high salaries or stiff percentage
deals, but the better featured
■players are very difficult to get.'
Yet critics in audiences in road
cities resent anything but the orig¬
inal Broadway cast. Chicago, in
fact, seems to resent everything.”
As his next screen project, fol¬
lowing “Tunnel of Love ” Fields'
plans to do another of'hi$ Broad¬
way hits,. ^Anniversary Waltz,” on
which he collaborated with Jerome
Chodorov. He figures on making
film versions of other stage hits.
“With the financial risk of pictures
so high,” he notes, “it makes sense
to have all the insurance you can
get.
“Junior Miss,” another FieldsChodorov collaboration, based on
the magazine series by Sally Ben¬
son, is being revamped'as a mu¬
sical for television presentation in
December. If that’s successful*
the piece may be expanded , into a
Broadway musicaL

Hylton Back to London,
Then Paris for Tante’;
Has ‘Marne,’ ‘Game’ Rights
Jack Hylton returned to Lon¬
don last week to attend the Com¬
mand Variety Show. He thence
flew with Broadway producer David
Merrick to Paris for the premiere
of a revised edition of tire FrineoBrltish pantomimic revue, „“La
Plume de Ma Tante.’' French
producer-star Robert Dhery Un¬
veiled the show at the Theatre de
Paris, and Merrick will import the
Hylton hit to the U. S. next spring,
in partnership with Joseph Kipness.
*
Hylton’s.' scheduled internation¬
al legit activities include the Lon¬
don productions of “Auntie^dame”
and .“Fair Game.” He has . ap¬
proached Kay Kendall for the, title
part in the former. Both shows
are slated for February-Mareh
openings in the West End. Hylton
has an English comedian in mind
for the Sam Levene role in
“Game.”
The inclusion of Kipnes in the
managerial setup for “Tante” on
- (Continued on page 84)

Group Offers *No Exitf
In Hub Arena Sandbox
■ "
Boston, NdV. 2d.
The Actors CO. Of Boston will
open the Charles Street Playhouse
in the Beacon .Hill section next
Friday (29) with. Jean - Paul
Sartre-? "No Exit” The group
plans 4 30-week season for the
150-seat circular-style theatre in
the converted third floor above at
fish tnarket and cabinet maker’s
workshop.
The company, former Boston U.
Students, includes the nucleus of
the Sstrawhat troupe .that became
involved in a controversy last
summer with local officials in Buz¬
zards Bay, Mass., over the produc¬
tion of the Arthur Schnihder Oldie,
“La Ronde.”

Anonymous Windfall
Joseph Stein, cp-autbor with
Will Glickman of the. book of
the musical of several years,
ago, “Plain and Fancy,” and
the ’ upcoming “Body Beautiful,” also has at least two non- ,
billed collaborations paying
him royalties.
Hev did script doctoring,
without program credit^ but .
with a share of the royalties,
on “No Time for Sergeants,”
the Ira Levin dramatization of
Mac Hyman’s novel, and the
E. Y. Harburg-Fred Saidy book
of the musical, “Jamaica.”

Industrial shows have developed
into a mdjor source of employment
fpr legit actori. A recent 12month Actors Equity survey reveals
that about 1,50(1 of its members
earned over $1,000,000 in indus¬
trials during that’ period.
The industrial show field .oper¬
ates on a year-round basis, dwind¬
ling during the summer and blttifig
Its peak jin the fall. Occasionally
there are a* many as 10-15 shows
out at the same time, with runs
varying fgpm a few days to as long
•as
weeks air Was the case with
one Westillghouse presentation.
WestinghoUs*. it’s understood, is
also planning, a six-mpnth, twocompany.tour, which would take
it about“four performers in each
unit. In the pest, one firm has em¬
ployed as many as , 103 actors In
different companies at the same
time. Those playing industrials in¬
clude semi-names and occasionally
a star.
?.
The average run for. an indus¬
trial show is. abbub four-and-a-half
weeks, including rehearsal time,
for. which the performers get full
pay. Equity, Incidentally,'has con¬
tracts with 38 industrial show pro¬
ducers, The union’s, department,covering that held, is headed by
William Gibberson.
“The GoIden'Six,” a* new phy by
Maxwell Anderson, will be given
its first American presentation next
May by Boston U*.
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Aim Pre-War Trie Frac’
As French Stage Tuner (
Paris, Nov. 19.
Edouard Bourdet’s “Fric Frac,” ■
a pre-war local legit entry, is being
adapted into a French musical.
The tuner treatment is being han¬
dled by Francis Blanche and Henri
Lefarge. A film version of the play, with _
Fernandel, Michel Simon ;aqd'
Arletty, was distributed in the
0. S.

McClain Now
Itinerant Role

■ Mary James is making a
career out of “Career.”
The actress, who originated
the role‘of the talent agent in
the off-Broadway version of
the James Lee play, has also
appeared In the part in two
subsequent out-of-town productiortsPof the drama. She
temporarily withdrew from
the, off-Broadwaj' cast last
summer to appear-in the' play
at the Playhouse in the Park,
Philadelphia, and Hast month
took off again for the Coast
presentation at the Ivar The-5
atre, Los Angeles.
She’s now hack'in the offBroadway production, which
opened last April, and is
scheduled to close next Sun¬
day (1)1-

Stevens Squares
On'Entertainer
If David Merrick has trouble
obtaining a suitable theatre for his
scheduled Broadway production ofj
the London success, “The EnterH
tainer,” Roger L. Stevens will be]
glad to lease him-one of this houses
Operated by Producers Theatre, of]
which he’s one of the partners.
However, the producer-theatre
operator-realtor says, Merrick
should be willing to pay the pre¬
vailing Louden rental, 40% ,of the
gross, instead of the usual Broad¬
way share, 30% for a straight play.
Stevens is burning at Merrick,
whom he blames for the collapse of
his own (Stevens’) plans to import
the John Osborne drama, with
Laurence Olivier repeating his
original star performance. Accord-]
ing to Stevens,' he was informed
by Olivier that the deal had been
closed witli Merrick, “as I was
told that you were no longer inter-1
ested.” Merrick clinched the show]
on a quick trip to Liondon between
the closing of the Boston’ tryout of
“Jamaica” and ■; the opening on
Broadway the 'following week.
Merrick is the . producer of the
musicaL
Stevens had hoped to obtain the
rights to “The Entertainer” through
his various previous deals with
Olivier, particularly the purchase
Of the star’s eonapany, Olivier Pro¬
ductions, on a highly ' profitable
capital gains basis for the actor.)
Since the availability of a suitable
Broadway theatre Is understood to
be a key factor In. Merrick’s plans
fpr the Osborne drama, Stevens
figures th&t he may be in a position
'of controlling ,* badly Reeded
house.
Through his Producers Theatre
company, Stevens is operator of.
the Helen Hayes Theatre, which
(Continued \>n page 84)

See Page 53

17 Paris Houses

Having done away with the “new
blood” clause in Its basic contract
with the League of N. Y. Theatres,
the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers is apparently
detennined loienforce strictly its
limitations on the admission of new
members. That is indicated by its
refusal to accept the application of
a company-house manager candi¬
date with 25 years theatrical ex¬
perience and the endorsement of
three union members.
.. The applicant was George Mc.Clain, for 24 years an employee of
the United Booking Office and
since the closing of that agency
working In the Legit Independent '
Theatres of North America book¬
ing office and more recently in the
Independent B oolong Office. He
was also for a time, auditor and
general representative for produc¬
er Frank McCoy and secretary to
the late Marcus Heiman, UBO prez.
McClain’s application was spon¬
sored by the required three ATPAM members, John Sbubert,
an executive of the Shubert thea¬
tre interests, and company and
general managers Herman Bern¬
stein and Beii Boyar. It was stated
that the candidate was in line for
two jobs, either as house manager
at a Shubert theatre on company
manager for one of producer David
Merrick’s three current Broadway
shows.
The ATPAM membership com¬
mittee approved the application by
a vote o£ five-to-two. However, the
union’s board of governors, after
two weeks’ discussion, reversed the
committee and ruled that McClain
must serve the regular three-year
\ tuon
(Continued on page 84)

Paris, Nov. 26.
With the big year-end holidays
in sight, 17 legit houses here are
feverishly readying plays, revues
and musicals to come in for this
big coin, that Parisians will be
spending. Most of them come in
before Christmas, but a few will
not preem before New Year's.
Theatre De Paris will have the
Robert Dhery Co. in “Pommes A
L’Anglaises,” a revue showing the
English as the Fwnch see them.
Dhery is just batik from London
where he had a two-year run with
“La Plume de Ma Tante” which
was the French as the English see
them. Theatre Michel will have a
comedy about the trials of a group
of honeymqoners in Venice, “Les
London, Nov. 26.
Pigeons De" Venise,” by Albert * British Actors Equity is urging
Husson.
t
its members to take Individual ac¬
Comedie Wagramswill give Jean- tion in a campaign to s&ve British
Pierre Aumont’s “Farfada” a tale theatres from closure, and also to
of a selfish young lady’s man and pi-ess for a National Theatre. In
his comeuppance* Theatre Charles its quarterly report, the union calls
De Rochefort has a thriller-type ,for thb^writing of letters to Memcomedy, “Un Rerhede De Cheval” {ihers of parliament. It also sug¬
(Horse Remedy), shout a wife try¬ gests getting letters in the local pa¬
ing to. do away with her husband pers and trying to rouse local au¬
with horse medicine. Theatre thorities to the possibility of help¬
D’Aujaurd’huI has Diego, Fahbri’s ing local theatres.
“Inquisition,” a’'drama of a worn*
Equity also expresses the view
that the main objective of the un¬
(Continued on page 84)
ion and its members is to rouse
public opinion and to fight every
case of threatened theatre closure
as it arises. This should he a com¬
bined attack by all .the “forces of
enlightenment,” led by the Arts
Council and the theatre unions, it's
asserted.
The National Theatrq, on which
the Government promised to spend
around $3,000,000, still consists of
only one stone, laid in 1951, And
subsequently moved to another
site, the union report says. Yet
abroad,, It’s argued, new theatres
are being built and opened. From
West Germany and East Germany
the picture is declared to be the
same. "There is no iron curtain in
this respect. Theatre building is
going on everywhere. And every¬
where the State ;and local author¬
ities are the new' patrons, the new
builders.” Noting the lack of similar sup¬
port In Britain, the article asks,
“Are the British people different?
Are they indeed the most uncul¬
tured people In Europe? Or is it
the effect of tv, more developed
here than elsewhere? Or does the
commerical pattern of our thea¬
tre fail to fit the new framework of
state and local authority support?”

British
Irrah Equity Calls For
Campaip for Theatres;
Asks Gov’t Construction

OUT SOON!
The

52nd Anniversary Humber
Of

Forms Closing Shortly
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ATPAM Mulls Proposal
For Sick Compensation
The Assn.& of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers is currently
working on a recommendation that
would entitle members t<ucompensation while sick. It was suggested
at the union’s last meeting that a
member, unable to handle his job
because of illness, should receive
50% of his salary for a certain
period and that during that time
his replacement should receive the
other 50%.
The union’s Welfare Committee
is studying the recommendation,
while members have been re¬
quested to express their attitude on
th matter.
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and only comes to life in the final
scene as the Insurance man in¬
dulges in his orchard dreaming,
Frith Banbury has staged skill¬
,
Gord.
factor, helps to sustain interest and fully.
get laughs.
Other worthwhile performances,
The Wanton Tide
are contributed by GWynne* Whitby
Dublin, Oct. 28.
as the millionaire’s wife, Marjory
Abbey Theatre Cb. production of threeHawtrey as the aunt, and Heather act comedy by Niall Carroll Stars Ea\vard
Golden. John O'Hara. Ray MacAnaUy,
Thatcher as Mrs. Duke. Wallace Harry
Brogan, Patrick Layde. Staged by
Douglas has staged the comedy on Ria Mooney; setting. Tomas MacAnna. At
vigorous lines and George Jenkins Abbey Theatre. Dublin, Oct. 2L '57.
Nealon.. Edward Golden
has designed a set of outstanding Andrew
Nora Nealon . Aldeen O’Kelly
quality.
Myro.
Mrs. GaUery...
- Joan O'Hara

Shows Abroad
The Kidders
London, Nov. 13.
Arts Theatre Club presentation of
three-act drama by Donald Ogden Stew*
art. Features Faith Brook. Lyndon Brook.
Staged by Phil Brown; decor by Paul
Mayo. At Arts Theatre. London. Nov. 12.
’57; S1.73 top.
„
Agnes Potter.,.Faith Brook
Taxi Driver . Peter James
Chase Allen.Bermot Walsh
Jennie Potter Hughes..Pauline Yates
Dan Hughes . Lyndon Brook
Eddie Sanborn .. Leo Clean
Steve BuckneU . Honan O'Casey

The Queen and the
Welshman >
London, Novi 12.

In many respects Donald Ogden
Stewart has a written a penetrating
Peter Bridge production On ass6ciation
study of life in a small midwestem
with New Drama Group) of three-act play
city. But engrossing though it is by
Rosemary Anne Sisson. Stars Edward
at times, the play lacks a plot to Woodward, Hilary LiddeU. Staged by Ed¬
match the quality of its dialog and ward Burnham; decor. Michael Trangmar;
music.
Alexander Kelly. At Lyric 'Theatre.
the drama in Its story-line. “The Hammersmith,
London, Nov. 7; ’Si *1.80'
Kidders.” as It stands, might possi¬
..Gordon (Snrdner
bly sustain a transfer for a regu¬
Margaret . .
Jill jkowns
lar West End run, but that is far Queen Katherine ......... Hilary
I|ddeH
from certain.
Sir Owen Tudor.Edward woodward
Rainault
.
Ian White
The play develops the principle
Vllllera........Jack Rodney
that insecurity is a dominating in¬ Hall.
Raymond Mason
fluence in American life. It in¬ Duke of Bedford.Raymond Turner
duces people to adopt sham tac¬ Duke of Gloucester.Edward Burnham
Henry Beaufort ..Ewan Hooper
tics, to aKrold straight talking and Jailer ..
Frank Finlay
exploit the technique of “kidding.”
Nothing is on the level. A remark
This first play by Rosemary
is made “for laughs” or an Incident Anne Sisson, writer of juve yarns,
is played “as a gag.” Reality can¬ shows enough promise to merit a.
not be faced.
West End showing, though it* cast
In presenting this theme, the au¬ Is a. trifle light on established play¬
thor has chosen a small and com¬ ers. First produced last August at
monplace cross section af “typical” the
Edinburgh Festival, “Th*
midwesteras. A woman wondesr} Queen and the Welshman" should
whether the arrival of her lisWt, interest students of English his¬
secretary to the executive vice-: tory, but is unlikely for Broadway-1
president of the company which
Set in the first half of the 15th
employ* her husband, will result century, the play is a tender love
in the closing of their local branch. story with a background of politi¬
And if it should happen, would cal intrigue. Queen Katherine, at¬
her husband lose his job or would tractive young widow of Henry 5th,
her lover be the victim? Or would is in love with Sir Owen Tudor,
the job go to an Idealistic school¬ handsome
Welsh gentleman-atmaster, once on the company's arms. They marry in defiance of
payroll and now obviously in love law, live happily together for seven
with the visitor?
years, but when the secret is dis¬
The author clearly knows the covered the husband is imprisoned.
art of using dialog to telling effect He seems doomed for execution,
and there's a streak of wit running but Katherine dies in childbirth
through the show. Dramatic an¬ and, no longer a menace to the
gles are also emphasized and each, throne, Tudor is released. .
.
curtain coincides with a powerful
There Is little incident In the
incident. Yet the overplayed neu¬ play,- but Miss Sisson writes with
rotic tendencies of the principal dignity, charm and gentle humor,
characters has a nagging effect and draws her characters welt The
that is far from satisfying.
performances are of uneven qual¬
The play, however, is admirably ity. Hilary Liddell as Queen Kath¬
acted under Phil Brown's expres¬ arine and Edward Woodward as
sive staging.
The compact cast, her . ill-fated husband are both im¬
headed by Faith Brook as the sec¬ pressive, and Edward Burnham as
retary-visitor, Lyndon Brook as | the Duke of Gloucester is a sinis¬
her husband, and Dermot Walsh, ter heavy. There is-also a useful
Leo Ciceri and Ronan O’Casey, ex¬ study of a disillusioned opportunist
tract full dramatic values. Paul played with shrewd observation by
Mayo's single set is bright and ap¬ Jack RodneyJ
Miss Sisson’s play, which is lit¬
pealing.
Myro.

JSm

Happlcat Millionaire
London, Nov. 18.
Emile Llttler (In association with HoW- ■
ard Enkint ic Jomph Hay**) presentation
of two-act (fiv* scenes) comedy by Kyi*
Crichton, from the book. "My PhlladelPhja Father.** by Cordelia Brexel Biddle
““''aiub—JCyl* Crichton. Features Robert 1
BeattyTalaureen Swanson, Daniel Massey.
Heather Thatcher. Staged by Wallace
Douglas; decor, Georgs Jenkins. At Cam¬
bridge Theatre. London, Nov.. 19, *57;
*7.80 top.
John Lawless ..John Wentworth
Emma .
Lisa Barnett
Livingstone Biddle.......... Leo Magnlre
Joe Mancuso ....
Alan Browning
Tony Biddle . Vaughan Scott.
Charlie Taylor ...William Hanbcry :
Cordelia Biddle. Maureen Swanson
Anthony J. Drexel Biddle Robert Beatty ]
Mrs. Biddle . Gwynn* Whitby
Aunt Mary Drexel.Marjory Hawlrey
Cousin LUcy... Jacqueline Ellis
Angler Duke .Daniel Massey
Spike O'Malley .Desmond Jeans
Footman . Peter Sutton
Mrs. Benjamin Duke... .Heather Thatcher
George Grey . John Ablneri
Eccentric characters are Invari¬
ably difficult to portray on the
stage. They are usually larger than
life and demand a treatment that
presents their peculiar philosophies
in an acceptable theatrical form.
This portrait of Anthony J. Drexel
Biddle by Robert Beatty is on nearfarcical lines, not always satisfying
but frequently diverting. As it
stands, the Show stacks up as a rea¬
sonable prospect.
Beatty took over the title role
at comparatively short notice after
Wilfred Hyde White had to cancel
out for health reasons. Although
not always word perfect I opening
night), he gives on the whole, a
smooth and well-balanced perform¬
ance of the millionaire who puts
more store on his daughter’s prow¬
ess as a boxer than on tier romantic
ambitions; trained his own. private
force of Marines before the Ameri¬
can entry into World War I, and,
in his typically unconventional way,
keeps alligators as household pets
and extends the hand of friendship
to ex-pugilists.
The casting is Interesting in two
other respects. Firstly, it marks the
West End stage bow of Maureen
Swanson, a Bank contract star, who
plays the millionaire's daughter in
a cute, pert way; and Daniel Mas¬
sey, son of Raymond Massey and
Adrienne Allen, who gives a smash
comedy performance in his West
End debut. Massey's portrayal, in
fact. ‘ provides a welcome pickup
and, more than any other single

tle more than a drawn-out anec¬
dote, would be improved by a little
more weight, but the authoress has
created atmosphere which de¬
mands and gets full audience at¬
tention. Edward Burnham has
staged the piece smoothly and
Michael Trangmar’s economic sets
are effective
Rich.
Flowering Lherry
Glasgow, Nov. 15.

M, Tennent Ltd. A Frith Banbury
Ltd. presentation of two-act drama byRobert Bolt. Stars Sir Ralph Richardson,
Celia Johnson; features Andrew Bay.
Staged by Frith Banbury; settings. Reece
Pemberton; music. Buxton Om At King’s
Theatre. Glasgow, Nov. 11, *37;* *1.20 top.
Isobel Cherry..
Celia Johnson
Tom .
.... Andrew Ray
Gilbert Grass. Frederick Piper
Cherry .. Ralph Richardson
Judy ... Dudy Nltnmo
David Bowman.Brewster Mason
Carol .. Susan Burnet

Here is * play of the present.
Involving a drunken city insurance
man who dreams of leaving his
surroundings and setting himself
up in business as * owner of an
orchard. It is a grim hut moving
picture of life amid a bickering
family, with a lying, drunken, hus¬
band. a’faithful femme tied to the
kitchen ■ stove and an impudent,
adolescent son.
Ralph Richardson seems to over¬
act at times, although his playing
of the husband is generally a fine
job. Celia Johnson, on the other
hand, underscores her role of the
wife who understands and holds
back her rebellion and tears.
The author, Robert Bolt, has ah
obvious feeling for his subject, and
makes realistic the'violent quarrels
and physical pain* of- the day¬
dreaming cider-quaffing Cherry, a
failure at life but one who never
loses hope.
Andrew Ray, 18-year-old son of
English radio and stage comedian
Ted Ray, has a tailor-made part as
theygangllng blond-haired son with
cooky confidence and a contempt
fof his father. He looks set for
bigger roles in future.
Frederick Piper is good ms the
interfering neighbor gossip: Dudy
Nimmo is sensitive as the daughter
and . Susan Burnet play* saucily the
part of the vamping - schoolgirl
friend. Brewster Mason ir passable
a* a Visiting salesman.; * .*
;
- Drab set of a suburban home.
ahowing*bC'th interior and exterior,
is over-se'-*te though -imaglnative.

j Legit’s Non-Smiling Santo Clous
[DOWNTURN COMES EARLY TO B’WAY]

Gerry Gallery .. Vincent Dowling
Bartholemew Mulchrone.. .Ray MacAnaUy
Bridget Mulchrone.. ■ Brid Lynch
Ned Graham
.Harry Brogan.
Con Carmody .Patrick Layde
Dan McGriskin ....... Michael Hennessey
Canon Convery.Thomas P. McKenna

The odd length of this amusing
piece may hamper its chances. It
requires a one-ict curtain-raiser to
fill out a night’s entertainment.
Possibly author Niall. Carroll,
drama critic for “Irish Press" and
brother of playwright Paul Vincent
Carroll, will work over the story
to develop It to full-length. Plot is
light;. but sufficiently entertaining
to bear extending.
The story h met In a seaside vil¬
lage with big mudflats and a dance
hall as the sole attraction. The peo¬
ple feel a swimming pool would
draw visitors from the city. The
authorities wifi provide the money,
the problem IF where the pool will
go. on Mrs. Gallery's piece of land,
beside Mulchron<t's bar, or along¬
side the dance hall of Ned Graham
and Con -Certnody?
It is another Irish, “land war”
with Andrew Nealon, played on a
subdued and effective note by Ed¬
ward Golden, as a central figure
around which conflicting parties
struggle. Characterization through¬
out is in satirical aketches of small¬
town types, including the scheming
widow shrewishly portrayed by.
John O’Hara, the mealy-mouthed
publican which provide* Ray MacAnally with an opportunity for
going the whole way from whee¬
dling to bullying and remaining in
character, and Harry Brogan and
Patrick Layde . as a pair of auspi¬
cious villagers.
Ria Moofeey has directed the play
in a straightforward style befitting
the characters, and Tomas' Mac-]
Anna’s set is a more imaginative
view of a seaside village home than :
usual In Irish theatre.
Mac,
namlus der Crosse

j

(komUhu the Great)
' . Zurich, Nov. 3.
.Schausplellieu* yewsUttos of four-act
comedy-dram* By FreldMcb Duerreiunatt. !
Staged by Oskar WaelterU»; seta. Tco
Otto; technical dir eetorr-Ferni dead Lange; ■
lighting. Walter Greet. .At Bchausplelhaus,
Zurich, Oct. SL- ”3»S SX3S tap.
Romulus Augustus .Carl Kuhlmann
Julia..V Traul* Carlson
Rea.Elisabeth Wenger
Zeno the Xaaurlaa.-. .Kurt Beck
Aemilian ............. Wolfgang Stender
Marer... Hanna Kxsasnltser
Tullius Rotundas ........ Erwin Barker
Spurlus Titus Mamma... . -Peter Oehme
Achilles ... Alfred Sehlageter
Pyramus
.Herman Winch
ApoUyon .. .. Man Wlttman
Caesar Hupf .. Horst Brettenfeld
Rhylax ..WJlfrled Scheitlin
Odoaker . ....- Walter Kiealer
Theoderich .... Otto Maechtlinger
Phosphorlde*.*.Friedrich Braun
Sulphurides
_?.Willi Stettner
Cook.......v... Annin Scbwelzer
Messenger .£... Horst Sachtleben
Porter
Kurt Brunner
Friedrich. Dujerrenmatt. §wiss
playwright whose “The Old Lady’s
Visit” scored in \ Paris last season
and is skedded by Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne for London and
Broadway production,-is getting a
local revival With a presentation by
the SchaufPielhaus of his “Romu¬
lus,” a Nw entry revised by the i
author..
This earlier work does not carry
the impact or shock value of
“Visit” or “Marriage of Mr. Mississippi,“ however. The latter drama
a 1952* offering, was'alto rewritten
by the author last Season. Much
of the point of ,!Romulus” is lost
in lengthy discussions, and dra¬
matic suhetqnc* is slight.' But the i
baste idea la, as usnal with Duerrenmatt. provocative, and a more
concise treatment mint make this:
a contender for the u. S.
Despite its as^tont-Rome setting,
this is anything but a “historic"
play. Plot coocems the last Roman:
emperor who, seeing that his em¬
pire and way of life are' doomed,
spurstoeir downfall-by deliberate¬
ly refusmg to attend to his govern¬
mental duties as. well as. defending
Rome against the approaching
Huns. When the latter invade the
city, they, allow the .emperor ta retire instead oC killing him a* ex¬
pected/ thereby denying him his
goal of perishing with an epoch he
no longer Relieves in.
The play** fundamentally serious
message is embedded In numerous
anachronism* and cynical ad-libs
-which Are often atnuslhgond occa¬
sionally nut jofipoco. A faster direc¬
tion. might Amrs-helped ia coyer tip
some eg tUUmoalmiefloer. Colorful
sets by Teor Ott* are* asset*. .
Performance* ore. uneven- Carl
Kuhimawr J*. impressive in the
{Continued an page U)
:

The pre-Christmas boxoffice slump has apparently started early this
year. Grosses were sharply down last week on Broadway, and were
somewhat uneven on the road. Indications are that attendance is
continuing n.s.g. in New York this week, too. That appears to continue
a trend notable in recent years, of the pre-Christmas decline gradually
starting earlier each season.
'
It’s also been observed that, in contrast to 10 or 20 years Ago, when
the slump continued right up to Christmas (the traditional crack was,
“Christmas Eve is the worst night of the year”), the upturn began
Christmas Eve, and in the last, year or so’haS been evident to a degree
Dec. 23 op even Dec. 22. It’s also been noted that the ChristmasNew Year week is no longer quite such a boxoffice bonfire, possibly
due in part to the growing practice of colleges and schools staggering
their holiday periods.
Aside from the indicated start of the pre-Christmas -decline, business
has generally been slightly disappointing this fall. The gross total
for all Broadway shows is slightly above that of the corresponding
period of the last couple of seasons, but that's believed to -be. due
to*the higher ticket price* rather than increased attendance. The total
number of weeks played during the season to date is down, indicating
a basically less healthy cenditimv
The feeling in management circle* is generally that prospects for
the balance of the season, -are uncertain, if not downright gloomy.
Adverse factors or signs lndudo the general business “recession,” tos
disappointing department aUre sales, steadily rising unemployment H
some sectors, the wavering.Stock market, the economic and psychology
cal effect of the Aslan flu epidemic and, of course, the Sputnik twins
and what they represents the international nervousness. _

Aaatle -Mi
(BEOADHUR8T THEATRE, FX)

draw from toe show soon in order
to play the same role in the War¬
ner Bros, film version, toe ques¬
tion naturally arises whether a
successor wilt be able to sustain,
the show. It's evident, of course,
that not even ■“Auntie Marne” can
continue at a standee-limit pace
indefinitely, so Greer Garson, as
the replacement, may be blamed
for Inevitable letdown when it doe*
arrive.
- „ ,
* How Miss Garson. will be in
terms of performance remains to
be seen, .naturally. But a repeat
gander at this original edition of
“Mame” suggests that, contrary to
first impression, the .-title role is
anything but a one-actress part, in
fact, that it might be played In a
variety of atyles and by various
personalities. As it happens, that
Yiew is apparently borne out by
the success of Constance. Bennett
as star of the touring company, a
success in terms of critical re¬
sponse as well as boxoffice draw.
Hobe,

, Various revised observations are
in order on a return visit tor the
original editions of “Auntie Mame,”
currently in Its 51st week. on
Broadway (it opened Oct. Jl 1856,
but took a five-week layoff last
summer).' Foremost, perhaps. Is
that the ahow is strongec. than
even - the smash opening-night
reaction' indicated. Thy never-anunsold-seat record proves that, **
does the invariably enthusiastic
word-of-mouth comment.
'.
Although the Jerome LawrenceRobert E. Lee adaptation, of the
Patrick Dennis >bertseller- Is un”r
questionably a slapdash' job of
dramatization, it is hardly less
jerry-built than the original novel.
In any case, it suffices to convulse
an audience,, despite toe handicap
of having mdat playgoers attend it
in expectation of its being a riot.
It’s an. * obvious succession of
obvious gags, including virtually
everything except- a-' flag-waving
and having. a character .-lose. his
pants- (the latter is supposed to
have been .eliminated during the
Paris, Nov. 19;
tryout tour): But it woWs the cus¬
Olga Preobrejenska, now . over
tomers, which is what pays off.
Rosalind - Russell, as title star, 80, was feted here by some of her
atm gives a whirlwind of a per¬ ex-pupils who rate as members of
formance. After such.a long run in the ballet who's who. Previously a
such an. exhaustive part, it’s hardly symbol of the academic Russo bal¬
surprising that she’s now having let of the tum-of-the-century; Mis*
to push herself a bit, that a little Preobrejenska was a ballerina
of the seeming ease, and spon¬ known over the world.
taneity of opening night are miss¬
When she went into teaching
ing and that she now1 has to yell she created the new Russian school
some of the lines and throw herself of dance.
into some of “the bits of business.
Yet the actress retains amazing
(under toe extremely taxing cir¬
cumstances) Animation and touches
• (Noil 35-Dee. 8)
of genuine feeling. In at least one
instance, a scene with the young • Avirtl*. Meat* <M Co.) {Constince BenDet, 09-7).
_
nephew, Patrick, the star creates nett)—Riviere,
CeaetfleA Fieyer*—Collef* Aa<L, Hol¬
the impression of real affection. lins. Ve. 03); Asfeurr Cedes* Au&* Wilneire,
Ky.
09);
SUte
CeUese.
Bloomsburjr.
It's still a stunning, irrisistibie per¬ F*. (2); VHlia Merle AuA, Erie, Be, (3)(
formance.
Otterbcfn CoHe*e Au4L WeetenrlUe, O.
V. Aud.. Kent, O. (5); Cones*
With certain, notable , exceptions, (C; Stcti
Ashland, O. <«).
.
4
the other portrayals tend to have AnA.
Cot *n • Met Tin Reef (Victor Jonr>—
broadened during toe long run. As Sfcnberfe Wash. 03-30); Ford's, Belt* 0-7).
Eeri
e*
the
Tes'ef
the
Stair*
(tryopt)—
the actress-friend, Polly Rowles has
NUT
03-20)
(RevleweC to'
retained almost miraculous clarity Walnut.
VAmrrr. Nev. 12. ’37).
Mery ef Anne Frank aoe*»h Schlldand restraint,'and there are admir¬
krtut)—Erlanser.
Chi
09-7).
ably-disciplined portrayals by Beu¬
•eMW-Mf the OeMeee (tryout) (Nency.
lah Garrick as the maid, Jan Ketbr. Alen Webb)—CeloalaL Boetan (29Handzlik as the young nephew, 7) (ieviewed In VARIETY. Nor. SOL *ST).
John O’Hara as the faithful suitor,
Robert Smith as the southern _tub. OS-17.MMtfe ef the Mlehf (Edward. G. RobinRomeo and Patricia Jenkins as the see)—Hsrtmro,
Cuumbua (29-30); -Csa»
interior decorator.
Dai. 0-3). .
• Since virtually all the parts are
mm Hebei (tryout) (Shirley B*oth>—
Ferreet.
FJUlly
09-TX
caricatures, the by-now-carfcature
Meet* Men (tryout)—Shubert. Bhllly
playing of most of the original cast OS-7)
(Rerletred In VARIETT, Nay. 20. *97).
members tends to seem excessive/ Mr Felr Ledr (M Ce.) (Brian Aherse,
Aaine .RoSers)—Shebert. CM OS-7).'
although Peggy Cass’s scenes as the ■ My Fef tody—a 9; a«a* ~ ‘
frumpy, secretary remain the fun¬ eagfe, Ont. OtdOlr
M)r Royal
Re * Alfoandra,
*'
TeC2-7).‘
niest in the show. In any case, it nets
He- Tin* .der ieraeente (N.Y. Co.)—■
might be advisable for stager Mor¬ Sbes'fc
Buffalo (23-27); Masonic Temple
ton DaCdsta to drop-around to hold And.. Rochester OSSO)> Loew*a SUte.
Oh St. Denis, Montreal <»-T)-some personal re-rehearsala.a* soon .Syraciw*
He. Thn* for -Sorseonto Od Co,)—rSheas he can get away from toe cur¬ bart.
Dei. (1S7X
^
Rfwdlrr
(tryout)
(Raymond: - Maaaay.
rent tryout tour of “The Music
Mascehead. Martin GebetMByxla
Man.”-In-the meanwhile, there’s Asa**
Master. PltTsburgh (237; Bu^uteU .Memo^
palpable work forj the director's, riel' 'And.,. Hartfaed OS>; Tloybmwa, WttOS-30); GUaa HJ. Lyachburm
assistant, or possibly the -stage ndns«e«
Va. (£TMoetoe, Rlchmend RDrMuntdpM
manager.
NW (4); Women's
Presumably because they’re, rela¬
wro. N.C. (5); MetoorUl HaB,
BO, N.C,
Constitution. Hell,
tively fresh, most of the newcom¬
ers to the cast give reasonably clean
Mate Tables (Eric Bortman, OereL
performances. Among the replace¬
-Alexandra
OS2Hi
ments are Ahn 'Rummers *e the
%
mV ttryeni)t ***££•
lethal southern betie, Bmao SteeR
as toe -southern matriarch and
James Hickman ** toe Y teenage
Patrick The scenery
eootunM*
show. sUght,butnot-e*ceastrrr sign*
.
.
of-wear. . **225 ‘ JSLiJS?
___
a With Miss RusseH fiue'te wito-4qJS«o); F«b*t M^SEe^rT^

Fete 80-Yr.-OH Ballerina

Touriif Shows
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Philly Spotty; ‘Music Olay $48,500,
Philadelphia, Nov. 26.
Business was uneven for Philly
legit last week. Two of the three
current shows were helped by
strong reviews, one getting smash
business and the other very good.'
All three were tryouts. “The Music
Man,’* a musical, and “The Genius
and the Goddess,” a comedy with
philosophical overtones, opened
last Monday night (18). The third
entry, “Look Homeward, Angel,”
was a holdover.
\
Two more tryouts arrive! this
week. “The Dark of the Stairs,” a
drama by William Inge, opened last
night (Mon.) at the Walnut, and
“Miss Isobel,’' a drama by Michael
Plant and Denise Webb, starts
tonight (Tues.) at the Forrest. Both
should profit from the Thanksgiv¬
ing and Army-Navy football week¬
end.
Estimates for Last Week
Genius and the GoddeSs, Locust
(C) (1st wk) ($4.80; 1,580; $40,000)
. (Nancy Kelly, Alan Webb). Drew
two favorable opinions (DeSchauensee; Bulletin; Schaeffer, News) and
one pan (Wilson, Inquirer), but the
public didn't take much notice;
about $7,700; left town Saturday
(23) to continue tuning up in
Boston.
n
Look Homeward, Angel, Walnut
(D) (2d wk) ($4.80; 1,340; $33,000)
(Anthony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet;
Hugh Griffith). A virtual sellout in
advance, with subscription limiting
the gross to nearly $31,900; .previ¬
ous week, $31,800; left Saturday
(23) for Broadway.
Music Man, Shqbert (MC> (1st
wk) ($720-$6; 1,37G> $63,000). Drew
unanimous raves (Gaghan, News;
Murdock, Inquirer^ Robinson, ‘Bul¬
letin) and grossed nearly $48,500;
. good btit-not great; continues three
more weeks.
1

'Stairs' $25,300,
Toot' $21,900, Hub
Boston, Nov. 26.
The Hub had a contrast in try¬
outs last week. “The Dark at the
Top of the Stairs," having drawn
fine reviews the previous week,
continued with healthy business
and favorable audience comment.
"One Foot in the Door,” on the
other hand, took a critical roasting
and, although attendance was sur¬
prisingly good, folded Saturday
night (23).
“The Genius and .the Goddess”
opened last night (Mon.) for a twoweek tryout at the Colonial as the
only regular legit offering current,
with the Yiddish-American revue,
“Bggels and Yox,” also arriving for
a fortnight stand at the Shubert
The future schedule includes the
touring “Auntie Marne,” opening
Dec. 26 at the Shubert, and “Sun¬
rise at Campobello," due Dc. 30 at
the-Colonial for a two-week try¬
out
Estimates for Last Week
Dark at the Top of Ike Stairs,
Wilbur (D) (2d wk) ($4.95-$3.85;
1,241; $32,699). Over $25,300 on
subscription; previous week, $25,^300; left town Saturday (23) to
continue tuneup in Philly.
One Foot in the Door (C) (1st wk)
($4.95-$4.4Q; 1,717; $43,000) (June
Havoc).
Took one of the worst
critical drubbings in recent years
here, with unanimous pans; good
$21,900 gross, but folded Saturday:
(23), cancelling the second week
and next week’s scheduled tuneup
stand in New Haven.

TOE’ $28,000 IN 6
FOR NEW HAVEN BOW
New Haven, Nov. 26..
, “Miss Isobel” breaking in its
tryout tour last Wednpsday-Saturday (20-23) beat the pre-holiday
rap, with an assist from' the hefty
advance sale and a bullish Uiatiriee
Thursday (21).
‘
Cancellation
of
this
week's
scheduled tryout stand of “One
Foot In the Door’.' leaves the local
legit scene dark Until the arrival
Dec. 9 of the touring “Cat on a Hot
Tin Roof" for a full- week at the
Shubert Thereafter, the house gets
break-ins of ^Sunrise at Campo¬
bello,” Dec. 26-28, and “Wlnesburg,
Ohio," Jan. fi-11.
Estimate-for Last Week
WIiss Isobel, Shubert <D> • (6;
perfs)
($4.80;
1,650;
$30,000)
(Shirley Booth). .Pulled a -fine,
28 000

$ , ..

.

|

Samuel Matiowsky has been j
signed as musical director of]
“Hearts and Dollars.”
. I

LEGITIMATE

Edw. G. Robisson $32,000
In ‘Middle’ iaTfereland

81

B’way Starting Seasonal Slump;
‘Rope’ $17,500 for 5, Time’ $41J
Nude’ $31,700, Girl’ 48G, TeUa’ 31G

Cleveland, Nov. 26.
Edward G- Robinson pulled ’em
in last week in “Middle of the
Night.” The Hanna Theatre is now
dark until the break-in Dec. 13-21
of the touring company of Eugene
Night.”
O’Neill’s “Long Day’s Journey Into
Broadway held -to form last McClain, Journal-American) and
Estimate for Last Week
Middle of the Night; Cass (single week, with business taking a pre- four negative (Chapman, News;
Washington, Nov. 26.
wk) ($4.50; 1,515; $34,000) (Edward Thanksgiving dive. The drop in Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Herald
Second and final week of “Coun¬ G. Rfobinson). Started fast and receipts, believed a bit worse than Tribune; Watts, Post); nearly $17,try Wife” here last week built to soon went to capacity; about customary for the period, was 500 for first five perfom^nces.
over-capacity figures, with standing $32,000. •
drastic for some shows and is ex¬
Rumple, Alvin (MC) (3d wk; 21 p)
room for most performances. The
pected to worsen as t Christmas ($8.05; 1,331; $57,200) (Eddie Foy,
bawdy, restoration sex jest and the
approaches.
'
Gretchen Wyler, Stephen Dou¬
name of star Julie Harris combined
However, of the 24 shows on tap glass). Has to vacate theatre Jan.
to prill them in steadily.
[last week, there was still a hard 14. Previous week. $28,600; last
“A Shadow of My Enemy,”
core of 10 sellouts or virtual ca¬ week, nearly $28,800.
Broadway-bound draina based on
pacity entries.
Those were
Square Root of Wonderful, Na¬
the Alger Hiss c,ase, opened last
“Auntie Marne,” “Bells Are Ring¬
night (Mon.) at the National for a
ing,”
“Compulsion,”
“Jamaica,” tional (D) (4th wk; 29 p7 <$5.75-~
fortnight stand. Victor Jory is cur¬
“Look Back in Anger," “My Fair $6.25; 1,162; $36,237) (Anne Bax¬
rently starring in a single week
Lady,” “Nude With Violin,” “Ro- ter), Previous week $22,200; last
return engagement of “Cat on a
• manoff and Juliet,” “Time Remem¬ week, over $22,600. House has
booked "Tunnel of Love,” which
Hot* Tin Roof” at the Shubert
bered” and “West Side Story.”
vacates the Royale Dec. 14, on* an
Theatre.
Estimates for Last Week
interim basis starting Dec 26.
Estimate for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Time Remembered, Morosco <C)
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
Country Wife, National (C) (2d
. Chicago, Nov. 26.
(2d wk; 15 p) ($9.90; 948; $43,000)
wk) ($4.40-14.95; 1,667; $37,000)
”My Fair Lady,” in its final week MG (Musical-Comedy) r MD (Musi¬ (Helen Hayes, Richard Burton,
(Julie .Harris, Laurence Harvey, of benefits, inched up-ado sarid cal -Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op¬ Susan Strasberg). Previous week,
Pamela Brown), Over capacity at capacity, and “Waltz of^Fbreadors” eretta).
$39,500 for • first seven perform¬
almost < $37,400; previous week, was excellent in-its first week "off
Other parenthetic designations ances and one preview; last week,
$32,300; left Saturday . (23) for New Guild. Gnly show' to drop was refer, respectively, to weeks played,
oyer $41,900, with commissions cut¬
York.
“Diary of Anne . Frank,” sagged number of performances through ting into the take.
with the end of theatre, parties.
last Saturday-, top prices, number
Tunnel of Love, Royale (C) (40th
“Toreadors” moves out Saturday of seats, capacity gross and stars?
Wk; 325 p) ($5.75; 1,050; $34,000)
(30) to play Milwaukee, Minneapo¬ Price includes 10Tc Federal and
(Tom
Ewell). Previous week, $16,lis, Louisville, and St. Louis, in 5^0 City tax, but grosses are net;
600; last week, nearly $13,900.
that order, on subscription, “My i.e., exclusive of taxes.
Vacates* theatre Dec. 14, vacations
Fair Lady” begins i£s three-week
Auntie Marne, Broadhurst (C) for 10 days, and reopens Dec, 26
subscription run here next week. <50th wk; 397 p) ($6.90; 1,214; $46,at the National Theatre as an in¬
Estimates for Last Week
500) (Rosalind Russell). Previous terim booking.
Diary of Anne Frank, Erlanger week, $48,100; last w^ek, over $47,Visit to a Small Planet, Booth
(D) (5th wk) ($5; 1,$33;.$35,495) 900.
<C) (42d wk; 332 p) ($5.75-$6.90;
Detroit, Nov, 26.
(Joseph Schildkraut). Under $20,Bells Are Ringing, Shubert (MC) 766; $27,300) (Cyril Ritehard). Exit?
“Auntie Marne” was pff to a 500; previous week ,$25,p50 with
<52d wk; 412 p) ($8.05; 1,453; $58,- Jan. 11 to tour. Previous week,
smash start last week , on the im¬ F benefit parties.
101) (Judy Holliday).
As usual, $20,000; last week, almost $15,600. .
petus of. a $150,000 advance for its
My Fair Lady, Shubert (MC) (3d $58,700, .
. West Side Story, Winter Garden
three-week stay at the Riviera.
wk) ($7; 2,100;. $72,979) (Brian
Cave Dwellers. Bijou (C) (5th (MD) (9th wk; 68 p) ($7.50; 1,404;
: While the Cass currently is dark, Aheme, Anne Rogers). • Capacity at
wk; 41 p> ($5.75-$6.25; 611; $21,- $60,467). Previous week, $60,100:
after “Separate Tables” completed $72,979; another Solid sellout to
5251 (Barry Jones, Eugenie Leon- last week, nearly $59,900, with com¬
a mild fortnight’s engagement, the benefits; previous week, $72,515.
(ovich, Wayne Morris). Previous missions cutting into the take.
Shubert opened last night (Mon.)
Waltz of Toreadors, Blackstone week, $16,600; last week, almost
Closed Last Week
for a four-week • presentation of (CD) (4th wk) ($5.50; J.450; $39,v
$16.200.
Mary Stuart, Phoenix (D) (7th
“No Time for •^Sergeants.”
The 079) (Melvyn Douglas, Paulette
Compulsion,
Ambassador
(D> wk; 56 p) ($4.60; 1,150; $29,392)
Cass is scheduled to relight next Goddard). Nearly $33,700 in first
(5tJpr^36 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155;
Monday (2) with "Middle. of the week off subscriptions; previous
(Eva LeGallienne, Irene Worth).
$30,200). Previous week, $36,000;
Previous w'eek, $23,000; last week,
Night,” starring Edward G. Robin¬ week $31,498; leaves next Saturday
lajt week, over $35,000.
almost $25,8$p. Closed last Sunday
son, in for a fortnight’s run.
(30) to resume toyr,
Fair Game, Longacre (C) (3d wk;
Estimates for Last Week
25 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,101; $32,000)
Opening This Week Auntie Marne, Riviera (C) (1st
(Sam Levene).
Previous week.
Country
Wife, Adelphi
fC)
Wk) ($4.95-$4; 2,700; $68,000) (Con¬
$23,800; last Week, almost $28,000.
stance Bennett). Terrific $54,133
Happy Hunting, Majestic (MC) ($4.60-$5.75; 1,434; $40,000) (Julie
and. holds for two more.
(51st wk; 404 p) ($8.05; 1,625; $69,- Harris, Laurence Harvey, Pamela
Separate Tablet, Cass (D) (2d Wk)
989) (Ethel Merman). Closes next Brown). Playwrights Co.-Maleolm
($4:95-$4;
1,482; $33;t)00)
(Eric
Saturday (30). Previous week, $39,- Wells & Daniel Blum revival of
play by William Wycherley; pro¬
Portman; Geraldine Page).- Thin
100; last week; almost $30,600.
Toronto, Nov. 26.
$17,500; house is dark this week.
Jamaica, Imperial (MC) (4th wk; duction financed at $65,000, cost
The hus-and-truck edition ofvNo 28 p) ($8.35; 1,427; $63,000) (Lena about $35,000 to bring in after
Time for Sergeants” had only mod¬ Horne, Ricardo Montalban). Pre¬ earning around $12,000 tryout prof¬
erate going here last week, despite vious week, $63,700; last week, it; can break, even at approxi¬
‘TuitneT Modest $11,300
mately $19,500 gross, and net
rave reviews. Trade Was off edrly
In 7th Week in Frisco in the week, but sold out the fibal same.
Li’l Abner, St. James (MC) (54th around $11,000 at capacity; opens
three nights.
V
San Francisco,, Nov. 26.
wk; 428 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $58,100). tonight (Wed.).
Look Homeward,* Angel, Barry¬
Arthur Treacher In “Reluctant Previous week, $52,800; last week,
Randolph Hale’s Coast edition
more (D) ($6.90; 1,162; $40,000)
of “Tunnel of Love," grossed $11,- Debutante” improved sharply oyer over $45,100,
/
300 last week, its seventh, at the the previous week.Long Day's Journey Into Night, (Anthony Perkins, Jo Van Fleet,
Kermit BloomEstimates for'Last Week
1,147-seat Alcazar Theatre here* at
Hayes (D) (48th wk; 288 p) ($6.90; Hugh Griffith).
No Time for Sergeants. Royal 1,039; $30,000) (Frederic March, garden-Theatre 200 presentation of
a $4,40 top.
.
KettI
Frings’
adaptation
of Thomas,
Alexandra
(C)
(single
week)!
($5Previous week registered $12,700.
Forence Eldridge). Lays off the
$3.50); 1,525; $35,000). Profitable, week of Dec. 16. Previous $20,800; Wolfe’s novel; production financed
at $125,000, cost about $95,000 to
but under ^expectations at mearly last week, over $17,400.
$26,900.
<
/
\ . Look Back in Anger, Lyceum (D) hriM^Sn after earning around
out-of-town
profit;
can
Reluctant* Debutante, Avenue. (8th wk; 63 p) ($5.75; 995;’ $26,400) $5,000
{Figures denote opening dates)
(C) (2d wk) ($3.50-$3; 500; $13,250) l^Mary Ure, Kenneth Haigh). Pre- break, even at approximately $26,(Arthur Treacher). Stock operation viousoiveek, $26,400; last week, al¬ 000 gross and net around $7,000 at
LONDON
capacity, opens tomorrow night
bounced to $11,800; previous week, most $26,300.
At Prat *f Mat, Fortune <1-24 57).
nails Rtntlnt, Coliseum (11-14-37).
$5,100.
Monique, Golden (D) (5th wk; (Thurs.).
lor Fr*e»c Wynunaarr Q2-1-U3).
39 p) ($5.75; 800; $25,152). (Patri¬
Grid* A Badialer. Duchess 02-10-50.
OFF BROADWAY
$28,300 In Columbus Dee* Secret, Piccadilly (3-30-37).
cia Jessel, Denholm Elliott). Pre¬
Columbus, Nov. 25.
(Opening date in parenthesis)
vious week, $10,100; last week,
■ BT.S
The national company of “No over $8,000.
Career, Actor’s Playhouse (4-30Km, Seville 00-24-37).
FJewerfnt Sherry, Haymarket (11-21-57). Time for Sergeants1’^grossed a good
Most Happy Fella, Broadway 57); closes Dec. 1. **
Far Amvsement Only, ApoDo tS-5-36).
$28,300 at the Hartman here last (MD) (82dwk; 652 p) ($7.50; 1.900;
Clerembard, Rooftop (11-7-57).
Free As Air, Savoy (8-0-371.
week.
$74,2977. Exits Dec. 14 to tour.
Iceman Cometh, Circle-in-Square
Crab Me a Oendele, Lyric 02-26-36).
Happiest M1H., Cambridge (11-13-57).
The production Is current at the Previous week, $34,100; last week, (5-8-56); closes Jan. 5.
Hawse by Lake, York's (5*56).
Shubert, Detroit.
almost $31,000.
In Good King Ciuirles* Golden
JCIdders, Arte 01-12-37).
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) Days, Downtown (1-24^57).
LeveMrdS., Adelphl (4-20-37).
MeeF By Meenllfht, Aldwych W-l-37).
(89th wk; 707 p) ($8.05; 1,551; $67,Julius Caesar, shakespearMewsetrep, Ambsasedora 01-25-32). •
696) (Rex Hgrrison, Julie Andrews). Wrights (10-23-57)
Hew Crs*y dans. Vic. PaL 02-lMfi).
Ho Time f*H.” Her Maj. (S-23-36).
As always, over $68,700. Harrison
Palm Tree In Rose Garden,
Node WW» Vie Hit, Globe 01-7-56).
withdraws from the cast tomorrow Cricket (11-26-57)
Odd Man In, St. Martin'# (7-16-57).
(Thurs.), withJEdward Mulhare tak¬ 1 Purple Dust, Cherry Lane (12Flaisln Da Peris, Wales (VB0J7).
Baltimore, NOv. 26.
kaperfaty, old Vic (B-lt-37).
ing over his costarring assignment 27-57); closes Jan. 5.
'A ^Shadow of My Enemy,”
Reswlew «er,a Hwn, ROyal Ct. 01-26-37).
Nature’s Way, Coronet (C) (6th
, Richard III, Heckscher (11-25-57).,
Rear Like a Dave, Phoenix (9-23-57).
breaking in a’ tryout tour with a wk; 45. p) ($5.75; 1,101; $35,000)
Seller Beware, Strand (2-16-3®.
‘ Simply Heavenly, Renata <11fou^oa'y stand here last Wednes- Previous week, $21,200; last week, 8-57). •
Salad Days, Vaudeville (6-3-34).
Sat. Hlpht at Drawn, Garrick (9-9-57).
day-Saturday (20-23), had disap¬ over $16,900. House has booked,
Threepenny Opera, de Lvs <9Share, My. Lettwce, Comedy (9-23-57).
pointing reviews and unfriendly “Summer of the 17th Doll” for a 25-55).
Summer «f 17th Doll, Ffem(4-30-S7),
The Dancers of Bali Jan. 22 opening.
Urals Ensemble, Drury Dane 01-11-37). weather.
Closed Last Week
Walt* at Toreadors, Criterion (3-27-6® troupe were two performances at
New Girl in Town, 46th St. (MD)
Fall, Sullivan St (11-24-57).
Ford's last night and tonight (28th wk; 223 p) ($8.60-$9.20; 1,297;
True' of the Bear, Blackfriarx
;^
SCHEDULED OFIMINGS
(Mon.-Tues.)
arid*
the
touring
“Cat
Reysl Suite, princes 01*27-57).
$59,084) (Gwen Verdon, Thelma: j 10-23-57).
on a Hot Tin Roof' plays the house Ritter). Previous week, $56,100; !
Tunnel at Lbve, Majesty's 02-3-57).
Synge Trilogy, Theatre East <3Peddle Own Caned, Criterion 02-437). next week.
■
last week, nearly $49,000.
j 6-57).
a
Temped, Drury Lane 02-5-37),
Estimate
'for
Last
Week
Dinner With Family, New 02-10-37).
Nude With Violin, Belasco (Cl
Shadow of My Enemy, Ford's (D1 (2d wk; 12 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,037;
Be My OWed/WihL Gard. (12-11-57).
Rape ef Belt; PicadlUy (12-12-57).
(5 perfs) ($3,37; 1,819; $21,800) (Ed $33,000) (Noel Coward). Previous Dancers of Bali $12,000 .
Begley, Gene Raymond). Fair $11,- week, $24,500 for first four per¬
. CLOSED LAST . WEEK
000 without subscription.
For 5 Performances, D.C.
Entertainer, Palace (9-10-37).
formances and two previews; last
Quean A Welshman, "Lyric Ham. (11-7-57)
Washington, Nov.
week, almost $31,700, with commis¬
•Silver Weddle*, Wln^.Gard. 0-9-67).
The Dancers of Bali drew around
sions cutting into the take,
Pidgeon Healthy $27,300
. *Trans>w from Cambridge Theatre
Romanoff and Juliet, Plymouth $12,000 for five performances at
For Solo Week, St. Loo (C) (7th wk; 52 p) ($5.75-$6.25; the Shubert Theatre last week. The
ON TOUR
B* My Guest
1,062; $36,625) (Peter Ustinov). Indonesian troupe played five
St. Louis, Nov. 26.
DOsert Son*
D'Oyty Carte Optra
“Happiest Millionaire," starring Previous week, $35,300: last week, shows, but cancelled out a sched¬
Dinner with the Family
, *
Walter Pidgeon, grossed <a healthy almost $35,100, with commissions uled sixth performance.
The
1,500-seat Shubert
was
$27,300 at the American here last cutting into the take.
Happy Man
I Was a Cell Girl
Rope Dancers, Cort (D) <lst wk; scaled at $4.95 top. There were two
week.
.
;
Leek Beck In An*er
The comedy, iwhich. ends a two- 5 p) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,155; $31,000) strong evenings. Opener was a benPaddle Year Own Canee
day stafid at the Victoria, Kansas (Siobhan McKenna, Art Carney). e#t and the second night had the
City, tonight (Tues.), moves to Los j Opened last Wednesday (20) to downstairs largely bought out by
ant. Debutante
Indonesian
Embassy
and
Angel*, where it opens next Fri¬ three affirmative reviews (Aston, the
_alter
Tunnel ef Levs
day (21) at the Biltmore.
i World-Telegram; Atkinson, Times; friends. Reviews were good.

‘Country’ Up to $37,400
In Final Week in Wash.

Wat mm

Bennett $54,133,
Tables’mi Del

‘Sergeants’Nice
Total on 2 Companies;,
‘Deb’ Big $11,800, Toronto

J

British Shows

‘SHADOW’MELD $1!000
FIRST 5 IN BALTO

LEGITIMATE
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Off-Broadway Reviews

Pfi&ltifY
being better for Its blandness. As
the earnest young economist whose
love outtffns his luck, Logan Ram¬
sey indulges in one of those in¬
trospective performances that have
low-key effectiveness but which in
the quest for “truth” sacrifice use¬
ful theatrical values,
Geor.
(Closed Nov. 24, after six per¬

physical production of “Bountiful”!
is exceedingly poor by ELT’s own'
standards.
It is "1" commonplace
that designers, for Equity's show-,
case have to operate on negligi¬
ble, almost non-existent, budgets. formances.).
Yet year after year fledgling de¬
signers have wrought small mira<5es at Lenox Hill, so* it' can only*
be concluded in this instance that,
designer Allan Egly has failed.
With the exception of a variety
of southern accents that sometimes
N. \\ City Ballet
obscure understanding, the com¬
N. Y. City Center CLdncobl. Kerrteinpany ik sensitively attuned :to the ;Geor*» Balanchine! presentation of nineweek repertory. Conductor*. Leon Berzin,
“Clerambard” may be a V£i3L -veqttk^menta of Foote's love affair Hugo Fiorato; assistant conductor, Ottavio
funny play. In 1950, Marcel Ayme’s with smalltown Texas. As the eld- de Rosa; ballet mistress, Vida Brown;
piece of Gallic insouciance was erly mother'Whose only, want is to technical director, Nannane Porcher. At
Center, N. Y.. Nov. 18./37; 83.80 top.
heartily accepted by his Parisian get one more look at her Temem- City
Featured Dancers:
Marla
Tallchlef,
... and
. - ^ it has
•
i- suc¬ bered hometown of Bountiful, Mar¬ Andre Etfevsky, Diana Adapis, Patricia
compatriots,
been
cessfully revived in France since. guerite Lenert has warmth and sad Wilde*. Melissa- Hayden, Yvonne- Mounsey,
Allegra Kent, • Nicholas Macallanes. Fran¬
Twists oh society’s conventional humor, although her . dialect is cisco Mondon. Herbert Bliss, Tqdd Bolenpoints of view are devices dear to sometimes too thick for a northern der, Roy'Toblas, Jacques D'Amboise, Bar¬
bara Walczak. Barbara MiUbcrg, Barbara
the hearts of French playwrights, ear.
Fallis, Robert Barnett, Jonathan Watts.
and Ayme has scrupulously fol¬
As the son who is torn between
lowed, if not improved, upon, this filial and husbandly devotion. Sid¬
Only an incurably disputatious
impudent practice of his peers. ney Lee plays- with concentrated person would attempt to maintain
That civilized codes ari? not the hon«ty, while Elizabeth Moore' ex¬
a mental reservation against the
. last word in morality is in itself tracts. a maximum of drollery, as his proposition that the N. Y. City
a civilized, as well as a comic, con¬ whining, not-so-bright wife. Betty (Center) Ballet is the daridngest,
cept, and Ayme has exploited the Drost is appealingly direct as a
dashingest, ding-dongingest com¬
conceit not on portrait canvas but young lady who helps the mother pany in America, And no undua
With mural largesse.
find the way back to Bountiful boldness would be required to push
The ironic point In "Clerambard” (the role that won Eva Marie Saint
that description globally, at the
is that common Christianity would the most promising actress ot the
risk of bad feeling; with the British.
not be recognized today even if season citation in Variety’s an¬
These Balancliineans dance out
practiced. This is not a new thesis, nual poll of the critics; and sent
but Ayme gives the notion fresh her to. Hollywood), and J, Frank of enthusiasm and-with a pride oi
treatment. At the gaily refurbished Lucas amiably characterize the, company that shines. No detail goes
unattended, from the spotless cos¬
Rooftop Theatre, however, the drol¬ bus ticket man. .
lery is not always sufficiently
The revival has been staged by tuming, to the intelligently sub¬
featherweight, with the result that Adrian Hall who has shown con¬ dued scenery and lighting.
laughs are uncomfortably, few and siderable compassion for the script
Naturally It all begins with zest
some of the few uncomfortable.
and its last' people. He has sur-’ in conception. The result opening
Vlcomte Clerambard and family rounded the. scene ' breaks with night last Tuesday (19>; was sock,
are hard-pressed financially. To offstage hymn-singing which while wham, smash, ballet with the dull
make ends meet, the impoverished pleasant listening sometimes in¬ spots of ballet banished. It was
nobleman drafts his mother-in-law, trudes on the mood which has been ballet that inspired a love affair
wife and son into fo’-ced labor at created. But affection for a play between, the dancers and the spec¬
sweater-making looms, and he kills can be a useful production commo¬ tators, though .all the items were
stray cats and dogs for the family dity and ELT has invested “Boun¬ familiar. (Public awareness of a
larder. St. Francis of Assisi drops tiful” with tidy dignity.
superb company and a great value
Geor.
in and leaves a copy of his masterat $3.80 top shows in the Center’s
work. In no time at all* Clerambard
$110,000 advance "sale.) ’’
Fall
is hearing birds sing and giving ■ Andy Milligan production of two-act
To grace and elegance, this com¬
considerable protection to all man¬ drama by Perry Stieglltz. Stars Robin pany adds humor. There is fun to
Howard,
Logan
Ramsey.
Staged
by
Milli¬
ner of lowly life.
. j gan; setting. Gordon Argo; costumes. Ad¬ start with in the three males, Todd
Love, charity, and humility be¬ Lib Shop. At Sullivan Street Playhouse, Bolendar, Robert Barnett, Richard
come . the ‘ converted vidottite’s N.Y., Nov. 21, '57; 83.45 top (84.15 open¬ Thomas, who disport themselves
Watchwords, particularly as they ing!:
percussionists with wit and
Cast: Loma Erickson, Logan Ramsey, as
relate to others. When his wife Robin Howard, Lee Paton, Ray Purcell, merriment under the imaging of
clobbers a stray spider, he informs Dorothy Pederson, Michael Fuorry, Judith choreographer Jerome Robbins.
Lowry, Elia Braca, Rudd Lowry, Jack
her that she has killed her sister. Devon,
Based upon the British drollery of
Bill Fletcher.
Learning that his son has a* yen for
Benjamin Britten, “The Young
the town prostie, he determinesThe luck
the Irish has yet to Person’s Guide to the Orchestra ”
that living kindness would be best touch the. SuBtyan St.. Playhouse. the ensemble is divided and- cos¬
served if the lad married this lively The diminutive 'Semi-arena theatre tumed (by Irene .SharAff) into
lady.
in Greenwich Village opened late woodwinds, brass, strings arid tim¬
Before the whimsy is complete, last summer with an ill-fated re¬ pani.
the vicomte has sold his house and vival of ‘Sweeney Todd” and has
“Fanfare” was a stunning first
land, bought a gypsy wagon, and fared even worse with this dis¬ and showcasing item for opening
has started to give away his money. tended new family drama by Perry night. It’s a stage full of talentHe is fortuitously saved from being Stieglltz, a young playwright whose happy pros—and that’s always an
committed by a vision of heaven sincerity presently outdistances his exciting promise. The manipula¬
which everybody except the local facility.
tion of the segments, and their in¬
padre can see.
It takes a sizeable chunk out of terplay, the frievHy relationship
Claude Dauphin obviously digs an author’s life to write a play, but throughout with the pitmen under
his fellow-countryman, Ayme, giv¬ if Stveglitz is resilient he may learn Leon Barrin, the sauce of wit and
ing a sparkish performance as the from this production. He could the discipline of everything sent
vlcomte, and he is a remarkable observe, for example, the wrong the premiere winging.
theatrical figure as he ambles laughs that greet cliches, and sense
Thereafter the choreography was
through half the play in a long the audience disbelief as dire event all-Balanchine. Mozart’s figured
bathrobe and derby hat. As his piles on dire event in near-melo¬ music invited a display of sheer
repressed son, Alvin Epstein ex¬ dramatic. fashion. * He might even athletic and metronomic variation
plodes with considerable convic¬ realize that his play begins almost entitled "Divertimento No, 15.”
tion, and between them these two an act too early and ends With Costume* by -Karinskm This con¬
actors realize most of the zest of abrupt irresolution.
tains as its tour de jheatre a series
Ayme’s ffolic.
An .author who can use failure of ranid, dainty, brilliant but selfEdith Atwater is handsomely as a ,stepping-stone has half, the effacing solo performances by Alenergetic as the beleaguered moth¬ next play’s obstacles surmounted legra
Kent,
Melissa
Hayden,
er, Ruth McDevltt splutters indlg? before he starts,, and there is Yvonne Mounsey, Diana Adams,
nantly as the mother-in-law, and enough of the “feel” of natural Herbert Bliss, and Patricia Wilde,
Tammy Grimes gets : bouncingly events, enough observation, and an Along with the pleasure,.this sec-,
around as a prototypid heart-of- overabundance of situation that ond ballet was blinking subliminal
gold hussy.
needs only pruning, to encourage propaganda messages tb one’s sub¬
Ira Cirker’s staging is visually Slteglitz to write that next script. conscious: “In this company vir¬
pleasing, but he has not con¬ In the face of the disastrous '‘Fall,” tuosity is not Individual alone, but
sistently caught the brittle humor however, that will take gutp.
also- collective.”
of Gallic irreverence. As co-pro¬
Another 15-minute intermission,
“Fall” recounts eight unhappy
ducer Leo Kerz has caught it, for months in the life of a smalltown tben'xame; the roof-vibrating Pas
example, in his evocative sets of New York department store family. De DLxr handsomely* . costumed by
small-town France, or as Dauphin A neurotic daughter has a perichant Esteban -Frances. There were mo¬
catches it in such episodes as the fer married men but, for spite and menta when, with Maria 'Tallchlef
vicomte’s beatific reading of St. convenience,- marries a'promising and* Andre Eglevsky on stage*
Francis while immediately behind young economist who grew up on physical enchantment took on meta¬
him his son tussels with the lady the other side ’ of the tracks. By physical values. All ballet com¬
of easy virtue.
Geor.
dint of denying him her bed, she panies strive for these interludes
drives him from highballs to neat of . “the absolute.” City Center
The Trip to Bountiful
Scotch. Her parents are grasping, opening night was up in the clouds
Equity Library Theatre, Inc. revival of her grandmother is an opportunist, of absolutism. It was easy to tell
three-act comedy-drama by Horton Foote.
because of the thunder of applause
her brother a cad.
Staged by Adrian Hall; settings. Allan
Andy Milligan has produced, —a kind of thunder heard very
Egly: lighting. Robert Motley; costumes,
Marion Homelson. At Lenox Hill Play¬ directed, and designed- the cos¬ seldom indeed in theatres nowa-.
house, N.Y.,. Nov. 22, '57; admission by
tumes, but his only affirmative days, for any kind of show.
contribution.
Tallchlef-Eglevsky, being in the
Cast: Marguerite Lenert. Sidney Lee, action has been to provide Stieglitz
Elizabeth Moore. Betty Drost, William a showcase, A dozen actors face Old vaudeville parlance, a next-toLarsen. George Martin, Elwin Causey, J.
closing wow, what could follow?
Frank Lucas, Patrick HineS. Jeanne Asche. their closely encircling audience
Dan Legant, Jim E. Mapp.
with considerable fortitude . hut Balanchine chdse, as last fall,
“Western Sympathy.” Apart from
little persuasion.
Horton Foote’s poignant story of
Jack Devon, however, as the demonstrating something close to
loneliness, homesickness and love- neurotic girl’s decent unclef p*ays t&rp§tual motion, apart from the
lessness has been given an affec- with calm conviction, and it is his frenzy of Hershy Kay’s music, and
tingly nostalgic revival by Equity pleasant duty to relieve- th*^i«di- the wonderful dynamics of BarLibrary Theatre.
“The Trip to ence’s frustrations just prior to the* zin’s orchestra at this point, - this
Bountiful” failed on Broadway, de¬ final curtain by cuffing the young ripr-rparing coWtown setting allows
spite an excellent production, villainess
with
heart-Warming Melissa Hayden to satirize de¬
largely because it seemed to lack vigor. Lee Paton, a co-owner of liciously and .With, subtle underlin¬
size and dynamic scope. ELT-ers, the Sullivan St. Playhouse,, has ing the postures of ballet itself.
This remains a shimmering gem
however, have wisely seen that pleasingly credible intensity as the
there is as much value in a well - sister-in-law, and Judith Lowry is of dance humor in high style.
done miniature as in a skilful mu¬ splendidly crusty as the grand¬ Though the male eiid has been
.more effective previously in this
ral, and they have been content to mother.
stay within the bounds of Foote-’s
Robin Howard -appears as the ballet, it is the formula as before
fine-stroke technic.
shrike of the piece, masking the i in sheer capacity to bring the eve¬
To match drawbacks with vir- woman’s
vindictiveness
behind ning to wild, and slightly limp,
LaridL .*
tures, it roust be observed that the [wide eyes, her portrait of evil crescendo,

•

Clerambard

Leo Kerz. Leonard Lesley. Joy Thomson
production of two-act comedy by Marcel
Ayme. adapted by Norman Benny and
Alvin Sapinsley. Stars Claude Dauphin;
features Edith Atwater, Ruth McDevltt.
Will Kuluva. Alvin Epstein. Robert Dryden, Marth.a Greenhouse, Gordon Peters,
Tammy Grimes. Staged by Ira Clrker;
setting and lighting, Leo Ken; costumes,
Ruth Morley, At Rooftop Theatre. N.Y..
Nov. 7. '57* 13.85 top.
Cast; Alvin Epstein. Edith Atwater.
Ruth McDevltt, Claude Dauphin. Robert
Dryden, Gordon Peters. Tammy Grimes,
Martha Greenhouse. Sharon Gans. Pid¬
dle Viracola, Anne Helm, Will Kuluva,
mn« Smith.
/
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The extension of Capital gains maneuvering in show business to legit
backers was pointed up anew by a recent ad in Variety. The ad, stat¬
ing “Wanted: To buy an interest in ‘Tunnel of Love,’ ■” listed the phone
number of a New York attorney Leonard Kolleeny, who represents
clients interested in purchasing hacker percentages of hit shows on a.
capitalgains deaL
.
Although the ad referred specifically to “Tunnel,” other payoff prop¬
erties are considered by the attorney, as evidenced by an ad placed by
him in Variety 4 last year. In that instance, the copy read, “Do You:
own a % of a hit? Want to sell it for 26% capital gain?”
The backers of “Tunnel,” incidentally, have thus far earned a 100%
profit on their $60,000 investment.
The practice of indenting most of the text in the alphabetical ads
for Broadway shows, introduced recently* by producer David Merrick,
is: now being imitated by. various other legit managements. The idea ^
of course, is to make the show title more prominent by getting more
white space. It probably requires Increased spgce. and therefore is
more expensive, but presumably pays off in ex’ra ..attendance fofc the
show. Merrick started the indented copy procedure with his current
Broadway productions of “Jamaica,” “Look Back at Anger” and “Ro¬
manoff -and Juliet,” and it has been adoptedjhus far by the manage¬
ments of “Compulsion” (to a degree),, “Rpihpie” and “Cave Dwellers.”
What’s described as a “satisfactory” settlement of»Suzanne Starrs’
-contract as. ingenue lead' of “Romanoff and Juliet” was worked out last
Wr.efc by Dayid Pelham,, casting director for David Merrick, producer
of the show, and David, Marshall Boltzmann, attorney for the actress.
Miss Storrs, - who was replaced by Elizabeth Allen a few days before
the Peter Ustinov comedy opened on Broadway, had a run-of-the-play
contract. The Merrick office'“behaved in a very high class way” in the
negotiations for a settlement, Holtzmariu says. Miss Storrs was origin¬
ally cast for the ingenue role after a sefies of “contest” auditions/

Robert E. Griffith, co-producer
with Harold Prince of “New Girl
in Town” and “West Side Story,”
is. recuperating from major sur¬
gery:
,
.
.
Ben Rosenberg, company mana¬
ger of “Time Remembered,” is ja
patient in Beth Israel Hospital,
N. Y.
'
Producer-theatre operator-real¬
tor Roger L. Steven* was in Mil¬
waukee two days last week to tie
up a reilty deal,’ and will spend
most of this week at his permanent
home in Ann. Arbor. His daughter,
recovered from a recent illness, has
returned from Italy arid is again
at Cambridge U., and Mrs. Stevens
has returned from a visit with her
in England.
Broadway legit and tw actor
Franklyn. Fox wants it known that
he’s not the Franklin Fox who’s in
the recently-opened London pro¬
duction of “Bells Are Ringing”
Meanwhile, Darrid has- postponed
his independent production of “The
Disenchanted,”
with
rehearsals
now scheduled to start next Sep¬
tember.
Lucienne Hill is adapting Marcel
Achard’s * “Patate” for producer
Gilbert Miller.
Lehman Engel .has completed the
score fob the production of ‘'Meas¬
ure for’ Measure’’-that Margaret
Webster will stage for London's
Qld Vic Company.
J
Henry Fonda will star in “See¬
saw,”- with Anne Bancroft featured.
Martha Scott, will costar with
Ralph Meeker in “Cloud Seven.”
Martin Mannlls, producer of
GBS-TV’s “Playhouse 00,” and
Bayard Swope Jr.,_who’s currently
producing films for 20th-Fox, will
be partnered in a Broadway pro¬
duction of Nancy Wilson Rom’ new.
noveL
“The Return. of Lady
Brace.” The presentation, with a
dramatist still tlo be, selected, Is
scheduled for next season,. ..
‘ “The King’s ' Standards,” Costa
Du Reis’ French play, translated by
Helen Glauber*, Is slated'for pro1duction by the Blackfriars .Guild,
N. Y:, in mid-February, with Fred
J. Scollay directing.
Following its lengthy West End
run, “The Chalk Garden” is tour¬
ing tber provinces with Fay Comp¬
ton in the role played by Edith
Evans ;in London.' :
Charles Boyer will, star with Eve
Arden in Leslie Stevens' “The Mar¬
riage- Go-Round,”
which. Paul
Gregory
plans
presenting
on
Broadway next season.
A 20-minute score is being writ¬
ten by John LesSard for “Brother
to Dragons,” which William Darrid
and Arnold R. Krakower contem¬
plate presenting, on * Broadway
early next year. Richard.Horner is
general manager for the producers,
. David Wfcyne will costar with*
Vivian Blaine and Johnny Demand
m the musical,. “Say, Darling,”
scheduled to open April 3 on
Broadway.
Allan Cameron Dalxell will be
advance agent for the touring pro¬
duction of “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night,” which gets underway
Dec. 13 in Cleveland* Irish actor
Enaw MeMaster and Fay Bolster
head- the cast which also includes;
Roy Poole, Richard Rust and Liz
Thicks ton.
“The -Tin. ,CdP,,r by Richard
Reich, stage doorman at theBroadhurst Theatre, 'N. Y., has ‘been
acquired for .Broadway .production
by film producer -Mitten Ferfmim,
in association wlth^Hall ^Shelton,

The drama was tried out last! sea¬
son at the Margo Jones Theatre,
Dallas, with Shelton as stager.
Shepard Tranbe will present; two
special Sunday evening perform¬
ances of “Fun and Magi?,” .with
Cornelia Otis Sldnner and "Fred
Keating, at the Shubert Theatre,
N. Y., next Dec. 29 and Jan. 5.
Michael Myerherg arid Leri S.
Gruenberg are planning to reverse
procedure, in presenting a produc¬
tion’ of" “Compulsion” in Chicago.
The coproducers of the Broadway'
presentation, currently in its sixth
week at the Ambassador Theatre;
N. Y., are contemplating moving.
the entire New York company to
Chicago for the play’s. Scheduled
opening there the week of Feb* 3.
A new company would be formed
to take over the Broadway run.
Bob Schear, formerly with Wil¬
liam Mbrris legit dept, and more
recently casting the now-postponed
“Salt Air” has hooked up -with
Lenny-pebin Inc- to east commer¬
cials for tv and Industrial shows.
Joy Lane of “Copper and Brass’*
returned to Hollywood for the holi¬
days and will be back for another
go at Broadway in January. ( ,
George
Eckert
is
dire
“Damn Yankees” for J. C. Wil
son. Ltd., in Australia.
The American rights to Frit*
Hochwaelder's “The Public^ Proses
cutor,” currently playing in Lon¬
don, have been, acquired by- the
Theatre Guild for Broadway-pro¬
duction next season.
Edwin SchaUert, of the Los -An¬
geles Times, in New York for a
looksee at the Broadway shows last
Thursday-Monday (21-25), also look
in “Dark at the Top of the Stairs”
in.Philadelphia, last night (Tries.),
Stanley Illsley, one of the man¬
aging directors of the Olympia
Theatre, Dublin, left for London
last week following a three-week
New . York visit, his first fo: the
U.S. He expects to spend a couple
of weeks in the West End before
returning to Dublin:,
George F. Vogel and Mesrop
Kresdekian are the new stage man¬
ager and technical director, respec¬
tively, of the Arena Stage,, Wash¬
ington. Resident Equity riieinbers
include Tom Bosley, Clayton Cocxatte; Nicolas Coster, AUeM Joseph.
Ed Preble and Astrid WiUrud.
Marianna Elliott'is the company’s
costume supervisor, and Frit Chris¬
tian Is in charge of props;
John Byram, back in New York
from Europe with his pressagent
wife, Marian Byram, is lining up
outdoor bookings for “Son et Lumiere,” the French spectacle he’s
planning to present in the U.S.
next summer.
Legit actor BUI Steele, has joined
Bernard Simon's Package Publicity
Service -as executive assistant.
Marshall Migatx, former strawhat operator, has left the Mike
Todd office to join Broadway The¬
atre Alliance, the Colnmbia Art¬
ists* -legit booking subsid.
Samnel Beckett's English trans¬
lation .of “Endgame;” which he
originally wrote in French,, will be
presented by Noel Belua and Jer- *
ome Friedman at the Cherry Lane
Theatre, N. Y., beginning Jan. 14.
Alan Schneider will direct
Arthur S. Gregor’s “Dues Poppy
Live Here?” has been converted
intar a musical for children b? Bea-.
trice WiQdn and wilt be,presented
at the Actors Playhouse, N. Y., at
1 p.iro- and 3 pjn.r DeC, 23-29s The
producer fr
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DIRECT FROM BROADWAY
BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE Announces
NEW YORK COMPANY

MUSICAL COMEDY SMASH
FREDERICK
BRISSON

ROBERT E.
.
GRIFFITH • and

TOUR NOW BOOKING

HAROLD S.
PRINCE

(In Association With Albert B. Taylor)

PRESENT

"Damn

ycm#teesr
(Based on the Novel, "The Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant"
by Douglass Wallop)
BOOK BY

GEORGE ABBOTT and DOUGLASS WALLOP "

'

MUSIC AND LYRICS IY

RICHARD ADLER and JERRY ROSS
■'

-

a

DANCES AND MUSICAL NUMBERS STAGED IY-

BOB FOBSE .
SCENERY AND COSTUMES DESIGNED IY

WILLIAM andJEAN ECKART
OICHESTRATIONS BY

DANCE MUSIC ARRANGEMENTS IY

Dm Walker

Roger Adam*

PRODUCTION DIRECTED IY

GEORGE ABBOTT Jr
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT IY

Justin Sturm and Richard Horner

OPENING JANUARY 18th ALTOONA, PENN.
OPEN DATES IN PENNSYLVANIA. OHIO. INDIANA, KENTUCKY* TENNESSEE. VIRGINIA, NO. CAROLINA. SO. CAROLINA, FLORIDA, ALABAMA.
MISSISSIPPI, LOUSIANA. TEXAS, OKLAHOMA. COLORADO, NEBRASKA, IOWA, WISCONSIN

WRITE OR WIRE

BROADWAY THEATRE ALLIANCE
113 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

ALSO NOW ON TOUR
NEW YORK company
COMPANY

1

By JEROME LAWRENCE
and ROBERT E. LEE

MAURICE EVANS

In AMocfotion with 2MMKTT ROSH15
Production Directed by
'

' ' '

■

MORTON DaCOSTA
-

II1

I

.

I

. .i

X -

“AUNTIE MAINE”

“HQ TIME FOR SERGEANTS”
^ Produced by

CONSTANCE BENNETT as
f

J

Based on the Novel

By PATRICK DENNIS

Entire Production Directed by^
i

OROSS FIRST NINE WEEKS OF TOUR

MORTON DaCOSTA

GROSS FIRST 3 V, WEEKS

$152,942.92
TMb Week, RIVIERA THEATRE. Datratf
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Toot’ Folds ii Boston
.figure Loss at $90,000

tli* Sid Gatfar (NBC) shows for
their first time on the British
video.
Producer Is due back in the U.S.
1
NfJpston, Nov. 26,
, in January on some other pros¬
David Marshall Holtzmann and
Continued from par* M fa————fa—fafa
pective
deals in legit and tv.
“One Foot in the Door/’ Julie j
Robert H. Bishop 3d have been
Homnlus der>Gro»»e i has shown courage In presentiM Berns comedy starring June Ha¬
elected president and vice presi¬
lead, but tends to slow up action
K\Wfrt voc, folded • here last. Saturday
dent, respectively, of the Musical
at times. Newcomer Kurt Beck deArena Theatres Assn., a summer
is tic rather than financial, since the; (23) after playing a single week
livers an excellent portrayal of an
lent group. Holtzman, a New York
theatre receives, government sup-* of a fortnight's scheduled tryout
effeminate Roman potentate.
The
e
fa; Continued -from page 79 fa—fa attorney, is managing director of
port and so risks little doss.) In run at the Shiibert Theatre.
Mezo.
all, this is chiefly an. ensemble show took a dire panning from the
e _.prenticeship to become eligible the Cape Cod Melody Ten, Hyanachievement with no outstanding local critics, having been not so
nis, Mass., and the South Shore
°
for
admission.
Sobald F**enl ♦I*hr<»
individual
performances. . Hans roughly treated in its break-in.
11
A curious aspect of the board’s Music Circus, Cohasset, Mass.,
Bauer's direction Is excellent as is stand the previous wepk in Phila¬ decision was that It is permitting while Bishop operates the Cleve¬
Verg^hen
i
the technical supervision. Hans.
delphia/
(After Five More Years)]
McClain to serve his apprentice- land Music Carnival.
.Jack Benny and George Burns
Berlin, Nov. 17.
IS ship by working in the Independ- . Holding down the posts of treas¬
Berlin Festival presentation of Buehnen
(and Allen) put up- half of the ent Booking. Office under the su- urer and secretary, respectively,
der Start Koeln (Cologne! production of
$100,000 financing for the Richard
three-act drama by Federico Garcia Lorca;
,tt pervision of general manager Har- are Walter Davis and Robert K.
translated into German by Enrique Beck.
Rrakeur production. The loss is
Ls old Goldberg, an ATPAM member. Adams. The former rnns the Fin¬
Staged to Hans Bauer;. music, Heinz
expected to run about $90,000.
Pauels; Sittings, Walter Gondolf; cos¬
It is thus, recognizing booking ger Lakes Lyric Circus, Skaneattumes, Ottowerner Meyer; technical super¬
Los
Angeles,
Nov,
26.
= office experience as qualification les, N. Y., and Adams is producer
vision, Friedrich Buchloh. At-Hebbel
Theatre, Berlin; >3 top.
for membership, after refusing to of the Music Ten, Flint, Mich., and
George
W.
Fowler,
former
Young Man .. Mchaei Begen veepee of Civic Concert Service,
admit McClain on the basis of 25 the Musical Cirele, Farmington,
years’ booking office employment. Mich. Accountants Edward Lutz
has been named by Sol Hurok to
Continued from pace 79 .fa—^
=s
ATPAM has no rules or even and Robert Carr are executive di¬
second Friend ........ Georg Huepseier head the new Los Angeles office of
> tacit policy of exclusion of /Ne- rectors.
, stenographer •"'••••■ ^KiSudp^eS the nation-wide booking division of Broadway stems from a 10-yearX groes, and although there are none
Servant* 1/.*.’.*.*.**1*.* *.*.*.*.*.'.V.. Curt Faber Hurok* Attractions.
Office will old promise that if a Hylton show
e in the union at present, there have
.•.. Mari**1si^
function as West Coast headquar- was ever done on Broadway he
s been some 4n the past. Thus, al..
■
ters for the organization to estab- . would see to it that Kipness was
n though McClain is a Negro, that asThe works of Federico Garcia lish a steady flow of bovMngs for associated. That was in .return
d pect of the situation is mot YegardKipness, a dress manufacturer and
Lorca, Spanish playwright who at the area.
n. ed as a factor in the board’s denial fa^,fa Continued from pose 79 —fafa
58 was killed during the Spanish * Ruth St. George, formerly West occasional producer, having given
[f of immediate membership,
Civil. War, are now making the Coast-manager1 for National Artists Hylton the British rights to his hit
an fighting to maintain the love n
The reason for 'the turndown Of an vex-priest torn by -.his past
German legit; rounds. This one, Cofp., has been appointed Assistant Broadway musical, yHigh Button
is apparently the firm oppo- life.
performed , by the reputable en- West Coast manager for Hurok; Shoes” some 10 years ago.
. '
.5
i. sltion of a segment-of the memsemble of Buehnen der Stadt Larry Helmer, former NAC veepee,*
While “Tante” is a French re¬
Theatres De* Arts will do Rob¬
has bee A retained in an advisory vue, the language barrier is fig¬ bership against all new admissions. ert Brasilach’s drama; "‘La Heine
It
The “new. blood” clause, under De Cesaree” while ihe Theatre
SLS
festivalftt
capacity; and Harold Shaw, with ured negligible, as the Show if
e which producers, and theatre own- Edouard: VH has Michel Perrin’s
*{
the NAC lecture division since chiefly in pantomime -and In the
i_ era. were permitted to sponsor two “Le Monsieur Qui A Perdu .Ses
Uresttat lti
wUl handle special features, broadest. Gallic idiom where dia¬
i- qualified applicants a year for im- Clefs” (The Man' Who Lost His
log is concerned—something com¬
lesser-known works, reportedly,
SreVjnvntW
*» mediate- membership, was elimi- Keys), comedy based on a simple
having been previously produced Jp1 make their debut on the West parable to the “fractured French”
l5 naited from the ATPAM-League mishap. The Renaissance has a
only once, in Denmark.
Coast in the coming season. They at the Folies Bergere whose revues
As usual with Lorca’s dramas, include Spanish soprano Pilar are ns privy to the Scandinavian,. contract in, the last negotiations. light- situation cpmedy cAning up
n It had .been-appoint of contention with. Max Regnier’* “Champagne
this has considerable; depth, to Lorengar; Israeli pianist 'Daniel German, British ~ and American
»► for years.
.
^ and Whiskey,” about Franco-Amer'such an extent that average audi- Barenboim; mezzo-soprano Zara trade as to the provincials. “Tante”
ences may have difficulty under- Dolukhanova, composer-conductor is slated for a March preem on
ican relationships, and the Fon¬
standing it. Piece has little action, Aram Khachaturian, Violinist Igor Broadway, about the same time
taine Pierre Gascar’s comedy-dr a*
but tends to be a symbolic, poetic Besrodni, and pianist Vladimir that Hylton’s two Yank imports
ma, “Lees Pas Perdus” (The Lost
# dreamplay about a young man who Ashkhnazi, all from the
Soviet bow in London.
Steps).
Hylton- feels that Miss Kendall,
fails to master his life and love,' union; and Italian soprano Marcella
, Theatre De L’Oeuvre reprises
and ends in death.
Pnbbe
with her husband,. Rex Harrison,
b
=■
Detroit, Npv. 26.
«Ifred Fabre-Luce’s drama,
The drama attempts to explain
*
_
occupied in the Londdn produc¬
y
Smoking in public is tabu for an ^!onie
Les
Dieux”
(As
the
tion of “My Fair Lady,” would be
e actress, but drinking is permissi- Gods).
ifUfef aUseTmirnhe^t
H“ok’s New G°ibm Gutrim
l" ble. That’s the theory of Geraldine
totVmiible;
howwir especial
Hurok’a New York offlce moves to Ideally situated, both profession¬
Grand
Guignol
gets
a
new
batch
r Page, costar with Eric Portman in of pne-act thrillers while the Petit
since the writing tends to be overly
quarters Dec 1 with Elsie ally and for personal reasons for
e the touring “Separate Tables.” Marigny Will have two one act
intellectual and the settings sur- IlHngsworth, who left NAC after the “Mame” assignment, Claudette
realistic.
27 years, as senior booking repre- Colbert had been set for the stint,
c» The public use jpf cigarets or- plays by George Bernard Shaw^
but withdrew.
Although the show has certain sentative.
liquor, is a matter of public and
There are several musicals coin¬
Hylton’s ARD (Associated Radio
fascinating
effects,
particularly
--:0 human relationships, she says.
ing up at the Chatelet, Mogador,
with regrad to its surrealistic setActors John Randolph and. Frank Defussion) commercial. television
“■
“Don’t smoke a cigaret as part Porte St. Martin and the A.B:C.
tings, its ultimate quality seems - Silvera are co-directors of a newly- activities, has him also buying
j* of a publicity, photo, - no matter They
are ' respectively, /Maria
mote literary thafi theatrical.
i formed dramatic workshop in Har- American kinescopes for British
• how the photographer may plead,” Flora,” “Naples, Baiser de Fue,”
video. Among the deals he set are
Nevertheless, the Cologne group I lem.
® the actress advised last week dur- “L’Apprenti Fakir,” and “Tete De
=< ing the Terence Rattigan dual¬ Linotto” (Wooly Head').
bill’s fortnight engagement^ at the
Hence, with the many that have
Cass Theatre .here.v -‘As forr.drllikr.,
come, in before and the healthy
Ing, there doesn’t seem to be the
holdovers from last season. Paps
same public resentment that at¬
is having a prolific legit season.
taches to smoking.” Saying which,
However, quantity is exceeding *the
’ Miss Page posed- for a photo show-;
quality of the shows.
ing her sipping a cocktail.*
. “ .•/
“I’ve a theory on what causes
artists and businessmen to feel un•easy in each other’s company,” the
star observed. “Each sees in the
other the thing he has missed in fa—fa; Continued from p»ge 79 —fafa
life, and it puts hurt on his- guard.
I suppose^ though, that sOmCone would probably be suitable for
will knock down my theory. “The Entertainer” and may also
be available in. February, when
That’s what usually happens.”
Merrick hopes to open the play.
Also, Stevens has close, business as¬
sociations with the managemehti
of the Beck Theatre and the ANTA
Playhouse, Which likewise would be
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 26.
suitable and perhaps available::
. :
Oajdand Auditorium Theatre, so
Osborne, the author, of “The
- shabby that it has been practically Entertainer,” also wrote “Look
useless for years, has been re¬ Back in Anger,” which Merrick: 4$
furbished at a cost of $150,000. and currently presenting at thelLyceum,
reopened Nov. 12 with an “Operafj NtY.
Gala” headlined by Dorothy Kir¬
sten. -The 2,000-seat thSWe was
*built in ’! 917.
*
%
Ntf-Tegft'show has played ^kland in morf ‘ban two decades-^
Booking, the
iovated theatre- is
Lin Lueddf 'ze> Oakland Audi¬
torium manager.
■

Shows Abroad

Elect Hdtanm Prez ^
Of Mnical Tent Group

|

ATPAM-McClain

COAST DEBUTS DOE
FOR 7 HUROK ARTISTS

Jack Hylton

17 Paris Noises

; Butts NG, Booze OK
i.
Sez Geraldine Page

.

Slovais-Merrick

Renovate, Reopen Legit ’
House in Oakland, Cal.

“WElST SIDE STORY”
proudly congratulates’
its composer

LEONARD BERNSTEIN
upon his appointment

!

SCHEDULE) KY. OPENINGS

as musical director

*

Jew York Philharmonic

(Thecctrei Hot'Set J .

Rr

'

ROOMS

4f^i -St^ W«a$

1
i

Bwoy

drcU^MOQ_J
nOmU^M|L^4K9PHOMOR»
TtuMriml MOTVlfiM Upi • All
LnMh C*—8*1* LImc •* lliMrM

oWb* OADWAI
Will A Way, Theptre JEast (12-2-57).
MaMepelM* Seeretr nofci&c 02-3-37). ■ret. Kfomeaey, Gets 02-6-573^
Pale HomjrMn JiUa 024479.
Sldllen -Copen, Marquee (12-10-57).
Oarden D^trtct, Tor* U-7-58). .
■wdpama. pherrr Lane (1-14-58).
Chatro A; Lateen, Phoenix (1-048)/.
PoBny Condle, Clrdo (l-15-5fl),

CHEERFUL

rooms /
?U£Nf
IOOSCKEEFING

., Cut of Axo (wh^l-27-SB).
Mayfcd Tuoaday U.-1-5S).
Fortoflne (wk. S:3-M).
Interlock a-8-58).
Vmkw* m Urtfe ca-ll-5»;
Cloud’ SovoW (2-12-5*):
Intortalnor (2-12-M).
*
' This J* Bepple KUSSS). '
-Day Menoy-Meppod (2-20-M).
Actrosa In Lovo (2-24-98).
Baek to NMMHMMalr jCS-lT-38).
Soy DarUnn (4448).
'
Hearts A BoMars (44.5*),
■ Love Me UM«
.

„>

\

(Theatres Sety^e^ • 5

Oark T«K.
Muric Box qHfcjU**'
«*nlw» * ~9«44*st. Miller (la-fWnT
iiwnr, anta <12-11-57).
MUifc Man, Majestic (12-19^A>»* '
Ml*r
Royale
Two fo^ Seesaw, Booth
Summer ttUfy Coronet a-23-S8>,
Body BoatttiflH, B*w4y (1-23-58). ” Sunrlso at Ckmpdhollo, Cort (1-30-58).
Captain's. Sandtso, Alvin (2-4-58).
■luo Doptm, Playhouse (2-27-5*),
CoMHoelcsr Glohe (4-10-3*). *
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LITERATI

35

stars, Richard Burton, Paul Rogers
and John Neville is chronicled.
Production details are inspected;
also acting texts of the great plays.
JThere is-some critical observation
on the Old Vic Dramatic School
By Frank Scully
and Theatre Center, and on the
organization’s artistic policy. Work
.
Hollywood, Nov. 26.
of Tyrone Guthrie and Hugh Hunt
i0
is thoroughly assessed. Author —.
has \ Just why “The Story of Walt Disney” had to be written by his.daughwritten 10 bqol.s on theatre and ter Diane Disney Miller and then told to Pete Martin, so that readers
ballet; and, on occasion, has con-' of the Saturday Evening Post could get the nuances in one syllable
tributed drama reviews to The' words, eludes even specialists in the semtr a-tra de demands. •
London Times. Book is-handsome- ■
Holt, the publishers, didn’t bother to separate the Post' toasties and
ly illustrated; printed in Britain, j at* $3.95 they will sell plenty because a lot of dull people, tired at the
Rodq. * |en<j 0f a day in Disneyland, would like to know bow to become mil5 —! lionairfcs, meet $250,900 weekly payrolls and not end broke.
Pocket Books’ *NatL Ads’
As a trio, Disney Ito Miller to 'Martin will never eclipse Tinker to
Pocket Books Inc, has uncovered Evers to Choice. Or even Kennedy, Nobody and Platt.
a new source of revenue and possi¬
Not having^een Mrs. Miller’s original manuscript I am, of course,
ble “extra added” reader insert, only guessing that it may > have lacked the midwest country-hoy won¬
via insertion of coupon advertis¬ der which both Disney and Martin share. After all, no man is an un¬
ing.
Roy Benjamin (agency), ad qualified hero to his daughter. Not in this country anyway, especially

SCULLY’S SCI5APBOOK

Fisher, Grbucho Marx, George
Gobel, Bob Hope, Milton Berle,
Tenhesse Ernie Ford, Dinah
Shore,
Gisele \MacKenzie
and
Arlene Francis.
\
It’s a built-in promotion piece,
of course, for the network because
this breezy booklet' wiBN^njoy wide
readership. Each “profile” tees off
with vital statistics, some ihcluding
religious inclinations, but most are
in a light vein, including., profes¬
sional credits. For example: Male’s
“real name” is given as Harry
Truman and he calls himself a
Hindu. Berle’s elementary school
education was limited to the Pro¬
fessional Children’s School “mostly "bapp” marri«e”°or'd£Sl mall jiiy,e fiad
«■*
“***’***’•
by correspondence.”
Abel.
WplfpStearfs^lfosSyta^^d!
The only pictures w&ich show father and daughter working on the
in PB’s on a regular basis to reach Pr°Ject are taken m the Disney garden, with Walt stretched out on a
2 Baruch Bestsellers
When Houghton-Mifflin post¬ the PB. audience, gauged at 50,- i tout-a-fatt modern hammock and Diane, nearby, pecking at a portable
typewriter on a-glass-topped iron table.
poned its . Book-of-the-Month: se¬ 000,000 annual circ.
Anybody who has ever collaborated on a book would know that
‘Playgirl’ Ruled Infringement
Advertisers using PB and i\.'th
lected “Mr. Baruch," by Margaret
Federal Judge George B. Harris L Coitr who wrote the Pulitzer contracts into 1958 include Time, couldn’t have worked out. So I suspect Martin had to be called in to
' - Inning John C/ Calhoun
Inc., Book of the-Month''Club, the sweat out a rewrite from tape recordings
last week granted an injunction in
The end result will never take the place of Boswell’s Life of John¬
)hy five years ago* some of Literary Guild, Dollar Book Club,
San Francisco to Playboy magazine
y book reviewers, also post¬ Reader’s D'gest Condensed Book son as prescribed reading at highschool levels. Actually the book would
forbidding a Frisco girlie maga¬
reviewing Holt’s previously Club, and* the Walter Black.Clubs be easy reading for sixth-graders and maybe the Post decided to head
zine, Playgirl from . using that
led “Baruch: My Own^tory” (Classics Club, Giants of Litera¬ in there for readers, figuring the older ones have been lost to televiname.
lany did review it. and it is ture, Detective Book Club and Lion for years by now.
Judge ruled that Walter Hale,
e No. I non-fiction bestseller, Zane Grey series). . High .response
Shaw once said that the democracies preferred second-bests, and he
publisher of Playgirl and a former
ncomlums for Miss Coifs to the coupons is reported.
knew what he was talking about, because they certainly preferred him.
burlesque operator, had infringed
book
($6.95
and 784 pages against
on the Playboy trademark, and
Whether the Disneys, too, were a success because they couldn’t do any
Reissued After Remaindered
that Hale, who started playgirl in •the subject’s own memoirs, 337
better or whether they .deliberately pitched their talents to blanket the
1955,, “atempted to avail himself pages, fpr Holt) indicates equally
“Manual of Screenplay Writihg,” sccond-runs of-mankind is an issue for poll-takers.
of the good .wilj and general ac¬ successful sales, separate and apart, by Lew Herman, has been reissued
The trinity which has contributed to this literary opus make some
of course, from the pice economic by .World after having been re¬
ceptance of Playboy.
cushion that comes with a BOM maindered last year. Also to. be re¬ hints that the Disneys derived from D’lsney, a Norman who fought
with
William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings, but they quick¬
selection.
HM
has
four
editions
in
New- Morning Newspaper
issued next spring will be the au¬
ly hop away from that to the middle west where riding horse-cars was
print in advance of publication.
thor’s (with his wife) “Manual of
The new morning Paris-Journal
the
most
exciting thing a kid could do, and, aS far as Walt Disney is
While
the
Elder
Statesman
plans
Foreign Dialects” which has been
actually replaces . another daily
(next to riding
......
- a miniature train around his Holmby
----- Hills
FranC-Tireur. It keeps the same a No. 2 volume of his memoirs, out of print for some time and will, Concerned
Miss
Coifs
book
was
appraised
by
be
republished
under
the
imprint
j
estate),
is
now the most exciting thing an adult can do ih Disneyland.
staff but is backed by bigtime pub¬
_j. rrn*— •**- Books.
i
small proof that kids are not too easily influenced by the deviations
Theatre
Arte
lisher and film producer Del Buea. Charles Poore in the N.Y. Times of
The screenplay writing manual of their parents is revealed in the fact that the father of the Disney
It remains left of centre, but, with as “a far more thoroughgoing por¬
new backer, comes more towards trait of Baruch and his America.” has been adopted as a textbook by boys voted for Eugene Debs, a socialist wbo ran for President. They
Incidentally, she Indicated openly the N. Y. University screenwriting were brought up on The; Appeal to Reason, a publication which would
the centre.
that for about a year her subject course.
have all concerned corralled by the official witch-hunters of this era,
Paper is designed for more sen¬
•had withdrawn usage of his papers,
if it were still in biz. To show you how little influence all this had on
sational trade with large-type head¬
apparently displeased about some¬
CHATTER
lines. There is a big show biz page
Walt Disney, he’s been over in right field with the Republicans ever
thing at first, but later wrote her
with timely reviews, on all specs, a flatteringly;
William
Raney
and
Robert since he could vote.
new wrinkle here. Commie La
Amtissen exited McGraw-Hill ;as
The Disneys had an Uncle Ed, however, who was a road kid of a very
This is probably a first in con¬ associate editors.
Liberation headlined its Monday
superior sort, and can’t understand Svhy he didn’t go ai far as Jack
temporaneous
belles
lettres,
both
(18) paper, “Franc-Tireur is dead,
Dempsey
or Jim Tiilly. If he wanted to go into town he simply walked
The
Writer,
oldest
literary
trade
within the same year and only a
read La Liberation"
month or so apart, that two coin¬ pubication, is skedding monthly over to the railroad tracks and when a train came along he flagged iL
“The train stopped, he elimbed on board and rode into town free.”
cidental bestsellers on the same column on tv.
‘Editors Who Steal’
How Abont Boston Brown Bread?
...
Bennett Cerf will be on the
subject have resulted. Not to
Oren Arnold’s blast against “edi¬ mention ’that ’the critical edge Mike Wallace ABC-TV griddle this.
All Walt's early- gropings into the cartoon field, the Film Ad Com¬
tors who steal, chisel, borrow, beg seems to go to the/professional Saturday (30).
pany and such are faithfully told and it’s pretty dk ^al and discourag¬
and beat down the freelancer” in biographer rather thin the autoWilliam C. Clifford has joined ing reading on the whole. He once ran up a restaurant hill of $60 and
current Writerls Digest -(Nov.) will blographer.
1
Simon & Schuster as an editor* He then was cut off from the eatery. But a few days later the Greek came
be basis for' main topic of discus¬
was a trade editor at Oxford Univ. into the Laugh-O-Gram Studio and saw Walt eating cold beans from a
sion at next meeting of Society of
Press and, prior to that, an editor can. When his daughter years later remarked to her father, “That must
Curtis Topping ’56 Net
Magazine Writers, according to
have been one of the low points in your life,” Walt replied. “No,” I love
Curtis Publishing Co-, sees 1957 at Macmillan.
Coast spokesman. Highly contro-'i
Carol and Ken Giniger (v.p. and beans.”
profits
matching
or
doing
better
versial material was supplied by
Walt’s experiences as, an ambulance-driver in France after the First
members, of Arizona Writers Club than 1956, Robert S. MacNeal told g.m. of Hawthorn Books) staging
and is no solo . outburst, but the stockholders in a letter accompany¬ their annual Sunday-after-Thanks- World War oddly give this period of his life a prosperous note, but lie's
other side of the case against “the ing the firm’s nine-month earnings
milk punch party at their j stjon back on Poverty Row and seemingly one disappointment after anhallowed halls of Philadelphia” figures. . In 1956 Curtis earned home.
other! After being clipped and gypped he finally succumbs to bank¬
.was presented by Richard Hagton, $6,234,398 or $1.09 a share, on a
Barney Ross and Martin Abram¬ ruptcy.
Coast promotion director for Cur¬ gross operating income of $186,- son, co-author on Ross’ autobiog¬
■
x
t110™0”
Yet-out of all these disappointments came, in time, Mickey Mouse,
575,869.
tis Publications.
raphy, “No
Ao Man
Man stands Alone p-phe Tliree Little Pigs and the terrible tempered Donald Duck, a webThe company reported its net in¬ (Lippincott), guests of a sports fqoted sailor that acted and in fact looked like Harold Ickes.
He pointed out that 40 new au¬
thors had appeared during the last come for the first nine months of press party this week at the Hotel
.After Disney’s success of Three Little Pigs, a cartoon competitor*
*
year In various Curtis books. One this year climbed to $4,975,116, or Dixie.
named Van Beuren held a skull session and asked a spy, Who cooked
well-known Hollywood writer con¬ $1.05 a share, from $4,374,890, or
Seattle scribe Michael Deutsch
tends! that this is an teconpmy meas¬ 68c a share in the like 1956 period. has been tided over by Harper up Disney’s stuff? He was told, “It’s Walt,” which left Van Beuren more
ure and is a blow to established Gross revenues rose to $145,852,743 Bros, to give him time to finish a discouraged than ever.
Of course, When you grow to an organization involving a quarter of.
scribes. Arnold’s statement that from $134,003,452 a year ago.
novel.
He received the fourth
“the era of the kicked-around free¬
“The results for this period are memorial fellowship awarded this a million dollar payroll a week, you don’t do so much personal cook¬
lance' author- is hearing its end*' gratifying,” MacNeal declared. year by the publishing house In the ing, hilt it probably is true that iff the beginning the Disney brothers
drew ja polite denial of any kicking “Net earnings for the third, quarter name of one of its late editors not only paid the piper but called the tunes.
around- Hacton cited a recent ex¬ were about $200,000 better than for Eugene F. Saxton.
_Will It Be A Hit? Or A bliss? „
ample involving Cameron Shipp, the third quarter of 1956, thus con¬
The Miller-Martin combo tell a story of "Snow White” which dwarfs
Irish poet Seamus O’Sullivan re¬
Lawrence Welk and Pete Martin. tinuing the rate oiLgain in the first ceived Irish Academy of Letters Disney’s stature a bit and therefore makes him a good deal more hu¬
Shipp profiled Lawrence Welk and and second quarters, hut a word of top award, the Gregory Medal man, which as a» matter of fact he doesn’t need a book to prove he is.
received a check for the piece. But caution is in order for -the this named for Abbey Playwright Lady
One day.* voice scout told him he had a ,14-year-old girl with a terrific
two weeks before it was skedded fourth quarter of 1957. Due pri¬ Gregory,' in Dublm last week.
to appear in Satevepost, a similar marily to higher costs present in¬ Medal, presented onge in three voice. They tested her, “Too mature,” said Walt. “She’s got to sound
younger.”
The kid he turned down was Deanna Durbin.
story on 'the champagne-music dications are .that net earnings for years, goes to outs tan mUg-figure in
Then they T>egan hunting for a girl who could best illustrate Snow
master came out in Look. . The ar¬ that quarter will not be as high as Irish literary world.
'
White’s movements. In the end they hit on a 17-year-old whose father
ticles were so nearly identical that those of the abnormally good
Nathaniel A. (Nat) Boynton, for¬ owned a dancing school. Her name was Margery Belcher. Walt picked
Pete Martin was assigned to write fourth quarter of 1956.”
mer member of the Associated her. She later became known as Marge Champion. :
another
interview .with
Welk.
Press Albany Bureau and now a
Meanwhile, Shipp’s piece was re¬
By that time the cost of the picture was up to $1,700,000 and about
15 Teenage Mags
staffer with the General Electric
leased to the author without any
the only one in Hollywood who believed the Investment would be re¬
Rash of teenage magazines now news bureau in Schenectady, elect¬
strings attached re: future sale.
covered was Walter Wanger. Actually the picture grossed '$8,000,000
adds up to 15 on newsstands. Rang¬ ed president of the Princeton
ing from Mademoiselle, Compact Alumni Assn, of Northern New in its first time around and has grossed $15,000,000 to date.
Hoover’s Rook
There’s a claim in this book that might be worthy of further research,
and Seventeen Age Beauty, these York.
J. Edgar HoqVer, HWio had author¬ books devote large share of space
Two major book clubs whose se¬ that “Snow White and The Seven Dwarfs” has been seen by more peo¬
ized the official hpok ,on the Fed¬ to show biz personalities. ‘
ple
than any other picture.ever made. This claim is based.on tlie fact
lections frequently overlap have no
eral Bureau of Investigation which
Leader of the newcomers is similar duplication in readership, that while “Gone With The Wind" may cost a moviegoer $2.50, some
Random House made into a run¬ Teen,
a
Petersen
publication, according to Ralph Henderson* edi¬ theatres charged as little as 10c for children to see “Snow White.”
away bestseller last year, is turning which has piled up 250,000 Circula¬ tor of Reader’s Digest Book Club,
Anyway, out of the profits of Snow White the Disneys built their
in his mss. on “Masters of Deceit tion since its debut last June. who states “the actual overlap in
Burbank studio. It cost $3,000,000 and the next year they owed the bank
iThe. StOfx of Communism in Chuck Laufer is editor.
membership between ourselves and $4,500,000.
America and How to Fight It)” to
the Book-of-the-Month Club-is less
TV Pre-Tested Coonskin Crockett
Hemy Holt & Co. for early ’58
than 5%.”
Old Vk n
Nevertheless, from there they went on to “Pinocciiio,” “Bambi” and
publication.
Columbia Univ. Press ad man¬ “Fantasia,” though Disney is credited here withTRjiowing less about
* “Old Vic Drama, 2,” by Audrey
Understood the FBI chief is also Williamson (Macmillan; $6), fol¬ ager John Kotselas likes the
Working on his memoirs but is lows production ih the celebrated Variety plug for its publication of music than a Volga boatman. Still he is photographed with, Stravinsky
cautious on when he should release London theatre from 1947-57.» Au¬ “The Theater in Soviet Russia” and worked with Stokowski, making it doubtful that some of that didn’t
that typd' of hook.
thor’s earlier volume examined Old because he has been getting orders wear Off in a biz where most executives get their culture through their
.
Vic records from 1934-47.. High¬ except for one liT thing; through ears.
Of all his pictures only Alice in Blunderland is conceded to have
Earl Wilson’* Vignettes
lights of current, book include re¬ a typo the book price came out $1,
Pocket Books has just brought turn of the Old Vic to Waterloo which is a real bargain considering been a flop and of course the pain of that was swept to sea in the tor¬
out a 25c paperback original (a Road;, establishment of the 5-year the correct list price is $10, hence nado that was named “Davy Crockett,” which, incidentally, which was
first tried out on television.
departure for that reprint sub¬ Folio Plan of Shakespearean pro¬ his request for this clarification.
sidiary. of . Simon & Schuster) ductions, still in progress; the Oliv¬
Virginia Veeder Westervelt,
Diane Disney Miller says when she was six years old she learned
titled “The NFC Book of Stirs,” by- iers in “Antigone”; Michael-Red¬ whose “Getting Along In the Teen- what her father did for a living. She approached the famous man with
Earl Wilson, with caricatures by grave’s “Hamlet"; “The Way of the Age World" was recently published awe.
Wachstef er." * It’s a • more savvy World” and “The Cherry Orchard” by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, now serves
“Are you Walt Disney? she asked.
closeup on . Video’ personalities with Dame' Edith Evans; Peggy as moderator of “You.th Speaks Its
“You know I am,” said her father.
than the usual fan mag interviews^ Ashcroft’s “Electra”; *the “Saint Mind.” a half-hour roundtable pre¬
“THE Walt Disney?” she pursued.
The iodide stuff more nearly ap* Joan” of Celia Johnson; Donald; sented by Mohawk-Hudson Council
He grinned and .nodded.
Robert; oh Educational
Television - via
proaches ttie intra-trade technique Wolfit’s ' “TamburlaineV;
“Please give me your autograph.” she begged.
as the N.Y. Post-syndicated, colum¬ Donat’s appearance in.T.. S. Eliot’s WCDA, Albany. Mrs. Westervelt is
She never again quite recovered that high note of awe and, for that
nist/ does intimate vignettes on “Murder in the Cathedral”; and| the wife of the supervising princi¬
matter, neither did Pete Martin.
Steve Allen, Perry Como-, -Eddie Claire Bloom’s Juliet, 'Rise of new I pal in the suburban Guilderland,
Editorial Person To Person
Charles' W. Morton, associate
editor of the Atlantic Monthly,
had a piece in the; mag’s recent
100th anniversary issue (Novem¬
ber! in his regular uAccent'on giv¬
ing” department. Commenting on
Boston newspapers and television
and radio news programs, he re¬
called the incident of an editor of
the Boston Herald running a head¬
line announcing ’‘Hog Bites Quincy
Man”
As a followup, Morton reports
that the editor, AJden Hoag, was so
Incensed that he announced on the
Herald editorial page that he was
cancelling his- own subscription to
the Atlantic. “I could not retali¬
ate,” Morton observes sadly, “be¬
cause I take the Globe anyhow,
not the Herald.” •
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CHATTER

Broadway

/P^suEff
legitimate theatre within the reach
of all patrons” by Educators Thea¬
tre Committee.
Entire Arthur Godfrey clan here
this week and next, over which
period all his CBS shows will origi¬
nate from Chi. Godfrey is in town '
for the Horse Show at the Amphi-;
theatre.
{
George Gobel, Sammy Davis Jr.,
Carol Channing, Robert Mitchum, i
McGuire Sisters and Patti Page all j
performed at Chicago Sun-Times’ 1
annual Harvest Moon Festival at |
Stadium Inst Saturday (23). Per j
usual, columnist Irv. Kupcinet
hosted.
^

London

< Covent Garden 0135/6/7)
Glendon Allvine, who has been
Harry Worth making his cabaret
ahead of the' NBC opera tour,
bow at Quaglino’s this week.
winds un Dec. 8, .
Leo Edwards, songsmith and
* Sandu Scott signed for return
showman, and brother of the late
date as topper at the Colony. She
Gus Edwards marking his 60th
opens Dec. 9.
anr.i on Broadway.
"10 Commandments” (Par) opens,
Robert Baral turned over a wide
with charity preem at the Plaza
assortment of show tunes from his
tomorrow (Thurs.).
musical comedy5 collection to the
Louis Levy, music director for
music library at Yale this past
many British films, who died last
week.
August, left over $131,000.
Maurice Dreicer, alumnus Of ra¬
John Fairbairn named publicity
dio. perennial taster of wines and
controller of Rank Film Distribs,
steaks, and bestower of awards,;
succeeding Geoffrey Conway, trans¬
he'd a tequilla stroll at the Am¬
ferred to the theatre side of group.
bassador Hotel 'last week.
The Assn, of Cine and Television
Mischa Eiman, who’s been fid¬
Technicians planning a New Year
dling for the longhairs some 50
celebration to mark its Silver
By
Gene
Moskowitz
years, starting as a boy prodigy,
Jubilee. <
Huchette; Odeon 4944)
has contracted with National Art-1 (23 7
Belinda Lee, Michael Craig, Pat
Danielle Lamarr heads for New McGoOhan and Anna Gaylor off to
ists Corp. for three years.
!
1 South Africa for locations on “Nor
Eugene Voit, bossman at the ■ York and singing stint.
There is now a new stripteaser ! the Moon By Nighf.”
Hotel Plaza but slated to become '
g.m. of the Savoy-Plaza, also under, he’*e called Diane Sputnik.
Art Buchwald in town for the
Gallic pic, “Mademoiselle Strip-j launching of his new book, “I
Hiltcn's
direction,
recuperating
tease,” forbidden by censors in . Chose Caviare,” published here last
from'a two-month illness.
Belgium.
"
i
Two Soviet ionghairers. pianist
week.
Jeanne Moreau accepting the;
Emil Gilels and fiddler Leonid Ko¬
Les Cinq Peres, currently show
gan, hit Carnegie Hall in Jan.-Feb. star role in “Back to the Wall,” toppers at Savoy, heading for U.S.
in consummation Of deal made in turned down by Michele Morgan next month for cabaret date in
Moscow some months ago by Sol who felt the role-was too passive. M'ami and guest appearance on the
Actress Jahy Holt going into pro¬ “Ed Sullivan Show.”
Hurok.
Fashion stylist and syndicated duction. Her first film will be a
Kenneth S. Allen has returned .to
writer Tobe (Mrs. Tobe Coder French-West German coproduc¬ Associated British-Pathe as pub¬
Davis) stages her 23d annual tion, “Kepi,” based on a Colette, licity manager, lie left the com¬
Bosses’ Dinner Jan. 8 at the St. story.
pany, recently to Head tv section of
Though having only a minor role an ad agency.
Regis Roof and makes her 15th!
annual Tobe Award for Dls ivi-j in “Sun Also Rises” (20th), Juliette
R. M. D, Odgers named general
guished Contribution to American Greco will get practically top bill¬ manager of Rank Overseas Fiim
ing along with the Yank stars when Distributors, with the title of senior
Retailing.
Sir Francis Cassel, Bart., whose the pic opens here.
UK executive. P. E. Bethell-Fox
Magyar director Geza Radvanyi upped to overseas branch super¬
piano recital at Carnegie Hall oc¬
curs tonight (Wed.), is referred to to do a remake of the nre-^ar visor.
in publicity as a “peer.” though German film classic, “Maedchen Em
What is claimed to be one of the
barons and up are usually so de¬ Uniforme.” in Germany next yea1', biggest poster campaigns for a long
scribed. He’s described as disliking with Romy Schneider and Lili time is operating through London
the life of a virtuoso and rarely Palmey.
to publicize * Cecil B. DeMille’s
“A King In New York” (UA) “The Ten Commandments,” which
appearing on platform, but his. con-;
cert Sept. 15 at Albert Hall, Lon¬ took in $90,000 in its first week at will have its British preem at the
five big first-runs here. Next came Plaza, tomorrow (Thurs.) night.
don. drew 8.000.
Kathy
Niedisthe
(pronounced the Robert and Raymond Hakim Apart from extensive press adver¬
“Need-ess-thay”), age 14, who dis¬ production, “Pot Bouille,” for $75,- tising over the past few. weeks, the
appeared from her Bryam (Conn.) 000 in three houses. “Prince and roster coverage has been used in
home Nov. 15, is a devoted rock ’n’ Showgirl” (WB) came In for $39,000 3,750 subway train carriages; 1,000
roll fan so dee jay Alan Freed at three houses.
^rge posters are being displayed
(WINS. N.Y.) has been broadcast¬
European Union of Film and in entrances and cm platforms of
ing a plea to let her parents know Television Technicians is . demand¬ all subway and surface stations;
she’s alive. Other r’n’r deejays are ing a special confab before the and reproductions of the Red Sea
asked to follow suit. Girl’s picture Common Film Mart gees into ef¬ seouence have been pasted up in
was published in last Sunday’s fect next January to outline and major roads throughout London.
(24 > News.
set \ up exactly the status of the
Ground was broken, with suitable i various pic ovorkers in the member
civic ceremonies, for the Duffy countries with differing wage rates,
Square site of the rew George M. working skeds, etc.
By Hans Hoehn
Cohan monument. Oscar Hammer.-,
American
cemedienne
Cynda
(760264)
stein 2d chairmans the committee Glenn has the comedy lead in Jac¬
“Saint Jpan” (UA) was declared
which is still in need of funds for ques
Becker’s
“Montparnasse: '
the $100,000 project. As part of the 1919,”. the story of Modigiloni, the • “valuable” by West German film
rehabilitation, the long »■
1 French painter who died of deli-; classification board.
“Fiete In the Net” is the title of
restrooms underneath th'
rium tremens in 1925. Gerard!
Square triangle (QDposite 1
Phillijjpifis in the title role. Her last ’ a new DEFA film which sees Ernst
Palace Theatre) will be eli
1^?nch-made film was with Tino ■ von Klipsteiri and Kaete Pontow
in lead roles.
Frank Sinatra and Mam
Rossi just pre-World War II.
Lawrence Winters sings cur-;
an?' longtime friends, of sue'
.»-;
rently in “The Flying Dutchman”
timacy that the NBC-RCA veepee
at the Staedtische
(Municipal)
is trustee for Sinatra’s children’s
Opera House.
estate.
As such, the ABC deal |
Veit ’ Harlan’s pic, “The Third
with the star, which has an endow- j
By Hal V. Cohen
merit provision for his three chil¬
Marty Allen and. Mitch DeWood1 Sex,” has ben retitled in “Anders
dren. has to be approved, in writ- I into the New Nixon for a couple, als Du und Ich” (Different Than
You and Me).
ing. by Sacks. In fact there is a I of weeks.
The Berlin Philharmonic, under
proviso that Sacks’ refusal could!
Mrs. Martha Michael, of Rex'
stymie Sinatra on that particular ; Theatre on Southside, winding up j the conduction of Herbert von Kar¬
deal.
i eiahtmonth trip to Greece.
i ajan, currently touring Japan. En¬
With Casino shuttered, Jody; semble consists of 103.
Curt Bpis, once a great of Ger¬
Lawrence, who has worked there !
in past, is currently at Copa.
j man sildnts, celebrated his 50th
anni
as an actor. He’s now appear¬
. Jean Fenn, diva on Liberace i
By A. P. Scully
show, and her husband. Bill Far- • ing on stage in Munich.*
Annual general assembly of
fFairvieir 41828)
, well, going on holiday cruise.
J
Phil Harris threw cocktailer for ;
Francis Mayville in Florida pro-'; German film clubs will meet here
Bovs Club.
i moting bookings there next month') next May. There are about 100The Cameos at Desi Arnaz’ ; for Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. I film clubs registered in this counWestern Hills.
i
Barry Sisters, who usually play ) try. West Berlin has. five.
Paul Hubschmid (in Hollywood:
Margot Fonteyn rested her toes ' the Ankara, go to Holiday House ;
at Smoke Tree Ranch.
! their next time around, in Febru-1 Paul Christian) has male lead in
George Sherman bought an apt.- . ary.
I CCC’s “Italian Journey—Love In¬
hofel on San Lorenzo Road.
!
Judith Dunford . home for few. cluded.” Susanne Cramer costars
Ann Lindquist and Hal Phillips j weeks to help Salvador Juarez get and Wolfgang Becker is directing.
pr'ss agenting new Ocotillo Lodge. ! his new ballet company started;
Oliver Jaynes, who quit as edi-!j. here.
i
tor of the Desert Sun, retired to |
Virginia and Boogie Woogie j
No^th Carolina.
; Sherman, comedian turned dry j
By Ramsay Ames
Romve . De|iville.' wheel chair ; cleaning tycoon, celebrated their]
(Castellana Hilton 372200)
crooner, got a; week at El Mirador J 20*h wedding anni.
I
Crooner Mario Marini opened
after shoving* on Ralph Edward’s
Clay Flagg in town enroute to;
at the Fontoria.
souper.
~
j Milwaukee to do “Light Up the;
“Last Time I Saw Paris” in big
vext big bogm headed for Salton ; skv” with Diana Barrymore at!
preem at Carlos III arid the Roxy.
Sea. where M. Penn Phillips fig¬ * Fred Miller Theatre.
“Don Juan Tenorio” is hack
ures to snerd $20,000,000; he
again, this time at the Teatro Esbought 19.000 acres.
panol.
Lily Pons Lolly Parsons, Mrs.
Vet
actress
Amparo
Marti
TvTorvvn Le Roy and Mrs. Harry
awarded gold medal of achieve¬
By
Eric
Gorrick
Joe Brown steaming up interest in
Jimmy McHugh’s Golden Nugget • (FiJm House, 25la Pit St., Sydney) j ment by Circulo of Bellas Artes.
At the Latina, Antonio Garisa
;
Pai'amount readying “10 Com- •
Ball.
f mafidments” for an early debut [ and Mari Bagona are scoring in the
‘here
! musicomedy, “Mas Mu j ares” (More
!
“Island in Sun” (20th) wham hit: Women).
Leon Klimovsky directing “El
' at Regent, Sydney, for Hoyts. Pic
Hombre que Perdio el Tren” (The
Gale Storm cancelled her visit is also set in eight nahers.
here, last week because of the flu. ;
Irish Guards Band okay at Tiv¬ Man Who Missed Train) at Balles¬
Gibby’s Restaurant, operated by oli. Sydney, for Garnet Carroll via teros studios.
.Rave'of season is Alicia Markova,
Gibby Kaplan, hosting cast of “My arrangement with David Martin.
Fair Lady” to Thanksgiving dinner
When asked the reason for who opened as special guest artist
Thursday (28».
downbeat in cinema boxoffices ini with Pilar Lopez and company at
Dick Eastham and Pat Conway, the nabes, a top showman said: Teatro Eslava.
stars of ABC-TV’s “Tombstone Ter¬ “Too many darn Pistol pix!”
After tour -of London, Dublin
ritory.” making the rounds last
Harry Wren will take his oldtime and Paris, Pilar Lopez and her
week to plug the show.
vaude troupe on the road for sec- j ballet cgmpany opened with Alicia
Lee Charmel, bandleader Charlie ; ond runaround. Show, “Good Old ; Markova at Teatro Eslava.
Fisk’s wife and vocalist, batoning i Days.” is surprise hit of. year here.!
French - Italian actress Helen.
band at the Conrad Hilton Boule¬
Greater Union Theatres, in asso-j Remy signed up"in Paris for lead
vard Room while Fisk is in the : ciation with Wollongong Theatres. in ASPA Films’ ‘“The Tiger of
hospital.
* opened a plush ozoner at Wollon- Chamberi/Vwhich has started here.
George Wilmot; manager of . gong. GUT also is solo in a new
Young, dance star Rafael de Cor¬
Erlanger Theatre, cited for “con¬ ! drive-in at Toowoomba,. Queens¬ dova at the Fasapoga with his
sistent cooperation in bringing land.
company, and backed by the Man¬
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hattan Dancers and Lorenzo Gon¬
zalez orch.
,
Anthony Mann, ip from New
York, may make a picture in Spain.
Wife Sarita Montiel has started
“La Violetera” under the direction
of Luis Qesar Amadori.
Another important opening was
thatoof Tina Gasco and company
at Teatro Reina Victoria in Buero
Vallejo’s “Las Cartas Boca Abajo”
(The Cards Face Down).
Popular legit-cinema actor Fran¬
cisco Rabat returned from Rome
and “Jerusalem Liberated,” in
■which he starred with three others.
He will'do a season of legit theatre
in Spain.

Paris

Berlin

Pittsburgh

Palm Springs

Madrid

Australia

Chicago

Las Vegas
By Forrest Duke
(DUdley 2-6100)
Hank Henry knocked out of Sil¬
ver Slipper show by flu bug.
Sheila Sullivan, Tropicana terper-chirper, will compete, in"the
forthcoming
local
Metropolitan
Auditions of the Air.
Bob Cannon, Tropicana general
manager,^succeeds Desert Inn flack
Gene Murphy' as Chief Barker of
Variety Club Tent 39.
Geri Nolan of El Rancho- Vegas,
who is jthe Strip’s . only femme
flack,<amending after surgery in Mt.
Sinai hosp, Los Angeles.
Sammy Lewis in Havana where
hell try to ink Ginger Rogers for
Riviera in January following the
Harry Belafonte show. Miss Rogers*
is set to top the Havana-Riviera
(no relation to the Vegas Riviera)
when it opens next month.

Israel
By P. Vernon
(Tel Aviv)
Pat Boone record of “Anastasia”
is 'all-time hit in Israel..
Series of recordings by The Plat¬
ters, licensed by Mercury to Hed
Arzi of Tel Aviv, scored success..
French baliet troupe Jean Bahileo ending .successful series of
dates under patronage of the
French Embassy in Israel.
Young
Israeli pianist Vardi
Nishry giving world preem of new
“Music for Piano” by Paul Ben
Haim, leading Israeli composer, at
Grand- Casino, Cannes, Nov. 28.
Israel Philharmonic gave concert
in memory of its founder, the late
violinist
Bronislaw
Huberman,
Paul Kletzki
conducting.
New
Fiedric R.- Mann Auditorium was
sold out.
Six top hits on Army Broadcast¬
ing Unit Hit Parade program are
“Anastasia,”
“Little
Darling,”
“Marianne,” “Singing the Blues,”
“Banana Boat Song” and “Guaglibne” (Man With the Mandolino).
.Prize-winning work by -Noam
Sheriff, 22-year-oid Tel Aviv com¬
poser,
“Festival* Overture,”
preemed at opening of- new con¬
cert hall, to' be played by orches¬
tras in Philadelphia, New York
(Dec. 15-16 and 23) and Melbourne
(early 1958).

Philadelphia
i

By Jerry Gayhan
Lawrence Shubert Lawrence out
of hospital after long siege.
“Rock ’n’ Roll,” with local com¬
edy team Fisher & Marks preems
at the Goldman (Dec, .4),
City Representative Fredric R,
Man reelected for 10th consecutive
year as, prexy of Robin Hood-Dell.
Lee*. Guber, Frank Ford |md'
ShellyGross (Music Fairs’ trium.virate)! expect tq add a fourth tent
next summer.
Ames Brothers are a replacement
for Les Paul and Mary Ford, who
cancelled theirskedde'd appearance
at Latin Casino. (Nov. 259.
Irene Castle coming to Philly
.from her home in Eureka Springs,
Ark., tobe guest of honor.at a tea
dance, tagged “Canine Can-Can.”
Nea Rorem, recently returned
after eight , years in France and
Morocco, cleffirig score for new
Tennessee Williams’ play, “Sud¬
denly. Last Summer.’*

Seattle
The Four Knights into The
Thunderbird.
. Jazz violinist Jos Venuti Into
Rosellini’s 410, with Frank Sugia
Trio and Naomi.
New local legit group. The OffBroadway Players, presenting:
preem of "“Afternoon of the Gods,”
by Evan K. Sanders, at Women’s
Century Theatre. *
Group of reporters! disk jocks,
publicists and sportsmen have set
up organization tabbed “Friends
of the Living Theatre” to plug act¬
ing debut' of Emmett Watson,
sport.swriter and columnist on mor¬
ning Post - Intelligencer. Debut
will be in Cirque Theatre produc¬
tion of “Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter/*

Hollywood
Flaque in memory of A1 Jolson
unveiled at Cedars of Lebanon.
Jerry Lewis planing to N. Y. for
a 20-hour telethon for Muscular
Dystrophy drive'
Warner flacks tossed a luncheon
for Virginia Mayo, departing that
lot after 10 years.
Donald
O’Connor
at UCLA
Medical Center for a checkup and
rest.
Fred S. Meyer installed as prexy
of The Key Men, honorary volun¬
teer society of the United Jewish
Welfare Fund.
JOanne Woodward felled by a
bad cold, causing a change in
shooting schedule of “Long Hot
Summef.*
Heavy winds battered the area,
causing some interference with ex¬
terior'shooting and forcing Disney¬
land tq shutter for one day.
Hollywood Foreign Press Assn,
handed out Venice Award trophies
to the various Hollywood winners
at a Bevhills Hotel luncheon.

Miami Beach
. By Lary Solloway
Y1755 Calais Dr.; Union 5-5389)
Billy Eckstine on Fontainebleau’s
La Ronde January book (4) with
Phil Foster co-featured.
Phil Silvers and his family made
Xmas holiday reservations at Thun¬
derbird; she’s from Orlando.
Paul Winchell show set for win¬
ter emanations from Miami by Lew
Price, city’s new publicity director.
The Goodman Aces back at Eden
Roc for annual stay; he commutes
to New York for his Como show
chores.
Jack Paar and NBC program¬
ming reps stayed over an extra day
setting up his telecasts from here
this winter.

By Les Rees .
(2123 Fremqnt Ave. So.,
FR 7-2609)
“Diary of Anne’/Frank” inked
for Lyceum Dee.'30-Jan. 5.
Minnesota U. Theatre teed off
with “Teahouse pf August Moon/*
Violinist Isaac Sterh here for
Minneapolis Symphony guest ap¬
pearance. .
Charles Jones of -New York The¬
atre Guild here to .help subscrip¬
tion season drive.
John - Montague here ahead of
‘Waltz of Toreadors,” due at Ly¬
ceum as season’s second legit at¬
traction Dec; 9-14.. Northwest Variety club women's
auxiliary sponsoring “Front Page”
prodhetion at Lyceum Dec: 5-7
with roles played by local news¬
paper people and county sheriff,

Pakistan
By A. Ghaffar
(P.O, Box No. 4686)
* National Council of the Photo¬
graphic Society- of Pakistan has
decided’to start a cine section.
Agfa is also installing a color
process laboratory in Karachi. The #
building -is almost complete and
equipment is being installed.
There is also possibility of a
joint Pakistan-American produc¬
tion. If deal materializes, the production would go into work early
next summer.
Pakistan' film director Major
Aslam Jan left for England for
practical training in' prpductiohr
editing/ script writing, .direction,
color processing and set designing.
He has been selected for this train¬
ing period by Pinewood and Ealing
Studios,
A German laboratory consultant
from Film Union, West Berlin*
arrived in Lahore to supervise in¬
stallation of the color laboratory
at Evernew Studios, Lahore. He
will stay - there until /Installation
and testing of. (the laboratory is
completed.,
!
Many Pakistani producers are
interested in cor-productions with
foreign countrie$ and some deals
are in the offing. Producer-directot Ashfaq Malik concluded a -deal
with the cinema workers of Red
China to make a joint picture in
color and Cinemascope. The film"
would be in three language—Chi¬
nese, English and Urdu.

San Francisco
By William Steif
Examiner columnist Herb Caen’s
mother was seriously in jured when
a truck hit her.
Arthur Godfrey’s horse act set
new attendance mark at Grand Na¬
tional Liyestock Show in the Cow
Palace.
. *
^
Cornelia Otis Skinner went on
from three Frisco shows to the \ >
ANTA West Coast Drama Festival at CarmeL Other participants at
10-day :f estival Were Judith Andersoh, Vanessa Brown, Carol Stone,
Charles
Buggies
and “Francis
Lederer/

P%nmirx
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OBITUARIES
GEORGE T. BYE
George T. Bye, 70, a noted lit¬
erary agent, died Nov. 24 in New
Canaan, Conn.
A native of Kansas City, Mo., he
launched his career as a newspaper
man with The Kansas City Star,
and served for a time as its drama
critic before joining The Chicago
Tribune in 1912. In Chicago, he
also edited the magazine Motor
A*During World War I, he worked
as a reporter for The Stars and
Stripes, as well as on an American-British government news serv¬
ice, and after a short postwar em¬
ployment with the N,Y. World
Syndicate founded his own literary
agency in N.Y. in 1923.
Bye became known as the agent
for “stunt” books, written by well
known people or about timely ob¬
jects. He is generally credited wuri
persuading Mrs. Franklin D. Roose¬
velt to start her newspaper column,
“My Day," and was Charles A.
Lindbergh’s agent, when in 1954,
the aviator sold his autobiography,
“The Spirit of St. Louis" to Holly¬
wood,
His
clients
included
among
others former Gov. Alfred E.
Smith, Heywood Broun, Franklin

came home base for the literary,,
and musical set.
His Paris apartment gave inspira¬
tion to designer Oliver Smith's set
for “The Mad Woman of Chaillot.”
His home in Brooklyn, too, was a
hangout for writers, artists, etc. At
one time he had Gypsy Rose Lee,
Carson McCullers and Richard
Wright living there.
ETHEL CODY
Ethel Cody, 62, actress and
singer, died. Nov. 21 in Rockledge,
Pa. She recently left the cast of
Broadway’s “Auntie Mame” be¬
cause of illness.
*
Before joining "Auntie Mame”
in 1956, she completed 18 months
on Broadway and on the road in
the role of Rachel in “Plain and
Fancy.” She previously had ap¬
peared on the road and in summer
stock in “Carousel," “Annie Get
Your- Gun,” “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” “Bioomer Girl,” "Kiss
Me Kate,” “Philadelphia Story,”
“Winslow Boy” and "Male Ani¬
mal,* among others.
V
In tv. Miss Cody appeared one
“The Ed Sullivan Show” and “The'
World and Mr. Sweeney."
She
also had produced. radio and tv
shows for WPTfc in Philadelphia.

JACK CARNEY
NOV. 27, 1956
P. Adams, Alexander Woollcott, Early in her career, she toured the
Westbrook Pegler, Deems Taylor, leading vaudeville circuits as a
Rebecca West, John Erskine and singer arid instrumentalist . with
“The Cody Quintette.” ;
Ursula Parrott.
Two sons and a daughter sur=His wife survives.
viye.
KEITH KIGGINS
DR. OTTO WICK
Keith Kiggins, 61, v.p. and ad¬
Dr. Otto Wick, 72, internationally
ministrative assistant to the prez of
Storer Broadcasting Co., died of a known symphony conductor and
heart attack Nov. 22 in his Miami composer, died Nov. 19 in San
Beach office. He returned to his Marcos, Tex. He was en! route to
desk only five days earlier after Austin. to hear the San Antonio
suffering an attack of the flu on Symphony Orchestra in a perform¬
Sept. 24. This later developed into ance of Berlioz’ "Romeo arid
bronchial pneumonia which’ com¬ Juliet.”
He was the first conductor of
plicated a former heart condition.
Originally a Portland, Ore., in¬ New York's Manhattan Opera
vestment banker, Kiggins entered House, musical director of the N.Y.
the broadcasting field in 1933 with Liederkranz Society, a conductorNBC. As station relations director, composer-arranger for NBC and
he assisted in development of batoner of the N.Y, City Orchestra.
NBC's Red and Blue networks. Fol¬ After coming to San Antonio in
lowing the Government - decreed 1935, he organized and conducted
separation of the Red and Blue a number of choral groups and or¬
chains, he continued with the lat¬ chestras. Among his compositions
ter. He served as v.p. of the Blue was the opera, “Lone Star," which
and its successor the American he was commissioned to write for
the Texas Centennial in 1936,
Broadcasting Co.
Surviving are his wife, three
Kiggins formed his own radio-tv
consulting firm in 1948 which as¬ sons, a daughter and'a brother.
sisted a number of the pre-freeze
ETHEL JACKSON
stations with licensing and opera¬
Ethel Jackson, 80, who played
tion. Ill health in 1950 forced his
retirement,
but he
re-entered the title role in the original 1907of "The
broadcasting in April, 1954 as ad¬ Broadway production
ministrative assistant to George B- Merry Widow," died Nov. 23 at
Stprer, prexy of Storer Broadcast- the Percy Williams Home in East
Islip, Long Island, N. Y.
She nuftle her debut in 1897 in
London where she appeared at the
Savoy Theatre in Gilbert and
Sullivan’s "The Yeoman of the
Guard." She returned to the U.S.
in
to play a variety of roles
1
V musical plays as "“Little
November 30, 1953
[ ,.x
‘ ’tody,” “Vienna Life" and
"A
-6b White."
r
e^it -credits also include
mudly. We Hail," “Dodsing. He was named v.p. of the firm ‘ .o
worth, ’ “Girls in Uniform,”' "A
in 1956.
Surviving are his wife, son and Pair of Sixes” and "The Runaway
Girl.” Her last Broadway appear¬
daughter.
ance was with Paul Muni in the
1939 production of ‘‘Key Largo."
GEORGE DAVIS
Hjer sister survives.
George Davis, 51, novelist and
mag editor, died of a heart attack
Nov< 25 in Berlin. He had been
J. SEEGAR HEAVILIN
there since October assisting his
J. Seegar Heavilin, 52, an ac¬
wife, Lotte Lehya, in making re¬ count executive With the public
cordings for Philips' and its U.S. relations firm of Dudley-AndersonYutzy in New York since last year,
affiliate, Columbia Records.
Davis is credited with having died Nov, 19 In Cedar Grove, NJT.
Heavilin at one time was a re¬
initiated the Kurt Weill revival in
the early 1950’s, He had been a porter for The Marion (Ind.)
longtime friend of Miss Leoya and Chronicle and the Indianapolis
He later wrote titles for
Weill, her first husband. He mar¬ Star.
ried Miss Lenya in 1951 several Paramount silent films, 4nd in
years after the composer’s death. 1936 returned to Par as editor of
It was Davis who planned the Paramount News and documentary
Town Hall (N.Y.) conceit of Weill's films. His film, “The Search for
music in 1952 which led to revival Peace,” was honored by the United
of ""Threepenny Opera" at Green-! Nations in 1946.
Wife, two sons, daughter, moth¬
wich Village’s Theatre De Lys,
where it became a lougnm click, j er and two sisters survive.
He was also ah important behindhe-’Scene influence in the flock of
HARRY H. ZEHNER
Weill recordings that have since
Harry H. ZeTiner,.69, member of
been released by Columbia and the Motion Picture Assn, of Amer¬
MGM.
ica's Production Code AdministraAs mag editor (Harper’s Bazaar, ; tiori since 1938. died of a heart at¬
Vanity Fair, Mademoiselle), Davis tack Nov. 20 in Houston. Tex, He
is credited with having brought was vacationing at . the time of his
Carson McCullers, Truman Capote death.
end other avante garde writers jo • A member of the film industry
the literary forefront. After tie since 1920, when he became secre¬
success of his novel ‘-‘Opening of a tary to Carl Laemmle at Universal,
Door,” in 1931, he headquartered Zehrier . shortly afterwards was
in Paris where his apartment be- named Laemmle’s assistant. Still

JOSEPH BURSTYN

87

later, he was upped to assistant Borden & Hayden." Later the act
general manager'Of’the studid* a was changed to "Fred Sc Tommy
post he held until he swung over Hayden."
Wife and brother survive.
to the PCA.
Surviving are his wife, son and
SSSm^m Continued from page 2 —
r
daughter.
HERMAN L. ARBUCKLE
Herman L. Arbuckle, 77, violin¬ ner, explained (a) he flew over his
WALTER J. CQQUILLE
ist, orchestra leader and composer, own executive secretary for effi¬
-Walter J. Coquille, 71, the died Nov. 9 in Akron, O., after a ciency, and also to insure utmost
legendary “Mayor of Bayou Pom long illness. Onetime bandleader j secjrity, and tb) told the Vatican
Pom” of radio, vaudeville and in Franklin and Oil City, Pa., thea¬ official, “Well, now I have made
disks, died Nov, 22 in New Orleans. tres, he later batoned an orchestra English the official international
He tickled the fancy of many with at the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. language, including that of the
his homespun Cajun humor for
Surviving are his wife, daughter diplomatique. In fafct it’s time the
.more than 30 years. The “Hon’roble and two brothers.
, whole world woke up to the fact
Telesfore Boudreaux, Ie maire of
that English is the most potent
Bayou Pom Pom,” was a creation
JACK GOODWIN
and most popular international
Of his agile mind and through the
John G. Schureman, 62, known' means of communication."
years it grew in the imagination of
professionally as Jack Goodwin,
As "a “layman diplomat" Folsom
thousands as a place where happy Chicago representative of the Sam
pointed up that “tHere are new
people lived and enjoyed living.
Fox Music Publishing Co., died : dimensions in diplomacy anyway,
Surviving are two daughters and
Nov. 23 in Passavant Hospital, Chi¬ otherwise how come two Ameri¬
two sisters.
cago.
cans, of the Catholic faith, were
His wife survives.
designated by Vatican City to be
NAT CHERKOSLY
its ambassadors."
Nat Cherkosly. 62, owner of the
Herman Lewis, 82, personnel
Hazelwood Theatre in Pittsburgh,
Understood that the Pope and
died suddenly of a heart attack manager of the Mantel-Harper the Vatican diplomatic corps were
Nov. 15 in that city. He was driv¬ Theatrical Company in the early deeply impressed with the FoJsoming his car when stricken but man¬ ’20s, died Nov. 13 in Chicago. He Hessburgh findings on “the great
aged to pull over to the side of a had been a hotel manager in Chi¬ moral issue of our times, i.e. the
road before becoriiing unconscious. cago and other cities in recent use of atomic energy fof peaceful
A passing motorist got him to a years.
performances and not for destruc¬
hospital, where he was pronounced
tion."
dead on arrival. A son, Earl, had
Mother , of opera star Josephine
been managing the theatre for him Lucchese died Nov. 17 in San An¬
tonio. Also surviving are two sons,
for some time.
His wife and a daughter also sur¬ Frank and Sam B. Lucchese, both
of whom are exhibitors.
vive.
Rhoda Rogers to Cyril Dowler,
London, Nov. 23. Bride is an acro¬
ROBERT W. AMSBERRY
Mark Gates, 70, rethje'cl theatre batic dancer and soubret; he’s a
Robert W. Amsberry, 29, disk manager, died Nov. 20 in Washing¬ vaude comedian.
jockey and . Walt Disney Studio ton, D.C. He managed a number of
Henry Untermeyer to Elaine
Mousketeer, was killed Nov. 21 midwest houses Including the Cir¬ Benioff, San Francisco, Nov. 24.
near Portland, Ore., when his sport i cle in Indianapolis.
He’s station manager of KCBS.
car ran off the highway. He was |
Kate Maddock to Phil McCall,
on his way to visit his parents,
Mildred Pierce, manager for the
Perth, Scotland, Nov. 15. Bride’s
Amsberry started as a deejay on last 30 years of Harry Hendel’s
KEX and his “Squirrel Cage" New Granada Theatre in Pitts¬ a stage manager; he’s an actorp
Susanne Cramer to Helmut Lohcaught the notice of Walt Disney. burgh, died there Nov. 14 after a
ner, Munich, West Germany Nov.
He was to return to Disney later long illness.
9. Bride is an actress; he’s an
this year for more film work.
Surviving are his wife and two
Qnirino Mendoza Cortes, 99, actor.
Lida Mae Nixon to Henry Mag¬
dean, of Mexican composers who
sons.
authored such: standards as “Cielito nus, San Antonio, recently. Bride
MILTON E. GAINES SR.
Lindo’1 arid “Honor y Gloria," died is on staff of KITE in that city.
Milton E. Gaines Sr„ 81, former Nov. 10 in Mexico City.
Gwen Matthews to Larry Treger,
circus operator and. onetime bal¬
San Antonio, recently. Bride is re¬
loonist, died Nov. 9 in London, O.
Wife, 33, of Pierre Crenesse, di¬ ceptionist at KITE in that city.
He operated'a wagon circus around rector of the French Broadcasting
Elizabeth Patricia O’Brien to
the turn of the century.
System in North America, died James O. Parsons Jr., New York,
Gaines and his late brother, Cas¬ Nov. 22 in New York. Two daugh¬
Nov. 23. He is v.p. of Harrington,
sius, were pioneer 'parachutists. ters also survive;
Kighter & Parsons, station reps.
They ascended with a limp ’chute
attached to balloons, then leaped
Fernando Ureelay Ruiz, 62, Mex¬
from the inflated bag. They also ican composer and uncle of top
had an early day “muttnik," a dog Mexican singer Nicolas Ureelay,
I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan,
who parachuted from a balloon.
died Nov, 8 in Mexico City.
;Son, Santa Monica, Cal., Nov. 14.
Two sons survive.
Jack Goodwin*, Chicago manager ! Mother is actress Yvonne de Carlo;
"WOODEN JOE” NICHOLAS
for Sam Fox Music for the past ] father is a stuntman,
“Wooden Joe” Nicholas, 74, 25 years, died Nov. 23 in that city. i
Mr. and Mrs. Frederic Wile son,
pioneer jazzman, died Nov. 24 in Wife survives.
l Hollywood, Nov. 19. Father is
.’associated with “Pat" Weaver in
New Orleans. He acquired his nickBetty Langfitt iBurkholtzl. vet¬ ! several tv projects; mother is the
nafne early in his career. He gained
considerable renown as a clarinet eran Pittsburgh booking agent, .former Bee Canterbury of NBCand trumpet player in New Orleans’ died Nov, 15. in that city after a • Press Relations.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Warren E; Barker, •
old Storyville district. A member brief illness.
: son. Orange, Cal., Nov. 16. Father
of the King Oliver band for years,,
Sister, about 50, of booker and •is a musician and financial secrehe later played with other Negro
producer Will J. Harris, died Nov. ; tary of Local 47 (Hollywood) AFM.
groups in Ne*v Orleans.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gardner,
Surviving are a daughter arid 14 in Chicago.
! daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov.
17.
sister.
Father, 64, of nitery operator ; Mother’s a former actress, Priscilla
Vernon sylvaine
Paul Raffles, died Nov. 17 in Chi- ’1 Dodge, who . now produces indusj trial shows with her husband.
Vernon Sylvaine, 60, actor and cago.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Friedman,
playwright, died Nov. 22 at. his
home in Sussex, England.
Sidney W,-Hook, 67, RKO studio daughter, Pittsburgh, Nov. 15. Fa¬
Sylvaine appeared in numerous police chief, died Nov. 20 in Holly¬ ther's half of Friedman - Rich
agency*
plays, including “Charlie’s Aunt" wood. Wife and son survive.
[
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Smith, son,
and toured the U. S. and South
Africa. -He also wrote numerous*
Mother, 91, of Eric Linklater, London, Nov. 11. Father is pubplays
including
"Aren’t
Men author-playwright, died recent’v in {licity manager for 20th-Fox in
England.
Beasts," which ran for more than Orkney, Scotland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Beller, son,
300 performances; "As Long as
They’re Happy,” “One Wild. Oat"
Everett F. Rittenour, 61, former Hollywood, Nov. 21. Mother is
and “Will Any Gentleman."
v.p. of the Peoples Broadcasting Marion Morgan, CBS radio singer;
Corp., died Nov. 22 in Columbus, 6. father was formerly manager of
Harry James band.
DEZRA J. LILLY
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Glieberman,
Dezra J. Lilly.. 63, an electrical
son, Chicago, Nov. 21. Mother is
technician in film. studios since
Evie Eraci, singer in that city.
1919, died Nov. 14 in Hollywood;.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Schein,
He started, in 1919 with Lois
Continued from page 1 Weber, subsequently Working at
twin daughters, Schenectady, re¬
cently.
Father produced “TV
Universal. Fox and Columbia and
disturbed by the implications of Schooltime" on WRGB there.
finally 20ch-Fox where he was em¬
Mr. and Mrs. Padraig O’Raghalployed ft the time, of hhf death. what they say. If ‘SP’ is highly
He was one of the pioneers in the persuasive, the viewer may find laigh, Dublin,-daughter, Nov. 4.
himself making a purchase without Father’s assistant program con¬
development of sun-arc lighting.
Son Jack, a soundman, survives. even knowing why. This persua¬ troller for Radio Eireann; mother’s
siveness raises serious
ethical , au actress.
questions.
The possibilities are
Mr. and Mrs. Aidan Folan, DubFRED JESKE
Fred Jeske, a radio announcer certainly unfair to a viewer who flin, son, Nov. 14. Father’s chief
and singer, died Nov. 23 in Coral isn’t even given a chance to exer¬ j balance andT control, officer for
Gables, Fla.
_
cise, sales resistance. It’s reassur¬ Irish State-controlled radio setup.
Mr. andv Mrs. Richard Horner,
Jeske - joined station WSYR m ing to know that FCC considers its I
Syracuse, N. Y., in 1936 after be¬ powers adequate under the “Com- daughter, Nov. 23, N.Y. Father is
! a legit company and general maning at stations in Chicago and Mil¬ munieaions act to cpntrol it."
! ager; mother is legit-tv actress
waukee.
He later worked at
Senators $aid he understood that
i Patricia Peardon.
WHEN and WNDR, both in Syra¬
three stations have recently at¬ i
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Jones, son.
cuse before becoming manager of
tempted to test the technique, with New York. Nov. 19. Father is a
WKAL in . Rome, N. Y.
one of them reporting negative re¬ I musician with the Jack • Sterling
sults on tv and two merely making show on WCBS. N. Y.
ALEXANDER JASON
j
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Brinkman,
Alexander Abchadi, 64, one of ^‘attempts’’ to use it on radio.
Commission informed Potter that:; daughter, Los Angeles, Nov. 21.
the top film scientists of Germany,
died November 5 in Wiesbaden- while the laws governing broad- i Mother is actress Jeanne Crain.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mayfield,
casting do not ‘(expressly contem- l
Biebrich, West Germany,
. Abchadi, who was born in Tiflis, plate" SP, there are several pro-,! son, Houston, Nov. 19. Father is
Russia, simplified his name to visions which indicate that “rea¬ ! engineer with KTRK-TV in that
Jason, and is credited with many sonable protection may be avail-, city.
Mr. and Mrs. Les Woytek, Hous¬
of the important developments able to the public.” Agency cited;
bridging the gap between silent and provisions giving FCC jurisdiction ton, son. recently. Father is g west¬
ern bandleader in that city.
talking pictures.
over “the nature of the service to
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rosenberg,
be rendered by each station.” wide j daughter. Oceanside, L.I., Nov. 17.
TOMMY HAYDEN
authority to make rules to regulate j Father is technical supervisor of
Tommy Hayden, 72, veteran
broadcasting
in
the
public
interest.]
CBS-TV Film Services.
Vaudeville performer, died Nov. 23
Mr. and Mrs. Parton Swift, son.
in Morristown, New Jersey. He and prohibiting broadcasters from I
appeared with his father in a song “subjecting audiences to message] New York, Nov. 7. Mother is legitand dance act known as “Hayden received from undisclosed sources.” i tv actress, Patricia Benway.

j
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